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PEEFACE TO VOL. IX

The request to add another volume to Charles Knight's "Popular

History of England " came to me -with a claim of personal gratitude, as

well as of friendship for a man whom to know was to love. I am well

assured that I utter the feeling of a generation, whose early lot was cast in

the days, not of cheap novels, but of the "Penny Magazine" and the

"Library of Entertaining Knowledge," when I say that words are inade-

quate to express our gratitude for the taste for wholesome literature which

it was Charles Knight's great desire to create, and for the wide range of

information, which is only second in value to intellectual discipline,—or

rather, is its necessary complement. I gladly take this opportunity of

acknowledging, that the reading which he thus provided for my youth

served, in a manner and degree for which I have ever since felt grateful, to

prepare me for the labours, in literature and education, of now nearly half

a century, which began by an association with him and my venerated friend

George Long, in the " Penny Cyclopsedia." Therefore it is that I offer this

volume as the tribute of my regard for the memory of Charles Knight, as

well as a continuation of the historical work which will remain his chief

literary monument.

I believe I have shown my true respect for my predecessor by abstaining

from any attempt to imitate his style and manner. Every worker must

work in his own way ; and I have taken, as the humble object of mine, that

simple rule which was laid down alike by the " father of history " and by the

first historian of England, to relate the plain facts as they have been received

from trustworthy sources of information. Adopting the words of the

Venerable Bade:—" Lectorem suppliciter obsecro ut, si qua in his quse

scripsimus aliter quam se Veritas ha'oetposita repererit, non hoc nobis imputet,

qui, q^md vera lex histories est, simpliciter ea, quoe fama vulgante collegimus,

ad instructionem posteritatis Uteris mandare studuimus."

How especially needful this apology is for the writer of contemporary

history, can only be fully understood by the practical lesson which the

attempt brings home to him, as to the necessary imperfection of its sources.

Let anyone consider how our traditional knowledge, both of remote and recent
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history, is becoming daily confirmed or transformed—often, happily, the former

rather than the latter—by the unearthing of new sources, from the inscrip-

tions of Egypt and Assyria, down to the papers and memoirs of our own con-

temporaries,—and then reflect on the secrets yet to be made known when the

cabinets of statesmen are unsealed. Two conspicuous examples may be cited

in connection with the present work. To have written it, with any approach

to satisfaction, without the "Life of the Prince Consort," was an impossibility

which is emphasized by the sense that a main fountain of truth is cut off

at the point where that work ends. The other case is the " Life of Viscount

Palmerston," the true character of which might have been exhibited by

many a series of blaiiJcpages between those which the biographer gives, acting

on that principle of prudent and necessary reserve which he plainly avows.

But till the time comes for unsealing the closed pages of history, the record

of those already open is full of interest to a generation which has lived, or

grown up, amidst the events which make the reign of Victoria as illustrious

as any in our annals, and brightened, as none before it has ever been, by the

reflection of the personal virtues of the Sovereign, her stedfast discharge of

all her duties to her people, and her irreproachable fidelity to the Con-

stitution.

Of the other chief difficulty of the contemporary historian, I have only

to say, that the reader who finds any political partisanship in this volume

will have achieved that triumph of " the higher criticism," which consista

in discovering what was not in an author's mind.

PHILIP SMITH.
JVew Tear's Bay, 1883.
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POPULAE HISTOEY OF ENGLAND.

CHAPTER I.

The new generation from 1848 to 1380—Changes of Men and Measures—Stability of the

Constitution—Its causes : steady constitutional progress, with the Sovereign as the

political centre of gravity—Influence of the Queen's character—Epoch marked by her

Accession—Great questions settled between 1815 and 1837—Fundamental principles

of the Constitution—Relations of Parliament, the Sovereign, Ministers, and People

—

The Queen's personal advantages—New epoch marked by the year 1849—Questions

settled since 1 837—Corn-laws and Free Trade—The Queen's Speech, February 1, 1849.

Since the time to which the last volume of this History was brought down,

the reign of Queen Yictoria, which had then lasted for eleven years, full of

promise justified by large performance, has been happily prolonged through

three more decades, or the period commonly counted as one generation of

human life. The sons have risen up to share the work of their fathers, in

which, too, under the progressive conditions of our public life, the daughters

are taking no small share ; but the work advances, upon the whole, in the

same main tracks of political and social progress, not hasty, but sure and

stable.

The veteran statesmen who guided our sovereign's first counsels, and even

not a few of the younger generation, have passed away ; and names then

rising into note are now the watchwords of our political contests at home and
our varying influence abroad. Measures which were then the subjects of

fierce contention, advocated as essential to our happiness, or denounced as

threatening the nation's very existence, have quietly become a part of the

constitution, which has neither been regenerated nor destroyed by their

operation. Amidst all changes, no breach has been made in the edifice of

our polity, which rests on the basis of well-ordered freedom, widened and
strengthened by experience from age to age. The essential unity of British

patriotism, liberty, respect for law, and loyalty towards the sovereign, has

been still unshaken by the fiercest conflicts of debate, and altogether un-

affected by the rise and fall of opposite political parties. Whatever adminis-

tration may have been in power, or however apparently divergent their lines

of policy for the time, the great principles and aims of government have been
the same, to efi"ect, whether by change or resistance to it, that which haa

vol.. nc.—231.
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been honestly regarded by each jjarty as right, and for the welfare of

Britain.

This stability—so much the more striking from its contrast with the scenes

that have filled the history of other nations during the last thirty years—is

chiefly the abiding fruit of our constitutional progress, slowly developed and

steadily consolidated through the long course of ages ; but there can be no

doubt that its singularly firm continuance, amidst no small trials from

conflicts even about first principles at home and revolutions and wars that

have shaken tho foundations of every other state of Europe, is due in no small

dcree to that unity of character and purpose which has been preserved by

the continued rule of a sovereign whose reign has given a new force, coming

home to each of her subjects, to what many had before esteemed the merely

theoretical value of hereditary monarchy as the permanent personal centre

of a nation's life. Never failing in the daily discharge of official duties,:

never shrinking from that personal share in the highest counsels of the state,

without which the crown would be a worthless cypher ; but never trespassing

by so much as a hair's breadth on the constitutional principles, which have

first obtained their full significance in the present reign, of parliamentary

government and ministerial responsibility ; and all the while keeping a

deeper hold upon her people by the example and spell of an unblemished

life and family affections; the Queen, who chose that right path at the

eighteenth year of her youth, has followed it to the maturity of her seventh

decade, through a reign which has more than equalled that of Elizabeth in

length, while rivalling hers in glory and far surpassing it in those higher

works of legislation which aim at making the people hapjiy as well as

the nation great. The work of recording the annals of this long reign is

made the more inviting by the consistent thread of personal history,

which links together a series of events the most varied and momentous.

A groat epoch was marked, in the history of the monarchy as well as of

the nation, by the accession of Victoeia, a name—it is worth while to note,

if only as a curious coincidence—of the same significance as that of "the
British Warrior Queen," who had succumbed to the Eoman conquerors

nearly eighteen centuries before. The sovereignty of Beitain,—for the

common name, cherished by persistent tradition and the very nature of our

island group, which has ever proclaimed that "Britain is a world of itself,"

assert the continuity of British history,—the sovereignty of Britain, acquired

just a thousand years before by her Saxon ancestors of the line of Cerdic
;

conquered and held by Norman and French kings, who shared the English

blood, and gradually became entirely English in feeling as by birth ; recon-

quered by a prince of the old British race blended with the English

blood : inherited by his Scottish descendant, who unitod tho several crowns

of Britain on one head ; forfeited by his grandson, and conferred by the will

of a free people on a scion of the old race grafted on a German stock ;—this

sovereignty had descended in the person of tho Queen's grandfather, to a

young prince, whoso first public utterance, inserted by his owu hand in the

-peech from the throne, proclaimed that " Bora and educated in this country,

1 glory iu the name of Briton."
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Tlie vicissitudes of domestic and foreign politics; wliicli filled up his

eventful reign of nearly sixty years, had, in their final result, left England

at the climax of her influence abroad, and brought her vrithin sight of a now-

constitutional development at homo. The three crowns of the British Isles

were at length joined into the United Kingdom, with one Parliament. Its

dominions had been vastly extended ; the loss of the American colonies

having been far overbalanced by the gain of Canada and the Indian Empu-e,

and by the foundation of new colonies in the southern hemisphere, containing

tlie manifest germs of immeasurable progress. The conflict of more than

twenty years with the republican energy of France and the mighty genius

of her emperor, had established the naval supremacy of England, and left

to her army the chief glory of liberating Europe from the universal con-

queror ; while the financial strain of tho war had proved her almost unlimited

resources. But the trials involved in that strain and the burdens it entailed

—tho high thoughts which stirred men's minds during the struggle, and the

state of things which they had to face when i^eace gave time for domestic

politics,—brought to a crisis a whole train of questions, constitutional, legal,

and social, commercial and financial, of which the most pressing were settled

during the twenty-two years from the ond of the war to the accession of the

Queen.

She found Parliament and the municipal corporations reformed: the

severity of the criminal laws mitigated, and the whole legal system in a

regular process of amendment ; the political disabilities of Protestant

Dissenters and Eoman Catholics repealed ; taxation not merely lightened

after the burdens of the war, but more and more brought under the rule

of sound principles, among which that of commercial freedom was fast

gaining ground ; the curse of slavery annulled in her colonies, and a

good beginning made in breaking the bondage of ignorance at home. As

the climax of all these improvements, and the means of carrying out all

that still remained to be done, the constitutional relations of the co-ordinate

powers of the state were for the first time clearly recognized by all parties,

and fixed on a firm basis, which has been strengthened during every year

of tho Queen's long reign, alike by the growing political intelligence of her

people, and by her own loyal resolve never to overstep the limits of her

authority, any more than to suffer it, through indolence or weak concession,

to be degraded into a dead letter or an empty form. The great principle of

ultimate self-government by the people, acting through duly constituted

authorities responsible to itself,—which some find in the primitive constitu-

tion of tho Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, and which, at all events, was solemnly

aflirmed by Edward I., when he first gave Parliament its full form by

summoning tho Commons to deliberate with the other two estates of

spiritual and temporal peers, affirming that " What concerns all should be

by all approved; and common clangers should be met by remedies provided

in common ;
"—this fundamental principle of our constitution had, after a

long and gradual development wrought out by vehement struggles under

the Tudors and Stuarts to the height of armed conflict, been finally estab-

libheJ. at the Eevolution. Whether the doctrine of an original compact
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between prince and people,—in whieli lie promises to govern according to

the laws, and they on that condition accept Mm as king of their own free

will,—were, as some doubt, a theoretic figment, or, as others affirm, a vital

priueiiJe, attested at each coronation of a new sovereign ; this doctrine was

then solemnly recognized by the only authority capable of giving a decision.

The people, as represented in the Convention of 1689, by a resolution

which received full parliamentary sanction in the Bill of Eights, pronounced

the abdication of James II. exjjressly on the ground of his " having endea-

voured to subvert the conditittioii of the Icingdom by breaking the original

contract between hing and people." Henceforth and for all future time, until

at least some new Parliament shall reverse this judgment, the doctrine,

whatever its authority before, became a fundamental/ac< in our constitution

;

and it lies at the root of the Act of Settlement, the sole title under which
our present line of sovereigns hold their crown, and by which all other

possible claimants are for ever excluded. This last condition of our royal

succession is too often forgotten, while people amuse themselves with

curious questions of the reversionary rights of other descendants of the

Stuarts, whose claims, superior on the hereditary ground to those of the

House of Brunswick, were in fact set aside pui-posely and once for all by
the Act of Settlement."* Doubtless in the case, happily beyond aU reason-

able conjecture, of a new settlement becoming necessary. Parliament would
again, as always before, have due regard to the hereditary principle ; but

the right of any new line would be created solely by its appointment, as the

organ of the people's choice ; and meanwhile the succession stands entailed

on tlie descendants of the Electress Sophia, being Protestants, to the exclusion

of all other persons whatsoever.

The practical development of these principles was still left to be slowly

wrought out during the century and a-half between the Eevolution and the

accession of Victoria. The supreme legislative authority of Parliament,

when King, Lords, and Commons worked together in harmony, had to be
so interpreted as to provide a peaceful solution of oases in which they came
in conflict ; and that solution was found in the ultimate exjiression of the

peoi)le's will, when fairly tested through their representatives, without

annulling the rights of the other branches of the legislature. The Upper
House still exercises with full freedom, and often with such hajipy effect as

to make us " thank God we have a House of Lords," the power of initiating

bills and of throwing out those sent up from the Commons ; but it no longer

insists on frustrating the clear desire of the nation, or bringing a great

question to a dead-look, when it has iieached a stage at which either peers

or people must give way. The sovereign retains the full right, let us rather

* AU shadow of doubt as to the full meaning and extent of the Act was removed by a

vote expressly negativing an attempt to reserve hereditary rights. " While the first bill regu-

lating the succession was in the House of Commons, a proviso was offered by Mr. Godolphin,

that nothing in this Act is intended to be drawn into example or consequence hereafter, to

prejudice the right of any Protestant prince or princess in their hereditary succession to the

imperial crown of these realms It was rejected by 179 to 125."—Hallam, "Const.

llisl." chap. XV,
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say lies untler the bounden duty—a right and a duty only the more clearly

established by every attempt to question them—to bring every faculty of wise

counsel and diligent work to the service of the State, in consultation with

his ministers, but to leave to them the ultimate decision, as on them falls the

sole responsibility—the sovereign himself bein<? inviolable and legally unable

to do wrong—of every act that belongs to the prerogative of the Crown,

and of every measure jjroposed to Parliament in his name. Should the

ministry decline the responsibility of a policy on which the sovereign insists,

or the sovereign maintain an insuperable objection to measures deemed

essential by his advisers, they have the option of retiring from his service,

and he has the right to dismiss them and, in either case, to choose whom

he will to act with and for him. But all this is strictly limited in practice

;

for it seems now to be established that, as the king cannot be made respon-

sible for the dismissal of a ministry, that responsibility devolves on those

who accept their vacant places ; and, in the case of a voluntary resignation,

the failure to find successors who will carry out the sovereign's policy,

may make it necessary for him to recal his advisers and agree with them

on the policy in dispute.

The difficulties arising out of such disagreements between king and

ministers have been practically neutralized by the relations established

between the ministry and Parliament. The principle has been fully

settled, that no minister can continue in office without possessing the con-

fidence of the House of Commons. Under peculiar circumstances, indeed,

he may govern for a time, and even carry measures of the first imjaor-

tance—like the Eeform Bill of 1867—through the sufferance or disunion

of opponents, whose forbearance serves him, for the while, in lieu of con-

fidence : but a vote of want of confidence, or a defeat which implies the

same, is the inevitable signal for his resignation ; unless, on an appeal to

the people by dissolving Parliament—a step not to be taken without some

fair prospect of success—the new elections should turn the balance in his

favour. In the time of George III., the sovereign's strong will could

maintain Lord North, as the instrument of resistance to the American

colonies, against a hostile Parliament, till the force of events proved too

strong ; and the same sovereign's choice upheld the young William Pitt

against Fox and North with an overwhelming majority at their backs, till a

new election bore back king and minister in triumph on a wave of popular

feeling. The like experiment, the last of its kind, was tried nearly fifty years

ago, in the reigii of the Queen's predecessor; when William IV. suddenly

dismissed the ministry of Lord Melbourne on a pretext of transparent weak-

ness, and sir Eobert Peel undertook the government with a new Parliament.

But when the Parliament of 1835 declared unmistakably, not so much

against his measures as against his acceptance of office and attempt to hold

it under such circumstances, the principle may be regarded as having been

finally established, that the king's choice of his advisers—though still a

power of no small influence in the state—is held in check by the consent or

refusal of Parliament—and in practice of the House of Commons—to support

the men of his choice. Under the actual conditions of government by
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party, tliat choice is in fact generally prescribed, as between the great party

leaders ; but still with no small range as to the persons whom the sovereign

may select. The present reign will furnish, as we proceed, some examples

of the weight of the sovereign's decision, whom to " send for " to form a

ministry.

This requirement of confidence from Parliament, as the condition of a

minister's holding office, supersedes that old rough remedy for misgovern-

ment, impeachment, except, of course, as a penalty for the case, almost

unknown of late years, of criminal misconduct. It has also practically

superseded the still undoubted right of the sovereign to refuse assent to a

bill that has passed the two houses, by removing all occasion for its exercise.

For, as the royal will is only exerted through a ministry in possession of the

confidence of Parliament, the assent of the crown to every measure that

passes the two houses is already implied, either by the initiative taken by
ministers in proposing it, or by their consent to it if proposed by others, for

its being carried against them would involve their resignation. No more
striking contrast could be imagined, between an artificially manufactured

constitution and one possessing the vitality and endurance due to a

spontaneous growth, than is presented by the working of this royal pre-

rogative, without which the sovereign would seem to have no voice in legis-

lation. For that reason the French constitution of 1790 preserved it to the

king, with the solo efiiect of making him ridiculous as Monsieicr Veto, and
insuring the downfall of his power on the first attempt to put it in practice

;

while in England the formula " Z« Roy s'aviscra"—so often uttered as

late as the reign of William III.—has long been unheard, but the i-eal

influence of a wise sovereign in the conduct of alfairs, brought to bear upon
ministers in private counsel, and exercised under their responsibility in

their public measures, is still a vital power in the state.

Such were the great constitutional questions, which had happily reached

tlieir final settlement in preparation for the accession of Queen Victoria.

Nor was it a slight advantage that she came, in the innocence of youth,

with a training which was believed to bo good and wise, to succeed her aged
uncles, of whom one had strained the patience of his suVjjects to the point

of breaking, and the other had in many ways sorely tried their confidence.

To all this was added the chivalrous feeling of respect for a woman who
had just emerged from girlhood ; and the crowning influence for good was
soon added, in a Consort, whose depth of wisdom and height of virtue

have but lately become fully known in the records of his life.

If the accession of Victoria forms a new era from which the nation

scorned to make a fresh start iu life with its youthful Queen, the point at

which wo resume the history of her reign forms an epoch as striking in our

own history, and far more critical in that of Europe and the world, with

w liich our own is inseparably intertwined. Dui'ing the twelve years' inter-

val, the impulse of organic change had exhausted itself in the successive

measures which followed in the wake of Parliamentary Reform ; and the

feverish tendency among the lower orders to push forward towards

republican equality had broken forth and collapsed ia the abortive excesses
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of Chartism, with a mixture of tragedy and ridicule. The one cause, which
might have bred sedition in Great Britain, and made Irish disaflfeetion

really formidable—the distress and hunger due to bad seasons and the

potato disease—had proved the occasion for settling another of the great

questions which had divided the people and giveu rise to a vehement
agitation. The taxation of the people's food for the supposed protection of

native agricultural industry, condemned in public opinion by the reasonings

of the Anti-Corn-Law League, had been found impossible to maintain when
the staple food of Ireland had perished, and a bad harvest, following on
several others, was sending up corn to famine iirices in England. Nor was
it a small advantage that the change was made with a near approach to

unanimitj', through its being forced upon the party who would naturally

have opposed it, but who had been prepared for it by the previous advances of

their leader towards Free Trade during four years of a brilliant adminis-

tration. Borne into office in 1841 by a decisive tide of popular reaction

against the growing weakness and especially the financial incompetence of

the party which had held the government for eleven years since the crisis of

Eeform, sir Eobort Peel proved himseH the worthy heir of the financial and
commercial policy of William Pitt ; and the fruits, of which the earnest had
just ajjpeared from the Commercial Treaty of 1786, when it was swept

away by the Eevolution, were gathered with startling rapidity from
the reformed tariff, which almost entirely removed the burden of taxa-

tion from articles of necerisary food and from the raw material of manu-
factures. The prosperity which resulted from these changes, and the free

commerce which brought the harvests of the world in aid of the produce of our

own small islands with their uncertain climate, were doubtless the chief

causes of that loyal spirit of contentment, against which the last effort of

the Chartists, to kindle a now flame of sedition from the fires of revolution

that raged upon the Continent, broke harmless on the 10th of April, 1848.

The final triumph of the policy, of which this was one of the first-fruits,

marks the epoch at which we resume our narrative, by the date fixed for

the final abolition of the Corn Laws, on the 1st of February, 1849."-'

We may here repeat the words in which the Queen announced these

happy results in opening Parliamentf on that same day, as a fitting link of

our resumed narrative with what has gone before :
—" I observe with satis-

faction that this portion of the United Kingdom has remained tranquil

amidst the convulsions which have disturbed so many parts of Eurojie.

. . . It is with pride and thankfulnesf that I advert to the loyal spirit

of my people, and that attachment to our institutions which has animated
them during a period of commercial difficuUy, deficient production of food,

and political revolution."

* See vol. vlii. p. 562.

+ This was the second session of the Queen's Third Parliament, the fifteenth of the

United Kingdom, elected in the autumn of 1S47.
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The government had been conducted, since the fall of sir Eobert Peel in

1846, by LoED John ErssELL, with lord Palmerston as Foreign Secretary,

in face of an opposition disorganized by the rupture mado in the great Con-

servative party by the circumstances under which the Corn Laws had been

repealed. Sik Robert Peel, still its nominal leader, held a position of

honourable reserve and forbearance towards the only government possible

for the time, and supported them against the attacks renewed with increasing

vigour by the ardent and rising remnant of the party who were now known
US Protectionists. That party was led in the House of Lords by the keen

and cultured intellect, the vehement spirit, and the brilliant eloquence of

Lord Stanley.* In the Commons, Mr. Benjamin Disraeli, whose audacious

genius, sustained by an indomitable purjjose, and tempered by qualities as yet

undeveloped, had won him the precedence which he held for thirty years

tiU death, now first appeared as the recognized leader of the party, ia

succession to lord George Bentinck, who had died the year before. It is a

mark of the changes made in the course of a generation, that the last

of these leaders, lord Beaconsfield, passed away in 1881, after twice filling

the high place which few, save himself, then expected him to reach

;

while, at the same epoch, of the members of lord John Russell's cabinet,

the only survivors were, by a curious coincidence, three members of the same

family, earl Grey, sir George Greyf, and sir Charles Wood (lord Halifax).

• Edward Geoffrey Smith Stanley, born in 1799, known as lord Stanley (by courtesy)

from the death of his grandfather in 1834, had been summoned to the House of Lords in his

father's barony of Stanley of Bickerstaffe in 1841, In 1851 he succeeded his father as 24th

earl of Derby, and died on Oct. 23, 1869,

t Since deceased (1882).

a
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The general aspect of domestic politics may be described as the contiau-

ancG of that state of government on sufferance, which had resulted from the

disorganization of parties in 184G, and which lasted tiU 1852; when the

Conservative party, re-united under lord Derby and Mr. Disraeli, having

made their first brief experiment in office, gave way to the strong govern-

ment formed by the coalition of sir Eobert Peel's surviving followers with

the Liberals.

The speech from the throne gave the gratifying intelligence, that com-

merce was reviving, that the revenue showed signs of progressive improve-

ment, and that " the present aspect of affairs has enabled me to make large

reductions on the estimates of last year." Though insurrection had been

suppressed in Ireland, there was still a spirit of disaffection which called

for the continuance of extraordinary powers for a time, while remedial

measures were suggested, especially the amendment of the Irish Poor Laws.

The chief legislative jiroposal for the United Kingdom was the crowning of

the edifice of free trade by a change in the Navigation Laws, which was

recommended in these cautious terms :
—"If you should find that these laws

are in whole or part necessary for the maintenance of our maritime power,

while they fetter trade and industry, you will no doubt deem it right to

modify their provisions."

The renewed war with the Sikhs on the north frontier of India caused

the very serious announcement that "A rebellion of a formidable character

has broken out in the Punjaub, and the Governor-General of India has been

compelled, for the preservation of the peace of the country, to assemble a

considerable force, which is now engaged in military operations against

the insurgents."

Besides the general allusion to the troubles of the Continent, there was a

special reference to the joint intervention of England and France in the

affairs of Sicily, in the hope of stopping further effusion of blood, and to

the negociation which the two powers were conducting with the King of

Naples, " calculated to produce a permanent settlement of affairs in Sicily."

To understand this reference, and the general policy of England, as conducted

by lord Palmerston, with regard to the conflicts that were raging on the

Continent—a policy which was one chief mark of attack by the opposition

—

a brief retrospect is necessary. Ever since the settlement of Europe by the

Treaties of Vienna and the ascendancy gained by the despotic principles of

the Holy Alliance over the Continent, the twofold spirit of liberty and

nationality had been fermenting the more dangerously for its suppression,

which denied it a vent save by revolution. To trace its working in the

several states belongs to the history of Europe. The close alliance and

mighty armies of Pussia, Austria, and Prussia, maintained what their

rulers called order ; while Germany, broken up into petty states, and

absorbed to a great extent in ideas rather intellectual than political,

cherished only as a dream of the future a free and united Fatherland. In

Italy, dominated in the north by the arms of Austria, which were ready also

to support the corrupt government of the Papal States, and in the south by

the despotism of Naples, of which an ignorant and indolent populace were
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at once the slaves and instruments, tlie like ideas of unity and freedom

wrought more actively in the form of secret conspiracy.

In 1830, the first great rupture of the dead surface calm, which the

powers called peace, gave liberty to France and Belgium; with a result so

permanent in the latter case, that the little kingdom, and Holland, made more

tranquil by the separation, were the only continental kingdoms unshaken

bj' the convulsions of 1848. Meanwhile France was experiencing that dis-

appointment of each successive promise of well-ordered freedom, which had

been her fate for half a century and was doomed to be still long repeated.

A constitutional monarchy, raised on republical foundations, but hampered

by a narrow franchise; and deeply tainted with corruption in many forms, was
breaking down under the jiolicy of "resistance" to popular demands, when the

certain explosion broke out in the quarter where it was least expected.

The external pressure of the Austrian arms had served to conceal the

powerful working of the party of " Young Italy " through the restless

intrigues of Mazzini and the steadier policy of Cavour, till the very princes

who were known to the world as despots found it needful for their own
safety to head and endeavour to direct the movement, which offered them
the tempting bait of their own emancipation from the galling ascendancy

of Austria. Strange to say, the signal for revolution was given, however

unconsciously, from what was deemed the very focus of civil as well as

sjjiritual despotism. The world scarcely knew how firmly the idea of a

free civic union had centred about Rome in the nobler minds of Italy in

every age ; and when Pope Pius IX. (elected June 16, 1846) began a course

of administrative reforms, it was hoped that the cause of Italy had found its

natural head. In 1847 the Pope proclaimed an amnesty for all political

offences, authorized a national guard, and granted municipal institutions to

the States of the Church. The Grand Dukes of Lucca and Tuscany made like

concessions
; and even the hated and despised tyrant of the Two Sicilies,

Ferdinand II., warned by disturbances in Naples and an open insurrection

in Sicily—where the bombardment of Palermo won for him the nick-

name of Bomba—found himself obliged to grant a constitution (January,

1848). The Austrian occupation of Modena, Parma, and Ferrara, as the means
of coercing the duchies and Eome, decided Charles Albert of Sardinia to

assume the leadership of the Italian cause, which had been pressed upon
him by Cavour and Massimo d' Azeglio. In February, 1848, he proclaimed
the Statuto, which became the organic law of Italy ; and in the same month,
in France, the decision of M. Guizot's ministry against reform provoked the
new revolution which drove Louis Philippe an exile into England under the

travelling name of William Smith.*

This new victory of republicanism at its European centre gave the
signal and encouragement to the revolutionary movement in all quarters.

Lombardy and Venice rose in open revolt ; and, when the Austrians laid

siege to Milan, Cavour's organ, the Itisorgimento, made this passionate
ajjpoal to arms :

—" There is but one path open for the nation, the country,

• Tlic- progress of tliis second French Revolution has been followeil in vol. viii.
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the king—'ivar ! War at once and witliout delay ! Lombardy is in flames :

Milan is besieged: at all costs we roust go to succour her" (March 23rd).

Under the Italian tricolor of rod, white, and green, in place of the royal

flag of Piedmont, Charles Albert advanced to a rapid series of unhoped-for

successes, till, after his victory at Goito and the cajiitulation of Peschiera

(May 29th and 30th), his officers saluted him " King of Italy." But the pre-

mature title proved a fatal mockery. His unwilling allies were already

deserting the cause which they had joined from fear rather than favour.

A fortnight before, the army of the faithless Bomba had crushed the

liberals of Naples with the aid of the lazzaroni, and was now renewing the

war against his Sicilian subjects. The Pope hesitated to grant the desire

of Riime to march to the aid of Charles Albert. The Austrians, rallying

within the quadrilateral of fortresses,* of which only one was lost, regained
the mastery of all Venetia, except the city defended by her lagoons.

Eesuming the offensive with indomitable vigour, though ia his 82nd year,

Field-Marshal Eadetzky defeated Charles Albert at Custozza (July 23rd),

and drove him back to Milan
;
and his loss of Lombardy was confirmed by

an armistice in the same month in which Messina was reduced by the
bombs of Ferdinand (September 21st). The Italian cause seemed lost, but
for the stedfastness with which Cavour and his associates of the moderate
party laboured to check a rash renewal of the war, while watching over the
faithful execution of the Statuto.

But it was not alone the prospect of Italian regeneration that eno-awed
the sympathies of England and the anxieties of her statesmen. The great
revolutionary movement seemed to have struck the hour—long dreamed of
but deemed beyond the practical reach of hope—of a united Germany. No
vital germ, even, of such unity was contained in the Federal Constitution, as
settled by the Congress of Vienna. The petty principalities had no principle
of cohesion, while religion and other interests formed permanently repul-
sive forces between the North and South ; and the bond of union which
might have been supplied by a powerful head was elaborately excluded.
The presidency given to the Emperor of Austria, as a fictitious successor to

the old imperial dignity which had come to an end in 1806—though his
German states were but a small part either of his own empire or of Ger-
many—was sure to be contested by the growing energy and ambition of
Prussia, the representative of the progressive forces in the Confederation.
In Frederick William IV. Prussia had at this time a king, whose enthu-
siastic but unstable character prepared him to be the ready but untrust-
worthy instrument of the popular movement, which Austria was made
powerless to oppose, not only by the insurrection of Italy, but by revolution
in her own capital.

In the same month of March, 1848, which was marked by the rising of
Lombardy and Venice, an insurrection at Vienna drove Prince Metternich
into exile, who had been the life and soul of imperial despotism (March 1 3th),

* This famous quadrilateral consists of Peschiera and Mantua on the Mincio, and Verona
and Legnano on the Adige.
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simultaneously witli a -whole week of disturbance and fighting in the streets

of Berlin, which ended in the king's granting liberal reforms, and appealing

to his people in a suppliant tone (March 18th). Four days later he

published a proclamation, recommending the cordial union of the German

princes and people under one guiding hand, proposing himself to be that leader,

and " fusing and dissolving the name of Prussia into that of Germany";

and as a sign of this new era he assumed the German tricolor of black, red,

and gold. On the 30th of March the Diet at Frankfort declared for a new

Federal constitution, to be established by a Constituent Assembly, or

Parliament, representing all the German states, which met at that imperial

city on the IStli of May, the very day on which a new insurrection at Vienna

drove the Emperor from his capital to Innsbriick in the Tyrol. AVhilo

framing the constitution of a new German Empire, the parliament at

Frankfort chose an executive head in the person of the Arctiduke John of

Austria, with the title of Vicar of the Empire (July 12th). The writer of

this record retains a vivid impression of the festive scene exhibited at

Cologne on the visit of the Archduke with the King of Prussia to celebrate

the sixth centenary of the foundation of the cathedral, whose completion

was to be accomplished by the contributions of all Germany, as the sacred

symbol of its accomplished union (August 15th). Ascending the Ehine

under the bright sun of August, the banks wore seen alive with festive

groups, and the sombre ruined castles lighted up with the bright hues of the

German tricolor. Salutes were fired from the towns in response to those

which sounded from steamers crowded with armed contingents, bound on

an errand which formed a curious episode in the German national move-

ment, the crusade for the liberation of Schleswig-Holstoin from the rule of

Denmark. This interesting but tangled subject will find a fitter place in

the record of the much wider issues which were involved in its solution.

While the Frankfort Assembly lingered over its work with very doubt-

ful prospects, and the King of Prussia, who seemed designated for the

imperial crown, had already begun a reactionary policy at Berlin, the

Austrian revolution had blazed forth into a civil war. A constituent

assembly met at Vienna on July 22nd ; but, as in all the other disturbed

states of Europe, except Sardinia, the mixture of excitement and distrust

was too strong for the patient work of political construction. Upon a now
insurrection at Vienna, stained by the assassination of count Latour, the

minister of war (Oct. 16th), the emperor proclaimed his resolve to coerce his

rebellious capital, which was taken by pi-ince Windischgriitz with an army
of 75,000 men, among whom a chief part was formed by the Croatians under
their Ban Jellachich (Nov. 1st). The Austrian power was saved from
her own people by her Slavonic subjects.

The capture of the city was preceded by the defeat of an Hungarian
army which had marched to its relief, for Hungary, the chief possession of

the Austrian crown, was now in armed rebellion against its king. It seems
proper here to clear up some vagueness in the ideas which are often con-
nected with the Austrian Empire. It is from one of the lesser portions of
his dominions that the sovereign takes the imperial style which was
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assumed in 1805, on the eve of the renunciation (in 1806) of the ancient

aun-ust title which had been handed down through a thousand years from

C'mrles the Great.* By these two acts Francis II., "Emperor (elect) of

the Holy Empire," became Fkancis I., "Hereditary Emperor of Austria.

TUl then he had been only an Archduke in virtue of his Austrian duchy,

and kino- of Hungary and Bohemia; but the ducal and royal crowns were

as separate as those of England and Scotland under the Stuarts before the

Union, or as those of England and Hanover under the Georges.

The Hungarians, sharply severed from their sovereigns other states by

their Ma-yar'' blood, and especiaUy divided from his Slavonic subjects by

a mutuaf antipathy, were jealous of their rights under the ancient crown

of St. Stephen, which they had saved when they rallied to the cry, "Let us

die for our /t%, Maria Theresa" {Moriamur pro rege nostra Maria Theresa).

Their independence had been guaranteed by the imperial diet m 1790;

but it was exposed to attempts at infraction for the sake of consolidating

the new Austrian empire. This is not the place to describe the specifac

grievances which moved the Hungarians to take advantage of the general

disturbances of 1848. They broke out into open revolt in September, and

their diet appointed a provisional government under Louis Bathyany and

LoTiis KossDTH, whose name became afterwards the symbol of Hungarian

nationality At the end of that month they defeated the Slavonic forces led

ac^ainst them by the Ban of Croatia, who, as we have just seen, had his

reven-e a month later under the walls of Vienna. At this crisis in the affairs

of Austria, a family council arranged the abdication of the imeecile emperor

Ferdinand in favour of his nephew Francis-Joseph, a youth of eighteen,

who at once made a stand against the revolution (Dec. 2nd). The Hungarians

who reco-nized no king till he had been accepted by their diet and invested

with the ''crown of St. Stephen, rejected the new sovereign, and the diet

branded as traitors all who should acknowledge him (Dec. 8th). The Aus-

trians while the war was suspended in Italy, pressed the Hungarians hard,

and Buda-Pestht was taken by Windischgriitz (Jan. 5, 1849); but a victory

won by General Bern at Hermannstadt turned the tide, tiU, as we shall see,

Austria called in the armies of Eussia to her help.

At Eome also the fair promise of peaceful revolution led by a reforming

Pope had been dashed by his own hesitation and by acts of sanguinary

violence on the popular side, from which Pius IX. escaped in disguise to

Gauta, in the territory of Naples, whence he issued a protest against the acts

of the provisional government, whUe the French Eepublic, now under the

presidency of Louis Napoleon, sent an armed force to Civita Vecchia for his

• For a further explanation the reader is referred to the one work which exhausts the

whole subject of the Empire and the Imperial titles, Bryce's " Holy Roman Empire." Ihe

title of Emperor ilect (though the limitation was often ignored) is proper to emperors who

were never crowned at Rome, including all those of the last four centuries, besides many

earlier. From Maximilian I. inclusive (1493), the only " Roman Ccesar " who was crowned

as Emperor was Charles V., and he was crowned at Bologna, not at Rome.

t The twofold capital of Hungary, situated on the opposite banks of the Danube, like

London and Southwark on the Thames.
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protection (Nov.). Within a few days of the meeting; of the British Parlia-

ment, a constituent assembl}' at Eome declared the Pope deposed from his

temporal government, and proclaimed a Republic under a triumvirate, of

whom Mazzini ^^as the chief (Peb. 8, 1849).

While the British people watched these vast agitations with a mixture

of deep interest, sympathy qualified by distrust of the means and issue,

and thankfulness for their own peace,—proved all the more by the futile

attempt to disturb it on the memorable 10th of April,—the anxieties and

labour entailed upon the Queen and her government may be measured by

the following passage from the "Life of the Prince Consort "*:—"In a letter

to Prince Albert (19th June, 1849) lord John Eussell states, on the authority

of lord Palmerston, that during the year 1848 no less than 28,000 despatches

were received or sent out at the Foreign Office. ' These 28,000 despatches

in the year,' the Prince says in his reply, ' lord Palmerston must recollect,

come to you and to the Queen, as well as to himself.' " The name of Pal-

merston had long become almost a magic by-word on the Continent, of

mingled fear, respect, and hatred, as the symbol, not only of England's

resolve to protect her own subjects in the spii-it of the ancient formula, Ctvis

Homamis sum, but of a readiness to sujiport the cause of liberty, sometimes

with too little regard to the rights of independent states, or the limits of

our power to enforce the counsels of equity and humanity. The fierce

debates are now at rest which attended the course of the great statesman,

who died at the height of honour of which all parties deemed him worthy
;

and the calm judgment of history on his foreign policy will probably differ

little from that pronounced by the biographer of the Prince, with reference

to this anxious time:—"At any moment circumstances might arise to

involve this country in serious complications. While England could not

stand aloof in cold indifference from what was passing around, it was above
all important that she should maintain an attitude of complete neutrality in

the conflicts which were everywhere going on between governments and
people, so as to afford no cause for irritation on either side, and at the same
time maintain her influence unimpaired, should the opportunity arise for

successful mediation, or appeal be made to us at any time with this view.

However we might as a nation desire to see other nations as free in their

institutions and fortunate in their government as ourselves, it could only
be from within—by the fitness of these nations for them, and by their own
determined perseverance to obtain them—that these blessings could be
secured. The existence of these conditions had yet to be proved, and in the

meantime sound policy demanded that nothing should be done by us to

offend or alienate the existing governments, who, if they should succeed in

subduing the revolutionary forces which were now arrayed against them,
would not be likely to forget that we had borne hard upon them in their

hour of trouble. The necessity for this line of policy—a deviation from
which might have left us witliout allies among the sovereigns of Europe

—

was constantly i^resent to the minds of the Queen and Prince. Every com-

* Vol. ii. p. 04.
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munication on foreign affairs, every phase of the almost daily changes in

the current of events, therefore, engaged their most earnest attention. The

discharge of this most anxious dnty was made still move anxious by the

fact thai; lord Palmerston, then Seeretary for Foreign Affairs, was some-

what prone to forget, in his enthusinsm for constitutional freedom, that, as

England was not ^wepared to wrest it for other countries from their sove-

reigns by force of arms, despatches full of unpleasant truths unpleasantly

put could only occasion sore and angry feelings towards this country, without

advancing in any degree the cause which they were intended to serve."

Lord Palmerston's diplomatic intervention in the affairs of Italy was

not uninvited. When Pius IX. had embarked on his reforms, and Austria

had made the threatening move of occupying Perrara, the Pope (with

whom our jealousy for Protestantism had hitherto forbidden diplomatic

relations) expressed the desire that our government would give him

the assistance and moral support of some person of rank and experience.

Accordingly lord Mintowas sent to Eome in November, 1847, with directions

to visit Turin and Florence on the way, conveying the assurance of Enghsh

sympathy and encouragement to the courts of Sardinia and Tuscany. But

more than this, he was to express to Charles Albert the pleasure with which

her Majesty's government had heard of his promise to defend the Pope against

Austria, and their surprise and regret at the threats of that power. After

declaring the wisdom of progressive improvements, in terms which sound as

commonplaces in English ears, but which foreign sovereigns, would pro-

bably resent as a lecture in constitutional principles which were not theirs,

lord Palmerston's instructions declared that " Her Majesty's Government

consider it to be an undeniable truth, that if an independent sovereign, in the

exercise of his deliberate judgment, shall think fit to make within his

dominions such improvements in the laws and institutions of his country as

he may think conducive to the welfare of his people, no other govern-

ment can have any right to attempt to restrain or to interfere with such an

employment of one of the inherent attributes of independent sovereignty." *

Before long the echo came back of an aj^peal to those attributes by

sovereigns whose deliberate judgment rejected the improvements which 2£i«

insisted on as conducive to the welfare of their subj ects. The lesson in politi-

cal wisdom and sovereign rights was enforced by what would sound to

hopeful ears like a promise and threat of action ; for lord Minto was

authorized to say " that Her Majesty's Government would not see with

indifference any aggression committed upon the Eoman territory, with a view

to preventing the Papal Government from carrying into effect those internal

improvements which it might think proper to adopt." But the only fruit of

the mission was the " Fii-as " with which lord Minto was everywhere received

:

the papal court was deaf to all suggestions of support to us in Ireland in

return for our sympathy with Eome. His efforts, also, at mediation between

the King of Naples and the Sicilians, on the invitation of both parties,

were frustrated by the news of the French Revolution. The joint inter-

* Ashley's " Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. i. p. 35, first ed.
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ference of the Englisli and Frencli fleets, to check the horrors attending the

bombardment of Messina and Palermo, produced only a temporary armistice
;

and the conveyance of some supplies to the insurgents furnished a ground

of attack in Parliament.

Northern Italy seemed for a time to offer a more hopeful field for

mediation. Stunned by the first successes of Charles Albert, and believing

that Lombardy -svas lost, the Austrian Government asked for the "good

offices" of England, going so far as to consent to give up that province,

while lord Palmerston held that Charles Albert and his people had won a

right to insist on a part, at least, of Venetia. In these negociations Palmer-

ston held fast to the traditional policy of the maintenance of the Austrian

Empire, as "an object of general interest to all Europe, and to no country

more than England ;
" and he suggested that very measure of changing the

reigning prince, which afterwards saved the empire. But unfortunately he

was regarded at Vienna as the friend of Italy and the revolution ; and

meanwhile the tide of war turned against Sardinia. France was now only

restrained from marching to the help of Italy by England's joining her in a

new effort of joint mediation, the first fruit of which was the armistice in

September. A conference was at length arranged to meet at Brussels ; but

no conference can do more than work out the details of an agreement on bases

previously settled ; and now, while lord Palmerston no longer asked for

Venetia, the successes of Austria emboldened her to refuse to give up

Lombardy, and she ultimately declined to send a representative to

Brussels.

The mediation was still in suspense when Parliament met, and Mr.

Disraeli assailed the foreign action of the Government in that style of in-

vective, which he once pronounced " an ornament of debate." Contrasting

the promise of reduced estimates with the state of the whole Continent, he

exclaimed :
" Look at the state of France ! Look at the state of the whole

centre of Europe ! I find in France a Eepublic without Eepublicans, and

in Germany an Empire without an Emperor : and this is progress ! There

wanted but one ingredient in the mess to make the incantation perfectly

infernal. A Eepublic -without Eepublicans, an Empire without an Emperor,

required only mediation without an object to mediate about ; and the

saturnalia of diplomacy would mix with the orgies of politics." Events

soon proved that the picture was drawn with the insight of true genius

;

but the mediation so sarcastically described was not quite fruitless. " The

fact remains "—as the Prince's biographer says with truth—" that, by en

gaging France in that mediation, lord Palmerston bound France to a peace

policy in the North of Italy, and thereby averted the hazard of an European

' Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 163.
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1866—" Promissoiy Oaths Act " of 1868.

In domestic politics, the party led by lord Stanley and Mr. Disraeli

seized the occasion offered by the Queen's Speech to declare their resolve not

to give up Protection for a lost cause, and to offer an uncompromising resis-

tance to the reijeal of the Navigation Laws. Mr. Disraeli maintained that

Free Trade had failed in the trial, and ought to be superseded by a system

based on reciprocity,—a declaration which lord Beaconsfield knew how to

brush aside, when a season of distress revived the cry of reciprocity, thirty

years later. He sounded the key-note of his future policy by declaring that

his party stood there, not only to uphold the throne but the Empire, to

vindicate the industrial privileges of the working classes and the recon-

struction of the colonial system, and " to uphold the Church, not only assailed

now by Appropriation Clauses, but by visored foes." Outside the walls

of Parliament the Protectionists rallied their forces at a great meeting under

the presidency of the duke of Eichmond (May 1st). Eesolutions were

passed, that Free Trade had failed to produce the benefit predicted by its

promoters, and had been followed by deep injury to many of the great

interests in the country ; and the meeting agreed to form a " National

Association for the Protection of British Industry and Capital." At a later

meeting in Drury Lane Theatre, under the same noble joresident (June

26th), lord Malmesbury avowed his belief that it was not yet too late to

retrace the steps so rashly taken in 1 846. He hoped the time would never come

when the Free Trade theory would be consummated ;
" but should it please

God in His anger that it should be effected, then would this great kingdom
soon return to its normal and natural state—a weather-beaten island in a

northern sea." The " soon " has had no visible part of its fulfilment in one
VOL. IX—232. 17
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generation. Amidst such resistance and alarms, tlie principles of Free

Trade Tvere maintained and extended by tlie convictions of the nation and
the sujjport given to the government by the old Conservative party under sir

Eobert Peel. On the l-iih of February, Mr. Henry Labouchere, President

of the Board of Trade, obtained leave to bring in a bill " to amend the laws in

force for the encouragement of British shipping and navigation." Though
these terms indicated the policy on which the Navigation Laws had been long

maintained, and on which their repeal was now resisted by the Protectionists,

yet their actual origin gives a striking example of the temporaryand incidental

issues on which great questions of policy aro often dolermined. From an early

period in our history there had been legislation for the encouragement of ship-

ping and the training of mariners for the naval service, in which lies the surest

strength and defence of England ; but the exclusion cf foreign vessels from

English maritime commerce was simply a measiu-e of retaliation against

Dutch commerce, to punish the United Provinces fot their refusal of a close

alliance with the English Commonwealth. lu October, 1G51, on the motion

of Whitelock, the Long Parliament passed an act, the substance of which

was re-enacted in 1G60, by "an act for the encouragement and increasing

of shipping and navigation " (12 Charles IL c. IS). It provided that no

goods should be imported into England from Asia, Africa, or America,

except in an English-built ship, navigated by an English master, and hav-

ing at least th'ree-foui'ths of its crew English. Besides this, goods imported

in a foreign ship from any European state were subject to a higher rate of

duty than if imported in an English vessel. But, long before the time

when these restrictions were condemned by the theory of free trade, they

had been largely surrendered to the force of circumstances. Another great

maritime republic sprang from our own bosom, to retaliate on the mothei

country the measure to which she became subject as a foreign state ; and

the Treaty of Ghent ended the conflict by placing the ships of Great Britain

and the United States reciprocally on the same footing (1815). By an act

of 1822, the provisions affecting Asia, Africa, and America, were repealed,

and important relaxations were made in those relating to European com-

merce. Next year, a threat from Prussia of retaliatory duties on English

ships, unless some relaxation were granted in her favour, led to tho

" Eeciprocity Acts" of Mr. Huskisson, which authorized the king in

council to permit the importation and exportation, at the same duties to

which goods imported in British vessels were liable, of goods in foreign

ships of such countries as should levy no discriminating duties on goods im-

ported in British vessels ; the vessels themselves, also, being subject only to

the same tonnage-duties as the British ; but, on the other hand, power was
given to impose additional duties on the goods and shipping of those

countries which should levy higher duties on British vessels than on their

own.* Under these acts treaties of reciprocity had been concluded with the

chief European states ; and it now seems strange that the shreds loft of the

system, which had been thus given up in principle, should have been fought

• Porter's " Progress of the Nation," sect. iii. ch. Lx,
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for as if the safety of England's flag depended on their retention, rather

than on the native energies of her sea-loving sons, and their enterprize in

using the natural advantages which, until she sink into corruption and

sloth, must secure her maritime prosperity, if not ascendancy. But it is

the office of history to do justice to all sides of the great debates which have

brought us to our present state ; and we must respect the earnestness with

which opinions, till lately held by most men as essential to the nation's wel-

fare, were maintained to the last effort of a losing fight. As in other

branches of the great Free Trade question, the losses inflicted on all for the

supposed benefit of a few were obvious, and the theory which was frankly

referred to in the Queen's Speech—" that these laws are in whole or in part

necessary for the maintenance of our maritime power "—was but a traditional

sentiment, since disproved in practice by the surer methods devised for

manning the navy and keeping up a reserve of seamen, without protection

or the press-gang. But a sentiment which appealed so strongly to the

patriotism of the nation that boasts to " rule the waves," found many sup-

porters besides the extreme Protectionists. Though the bill was supported

by the followers of sir Robert Peel—Mr. Cardwell and Mr. Gladstone

speaking in its favour—its opponents counted 210 against 266 who voted

for the second reading (March 12th) ; and its success was only ensured by
the surrender of the part which admitted foreign nations to the coasting

trade throughout the Empire, and to that between British possessions.

With these exceptions, the bill repealed the old navigation laws, but it reserved

power to the Queen in council to deal with countries which imposed restric-

tions on British ships and goods, by placing them " on as nearly as possible

the same footing in British ports as that on which British ships are placed

in ports of such country," and to meet dififerential duties on British ships

and goods by the addition of countervailing duties on those nations acting

thus to Britain. The third reading was carried by 275 votes to 214 against

the vehement opposition led by Mr. Disraeli j sir James Graham making a

powerful speech in its support (April 23rd). The fate of the measure and
the Government still hung doubtfully on the decisions of the Upper Ilouse,

where, after a debate prolonged till half-past four in the morning, it passed

the second reading by the narrow majority of 10; 173 votes to 163 (May
8-9th). Lord Stanley's amendment to the first clause in Committee having

been defeated by 116 to 103 (May 21st), there was no further opposition,

and the bill received the royal assent on June 26th (12 and 13 Victorias,

cap. 29).

Closely akin to the question of Free Trade—at least as- one between the

landed interest and the other classes of the people—was the contention,

which Mr. Disraeli maintained in a speech of two hours, that the whole of

the local taxation of the country falls mainly, and presses with undue
severity, on real property, to which Mr. Hume moved an amendment express-

ing the opposite extreme view, as held by the Eadicals. After a powerful

debate for three nights, the amendment and the resolution were both nega-

tived, Mr. Hume being supported by only 70 votes to 39 1 ; Mr. Disraeli by
189 to 280 (March 15th). The numbers form a measure of the strength
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of parties, a generation since, on one of the questions most deeply affecting

the different interests of a really united people.

Before the session ended, Mr. Disraeli rallied his forces for a last gallant

effort, in the form of a motion that the House resolve itself into Committee on
the state of the nation. In a long and eloquent speech he assailed the two
great parties and their leaders, but above aU the whole policy of Free Trade
and the manner in which it had been carried into effect ; and this time he
made a definite proposal for restoring a certain measure of Protection to

native agriculture. His proposal marks the vast change that eight years

had wrought. The proposal of lord John Eussell for a fixed duty of eight

shillings on the quarter of wheat had been rejected in 1841 by an over-

whelming defeat at the hustings ; and in 1849 the highest hope of protection

was pitched at a fixed duty of five shillings ! Towards the end of the two

nights' debate, sir Eobert Peel—who had generally left the former discus-

sions of this session to his lieutenants, Graham, Gladstone, and Cardwell

—

rose to the height of the occasion. Eeplying to the attempt to explain the

repeal of the Corn Laws, and the revived prosperity which had by this

time indisputably set in, as " alucky accident," he declared, with the impres-

sive solemnity that marked his most earnest utterances in debate:—"My
belief is, that it pleased Almighty God to listen to your prayers, to turn

scarcity and dearth into cheapness and plenty, and so to direct and prosper

your consultations on the brink of a great precipice and on the coming of a

tremendous calamity, that you ' established peace and happiness ' on the

foundations of ' truth and justice.' You have reaped the reward of that

policy. You have passed unscathed through the sternest trials to which the

institutions of any nation ever were subjected. You stood erect amid the

convulsions of Europe. And now you have a proposal made to you of some

paltry fixed duty. Take then your 5s. duty, and consider what it is. If it be

5s. on wheat, it will give you 2s. 6d. on barley, 2s. on oats ; that is. Is. Gd.

more on barley and Is. more on oats than you have at present *—an equivo-

cal advantage at the best. But by every consideration which can influence

consistent and rational legislators, by the highest suggestions of a generous

policy, by the boldest calculations of the lowest and most selfish prudence, I

implore you to reject this proffered boon. I implore you not to sacrifice

nor to barter the glorious heritage you have obtained by your sagacious and

most timely policy, for the smallest and most worthless policy for which the

greatest advantage was ever surrendered, since the days of him who sold his

birthright for a mess of pottage." The vehement cheering from all parts

of the House, which responded to the last great defence of the chief work of

his life it was to hear from the great leader, was strangely mingled with

the ironical laughter with which the Protectionists derided his sincerity ! A
more pleasant mirth marks lord Palmerston's report of the result in a letter

to his brother (July 7th):—"Our division this morning on Disraeli's

• It should be remembered that sir Robert Peel had left a duty of is. per quarter all

round, for purposes of registration, «hich, through the great importation of foreign corn,

rose to a considerable tax, and was removed by Mr. Lowe's budget in 1809,
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motion ' On the State of the Nation ' was 296 to 156—a majority of 140 ! on

a motion declared to be a question of confidence or no confidence in the

Government." *

Such a division gave strong assurance that the recent legislation •would

be the permanent establishment of Free Trade, and justified the prediction

of sir Eobert Peel, in a weighty letter to his own tenantry on " The Present
State and Prospects of Agriculture" (Dec. 28th) :

—" It is my firm persuasion

that neither the present nor any future Parliament will consent to reimpose
duties upon the main articles of human food, either for the purpose of pro-

tection or revenue." The acceptance of the decision by a portion of the
farmers was shown by the dissolution of the Oxford Society for the Protec-
tion of Agriculture, on the ground that it was useless, and never had been
nor was ever likely to be of use, besides being an anomaly, inasmuch as the
farmers had now nothing to protect (Dec. 2nd). But such resignation was
exceptional, and Mr. Disraeli especiallj' maintained the lost cause with
unabated zeal. At the first meeting of the Bucks Association for the Eelief of

Eeal Property, held at Aylesbury (Oct. 31st) he i^ropounded a scheme of a
sinking fund, to be raised by a duty on foreign imports, for the diminution
of the burdens on landed property. On the other side, Mr. Cobden, in a
speech at Leeds, threw out a challenge to the Protectionists to meet him on
their own ground and let him argue with the landlords and farmers face to

face. Mr. Disraeli replied, at a Protectionist meeting in his own county,
that he would meet the honourable gentleman on the floor of the House
(Jan. 8, 1850). But on the next day the people of Aylesbury gave Mr.
Cobden his opportunity at a public meeting. The successful champion
of the Anti-Corn-Law movement was himself the son of a yeoman
farmer in Sussex, and the munificent gift subscribed as a testimonial for
his services had enabled him to re-purchase the small estate on which
he had been born. In his own practical style of speech, he was illus-

trating the relations between landlord and tenant from the manage-
ment of this estate, when a voice asked, "How did you get it?" "lam
ind ibtad for it

"—he answered—" to the bounty of my countrymen. It was
the scene of my birth and my infancy ; it was the property of my ancestors •,

and it is by the munificence of my countrymen that this smaU estate, which
had been alienated from my father by necessity, has again come into my
hands and enabled me to light up afresh the hearth of my father, where I
spent my childhood. And I say that no warrior-duke, who owns a vast
domain by the vote of the Imperial Parliament, holds his property by a
more honourable title than I possess mine."

This year was marked by no great financial measure or reduction of
taxes

; the budget of sir Charles AVood showing an almost even balance of
estimated income and expenditure, namely, £52,252,000 and £51, 515, 06-1

respectively. The figures are worth recording, especially in comparison with
the vastly increased estimates thirty years later ; but at this time the cost
of collecting the revenue was not included in the account. Adding this to both

• Ashley's "Life of Palmerston, " vol. i. p. 120.
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sides, the national income and expenditure for 1849-50 maybe roughly

stated at 60 millions. It is now nearly half as much again. But even then

the expenditure was condemned by the Eadical party as excessive. Mr.
Cobden took the lead in a meeting at Manchester (Jan. 10th), which pledged

itself " to co-operate with the Liverpool Pinancial Eeform Association in its

efforts to reduce the expenditure to, at least, the standard of 1835, and to

secure a more equitable and economical system of taxation ;
" and accord-

ingly ho made a motion in the House, which was seconded by Joseph Eume,
for a reduction, especially in the army and navy estimates, which should

bring down the expenditure to that standard, namely, £41,420,000 (Feb. 26th).

The proposal was negatived by 275 to 78 ; and no better success attended

Mr. Hume's motion for a further reform of Parliament on the basis of

household suffrage, vote by ballot, triennial parliaments, and an equal pro-

portion of representatives to electors, which was rejected by 268 to 82 (Juno

4th). Half of this proposal has since been carried into effect ; the first article

by a Conservative Government ; the second by the Whigs, who then, by
the mouth of lord John Kussell, reproached the "Manchester School" of

politicians for what was called their un-English spirit. While paying a

tribute to their knowledge of certain economical questions in which they

were particularly interested, lord John charged them with a "certain narrow-

ness of understanding concerning the great principles on which our ancestors

founded the Constitution of this country, and which we their successors

humbly admu-e and endeavour to foUow." The agitation for the twofold

object was kept up by the Metropolitan Financial and Parliamentary Eeform

Association, which held its first meeting- on May 22nd; but events were at

hand, destined to postpone one-half of the programme and to scatter the

other to the winds.

Another contest, that for the removal of all civil disabilities on the ground

of religion, reached during this session a stage which was evidently " the

beginning of the end." The Jews, whose stake in the country, intelligence,

and loyaltj', placed them on an equality with the worthiest of their fellow-

citizens, were excluded from Parliament by the indirect operation of the

words " on the true faith of a Christian," which the House of Lords had
introduced into the oath of abjuration, during the passing of the Emancipa-
tion Act of 1829, to make it the more binding on the consciences of Eoman
Catholic members. Since the beginning of the reformed parliament, several

attempts had been made to alter the oath in favour of the Jews ; and bills

had passed the Commons, only to be rejected by the Lords. Meanwhile

the Jews had been relieved from municipal disabilities, first by a special

act enabling Mr. David Salomons to serve the office of Sheriff' of London, to

which he was elected in 1835, and finally by a general act in 1846. At the

general election of 1847, baron Lionel de Eothschild was returned by 6,792

votes, as one of the four members for the City of London. On the motion

of lord John Eussell, who, besides being Prime Minister, sat as the baron's

colleague for the City of London, the House passed, by a majority of 253 to

183, a resolution affirming the eligibility of Jews to all functions and offices

to which Eoman Catholics were admissible by law (December 17, 1847). A
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bill to give effect to tliis resolution passed the Commons by decisive

majorities, but was rejected in the Upper House by 163 votes to 128 (May

2o, 1848. Among tie memorable incidents of these debates was the

support given to lord John's resolution by !Mr. Gladstone, then the Tory

member for the University of Oxford, and by Mr. Disraeli, who appealed to

the House "to perform a great act of national justice, and to discard the

superstitions of the dark ages, which were influencing them to ojipose it."

Sir Eobert Peel also spoke and voted for the bill. In the session of 1849 a

bill for the same object was again passed by the Commons, and thrown out

in the Lords by 95 to 70 (June 2Gth). Upon this baron Eothschild resigned,

in order to refer the question back to the people as represented by his

constituency, who re-elected him to the seat which he retained for

nearly the whole thirty years that elapsed till his death in June, 1879. The

sequel of the controversy may be fitly told here. Next session baron Eoths-

child again presented himself at the table (July 26, 1S50), but withdrew

on the Speaker's refusal to swear him on the Old Testament only. The

House having decided this point in his favour, he recited the oath, dropping

out the words " on the true faith of a Christian." He was again ordered

to withdraw, but the motion of sir Frederick Thesiger to declare his seat

vacant by the issue of a new writ was negatived. A few days later the

House decided against his right to vote or sit in the House till he had

taken the oath in the form appointed by law, and pledged itself to a measure

for the relief of the Jews next session.

In that session, while baron Eothschild continued to sit below the bar,

awaiting the promised admission relief, alderman Salomons, having been

elected for Greenwich in 1851, took a bolder course. Having, like the

baron, recited the oath without the words " on the true faith of a Christian,"

instead of obeying the Speaker's order to withdraw, he passed to a seat in

the House amidst a tempest of cheering and shouting. Lord John Eussell

declared that the government had no intention at present to institute pro-

ceedings against Mr. Salomons ; but by sitting in the House and voting

without having taken the oaths, he incurred a penalty of £500, which was

enforced by a judgment of baron Alderson on the suit of an informer.

The contest was prolonged during the next Parliament on a more general

measure for the amendment of the Parliamentary Oaths, and baron Eoths-

child was again returned for the city at the general elections of 1852 and

1857. When the Lords once more rejected the Oaths Bill, which had

passed the new House of Commons, the baron again resigned his seat,

and was re-elected for the fifth time (July, 1857). To complicate the

contest, which had now lasted for ten years, the baron was recognized as a

member in all respects, except sitting in the body of the House and voting ;

*

and in the following session he was appointed one of the managers of the con-

ference between the Houses on the Lord's amendments to a new Oaths Bill

which had at length been introduced as a compromise. In the short sitting

* In the case of sir Joseph Jekyll (1815) the constitutional doctrine had been established,

that a member is capable of sitting on a Committee altliough he ha^ not been sworn at the

Clerks' table.
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before Christmas (December 10, 18.57), lord Jolin Eussell had brought in

a bill to substitute for the oaths of allegiance, supremacy, and abjuration, a

single form of oath, in which the words " on the true faith of a Christian
"

were retained, but a clause of the bill permitted the omission of these words

when a Jew was sworn. This bill passed the Commons without debate

;

but the Lords threw out the clause relating to the Jews. A conference

between the Houses resulted in the acceptance of a compromise proposed by
lord Lucan, that each House should have the power of modifying the form

of the oath for its own members. A biU to this effect was passed, as

well as the bill for substituting one form of oath for all occasions on

which the oaths of allegiance, 6upremacy, and abjuration, were required by
law to be taken (21 and 22 Victorife, cc. 48 and 40: July 23, 1858); and

three days afterwards baron Rothschild at length took his seat (July 26th).

The " Jews' Relief Act " further declared that no person of the Jewish pro-

fession of religion should be capable of holding the offices of Lord

Chancellor of Great Britain or Ireland, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, or High
Commissioner of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, and that

any ecclesiastical patronage possessed by Jews should be exercised by the

Archbishop of Canterbury. It seemed to have happened fittingly that

these measures, though fought out for twelve years by lord John Russell,

should have become law when the House of Commons was led by Mr.

Disraeli ; who throughout the whole contest had strenuously upheld the

cause of the race from which he sprang.

The compromise which still left each case to be decided at the pleasure

of either House was superseded eight years later by an act, which also

relieved the scruples felt by Roman Catholics, requiring all members of

Parliament to take one uniform oath, swearing to " be faithful and bear true

allegiance to her Majesty, Queen Victoria " (or the sovereign for the time

being), and promising to maintain and support the succession to the crown

as limited by the Act of Settlement under William III.* This act not only

retained the penalty of £500 for any member of either House voting with-

out having taken the prescribed oath, but also, in the case of a member of

the House of Commons, declared that the seat of the recusant should be

vacated. A later act t has still further simplified not only Parliamentary

but all Promissory Oaths required by law to be taken by the chief officers

of State, including Privy Councillors, members of either House of Parlia-

ment, the judges of the superior courts, and clergymen; besides certain

special oaths pertaining to their respective offices ; and the oaths of

Allegiance, Supremacy, and Abjuration, are no longer to be taken by any

person. The general oath is in the following simple terms :
—" I, A. B.,

do swear that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to Her Majesty,

Queen Victoria, her heirs and successors, according to law. So help me,

God." Quakers, Moravians, and Separatists are allowed to make an affirma-

tion instead of the oath, by Acts passed in 1855 and 1859. The re-opening

of the question by the case of Mr. Bradlaugh docs not yet belong to

history [1882.]
* 20 Victoria;, c.-ip. 10 : April 30, ISCC.

+ 31 and 32 Victoiia-, cap. 72: July 31, 180S
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Party Processions-Lord John Russell's testimony to the State of Ireland.

I^ the Parliamentary Session of 1849. the condition of Ireland had

claimed attention even before the controversy related - ^h^ P-^^in^

chapter; and it might weU be said of the statesman who had to grapple

with it

—

" PericulosK plenum opus ales

Tractas, et incedis per ignes

Suppositos cineri doloso."

The eml^ers Of suppressed rebellion B-ouldered heneath the desola^^^^^^

famine. The unhappy leaders who had taken up arms, Smith Brxen

Meagher, M'Manus, and O'Donoghue, lay under sentence of death, the r

appe'al o^ writs of e^or having been rejected by the Irish Court of Qu en s

Bench (Jan. 16th). The sentence was soon afterwards cominuted to trans-

portation for life / and they, as well as other leaders who had been condemned

for "treason-felony," were carried to Australia. The parole, on which they

^ere released after a time, was broken by John Mitche
,
on a plea of such

questionable honesty, that Smith O'Brien refused to take part in the escape

Jjune 9, 1853). The good faith of this true, though misguided, Irish

Lntleman was rewarded with a pardon; the condition of absence from

En-land was ultimately withdrawn; and after returning to a quiet country

life'in Ireland, he died in Wales in 1864. His end was m striking contrast

^vith the turbulent career of Mitchel, who settled in Yirginia and became

a violent advocate of slavery and the Confederates, while "Meagher of the

sword," who had also escaped from AustraUa, fought on the Federal side.

Eeturning to Ireland, where a legal flaw secured him from the penalties to

^hichhewas stiU exposed by exemption from pardon on account o his

escape, Mitchel was elected as member for Tipperary in 1875; but the

House of Commons declared the election void; and he died before the new

election came on. In abiUty and energy, the editor of the " United Irish-
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man" had been the most conspicuous of the rebels, and his conviction had

been a death-blow to the cause, which the later outbreak of Smith O'Briuu

extinguished in a tragi-comic ridicule. A distinguished fellow-countryman

says of him:—" He should have died before. The later years of his life

were only an anti-climax. His attitude in the dock in 1848 had something

of dignity and heroism in it, and even the staunohest enemies of his cause

admired him. He had undoubtedly great literary ability, and, if he had
never reappeared in politics, the world would have thought that a really

brilliant light had been prematurely extinguished." * Of the other leaders of

"Young Ireland," Charles Gavan Dully, editor of the " Nation," whom two

juries had refused to convict, entered Parliament, and, having afterwards

emigrated to Victoria, became prime minister of that colony. Darcy McGee
was likewise distinguished for his loyalty and good service as a minister of the

Crown in Canada, where he died by an assassin's hand. John Martin and

Patrick J. Smyth won the admiration of the House of Commons, the one

for his fu'm but respectful stedfastness to his princijiles, the other for union

of the same qualities with brilliant eloquence. These restitutions to

honourable and loyal service added force to the lesson taught by the events

of 1848-9, that Ireland's path to happiness does not lie through revolution
;

while both parties could rejoice together, that the conflict had not been

embittered by a single execution.

For the time, however, the hope of reconciliation seemed still remote.

On the 26th of January, 1849, lord Clarendon, the lord-lieutenant, wrote to

the Home Secretary, sir George Grey, urging the necessity for a further

suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act, in order "to secure for Ireland that

continued repose which is so vitally essential to her prosperity, to protect

the country from the renewal of an agitation for objects which cannot be

attained, and which for many years has disturbed its tranquillity, scaring

away capital, destroying confidence, and rendering impossible the steady

application of industry." In moving a bill for continuing the existing sus-

pension of the Act for six months (Fob. 6th), sir George Grey argued that,

though none were now in arms against the Crown, the secret organizations,

which had stimulated the late insurrection, were still in existence. The

suspension had done much to stifle the rebellion, and the simple question

now was, whether it was wise to take off all restraint upon agitation, and to

run the risk of a repetition of last j-ear's troubles. The vehement oppo-

sition of Mr. John O'Connell (son of the great agitator) and other Irish

members was overborne by 221 votes against 18, and, after another animated

debate, in which sir Robert Peel gave the Bill a reluctant support, the

second reading was carried by 275 to 33 (Feb. 9th), and it became law on

Feb. 27th.

The day after its introduction, lord John Eussell moved for a further

grant of £50,000 for the relief of Irish distress in those unions in which it

was found impossible to collect a sufficient rate ; and after much opposition,

both from Conservatives and Iladicals, to the continued application of the

* Justin McCarthy, " History of Our Own Times," vol. ii. p. 35.
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English taxes to that purpose, the vote was carried by 220 to 143 (Feb.

12th). Another remedial measure, passed after much debate (May 12th),

was the " Poor LawEate in Aid " Bill, for levying a rate oi6d. in the pound

throughout all the Irish Unions for the relief of the distressed districts,

and £100,000 were voted on the security of this rate.

The general restoration of order and signs of returning prosperity seemed

to offer a fit occasion for the long-projected first visit of the Queen to Ire-

land, which, it might well be hoped, would give a lively impulse to renewed

confidence between the sister kingdoms. This would be all the more felt,

the Prince wisely suggested, if the expense and parade of the projected

visit were spared, in consideration of the distress which was still great, and

it were made rather a yachting excursion. Concurring in these views, lord

Clarendon wrote to lord John Eussell (June 7th):—"Since Her Majesty

came to the throne, there has been no period more politically propitious for

her coming here than the present one. Agitation is extinct ; repeal is for-

gotten ; the seditious associations are closed ; the priests are frightened ; and

the people are tranquil. Everything tends to secure for the Queen an enthu-

siastic reception ; and the one drawback, which is the general distress of aU.

classes, has its advantages, for it will enable the Queen to do what is kind

and considerate to those who are suffering." •

Sailing from Osborne on the day after Parliament rose (Aug. 2nd), tha

royal yacht anchored the next evening in the Cove of Cork, and the port

of Cove now received the new name of Queenstown, as Dunleary (the port

of Dublin) had been called Kingstown in memory of the disembarkation of

George IV. Entering a chief stronghold of disafi'ection,f the Queen and

Prince were at once assured by their reception at Cork that the Sovereign's

personal visit was the true way to the hearts of the people, who poured

forth to welcome her in crowds, "noisy, excitable, but very good-humoured,

running and pushing about, and laughing, talking, and shrieking." It was

the same at Waterford ; and when the royal party landed at EUngstown

(Aug. 6th), " it was a sight never to be forgotten—a sound to be recollected

for ever. Ladies threw aside the old formula of waving a white handker-

chief, and cheered for their lives ; while the men, pressing in so closely as

to throng the very edges of the pavilion, waved whatever first came to hand

—hat, stick, wand, or coat (for the day was very hot)—and rent the air with

shouts of joy, which never decreased in energy till their Sovereign was out

of sight." The royal children^ were objects of universal attention and admi-

ration. " Oh ! Queen, des.r !
" screamed a stout old lady, " make one of

them Prince Patrick, and all Ireland wiU die for you !
''§—and the Prince

* " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 192.

+ One fact will prove that this is no mere figure of speech. On Jan. 1, 1849, when the

prisoners in Ireland exceeded the gaol accommodation in the ratio of 10 to 7, the most crowded

of all was the county prison of Cork, which, built for only 500, contained 1,184.

t It happened to be the fifth birthday of Prince Alfred, who accompanied his parents,

with the Princess Royal (then in her ninth year), the Prince of Wales, and the Princess

Alice,—the Princesses Helena and Louise staying .at Osborne.

§ "The Times," quoted in the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol ii. p. 207.
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born next year bears tlie names of Arthur Patrick, and the title of duke of

Connaught.

The climax of joyful -welcome was reached on the entry into Dublin—the

city where O'Connell had so lately thundered for repeal, and denounced

"the brutal and bloody Saxon'"—where Mitchel and "Meagher of the

sword " had daily published truculent lessons in street-fighting, and where,

but a few months before, the courts of law had been the daily scene of

thrilling struggles, on which hung the issues of life and death, liberty or a

felon's exile. Now, under a brilliant sun, " every window, roof, and

platform, from which the procession could be seen, was thronged with

cheering crowds. Every hedgerow in the suburbs was festooned with flags
;

the poorest cottages had their wreaths of flowers and evergreens. In the

capital of a country which had so recently been ' in open revolt and under

martial law,' nothing but the most demonstrative loyalty was to be noted.

. . . The four days spent in Dublin were one continued jubilee." *

The welcome was simply equalled because it could not be surpassed even

by the loyal people of Ulster at Belfast, whence the royal party finally

Bailed for Greenock on their way to Balmoral (Aug. 12th).

A few days later lord Clarendon wrote to sir George Grey :—" The

enthusiasm here is not abated. . . . The Queen's visit, moreover, will be as-

sociated with a turn in the tide of their affairs after four years' suffering, with

an unprecedented influx of strangers and expenditure of money ; and as they

will contrast this year with the last, their conclusions will be unfavourable to

political agitation. So even I, who am never very sanguine about things here,

cannot help sharing in the feelings of hopefulness that pervade the whole

country." f With this letter was forwarded a brief but affecting testimony

to the state of the Irish peasantry, then just emerging from the depths of

famine. Eecognizing the fact that " the Prince thoroughly understands how
much the regeneration, of Ireland depends upon improved agriculture,"

lord Clarendon enclosed for his Eoyal Highness a letter from Secretary

Eedington, who was paying a visit to Galway, in terms which seemed to

echo the hopes to which the Prince had given utterance to the Eoyal Dublin

Society—"that the promise of a plentiful harvest, of wbioh your fields bear

such hopeful evidence, may be the harbinger of a termination to those

sufferings under which the people have so lamentably, and j'et with such

exemplary patience, laboured." And now Mr. Eedington wrote:—"My
eyes rested, as I crossed the island, throughout upon one prospect of abun-

dance. Such corn crops, such potatoes, and such green crops, I never before

saw. . . . The appearance of the people is no longer what it was. You see

little, if any, famine in their faces. They are in good spirits, but their clothes

speak openly their misery."

The abundant harvest was safely gathered in, j)receded and followed by
others throughout the United Kingdom ; so that the price of wheat, which

had risen from 54s. id. a quarter in 18iG to 69s. dd. in 1847, fell to 50s. &d.

• " The Times," quoted in the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 207, 208.

+ /*(W., pp. 212, 213.
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in 1848, 448. 3d. in 1849, and 40«. 3d. in 1850* Meanwhile the imports of

corn, flour, and meal of all kinds into Ireland, which had been a little above

four millions of quarters in 184G-47 (Sep. 1st), and two millions in 1847-48

(the decrease being presumably a measure of the diminished purchasing

power), was raised during the half-year from Sept. 1848 to Sept. 1849 to

eight and a-half millions of quarters, chiefly through the efi'orts of the

British Government and people to feed the starving people, for whose relief

a total of ten millions sterling was added to the National Debt, besides what

was raised by private contributions, f Together with the cycle of abundant

harvests, the operation of Free Trade, and the discoveries of gold in Cali-

fornia and Australia, brought into the British kingdom a rising tide of

prosperity, in which Ireland had her share.

Turning to the evidence of the Irish Poor Law statistics for the year

ending May 14, 1847, the expenditure for the relief of 333,000 paupers

was nearly £568,000, the average rate being lO^d. Within a year, the

number of persons relieved had risen to nearly a million and a-half, and

the expenditure to above £1,200,000 ; while for the year ending September,

1849, the expenditure exceeded two millions sterling. The slow recovery

from such depths of distress is witnessed by the fact that in the next year

there was still an expenditure of nearly a million and a-half in relieving

above a million of poor in unions and out of doors ; but the number of

paupers fell to about three-quarters of a million in 1851, at the cost of

£1,100,000; which decreased in the next year by £280,000 ; and in 1853,

the numbers relieved were little over 400,000, and at a cost of £786,000. All

this time, besides the poor at home, thousands more found their way to

England crowded on the steamboat decks, to seek work or relief here
; | but

many of them were on their way to the Colonies or the United States,

besides the thousands who were borne away thither from the Irish ports.

For by this time the tide of emigi-ation had set .out with the force which

gave it the popular name of the " Irish Exodus." Out of the total of nearly

three and a-half million emigrants, who left the United Kingdom during

the period of nearly forty years from 1814 to 1852, more than one-half {neavlj

1,800,000) emigrated in the six years beginning with 1847 ; the average

annual emigration reaching nearly 300,000 ; and of these the great bulk

were Irish, of whom more than 1,300,000 tore themselves from their loved

These were the averages for Great Britain. In Ireland the progressive fall of price is

seen in the returns for 1849, 1850, and 1851, namely, 10^. 5h/., 9s. iid., is. llja'., respec-

tively. The fall in barley and oats was proportionate ; and this- was in spite of the com-

parative loss of the potato as the staple food of the people.

t The balance of advances from the Treasury, remaining unpaid at the end of the year,

amounting to about five and a-half millions, were consolidated by Act of Parliament (1850)

into a loan repayable in forty years. This debt was remitted in 1853 (see chap. xiii.).

X At Liverpool alone (the returns for Glasgow, Bristol, and other ports are not at hand) the

deck passengers from Ireland were 240,925 in 1849; 251,000 in 1850; 283,503 in 1S51 ;

232,331 in 1852 ; 233,652 in 1853 ; and 32,415 in the first three months of 1854. Of these

about one-third appeared to be paupers ; the rest wece emigrants, land-jobbers, and so

forth.
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Ei-in during those sis years. Tlie tide readied its height in 1852, for

which year the emigration was twenty-three and a-half per cent, above the

average, another sign of the great law by which a maximum effect generally

follows some time after the cause has passed its climax. But another and

more gratifying reason can be assigned in the case before us. One strange

feature of the great Irish jiroblem—proving tliat the fault of what has

often seemed its hopelessness does not lie solely in the character of the

people—is the change that comes over the peasant when he settles in a new
land, where he has scope for his powers of work and his habits of frugality.

We might almost apply to him the glowing words in which one of Ireland's

greatest orators described another sort of emancipation:—"No sooner does

his foot touch the foreign soil than his fetters" (whether of evil habits or of

sullen suffering) " at once fall off, and he stands redeemed, regenerated,

disenthralled, by the irresistible genius of " the new opportunities given to

the virtues which lie at the base of his complex nature. For the most part

prospering in their new abode, the first thing the emigrants did was to save

uj) the means of sending for the relations and friends left behind ; and the

tide of emigration still set outwards, till the relief to a redundant and

wretched peasantry began to turn into a source of anxiety lest the people

should become too few for the land. The ensuing decennial census revealed

the startling fact, that from 8,175,124 in the year 1841, the population of

Ireland had fallen to 6,515,794 in 1851 ; nor did itstop there, but declined

more than another million in the next twenty years, to 5,764,543 in 1861,

5,402,759 in 1871, and 5,159,839 in 1881. The meaning of this later

decrease belongs to the records of the coming years.

It was hoped that the void thus made would be in great measure
filled up, and that a fresh supply of capital, skill, and energy, would be
opened for Irish agriculture, by the working of the Act (12 and 13 Vic. cap.

77, passed July 28th) which gave facilities for the sale of encumbered
estates, under the direction of three commissioners, whose court began its

operations in the autumn. It effected a vast amount of good in freeing

large tracts of land from the incubus of a nominal proprietorship, sunk in

embarrassments which stopped not only aU improvement but the most
ordinary good cultivation of the soil and justice to the tenants and the

peasantry. But the poverty of the people disappointed the hojie of their

piu'chasing the land to any great extent, and their ideas of their own ri"'lits

in the soil, their jealousy of new and foreign proprietors, the fresh

disorders that broke out before long, checked the influx of British capita]

and labour, and later events have made this record nearly obsolete.

Meanwhile it remains to trace the gratifying evidence of returning order

and security in the decrease of recorded crime. The climax of offences,

ordinary, agrarian, and political, as attested by the numbers brought to

answer for them, was naturally reached at the close of 1848, when an
armed rebellion had just been quelled, but disaffection and conspiracy still

required the suspension of the ordinary safeguards for the liberty of the

subject. On the 1st of January, 1819, no less tlian 10,063 iwisoners were in

custody, crowded of necessity into gaols which had been built for 7,230. The
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number of committals on criminal charges, -wliieh had risen from 18,492 in

184G, to 31,209 in 1847, 38,522 in 1848, and 41,989 in 1849, declined to 31,326

in 1850, 25,369 in 1851, 17,678 in 1852, and 15,144 in 1853. The meaning

of these figures becomes clearer by comparing Ireland with Great Britain.

In the former country they have reference to a population of about eight

millions in 1841, but much less at the time to -which they relate. In Great

Britain, with a population not far short of nineteen millions in 1841,

increasing to above twenty millions in 1851, the number of committals

maintained an almost steady average of about 30,000 (though with some
increase in the year of distress and trouble, 1848). The comparison

further tells a tale of one special difficulty which always besets the

administration of justice in Ireland, the reluctance of juries to convict men
of their own class, especially for crimes arising out of agrarian and political

troubles. Alike for the larger and smaller numbers given above, the

proportion of convictions to committals may be roughly stated at one-half,

or sometimes less, while in Great Britain the ratio was from two-thirds to

three-fourths and more.

On September 1, 1849, the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act in

Ireland was allowed to expire at the end of the six months for which it had
been renewed, nor was its suspension required again till 1866, when
foreign troubles in America had again given an impulse to the new Fenian
sedition in Ireland. The great scheme of sir Eobert Peel for creating a

bond of social union between the Catholic and Protestant youth of the upper
and middle classes, while raising the culture of both, was now brought
into full operation by the opening of the Queen's Colleges; and in the
following year the scheme was completed by the foundation of the
" Queen's University in Ireland," with power to grant degrees to students
of the three Queen's Colleges, at Belfast, Cork, and Galway. The fair

representation of the authorities of the colleges on the senate of the
university brought it much nearer to the ancient models of a real university
than the modern form of a board which examines without educating (Auo'ust,

1850). The experience of thirty years proved the excellence of the
education thus provided ; but, from the very first, its reconciling purpose
was defeated by the refusal of the Eoman Catholic Church to accept the
principle of a common secular education, which left religious teaching to
be provided otherwise. Like the old University of London (now University
College), the Irish scats of learning were nicknamed "godless colleges."
They were condemned by the Eoman propaganda and the Pope, whose
sentence was accepted by a small majority of the Irish Catholic bishops in a
synod at Thurles, just a month after the foundation of the Queen's
University. On the other hand, successive governments refused a charter,
with power to grant degrees, to a Eoman Catholic University established at
Dublin; and the demand of a state endowment for Catholic university
education was made less admissible than ever by the disendowment of the
Irish branch of the Church of England. An attempt to solve the problem
contributed to the downfall of Mr. Gladstone's ministry, but meanwhile
effected the abolition of religious tests in Trinity College, Dublin (1873).
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At length, just thirty years after the opening of the Queen's Colleges, the

government of lord Beaconsfield attempted to solve the question by founding

a new examining university for granting degrees, scholarships, and prizes

open to all candidates, on the model of the University of London ; in which
the Queen's University has been absorbed, the colleges being left on their

existing footing. This " Eoyal University of Ireland " was fully constituted

in 1880.

The record of Irish troubles in 1848-49 would be incomplete without

some mention of another source of disturbance. The Orange Clubs, which
had been dissolved in 1836, in consequence of a parliamentary enquiry into

their excesses, were revived in 184.5, in antagonism to the rising spirit of

sedition, the collapse of which stimulated the Orangemen to unseemly
triumph. On the anniversary so often signalized by fatal party conflicts

(July 12, 1849), a collision took place at Dolly's Brae, near Castlewellan,

between a party of Eibandmen and an Orange procession on its way to the

park of the earl of Eoden, who had long been a leader in the cause of

Protestant ascendancy. Forewarned of the probability of a fight, Govern-

ment had sent to the spot a force of police and military ; but their presence

did not prevent the exchange of shots, with a fatal result to several of the

Eibandmen. The affray led to much angry correspondence between the

Irish government and the Orange leaders. The magistrates of Castlewellan,

of whom lord Eoden himself was chairman and Gustos Eotulorum for

Louth County, refused to take informations against the Orangemen, who
were alleged to have been the aggressors (August 13th), and they repeated

the refusal as a defiant answer to a letter of the Lord Lieutenant's Secretary

to the Chancellor, recommending the dismissal of lord Eoden and two other

magistrates from the Commission of the Peace (October 6tli and 9th)

Their dismissal led to a vehement demonstration of sympathy from the

Orangemen of Belfast (October 30th), and to an attack on the Government
by lord Stanley in the ensuing session (February 18, 1850).

Three days before that angry debate in the Lords, the Commons had
heard from lord John Eussell—in proposing the consolidation of the loan

still due to the treasury for advances to relieve the late distress in Ireland

—

a full statement from its origin to the brightening prospects of the country

through the cessation of famine, the decrease of pauperism, and the revival

of a spirit of industry and enterprize. He said that society in Ireland

appeared on the brink of a great and salutary change ; the relations of

landlord, tenant, and labourer, were becoming assimilated to those of more
civilized lands ; agrarian crime had diminished ; and the best prospects

existed for the ultimate condition of the people. On the same evening a

Bill for suppressing party processions in Ireland was read a second time,

and it became law on the loth of March. In the same session Acts were

passed for the conduct of elections in Ireland and a new settlement of the

Irish parliamentary franchise, after a sharp contest between the two houses

on the question of a £15 or £12 rating in counties ; the Lords, who had
adopted the former as an amendment, consenting ultimately to the latter.

The borough franchise was fixed at £8 rating.
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Stale of the Continent—Sardinia renews War—Battle of Novava—Abdication and Deatli o!

Charles Albert—King Victor Emmanuel—French Expedition to Rome—Proclamation

of General Oudinot—Giuseppe Garibaldi—Surrender of Rome—Restoration of Pius

IX.—French Occupation—State of Germany—The King of Prussia refuses the

Imperial Crown—End of the German Parliament—Armed Insurrections suppressed

by the Prussian Army—The Federal Diet restored—The Revolt of Hungary put

down by Russian Intervention—Severe Punishments—The Refugees in Turkey-

Reception of Kossuth and Haynau in England—Lord Palmerston on the state of

Austria—Cavour on the mistake of Revolutionary means—Attitude and Policy of

England

—

iNTilA—Secon/i IVar with the Sikhs. Revolt of Moolraj at Mooltan

—

Lieutenant Edwardes—Siege of Mooltan—Defection of Shere Singh—Lord Cough's

Repulse at Ramnuggur—Capture of Mooltan—Battle of Chillianwallah—Feeling in

England—Sir Charles J. Napier appointed Commander-in-Chief for India—Lord

Cough's Victory at Goojerat—Surrender of the Sikhs—Annexation of the Punjab,

The recovery of Ireland from the depth of distress and the dangers of

rebellion, by means -which combined the smallest needful amount of coercion

with generous measures of relief, is set in a most striking light by comparison

with the scenes abroad, upon which the English people looked from their

own tranquil shores. Their details belong to the history of Europe, but

the general course of events upon the Continent had a close bearing upon

the affairs of England at the time, besides being fraught with future

consequences which have affected the whole subsequent tenor of our history.

The first place in order of time, as well as in the sympathies of the English

people, belongs to the sudden extinction of the bright hopes of Italian freedom.

The protracted mediation of England and France having long been hopeless,

on the expiration of the armistice hostilities were renewed by Sardinia

(March 12, 1849). Eadetzky, with an army recruited in strength and

spirits, answered the challenge by crossing the Ticino (March 21st), and

inflicting a crushing defeat on the Sardinians at Novara (March 25th).

Charles Albert, who had exposed his life with desperate courage on the

battle-field, called his generals around him and addressed them thus :

—

" I have sacrificed myself for the cause of Italy. I have risked my own
life, the lives of my children, and I have failed. Since I have not succeeded

in finding death, I must accomplish one last sacrifice for my country. I

resign the crown, and abdicate in favour of my son." He died broken-

hearted at Oporto after only four months (July 28th). His son, the duko

of Genoa, who had displayed throughout the war the courage of whicii

he was still to give so many signal proofs, took up the broken sceptre witii

voi,. Tx.—263. 33
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the stedfast singiensss of purj^ose, -wliicli won for him tho title of 11 Be
Gahntuomo. It might well have seemed a vainglorious boast when, pointing

his sword towards the Austrian camp, he exclaimed : Per Dio VItalia sarii ;

but tho King, who was proclaimed on March 26th as Victor Emmanuel II.

of Sardinia, became, in eleven years, Victor Emmanuel I. of all Italy. The
steps through which this great result was attained, however varied and

sometimes questionable, were all governed by one regulating principle,

abstinence from the revolutionary methods vehemently urged by an extreme

part}', and persistence in tho policy of patience stedfastly maintained by
ttatosmen like Cavour, who said of this crisis in his country's fate :

—" We
existed, and every day's existence was a gain." Meanwhile the Austrians,

secure of Lombardy and with Venice in their grasp, granted an armistice.

The catastrophe at Novara gave the signal for reaction at Florence, where

the grand duke of Tuscany was restored to despotic power under the wing
of Austria (April 12th). A peace was signed at Milan between Austria and

Sardinia on the 6th of August, and on the 22nd Venice surrendered, after

being defended by Daniel Manin for a whole year.

Eome, meanwhile, had exhibited the strange spectacle of its new
Republic suppressed by republican France, in league with the restored

despot of Naples. To maintain the j)ower of the Pope was a part of the

policy on which President Bonaparte, like his uncle, sought to found his

own; and this policj' was adopted by a majority of 112 in the French

National Assembly. On the very day before the new republican constitu-

tion was published at Eome, its doom was scaled at Paris by the vote for

an armed intervention in the States of the Church (April 16th), the pretext

for which was stated in the proclamation of general Oudinot, on landing at

Civita Vecchia ten days later. In the true spirit of Bonapartist republican

imperialism, a sort of paternal right was assumed to regulate the common
interests of liberty, order, and religion

;
just as, ton j^ears later, Italy was

asked to be content with a federation under the presidency of the Pope. It

informed the inhabitants of the Eoman States, that the French Pepublic

had resolved to send a corps d' armee to avert great misfortunes from their

country. "France does not arrogate to herself the right to regulate

interests which are, fi:rst of all, those of tho Roman people, and which

extend to the whole of Europe, and to all the Christian world. She has

oil} considered that by her position she was especially called upon to

interfere, to facilitate the establishment of a regime equally removed from

the abuses, which have for ever been destroyed by the generosity of tho

illustrious Pius IX., and from the anarchy of these late days. The flag

which I have just raised on your shores is that of peace, order, conciliation,

and true liberty. Round it will rally all who wish to co-operate in tho

accomplishment of this patriotic and sacred work."

The triumvirs, Mazzini, SafE, and ArmeUini, put forth an answer

designed to rouse the Roman people against this violation of the soil of tho

republic, which they had already declared their determination to resist,

holding France responsible for the consequences. Their defence was well

supported by the enthusiastic courage of tho future liberator of Southern
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Italy, Giuseppe Gaeib.u,di,* and the first attack of tlio French was repulsed

with 'loss (April 30th). Thereupon the Prince President telegraphed to

i^oneral Oudinot his " great grief " at the " unforeseen resistance." "I had

hoped (he added) that the inhabitants of Eome, opening their eyes to

evidence, -svoiild receive with eagerness an army which had arrived there to

accomplish a friendly and disinterested mission." The day after this

admonition was despatched, Garibaldi had the further presumption to defeat

an invading force of 7,000 Neapolitans at Palestrina (May 9th). f But his

desperate valour could not prevent a lodg-ment of the French close to tho

walls on June 3rd ; the final assault was made on the night of the 30th,

and Eome surrendered on the morrow. On July 2nd the key of one of the

gates was sent to tho Pope at Gaiita, and his restored authority was

proclaimed on the 15th; but he did not return to the Vatican till April,

1850. The French occupation of Eome was maintained till the end of 18G6
;

and under its shelter the abuses of the papal government were restored,

though the Prince President made a show of performing his part as

mediator by a letter to Colonel Edgar Ney, the commandant at Eome,

insisting upon a general amnesty, a secular administration, the adoption of

the Code Napoleon, and a liberal government of tho subjects of the Pope

(September, 1849).

The coUapse of the German experiment of unity was far more

inglorious ; but not without a bloody sequel. The republican constitution

framed by the Frankfort Assembly, on the basis of universal suffrage, was

sure of rejection by the German princes ; and the election of an Emperor

not only raised the question of precedence between Prussia and Austria,

but stirred up the jealousy of the royal houses of Hanover, Saxony,

Bavaria, and Wiirtemberg, against any subordination to Prussia. Besides

all this, another power had to be reckoned with. Since the settlement of

Europe at Vienna and the formation of the Holy Alliance, and especially

under the unbending will of Nicholas, Eussia wielded an influence in

central Europe almost incredible to the generation which has grown up
since the Crimean war. This was soon to be proved by her intervention to

save Austria in Hungary, and none knew better than the King of Prussia

how ready was her vast army to be lot loose on Germany. A hollow

compact between the Prussian and democratic parties at Frankfort secured

the election of Frederick William as " Emperor of the Germans" by 290

votes in a house of 538 members (March 28th). But, by a remarkable

coincidence, the election was made known at Berlin on the same day as the

news of the Austrian victory at Novara ; and the Eling of Prussia, irresolute

by nature, might well shrink from having to make good his acceptance of

the crown by a war with Austria, leagued with the fom- German kingdoms,

and supported in the background by Eussia. On tho first two days of

April, the Prussian Chambers voted addresses irrging him to consent to the

* Born at Nice, 1807 ; died June 2nd, 1882.

t "Her Catliolic Majesty" Isabella II. also sent a Spanish force to Gaeta to aid the

I'ope (May 27th).
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offer wliicli was formally made to him on tlie 3rd ; but the deputies from

Frankfort, wlio claimed to represent the wish of Germany, were courteously

rebuffed by the answer that it was impossible for him to accept the honour
" without the voluntary assent of the Crowned Princes and Free States of

our Fatherland." After that consent had been formally asked and distinctly

refused, the king's representative at Frankfort informed the Assembly that

his master could not accept what was now " an unreal dignity," especially as

it was tendered in connection with a Constitution which he could only

regard as " a means gi-adually, and under legal pretences, to set aside

authority, and to introduce the republic " (April 29th). This declaration

against the whole movement was followed by a royal ordinance recalling the

Prussian deputies from the Assemblj', from which Austria had recalled hers

upon the vote of March 28th. The violence of the republican party caused

the withdrawal of the great body of moderate men; and a mere "Eump"
of the Assembly withdrew from Frankfort, which was commanded by the

arms of Prussia, to Stuttgart, where, after passing some violent resolutions,

thoy one day found their place of meeting closed by the government of

Wiirtemberg (June IGth). Such was the inglorious end of the Assembly

which had at first given fair promise of creating a united Germany and

reviving the Imperial dignity.

The contrast to these bright hopes is strikingly drawn in a letter written

by Prince Albert, who had watched the whole movement with equal interest

and misgiving. " You in Germany are at this moment entering upon a

new epoch, which is again stained with blood. Poor country ! How many
people have perished since 1848! how many millions of men suffered!

And, on the other hand, I would fain know of any one single individual,

who finds himself better than he was before !
" (May 14th).* When this

was written, the republicans had flown to that last resource, to which baffled

political parties resort none the less because it is hopeless. The months of

Ma}', June, and July, witnessed a series of insurrections which were put

down by the Prussian army, under the brother of the King, who had been

the hope of the movement,—the Prince of Prussia, who was himself destined

to receive the very imperial crown which had eluded his brother's weak

grasp. But this could only happen when the time was ripe. A premature

revolution could only affect to place " the likeness of a crown " on " what

seemed its head." The reality was the inevitable proffer made by Germany,

united to repel aggression, to her victorious leader.

The last stand of the armed revolutionists was made in Baden, where the

remnant of their shattered force was starved into surrender at Eastadt (July

23rd). Among them were men of high station and culture, whom
enthusiasm had led to give up ofHces and professorships for service in the

ranks : of such the type was professor Gottfried Kinkel, whose imprisonment

at Spandau and romantic escape evoked in England a s}'mpathy combined

with admiration for his intellect and manly beauty. The resistance of

Ilolstoin and Schleswig to their Danish sovereign, though prolonged with

• " Life of the Piince Consort," vol. ii. p. 199.
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much Iravery, shared the fate of the German movement which had
supported it ; and the integrity of Denmark was guaranteed by a protocol

of the Great Powers, signed at London (August 23, 1850). The German
federal administration was patched ujd for the time, by an agreement to

place the executive in the hands of a mixed Austrian and Prussian

commission, to which the archduke John resigned his authority (October

20, 1849); but the reconstitution of the confederation on its former basis

remained a hopeless problem, fraught with bitter conflicts and reserved

for the arbitrament of war. The King of Prussia again strove to redeem
his pledges by granting a liberal constitution to his own subjects (February

6, 1850), and summoning a federal parliament to meet at Erfurt and
consider the draft of a new constitution (March) ; but the scheme was
rendered abortive by the influence of Austria, whose own effort to constitute

a like assembly at Frankfort also failed (September, 1850); and the old

Germanic diet was restored for a time at that imperial city (May 30,

1851).

It remains to notice the climax of the conflict on the plains of Hungary
where the resistance was the most stedfast and excited the more sympathy
in England, as the Hungarians were fighting for no mere revolutionary

chimeras, but for their old national independence ; as they were crushed

by the intervention of a foreign power, the most despotic in Europe, without

a claim of right or interest, except the aggressive policy, to distrust which

had long been our true instinct ; and that sympathy was inflamed to

indignation by the cruel and unmanly severities inflicted not only upon the

conquered, but on their sisters, daughters, and even their wives, who were

flogged while husbands were forced to look on. It does not belong to our

work to relate the incidents of the struggle, from the march of the Eussian

armies to the aid of Austria (May 1, 1849), to the utter defeat of the

Hungarians at Temeswar by General Haynau (August 10th), the surrender

of the traitor Giirgey three da3-s later, and the close of the war by the

surrender of Komorn (September 27tli). Louis Bathyanj-, who had been

taken prisoner in January, was tried for treason and shot at Pesth ; and

many other chiefs had the like fate ; but Kossuth, Bem, and other leaders

had escaped to Turkej'. The Porte gave a memorable example of fidelity

to the law of nations by refusing to surrender them to the demands and

threats of Austria and Eussia ;
and, when Pussia suspended diplomatic

intercourse with Turkey, England supported the right of asylum, ever so dear

to her, to the length of sending a fleet to Besika Bay (November, 1849).

The dispute was compromised by the withdrawal of the refugees to Asia

Minor; and Kossuth was afterwards received in England (October, 1850)

with honours which were forcibly contrasted by the summary chastisement

inflicted just before on the woman-flogger, Haynau, by the whips of Messrs.

Barclay's draymen (September). During the war, the English Government

had announced their decision, that the conduct of Kussia gave us no title to

intervene ; but lord Palmerston's despatches and letters attest his deep

interest and indignation ; and he has left a weighty judgment on the result,

which lacts have fully verified. In a despatch to lord Ponsonby, our
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ambassador at Vienna (September 9, 1849), after referring to the state of

Italy, and reminding the Austrian Go7ernment that, " as they cannot hope

to govern Italy always by the sword, such inextinguishable hatred is not an

evil altogether to be despised," he proceeds:—"The rulers of Austria (I

call them not statesmen or stateswomen) have now brought their country

to this remarkable condition, that the Emperor holds his various territoi-ies

at the good will and pleasure of three external powers. He holds Italy

just as long as and no longer than France chooses to let him have it. The
first quarrel between Austria and France will drive the Austrians out of

Lombardy and Venice. He holds Hungary and Galicia just as long and no

longer than Eussia chooses to let him have them He holds his

German provinces by a tenure dependent, in a great degree, upon feelings

and opinions which it will be very difficult for him and his ministers either

to combine with or to stand out against." *

The enthusiasts for freedom, on the other hand, had long before received,

from one of their best and wisest friends, an equally prophetic warning of

the mistake on which their hopes and efforts were wrecked ; and the lasting

lesson left by the events of 1848-49 may be read in the words which Cavour

published in his newspaper (November 16, 1848) :—" What is it which has

always wrecked the finest and justest of revolutions ?—The mania for

revolutionary memis ; the men who have attempted to emancipate themselves

from ordinary laws. The French constituent assembly creating the

assignats in contempt of nature and economic laws ;

—

revoluiioiianj means,

productive of discredit and ruin ! The convention attempting to smother

in blood the resistance to its ambitious projects ;

—

revohitionary means,

producing the directory, the consulate, and the empire. Napoleon bending

all to his caprice, imagining that one can with a like facility conquer at the

Bridge of Lodi and wipe out a law of nature ;

—

rcvolutionaiy means, leading

to Waterloo and St. Helena ! The sectarians of June striving to impose

the democratic and social republic by fire and sword ;

—

revolutionary means,

producing the siege of Paris and reaction everywhere. Wait but a little

longer and you will see the last consequences of your revolutionary means—
Louis Napoleon on the Throne."

The interval of a year had gone far to hasten the predicted catastrophe
;

but the French chapter of the European reaction will be best recorded in

connection with its issue.

Though ardent sympathizers with peoples striving for freedom chafed

at the neutrality preserved by the English Government, while the tone of

lord Palmerston's despatches not only offended the opposition, but troubled

his own friends and colleagues,! the policy he maintained had its practical

justification in England's exemption from any entanglement in the general

* Ashley's " Life of Lord Palmeiston," vol. i. p. 141.

+ Of his own free speech with regard to colleagues who differed from him an example may
be given from a despatch suggesting to lord Normanby the joint bold action of England and

France in the affair of the refugees in Turkey:—"But all this is only my own personal

opinion, and I cannot answer lox the broadbrims of the cabinet.

"

—Ashley's " Life of Lord

Palmerston," vol. i. p. 143.
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commotion,* into which, she might so easily have been drawn. And
accordingly the parliamentary attacks made on our foreign policy by tlio

opposition, and by lord Brougham, who had constituted himself a universal

censor, read now like little more than mere rhetorical skirmishes.

But meanwhile in the far East England herself had to wage a sharp

war, which, seeming for a time to threaten a new shock to her Empire in

India, ended by the splendid acquisition of the vast plain of the Eive

Elvers,! the seat of the most ancient Hindoo civilization, and the scene of

Alexander's Indian campaign. The first war, in 1845-G, with the Sikhs

—

whom the death of Eunjeot Singh, the "Lion of the Punjab," and while

he lived the friend of England, had let loose upon our frontier—has been

related in the preceding volume.^ The peace made in February, 1846, in

the name of the young Maharajah, Dhuleep Singh, was soon broken by the

unruly chiefs who owned but a nominal submission to his rule. One of

these chieftains, the Dewan Moolraj, held the important city of Mooltan,

commanding the chief j)assage of the Chenab—the united stream of the

ancient Acesines and Hydaspes—about seventy miles above our frontier.

It was determined to supersede Moolraj by a new governor. Khan Singh,

who was accompanied by Mr. Vans Agnew and lieutenant Anderson. Their

arrival at Mooltan was the signal for an outbreak of Moolraj "s troops, in which

the two English officers were barbarously murdered and Khan Singh

wounded and made j)risoner (April 18-21, 1848). The open rebellion of

Moolraj, which threatened an insurrection through the Punjab, received an

early check from the prompt gallantry of a young subaltern of the Ist

Fusileers, lieutenant Edwardes.§ Uniting his small British force with the

troops of the Rajah of Bhawalpore, Edwardes met the army of Moolraj at

Noonaree, and, after a nine hours' battle, drove them back in full rout to

Mooltan, with the loss of six guns and all their stores and baggage (June 1 8th)

He defeated them again under the walls of their city (July 1st), which was
invested by general Whish (September 12th). The first entrenchment was

already taken, when the desertion of the Sikh chieftain, Shore Singh, with

5,000 men, forced the general to raise the siege and retire to a position four

miles south-west of Mooltan. While lord Gough, the commander-in-chief,

was concentrating his forces at Ferozepore and Eoree for the relief of the army
before Mooltan, a new movement of Shore Singh converted the revolt into

* It is scarcely worth while to notice the trifling exception formed by the insurrection in

the Ionian Islands (July, 1S49) which excited some agitation at the time from the severity

which the High Commissioner, Mr. Ward, was charged with having used in its prompt

suppression.

+ This is the meaning of /"(Jfyai (the more accurate spelling of Punjab)—the Sanskrit

panj being the etymological equivalent of the Greek ittvr-i, the Latin qiiinqnc^ the German

funf, and the English yfrr, in the family of Indo-Germanic languages; and ab " river," as in

our Av-on.

X Vol. viii. pp. 544-5.

§ Major-general sir Herbert Benjamin Edwardes, K.C.B. (as he afterwards became), was

born on the 12th of November, 1819, and died on the 23rd of December, 1S68. He
published an account of this campaign under the title of "A Year on the Punjaub Frontier,

184i;-49."
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a second war with the whole power of the Sikhs, so lately and hardly

conquered. Separating himself from Moolraj (October 9th), he led his

forces by skilful manoeuvres across the Eavee, to the country north-west of

Lahore, where he was joined by another Sikh army under Chuttur Singh,

and afterwards by the Bunnoo troops under Earn Singh.

Turning his march against this formidable enemy, lord Gough found

their united force of nearly 40,000 men, with twenty-eight guns, strongly

entrenched behind Eamnuggur, on the right bank of the Chenab (November

21st). Having established a strong post on the loft bank, lord Gough sent

general Thackwell to cross the river several miles above and operate on the

enemy's left flank. But the hot Irish blood of the old peninsular veteran *

did not allow him to wait patiently for this movement. An attempt to

surprise the advanced position of the Sikhs, on the next day, involved the

attacking force in a great slaughter, with the loss of a gun ; but ultimately

the enemy were driven out of Eamnuggur, and on the following day they

retired from the river (November 23rd). Ten days later, general Thack-

well, having crossed the river at Vizirabad, came to an engagement with

the whole force of the Sikhs. They attempted to outflank the much smaller

British army ; but a well-served cannonade broke their centre, and they

retired during tho night towards Jhelum on the river of the same name, the

ancient Hydaspes (December 3rd-4th). On receiving the news that they

were entrenched beyond that place, in a position stronger than that at

Eamnuggur (December 18th), lord Gough, who had crossed the Chenab and

joined general Thackwell, resolved to await the issue of the siege of

Mooltan and the aid of the forces there engaged.

That place now became the scene of a fierce attack and a desperate

defence. Eeinforced by the Bombay troops, general Whish made an attack

in four columns, drove the enemy in from the suburbs, effected a lodge-

ment within 500 yards of the walls, and opened a terrific fire of shot and

shell (December 27th-28th). On the 29th, the heavy guns were breaching

the walls at a distance of eighty yards, causing immense damage to the

town and the explosion of several small magazines. But this was nothing

to the terrific explosion witnessed on the following day, when the principal

magazine of the fort blew up, carrying the Dowan's mother and other

relatives into the air, with several of his principal officers and many of his

.soldiers, and hurling mosques, houses, and massive walls, into heaps of ruin.

It was said that there were 800,000 pounds in the magazine. Next day the

!Mooltanees made a desperate sortie against the troops under major Edwardes
;

but were beaten back with great loss by an attack led by sir Henry
Lawrence (December 31st). Cn the second day of the new year, two British

regiments and one of Native Infantry of Bengal advanced to an assault near

* Lord Gough had just entered his 70th year, having been born on November 3, 1779.

He survived this campaign more than 20 years, dying on March 2, 1869. He had beer,

created Baron Gough, of Cbin-Scang-foo in China and Maharajpore and the Sutlej in the

Fast Indies, in 184C, and in 1849 he was made Viscount Gough of Goojerat of the Punjaul:

and of the city of Limerick.
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the Delhi gate, hut the hreach proved impracticahle, and the troops moved

round to the opposite side of the town, to find that the Bomhay column

liad already effected an entrance. On the following day the capture of the

enemy's last stronghold at the Dowlut gate completed the conquest of the

city, but Moolraj still held out in the fort (January 3, 1849).

At this juncture lord Gough suddenly renounced his prudent plan of

waiting for the junction of the Mooltan force, and began his march towards

the Jhelum, with 22,000 men and 125 or 130 guns (Jan. 11th). On the 13th

he found himself in front of the whole Sikh force under Shere Singh,

strongly posted in a long line on the left bank of the Jhelum from Moong

to Eossool. The village of ChilliamvaUah gave name to the fierce battle

that ensued. Had the orisi.s allowed leisure for reflecting on one of the

great cvcles of history, it might have been remembered that the spot where

a British army, having its base in the conq^uered peninsula of India,

confronted the brave defenders of the Punjab, could not be far from that

at which Alexander, advancing in the opposite direction, had encountered

Porus twenty-one centuries before. Lord Gough assuredly allowed little

time for such reflections. He had announced his intention of giving his

troops a day's rest, when his whole purpose was altered by the provocation of

some shot falling near him from a Sikh battery which was within range.

Without any preliminary reconnaissance, he opened a cannonade on the

enemy's centre, to which the Sikhs made a vigorous reply. When this

had been kept up on both sides for an hour or two, lord Gough sent a body

of infantry to make a flank movement on the enemy's right ; but they were

met by the fire of a masked battery, and their repulse caused much confusion.

Disasters ensued in other parts of the field. The 14th Light Dragoons

retreated in consequence of a misunderstanding of orders ;
and a regiment

of Bengal cavalry turned in flight. Night put an end to the combat, leaving

the British in possession of the battle-field, while the Sikhs withdrew to

Eossool. This doubtful victory cost the British 731 men killed and 1,446

wounded ; the loss of tho Sikhs was estimated at 3,000 killed and 4,000

•wounded. How little necessity could be pleaded for the precipitate attack

was proved nine days later by the unconditional surrender of Moolraj, who

had held out till the walls of the citadel were breached, and a mine was

ready to blow it into the air (Jan. 22nd).

Meanwhile our old enemy. Dost Mohammed, the Khan of Afghanistan,

had joined in alliance with the Sikhs, and taken Attock, the key to the

passage of the Indus at its junction with the Cabul river, the British officers

stationed there being made prisoners or fugitives.

Though lord Gough reported the battle of Chillianwallah as an " entirt

defeat " of the Sikhs, the news of the carnage, following on that of

Eamnuggur, was received in England with dismay and indignation. The

public voice designated sir Charles James Napier, the conqueror of Scinde,

for the command in India ; and it was rumoured that the duke of Wellington

went to him and said, " If you don't go to India, I must." Sir Charles was

appointed on the 7th of March as successor to lord Gough, whose term of

command had expired ; but the old chief had meanwhile redeemed his
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laurels, and the -war was finished on that day -week. On the 13th of Fehruary,

a reconnaissance conducted bj sir Walter Gilbert discovered that Shere Singh

had lef c Eossool, and, instead of retiring across the Jhelum, was in full march

for Lahore. Lord Gough broke up from Chillianwallah in pursuit, and was

joined in the next few days by the greater part of the army from ilooltan

under general Whish. A detachment of that force, under colonel Byrne,

had meanwhile succeeded in checking an attempt of the Sikhs to cross the

Chenab on their way to Viziribad ; and Shere Singh took post with his

main army of 60,000 men, with 59 guns, in front of Goojerat, within ten

miles of the right bank. He held a strong position between txc river

courses, which covered his flanks but left him space to manoeuvre and retire

either on the east or west side of the town, which furnished support and

shelter to his rear. At 7 in the morning of February 21st, lord Gough
attacked this superior force thus strongly posted, with 25,000 men and 100

guns ; and, after nine hours' desperate fighting, a complete victory was won
by the force of a well-served artillerj' and the sheer courage of the British

soldiers and their Sepoy auxiliaries. Lord Gough's despatch describes the

cannonade opened upon the enemy as " the most magnificent I ever

witnessed, and as terrible in its effects. The Sikh guns were served with

their customary rapidity, and the enemy well and resolutely maintained his

position ; but the terrific force of our fire obliged them, after an obstinate

resistance, to fall back. I then deployed the infantry, and directed a general

advance, covering the movement by my artillery as before. . . . Tlie ranks

of the enemy were broken, their position carried, their guns, ammunition,

camp equipage, and baggage, captured ; tlieir flying masses driven before

the victorious pursuers from midday to dark, receiving most severe punish-

ment in their flight." The loss on the British side was 100 killed and 900

wounded. Only 8,000 of the Sikhs escaped with Shere Singh to the Salt

Hill range; and on the 14th of March they surrendered unconditionally.

Meanwhile sir Walter Gilbert pressed the pursuit of the Afghan allies under

Dost Mohammed, who at length found secure shelter within the Khyber
Pass (March 21st). On the 29th of March the governor-general, lord

Dalhousie,* proclaimed the annexation of the Punjab to British India, a
suitable provision being made for the young Maharajah Dhuleep Singh

(then in his 11th year), who was brought to England for education, and
adojited the Christian faith and the life of an English gentleman.

f

MooLraj was put on his trial for the murder of Anderson and Yans
Agnew, but his sentence of death was commuted to imprisonment for life.

He died on the road to Allahabad (August 11, 1851).

*Tlie earl (afterwards marquis) of Dalliousie had succeeded viscount Ilardinge as

governor-general on the 12th of January, 184S.

t Among the spoils of Lahore was the great di.imond called Atf/;-;-A''wr ("Mountain of

Light "), which was presented to the Queen by the directors of the East India Company, and
formed one of the chief attractions of the Exhibition of 1S51, though greatly reduced in size

by recutling.



CHAPTER VI.

Second Visitation ofthe Cholera, 1848-1849—Its March from India across Asia and Europe

—Severity in France—First appearance in England—Predisposing and aggravating

conditions—The Cholera in London— Its Chmax and Decline—Comparison of the

first and second visitations—Third Visitation in 1853—Lord Palnierston's Letter to

the Presbytery of Edinburgh—Moral Aspects of the Visitations—Impulse to Sanitary

Improvement—Main Drainage of London—Metropolitan Board of Works—Embank-

ment of the Thames—Results seen in the Fourth Visitation, in 1S66—Its Local

Character and short duration—Its cessation—Death of Queen Adelaide—Assaults oi^

the Queen by Hamilton (1849), Pate (ISoO), O'Connor (18/2), Maclean (1882J—

Exhibition of Industry of all Nations proposed by Prince Albert.

It remains to gather up some threads of the domestic events belonging

to the memorahle year 1849. The period of famine- and revolution and war

vras marked also by pestilence. The Asiatic cholera visited our island for

the second time. As with the epidemic of 1831-2, its path may be traced

from India, where it devastated Afghanistan and the Punjab in 1845, and

passed through Herat and Samarcand to Persia and Bagdad, whence it was

carried by the pilgrims to Mecca ; while by another route it spread to the

shores of the Caspian, to Trebizond, and the Crimea. Its advance seemed

suspended during the greater part of 1846, but in March, 1847, it broke out

with fresh violence in the Transcaucasian provinces and a great part of

European Eussia, and reached Constantinople. The severe winter of

1847-48 raised the hope that the disease had ceased in Eussia ; but in May
it was raging in various places, and also at Constantinople and in Syria

;

whence it spread rapidly over Eastern, Central, and Northern Europe.

Towards the end of the year it was carried by passenger vessels to America.

In New Orleans its ravages were frightful, the deaths during a part of

January, 1849, exceeding fifty per cent, of the population, tiU the place

presented the appearance of a deserted city.

In the early part of 1849 its greatest violence was felt in France,

reaching its height in Paris on June 10th, when there were 672 deaths,

among them marshal Bugeaud. On the following day the General Board
of Health issued a formal notification of the progress of the epidemic in

England. It had begun with a few scattered cases as early as June, and

set in fairly in September. Since the latter end of March the disease had

broken out in twelve different parts of London, in twenty-seven towns in

England and "Wales, and seventeen towns in Scotland. In the two months
from the 29th of March to the 29th ofMay the total number of cases was 428,

but in the twelve days preceding the date of the official notice the number
was 673. As in 1831, so now, its prevalence in Hamburg in September,

1848, had been sjjeedily followed by the appearance of cases at Hull and
London, chiefly among the seafaring population. The present visitation

43
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spread more rapidly than the former, broke out at a greater number o

places almost simultaneous!}-, and fell -with much more severity on London
as compared with other towns. But even this greater violence contributed

to a better knowledge of the nature and causes of the disease, and the

precautions to be taken against it ; for in this case it was found to be
emphatically true, that "prevention is better than cure." As in 1831,

the epidemic of cholera was preceded by a marked increase of influenza,

fever, and, in short, the whole class of diseases called zymotic* and,

whatever may be the specific choleraic poison, it was clearly established

that the predisposing and aggravating conditions were the same for it as fin*

those diseases, and that, besides the personal state of health, they were of a

very simple and remediable character, want of cleanliness and good drainage,

of pure air and water. To use lord Palmerston's homely and vigorous

language: "it may almost everywhere be traceable to noxious effluvia,

arising from accumulations of dirt and of animal and vegetable matter,

choked-up drains, stinking sewers, and things of that kind ; and few
persons have anywhere been attacked by it who have not been exposed to

these operating causes." f Above all, it was proved that the most fatal

vehicle of this, as well as the other zymotic diseases, was water contaminated,

however slightly, with organic matter, and especially with sewage, which
at such a time necessarily contained the choleraic germs which, having done

their work on the diseased and dead, were imbibed by the living. For H'e

are writing of a time when rivers were at once the common drains and
sources of water supply for the towns on their banks. Nay, the " crystal

spring," the very emblem of purity, was found often to owe its sparkling

brightness to the gases evolved by animal and vegetable decomposition,

and, especially in the case of favourite pumps adjoining churchyards, to

be a veritable jioisoned fountain. |
Though the sanitary science, which was in a great measure the growth

of this sad necessity, was then in its infancy, enough was known of these

conditions to suggest some of the precautions most needed. In September

and October, 1848, Orders in Council were issued for enforcing the Sanitary

Acts then existing ; and the result was shown by the notification put forth

by the Board of Health on the 11th of June, 1849, in a greatly diminished

ratio of deaths to attacks since the renewal of the Orders in Council.

In London and its suburbs the deaths during the last quarter of 1848

were 4G8 ; the weekly average, 36 ; but nearly half this total belonged to

• This name is derived from a theory that the germs of such diseases are oi the nature

of a ferment (Greek l,\>nr\, leaven).

t Letter of September 2:t, 184U, in Ashley's " Life of rahnerston," vol. i. p. 132. With

reference to the sanitary measures for remedying these evils, lord Palmerston once said that

"dirt is only matter in the wrong place."

Jit is char.acleristic of what the " Qu.arterly Review " has called " those long years of

discussion, which are required by the Hritish puljlic for the apprehension of what is obvious,"

that in 1882 the question of a constant supply of pure water for London is still, after a whole

generation, in its incipient stage, though other great towns have proved, meanwhile, its

perfect practicability.
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November. The number of deaths in December (131) was exactly doubled

in January (262). Then followed a marked decline to 181 and 73, in

February and March ; and from March 27th to June 2nd, the weekly deaths

varied from 10 to only 1. But now began the force of the disease. In

the next three weeks the steps of advance were 22, 42, 49, 124 ; in July and

August from 152 to 1272, and onwards to a climax of 2026 for the first

week in September, the total for that month being 6644, the weekly average

nearly 1329. But for October the deaths were only 464 ; the rapid downward

steps weekly from September 15th being 1682, 839, 434, 288, 110, 41, 25, 11.

to 6 for November 10th, the end of the returns at our command ; and the

epidemic may be said to have ceased about this time in London and all

Great Britain.* The whole duration of the Cholera (in its full character of

an epidemic) was about thirteen months in 1848-9 (October-November) as

compared with ten months in 1832 (February-December). The comparative

mortality in London, with the ratio of deaths to the population at the two

periods, was as follows :

—

Population of London
Number of deaths from Cholera .

Ratio of Mortality ...
It is true that less dependence can be placed on the returns for the earlier

visitation than on those for the later ; but there is no reason to question

the fact shown so strikingly by these figures, that the epidemic of 1848-9

was both absolutely and relatively much more destructive of life than its

predecessor. The most probable cause of this seems to be that the water

system of house drainage had meanwhile become general in London, with-

out any further step being takea to dispose of the sewage except by throwing

it into the Thames, f To this cause may be ascribed the much greater

proportionate severity of the second epidemic in London, as comj^ared with

the rest of Great Britain, as is shown very strikingly by the following

tablet :—
1831-2. 1848-9.

Deaths from Cholera in London . . 5,275 14,574

Eest of England and Wales . . . 15,451 24,854

Total for England and Wales . 20,726 89,428

Scotland 10,650 6,857

1831-2.
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Comparinn;, first, tlie severity of the two visitations, we see that, in all

England and Wales the mortality in 1848-9 was about double of that in

1831-2, but this increase was very unequally divided between London and
the rest of the country ; the ratio for London being nearly three times, but

for the rest of England and Wales only about If times (or 1'6) or as 5 to 3.

Scotland shows the remarkable result of a decrease about in the same ratio as

the increase in England, namely, as 3 to 5, and consequently of a greatly

diminished proportion to England; for, while in 1831-2 the mortality in

Scotland -was just half that in all England, in 1S4S-9 it was not much more
than one-sixth. Eor the whole of Great Britain the mortality was about one-

half as much again in the second visitation as in the first ; in other words
the mortality was about fifty per cent, greater.

London, with a population less than that of Scotland in the proportion

of about 11 to 14, lost more than twice as many lives, but in 1831-2 just half

as many. In 1831-2, London bore above one-fourth (nearly 25i per cent.)

of the whole mortality of England and Wales, and about one-sixth (just

upon 16| per cent.) of that of all Great Britain. In 1 847-8 the corresponding

proportions were, the first considerably more, and the second somewhat less,

than one-third (about 37 per cent, and 3U percent, respectively); and the ratio

of the mortality of London to the rest of the country was, roughly speaking,

doubled. The mortality of other large towns, when separated from that of the

country districts, gave similar results, with a few marked exceptions in towns
(such as Nottingham), which led the van of sanitary improvement. But the

mortality in small places also was considerably in excess of that in 1831-2
;

the climax being reached in a village of 300 inhabitants in Devon, where
48 died, that is, nearly one person out of every six. The whole number of

places attacked in Great Britain up to the 20th of October (and the list was
further increased) was 645, as compared with 422 in 1831-2. But even
these large numbers leave a vastly greater number of places untouched

—

another proof of the extent to which the disease depends on local and
preventible conditions. In opening the next session of Parliament, the

speech from the throne drew from the recent visitation the practical lesson—
" Her Majesty is persuaded that we shall best evince our gratitude by
vigilant precautions against the more obvious causes of sickness, and an
enlightened consideration for those who are most exposed to its attacks"

(January 31, 1850).

The sanitary lessons of this terrible visitation were slowly learnt, and

have been still but imperfectly put in practice, especially in the most

essential matter of pure water. But their efficacy is strikingly evinced by
the two subsequent epidemics, which seemed unable to take root in the

country. The cholera lingered in the north of Europe, and in Sojitember,

1853, it reappeared at Newcastle, and a week later in London, at the venj

same spot where it Irolce out hi 1848, a cellar under some bone-works in

Southwark. But the disease soon subsided,* and the visitation was chiefly

* Besides Newcastle,—Tynemouti., IIe.xham, and other northern towns, suffered witli

some severity; and in 1854, the epidr-^nic returned for a short time, chiefly in the southern

parts of London, which were badly drained and su|)plied with very impure water, and in

Soho and St. James's, Westminster, it was clearly traced to the latter cause.
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remarkable on account of the views expressed, by lord Palmerston, who
(through a curious political combination, to bo noticed in its place) was
then Secretary of State for tho Homo Department.* In reply to the

Presbytery of Edinburgh, who had enquired whether a national fast would
be appointed by royal authority (as in 1849), lord Palmerston wrote to the

moderator his reasons for not considering that such a fast " would be
suitable to the circumstances of the present moment. Tho Maker of the

Universe has established certain laws of nature for the planet in which we
live, and the weal or woe of mankind depends upon the observance or the

neglect of those laws. One of those laws connects health with the absence

of those gaseous exhalations, which proceed from overcrowded human
beings, or from decomposing substances, whether animal or vegetable

;

and those same laws render sickness the almost inevitable consequence of

exposure to those noxious influences. But it has at tho same time pleased

Providence to place it within tho power of man to make such arrangements

as will prevent or dis2ierse such exhalations so as to render them harmless,

and it is the duty of man to attend to these laws of nature, and to exert the

faculties which Providence has thus given to man for his own welfare.

The recent visitation of cholera, which has for the moment been mercifully

checked, is an awful warning given to the people of this realm that they

have too much neglected their duty in this respect, and that those jicrsons

with whom it rested to purify towns and cities, and to prevent or remove
the causes of disease, have not been sufficiently active in regard to such

matters. Lord Palmerston would therefore suggest that the best course

which the people of this country can pursue, to deserve that the further

progress of the cholera should be stayed, will be to employ the interval that

will elapse between the present time and the beginning of nest spring in

planning and executing measures by which those portions of their towns

and cities, which are inhabited by the poorest classes, and which, from the

nature of things, most need purification and improvement, may be freed

from those causes and sources of contagion which, if allowed to remain,

will infallibly breed pestilence and be fruitful of death, in spite of aU the

prayers and fastings of a united but inactive nation. When man has done
his utmost for his own safety, then is the time to invoke tho blessing of

Heaven to give effect to his esertions."f -The witty criticism, that lord

Palmerston treated Heaven as a " foreign power," hag thus much founda-

tion, that his answer to the Presbytery gave sound advice in a needlessly

offensive form ; though as for " any irreverence for sacred things on his

part," his biographer assures us that " he never either showed such a feeling

himself, or encouraged its maniiestation in others." But the lesson given in the

concluding words—a popular commonplace since /Bsop's time—seems to over-

look the principle that prayer is as much a "condition precedent " disposing to

* In this office lord Palmerston was very active in sanitary reforms, especially the closing
of urban churchyards, under an Act of the preceding session, and compelling manufactories
to consume their smoke (see chap. xii.).

t Ashley's " Life of Palmerston," vol. ii. pp. 13, 14.
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work, as a means of bringingdown ablessing on those exertions which—if what

is said of the laws of nature were pressed to its logical result—would be

completely effective of themselves. Assuredly the spectacle seen in 1849 of

"the prayers and fastings of a united but not inactive nation," humbly
acknowledging, not such vague powers as "Providence" and "Heaven,"

but the hand of God, was a happy contrast to that reckless dissolution of

moral bonds—"Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die"—which is

attested by the vivid pictures of Thucydides, Boccaccio, and De Foe, as

attending the plagues of Athens, Florence, and London, and which was in

some degree exhibited in Paris in 1831-32.

At all events, the nation had begun to cast off the reproach of inaction,

and visitations of cholera gave a stimulus to the sanitary legislation which;

from 1845 onwards, busied itself with the removal of nuisances, the regula-

tion of burial-grounds, precautions against the propagation of diseases, the

inspection of lodging-houses, the improvement of the people's dwellings,

and, in short, the whole subject of public health. The grand scheme of

combining the drainage of London with the embankment of its noble but

abused river, long since suggested by men of large views,* was at last

embodied in two Acts of Parliament. The first was passed under the

pressure of a hot season which made the Thames intolerably offensive, j-

entrusted the main drainage of London to the Metropolitan Board of Works,

a representative body created in 1855 for the local management of London.

In 1860 they recommended an embankment of the Thames, within which

mifrht be carried tho lowest of the three main lines of sewers, and an Act

was passed in 18G2 for embanking the north side of the Thames from

Westminster Bridge to Blackfriars Bridge.+ Both works were carried out

by sir Joseph Bazalgette, as engineer. Excepting the low-level sewer,

which awaited the completion of the embankment, the main drainage works

for London on both sides of the river were completed in 1865 : a date to be

especially noted with regard to tho next visitation of cholera. The " Victoria

Embankment," with its low-level sewer, was substantially completed and

opened to foot passengers in 1868, and the roadway was thrown open by

the Prince of Wales in 1870. § The main drainage works, consisting of

* An emhaiil;nient or Thames Quay formed a part of sir Christopher Wren's great design

for the rebuilding of London after the fire of 1G66, and was frequently recommended

afterwards, either alone or in combination with a sewer, as by sir Frederick Trench in 1824.

In 1828 the famous painter, John Martin, published a " Plan for Supplying London with

Water, and for a Thames Embankment :" another case of just one generation between the

conception and execution.

t Metropolis Local Management Act Amendment (21 and 22 Vict. cap. 104, August 2,

1SG8), entitled, "An Act to alter and amend the Metropolis Local Management .Act, 1855,

and to extend the Powers of the Metropolitan Board of Works for the Purification of the

Thames and the Main Drainage of the Metropolis."

J Above Westminster Bridge an embankment already existed along Millbank and

Pimlico, and this was completed along Chelsea in 1874.

§ On the south of the river only a small portion h.as been embanked, between West-

minster and Vauxhall Bridges, the '* .Mbert Embankment."
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82 miles of sewers, which cost £ l,oOO,000, were oomploted in 1875 : if if,

can bo called completiou to throw inlo the Thames only eighteen miles belov.-

London a pestilential obstruction of millions of tons of matter which ought
to be returned to fertilize the soil whence it originally came.*

Meanwhile a first proof was instantly given of the sanitary value of the

work. In the very year when the main part of it was completed (186.0),

cholera was again raging in Europe, and two cases apjjearod at Southampton
in October. Early in the next year an international conference met at

Constantinople (where 50,000 deaths had occurred in August), and collected

much valuable information concerning the propagation of the disease,

especially from great distances, and the best preventive measures. Faithful

to its former appearance first at oar great seaports, the epidooiic broke out

again in the spring and summer at Bristol, Liverpool, Southampton, and
with special violence in London. But now its ravages were almost restricted

to the low-lying districts of the East-end, where the main drainage was still

imperfect and the water supply of an oxoeptionally bad quality. In the

week ending July 21st, there were 646 deaths from cholera in London; iu

that ending August 4th, they had risen to 1,053. The poverty of the

district called forth a benevolent effort for the relief of the sufferers and
their bereaved families, set on foot by the Bishop of London, to whom the

Queen wrote with her gift of £500 :
— ' The safferings of a large number of

poor persons from cholera in a particular dist.-ict of Lmioo, though
fortunately as yet in a limited one, has most painf ally attracted the Queen's
attention ; and her Majestj' consequently learnt with satisfaction the proposal

in your letter published this morning, to arrange with the Metropolitan

Eelief and District Visiting Association, of which your Lordship is Presi-

dent, for the proper administration of a special Cholera Fund." The
contrast with former visitations was as striking in the short duration of

the epidemic as its almost local character.f Instead of the ten months
of 1831-2, and the thirteen months of 1848-9, it lasted only two or three

months with any violence, beginning to subside rapidly in Sej)tembor, and
ceasing in November. The number of deaths registered in London was
5,548, besides 2,692 from diarrhoea and cognate ailments. The contrast of

these numbers to those of 1849 needs no comment; and the disease has
not returned to our islands since 1866, while it has lingered in various

parts of Euroi^e, with some severe outbreaks.

We glance back to 1849 to record the death of Adelaide, the Queen
Dowager, at Stanmore, at the age of 56 (December 2nd). In spite of some
temporary unpopularity on political grounds, all felt the truth of the
testimony borne in the official announcement to the "many eminent
virtues " which rendered her the object of universal esteem and affection.

Another incident of this year was a rej^etition of those senseless assaults

* Foremost in tliis, as in olher works for the public welfare, Trince Albert had already
(in 1S50) devised and put in practice at Osborne a cheap and effectual method of utilizin"

sewage for agriculture ; but his plan was not applicable to large towns.

t In the rest of Great Britain its character was sporadic. Just after it ceased in London
a sudden outbreak at a vill.ige in Fife carried off thirty persons in three days (Nov. 18-20).

VOL. IX.—264.
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on the Queen, which had occurred three times before (in 18-tO and 1842),

from no serious motive of political conspiracy or personal hatred, and without

the excuse of actual insanity. On the 19th of May, as her Majesty, with

three of her children, was returning down Constitution Ilill to Buckingham
Palace in an open carriage, an Irish bricklayer, named William Hamilton,

fired at her a pistol charged only with powder, and, having been with

difficulty rescued by the police from the summary vengeance of the crowd,

was tried under the Act of 1842 for the Protection of Her Majesty's Person,*

pleaded guilty, and was sentenced to seven years' transportation.

Just a year later (May 27, 1850) a more serious and dastardly assault

•was made by lieutenant Pate, known as a dandy lounger in the parks,

who struck the Queen in the face with a cane as she was leaving Cambridge

House from a visit to the duke, who was seriously ill. No motive whatever was

assigned, and, though the jury rejected the plea of insanity, baron Alderson

gave weight to it so far as to spare the prisoner the punishment of whipping,

and sentenced him to seven years' transportation.

No repetition of the offence occurred till February 29, 1872, when a

youth of seventeen, named Arthur O'Connor, presented himself beside the

Queen's carriage as she was entering Buckingham Palace, holding an old

broken and unloaded pistol in one hand, and in the other a petition for the

release of the Fenian prisoners. The plea of insanity was rejected on his

trial, and he was sentenced to a year's imprisonment and a whipping.

Ten years passed before another and more serious attempt was made by

a young man named Maclean, who, in a state of desperation from poverty,

fired a loaded pistol at the Queen as she was driving out of the railway

station at Windsor (March 2, 1882). He was tried for high treason ; but

happily the jury had no hesitation in declaring him insane.

The conception and progress of the grand idea of an Exhibition of

the Industry of all Nations will be related when we come to its suc-

cessful execution in 1851. It was first proposed by Prince Albert to the

Socety of Arts on the 30th .Tune, 1849, and the " Gazette " of Jan. 4, 1850,

contained the names of the Commission appointed for carrying it into efFect.f

• 5 and 6 Vict. cap. SI. See vol. viii. p. 497. This Act, without altering the law of High

Treason, provides that if any person shall willuUy discharge or present any lire-arm, loaded

or not, at or near the person of the Queen, or wilfully strike or attempt to strike her, or

throw any substance at her, with intent to injure the Queen's person, or to break the public

peace, or to alarm her Majesty, every such person shall be guilty of a high misdemeanour,

and, on conviction, sh.all be liable, at the discretion of the court, to seven years' transportation,

or to three years' imprisonment, with or without hard labour, and during such imprisonment

to be publicly or privately whipped, not exceeding three limes.

t See chap. x.
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The Third Session of the Queen's third Parliament was opened by
commission on the 31st of January, 1850. After expressing "the deep
affliction caused to her Majesty by the death of Queen Adelaide," and
eulogizing her virtues, the Eoyal Speech announced the continuance of amity
with foreign powers, and the peaceful arrangement of the difflculties in

wliich the Porte had been involved with Austria and Eussia respecting the
Hungarian refugees. Her Majesty had been engaged in communications
with Foreign States upon the measures that might be rendered neces-

sary by the repeal of the Navigation Laws; and, referring with
satisfaction on the measures of reciprocity granted by the United States

and Sweden to British ships, the Speech expressed a hope " that our
example will lead to a gi-eat and general diminution of the obstacles

that prevent a free intercourse by sea between the nations of the world."
Her Majesty's loyal reception in Ireland gave occasion for an expres-
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sion of sjmpatliy with " the effects of former years of scarcity still

painfully felt " there, though " mitigated by the present abundance of food

and by the tranquillity that prevails." Congratulations on the vast improve-

ment of commerce and manufactures were mingled with regret at the

complaints of the owners and occupiers of land. Her Majesty "lamented

that any portion of her subjects should be suffering distress ;
" but she felt

" sincere gratification at witnessing the increased enjoyment of the neces-

saries and comforts of life, which cheapness and plenty had bestowed on the

great body of her people." There was but too much ground for this regret;

for the agricultural interest, still suffering the after-effects of several bad

harvests, had not yet settled down to make the best of the late changes and

to reap their share of the benefits of free trade ; missing the crutch of

protection and clinging to the vain hope of its restoration. Amendments to

the address, regretting the distress prevailing among agriculturists as being
" in consequence of recent legal enactments," were negatived by majorities

of 152 to 103 in the Lords, and 311 to 192 in the Commons.
On the 19th of February Mr. Disraeli led a more formidable assault

from the new position he had chosen in the preceding year, of demanding
some compensation for the loss of protection by a diminution of the burdens

which were alleged to press most heavily on real property. He moved for

a committee of the whole House to consider resolutions for transferring to

the Consolidated Fund a jiortion of the cost of the Poor Law and other local

administration, to the extent of £1,500,000. This opened an animated

debate on the whole question of Protection and Free Trade, in the course of

which sir Robert Peel declared that " Protection never could be revived
;

and the landed aristocracy would one day see that the abrogation of Pro-

tection had established their just influence more firmly than ever." On
the other hand, the motion was supported by Mr. Gladstone, though with a

protest against its being supposed to involve any abrogation of the Free

Trade policy. Its rejection by the narrow majority of 21 (273 votes to 252)

was one of several sigos of the i^recarious hold of power by the Ministry.

The unstable equilibrium of party sujjport, felt in several cheeks and
modifications to which the jiroposals of Government were subjected, makes it

all the more remarkable how many important measures were added to the

Statute Book. As a result of the late visitation of cholera, the Queen's

Speech had recommended further progress in removing the evils that affect

thehealthof her Majesty's subjects, both in the metropolis and in other parts

of the United Kingdom ; and a Bill was carried, against the strong opposi-

tion of interested parties, " to make better Provision for the Interment of

the Dead in and near the Metropolis," by enabling the local authorities to

form suburban cemeteries, and providing for the closing of burial-grounds

in London.* In consequence of this Act, churchyards which by their

crowded state outraged the natural sense of regard fi>r the last "sleeping-

place," and threatened pestilence, have been converted into gardens amidst

the closely surrounding houses.

* 13 and 14 Victorix, cap. 52, .A.iigust 5, 1850.
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Another Act made " more effectual provision for regulating the Police

of Towns and populous places in Scotland, and for paving, draining,

cleansing, lighting, and improving the same."* New Acts were passed for

limiting the hours of labour of females and children in factories (cap. 54),

for the inspection of Coal Mines (cap. 100), and for the regulation of

Friendly Societies (cap. 115). A step was taken towards the intellectual

advancement of the people by an Act enabling boroughs with a population

exceeding 10,000 jiersons to establish Free Libraries and Museums by the

votes of a majority of two-thirds of the persons qualified to vote.f Among
the first towns to take advantage of the Act were Manchester, Liverpool,

and Oxford. Their example was followed by many others; but some

boroughs won an unenviable distinction by refusing to put the Act in force.

J

The commissioners for manufactures and improvements in Scotland were

empowered to erect a National Gallery on the earthen mound beneath Edin-

burgh Castle (cap. 86). § The jurisdiction of County Courts was extended

to suits involving amounts up to £50 (cap. 61). Important alterations were

made in the constitution and duties of the Ecclesiastical Commission (cap.

94). A long and important Act regulated the discipline and other affairs of

the Mercantile Marine (cap. 93).

A new era was marked in the relations of the mother country to the

Colonies by the Act " for the better government of her Majesty's Australian

Colonies,"
||
which erected the district of Port Philip into the separate

Colony of Victoria, with a Governor and Legislative Council, and made new
regulations for the representative government and general affairs of this

and the other colonies of Australia. The measure led to interesting debates

on the proposal of some members to establish two Chambers, after the

model of the British Parliament, and on the ecclesiastical affairs of the

Colonies.

The Financial Statement of sir Charles Wood on the 1 5th of March gave

new evidence of revived prosperity. The surplus, which had been estimated

at £104,000 in the last year's Budget, had amounted to two millions and

•13 and 14 Victori£E, cap. 33, July 15, 1850.

+ 13 and 14 Victorise, cap. 65, August 14, 1850. This .^ct superseded an earlier one for

the establishment of Museums of Art in large towns (8 and 9 Vict. c. 43, 1845) ; a similar

Act was p.assed far Scotland in 1854 (17 and IS Vict. c. 37) ; and these Acts were modified

and extended m 1855, 1866, and 1871.

X Among these were some of the Metropolitan Boroughs, and the City itself; but here the

Corporation threw open the splendid Library at Guildhall, and erected a new building for it

(1872). On the other hand a Free Library established inMarylebone was closed for want of

support.

§The first stone of the building was laid by Prince Albert (August 30th) as he passed

through Edinburgh with the Queen on the way to Balmoral. They stayed at Holyrood

—

the first visit paid to the Palace by a British Queen since the unhappy Mary left it in 1567.

The Prince's speech on this occasion was very successful, "and showed how well he
appreciated the best features of the Scottish character—its love of improvement, its

strong practical sense, and its self-dependence."—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. il.

p. 319.

II
13 and 14 Victoria;, cap. 59, August 5th.
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a-quarter ;
* and for the coining year it was calculated at a million and a-half

.

Following the policy of sir Eobert Peel, the Chancellor of the Exchequer
proposed to devote nearly a third of this surplus (£450,000) to the abolition

of the Excise duty on bricks, an impost which was felt especially burden-
some at a time when efforts were beginning to be made for improving the

dwellings of the people. £300,000 were given up to the modification of

Stamp Duties, especially those on leases and the transfer of real property
; f

and £750,000 were to be applied to the reduction of the National Debt.

These measures were not carried without warm debates and strong

assaults on the whole system of finance. Against lord Duncan's motion for

a repeal of the Window Tax the Ministry had only a majority of 3 (80 to 77,

April 9th). The motion made by Mr. Milner Gibson, and supported by Mr.
Disraeli, for a repeal of the imposts stigmatized as " Taxes on Knowledge"
—namely, on paper, newspapers, advertisements, and foreign books—though
rejected as inopportune (April 16th), was the earnest of coming success.

The demand for a large reduction of expenditure was enforced, not only by
Mr. Cobden (as the organ of the Financial Eeform Association), but from
the opposite side of the House. On the 12th of March Mr. Henry Drum-
mond proposed a resolution for reducing the public expenditure, on the

ground that the present weight of taxation depressed all classes by dimin-

ishing the fund available for the employment of productive labour ; and sir

Eobert Peel, though opposing the motion, insisted on the need of retrench-

ment, and expressed the remarkable opinion, that " some risk of loss in case

of hostilities ought to be incurred for the sake of alleviating the burdens

that would otherwise crush the energies of the people." A sentiment which
could only have been uttered under the sanguine belief of assured peace,

which made the "risk" too remote for consideration, reads now in strange

contrast with a long period of increased armaments, necessitated by events

then on the eve of dissipating the fond hope, and with an expenditure

augmented from 50 to above 80 millions, without " crushing the energies "

which were even then about to be reinforced by a, wonderful tide of pros-

perity. Besides the expenditure for national defence, a special assault

was made from both sides of the House on official salaries ; and lord John
Eussell found it desirable to move for a Select Committee on ministerial,

judicial, and diplomatic salaries (April 12th). The result was to show that,

in general, the public servants were by no means overpaid, and that the

salaries of cabinet ministers and ambassadors, in particular, often left them

losers by office. Lord John Russell himself gave the remarkable evidence,

that he had never been in debt till he became Prime Minister.

It was during this session that the House of Commons first met in their

new Chamber (May 30th), just fifteen years and a-half since the destruction

of the old Houses by firo in November, 183
1,
| and ten years from the

* .See the T.aliles of Income and Expcndilure.

1 13 and 14 Victorise, cap. 97, August 14th.

J See vol. viii. p. 349 and the plan of the site on p. 350. An excellent account of the

progress of the new building, with valuable critical remarks, will be found in the successive

volumes of th£ "British Almanack and Companion." The Lords had taken possession of

their gorgeous Chamber in 184".
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beginning of the new " Palace of Westminster " from the designs of Mr.

(afterwards sir Charles) Barry, who only just lived to see the completion of

the edifice in its essential parts in 1860. It was no special fault of Barry s,

but a common characteristic of the modern severance of "high art" m
architecture from the first requirements of utility, that the House

was found wanting in some of the first requisites, and had to be much

altered. v /• * i

If their new house was something of &fiasco, so also was the first worU

the Commons did in it. The weekly day of rest, which the general

Christian feeling of the country enables us to ol serve as a public institution,

is necessarily subject to exceptions, which raise many delicate questions of

principle and practice. The Sunday's rest, in London, from the delivery

uud collecting of letters, has been long supposed to make their delivery and

collection on Sunday in the country a necessary condition to the regular

circulation of correspondence ; and this practice has not been found to make

Sunday a day of business in the country as it might probably become in

London if the Tost were in full work. But weU-moaning persons, partly

following a hard-and-fast line of which they deemed religious duty, and

partly from consideration for the Post-office servants, had raised a vigorous

agitation for the complete cessation of postal work on Sundays. Lord

Ashley (afterwards earl of Shaftesbury) moved for an Address to her

Majesty, praying that she would be graciously pleased to direct that the

collection and delivery of letters on Sundays might in future entirely cease

in all parts of the kingdom ; and the resolution was carried against

ministers by 93 to 68. The majority made up just a fifth part of one

branch of the legislature ; but, instead of rallying his forces for a more

deliberate vote, lord John Eussell resolved, with characteristic boldness

(not to say petulance), to challenge the decision of the people by an experi-

ment to which very few of them were consenting parties. The Queen was

advised to give her gracious assent to the Address ; while lord John

declared that no exception would be made for foreign correspondence ;
and

on Sunday, June 23rd, the order was put in force. The result was at once

felt and seen in the burden of inconvenience, and in some cases severe

suffering, producing the storm of indignation which the Premier had counted

on provoking ; but permanent good was done in checking unnecessary work

in the Post Office. Negativing, by 233 votes to 92, a resolution for simply

restoring the old practice, the House, on the suggestion of lord John, and

by 195 votes to 112, agreed to a new Address to the Crown, praying that

enquiry might be made whether the amount of Sunday labour in the Post

Office might not be reduced without completely putting an end to the

collection and delivery of letters on Sunday (July 9th). The usual business

of the country Post Offices was resumed on Sunday, the 1st of September.

Meanwhile the Parliament had been prorogued on August 15th.

The foregoing subjects of legislation and debate had been such as suited

the continuance of "government by sufierance ; " but the session had not

passed away without a gi-eat party conflict, which " showed to the Fates

the destined successor of the great parliamentary leader, who was at the
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same moment snatched away by a lamentable accident. That debate, -which

witnessed Palmerston's great triumph and Peel's last speech, arose out of

a very unworthy cause ; but, though the course adopted by lord Palmerston

towards Greece must be on the whole condemned, this is eminently one of

the cases in which the historian should have regard to the views and
position of the actor. The petty and doubtful claims, which were justly

regarded as quite unworthy of such high-handed interference, were in his

view but the occasion for asserting the just influence of England, as one of

the protecting powers, against the indignities shown to her subjects by the

Bavarian ting, who afterwards became intolerable to his subjects,

encouraged by the despotic tendencies of Eussia and the dangerous

diplomacy of France. The three powers, in guaranteeing the indepen-

dence of Greece and the throne of Otho, had declared that his government
must be constitutional. The fulfilment of this promise was no desire of

Russia, and was far less the object of France than the encouragement of

ambitious hopes in the future ;
* while lord Palmerston's devotion to freedom

was mingled with indignation all the greater for the pettiness of the insults

by which Otho and his ministers showed their jealousy of English influence.

The conviction of a conspiracy at Athens against the English minister,!

for his pressing advice to fulfil the promise of constitutional government,

was easily transferred by lord Palmerston to the parliamentary attack on

the Foreign Secretar}', which he called " a shot fired by a foreign conspiracy

aided and abetted by a domestic intrigue."

A chief complaint against the Greek government was its contempt for

the rights which various Maltese, lonians, and other residents, claimed as

English subjects. Among these, there was residing at Athens, in 1847, a

certain Jew, named Pacifico, of Portuguese extraction, but born at Gibraltar,

and so a British subject. The Athenian mob, deprived by the police of

their wonted Easter amusement of biu-ning Judas Iscariot in efiigy, took

their revenge on the nearest surviving Jew by plundering the house of

Don Pacifico in open day (April 4th). In claiming compensation, Don
Pacifico valued his destroyed goods at nearly £32,000 (just thirty times the

amount afterwards settled by arbitration).

With this claim was mixed up another demand made by a person far

more respectable, and a native British subject, Mr. Finlay, the author of

the standard "History of Greece" down to modern times, who had lived

in Athens ever since the establishment of Greek independence, with which

he was one of the early sympathizers. A portion of his land was taken to

round off the gardens of King Otho's palace. Mr. Finlay, alone of the

owners thus affected, refused the compensation offered by the Greek

government, and asked £1,500 for land which had cost him £10. In neither

* See the frank avowal of Monsieur Guizot, who was Prime Minister of Louis Philippe

when these misunderstandings were drawing to a head ("Memoires," vol. vii. p. 324,

quoted in Ashley's " Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. i. p. 178), and lord Palmerston's vigorous

exposure of the foreign intrigues at Athens {Ibid. pp. 181-3).

t Sir Edmund, afterwards lord Lyons, British minister at the Greek court from 1835 to

1949.
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case was satisfaction sought in tlie Greek courts of law ; but the demand
was made through the English Foreign Office, which adopted the claims in

full. A demand was also made for satisfaction on account of the arrest, by
mistake, of a midshipman who had landed one night at Patras from her

Majesty's ship Fantume ; as well as for some alleged outrages on Ionian

seamen. The Greek government did not attempt to justify some of the

acts complained of ; but they resisted (and rightly as it proved) the Pacifico

and Finlay claims as grossly exaggerated, and pleaded poverty for the delay

which was due also to their wretched administration. As between the two
governments the question was one for calm and firm discussion, with a

degree of patience somewhat hard to exercise; but lord Palm erston regarded

it as a trial of strength with the other guaranteeing powers.*

As early as August, 1847, he threatened reprisals and a blockade, and
the diplomatic contest went on during the troubled years (18-18-9), in which
far greater matters claimed attention ; but when our fleet was about to

return from the Dardanelles after lord Palmerston's diplomatic victory in the

matter of the Hungarian refugees, he seized the opportunity to finish the

Greek affair, and ordered the fleet under admiral Parker to the Pirssus.

He seems to have had some reliance, but not much, on the efficacy of a

mere demonstration ; and he wrote to Mr. Wyse, our minister at Athens,
" If, however, the Greek government does not strike, Parker must
do so."t

On the 17th of January, 1850, the British fleet appeared at the Piraeus,

with a peremptory demand for the settlement of the claims within twenty-

four hours. On non-compliance, the port was declared blockaded and an
embargo was laid on all vessels in it, merchantmen as well as of the Greek
navy. Appealed to by Greece as the joint protecting powers, the

French and Russian ministers offered their mediation, which Mr. Wyse
declined, as his instructions left him no discretion. This step gave count
Nesselrode the occasion to indite one of those keen despatches in which
Russian diplomacy excels, and which lord Stanley afterwards characterized

"as deeply jiainful to a British subject to read as addressed to a British

minister, but doubly painful when he reflects that, bitter, im25erious, and
offensive, as the language is, it was not more bitter, more imperious, more
offensive, than the provocation." The French government, hardly yet
settled under the Prince President after the throes of the revolution, entered
earnestly into a mediation, which became complicated by cross moves at Athens
and at London. For, while on the 18th of April a convention was concluded
between lord Palmerston and M. Drouyn de Lhuys (the French ambassador),
for the settlement of the claims, Mr. Wyse had rejected the mediation of
the accredited French envoy, baron Gros ; and the measures of coercion were
continued even after baron Gros received news of the London convention
(April 24th). Three days later, the official news not having yet reached Mr.

* Ashley's " Life of Lord ralmerston," vol. i. pp. 180-1.

t Ufspalch of December 3, 1819, in Ashley's "Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. i.

pp. 183-4.
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Wyse, the Greek government yielded to liis demands. "This was a great

triumph for lord Palmerston," says his biograjdier ; and the words are the

key to his attempt to fix Greece to the terms extorted from her by Mr.

Wyse instead of those agreed on by himself at London. The same feeling

is reflected in the motive ascribed to France for resenting the attempt :

—

__^JiyS:b% French were beyond measure annoyed that the dispute should at last

have been settled by our oivn means, and not by their good offices." Had it

been so, the state of France and of Europe should have been a strong

motive for humouring their susceptibility, which Eussia had already soothed

by leaving the mediation in their hands ; and lord Palmerston's tact and

knowledge of human nature soon perceived this. When the matter was

complicated by the recal of M. Drouyn de Lhuys, he laboured earnestly

for an accommodation of the dispute, which was at last settled by a

comjiromise originally suggested by Prince Albert, namel}', that the

stipulations of the London convention should be substituted for those clauses

of the arrangement concluded at Athens which had not been already

executed (June 21st). The arbitration on the Pacifico claims was not

finished till some years later; and a sum of less than £10,000 proved

sufficient to satisfy all the demands, for which Greece had been iu danger

of being devoured by the creators of her freedom, and a war had almost

been risked between England, Franco, and Eussia !

It was not then known how much the whole matter had been compli-

cated, and Palmerston's spirit of self-assertion stirred up, by the feeling

that he was the champion of the people's desire for constitutional freedom

abroad, not only against a conspiracy of foreign despotisms and the Tory

sympathies with order rather than liberty when they came in conflict, but

also against a bias to what he considered the wrong side in the cabinet and

the court, and ^particularly in the Queen's most intimate adviser. The calm

intellectual earnestness of Prince Albert was far from congenial to the

impulsive vigour of Palmerston ; and the want of respect for the sovereign

in the transaction of foreign business, of which wo shall hear more presently,

was doubtless often prompted by the desire to do what he thought right

before he could be checked ; and his light-hearted courage would feel the

pleasure of what he called "making a stroke off his own bat " enhanced by

the very dignity of the influence which he circumvented. As for his

colleagues (''the broadbrims of the cabinet''*), there was among them
such a feeling that, in the very crisis of the diUerence with France (May
18th), lord John Eussell informed the Queen of his dotermiuation "no longt r

to remain in office with lord Palmerston as Foreign Secretary. I feel

strongly," he added, " that the Queen ought not to be exposed to the enmity
of Austria, France, and Eussia, on account of her minister."

But it was not yet tho time to act on this resolve ; for lord Stanley had
given notice of a resolution which must be resisted, not only from loyalty

to a colleague, but in defence of tho whole foreign pulicy of the Government.
After being postponed till the new understanding with France was secured,

* See above, p. 33.
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the debate in the Lords was hold on the 17th and 18th of June, when lord

Stanley's condemnatory resolution was supported by the carl of Aberdeen,

viscount Canning', and lord Brougham, and carried by a majority of 37.*

No vote of the Upper House decides the fate of a ministry ; but such a

censure called for a clear decision in the Commons, and, as no notice of a

hostile motion had j'et been given, the initiative lay with the ministerial

side. In reply to Mr. Eoobuck, who, as an independent member, asked

for a statement of the intentions of the ministry (June 20th), lord John

Eussell pronounced his famous eulogium of lord Palmerston—now doubly

forcible from what had passed behind the scenes—for having always acted

"not as the Minister of Austria, not as the Minister of Kussia, not as the

Minister of France, but as only the Minister of England." Thus the defence

was boldly and prudently taken up, not on the merits of the Greek

question, but on the whole battlefield of recent foreign policj', which had
in fact been assailed in the Lords ; and Mr. Eoebuck gave notice of a

resolution: "That the principles, on which the foreign policy of her

Majesty's government have been regulated, have been such as were

calculated to maintain the honour and dignity of this country, and, in times

of unexampled difficulty, to preserve peace between England and the

various nations of the world."

The debate was opened on the midsummer night (June 24th), when the

part to be taken by the Peelite section was indicated by sir James Graham's
attack on lord Palmerston's -nhole course of dealings with Spain, Portugal,

Switzerland, Austria, Italy, Greece, and France. On the second night lord

Palmerston rose just as the summer twilight had faded away and spoke for

nearly five hours till the breaking of a new day.f Neither then, nor through
his long career, could he wield the wondrous weapons of consummate
eloquence ; but a more effective mastery of parliamentary debate was never
delivered in the House. Without referring to a note, and without failure

of memory or fluent utterance, he went through the whole course of
diplomacy which had taxed his energies for three most eventful years;
striking ever and anon the chords of patriotic feeling and liberal sentiment
which, he well knew, would vibrate through the House, and be taken up
in responsive echoes by the voice of the whole people. The weakness of

Greece, against which it seemed so ungenerous to launch the mi>'ht of
England ;—the pettiness of the ground of quarrel, and the contempt raised

by its more ludicrous aspects ;—the doubtful character of the Portuguese
Jew ;—were all turned to his account. Then, launching out into the wider
field of attack on his whole foreign policy, he availed himself with consum-
mate skill of the charge that in one or another case he had been moved by
personal animosity against a foreign minister. This, he retorted in efi'ect,

is the measure dealt out to me, because I am faithful to the princijiles of
England. " It is," ho said, " like shooting a policeman. As long as

' No less than 301 peers voted, of whom nearly two-thirds were present : the numbers
for lord Stanley's resolution being 113 and 56 proxies, against it 77 and 55 pro.xies.

+ See lord Palmerston's letter to his brother, in Ashley's " Life," vol. ii. p. 224.
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England is England, as long as the English people are animated by the feel-

ings and spirit and opinions which they possess, you may knock down twenty

foreign ministers one after another, but depend upon it no one will keep

his place who does not act upon the same principles." He exposed with

powerful argument and striking illustrations the error into which his eager

ojiponents had overreached themselves, as if a British citizen abroad were

to be subjected without interference to the law under which he lived, how-

ever opposed to the first elements of justice and safety that he would enjoy

at home—conscription or slavery, plunder, torture, or death without a

trial. In short, the keynote of the speech was an echo of lord John's

saying that he had acted as the minister of England, and that all his course

had been actuated by the resolve that the poorest claimant who bore

the name of an English citizen should be protected by the whole strength

of England against the oppression of a foreign government. .The peroration

caused the formula made famous by Cicero and St. Paul to be long associated

with the name of Palmerston—how truly, many a traveller in Europe and Asia

can bear witness :
—"I therefore fearlessly challenge the verdict wliich this

House, as representing a political, a commercial, a constitutional country,

is to give on the question now brought before it—whether the principles on

which the foreign policy of her Majesty's Government has been conducted,

and the sense of duty which has led us to think ourselves bound to

afford protection to our fellow-subjects abroad, are proper and fitting guides

for those who are charged with the government of Eugland
; and whether,

as the Eoman in days of old held himself free from indignity when he

could say, Civis Eomamis sum, so also a British subject, in whatever land he

may be, shall feel confident that the watchful eye and the strong arm of

England will protect him against injustice and wrong."

Lord Palmorston's triumph was complete. Eepeated bursts of cheering

attested that he had caught at full tide the sentiment of the House and of

the people, of whose feelings for the time the House is always the faithful

organ. The rights of the Greek question were forgotten in the lofty

assertion of Britain's light to stretch forth her hand to guard her citizens

all the world over. The unsubstantial figure of the Jew, in whom no one

could take a personal interest, faded away before the ideal grandeur of the

citizen, whom each man identified with himself, protected by the omni-

present care of England, symbolized by the signature of '* Palmerston " on

his passjiort, a spell like the Melch Ric with which Eastern mothers long

quieted their children. It was in vain that Mr. Gladstone, resuming the

debate (June 27th) in a speech which lord Palmerston called a "first-rate

performance,"* brought his classic lore to demolish the parallel that had

clinched the argument.

• See lord Palmerston's very interesting estimate of the debate and the chief speakers in

Ashley's " Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. i. p. 224. Mr. Gladstone, on his part, had paid

an equally warm tribute to lord Palmerston's speech:—"No man (he said) listened with

greater admiration than myself, while, from the dusk of one day to the dawn of the next, he

defended his policy, before a crowded House of Commons, in that gigantic intellectual and

physical efl'ort."—(Palmerston was then in his si.vty-sixth year.)
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The fourth and last night of this great debate -was opened by Mr.

(afterwards Chief-Justice sir Alexander) Cocliburn,* in a speech which had a

success only second to lord Palmerston's, and gave him at once that place

which ho thenceforth maintained in the front rank of England's intellect and

power. Mr. Cobden, from the point of view of the "Peace Party," con-

demned the meddling and irritating system pursued by lord Palmerston

towards foreign countries. But the great event of this evening was sir

Eobert Peel's last speech, marked by a dignified moderation and generous

spirit of good-will to his political opponents, which formed a fit and happy
end to his great career. His generous eulogy of lord Palmerston passed

into a proverb. " I have (he said) so little disposition for entering into

angry or hostile controversy, that I shall make no reference whatever to

many of the topics which were introduced in that most able and temperate

speech, which made us proud of the man who delivered it, and in which he

vindicated with becoming spirit, and with an ability worthy of his name
and place, that course of conduct which he had pursued." But it was with

an authority and weight of argument enhanced by this generous moderation,

that sir Eobert gave judgment on the foreign policy, and especially the

diplomatic action, of lord Palmerston and the Government:—"If you appeal

to diplomacy, let me in the first place ask. What is this diplomacy ? It is

a costly engine for maintaining peace. It is a remarkable instrument used

by civilized nations for the purpose of preventing war. Unless it be used

to appease the angry passions of individual men, to check the feelings that

rise out of national resentment, it is an instrument not only costly, but
mischievous. If, then, your application of diplomacy be to fester every

wound, to provoke instead of soothing resentments, to place a Minister in

every court of Europe for the purpose, not of preventing quarrels, nor of

adjusting quarrels, but for the purpose of continuing an angry corre-

spondence, of promoting what is supposed to be an English interest, and of

keeping up conflicts -with the representatives of other Powers, then I say

that not only is the expenditure upon this costly instrument thrown away,
but this great engine, used by civilized society for the purj^ose of maintain-

ing peace, is perverted into a cause of hostility and war." In his peroration

sir Eobert Peel dealt with lord Palmerston's favourite idea of the use of

England's infl.uence, in which the popularity of his policy had its root. " It

is my firm belief that you will not advance the cause of constitutional

government by attempting to dictate to other nations. If you do, your
intentions will be mistaken, j'ou will rouse feelings upon which you do not
calculate, you will invite opposition to government ; and beware that the

time does not arrive when, frightened by your own interference, you with-
draw your countenance from those whom you have excited, and leave upon
their minds the bitter recollection that you have betrayed them. If you
succeed, I doubt whether or no the institutions that take root under your
patronage will be lasting. Constitutional liberty will be worked out by

• Eorn 1802 ; lorJ chief-justice of the Common Plcis, 1856, of England, 1859, died
November, 1880.
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those who aspire to freedom only by their own efforts. You will only over-

load it by 3'our help, by your principle of interference against which I

remonstrate, against which I enter my protest, to which I to-night will be

no party." This resolve was finally announced with a solemn sense of the

duty which alone drove him to oppose, and perhaps endanger, the Ministry

which had taken up his own unfinished work.* After a spirited defence

of his colleague's policy by lord John Eussell, and a brief speech by Mr.

Disraeli, an unusuallj' full House affirmed Mr. Eoebuck's resolution by the

decisive majority of forty-seven, at four o'clock on the morning of June

29th
; f and on the same day sir Robert Peel received his death-blow from

an accident.

At noon sir Robert attended a meeting of the Commissioners for the

proposed Industrial Exhibition, to give the weight of his support to the

Hyde Park site, which was then vehementh- opposed. After his return he

left home about five o'clock for a ride in the park, called at Buckingham
Palace to write his name in the Queen's visiting book, and had stopped

on Constitution Hill to speak with a friend who was also riding, when
his horse suddenly shied and threw him, and as Peel clung to the bridle,

the horse came down with its knees on his shoulders. Peculiarly sensitive

to pain, he refused the thorough surgical examination which would indeed

have been useless, as a broken rib was forced into the lungs. Sir Robert

lingered for three days in great suffering, with only intervals of conscious-

ness, and died about eleven o'clock on the night of July 2nd.

It were long to recount the utterances of universal grief, from the throne

to the widest bounds of the English race, and throughout foreign

countries : they may be summed up in the simple words in which Prince

Albert gave vent to the Queen's deep sorrow and his own. J On the day

after Peel's death he writes to baron Stockmar :—"You will mourn with

us deeply, for you know the extent of our loss, and valued our friend as

we did. . . . Now he is cold. . . . We are in deep gi-ief :
" and next day

to the duchess of Kent :
—" And now death has snatched from us Peel,

the best of men, our truest friend, the strongest bulwark of the throne,

the greatest statesman of his time."

The morrow of Peel's death was a Wednesday, and the Commons met

(as usual) at noon, only to adjourn as a tribute to his memory and their

own sorrow. But even the splendid and touching eloquence of Mr. Gladstone,

and the tributes paid with equal feeling in the Upper House next day by
lords Lansdowne, Stanley, and Brougham, moved men's hearts less than

* The delicacy of Peel's position is well described by Prince Albert in a letter to baron

.Stockmar (July 22nd), which we shall have to quote presently.

+ The numbers were 310 against 204, making, with the tellers and the Speaker, a

total of no less than 579 members voting.

J The " Life of the Prince Consort " shows "how deep and cordial was the mutual regard

which subsisted between two men, who were naturally attracted to each other by a

cummunity of tastes and principles in an, m literature, in morals, and in politics." See the

tribute to the wise services of the one and the confidence and admiration of the other, at

vol. ii. pp. 288-9.
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tho toar.s of the diike of Wellington, as witli broken uttor.inee he bore

witness to those virtues in his friend which he himself pri^od above all

others :
—" In all the course of my acquaintance with sir Eobert Peel, I

never knew a man in whose truth and justice I had a moro livol}' confidence,

or in whom I saw a more invariable desire to promote the public service.

In the whole course of my communications with him, I never knew an

instance in which he did not show the strongest attachment to truth ; and I

never saw, in the whole course of my life, the slightest reason for suspecting

that he stated anything which he did not believe to be the fact."

On the same evening, lord John Eussell, in the Commons, added his

tribute to his great rival's memory, and suggested a public funeral in

Westminster Abbey, which the Queen had been the first to desire ; but

Mr. Goulburn, on the part of sir Eobert's family, thankfully declined

the offer, quoting the often expressed and written wish of the illustrious

dead, "to be interred without ostentation or parade of any kind." Thus

he was laid beside his parents in the family vault in the church of

Dra3-ton Bassett, followed, no less than in the most public funeral pomp,

by the feelings expressed by the Queen's own pen :
—" Peel is to be buried

to-day. The sorrow and grief at his death are most touching, and tho

country mourns over him as over a father."*

Of the only public honours left to mark the respect of the Queen and

people, a statue in Westminster Abbey was voted by the House of Commons,

on the motion of lord John Eussell (July 12th), who stated at the same time

that her Majesty's offer of a peerage had been declined by lady Peel. She

said that " her own wish was to bear no other name than that by which sir

Eobert Peel was known," and that any other course would have been

contrary to her husband's wish, recorded in his will, that none of his family

fshould accept, if offered, of any title, distinction, or reward, on account

of any services he might be supposed to have rendered to his country." f

The memory of sir Eobert Peel has not even yet " purged off the grosser

fire " of the resentments excited by his double sacrifice of party to conscience.|

We may therefore be thankful that his political character has been

drawn by one placed above party feeling as much by the calmness of his

judgment as by his high position. The eulogy pronounced by Prince Albert

at the banquet given by the Lord Mayor of York, in connection with the

projiosed exhibition (October 25, 1850), is doubly valuable from the light in

which he set sir Eobert as the true typo of the English character.

§

* Letter to King Leopold, July 9tli, in the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 292.

The accomplished biographer aptly quotes wliat Tacitus says of the feeling produced by the

death of Agricola,

t As a public reply to certain misrepresentations, a powerfully reasoned memorandum,
in which sir Robert had set forth his motives for this decision, was transmitted by Mr.

Goulburn to the Prince.—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 295.

i See the vindication on both charges in his " Memoirs."

§ "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 33i2-3. Once for all let us explain that

many of the passages from this " Life " well worth quoting in full are merely referred to,

as the cheap edition of the work places it within every reader's reach.
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The Prince lias left one memorable estimate of the greatness of Peel's

loss in relation to the state of political parties and the services he might

still have rendered to the country. In reply to a letter from baron

Stockmar, taking much the same vie"w as his own, he -writes* :
—" As Peel's

only ambition and chief wish was to leave a fair name in the history of the

country—'the ambition of an honourable fame,' as he himself once

expressed it—the time and manner of his death have, in truth, accomplished

his desire. For at no time did he stand so imfettered, so eminently a

patriot, and so high in public opinion, as just now ; and his last speech was

the epitome of the plan he aimed at maintaining of a mediator, well

disposed to all parties, and thereby controlling them and directing the

government of the country. The suddenness of his death has magnified,

both here and abroad, the gap which his death must occasion ; and pity for

what he suffered has increased the affection and gratitude that are felt

towards him. Yet who knows whether he would have been able to maintain

in the long run the position which he aspired to occupy, without drawing

upon himself the hatred of parties, or pei-haps even giving theni occasion

for just reproach ? The debate on Foreign Affairs had shown him all the

diificulty of what he had imdertaken. He could not call the policy good,

and yet he did not wish to damage the Ministry, and this solely because he

considered that a Protectionist Ministry succeeding them would be dangerous

to the country, and had quite determined not to take office himself. But

would the fact that his health no longer admitted of his doing so have been

sufficient, as time went on, to make his followers and friends bear with

patient resignation their own permanent exclusion from office ? I doubt it."

This doubt might well have become something more decisive, could

coming events have been foreseen ; for who can believe that the frenzy

roused by the Papal Aggression, the relations of England to France in

consequence of Louis Napoleon's cotij) d' ilat, the quarrel of lord Palmerston

with his colleagues, the first attempt at government by lord Derby and Sir.

Disraeli, the brilliant promise and the disastrous collapse of the Whig-Peelite

coalition, and the war with Russia, would have followed their actual course,

had Peel survived ? But, as it was, the issue of all these events in the

ascendancy of lord Palmerston might already be discerned as the result of

Peel's removal, little as the steps which led up to them could have been

predicted. The consciousness of this destiny seems to have prompted the

feelings which the eager politician, whose practical aims were never sacrificed

to sentiment, utters freely in a letter to his brother f (September 1st):—

• July 22nd.— "Life of the riince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 29G-7.

+ .Ashley's " Life of Palmerston," vol. i. p. 229. The ex-king of the French had died at

Claremont on the 26th of August, in his 77th year. The dislike between him and Palmerston

was mutual; and, according to Thiers, Louis Philippe "was constantly s.aying witty and

spiteful things of the English Minister, wdiich good-natured friends as constantly brought to

I^almerston's ears."—McCarthy (" History of Our Own Times," vol. ii. p. 72), who adds :

—

" When lord Palmerston did not feel exactly as a good Christian ought to have felt, he at

least never pretended to any such feelings." Another death requires mention, that of the

duke of Cambridge, the youngest and only surviving son of George HL, on the 8th of July,
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"The death of Louis Philippe delivera me from my most artful and

inveterate enemy, whose position gave him in many ways the power to

injure me ; and though I am very sorry for the death of Peel, from personal

regard, and because it is no doubt a great loss to the country, yet as far as

my own political position is concerned, I do not think that he was ever

disposed to do me any good turn. It is difficult to say what effect his death

will have on the state of parties in Parliament. He had not much of a

following latterly, though the men who stuck to him were the most

respectable of the party.* Perliaps Sidney Herbert, or Aberdeen, or

Gladstone, may set up for leader of the Conservative Free Traders or the

Free Trade Conservatives; and perhaps Stanley may invite a junction with

him by some compromise about putting off Protection. I have been told

by a person who had it from Stanley himself, that, during the time when a

change of government was expected, Aberdeen said to Stanley that in that case

he, Aberdeen, would be commissioned by the Queen to form a government I

This would have been a curious dish to set before a Queen !
" Within

eighteen months, and by lord Palmerston's own act, lord Stanley was

raised to power, to make way in a short time for the "curious dish" in

which political exigencies gave Palmerston himself the curious place of

Home Secretary. Some such fate had been foreshadowed for him by lord

John Russell in a letter to the Queen ; but the debate and victory, in which

his colleagues had fully made his cause their own, of course confirmed him

in his own post. A hundred and twenty members subscribed for a j)ortrait

by Partridge, which they presented to lady Palmerston with an address

expressive of their " high sense of his public and private character, and of

the independent policy by which he maintained the honour and interests of

his country ;
" and a banquet was given in his honour at the Reform Club

on the same day on which the dispute with Greece was finally settled by
the signature at Athens of a Treaty which had been prepared by the

Cabinets of England and France (July 20th).

also in his 77th year. Having been Viceroy of Hanover from 1813 to 1837, he was never

mixed up with English politics ; and he had been conspicuous during the latter years of his

life for his readiness to use his influence on behalf of benevolent societies.

* The conjectures that follow ate very interesting in the light of subsequent events.
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CHAPTER VIIL

Lord Palmerston's Triumph maiTed by a Humiliation—Constitutional relations of Sovereign

and Ministers—Tlie Sovereign's real functions in the State ; and part in Council and
Government—Active interest and industry of the Queen and Prince—Foreign Office

Despatches—Palmerston's impulsive and independent writing—His reliance on
support from English sentiment—His own view of the case—Palmerston and the

Prince—The Queen's Complaints—A Memorandum withheld—The Prince's Letter

to Lord John Russell—Palmerston's admission of the principle—The Queen's

Memorandum of August, 1850—Palmerston's Interview with the Prince—His reasons

for not resigning—Renewed Misunderstandings—Affair of General Playnau—Recep-
tion of Kossuth—The Finsbury and Islington Addresses—"Judicious bottle-holding."

The Roman conqueror leading up his victorious army to the Capitol had
to hear the -n-arning of adversity ancl death ; and, in the hour of lord Pal-

merston's triumph, he had to bear being reminded that we -was the minister

Q-|f,jiis Sovereign. In spite p{ certain strange and novel doctrines, which
wouldS'^J'eah doyj i^fe oroad distincfi\jlir wIiVT-h divide.s our limited monarchy

from a republic, the true theory of our constitution is that -which i^di' always

been acted on in the practice of every English Government : that the direcJ-

responsibility of ministers is to the Crown, as the visible head and centre

and organ of the whole nation ; and that the Sovereign ought to have a real

and a most influential voice in the conduct of affairs by each minister in his

own department, as well as by the whole Cabinet. We cite the statement

of this principle by a living historian, not only for its clearness and ability,

but as a testimony above all suspicion of leaning to what has been vaguely

called " personal government " * :

—

"No sovereign, one would think, would consent to the responsibility of

rule on any other terms. We have, perhaps, got into the habit of thinking,

or at least of saying, that the Sovereign of a constitutional country only

rules through the ministers. But it would be a great mistake to suppose

that the Sovereign has no constitutional functions whatever provided by our

system of government, and that the sole duty of a monarch is to make a

figure in certain state pageantry. It has sometimes been said that the

Sovereign in a country like England is only the signet-ring of the nation.

If this were true, it might be asked with unanswerable force, why a verit-

• A " History of Our Own Times," by Justin McCarthy, vol. i. p. 133. (The Italics are

ours.) The doctrine now in question has also been maintained, with great ability and force,

in several recent articles in the "Quarterly Review."

60
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al)le signet-ring, costing only a few poundf and never requiring to be

renewed, would not serve all purposes quite as well, and save expense.*

But the position of the Sovereign is not one of meaningless inactivity. The

Sovereign has a very distinct and practical office to fulfil in a constitutional

country. The monarch in England is the chief magistrate of the State,

specially raised above all party and 2>assio}i and change,'in order to le able to look

with a clearer eye to all that concerns the interests of the nation. . . . The

Sovereign is always supposed to understand the business of the State, to

consider its affairs and to offer an opinion, and enforce it by argument, on

any question submitted by the Ministers. When the Ministers find that

they cannot allow their judgment to bend to that of the Sovereigu, then

indeed the Sovereign gives way or the Ministers resign. In all ordinc^ry

cases the Sovereign gives way.f But it was never intended by the English

Constitution that the Ministers and the country were not to have the benefit

of the advice and judgment of a magistrate who is purposely placed above

all the excitements and temptations of party, its triumphs and its reverses, and

who is assumed, therefore, to have no other motive than the good of the

State in oSeriug an advice. The Sovereign would grossly fail in public

duty, and would be practically disappointing the confidence of the nation,

who consented to act simply as the puppet of the Minister, and to sign

mechanically and without question every document he laid on the table."

Any such " failure in public duty " was precluded alike by the Queen's

high principles, her active interest in State affairs, and her habits of self-

denying industry. When occasion arose for public explanations, all the

surviving statesmen of both parties, who had been her chief ministers, bore

testimony that, even at the time of her deepest sorrow, her Majesty's

attention to public business had never been intermitted for a day. In the

discharge of this perpetual weight of duty, Prince Albert was, till his

lamented death, both the sharer of her counsels and the organ of her

opinions, while the free expression of his own was valued by every Ministry

for their weight and wisdom. It was of course essential for harmonious

working, as well as due to the Prime Minister, that he should have a part

in all communications of the Sovereign with the Minister of each depart-

ment. | In no province of the government was this free and full counsel

more important than in that of Foreign Affairs during the five years of lord

Palmerston's last tenure of the seals (1846-1851), " the most unquiet which,

*
It was with rererence to the same theory that Tom Paine offered to find an able-

bodied man to perform all the functions of King of England for a salary of /'Soo a year.

t This statement perhaps needs qualification, unless a wide application be given to the

" extraordinary " exceptions. There was nothing unconstitutional in George III.'s invin-

cible resistance to Catholic Emancipation, nor in Pitt's yielding to it when he resumed

office after Addington ; though such resistance to a measure of such importance is hardly

likely to be repeated. In matters of great importance, though not vital to the welfare of

the nation, it is believed that Slinisters have yielded to the Sovereign, even under the

thoroughly constitutional reign of Queen Victoria.

% The duke of Wellington's statement is on record that, when he was Prime Minister, no

despatch left the Foreign Office without his seeing it.
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with his own country at peace, could fall to any man's lot " ;
* and the

importance of maintaining it was enhanced by those personal characteristics,

which at the same time made him apt to rebel against their observance.

" The easiest of colleagues, so long as his own department was left untouched

he was impatient of interference, and too apt to forget that the evil conse-

quences of rash words, or a mistaken line of action, had to be borne by

others, whose views he would not defer to, and was careless to consult." f
His plea, that the public service suffered by the delay involved in submitting

despatches to the Queen and the Prime Minister, was a plausible excuse to

himself, as well as to them, for a practice prompted by self-confident haste

and persevered in of deliberate design, as was clearly proved by the cases

which brought the matter to a crisis. In the judgment of a writer well-

disposed to him, " it may be assumed that some at least of lord Palmerston'a

actions were dictated by the conviction, that he had the general force of

English sentiment to sustain him in case his mode of conducting the

business of the Foreign Office should ever be called into account" ; :f
—that

is, by his Sovereign.

The constitutional rule, that all despatches ought to be submitted for

the Queen's approval through the Prime Minister, had been pressed upon
lord Palmerston's attention by her Majesty early in 1849 ; and he assented

to the arrangement that reasonable time should be given for their prompt
consideration, the Queen only requiring " that she should not be pressed for

an answer within a few minutes, as is now done sometimes."§ But during

that tremendous year of the " 28,000 despatches, "|| the pressure of business

and the bent of lord Palmerston's nature combined to give new occasion for

complaint.

It seemed almost necessary to lay down express rules to be binding on
the Foreign Secretary, and in March, 1 850, a memorandum was drawn up, to

the same effect as the important one to be spoken of presently, but it was laid

aside in the hope of voluntary concession. Meanwhile her Majesty's grounds

of complaint were explicitly stated in a letter from Prince Albert to lord John

* Ashley's " Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. i. p. 1.

+ " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 302. The biographer quotesa striking remark
made by Mr. Fonblanque (in the " Examiner " in 1851) on lord Palmerston's despatches :

—

"The desk was his place of peril ; his pen ran away with him. His speech never made an
enemy ; his writing has left many festering sores. The charm of manner and urbanity which
so served him in Parliament and in society, was sometimes wanting on paper, and good
counsels were dashed with asperity."

J McCarthy, " History of Our Own Times," vol. ii. p. 129. The sentence concludes an
elaborate comparison between Prince Albert's and lord Palmerston's judgment of public

affairs which is well worth reading. Palmerston's own view of the case has been so ably

stated and defended by his biographer, that it may suffice to refer to Mr. Ashley's work,

especially the second edition (really a new Life of Palmerston) for the one side of the case, of

which the '* Life of the Prince Consort " gives the other. Our object is historical, not judicial.

§ " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 303. We follow closely the account there

given of these transactions, as having virtually the weight of her Majesty's authority,

adding what is on record of lord Palmerston's view of the matters in discussion.

II See above, p. 14.
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Russell (April 2nd).* In this ^ave remonstrance there is no question of mere

details, as seemed to be implied in lord Palmerston's contention that " where

the general policy of a state was clearly marked out and well known, it

would have been idle to insist that a Foreign Secretary capable of perform-

ing the duties of his office should wait to submit for the inspection and

approval of the Sovereign and his colleagues every scrap of paper he wrote

on before it was allowed to leave England."f It was a part of the complaint,

put in very strong terms, that the omission to consult the Sovereign and his

colleagues about important despatches and grave steps did affect the
*' general policy " of the State, commit the Queen and ministers, and
injure the position of England with other nations. This opinion might be
right or wrong ; but it proved that the acts in question were of grave

moment. When the time came to defend his conduct, | after the last act of

the kind had led to his dismissal, lord Palmerston fully accepted the prin-

ciple insisted on by the Queen :
—" No man can lay down the matter more

strongly than I have in reference to the obligations of the Secretary of

State for Foreign Affairs. I have always admitted that, if the Secretary of

State for Foreign Affairs sends a despatch of importance to an ambassador
abroad without ascertaining the opinion of the Prime Minister of the Crown,
he is guilty of a breach of duty."

We are not told what particular grounds of renewed dissatisfaction arose

between April and August ; but it is easy to imagine how many temptations

the Pacifico affair might present to what the Prince's biographer calls

" fresh violations of the rule " ; and we have already seen lord John
Eussell's significant resolve to make a change at the Foreign Office. Shortly

before the end of the session, and while lord Palmerston's triumph was
still fresh, the subject was discussed between the Queen and lord John
Eussell at Osborne ; and, as the result of that conference, her Majesty
addressed the following memorandum to the Prime Minister § :

—

. "Osborne, 12th August, 1850.
" With reference to the conversation about lord Palmerston, which the

Queen had with lord John Russell the other day, and lord Palmerston's

disavowal that he ever intended any disrespect to her by the various

neglects of which she has so long and so often to complain, she thinks

it right, in order to prevent any mistake for the future, to explain what it is

she expects from the Foreign Secretary. She requires :

—

"1. That he will distinctly state what he proposes in n given case, in

order that the Queen may know as distinctly to what she has given her
royal sanction.

" 2. Having once given her sanction to a measure, that it be not
arbitrarily altered or modified by the Minister. Such an act she must

* See "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 304.

t McCarthy, "History of Our Own Times," vol. i. p. 126.

J In the debate of February 3, 1852, the occasion of which will be related in its place.

§ This document was first made public by lord John Russell in his speech on February
3, 1852, but without the introductory sentence. The whole memorandum was first pub-
lished in the "Life of the Prince Consort," voL ii. pp. 305-6 (1876).
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consider as failure in sincerity towards the Crown, and justly to be visited

by tte exercise of her constitutional right of dismissing that Minister.*

She expects to be kept informed of what passes between him and the

Foreign Ministers, before important decisions are taken, based upon that

intercourse ; to receive the foreign despatches in good time, and to have

the drafts for her approval sent to her in sufficient time to make herself

acquainted with their contents before they must be sent off. The Queen
thinks it best that lord John Eussell should show this letter to lord

Palmerston."

The result was an assurance from lord Palmerston, that he would not

fail to attend to the directions contained in the Queen's Memorandum,
together with an apology for occasional delay in sending despatches to her

Majesty, from pressure of business, and the many interruptions of inter-

views, etc., to which he was liable. He wrote to Prince Albert requesting-

an interview, of which the Prince has left an. interesting account.f The

explanations exchanged at this interview are chiefly important as setting in

the clearest light the real antagonism of policy, which lay at the root of tha

whole matter, and the Queen's view of her constitutional right and duty.

After a touching record of the explanations exchanged on the personal

question of lord Palmerston's devoted respect of his sovereign, the Prince-

proceeds:—"The Queen had often,—I was sorry to say, latterly almost

invariably,—differed from the line of policy pursued by lord Palmerston.

She had always openly stated her oljcctions ; but when overruled by the-

Cabinet or convinced that it would from political reasons be more prudent

to waive her objections, she kneiv her constitutional position too well not to give

her fail support to whatever teas done on the part of the Government. She knew
that they were going to battle together, and that she was going to receive

the blows which were aimed at the government ; and she had these last years

received several, such as no sovereign of England had before been obliged

to put up with, and which had been most painful to her. But what she-

had a right to rec|uire in return was, that before a line of policy was
adopted or brought before her for her sanction, she should be in full

possession of all the facts and all the motives operating ; she felt that ic

this respect she was not dealt with as she ought to be. She never found a

matter 'intact,' nor a question in which we were not already compromised,

when it was submitted to her. Slie had no means of knowing what passed

in the Cabinet, nor what passed between lord Palmerston and the Foreign

Ministers in their conferences, but what lord Palmerston chose to tell her,,

or what she found in the newspajsers."

When the time came for lord John Eussell to make these transactions

* This passage claims especial notice, not only with reference to what took place at the

end of the next year, but more especially as a distinct assertion—with the implied sanction

of so high a constitutional authority as lord John Russell—-of the sovereign's right to dismiss

a Minister on adequate grounds, irrespective of the censure of that Minister by a vote in

Parliament. It should also be observed that the ne.\t sentence anticipates the very point id

which consisted lord Palmerston's offence in IS.'il.

t "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 307.
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public, as a part of the Queen's justification and his own for the subsequent

dismissal of the Foreign Secretary, no little surprise was felt that a man

of lord Palmerston's high spirit and strong will had borne such an

" affront " without at once sending in his resignation; but he acted from

motives creditable alike to his honour and his sagacity '" :—" I had repre-

sented to my friends, by pursuing the course which they thought I ought to

have followed, I should have been bringing for decision at the bar of public

opinion a personal quarrel between myself and my sovereign—a step which

no subject ought to take, if he can possibly avoid it ; for the result of such

a course must bo either fatal to him or injurious to the country. If he

should prove to be in the wrong, he would be irretrievably condemned ;
if

the sovereign should prove to be in the wrong, the monarchy would suffer."

If the former consideration showed lord Palmerston's ever vigilant

regard to his political interest, the latter gave full proof of his loyalty
;

for,

in°the state of the public mind at that time, there is little doubt which side

popular feeling would have taken. He knew how to bide his time
;
but he

did not know how to keep within the rules to which he had consented. It

was not in his nature : he was one of those men who must do their work in

their own way, and assume to benefit others—even those to whom they

are bound to defer—in spite of themselves. Before the final outbreak in

less than a year and a-half, two fresh troubles occurred, both springing

from that vehement sympathy with the Hungarians, which Palmerston

shared with the English people. We have had occasion already to refer to

the contrast between the oration given to Kossuth in 1851, and the violent

assault made on general Haynau when he visited Messrs. Barclay's

brewery on September 4, 1850. Though a very general feeling was

expressed by the common saying, " Served him right," it was not very

creditable that public dislike should be executed by brewers' draymen on a

foreign visitor, the officer of a friendly sovereign. The enquiries set on foot

by the Home Office were unsuccessful, and general Haynau refused to

prosecute or to identify any of his assailants. Besides lord Palmerston's

personal expression of regret to baron KoUer, the Austrian Charge

d'Affaires, he drew up a despatch to give more formal assurances of the

kind to Austria. A passage in the despatch, in the same tone as the

conversation with baron Keller, was objected to by lord John Eussell, in

forwarding the draft for the Queen's approval, " as derogatory to the honour

of the nation, as if no one could be safe in this country, who was obnoxious

to the public feeling "
; but, on her Majesty's concurrence in this view being

stated to lord Palmerston, it was found that the note had already

been delivered to baron KoUer ! This was just six weeks after lord

Palmerston's acceptance of the Queen's memorandum. After some

resistance, and even a threat to resign, lord Palmerston adopted the course

on which the Prime Minister advised the Queen to insist, and sent baron

Koller a fresh note, omitting the objectionable paragraph.

f

• Ashley's " Life," etc., vol. i. pp. 329-30. We quote the last and most essential part.

t " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 321-32G.
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It was just a j-ear later that Kossuth was received in England with

demonstrations intended at once to honour him, and to display the popular

indignation at the treatment of Hungary by Austria and Russia, against

which the eloquent exile naturally inveighed in unmeasured terms. The
excitement of the crowds who thronged to see him was carried to its height

by the irresistible charm of his " strong power of speech, poured forth for

hours together in purest English—English studied out of Shakspeare."

At the Guildhall, where the Corporation of London presented him with an

address, after he had been greeted on his way to the city by enthusiastic

crowds, he avowed the great object of his appeals to the English people :

—

" What I wish is, that the public opinion of England may establish it as a

ruling principle of the politics of Europe, to acknowledge the right of every

nation to dispose of its own internal concerns, and not to give a charter to

the Czar to dispose of the fate of nations" (October 30, 1851). The
application of this doctrine was, that England ought to have answered the

intervention in Hungary by war with Austria and Eussia. It was one

thing for the free public opinion of England to applaud such sentiments ;

but quite another to seem to give them any official sanction. Kossuth

desired to be received by the Foreign Secretary, in order to thank the

Government for their efforts in his behalf; and lord Palmerston, after

refusing the Prime Minister's request that the reception might not take

place, only yielded with reluctance to the general opinion expressed in a

Cabinet Council convened by lord John Eussell (November 3rd).

But the matter had a sequel which, by a remarkable coincidence, linked

it on to the final official catastrophe. On the 18th of November, lord

Palmerston received at the Foreign Office a deputation to present addresses

from meetings held in Finsbury and Islington, in which he was congratu-

lated on the aid he had rendered to the Sultan in securing the personal

safety and ultimate liberation of " the illustrious patriot and exile," and the

Emperors of Austria and Eussia were characterized as " odious and

detestable assassins " and " merciless tyrants and despots." In his reply,

lord Palmerston said that he was fully aware of the sympathies of the

British nation in favour of the cause of Hungary ; but of course, as the

organ of her Majesty's Government, in friendly alliance with the great

foreign powers which had been referred to, it could not be expected that he

should concur in some of the expressions used in the addresses." This mild

disclaimer was balanced by the assurance that be felt himself " extremely

flattered and highly gratified " by their expression of opinion as it respected

himself.* The Queen felt the unseemliness of such a demonstration at the

Foreign OfiB.ce none the less for the assurance that the feeling of her people

* It was in this speech that lord Palmerston borrowed from the prize-ring a phrase which

was caught up by the public sense of humour. To illustrate the generalship required of the

Government in the late crisis, he said that "a good AesX o{ juduioiis botlle-AolJing vm
obliged to be brought into play. In the cartoons of " Punch " Palmerston long figured in

sporting costume, with a straw in his mouth, as the "judicious bottle-holder," and became

in that capacity a still greater favourite with a people much fonder of sport and fun than of

dignity.
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against the despots of Austria and Russia tended ratlier to increase by

contrast their goodwill and affection for herself. In her letter requesting

lord John Russell to bring the matter under the notice of the Cabinet,* her

Majesty replied to this suggestion:

—

"It is no question with the Queen,

whether she pleases the Emperor of Austria or not, but whether she gives

liirn a just ground of complaint or not. And, if she does so, she can never

believe that this will add to her popularity with her own people." The

Cabinet evinced a strong opinion of lord Palmerston'a want of caution, and

in the Premier's letter to the Queen he expressed the hope that this would

'liave its eS'ect upon lord Palmerston, to whom lord John Russell has

written, urging the necessity of a guarded conduct in the present very

ciitical condition of Europe." Alas for the hopes and cautions which came
a day too late ! This was on the 4th of December, and on the 3rd the

memorable conversation with count Walewsky had already been held, in

which lord Palmerston—before taking any counsel -with the Queen or

Cabinet—had committed them, by committing himself, to an approval of

Louis Napoleon's coup d' etat ; with what consequences will be told in the

proper place.

f

Meanwhile, we have related these events thus fully, as the contest of lord

Palmerston with the Queen and lord John Russell will always be referred

to as a critical example of the inner working of our monarchical constitution.

The principles involved will no doubt be often discussed ; but the personal

aspects of the question will raise the characters of all concerned. The fault

of the Minister, far outweighed by a long course of splendid service to his

sovereign and country, will be traced to an excess of patriotic impulse ; and
even those who make royalty much more of a passive instrument than these

events show it to be, may well be thankful for the proof of Queen Victoria's

unremitting attention to state business and faithful discharge of her part in

the constitutional rights and duties which she claimed not so much for

herself as for the o£B.ce which represents the united people.

• November 21, 1851.—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 410.

f See below, chap. xi.

\
\



CHAPTER IX.

Political calm in the autumn of 1850 : broken by the "Papal Aggression"—State of the

English Church— Origin of the Tractarian Movement—The " Tracts for the Times,"

and Tract No. XC.—The Ritualistic Movement—The case of Mr. Gorham—Principles

laid down by the Privy Council—Agitation against the judgment and for the revival

of Convocation—Debate in the Lords—Address of the Bishops against Ritualistic

innovations, and Lay Address to the Queen—Mistaken views of these movements at

Rome— Impolicy of the Papal Scheme—First announcement of a New Hierarchy for

England—Brief of Pope Pius IX.— Pastoral of Cardinal-Archbishop Wiseman—

•

Popular view of the Measure—Lord John Russell's " Durham Letter "—The 5th and

9th of November—Addresses to the Queen from London and the Universities—Her
Majesty's own sentiments—Views of the English Catholics— E.xcited Public Meetings

and Pamphlets—Opening of Session of 1851—The Queen's Speech on the Papal

Aggression—Opposition from various quarters—Speeches of Mr. Roebuck and Mr.

Disraeli—Views of the Peelites and ultra-Protestants—The Ecclesiastical Titles Bill

—Mr. Disraeli's Motion on Agricultural Distress—Last great debate on Protection

—

Speech of Sir James Graham—Close Division— Sir Charles Wood's unsatisfactory

Budget—Mr. Locke King's Motion on the County Franchise—Defeat and Resigna-

tion of the Ministry—Ministerial Crisis—Intended Policy of Lord Stanley—The
Duke of Wellington called in— Return of the Russell Ministry—Modified Ecclesiastical

Titles Bill—Amendments carried against the Government—Conduct of the

Catholics—The Act a dead letter for twenty years : repealed in 1871—Review of the

controversy—Amended Budget : Repeal of the Window Tax—Mr. Disraeli's second

Motion—Mr. Cobden's proposal for mutual disarmament—New Court of Appeal in

Chancery—Other Measures of the Session—New Cattle Market for London—Mr.

Gladstone's Letters on the Neapolitan Prisons—The Census of 1851.

In the autumn of 1850, the political atmosphere had been cleared, and

the •weak government made safe for the present, by the great debate on

foreign policy ; the nation was reposing in contentment with its still grow-

ing prosperity, confirmed by another bountiful harvest ; and the chiei

object of public interest was the approaching Industrial Exhibition,* when
suddenly—like thunder from a clear sky—a Bull launched from the Vatican

caused the old spirit of " No Popery " to burst into full flame. The present

generation can hardly see that the efi^ect was adequate to the cause, without

some knowledge of the combustible materials upon which the spark fell.

About the same time when tho public mind was agitated by the question

of Eeform,j a new spirit of resistance was roused to the innovations

• See chap. x.

t The epoch is marked by the publication of the first of the " Tracts for the Times," in

1833 ; and the antagonistic inotwe is clearly avowed throughout the earlier Tractarian
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threatened in Cliurch as well as State, very different from thcat of the old

High Church party. The new movement was distinctly religious,—

a

reaction from the popular Evangelical Protestantism which had broken the

comparative stagnation of the Church in the preceding century and had

become the prevailing type of earnest religion. In opposition to this, the

means of revival within the Church, and of defence against the growth of

that " rationalism," which Dr. Pusey had thoroughly studied iu Germany,

were sought in recalling the minds of her sons to her character as a branch

of the true Catholic Church* rather than to her position as severed from

and protesting against the Church of Eome. To this end, all prominence

was given, from the pulpit and the press, to the Catholic element in the

doctrine of the Church of England, and especially to the intrinsic efficacy

of the Sacraments, and to the authority of a priesthood, duly ordained

by bishops in the Apostolical succession, as the sole ministers of sacramental

grace. The standard of Catholic truth was sought in the teaching of the

Fathers of the Church during the first four or six centuries.

Those views were especially set forth in a sei-ies of " Tracts for the

Times," written by a band of friends at Oxford, among whom the three

sure to be best remembered—Keble, Pusey, and Newman j-—suggest at

once, to those who know their writings, considerable varieties in the com-

mon type of the "Tractarian " party or, as they were more vulgarly called,

"Puseyites." The excitement which had grown during the seven or eight

years over which the series extended—admiration among an increasing

number of the clergy, especially those fresh from Oxford, mingled with a

more general alarm and opposition among the moderate and Evangelical

parties and nearly the whole body of tho laity—reached its climax on the

appearance of the last, No. XC, early in 1841. This Tract contained an
elaborate argument on the meaning of the Thirty-nine Articles, to show

publications. The immediate occasion of the movement at that particular date appears to

have been the constitution (by the Act 3 and 4 William IV. c. 41) of the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council, as a new Court of Appeal in ecclesiastical (and other) causes, in place

of the old Court of Delegates : the objection to the new Court being that it did not repre-

sent an ecclesiastical authority, and that in it doctrinal and ecclesiastical questions were
practically decided by laymen. Since this Chapter was written, new light has been thrown
on the whole subject by the " Reminiscences of Mr. Mozley," and the retrospect called forth

by the deaths of Dr. Pusey and Mr. Ward within a few weeks of each other (1882). One
point brought out more clearly than be.'bre, is the earnest desire of Dr. Pusey and his

associates to combat the advancing spirit of scepticism.

• The whole spirit of the " Tractarian " principles is epitomized in two leading works :

—

Newman's " Lectures on Romanism and Popular Protestantism, 1837," and Pusey's " Church
of England a portion of Christ's one Holy Catholic Church, 1863."

t Tliese leaders are named in the order of age. The Rev. John Keble, author of the

"Christian Year," was born in 1792, and died in 1866. The Rev. Edward Bouverie
Pusey, D.D., was born in 1800, and held the Regius Professorship of Hebrew at Oxford,
from 1828 till his death in September, 1882. The Rev. John Henry Newm.an was born in

1801, and, at the time referred to, was Vicar of Great St. Mary's—the University Church.
He seceded to the Church of Rome in 1845, was created a Cardinal in 1878, and still lives

(1882) honoured as much by opponents as adherents for his piety and virtue, his splendid

genius and good works.
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that all of tliem—even tliose containing the strongest assertions of Protestant

doctrines and condemnation of those of the Church of Eome—could be so

interpreted as to be subscribed by persons holding " Catholic " opinions

closely resembling, if not identical with, Roman Catholic theology.

That the attempt to renew the doctrinal bonds of Catholic unity was

consistent with a stedfast rejection of the claims of the See of Eome—just

as Henry VIII. held fast to Catholic doctrine while throwing off the

supremacy of the Pope—was not easily understood, or rather was a dis-

tinction scornfully rejected by the instinct of the people. And the

subtleties of doctrine were less readil}' apprehended than the innovations in

the forms of worship, which from that time to the present day have become

familiar by the name oi Ritualism. To a considerable extent these were rather

of an a3sthetic character than of any doctrinal significance—a reaction

against usages, often inconsistent with the rubrics, the simplicity of which

came sometimes very near to disorder. But people were offended at their

novelty and disturbed by the breach of uniformity in the service as per-

formed in " high " and " low " churches : every approach to Eomish ritual

was quickly marked : and, as the controversy has gone on, during more

than a generation, it has been more and more distinctly avowed, at least

by the more extreme Eitualists, that they jiractise and value their ritual

forms just because they are significant of high "Catholic" doctrine, and

particularly in relation to the efficacy of the Sacraments. Special ground

of ofi'ence, touching those social relations in regard to which Eomanism is

most suspected and disliked by the English people, was given by the

practice of confession and by the revival of conventual establishments, in

which, indeed, there were to be "no vows, but a solemn declaration and

engagement of obedience to the superior, and of compliance with the rules

of the institution during residence." *

It would extend this retrospect too far to trace the exciting steps of the

controversy, and of others more or less connected with it, during the next ten

years :—the proceedings against Dr. Pusej' and other leaders of the move-
ment, the secessions of Newman and others to the Church of Eome, the

attempt to resist Dr. Hempden's election to the see of Hereford, the efforts

of the bishops to calm the storm, in which one at least of them was a chief

agitator, and the excited public meetings held throughout the country.

Nor need we relate the details of the case of Mr. Gorham, which brinsrs us

to the point where this episode falls into the current of our narrative. For
it was this controversy, which, arising out of a subtle question of theology,

led to an agitation respecting the wliole system of trying ecclesiastical suits,

and even touching that supremacy of the Sovereign " over all persons, and

in all causes, both civil and ecclesiastical," which is the very corner-stone of

the whole relations between the English Church and State. The bishop of

Exeter, Dr. Philpotts, having refused to institute the Eev. Mr. Gorham, on

* This description is from a circular issued in 1842, setting forth the objects of such an

institution, and the means by which they were to be promoted, and stating that the plan was
already in operation at Littlemore, near Oxford, under the direction of Dr. Newman.
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account of his opinions on certain points of doctrine, the case was brought

on appeal before the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council,* in which the

two archbishops and the bishop of London were specially summoned to sit

with the usual lay judges, on account of the theological questions involved.

The Court came to the important decision,—which has formed a precedent

for the many later cases of the like nature—that it had no authority to

settle questions of faith, or to determine what ought in any particular to be

the doctrine of the Church of England. " Its duty extends only (said the

judgment) to the consideration of that which is hij law established to be the

doctrine of the Church of England, upon the true and legal constructio7i of her

Articles and Formularies." The judgment in Mr. Gorham's favour, founded

on these principles (March 8, 1850) was a virtual declaration, which has

been repeated in many subsequent cases affecting both doctrine and ritual,

that the Articles and Formularies of the Church of England are so framed
as to admit a wide diversity of opinion and practice within her compre-

hensive pale, as the Church, not of a sect, but of the nation. The only

dissentients wore the bishop of London (Dr. Blomfield) and vice-chancellor

Knight-Bruce. The bishop of Exeter's vain attempt to resist the judg-

ment and his virtual excommunication of his archbishop need not be

dwelt on.

This case, and some others that occurred about the same time, had roused

a violent agitation concerning the fitness of a lay court to judge ecclesi-

astical causes, and a loud demand was raised for the revival of the synodical

action of Convocation. The bishop of London brought a Bill into the

House of Lords for a new episcopal Court of Appeal. In the debate on the

second reading (which was negatived by 84 to 51) lord Lansdowne
denounced the proposal as " striking a blow at the Queen's prerogative,

taking as it would from her Majesty that which from the earliest to the

present time had been deemed the essential prerogative of the Crown, the

government of the Church, the power of controlling decisions in ecclesias-

tical cases, of pronouncing upon such causes through persons whom it thinks

fit to employ, and of setting aside the decisions of those persons " (June 3,

1850). Two great meetings of the clergy were held in London on the same
day (July 23rd), one of them, presided over by Dr. Pusey, to petition the

Queen for the revival of synodical action.

f

* The reader is reminded that this supreme Court of Appeal from the Ecclesiastical and
Admiralty Courts had been instituted in 1833. It should be observed that the judgment of

the Court is in the form of a report to the Sovereign, who issues sentence thereupon.

t It will be convenient at once to slate the sequel of the movement for the revival of

Convocation ; first reminding the reader that, since the suspension of its synodical action in

1717, it had been regularly summoned to meet simultaneously with (usually the day after)

each meeting of Parliament, and as regularly adjounied by the archbishop's oflBcer without

being allowed to proceed to business. This applies to the Convocation of both provinces,

Canterbury and York, the former meeting in the precincts of Westminster Abbey, the latter

in those of York Minster. In 1851 and 1852 the Convocation of Canterbury was prorogued

in the act of attempting to consider petitions for the revival of synodical action ; and in the

Utter year the Lower House carried an Address to the archbishop before the apparitor

dismissed them. On the eve of the autumn Session of the new Parliament in the same year
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In addition to this war of doctrine, Ritualistic innovations had now
Locomo BO fi'oquGnt, stirring up such trouhlo in many parishes, that the

Lisliops joined in an address, cxliorting the clergy to support tlie cause of

order by avoiding all unnecessary deviations from the usage of the church

(March 29, IS.Jl). Throe days later, the Uome Secretary transmitted to

tlio archbishop of Canterbury an address to her Majesty against such

practices, signed by 2;JO,000 members of the Church of England, with a

letter recommending his gi'ace to take measures for discouraging innovations

in the forms of public worship.

This fooling on the part of the vast majority of the laity was an
assurance to those who know tho English people, not only that there was no
prospect of any general movement towards Eomau Catholicism, but further

tliat an attempt on the part of Rome to take advantage of any such supposed

tendency at such a crisis would only inflame public indignation against

liomanizers, whether within or from without. But this was naturally

unknown to tho Vatican, which only saw tho spectacle of England moved
by tho spread of " Catholic " doctrine and of a ritual differing littlo from

that of Home—of converts returning to tho Church, as the tirst-fruits of

another reconciliation after the lapse of throe centuries. And tho English

ecclesiastic, who was ready to play tho part of cardinal Polo, was just the

man to countenance the delusion. Dr. Nicholas Wiseman was the son of

an Essex gentleman and an Irish mother, born in Spain and educated at

Eomo, whero ho became Professor of Oriental Languages and afterwards

Hector in tho English College. Ho came to England in 1840 as a Vicar

Apostolic, and gained a high reputation as a scholar and preacher, an able

administi'ator and a bold and ambitious partisan of his church. But his

mind was fiu- more Italian than English ; and his sanguine hopes deceived

him as to tho spirit of tho people. This was the man designated for the

chief agent in bringing back England to St. Peter's fold, in the now
character of Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster.

If the enterprise was ill-judged, and the time unseasonable, the mistake

reached a climax in the form chosen, which was sure to be regarded as a

wanton aggression on tho territorial rights of tho Church and the jiroroga-

tive of tho Crown. It challenged a conflict on tho very ground on which

Homo, often worsted in earlier disputes, had boon finally vanquished by
Henry VIII., oven before the doctrines of Protestantism were generally

lord Derby, as Prime Minister, advised the Queen togrant a licence to Convocation lo discuss

the affairs of the Church, and on the 5th of November the Convocation of Canterbury met

for a session of a week ; and that of York also held a short session, both being occupied

solely with the question of reviving synodical action. From tliat time the sittings have

become gradually longer and the scope of discussion wider, but still in their limits defined by

the permission of the Crown. In 1854 a Committee of the Upper Ibiuse (Canterbury)

framed a report on the changes needful to enable Convocation to treat of such matters as the

Queen might permit, and regulations for its business were agreed to at the opening of the

next Session (February C, 1855). At the opening of the Session of 1872, a licence was

granted to Convocation to deliberate on the revision of the Liturgy, and its labours resulted

in a revised rubric (1879), which awaits further discussion in Tarliament.
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accnptod liy iho pooplo, nni\ tlms onlistoil tho spirit of national indnpnndonco

on thosirloof rolij^ioiis sontiniont. Sinco tho tmnsfor of tlio Englisli sees to

Protostant incumhonts unclear Elizabeth, tho Ohurch of Komo had never

claimed to sot up rival bishops, with torritorial titles. Tho episcopal

(jovornmont was entrusted to "Vicars Apostolic," who bore titles as of

missionary bishops derived from romoto regions : thus, for example, Dr.

Wiseman was Bishop of Molipotamus in partihiis injidillium. For this

arrangomont it was now proposed to substitute a regular hierarchy, consisting

of an archbishop and twelve sufTragans, on tho model of that framed by

I'opo Gregory tho (Iroat, whoTi ho sent Augustino to England twelve

hundred and fifty years before. Tho plan was devised in tho early days of

I'ius IX. 's pontificate, as if tho conversion of England wore to crown his

reforms at Homo ;
* but was interrupted by tho revolutionary troubles of

1818-9.

On tho 11th of August, 1850, Dr. Wisomon, who had not yot publicly

assumed tho title of archbishop, delivered a farewell address at St. Ooorgo's

pro-cathedral, before deiwrting for Homo to receive tho dignity of

cardinal—a now affront prepared for tho English pooplo, who had not had

a cardinal settled among them since the day on which cardinal Polo and

Quoon Mary o.xpirod togothor. Tho new constitution of the lloman Church
in England was now ready for laimching, and, on the 22nd of September,

the Popo issued a brief, docrooing " tho re-establishment in tho kingdom of

England, and according to tho laws of tho Church, of a hierarchy of bishops,

deriving their titles from their own sees, which wo constitute by tho present

letter in tho various apostolic districts." Tho brief was quickly followed

(October 7th) by a pastoral letter from Dr. Wiseman, to bo read in all tho

Roman Catholic chapels of London, in which tho now "Archbishop of

Westminster and Administrator Apostolic of the Diocoso of Southwark "

thus congratulated the faithful :
—" Your bolovod country has received a

place among tho fair churches which, normally constituted, form tho

splendid aggregate of Catholic communion. Catholic England has boon
restored to its orbit in tho ecclesiastical firmament, from which its light

had long vanished ; and begins now anew its course of rogularly-adjustod

action round tho centre of unity, the sourco of jurisdiction, of light, and
of vigour."

It was in vain that the whole matter was explained as a spiritual

organization, framed only to remedy defects in the former system, and
having neither tho intention nor power to touch any but the willing flock

who owned tho pastoral care of tho now prelates, standing to them in

tho same relation as tlio ministers and congregations of any other non-
established church within tho realm. Tho rights of tho Anglican bishops
and their flocks, the prerogative of the sovereign in their nomination and
in tho conferring of all titles of honour and torritorial jurisdiction, tho

• It Wrts known to the Ministry even before lord Minto went to Rome ; and public
'vnrning w.ns given by the " Times " (October, 1847), and with more details of the plan, by
th: " Quarterly Review " (January, 1848).
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supremacy of the Crown, and tlie whole constitution of our Protestant

Church and State, seemed to be assailed from the quarter ever most hated and

suspected ; and it was equally in vain to suggest that, however aggressive

the intention might be, Eome was as powerless as Bunyan's Giant Pope,

and it would be time to take active measures when any overt acts were

attempted, to the real danger of Church or State. Only a small minority

dissented from the opinion that " something must be done "—that formula

which is the frequent preface to acts alike unreasonable or impolitic in

themselves and obviously insufBcient to " do the something " which is

wanted.

That the Government shared this feeling is shown by the letters of a

statesman so little moved by ecclesiastical zeal as lord Palmerston ; and they

were quickly committed to a course by the more impulsive premier in his

famous " Durham Letter," * denouncing the aggression of the Pope as

" insolent and insidious "
; and coupling it with a vehement denunciation

of danger from Eitualism, by which "clergymen of our own church, who
have subscribed the Thirty-nine Articles, and acknowledged in explicit

terms the Queen's supremacy, have been the most forward in leading their

flocks 'step by step, to the very verge of the precipice.'

"

This manifesto of open war was the more eagerly caught up from its

appearance on the eve of the 5th of November, when the usual popular

celebration of Guy Fawkes was converted into an elaborate demonstration

against the Pope, the Cardinal, and his bishops ; nor were the ministerial

speeches at the Lord Mayor's banquet on the 9th much more dignified.

On the 10th of December, addresses from the Corporation of London

and the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge were presented in full state

to the Queen at Windsor. Her reply was in the following terms :
—" While

I cordially concur in the wish that all classes of my subjects should enjoy

the free exercise of their religion, you may rely on my determination to

uphold alike the rights of my crown, and the independence of my people,

against all aggressions and encroachments of any foreign power." The
spirit in which the Queen made this reply, and the state of her more private

feelings, are explained in a letter written next day to the duchess of

Gloucester:—"I would never have consented to say anything which

breathed a spirit of intolerance. Sincerely Protestant as I always have

been and always shall be, and indignant as I am at those who called them-

selves Protestants, while they are in fact quite the contrary, I much regret

the unchristian and intolerant spirit exhibited by many people at the public

meetings. I cannot bear to hear the violent abuse of the Catholic religion,

which is so painful and so cruel towards the many good and excellent

Catholics." f Her Majesty might well feel this the more, as the great body

* Letter to the bishop of Durham, November 4, 1850.

t " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 339. At page 341 there is an admirable

memorandum by the Prince on the cause of the crisis and the best means of meeting it by

reforms within the Church itself. He refers the cause to "the introJuction of Romish

doctrines and practises by the clergy of England, contrary to the will and feelings of the
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of the English Eoman Catholics have tept their loyalty and faith unstained,

from the day when a Catholic high admiral led the defence against the

Spanish Armada. Nor were their most conspicuous names afraid now to

sever themselves from the Italian movement; and the duke of Norfolk

summed up many utterances of Catholic loyalty ia the declaration "that

Ultramontane opinions are totally incompatille with our allegiance to our

sovereign, and with our constitution." Th.» year closed amidst the agitation

kept in full flood by numerous highly-excited public meetings. Besides all

the discussion in the newspapers, no less than seventy-eight works on the

question appeared in the last fortnight of November only.

With the opening of the new year the Ministry had before them the

task to which they stood committed, both by their own chief in his Durham
Letter, and by the insatiable demand of the popular agitation ; nor was it

an easy one. The exigencies and difficulties of their position are set forth

by lord Palmerston, with his usual acuteness, in a letter to his brother :

—

" The Papal Aggression question will give us some trouble, and give rise to

stormy debates. Our difficulty will be to find out a measure which shall

satisfy reasonable Protestants, without violating those principles of liberal

toleration which we are pledged to. I think we shall succeed." They had

all other circumstances in their favour. " Public affairs are going on as well

as they can ever at any time be expected to do. Food has been abundant

and cheap ; the labouring classes fuUy employed and in all respects better

off than they have been for a very long period of time. Poor rates are

greatly reduced ; and, though farmers complain, and rents have beea
generally lowered, yet, all things considered, neither the owners nor the

occupiers of land have any great cause to complain." The tide of pros-

perity, which had so decidedly set in, was about to receive an amazing-

impulse from the discovery of gold in Australia ; * and the expected
gathering from all nations to the great Exhibition of Industry amused the
public and disposed politicians to peace. The fruit of all these advantages
offered itself unsought to the Ministry, could they but have acted on the
favourite suggestion of their late chieftain (lord Melbourne)—" Can't you
let it alone ;

" but they had almost wilfully conjured up a storm in a clear

sky ; and their narrow escape from shipwreck was only a short reprieve.

Protestant congregations, undtr the assumption that the clergy alone had any authority in
church matters." This fundamental evil suggests the remedial principle: " That the laity

have an equal share of authority in the church with the clergy : That no alteration in the
form of divine service shall therefore be made by the clergy, without the formal consent of

the laity : Nor any interpretation given of Articles of Faith without their concurrence. This
principle once recognized as law, a whole living church constitution will spring from it,

including church government and doctrines." In contrast with this principle, it should be
remembered that the laity are not represented in convocation, but only by Parliament.

* The discovery was first made in New South Wales, at Conobolos, near Bathurst, by
Edward Hargreaves, a gold-digger from California (February, 1851; the Californian gold
discoveries were first made in 1848). The news of large discoveries of gold in that
district reached England in August ; and the produce went on augmenting till, in

November, 1852, three vessels arrived in the Thames on one day, bringing seven tons of
gold I

VOL. IX.—268.
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On the 4t]i of February, 1851, the Fourth Session of Queen Victoria's

Third Parliament was opened by her Majesty, who was greeted in going

and returning with loud cheers, mingled with cries of "No Popery ! '"' The

Speech from the Throne dwelt with satisfaction on the continuance of peace

and amity with foreign nations, the end of the war in Schleswig-Holstein,

the conclusion of a treaty with Sardinia, and the new measures of Brazil for

the suppression of the Slave Trade. Parliament was congratulated on the

progressive state of the revenue, notwithstanding the large reductions of

taxation in late years, and upon the flourishing state of commerce and

manufactures. Her Majesty l^imented the difficulties still felt by the owners

and occupiers of land ; but hoped that the prosperity of other classes of her

subjects would have a beneficial tendency in diminishing those difficulties

and in promoting the interests of agriculture. The chief measures recom-

mended were for improving the Administration of Justice, and for the

Eegistration of Deeds relating to the Transfer of Property ; besides the one

which was announced in the following terms :
—" The recent assumption of

certain ecclesiastical titles, conferred by a foreign power, has excited strong

feelings in this country ; and large bodies of my subjects have presented

addresses to me, expressing attachment to the throne, and praying that such

assumptions should be resisted. I have assured them of my resolution to

maintain the rights of my Crown and the independence of the nation against

all encroachments, from whatever c[uarter they may proceed. I have at the

same time expressed my earnest desire and firm determination, iinder God's

blessing, to maintain unimpaired the religious liberty which is so justly

prized by the people of this country. It will bo for you to consider the

measure which will bo laid before you on this subject."

No amendment was moved to the Address in either House, but there was

an interesting expression of the very diverse feelings with which tho

proposed measure was regarded. The debate in the Lords was chiefly

remarkable for the strong condemnation of the Papal aggression by lord

Camoys, a Eoman Catholic peer. That in the Commons foreshadowed an

opposition, not indeed numerically strong, but formidable from the influence

of different parties who made a strenuous resistance on various grounds.

The Irish Catholic members were doubly provoked when it was found that

the Bill would extend to Ireland, where the episcopal titles, long used with

the tacit consent of all parties, had been lately recognized by the Queen and

Parliament. Tho English Eadicals, refusing to regard the new constitution

as having any effect beyond tho pale of the Eoman Catholic community,

were vehement in condemning the infraction of religious liberty by the old

champions of Catholic Emancipation themselves. Their views wera

vigorously expressed by "Mr. Eoebuck, who held lord John Eussell respon-

sible for breaking the prevalent tranquillity by a needless popular agitation.

Mr. Disraeli, as leader of the opposition, while ready to support the measure

demanded by tho Protestant zeal of his followers and the country, again

charged tho Ministry with a large share of responsibility for the aggression.

It was not (he said) "insidious," but frank almost to indiscretion; nor
" insolent," for it was fuUy expected, and was in daily operation in Ireland.
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It was connected with the much wider question of our diplomatic relations

with Home. But the opposition most serious, both in its princijiles and

consequences, was that of the followers of sir Robert Peel, who—besides the

objection on the ground of religious libert}', felt that their leader's policy

for conciliating the Catholics was brought into peril by a needless agitation

and by a measure which was sure to prove nugatory. These warnings

—

though representing also the real feelings and traditional policy of the

Whigs who were being dragged along with the Government—were little

heeded, as coming from a party numerically insignificant, and distrusted for

the ritualistic proclivities of some of its chief members. But they were

justified by the result. On the other hand, trouble was sure to sj)ring up
from the members who claimed to be the special guardians of Protestantism,

for whom any moderate measure would not go far enough.

On the 7th of February, lord John Eussell, in a long historical speech,

moved for leave to bring in his " Ecclesiastical Titles Bill," to forbid the

assumption by Eoman Catholics of titles taken from any territory or place

within the United Kingdom, under a penalty of £100 for each use of any

such title. The Bill made absolutely void every act done by virtue of such

titles ; declared the endowment of such sees illegal ; and provided that any

gift or bequest made to them should at once revert to the Crown for adminis-

tration. The Irish members protested vehemently against the inclu^on of

their country in the Bill. Mr. Eoebuck characterized it as " one of the

meanest, pettiest, and most futile measures, that ever disgraced even bigotry

itself." Mr. Bright denounced it as "little, paltry, and miserable, a mere
sham to bolster up church ascendancy." Mr. Disraeli, though not opposing
the introduction of the Bill, spoke of it with contempt as " a piece of petty

persecution," and declared that the real problem to be solved was the recon-

ciliation of the recognition of a Eoman Catholic hierarchy by the law with a
complete respect for the civil and religious liberties of the Eoman Catholics.

Sir Eobert Inglis—who had represented the University of Oxford ever since

its rejection of sir Eobert Peel in the crisis of Catholic emancipation

—

expressed his dissatisfaction with the inadequacy of the measure. Lord
Ashley concluded a speech in favour of the Bill with a warning against the
"histrionic antics" of the Eitualists. After a debate extended through
four sittings, the Bill was brought in by the overwhelming majority of 395
against 63.

Meanwhile, however, a very different division had warned the govern-
ment of their real weakness. Oa the clause in the Speech from the Throne,
lamenting " the severe distress which continues to exist in the United King-
dom among that important class of her Majesty's subjects, the owners and
occupiers of land," Mr. Disraeli founded a motion, that it was "the duty of
her Majesty's Ministers to introduce without delay such measures as may
be most effectual for the relief thereof" (February 11th). It was not—
he said, in a speech of great power and eloquence—the object of his motion
to dispute the general prosperity of the country, or to attack the new com-
mercial system, but to adapt the condition of the owners and occupiers of
land to that system. What these classes required was only justice. They
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did not slirink from competition, but tliey asked not to be forced into it

manacled. Of course this disclaimer did not exclude the whole question of

Protection and Free Trade from the discussion, which is memorable as the

last great Parliamentary conflict of the principles at issue.* The chief

honours of the two nights' debate were carried off by sir James Graham,

who pronounced the time past for any attempt to revive Protection or to

enhance the price of food. Drawing a picture of the labourer returning

home after his toil from the rising to the setting sun, and finding his

evening meal cheaper and more abundant—the soldier, with the larger

rations purchased out of his scanty pay—and the same experience among
all the working classes—he applied to each in turn the old refrain :—" He
knows the reason why." "You may convulse the country"—he

exclaimed—"you may endanger property: you may shake our institutions

to their foundations : but I am satisfied there is no person in England, who
can permanently enhance by force of law the price of bread." His

peroration invoked the last utterances of sir Eobert Peel :—" He has ceased

from his labour : he is at rest, and takes no longer a share in these angry

strifes and contentions. But although he is dead, he still speaks, and from

his tomb, as it were, I hear the echo of his voice in this House. Well do

I remember his memorable words—and do not you forget them— ' I still

adhere to my opinion and belief ; and earnestly I hope that I may never

live to see the day when the House of Commons will retrace its steps.' He
indeed is gone ; but may the omen be averted that the House of Commons
is about to retrace its steps ! His gigantic strength is wanting to us ; my
voice is feeble, my power insignificant, but my part is taken. I hold it to

be my sacred duty and sacred trust to defend that policy to the best of my
ability."

These words derived the greater force from the anticipation of a close

division ; for many of the opposition were ready to give the Ministry a

blow, availing themselves of the pleas urged by Mr. Disraeli in reply, that

his motion was simply for enquiry, and a logical sequence of the speech

from the throne. He was supported by 267 votes against 281 (Feb. 13th).

This narrow majority of fourteen was felt to be a check to the Ministry,

which reacted on their chief measure ; and a few days later they were

further damaged by another display of financial incompetence. Sir Charles

Wood's budget (February 17th) showed a probable surplus of two millions

and a-half for the current year (ending April 5th). For the coming year

he estimated the revenue at £o2, 140,000, and the expenditure at about

£50,248,000, leaving a surplus of £1,892,000. But the estimate of revenue

included the Income Tax and Irish Stamp Duties (a sum of five millions

and a-half) which would expire on April 5th, unless renewed by Parlia-

ment. The country had not yet got accustomed to the permanence of the

Income Tax, and the fairness of its incidence on various kinds of income

* The debate at the end of 1852, when the Derby-Disraelite Ministry had surrendered

rrotection, was but the last protest of the Abdiels of the party, " faithful found among the

faithless."
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was much questioned, so that its renewal unmodified for another three

years' term was sure to cause widespread disappointment. The best con-

solation for this would have been a bold dealing with an unpopular impost

;

and the Window Tax had been clearly doomed by lord Duncan's motion in

the previous session. But sir Charles "Wood insisted first on applying

above half his surplus (£1,000,000) to the reduction of the National Debt;

and he devoted the rest to a number of compromises. The duties on coffee

were to be reduced ; those on timber halved ; and a sop thrown to the landed

interest by transferring the charges for pauper lunatic asylums to the

Consolidated Fund. As for the "Window Tax, he proposed to commute it

for existing houses to an annual charge of two-thirds of the present duty,

and to impose a house-tax of Is. in the pound on the rental of all new or

improved houses.

While staggering under the universal dissatisfaction at such proposals,

the Ministry were defeated in a thin House, but by a majority of two to one

(100 to 52) on Mr. Locke King's motion for reducing the County Franchise

to £10 (February 20th).* On the 22nd the "Times" suriDrised the public by
announcing the resignation of Ministers. "Upon this ensued one of the most
complicated ministerial crises of recent times. Lord Stanley, being sent for

by the Queen on lord John's advice, professed himself taken by surprise,

and recommended that an attempt should first be made to strengthen the

present Government by a combination with the Peelites. But these, repre-

sented by lord Aberdeen and sir James Graham, refused to have anything
to do with the Ecclesiastical Titles Bill ; and the same difficulty compelled
lord Aberdeen to decline the attempt on his own part. While thus pre-

vented from either taking the helm themselves or joining the Whigs, the
Peelites were equally unwilling to act with the party who still advocated
Protection, and they refused lord Stanley's overtures when he was again
sent for by the Queen. It is still not without interest to read his statement
of the policy on which he had decided if he had been able to form a
government ; the application of surplus revenue to the reduction of the
Income Tax ; the imposition of a moderate duty on corn and provisions, to

effect the final extinction of that tax ; and full investigation, not hasty and
passionate legislation, in respect of the Eoman Catholic hierarchy.

On the re-assembling of the two Houses on the 28th, fuU explanations
were given of this state of affairs, in which lord John Eussell had expressed
the fear (in a letter to Prince Albert) " that the prerogative of the Crown
would pass to the House of Commons." But he was able to announce that
the duke of Wellington had been summoned from Strathfieldsaye to give
the Queen that counsel, which had already more than once cut the Gordian
knot of politics, t On the 3rd of March the Houses received the announce-

* How much this vote was due to the abstention of lukewarm or offended supporters of
the Government, was proved by the rejection of the second reading of the Bill by a
majority of 21G (209 to 83) in a House of 382 Members (April 2nd).

+ It W.1S humorously observed that the problem " What is to be done? " could always be
solved by sending for the duke of Wellington to give the word of command— "Rightabout
tve " or " As you were."
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ment of the Ministers' return to ofSce 'wltli the indifference due to wlint

was inevitable. But it was becoming more and more clear, from all the

movements of parties, that, since sir Eobert Peel's death, the Protectionist

chiefs had succeeded to the leadership of the Tory party and must be the

heads of any purely Conservative Government ; -while, in sjplte of the

existing ecclesiastical quarrel, the Peelites were tending, by their common
principles of Free Trade, towards a union with the Liberals.*

On the 7th of March sir George Grey moved the second reading of the

Ecclesiastical Titles Bill in a modified form, in which all that was left was

—

as sir George Grey naively declared—" an unambiguous declaration of

Parliament against the assumption of titles only." It was still most

vigorously opposed by the Irish Members, and by the Peelites and

Eadicals,—sir James Graham, Gladstone, and EoundeU Palmer,—Cobden,

Bright, Eoebuck, and Hume,—who had now the new argument, that the

reasons against the abandoned clauses ajiplied equally to the one left. But,

after a debate protracted over seven nights, the one conviction, that " some-

thing must be done," was expressed in the majority of 438 to 95 for the

second reading (March 25th). In Committee the Government were signally

defeated on amendments moved by sir F. Thesiger to make the working of

the measure more stringent (June 27th). Having finally passed the

Commons by 2C3 to 46, the second reading in the Lords was carried,

against the ojjposition headed by lord Aberdeen, by 2G5 to 38 (July 22nd).

The Act, which received the Eoyal assent on tlio 1st of August, was
wisely met by the new hierarchy in England with a quiet persistence in

their organization, instead of protests which would have revived the dying

agitation. In Ireland, a " Catholic Defence Association" was formed at a

great meeting at Dublin, the chairman of which was ostentatiously pro-

claimed as " the Most Eeverend Dr. Cullen, Archbishop of Armagh, and

Primate of all Ireland "
; but it was remarked that few lay Catholics of

distinction were present (August 19th). A year later, the most pugnacious

of the Irish Prelates, Dr. MacHale, called " the Lion of St. Jarlath's," -j-

courted prosecution by writing to the Prime Minister (lord Derby), under

the signature of "John, Archbishop of Tuam"; but the challenge was not

taken up, and the Act remained a dead letter on the Statute Book, till its

repeal by universal consent in 1871.

Looking back calmly on the whole question, it appears that great faults

were committed on both sides, in respect of wisdom and policy, but the

opposition to the Papal Aggi-ession was based on a sound princij)le. In.

our constitution of Church and State, besides the general principle

• The strength of the pnrty was again shown, even under the altered circumstances, by
the narrow majority of 13 (2G3to250) against another motion by Mr. Disraeli in favour of

granting relief of taxation to the owners and occupiers of land (April 11th). An interestin'-'

contribution was made in the same month to the discussion, from the Protectionist side, by
sir Liihvcr Lyttun in his " Letter to John Bull, Esq., on Afl'airs connected with his Landed
I'lopcrty."

+ Dr. MacIIale died in 1882, having lived to suffer discountenance from Rome and the

heads of his Church in Ireland for the moderation of his political views.
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that the Crown is the sole fountain of honour, the titles of bishops are too

intimately associated with civil rights, territorial autliority, and the exercise

of the Eoyal Supremacy, to be imitated, without impropriety and even

danger, whether by a palate appointed by the Tope, or by a Nonconformist

pastor, who may plead primitive usage for styling himself a bishop. Such

is the principle involved ; but the allowance of the usage, so long as it is

practically harmless, or even its sanction in peculiar circumstances such as

those of Ireland, is now clearly seen to be a question of policy. Future

dangers may be left to be dealt with by law and by the Trotcstaut spirit of

EnMand, on which neither Catholic prosclytism nor ritualistic innovations

have made any serious impression.

The Ecclesiastical Titles Bill left little time for other measures during

the session through which the restored Ministry dragged out their feeble

remnant of oificial life. On the 4th of April sir Charles Wood brought in

an amended Budget, proposing an entire repeal of the Window Tax, and

the substitution for it of a Duty on Hjuses* of above £20 annual rent, at

9d. in the pound on private dwellings and Gd. on houses used for business
;

and reductions of the duties on coffee and timber. A strong opposition was

at once raised to the continuance of the Income Tax without modification,

and at length Mr. Hume carried a motion against Ministers (by 2-14 to 230),

for its renewal for one year, instead of three (May 2nd).

The Radicals continued to urge on the questions of further Parlia-

mentary Keform, and financial retrenchment, especially in military and

naval expenditure. On the 1 7th of April, Mr. Cobdou—amidst a general

concurrence in his object—moved an address for negociations with France,

with a view to the mutual reduction of armaments, little thinking that,

before the end of the year, seven and a-half millions of Frenchmen would

sanction another Napoleonic usurpation—the prelude to a long series of

new wars.

The chief measures of improvem.ent effected in this Session related to

the administration of the law. The Act 14 and 15 Victorioe, cap. 8o

(\ugust 7th), established a new Court of Appeal in Chancery, consisting of

t\e Lord Chancellor and two Lords Justices. Lord Brougham added

another to his many services in the improvement of the law by carrying the

long-needed reform of allowing the parties to a suit to be examined as

witnesses.t Among other improvements in the Criminal Law, power was

given to judges to amend those merely technical flaws in an indictment, by

which justice was often defeated | (cap. 100).

Among social and sanitary improvements, besides making fresh regula-

• This was the revival of a tax originally imposed in 1696, and, after various alterations,

repealed in ISai. Tlie Ilouse-tax imposed in 1851 is still in force in 1882.

t "An Act to amend llie Law of Evidence : " 14 and 15 VictoriLe, cap. 99, August "ill.

t The "Act for the better Prevention of Offences " (cap. 19, July 3rd) is noticeable for

dealing (among other things) with the new offence of perverting a scientific discovery to the

service of crime, by stupefying with chloroform or other drugs. Another Act (cap. 55,

.\iigust 1st) amended the law relating to the E.tpenses of Prosecutions, and the apprehension

and trial of offenders.
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tions for Lodging Houses, especially for the labouring classes (cap. 28 and

34), Parliament at length, sanctioned a plan for relieving London of the

nuisance and danger of its great Cattle Market in the heart of the City, by
transferring Smithfield Market to an admirable site on the high ground of

Copenhagen Fields, Islington (cap. 61). The vacant space of Smithfield

was afterwards occupied by new markets for meat and other provisions
;

and, in connection with the great works of the Holborn Viaduct and Metro-

politan Railways, the whole quarter of the City along the valley of the old

Fleet river was completel}' renovated.*

In relation to Foreign Affairs, the restored peace of Europe (treacherous

as the appearance soon proved) made this Session a blank ; but new interest

was excited in the cause of Italian freedom by Mr. Gladstone's indignant

exposure, as the result of his own personal observation, of the barbarous

cruelties inflicted in the State prisons of Naples on vast numbers of innocent

and untried men, who were immured there for political offences. "j" Lord
Palmerston availed himself of these disclosures with characteristic zeal,

declaring in the House that Mr. Gladstone had done himself great honour

by the course he had pursued at Naples, and that, concurring with him in

the hope that the influence of public opinion in Europe might have some

effect in setting such matters right, he had sent copies of the publication to

be communicated by our Ministers to each Euroj)ean court. Next day,

Parliament was prorogued by the Queen in person (August 8th).

The decennial census, taken on the 31st of March, showed a total popu-

lation of 27,595,388 in the United Kingdom, that of London being

2, 361,040.

1

* The new Islington Cattle Market was opened iu June, 1855, and the new Smithfield

Meat Market in 1868. The Holborn Viaduct and new Blackfriars Bridge were opened by

the Queen on November 6, 1869.

t Mr. Gladstone's two letters to lord Aberdeen appeared in July. Earlier in the year,

lord Palmerston writes to his brother at N.aples :—" Gladstone says the Neapolitan is a

Governo infernale, and that, as a gentleman and a Christian, he feels it his duty to make
known what he has seen of its proceedings."—.\shley's "Life of Viscount Palmerston,"

vol. i. p. 257.

X For the details, in comparison with other Decennial Returns, see the Tables.
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The first year of the second half of the nineteenth century was signalized

by an effort to give a new impulse to industry and art throughout the

civilized world, and to improve those of our own country by comparison

with all the rest, by means of a Universal Exhibition of specimens of the

works of aU Nations in London. Though sneered at by cynical critics as

merely a gigantic bazaar, and somewhat disparaged by the disappoint-

ment of high-flown boasts of the new era of peace and good-will which

was to be ushered in by the open display of friendly rivalry in the sub-

jection of Nature to man's material wants, the enterprize must ever be

memorable for its novelty and boldness, for the motives that prompted the

scheme, the energy and ingenuity that effected in the face of tremendous

difficulties and opposition, for the brilliancy of its immediate success, and

the permanent results to the advancement of science and art for which that

success supplied the means. Nor is the least part of its interest derived

from regarding it as the crowning triumph of that particular course of

work on behalf of his adopted country, to which the Prince Consort devoted

his life and all the influence belonging to his relation to the Queen.

The key to his signal success is found in the clear conception which he

formed of his position from the first, without which his high intellect, pure

virtue, and force of character, might have hardly set;ured him from failure.

Designated from childhood by the family as the future partner of his

cousin's presumptive dignity, its contemplation grew with his growth ; and

he was happy in the guidance of the friend, who has left us a most
89
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interesting anticipation of his future course. In 1806, wlien the Prince was

seventeen years old, baron Stockmar writes * :—" He is said to be circum-

spect, discreet, and even now cautious ; but all this is not enough. He
ought to have not merely great ability, but a right ambition, and great

force of will as well. To pursue a political career so arduous for a lifetime,

demands more than energy and inclination : it demands also that earnest

frame of mind which is ready of its own accord to sacrifice mere pleasure to

real usefulness." How thoroughly Prince Albert did accept his position

in this spirit,—how clearly he defined and firmly insisted on both his duties

and his rights, as the head of his own famil}', while the loyal subject of

his Sovereign,—as the Queen's confidential adviser and assistant in her

councils with her Ministers, while bound to abstain from all public part in

p)olitics,—all this has now been fully made known by tho records of his

life, which it lies beyond our present subject to trace throughout.

f

But it is most interesting, at the period with which we are now con-

cerned, to read the Prince's own view—after an experience of ten years

—

of his position as consort of the sovereign, and the performance of the

duties which it imposed on him. J "This position"—he writes to the

duke of Wellington—" is a most peculiar and delicate one. Whilst a

female sovereign has a great many disadvantages in comparison with a

king, yet, if she is married, and her husband understands and does his

duty, her position, on the other hand, has many compensating advantages,

and, in the long run, will be found even to be stronger than that of a male

sovereign. But this requires that the husband should entirely sink his

oicn individual existence in that of his wife—that he should aim at no power

by himself or for himself—should shun all contention—assume no separate

•"The Early Years of His Royal Highness the Prince Consort. Compiled under the

direction of Her Majesty the Queen." By Lieut. -General the Hon. Charles Grey. 18G7.—
As attempts have been made to disparage the influence of baron Stockmar, it is well to cite,

on the highest authority, the estimate formed of him by English statesmen of different

parties:—"The Queen, looking back with gratitude and affection to the friend of their

early married life, can never forget the assistance given by the baron to the young couple in

regulating their movements and general mode of life, and in directing the education of their

children. Lord Melbourne had the greatest regard and affection for, and almost unbounded
confidence in him. . . . Lord Aberdeen, also, speaking of him to the Queen, said— ' I have

known men as clever, as discreet, as good, and with as much judgment ; but I never knew
any one who united all these qualities as he did.'

"—(Note by the Queen in "Early Years,"

etc., p. 18S.)

t "The Life of His Royal Highness the Prince Consort." By Theodore Martin. Vol. i.

(1810-1848) : 1875. Vol. ii. (1848-1854) : 1876. Vol. iii. (1854-1836) : 1878. Vok iv.

(1857-1859): 1879. Vol. v. (1860-1861): 18S0. 1\\i form in which we generally quote

this work has been purposely adopted, not, most assuredly, from any disparagement of the

distinguished author, but expressly to mark the still higher authority it derives from the

materials it embodies, and the sanction under which it was composed and published. It is

to the Queen herself that we owe the choicest part of the materials, which Sir Theodore
Martin has wrought together with a skill above all praise.

* The italics are the Prince's own. The letter was written (.\pril 6, 1850) to state the

Prince's reasons for declining the commandership-in-chief of the army, in which the duke
(now in his 81st year) strongly desired the Prince to succeed him.—See the "Life of the

Prince Consort," chap, xxxvii. vol. ii. pp. 2b2 /oil.
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responsibility before llio public, but make his position entirely a part of

hers fill up every gap -which, as a woman, she would naturally leave in

the exorcise of her regal functions—continually and anxiously watch

every part of the public busines?, in order to be able to advise and assist

her at any moment in any of the multifarious and difficult questions or

duties brought before her, sometimes international, sometimes jjolitical, or

social, or personal. As the natural head of her family, superintendent

of her household, manager of lior private affairs, sole confidential adviser

in politics, and only assistant in her communications with the officers of

the Government, he is, besides, tho husband of the Queen, the tutor of

the royal children, tho private secretary of the sovereign, and her permanent

minister."

In all these duties, which might well seem enough to occupy tho

greatest industry, there was no direct contact with the people; and it

might have seemed that the " sinking of his own individual existence in

that of his wife," and tho strict abstinence from all part in tho public strife

of politics, condemned tho Prince to that seclusion from public affairs, which

would have been fatal to his popularity and thereby most injurious to the

Crown. But it was Prince Albert's high merit to discern clearly, and to

devote his best powers to fill, that sphere of jmblic activity in which he

might at once benefit the people and strengthen the sovereign's hold on tho

best affections of her subjects by acting for her in things beyond the range

of passing politics.*

He had formed a concejition, as true as it was lofty, of the unity of

interest that binds together the people and the throne ; and even in tho

" counterfeit presentment " of the Queen's person, set up among a busy

population, he found " an assurance that where loyalty and attachment to

the sovereign, as tho rcjircscntative of the institutions of the country, are linked

to an ardent love of progress, founded upon self-reliance and self-improve-

ment, a country cannot fail to prosper, under favour of the Almighty." f To
use the words of an able writer J:

—"The Prince Consort made it his

constant endeavour to render this ideal a living reality. All his words and
actions show that he thought a constitutional king ought to be the imago
of whatever was noble and generous in the mind of tho nation ho was
appointed to govern. He knew that the beneficent infiuonce of the Crown
could penetrate into the most secret recesses of the people's life ;

" and ho
had formed a distinct idea " as to the influence which tho Crown can justly

exercise on tho internal economy of tlie nation. Ho wished to make it tho

central ground on which all tlie opposing energies of a free people might
consent to unite, laying aside, for the sake of a common interest, their

individual differences."

In pursuing this grand ideal of his public life, the Prince was ever

* For an admirable description and estimate of- the Prince's plan of life, and for the

effect it had in strengthening tlie monarchy, see the "Life," vol. i. pp. 73-4 and 259.

t Speech on unveiling the Queen's statue at Salford.

X "Quarterly Review," July, 1879, vol. 14S, pp. h, 7.
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faithful to the motto suggested to him by baron Stocimar : " Great thoughts

and a pure heart !
" But many a noble mind has had these, only to pass

his life in what Thucydides calls "the bitterest of griefs, to be meditating

many things, but to be able to accomplish none." To his high motives and

the iniluenoe of his lofty place, Prince Albert added a clear, quick, and

penetrating intellect, cultured in the whole range of literature, science, and

art, a singular accuracy of observation, sound judgment, and the gift

indispensable as the organ of all the rest, a power of speech, thoughtful

and fluent, accurate and impressive, which, if it never soared to lofty flights

of eloquence,'never sank to commonplace or wearied by monotony. His style

of speaking has been characterized with equal accuracy by a judgment not

misled by affection, and a candour prevailing over feelings approaching to

distrust. Of his great success at York, in 1848, when he made to the Eoyal

Society of Agriculture a speech " graceful, compact, suggestive, and

playful," as one who had himself" experienced the pleasures and the little

pangs" attendant on agricultural pursuits,* the Queen wrote, "Indepen-

dently of his acute mind and jjure and excellent heart, he has rare tact, and

always knows what to say, and how to say it. . . . He never says a word

too much or too little." f Oi his brilliant speech at the same city, in

1850,:[: the " Spectator" observed, that the nation had by that time learned

to feel that, if he were removed from us, we should miss one of the least

obtrusive, but most useful, of our public men. He never made a speech in

public on any occasion of mark without suggesting matter for useful

thought, and the tone of his speeches always combines the conservative

with the progressive."

Besides his ability and tact, two qualities contributed mainly to the

Prince's success as a speaker. Closely connected by family ties with

England, and early designated for his high place, he had not only (of

course) learnt English from his childhood, but he had cultivated our

language m the only ivaij by which the mastery of it is acquired for the use of the

orator or writer, the constant perusal of the great models of English style.g

The other point is, that his speeches were carefully prepared, and generally,

if not always, written and committed to memory. " It was liis creed that,

representing as he would be held to do the personal opinions of the sovereign, no

word spoken by him on public occasions should be left to the chance of the

moment, but that all should be weU. considered and presented in the best

possible form."
1|

The wide and varied feeling of social interests and material improve-

* The Prince occupied himself with practical Tarming at Windsor, Osborne, and

Balmoral, and was a constant exhibitor, and frequent winner of prizes, at the shows of the

Smithfield Cattle Club and the Royal Agricultural Society.

t "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. S9, 90.

X That containing the eulogy of sir Robert Peel.—See p. 63.

§ It is somewhat remarkable that the increased attention paid of late years to the

Uieoretical and "scientific " study of the English language has been coincident (we do not

say as cause and effect) with a signal deterioration of English style.

II
"Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 87.
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ment—the welfare of the working classes and the education of all,—the

cause of religion, morality, and philanthropy,—the advancement of literature,

science, and art, not so much for their own enjoyment as for their use in

making the people better, happier, and more prosperous :—all this may ho
traced in the records of his life and the collection of his speeches.*

He first came forward as a speaker in the first year of his married life, while

not yet twenty-one, to plead for a cause dear to English hearts, the Aboli-

tion of the Slave Trade (June 1, 18-10) ; when " by a few concise and weighty
sentences ho gave a foretaste of that power of saying much in a few words,

for which his speeches and addresses soon became remarkable." f His own
modest report to his father proves how from the first he kept in view the

purpose of strengthening the hold of the Crown on the respect of the

people ;
" my speech was received with great applause, and seems to have

produced a good effect in the country."

In the same spirit he expressed his sincere regret at a momentary
difficulty raised against his speaking at a meeting of the Society for

improving the Condition of the Labouring Classes, of which he became
president in 1848, " because (he wrote) it will be difficult to find another
becoming opportunity for expressing the sincere interest which the Queen
and myself feel for the welfare and comfort of the working classes." In
the publications attempting to bring discredit on the Crown, at that critical

time of republican agitation, J he only found "one more reason for attending
the meeting, and showing to those who are thus misguided, that the Eoyal
FaniUy are not merely living upon the earnings of the people (as these
jmblications try to represent) without caring for the poor labourers but
that they are anxious about their welfare, and ready to co-operate in any
scheme for the amelioration of their condition. We may possess tliese feelings

and yet the mass of the people may be ignorant of it, because they have never heard
it expressed to them, or seen any tangible proof of it." Happily the objectors
gave way, and the Prince had the desired opportunity of expressing his
'' sympathy and interest for that class of the community which has most of
the toil and least of the enjoyments of the world." § The burden of the
speech was the identical interests of all classes, which ignorance alone
prevents from uniting for their mutual advantage ;—the special duty of
those who enjoy station, wealth, and education, to dispel that ignorance and
show how man can help man, notwithstanding the complicated state of
civilized society, but to be careful to avoid any dictatorial interference with
labour and employment ;—and above all, the great principle that, after all
that the society or individuals could do by way of help and example, as in
the form of model lodging-houses, loan funds, and land allotments,

||
yet

• "The Speeches and Addresses of His Royal Highness the Prince Consort. Published
by command of Her M.ijesty the Queen."

t "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 87.

J The objection made by some members of the Government to his attending the meeting
was from the fear that the Chartists and other demagogues might make use of it for a
demonstration against royalty.

§ " Speech," May 18, 1848.—"Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 46.

II
As to the Prince's clear sight of these practical objects and his cwn efforts to carry

them out, see the " Life," vol. ii. pp. 228-0.
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that "any real improvement must be the result of the eserfion of the

working people themselves." The Prince's biographer observes that this

speech first fairly showed to the country what he was ; and, when the

Crown was thus represented in its relations to the working classes, it is no

wonder that he could write to baron Stockmar—" Monarchy never stood

higher in England than it does at this momont." *'

That a man of such a spirit, himself trained in the highest culture,

should take the deepest interest in the education of all classes, was a matter

of course. In the year 1847 he was designated for the Chancellorship of

the University of Cambridge, on grounds admirably expressed at the time

by bishop Blomfield, that " not only the exalted rank of the Prince, but his

Eoyal Highness's scientific and literary attainments, and the distinction of

his own academical career, f point him out as a peculiarly fit person for tho

highest honours our University has to bestow." His election—after a

contest forced on his supporters by party spirit, which served to bring out

his dignity, temper, and sound judgment—took place at the crisis of an

irresistible movement for the reform of the two ancient universities ; and

their best friends regarded it as of happy omen that " one so very near the

throne, one who had so deep a stake in the prosperity of our beloved

country, should be pledged to support and foster our academical institu-

tions." J The Master of Trinity, Dr. Whewell—who was alike distinguished

for his eminence in science and for his thoughtful discussion of university

studies §—transmitted to the Prince an elaborate memorandum on tho

improvements to be desired in the Cambridge course of study, at the same

time assuring him, " I am persuaded tho university at large looks upon

your Eoyal Highness's acceptance of the office of chancellor as highly

auspicious, and likely to be of the greatest benefit to the university, both in

the conduct of its aS'airs in its usual course, and also in introducing

improvements in its system, if such should be found needful."

The Prince at once took up the question with characteristic energy and

caution. After receiving from the Vico-ChanceUor a full statement of the

provisions established for the various branches of learning and the use

actually made of them, and, having obtained sir Eobert Peel's opinion on

this and on Dr. Whewell's proposals,
||
he drew up a scheme for widening

tho range of study, and establishing new Honour Triposes in mental and

moral science (including political economy, history, and law), and in the

* To the Prince's direct use of his influence with the Government, a few years later, for

the abolition of the " truck-system," a most touching tribute was paid after his death, in the

address of sympathy presented to her Majesty by the ballast-heavers of the port of London,

which deserves also to be placed on record as a landmark in the social history of labour in

England.—"Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iv. pp. 3, 4.—Anolher memorable e.\ample

of his efforts to lead the working classes into the paths of providence and self-reliance is

furnished by his speech at a meeting in aid of the Servants' Provident and Benevolent

Society (18-19 :
" Life," vol. ii. p. 1G8).

t At the University of Bonn-on-the-Rhine.

X Professor Sedgwick, quoted in the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 115.

§ See his " Discourse on the Studies of the University of Cambridge," a work especi.'.lly

valuable for its defence of those permanent studies which form the intellectual bond of

educated society, and the current coin of thought in all times and countries.

II See sir Robert's letter in the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 117.
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physical sciences. The plan was adopted by the Syndicate of the University

and can-ied by a triumphant majority of the Senate (October 31, 1848).

In the Tvider field of popular education' Prince Albert's interest was

most deep and earnest; and the order of time may bo anticipated, to

show the principles ho maintained. In 1S57, when tlio question was

ripening to a decision, he presided at the first meeting of the Conference on

National Education, a task of which the difficulty and delicacy can scarcely be

apprehended by a generation which has only seen the later phase of the

contest between parental freedom and state compulsion, between systems

based on religious training or secular teaching, and the conflicts of rival

relisrious bodies. It was not the Prince's manner to evade these delicate

questions, but to seek for the best course to follow in their presence. We
must be content to refer to the speech itself for his clear recognition of the

ground common to all parties, on which alone he consented to meet them

that daj',—the great advance made by voluntary efforts, but the greater

want still left unsupplied,—the social difficulties to bo surmounted, and the

terrible hindrance of parental indifference, and his wise and feeling enforce-

ment of the regard due to parental rights and duties. Going then to the

root of the whole matter, he urged the sacred duties alike of parents and of

those who were bound to aid them, with the pure eloquence of deep

conviction:— " Man alone is born into this world with faculties far nobler

than the other creatures, reflecting the image of Him who has willed that

there should be beings on earth to know and worship Him, but endowed

with the power of self-determination, and having reason given them for

their guide. Man can develop his faculties, place himself in harmony with

his Divine prototype, and attain that happiness which is offered to him on

earth, to bo completed hereafter in entire union with Him through the

mercy of Christ. But he can also leave these faculties unimproved, and miss

his mission oh earth. Ho will then sink to the level of the lower animals,

forfeit happiness, and separate from his God, whom he did not know how to

find. Gentlemen, I say, man has no right to do this—he has no right to

throw off the task which is laid upon him for his happiness ; it is his duty

to fulfil his mission to the utmost of his power ; but it is our dut}', the duty

of those whom Providence has removed from this awful struggle and placed

beyond this fearful danger, manfully, uncea.singly, and untiringly to aid

by advice, assistance, and example the great bulk of the people, who,

without such aid, must almost inevitably succumb to the difficulty of their

task. They will not cast from them the aiding hand, and the Almighty

will bless the labours of those who work in His cause." How wisely the
" example " on which he insisted was set by himself, for the benefit of the

people over whom his descendants were to rule, is attested by his memo-
randum (in 1849) on the principles on which the education of the royal

children should be conducted.*

A large share of the Prince's activity was devoted to the encouragement

of agriculture, commerce, manufactures, and public improvements of all

* "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 175,
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Muds. "We have already had occasion to notice his practical interest in

agriculture ; and this was combined with his support of a great work in

the interest of commerce, when he laid the first stone of the new docks at

Great Grimsby * (April, 1849). In passing through Lincolnshire he had

not only been struck by " the energy and perseverance which had

succeeded in transforming unhealthy swamps into the richest and most

fertile soil in the kingdom '\; he had enquired into the cause, and found it

to be in a great measure due to the excellent relations between landlord and

tenant. " Here (he said) it is recognized that the real advantage and the

Ijrosperity of both do not depend upon the written letter of agreements, but

on that mutual trust and confidence which has in this country, for a long

time, been held a sufficient security to both, to warrant the extensive

outlay of capital and the engagement in farming operations on the largest

scale."

Even to those inclined to regard the Prince's position chiefly in its

ornamental light, one of its chief functions would of course appear to be the

encouragement of the fine arts, both for their own sake, and for their

industrial application. For this he was eminently fitted, alike by nature

and education ; imbued with a fine taste, trained in sound principles, and
himself an accomplished musician and no mean master of the pencil.f A
great opportunity presented itself at the very time of the Prince's arrival in

England. A Committee of the House of Commons had been for some
time enquiring what use could be made of the rebuilding of the Houses
of Parliament for the encouragement of the Fine Arts. One of sir

Eobert Peel's first acts on coming into power, in 1811, was to hand
over the enquiry to a Eoyal Commission, with Prince Albert at its head.

The first-fruit of the labours of tlie Commission was seen in the

Exhibition, in Westminster Hall, of the cartoons produced in competition

for the prizes offered for works on subjects illustrative of English History
and Poetry, suitable for the fresco decoration of the wall spaces. " The
exhibition opened on the 1st of July (1813), and the Prince watched its

effect upon the groat crowds who thronged the Hall while it lasted, with
the closest interest. What he then observed filled him with hope for the

development of a taste for art among the people, which might become ati

important agent in elevatiny their character and hahits, while it gave a higher

aim to such of our manufactures as were connected loith the arts of design." t

The words we have emphasized are the key-note of the Prince's whole views

of art in its relation to the people, and especially of that system of art-

education to which a new impulse was given by the success of the

Exhibition in 1851. His chief aim was to elevate the workman and "
t(f

* "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 1G6. Tiiis speech has a special interest for

ils bearing on more recent discussions concerning the tenure and improvement of the

l.ind.

+ For his modest estimate of his own accomplishments, and his views of amateur art in

general, see the "Life," vol. iv. pp. 15, 16.

J " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. i. p. 166. See vol. iv. p. 13 for a full statement of

the Prince's views on education io Art.
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restore his pride in the product of his hands." " Accordingly," writes his

biographer, " all the Prince's schemes for Museums of Science and Art were

devised with the view of putting the working-classes in as favourable a

position as the rich for seeing for themselves what science and art had

achieved, and the steps by which they had advanced to their present state."

Such were the ideas, applied both to the useful and the fine arts, and to

every branch of industry, which led up to the first Great International

Exhibition of 1851. The Prince's hold on the respect and admiration of the

people was now established so firmly, that schemes proposed by him for the

public good were welcomed with sympathy, and no longer regarded with

unfounded jealousy, at least by the great mass of the nation. Nor is it

now worth while to recal the opposition of various persons and classes,

except so far as to enhance the patient courage and tact by which they were

surmounted. The restoration of prosperity at home and peace abroad

formed a conjuncture of circumstances signally favourable ; and the national

exhibitions already held had achieved a success and produced results which

helped to prove the practicability and advantage of one which should bring

into one universal view the works of art and industry of all nations, in order

to their improvement for the common good of each and all.* The French

had taken the lead amidst the fervour of the first Pepublic ; and the

exhibition held at Paris in 1798 had been followed by nine others from

1801 to 1819. Exhibitions on a smaller scale had been held in England by
the Society of Arts, with a manifest effect in raising the quality of our

manufactures ; and in May, 1848, the Society (of which Prince Albert was
President) asked the aid of Government towards the holding of Triennial

Exhibitions of Manufactures. Inauspicious as was the time, the scheme went
on, and early in 1849 the Council framed the outline of a plan for an

Exhibition in 1851. This design was merged in the wider scheme for an
Exhibition of the Works of all Nations, proposed by the Prince to a meet-

ing of some leading members of the Society at Buckingham Palace (June

30, 1849). The Prince had consulted the Government, who approved the

plan, and had so inadequate an idea of its extent as to offer the court of

Somerset House ! but ho himself thus early suggested Hyde Park as the

fittest place for the Exhibition. In the following month he applied to the

Government for a Comniission, which was issued on the 4th of January,

1850, to twenty-five eminent persons, with the Prince as President, " for the

Promotion of an Exhibition of the Works of all Nations, to be holden in

the year 1851." It is now needless to recal the details of preparation,

encouragement, and opposition, through which the scheme was carried to its

accomplishment, or to dwell upon the bright hopes that—however dis-

appointed for the time—gave it a life and interest, but for which it would
never have been achieved. All this may be read in the Prince's Life, and

• The Prince's biographer traces the germ of the idea to those great Frankfort fairs of the

sixteenth century which the famous scholar Henri Estienne (Stephanus) described in his
" Francofordiense Emporium" (1574), in terms for which we must be content to refer the
re.ider to the " Life of the Prince Consort, vol. ii. p. 223.

«0L. IX.—267.
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especially in his great speech at the Mansion House (March 21st) calling

England to take the lead in a new epoch of civilization, in -svliich under

her auspices an effort was to be made to take one step, by fellowshijj in the

works of peace and common interest, to the ends which revolutionary force

had so signally failed to grasp once for all. " Nobody (he said) who has

paid any attention to the peculiar features of our present era, will for a

moment doubt that we are living iu a period of the most wonderful

transition, which tends rapidly to accomplish that great end, to which,

indeed, all history points,

—

the realization of the unity of mankind. Not a

unity which breaks down the limits, and levels the peculiar characteristics,

of the different nations of the earth, but rather a unity, the remit and pro-

duct of those very varieties and antagonistic qualities." Having enumerated

those characteristics of the age which seemed to tend to this result:—the

now facilities for easy and rapid communication ; the general knowledge of

each other's languages ; the principle of the division of labour ; the

tendency to special study of all science, which gained the great results that

were at once made common property, instead of the former pursuit of

universal knowledge as the possession of the few ; the command obtained

over the products of all charters of the globe, under the stimulus of

compotitioH and capital

:

—he summed up the whole result :—" So man is

approaching a more complete fulfilment of that great and sacred mission

which he has to perform in this world. His reason being created after the

image of God, he has to use it to discover the laws by which the Almighty

governs His creation, and, by making those laws his standard of action, to

conquer nature to his use ; himself a divine instrument. Science discovers

these laws of power, motion, and transformation : industry applies them to

the raw matter, which the earth yields us in abundance, but which becomes

valuable only by knowledge. Art teaches us the immutable laws of beauty

and symmetry, and gives to our productions forms in accordance with them.

Gentlemen,

—

the Exhibition of 1851 is to give us a true test of a living

picture of the point ofdcvelopynent at tvhich the tvhole of mankind has arrived in

this great task, and a new starting-2}oint from which all nations will be able to

direct their further exertions. I confidently hope that the first impression,

which the view of this vast collection will produce upon the spectator, will

be that of deep thankfulness to the Almighty for the blessings which He
has bestowed upon us already here below ; aud the second, the conviction

that they can only be realized in proportion to the help which we are

prepared to render each other ; therefore, only by peace, love, and ready

assistance, not only between individuals, but between the nations of the

earth."*

At the close of his speech—which was received with an enthusiasm that

supplied a new motive power to the work—the Prince alluded to " the

immeasurable difficulties " which would have to be overcome in carrying

out the work. They were then most serious, however we may now

smile at the imputations of court intrigues on the one hand, and, on the

• " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 248.
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other, the real or affected fears, that the party of revolution might raise

disturLances endangering the public peace and damaging to our relations

with other powers. The greatest difficulties arose respecting the site and

nature of the building; difficulties not only mechanical and financial, but

highly sentimental, from fear of a permanent injury to Hyde Park. The

ingenuity of one man triumphed over the threefold difficulty by suggesting

a kind of structure at once cheap, capable of any extension, and easily (in

fact, as the event proved, necessarily) removable. Mr. (afterwards sir)

Joseph Paston, gardener to the duke of Devonshire, having had experience

nt Chatsworth of vast conservatories of novel construction, was struck with

the idea, that the application of this mode of building to the requirements of

the Exhibition was a mere question of enlargement. He designed an

edifice of iron columns and girders supporting a glass roof, the striking

merit of which secured its immediate adoption (July 16th). Just at the

same time, the financial difficulty was got over by the happy suggestion of a

guarantee fund, which the brilliant success of the Exhibition mado in the

issue only nominal, but none the less honourable to the undertakers.

" Anon out of the earth a fabric huge

Rose like an exhalation."

Obtaining possession of the site on the 30th of July, the contractors set up

the first column* on the 26th of September, and handed over the building

to the Commissioners, sufficiently advanced for the reception of objects for

exhibition, on the 3rd of February, 1851. The name of " Crystal Palace,"

given to the edifice which was seen from the Park and the suburban heights

of London glittering in the sunshine of an unusually fine spring, carried

with it a fairy-like charm, which was an omen, and perhaps a direct element

of success ; but that charm was far outdone by the indescribable impression of

the first sight of the finished interior, which forms one of the epochs ia the

life of those who beheld it. Instead of saying

" The hasty multitude

Admiring entered ; and the work some praised,

And some the architect "

—

it would perhaps be truer to confess that such thought and praise were

absorbed in the overpowering sensation of wonder and delight, with which

the illustrious lady, whose deep interest in this peaceful glory of her reign

was quickened by sympathy with its chief author, has recorded the scene at

the opening in her diary (May 1, 1851):—"The glimpse of the transept

through the iron gates, the waving palms, flowers, statues, myriads of

people filling the galleries and seats around, with the flourish of trumpets

as we entered, gave us a sensation which I can never forget, and I felt much

moved." f

* For a full account of the building and the interesting statistics of its dimensions,

materials, and so forth, we must be content to refer to a paper entitled " Great Exhibition

of 1851 ; Facts and Figures," in the "Companion to the Almanack," 1852.

+ " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 3G5-G.—We regret not to quote the whole of

the picture drawn by genuine feeling, v/hich loses nothing by comparison with Thackeray's
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If a new generation, some-wliat sated with exhibitions and taught by
the sad experience of thirty years, responds but coldly to the enthusiasm of

that day, it is for that very reason the better that we should remember the

hopes and aspirations which, though disappointed now, will surely be

realized in due time, but not alone, or chiefly, by advancement in material

prosperity or in the subjection of nature to man's physical wants. Indis-

pensable as is this element in the progress of the nation and the whole
race, their highest destiny can only be fulfilled by another kind of

exhibition—of the quiet and lasting works of self-denying vii'tue and
human brotherhood recognized in the common fatherhood of God.

Between England and her nearest continental neighbour, esj)ecially,

there was a strong desire to use the opportunity for strengthening the bonds
of good understanding and mutual advantage. The Prince President of the

French Republic had given a cordial support to the Exhibition from its

first proposal.* To requite the liberal arrangements made for the objects

displayed by France, and the courtesy shown to her representatives, the

City of Paris invited the Exhibition Commissioners and their friends to a

series of brilliant festivities in the first week of August. The expressions

of cordiality were perhaps not the less effusive for a lurking remnant of the

distrust felt towards the Republic of 1848, and of fear for the direction that

it might follow under a Bonaparte. Nor, amidst the brilliant success of the

festival, were there wanting signs ominous of the catastrophe which was to

end this year, and to dissipate the fond hopes of its peaceful promise to

Europe for a generation f—and how much longer is still a dark anxiety.

But, as between the two nations themselves, the Exhibition produced

immediate and permanent good fruit. The comparison of their works roused a

generousmutualrecognitionof the qualities in which each surpassed the other.

" Great commercial advantages were the immediate results on both sides.

At the same time a friendliness of intercourse, not unimportant to the peace

and prosperity of both countries, grew up out of the personal knowledge
and the exchange of courtesies for which the Exhibition gave occasion.

Each country thenceforth knew the other better, and much of the old

lingering jealousy of one another began to disappear." J

The Exhibition remained open for the five months of spring and summer
(which happened that year to be a real one, free from " its usual severity "),

and was finally closed on the 11th of October. The vast interest it excited

noble "May Day Ode," for both express the sensations that moved all hearts at the time.

A fortnight after the opening, the chevalier Bunsen wrote to professor Max MUller :
—" The

Exhibition is and will remain the most poetical event of our time, and one deserving a place

in the world's history

—

Les Anglais on!fail de la foesie sans s'endotitcr, as M. Jourdain was

found to have made prose."—" Life of Baron Bunsen," vol. ii. p. 2B9.

* See his views stated in the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 38G.

t During the /e/f given by the Prince President at St. Cloud, he was saluted by tumultuous

cries of Vive Napoleon, z.xmAi\. \i\\\cl\i an enthusiastic Englishman shouted, Vive CEmpereur.

The Prince turned sharply upon him and said, " Sir ! if that cry is repeated, I must leave

the grounds." The incident, related on the authority of one who stood close by, is a

striking parallel to the famous reply, "I am no king, but Ca;sar."

; "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 387.
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was proved by the attendance of above six millions of visitors, the daily

average exceeding 43,000, or a little above the estimated capacity of the

building. The financial results, which had been the subject of so much

anxiety, far surpassed the most sanguine expectations. The total receipts

exceeded half a million sterling ; and, after the payment of all expenses,

a surplus of about £170,000 was left in the hands of the Commissioners.

This very success involved a new difficulty and labour for the Prince and

them, especially as a strong feeling had arisen in favour of retaining the

Crystal Palace as a Winter Garden ; and the surplus would supply ample

means for its purchase and equipment. But no such an application of the

fund was sanctioned by the charter to the Commissioners ; and the Prince

desired its appropriation to purposes of permanent importance akin to the

objects of the Exhibition, rather than to mere recreation and amusement.*

Ultimately, both objects were attained, and at the same time the space

borrowed from the Park was restored to its former freedom. By the enter-

prize of a private company a still finer Crystal Palace was raised on a hill

at Sydenham as a public resort for healthful recreation and the exhibition

of instructive objects of art and industry from the ancient and modern

world. f The more serious purpose of the Prince was carried out by the

purchase of the Kensington Gore estate, with adjoining property, J on which

have since been raised the buildings forming the South Kensington Museum,
and the seat of a new Government department for the promotion of Science

and Art. §

The site of the first Crystal Palace Exhibition is now marked by the

memorial to the Prince Consort, which was completed in 1872, with the

exception of the gUt statue, which was not uncovered till 1876.||

*See the scheme sketched by the Prince Consort in his " Memorandum as to the

disposal of the surplus from the Great Exhibition of 1851," in the Appendix to his " Life,"

vol. ii. p. 569.

t The present Crystal Palace was begun in 1852, and opened by the Queen, June 10,

1854 (see below, chap. xx.). Its history confirms the wisdom of Prince Albert's decision.

J The Commission was continued for the management of this property, the Prince of

Wales succeeding to the Presidency on his father's death. The second Great Exhibition in

1862 was held on this site ; but its success was impaired by the Prince Consort's death and

other causes. The temporary building was used for the Alexandra Palace on Muswell

Hill.

§ An important step in this direction had been taken by the foundation of the Museum
of Practical Geology in Jermyn-street, which was opened by Prince Albert on May 12,

1851.

II
A " Descriptive and Illustrated Account of the Albert Memorial " (which is in the form

of a monumental cross, richly adorned with sculptures and other decorations) is given in

the sumptuous volume edited by Mr. Doyne C. Bell, and published by Mr. John Murray in

1873.
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CHAPTER XL

State of France in 1 Sol—Inaugural Oath of Louis Napoleon as President—His republican

professions—Moral character of his conduct—His personal character—Circumstances

impelling him—His relations to the Assembly—His friendship for England—Speech

at Cherbourg—Suspicion of his Designs—The "Saviour of Society "^Conflict with

the Assembly—His repulse by French gentlemen—The Knot of Conspirators—The

Coicp d'Etat of December 2nd—Arrest of Generals and Deputies—Decrees of the

President—His proposed Constitution—Proclamation to the soldiers—Resistance

overpowered: massacres and deportations—"Society is saved"

—

Plebiscite—In-

auguration—Imperial souvenirs and symbols—Effect of the news in England—The
Queen and Premier—Conversation of Palmerston and Walewski—Lord Palmerston's

explanations, and defence of the Coup d^Ktat—Lord John's reply—Dismissal of Lord

Palmerston—Explanations in Parliament— Palmerston's position—Effect of his dis-

missal on the Continent—Allegations of Foreign influence disproved—Imputations on

the Queen and Prince—Their subsequent relations—Palmerston's character of Prince

Albert.

To turn tho page from the bright hopes of the summer of 1851 in

England to the dark "winter of discontent" which closed the year in

France, is one of the saddest contrasts in history. Yet the change ought

not to have been unexpected : nay, its near prospect may have helped, by a

strange law of our wilful nature, to intensify the enthusiasm, as if we
flattered ourselves that violence could be averted by honouring tho works

of peace. The strength which the Great Exhibition added to British loyalty

was set in a stronger light by the restless heavings of the unstable polity

of France ; and, amidst the festivities of mutual congratulation on the

triumphs of industry, the Eejiublic was steadily moving on tho downward
path to the return of military despotism and a new age of war in Europe.

To describe the course of these events in detail belongs to tho history of

France ; but they must be briefly traced on account of their close bearing

on our own.

The general opinion throughout Europe, and even in France itself, pro-

nounced the second Eepublic a hopeless experiment, almost from tho

moment of its birth in 1848; and before the end of the year its fate was sealed,

when the heir of the Bonapartes (appointed such by the formal act of

Napoleon I. and bis Senate) was elected by five millions and a-half of

votes its President for a term which the Constitution of 1848 strictly

limited to four years. On the 20th of December Charles Napoleon Louis

Bonaparte, at his solemn inauguration, added the oath of fidelity to the

102
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EppuLlic his voluntary word of honour, both confirming the promiso jiut forth

Loforo liis election, which had ended with this most emphatic pledge :
— " 1

would devote myself entirely, without any reserved desigu, to the consoli-

dation of a Eopublic, wise in its laws, honest in its intention, great and

powerful in its acts. I should consider it a point of honour to leave to

iny successor, at the conclusion of four years, a consolidated government,

with liberty, public interest, and a real procrress accomplished."

At the end of those four years the candidate who made these jirofessions

became Napoleon III., Emperor of the French, a destiny to which he had
often indicated his constant aspiration. But yet there is no need to

ascribe the words quito quoted, and the oath then sworn, to deliberate

liypocrisy, not shrinking from securing the imperial crown by perjury.

The guilt of ultimately securing that crown by the violent and sanguinary

overthrow of the constitution, of which ho was the servant and creature, in

violation of such promises and oaths, must be steadily proclaimed in face of

the Ctcsar-worship of our day. But the question of his deliberate intentions

is very different ; and in this respect Louis Napoleon's character was greatly

misjudged both by his friends and admirers. The self-contained man of

Btedfast and inscrutable desia-ns was found to be the weak and vacillatina*

slave of circumstances and instrument of stronger wills. His boldest

resolutions were at one time the mere impulse of blind fatalism, at another

the desperate choice amidst inextricable difficulties. His most courageous
acts were done by putting a vehement force on a nature in which timidity

had a largo share ; and his greatest crimes and cruelties did violence to a

temper which all who knew him well attest to havo been gentle, kind, and
genial. The "nephew of his uncle " had in his nature much more of the

visionary and even benevolent enthusiast, and far less of the selfish, hard-

hearted despot, who now stands self-revealed in the faithful record of

Lanfrey, Madame de Eemusat, and others. While it is clear that, in the

prevalent habit of his mind, he had strong faith in bis imperial destinj', it

was rather as something that was to come to him by fate, than as an object

for which he was to struggle at any cost. The condition of France tended
to lead him to the goal. Placed between the Eed Eepublicans, who were
neither moved by nor would submit to any law but force, and the Assembly
which ufvcr put confidence in him,* he had, like Cfosar, jwobably no choice

but either to retire or to fulfil his supposed destiny. But the "tyrant's
plea of necessity " does not avail against the duty of a good citizen to have
chosen the former and better part. Having made this protest once for all

in the cause of freedom and political morality against all despotism, and
especially that founded on usurpation, our part is not to pass judgment
on his course, but to follow it in its relation to our own history.

In the year 1849, the President and the Assembly had to unite in sup-
pressing the movements of the Eed Eepublicans, happily without bloodshed

;

and, as we have scen,f the expedition to Eome supplied a common ground

* In the new Legislative Assembly, which met on the 27th o. May, 1849, the Republican
and Orleanist parties predominated,

t Chap. V. p. 34.
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for action for the cherished object of asserting French influence in Italy.

Towards the end of the year there was a new ministry, of which lord

Palmerston wrote :
—" The.=e late changes of ministers in France will make

no other change in the foreign policy of the country except to render it more
conformable with the personal feelings and views of the President ; and he

is more disposed, than some of his late ministers were, to follow a course of

foreign policy calculated to create a community of views and action between

England and France." * These words expressed a belief very general in

England, where the Prince President had long resided and gained many
fast friends, that his knowledge of our country and people—the utter want
of which had so grievously misled his uncle—would dispose him to a policy

of peace and good understanding, and that the feelings of hostility and
" revenge for Waterloo " were rather to be apprehended from the Eepublican

party. Such was the policy which the President proclaimed at a banquet

at Cherbourg (September 6, 1850), when, referring to the presence of some

distinguished English officers, he said:—"They may be assured of the

fact that, if we desire peace, it is not because we are weak, but from that

community of interests, and those sentiments of mutual esteem, which bind

together the two most civilized nations of the globe."

The cries of Vive Ka2)oleon and Vive VEmpereur, which greeted this speech

and were renewed on various occasions during the President's autumn tour

roused suspicion of his designs; and the reassuring speeches of the

President to the Assembly and the Municipality of Paris were mingled with

enigmatical hints as to modifications in the form of government at the

expiration of his term in 1852, towards which it was his great object to

prepare a peaceful transition.

It would carry us too far aside, to trace the steps by which the

President, impelled by the seeming necessity of his position to seek the

renewal of his power, supported by the peasantry who held the Napoleonic

tradition, and the clergy who remembered the Concordat, and offering

himself as the only " Saviour of Society " from the threatening spectre of

the Eed Eepublic, found himself at last in irreconcilable antagonism with

the Assembly, who merged all other thoughts of policy in resistance to his

threatened usurpation. Add to this, that all his overtures to the eminent

generals, statesmen, parliamentary orators and men of letters—overtures

which at least showed some desire to use better means than forcible

usurpation—were rebuffed, and he was thus thrown back into the hands of a

knot of adventurers,! whose private advantage was a powerful motive for

* Ashley's " Life of Viscount Palmerston," vol. i. p. 160. The passage is important

for the light it throws on the motives of lord Palmerston's subsequent policy towards L.ouis

Napoleon,

t See Mr. Kinglake's graphic sketches of the conspirators, most of whom had assumed

other names besides their own, Morny, Fleury, St. Arnaud formerly Jacques Arnand le Roy,

Maupas or De Maupas, and Fialin called Persigny. For the details of the conspiracy and

its execution, which belong to the History of France rather than to our subject, we must

be content to refer to Mr. Kinglake's work (chap, xiv.), to Victor Hugo's " Histoire d'

un Crime " (both strongly anti-Bonapartist), Granier dc Cassagnac's " Histoire de la Chute
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urging liim to wLat now became a secret conspiracy to effect the change

by violence. The preparations having been made, and regiments that

could be depended on having been brought to Paris,* and the National

Guard having been placed under a new commander, who undertook that

its drums should not beat to arms, the explosion was fixed for the 2nd of

December, the day of special omen, which the great Napoleon always

recalled as that of " the sun of Austerlitz." When these prej)arations had

been made under cover of night and the troops placed so as to command the

city, the leading deputies and generals were arrested, and the proclama-

tions were posted up, in which, when the lat^ December daylight displayed

those papers on the walls, the astounded citizens of Paris read the following

edicts of the President and his new chief Minister :
—" In the name of the

French people, the President of the Eepublic decrees :—Art. 1. The National

Assemhly is dissolved. 2. The law of May Z\st is abolished and universal

suffrage is restored. 3. The French people is convoked in its elective colleges /ro7n

the lith of December to the 21st of December follotcing. 4. The state of siege

is decreed throughout the first military division (Paris and its environs). 5.

The Council of State is dissolved. 6. The Minister of the Interior is charged

with the execution of the present decree. (Signed) Louis Napoleon
BoNATAETE. De Morny, Minister of the Interior. Palace of the Elysee,

December 2nd."

Another proclamation was an Address of the President to the People, in

which he submitted the heads of a new constitution, based avowedly on that

established by the First Consul. These were, (1) A responsible chief

viagistrate, named for ten years
; (2) Ministers dependent on the executive

power alone ; (3) A Council of State, composed of the most eminent men, to

prepare laws to be submitted to, (4) A Legislative Body, elected by universal

suffrage, without scrutiny, which should discuss and vote the laws; (5) A
Senate, formed from the illustrious men of the country, as a preponderating

power, guardian of the fundamental compact and of the public liberties.

On behalf of this scheme he appealed to the suffrages of the nation:—"If

you believe the cause of which my name is the symbol—that is to say, France

regenerated by the Revolution of '89, and organized by the Emperor—is

your own, proclaim it by consecrating the powers which I ask from you."

There was also a proclamation to the soldiers, calling on them to vote

freely as citizens, but to remember their rigorous duty of passive obedience

du Roi Louis Philippe, de la Republique de 1848, et du Retablissement de 1' Empire,"

and Mr. Blanchard Jerrold's "Life of Napoleon IIL" (strongly on the side of Louis

Napoleon), and other Histories of the Coup tf Etat. Perhaps the time has hardly come

for a complete and impartial history of the Second Empire.
* On the 27th of November, General M.ignan, who commanded the troops of Paris,

assembled twenty generals, who promised zealous obedience to the orders which they were

told to expect against the Constitution and the people of Paris. It is a coincidence worth

noting that Marshal Soult, the most distinguished survivor of the great Napoleon's captains,

died the day before ; and his old antagonist and co-equal in age, Wellington, with whom
he had shared a popular ovation at the Queen's coronation, died in the autumn of next year,

shortly before the restoration of the Empire. Soult was born on the 29th of March, 1769,

and Wellington on May 1st of the same year.
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to tlie chief of the government: " It is for me, who am responsible for my
•actions before the people and posterity, to adopt the measures most con-

ducive to the public welfare."

We must not dwell upon the brief and fruitless opposition made by the

deputies—who were expelled from their chamber by military force, while

voting the President guilty of treason, and were carried off to prison, to the

number of 235 ;
*—or by the small remnant left, after the insurrections of

1 848, of the formidable street warriors of Paris, soon overpowered by the

soldiery, who, maddened with rage and drink, poured volleys into the midst

of unoffending spectators in the houses ;—on the midnight executions of

prisoners after all resistance was ended, and the transportation from the

provinces as well as Paris, of myriads, to the hulks and casemates, to

Africa and Cayenne. On the 8th of December Louis Napoleon proclaimed,

"Frenchmen! the disturbances are appeased! Whatever may be the

decision of the people, society is saved ! The first part of my task is

accomplished." It remained for his organized army of officials, under the

operation of martial law, to manipulate the working of a universal suffrage,

under the fantastic pseudo-classical name of a plebiscite, in which the only

votes allowed were Tes or No, and a vote for any candidate but Louis

Bonaparte was null and void : the only choice was between him and

nothing, that is, the instant prospect of anarchy. But for all this, the world

was astonished at the result when the ballot-boxes yielded nearly seven

millioKS and a-haJf Ayes against less a tenth that number of NoEs.f

The resolve of Louis Napoleon to govern " Prance regenerated by the

revolution of '89" as "organized by the Emperor," and in opposition to

the traditions of the extreme iufidel republic, was solemnly shown by his

inauguration with a solemn religious ceremony at Notre Dame on New
Year's Day (1852) ; when few could fail to reflect how the like ten years' term

of the first consul had been abridged. On the same day, the official

" Moniteur " published a decree, that "The president, considering that the

Prench Kepublic in its new form, sanctioned by the suffrage of the people,

may adopt ivithout iimlrage the souvenirs of the empire, and the symbols which

recal the glory of that period,"—restored the French eagle on the colours of

the army and on the cross of the Legion of Honour. Another decree

dissolved the National Guard preparatory to its reorganization (January

12th) ; and the new constitution was issued two days ]ater ;—to last till the

next 2nd of December !

We have traced the outlines of this great change so far as was necessary

to understand the new character impressed upon the French state, with

which it had been the constant policy of England, since the peace of 1816,

to maintain a "cordial understanding." When the news reached London
about mid-day of December 2nd—" Paris in a state of siege : the president

re-establishes universal suffrage, and appeals to the people "—consols fell

* This part of the story was told by the illustrious De Tocqueville, in a letter to the
" Times " (December Uth), since )iubli-hcd in his collected letters.

t The exact numbers were : Oiii, 7,439,219 ; Noit, 040,737.
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from 98f to 96i, but, as fuller information arrived, tliey rose again to 97f

.

On beiug informed at Osbonio of the success of the coup d' ^lat, the Queen

wrote to lord John Eussell to express her surprise and concern at the events

which had taken place at Paris, and her decided view that the marquess of

Normanby, our ambassador to the Frencli Eopublic, should be instructed to

remain entirely passive, and should take no part whatever in what was

passing, as " any word from him might be misconstrued at such a moment " *

(December 4th). The state of mind in the Cabinet upon the first shock is

shown in lord John's reply on the same evening:—"Your Majesty's

directions respecting the state of affairs shall bo followed. LordNormanby

has asked whether he should suspend his diplomatic functions ; but the

Cabinet were unanimously of opinion that he sliould not do so. The result

is very uncertain ; at present the power is likely to rest with the army, to

whose memory of victories and defeats the president has so strongly

appealed." On the nest day (December otli) lord Palmerstou wrote an

offtcial despatch to lord Normanby, instructing him to make no change in

his relations with the French Government.

When the answer to this despatch came in due course to the Queen's

notice, it brought a startling revelation. Lord Normanby wrote to lord

Palmerston, on tlie 6th, that, in communicating its substance to the French

Foreign Minister, he apologized for some accidental delay, which—M.
Turgot replied—"had been of less imjiortance, as he had two days since

heard from M. AValewskif that your lordsliij) had expressed to him your entire

approbation of the act of the president, and the conviction that he could not

have acted otherwise than he had done." In the explanations which

ensued, it appeared that some such conversation as that reported had
taken place on the day after the coup d' etat (December 3rd), though lord

Palmerston maintained that the report was rather a highly coloured version

of what he had said to M. Walewski, "the sum and substance of which
was, that I thought that what the president had done the ' day before was
the best thing for France, and, through France, for the rest of Europe." '\.

The reasons for this opinion were set forth in a letter to the Prime Minister

(^December 16th), which contains the ablest vindication of the coiqi d' etat on

the grounds of political expediency irrespective of its moral character. §
X/ord John Pussell replied, || that lord Palmerston appeared to mistake the

question at issue. " That question is not, whether the president has been
justified in dissolving the assembly and annulling the constitution, but

• "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 411. It h.is been already mentioned that this

was the s.inic day on which lord John Russell wrote to lord Palmerston the views of the

Cabinet respecting the affair of the Radical addresses (see chap. viii. p. 73).

+ The French ambassador in London.

t This brief and pointed statement is from a letter to his brother, deliberately reviewing

the whole crisis a month afterwards (January 22, 1832).—Ashley's "Life of Viscount

Palmerston," vol. i. p. 312.

§ Ibid., pp. 3U0-306. Similar views were expressed in a despatch of the same date to lord

Normanby (pp. 297-9).

II December 17th.—"Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 415.
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•whether you were justified, as the Queen's Secretary of State, in expressing

an opinion upon the subject"—without first consulting the Cabinet. After

arguing out this point, the letter ended thus:—" I must now come to the

painful conclusion. While I concur in the foreign policy of which you have

been the adviser, and much as I admire the energy and ability with which

it has been carried into effect, I cannot but observe that misunderstandings

perpetually renewed, violations of prudence and decorum too frequently

repeated, have marred the effects which ought to have followed from a

sound policy and able administration. I am therefore most reluctantly

compelled to come to the conclusion, that the conduct of foreign affairs can

no longer be left in your hands with advantage to the country." This

virtual dismissal was accompanied by an offer of the lord-lieutenancy of

Ireland, -with or -without a British peerage, and the letter concluded with

expressions of high admiration and regard.

In accepting this decision, lord Palmerston declared that his conversation

with count Walewski was unofficial and in no way fettered the Govern-

ment;* and he insisted that lord John's doctrine was "new and not

practical." For "if the Secretary of State were to be precluded from

expressing any opinion on passing events, excejst as the organ of a

previously consulted cabinet, there would be an end to that easy and

familiar intercourse, which tends so usefully to the maintenance of

friendly relations with foreign governments." f It will be seen that up to

this point the decision had been taken by lord John Eussell alone; and he

now explained his reason for taking it on this occasion, not merely as a

censure for the present indiscretion, but as the inevitable termination of

relations strained to the point of breaking, and dangerous to the influence

of England in the peace and welfare of the world. | Two days later

(December 22nd) the cabinet gave a unanimous approval to the Prime
Minister's decision ; and the office of Foreign Secretary, having been

declined by lord Clarendon, was accepted by earl Granville (December 27th),

who had been Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs under lord Palmerston

from 1837 to 1840.

Lord Palmerston, his biographer informs us, was silent except to his

most intimate friends, § for, as he said to lord Broughton, " When a man
resigns, he is expected to say why ; when he is removed, it is for others

to assign reasons." Accordingly, on the re-opening of Parliament (February

3, 1852) lord John Eussell rose to explain "the reasons which had made
it impossible for him to act any longer with his noble friend in that

• On this plea the duke of Wellington said, in a conversation with Prince Albert, "Oli,

but that won't do ! That would be dishonest. It would be appearing in two characters."

t For further details of the discussion we must be content to refer to the "Life of the

Prince Consort," and Ashley's "Life of Lord Palmerston."

X Letter to the Prince Consort, in reply to the Prince's letter (which is well worth careful

reading) announcing the Queen's acceptance of lord Palmerston's resignation.—"Life of the

Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 419, 420.

§ Ashley's "Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. i. p. 308. How he represented the case to

them is fully told in that work.
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situation in which he had shown such distinguished ability." His clear

statement derived overwhelming force from his citation of the Queen's

memorandum of August, 1850, which was now first made known to the

public. After this, lord Palmerston, to use his own words, " had nothing

to say," except the reiteration of his opinion on the coup d' etat and the

explanations already given in his letters. His attached friend, lord

Dalling and Bulwer, who was present, describes lord John Eussell's speech

as "one of the most powerful I ever heard delivered," while of lord

Palmerston's reply he says, "I felt, and all his friends felt, that it was

feeble as a retort to the tremendous assault that had been made on them."

Lord Bailing reports the sentence of Mr. Disraeli, "There teas a Palmerston !

"

and adds

—

'^ Palmerston is smashed! was, indeed, the expression generally

used at the clubs ; but it did not in the least convey the idea that lord

Palmerston had formed of his own position. I must say in truth that I

never admired him so much as at this crisis. He evidently thought he
had been ill-treated; but I never heard him make an unfair or irritable

remark, nor did he seem in anywise stunned by the blow he had received,

or dismayed by the isolated position in which he stood. . . . He could not,

in fact, have gained a victory against the Premier on the ground which lord

John EusseU had chosen for the combat, which would not have been more
permanently disadvantageous to him than a defeat. The faults of which he
had been accused did not touch his own honour nor that of his country.

Let them be admitted, and there was an end of the matter. By-and-by

an occasion would probably arise in which he might choose an advan-

tageous ground for giving battle, and he was willing to wait calmly for

that occasion." *

The fall of a minister, whose zeal and restless energy had been so long
folt and often feared through Europe, is said to have been regarded, on
the one hand, "as a triumph for the absolute and a blow for the Liberal

cause " ; f on the other, as having an immediate effect in improving our
diplomatic relations with the continent. J The two views are not altogether

inconsistent ; only the first has to be qualified by the natural chagrin of

the absolute ruler of France, who also bore a remarkable witness to the
truth of the second. As soon as the tidings reached Paris, Louis Napoleon
described the fall of lord Palmerston as the greatest blow he had received;

not only as the loss of a friend, but for the deeply significant reason
tliat, fls long as he was minister, England had no allies. The indirect satisfac-

tion of the older despotic courts was turned by a portion of the English
press into an allegation of their direct influence in bringing about the
event. Lord Palmerston's removal was declared to be the result of a

* Ashley's " Life of Viscount Palmerston," vol. i. pp. 331-2.

+ Ibid., vol. i. p. 308.

J "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 424.—So thorough a Liberal as Macaulay
wrote in his diary (December 24lh) :

" Palmerston is out. It was high time ; but I cannot
help being sorry. A daring, indefatigable, high-spirited man ; but too fond of conflict, and
lou ready to sacrifice everything to victory, when once he was in the ring."—Trevelyan's
" Life of Lord Macaulay," vol. ii. p. 229.
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"foregone conclusion," of "poison instilled into the Premier's mind by

Russian emissaries,* of intrigue on the part of 'the enemies of England.' "

Kor were insinuations spared, that the minister was the victim of a hostile

feeling in the highest quarters at home.

The more deliberate estimate of one another by the personages

concerned, will be the best antidote to these baseless imputations. Of lord

Palmerston the Prince's biographer writes, in words evidently expressing

the Queen's mind,f ""Whatever his faults as a foreign minister might have

been, his influence in the country and the House was too great to be

shaken even by the unpleasant circumstances which led to his temporary

exclusion from office. At all events he was not a man to be daunted

by defeat. Its bitterness, no doubt, was not soon forgotten. It appears

to have continued for a time to warp his judgment both of his sovereign

and of the Prince. But a day was to come, in which more intimate know-

ledge made him see that thej'', who had but one motive of action in their

public life—a single-minded care for the welfare and dignity of England

—

had not to learn, even from the most spirited of ministers or the subtlest

of diplomatists,, how these were best to bo maintained, and that in much
that he had said and written of them he had been utterly mistaken."

The time soon came when lord Palmerston had an opportunity of forming

and expressing his estimate of Prince Albert, in direct comparison with the

adventurer who was the occasion of the present misunderstanding. We
possess an authentic record of the spontaneous tribute of admiration paid

to the Prince's character by lord Palmerston when, as Prime Minister, he

had come to know him well, preserved by an impartial witness. | " To

the remark— ' What an extraordinary man the emperor was '—lord

Palmerston replied, ' Yes he is, but we have a far greater and more

extraordinary man nearer home.' Lord Palmerston paused, and I said,

'The Prince Consoi-t?' 'Certainly,' he replied. 'The Prince would

not consider it right to obtain a throne as the Emperor has done ; but in

regard to the possession of the soundest judgment, the highest intellect,

and the most exalted qualities of mind, he is far superior to the

Emperor. Till my present position gave me so many opportunities of

seeing his Poyal Highness, I had no idea of his possessing such eminent

qualities as he has, and how fortunate it has been for the country that the

Queen married such a Prince.' These are as nearly as possible lord

Palmerston's words, which made a deep impression upon me." §

* The Russian ambassador wrote to lord John Russell expressly to contradict such

allegations.—See the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 423-4.

t Vol. ii. p. 426.

J See the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 429. The conversation took place

just after the visit of the Queen and Prince to the Emperor and Empress in August, 1855.

§ See further a most interesting letter from lord Palmeroton to sir C. Phipps (18G0)

defining the sovereign's action in government, and testifying that her Majesty's "steady

adherence to and studious observance of the principles of the constitution have, during the

whole course of her reign, been appreciated and admired by men of all political parties."



CHAPTER XII.

Lord Palmerston's Forecast of the coming Session—Opening of Parliament—Question of

Reform—Conference at Manchester—Lord John Russell's aborlive I'ill^Effect of the

coup d'elat : schemes of Louis Napoleon : apprehensions of war and invasion—Volun-

teer Ride Corps and the Militia—Views of the Queen and Prince—Government bill

for a lo^al Militia, defeated by Lord Palmerston—Resignation of the Government

—

First Ministry of Lord Derby and Mr. Disraeli : purely Protectionist—Obscurity of

their Colleagues—Diflerent utterances of Ministers—Mr. Disraeli's Address—Attempts

of Free Traders to force a declaration of policy—Mr. Walpole's Militia EiU ; sup-

ported by Palmerston and Wellington—^Mr. Disraeli's provisional Budget—Acts of

Parliament—Dissolution—Mr. Disraeli's Address : Ministerial intentions :
" exploded

politics
"—Protection thrown overboard—The stedl'ast Protectionists—Result of the

Elections

—

Sena/us coitsiilliiin for re-establishing the Empire—^The President's tour :

Speech at Bordeau.K—" The Empire is Peace "—Death of the Duke of Wellington
—His unique position in the State—His devotion to Duty—Lord Palmerston on the

Duke—Lord Brougham's eulogy—Loss felt by the Queen and Prince—Lord Hardinge

Commander-in-Chief—General order to the Army—The Queen's desire for a public

funeral—Free Trade Meeting at Manchester—Napoleon made Emperor.

We have seen lord Palmerston's forecast of the session of 1851 : that

which he made for 1852 is still more interesting*:—"The general opinion

is that the Ministry will not stand long after the meeting of Parliament.

Indeed it is likely that they will be wrecked upon the Eeform Bill. At all

events,' it is scarcely probable that they should get through the session

without some defeat which would lead to their resignation. In that case

the Queen would send for lord Derby, who would probably be able to form

a Government, even without the Peelites ; but they would most likely join

him." Not a word about upsetting the Government himself, and we have

evidence that that was not his expectation or desire.-f-

On the 3rd of February, the fifth and (as it soon proved) the last session of

the Queen's Third Parliament was opened by her Majesty in a Speech of

which the chief feature was the recommendation of the present state of

peace and prosperity as a fitting time for calmly considering whether it

might not be advisable to make such amendments in the Act of the late

reign relating to the representation of the people as would bo calculated to

carry into more complete effect the principles upon which that law was
founded. The Radicals had never ceased to agitate for an extension of

Parliamentary Eeform, and the Prime Minister, who had moved the bill of

• In the letter to his brother (January 22, 1852), already cited more than once.—Ashley's

"Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. i. p. 317.

t Sir G. C. Lewis to sir E. Head.—" Letters," p. 251.

Ill
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1831, and had afterwards insisted on its finality, -was now desirous of

signalizing his administration, and perhaps averting its too probable fall,

by putting the finishing touch to his work. But fate denied him this satis-

faction ; and, after the failure of repeated attempts during the ensuing

fifteen years, he had to assist in its accomplishment by his political

opponents on a far broader basis than he considered safe or prudent.

In anticipation of the intentions of Government, a Conference had been

held at Manchester, at which Mr. John Bright—who had by this time made
the question specially his own—proposed and carried a series of resolutions

in favour of a household rate-paying franchise,—a redistribution of seats,

on the principle of representation in proportion to numbers ;—vote by

ballot;—shorter Parliaments ;—and the abolition of the Property Qualification

of members. But lord John Eussell was not jDrepared for any change

inconsistent with the governing principle of the Act of 1832—the mainte-

nance of the political centre of gravity in the middle class—nor for a repre-

sentation according to numbers only. In moving his new Eeform Bill

(February 9th) he disputed the doctrine of every man's right to the suffrage

as " our own fiesh and blood " (Mr. Gladstone's plea at a later time), seeing

that the only object in view ought to be the good government of the

country. To this end he wished to preserve the balance of county and

borough representation, and also the email boroughs, without which many
able men would be excluded from Parliament. Of the details of his

abortive Bill it need only be said that, besides a lowering of the franchise,

both in boroughs and counties, to half tho existing standard (roughly

speaking), he proposed to give votes to all residents, whether in boroughs

or counties, paying 40s. a year in taxes ; to enlarge the boundaries of the

smallest class of boroughs ; and to abolish the property qualification of

members. The cold reception of the Bill was a sign of its author's impending

faU.*

But already the first reflex effect of restored Bonapartism was felt in

the postponement of domestic questions to alarms of war and preparations

for defence. After all said by the apologists of Louis Napoleon, it is certain

that the general eff'ect of the coiipd'elat in England was a great shock to the

hopes of assured peace.')" Looking not only at his peaceful professions in

the light of his past avowals, and his present revival of those imperial

• At a later period of the session, Mr. Hume's motion for a household and lodger

franchise, vote by ballot, and triennial Parliaments, was negatived by 244 votes to 89

(March 25th).

f Mr. McCarthy's estimate is perfectly just:—"The news of the coup d'elat took

England by surprise. A shock went through the whole country. After a while, a certain

admiration, not to say adulatjon, of Louis Napoleon, began to be a kind of faith with many
Englishmen, and the coup if etat was condoned and even approved by tliem. But there can

be no doubt that, when the story first came to be told in England, the almost universal voice

of opinion condemned it as strongly as nearly .ill men of genuine enlightenment and feeling

condemned it then and since."—"History of Our Own Times," vol. ii. pp. 148-9. See

also his description of the ambitious projects with which public opinion credited Louis

Napoleon—a foresight justified by his past avowals, and verified by his later action {,Ihui.,

pp. 173-4).
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traditions which Enp^Iand understood to her cost, lint also at the probablo
effect of his usurpation on the continental powers, the prospect was dark and
doubtful. It was therefore a sound popular instinct which opposed to the re-

suscitated traditions of the Empire, the revival of the Volunteer Corps, which
were more fully organized to meet the actual threats made in 1858.* But
it was the duty of Government to provide for a reinforcement of our national
defences

;
and they framed a scheme for reviving the Militia, which, having

for long ages of our early history formed our solo military force, had after-

wards become chiefly a reserve for the standing army ; and, since the close

of the great war, had fallen into neglect. But, instead of an efHcient plan
for reorganizing the old regular Militia, they purposed the novel scheme of

a Local Militia.

The proposal gave rise to a very interesting correspondence with the
Queen and Prince, who pointed out that this was the third time during her
reign that a panic about war and invasion had led to hasty measures, which
became a dead letter when the panic subsided. To avoid such imperfections,
and the effects of haste ia producing alarm at home, and the appearance of

provocation to the apprehended enemy, her Majesty suggested that the
measures now to be proposed should " (1) be really sufficient for the security

of the empire
; and (2) that their nature be such as to warrant the expecta-

tion, that the community will not become disinclined to uphold them during long

periods of peace and covfidence on account of their expensive or oppressive
character." The Queen therefore desired a statement of our whole available

resources, naval and military, to enable her " to judge how far the separate
measures in contemplation are likely to realize the desired objects, and to

accord with each other a.B parts of a general and permanent system." f The
light which this statement threw on the whole subject proved very unfavour-
able to the Government scheme ; and they were plainly warned of its defects
by the duke of Wellington. "The ordinary Militia could be taken any.
where ; the local Militia could not be moved out of their counties. How
could such a force be made readily available in case of invasion ? In many
counties there were no barracks. AVhere, then, were the local Militia to be
assembled and drilled ? "

J

When lord John Eussell introduced his measure (February 16th) these
objections were urged by lord Palmerston with a force and eloquence, to

which the House responded by cheer upon cheer. They seemed glad to

feel that this time he was in the right, and their sympathies went entirely

with his zeal for the national defences, a cause in which he was always
earnest. "The time was come," he said, " when we should no longer be
without a really disciplined force of armed men sufficient in numbers to

• S.inction was afterwards given to several local corps of Volunteers.

t " I.ife of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 434-5. We must be content merely to refer to the
very interesting statement of the Prince's ideas for a Reserve Force, and the criticisms of
tlie duke of Wellington on his plan, which was long afterwards adopted in its most essential
features.

X " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 439,

VOL. IX.—268.
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make us feel secure against invasion. The Militia is that force. The

regular Militia is founded upon Acts of Parliament which now exist, but,

under the new Bill, it is doubtful whether the new force could be called out

until the enemy had landed, and until it was too late to be of any service."

Accordinsrly, on the bringing up of the Eeport of Committee (February

20th) proiwsing a Bill "to amend the laws respecting the local Militia,"

he proposed two amendments,—to substitute consolidate for amend, and to

omit the word local Supported by the Protectionists and the leading

Peelites, the amendment was carried by 135 votes against 126, and lord

John Eussell at once announced the intention of the Government to give up

their Bill and to resign office.* This result was a complete surprise. It

would have been quite proper for Government to accept the amendment,

which involved no vital question of policy. But, as sir G. C Lewis wrote

at the time,t the cup being full, a little movement was sufficient to make it

run over. The division merely declared what was already obvious, that

the Government had lost its hold upon the House, and the power to carry

its measures.

The only possible successors were Lord Derby and his followers, as the

only large and organized party that had contributed to defeat the Ministry.

But they had to take office under the same difficulties which had prevented

them from assuming it the year before. Protection to native industry, in

opposition to Free Trade, was still the one watchword of the party, to which

its chief leaders had recently avowed their stedfast adherence, and lord

Derby had declared it as his policy, in case of his having to take office. To

take office now, with a sudden announcement that he accepted Free Trade

as an accomplished fact—a course quite alien to his chivalrous spirit

—

would have broken up the party, and have exposed its leaders to the very

odium with which they had so bitterly assailed Peel. But their adherence

to Protection at once offered all classes of their opponents a battlefield,

on which they were sure to rally their divided forces, and as sure of success

under the popular flag of untaxed- food and unfettered commerce. J: That

there was no alternative was proved by lord Palmerston's refusal, on this

very ground, of the offer at once made to him by lord Derby ; and the same

reason made any union with the Peelites still more impracticable. §

There was another disadvantage in the personal composition of the

cabinet.ll The commanding ability, unsurpassed debating power, and fiery

courage of the chief, whom Mr. Disraeli had named "the Eupert of debate,"

• For lord Palmerston's view of the crisis, see his letter to his brother (February 21th).

—

Ashley's " Life of Viscount Palmerston," vol. i. p. 334.

+ "Letters," p. 251.

X Of the storm which the attempt would have raised in the country a most significant

sign was given by the meeting held at Manchester, immediately upon the formation of lord

Derby's government, when the Anti-Corn-Law League was revived, and ^^27,000 were

subscribed in ten minutes towards its funds (March 2nd).

§ See Ashley's "Life of Viscount Palmerston," vol. i. p. 335.

II
For the composition of the cabinet in this first ministry of lord Derby (sworn in,

February 27th), see the "List of Administrations."
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•were well seconded by the now aclinowledged powers of his lieutenant in

the Commons, whose courage did not shrink from leading the House w hen

he was only beginning to lead his party in it, or from becoming Chancellor

of the Exchequer without having shown any knowledge of finance. How
well ho led his party and the House, in and out of office, for nearly thirty

years, needs not now be told. The Lord Chancellor, sir Edward Sugden,

lord St. Leonards, was second to no living lawyer, but had no weight as a

political leader ; and Mr. Horries was a veteran Tory official. But the

almost unknown gentlemen who filled the other seats have been described,

with very little exaggeration, as "men whose antecedents scarcely gave them
warrant for any higher claim in public life than the position of chairman of

quarter sessions." *

The embarrassed position of the Government was enhanced by the

diverse utterances of its members in seeking re-election. Lord Derby had
stated to the Queen that, though in a minority in the Commons and not sure

of a majority in the Lords, yet in the critical state of the country as to its

foreign relations and the precautions they demanded, he did not think he
ought to ask for permission to dissolve Parliament. He proposed to carry
through the necessary business of the session, and then to take the sense of

the country on the issue between Free Trade and Protection. His explana-

tion in the House of Lords (February 27th) was to the same effect ; and he
said that, " though a revision of our late financial policy might be desirable,

it was a question only to be solved by reference to the clearly expressed and
well understood opinion of the intelligent part of the people." Some, indeed,

especially of the subordinate Ministers, as if they could not make too

much of their novel position, did their best to commit their leaders and
rouse public hostility. But a very different tone was taken by Mr. Disraeli,

who knew what was coming, and had now to begin the great task of
" educating his party " for a practical course of politics. He had already

six months before f announced his conviction that the system generally

known as proiectmitst could never be brought back, unless the nation should
declare in an unmistakable manner that it was for the interest of all classes

that such a system should regulate the national industry; and now he
satisfied himself with holding out to his constituents the hope of the Govern-
ment, "at no distant period, with the concurrence of the country, to

establish a policy in conformity with the principles which in opposition we
have felt it our duty to maintain. We shall endeavour to terminate that

strife of classes which of late years has exercised so pernicious an influence

over the welfare of this kingdom ; to accomplish those remedial measures
which great productive interests, suffering from unequal taxation, have a
right to demand from a just Government ; to cultivate friendly relations with
all foreign powers, and secure honourable peace ; to uphold in their spii-it, as
well as in their form, our political institutions ; and to increase the efiiciency,

as well as maintain the rights, of our National and Protestant Church."

• McCarthy, vol. ii. p. 180.

+ In a speech at Aylesbury, August 17, 1851.
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On tlie other side, a large meeting of Liberal members met at lord John
Eussell's bouse, and agreed to force the Government to a full declaration

of their policy (March 12tli). In reply to the question put by Mr. Charles

Yilliers, the veteran Anti-Corn-Law leader in the House, Mr. Disraeli

announced the refusal of the Government to commit themselves to any

specific measure till the verdict of the country had been obtained ; and lord

Derby declared that "the next election must finally decide, at once and for

ever, the great question of our commercial policy." But he deprecated an

appeal to the country on a single question, when the entire general policy

of the late Government was in dispute.

By a coincidence worth noting, the new scheme for the Militia was pro-

posed by Mr. Walpole, the Home Secretary, on the same day on which

Louis Napoleon held out the revival of the Empire to his newly-elected

Chambers (March 29th). Without abandoning the ballot, should it prove

to be necessary, he proposed, with the aid of bounties on enlistment, to raise

in this and the following year 80,000 volunteers, for five years' service, to

be trained for twenty-one days in each year, but reserving power to the Crown
to increase that term to seven weeks or limit it to three years ; the drilling

and training to be regulated by the old Act of 1801 (-12 George III. c. 91).*

The measure was most favourably received, and was warmly supported

by lord Palmerston and by the duke of Wellington, who, in almost his last

speech in the House of Lords, drew a striking picture of the state of our

defensive forces :
— " I tell you, you have never had in your army more men

than enough to relieve the sentries on duty in the difi'erent parts of the

world. . . . What I desire is, that you should give us, in the first

instance, the old constitutional peace establishment. It will not be at first,

or for some time, everything we could desire, but by degrees it will become
what you want—an efficient auxiliary force to the regular army."

After the Easter recess, Mr. Disraeli produced an unambitious Budget,

founded of course on the estimates of his predecessor, proposing no change
but the renewal of the Income Tax for one year, as a provisional measure,

without which there would be a large deficiency. This modest first essay,

in his new position, and his skill in handling complicated figures, won the

sympathy and approval of the House. It was much to the credit of the

Government that, in their provisional relation to Parliament, they carried

various important measures, some of which indeed had been planned by
their predecessors. The Eeform of the Law, which had been recommended
in the speech from the throne, was advanced by an important act for

amending the Procedure at Common Law (15 and 16 Vict. cap. 7C). An
act (cap. 31) was passed legalizing the formation of Industrial and Pro-
vident Societies, under which most of the Co-operative Societies of later

years have been formed, f Further facilities were given for the enfranchise-

ment of copyholds (cap. 51), and the Law of Patents was amended (cap. 83).

The sanction of Parliament was given to a Convention for International

• The Act of 1852 is the 15 and 16 Victoriae, c. 50.

t But some are under the Friendly Societies' Acts.
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Copyright Tvitli France (cap. 12). A representative Constitution was given

to the rising Colonies of New Zealand * (cap. 72). In view of the new

election, and the vastly improved means of intercommunication, the least

interval required by law for the assembling of a new Parliament after a

dissolution was shortened to thirty-five days (cap. 23).

On the 1 st of July, the Queen in person prorogued her Third Parlia-

ment, which had existed just five years,f and its dissolution was proclaimed

on the same day. But the answer of the country on the chief question at

issue had not been waited for by Ministers
; J and even a month before the

dissolution (June 2nd) Mr. Disraeli's address to the electors of Buckingham-

shire had abandoned Protection, and announced the intention of compen-

satory legislation in its place. The last remnant of reserve was cast aside

when Mr. Disraeli, at his election (July 16th), replied to the question,

Are you a Free Trader or are you not ?—" The time has gone by when

these exploded politics could interest the people of this country. No
one supposes that the present Administration has any intention, or ever had

any !>i<en<i'on, to bring back the laws that were repealed in 1846." To the

same effect the Premier's son, lord Stanley, § told his constituents at Lynn

that he believed the feeling of the people to be such as to render the

imposition of any protective duty on foreign corn impossible. "It is (he

added) to economy in the national expenditure, and revision of the national

taxation, that the farmers of England must look for the amelioration of

their present condition." " The question of Protection is set at rest, and

I am glad of it."

In spite of the very different tone taken by other members of the

Government, the real issue was now clearly before the country. The party

in power, now no longer "Protectionist," appealed to the country as the

legitimate representatives of the great Tory or Conservative party and of

its traditional zeal for the institutions of the country, a position won during

tlie last six years, chiefly by the skilful tactics, the stedfast patience, and

the audacious attacks, of Mr. Disraeli. The cause of protection was lost,

but, as the battle was over, they had no need to renew the party schisms of

1829 and 1846 by assuming the advocacy, or completing the work, of Free

Trade. Their protectionist supporters were indulged with the prospect,

which Mr. Disraeli was bent on realizing if possible, of compensation for

the lost advantages by a readjustment of the burdens upon land, and in

particular their favourite nostrum of the total or partial repeal of the

Malt-tax. So they joined in the strenuous efforts of the Conservative party,

' The opening of the University of Sydney, New South Wales (October 11, 1852), is an

important event in the history of the Australian Colonies.

•! It was elected after a dissolution on July 23, 1847, and met on November 18th.

% On the eve of the dissolution the Queen wrote :
—" Lord Derby himself has told us,

that he considered Protection as quite gone. It is a pity they did not find this out a little

sooner; it would have saved so much annoyance, so much difficulty."
—"Life of the Prince

Consort," vol. iL p. 451.

§ Lord Stanley (afterwards the 15th earl of Derby) had begun his official career, in the

2Clh year of his age, as Under Secretary for Fore'gn Afi'airs in his father's Government ; of

course, not in the Cabinet. He went over to the Liberal party in 1880,
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though not without mutterings of discontent ; and in some places the farmers
returned candidates of their own order.

The elections were finished on the 31st of July; and they were estimated

to have returned 310 supporters of the Government and 344 members of the

Oi^position—showing a gain for ministers, but still a decided majority
against them. The question at once arose, what use would be made of that

majority; or could the Ministry stand by the force of their measures?
Lord Palmerston wrote to his brother (July 24tlO*:—"The Government
seem to have gained by the elections just strength enough to make it

impossible to carry, at the beginning of the session, a vote of no confidence,

and I should exj)ect that no such vote will be attempted ; but they have not

gained strength enough to carry them through their measures in the session,

and what I expect is that they will be beat upon some of their fanciful

schemes for relieving everybody and increasing nobody's burdens. This is

too mountebankish to be practicable." So, in fact, it happened
; but, before

the decisive issue, public attention was absorbed by two events, the more
striking from their concurrence.

On the 13th of September the Senate of France adopted an address to
the Prince President, praying tho re-establishment of hereditary power in

the family of Bonaparte, in accordance with addresses voted by the General
Councils of the Departments. Next day the petition appeared in the official

" Moniteur," with an announcement that the President had been received

at Bourges, not only as the Emperor-elect of the French people, but as " the
elect of God";f while the " Constitutionnel " hinted at an invasion of
England.

On that same morning the duke of "Wellington breathed his last in a
gentle sleep, at Walmer Castle. Advanced far into his eighty-fourth year,

the duke had survived his great antagonist and equal in age more than
thirty years. Since the close of his military career with the crowning-

victory of Waterloo, he had devoted the second half of his long life to the
service of his Sovereign and his country, with a political disinterestedness

—

for personal interest it would be an insult to his memory even to name

—

which raised him to a solitary eminence above the strife of party. His
party career, indeed, marked by no great political success and by one
crowning error, closed with the Reform Bill, in the passage of which he
made his own transition to the part of an arbiter between contending parties,

a counsellor whose authority was confessed by Sovereign, Parliament, and
people, and often as a " deus ex machina " to solve an inextricable crisis.

* Ashley's "Life of Viscount Palmerston," vol. i. p. 365.

t Similar demonstrations greeted the Prince on his tour through the centre and south of

Trance. At Bordeaux (October 9th) Louis Napoleon made the celebrated speech, in which,

after declaring the desire of France for a return to the Empire, in order " to produce

confidence in the present and security for the future," he went on to say—"Tliere is one

objection to which I must reply. Certain minds seem to entertain a dread of war ; certain

persons say the Empire is only war. But (he exclaimed with strong emphasis) I say THE
Empire is peace, for France desires it, and w/.tii France is saiisfied the world is tianqtiil.

"

For C Cm; ire c' est la paix " Punch " rendered /' Empire c' est /' epic ; and the rcadin" was
confirmed by the Crimc.T, Solferino, and Sedan.
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Nor was this position yielded merely to the/ high honours he had won and

the gratitude of his country—even such debts are soon cancelled by subse-

quent unworthiness—but by his sagacious common sense, and, above all, by
his unswerving simple-minded devotion to Duty. To the question he

proposed in the discussion on the Reform Bill,—" How is the King's

Government to be carried on ? "—the rest of his life was spent in always

giving the best practical answer in his power.
" So we have at last lost our great duke "—wrote lord Palmerston

—

" Old as he was, and both bodily and mentally enfeebled by age, he still is

a groat loss to tho country. His name was a tower of strength abroad, and

his opinions and counsel were valuable at home. No man evor lived or

died iu the possession of more unanimous love, respect, and esteem from his

countrymen." * His character stands forth on the page of history brightened

by contrast with the selfish, blood-stained " glory "
f won for a brief space

by the Emperor he overthrew, and which lured to his ruin the new Emperor
whose "star "rose as the sun of Wellington set ; nor, amidst the Cassar-

worship of the day, should we fail to mark the contrast with their avowed
prototype—" the conqueror who crossed that river which all the confidence

of all the armies under the sun could never have tempted our illustrious chief

even to lot the dream of crossing pass over his imagination,—the Kubicon
that separates the provinces of tho honest, the peaceful, the loyal citizen,

and of the traitor, the usurper, and the tyrant." f A most touching utter-

ance of the universal grief was written by the Queen, who received the

news beside the Dhu Loch in a wild Highland glen:—" He was the pride

and good genius, as it were, of this country,—the most loyal and devoted

subject, and the staunchest supporter the Crown ever had. Ho was to U3 a
true friend and most valuable adviser. . . . We shall soon stand sadly

alone. Aberdeen is almost the only personal friend of that kind left to us

—

Melbourne, Peel, Liverpool, now the duke—all gone! .... Albert is

much grieved. The duke showed him great confidence and kindness." §
The loss of the great master of war, whoso existenco among us had

inspired a consciousness of strength and security for more than a generation,

was deeply felt at this special crisis. Speaking of the manly virtues which,

we honoured in him, the "Spectator" added: "We need some of this

manly virtue now, and it will still cost much more before we can reach a
etate of perfect security against French invasion." It was necessary at

once to fill up the post of Commander-in-chief, for which viscount Hardinge

* Ashley's "Life of Viscount Palmerston," vol. ii. p. 370.

+ It has been often said that this word never occurs in the duke's despatches ; but the

real fact is still more signiricant. In his letter to the eail of Aberdeen, on his brother's death
at Waterloo, he wrote, "The glory resulting from such actions, so dearly bought, is no
consolation to me."—" Despatches," vol. xii. p. 489.

t Lord Brougham's "Speech at the Dover Festival, " held in honour of the duke as
lord warden of the Cinque I'orts, 1839.

§ Letter to King Leopold (September 17th).—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p,
465.—See also the Prince's letter to colonel Phipps (p. 464), and his very interesting
correspondence with baron Stockmar (pp. 466-470), who wrote a most able analysis of the
Duke's character, and exhorted the Prince not to shrink from the attempt to repKice him.
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had been already designated ; and his office of Master-General of the

Ordnance was conferred on the duke's old comrade in arms, and long his

trusted friend and secretary, lord Fitzroy Somerset, -with a peerage by the

title of Baron Eaglan. The general order to the army (September 22nd),

drawn up by the Prince in concert with lord Derbj', who happened to be

in attendance on the Queen at Balmoral, set forth the example of their late

commander :— " The discipline which he exacted from others, as the main
foundation of the military character, he sternly imposed upon himself ; and

the Queen desires to impress upon the army that the greatest commander
whom England ever saw has left an example for the imitation of every

soldier, in taking, as his guiding principle in every relation of life, an

energetic and unhesitating obedience to the call of duty."

As to the national tribute to the duke's mortal remains, it was felt that

Nelson's death had furnished the only parallel ; and, according to the pre-

cedent in that case, the Queen might at once have ordered a public funeral.

But a letter from lord Derby to the Home Secretary expressed her Majesty's

desire to associate the people with the Crown " in paying honour to the

memory of one whom no Englishman can name without pride or sorrow."

The duke's body was placed under a guard of honour, to await the sanction

of Parliament to his being deposited "at the public expense, and with all

the solemnity due to the greatness of the occasion, in the Cathedral Church

of St. Paul, there to rest by the side of Nelson—the greatest military by the

side of the greatest naval chief who ever reflected lustre upon the annals of

England."

The solemn interval postponed the decisive conflict of parties, without

interrupting their preparations. On the eve of the meeting of the new
Parliament, a gi-eat meeting was held at Manchester, including seventy-nine

of its members, to make a demonstration of firm adherence to Free Trade,

and of their resolution, if necessary, to re-organize the whole machinery of

the A.nti-Corn-Law League. On the next day (November 4th) the Fourth

Parliament of Queen Victoria, the Sixteenth of the United Kingdom, met
and re-elected Mr. Shaw-Lofevro as Speaker. During the week occupied

with swearing-in the members, and while the duke still lay above the

ground, the change long prepared in France was virtually accomplished.

On that same 4th of November the Senate met to receive a message

from the Prince President, desiring them to deliberate on the wish clearly

manifested by the nation for the re-establishment of the Empire. As he

jiroposed to preserve the Constitution of 1852, he described the change as

chiefly formal, but yet of immense significance, as guaranteeing the

interests of the people by closing the era of revolutions, and satisfying its

just pride by this peaceful revenge of its reverses. The Senate passed a

Senaim Conmltum re-establishing the imperial dignity in the person of

Napoleon III. and his direct descendants in the male line only (Nov. 7th).

The confijnlation of this decree was referred to the universal suffrage of

the people.
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On the llth of Novemlier Parliament was formally opened by the Queen

in person, with a speech promising a variety of important measures, which

the speedy result makes it superfluous to mention. On the one great issue

her Majesty spoke as follows :—" It gives me much pleasure to be enabled

by the blessing of Providence to congratulate you on the generally improved

condition of the working classes. If you should be of opinion that recent

legislation, in contributing, with other causes* to this happy result, has at the

same time inflicted unavoidable injury on certain important interests, I

recommend you dispassionately to consider how far it may be practicable

equitably to mitigate that injury, and to enable the industry of the country

to meet successfully that unrestricted competition, to which Parliament in its

wisdom has decided that it should be subjected." In both Houses, the

leaders most distinctly announced that they bowed without reserve to the

decision of the country on the principle of Free Trade, and Mr. Disraeli

went so far as to say, " Neither myself nor any of my colleagues have the

slightest intention to propose any policy which would give artificial prices, or

attempt to give what honourable gentlemen on the other side have mentioiied

as compensation for the losses occasioned by changes in the legislation which

has regulated the commercial interests of the country." But he maintained

• The " other causes " hinted at in this ingeniously qualified admission were explained in

the ensuing debate to be, especially, the great importation of gold and the extensive emi-

gration during the last few years.
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that those changes ought not to have been made without a corresponding

revision of taxation, and it was the intention of Government " to put before

this House a policy that would place our financial system more in harmony
with our commercial system. The speakers on the other side complained

that the language of Ministers and of the Eoj-al Speech itself, with regard

to Free Trade, was vague, wavering, and defective, and Mr. Yilliers

gave notice of a motion to bring the question to a decisive and final settle-

ment.

There were those who reflected sadly on what the great man, whose
remains were lying in state at Chelsea, could have done to mitigate the

imjiending strife, when we might soon have to oppose a united front against

invasion ; and first all parties joined to do him honour. The two Houses

concurred in the Queen's message for a state funeral at St. Paul's, which

all surviving witnesses remember as the most touching ceremony of our

times (November 18th). Amidst all that funeral pomp and military dis-

play could do to enhance the grand solemnity of the procession, far more

impressive was the spectacle of the myriads who gathered to behold it, or

rather to express by "a great silence, not unbroken by sobs," their

reverence for their lost defender and counsellor. But the scene beneath

the majestic dome abides with us as a remembrance never to be effaced, a

landmark in our life: the unwonted 82:)ectacle of the cathedral filled through

its whole length with thousands whose common sympathy was felt by each

and all ; the gathering of all those highest in rank and fame ; the constant

swell and dying away of the trumpet notes of the Dead March breathed

along from the grand entrance while the procession was approaching ; the

coffin borne up the nave, surmounted by the hat the plumes of which were

once raised by a breath of the west wind from the open doors, and foil again,

as if tossed by the head of a mounted warrior ;
* the service so familiar to

mourners, read by Dean Milman in a voice audible throughout the building,

with the deep-breathed responses of the vast multitude as with one hushed
voice : the proclamation of his long roll of titles, each significant of some
great deed or service ; the slow sinking of the coffin from amidst the group
of veteran generals, bearing decorations won under their lost chief, and
moved to tears and sobs ; the last farewell of his son, who stepped

forward from his place as chief mourner and laid his hand upon the coffin

as it was passing out of sight ; the deep emotion of the Queen's Consort,

whose presence gave point to the beautiful anthem taken from the burial

of Abner f :
—" And the king himself followed the bier : and the king lift

up his voice and wept at the grave ; and all the people wept : and the king

said unto his servants. Know ye not that there is a prince and a great man fallen

this day in Israel?" No shrine is more worthy of a visit than the twin

tombs beneath the centre of the dome, where Nelson and Wellington lie

apart from all the illustrious dead of Britain, whether in the central

' The incident may seem trivial in the recital, but to the feelings ol those present it waj

very touching.

•(• The Anthem was composed by Mr. Coss, the organist ol St. Paul's.
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cathedral or the western minster, not because the nation ranks the heroes

of war above men illustrious in the arts of peace, nor even because

a grateful people venerates the two chiefs who saved their country and the

whole cause of freedom from the greatest danger that ever threatened both

;

but because, in so doing, they were constant to the one motive which Nelson

uttered with his last breath:—"Thank God I have done my clidy." They

have left us the same example, which they received from mauy a predecessor,

for

" Not ONCE or TWICE, in our rough island story

Tlie path of duty was the way to glory." *

From the solemn union around the honoured dead we turn back to the

contests of the living. On the next day lord Derby met his followers in

Downing-street, to explain his policy and promote the concord of his party,

who responded with the assurance of their confidence. On the 23rd, Mr.

Villiers moved his resolutions:—" That the impi-oved condition of the country,

and particularly the industrious classes, is mainly the result of recent

commercial legislation, and especially of the Act of 1846, which established

the free admission of foreign corn, and that that Act was a wise, just, and

Icnejicial measure ; that it is the opinion of this House, that the maintenance

and further extension of the policy of Free Trade, as opposed to that of

Protection, will best enable the property and industry of the country to bear

the burden to which they are exposed, and will most contribute to the

general prosperity, welfare, and contentment of the people ;
" while a second

resolution affirmed the readiness of the House to consider measures laid

before it by Ministers consistent with these principles. To this Mr. Disraeli

opposed an amendment, admitting that the cheapness of food caused by
recent legislation had mainly contributedf to improve the condition of the

working classes ; that unrestricted competition had been deliberately

adopted by the House as the principle of our commercial policy ; and there-

fore it was " the duty of the Government unreservedly to adhere to that

policy in those measures of financial and administrative reform which, under
the circumstances of the country, they may deem it their duty to introduce."

It will be seen that Mr. Villiers's first resolution (especially the declara-

tion we have emphasized) could not have been accepted by the late

supporters of Protection without doing public penance for their past

opposition to Free Trade and sir Eobert Peel ; while the second passed a
foregone condemnation on the whole principle of compensatory adjustments,

for which the last clause of the amendment seemed to leave a licence too

wide to be allowed by the advocates of Free Trade. The issue therefore

involved the existence of the Government. But many thought it better, in

• Tennyson's " Funeral Ode," one of the few poems composed ofiicially for a set occasion,

which have proved as worthy of their theme as if poured forth spontaneously. Among
the numerous memorials of the Great Duke, special mention must be made of the lyellinglon

Collt^t !or the orphan sons of officers, which was erected and endowed by a voluntary sub-
scription amounting to ;i;;'159,000.

t Observe the advance on the more qualified admission in the Speech from the Throne.
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the critical state of the country, and the difficulties in the way of forming a

new ministry, to give them a fair trial : if they could stand for a time it

would be well ; but if they must fall, let it be on the demerits of their

measures, not on a retrospective question of " exploded policy." Such,

for obvious reasons, was lord Palmerston's opinion, and he intervened to

save the Government, while affirming the great principle at issue. His

skilfully framed amendment, having obtained the rejection of Mr. Villiers's

resolution by a majority of 20 (2.56 to 236), was adopted as the final reso-

lution of the House on the question by the decisive vote of 468 against 53,

the " few sad relics " of the great party of Protection (November 26th'

The resolution which ended the great controversy between the principles of

Protection and Free Trade was in the following terma :
—" That it is the

opinion of this House that the policy of unrestricted competition, firmly

maintained and prudently extended, will best enable the industry of the

country to bear its burden, and will thereby most surely promote the

welfare and contentment of the people ; and that the House will be ready

to take into consideration anj' measures consistent with these principles,

which, in pursuance of her Majesty's gracious speech and recommendation,

may be laid before it." *

The week that passed before those measures were brought forward saw

the formal completion of the change in France. On the 1st of December

the result of the Plebiscite on the question of re-establishing the Empire was

announced in the Corps Legislatif

;

—7,864,189 Ayes; 1bZ,\Ao Noes ; and

63,326 votes null and void. On the following day, the anniversary of

Austerlitz and the coup d' elat, the new emperor was proclaimed by the title

of Napoleon III. ; and a few days later both Houses of Parliament were

informed that her Majesty's Government had cordially recognized this

almost unanimous election, f and that the Emperor had pledged himself to

respect the territorial settlement of 1814.

The Budget, which was at length to reveal the mystery of compensatory

adjustments of finance, was produced by the Chancellor of the Exchequer

on the 3rd of December. It had the disadvantage of being very compli-

cated ; and its fate has deprived its lesser details of all permanent interest.

The great boon offered to the suffering owners and occupiers of land was a

remission of half the Malt Tax, at a sacrifice of £2,500,000, the great part

of which was to be made up by a doubled House Duty. The mass of the people

were to be propitiated by a reduction of the Tea Duties ; and the Income

Tax was to be renewed with various readjustments (including a reduction

of 50 per cent, of the levy on farmers' profits), and to be extended to

Ireland.

The fate of this too ingenious budget, and of the Ministry with it, was at

once sealed. Mr. Disraeli's able exposition won new respect for his genius,

• The Protectionist party confessed its defeat by dissolving the National Association for

the Protection of British Industry on the 7th of February, 1853.

+ Austria and Prussia soon recognized the Ennptror, but the Czar Nicholas stood obsti-

nately aloof, though he bad warmly praised tia couji d' eta/.
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thougli the prediction of his colleague, Mr. Walpole, that his reputa-ion

would be as extensive as the Empire for -which he was legislating, was then

received with laughter ! But it was the man of genius working under

impracticable conditions, and the result was what the man of keen sense

had predicted.* The partial boon offered them was scarcely welcomed by
the landed interest ; the price to be paid for it was bitterly resented by the

people, who well knew its pressure ; and battle was offered on a field on

which Peelite, Whig, and Radical, could cordially unite. The debate,

which was taken on the House Tas,f was one of the most brilliant of our

time. Mr. Lowe's| argument against the probability of a much lower price

of beer, and consequent benefit to the farmers from the reduction of the

Malt Tax, in face of the great brewers' monopoly, laid the foundation of his

parliamentary fame ; and other speeches of great ability might be cited.

But the great spectacle, which excited admiration—in the twofold sense of

the word—was the attitude of Mr. Disraeli. Serious and business-like to

the depth of gravity in the serious business of the House ; brilliant and
animated in leading an assault with that invective wliich he once pronounced
" the ornament of debate " ; he more than once showed the utmost reckless-

ness of defiance in fighting a battle which he knew to be already lost.§

Always keenly alive to the game of party polities, as well as to their serious

aspects, he seemed to enjoy it with the wild delight which the quarry is

said to share with the hunters. The strange threats which gossip ascribed

to him against sir James Graham and sir Charles Wood, in particular, were
hardly stronger than the phrases he hurled at them in the debate ; and if

these disgusted many of his hearers, all felt the force of tho peroration,

pointed with one of those phrases which ho from time to time added to our
language—a phrase soon verified in this case against universal expectation.

Well aware that the Opposition had composed their feuds, he said :—"I
know what I have to face—I have to face a Coalition. The combination
may be successful. A combination has before this been successful; but
coalitions, though they may be successful, have always found that their

triumphs have been but brief. This I know "—he exclaimed, with an
implied appeal to Pitt's triumph over Fox and North—" that England does

not love coalitions. And I appeal from the coalition to that public opinion

• See above, p. 112.

t Besides the Budget night, the debate was continued on the 10th, ISlh, Uth, and 16th
of December, the division being taken after i o'clock on the morning of the 17th.

% Mr. Robert Lowe (i. 1811) was one of the new members elected to this Parliament,
having returned in 1850 from a successful career as a barrister at Sydney, New South Wales,
and made his mark as a writer in the "Times." He had formerly been distinguished as a
scholar and classical tutor at Oxford, and was elected in 1868 the first member for the Univer-
sity of London—a constituency which Mr. Disraeli humorously professed to have created on
purpose to furnish Mr. Lowe with a seat. Having been sometimes a member, and some-
times a keen critic, of successive liberal Governments, he was transferred to the House of
Peers, as Viscount Shekbrooke, on the formation of Mr. Gladstone's second ministry
(1880).

§ It was the same in his reply in the great debate on Mr. Gladstone's resolutions for the
disestablishment of the Irish Church in 1868.
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whose wise and irresistible influence can control even the decrees of Parlia-

ment, and without whose support even the most august and ancient

institutions are but the baseless fabric of a vision."

As Mr. Disraeli sat down at two o'clock in the m.orning, the sensations

of mingled admiration and indignation seemed exhausted ; but another

reputation, which had long been rising, was to be made once for all that

night; and the "foeman worthy of his steel" was to begin the brilliant

antagonism, which was continued across the table of the House for a

quarter of a century. Mr. Gladstone at once started to his feet, to deliver

one of those improm^jiic replies, which divide the palm of eloquence with

his most elaborate expositions. The future leader of the Liberals, who
had entered the first reformed Parliament (1832) as the High Tory member
for the close borough of Newark, was four years younger than the Tory

chief, who about the same time had attempted Marylebone as a Eadical.*

Mr. Gladstone's Oxford training and classic tastes, and his early devotion

to politics as a profession, attached him at once to sir Eobert Peel, whose
official fortunes he shared in 1834-5 and 1841-6 (save for a brief interrup-

tion on account of the Maynooth endowment), and he followed him in his

conversion to Free Trade. But, on sir Eobert's famous declaration for the

repeal of the Corn-Laws, Mr. Gladstone's conscience would not allow him
to keep the seat which he owed to the duke of Newcastle ; f so that he lost

the opportunity of distinction in the crisis of the battle between sir Eobert

and the Protectionists. Returned by his own University in 1847, he had
tended, more perhaps than the other Peelites, to liberal politics, except on

ecclesiastical questions, and, staunch Churchman as he was, his hold on

Oxford had been shaken. He had given many proofs of an eloquence,

which had been perhaps rather too academic for the full sympathy of the

House ; but now he had an opportunity which he so used as to win the

foremost rank in practical debate. Though the House resents " preaching "

and the assumption of moral superiority, a feeling had been roused by
Mr. Disraeli's licence of speech, which redeemed from those imputations

the rebuke which Mr. Gladstone's weight of character permitted him to

deliver without offence. The precise words of both, however, were of that

character which it behoves the lasting record of history to blot out, as among
the passing bursts of passion on which not oven one day's sun ought to go

down. I

• Mr. Disraeli was born on the 2!st of December, ISOl ; Mr. Gladstone on the 29th of

December, 1809 ; so that the one was now just 48, the other 43. Mr. Glaiistone first sat

for Newark in 1832 ; Mr. Disraeli, having been unsuccessful at Marylebone at the general

election after the Reform Bill, was returned for Maidstone as a Conservative in 1837.

t This (the 4tli) duke of Newcastle, one of the highest of Tories, and well known as the

vehement opponent of Reform, died in 1851. Ilis son and successor was a Peelite, and a

leading member, as we shall presently see, of lord Aberdeen's Government, 18o3-5.

J It is far more pleasant and profitable to preserve the graceful amends made by Mr.

Disraeli, on the first opportunity, in announcing his resignation (December 20th). After

thanking both sides for their indulgent and generous support in the attempt to conduct the

business of the House, he added, " If, sir, in maintaining a too unequal struggle, any word

has escaped my lips (I hope, never except in the way of retort, which has hurt the feelings
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Mr. Gladstone's was believed to be one of those rarely occurring speeclies

wBicli have had a direct influence on the decision of the House of Commons.
The Government were left in a minority of 19 in a committee of nearly 600

members,* about four o'clock on Friday, the 17th, and the Chancellor of

the Exchequer moved the significant adjournment of the House till Monday.
"It -will be an unpleasant day for going to Osborne," was Mr. Disraeli's

quiet remark, as he walked out into the wet chill of the December morning.

In fact, neither he or his chief could regret the result of their short but

gallant struggle. The one had at length laid a hand, well knowing that it

could be but for a moment, on the first great goal of his ambition,f and
could ask nothing better than a pause to gather strength for a more
favourable opportunity. The other, always indifferent to the cares and
honours of office, had discharged the duty to his Queen and country which
he chivalrously undertook at a crisis difficult for both. "Within an hour
from the division, lord Derby wrote to the Queen a letter which concluded

thus :
" He will never cease to retain the deepest and most grateful sense of

the gracious favour and support, which he has on all occasions received at

your Majesty's hands, and which he deeply regrets he has been unable to

repay by longer and more efficient service." The same evening he placed

his resignation in the Queen's hands at Osborne. |
In foresight of the catastrophe, lord Palmerston had written, " One ought

not to make a Government for the Queen till one is quite sure what her intentions

of any gentleman in this House, I deeply regret it ; and I hope that the impression on their

part will be as transient as the sense of provocation on my own." A cordial response was
made by lord John Russell and sir Charles Wood, as well as by sir James Graham, who
expressed his great admiration for the talents of Mr. Disraeli and the ability with which he
had conducted the business of the Government.

* The full analysis gave 286 votes for the Government Resolution on the House Duty,

and 305 against it, making 591, but, with the tellers, chairman of committee, and

Speaker, 597 members were present. Besides these 28 members paired ; the absentees were

18 Liberals and 8 Conservatives, a disproportion which added to the significance of the

vote.

t This overleaping of all lower grades of the official hierarchy (we borrow the useful

French term under protest) is not the least remarkable feature of Lord Beaconsfield's

career. Unlike the regularly trained politicians who, beginning as junior lords, assistant

secretaries, and so forth, have advanced to secretaryships of state, and shifted about from one
office to the other, he never held but two, each the highest of its kind—Chancellor of

the Exchequer, with the leadership of the House of Commons—First Lord of the Treasury

and Prime Minister. (Of course this statement is not affected by his temporary tenure of the

Privy Seal together with the Treasury, 1876-8.)

X We must somewhat reluctantly be content with a mere reference to lord Palmerston 's

letters on the crisis and the state of parties (Ashley's " Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. i.

p. 378, 1st edition). The most interesting point in them is the proof that the office held by
lord Palmerston in the Aberdeen Government, however incongruously (as was thought at

the time), was his own choice. " I should, in any case, much prefer the Home Office to

going back to the immense labour of the Foreign Office, yy ai ele, as the Frenchman said

of fox-hunting." In a letter on his acceptance of the post he repeats that his decision had

long been formed, and adds powerful motives (December 22nd) :—" It does not do for a

man to pass his whole life in one department, and the Home Office deals with the

concerns of the country internally, and brings one in contact with one's felloio countrymen.
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are upon that matter." * It turned out tliat her Majesty's intentions were as

clear as they were wise in the actual position of affairs, and the course of

events is best related by the biographer of the Prince Consort:—"The
Queen felt that the time had now come for the formation of a strong

Administration, and for closing the unsatisfactory epoch of government upon

sufferance, which had resulted from the disorganization of parties since 1846.

With this view she decided to call to her councils the two veteran leaders of

the Conservative and Liberal parties, lord Aberdeen and lord Lansdowne.|

The latter was prevented by illness from obeying her Majesty's summons,

but a full and satisfactory understanding between lord Aberdeen and

himself was come to at a personal interview before lord Aberdeen left town

for Osborne. They both felt strongly that in the present juncture no

private or personal feelings ought to stand in the way of the formation of a

popular, efficient, and durable Government, composed of the representatives

of Libera.'' and Conservative opinions. It was known that the Peelites

would not serve under lord Lansdowne, even had he felt justified by the

state of his health in undertaking the Premiership, which he did not ;—still

less were they disposed to act under lord John Eussell. Lord Aberdeen
had, however, assured himself before leaving town that his friends were
prepared to act along with these and the other leading members of the

former Whig Government, and that lord John Eussell was prepared to fall

into the ranks, taking the place of leader of the House of Commons. In
these circumstances her Majesty had no hesitation in charging lord

Aberdeen with the formation of the Government.^

The proposed combination might well be called a second Ministry of All

the Talents; and the difiiculty of adjusting the rival claims of so many
former ministers and new men of eminent ability delayed the formation of

the Government till the 27th of December. Tlie late Whig Premier took

for a short time the seals of the Foreign Office, but before Parliament met
he gave them up to lord Clarendon, retaining a seat in the Cabinet and the

lead of the House of Commons. § The venerable marquess of Lansdowne
also sat in the Cabinet without office, the Presidency of the Council

being assigned to earl Granville. The duke of Argyll
||
now began his

official career as Lord Privy Seal ; and the veteran Whig, sir Charles

Wood, as an indispensable "plank" in a Liberal Cabinet, was President

besides which it gives one more influence in regard :o the militia and the defences of the

country."—Ashley's " Life of Lord Palmerslon," vol. ii. pp. 2, 3.

* It may be well for those who take the purely democratic view of our Constitutional

Monarchy to remember that these are the words, not of lord Beaconsfield, but of lord

Palmerston.

t The marquess of Lansdowne (born July 2, 1780 : and now in his 73rd year) had

been President of the Council in all the Liberal Governments since 1830. The earl of

Aberdeen was about to enter on his 70th year, having been born in January, 1784.

{ " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 482.

§ On February 3, 1853. In June, 1854, lord John Russell became President of the

Council, earl Granville being transferred to the Duchy of Lancaster.

11 Born April 30, 1823.
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of the Board of Control. These, with the Lord Chancellor, lord Cranworth,*

who had long left politics for the bench, were the seven Whig members
of the Cabinet. They were nearly matched in number and quite so in

ability by five Peelites ; the Premier himself, Mr. Gladstone, who became
Chancellor of the Exchequer, sir James Graham, First Lord of the

Admiralty, the duke of Newcastle, Secretary for War and the Colonies,!

and Mr. Sidney Herbert, all of whom had gained official experience under

their departed chief.| Tlie "Manchester School" had no part in the

Cabinet, but the " philosophic Eadicals " were represented by sir William
Molesworth, as Chief Commissioner of Parks and Public Buildings. Last,

though not least, lord Palmerston, who rejected the name of Whig, and

represented the liberal patriotic Toryism of Canning, carried to the Home
Office the same energy which he had shown in diplomacy, putting into

force the new sanitary legislation, shutting up the London graveyards,

prosecuting manufacturers and city magnates without fear or favour in his

zeal against the smoke nuisance which lies at the root of much social

misery, and teaching Presbyteries to obey God's laws in nature as the

means of giving effect to their prayers against pestilence. § Not that he let

foreign affairs alone ; for we shall soon see how the action in the Cabinet

of " the one man who knew his mind " determined the most momentous
issue of peace or war that has marked the present reign. Those fourteen

Cabinet Ministers were supported by a singularly strong band of rising

statesmen in the second official rank, such as Mr. (afterwards viscount)

Cardwell, President of the Board of Trade, viscount Canning, Postmaster-

General, lord Wodehouse (afterwards earl of Kimberley) at the Foreign

Office, Mr. Lowe, Secretary to the Board of Control, and others too long to

name. The Irish Eoman Catholics were represented by Mr. Keogh, Mr.

Sadleir, and Mr. Monsel, afterwards lord Emly, who were, however, taken

to task by the Irish Tenant-Right League for accepting ofiice under lord

Aberdeen.
II

The high expectations of the country, and the general satisfaction at

* Sir Robert Rolfe had been Solicitor-General under lord Melbourne in 1834, and

again 1835-9, when he was made a Baron of the Exchequer, and, in 1850, Vice-

Chancellor, with a peerage.

t To meet the pressure of business in the war with Russia, this office was divided

in June, 1854 ; sir George Grey returning to the Cabinet as Colonial Secrelaiy, while the

duke of Newcastle retained the Secretaryship for War, in which the subordinate (and chiefly

financial) office of Secretary at War was absorbed. There were thus four Secretaries of

State, instead of three, and a fifth was created, for India, in 1858.

X Gladstone, Herbert, and Newcastle, were all distinguished Oxonians, intimate friends,

and nearly of the same age, hr.ving been born respectively in 1809, 1810, and 1811. The
earl St. Germans, Lord-Lieulenant of Ireland, and the earl of Dalhousie, who had been
Governor-General of India since 1848 and continued so till the middle of 1855, were both of

the I'eelite party.

§ Respecting lord Palmerston's multifarious activity at the Home Office, see Ashley's
" Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. ii. pp. 7-10. Seealsopp. 4, 5 for his rejection of overtures
from the Opposition, who, after their late defeat, were in one of those moods of rebellion

against Mr. Disraeli, his repeated triumph over which gave signal proof of his tact and temper.

II
In the ensuing session these gentlemen resigned in consequence of some strong remarks

VOL. IX.—269.
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having at last a strung Governmeut, are faithfully reflected in the Queen's letter

to King Leopold the day after the new Ministry entered on office (Dec.

28th) :
—" The success of our excellent Aberdeen's arduous task, and the

formation of so brilliant and strong a Cabinet, would, I was sure, please

you. It is the realization of the country's and our own most ardent wishes,

and it deserves success, and will, I think, command great support." * There

was great need for it : as lord Palmerston wrote on Christmas Eve :
" The

state of the country in all its interests, foreign and domestic, requires a

Government as strong as there are elements for making it." Besides many
reforms called for at home now the more urgently in proportion to the

increased power of the Government, the ominous cloud still hung over the

horizon beyond the sea, and the trouble was aggravated by its breaking

out in a very different and unexpected quarter, though the unheeded

movement had already begun, and that as a part of the very schemes that

were now apprehended from France. f And this danger was just the one,

for facing which there were unsuspected elements of weakness in the

Ministry. We have seen the strange doctrine once propounded by sir

Robert Peel about the postponement of national defence to commercial and

economical considerations ; and no small leaven of this spirit was brought

into the Cabinet by his followers ; while in the Prime Minister it was

heightened by a constitutional want of resolution, aggravated by age, by an

entire absence, with all his accomplishments and experience of the genius

which sees each new crisis and discerns the means of meeting it,| and by
that passionate devotion to a pacific policy, quickened doubtless by his having

been a close spectator of the horrors of the great war,§ which defeats itself

by crying Peace ! when there is no peace. This note was in ^lart struck

from the first in his speech announcing the formation of his Ministry (Dec.

27th) :
—" With regard to Foreign Powers, he would adhere to the principle

pursued for the last thirty years, in respecting the rights of all independent

states, in abstaining from interference in their internal afl^airs, while at the

same time we asserted our own rights and interests ; and, above all, in an

earnest desire to secure the general peace of Euroj>e.\\ He added, however,

of lord John Russell's (May 31st) on the disloyal spirit shown by the Irish Catholics instead

of gratitude for Emancipation ; but on lord Aberdeen's disavowing lord John's language,

the resignations were withdrawn.
* " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 483.

t No distinction is more important than that between the cause and the occasion of great

events ; and it must never be forgotten that the immediate occasion of the broil in tlie East

was a move made by Louis Napoleon, in pursuance of his policy for reviving the influence of

France and the Napoleonic traditions ; and this move had been already made more than two

years before by the demand urged on the Porte respecting the Holy Places (June, 1850). All

this has to be related in its place.

X Baron Stockmar hit this blot with his usual sagacity, when its results were so disastrously

brought out in 1854.—See the "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 543.

§ As special envoy to Austria he accompanied the allied armies in 1813-14.

II
An element of instability perhaps still more dangerous, though at the time hardly

suspected by the outside world, will appear, as we proceed, in the temperament of lord John

Russell, his dissatisfaction with his subordinate poistion, and his restless wibh to supplant

lord Aberdeen as Prime Minister.—^See the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 503, yC
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that this policy might bo observed Tvithout an}' relaxation of those defensive

moasuros which had been lately undertaken, after perhaps too long

peglect." * These were among the first measures to which the attention

of Government was directed, and one great result was the establishment

of the training camp on Chobham Common, and of the permanent camp at

Aldershot a year later (18.54).f

On the completion of the new Government and the issue of writs for the

ministerial re-elections (December 27th), Parliament adjourned to the

10th of February, amidst a crisis of expectation which marks an epoch in

our history ; and the issue of which, at first full of brilliant accomplishment,

was destined to prove once more that "there is nothing so certain as the

unexpected." Before turning the new page, a few threads of the tissue of

events have to be gathered up ; and first the " little wars " which, however

unworthy of " a great country," are among the necessary incidents forced

on a mighty empire against its will. It had long been our deliberate

policy to put a stop to tlie extension of the British possessions in India

;

but commercial entorprize, pushed forward into the peninsula beyond the

Bay of Bengal, had led to a war with Burmah, in 1824-6, ending in the

cession to India of the provinces of Arracan, occupying some 200 miles of

the N.E. shore of the Bay, and Tenasserim, a slip of coast extending no

less than 500 miles along the coast west of Siam and the Malay peninsula.

|

After a quarter of a century, the oppression of British merchants by the

Burmese courts of justice called for the despatch of a squadron under

Commodore Lambert to Eangoon, the chief port of Burmah, on the eastern

mouth of the great river Irawaddy ; and lime was given to the viceroy to

receive instructions from the king at Ava (October, 1851). No redress

having been obtained, and outrages having been done to some of our sailors

at Eangoon, the governor of which erected batteries to hem in the British

squadron, the second Burmese War was begun by our forcing the passage of

the Irawaddy (January 4, 1852). Commodore Lambert was sent again

to the Irawaddy with the very moderate demand, that the king should

make an apology and pay a war indemnity. No conoessiou being made,

Martaban, Eangoon, and Bassein were stormed by our forces under general

Godwin (May and June). Prome, far up the Irawaddy, was taken by

Captain Tarleton (July) ; and finally the city of Pegu, after being taken

and abandoned, was recaptured by general Godwin (November 21st). On
the 20th of December, the Governor-General, lord Dalhousie, proclaimed

the annexation to British India of the province of Pegu, embracing the

whole lower course of the Irawaddy, and completing our possession of the

Burmese coast, to its junction with our former acquisition of Tenasserim.

* See lord Palmerston's very interesting letter to his brother on this subject.
—" Life of

Viscount Palmerston," vol. ii. pp. 6, 7.

+ On the personal interest of the Queen and Prince in the establishment of the Chobham
Camp (repeatedly proved afterwards both there and at Aldershot), see the "Life of the

Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 495, foil.

X See vol. viii. chap. xii.
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Peace was not, however, secured till six months later, and after a revolution

at Ava, in which the king had been deposed by his younger brother

(June, 1853). In South Africa, the second Caffre war, which broke out in

1 850, and had been marked by some heavy losses,* was ended successfully

in 1853, by the submission of the Gaika chief, Sandilla, to whom and

his people lord Cathcart granted the Queen's pardon, but declared the

Amatola lands, and others on the frontier, forfeited to Great Britain.

It is one of the curious coincidences, of which human affairs are full,

that the epoch of the great political change in France was that of a new
triumph of science in establishing instant communication across seas and

oceans. An electric telegraph beneath the straits of Dover was planned by sir

Charles Wheatstone as early as 1840; but submarine cables were first

made practicable by Faraday's suggestion of the use of gutta percha as an

insulator, in 1847. Mr. Brett, the patentee of the new process, laid a cable

between Cape Grisnez and Shakespere's Cliff, but it was instantly broken

by a ridge of rock (August 28, 1850). Anew cable was successfully laid

on November 13, 1851, when the prices of stocks were mutually communi-

cated between London and Paris within business hours. After nearly a

year's successful working and a brief interruption, the final reopening of

telegraphic communication between London and Paris was made on the

1st of November, 1852.

f

It seems fit to add the record of one personal incident in the same year,

the bequest which a rich Manchester merchant, Mr. .John Camden Neild,

made of his whole fortune to her Majesty—an act in which baron

Stockmar saw "a monument reared to the Queen during her lifetime in recognition

of her simple, honourable, and constitutional career.'''^

* The wreck of the i>;>fe«/;fa(/ steamship with reinforcements from England (February

26, 1852) demands record for the quiet heroism of the soldiers, who stood to their quarters

with perfect discipline and silence till the ship sank under them.

t The first message sent, from the Directors to the Prince President, seems to indicate

the feeling of the commercial world of London in favour of his imperial designs, but on a

condition :—that " this wonderful invention may serve, under the Empire, to promote the

peace and prosperity of the world." A submarine cable to Ireland was also laid in 1852.

X "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 463-4.
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CHAPTER XTV.

Ministerial Re-elections—Mr. Gladstone at Oxford—State of the Continent : The Eastern

Question: Russia and Turkey : France and England—Marriage of Napoleon III.—
Meeting of Parliament : Speech from the Throne—Canada Clergy Reserves—Prospects

after Easter : the light and dark sides—Differences in the Cabinet—Mr. Gladstone's

Financial Measures—Proposed Conversion of the National Debt—The Budget—Con-
demnation of the Income Tax— Its proposed cessation in 1860—Mr. Gladstone on its

alleged inequalities—Its extension to Ireland—Duties on Irish and Scotch Spirits-

New Succession Duties—Reductions of taxation—Assessed Taxes— Hackney Carriage

Act—Stamp Duties : Penny Receipt Stamp—Repeal of the Duty on Advertisements :

how carried—Taxes on consumption : their principle—Excise on Soap abolished

—

Revision of the Customs' Tariff— Review of former reductions, and their effects on

Commerce and the Revenue—The Tea Duty—Merits claimed for the Budget : fairness

to all classes—Debates on the Income Tax and Succession Duties—Commutation of

South Sea Annuities—The Measures Carried—Review of the whole financial

scheme—Disappointment of Mr. Gladstone compared to those of Pitt—Reforms
of the Law—Penal .Servitude substituted for Transportation—Licences or " Tickets

of Leave "—Abuses and later modifications—National Education : Lord John
Russell's Declaration for its religious basis—The Irish National Schools—Renewal of

the East India Company's Charter—Sir Charles Wood's Bill—Abolition of Directors'

Patronage—Macaulay on Appointments by Examination—Macaulay's Speech on the

Judges' Exclusion Bill—Other Measures of the Session—Arctic Exploration—Franklin

and Maclure : their twofold discovery of the North-West Passage.

The new year ojDened with the ministerial re-elections, which were
unopposed except in one conspicuous case. A large section of Mr. Glad-

stone's old supporters at Oxford set up against him Mr. Dudley Perceval,

the obscure son of the least distinguished Prime Minister of recent times ;

and, after a vigorous poU continued for fifteen days, Mr. Gladstone was
returned by a majority of 124(1,022 to 898). The new Ministry applied

themselves to domestic legislation with a singleness of devotion which now
appears admirable in both senses of the word, knowing as we do what they
knew then of the storm which was not merely rising in the East, but
already more than muttering its diplomatic thunder.** The first of the

conversations—revealed a year later to the astonished world—in which the

Czar Nicholas attempted to sound our ambassador, sir Hamilton Seymour,
about the disposal of the "sick man's" inheritance, took place on the 9th of

January, 1853 ; and in the same month we find lord John Russell making

• The whole course of the Eastern question will be followed in subsequent chapters ; but
some incidental allusions to what was already taking place are meanwhile necessary.

133
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warm remonstrances against the steps fii-st taken by France to disturb the

sleeping question at Constantinople—that slough of despond which recals

the Greek proverb :

—

"Stir not up Camarina : much better leave it unstirred."

It seemed, indeed, in spite of our double recognition of the new dynasty in

France, that certain of our Ministers were bent on provoking tho Emperor

to put a hostile interpretation on our measures of defence. Sir James

Graham spoke strongly ; but sir Charles "Wood told his constituents at

Halifax, with great but unseasonable truth, that—" Such a despotism never

prevailed in France even at the time of Napoleon I. The press gagged,

liberty suppressed, no man allowed to speak his opinion ; the neighbouring

country of Belgium forced to gag her press ; no press in Europe free but ours,

which—thank God—he cannot gag. And hence his hatred of our press,

which alone dares to speak the truth." Such language represented one

strong current of opinion in England ;
* but there was a prevailing dis-

position to accept the friendly professions of the Emperor, who won general

good-will by making a marriage of affection, instead of persisting in the

attempt to cement his dynasty by an alliance with the reigning houses of

Europe. What memories of strangely affecting vicissitude are now roused,

as we recal in the widowed and childless exile of Chislehurst the youthful

bloom of the Spanish countess, Eugenie de Montijo, who was led to the

high altar of Notre Dame as the bride of Napoleon III. on the 29th of

January, 1853 !f
Parliament re-assembled on tho 10th of February, when, in accordance

with precedent,! ^^^^ John Russell made a statement of the proposed

ministerial measures, with only such reference to the impending troubles,

as was implied in a provision for the national defences, and the postpone-

ment of the Eoform question till next year. The chief measures discussed

during the short time left before Easter § were the Jewish Disabilities Bill,

* -As for example in the vehement attacks on the Prince President in the " Times " during

1852.

+ The Emperor was now in his 45th year, the Empress in her 2rth. The general feeling

in England was expressed by lord Palmerston with his usual vivacity.—(Ashley's " Life,"

etc., vol. ii. p. 7).

J It seems convenient to explain, once for all, in the case of what is called an autumnal

session of Parliament, the recess from Christmas to the usual time of meeting (about the

Ijeginning of February) is by adjonniiiwnl, not frorogaiion ; and no second Queen's Speech

or message is delivered at re-assembling, even though a change of Ministry has taken place

in the interval (as in 1852-3), or, even though, owing to the sudden occasion for the earlier

meeting, the ministerial measures may not liave been indicated in the speecli from the throne

(.as in 1878-9). In former times, Parliament used to be assembled more tlian once in the

year for short terms, each of which was counted as a distinct session. Another peculiar case

has occurred in 1882, when, instead of .an autumn session for a special purpose. Parliament

simply adjourned from August to October, and the autumn si/tins; formed a part of the single

session of the year.

§ Easter fell on March 27th, and the Houses adjourned on Friday the 18th.
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which we have already noticed,* and a Bill for carrying out the " free

church " principles already adopted in Canada, by empowering the Colonial

Legislature to deal with the " Clergy Eevenues "
f in accordance with the

Queen's consent to an Address of the Colonial Assembly two years before.J

Parliament rose for Easter amidst bright political prospects, though with

the mass of its work still to be done ; but we now possess two strongly con-

trasted views of the situation. " Our session will be long but not

dangerous"—wrote lord Palmerston to his brother.§ "We shall have to

renew the Income Tax and the East India Charter. . . . We may have

some difficulty next year about Parliamentary Eeform, but enough for the

year are the troubles thereof. As yet notlung can he more harmonious than our

Coalition Cabinet." Not a word about those troubles of the year, day, and

nour which soon proved more than enough for aU his colleagues, but his

own very element ; though a decided crisis was marked at this very time

by the return of the British and French ambassadors to Constantinople

from leaves of absence (April 4th and 5th).
|!

The other side of the prospect

is drawn by the Prince Consort's biographer %:—" During this period the

Eastern question, which was so soon to become the all-absorbing topic of

the time, had assumed a very serious aspect, all the more serious in the eyes

of the Queen and Prince, that the views of some leadinj memhers of the Cabinet

as to the proper mode of dealing with it had begun to show signs of divergence,

which unless reconciled might lead to the breaking up of the Ministry."

Among the Ministers so averse to war, that they almost seemed to hope

it could be averted by persevering in " the blessed work of improvement " **

suited to assured peace, the Chancellor of the Exchequer was conspicuous.

No man ever made a more brilliant use of a finer opportunity. Trained in

the financial school of his great leader, his mode of setting to his work was

as unlike as could be to the system—or want of all system—which the Whig
Chancellors of the Exchequer had pursued before sir Eobert Peel, and to

* See chap, iii.

+ These Revenues were the produce of the sale (under an Act of 1840, 3 and 4 Vict. c.

78) of the waste lands allotted to the Protestant Clergy under the name of Clergy Reserves.

X Communicated on January 27, 1851, by earl Grey, as Colonial Secretary. The new-

Act received the royal assent on the 9th of May (16 and 17 Vict. c. 21).

§ April 3rd.—Ashley's " Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. ii. pp. 10, 11.

II
Sir Stafford Canning, then already a veteran diplomatist—the Gycat Elchre (Turkish

for ambassador) of Mr. Kinglake—was raised to the peerage, during his visit to England, ass

viscount Stratford de Redcliffe (1852). Born before the first French Revolution (January

6, 1788), he began his career at the Foreign Office under his cousin, George Caaning, in

1807, and was Minister Plenipotentiary to the Porte from 1810 to 1812, from 1825 to 1831

(with some small intervals), and again from 1841 to 1858. At the age of ninety, he still

contributed the light of his experienced wisdom to the never-ending Eastern question ; and

died, with his mind still clear and bright, in his 93rd year (August 14, 18S0). The title

chosen by lord Stratford de Redcliffe refers to his ancient descent from William Cannynge,

the "pious founder of the Church of St. Mary Redclyffe" at Bristol. He was the author

of an excellent little work on the " Evidences of Christianity."

IT Vol. ii. p. 494.
'* A phrase of Mr. Gladstone's Budget Speech.
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•which they had since returned, as if incapable of learning from his example.

While professing the political economy which taught that, if certain duties

were reduced, the revenue would gain by the increased consumption of the

articles, and that others which hampered trade and manufacture might be

entirely remitted with the sure prospect of reimbursement from other

sources of revenue stimulated by such remission, they showed no practical

faith in these principles. An even national balance-sheet produced the

stereotyped budget " I cannot reduce taxation, as I have no surplus." A
deficit—the normal condition under the second Melbourne Administration

—

was met by postponement and borrowing, as far as possible, and at last by
the childish expedient of clapping five per cent, on the Customs and Excise,

and ten per cent, on the Assessed Taxes, all round, with the foreknown

certainty of a much smaller percentage of gain to the revenue (1840).

When, owing to sir Robert Peel's measures and the return of prosperity,

lord John Eussell's Government at length rejoiced in a surplus year after

year, it was generally frittered away by subdivision, with little substantial

relief or consequent satisfaction in any one quarter. In truth, however,

this sort of finance was less due to the incompetence of Chancellors of

the Exchequer, than to the chronic weakness of the Ministry, which

forbad the attempt to carry any bold measures in the face of a powerful

opposition.

Mr. Gladstone, on the contrary, came into office as the financial organ

of a most powerful Government, and on the summit of a tide of prosperity

which had never been surpassed, and in one respect (the price of public

securities) has never since been equalled.* The opportunity suited the

habit of his mind, to take a full grasp of every subject to which he turned

his thoughts, exploring its minutest details, discovering aspects of it which

no one had seen before, and, rather than overlook any of its bearings,

perhaps sometimes perceiving relations of it due only to his fertile imagina-

tion. Instead of taking the mere margin of the balance-sheet as the

measure of the work he had to do, he followed the example of Walpole,

Pitt, and Peel, in undertaking a task of real reconstruction, and that with

a threefold purpose. First, to carry on the work of his master in pruning

and lopping away duties which pressed hard on commerce and manufactures

and the subsistence and comfort of the people, or which were otherwise

impolitic or unfair ; and, secondly, while doing this, to relieve the nation

at length from the Property and Income Tax, the renewal of which had so

long been borne as the price paid for the relief thus given. This involved

a third problem, which had long become also a question of deep interest to

the people,—the fair adjustment of direct taxation on property and of the

duties indirectly levied on expenditure ; a problem which sir Eobert had not

survived in office to take in hand, nay, which had been somewhat com-
plicated by his permanent remission of burdens on industry at the cost of

a direct tax which professed to be only temporary.

* Since this sentence was written, the 3 per cent, stocks have been above par even for

a longer time than in 1852-3, but they have not touched so high a maximum.
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Besides this comprehensive dealing with taxation, Mr. Gladstone availed

himself of the opportunity, which seemed to be offered by the unprecedented

price of the public securities, to make a deep and permanent impression on

the gigantic burden of the National Debt, in almost the only way which has

ever been successful on a large scale ;
* the method, namely, of reducing

the nominal rate of interest, that is, the amount of annuity paid to the public

creditor.

It must be borne in mind, to avoid a prevalent misconception, which

seems implied in speaking of having money in the funds, that there is no such

money in existence, nor even any claim on Government for tho repayment

of the nominal sum standing in the names of tho public creditors. f What
the fundholder really possesses—we are speaking of the main bulk of the

National Debt—is a right to the punctual payment to him of an annuity of

so much per cent, on every £100 of the sum which he is said to hold ;
and

he can only recover his capital by selling that annuity in the stock-market

to a person who wishes to make this investment in the public funds. The

ratio of the annuity to the nominal capital, first when Government contracts

a loan, and secondly, the price paid for it at each transfer, is regulated

—

like all other interest for the use of money—by the value of the security

and the credit of tho borrower : that is to say, in the case of the public

funds, by the abundance or scarcity of money, and of profitable investments

for it, the interest it will command in the open market on good security, the

prosperity or adversity of the country, the hopeful or threatening aspect of

public affairs, and, at the root of all, the stability of the Government on

which the obligation of payment lies, a condition, happily, seldom called in

question in our country.

Eaised, for the most part, under pressing necessities of war, national

adversity, and dear money, the bulk of our National Debt was contracted at

high rates of interest, higher even than the ratio of the annuity to the

nominal principal. J In times of peace and prosperity, therefore, the public

* The qualification of the above statement is made with reference to two other effective

methods of substantially reducing the National Debt. The first is that of borrowing not on

perpetual hxyl. terminable annuities, or (by a most ingenious invention of Mr. Gladstone's to

be explained hereafter) converting portions of permanent stock, which form investments

under the control of Government, into Terminable Annuities. But this is only &future relief

purchased hy a present increase of the charge of the debt : a mode of raising money to pay

ofl" debt in a concealed, and therefore comparatively unfelt, form. The other mode, and a

most excellent one, tliough operating only on a small scale, is by the automatic action of an

act passed in 1829 (10 George IV. c. 27), by which, when there is a surplus of income

over expenditure it is applied to the reduction of the National Debt (speaking roughly, and

leaving the actual modus operandi to be explained in its proper place). This was written before

the institution of sir Stafford Northcote's new Sinking Fund, by which the annual charge

of the Funded Debt is kept up to twenty-eight millions, a portion of which goes to paying

off the capital in a progressive ratio every year. The great effect of this will be seen in its

place.

t See a very important paper, "The National Debt—How it Grew," with full Tables of

the Debt and its Annual Charge, by Charles Knight.—"Companion to the Almanack,"

1800, pp. 133/

X The usual process of raising a loan has been by offering the annuities created to be
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creditor is found to be receiving a higher rate of interest than he could

command by other investments ; and the Government (on behalf of the

whole body of taxpayers) has the full right to reduce the annuity to that

rate,* provided that it is -willing and able to pay to any objecting

fundholder the full nominal value of his investment. The test of the prac-

ticability of the operation is evidently when the current price of the stock

in question is sustained above its nominal value (technically called par, the

Latin for equal) for any considerable time ; for such a price proves that

investors cannot do better with their money, and there will therefore be no

considerable demand for the payment of the principal at par.

This method of reducing the annual charge of the Funded Debt by
lowering the rate of interest (so called),—begun by Walpole and Henry
Pelham under George I. and II., and resumed after the end of the great

war with France—had now brought the main bulk of the National Debt to

an annuity of 3 per cent. Owing to the rapidly increasing prosperity of the

country and the vast importations of gold from Australia, the price of the

three per cent, stocks f had, for the first time since 17-19, not only risen to

par, but had been maintained at an average price above £100 during the

financial year 1852. This appeared to Mr. Gladstone the opportunity for a

reduction more decisive than any made since Mr. Pelham's, by offering a

voluntary reduction of the 3 per cent, stocks to 21, in a form more convenient

to the fundholdei', with the ultimate object of converting the mass of the

National Debt into a permanent ii-redeemable annuity of 2^ per cent. The
measure, which Mr. Gladstone laid before the House on the 8th of April,

in the first of those marvellous statements of complicated figures which

afterwards became so famous, passed through Parliament ; but the fasci-

nating scheme was shattered by war, leaving as its only trace a petty

fraction of our National Debt in the proposed 2\ per cent, stock. J

bidden for by great dealers in money, standing as contractors between Government and the

investing public, and the sum paid for each annuity of so much per cent, is generally less,

and has often been very much less, than ;rf 100. Suppose, for example (a purely imaginary

case for the convenience of round numbers), a 4 per cent, loan to be taken up at the very

low price of ;^30 for every nominal ;f 100, the annuity of ;^4 for the ;i^SO actually received

would represent an interest of 5 per cent, instead of 4 per cent. Of course this element of

loss is incurred once for all, and all future transactions have to be based on the relation of

the annuity to the nominal capital.

* In fact, investors in the public funds are satisfied with a lower rate of interest than in

other securities, on account of their almost perfect security, punctual payment, easy and
inexpensive transfer, and other advantages.

t It is usual to take the price of the 3 per cent. Consolidated Annuities (commonly called

Consols) as a proportionate measure of the price of stocks in general. The consols stood at

par in 1749, and from that year to 1820 (for the most part a period of war) their average

annual price ranged between 75 and 58. Since then, the usual range has been between 90
and 97, but beyond those limits at some periods of great prosperity and adversity, the lowest

being about 85, on the declaration of war with Russia (March, 1854). This fall in nine

months, from lOlJ in June, 1853, at once checkmated Mr. Gladstone's great scheme for

reducing the charge of the debt.

% In 1878, out of a total funded Debt of ;<^71 0,843, 000, the 3 per cent, stocks included

more than 706 millions, the 'Ih per cents, only a little over 4 millions, besides ;^418,300 in

Exchequer Bonds at 2} per cent., tlie invention of which formed another feature of Mr.
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Eio-lit days later (April 18th) Mr. Gladstone at one stroke created his

fame as a Finance Minister, and surpassed the most brilliant expositions of

Pitt and Peel, by the speech of five hours, in which he opened his Budget.

The occasion is also memorable as the last year in which the expenditure

was so low as what was then, however, considered the extravagant sum of

50 millions (in round numbers). The actual expenditure for the year

ending on April 5, 1853, was £50,782,000; and the revenue £53,089,000,

leaving a surplus of £2,400,000. But now began the increase for military

preparations, as the consequence of revived imperialism in Franco. Chiefly

in consequence of supplemental votes for new defences, three-fifths of the

actual surplus were already disposed of ; and the estimated expenditure of

the year now beginning was increased to £52,183,000. On the assumption

that Parliament would consent to renew the Income Tax, the estimated

income would be £52,990,000, showing a surplus of £807,000. On such a

showing, recent Whig financiers would have been but too happy to "rest

and be thankful," but this was not Mr. Gladstone's way.

"We have already stated the three great problems which he set himself

to solve. First, as to the Property and Income Tax, which was first

imposed by Pitt as a war-tax (1798-9), and always regarded in that light,

till it was revived by sir Eobert Peel in 1842, as a temporary means of

bringing our deranged finances into order, and relieving the springs of

commerce and industry. During eleven years it had developed a rapidly

increasing productiveness, which tended more and more to make it a

permanent part of our financial system. And, while it was strongly

opposed on the grounds that it was essentially a war-tax and had only been

revived for a special and temporary purpose ; that its inquisitorial assess-

ment (an inevitable incident of the tax) caused fraud and extensive

demoralization, and imposed an unfair burden on those who made honest

returns ; that it pressed unequally upon incomes of different kinds, most

lightly on the permanent income derived from realized property without the

exertion of the owners, and most heavily on the temporary and precarious

incomes earned by the toil and strain of body and mind, lasting at best for

life, and cut short by death or loss of health or power, leaving the bread-

winner or his bereaved family destitute ;—there was, on the other hand, a

growing disposition to defend it as a fair and politic form of direct taxation,

wanting only the assurance of permanence at a nearly uniform rate to redress

its inequalities and remove the objections urged against it.

Mr. Gladstone has always been among those who hold that the objections

to the tax outweigh its advantages ; that no adjustments can remove its

unequal incidence on difl'erent kinds of income, or the evils of the inquisi-

torial mode of assessment ; and that its machinery, so easily set in motion

when really wanted (and so easUy abused if made an indispensable part of the

revenue) is too valuable a resource in case of war, to be resorted to except in

Gladstone's scheme. He also liquidated some minor stocks ; among them the Soiilh Sea

Animilics, the name of which preserved the memory of the disastrous speculation above a

century before.
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ctLer emergencies almost equally exceptional. Its abolition was, therefore,

one of the objects of his first great essay in finance. But, before parting

with it, he desired to use it once more for the completion of sir Eobert

Peel's great work of removing or reducing the taxes that pressed on

industry an^^ commerce, and especially for a very great simplification of the

Tariff of Customs' Duties. He therefore proposed the renewal of the

Income Tax for the definite term of seven years, so that it should finally

cease on the 5th of April, 1860. This date was in great measure deter-

mined by the circumstance, that it was the epoch at which the burden of

the Public Debt would be relieved to the annual amount of above two

millions sterling by the falling in of the Long Annuities created in 1761, and

of some smaller Terminable Stocks. Meanwhile, relying on that steadily

progressive increase of revenue from the existing sources, which has been a

very striking feature, and indeed a crucial test, of prosperous times, he

provided for a transition to the final cessation of the tax by a series of

progressive reductions from what had hitherto been the constant rate of Id.

in the pound, or about 3 per cent.* The tax, which had hitherto been

imposed only on incomes of £150 a year and upwards, was now extended to

those between £150 and £100, at the uniform rate of 5rf. in the pound.

The tax was also to be extended, for the first time, to Ireland.

After much consideration, the Government declined to attempt the

reconstruction of the Income Tax, not only as its continuance was proposed

for so short a time, but on grounds relating to the merits of the question.

As to the alleged advantage enjoyed by property over temporary incomes,

Mr. Gladstone showed that the actual burden of the tax on real property

might be estimated at ^d. rather than Id. in the pound, besides that the

nature of such property precluded the frauds, on the one hand, and the

unfair assessments, on the other, which are incident to other incomes. As
to professional incomes, without denying the hardship, Mr. Gladstone

showed that they contributed only one twenty-second part of the whole tax
;

but he proposed to allow such persons to deduct from the return of their income

the amount expended by them on life insurance, up to one-sixth of the whole

income. The extension of the tax, at the lower rate of bd. in the pound, to

incomes of from £150 to £100 a year was vindicated by the consideration,

that they had already for ten years enjoyed the reductions of indirect taxa-

• The Act which gave effect to Mr. Gladstone's plan was the 16 and 17 Vict. c. 34.

The steps were as follows :—for two years from the 5th of April, 1853, at Td. in the £\ ;

for two years from the same date in 1855, 6^/. ; and for the remaining three years from 1857,

bd. It is instructive to compare these good intentions with the actual rates levied in the

seven years : namely, in 185 J, Id. as proposed ; in 1854, lid. ; and in 1855 and 1856, 16</.

(with a smaller tax in these three years on incomes below ;^150) ; in 1857 it came back to

the assessment of 1853, namely, Id. (and 5rf. on the smaller incomes) ; in 1858, bd. on both

classes of income, the first reduction below the old rale of Id., and a coincidence, ySir/z^w one

year, with Mr. Gladstone's proposed scale ; but in 1859, it was raised to 'iJ. and (>d., and in

1860, instead of ceasing, it was further raised to lOi/. and 'id. The causes of these changes

will appear as we proceed. They were accompanied by proportional changes on the lower

rates (about one-half) levied on farmers' profits under schedule B.
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tion made at the expense of otliers, including' those only a little better off

than themselves, and it was only just that they should contribute to the cost

of the further reductions now proposed.*

The time seemed to have come for applying the principle, that the
burden of taxation should be as nearly as possible equalized in the three

countries of the United Kingdom, by extending the Income Tax to Ireland.

This measure had been deemed inopportune in 1842 ; but, instead thereof,

Ireland was taxed by Is. a gallon added to the duty on Irish whisky, and
by augmented stamp duties. But the additional spirit duty was almost at

once abandoned, and Ireland shared with great Britain in the reduction and
equalization of stamp-duties in 1850. Besides these, which are but fair

examples of English " injustice to Ireland '"—in financial matters at least

—

the sister kingdom was in debt to the imperial exchequer on account of

advances for the relief of the famine, on which the Irish had shown a
growing reluctance to pay the interest. The sum due was £4,500,000,

constituting an annual charge of £245,000, three-fourths of which would
have continued for forty years, as has been stated above (p. 29, note f).

Mr. Gladstone now proposed to remit the whole of this debt, in considera-

tion partly of the Income Tax now first imposed on Ireland, and jjartly of

an additional duty of 8d. a gaUon on Irish whisky. The last tax was also

a step towards equalizing the excise duties on spirits, the difference of

which in the three kingdoms had been a stimulus to smuggling. For the

same reason the duty on Scotch whisky was increased by Is. per gallon;

still leaving a higher duty on English spirits for future equalization.

These changes were estimated to produce a gain of £436,000 to the revenue,

and £113,000 more were to be added by an alteration in the system of

granting licences (16 and 17 Vict. cap. 37).

The contemj)lated cessation of the Income Tax furnished an additional

reason for revising the taxation of property, a step which had long been called

for on other gi-ounds. Among the chief taxes levied on property itself

—

not through the income derived from it—were the Probate and Legacy Duties ;

the former being a charge on "proving" the will of a deceased person

(that is, passing it through the forms required by law before acting upon
it), in a progressively increasing ratio to the value of the property; the

latter a percentage on Legacies, increasing with the remoteness of the

relationship to the testator, up to ten per cent, on legacies to strangers in

blood. These duties were levied on personalty only, real property being

exempt from both of them. Against this apparent unfairness in the case of

the Probate duty certain considerations may be set, which need not be

• Mr. Gladstone cited cases in which persons with incomes between ;^I00 and p^loO a

year had been benefited by the reduction of duties on necessaries and luxuries to the extent

of 6 or 7 per cent., and others with incomes of from ^150 to ;^170 to only 5 per cent., which
was in fact only 2 per cent., after their payment of income tax. The extension of the tax to

the former class at 5;/. in the pound (about two per cent.) would still leave their benefit

above 4 per cent., or more than double of that enjoyed by the other class. For an excellent

summaiy of all the changes made by this Budget, see an article on "Administrative and
Financial Improvement," in the " Companion to the Almanack," 1854.
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discussed here ; but in the other case, Mr. Gladstone proposed to redress

the inequality by substituting for the tax on legacies a similar duty on the

succession to property of every kind. This Succession Duty, graduated on

the same principles as the old Legacy Duty, was in fact an extension of

that tax to real property, and it was estimated to produce an increased

revenue of two millions sterling.* The total gain from all the new sources

of revenue was estimated at £3,139,000.

With consummate rhetorical skill, Mr. Gladstone went through these

additions to the burdens of the country in the first part of his speech, holding

expectation in suspense for the promised and greater remissions of taxa-

tion. " And now "—he resumed—"I feel as travellers are said to feel, and

as some of us have felt, when we have accomplished a long uphiU journey

to the summit of an Alpine pass : I now enter on the downward path, and

ihe plains of Italy are before me !
" And then, just as the traveller,

descending from the cold bare heights, is delighted by the quick succession

of pines and birches, chestnut and walnut trees, and vines laden with rich

promise, so did he rapidly unfold the pleasant prospect of remissions and

reductions in all branches of the revenue.

The whole system of the Assessed Taxes, levied under no less than

seventy-two Acts of Parliament, was reduced to greater simplicity and

uniformity. f The progressive scale of taxation was to be abolished;

exemptions were to cease, except in a few special cases ; and compositions

were not to be allowed for the future. A reduction of the duty on Hackney

carriages was accompanied by a new Act for regulating such carriages in

London.

J

The Stamp Duties were also subjected to revision ; and the graduated

scale of Eeceipt Stamps, varying from 3rf. for a sum from £5 to £10, up to

10s. for £1,000 and upwards, was to be reduced to a uniform rate of Id. on

all sums from £2 upwards, in the form of an impressed or adhesive stamp,

after the successful example of postage, removing, as in that case, all excuse

for, and most of the temptation to, habitual evasion. The Stamp Duty on

policies of Life Insurance were reduced from the former progressive scale

(from the ?«/'«mMTO of 2s. 6(^. up to £50, to £5 on £5,000 and upwards) to

the uniform rate of Is. per C6nt.§ Mr. Gladstone proposed to take a further

* (16 and 17 Vict. c. 51.) The Succession Duty on real property was assessed on

the following principle. The average age at which persons succeed to property being

calculated at 35 years, and the expectancy of life at that age at 15+ years, the duty was

charged on somewhat less than half the capital value, and was payable in half-yearly instal-

ments within a period of ih years, with a discount of 10 per cent, for immediate payment.

1 16 and 17 Vict. c. 90.

t By this Act (16 and 17 Vict. cap. 33), named after its proposer, the Hon. H. Fitzroy,

Under-Secretary for the Home Department, the fare for cabs was fixed at Otl. a mile, a

change which the London cabmen resisted by a general strike, which lasted for three days

(July 27ih-29th ;• coinciding with the "three glorious days " of 1830 in Paris). The Act

reducing the Duties (16 and 17 Vict. c. 127) made some alterations of minor matters in

favour of the proprietors, and further concessions have been made to them by later Acts.

§ 16 and 17 Vict. c. 59. Small insurances were encouraged by a duty of 6J. on policies

under ;^50. This Act also simplified the administration of the Stamp Duties by placing
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step iu reducing tho duty on advertisements in newspapers, from Is. 6d.

(and Is. in Ireland) to 6d. ; but the House outran his intentions by a

curious vote. Mr. Milner Gibson, -who had already, earlier in the session,

carried an abstract resolution condemning the tax,* moved, in Committee,

an amendment for the total repeal of the advertisement duty, which was

rejected by 109 to 99. By the form of the resolution, a blank was now left

for the figure, and on a second division, Mr. Craufurd's motion to fill up

that blank with a cipher, instead of Grf., was carried by 70 against 61,

a decision for the practical repeal of the tax which the Government forthwith

accepted.

f

There remained the two great systems of indirect taxation on articles of

consumption, the Excise Duties on home productions, and the Customs

Duties on articles imported from abroad,]: through which alone a large portion

of the people contribute their share towards the maintenance of the Govern-

ment which protects their life and industry. The proper bases of this

branch of taxation might now be regarded as settled. The principle, almost

universally accepted, that all classes, above the utterly destitute, § should

contribute something—however little—in this only possible form, becomes

more important with every extension of the suffrage ; for the maxim, " No
Taxation without Eepresentation," involves the converse, " No Representa-

tion without Taxation." The most obvious mode of applying this principle

would be by a number of small taxes on common articles of consumption all

round ; and the acute political philosoijhor, Arthur Young, argued ingeni-

ously that such a mode of taxation was adapted to raise a large aggi-egato

revenue in sums almost insensible to the tax-payer. But these small taxes

(not so insensible as the argument assumes) are found to add much more

than their own amount to the price of the article, to hamper commerce and

manufactures, and to involve a cost of collection quite out of proportion to

their produce to the revenue. For these and other reasons, it has been the

policy of modern finance to choose as the main pillars of indirect taxation a

few articles of universal consumption, but not (so far as possible) of prime

them under the superintendence of the Commissioners of Inland Revenue, and made the

Stamp Duties in Ireland perpetual.

* On the 14th of April, in a speech described at the time as "clear and logical," Mr.

Gibson moved three resolutions in favour of the total repeal of Advertisement Duty, the

Stamp on Newspapers, and the Excise on Paper. The first resolution was supported by

Mr. Disraeli, and was carried against Ministers by 2B0 against 169 ; but the other two were

rejected by very great majorities.

+ 16 and 17 Vict. c. 63. The Act also modified, in favour of newspapers, the mode of

charging the Stamp Duty, which had been already reduced in 1B36 to li/. on each newspaper,

and id. on each supplement. Two years later, the newspaper stamp was abolished, except for

transmission by post (18 and 19 Vict. c. 27, June 15, 1855). It had already been con-

demned, in principle, by a Committee of the House of Commons, in June, 1851.

t Customs on Exports had already been abolished.

§ Even these contribute vicarious!}', by their mere existence, through the taxed articles

of consumption supplied to them by public or private charity, and more directly when

they give any labour in return for the means of subsistence, ps do many paupers and

prisoners.
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necessity, and to lay the heaviest burden on those luxuries,* or at least

indulgences, which human nature craves so largely, that the tax will not stop

or usually much check their consumptioD, and so prove unproductive, while

they can be dispensed with by self-denial, so that the tax has much of a

voluntary character. f The last consideration applies especially to alcoholic

liquors and tobacco ; and, in the former case, at least, their taxation is

further approved on the moral ground of the frightful results of their abuse,

not only to the welfare of the individual and society, but to the good ordei

and prosperity of the State, its peaceable government, and even its financial

interests. J Though it is not the business of Government to attempt to cheek

vice by making it costly, nor on the other hand to play upon human
passions by drawing a profit from their indulgence,—as a primary object of

policy,—yet these considerations have combined to establish the propriety of

taxing such indulgences, in due proportion to other forms of taxation, up to

the limit at which such taxes are found to defeat their object by making
smuggling a profitable speculation.

These principles have still been held, amidst all the financial reforms of

recent times, to justify the Excise and Customs' Duties on Alooholic Liquors,

on Malt and Hops, or (since the budget of 1880) on Beer, and on Tobacco.

In the department of Excise, the reforms of sir Robert Peel, and of others

both before and after him, had already reduced the 28 heads of duties (in

1797) § to only five in which officers of the board interfered during the

process of manufacture. These were malt, hops, spirits, paper, and soap.

The reasons for retaining the first three have been just stated. The paper

duty only awaited a fit opportunity in that second great revision of finance,

to which Mr. Gladstone looked forward in 1860. Meanwhile the Soap

Duty was to be entirely abolished, not only as detrimental to the health and

comfort of the people, but for the reasons which had already prevailed

against other Excise Duties, namely, that the necessary interference in the

process of soap-making hindered improvement and disabled the manufac-

turer from competing with his unburdened rivals in foreign markets ; while

the necessity of allowing drawbacks on soap used in textUe manufactures

led to much fraud and loss to the revenue.

In the department of Customs Mr. Gladstone proposed to carry on the

* The apparently obvious principle, that lu.xuries of all sorts are fit objects of taxation, is

limited by the important consideration of the encouragement of commerce, especially in the

case of the products of artistic taste or refined manufacturing skill, which certain nations

ofl'er in exchange for our manufactures, such as the laces of Belgium, the silks and gloves of

France, the watches of Switzerland, and many others.

t In fact, under our present system, those whose dwellings and wages are below the reach

of the house and income taxes, and who choose to abstain from alcoholic liquors, tea, and
tobacco, may go absolutely untaxed.

J The statistics of crime—to say nothing of idleness, waste of wages civil disputes, and
other evils—prove how large a share of the expenses of justice, police, and prisons, must be

put down to the account of drunkenness.

§ The chief of these were : salt, wine, beer, cider and perry, sweets and mead, hides and
skins, printed goods, candles, bricks and tiles, stone bottles, glass, soap, starch, and sales by
auction. The last duty was replaced, in 1845, by a licence to be taken out by auctioneers.
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work of sir Eobert Peel by a thorough revision of the TarifF, iaving regard

to the following principles :—(1) To lower tho duties on foreign articles of

food, which form a large part of the comforts of the people :—(2) To

abolish, as far as regard for the revenue would allow, the duties on manu-

factures, except those in the last stage of finished articles and the products

of hand-labour, in which reduction seemed the more prudent course:

—

(3) To place foreign and colonial products on equal terms :— (4) To abolish

unproductive duties, except such as it was necessary to keep because of

their connection with more important articles :—(5) To substitute, as far as

possible, rated duties for duties ai valorem :— (6) To get rid of the increment

of 5 per cent, on all duties (imposed by a struggling effort of Whig finance in

1840), except in certain cases where its loss could not yet be afforded.*

The room left for the application of these principles wiU be the better

understood by a glance at what had been done already.

In 1826, an Act for the consolidation of the law of customs f enumerated

1,150 rates of duty chargeable on imports ; and out of this number it was
found, in 1839, that 46 articles contributed the whole Customs' revenue,

except about one hundredth part. The 1,052 articles still subject to duty

in 1840 were reduced by sir Eobert Peel to 590, and this number was
brought down to 466 in 1852, while many of those were subject only tj

reduced duties. And with what result to the revenue, and what stimulus

to commerce, let us now see. While the income produced by the duties

abolished and reduced since 1840 had been nearly nine millions, the actual

loss of revenue had been only twelve hundred thousand pounds, that is,

between one-eighth and one-seventh of the apparent loss.J In the seme
twelve years the exports had doubled, the imports had increased from 62 to

109 millions, and the total tonnage of shipping inwards and outwards had
been nearly doubled. And yet, owing to the much smaller number of

articles on which, duties were levied, and the simplified arrangements of the

service, this increase of our foreign commerce had caused an addition of

only 151 officers to the staff of the Customs ; and the cost of collection was
actually less by £22,250 than in 1840. Mr. Gladstone now proposed to

deal with just half the articles still on the Tarifi', entirely repealing the duty

on 105, and making reductions on 126.

§

* The 5 per cent, was retained on seven articles : namely, tobacco, wine, colonial timber,

pepper, currants, figs, and gloves.

t The statute law relating to the Customs had been at one time spread over 1,500 Acts of

Parliament. In 1810, five years were required to digest these laws into 1,375 pages. In

1826 they were consolidated into 11 separate Acts, and 443 statutes were repealed, many of

them having become obsolete. In 1853, the whole Customs' Law of the United Kingdom,
the Isle of Man, and the Colonies, was reduced to one plain and simple statute, the Custom^
ConsoHJation Acl (16 and 17 Vict. c. 107), and another Act (c. 106) exhibits the whole
Tariff in alphabetical order.

J This is out of a nett revenue of about 20 millions, in round numbers.

§ A complete list of the new Tariff, compared with that of 1852, is given in the

"Companion to the Almanack," 1854, p. 62. By subsequent reforms—chiefly during Mr.
Gladstone's second Chancellorship of the Exchequer (1859-1866)—the 1,200 heads of the

Taiiff in 1826 (using round numbers) have beer reduced to about 12, or even less if articles

VOL rs—270.
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One articlo demands special notice, namely, Tea, Tvlntli contributes by

far tlie largest amount to the revenue, after tobacco and strong drinks. As
the special luxury or rather comfort of the poor, the weak, and women,

and as an aid to temperance, a strong case has been urged for its exemption

from duty. But—apart from the now much debated question, whether it is

really so harmless an indulgence—it has some characters which seem to

mark it as a chief object for indirect taxation. First, as a purely foreign

product, its taxation involves no burden on home manufactures, such as in

the case of spirits, on which a Customs' duty requires a corresponding

Excise. Nest, its production being limited,"'-' the vast increase of consumption

resulting from free importation would tend to counteract the relief from

duty by rise of price, besides giving a stimulus to adulteration. Above
all, tea forms, with strong drinks (to which, in this point of view, it may
be regarded as the financial complement), a means of universal indirect

taxation, a sort of Income Tax on the lower classes ; and it also offers

peculiar facilities for varj'ing the duty according to the exigencies of the

State."!" On such grounds Mr. Gladstone advocated the retention, of the

Tea Duty as a permanent part of our indirect taxation, at the rate of

one shilling on the pound ; to which he proposed to bring it down by

successive steps in three j-ears. % The estimated result of all the proposed

remissions was an annual relief from taxation to the amount ultimately of

X5, 315,000, beginning with £2,568,000 in the current year. But, allowing

for the self-adjusting recovery always found to follow reductions of

taxation, the loss to the revenue for the year would bo only £1,656,000, of

which £1,341,000 would be furnished by the new taxes, the remainder

coming out of the estimated surplus of £807,000, still leaving the prospect

of a similar kind be grouped together (besides some articles contributing less than ^1,000 in

the year, and little more than ^^2,000 together). They maybe classified under the following

heads, with the amounts they contributed in the year ending March 31, 1878 (in round

numbers and in order of magnitude) :— I. (1) Tobacco and Snuff, .ibove 8 millions. II.

Strong Drinh—'2) Spirits, 5i millions sterling; (3) iVine, ;,f1,030,000 ; (i) Spruce and

ot/r:r iccr.~, £i,000 : total, .ibove 7 millions. III. Bcrrra^es— {5) Tea, imWWons; {6) Cocoa,

(7) Cafce and (its nasty adjunct) (8) Chicory, ;^225,000 : total, nearly 4j millions. IV. Dried

fnuls—retained for the protection of the Spirit Duty, as they are capable of distillation

—

(9) Currants and (10) Kaisius, ;^452,000 ; (11) Fisis, Plums, and Prunes, ^^39,000 : total,

nearly half a million. N. iyi) Cold and Silver Plate, £&,Q'iiii. VI. Other articles, ^2,000.

The nett produce of the Revenue in this year of depressed trade was still above 20 millions

sterling.

* That is, in the present state of things : but it is conceivable that there might be a

practically unlimited production, taking not only China, but India, the tropical parts of

Australia, and other countries, which might not only do away with the force of this

argument, but might also raise a claim to its exemption as a chief article of exchange for our

home manufactures with a large part of the population of the world.

+ Whether similar arguments might not be urged for some other duties which recent

finance has abolished, is a question not unlikely to be revived in a time of financLal pressure.

X The duty was to be at once reduced from 2s. 'l\d. to \s. lOd. per pound ; from April,

1804, to l.f. 6d. ; from April, 1S55, to Is. 3d. ; and from April, 1856, to the permanent rate

of Is. But, as in ihe case of the Income Ta.\, all this was disturbed by the Russian War,

after winch the duty vv.rs again gradually reduced to 6d. per pound.
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of £495,000 as the balance of Income over Expenditure on tlio 5th of April,

1854.

It is almost superfluous to add, that the exigencies of revenue necessarily

postponed the application of Mr. Gladstone's principles to some taxes which
could not be defended in principle, as, for example, that on Insurance
against Firo. Even such a Chancellor of the Exchequer could not reform
our system of revenue by an ideally perfect Budget in one year. But his

plan amply justified the claim he made for its spirit and intention :
—" I

may be jicrmitted to add that, -while we have sought to do justice, by th9
changes we propose in taxation, to industry and skUl as compared with
property; while we have sought to do justice to the great labourini-

community of England, by further extending their relief from indirect

taxation ;—we have not been guided by any desire to put one class against

another. We have felt we should best maintain our own honour, that we
should best meet the views of Parliament, and best promote the interests of

the countrj-, by declining to draw any invidious distinction between class

and class, by adopting it to ourselves as a sacred aim, to diffuse and distri-

bute—burdens if we must—benefits if we may—with an equal and impartial

hand. And we have the consolation of believing that by proposals such as

these we contribute, as far as in us lies, not only to develop tho material

resources of the country, but to knit the hearts of the various classes of this

great nation yet more closely than heretofore to that throne and to those

institutions nnder which it is their happiness to live."

This great financial scheme was carried in all its essential parts, after

the Opposition had put forth all their strength in debate and divisione.

The attack on the Income Tax was led by sir Edward Bulwer Lytton in the

form of an amendment, that its continuance for seven years, without any
mitigation of the inequalities of assessment, was unjust and impolitic

(April 25th) ; on which an able debate for three nights ended in a majority

of 323 to 253 for Government (May 2nd). On a motion by Mr. Lawless
against the extension of the tax to Ireland, the representatives of that

country were themselves so much divided, that the debate was broken off

amidst a scene of confusion caused by Mr. Duffy's declaration that "in the

worst days of Walpole and the Pelhams more scandalous corruptions did

not exist than he had seen practised under his own eye in corrupting Irisli

members." On the next night, the charge was explained away in the usual

Parliamentary (or " Pickwickian") fashion, and Mr. Lawless's amendment
was rejected by 286 to 61 (May 6th). After the rejection of other amend-
ments, chiefly as to the assessment on land and farmers, tho bill was passed
through both houses. The Succession Duties Bill passed both houses with
only one important division, in the Lords, where lord Malmesbury earned a

sarcastic compliment from lord Granville on "the introduction of a new
style of debate " by likening future Chancellors of the Exchequer to
" vultures soaring over society and looking for a harvest of dead meat."
The commutation of the South Sea and other stocks was the only other

part of the Budget that encountered serious opposition.

Eeviewing it as a whole, it forms a lasting monument of Mr. Glad-
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stone's financial genius, none the less admirable for the frustrition of some
of his grandest schemes—the commutation of the National Debt, and the

abolition of the Income Tax—by the war that so soon followed.* In later

discussions, it has been too often forgotten that Mr, Gladstone did abolish

ike Income Tax hy law, so far as it could be "done by a prospective Act of

Parliament, and that the wonderful expansion of the Eevenue after the

Peace of 1856 justified the soundness of his calculations. He might well be
consoled for his failure by remembering tliat Mr. Pitt had precisely the

same fate, when his great Commercial Treaty with France was torn up by
the war that followed the Eevolution—the honour of renewing that Treaty,

in spirit and substance, being reserved for Mr. Gladstone himself in 1860.

Meanwhile, the Succession Duty and the Eeform of the Tariff remained a

permanent gain to our financial system, the value of which has been proved
by each successive year.

The Lord Chancellor was less successful than his colleague at the

Exchequer in carrying the schemes of Law Eeform indicated in the Speech
from the Throne ; but in the Criminal Law a great change was accomplished

in the whole system of secondary punishment. The old Colonies of Australia,

which had owed their supply of labour, and not a little of their energy, to

the unhappy class (often to grow happy there') of whom one of themselves

said—" We left our country for our country's good "
\—had now grown up

to a social state in which the continued influx of a convict population had
become no longer tolerable ; and, in 1849, the Cape Colony had success-

fully resisted the first attempt to make it a penal settlement, by refusing to

let a shipload of convicts land. Meanwhile the great problem of prison dis-

cipline at home had been so far advanced by the efforts of philanthropists and
Governments, that the time seemed to have come for beginning to replace

transportation by a well-ordered system of imprisonment and penal labour.

In 1850, earl Grey, as Colonial Secretary, had introduced a "Convict

Prisons BiU " in a speech ably reviewing the whole system of secondary

punishment; but the Ministry had not strength to pass it. In the present

session (February I7th) the duke of Newcastle announced the decision of

Government that transportation should immediately cease, except to the

free settlement of Western Australia, where the colonists themselves desired

the introduction of convict labour. | Lord Cranworth brought in a Bill,

• It is quite another question, how far—in the face of the cloud gathering in the East,

of which tlie Government had better l^nowledge than Parliament and the country could

have—the Government were justified, first in proposing, and still more in pressing through

Parliament as the danger grew more threatening, such sacrifices of revenue soon to be

needed, and in exciting hopes doomed to such speedy disappointment, as those of the

abolition of the Income Tax and the commutation of the National Debt to an Annuity of

two and a-half per cent. On this question it is most instructive to compare the daUs in the

jirogress of the Eastern question witli those of the passage of the Government measures of

finance through Parliament. It can hardly be denied that th«ir wish for peace led them to

act resolutely as if it were secure, or even as if such action could help to secure it.

+ Quoting from memory only, we believe that this was the second line of the Prologue

io an entertainment at Sydney, composed by the famous pickpocket, Earrington.

t Convicts continued to be sent to this colony, under the Penal Servitude Act of 1357,
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which passed through Parliament, abolishing Transportation* for all terms

less than fourteen years, ami substituting the punishment of Penal Servitude,

under which convicts were " to be confined in any prison, or at any river, port,

or harbour, in the United Kingdom, as the Secretary of State may direct,

there to be kept to hard labour, and otherwise dealt with as persons pre-

viously were, who were sentenced to transportation." Discretion was also

given to judges to pass sentences of penal servitude instead of transportation

for fourteen years or for life.f The Secretary of State was empowered, in

the name of her Majesty, to gi-ant licences (afterwards commonly known as

iichets of leave) allowing convicts under sentence of transportation or penal

servitude to be at large in the United Kingdom ; but these licences might

be revoked by the Secretary of State's warrant, and the convict sent back

to undergo the remainder of his sentence. Four years later, | transportation

was entirely abolished; but convicts under sentence of penal servitude

might be removed to places beyond seas, fitted for their reception, the

Privy Council having the power to appoint such places. After a time, the

numerous crimes committed by " ticket-of-leave " men brought the system

into disrepute, and it was made more stringent by a new Act.§

The punishment of crime is but a necessary evil, in order to the pro-

tection of society; and the effort to prevent some, at least, of its

causes by the enlightenment of the people and the training of children in

sound knowledge and right principles, had long been recognized as a

far higher duty. But the action of the State for this object was impeded

by many hindrances; not the least being, as we have already seen, the

difficulty of an agreement among rival parties on those religious elements

of instruction which lie at the basis of morality, and therefore of any

education which is to improve the character as well as to enlighten the

mind On this point lord John Eussell, in moving the second reading of

the Government BiU for the further extension of the education of the

people (April 4th), made a declaration well worth preserving, though the

dmeforcarrving his proposed measure had not yet come :-" The people

of this country act on a right instinct, when they openly declare that there

after the general abolition of transportation, till the vehement opposition of the other

Australian colonies brought the Government to decide that, after three years fro-n 865. no

more convicts should be sent to any part of AustraUa. ^ penal settlement for the vy
worst class of irreclaimable convicts had been kept up at Norfolk Island, m the South

Pacific, till the awful state of what it is almost a perversion of language to call the.r society

caused the establishment to be broken up. and the island was given to the descendants of

the mutineers of the Bounty, whom Pitcairn Island was no longer capable of supporting

(1856).

* 16 and 17 Vict. cap. 99. ,,,:,.
+ Definite proportions were established by the Act between the old and new sentences.

By the Act of 1857. the shortest term of penal servitude was reduced to three years, but m

1H64 it was raised again to five years, and for persons previously convicted of felony it was

fixed at seven years.

: 20 and 21 Vict. c. 3: June 26, 1857.

§ 27 and 28 Vict c. 47 : July 25. 1864. A commission was appointed in 18/8 to review

the whole system of penal servitude ; and its final settlement is proposed as a part of the

digest of criminal law which awaits the sanction of Parliament.
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eliall be religious training, -wliicli shall comprise all the great doctrines of

Christianity. Therefore neither I nor the present Government can be a

party to any plan proposing a merely secular mode of teaching."

The same question was now keenly agitated in the sister kingdom. The
Irish National Scliools, established in 1831 with the hearty co-operation of

the Protestant and Eoman Catholic archbishops of Dublin, Drs. Whateley

and Murray, were based on the principle of an education common to all

religious bodies, wi th a religious element comprising, not the whole English

Eible, on which agreement was impossible, but extracts from the Scrijitures

agreed upon by the Eouian Catholic and Protestant members of the Board.

This system had been assailed from the first bj' the advocates of a more
definitely religious education on both sides ; at first chiefly by the Pro-

testants, but afterwards also by the Catholics, as that Ultramontane policy

gained ground, which expressed itself in the condemnation of the Queen's

Colleges. The hopes of the former party had been raised by the change of

Government in 1852 ; but lord Eglinton, the Lord-lieutonant, in a letter to

lord Derby,* pronounced the system to be " the best which under the

peculiar circumstances of the country could be adopted," adding that he

believed its overthrow would be a serious national calamity. " Tie secular

teaching"—he continued—" is the best I ever saw; the religious books

authorized by the Board are beautifully compiled ; the establishments are

generally well conducted ; and the Bible may be read, though not expounded

in the schoolroom, if the patron pleases ; the children also have the option

of retiring." While deprecating any change whatever, he nevertheless

suggested that the Government should avert the present danger by assent-

ing to a Parliamentary enquiry into the working of the system. To this

"lame and impotent conclusion" from lord Eglinton's own jjremisses,

Prince Albert objected f "as only tending to unsettle peojile's minds with

regard to the stability of the system." He argued that the Schools attended

by 424,717 Roman Catholic children, to 23,338 Church of England and

40,618 Presbyterian children—numbers about proportional to these three

sections of the population J—could not be said to have failed as a system of

untied education. " But (ho added) the great national boon the system has

conferred is not that it has given united educatron, but that it has given a

liberal and secular education to the Eoman Catholic population, which is

beginning to toll upon their moral and religious state. This could only in

fairness be attained by an united system, treating all religious parties and
churches alike." To these principles lord Aberdeen's Government adhered

;

• October 21, 1852.—" Li.'e of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 476.

t Letter to lord Derby, October 26, 1852.—"Life," etc., il/U. p. 476.

X The continued success of the system, notwithstanding the growing indisposition of the

Irish Roman Catholic Church to compromise, is attested by the progressive increase of the

numbers attending the Irish Nation.al Schools. "Year by year these have risen, so that,

from somewhat over 500,000 in 1852, they amounted in 1875 to close upon 1,012,000. Of
ihe latter number, 798,024, or 79 percent., were Roman Catliolics, 11), 132, or 11 per cent.,

were Presbyterians, and 89,907, or 9 per cent., were of the English Church. These figures

ore t.iUen from the Forty-second Report of the Commissioners of National Education ia

Iieland. Dublin, 1876."—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 478.
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and Mr. Ilamilton's motion for a Select Committee of Enquiry into the

system was rejected, after a long and exhaustive debate, by 179 to 109

(April 26th).

The Charter to the East India Company, which had been renewed in

1833, was about to expire in 1854. In prospect of this new epoch, lord

Derby had raised the question of abolishing the Court of Directors, and
transferring the government of India to a responsible department of the

ilinistry, under the Crown (April 2, 1852). "VMiile the Committee for

which he moved were still enquiring into the desirableness of this great

change, the Government proposed the renewal of the Company's Charter,

and the continuance of the double Government by the Directors and the

Board of Control, till Parliament should otherwise provide. Their Bill,

however, which was moved by sir Charles Wood in a speech of five hours'

duration (June 3, 1853), made large modifications in the Court of Directors,

and abolished their patronage, throwing ojien to examination the admis-

sion to the Civil Service through Hailoybury College, and to the military

service through Addiscombe College.* The great change, of which this was
the beginning, was warmly advocated by Mr. ^Macaulay, in the last great

speech he delivered in the House (June 24th). Eeislying to the argument,
tliat the qualities required in the Indian Service were not those which can
be tested by scholastic examination, he maintained "that there never was
a fact better proved by an immense mass of evidence, by an experience

almost unvaried, than this : that men who distinguished themselves in

youth above their contemporaries in academic competition, almost always
keep to the end of their lives the start they have gained in the early part

of their career." He appealed to Parliamentary history, from the days of

Montague and Bolingbroke to those of Canning and Peel, of Derby and
Gladstone; to the long array of judges, who had been eminent in youthful

study ; and to India, from Hastings and "Wellesley to lord Ellenborougli

himself, the most strenuous opponent of the Bill. Besides the new talent

the system would attract, he supported the measure as providing the best

means for effecting the gradual admission of native Indians to a share in

the higher offices of Government. This speech was made in a great debate

on lord Stanley's amendment, calling for further information before legis-

lating, which had the support of Mr. Cobden and Mr. Bright, but was
negatived by 322 votes against 140 ; and the Bill passed both houses with

little alteration.!

Another signal triumph in debate was won by Mr. Macaulay in this

session. That vital principle of public liberty and security—the impartial

administration of the law—had long been tending more and more to a
complete severance of the judges from all political activity—at least, in any

* These examinations were to be under regulations to be made by the Board of Control.

The full system of admission inio the Indian Civil Service by competitive examination was

instituted by the Act of 1S58, which transferred the government of India to the Crown (21

and 22 Vict. c. 106).

t "Act to provide for the Government of India," 16 and 17 Vict, cap. 95; August 20,

1853.
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open form—except in the House of Peers, where the " law lords " are free

from the influence of popular constituencies, and their actions as judges

and senators are kept distinct.* But there was no legal obligation nor even

any constitutional prescription in the matter ; and it was not long since judges

had sat in the House of Commons and been active political partisans. But
for some time past the absorbing nature of judicial work had combined
with a growing sense of the incompatibility of the two sets of functions,

to establish a practice, which was hastily assumed to be a principle. The
chiefs of the common law, even when not raised to the peerage, found their

office at once too arduous and too dignified for the mighty work and conflicts

of St. Stephen's ; and the puisne f judges have either kept aloof from
the arena, or gladly left it when it had been their stepping-stone to the

bench. Of late years there had been one marked exception in the case of

the Master of the Ilolls.| In 1851, lord Eomilly accepted the Mastership

of the EoUs, retaining his seat for Devenport ; and, though he had not been
re-elected in 1852, the Opposition now attempted to settle the question by
an Act of Parliament. Lord Hotham's "Judges' Exclusion Bill," though
opposed by Government, was read a second time without a division (April

13th); and it seemed to be tacitly accepted (like many a change in the

present age) from an assumption that "the time was come." But at the

last stage, Mr. Macaulay opposed it in a most powerful speech ; arguing
that there was no better reason for excluding judges from the Lower House
than from the Upper, where every peer is in some measure a judge ; and he
urged that the bill, without affording any compensating benefit whatever,

would lower the influence and lessen the dignity of the House. The speech

is recorded as one of the very few which have not only influenced a vote,

but completely turned the scale of a division ; and the third reading was
rejected by 224 votes against 123 (June 1st). It may be doubted whether
the decision thus won was the best, and whether the difference between the

position of judges in the two houses is not more marked than Macaulay
argued ; but the question could well be left to settle itself by public opinion

and the demands of judicial work.

Some legislative fruits of this long session still remain to be noticed.

Parliamentary elections in England and Wales were further regulated by
limiting the polling to one day (16 and 17 Vict. o. 15). A very important

Act was passed for appointing new Commissioners of Charities, and
extending their powers. § The laws relating to Savings' Banks Annuities

* Any alleged exceptions (as in the case of O'Connell) are as doubtful .is they are rare.

+ We may observe in passing that this old French title (puis-ne, literally "since born,"

equivalent to the technical sense oi Junior) is now extinct (1882).

X In the formation of the Reform Ministry, Brougham had wished to hold that office

with the leadership of the House of Commons. Lord Grey is said to have replied—" If you

are to be Master of the Rolls and leader of the House of Commons, I should like to know
what any one else is to be ?

"

§" An Act for the better administration of Charitable Trusts; "16 and 17 Vict. c. 137,

August 20th. This Act was further amended in 1853 (18 and 19 Vict. c. 124), 1860 (23

and 24 Vict. c. 136), 1869 (32 and 33 Vict. c. 110), and 18/4, when the Endowed Schools

Commission was absorbed in the Charity Commission (37 and 38 Vict, c 87),
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were consolidated, and new powers for granting them were given to tlie

National Debt Commissioners (cap. 45)-* Sanitary legislation was advanced

by an Act regulating burials bej'ond the metropolis, and abolishing (as the

general rule) interments within churches (cap. 137) f ; and by an Act giving

further facilities for Vaccination and making it compulsory (cap. 100), the

working of which has called forth lamentable examples of obstinate prejudice

and ignorance, not confined to the lower classes. The new law for regu-

lating the sale of Intoxicating Liquors in Scotland, commonly known as

the Forbes-Mackenzie Act (cap. 67), is generally admitted to have worked

well in the cause of temperance.

This year was marked by the news of a great triumph of British

naval enterprize and endurance, in the solution of a geographical question

which had called forth some of the noWest though most modest displays

of those qualities, animated by a remaikable spirit of calm religious

faith, for more than three hundred years. In the development of these

moral qualities, and as a test and training of the disciijlined courage of

British seamen, as well as for those high scientific results which are most

fruitful in permanent use, none the less for a seeming want of present

utility, the story of Arctic and Antarctic exploration is ever memorable.

The discovery of the long-sought North-west passage between the Atlantic

and Pacific Oceans, made by M'Clure in 1850, though not known till late in

1853 (save to the successful navigators brought to death's door in their icy

prison), was an incident in the despairing search for sir John Franklin,

who may indeed be said to have already made the discovery himself. With

much reluctance, not to say self-denial, we leave the fascinating details, as

belonging rather to geography than history. But as a part of the story of

the heroic services of England's sons in the path of duty, and of the exten-

sion of her power over the world, we sum up all in the simple record, that

the brave and gentle Franklin died quietly on the 11th of June, 1847, where

his comrades perished, having discovered the North-west passage by

reaching a spot in the known water-way to Behring's Straits, four years

before the other North-west passage was discovered by M'Clure.J

* The vast and beneficent system of the Post Office Savings Bank was not established

till 1861.

t Further facilities for providing burial-grounds, and powers to Burial Boards, were given

by an Act of the next Session (17 and 18 Vict. c. 87, August 10, 1834).

J To guard against cavil, use the word discovery for that of the continuous waler-way^

though in fact it has hitherto been blocked by ice to actual navigation throughout.
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State of the Eastern Question—Assurances of Ministers and in Message at the Proi'ogatlcn—

The Crisis reached at that very time—Speeches of Palmerston and Russell in Scot-

land—Second Royal Visit to Ireland—Signs of the coming Storm—Ministerial

Troubles; Lord John Russell's claim to the Premiership—Question of Reform-~Tem-

porary Resignation of Lord Palmerston—Lord John's idea of a Conservative Reform by

lowering the Franchise— Ilis Reform Bill of 1S54—" Fancy Franchises "— Its with-

drawal—Lord John and Mr. Disraeli—Reform of the Universities—Commissions of

Enquiry—Oxford University Act (1834^—Act for Cambridge (185G)— Other Acts of

1854—Treaty of Washington on Fisheries and Free Trade between Canada and the

United States—The Fugitive Slave Question in America—Proposed Statue to Prince

Albert : His Letter—Attacks on the Prince for interference in Politics—Party Motives

and Public Credulity—The Prince's explanation : anomalies and duties of his position

—What he had really been doing—Vindication of the Prince in Parliament—Bavon

Stockmar's statement of the constitutional question—Relation of the Crown to Ministers

—Influence of the Queen's moral purity on the whole working of the State— Self-

adjusting power of the Constitution—Duty and policy of supporting the just influence

of the Crown.

The prorogation of Parliament on the 20th of August was accompanied

by a Eoyal Message and a ministerial declaration, •which now read in

strange contrast with the events which had at that very moment reached

their crisis.* All Parliamentary discussion of the Eastern question had

been postponed as inojijiortune ; and, even after the Russian armies had

marched into the Danubian Principalities (July 2ad), lord Aberdeen

emphatically declared at the Mansion House :
—" The policy—the essential

policj'—of her Majesty's Government is a policy of peace " (July 23rd). A
few days before the prorogation, lord John Eussell concluded an explana-

tion to the House concerning the negociations in progress by expressing his

belief that, from Eussia's acceptance of the Note agreed on by tlie Con-

ference of the Powers at Vienna, "there was now a fair j)rospect of

securing the objects in view, without involving Europe in hostilities, or

exposing the independence and integrity of Turkey" (August 16th). Four

days later, lord Palmerston assured the House of Commons of the belief of

Government that Parliament might be prorogued without anxiety, and his

confidence that "the Emperor of Eussia would take the earliest opportuuit'.

of the settlement of the difference with Turkey, to evacuate the Principalities

* The events, which are here necessarily alluded to, are fully related in succeeding

chapters.
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of his own accord "—a strange inversion of tlie essential conditions of the

jiroblem. The Eoyal Speech, after declaring the " deep interest and con-

cern " with which her Majesty had viewed the " ruisunderstaudiug

"

lietween Russia and the Porte, and her earnest endeavours, in union with

the Emperor of the French, to reconcile differences the continuance of

which might involve Europe in war, held out this j^rospect of a solution:

—

"Acting in concert with her allies, and relying on the exertions of the

Conference now assembled at Vienna, her Majesty has good reason to hope

tliat an honourable arrangement will speedily be accomplished." For it

was not yet known either to the Parliament dismissed with these cheering

words, nor to the Ministers who dictated them, that on (he day before the

great question between peace and war had been virtually decided by the

Porto's refusal, under the advice of our ambassador, to accept the Vienna
Note in its last form, except with certain modifications, to which the Czar

would not consent. The 19tL of August marks the turning ijoint, from

which the descent to war was rapid and inevitable.

Within a month we find a remarkable change in the tone of ministerial

utterances, at least as expressed by lord John Kussell, whose ardent

temperament (as on other occasions) outran the quieter though more
strenuous resolve of lord Palmerston. The contrast at this crisis is remark-

able. Both Ministers were visiting Scotland ; but, while Palmerston made
but distant allusions to the great question, lord John, speaking at Greenock

of the duty incumbent on Great Britain to secure the just rights of nations

ly peace if2)ossiile, went on, amidst the enthusiastic cheers of his Scotch

hearers—the more vehement, like himself, in the overflow of habitual

reserve :
—" But, while we endeavour to maintain peace, I certainly should

be the last to forget that, if peace cannot be maintained with honour, it is

no longer peace. It becomes then, as I have said, no longer peace, but a

truce—a precarious truce—to be denounced by others whenever they may
think fit—whenever they may think that an opportunity has occurred to

enforce by arms their unjust demands either upon us or upon our allies.

I trust that, so long as I can bear any part in the public councils of this

kingdom, such will be my sentiments, and such my conduct" (September

19th).

To avoid an interruption in the narrative of the great and terrible events

now impending it will be well to record first some matters of more domestic

interest, belonging to this year and the next. We have had occasion to

speak of the visitation of Cholera in the autumn,* and the return of the

last expeditions sent in search of Franklin, bearing the news that the North-

west Passage was discovered.! In August, the Exhibition of Industry at

Dublin—the first of the many that resulted from that of 1851—gave the

occasion for a second royal visit to Ireland, which, though not extending

beyond Dublin, was in its measure as satisfactory as the first.!

As the autumn advanced, the clouds which so many had refused to

* Chap. vi. p. 4". + Chap. xiv. p. 15 J.

J See the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 503-5.
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heed while rejoicing in the bright achievements of their strong Government,
were closing in and uttering their warning through the most sensitive of

all signs. The funds, which had stood steadily and above par in the early

months of the year, had fallen about ten per cent, in September.* The
gold in the Bank of England, which, in consequence of the importations
from California and Australia, had reached the unprecedented sum oftwenty-
two millions sterling in July, 1852, fell to about fifteen millions in October,
1853.-|- The bank rate of interest, which stood at 2 per cent., when Mr.
Gladstone announced his scheme for the conversion of the National Debt,
had now gone up to 4 per cent. ; and the prices of all the necessaries of life

had risen.

I

As the time drew near for preparing the legislative measures for the coming
session, the repulsive forces inherent in a coalition came into action. Lord
John Eussell's " great soul in a small body" § could not brook that the

leader of the Whigs should be second to a Peelite premier ; and his favourite

question of Eeform was threatening to bring on the trouble foretold by
Palmerston. Immediately after the prorogation. Prince Albert wrote from

Osborne to baron Stockmar ||
:
—

" Aberdeen was here for three days . . .

full of spirit and hopefulness. A cause of anxiety, however, has arisen in

this, that lord John seems dissatisfied with his position, as we all foretold

to him he would be, and / believe has proposed that his chief shall retire,

and make over the Premiership once more to him, or that he will himself with-

draw into private life.^ . . . Now comes the Eeform question ! Lord John

. . . said to lord Clarendon, ^ I am for making it as Conservative as possible,

and that hy a large extension of the sttffrage. The Radicals are £10 holders; the

£5 holders will be Conservatives, as they are more easily acted upon.' " It is a

• See the Table of Fluctuations of the Funds.

t On July 10, 1852, the gold coin and bullion in the Bank was ;f2I, 485,390 ; on October

1, 1853, it «as;,^15,031,895.

t By the beginning of the year the advance in the price of the quartern loaf to 9d.

caused serious riots at Exeter and other towns in the West (January, 1854) ; but, as the

year went on the pressure of war was relieved by an abundant harvest, for which a public

thanksgiving was offered to God (October 1st).

§ " Ingentis animos angusto in pectore versant."—Virgil, Ceorg, iv. 83.

II
August 24th.—"Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 502-3.

IT Six weeks later, the Prince writes again (October 5th) :—" Lord John, bent upon

being Prime Minister, has changed his ground for setting up his claim that the Reform Bill

ought to be brought forward by him as Premier, and is now causing Aberdeen trouble on

the Eastern question. He has already wanted to resign twice. . . . Aberdeen is ready to

go, but not to run away from the Eastern complication" ("Life," ibid. p. 520). And
again (October l4th) :

—"Lord John's wish has been communicated to his colleagues, who,

so far as I can learn, one and all deprecate the change, and would regard it as tantamount

to a break-up of the Cabinet " (!i5/(/. p. 522). For not only did the crisis of the Eastern

question forbid lord Aberdeen to leave the helm, which age had made him willing to resign,

but lord Palmerston adhered to his resolution never again to serve under lord John, whose

Premiership would have been utterly distasteful to the Peelites, and was even deprecated by

some of his old Whig supporters. So the last we hear is (October Iflth) :
—" Lord John has

declared to his chief, that he is satisfied the change at this moment would not be pos-

sible :
"—then follows another touch of personal politics, very significant of coming events:

—
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remarkable example of the revelations opened up to us, as the sources of

contemporary history become accessible, to find the veteran Whig antici-

])atin"', only in a lesser degree, that discovery of a Conservative lower

stratum, by means of which it was reserved for lord Derby and Mr.

Disraeli to "dish the Whiga." Lord John's own Reform Act of 1832,

which was to have secured a political centre of gravity in the intelligent

and responsible and (above all) independent middle class, had in course of

time, through the progress of opinion in that class, worked towards a more

Eadical constituency than he had intended or desired ; and the balance was

to be brought back towards Conservatism by admitting a class of voters

" more easily acted upon "
!

We may at once dispose of the brief story of the intended measure, in

which lord John persevered, as if the basis of our constitution could be

re-adjusted when men's minds were preoccupied with war ; though ardent

Reformers, led by Mr. Cobden and Mr. Bright, supported him by public

demonstrations. The Royal Speech at the opening of Parliament (January

31, 1854) recommended Bills " for checking bribery and corrupt practices

at elections, and giving more complete effect to the principles of the Reform Act

(f the last reign" In the abortive Bill which lord John introduced, some
points demand notice on account of the large share they occupied in later

discussions. Thus he was the first to propose the kind of qualifications for

electors, which were subsequently known as "fancy franchises," and a

scheme for the representation of minorities ; and he intended to give

members to the University of London and one of the Scotch Universities.

"The Palmerstonian stocks have gone up immensely, people saying that, if he had been at

tlie Foreign Office, he would by his energy have brought Russia to reason " {ibid. p. 524). It

is now known (on the concurrent testimony of the " Lives" and " Letters" of the Prince and Pal-

merston) that the temporary resignation of lord Palmerston, in December, 1853, which was then

and since (even by Mr. Kinglake) ascribed to the Eastern question, was caused by his disap-

proval of lord John's plan of reform. Lord Palmerston himself wrote that "it would have

been silly to have gone out because he could not have his own way on the Eastern question "
;

but yet his return to office was mainly determined by the Cabinet's coming round to his views

on that question; what these were will be seen in due course (see " Life of the Prince Consort,"

vol. ii. pp. 534, 535 ; Ashley's " Life of Viscount Palmerston," vol. ii. pp. 18-22). Earl

Russell has frankly told us, in his volume of " Recollections and Suggestions," that his secession

from lord Aberdeen's Government at the end of 1854 wasoneof the greatest errors of his public

life ;
" but (he adds) I had, in fact, committed a much greater error in consenting to serve under

lord Aberdeen as Prime Minister "
(p. 270). He claims to have recommended a settlement

of the Eastern question, which, had he been able to insist on it with a Premier's authority,

would have averted the Crimean War ; and in that case, " the Reform Bill of 1S54, to which

sir James Graham had most willingly, and lord Palmerston most reluctantly, assented,

would in all probability have passed through Parliament recommended by lord Aberdeen

and his Cabinet. . . . The gang who many years later skulked in the Cave of AduUam
would never have existed, and the Reform Act would have been completed. Thus has the

course of history been changed by my weakness ;
"—for, in fact, it is too strong to be turned

even by the confidence of a Russell in the divine right of Whig principles. " Lord

Aberdeen always told me that, after being Prime Minister for a short time, he meant to

make way for me, and give up the post. But somehow the moment never came for execut-

ing his intentions " :—and we have seen "the reason why."
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The plan included a large redistribution of seats, at the expense of small

boroughs. On the main point of lowering the borough franchise, lord John
laid down the principle, that the Eeform Act did not make sufSoiont pro-

vision for the admission of the working classes, to whose merits he paid

a warm tribute ; and he proposed a ^G municipal rating as the qualification
;

while in the counties he adopted the long-contested standard of a £10 house-

hold franchise, with a precaution against the manufacture of " faggot

votes."

The second reading was appointed for the 3rd of March ; and then, even

though an ultimatum had been just despatched to Russia, lord John clung

to hope by proposing only a postponement, which was not agreed to till

after a very interesting debate.* Its final withdrawal on April 11th was
accompanied by a touching scene, when lord John's deep emotion, in

referring to some shade of "suspicion" which had been cast upon his

motives, was responded to by Mr. Disraeli's assurance of the most heartfelt

personal respect for the noble lord, whose character and career he described

as " precious possessions of the House of Gammons";— ivords which now
form a true record of both the departed statesmen.

Lord John had the consolation of carrying another measure of Reform,

in the " Act to make further provision for the good government and exten-

sion of the University of Oxford, of the Colleges therein, and of the College

of St. Mary, Winchester "
; f a measure founded on enquiries which he had

set in motion during his late Premiership. We have seen how Cambridge,

under the auspices of the Prince, her new Chancellor, had adopted of her

own accord changes designed to adapt her course of study to modern
requirements ; and a similar movement had begun at Oxford, through the

influence of professor Stanley (afterwards dean of Westminster) aud others.

But more extensive changes were demanded, and, in a debate on Mr. Hey-
wood's motion for an enquiry into the state of the Universities of Oxford,

Cambridge, and Dublin, lord John Russell announced the intended issue of a
Royal Commission of Enquirj' (April 23, 1850). In aletter to the Chancellors

of Oxford and Cambridge, the Prime Minister exjilained that the object of

the Commission was to ascertain what new regulations had been promul-
gated, and " what obstacles are interposed by the will of the founders, the

retention of customs, and the decision of competent authority, to the full

development of the large and improved system of study which the Univer-
sities have sought to establish " (May 8th).

On the 31st of Augusta Royal Commission was issued, to enquire into

the " state, study, discipline, and revenue of the University of Oxford "
; and

their elaborate Report (made on the 23rd of April, 1852) gavo a complete
review of the history and present condition of the University and its chief

Colleges, aud proposed a scheme of future government, with a view of
giving a more weighty voice to the resident members of the University,

* As Prince Albert wrote, while praising the Bill on its own merits (February Ulh), " It

is true, que pcrsonne }t'en vciif, because people see, liear, and wish for war, and war only."

—

"Life of tlie Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 29.

+ ir and 18 Vict. c. 81 ; August 7, ISj-l.
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releasing' tlie Colleges from those restrictions imposed by tlie -willa of the

founders and the ancient statutes, which might seem to hamper tlieir useful-

ness. They suggested other means of improving the teaching, the range of

studies, and the condition of members of the University, which it is

unnecessary to describe particularly, as so much more has been done since

in remodelling both Univei-sitios. As to the requirement of subscription to

the- Articles of the Church of England, as the condition of matriculation and
graduation, the Commissioners expressed tlieir conviction " that the impo-
sition of subscription, in the manner in -which it is now imposed in the

University of Oxford, habituates the mind to give a careless assent to truths

which it has never considered, and naturally leads to sophistry in the

interpretation of solemn obligations." The principal recommendations of

the Commission were embodied in the Bill which lord John introduced on
the 17th of March, 1854, and which passed through both Houses with some
amendments. It named a new Commission for carrying its provisions into

effect. A similar course was pursued in the case of Cambridge, but with
more co-oporation from the University. The Commission appointed in

1850 reported in 1852, and an Act, on much the same lines as that for

Oxford, was passed in 1856.*

There were other measures for which Parliament found time amidst the

claims of war. One was an Act "to consolidate and amend the laws

relating to Bribery, Treating, and undue Influence in Elections of Members
of Parliament." f Among other means of checking the disgraceful practices

and scenes of riot, of which Dickens's " Eatanswill " election gives a picture

only too faithful, it forbad, under a pecuniary penalt}', the giving of

cockades, or other marks of distinction, and made illegal all payments for

them, as well as for banners or bands of music. While the laws against

bribery and treating were made more stringent, the legal expenses of

candidates at any election were to be audited by, and paid solely through,

an auditor appointed by the returning ofhcer. Another important Act J

• 19 and 20 Vict. c. 8S ; July 29, 1856.—"An Act to make further provision for the

good government and extension of the University of Cambridge, of the Colleges therein, and

of the College of King Henry the Sixth at Eton." The new Statutes made by the Commis-

sioners were confirmed by her Majesty in 1858. Among the provisions of the Act of 1850

was the restoration of the ancient hostels, which liad been suppressed by the statutes of

Elizabeth, requiring every student of the University to become a member of some College.

The new Act restored the rights of members of the Senate (rights anciently common to all

Universities), by which any Masler of Arls—a degree which of old marked s. person qualified

to teach liierattire ami science, as Doctor of Divinity, of Laws, or Medicine, marked one

qualified to teach those special branches of learning—is free to open his house for the reception

of students, who shall have all the same rights and privileges as the members of Colleges.

t 17 and 18 Vict. c. 102; August 10, 185-!.

X The "Public Revenue and Consolidated Fund Charges " Act, 17 and 18 Vict. c. 94 ;

August 10, 1854. The great change made by this Act has to be remembered in comparing

tlie annual Accounts of Public Revenue and Expenditure. For all years before this Act the

expenses of collection have to be added to both sides of the account, before making tlie

comparison with subsequent years. The Act also changed the date to which the annual

accounts were made up from the 5th of January to the 31st of March, to suit the customary

time for the Chancellor of the Exchequer's Cudi;et.
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transferred tlie expenses of collecting the revenue to the Consolidated Fund,

and required them to be voted annuallj', instead of being paid, as here-

tofore, out of the duties and taxes collected :—a great check on extravagance

in the collection of the revenue.

An important measure in our colonial and foreign relations was the

Treaty of Washington, with the United States, negociated by the earl of

Elgin, Governor-General of Canada, by which the coast fisheries of British

North America were made free, the navigation of the great water-way of

the St. Lawrence and the lakes was thrown open to the United States, and

the products of the States and British America (with the exception of sugar

and tobacco) were reciprocally admitted free of duty (Juns 7th). About

the same time, a foretaste was given of the coming troubles between the

Northern and Southern States of the American Union in the great riots

caused by the seizure of a fugitive slave at Boston. The right of the master

to his "property" having been allowed by the district judge, the victim of

the equal laws of the free Eepublic had to be shipped for the South under the

escort of more than a thousand armed men, a detachment of artillery yith

their gun, and the whole city police (May 24th-29th).

The meeting of Parliament in 1 854 gave the opportunity of settling a

constitutional question, which we have already had to notice, and silencing

a malicious agitation against the Queen's Consort and herself. As often

happens in the dispensation of mingled praise and blame, the climax of the

detraction to which the Prince had long been subject followed upon the

height of his popularity. An ill-advised proposal by the retiring Lord
Mayor in 1853 to set up a statue of the Prince on the site of the Exhibition,*

brought to a climax f the utterly unfounded jealousies, which burst out next

month in a virulent attack from both tlie extreme parties in politics, and

found too ready a response in the excited state of the public mind. The
Eastern question had now reached that crisis, well known by many an
example in English history, at which our peace-loving people had become
possessed with the conviction that war was at length the only course of right

and duty. In this temper they were impatient of aU hesitating counsels,

and still more prone to regard any sympathy with the enemy as faithlessness

to patriotism. "We have already seen the readiness to discover such
sympathy in the foreign relationshijis of the Court and of Prince Albert in

particular ; while lord Palmerston was regarded as the one support of a

truly English policy in a wavering half-hearted cabinet :—" Louis Napoleon
and he "—as Prince Albert wrote—" are the idols of the public." + AVhen
therefore, in the midst of the fever of indignation roused by the '' massacre
of Sinope," § and while it was known that the Cabinet were hesitating

• The Prince's admirable letter, objecting to the scheme, contains one sadly prophetic
passage :

—

"If (as is very likely) it became an architectural monstrosity, like most of our

monuments," etc.
—"Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 536-7.

+ This is the Prince's own statement in a letter to baron Stockmar, which we shall have
presently to notice more particularly.

—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p, 558.

t " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 540.

S November 30, 1853.—See below, chap, xviii.
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about decisive action in consequence thereof, lord Palmerston's resignation

was suddenly announced—a resignation, as we liave seen, caused solely by

bis objections to reform—the old accusations of the Court's dislike to the

patriotic statesman, and its preference of what was absurdly called a

"dynastic policy," were revived with greater vehemence than in 1850 and
1851.

While the Queen and Prince, as we now know from his " Life," were
toiling with head and jien, and labouring to guide the councils of the

Cabinet in full accord with the spirit of the people, public journalists were
found to aver that " our foreign policy was mainly directed by the Priuce

Consort," as the chief agent of the " Austro-Belgian-Coburg-Orleans clique,

the avowed enemies of England, and the subservient tools of Eussian
ambition." *

Setting aside the party motives of the attack, and the absurd details

of the charges flung about, there remains a constitutional question of

lasting interest, the settlement of which was the one good brought
out of all this evil. The readiness of a large portion of the public

to catch up and swell the cry arose from their ignorant misconception of
Prince Albert's position, and even of that of the Queen herself. In his

letter to baron Stockmar, explaining the various motives of the calumnies,

the Prince writes f
:
—" A very considerable section of the nation had never

given itself the trouble to consider what really is the position of the husband
of a queen regnant. Now when the present journalistic controversies have
brought to light the fact, that I have for years taken an active interest in

all political matters, the public fancied itself betrayed, because it felt it had
been self-deceived. It has also rushed all at once into a belief in secret

correspondence with foreign courts, intrigues, etc. ; for all this is much more
probable than that thirty millions of men in the course of fourteen years
should not have discovered that an important personage had during all that
time taken a part in their government. . . . Beyond this stage of know-
ledge, which was certain sooner or Liter to be reached, wo shall however
soon have passed

; and oven now there is a swarm of letters, articles, and
pamphlets,! to prove that the husband of the Queen, as such, and as Privy
Councillor, not only may be, but in the general interest must be, an active

and responsible adviser of the Crown ; and I hope the debate in Parliament
will confirm this view, and settle it at once and for ever."

* See sir Theodore Martin's admirable exposure of the self-evident absurdity of these
charges.—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 538. We cannot aftbrd the space, and
indeed it now seems no longer needful or desirable, to discuss the various partv motives for

the attaclj, which were explained by Prince Albert (according to his opinion and belief) in a
most interesting letter to baron Stockmar (" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 558-9).
It will be enough to say that the ultra-Tory party, then in one of their many fits of rebellion
against Mr. Disraeli, aimed once more at tempting lord Palmerston to accept their leadership
and bring them the prestige of his popularity ; and the ultra-Radicals joined in the cry from
hostility to the Crown.

t January 24, 1854.—"Life of the Prince Consort," vol ii. pp. 559-60.

t Among these, the Prince refers especially to a good jjmphlet published anonymously
by lord Brougham.

VOL. i.\.—271.
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Tliis hope -was at once fulfilled -when Parliament met a week later.

The united testimony of lord Aberdeen and lord Derby, in the upper House,

and of lord John Eussell and Mr. Walpole in the lower, proved that the

Prince had simjily exercised, with perfect loyalty alike to his Sovereign and

the countrj', the office of the Queen's private secretary and confidential

adviser,—an office natural to his position as her husband and consistent

with his duty as a Privy Councillor; and this course was justified legally

and constitutionallj', by lord Campbell, then Chief Justice of the Com-
mon Pleas (January 31st).*

The arguments of these statesmen were substantially the same which

had been stated with consummate abilitj', though not thou made public, in

a letter from baron Stockmar to the Prince.t This " vigorous Constitutional

essay " discussed the mp.tter in connection with the question of those functions

of the Crown, which, from one side at least, formed the real object of

attack. He pointed out the prevalent misconceptions of the position of

the Sovereign in the government of the country, tracing their causes

in the history of recent reigns and the views of contending parties, which

had tended to impress the majority of the people with "the belief, that the

king, in the view of the law, is nothing but a mandarin figure, which has

to nod its head in assent, or shake it in denial, as his Minister pleases."

It is therefore of extreme importance " that no opportunity should be let

slip of vindicating the legitimate position of the Crown. And this is not

hard to do, and can never embarrass a Minister, where such straightforward

loyal personages as the Queen and the Prince are concerned." He next

shows that the required position cannot be occupied by the Prime Minister

for the time being, who, according to our present system of government,

"is and can be nothing else but the Chief of the Party then in power," a

character which subjects him to the temptation of using his brief aud insecure

tenure of office rather for the ascendancy of his party than the real

interests of the country. After showing how futile is the protection against

these dangers, which have often proved real and serious, furnished by the

fiction of Ministerial responsibility, which now means nothing but loss of

place, the baron asks :
— " But who could have averted, whose duty was it

to avert, the danger wholly or in part? Assuredly he, and he alone, who,

being free from party passion, has listened to the voice of an independent

judgment. To exercise this judgment is, both in a moral and constitutional

point of view, a matter of right, nay, a positive duty. The judicious

exercise of this right, wliieh certainly requires a master mind, would not

only be the best guarantee for Constitutional Monarchy, but would raise it

* Mr. Disraeli did not speak, probably because Mr. Walpole's testimony was sufficient

as representing his party, but he had written on the subject to a friend a few days

before:—"The opportunity which office has afforded me of becoming acquainted with the

Prince filled me with a sentiment towards him which I may describe without exaggeration

as one of affi^ction.

"

+ January 5, 1854.—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 543, / We should place

the whole of this important essay before the reader, were it not so easily accessible in the cheap

eJiiion of the " Life."
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to a height of power, stability, and symmetry, which has never been

attained. At the same time, in face of the exercise of this merely moral

rin-ht of the Crown, the responsible ministers may—so far as the substantial

import, the excellence and fitness of their measures are concerned—act with

entire freedom and independence. . . . Thus, then, do I vindicate for the

Sovereign the position of a permanoit Premier, who takes rank above the

temporary head of the Cabinet, and in matters of discipline exercises supreme

authority ; and in this way I bring into harmony with the Constitution a

well-known saying of lord Palmerston's in his reply to lord John in the

debate on his dij^missal,
—

' I concede to the Minister not only the power to

dismiss every member of the Cabinet, but also the right to dismiss them

without any explanation of his reasons.'
"

The standing objection made to this reasoning from the possible, and

really not unfrequent, incapacity or moral unworthiness of the Sovereign

—

without reflecting that every Constitution, as it is to be worked by men, so

must needs suffer from human imperfections, and that this is the o«« price

we pay for all the advantages of a stable Monarchy—was and still

remains a powerful aid to the argument in the case under discussion.

The aged friend of Leopold and Charlotte, as well as of Victoria and

Albert, draws from his experience of the last sixteen years, compared with

what he had seen in the twenty-two preceding years under George IV.

and William IV., the most emphatic testimony to the value of "the

moral purity of the Sovereign, as an example to the people, as moral oil for

the driving-wheels of the Constitutional machine, as a controlling principle

for the highest Government and Court officials "
; and those who have lived

under the three reigns scarcely need that inner knowledge, to echo the

asseveration with all their heart :
—

" I can testify before God, that the

English machine works smoothly and well only when the Sovereign is

upright and truthful, and that when he has been insincere, mendacious,

and wicked, it has creaked and fouled and jolted to within an ace of coming

to a dead-lock."

Passing over some admirable remarks on the proofs given by recent

history of the self-adjusting power of the Uttglish Constitution, we cite the

weighty conclusion :
—" That, as matters now stand, the necessary equili-

brium of the Constitution can only be established and maintained by throw-

ing a well-merited and deeply-seated popularity on the part of the

Sovereign into the scale against the weight and pressure of that democratic

element, which has become so powerful in the House of Commons. If the

idea, that Constitutional Monarchy in Europe has great advantages over a

Democratic Republic, is to be kept alive in the people, then Ministers must
not shrink from fulfilling their duties towards the Crown ; although in our

times this will demand more manliness, honesty, and courage, than go to being

popular with the House of Commons, which is easier, no doubt, and safer,

but is also at the same time the surest way to lead on Monarchy imper-

ceptibly, and this too under a Minister's own guidance, into a Republic."



CHAPTER XVI.

The Eastern Question : Retrospect (876-1850)—Its remote Sources—Origin of the

Russian State—Attacks on Constantinople—A propliecy—Conversion of Russia

—

Its Greeli inheritance—Enmity of Slavonians and Turks—The Tartar Conquest—Its

effects—The Ottoman Turks in Europe—The Balkan States—Fall of Constanti-

nople— Russia's title to Constantinople—Peter the Great—Moscow and St. Petersburg

—Alleged Will of Peter—Russian Policy—Map of Europe in 1700 and 1800—-Treaty

of Kainardji (1774)—The Crimea and Sebastopol—New position of Turkey in Europe

—Peace of Bucharest (1812)—Peace of Adrianople (1829)—Wallachia and Mol-

davia—Roumans, Slavs, and Greeks—The Egj'ptian Question (1833-1841)—Con-

vention about the Straits—Designs on Constantinople—Sir Stratford Canning

—

Nicholas in England : Count Nesselrode's Memorandum (1844)—Russian Aims and

Disclaimers—Two forces swaying Nicholas—Russian and English Policies—Reforms

urged on Turkey by England—Lord Palmerston—Russian and French influence

—

Hopes of Turkey's Reformation.

The relations of tlio great powers of Europe, at tlie epoch marked by the

meeting of the British Parliament on the 31st of January, 1854, might be de-

scribed in the language of the great historian of the Peloponnesian "War. The
Powers had long carried on discussions, with growing mutual suspicion, but

without a breach of peace, but now from this point begins the war of Russia

with England and France and their allies. It is a work of special difficulty

to trace the history of a conflict, not only so recent, but which has been

revived but yesterday amidst a violent outburst of party animosity at home. It

is not so much the fear of incurring those charges, which zealots of either

partv are sure to heap upon the writer who does his best to relate the facts

impartially, and honestly to draw his own conclusions :—the historian

moved by such a fear had better lay down his pen and confess himself a

coward. The real difficulty is this : one of the great long-standing questions

of our foreign policy has been dealt with twice within a single generation

on principles almost opposite to one another ; and resulting events have

not yet pronounced that judgment between them, which it is the historian's

duty to record. Our only course is to follow faithfully the progress of

events.

The " Eastern Question," a phrase geographically vague, has long had

only too definite a meaning for the Western Powers, namely—What is to

be done with that portion of the East which forms the Turkish Empire ?

Strong powers work out their own destiny, and only occasionally fall into

the humiliation of having their fato determined for a time at the pleasure

of a conqueror or in the common interests of the civilized world. But the

164
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fairest provinces of Eastern Europe and Western Asia, with the imperial

capital wliich occupies a site surpassed by none on the eartli's surface, had

lono' been in the hands of a Government with which other States have

been compelled to interfere, either from pressing motives of self-interest,

or to avert a general conflagration, or in the interests of humanity ; and no

political foresight can yet say what will be its end, or what is to come

after its destruction.

Fully to trace the first beginning of the Eastern Question, we should

have to go back just a thousand years, to the time when the Kussian princi-

palities, newly founded at Novgorod* and Kiev, carried the enterprizes of

mingled commerce and piracy from the Baltic down the course of the Dnieper

to the Euxine, and began to attack the seat of Eastern empire at Constanti-

nople. In the well-known words of Gibbon, "the memory of these Arctic

fleets, that seemed to descend from the polar circle, left a deep impression

of terror on the imperial city. By the vulgar of every rank it was asserted

and believed that an equestrian statue in the square of Taurus was secretly

inscribed with a prophecy, how the Russians, in the last days, should become

masters of Constantinople."

The reception of Christianity (a.d. 985) from the eastern capital, and not

from Eome, was one of the most efficient causes in determining the whole

course of Russia's subsecjuent progress and her relations to the old and

new powers of Europe. While it linked her to the civilization of the East

instead of the West, it mai-ked her as a sort of reversionary heir to the

expii-ing Christian empire whose faith was enshrined at St. Sopiiia. Deeply

as this sentiment was stirred by the changes which enthroned in the capital

of the Byzantine Cajsars a savage race professing a religion which at the

very first had sprung from hostility to the Greek Church, the feeling was

intensified by a long-standing national hatred against the Turkish con-

querors. For the Turks are of the same race as those "Scythians" of

ancient, and " Tartars " of later history, who not only held their ground in

the steppes north of the Euxine, but had laid the Slavonians under ti-ibute

before the Varangians founded their principalities. Thus this element of

national hostility was ptresent in the southern and eastern parts of Eussia

from the earlier times ; but it was aggravated to tenfold animosity by the

great event known as the "Tartar conquest " of the 13th century, from

which modern Russia at last emerged near the end of the 15th (1480).

Shortly before the time wlien Ivan III. freed Russia from the Tartars,

the other and kindred race of hereditary foes had established themselves at

Constantinople (1453). Having first crossed over into Europe exactly a

century before (1353), on a fatal invitation to aid in the civil wars of the

Empire, they had meanwhile subdued the states of the Balkan—partly

* In 1862 the Russians held the millennial festival of the foundation of their state by
Ruric at Novgorod. This leader of the conquering "Varangians" was a Norseman (like

Rolf, who founded the Norman power in France nearly at the same time) ; but it must be

remembered that the peoplt whom he and his successors formed into the Russian stale were
Slavonians. This element o( race lies at the very foundation of tlie whole thousand years'

controversy.
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Slavonian and partly Greek—the names of -whicli have become familiar

in the later history of the Eastern Question.*

From that hour to the present, the desire to re-place the cross on St.

Sophia has been cherished by the Greek Church as ardently as was ever the

recovery of the Holy Sepulchre by the Crusaders ; and from the very first

Eussia maintained a claim to lead the enterprize of sanctified ambition.

The same Grand Prince of Moscow, who delivered Russia from the Tartars,

Ivan III., had a sort of hereditary title, by his marriage with the Byzantine

princess, Sophia, to take up the fallen cause of the Greek Church and

Empire.t But the point to be remembered above all is, that the long

quarrel is not one only, or chiefly, of dynastic ambition, but a popular

sentiment founded deep in the heart of the Russian nation. The
Mohammedan conquerors of Constantinople and St. Sophia, the sacred seat

from which Russia learnt the Greek-Christian faith, were doubly hated as

being of the same race as the Tartar tyrants. All the animosity engendered

by two centuries of servitude was combined with the indignation roused by

the intrusion of the followers of the false prophet into the seat of the Greek

empire and religion. Policy may waver, the counsels of ambition and of

prudence may oscillate in the scales ; but the undying feud of the Russian

people against the Turk has no end that political wisdom can forecast. The
repeated assertion, that Russia has no wish to possess Constantinople, has

been made with perfect truth as a point of present policy at more than one

crisis ; but it is still more certain that religious zeal and political ambition com-

bine to make this the ultimate goal of all, except a small minority, whether

prince or peasant, and, above all, the stedfast object of national aspirations.

But a century and a-half elapsed before these desires began to be brought

within the range of practical politics by the altered state of Europe and the

new character which Peter the Great impressed on Russian policy. It

would be long to trace the events by which the Turks extended their power
East, and South, and West, till their repulse from Vienna by John Sobieski

marked the turning-point of the tide (1683); but it is important to

remember that among these conquests they obtained the land of the old

Scythians, which cut off Russia from access to the Black Sea ; and to gain

this territory was one chief object of the aggressive policy set on foot by
Peter the Great. That wonderful man, in his combination of native

barbarism with his thirst for Western ideas, to be applied to his own

* The name of Balkan Peninsula describes that south-eastern part of Europe "(almost

corresponding to European Turkey) which lies between the Euxine and the Adriatic, having

for its base a line drawn from above the mouths of the Danube, along the line of the southern

Carpathians, the Danube, and the .Save. It comprises, first, IVallachia, north of the Danube
(the sister principality of Moldavia can hardly be regarded as within it) ; next Bulgaria proper,

between the Danube and Mount Ha;mus (the Great Balkans), but that name is now extended

so as to include the Bulgarian population between the Great and Lesser Balkans (the ancient

Mt. Rhodope), and thence Kounielia to the seas and straits. West of Wall.achia and

Bulgaria is Servia, then Bosnia and Jlozcgnina, separated from the Adriatic by Dalmalia ;

then Montenegro, Albania, and south of all the peninsula of Greece (in the widest sense).

+ The position at this crisis is well described by Mr. Wallace.—"Russia," vol. ii.

pp. 413-4.
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uses, may bo taken as a type of modern Eussia, allowing for tlio

progress of civilization siiico his time. Ilia new capital of St. Peters-

burg symbolizes the modern Russian government and policy, even in its

German name and its position neur the sea; and it has become the centi-e

of a new order of ideas, as Moscow remains the centre of the old ideas

now called Slavophil.* Both these elements must be kept in view, to under-

stand the course of Eussia from Peter's time. It is the first condition of

each Czar's power, to be in sympathy with the feelings of the common
people, who look up to him as their sacred Father upon earth, and whom
the lifting up of his finger would raise as one man against the nobles and

officials; but he is also involved in a net of traditional policy and official

system, which may close in upon him and—-even literally, as in the case of

Paul—strangle him, the moment he becomes too weak or wayward to direct

it. It was Peter who first engrafted on the spirit and passions of the

Russian people that new system of statecraft and foreign policy, which

transformed the barbaric and land-locked state of Muscovy into the mighty
Empire of all the Russias. Borrowing from Germany its bureaucratic

despotism and military organization, and devoting himself to the creation of

a navy with the zeal which led him to work with his own hands in the

Dutch and English dockyards, he resolved to reorganize the autocratic

government at home, and to raise Russia to a place—we might safely add,

the highest place—among the great Powers of Europe and the World ; and
his successors have followed in his steps with a persistence none the less

stedfast, that they have known how to wait and even to recede in order to

advance the better.

It was long believed that the whole spirit and system of Russia's future

policy had been prescribed by Peter the Great to his successors in his Will.

The authenticity of this famous document is now generally rejected ; but its

real authorship has never yet been proved. f But, if spurious, it has
the character of those prophecies whose exact fulfilment has led critics to

place their composition after the event ; and the forger becomes the historian,

tracing the course of policy which could hardly have been different, if P^ter

had left it as a solemn injunction which his successors had sacredly fulfilled.

For this alleged will directs all future sovereigns of Eussia never to relax

in the extension of their territory northward on the Baltic and southward on
the Black Sea shores. "To work out this"—it says— "raise wars
continually—at one time against Turkey, at another agaiust Persia ; make

* All this is admirably brought out in Mr. Wallace's book.

t One of the latest theories of its origin is that it was composed by the Chevalier d'

Eon under the auspices of Napoleon, when meditating his great attack on liussia ; and
.issuredly no one was more likely to know the real drift of Russian policy, than he who
had planned with Alexander, on the raft at Tilsit, the division of the empire of

the world. The reference to India, so long before the peninsula came within the

sphere of European policy, is one piece of strong internal evidence against the document,
and may perhaps help to mark the time of its composition. The same criticism applies

in some degree to the proposed attacks on Persia; and the mention of "dockyards on
the Black Sea," which Russia had not yet reached, is also very suspicious.
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dockyards on the Black Sea ; by degrees make 3'our8elves masters of that

sea, as well as of the Baltic ; hasten the decay of Persia, and penetrate to

the Persian Gulf ; establish, if possible, the ancient commerce of the East

by way of Syria, and push on to the Indies, which are the entrepot of the

world. Once there, you need not fear the gold of England." The acquisi-

tion of the shores of the Baltic and the Black Seas was the special enterprize

set on fuot by Peter; and if the distant schemes in the East are an

anachronism for his time, they faithfully describe the acts of Russian

policy, as developed when the document was forged and stedfastly pursued

down to our own days. In short, paradoxical as it may sound, the "will

of Peter the Great" displays the course and tendency of Eussian policy

more clearly than it could ever have been conceived by Peter himself.

The result of that policy, as pursued during the eighteenth century,

especially by that unsexed woman with more than manly energy and talent,

Catherine II., have been for the most part related in the preceding

volumes, so far as they are connected with English history. Besides the

gain of Finland and the Baltic seaboard, the chief fruit of Catherine's

victories had been the long-desired extension of Eussian power to the

northern shores of the Black Sea, by a treaty which contained some of the

chief germs of the Eastern question of our day. This treaty, dictated to

Turkey at Kutchuk-Kainardji in Bulgaria (July 10, 1774), not only pro-

claimed the independence of Crim-Tartary, but contained clauses on which

Eussia founded her famous claim to a protectorate over all the Greek

Christians in the Turkish Empire. The merits and results of this claim

will occupy us presently ; meanwhile, after several invasions by Eussia, the

territory held since the beginning of recorded history by Cimmerians,

Scythians, and Tartars, and which had once formed a part of the Greek
kingdom of the Bosphorus and the dominions of the great Mithridates,

finally lost its independence on the abdication of the last Khan in 1783;

and the possession of the Taurida, that is, the Crimean peninsula and the

land on both sides of the Sea of Azov, was confirmed to Eussia, after the

great victories of Suvarov on the Danube, by the treaty of Jassy (1792).

It was to secure the great object of this acquisition, a maritime arsenal

commanding the Black Sea, that Catherine began, in 1784, the famous
fortress and "imperial city " of Sebastopol,* on a splendid natural harbour.

It was evident that this naval station, protected from every power but

Turkey by the policy, already long established, of keeping the Straits closed

against foreign ships of war, would tend to become a " standing menace "

to Constantinople, and to make the Black Sea a Eussian lake, whence her

navies might issue forth to claim her share of power in the Mediterranean.

This new position, combined with the partition of Poland and the growing

ascendancy of Eussia over Turkey in the Danubian region, naturally

insjiired jealousy in the Eurojiean powers ; and Turkej', from being the

* We follow the customary orthography, though Scvasl6pol represents the Russ'an pro-

nunciation. Though Greek in form the name is modern Russian, .S>^^.v/<w being equivalent to

the title Imfcralor, lirst adopted by Peter, so that Sehastofol muans the " City of the Czat."
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common enemy of Christendom, began to be regarded as an object of pro-

tection in her rapid decline, as a barrier against the inordinate aggrandize-

ment of Eussia, with all the political dangers it involved. The " Holy
Jvoman Empire," which still existed in name under the House of Austria,

was threatened by a rival whose claims were openly avowed in the very

title of " Imporator " assumed by Peter; but a more immediate interest,

of vital imijurtanoe to Austria's very e.xistonce, was involved in the com-

mand of the Danube. The States of Germany, and especially the rising

power of Prussia, were in danger (as was afterwards too surely proved) of

being overshadowed by a new arbiter in the affairs of Europe. The rise of

a new naval power in the Black Sea touched all the states on the Mediter-

ranean, and above all the pride and interests of France, and less directly

those of England. But this last power, though furthest of all from direct

contact with Eussia, had acquired a new interest in the E;istern Question,

even above all the rest, by the establishment of her Empire in India.

Henceforth her concern in the safe communication with the East and in the

preservation of her Empire, was that of an Asiatic as well as Euroijean

power, and in that character she had many complicated i-elations with the

Asiatic as well as European powers of Turkey and Eussia. We must not

stay to relate how the question was complicated by the great French

Eevolution, the vast imperial schemes of Napoleon, and the insurrection of

Greece ; but only mark the two epochs formed by the peace of Bucharest,

by which the Eussian frontier was advanced to the Pruth and the northern

mouth of the Danube (1812), and the campaign of 1829, when Eussia

dictated at the old Turkish capital of Adrianople, the treaty which, besides

acknowledging the independence of Greece, gave the Czar Nicholas the

protectorate of Moldavia and Wallachia. Tiiese principalities obtained

administrative independence under Hospodars appointed for life by the

Porte, their connection with Turkey being preserved only by the acknow-

ledgment of the Sultan's sovereignty and the payment of a tribute. No
Turks were to be allowed to reside in the Principalities (September 14,

1829).

It will be well to bear in mind the position and character of tliese

territories, which play so important a part in what follows Wallachia lies

along the left bank of the Danube, which bounds it on the south and east

AS far as the mouth of the Pruth at the frontier of Bessarabia; on the north-

west and north it is enclosed by the Southern Carpathians, to the point at

which they bend northward. From the opening between this point and the

Danube, Moldavia extends northward between the Eastern Carpathians and

the Pruth, which divides it from Eussia on the east and north. From this

description it will be seen that, except through the Principalities, the only

direct contact between Eussia and Turkey is along the lower course of the

Danube below the junction of the Pruth ; while the passes of the Carpathians

give Austria an easy entrance to the Principalities from Hungary and

Transylvania along an extended frontier, commanding the flank of any

force occupying them. It must be added that the inhabitants differ in race

and language from the other Christian populations of European Turkey.
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Claiming descent from the Eoman veterans whom Trajan settled in Dacia,*

they speak a Eomance dialect (that is, one founded on the Latin language),

and are proud to call themselves by the Eoman name, under which the

Principalities are now united as the independent kingdom of Eotjmania.

Their profes?ion of the Greek faith f is a bond of union with the other

Christians of the Balkan peninsula, but the difference of race, language, and
national spirit, tends far more powerfully to sever them from the purely

Slavonic states. Nor must it be forgotten that the Panslarism preached by
Eussia and her sympathizers, as if it were identical with the cause of the

Christians in European Turkey, leaves out of account, or at least would
tend altogether to depress, the Greek population, who were till lately

regarded as the chief objects of sympathy and the destined heirs of Con-

stantinople.

Soon after peace was made with Eussia, the Egyptian element, which

had had great influence on the Eastern Question in the time of Napoleon,

again came to the front, threatening to revolutionize the Turkish Empire,

and to involve Europe in another war. The intervention of Eussia (whose

fixed policy is to sufier no other power to forestal her at Constantinople) to

avert the destruction menaced by the victorious army of Ibrahim Pasha,

was rewarded by a treaty of mutual alliance, engaging the Porte to close

the Dardanelles, in case of need, to the ships of all foreign powers:—in

other words, Constantinople was to lie at the mercy of the Eussian Black

Sea fleet, while all help from the West was to be shut out on the demand of

Eussia. Such was the famous treaty of Unkiar Skelessi (July 8, 1833),

which was afterwards modified at the instance of the Western Powers.

After the second attack from Egypt, which was frustrated by the four

Powers (England, Austria, Prussia, and Eussia) united by the energy of

lord Palmerston, the last-named treaty was superseded by the important

Convention of London between Turkey and the five Powers, | by which the

Straits of the Dardanelles were to be closed against the ships of war of all

nations so long as Turkey is at peace (July 6, 1841).

At this epoch various causes combined to keep the Eastern Question at

rest for a time, but not without hidden tendencies towards future disturbance

even from over anxiety to avoid it. By sir Eobert Peel's accession to power

in September, 1841, England as well as France had a government bent on

maintaining peace. At the Foreign Office lord Palmerston was succeeded

by lord Aberdeen, a man by nature cautious and even slow in forming

needful resolves, whose love of peace was intensified by his experience of the

late war, and whom diplomatic intercourse and political sympathies had

* The best ethnologists now reject this tradition, and regard them as a mixed people,

who migrated from the old Roman provinces south of the Danube.

t Among apopulation of about 5,110,000, about four millions are Greek Christians, and

406,000 Jews, whose treatment proves how slowly those persecuted for their own faith learn,

to tolerate others. The remainder are about 116,000 Roman Catholics and 14,000 Pro-

testants.

X France, at first opposed to the other powers, joined in the Treaty (see vol. viii. pp,

429,/).
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brought into most friendly relations -with the Czar Nicholas. At Constanti-

nople, where the contest of rival diplomatic influence was always going on,

a new epoch was marked by the advent of Sir Stratford Canning as the

Ambassador of England to the Porte. This distinguished man had long

since become well acquainted with the Turkish court, having taken part iu

negociating the peace of Bucharest (1812), and having been envoy under

the ministry of his great cousin, George Canning, in 1827. His eminent

abilities, graceful accomplishments, and commanding presence, his powerful

will, combined with tact and knowledge of mankind, gave him almost

unbounded ascendancy over the youthful Sultan Abdul Medjid and his

counsellors, and influence with the successive governments he served.

The reign of Queen Victoria has been remarkable for the cultivation of

friendly relations with foreign sovereigns by personal visits, and her

Majesty has well said (ij^uoting the remark from Prince Albert) that, " by

living in the same house quietly and unrestrainedly, I not only see these

great people, but know them." * The arrival of the Czar Nicholas in

England on the Ist of June, 1844, formed an epoch in the Eastern Question,

though its importance was not then known. By the people he was regarded,

according to their different political sympathies, in a twofold light, as the

representative of our alliance with Eussia in quelling the ambition of

Napoleon and of resistance to democratic anarchy, and, on the other hand,

as the greatest despot among European sovereigns and the cruel oppressor of

Poland; but his noble person and graceful courtesy won general admiration.

f

But those who saw him closer detected darker shades of character, and signs

of that anxiety which is the Nemesis of despotic power, a weight too heavy

for any man, especially if he has a conscience.

Though the Czar talked little of politics to the Queen, he did not lose the

opportimity for stating his views to her Majesty's ministers with a frankness

which is described as almost excessive. He came with the avowed purpose

of conciliating English opinion by his personal intercourse, and removing

the prejudice against the despotic oppressor of Poland. His visit derived

its special significance from the recent interference of France in the East

and the ^^ entente cordials" which had been established between the two

Governments under M. Guizot and sir Robert Peel. The result of the

conversations, of which we have a record on the highest authority, is thus

summed up :
—

" If the Emperor came over with the hope of securing the

concurrence of the English Government in some scheme of preconcerted

action to meet the event of any catastrophe occurring in Turkey, he signally

failed. It is not improbable, however, that he deceived himself upon this sub-

ject, and was led by this self-deception into adopting the policy which some
years after brought him into disastrous collision with the Western Powers."!

* Letter to King Leopold in the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. i. p. 22-2. This and
other Letters contain most interesting sketches of the Emperor's bearing, character, and
conversation.

t See the testimony to his personal popularity, and the somewhat cynical remarks of

baron Stockmar to account for it, in the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. i. p. 224.

X "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. i. pp. 216-218.
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When it is sought to make the English Government responsible, in pai-t

at least, for the Emperor's self-deception because they did not more

eft'eotually undeceive him (though our information is not full enough to

justify this assumption), it should be remembered, first, that the conversa-

tions related less to the general scope of the Eastern Question than to its

relation to our policy towards France, about which sir Eobert Peel's

language was perfectly explicit. Next, as to the general question, it was

surely enough for our Government to make plain their agreement in the

two principles on which alone Nicholas spoke plainly, and it was not

their fault if he chose to interpret the reserved language of the

Queen's ministers as that very assent to a special understanding between

England and Russia, which was what he wished to secure, and what he

evidently attempted to fix upon our Government by the Memorandum which

count Nesselrode drew up after his return home.*
" Eussia and England," it said, "are mutually penetrated with the

conviction that it isfor their common interest that the Ottoman Empire should

maintain itself in the state of independence and of territorial possession which at

present constitutes that Empire.'^ Being agreed on this principle, Eussia and

England have an equal interest in uniting their efforts in order to keep up the

existence of the Ottoman Empire, and to avert all the dangers which can place

in jeopardy its safety'. With this object, the essential point is to suffer the

Porte to live in repose, without needlessly disturling it hy diplomatic lickerings,

and ivithout interfering, tcit/iout absolute necessity, in its internal affairs. In

order to carry out skilfully this system of forbearance, with a view to the

well understood interest of the Porte, two things must not be lost sight of.

They are these :—In the first place, the Porte has a constant tendency

to extricate itself from the engagements imposed upon it by the treaties

which it has concluded with other Powers. It hopes to do so with impunity,

because it reckons on the mutual jealousy of the Cabinets. It thinks that if

it fails in its engagements towards one of them, the rest will espouse its

quarrel, and will screen it from all responsibility. It is essential not to

confirm the Porte in this delusion. Every time that it fails in its obligations

towards one of the Great Powers, it is the interest of all the rest to make it sensible

of its error, and seriously to exhort it to act rightly towards the Cabinet

which demands just reparation. If all the Great Powers frankly adopt this

line of conduct, tbey will have a well-founded expectation of preserving the

existence of Turkey. However, they must not conceal from themselves how
many elements of dissolution that Empire contains within itself. Unfore-

* This document is of the vei7 first importance in the whole history of the Eastern

Question ; for, to those who can "read between the lines," it reveals the whole spirit of

Russian policy towards Turkey.

t This full and voluntary declaration by Russia of the principle of the maintenance of the

integrity and independence of Turkey, and the importance of united efforts to keep it up, is

a fact to be specially noted ; nor was it made on this occasion only. How difierent is this

language, in the mouth of the great champion of the Eastern Christians, from the assumption

that the first principles of justice to them and their liberties require the extinction of the

Turkish Empire at all hazards.
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seen circumstances may hasten its fall. ... In the uncertainty which

hovers over the future, a single fundamental idea seems to admit of a really

practical application : that is, that the danger which may result from a catas-

trophe in Turkey will be much diminished if, in the event of its occurring,

Russia and England have come to an understanding as to the course to he taken hj

them in common. That understanding will be the more beneficial, inasmuch

as it will have the full assent of Austria. Between her and Russia there exists

already ati accord."

Can any one consider all the various points in this document, propounded

on the part of Russia, and suggested as regards England, ending with the

assumption to speak on behalf of Austria, without seeing that to attempt to

answer it, even by the most careful disclaimer, would have been to open up

the whole Eastern Question in all its most critical relations and seeds of

strife, at the vei-y moment when both parties were agreeing on the one sole

point, to keep it quiet ? This will appear the more plainly, when the real

meaning of the document is seen. The maintenance of the integrity and

independence of the Turkish Empire, not only as an admitted principle but

as an object for wliich both Powers are to labour, sounds strange as

coming from Eussia, till it is seen from the latter clauses that the status

quo is to be upheld till the spoil can be divided with those who will not

stand by to see it seized by one power only. The repose desired for the

Porte sounds a strange request from the Power which, from the days of

Peter to those of Ignatiev, has never ceased to harass it by diplomatic even

more than military pressure, through crafty agents who

"could make the worse appear

The better reason, to perplex and dash

Matures! counsels "
;

—

till we remember that there was then at Constantinople an English ambas-

sador, whose well-earned ascendancy over the young Sultan's mind and

fearless advice for his Empire's welfare raised the hope that Turkey might
even yet put on the new strength of an honest reformation. Nor is it less

instructive to hear the first proposal of that " European concert," acting by
coercion, which was to take up the quarrels of each of its members with the

Porte, instead of supporting it against the injustice and ambition of any one

among them. Doubtless Turkey (not alone among the powers of Europe) had
acts of bad faith to answer for ; but it is impossible to read the charge now
made in the light of what soon followed, without seeing that the " treaties "

meant were those on which Russia founded a most unrighteous claim. In

a word, the whole scheme of giving Turkey "repose" from sir Stratford

Canning's efforts for her reform, while subjecting her to the united pressure

of Europe, was a part of the policy, afterwards fully develojied by Ignatiev,

to weaken her by inward corruption and outward intrigue till her
dissolution should be inevitable. IVien—the Czar might have borrowed the

saying of Louis XV. in a converse form—"after the Deluge, Me." The
great obstacle was the ojiposition prescribed to England by her imperative
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interests and her consistent policy ; and there seems reason to believe that the

Czar really deluded himself by the hope that be could persuade her—at

least with lord Aberdeen as Foreign Secretary and afterwards as Premier

—

to become a partner in the policy and a sharer in the spoil. One reason

why a recent historian disapproves the silence of our Government is, that

the mention of Austria at the close of the document suggested a most sus-

picious likeness to the partition of Poland.*

All the discussions on the Eastern Question, from that time to the

present day, have been complicated by the apparent inconsistency between

the supposed objects of Russian policy and the emphatic disclaimers of a

wish to obtain Turkish territory (while taking it in large slices), nay, the

real reluctance more than once proved to seize the prize of Constantinople.

This point has been put in a very clear light by Mr. Kinglake as regards

the policy of Nicholas from 1829 to 1853 f:
—"He was always ready to

come forward as an eager and almost ferocious defender of his Church, and

he deemed this motive to be one of such cogency, that views resting on mere

policy and prudence were always in danger of being overborne by it ; but,

in the absence of events tending to bring this fiery principle into action, he

was really unwilling to face the troubles which would arise from the

dismemberment of Turkey, unless he could know beforehand that England

would act with him. If he could have obtained any anterior assurance to

that effect, he would have tried perhaps to accelerate the disruption of the

Sultan's Empire ; but, as England always declined to found any engage-

ments upon the hypothesis of a catastrophe which she wished to prevent,

tlie Emperor had probably accustomed himself to believe that Providence

did not design to allot to him the momentous labour of governing the fall

of the Ottoman Empire. He therefore chose the other alternative, and not

only spoke but really did much for the preservation of an empire which he

was not ready to destroy. Still, whenever any subject of irritation occurred,

the attractive force of the opposite policy was more or less felt ; for it is not

every man who, having to choose between two lines of action, can resolve

to hold to the one and frankly discard the other. In general, the principle

governing such a conflict is found to be analogous to the law which deter-

mines the composition of mechanic forces, and the mental struggle does not

result in a clear adoption of either of the alternatives, but in a mean betwixt

the two. It was thus with the Emperor Nicholas whenever it happened

that he was irritated by questions connected with the action of the Turkish

Government. At such times his conduct, swayed in one direction by the

notion of dismembering the Empire, and in the other direction by the policy

of maintaining it, resulted in the endeavour to establish what the English

ambassador called ^ a predominant mfluence over the counsels of the Porte, tending,

* McCarthy, vol. ii. pp. 233-4. It appcirs to us that Mr. McCarthy has been hasty in ap-

plying to diplomacy, where reserve is so eminently needful, the fallacious m.axim that "silence

gives consent." Besides, even if we were to grant (a great concession) that Nicholas was

the "fanatic or man of one idea," who at once supposes you agree with him if you "listen

and say nothing," this would assuredly not apply to a statesman like Nesselrode.

+ Vol. i. pp. 72-4.
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in the interest of absolute power, to exclude all other infltmicet, and to secure

the moans, if not of hastening the downfall of the Emiiire, at least of

ohstructing its improvement, and settling its future destines to the profit of

Russia, whenever a propitious juncture should arrive.'
"

It has been said—perhaps with more of imaginative sentiment than

historic truth—that Russia's generous devotion to the cause of the Eastern

Question gave her an advantage, in European and even British opinion,

over our policy of self-interest. The truth seems to be that the sympathy

with the oppressed Christians of the Greek Church, which has been so

strong a force in the latest phase of the question, was at that time awakened
in but few English hearts

;
and the feeling against the great despotism

which had crushed Poland was far too strong to permit Russia to be

regarded as a champion of Christendom, whose " good deeds " we might

bo called to " emulate." But it is well worth while to test the ground on

which such a contrast might have existed. We have heard much, and with

too much truth, of our failure in the obligations which we assumed by the

part we took in the war with Russia ; but it seems almost forgotten that

we had long before been discharging those duties with a quiet perseverance

that may well contrast with the demoralizing policy pursued by Russia in

the name of Christianity. We cannot dwell at length on the efforts of sir

Stratford Canning, which may probably be better known when his life is

published ; but wo have evidence which tends to the honour of a much mis-

represented statesman. It seems to be the fashion, even with some of lord

Palmerston's admirers, to represent him as bent on the one object of

resisting Russia's policy in the East, at whatever sacrifice of justice to the

oppressed subjects of Turkey, though his custom was to press the claims of

oppressed subjects, even beyond the limits of diplomatic propriety, and we
shall presently see how he urged the cause of the Turkish Christians after

the Crimean War. Now just two j'ears after the Czar's visit, lord

Palmerston returned to the Foreign Office under lord John Russell ; and

at the very time when he was supporting the Porte in protecting the

Hungarian refugees, at the risk of an attack from Austria and Russia, we
find him urging arguments " to show the Turks how important it is that they

should lose no time in removing all civil and political distinctions between

Mussulmen and Rayahs. I pressed this yesterday on the Turkish ambas-

sador, and represented that at present the Sultan not only deprives himself

of the use of his left arm, but runs constantly the risk of being himself

belaboured by it." f A few days later, on occasion of the opposition of the

Turkish authorities in Syria to conversions from the Greek Church to the

Protestant religion, he points the real interest of the Church to encourage

such conversions, and adds, what was so soon to be verified :
—"The Greek

and the Catholic Chuich are merely other names for Russian and French

* "Eastern Papers," part i. p. 237.—The words of sir Stratford Canning, which we
have marked in italics, clearly show what was the kind of "diplomatic interference " with

Turkey that Russia deprecated, and what sort of "repose" she claimed for the state

perishing in her corrupt lethargy.

+ Letter to sir S. Canning, October, 1819.—" Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. i. pp. 23?-9.
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influence, and Russian and French influence are dissolving agents for the

Turkish Empire." Next year, when Turkey was proposing to raise the

first of those loans, which have proved another instrument of her ruin, and

from which lord Palmerston hoped no good for her, he writes again:—"I

am sorry to hear so indifferent an account of ' progress ' in Turkey as that

which your letter of the 19th July contains. I will exhort through the

ambassador here." And very plain and weighty was the exhortation given

to the Turkish ambassador to carry with him on his journey to Constantinople.

The reforms pressed on the practical attention of the Government are : a

i
uster and more orderly system of collecting the revenue, and economy in the

expenditure, " choosing first necessary expenses and postponing those which

are not so," a significant hint, followed by examples of the former class.

Above all, the great grievances which have brought just odium on Turkey

are exposed by lord Palmerston as plainly as by any who have since used

them as political capital :
—" The administration of justice ought to be

above reproach : it is alleged that this state of things does not now exist,

and the proofs of this are numerous. Every distinction, political and civil,

between the difi'erent classes of the Sultan's subjects on the ground of dif-

ference of religion ought to be abolished, in order that the Sultan may

become equally the Sovereign of all the populations which inhabit his

Empire." And that these were no mere protests of course, offered in the

spirit "animani meam liberavi," is proved by the hopes expressed in the

simultaneous letter to sir S. Canning, which is a proof of what his energetic

counsels had already efi'ected, and a sign of what might have been done in later

years, had Great Britain been represented in the same manner at Constanti-

nople :
—" But much has already been accomplished, perhaps more than ever

yet teas done ttt the same space of time in any country in tchich there was so much

room for improvement : and I am not discouraged, therefore, by the apparent

slowness of progress, but only encouraged to urge them on to further advance."

On his final departure from the Foreign Office, lord Palmerston left on

record a most emphatic statement of his views, in answer to a letter of the

Turkish ambassador, expressing regret at his retirement from the

Ministry :
—" I beg you to accept my most sincere thanks for your kind

letter, and be persuaded that, iu whatever political position I may find

myself, I shall always bo faithful to the principles which make me see, not

only an English, but an European interest in the independence and welfare

of the Ottoman Empire, and you well know my deep conviction that the

prosperity of that Empire toill never rest on a really solid base until the Christian

subjects of the Sultan are placed on a footing of equality before the law tvith his

subjects of the Mussulman religion."

We are the more careful to place these sentiments on record because

En"lish history is scarcely so much concerned with the outward events

which belong to the general history of Europe as with those views and

actions of our statesmen, which illustrate the working of our political system
;

and in the ensuing crisis of the Eastern Question Palmerston was the main-

spring of English policy.
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Feom the clear view of the British statesman's regard for the cause of

justice and liberty in the Turkish Empire, we turn to the acts of the two

powers which claimed the honour of protecting the Christians of the Greek

and Latin Churches. At the very time when lord Palmerston was urging

the principles just cited, the signal for strife had been given (as early as

1850), in the name of religion, but in fact as a part of that same restless

search after influence and prestige for the government of the President Louis

Bonaparte, which carried the French arms to Eome. Lord John Eussell

has placed it emphatically on record, that " The Ambassador of France (at

Constantinople) was the first to disturb the status quo in which the matter

rested." * And he also recorded, in language characteristic of his love of

right in the true Christian spirit, what will surely be the verdict of

history:—"We should deeply regret any dispute that might lead to

conflict between two of the great powers of Europe ; but when we reflect

that the quarrel is for exclusive privileges in a spot near which the heavenly

* Despatch of January 28, 1853.—" Eastern Papers," part i. pp. G7, 68 ; Kinglake, vol. i.

p. 47.

VOL. IX.—272. ^'^
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host proclaimed peace on earth and good will towards men—when we see

rival Churches contending for maistery in the very place where Christ died

for mankind—the thought of such a spectacle is melancholy indeed. . . .

Both parties ought to refrain from putting armies and fleets in motion for the

purpose of making the tomb of Christ a cause of quarrel among Christians."

This remonstrance with both France and Russia referred to a long-

standing quarrel between the Greek and Latin Cliurches in the Holy Land,

especially in relation to the " Holy Places," the Chapel of our Lord's

Nativity at Bethlehem, and the Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem.

It should be remembered that, among the Greek Christians of ancient

Palestine there were also Latin communities, notably the convent founded

by St. Jerome at Bethlehem ; and the Crusades added greatly to the Latin

element. The convents of both persuasions received the pilgrims of their

own faith, and contended for the custody of the shrines ; while the Turkish

Government, as owners of the land, levied tolls on the pilgrims and decided

the disputed claims, doubtless generally according to the influences of

intrigue or gold. But the sovereigns of Christendom claimed a voice on

behalf of their respective faiths, which became more potent as the Turkish

power declined. The Latin cause was espoused by the most Christian

King, and early in the 16th century a Treaty between Prancis I. and the

Sultan placed the shrines and tlie Latin monks who took care cf them under

the protection of the crown of France. In 1740, the privileges of the Latin

Church were confirmed by the articles (called "Capitulations") granted

anew to France. But, during the rapid growth of Eussia and its constant

pressure on Turkey in the 18th century, firmans were obtained, transferring

these privileges to the Greek Church, which kept up the practice of pilgrim-

age that had died out among the Latins. As Mr. Kinglake truly says :

—

" "When the Emperor of Eussia sought to gain or to keep for his Church

the Holj' Shrines of Palestine, he spoke on behalf of fifty millions of brave,

pious, and devoted subjects, of whom thousands for the sake of the cause

would joyfully risk their lives." * It is easy to see reasons in the state of

France for her acquiescence, broken only by occasional despatches, for about

a century. Once, indeed, in 1819, the dispute in Palestine grew to such a

height, that France and Eussia interfered, Louis XVIII. claiming to act as

" the hereditary protector of the Catholics in the East," and Alexander as

" the Sovereign of the greater number of the followers of the Greek

Church ;
"—claims remarkable alike for their wide scope and their indefinite

application. Attention was soon diverted from the ensuing negociations by

the revolt of Greece in 1821, and the question slept till the Prince President

embarked in the attempt to obtain, at Jerusalem as at Eome, the prestige

of chan pion of the Latin faith, and to establish French influence at

Constantinople.

In the spring of 1850, M. Lavalette, as envoy of the French Eepubllc,

demanded of the Porte the strict execution of the Capitulations of 1740, in a

tone (probably exceeding his instructions) justly characterized by lord John

• " History of the War in the Crimea," vol. i. p. 43, Cabinet ed.
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Eussell :—" The French ambassador was the first to speak of having recourse

to force, and to threaten the intervention of a French fleet." The Russian

ambassador claimed the continuance of the firmans under which, though

technically of no force against a treaty, tte privileges of the Greeks had been

undisturbed for the last century. Between the right on one side, the

possession on the other, and the force on both, the Porte was terribly

embarrassed by the dispute in which it had no real interest ; and, on the first

demand of France, sir Stratford Canning wrote to lord Palmerston :
—" It is

difficult to separate any such question from political considerations ; and a

struggle of general influence will probably grow out of the impending

discussion." *

After nearly two years of negociation, M. Lavalette obtained from tht

Porto a note acknowledging the validity of the Latin claims (February 9,

1852) ; but a few days later the remonstrances of the Russian ambassador

extorted a firman, ratifying the privileges of the Greeks ; and the Bey sent

to Jerusalem to announce these decisions had instructions to evade both. At
length the pressui-e of France prevailed ; whereupon the Russian Foreign

Minister, count Nesselrode, announced that the mischief was done, and all

that now remained was to call for an act of reparation for the Sultan's

broken promise to Russia.f In fact, as soon as the Porte had decided in

favour of the Latins (early in December, 1852), a Russian army was set in

motion to the frontier of the Danubian Principalities, while a second was
ordered to be in readiness, making an invading force of 144,000 men
hanging over Turkey. | Thus, if France was the first to disturb the status

quo and threaten force, Russia was the first to take those practical

"measures oi precaution" which were another name for war.

It is most important to observe that this particular crisis of the Eastern
Question lay between France and Russia, at the very moment when Nicholas
was exasperated by Louis Napoleon's elevation to the Empire. In the
dispute about the Holy Places Protestant England had no direct concern.
Our ambassador had come home on leave, and was created viscount Stratford

de Redcliffe (1852). At the same moment the Ministry of lord Derby gave
place to the government in which not only was lord Aberdeen premier, but,

what might have seemed to the Czar even more significant, lord Palmerston
was not Foreign Secretary. The great free trade success of 1846 had given
prestige to the " Manchester School," who held war in abhorrence, and
looked for that progress of the nations banded together by commerce and
the arts of peace, of which the Great Exhibition of 1851 seemed the pledge.
A generation rejoicing in what was somewhat prematurely called tho
" Forty Tears' Peace " might seem to have come to view war as,—though a
sad necessity in Afghanistan and India, New Zealand and the Cafltre Land,

—

though the natural consecLuence and curse of military despotisms,—an

* For the petty issue to which the difference was reduced, after some concessions on both
sides, see Kinglake, vol. i. pp. 48-9.

+ Despatch to baron Biunnow, the Russian ambassador in London, January 14, 1853.

X Despatch of sir Hamilton Seymour.—"Eastern Papers,"part i. p. 56 ; Kinglake, i. 55.
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arbitrament out of date for us :
—"War is a game which, were tlieir subjects

wise, Kings would not play at'' :—and we, the tvise subjects of an enlightened

constitutional Sovereign, need no longer fear being dragged to war to please

a " selfish aristocracy " or an " ambitious minister."

One more element of English feeling is not to be overlooked, the hatred

of Turkey for the oppression of her Christian subjects. Hitherto, indeed,

especially as in the case of Greece, this had been a sympathy more with the

cause of freedom than of religion, and it was now in no small degree

neutralized by the equally deep and more present hatred of Russian

despotism, which made men distrust the Panslavonic cause of which she

seemed beginning to take the lead. The sacrifice of our old policy of

upholding the integrity of the Turkish Empire to the sacred cause of

liberating her Christian subjects, or even to the conviction that her corruption

was beyond cure and her weakness was past remedy by any help, was a prin-

ciple then held only by a small minority, but put forward with much energy

and growing influence. Thus, to give but one example, an article appeared

in the "Times" (by a remarkable coincidence) on the same day on which

prince Monchikov opened his decisive mission at Constantinople (March 2,

1853):—"We have already intimated that the time is fast approaching,

when the maintenance of the Ottoman Empire in its present form will be

found to be impracticable, acknowledged to be undesirable
; but, whatever

political vicissitudes the Christian and Slavonic provinces of Turkey may
witness, they can pass under no form of government more barbarous and

oppressive than that which has so long overwhelmed them. We profess,

therefore, to feel no anxiety for the maintenance of the Ottoman Empire,

which bears the stamp of a tyrannical past, a worthless present, and an

extinct future." While such language proved that England's old policy

was now openly called in question, it might well be understood by Eussia

as promising contentment with her dominion over the oppressed provinces, as

at least a gain after that of Turkey.

Whatever weight Nicholas may have given to these various elements of

English politics and public opinion, he thought the time had come to renew

the overtures he had made in 1844; and England was fortunate in having

an envoy at his court, who could quickly discern the Emperor's ideas and

elicit their full development. The crisis we have just described, when
France had gained its momentary success at Constantinople, and the Eussian

armies were set in motion, was the time chosen by Nicholas for the frank

personal expression of his views in some of the most remarkable conversa-

tions ever held by a sovereign with the organ of a foreign government.*

On the 9th of January, 1853, at a party in the jialace of the Grand Duchess

Helen, the Czar gave to sir H. Seymour the most earnest assurances of his

• These despatches were carefully kept at the Foreign Office as a secret entrusted to the

Minister, and only published in the next year, after the war was begun (March 13, 18a-l).

But this is their proper place, not only in chronological sequence, but (what is vastly more

important in English history) for the light they throw on the responiibility of the Ministry,

who had this knowledge of the designs of Nicholas during the whole of 1853. Their vast

importance requires a full record of them in such a work as this.
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desire to be on tlie best terms with the English Government, in which case

he had no anxiety what others might think or do as to the JFest of Europe

;

but as to Turkey, he no longer spoke, as in 1844, of despising and "spit-

tin"- upon" France. "When sir Hamilton adroitly seized the opportunity

to ask for some assurance that might calm the anxiety excited in his

Government by the events passing in the East, the Czar replied without

hesitation :
—" The affairs of Turkey are in a very disorganized condition ;

the country itself seems to be falling to pieces : the fall ivill be a great mis-

fortune, and it is very important that England and Eussia should come to

a perfectly good understanding upon these affairs, and that neither should

take any decisive step of which the other is not apprized." He ended with

the phrase which has become so famous : " We have on our hands a sick man- ~

a very sick man ; it will be, I tell you frankly, a great misfortune if one of

tliese days he should slip away from us, especially before all necessary arrange-

ments were made."

Of these arrangements the Czar soon took occasion to speak with equal

frankness (January 22nd). Beginning, as he said, from a remote period, he

spoke of " the dreams and plans of Catherine," not as an imagination of

" Eussophobists," but as '^intentions handed down to our time." But he

repudiated the inheritance and all desire to seek for more power or territory,

acknowledging the " danger that would arise from an extension given to an

Empire already too large." * As to Turkey, nothing could be better for

Eussia's present interests : all fear from Turkish fanaticism and military

enterprize was gone by ; and yet the country was " strong enough to pre-

serve its independence and to ensure respectful treatment from other

countries";—a somewhat remarkable contrast to his description of "the

very sick man," and to the views we have quoted from the " Times."

He then went boldly to the very heart of the question :—" Well, in that

Empire there are several millions of Christians whose interests I am called

upon to watch over, while the right of doing so is secured to me by treaty ;^^
f

—

an inconvenient obligation, but a distinct duty, arising out of the Eastern

origin of the religion established in Eussia, and he might well have

spoken in the name of the Eussian people when he added, "there aie

feelings as well as obligations which never must be lost sight of." Eecur-

ring to the state of the sick man, and the certainty of a European war, if the

contingency of his death was not provided for, he went on to speak to sir

Hamilton, " as a friend and as a gentleman "—his favourite mode of appeal-

ing to the English sense of honour, as the standard of his own—of the

vital question of Constantinople. Eepeating what he had said in 1844,

" if England and I arrive at an understanding in this matter, it is indif-

ferent what others do or think," he went on :
—" Frankly, then, I tell you

plainly, that, if England thinks of establishing herself at Constantinople, I

will not allow it. I do not attribute this intention to you, but it is better

on these occasions to speak plainly. For my part, I am equally disposed

* Compare the maps of Europe and Asia, from the Danube to Japan, in 1850 and 1830.

t The vast import of this assumption will appear presently.
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to take the engagement not to establish nii/se!/ i/iere—as proprietor, tliat is to

say, for as occupier (or perhaps, rather trustee, depositaire) I do not say : it

might happen that circumstances, if no previous provision were made, if

everything should bo left to chance, might place me in the position of occupying

Constantinojjle." Under what circumstances, or on what conditions, Russia

would retire from Constantinojjle, he did not sa\, much less did he throw

the least light on the real problem, in whose hands Constantinople was to le

placedfor good, and what Icind of state ivas to he established there. But ono

thing he always made quite clear,—his determined opposition to any

attempt to restore a Greek Byzantine Empire.

After rejieating, in a third conversation (February 20th), that our

Government was deceived if it thought that "Tui-key retained any elements

of existence," that "the sick man was dying " and " we must come to some
understanding"—from all whicli "Sir H. Seymour felt himself able to

infer that the Czar had settled in his own mind that the hour for bringing

about the dissolution of the Ottoman £mpire must le at hand "—Nicholas pro-

ceeded, on the following day, to dispose of the whole question of Turkey in

Europe (except Constantinople and its immediate territory), and to make
bids for the mutual understanding which was his great jjresent object :

—

" He thought (he said) thsit, in the event of the dissolution of the Ottoman

Empire, it might be loss difficult to arrive at a satisfactory territorial

arrangement than was commonly believed," and then he proceeded—"jThe

Principalities are, in fact, an indejiendent state under my protection :
*

this might so continue. Scrria might receive the same form of government.

So again with Bulgaria : there seems to be no reason why this province

should not form an independent state "—the Czar's protectorate, as in the

other cases, being of course understood. Nothing was said of Macedonia,

Thessaly, Epirus, and Albania, for it was inconvenient for the champion of

the Slavs to touch the Greek question at that time ; and Bosnia and the

Herzegovina may have been reserved to cement the complete accord which

he boasted with Austria.f With these exceptions, the scheme divided the

whole Balkan peninsula into a group of states, nominally independent,

but subject to the influence of Eussia under the name of a Protectorate;

while Constantinople, with whatever territory might be left to it in

Roumelia, was left (like Ulysses) to bo the " last devoured," with the con-

tingency meanwhile of a Russian occupation. In order that all this might

be done with the consent of England, the Czar would graciously raise no

objection to her taking possession of Egypt stnA. even of Crete; but he did

* The Russian protectorate of the Principalities w.-is an assumption, which, with its pro-

posed extension to Servia (and by tacit implication to Bulgaria) should be noted as significant

of the Czar's designs. Servia was at this time in the same state of semi-independence as the

Principalities, its prince lAIilosch I. having been recognized by the Porte as hereditary

sovereign in 1829, but still as a tributary vassal of the Sultan. As to Bulgaria, it does not

appear whether the question was yet raised of that extension of the province to the South,

which formed one chief element of the revived Eastern Question in 1876.

t We shall see presently how Nicholas was, at this very moment, attempting to use

Austria as his "cat's-paw "at Constantinople.
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not say how much more agreeable this would be to him for the blow it would
inflict on France, and the certainty of her quarrelling with England.*

Whatever may have been the case in 1844, Nicholas could not now havo
been deceived by any tacit acquiescence. On his first proposals for an
understanding, sir Hamilton Seymour had warned him of the settled

objection of English Governments to take engagements upon possible

eventualities, and the probable feeling in England against seeming to dis-

pose by anticipation of the succession of an old friend and ally ; and he met
the proposal about Egypt still more plainly. To use his own words, which
read with special significance thirty years later (in 1882) :—" As I did not
wish that the Emperor should imagine that an English public servant was
caught by this sort of overture, I simply answered that I had always under-
stood that the English views upon Egypt did not go beyond the* point of

securing a safe and ready communication between British India and the

mother country." The Czar then asked him to induce his Government to

write fully upon these subjects, ending, as he had begun, "I have con-

fidence in the English Government. It is not an engagement, a convention,

which I ask of them ; it is a free interchange of ideas, and, in case of need,

the word of a genUeman ; that is enough between us."

The answer was promptly given
; f the spirit of the despatch was vigor-

ously summed up by its author lord Clarendon, when he appealed to these

documents in the debate on the Address in reply to the Queen's message
on the declaration of war (March 31, 1854):—"We fully discussed his

arguments ; we gave our reasons for thinking that the dissolution of the

Ottoman Empire was not at hand ; we declared that we would not be a

party to any underhand dealings, and that we would have no secrets from

our allies ; we dismissed with something like silent contempt the offer of a

territorial bribe, and we pointed out to the Emperor the course that he
ought to pursue." Assuredly lord Clarendon was justified in saying that

the Ministry had been "honest to the Sultan, honest to our allies, honest to

the Emperor himself "
; but their position towards the English people was

hardly so satisfactory. Had these transactions been known at the time,

they would have evoked a feeling before which the Czar might probably

have given way ; and the obligation of secrecy can only be admitted with

deep regret that those who bad the knowledge should still have gone on

trusting the professions which were continued up to the moment when the

* We have seen that Russia was believed to have rejected overtures from France for an
understanding ; and it is certain that, on feeling quite sure of her repulse by England, she

addressed overtures to France in terms of bitter contempt towards England. This revelation

was one of the consequences of the disgust felt by the European powers at their treatment by
Russia, when the conversations with sir H. Seymour were made known, and among the

documents published by the French Government was a despatch from prince Gortchakov
(November, 1853), declaring that he knew England would throw over the Eastern Question

as soon as she had got France committed to a false and difficult position. " We have all (he

added) to complain of this power. What a fine turn we should play her by arranging our

course without her ! Believe me. Distrust f-erfidioiis Albion !
"

+ For its terms, see Kinglake, vol. i. p. 96.
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Eussian demands on Turtey had reached their climax. The correspondence

was closed by a memorandum, confidentially communicated by the Czar to

sir H. Seymour as late as April loth, in -which Nicholas once more professed

his concurrence in the opinion of our Miuistry "that the best means of

upholding the duration of the Turkish Government was not to harass it by
overbearing demands, supported in a manner humiliating to its indepen-

dence and dignity." The words sound almost like an ironical echo of his own
in 1844 ; but, whereas he then only hinted his dislike of sir S. Canning's

exhortations to reform, his present language justly described the threats

with which prince Menchikov was pressing on the Porte a treaty, which
had for its object " to reinstate Eussian influence in Turkey on an exclusive

basis, and in a commanding and stringent form." *

The repulse of the Emperor's overtures to England coincided with the

failure of his attempt for joint action with Austria at Constantinople. We
have seen his ofi'hand statement, in 1844, of the perfect agreement between

Austria and himself, and this was often reiterated afterwards with more
assurance than truth. If he relied on the aid given to Austria in 1848,

it was one of those burdensome obligations which proverbially excite resent-

ment rather than gratitude, a virtue for which Austria was never

remarkable. The two empires had been banded together in the partition of

Poland, in the wars against the French Eepublic and Napoleon, in the

Holy Alliance, and in resistance to European revolution ; but they had
many old-standing jealousies, and in the Eastern Question tlieir future

interests were hard to be reconciled. It would be fatal to Austria for any

other great power, but most of aU for Eussia, to predominate in the Balkan
peninsula and to command the course of. the Danube ; and so great, on this

ground, is her concern in the maintenance of Turkey, that acute Eussian

Ijoliticians have declared the overthrow of Austria to be a necessary step to

the possession of Constantinople. As the sovereign over subjects of whom
the majority are Slavonian, Austria has a deep interest against the absorp-

tion of the Southern Slavs into a Panslavie league under the supremacy of

Eussia, and every movement of the Christians in the western provinces of

Turkey afi'ects her tranquillity. It was for this reason that, in the late

settlement of Eastern affairs at Berlin (in 1878) she undertook the trouhle-

Bome occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

The Slavonian highlanders of Montenegro (the Black Mountain), between
Austrian Dalmatia and Turkish Albania, conquered by Soliman II. in 1526,

had become a semi-independent principality early in the 17th century, and
liad always been a thorn in the side of Turkey. In 18.51, a new prince,

Daniel I., proclaimed a war of independence, and the Turkish fleet blockaded

their own adjacent coast, to intercept the supplies which were carried in,

not without the connivance of Austrian authorities, while Omar Pasha, who
was soon to win fame on the Danube, attacked Montenegro by land (1852).

The Austrian Government, alarmed at this movement on its frontier, and
perhaps anticipating Eussian interference on behalf of this branch of the

• Despatch of lord Stratford de Rcdclifife to lord CKirendon, April 6tli,
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Slavonian Christians, sent count Leiningen with a peremptory summons to

the Porte to witlulraw its forces. Nicholas seized on this new ground of

quarrel with Turkey, and proposed to send an ambassador who, while

demanding redress in the matter of the Holy Places, was also to declare

that a refusal to withdraw from Montenegro would be taken as a cause for

war by Eussia, as the protector of all the Christians in the dominions of the

Sultan. Informed probably of his intention, the Porte avoided the double

danijer, by suddenly acceding to prince Leiningen's domaud (February,

1853); and the Czar, thus baffled of his hopes from Austria as well as

England, suspended his preparations for war. But he had still to press

the claims of his Church to the Holy Places, and he seems to have indulged

the expectation—so often asserted only to be baffled—that Turkey would

easily yield to menace, especially now that the Porte was unprepared for

war, and the English ambassador was not on the spot to give sage advice

and to inspire courage. The plan of a special embassy was therefore carried

out ; but with the ulterior purpose of demanding nothing less than a secret

treaty confirming the Czar's claim to supremacy, under the name of a

protectorate, over all the Sultan's Christian subjects.

For this mission, in preference to the wise moderation and practised

diplomacy of count Orlov, the Czar chose prince Menchikov, who afterwards

commanded in the Crimea with equal ill success. He was of the violent

Eiissian party, despising the Turks, and disliking the English, and his

overbearing demeanour even spurned the forms of courtesy which are

especially prized by Orientals (March, 1853). There was a panic in the

Divan, and the only escape from humiliating concessions seemed to lie in a

demonstration of English aid. At the request of the Grand Vizier, colonel

Piose requested the British admiral at Malta to advance to the Bay of

Yourla, near the mouth of the Dardanelles (March Gth) ; but the admiral

declined to take the responsibility, and the Government at home withheld

their sanction to a move which might have offended Eussia past recon-

ciliation.

But lord Stratford de Eedcliffe was already on the way to encounter

Menchikov, who at length, before the end of March, communicated to the

Grand Vizier the Czar's desire to make a secret treaty with Turkey, by which
Eussia would place at her disposal a fleet and an army of 400,000 men, if

she ever needed aid against any Western Power. " As the equivalent for

this proffered aid," said the Grand Vizier, " Eussia further secretly

demanded an addition to the Treaty 'of Kainardji, whereby the Greek Church

should he placed entirely under Russian protection without reference to Turkey."

This was, in effect, to claim an indefinite right of appeal from their own
Sovereign to a single foreign power for those whom our ambassador
described as " the most important and numerous class of the Sultan's

tributary subjects." The demand was based on certain clauses of that

famous Treaty of Kutchuk-Kainardji, by which Catherine II. wrung
from the Porte the nominal independence of the Crimea (1774).* But the

* See above, p. 163.
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present demand for " an addition to the treaty " would seem to imply a

confession that it did not really give the protectorate claimed ; and, with

one remarkable exception, there have scarcely been two opinions on its

meaning out of Russia. It has been argued that the promise of the Sultan

" to protect constantly the Christian religion and its churches" is a linding

engagement made with the Emperor of Russia, who has therefore as

constantly a special right to enforce it if it is not done. Now whatever

there is of truth (not to say truism) in this argument stops very far short of

the sort of protectorate claimed by Russia ; and that such a right of interfer-

ence could never have been intended is evident from a consideration of what
it involves. The state of the case is put by Mr. Eanglake with equal force

and clearness :
—" It was plain that for the Sultan to yield thus much would

be to make the Czar a partaker of his sovereignty. This was clear to men
of all nations except the Russians themselves ; but especially it seemed clear

to those who happened to know something of the structure of the Ottoman
Empire. The indolence or the wise instinct of the Mussulman rulers had
given to the Christian ' nations ' living within the Sultan's dominions many
of the blessings which we cherish under the name of ' self-government

'

;

and, since the Greek Christians had exercised these privileges by deputing

their bishops and their priests to administer the authority conceded to the
' nation,' it followed that the spiritual dominion of the priesthood had
become blended with a great share of temporal power. So many of the

duties of prefects, of magistrates, of assessors, of collectors, and of police,

were discharged by bishops, priests, and deacons, that a protectorate of

these ecclesiastics might be so used by a powerful foreign prince, as to carry

with it a virtual sovereignty over ten or fourteen millions of laymen." All

this was clearly seen by the Turkish ministers. " The treaty," said Rifaat

Pasha, " would be giving to Russia an exclusive protectorate over the whole

Greek population, their clergy, and their churches."

On becoming aware of prince Menchikov's intended mission, the British

Government ordered lord Stratford de Redcliffe to return to his post

(February 25th), with instructions which not only recognized the gravity

of the danger, but again urged on the Porte the only escape by a new
discharge of its duties in its own administration, by redressing "the
accumulated grievances of foreign nations," and by doing justice to its

Christian subjects; adding, "Nor will you disguise from the Sultan and his

ministers that perseverance in his present course must end in alienating the

sympathies of the British nation, and making it impossible for her Majesty's

Government to shelter them from the impending danger, or to overlook the

exigencies of Christendom, exposed to the natural consequences of their

unwise policy and reckless maladministration."

The weight of these rebukes, conveyed through such an envoy, will

be better seen when it is remembered that the Sultan and his court,

while leaning on lord Stratford for advice and aid, were wont to tremble at

his strong will and imperious counsels. The effect of his arrival on the

• Vol. i. pp. 152-3.
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5tli of April, 1853, was iustautaneous. "The event inspired a sense of

safety, but also a sense of awe." * Though the Turks feared to tell him

all that had passed between them and Menchikov, he at once saw that the

question of the Holy Places must be kept distinct from the ulterior

demands of Eussia, and that the speedy settlement of the former would

leave the Czar no ground for just complaint or further steps. Upon this

bef:an the unequal conflict between the veteran diplomatist and the Eussian

env(i\-, whose first impression was surprise at lord Stratford's courteous and

moderate tone, and readiness to grant what was just in the case of the

Greeks. The larger question was touched with caution on both sides : lord

Stratford endeavoured to avoid any irritating discussion, but prince

Menchikov committed himself to the assurance, that " there was no danger

of any hostile aggression as the result of its failure." f

Lord Stratford's skilful dealings with the ambassadors of Eussia and

France (M. de la Cour) soon settled the question of the Holy Places, on

terms which harmonized the precedence of the Greeks with the rights of the

Latin and Armenian Christians. J But in spite of count Nesselrode's almost

simultaneous assurance to sir Hamilton Seymour that " the adju-^mont of

the difficulties respecting the Holy Places ivould settle all matters in dispute

between Itussia and the Porte," the decision had already been taken at St.

Petersburg that this settlement of all the questions in dispute should go for

nothing, and that the ulterior demands should be forthwith pressed to an

immediate issue. On the 5th of May, prince Menchikov forwarded his

vUimatum in the form of a Note (with a peremptory demand for an instant

answer) enclosing the convention to be made between the Emperor and the

Sultan, one clause of which was that *' The Orthodox Eastern religion, its

clergy, and its ministers, shall enjoy for the future, without any prejudice,

under the protection of his Majesty the Sultan, the privileges and immunities

tvhich are assured to them ah antiquo,"—words which were well understood as

covering the whole Eussian claim of a jirotectorate. On hearing of this

demand, lord Clarendon wrote, in the name of the British Government, that

" no sovereign having a proper regard for his own dignity and independence

could admit proposals, which conferred upon another and more powerful

sovereign a right of protection over his own subjects. If such a concession

were made, the result would be that fourteen millions of Greeks would

henceforward regard the Emperor as their supreme protector, and their

• Kinglake, vol. i. p. 128. To show that this is no mere flourish of the brilliant writer's

rhetoric, he cites captain Tatham's spontaneous contirniation of the description as "most
accurate." "The captain was present at the first audience, and he assures me that the

spectacle afforded by the manner and bearing of the great ambassador and the evident awe
of the Sultan is one he will 'never forget.'" (Note to the 4th edition.)

+ As to the allegation, that lord Stratford misled both the Turks and prince

Menchikov by a tacit consent to the draft of the proposed convention, except on one point,

see Kinglake, vol. i. pp. 135-7.

t For the full terms of this agreement, which was completed on the 22nd of April, and

piomulgated in two firmans early in May, see Kinglake, vol. i. pp. 145-147.
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allegiance to the Sultan would be little more than nominal, while his own
independence would dwindle into vassalage."*

But before this despatch was written, the die was cast at Constantinople.

Lord Stratford advised the Porte to meet the vague generality of the Note

with equal moderation, and to grant all that it appeared to ask by the

promulgation of a firman, securingboth the spiritual and temporal privileges

of all the Porte's tributary subjects. At the same time he addressed an

earnest but vain remonstrance to prince Menchikov. He now deemed it

time to seek an audience, in which, after fully laying before the Sultan the

jirobable consequences of resistance, he announced that his instructions

gave him authority to request the admiral at Malta to hold his fleet in

readiness (May 9th). After a few days of angry insistance by the Ambas-
sador towards the Sultan in person as well as his Ministers, and offers from

them which virtually included all that Russia asked, except the Protectorate, \

prince Menchikov declared his mission at an end (May loth), and, after a

vain representation made to him by the ambassadors of the four Powers, at

the instance of lord Stratford, he took his departure ; despatching to tho

Porte the final threat, that any declaration in favour of the Greek Christians,

short of the demand he had made, " would be considered by the imperial

cabinet as an act of hostility to Russia and her religion " (May 21st).

This momentous event was known publicly in England on tho 30th ; on
the 27th lord John Russell had assured the House of Commons that the

policy of the Government was " that of maintaining inviolate the faith of

treaties, and the independence of Turkey." On the 31st lord Clarendon
wrote to lord Stratford that "it was indispensable to take measures for the

protection of the Sultan, and to aid his Highness in repelling any attack

that might be made on his territory ; and that the use of force was to ba
resorted to as a last and unavoidable resource for the protection of Turkey
against an unprovoked attack, and in defence of her independence, which
England was bound to maintain." On the same day he addressed a
des^jatch to the Russian Government, plainly contrasting the Czar's acts

with his assurances, and demanding to be informed "what object Russia
had in view, and in what manner, and to what extent, the dominions of the

Sultan and the tranquillity of Europe were threatened." On the 1st and 2nd
of June despatches were sent to Constantinople and Malta, giving lord

Stratford authority, on certain contingencies, to order the fleet to the

Dardanelles, and directing admiral Dundas to put himself in communication
with the Ambassador.

Even amidst this rapid current of events rushing on to the vortex, it

must not be forgotten how emphatically our government and ambassador
insisted on the great cause of which Russia jirofessed to be the champion,

• Despatch to lord Stratford de Redcliffe, May 31, 1853.

t Lord Stratford was further instructed not to call up the fleet towards the Dardanelles

without orders from home.

X For the details, see Kinglake, vol. i. pp. 1G9-173. The Hatti-Shereef, confirming the

privileges of the Christians, was issued on the 6th of June.
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warning tlie Porte that it "must decide between the maintenance of an

erroneous religious principle and the loss of the sympathy and support of

its allies ; and that, without the hearty assistance of its Christian dependents

and the powerful sympathy and sujiport of its Christian allies, the Turkish

Empire must soon cease to exist." * Only, these considerations did not

prevent our Government, as in 1828 and 1877, from interfering to save the

Turkish Empire.

Nicholas was now forewarned of the opposition to be encountered, for

France was committed almost equally with England to the support of

Turkey. It does not appear that he had wished for war or counted its

risks. He had hoped that the Porte would yield to threats, and he felt,

with unconcealed anger, that he had been baffled by what count Nesselrode

denounced as the " incurable mistrust," the "vehement activity," which
" had characterized lord Stratford's conduct during the latter part of the

negociation." f He now tried whether a threat in action would gain his

purpose without war, his prejiarations for which had been suspended since

March, but his troops were stUl massed on the frontier of Moldavia. On
tlio 31st of May, count Nesselrode once more pressed prince Menchikov's

ultimatum on the Porte, with the alternative that the Eussian army would

cross the frontier, in order to extort consent " by force, without war."

This announcement, as we have seen, was simultaneous with the firm declara-

tions of British policy by lord John Eussell and lord Clarendon, and was
followed by the movement of the English and French fleets to Besika Bay,

on the coast of the Troad, in readiness to enter the Dardanelles (June 13th).

But the Czar relied on lord Aberdeen's vehement protestations of his desire

for peace.J It is the misfortune of an absolute monarch to be able to set

the most momentous events in action by a single impulse of his wiU ; and no
sovereign did this more readily than Nicholas. To use the graphic language

of Mr. Kinglake § :
—" The Emjjeror Nicholas was alone in his accustomed

writing-room in the palace of Czarskoe Selo, when he came to the resolve

which followed upon the discomfiture of prince Menchikov. He took no

counsel. He rang a beU. Presently an officer of his staff stood before him.

To him he gave his orders for the occupation of the Principalities. After-

wards he told count Orlov what he had done. Count Orlov became grave,

* Letter of lord Stratford to M. Pisani (the chief interpreter), June 22, 1853.

t We have the witness also of lord Clarendon, that the Czar " addressed to the different

Courts of Europe unmeasured complaints of lord Stratford. To him, and to him alone, he

attributed the failure of prince Menchikov's mission."—" Eastern Papers," part i. pp. 243,

268 ; Kinglake, vol. i. pp. 191-2.

t For the details, see Kinglake, vol. i. pp. 202-4, and lord Aberdeen's speech ofJuly 3rd,

already quoted, p. 154. Mr. Kinglake states on the authority of baron Brunnow himself,

that the ambassador transmitted the pacific conversations of lord Aberdeen, uii't/i a warning

to the Czar against taking themfor t/ie feeling andpoliey of England.

§ Vol. i. pp. 64-5. " What he chose to do, he actually did. He might be sitting alone

and reading a despatch, and if it happened that its contents made him angry, he could touch

a bell and kindle a war without hearing counsel from any living man. In the room where he

laboured he could hear overhead the clicking of machinery, and he liked the sound of the

restless magnets, for they were giving instant effect to bis will in regions far away."
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and said, Tms is War. The Czar was surprised to hear that the count

took so gloomy a view."*

On the 2nd of July two divisions of the Russian army crossed the Pruth

and occupied the Principalities of Moldavia and "Wallachia, which, as we
have seen, formed a part of the Turkish territory. On the following day au

Imperial manifesto was read in all the churches throughout Russia, the

high-flown terms of which were virtually the proclamation of a war of

religion, and as such it was accepted by the people of both empires, alike

by the pious Russian and the devout Moslem.

But the Czar's precipitancy had given the Turks an advantage, of which

their Oriental habits of self-control enabled them to make good use. The
invasion of the tributary provinces of the Sultan's Empire, accompanied

by the profession that they were only occupied as a material guarantee,

gave him the right, but did not impose on him the obligation, to regard it as

an act of war. Such was the advice urged at once by lord Stratford de Red-

cliffe, and confirmed by the Western Powers, and the Sultan contented himself

with a protest (July 14th), while the Great Powers availed themselves of

the pause to try the strength of diplomacy to preserve peace.

The interests of the Powers in the Eastern Question were very different

;

and the recent political changes had placed them in peculiar relations

towards each other and towards Russia. King Frederick William IV. of

Pncssia, irresolute and fantastic, with high religious ideas of his prerogative,

had fallen under the ascendancy of his brother-in-law Nicholas. Having
recoiled from the offered opportunity of becoming the head of a united

German nation, he in no way represented the deep-seated mutual jealousy

between Germany and Russia; and the German States looked rather to

Austria than to him for the protection of their interests in the free

navigation of the Danube. But, on the other hand, Prussia had much to

fear from the aggrandizement of her already too powerful friend, while

to take part with him would bring on certain war with Austria and

France.

As for Austria, we have seen that her interests in the Balkan peninsula

and the Danube placed her in a position which might be antagonistic at one

time to Turkey (as in the recent affair of Montenegro), at another to Russia,

whom she could never allow to possess the lower Danube, nor to unite the

southern Slavonic states in a Panslavic league under Russian supremacy.

But she had little share in the wider Eastern Question, as it was viewed by
France and England ; and her general European policy led her to preserve

the triple alliance with Prussia and Russia.

France was in a peculiar position. Inheriting the feud of the Revolution and

the Empire with the great monarchies of Europe, she had, since the new
Revolution of 1 830, laid aside the oldest of her enmities to unite with England
in the cause of freedom against the despotisms of central and northern Europe,

and she was the special champion of the Poles. These principles, and her

maritime interests in. the Mediterranean, marked her as England's natural

• Ibid. p. 204.
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ally in maintaining the status quo in Turkey and resistinp; the aggressions
of Eussia. But old jealousies, easily kept alive in the generation which had
been wont to talk of ««c n't(7«c/ie de Waterloo, had several times embittered
the differences which had arisen on various grounds, and in the Eastern
Question itself Egypt was a standing cause of suspicion. But the great

element of novelty and doubt had been just brought in by the usurpation

of Louis Napoleon and the revival of the Empire. The new sovereign was
generally regarded as a man who had long meditated inscrutable designs,

and few doubted that he would make some bold attempt to revive the

prestige of the Empire, but whether aa the friend or enemy of England
was a matter on which opinions were divided. We now know that he was
in search of a policy of adventure, and, having been rebuffed by the Czar,

he saw the hope of political strength and military glory in an alliance with

England to save the Ottoman Empire from Eussia. But in this alliance his

interests were in France rather than in the settlement of the Eastern Question.

He afterwards avowed plainly his little sympathy with the English policy

of maintaining the independence and integrity of Turkey ; and a peaceful

settlement of the question would have frustrated his immediate object.

The policy of England alone was simple and well defined.* Besides

that her fixed desire for peace, both on high principles and in the interests

of her commerce, made her object to any disturbance of the status quo, she

had a deejier and wider stake than any other power in the Eastern question.

The safety of her Indian Empire was affected over the whole line upon
which Turkey lay across the routes between the East and West, in Egypt,

Syria, Asia Minor, Armenia, and the Euphrates, and, above all, at Con-
.'stantinople and the Straits. From the time when Constantine fixed his

capital at Byzantium, historians have expatiated on the commanding
character of that site, at the crossing of the highways between Europe and
Asia by sea and land, and, if in the hands of a first-rate Power, dominating

the Euxine and the shores of the Levant. What then would be the result

to the welfare of the world, as well as to the interests of Britain, if a great

military and despotic Power were planted at the ancient capital of the East,

extending her right hand over Asia Minor and Syria to Egypt, while her

left already held in its iron grasp the whole North of the two continents,

whence it was pushing on over Central Asia ; keeping the Dardanelles and
Bosphorus closed against other powers, but ever open to send forth the

fleets built and trained in the Black Sea to threaten our route through
Egypt, while her steady progress in Armenia commanded the equally

desirable road to India by the Euphrates? This is the true lesson of
" maps "

; and those who ask us to look at " big" ones and see the space

that divides Eussia from India, fail to see that the question is not of so

many marches in a direct attack, but chiefly of the command of our com-

• It may be well to explain, once for all, that we are speaking historically, not contro-

versially, of the policy in which EnglanJ w.is then agreed, with' the exception of a small
minority. The subsequent change of opinion belongs, as an historic fact, to a much later

Ijeriod.
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munications, and next of a steady progress from an ever advancing base,

witli power growing as it proceeds. It was not by our choice that Turkey

held the post ; but, till some better custodian could be found, its maintenance

in the hands of a power formidable to none seemed the only means of keep-

ing out the most dangerous of all possible possessors. Prince Albert

uttered the voice of the nation, when, insisting that justice to the oppressed

Christians should be a condition of our help to Turkey, he declared that,

in preventing Constantinople and the Turkish territory from falling into

the hands of Eussia, we should be battling "not for the maintenance of the

integrity of the Ottoman Empire, but merely for the interests of the European

Powers and of civilization."

The representatives of the four Powers, assembled in conference at Vienna,

agreed on July 31st to a Note, in the form of a declaration by the Sultan,

expressing his views and intentions as to the questions at issue, in terms

to be approved by Eussia. This Note,* originally drawn up in Paris and

adopted by the British Government without consulting their Ambassador,

was at once accepted by Russia, as well it might be, for it was couched in

language as well suited to her views on the great point at issue, as the famous

Note of Prince Menohikov. Lord Stratford dutifully obeyed his instructions

by recommending the Note to the immediate acceptance of the Porte as,

in the words of lord Clarendon's despatch, " a project which the allies of

the Sultan unanimously concurred in recommending for his adoption." f
"But," says Mr. Kinglake, " it is not to be believed that, even if he strove

to do so, lord Stratford could hide his real thoughts from the Turkish

Ministers." Perhaps they read his view in the fact, stated by himself, that

he " scTU'pulously abstained from expressing ani/ private opinion of his on the

Note, while it was under consideration at the Porte." The Ministrj*, sup-

ported by a Great Council, refused to accept the Note without certain

alterations (August 19th) ; and these were rejected by the Eussian Govern-

ment, on grounds which clearly showed their intention to interpret it in the

sense foreseen by lord Stratford and the Turks, J and proved that "what

Eussia still required, and what the Porte refused to g^ant, was the Protec-

torate of the Greek Church in Turkey." §

If the electric telegraph has its inconveniences, it at least precludes some

of the contradictions which belong to the irony of history. On the very day

after the decision of the Porte was taken, her Majesty dismissed Parliament

with these words of promise :
—" Acting in concert with the allies, and

relying on the exertions of the conference now assembled at Vienna, her

Majesty has good reason to hope that an honourable arrangement will

speedily be accomplished " (August 20th). Within a month later it waa

known that Eussia's refusal of the amended Note had convinced even lord

* For the Text of the Note, and the exact alterations proposed by the Porte, see King-

lake, vol. i. Appendix, pp. 390-1.

t See lord Stratford's Despatch in Kinglake, vol. L pp. 374-5.

J Count Nesselrode's Despatch, September 7th.

§ Kinglake, vol. i. p. 377.
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Aberdeen that it would be "an act scarcely honest upon the part of England

and France to ask the Porte to sign a Note upon the strength of their

interpretation, -while they knew perfectly well that this interpretation was

entirely different from that put upon it by the Power to whom the Note was

to be addressed." In recognizing the truth of this decision, her Majesty

put on record this weighty judgment on the course pursued by Eussia :

—

" It is evident that Eussia has hitherto attempted to deceive us in pretending

that she did not aim at the acquisition of any new right, but required only a

satisfaction of honour and a reacknowledgment of the rights she already

possessed by treaty, and that she does intend, and for the first time lays

bare that intention, to acquire new rights of interference, which the Porte

does not wish to concede, and cannot concede, and which the European

powers have repeatedly declared she ought not to concede," and which, it

is added, " would simply make foreigners of ten millions of the subjects

of the Porte, or depose the Sultan as their sovereign, putting the Emperor

of Eussia in their place."

These words were written in reply to a letter from lord Aberdeen,

informing her Majesty that the " war frenzy and fanaticism of the Turks"

at Constantinople had reached such a height, that authority had been given

to call up the English and French fleets for their protection, and that two

steamers of each nation had already been summoned by the ambassadors

for that purpose (September 23rd).

All hope of peace being now at an end, and the martial enthusiasm of

the Moslems ready to burst all bounds, the Porte, with the advice of a great

council, decided on the issue of a cottdiiional declaration of war (October 4th).

Omar Pasha, their general commanding on the Danube, was instructed to

summon the Eussian commander, prince Michael Gortchakov,* to evacuate the

Principalities within fifteen days from the receipt of his letter, adding "that

the prince's refusal would be considered as tantamount to a declaration of

war on the part of Russia ; and that hostilities would thereupon be declared

by the Porte." The prince replied that he had no authority either to retire

* In the history of this war, it is necessary to distinguish between three brothers of a

family long famous in the military and diplomatic service of Russia. (1) Prince Michael
(born 1795), the commander on the Danube, had served in the Turkish war of 1848-9,

against the Poles in 1831, and in Hungary in 1849. In 1855 he led the army of the Danube
10 the Crimea, and held the command within Sebastopol till its fall. After the war he was

appointed governor of Poland, and died at Warsaw in 1861. By his express desire he was

buried in the fortress which he had so bravely defended to the last.—(2) His elder brother,

prince Peter (born 1789 or 1790), had served against Turkey in the wars of 1810-12, and
1S28-9, as well as against France (1813-14), He now served in the Crimea under

Menchikov, and commanded the centre and right at the battle of the Alma, soon after

which he retired from the army, was made a member of the Imperial Council, and died at

Moscow in 1868.—(3) The veteran statesman, prince Ale.xander (born 1798), whose
tenure of the Chancellorship of Russia coincided practically with the reign of Alexander II.,

was now, after a long training in the diplomatic service, engaged in the negociations at

Vienna. Having become Chancellor on the retirement of count Nesselrode (1855) he wa.'i

relieved of the active duties of that office in January, 1881, though still retaining the title

and dignity.
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from tlie Principalities, or to begin war ; and consequently, at the expiration

of the fifteea daj's, the Turkish and Russian empires passed into a state of

•war by sea and land, both on their European and Asiatic frontiers

(October 23, 1853).* The determined attitude of the Turks is described by

lord Stratford in words prophetic of the result :—" A spirit of self-ilevotion,

iijiaccompanied with fanatical demonstrations, and showing itself amonsr the

highest functionaries of the State, bids fair to give an extraordinary impulse

to any military enterprize which may be undertaken against Eussia by the

Turkish Government. ... If hostilities commence, they will be prosecuted

in a manner to leave, on one side or on the other, deep and durable traces

of a truly national struggle." f
The Czar, on his part, appealed to the religious zeal of hia people and

the sanctity of his cause :
—" Eussia is challenged to the fight; nothing,

therefore, further remains for her but, in confident reliance upon God, to

have recourse to arms, in order to compel the Ottoman Government to

respect treaties, and obtain from it reparation for the offences by which it

has responded to our most moderate demands and to our legitimate solicitude

for the defence of the Orthodox faith in the East, which is equally professed

by the Eussian people. We are firmly convinced that our faithful subjects

will join the fervent prayers which we address to the Most High, that His

hand may be pleased to bless our arms in the holy and just cause which has

ever found ardent defenders in our pious ancestors. ' In Thee, Lord,

have I trusted, let me not be confounded for ever !
'

"

In England the public voice was raised in growing demands on the

reluctant ministry for energetic action ; and it was only a question of time

when Great Britain and France should be drawn in the vortex. The events

which determined their course are inseparable from the narrative of the

war, though their part in it was delayed till the spring of the ensuing

year.

• Respecting the precision of this date, see Kinglake, vol. i. Appendix v. pp. 411-412.

—

Mr. Kinglake informs us that the conditional declaration of war was lord Stratford's

suggestion.

+ " Eastern Papers," part ii. p. 167 ; Kinglake, vol. i. p. 379.



CHAPTER XVIIL

England and France drawn into the War (1853-4)—England off her guard—Lord

Aberdeen, Mr. Gladstone, and Lord Palmerston— "Sivispacem, para belliim "— Pal-

merston on Russia's mode of advance and the way to check it—His proposal to send

the Fleets to Constantinople, rejected—Proposed Convention—Russia misled by Lord

Aberdeen—Views of the Cabinet— Policy of Louis Napoleon—Concord of the Four

Powers—Separate Concert of England and France—Queen's Speech at the Proroga-

tion (August, 1853)—Divergence of two Roads— Palmerston's Assurances—Aberdeen's

Complacency—Russia rejects the amended Vienna Note—The Fleets sent up to

Constantinople—Palmerston and Aberdeen—The Fleets ordered to Constantinople

—

Question of Conditions with Turkey

—

Beginning of Hostilities on the Danube
—The Russian Fleet in the Black Sea—The Turkish squadron destroyed at Sinope

—

Indignation in England and France—Lord Palmerston's Proposal and Resignation

—

Louis Napoleon's proposal adopted by the Cabinet—Palmerston's Resignation with-

drawn—The Fleets enter the Black Sea : final retreat of the Russian Fleet to

Sebastopol—New proposals of the Conference, accepted by Turkey—Hopes destroyed

by the last resolve of England and France—Indignation in Russia—Diplomatic

relations broken off—Opening of Parliament (January 31, 1854)—Queen's Speech

—

Lords Derby and Clarendon—The Czar's terms rejected at Vienna—Great Debates in

Parliament—"Drifting nearer to War "—"May God defend the Right!"—Speech
of Mr. Disraeli—Lord Palmerston's defence : its effect—Mr. Cobden's Speech—Un-
popularity of the " Peace Party "—Quaker Deputation to the Czar—His mind made
up—His War Manifesto—Action of Austria—Summons of England and France to

evacuate the Principalities—Supported by Austria and Prussia—Rejected by Russia-
England and France placed in a state of war with Russia (March 19, 1854).

As the rising of the little cloud was seen only by the prophet and the

servant who watched with him on Carmel, so in England there were scarcely

any who marked the first beginnings of trouble in the East ; and the few,

who turned their thoughts abroad from 1850 to 1852, might feel a reasonable

assurance that a dispute such as that about the Holy Places could not lead

to war. When the question entered its more dangerous phase, few knew
the meaning of prince Menchikov's demands ; and the people were watching

with admiration the measures by which their great prosperity was being

used and improved by a powerful ministry, whose very composition, as well

as its principles, seemed a guarantee for peace. We have seen the passionate

desire for peace cherished by the Prime Minister, and with him was a

band of younger and abler men, who inherited the principles of sir Eobert

Peel. Of these the ablest and most earnest was the minister whose ofRce,

as Chancellor of the Exchequer, made him doubly desirous of the main-
195
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tenance of the peace and prosperity needful for the success of Lis great

financial schemes, and whose strong Christian and progressive principles

imbued him with a horror of war as a wicked anachronism at the present

stage of advancement. And the assurance given by the position of lord

Aberdeen and Mr. Gladstone in the Government seemed made doubly sure

by that of lord Palmerston, linked in harness with his loss adventurous

colleagues, and not at the Foreign Office. We now know from his own
letters how much better lord Palmerston understood his new position, and

how little he intended his influence on foreign politics to be neutralized.

He at first declined to take office at all, on the ground (lie says)

" that lord Aberdeen and I had differed so widely for twenty-five years on

all questions of foreign policy, that my joining an administration of which

he was to be the head would be liable to misconstruction both abroad and

at home."* By accepting the Home Office, he held himself the more free

to maintain his own views of foreign policy at the Council board. This

peculiar position of lord Palmerston is the key to much that followed.

He has been made the victim, by friends as well as foes, of that common
misrepresentation, by which those who advise a firm display of resolution

and even of force, in order to prevent tear, are accused of being bent on the

very hostilities they labour to avert. The old maxim, Si vis pacein, para

helium, has shared in the general perversion of proverbs, as if it meant
" Keep up a warlike establishment during peace," which is one way to

provoke war and to exhaust the power of waging it effectually. The true

application of the lesson is, when a crisis comes and you have to choose

between a weak conciliation which of itself " drifts into war," and a firm

stand on the principle at stake ; when peace is reaUy in danger and you

wish to keep it ; then show that you are ready to resist the aggressor, not by

empty menace, but hypreparingfor war, in order to demand peace. This is what

lord Aberdeen was so slow to do, and the fruit of his hesitation was war.

Looking calmly back over a space of seven years, and discussing quite a

different subject, lord Palmerston wrote to sir G. C. Lewis:—"If lord

Aberdeen's Government had shown less timidity when the Eussians

prepared to invade the Danubian Principalities, it is pretty certain that we

should not have had the Russian War." f

As early as the 22Dd of May, 1853, lord Palmerston advocated the

principle on which he proposed that the Government should act, as the only

])lan suited to the tactics of our adversary:—"The policy and practice of

the Russian Government has always beeu to push forward its encroach-

• Letter to his brother.
—" Life," vol. ii. p. 2.

+ Letter on " Prevention better th.in Cure " (Nov. 22, 1860), in "Life," vol. ii. p. 332.

The following testimony from the highest quarter becomes still more weighty when the

relations between the Crown and lonl P.ilmerston are remembered. The Queen wrote to

lord Clarendon, when the result had become almost certain (December 20, 1853) :
—"Lord

I'almerston's mode of proceeding always had that advantage, that it tlireatened steps which

it was hoped would not become necessary, whilst those hitherto taken started on the

piinciple of not needlessly offending Russia by threats, obliging us at the same time to take

thi; very steps which we refused to threaten."—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ill. p. iJ.
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ments as fast and as far as the apathy or want of firmness of other Govern-

ments would allow it to go, but always to stop and retire when it was met

with decided resistance, and then to wait for the next favourable opportunity

to make another spring on its intended victim. In furtherance of this

policy, the Russian Government has always had two strings to its bow

—

moderate language and disinterested professions at Petersburg and London;

active aggression by its agents on the scene of operations"*—in short,

what lord Derby well called the process " by sap and mino."f

As soon, therefore, as it was certain that Russia intended to invade the

Principalities, lord Palmerston urged on lord Aberdeen, | that, the moment
that act was consummated, the English and French ileets should be sent up
to the Bosphorus, with orders to enter the Black Sea, if necessary for the

protection of Turkish territory. Two days later he repeated his proposal to

the Cabinet, replying to the objection from the treaty of 1841, that Turkey
could not properly be said to be at peace, § and he described our position as

" unwise ivith a view to a peaceful settlement." In short, the difference between

lords Aberdeen and Palmerston was this, not that the one desired peace and
the other war, but that, while the former held back from a decisive course

in order to keep the door open for negociation, the latter believed that the

negociation would be speedily and satisfactorily closed by iirmness ; unless

indeed the earlier irresolution of our Government had already lost the

opportunity.
II

Nor did he conceal his sense of how greatly peace was
endangered by the fact, " that private and verbal communications, given in

all honesty, but tinctured by the personal bias of the Prime Minister, were

doing irreparable mischief, and that the Russian minister was determined

not to take them at their true value, but persisted in giving them the inter-

pretation which he desired for them, namely, an insuperable dislike on the

part of the English Government to any active measures against his country."

The majority of the Cabinet adhered to what seemed tne " safer " course,

• Letter to lord Clarendon (" Life," vol. ii. p. 25). To his illustrations from recent

history we may now add the manner in which Russian conquest in Central Asia has been

effected, as well as the "unofficial war" in Servia in 1876. Lord Derby, too, in the House
ot Lords, gave a striking picture of the progress of Russia.

t Speech in the House of Lords, Januaiy 31, 1854.

X " Life," vol. ii. p. 26. The letter was, in fact, written two days after the invasion had
taken place, though it was not yet known in England (July 4th) The reasons given in the

letter deserve careful study.

§ Ibid.—It is worth notice that, both in 1853 and 1878, our Government had to set

aside the technical objection, that Turkey was at peace, when she was virtually at war. In

the former case, our fleet passed through the Dardanelles before war was actually declared ; in

the latter case, after it was technically ended by the Peace of San Stefano.

II
See other evidence in his " Life," which we have not space to quote, and especially his

" Memorandum " (July 12th) on the answer which ought to be returned to count Nesselrode's

circular, in which he applies to the crisis the true principle that " It is in the nature of men
whose influence over events and whose power over others are founded on intimidation, and
kept up by arrogant assumptions and pretensions, to mistake forbearance for irresolution,

and to look upon inaction and hesitation as symptoms of fear, and forerunners of submission."

—"Life," vol. ii. p. 32.
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as if they had adopted the saying ascribed to Canning, when told that war
must come sooner or later—"I prefer to have it later"—forgetting that

mere waiting for an evil to come later is mostly the way to make its coming

surer.

But another aspect of the question must not be overlooked, especially

consiilering the importance attached to it by the special historian of the war :

the relation of England to her allies, who were labouring at Vienna to find

terms of accommodation, and who might ultimately unite, if necessary, in

coercing the wrong-doer. The bolder policy proposed by Palmerston almost

necessarily involved separate action with France alone ; and there is no

doubt that he distrusted Austria and Prussia. That separate action, with a

view not to peace but to a successful war, was the course on which Louis

Xapoleon was bent, for the sake of winning prestige for his new empire,

and strengthening himself by an English alliance.* He showed this to be
his policy early in the year ; and, while the conference was sitting at Vienna,

he urged on the British Government the same action with the fleets, which

lord Palmerston advised from other motives. Nothing could be more
calculated than the advance of Eussia to the Danube to provoke Austria to

action, and Mr. Kinglake assures us that " the determination on the part of

Austria to rid the Principalities of their Eussian invaders was growing in

intensity. Prussia also was firm." f Lords Aberdeen and Clarendon said

in the House of Lords that the four Powers were all acting cordially

together in order to check the designs of Russia (August). "Yet"—says

Mr. Kinglake—"it cannot be doubted that, in the midst of this perfect

concord of the four Powers, the English Government was induced to enter

into a separate understanding with the Emperor of the French. This was

the fatal transaction which substituted a cruel war for the peaceful but

irresistible pressure which was exerted by the four Powers. The purport

of this arrangement stiU lurks in private notes, and in recollections of

private interviews ; but it can be seen that (for reasons never yet

explained) France and England were engaged to move in advance of the

other Powers." J

Even before the Vienna Conference had drawn up its Note, lord

Palmerston informed the House of Commons that " England and France were

agreed ; that they continued to follow the same policy, and that they had the

must perfect confidence in each other " (July 12th). StiU more significant

and surprising was the following passage in the Queen's message to Parlia-

ment at its prorogation (August 20th) :
—" The Emperor of the French has

wilted with her Majesty in earnest endeavours to reconcile differences, the

continuance of which might involve Euroi)e in war ;

"

—

after which, the

assurance of concert with the allies and reliance on the efforts of the

Conference assembled at Vienna, seemed something approaching to a

contradiction. Mr. Kinglake regards this message from the throne "as

marking the point where the roads of policy branched off ; that of the concert

of the four Powers, to ensure a peacelul repression of the outrage which

• See Kinglake, vol. i. pp. 343, foil. + Il>iJ. p. 317. t IbU. p. 348.
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sras disturbing Europe, and that of war in league with the Emperor of the

French." It is impossible to feel sure, especially with our later experience

of a somewhat similar position, that the Czar would have drawn back before

any concert short of a united threat of war ; but thus much is certain, that,

whereas Austria had the chief and foremost interest in resisting the invasion

of the Principalities, the separate action of England and Franco gave her
an excuse for inaction, and Prussia, always less than half-hearted in the

cause, was only too ready to follow in Austria's wake.
Meanwhile, it is strange to look back upon the reliance which was

felt on the success of the Vienna Note. Even lord Palmerstou assured
Parliament that the prospect justified the prorogation, and a letter from
Prince Albert to baron Stockmar (August 10th) reports, in a contrast now
painfully ludicrous, lord Aberdeen's testimony to the public feeling for war,

and his complacency at its having been averted :

—

" Jf the affair had not been

seitled by the Emperor's acceptance of our Note, I don't think that even I
should have been allowed to Iceep the peace." * The splendid naval review by
the Queen at Spithead, on the following day, was enjoyed the more from
tlie belief that it was only the demonstration of a force, which unhappily
blinded the people to the complete unreadiness for war which was afterwards

confessed ;f and the royal visit to Ireland was carried out notwithstanding

the ominous announcement in another letter to baron Stockmar (August
24th):—"In the East we are still menaced with danger. Lord Stratford

seems anxious that the Porte should refuse to accept the Note of the four

Powers. ... In Petersburg the Notes have been eagerly caught at, and
they seem glad that a bridge had been found over which their retreat can
be effected ; still they would prefer that commotions in Turkey led to an inter-

vention for purposes of protection on the part of the Emperor, and continue to

believe in the rapid dissolution of V homme mourant. We naturally do not
desire this, and see no safety but in a rapid solution of the imbroglio." t

The news of Russia's refusal of the amended Note arrived on Sept. r2th,

and on the 23rd Government yielded to the urgency of the French Ambassador
to send up the fleets to Constantinople. § This step was opposed by lord

Stratford as needless at the time. It so happened that the fleets only passed

the Dardanelles just before the time when Turkey, being at war with
Eussia, had a right under the treaty to allow their entrance. But the

order had already inflamed the Czar's exasperation to the highest pitch;

and even count Nesselrode, whose counsels had hitherto been pacific, saw
in it " a settled purpose to humiliate Russia."

||
The compromises, at which

lord Stratford and the Vienna Conference were still labouring, were now
deprived of the last faint hope of success.

• "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 408.

+ See lord Aberdeen's evidence before the Crimean Coramittee,

J " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 503. The accounts of the situation in succeed-
ing letters are most interesting.

§ See the details in Kinglake, vol. i. p. 3C6.

II See sir Hamilton Seymour's report of Nesselrode's expressions of sorrow at the prospect
of war between England and Russia.—Kinglake, vol. ii, p. 12.
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As soon as it was known that the Porte was about to make a conditional

declaration of war, lord Palmerston advised the entrance of the fleets into

the Black Sea to prevent the Russians from sailing out of Sebastopol, an
engagement on the part of England and France to give the Sultan such

naval aid as might be needed for the defence of his Empire, and a per-

mission to their subjects to enlist in his service."* Lord Aberdeen
replied, " I cannot say that I think the present state of the Eusso-Turkish

question would authorize such a i^rooeeding on our part " ; but lonl

Palmerston, supported by lord John Eussell,f so far prevailed in the

Cabinet Council next day, that authority was sent to lord Stratford, in

concert with his colleague and the admirals, " to employ the combined
fleets in whatever manner, or in whatever place, he might think necessary for

defending the Turkish territory against direct aggression. If the Eussian

fleet were to come out of Sebastopol, the fleets would then, as a matter of

course, pass through the Bosphorus." J
And now arose the question, whether we ought to commit ourselves to

the defence of Turkey, without making conditions for those measures of

internal improvement and justice to the Christian subjects, for which we
had so long been labouring ; and we now possess the ablest and most

authoritative opinions that were urged on both sides. § That such reforms

ought to be the great ultimate end of the Eastern Question was felt by
Christendom, and above all by free Christian England ; but the difliculty

was how to make this the practical object of our policy in a crisis which

demanded instant action. Lord Palmerston expressed the view then held

throughout the country, and which prevailed in the policy of the Grovern-

ment. " No doubt when we put forth our whole strength in defence of

Turkey, we shall be entitled to direct in a great measure the course and

character of the war, and to exercise a deciding influence on the negocia-

tions which may afterwards lead to peace. . . . But the only ground on

which we can claim influence in these matters is our determination to give

hearty and effectual support. TFe stipport Turkey for our own sake andfor our

own interests, and to withdraw our support, or to cripple it, so as to render

it ineffectual, merely because the Turkish Government did not show as

much deference to our advice as our advice deserved, would be to place our

national interests at the mercy of other persons. If lord Liverpool's Government

had so acted in regard to the Provisional Government of Spain, we never

should have driven, the French out of the Peninsula.''
||

* Letter to lord Aberdeen, October 7th.
— "Life," vol. ii. pp. 41-2.

t See " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. p. 532.

t "Eastern Papers," pt. ii. p. 143 ; Kinglake, vol. ii. p. 16 ; "Life of the Prince Con-

sort," vol. ii. p. 521.

§ See the full discussion of this question in the Queen's letter to lord Clarendon, the

Prince Consort's Memorandum, the criticisms on it in lord Palmerston's letter to lord

Aberdeen, and the Prime Minister's reply.
—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 521, /. ,-

Ashley's " Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. ii. p. 43, /
II
Lord Palmerston's remarks on the state of the Christians in European Turkey, the

impracticability of setting up a Christian power free from Russian domination, and the
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Immediately after the expiration of the time fixed for the declaration of

war to become absolute, the Turks commenced hostilities by crossing the

Danube at Widdin (October 28th). But the meaning of this adventurous

step, and the cause of the campaign that ensued, must be postponed to follow

the greater events in the Black Sea, which were doubly momentous for

their effect on opinion in England. The Russians had a strong fleet in the

splendid harbour behind the fortifications of Sebastopol, ready for a sudden

swoop down on Constantinople or an attack on other points of the Turkish

coast, and especially on a squadron which happened to be lying iu the

roadstead of Sinope,* on the coast of Asia Minor, opposite the Crimea.

Both dangers had been provided against in the instructions to lord Strat-

ford, to defend " Constantinople, or any other part of the Turkish territory,

whether in Europe or in Asia" that might be in danger of attack. But the

thoughts of the ambassadors and admirals seem to have fixed on the defence

of Constantinople, and on the duty of avoiding any act of war as long as

possible. Thus, four days after the catastrophe now to be related, we

find lord Stratford writing f :
—" Rumours of Eussian ships of the line being

at sea have occasionally prevailed for some time. Uncertainty of informa-

tion, a wish to ((void as long as possible the chances of a collision, the arrival of

a new French Ambassador, and the state of the weather, were natural

causes of demur in coming to a decision as to sending the squadrons into

the Black Sea at this time of the year."

The word rumours bears a strange relation to the facts. It was as early

as the middle of November, + and while the allied fleets were anchored in

the Bosphorus, that the Eussian fleet came out of Sebastopol, spreading

across the middle of the Black Sea from north to south. On the 20th they

made their first capture of a Turkish steamer, and on the 22nd the Turkish

commander at Sinope sent word overland to Constantinople that a powerful

Eussian squadron was constantly hovering over the port— " May God pre-

serve us from them !
"—and, unless reinforcements were quickly sent, "it

may well happen that the Imperial fleet may incur disasters." §

And so it was. About noon on the 30th of November, Admiral Nachi-

mov's fleet of six ships of the line, two frigates, and three steamers, bore

down on the Turkish squadron of seven frigates, a sloop, a steamer, and

some transports, lying in the bay of Sinope. 1|
The Eussian admiral had

great question—Who should have Constantinople ?—have rather gained than lost interest

since that time. For the Czar's letter to the Queen, and her Majesty's reply (November),

see the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 529-531.

* Modern history has preserved the ancient name (commonly used in the slightly altered

form of Sinoub) of this famous Greek city, the birthplace of the philosopher Diogenes,

t On December 4th.—" Eastern P.ipers," pt. ii. p. 311 ; Kinglake, vol. ii. p. 17.

J See Kinglake, vol. ii. p. 13.

§ According to Mr. Kinglake (vol. ii. p. 14), this piteous appeal must have reached lord

Stratford on the 2oth or 26th, four days before the disaster, and eight before his despatch

about "rumours."

II
The reader will remember that this was before the days of ironclads, turret-ships,

Armstrong guns, and so forth ; and the great majority of large vessels were still saihng

si'ips.
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lowered a boat, probably to demand the surrender of so inferior a force,

wben one of the Turkish frigates opened fire, and drew the whole Eussian

broadsides upon the devoted squadron. A spectator described the effect as

if the upper works of the Turkish ships were sliced off. All were destroyed

excejjt the steamer ; more than 4,000 Turks were slain ; the survivors were

less than 400, all wounded ; and the town itself was much shattered. The
whole took place so quicklj', that it is not known whether any of the

Turkish vessels struck; they probably met their destiny fighting to the

last. The Eussian fleet stayed at Siaope till the next day, and then sailed

back to SebastopoL*

While the Czar was thanking "his brave seamen, on belialf of the

honour and glory of Russia, for the success of the Russian flag," the victory

let loose the indignation of the English and French people, and swept away
the indecision of our Government, after a faint resistance. "When the tidings

reached Paris and London (December 11th), M. Drotiyn de Lhuys expressed

the jrrief of his Government at a disaster " endured as it were under the

guns of the French and English fleets." The English people, ignorant of

the faults which had kept those fleets inactive, rose up in one of those fits

of wrath which they are wont to pour on the wrong heads for causes called

by the wrong names. The act of war, openly prepared weeks after the

Turks had begun hostilities, ) was stigmatized as a treacherous massacre;

and, even had its real character been known, the English love of " fair play "

would have been none the less revolted by the ruthless butchery of the

weak by the strong. And though the act was strictly within Russia's right

as a belligerent, it was peculiarly offensive for having been done (as the

French Emperor wrote to the Czar) "in spite of the assurance that there

was no wish to commence an aggressive war, and in spite of the vicinity of

our squadrons." \ The people knew that they had a hearty and powerful

organ in the Cabinet ; and it happened that, the day before the news reached

England, lord Palmerston had renewed his proposal, that the Russian fleet

should be warned to keep in Sebastopol so long as the Russian army

remained in the Principalities ; a form of pressure which lord Aberdeen

regarded as even more objectionable than a declaration of war.§

But at this very moment the four Powers had drawn closer together,

and had framed a new form of agreement which an English steamer was

carrying to Constantinople. The Government assumed that, under their

instructions to lord Stratford, the fleets would have entered the Black Sea

to prevent any further disaster, and that in this security they would have

waited the result of the new overture.
||

But they had other forces to reckon

* Mr. Kinglalce regards this " massacre of Sinope " as the Cznr's deliberate rejoinder to

the passage of the allied fleets up to Constantinople ; his reasons being, the known rage of

Nicholas at that measure, and the comparison of dates (vol. ii. pp. 12, 13).

t The Turks had assumed the offensive in Armenia as well as on the Danube, and had
seized a Russian fort on the east coast of the Black Sea.

X Letter of Louis Napoleon to Nicholas, January 29, 1854.

§ Ashley's "Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. ii. pp. 53-4.

II
Mr. Kinglake shows (vol. ii. p. 36, note to 4th edition) that the Cabinet at first
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with. On tie IStli of December, lord Palmerston resigned, on the ground
of his dissent from lord John Eussell's proposed Eeform Bill.* On the

following day the Emperor of the French proposed to the English Govern-

ment to give notice to Eussia " that France and England were resolved to

prevent the rejietition of the affair of Sinope, and that every Eussian ship

theuceforward met in the Euxine -would be requested, and, if neces-

sary, constrained, to return to Sebastopol ; and that every act of

aggression afterwards attempted against the Ottoman territory or flag

would be repelled by force." f "This proposal"—as Mr. Kinglake truly

says—"involved, -withqut expressing it, a defensive alliance with Turkey

against Eussia ; and, if it -were adopted, the Emperor of Eussia would have

to see his flag driven from the waters which bounded his own dominions."

It was so framed, that lord Palmerston would know it meant war, whilst

lord Aberdeen and Mr. Gladstone might be led to imagine that it was a

measure ratlier gentle than otherwise, which perhaps would keep peace in

the Euxine." |

The Government felt unable to face the strong public feeling, with lord

Palmerston to lead it, and backed by the known urgency of our ally.§ In

communicating to her Majesty this decision of the Cabinet, which was
taken on Thursday, December 22nd, lord Clarendon plainly avowed the

motive that, "they are prepared to adopt the specific mode of action now proposed

ly the Government of the Emperor."
\\

But he added that the Government
" do not disguise from themselves that it may «< no distant period involve

England and France in war with Russia." ^ These words were' written on

decided that no special instructions to the admirals were necessitated by the disaster at

.Sinope ("Eastern Papers," part ii. p. 304), and that, even while Louis Napoleon was urging

his new proposals, lord Clarendon (December 20th) informed lord Stratford of his Govern-

ment's "unabated desire for peace," and assured him that the course he (lord S.) was
" taking 7vilh a vino to the adof-tion by the Porte ofpacific counsels is in accordance with the

wishes of her Majesty's Government, as being calculated /<> prepare the Porte to t^ive a javour-

able reception to the proposals which have beenforwarded from Vienna."—" Eastern Papers,"

pt. ii. p. 320.

* .See chap. xv. p. 157, n.

+ "Eastern Papers,"pt. ii. p. 307.

X Kinglake, vol. ii. p. 24.

§ Mr. Kinglake describes the position thus (vol. ii. p. 28) :
—"At all events it is certain

that, if only for his power of controlling the French Emperor, and maintaining with him
that kind of concert which English statesmen might approve, lord Palmerston had been a

great source of strength to the Government. On the other hand, it seemed plain that, if

lord Palmerston were to be undergoing political banishment at a time when his kite colleagues

could be accused of flinching from the task of avenging Sinope, the support of an indignant

people, connecting every symptom of Ministerial lameness with his exclusion from office,

would make him more powerful than the Queen's Government."—"The fact is," says

Mr. Evelyn Ashley, " that he was gifted with the instinct which enables a man to read the

heart of a nation, and he felt that the English public would never forgive the Ministry if

nothing decisive was done after the disaster at Sinope."—"Life of Lord Palmerston,"

vol. ii. p. 55.

II

" Eastern Papers," pt. ii. p. 321 ; Kinglake, vol. ii. p. 26.

IT Ibid. p. 36. With still greater truth and plainness, her Majesty wrote to lord Clarendon,

in returning the draft of his despatch to lord Cowley :
— " The concluding sentence the
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Christmas Eve, and on the same day lord Palmerston consented to with-

draw his resignation, which had not been formally completed.*

The most significant comment on the whole affair was supplied by the

French ambassador's letter of congratulation to lord Palmerston :
—" At the

opening of the campaign which we are about to make together, it is a great

comfort for me, and a great assurance (garantiej for the Emperor, to know
that you a>-e the soul of the councils of our ally."

At the moment when one of the allied governments could not conceal from
itself that the decision now taken might lead to a new war, which the other

talked of as already beginning, these same two Powers, with their less

forward allies, had despatched proposals to Constantinople for putting an
end to the existing war ; and the mighty influence of the English

ambassador brought about their acceptance by a Great Council of State on

the last day of the year 1853. The military pride of Eussia had been
gratified by some successes in Armenia added to the victory at Sinope, and
the prospect of her being prevented from repeating such a feat was borne

with contentment as the winter season gave an adequate reason for keeping

the fleet at Sebastopol.f The new proposals came before the Czar with all

the weight due to the diplomatic concert of the four Powers, which was still

unbroken, notwithstanding the separate action of England and France.

Austria and Prussia had fully concurred in the scheme of action devised by
lord Clarendon (November 16th), with the consent of France, to the effect

that the Porte should not be asked to accept any condition it had already

rejected, and affirming the determination of the four Powers to intervene in

any settlement of the dispute between Eussia and Turkey. | They had also

joined with the Western Powers in declaring, by the protocol of December
5th, " that the existence of Turkey in the limits assigned to it by existing

treaties was one of the necessary conditions of European equilibrium." And
now, by a protocol, on the 1 3th of Januarj', the four Powers finally approved
the terms in the form assented to by Turkey, and joined in submitting them
to the Czar.

But on the day before this last decision the resolution of the Western
Powers had reached St. Petersburg, and had roused a resentment which
made it impossible for the Czar to accept the proposed terms, even if his own
indignation had allowed him to entertain them.§ The formal representation

Queen must consider as tantamount to a Declaration of IVar, which, however, under the

guarded conditions attached to it, she feels she cannot refuse to sanction."—"Life of the

Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 26.

* The whole story of his retirement and return has not yet been made public. The
different views of the transaction, so far as it is known, will be found in the "Life of the

Prince Consort," vol. ii. pp. 533,/. ; KinglaUe, vol. ii. pp. 23,/ ; and Ashley's "Life of

Lord Palmerston."

tThis was expressly stated by count Nesselrode to sir H. Seymour.—" Eastern Papers,"
part ii. p. 359 ; Kinglake, vol. ii. p. 35.

i " Eastern Papers," part ii. pp. 238, 258 ; Kinglake, vol. ii. p. 80.

§ See sir Hamilton Seymour's report of the state of feeling.—" Life of the Prince Con-
sort," vol. iii. p. 9. The fleets entered the Black Sea on January 4th, and the Czar's fleet

retired to Sebastopol, to lie there till it was sunk by the Russians during the siege.
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<>i our ambassador, that the fleets were only sent for the protection of the

Turkish territory and flag, was of course treated as an evasion, and count

Nesselrode denounced the step as " an act of flagrant hostility," adding,
" as for ourselves, it is impossible for us to look upon such a resolution in

any other light than as a violation offered to our belligerent rights." * Acting

upon this view, the Czar recalled his ambassadors from London and Paris,

as soon as the resolution was communicated to him officially.f

At this crisis, the new session of Parliament was opened (January 31st) ;!

and the first public account of the state of the Eastern Question was given

by her Majesty. The opening sentence was an exact echo of the key-note

struck in the speech at the prorogation, in which the close union with the

Emperor of the French predominated over the European concert. " I have

continued to act in cordial co-operation with the Emperor of the French ; and
my endeavours, in conjunction with my allies, to preserve and to restore

peace between the contending parties, although hitherto unsuccessful, have
been unremitting. I will not fail to persevere in these endeavours ; but,

as the continuance of the war may deeply affect th« interests of this country and

of Europe, I think it requisite to make a further augmentation of my naval

and military forces, with the view of supporting my representations, and of
more effectually contributing to the restoration ofpeace."

The hearer of this reserved and almost ambiguous declaration might
have been tempted to say, " The voice is the voice of Aberdeen, but the

hand is the hand of Palmerston "
; and lord Derby might well ask,—" It ia

intimated to us that a state of warfare has ensued from the failure of all

our negociations. A state of warfare with whom ? Are we belligerents ? Are
wepartizans f'

" In a powerful description of Russia's course of aggression,
" never proceeding by storm, but by sap and mine," he maintained that,

" though she has pursued this steady course for 150 years, she has from
time to time desisted from her schemes where she has found they met with
opposition, and has never carried any of those schemes into effect where
she has been certain to meet the opposition of this country." To his

indictment of the ministerial policy for not acting on this principle by
opposing Russia's first aggression, lord Clarendon replied that the Govern-

ment was warranted in protracting negociations rather than commit the

country to the terrible alternative of war. This defence was much more
effective when it was urged, as we shaU see, shortly afterwards, by lord

Palmerston, in a chivalrous spirit of fidelity to the colleagues from whom
he had differed so widely on this very point.

• Despatch to baron Brunnow, January 16, 1854.

t Their actual departure took place on the 7th of February, and at the same time the

English and French ambassadors were recalled from St. Petersburg. We cannot stay to

relate the curious episodes of the French Emperor's private letter to the Czar, and his

defiant answer recalling 1812, calling on the allies to stop the armies of Turkey, and ending,

"My conditions are known at Vienna," where count Oilov was labouring to gain over
Austria, while baron Budberg was sent to Berlin to secure the alliance of Prussia, but both in

vain. See Kinglake, and the "Life of the Prince Consort."

X The domestic measures of this session have been related in chapter xiv.
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By this time the Czar's terms were " known at Vienna " ; and his

defiant spirit was shown by their going much beyond those demands of

Menchikov which had given the first offence. Eejecting the scheme pro-

posed by the Powers and accepted by the Turks, he made these his last

conditions :—the confirmation of all existing treaties and conventions

between Russia and the Porte, with a specific recognition of his protectorate

of the Greek Christians, and an engagement hg Turkey not to furnuh an anglum

for political refugees* On the 2nd of February the Conference declared

these proposals to be inadmissible, and such as ought not to be submitted

to the Porte. Thus the efforts of diplomacy at Yienna were exhausted,

and the diplomatic relations of Eussia with England and Prance were

broken off, when the whole question was made the subject of high debate

in the British Parliament. On the 14th of February the marquess of

Clanricarde brought the present position of affairs before the House of

Lords ; when lord Aberdeen gave assurances that every possible preparation

was being made for war, which fie believed to he still not inevitable ! and

lord Clarendon said, in terms which jjassed into a byword, that, though

war was not yet declared, it could scarcely be said we were at peace : he

thought we were in an intermediate state, but every hour drifting nearer and

nearer to a state of war.

Three days later (February 17th) Mr. Layard in the Commons made a

motion tantamount to a censure on the Government for want of energy

in their past policy, and designed to elicit their intentions for the future
;

when lord John Eussell spoke out in a tone very different from the Premier
and the Foreign Secretary. Declaring first how he, and all, would rejoice

if most unexpectedly the Emperor of Eussia should recede before all Europe
disapproving his conduct, lord John continued :

—" But, if that is not to be,

and if peace is no longer consistent with our duty to Europe and our duty

to the world ;—if the ambition of this enormous Power has got to such a

pitch, that even its moderation is more ambitious than the ambition of other

states ;—if Eussia cannot be contented with anything less than the sub-

jugation of the whole Empire of Turkey, and the possession of Constanti-

nople itself ;—if such are her feelings and such are her objects:—then we
can only endeavour to enter into this contest with a stout heart. May God

defend the right ! " And the old formula of onset in a judicial combat rung
through the land. In the adjourned debate on the following Monday
(February 20th), Mr. Disraeli responded for the Opposition in a like spirit,

but not without sarcastic references to the conduct of lord John's friends in

the last great war, and to the feeble policy of the present Ministers. Declar-

ing the readiness of his party to agree to the proposed vote for an addition

to the army, he said : "I can answer for myself and for my friends, that no

* " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 10. If this last allusion to the Hungarian

refugees was meant as a sop to Austria, which could hardly have wished the subject revived,

it was still more certain to give new offence to England and France. The air of tutelage

adopted by count Orlov, and the rejection of his overtures by Francis Joseph, whom
Nicholas was accustomed to speak of as a son, roused a bitter feeling between the two

Emperors.
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future 'Wollesley on the banks of tlie Danube will have to make a bitter

record of the exertions of an English Opposition, tliat depreciated his

efforts and ridiculed his talents. "We shall remember what we believe to

bo our duty to this country ; and however protracted may be the war, how-

ever unibrtunate your counsels, at least we shall never despair of the

Eepublic."

It was in reply to Mr. Disraeli's charge of credulity in accepting the

promises of Eussia, and even, on the part of lord Aberdeen, some appear-

ance of complicity in her designs, that lord Palmerston made his memor-

able defence of the Ministry. While acting on the basis of mutual good

faith, it was no reproach to have been deceived by a Power, which he

charged with exhausting every modification of untruth, concealment, and

evasion, ending with positive falsehood. His assertion—that our Govern-

ment never had any intimation that Menchikov's demands, and the

military preparations to enforce them, applied to any other matters beyond

the Holy Places—might have been disputed as a question of dates ; but his

main point was in the question, whether anything had been lost by the

policy of forbearance.* The assertion (which was in fact his own) that

Eussia would have given way before our determined attitude in the begin-

ning, he characterized as "a plausible opinion, but, after all, only an

opinion,"! and he pointed out that, "had Eussia, instead of submission,

urged us on to the point at which we now stood, we should have been

justly chargeable with a grave political mistake. And to this he added a

consideration most weighty in the existing state of our relations to the two
Powers which were still acting with us, thousjh we seemed to have for-

gotten them. Austria and Prussia would not have been willing rashly to

join us in a war which, in case of the success of Eussia, would involve

" such an appropriation of geographical power on her part, as must have
been fatal to the independent action of these two countries. . . . Now they

will feel it due to themselves to take some part in the contest ; for, if they

do not, Austria must indeed have forgotten all her established policy and
must be ignorant of all her own interests ; and the same is the case with

Prussia. I therefore say that, with England and Prance acting as the sup-

porters of Turkey, with the oi^inion of the whole of Europe opposed to the

Emperor of Eussia, who will not havo a single ally to support him in his

career of injustice, I have no doubt as to what must bo the result." The
etiect of this speech is best described in the words of Prince Albert to baron

* Of course this argument, urged in a great party debate, must be weighed in the balance

with the views already urged by lord Palmerston ic the Cabinet, and the deliberate opinion

which he expressed afterwards.

+ The student of the Eastern Question, then and now, cannot fail to observe how much
ii has turned, not on simple considerations of r>ght and wrong, of international policy

and an enlightened sense of our real interests, but on speculations as to the pliability of

either side to a show of force made in the hope that it need not be used,—as to whether,

on the one hand, Russia always recedes before firm resistance, and, on the other, Turkey
never withstands the mandate of united Europe;—and huw often the hopes based on such

specuhtions have been disappointed.
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Stookmar :
—" The debates on the Eastern Question have all turned out well

for the Ministry, and now that even Palmerston has spoken out in the Com-

mons, the public is satisfied.*

One speech in this great debate remains to be noticed, as the utterance

of a small but high-principled minority, whose ardent zeal for peace turned

out, in the temper of the Russian Czar and of the English public, to be one

of the causes that made war certain. The adjourned debate (February

20th) -was opened by Mr. Cobden in a speech exposing the hopeless weak-

ness and barbarism of Turkey and its tyranny towards its Christian

populations; condemning the interference of England in a vain attempt

to support a decaying state ; and dwelling, on the other hand, on the

importance of our Russian trade. Outside the -walls of Parliament, these

and kindred arguments had been pressed to a point at which they were

certain to alienate the sympathies of the English people. It was not that,

on grounds whether right or wrong, their temper had been gradually rising

to a white heat against the aggression of Russia on our weak ally ; but

the argument of the " peace party "
f seemed to fly in the face of our most

vital interest in the whole question. In the more recent crisis it was said

by one who was no friend of the Turks and still less of war, the present

lord Derby, "the Eastern Question is Constantinople," and a i^olicy almost

hostile to Turkey was reversed the moment that city seemed about to fall

into the hands of Russia. But the feeling thus roused in 1878 was also

a principle generally accepted a quarter of a century before, and both seemed

outraged by the language held (for example) by Mr. Cobden and Mr.

Bright at a meeting at Manchester in January. " If Russia," said Mr.

Cobden, "obtained Constantinople, she must cease to be barbarous before

she could become formidable ;
" and in that progress, he argued, she would

grow into that prosperous state which binds a nation to be peaceful. | In

the same spirit Mr. Bright declared Russia to be advancing from a despotism

to a better state, and regretted that the question had not been settled by the

concessions of Turkey, as it would have been long ago but for our inter-

ference. These extreme views went far to destroy the well-earned influence

which might have been exerted in discussion based on ground more common
with their countrymen ; and besides, in the case of Mr. Bright and the most

estimable denomination whom he worthily represented, their being com-

mitted to the condemnation of all war, as a sacred religious doctrine, went
far to put them out of court when they argued against the justice of any

particular war. Precisely at the moment when diplomatic relations were

broken ofi', the severed link was taken up by a deputation of the Society of

Friends, whom Nicholas received most cordially, and introduced to "his

• "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 29.

t This is used simply as a sort of technical term, the meaning of which is well understood,

and in no invidious sense.

X A full statement of Mr. Cobden's views on the whole question of Russia, Turkey, and

Europe, will be found in a paper, written (we believe) as early as 1833, and republished

during the crisis of 1877. (Mr. John Morley's "Life of Cobden " has appeared since this

chapter wss written.)
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wife " with homely familiarity. This unofficial diplomacy would only have

excited mild amusement, but for the belief that it was one of many signs

from which Nicholas misjudged the resolution of the English people.

After all, it would perhaps require the knowledge which alone can read the

human heart and its mixed motives, to decide whether his course was taken

because of our forbearance and love of peace, or in spite of his better know-

ledge of their meaning. Thus much only is certain, that he had now come

to the state of feeling which impressed sir Hamilton Seymour with the

conviction, that he " must have settled in his own mind that the hour, if

not of Turkey's dissolution, at all events for its dissolution, must be at

hand." * The same close and acute observer afterwards declared f that " he

was satisfied that, if any friend of the Emperor Nicholas had been

courageous enough to explain to him the real feelings of other nations as to

his interference in Turkish affairs, his Majesty would never have followed

his present unfortunate course." But it is the curse of despotism to be

raised above profiting by the wise man's sayings :
—" Ofien rebuke is better

than secret love. Faithful are the wounds of a friend." |

On the same day on which sir H. Seymour's letter was written, the day

after the great debate in the Commons, the Czar issued a war manifesto to his

faithful and fanatic people :
—" England and France have ranged themselves

by the side of the enemies of Christianity against Eussia fighting for the

orthodox faith. But Eussia will not alter her divine mission ; and, if

enemies fall upon her frontiers, we are ready to meet them with the firmness

which our ancestors have bequeathed to us. Are we not the same Eussian

nation, of whose deeds of valour the memorable events of 1812 bear witness ?

May the Almighty assist us to prove this by deeds. And in this trust,

taking up arms for our persecuted brethren professing the Christian faith,

we will exclaim, with the whole of Eussia, with one heart, ' Lord, our

Saviour, whom have we to fear ? ' " This was a virtual declaration of war

with England and France, and it only remained to be seen whether Austria

and Prussia were to be associated with the Western Powers. By adding

50,000 men to her army on the Wallachian frontier, Austria had the Eussian

army of occupation at her mercy
; § and now (February 22nd) count Buol

declared to the Prussian ambassador, baron do Bourqueney, that " if

England and France wiU fix a day for the evacuation of the Principalities,

the expiration of which shall be the signal for hostilities, the Cabinet of

Vienna will support the summons."
||

These words were telegraphed to

• Letter to lord John Russell (February 21, 1854).—" Life of the Trince Consort," vol.

iii. p. 23.—We remember to have read somewhere that the Czar was influenced by some

prophecy, or presentiment, that the epoch of Turkey's fall was marked by the completion of

four centuries from the taking of Constantinople in 1453 ; but we know of no authority for

the statement.

+ Speech at the Lord Mayor's Easter banquet (April 17th).

X Proverbs xxvii. 5, 6.

§ This movement was effected on the 6th and 22nd of Februaiy.—Kinglake, vol. ii. p. 83.

II
The concurrence of Prussia was given only in the form of an expression of her

Government's satisfaction that Austria was about to adopt a more decided policy, and that

"the interests of Germany on the Danube were likely to be so warmly espoused." (Baron

VOL. IX.—274.
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London the same day ; but, in answer to lord Clarendon's request for a

pledge that Austria would declare war, her ambassador only repeated that

she would " support " the summons. As Mr. Kinglako observes, " it seems

hardly possible to believe that the Emperor of Austria deliberately intended

to ask France and England to fix a day for going to war, without meaning

to go to war himself at the same time ; and it would seem that this point

should have been made certain before taking the last decisive step.* But

the French ambassador declared his opinion that the sending of the summons

was a business which "should be done immediately"; and the English

people, as they cheered the troops already setting forth, were impatient to

hear of their achievements. On the 27th of February, the English summons

was addressed by lord Clarendon to count Nesselrode, declaring to the

Cabinet of St. Petersburg that, unless by the return of the messenger, who
was instructed not to wait more than six days for the answer, Russia

announced her intention to evacuate the Principalities by the 30th of April

next, her refusal or silence would be considered by the British Government

as equivalent to a declaration of war.f The messenger, captain Black-

wood, was to stay for a few hours at Vienna, where our ambassador, lord

"Westmoreland, was instructed merely to express a hope that the summons
"would meet with the approval" of tho Austrian Cabinet, and that count

Buol would make their opinion of it known at St. Petersburg. As it

happened that the messenger reached Vienna simultaneously with the arrival

of counter-proposals from Eussia, count Buol assembled the Conference,

which at once " unanimously agreed that it was impossible to proceed with

those propositions." The English messenger carried this decision of the

four Powers to St. Petersburg, together with a despatch from the Austrian

Government, instructing their ambassador, count Esterhazy, to support the

summons, and throwing on Eussia tho responsibility of the war. A pressing

representation to the same effect was forwarded by Prussia to St. Peters-

burg. The French summons to Eussia was in the same terms as tho English,

and was forwarded at the same time. The two were delivered to the

Emperor on tho 14th of March, and on the fifth day of the six assigned for

captain Blackwood's stay, count Nesselrode informed the English and

French consuls that the Emperor did not think it fitting {convenahle) that he

should make any reply. This refusal was uttered on the 19th of March,

1854, on which day, by the terms of the summons, England and France were

placed in a state of war with Eussia. Austria, whose interest in the stake

should have placed her in the forefront of the conflict, was left to choose her

own course in concert with Prussia.

^^anteuflfeI to count Arnim at Vienna, February 25th.) As to Prussia's hesitating policy, and

the interests of Germany in resisting Russia, see Prince Albert's Memorandum of March

8th.
— " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. pp. 12, foil.

* On such points as this, the want is sorely felt of the more private sources of information

whicli remain to be revealed to coming generations.

+ For the te.\t of the summons, see Kinglal<e, Appendix to vol. ii. p. 104.
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War Declared—The Campaign on the Danube (1854)—Departure of the Guards

for Malta—Inadequate Preparations—England's Reserve of Military Force—Slowness

of setting it inaction—Financial Resources—Mr. Gladstone's Budget—Paying for War
out of Income—The Income Tax doubled—Supplementary Budget—Banquet to Sir C,

Napier—Sailing of the Baltic Fleet—Extravagant expectations disappointed—Publica-

tion of the Czar's Conversations with Sir H. Seymour—Feeling excited at home and

abroad—Treaty of England and France with Turkey—The Czar's Answer received

—

The Queen's Message to Parliament—Declaration ofthe Causes of War^Ceremony of

Declaring War (March 31st)—Addresses of the two Houses— Lord Aberdeen echoing

Falkland's cry for Peace

!

—Orders in Council—Treaty of France and England

—

Protocol of the Four Powers (April 9th)—Treaty of Austria and Prussia for obtaining

the evacuation of the Principalities—Austria the first to act—Preparations of England

and France—First object of the War : safety of Constantinople and the Straits—The
Allied Armies at Gallipoli—The Commanders-in-Chief: Lord Raglan and Marshal St.

Arnaud—Council at the Tuileries—Cordiality of the Armies—Their advance to Varna

— Retrospect of the Campaign on the Danube (1853)—The Czar's strategic error in

invading the Principalities—Omar Pasha crosses the Danube to Kalafat—Turkish

Victory at Oltenitza—Prince Paskievich's Plan of Campaign—(1854) Siege of Silistria

—Butler and Nasmyth ; Cannon and Ballard—Assaults repulsed—The Siege raised

—

Battle of Giurgevo—Gortchakov's Retreat to Bucharest—Austrian Summons to Russia

—Note of Austria and Prussia adopted by the German Diet—Convention with the

Porte—The Principalities evacuated by Russia, and occupied by Austria—The first

Object of the War attained.

By all but a fow "hoping against hope," the issue had been long fore-

seen, and the Queen's Speech had asked Parliament to provide for it. The
practical result of the great debate of February 17th and 20th had been

votes of considerable sums of money, and for an increased number of

seamen and marines. Large bodies of troops embarked for Malta during

Februai-y, amidst the enthusiastic farewells of Queen and people. There

are many who still remember the scene described by her Majesty in a

letter to King Leopold (February 2Sth) :—"The last battalion of the

Guards (Scottish Fusiliers) embarked to-day. They passed through the

courtyard here * at seven o'clock this morning. We stood on the balcony to

see them. The morning fine, the sun shining over the towers of West-
minster Abbey, and an immense crowd collected to see the fine men, and
cheering them immensely as with difficulty they marched along. They

• Buckingham Palace, the front court of which was then only divided from the Park by
railings ; the present facade having been added since.
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formed line, presented arms, and then cheered ns very heartily, and went

o£F cheering. It was a touching and beautiful sight. Many sorrotving

friends were there, and one saw the shake of many a hand. My best wishes

and prayers will be with them all." *

Each of the three regiments of Guards—the Grenadiers, the Coldstream,

and the Scots Pusiliers—sent out one battalion. The historian of the war
teUs the fate reserved for them in the Crimea:—" They were destined to

encounter the hardest trials of soldiers, and to go on fighting and enduring,

until the glory of past achievements, the strange ascendancy which those

achievements had won, and a few score of wan men with hardly the garh oj

soldiers, should be aU that remained of ' the Guards.' "
f

Amidst the enthusiasm which attended the departure of these gallant

Guards, but few enquired whether the forces we were putting in motion,

and especially the immediate resources to back them up, had been carefully

calculated for the work that lay before them. It has always been the policy

of England to rely, not on vast armies kept always on foot,—daily exhausting

the power to maintain them,—but on the great reserve of wealth and
strength accumulating during peace to be drawn upon for war. As George

Canning said, in one of his splendid bui'sts of eloquence|:—" The resources

created by peace are means of war. In cherishing these resources we but

accumulate those means. Our present repose is no more a proof of inability

to act, than the state of inertness and inactivity in which I have seen those

mighty masses that float in the waters above your town, is a proof that

they are devoid of strength and incapable of being fitted out for action.

You well know, gentlemen, how soon one of those stupendous masses, now
reposing on their shadows in perfect stillness,—how soon, upon any call of

patriotism or necessity, it would assume the likeness of an animated thing,

instinct with life aud motion,—how soon it would ruffle, as it were, its

swelling plumage,—how quickly it would put forth all its beauty and its

bravery, collect its scattered elements of strength, and awaken its dormant

thunder. Such as is one of these magnificent machines, when springing

from inaction into a display of its might ; such is England herself, while,

apparently passive and motionless, she sUently concentrates the power to

be put forth on an adequate occasion." A truth ever to be remembered by

our statesmen ; but not without forgetting how slowly great dormant forces

are put in motion, and how often the very confidence they inspire has led to

rash unready action. Soon came the bitter lesson of the preparation needed

to set the mighty machine in action after nearly forty years' repose.

* "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 34. Shortly afterwards, on the departure of

the Baltic Fleet, the Queen wrote to baron Stockmar (iliiti. p. 36) :
—"I am very enthusi-

astic about my dear army and navy, and wish I h;id two sons in both nmu." (The princes

Alfred and Arthur were then in their 10th and 4th years.) "I know I shall sutler much
when I hear of losses among them." We revise these lines for press at the moment when
the duke ofConnaught has returned with well-earned honour from the campaign in Egypt
(1882).

+ Kinglake, vol. iii. p. 130.

J Speech at Plymouth, 1823.
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The principle so brilliantly illustrated is especially true of those

pecuniary resources, which are proverbially the sinews of war ; and modern

finance had been directed to the object of using surplus revenue for the

remission of taxation, that it might " fructify in the pockets of the people,"

and foster a prosperity able to bear the sudden and even continued demands

of " an adequate occasion." But here also is a twofold danger, either of

extravagant demands, sure to be wastefully expended, or "starving the

war " by a parsimony arising from timidity or economical principles. Now
it was a trying task for the author of the great financial scheme of 1853, to

have, in his second year, to propose a War Budget, dissipating the brilliant

hopes of conversion of the 3 per cents, and abolition of the Income Tax.

But this was not all. Financial reformers had long dwelt on the profligate

course adopted by former statesmen, of throwing the burden of war upon

posterity, and bequeathing the huge National Debt to a long series of

generations ; and Mr. Gladstone, as a passionate friend of peace, shared their

belief that it was more likely to be preserved by a people who had them-

selves to pay for the war of their own waging. To say, as has been said,

that he deliberately chose this means of disgusting the people with a war
of which he disaj)proved—(well knowing that, in their present temper, he

would only disgust them with himself)—is an insult to a British statesman,

as gross as that which imi^utes the converse profligacy to men like the two

Pitts. What he did avow was, that, as far as possible, and subject to the

prospect of demands that would make the principle absurd, it was a point of

duty and policy to try the great experiment of paying the cost of war out of

current income raised by taxation, not by loans ;
* and the experiment

seemed the more practicable from the hope to which ho clung, that the

war would be short, if it might not even yet be averted at the twelfth

hour.f

This hope helped to determine the very peculiar form of new taxation

proposed by the Budget which he opened on the 6th of March. The pros-

perity of the countr\', and the success of the great measures of the last year,

were shown by an excess of more than a million over the revenue then

estimated, while a million of the estimated expenditure had been saved
; |

the actual surplus being about 3 millions. The Budget of 1853 had

* A letter of Prince Albert's states the limit thus:—"Gladstone wants to pay for the

war out of current revenue, so long as he does not require more than ten millions sterling

above the ordinary expenditure."—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 57.

+ The tdtiinalHin had not yet arrived at St. Petersburg. (See above, p. 210.)

,: The figures were :

—

For 1853—Revenue, estimated, ;^52,990,000 ; actual, ^^54,025, 000

„ Expenditure, estimated, ;f52, 183,000; actual, 51,171,000

For 1854—Revenue, estimated on the basis of 1853, 53,349,000

Estimated Expenditure .... 56,189,000

As to the prosperity of the country, Mr. Gladstone said : "Such is the vigour and such the

elasticity of our trade, that even under the disadvantage of a bad harvest and under the

pressure of war, the imports from day to day, and almost from hour to hour, are increasing,

and the very last papers laid on the table show that within the last three months of the year

there were ^£250,000 increase in your exports."
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provided for further remissions of taxation in 1854 ; but, had the peace of

Europe remained undisturbed, Mr. Gladstone would have calculated on a

surplus of £1,660,000, which his vei-y moderate demands, in prospect of

war, converted into a deficiency of £2,840,000. After a long argument

against making this up by indirect taxation or by borrowing, Mr. Gladstone

proiiosed to double the existing rate of Income Tax (making it 14(7. in the

pound), but only for the first half of the year, as he might not want more,

and, if he did, the double tax might be easily continued (as it soon was).

This would make the total produce of the Income Tax above 9| millions,

and leave a small surplus of nearly half amUlion.* The leadingprincipleof the

Budget did not pass uncontested, and a remarkable commentary was soon

supplied by facts. The estimates framed in the last forlorn hope of peace

were far from sufficient when the war had actually begun ; and on May 8th

Mr. Gladstone brought forward a supplementary Budget, to provide for an

additional war expenditure of £6,850,000. The doubled Income Tax,

continued for the whole year, taking its produce at £12,832,000, would

bear about two-thirds of the estimated cost of the war for the year,

and the other third was to be laid ujion consumers by indirect taxation,

chiefly on luxuries. The duties on Scotch and Irish whisky were raised

by 1«. and Si. a gallon respectively; the malt-tax increased from 2«. ^d. to

4s. a bushel ; and the sugar duties were equalized for all sugars, irrespec-

tive cf their origin, whether colonial or foreign, slave-grown or by free

labour. Adding to the new taxes of the two Budgets the sum of £1,474,000

which would have been remitted by the Budget of 1853, this increase of

the public burdens at the beginning of the war already amounted to

£8,683,000. But, as not more than £2,810,000 could be reckoned upon in

the actual receipts for the year, a temporary loan of 6 millions was issued in

Exchequer BiUs and Bonds. While thus inserting " the thin end of the

wedge " into his high-minded fabric of financial principle, Mr. Gladstone

concluded a grand speech of three hours and a-half with an eloquent con-

demnation of the miserable policy of the old loan system which flourished

during the great war with France ;—a system, it ought never to be forgotten,

entirely supplementary to an enormous increase of current taxation imposed

on that generation.!

On the day after the introduction of Mr. Gladstone's first Budget (March.

7th) there was a grand banquet at the Eeform Club in honour of vice-

admiral sir Charles Napier, who had been appointed to the command of the

Baltic fleet.| This veteran sailor, who had first served in the Mediterranean

* The prospective reductions of the ta.x, provided for by the Budget of 1853, were of

course set aside.

t Tlie full force of this remark will be .seen by reference to the T.ibles of Revenue and
Expenditure, remembering also the enormous increase of national wealth since the beginning

of the century. Besides the immense variety of taxes, assessed and indirect, the Income
Tax alone produced 16^ millions in 1808 (its maximum), and nearly 15 millions in 1815.

X Charles Joh.i Napier was born 6th of March, 1736, and was therefore 07 at this time.

lie entered the navy in 1799, and died in 1860. He was first cousin to the two great soldier.^,

sir Charles James Napier, the conqueror of Scinde, and sir William Napier, the historian of

tile Peninsular War.
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wliilo Nelson was still alive (1800). and afterwards in tlie war with America

(1813-14), bad proved tlie daring gallantry of tis distinguished house by

his capture of Dom Miguel's squadron as commander for Donna Maria m the

Portuguese civil war (1833), and afterwards as second in command in the

operations against Mehemet Ali on the coast of Syria (1840). With such

laurels already won, he was esteemed a worthy scion of the school of

Nelson; and his past deeds and expected achievements were on this

occasion glorified by sir James Graham and lord Palmorston in a tone of

ill-omened vaunting and, as some thought, of imsoomly levity.* Sir

Cbarles endeavoured, in his parting speech to the Corporation of Portsmouth,

to moderate the expectations which might well be excited by the splendid

fleet of twenty great ships, armed with 2,000 guns, and carrying 21,000 men,

which the Queen herself led out from Spithead on the 11th of March. Our

navy was then in the transition state from the age of wood to that of iron,

when the screw propeller had been added, as an auxiliary power to most

of " the oak leviathans " of that splendid armament.

The disappointing issue of this enthusiastic beginning lies in so narrow

a compass, that it may be told at once. No opportunity was given for the

practice of Nelson's famous maxim, " The captain cannot do wrong who

lays his ship alongside of an enemy " ; and it was in vain that Napier

issued the order (April 6th) :—" Lads ! war is declared. We are to meet

a bold and numerous enemy. Should they offer us battle, you know how

to dispose of them. Should they remain in port, we must try to get at tbem.

Success depends upon the quickness and precision of your fire.
^

Lads,

sharpen your cutlasses, and the day is your own." The Russian Baltic fleet,

lying behind the fortified island of Ki-onstadt, like the Black Sea fleet in

the harbour of Sebastopol, went far to verify Napoleon's saying, that a war

between England and Russia is the fight of a crocodile with an elephant.

No gunboats had been provided, and without them Kronstadt was declared

impregnable ; the same opinion was formed of Sweaborg, Russia's second

great fortress on the Gulf of Finland ; and sir James Graham's instructions

especially warned the admiral against attacking either of those fortresses.

There remained the unfinished fortress of Bomarsund, the erection of which

on one of the Aland islands, off the coast of Sweden, was regarded as a

standing menace by Russia to that Power. The capture and destruction of

that place, with the aid of a French military force (August 15th), with some

successes of lesser consequence, left sir Charles Napier little to boast of,

save that he had braved the dangers of the Baltic as late as November and

brought his fleet safe home, amidst mutual recriminations between him

and sir James Graham.

* Mr. Blight's rebuke and lord Palmerston's scornful answer in Ihe House (March 13th)

may be allowed by this time to pass into oblivion ; and we would rather inscribe on our

page a word of honour for a great man who died on the same day. Mr. Justice Talfourd,

wh^o had won fame in literature as well as law, and deserves grateful remembrance as the

author of the Copyriglit Act of 1812, was on the bench at Stafford, cliargiug the Giand Jury,

and urging the pressing need of more.Uindly sympathy between the differciit classes of society,

when lie suddenly fell forward with his face upon his book, and died within five minutes.
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Between the sailing of tlie Baltic fleet and tlie return of the expected

messenger from St. Petersburg, an event occurred tending to exasperate the

feeling which would have received a peaceful answer as a disappointment.

On the 1 3th of March lord Derby in the Lords drew attention to an article

in the " Journal de St. Petersbourgh " (copied in the " Times ") replying to

the speech of lord John Eussell, and alleging that our Government had a

full knowledge of the Emperor's intentions from the frank statements he

had made in 1844 and 1853. As their only answer to this challenge, the

Government felt bound to publish the secret despatches containing the

conversations of the Emperor with sir Hamilton Seymour. The effect was

as if a flood of light were suddenly poured upon the designs which the few

were constantly blaming the many for suspecting ; and indignation was
inflamed by a sense of shame at England's having been even tempted,

though vainly, by the bribe of Egypt, to become a party to Pussia's acquisi-

tion of Constantinople and supremacy over all European Turkey. And
further, as sir Theodore Martin truly says:—"The deep impression pro-

duced by the publication of these papers was not confined to England, but

was felt throughout the continent. They showed to Austria, to Prussia, and

to France, how loyally we had refused to separate their interests from our

own, and they could better appreciate this loyalty, knowing as they did how
vigorously Eussia had been intriguing at their various courts for many
months to detach them from the English alliance." *

While awaiting the answer of Eussia to their ultimatum, England and

France entered into a treaty with the Porte, by which they engaged to

defend Turkey by arms until the conclusion of a peace guaranteeing the

independence of the Ottoman Empire, and to withdraw their forces at the

end of the war. The Sultan undertook, on his jiart, to make no separate

peace or armistice with Eussia (March 10, 1854).

Four days after the signature of this treaty, as we have seen, the

Eussian Chancellor declared the Czar's refusal to give any answer to the

English and French summons, and captain Blackwood arrived with the

news on Saturday, the 25th of March. On the following Monday, a Eoyal

Message announced to both Houses of Parliament that the negociations

with the Emperor of Eussia were at an end, and that " Her Majesty felt

bound to afford active assistance to her ally, the Sultan, against unprovoked

aggression "
; and on the same day, a message from the Empercr of the

French informed his Senate and Legislative Assembly that the last deter-

mination of the Cabinet of St. Petersburg had placed Franco and Eussia

in a state of war.t On the following day, the official " Declaration of the

* "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 51. It is unnecessary to dwell on the Russian

intrigues to tempt Greece with that vision of a revived Byzantine Empire, which the Czar

was resolved never to permit,—so far successful as to stir up a bloody "unofficial war " on
the frontier (like in Servia in 187G), in which the Slavs refused to join, and which was
stopped by the diplomatic intervention of the four Powers and the active pressure put by

England and France on the Greek Government. The aft'air led to an admirable statement

by the Prince of the reasons tuliy England did not lei Turkey fall ? {ibid. p. 55, y;)

+ On the 7th of March the Assembly authorized a loan of 250 millions of francs, or

.{;iO,000,000 sterling.
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Causes of War" -was published in the "London Gazette."* It laid tho

responsibility on the Emperoi- of Russia's " unprovoked aggression against

the Sublime Porte," and his rejection of the "just and equitable terms

proposed by the four Powers." The appeal to arms was justified by a

statement of the transactions which we have related, and, after declaring

that, even when the Sultan had declared war in self-defence, her Majesty,

with her allies, had not ceased her endeavours to restore peace, it concluded

thus :
— " The time has, however, now arrived, when the advice and remon-

strances of the four Powers have proved wholly ineffectual, and, the military

preparations of Eussia becoming daily more extended, it is but too obvious

that the Emperor of Eussia has entered on a course of policy which, if

unchecked, must lead to the destruction of the Ottoman Empire. In this

conjuncture her Majesty feels called upon, by regard for an ally, the

integrity and independence of whose Empire have been recognized as

essential to the peace of Europe, by the sympathies of her people with right

against wrong, by a desire to avert from her dominions most injurious con-

sequences, and to save Europe from the preponderance of a Power which
has violated tho faith of treaties and defies the oj)inion of the civilized

world, to take up arms in conjunction with the Emperor of the French, for the

defence of the Sultan. Her Majesty is persuaded that in so acting she will

have the cordial support of her people ; and that the pretext of zeal for the

Christian religion will be used in vain to cover an aggression undertaken
in disregard of its holy precepts and of its true and beneficent spirit.

Her Majesty humbly trusts that her efforts may be successful, and that by
the blessing of Providence peace may be re-established on safe and solid

foundations."

On Friday the 31st the people of London behold a ceremony which had
not been witnessed since the rupture of the peace of Amiens half a century
before, the solemn proclamation of war by the Sergeant-at-arms, accom-
panied by the dignitaries of the City, from the steps of the Eoyal
Exchange f ; and on the same evening both Houses of Parliament agreed to

addresses in answer to the Queen's message. The debates are described as

having been "worthy of so great and solemn an occasion. Whatever
difl'erences existed as to the previous action of the Ministry were buried in
the general determination to support them in carrying the struggle to a
successful close. In the House of Commons the eloquence of Mr. Bright

• Mr. Kinglake (vol. ii. p. 120) affirms that "it was found less easy than might be sup-
posed to assign reasons for the war. The necessity of having to stale the cause of the rupture
in a solemn and precise form disclosed the vice of the policy which the Government was
following ; for it could not be concealed that the grievance which was inducing France and
England to take up arms was one of a European kind, which called for redress at the hands
of the four Towers rather than for the armed championship of the two. The Queen's
Advocate conceived that upon the Papers as first supplied to him he could not frame a proper
Declaration of War, and required further instructions from the Government."

+ To many of the citizens the transition from peace to war was marked still more
strikingly by the fact that Consols, which had been above par in the year before, fluctuated
between 91f and 85J during this critical month.
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proclaiming that his friends and himself regarded the war as neither just

nor necessary, was listened to -with unusual coldness, -while the reply of

lord Palmerston, clear in its statement of the interests, national and

European, which were at stake, and vibrating with the ring of patriotic

feeling in which he was never wanting, was received with vehement cheers

and welcomed throughout the country as a true echo of the national senti-

ment."*

In these debates a note, perhaps even more discordant with the general

feeling than Mr. Bright's consistent protest, was struck by the Prime

Minister himself, declaring that, "like the purest patriot of the Civil War,
who, when buckling on his armour, murmured Peace ! Peace ! a prayer for

the return of peace would ever be uppermost in his mind." Lord Aberdeen's

comparison of himself with the enthusiastic Falkland might have provoked

a smile, but the hearers and readers of his speech were irritated by its ill-

timed sentimentalism and the strange parallel between the two conflicts.

f

Just after the declaration of war, England and Franco made a treaty of

alliance, offensive and defensive, both engaging to use all the land and sea

forces required for setting free the Sultan's dominions, and the re-establish-

ment of a peace which should secure Europe against the return of the

existing troubles, and to enter into no agreement with Russia without

having deliberated in common ; renouncing all aim at separate advantages

;

and declaring their readiness to receive other Powers of Europe into their

alliance (April 10th). On the preceding day a protocol had been signed by

the representatives of the four Powers at Vienna, not only recording the

fact, that the hostile step taken by France and England "was supported

by Austria and Prussia as being founded in right," but solemnly declaring

the continued union of the four Governments in maintaining the territorial

integrity of the Ottoman Empire and insisting on the evacuation of the

Principalities, as essential conditions of peace, and binding themselves to

make no separate arrangement with Russia at variance with these principles

(April 9th). J While all the four Powers joined in this engagement, and

England and France in their closer alliance as belligerents, Austria and

Prussia also made their separate treaty of offensive and defensive alliance,

• " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 53. It was at the presentation of the Address

of the two Houses that the Prince of Wales (then in his 14th year) first took his place in

slate beside the Queen. We must be content with a mere reference to the interesting letters

of her Majesty to lord Aberdeen {ibid. pp. 59, 60) respecting the Day of General Humiliation

and Prayer to God for His Blessing and Assistance on our Arms, and for the Restoration of

Pence, which was kept on the 26th of April.

t This point is illustrated by a letter written by Prince Albert about a week earlier :

—

" Even yet Aberdeen cannot soar to the proper height. The war is in his eyes ' like a Civil

IViir, like a war between England and Scotland !
'
" and the feeling is ascribed to the remem-

brance that " he was serving in 1813 .and 1814 in the head-quarters of the Allies."—"Life

of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 47.

X It was owing to the backw.ardness of Prussia that this protocol was adopted instead of

the more decisive Quadruple Alliance proposed by Austria.—The difficulties of Austria at

this time are set forth in a very interesting correspondence between lord Clarentlon and

Prince Albert.— " Lite of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 52.
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guaranteeing their respective possessions, and engaging to defend the

rights and interests of Germany against all injury and attack (April 20th).

But, beyond this general engagement, an additional article declared that

the continued occupation of the Principalities " would endanger the political,

moral, and material interests of the whole Gorman Confederation, as well as

of their own states "
; and it was therefore stipulated that Austria should

summon the Czar to stop the further advance of his armies, and to give

guarantees for the prompt evacuation of the Principalities. To this

summons Prussia engaged to give the most energetic support ; and, in case

of a refusal, an attack on either of the contracting parties was to be repelled

with all the military forces of the other. The meaning and practical object

of this treaty are clearly explained by Mr. Kinglake*:—"Failing the

peremptory summons, which was to be addressed to Russia, the forces of

Austria alone were to execute the easy task of expelling the troops of the

Czar from the Principalities; and, in order to withstand the vengeance
which this step might provoke, Austria and Prussia stood leagued." That
this was no empty menace, was proved by the despatch of the Archduke
Albert to command the Austrian army on the Wallachian frontier, and by a

new levy of 95,000 men.

The several agreements thus made were finally, so to speak, welded
together by another protocol of the four Powers, which declared that

both the Anglo-French treaty and the Austro-Prussian treaty bound
the parties, in the relative situation to which they aj)plied, to secure

the same common object, namely, the evacuation of the Principalities and
the integi'ity of the Ottoman Empire (May 23rd). Ten days only elapsed

before Austria took the decisive and, as it soon proved, the effectual step,

of summoning Russia to evacuate the Principalities, thus, as Mr. Kinglake

observes, being the first to apply force (in that quarter) while the Western
Powers were only preparing. We have now to glance at those preparations

down to the time when the armies of the allies were encamped on the scene

of hostilities.

The first conception of the scope of the war was far more limited than

the proportions it soon assumed ; though, as we shall presently see, the

wider view was put forward almost from the first by the Emperor Napoleon,

and was entertained by some among our own statesmen and soldiers. The
naval ojierations must of course sustain England's maritime sujiremacy.

The command of the Black Sea, involving the security of Coustantiuople on
that side, was already secured by the fleet under vice-admiral sir James

* Vol. ii. p. 86.—It is beyond our scope to follow the shifty policy of the King of
Prussia, who, while entering into these engagements, was privately pressing the Queen of

England to reconsider the last terms ofiered by the Czar at Vienna, and declaring his intention

to remain neutral. We must be content to refer the reader to the documents contained in the
" Life of the Prince Consort "

; especially the Queen's letter in reply to that of the King
just referred to (March 17th).—"Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. pp. 38,/, and that of

Prince Albert to the Iving, when Prussia finally separated from the Eurojiean concert at the
lime of the expedition to the Crimea (August 28lh, ibiJ. pp. 98, 99). A striking indication

of the Iving's feeling was given by the recal of baron Hansen from the London embassy, and
the dismissal of other counsellors who were opposed to Russia.
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Dundas and rear-admiral sir Edmund Lyons ; while that sent to the Baltic

under sir Charles Napier was to prevent the Russians from coming out to

injure our commerce, and to destroy their ships and fortresses as far as

possible. But the task of our military force was limited, in the first

instance, to the defence of the Sultan's territory,* and especially to the

protection of Constantinople and the Straits against attack by land. For

this latter object the primary requisites were to guard the base of the

peninsula on which Constantinople stands, and also the long narrow peninsula

of Gallipoli (the ancient Thracian Chersonese), the possession of which was no

less vital, as it commands the Straits of the Dardanelles, and which could be

easily protected by lines across its narrow neck from the Dardanelles to the

Gulf of Saros. In order to report on the best measures of defence, two

engineer officers were sent to Constantinople, sir John Burgoyne by

England, and colonel Ardent by France.

The need for more extended operations towards and beyond the Balkans

would of course depend on the progress of the war on the Danube, the

line of which, as we shall presently see, was held by the Turks with

unexpected tenacity through the winter of 1853-4.

Under these circumstances the first step taken by the Western Powers

was, that each should send to the Levant a small force, which at first

scarcely exceeded the dimensions of a military demonstration
; f for, while

the hope of peace was still clung to, no adequate arrangements were made
to enable an army to live, move, and fight, and the Ministry proposed only

a small increase to thearmy.| On these first measures, taken, as we have

seen, in February, Mr. Kinglake observes:—" By despatching a few
battalions to Malta, without instructing commissaries to go to the Levant

and begin buying up the agricultural wealth of the country, we not only

subjected our troops to the danger of their being brought into the field before

supplies were ready, but also convinced the Russians that we could not be

sincerely intending to engage in a war." § As soon as the war became
certain, the troops were carried from Malta to Gallipoli, the fortified town

* The immediate application of this statement is to Turkey in Europe ; not that the

advance of Russia on the north-eastern frontier of Asiatic Turkey, in Armenia, was of less

importance for the interests of England, but it was (practically, at that time, at least) beyond

the reach of our militai-y operations. How much could be done to aid and animate the

Turkish defence in that quarter, by the presence of a few English officers, will be seen as we

proceed.

t Prince Albert writes in February:—"Twelve thousand men will be assembled at

Malta within a few days. . . . We are getting ready 15,000 men besides. France, which

has hitherto shown no disposition to send a single man, will now send 45,000." Two months

later (April 28th) sir James Graham stated in the House of Commons that the Government

had despatched to the East 830 oflicers, 21,119 men, 2,259 horses, 2,800 tons of provisions

and commissariat stores, and 3,000 tons of ordnance stores.

X Mr. Kinglake states that the duke of Newcastle (Secretary for War and tlie Colonies)

stood almost alone in proposing to the Cabinet a material increase of the land forces ; and

further that he alone saw the importance of making use of irregular levies of the Sultan's

subjects under English officers trained in India. QSee the important remarks on the latter

subject in Kinglake, vok ii. pp. 219, 220.)

S Kinglake, vol. ii. pp. 47-8.
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on the neck of the peninsula bordering the Dardanelles, where the first

division of the French force, under general Canrobert, had already arrived

(JIarch 31st); and a portion of them were sent forward to Scutari, on the

Asiatic shore of the Bosphorus, opposite to Constantinople.

The command of the English force was given to a general who, of all

the veterans of the great war, had long been most closely connected with

the duke of Wellington. Lord Eaglan, heretofore better known as lord

Fitzroy Somerset, was now in the 66th year of his age and the 50th of his

military life,* a part of which had also been spent in the diplomatic service

at Constantinople and Paris. After serving through the peninsular war on
Wellington's staff and as his military secretary, he lost his right arm at

Waterloo. From 1814 to 1819 (with the interruption of the Waterloo
campaign) he was Secretary of Embassy at Paris ; but on Wellington's

appointment as Master of the Ordnance (1819) lord Fitzroy again became
his military secretary, and retained that confidential post under the duke
as Commander-in-chief (1817-1852). That the great chief thought him
worthy of this long and intimate association with all his military thoughts

and plans, was the best testimony to the use lord Eaglan had made of such

a training in the art of war ; but his official experience for five-and-thirty

years was not without that one great drawback, which may be exjjressed by
the contrast between the terms miliiari/ cmd warlike ; between the routine

and uniformity of army administration during a long peace, and the multi-

form and often irregular fertility of resource which war demands.

f

Besides his military experience, lord Eaglan had qualities of mind and
manner admirably fit for the relation he had to sustain to our new allies.

His presence had a peculiar charm and power of drawing men to him ; and
his calm courtesy was the firmest mode of resistance, when he felt resistance

to be necessary. Added to these qualities, his aversion to assuming the

outward signs of military disjjlay was eminently fitted (we adopt the French
phrase as suited to the occasion) to " manage the susceptibilities " of a
colleague to whose native vanity and parveim dignity such pomp was " the

breath of life." To trace the character of field-marshal St. Arnaud X would

* Fitzroy James Henry Somerset, a younger son of the 5th duke of Beaufort, was born on
the 30th of September, 1788 ; entered the army in 1304 ; was placed on the staff of sir

Arthur Wellesley, 1808 ; military secretary, 1812-1815, and again 1819-1852 ; Master-

general of the Ordnance, and created baron Raglan, 1S52; field-marshal, November, 1854;

died before Sebastopol, June 28, 1855. He married, in 1814, lady Emily Wellesley, niece of

the duke of Wellington.

+ This tendency to sacrifice the end to the means, so that " the more a man was military

in the narrowed sense of the term, the less likely was he to be fitted for the perturbing

exigencies of a campaign," was well exposed in the extreme case of the grand duke Constan-

tine, who declared that " he dreaded a war, because he was sure it would spoil the troops

which, with ceaseless care and labour, he had striven to bring to perfection."—Kinglake,

vol. ii. p. 169.

* Like some others of the associates in Louis Napoleon's coup d' elat, he had found it

convenient to adopt this new appellation instead of his own name of. Jacques Le Roy. The
reader is referred to Mr. Kinglake's graphic sketch of his character and career (vol. ii.

p. 153,/.).
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seem but a vain attempt to copy a portrait drawn by the master hand of

the author of " Eothen." He had proved in Algeria, not only his brilliant

courage and military skill, but his power to do deeds of what he deemed
necessary cruelty in a manner ingeniously original ; for he contrived to

imitate Pelissier'a feat of smothering hundreds of Arabs in a cave without

the knowledge even of the soldiers whom he employed to stop the apertures ;
*

and the exploit marked him as the fit right hand of the secret conspiracy

which smothered the liberty of France in the night of December 2, 1851,

The crowning reward of that service was the command which formed

another link between the New Empire and England, when the hero of

December was associated with such a man as the honoured friend of

Wellington. The ambition of St. Arnaud was gratified for the few months

left him to live, though he was so far gone in disease as to be scarcely able

to sit on horseback, and his qualities for supreme command were so little

relied on that the Emperor surrounded him with more trusted counsellors.

Lord Eaglan left England on the 10th of April, the day on which the

treaty was signed with France ; and on the 13th ho first met St. Arnaud in

council with the Emperor at the Tuileries. There were also present the

Queen's cousin, the duke of Cambridge, who was to command a division in

the war, and the Emperor's uncle, Prince Jerome, who had led the attack

on Hougoumont on the day when lord Eaglan lost his arm at La Haye
Sainte. No deep strategic plans were formed, for St. Arnaud was impatient

of the details of military problems, and lord Eaglan, feeling that the weight

of preserving cordiality in this new alliance was one of his chief duties,

endeavoured from the first to avoid all needless discussion. He left Paris

impressed with the loyalty of the Emperor to the alliance, and, on arriving

at Gallipoli, he drew the hajjpiest omen from the cordiality between the

chiefs and soldiers of the two armies. With what quiet firmness he

repulsed the efforts of St. Arnaud to obtain a superiority in the command,

and how he overruled his more dangerous proposal to take up a defensive

position behind the Balkans, instead of supporting the gallant stand which

the Turks were making on the line of the Danube ;—all this may be read

in Mr. Kinglake's pages. It is enough to say that, in pursuance of a plan

arranged with the Turkish commander, Omar Pasha (May ISth), the allied

armies were transported to Varna at the end of May, where, amidst terrible

sufferings from cholera, they saw the first act of the war jilayed out almost

before they could take part in it. We must now look back to so© how the

campaign upon the Danube had been brought to this crisis.

Early in November, 18.53, hostilities had begun upon the Danube, where

the Turks showed policy as well as spirit in taking the initiative. Their

position is well described by Mr. Kinglakef :
—" The general at the head of

* See his own account quoted in Kinglake, vol. ii. p. 160.

+ See Mr. Kinglake's diagr.im (vol. ii. p. 39), illustrating the Czar's strategic error

in occupying the Principalities without the consent of Austria, which Power commanded

the flank of his long lines of communication, decreasing in strength with the increasing

distance, from the ultimate b.ises at Warsaw and Moscow. These long-drawn lines of

communication afterwards told with fatal effect during the winter campaign in the Crimea.
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the Turkisli army was Omar Pasha ; and it chanced that he was a man
highly skilled in the art of bringing political views to boar upon the

operations of an army in the field. He perceived that, by protruding his

forces into Western or Lessor Wallachia, the Emperor Nicholas was not

only distending imprudently his line of communications, but committing in

other ways a great strategic fault ; and he also inferred that political reasons

and imperial vanity would make the Czar cling to his error. He also knew
that, for the rest of that year, the Czar, being kept back by the engage-

ments which ho had taken, by his fear of breaking with the four Powers,
and, above all, by the insuiSciency of his means, would abstain from any
further invasion of Turkey, and would even be reluctant to alarm Europe
by allowing the least glimpse of a Russian uniform to apjiear on the right

bank of the Danube. Omar saw that the river had thus become a political

barrier, which protected tho Turks from the Russians, without protecting

the Russians from the Turks. He could therefore overstep the common
rules of the art of war ; and, disporting himself as he chose on tho line of

the Danube, could concentrate forces on his extreme left, without any fear

for his centre or his right."

Accordingly a strong body of the Turkish army was concentrated in the

autumn at Widdin on the Danube, in the westernmost angle of Bulgaria,

and, on the fifth day from the beginning of the state of war, Omar Pasha
crossed the Danube to Kalafat, where he entrenched himself, facing tho

extreme right of the invaders. The result of this movement was to draw a

large portion of the Russian force into Lesser Wallachia, far from tho

direct line of advance upon Adrianople
; and the Turks held them at bay at

Kalafat in spite of repeated attacks with heavy loss to the assailants, and a
long blockade, which was at last broken up in tho spring (April 21, 1854).

The Turks also took the offensive on the more important line of advance on

the lower part of tho Danube, crossing from Turtukai to Oltenitza, whore

the first encounter proved that the Russians had met no despicable foes

(November 4, 1853). " The engagement," wrote Omar Pasha, " lasted four

hours from noon, and during this interval their waggons never ceased

carrying off the dead. At 5 p.m. a total confusion ensued in the Russian
ranks ; their lines were completely broken and their retreat precipitate. An
hour later some few rallied in the neighbouring villages, but the remainder

fled in disorder. Our loss amounted to 106 men." In the sin-ing of 1854

the Turks still held tho line of the Danube ; for tho passage of the river by
Prince Gortchakov, as soon as war broke out with England and France
(March 24, 1854), was of no advantage to Russia : it only placed a jjortion

of her army in the pestilential marshes of the Dobrudja, out of the true

line of advance on Adrianople.

These first successes of the enemy were peculiarly irritating to tho Czar
as being won on the ground which he held as his "material guarantee"-
and they proved tho foretaste of a long series of disappointments. He took
counsel with tho veteran Paskievich, who planned a line of attack on the
eastern part of the Danubian frontier, far Irom the Austrian border on tho
right and with an adequate space between the left flank and the coast com-
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manded by tho allied fleets. Crossing the Danube from Kalarasch to

Silistria,* reducing that strong place and the fortress of Sliumla at the foot

of the Balkans, and clearing the mountain passes, the army would march

direct upon Adrianople ; but the advance from the Danube was only

practicable on condition that Silistria fell before the first of May.f Here,

then, centres the interest of the camj^aign, for we cannot stay to describe

the various encounters in which the Turks generally held their own upon

the Danube during the winter. The veteran marshal, entrusted with the

execution of his own plan, was not able to appear before Silistria till a

fortnight after the time he had named for its fall ; and he opened the iirst

parallel, on his 72nd birthday (May 19th), when Austria was preparing to

take decisive action, and only ten days before the allied armies began to

disembark at Varna on the left flank of his line of march to the Balkans.

But the allied troops, encamjied on a most unhealthy site, and not yet sup-

plied with the nieans of action, remained spectators of a struggle on which

the eyes of Europe were fixed in admiration rather than hope. Paskievich

pressed the siege with the wonted Itussian disregard of the 30,000 lives

that he had to expend. Omar Pasha was concentrating his forces at

Shumla, but was far too wary to risk a battle with the besiegers. The
place had been lately fortified with new works by colonel Grach, a Prussian

officer in the Sultan's service, but the real life of the defence was centred

in two youths, who wielded that commanding influence which British

ofiicers, especially those trained in India, are wont to exercise over the

native courage of half-civilized soldiers and the wavering resolution of their

commanders. These heroes of Silistria, captain Butler, of the Ceylon rifles,

and lieutenant Nasmyth, of the East India Company's service, had thrown

themselves into the place as volunteers ; and their efforts were afterwards

supported by general Cannon (called Behram Pasha), an Indian officer in

the Turkish service sent by Omar Pasha, and by lieutenant Ballard, who
took Nasmyth's place when he was called away to consult with Omar, J

Butler having meanwhile been mortally wounded. The fate of Silistria

depended on the rude earthwork of Arab Tabia, on one of the hills over-

looking the town, which Paskievich deemed it necessary to carry at any

• The fortified towns of Silistria and Rustchuk further west on the Danube, with Shumla

and Varna on the coast, formed the defensive "quadrilateral" of Eastern Bulgaria north of

the Great Balkans.

+ Kinglake, vol. ii. p. 45 ; who adds, " My knowledge of the counsels tendered to the

Emperor by Paskievich is derived from papers in the possession of the late lord Raglan."

X Mr. Kinglake tells us that his narrative of the siege is taken in substance from the

account furnished to the "Times" by Nasmyth, who had gone to the seat of war as cor-

respondent for that paper, and by his successor Ballard. General Cannon was called away

from the place, with Nasmyth, by Omar Pasha, on the 18th of June. Butler died of his

wound and fatigue and privation before the end of the siege. Nasmyth was made a major

and highly praised by lord Hardinge, the Commander-in-chief. Mr. Kinglake renders this

tribute to his memory :
—" I knew him in the Crimea. He was a man of quiet and gentle

manners, and so free from vanity—so free from all idea of self-gratulation— that he always

seemed as though he were unconscious of having stood as he did in the path of the Czar,

and had really omitted to think of the share which he had had in changing the course of events,"
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cost, wliile Butler and Nasmyth bent all their energies to strengthen and
defend it. We are told by Ballard how the Turks behaved under such
guidance and example:— " It was impossible not to admire the cool indif-

ference of the Turks to danger. Three men were shot in the space of five

minutes while throwing up earth for the new parapet, at which only two men
could work at a time so as to be at all protected ; and they were succeeded

by the nearest bystander, who took the spade from the dying man's hands
and set to work as calmly as if he were going to cut a ditch by the roadside.''

In the first assault, which Paskievioh resolved to deliver at any cost of

life (June 2nd), the old marshal himself was disabled by a wound; his

second in command, general Schilders, was also wounded. The Turkish
commandant, Mussa Pasha, was killed, and his successor was soon after

forced by general Cannon to swear that he would never surrender the iilace.

On the 13th, Prince Gortchakov, who had brouglit up his army from the

Dobrudja, was repulsed in an assault with the whole Eussian force; and
two days later the Turks made a determined sally, destroyed the siege

works, and drove the besiegers across the Danube. The allies in the camp
at Yarna had listened to the daily cannonade with such little hope of the

result, that the silence which announced the raising of the siege was at first

mistaken for a sign that Silistria had fallen (June 22nd). Early on the next

morning the Kussian camp on the left bank of the Danube was broken up.

The resistance of Silistria decided the campaign upon the Danube ; but

the Turks won still another signal victory. Hassan Pasha held Eustchuk
with an army opposed to twelve Eussian battalions under general Soimonov
at Giurgevo on the left bank of the river. Neither commander desired a

battle ; but the courage of the Turks was stimulated by the presence of

general Cannon and seven young English officers, among whom was
Ballard, fresh from Silistria. Early on July 7th, it was seen that the

Eussians had struck their tents, and Cannon crossed the river, leading what
Hassan seems to have meant for a reconnaissance to ascertain the enemy's
retreat. The result was a battle, in which fresh troops, jioured across the

river at different points, 5,000 in all, withstood the attacks of the whole
Eussian army till sunset, and entrenched themselves on the ground they had
won. Such was the famous battle of Giurgevo.

Three days later, Prince Gortchakov came up with his army of 60,000
men from Silistria, as if to avenge his defeat by driving the Turks back
over the Danube. Two English seamen now played a decisive part in the

defence. Lieutenant Glyn of the Britannia, with young prince Leiningoa
(the Queen's nephew),* and thirty seamen and the same number of sappers,

having arrived by land, carried some gunboats that lay in the river into a
loop stream between the Turkish camp and the Eussian army. While
Gortchakov hesitated to attack, the Turks, led by the English officers,

sappers, and seamen, threw a bridge of boats over the Danube, placing the
whole army of Eustchuk in communication with the little force on the left

* The Queen's mother, before her marriage with the duke of Kent, was the wife of the
prince of Leiningen. Her son by that marriage, Charles, prince of Leiningen (the haif-

voL. DC.—275.
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bank. On seeing this, Gortchakov broke uji Lis camp and retired to

Bucharest. This end of the attack upon the Danube was a fatal turning-

point in the ^res^'^e 'which Russia had been steadily acquiring since 1812.

Ml'. Kinglake truly says* that " people no longer thought of the Czar as

they thought of him eighteen months before ; and the glory of thus break-

ing down the military reputation of Russia is due of right, not to the

Governments nor the armies of France or England, but to the warlike

prowess of the Ottoman soldiery, and the ten or twelve resolute Englishmen,

who cheered and helped and led them."

The retreat of prince Gortehakov on the capital of "Wallaehia was, in

fact, the beginning of Russia's enforced relinquishment of her " material

guarantee." For, as early as the 2nd of June, Austria, with the support

of Prussia, had delivered to the Czar the summons which we have seen

agreed upon between them. On the 14th, Austria had made a Convention

with the Porte (at Boyadji Keui) for the occupation of the Principalities
;

and had engaged, in case of need, to employ a sufficient force to drive out

the Russians. In reply to a Note from Austria and Prussia to the con-

ference of German states at Bamberg, representing the freedom of the

Danube as the object to be attained, it was resolved to support the two

Powers with the troops of the Confederation (July 20th). Before such,

compulsion the Czar yielded with bitter humiliation. His ai-my of occupa-

tion began to recross the Pruth just a year and a month after they had first

passed it (August 2nd), and, by a noteworthy coincidence, the evacuation of

Moldavia was completed on the day after the allies landed in the Crimea

(September 15th). The head-quarters of the Austrian army of occupation

were established at Bucharest on September 6th
;
and an impassable barrier

was set against Russia on the frontier of European Turkey. The primary

object of the war had been completely attained, and the first reason for its

prosecution was removed. Tf^hy and how it was continued with such

determination, that the whole war takes its name from the part still remain'

ing :—these are the subjects of the next chapter.

brother of the Queen), died at Wald Leiningen in 1856. His son, Ernest, who is spokei.

Df in the text, entered the British naval service. (See the chararter given of him by Prince

Albert in 1S5G.—" Life," vol. iii. p. S13.)

* Vol, ii. p. 216.



CHAPTER XX.

Expedition to the Crimea (1854)-Opening of the Crystal Palace (June 10th) : a Con-

trast of Peace and War—Feelirg of the People against Russian Aggression—Uesire to

take Sebastopol-Declaration of the " Times "-Lord Palmerston's Memorandum for

the Cabinet-Views of the Emperor Napoleon and the Duke of Newcastle-Great

Speech of Lord Lyndhurst—Lord Clarendon's Assurances—Speech of Lord Derby-

Lord Aberdeen's Apology for Russia—The Queen to Lord Aberdeen—His Explana-

tion-Decision of the Cabinet for the Expedition-The Duke of Newcastle s Despatch

to Lord Raglan-Reasons for its urgent character-Lord Raglan's Decision: his

Letter to the Duke of Newcastle-Replies of the Queen and Duke—Lord

Clarendon's Despatch on England's Terms of Peace-Impatience of the People— 1
he

"Times" again—Divisions in the Ministry, and discontent of their supporters-

Attacks on them in the House-Prorogation of Parliament-Significant allusions m

the Queen's Speech-Condition of the Armies at Varna-Cholera : also m the

Fleets—Fire in the British Magazines—Scanty information about the Russian Force in

the Crimea-False Rumour of a change in Russia's plans on the Danubian Frontier

—French Proposal for Delay ; how overcome by Lord Raglan-Sir Edmund Lyons

and his Agamemnon-Sir George Brown-The Embarkation-Numbers of the Allied

Armies and Fleets-Sailing of the Expedition-Arrival off the Crimean Coast

(September 11th).

A STEA^•GER in London on tlie bright morning of June 10, 1854, might

have supposed that the throngs of well-dressed people, flocking along all

the roads and railways leading southwards, were bound to some review or

great ceremony having a relation to the events hastened to their crisis on

the Danube. When he followed them to the hill of Sydenham, he might

have been forgiven the fancy that the war was all forgotten, and the

peaceful visions of 1851 revived. For there, above the slopes laid out in

fair gardens, with terraces and lawns, fountains and lakes, on which were

seen the forms of monsters of the primeval world restored by the hand of

science, glittered in the sun the fairy temple of art and pleasure framed in

nobler proportions and increased splendour from the relics of the first

"Crystal Palace " in Hyde Park ; and beside the promenade adorned with

fountains and tropical plants, the counterfeit presentment of works of art

and objects of nature from every land. Beneath the wonderful height of

the arched transept the Queen and Prince-surrounded by royal visitors

ambassadors and ministers, the primate and bishops, the lord mayors ot

London, Dublin, and York—were greeted with the National Anthem

performed by such a choir as had seldom united their notes before
;
and her

own clear voice declared the building opened with these words:—"It is my
227
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earnest -wish, and hope tliat the bright anticipations wliich have been formed

as to its future destiny may, under the blessing of Divine Providence, be

completely realized, and that this wonderful structure, and the treasures of

art and knowledge which it contains, may long continue to elevate and

interest, as well as to delight and amuse, the minds of all classes of my
people."

But had the stranger listened to the utterance of thoughts that found

vent even amidst the holiday outburst of delight at the brilliant scone, he

would soon have learnt that a people, who have been well described as not

military but warlike, were roused to the prosecution of the contest on which

they had been slow to enter, till it should yield results worthy of the tone

to which they had braced their minds. " The beginning of strife is like

the letting out of water," and the torrent soon obliterates the line about

which the first dispute arose. AVhile diplomatists were drawing protocols

and treaties about the evacuation of the Principalities, the English people

were possessed with the conviction (to borrow the words of a well-known

formula of domestic politics) "that the power of Russia had increased, was

increasing, and ought to be abated." The opinion was afloat, that our

Government were ready to join Austria and Prussia in accepting the retire-

ment of Russia from the Principalities, which now seemed secured,"' as

enough to remove all further cause of war ; and the fear of not taking

security for the future was mingled with some shame at the prospect of a

jaeaee won by the arms of Turkey and the threats of Austria, while our

navies were promenading the two land-locked seas, now taking or losing a

ship and bombarding some fort or town,f and the allied armies had been

carried within hearing of the fight, only to sicken in the pestilential hollows

around Varna. Such being the temper of the people, it seems of little avail

to discuss whether the war ought to have ended with the freeing of the

Principalities, and whether wo ought to have relied on tlie continued

concert with Austria and Prutsia to exact all necessary secirrities from the

Czar, who seemed, indeed, as little disposed to yield the protectorate which

was the real point at issue, as England and France were to hold their hand.|

It is our part to follow the course of events as they occurred.

The object on which most minds were bent, and the favourite idea of

the mode of efi'ecting it, were already in debate among statesmen, when a

• At this time the fate of Silistria was still in suspense, but there was a false rumour of

the raising of the siege, and it was known that Austria had summoned Russia to evacuate

the Principalities.

tin the Baltic, even Bomarsund had not yet been taken. In' the Black Sea, the first

prize was made on the 2Ist of April, and the first guns were fired next day upon Odessa to

avenge an outrage on a flag of truce. En rt-jamhe, the Russians destroyed the steam-frigate

Tiger, which had mn ashore, and carried her crew prisoners into Odessa (May 12th).

X All that is to be said on that side of the question will be found in Mr. Kinglake's

work ; but, as we have already said, the " Life of the Prince Consort " throws much further

light on the untrustworthy policy of Prussia, and the obstinate determination of the Czar not

to abate a jot of those pretensions to the Protectorate of the Greek Christians in Turkey,

which had been the proximate cause of the war.
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sudden and decisive voice was uttered by tlie organ which had acquired the

art of reflecting the prevalent phase of public opinion (or what lord

Beaconsfield preferred to call public sentiment) so perfectly, that it was hard

to say whether it led or followed, or rather gave form and direction to the

impulse which it felt with a tact almost unerring. On the loth of June

(the very day of the sally from Silistria) the " Times " put forth the following

decided declaration:—" The grand political and military objects of the war

cannot be attained as long as Sebastopol and the Eussian fleet are m
existence ; but if that central position of the Eussian power in the South

of the Empire were annihilated, the whole fabric, which it has cost the

C/ars of Eussia centuries to raise, falls to the ground. ... The taking of

Sebastopol, and the occupation of the Crimea, are objects which would

repay all the costs of the present war, and would permanently settle m our

favour the principal questions in dispute ; and it is equally clear that those

objects are to be accomplished Jy no other means. A peace, which shoud

leave Eussia in possession of the same means of ^aggression, would only

enable her to re-commence the war at her pleasure."

It may fairly be supposed that this article was not unconnected with

"some conversation that had passed the evening before at sir Charles

Wood's between some members of the Cabiaet," '^ and ;^Hicb l^d loi'-i

Palmerstonto draw up a Memorandum for the Council held on the same

dav He argued that Franco and England would lose caste in the world

if they concluded the war with only a smaU result; that, on some more

favourable opportunity, Eussia "would again make her sprmg upon

Turkey"- and therefore it seemed absolutely necessary that some heavy

blow should be struck at the naval power and territorial dimensions of

Eussia; that the capture of Sebastopol and the Eussian Black Sea fleet

would enable us materially and at once to reduce our naval expenditure,

and to dictate terms of peace in regard to the naval position of Eussia i.i

the Black Sea In a letter to the duke of Newcastle next day, he urged

further, that " our only chance of bringing Eussia to terms is by offensive

and not by defensive operations "
; and he spoke in his usual light-hearted

strain of taking Sebastopol in six weeks after landing, and so keeping a

merry Christmas and a happy New Year.
, „ , .

The duke of Newcastle himself, who had the official conduct of the war.j

had already adopted the same view ; and, as early as the 14th of March, he

had sent to the Queen a plan of campaign sketched by the French Emperor,

• " Life ofLord Palmerston," vol. ii. p. 60.
, a- r

i It was just at this time (June 8th) that an important change was made m the office of

the Minister responsible for the conduct of war. The original office of Secretary of Stale

had lone been divided into the three Secretaryships, for the Home Department, for Foreign

Affairs and for /Ac Colonics and War. The third Secretaryship of Stale was now divided

into two a Secretary for the Colonies, and a Secretaiy for War ; the latter office being

retained by the duke of Newcastle, while the former was handed over to sir George Grey.

At the same time lordjoht Russell, who had been in the Cabinet without office, was made

President of the CouncU, in succession to earl Granville, who became Chancellor of the

duchy of Lancaster.
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in wliicli it was suggested that Sevastopol should be attacked, and which,

the duke stated, had been approved by lords Clarendon and Eaglan, as

well as by himself.* Oa the 10th of Ajiril he had written to lord Eaglan

to make encjuiry about the Russian force in the Crimea, and the strength

of Sebastopol, and had suggested the attack as an offensive operation to

be undertaken in case of a Eussian advance on Constantinople.

f

Four days after the proposal had been made in the Cabinet and in the

"Times," a new impulse was given to the public feeling in its favour. On
the 19 th of June, lord Lyndhurst called the attention of the House of Lords

to the Note of Austria and Prussia to the German Diet,| as indicating the

desire, which was also imputed to our Government, of making peace on the

basis of the status quo ante helium. The " old man eloquent," who had just

completed his 82nd j'ear, put forth the power of forcible speech and lucid

argument, which he retained to a much later age, in proof of the necessity of

far better security for the future than new promises in a treaty. " Look,"

he said, " at her whole conduct, and then, if any person can be credulous

enough to trust in any statement of Russia, or in any engagement into

whicli she may enter contrary to her own interests, all I can say is that I

admire the extent of liis faith. . . . When the interests of millions are

at stake, when the liberties of mankind are at issue, away with confidence !

Confidence generally ends in credulitj\ This is true of statesmen as of

individuals. My lords, the history of Russia, from the establishment of

the empire down to the present moment, is a history of fraud, duplicity,

trickery, artifice, and violence." The first claim of Catherine to a protec-

torate of the Greek Church in Poland, and its ultimate result, furnished an

example of what was to be expected from the like claim of Nicholas on

Turkey. He showed how Russia converted the independence of the Crimea,

guaranteed by treaty with Turkey, into a violent annexation, and how,

having doubled her European territories within fifty years, she was bent on

possessing herself of Khiva—a scheme afterwards accomplished with a

new breach of solemn assurances to England. " In this way," he said,

" does Russia go on for ever. Take the most recent instance. While
Nicholas was pretending to act the part of jirotector of Turkey, and trying

to cajole the Sultan with professions of friendship) and esteem, he was at the

time planning the partition of his empire. This is the Emperor with whom
you are now dealing, and on whose statements and representations we are

* " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 80. That the probability of such an attack,

in case of a rupture with England, had been long foreseen by Russian statesmen, is proved

by a despatch of count Pozzodi Borgo, written on the 28th of November, 1828 :
—" Although

it may not be probable that we shall see an English fleet in the Black Sea, it will be prudent

to make Sebastopol very secure against attacks from the sea. Ifevrr England were to come

lo a rupture with us, this is the point to which she would direct her attacks, ifonly she believed

them possible.^'

+ This despatch of April 10th is referred to in that of June 2Dth mentioned below.

J See above, p. 225. .Sir Theodore Martin observes that the States of the Diet were

"ever prone to support Russia as a friend on whom they could rely for resistance to their

absorption in a United Germany."—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 73.
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to roly." Finally, lie grappled -witli the question, " What course would

you pursue ? AVliat is your policy ? My reply is, that this •n'ill depend a

good deal on the events of the war. This, however, I unhesitatingly

declare, that in no event, except that of extreme necessity, ought we to

make peace without previously destroying the Eussian fleet in the Black

Sea, and laying prostrate the fortifications by which it is defended." And,

liuving thus uttered what had become an unmistakable national demand,

he concluded with a powerful expression of the national sentiment towards

Eussia, on which that demand was based :—" My lords, I feel strongly on

this subject, and I believe that if this barbarous nation, this enemy of all

progress except that which tends to strengthen and consolidate its own
j)ower, this state which punishes education as a crime, should once succeed

in establishing itself in the heart of Europe, it would be the greatest

calamity that could befal the human race." Loud and prolonged cheering

from an audience not given to such displays attested the sympathy as well

as admiration of the Peers.

Lord Clarendon had to reply under the double sense of ministerial

responsibility and knowledge of the question still before the Cabinet. Of
course he could not formulate terms of peace, but he expressed clearly the

desire of the Government " to curtail the dangerous predominance of

Eussian force, and to check her policy of selfish aggrandizement," and he
concluded with the declaration, '' All Europe is not to be disturbed, great

interests are not to be injured, the peoj)le are not to have fresh burdens
imposed upon them, great social and commercial relations are not to be
abruptly torn asunder, and all the greatest powers of Europe are not to be
united in arms, for an insignificant result." Lord Derby followed, expres-

sing the full sj-mpathy of the jiarty whom he led with the views propounded
by lord Lyndhuvst, and declared that " the peace of Europe must be secured

Irom Eussian ambition ; some of the past conquests of Eussia must be
wrested from her grasp ; the Black Sea must not remain a Eussian lake,

nor the Danube a Eussian river."

In face of the prevalent enthusiasm, lord Aberdeen rose to act the part
of a moderator ; and, not content with insisting on the defensive character
of the war—though certain contingencies might require the invasion of
Eussia—he had the imprudence, not only to extenuate the danger from
Eussian ambition, but to base his argument on the moderation of Eussia
towards Turkey, with whom, since the Treaty of Adrianople, she had only
interfered to protect her from a rebellious vassal.* He concluded with
sounding the old note, that " war should be waged merely for the sake of
peace, though not the less vigorously on that aci;;ount, and should be ter-

minated at the first moment that jjeace became possible on a just and
honourable basis " :—truisms which the public temper only resented. To
add fuel to the flame, the news of the successful sally from Silistria was
followed by a rumour of the raising of the siege, on the very eve of its

* Refening to tlie contest with Egypt in 1832-3, wlien Russia claimed the wages oi ksr
service in the treaty of Unkiar-Skelessi (see chap. .\vi. p. 17U).
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occurrence (June 22nd) ; and on tlie same day the " Times " returned to

the charge, declaring that " Sebastopol was the keystone of the arch which

spanned the Euxine from the mouths of the Danube to the confines of

Mingrelia," * and that " a successful enterprize against the place was the

essential condition of a permanent peace."

On June 23rd, in the House of Commons, Mr. Layard gave notice of a

motion, " that, in the opinion of this House, the language held by the First

Minister of the Crown is calculated to raise grave doubts in the public mind

as to the objects and results of the present war, and to lessen the prospects

of an honourable and durable peace." On this lord Aberdeen wrote to the

Queen that, " after the various defeats of the Government,! it was most

essential that an opportunity should be found of testing the real feelings

of the House of Commons "
; but as, for his own sake, he felt it necessary

to remove the misapprehensions created by his speech, he had given notice

of a motion for that purpose. Her Majesty's reply is a most interesting

example of the personal relations between the Crown and Ministers

(June 26th) :
—"The Queen is very glad to hear that lord Aberdeen will

take an opportunity to-day of dispelling misapprehensions which have

arisen in the public mind in consequence of his last speech in the House

of Lords, and the effect of which has given the Queen great uneasiness.

She knows lord Aberdeen so well, that she can fully enter iuto his feelings,

and understand what he means; but the public, particularly under strong

excitement of patriotic feeling, is impatient and annoyed to hear at this

moment the First Minister of the Crown enter into an impartial examination

of the Emperor of Eussia's character and conduct. The qualities in lord

Aberdeen's character, which the Queen values most highly, his candour

and his courage in expressing opinions, even if opposed to general feelings

at the moment, are in this instance dangerous to him, and the Queen hopes

that, in the vindication of his own conduct to-day, which ought to be

triumphant, as it wants in fact no vindication, he will not undertake the

ungrateful and injurious task of vindicating the Emperor of Russia from

any of the exaggerated charges brought against him and his policy, at a

time when there is enough in that policy to make us fight with all our

might against it." | This letter, so remarkable for its tact and considerate

feeling, may be commended to the reflection of those who fancy that the

British Sovereign is but a cj'pher, to give dignity to the acts of Ministers

who are the organs of the popular will. It is not the first nor the last

time, that a king or queen of England, raised above the vacillations of

* It must not be forgotten, that one motive for the enterprize against Sebastopol was the

desire to deprive Russia of the command of the soutli-eastern shores of the Euxine, and to

enable the Western Powers to operate through that route on the Armenian frontier, where

Turkey was hard pressed by Russia. Thus the French Emperor informed lord Cowley

(June 28th) that " he had already anticipated the desire of the English people by orders to

St. Arnaud that, if the Russians withdrew, he was to take the Crimea, and carry the war

into Asia."—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 82.

+ ChieHy on amendments to their C-iford University Bill.

1 " Lile of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. pp. 77-8.
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party, and intent only on tliiuking and doing right, has been able to

instruct even an aged Minister in the real feelings of the peojile, and to

guide instead of merely obej'ing his dictation.

The same evening, lord Aberdeen moved, in the Lords, for a copj' of

his own despatch on the Treaty of Adrianople, in 1829, in order to show
that he had e.xposed the danger from the concessions then obtained by
Eussia, not only to the independence of Turkey, but ultimately to the peace

of Europe. As to his supposed doubt or disbelief of danger from Russian

aggression, he explained that, " with respect to Eus&ian aggression upon
Europe, independently of her designs upon Turkey, I certainly did express

no great alarm, because I feel none. If Eussia, indeed, could be supposed

to have made good her aggression upon Turkey, and to be in possession of

Constantinople, then indeed I should feel alarmed, because I think she

would then acquire the means of becoming formidable and dangerous to

Europe. Against that aggression in any shape—whether in the shape of

influence, of conquest, or otherwise—we are jjrepared to protect Turke}'."

And, while repeating that ho had, perhaps more than any other man in

this country, struggled to maintain peace, and only regretted that he had
not done enough, he concluded thus:—"It has been said that my desire

for peace unfits me to make war ; but how and why do I wish to make
war ? I wish to make war in order to obtaiu peace ; and no weapon that

can be used in war can make the war so sure and speedy, and attain peace,

as to make that war with the utmost vigour and determination." This

explanation was received with tlie respect due to the Minister's character and
motives, lord Clanricarde alone repeating the charges that " the noble earl

had shown himself the constant supporter of arbitrary power in every nation

of Europe, a partizan of Eussia, and an opponent of every national effort

to obtain constitutional liberties, wherever undertaken. He was, in a word
the evil genius of the present Government." *

When the Cabinet met on the following day, having before them all

these signs of the enthusiasm of people and Parliament, crowned by the
news that the attack on the Danube was rejjulsed, it is not surprising "that
scruples and objections and fears were carried away as by a flood ; and
when it was proposed to go and fetch, as it were, a new war, by under-

taking this bold adventure, there was not one Minister present who refused
to give his consent. The sitting of the Cabinet, which thus adopted the
momentous proposal to sanction an invasion of Crim-Tartary, took place in

Downing-street on Tuesday, the 27th of June, and lasted several hours.
It was with anxious, with thoroughly wakeful care, that our Ministers weio-hed

and determined the question then submitted to their judgment." +

• Mr. Layard's notice of motion was withdrawn on the following day, the same on which
the Cabinet decided for the expedition.

tThe words we have emphasized supply sir Theodore Martin (vol. iii. p. 81) with an
answer to Mr. Kinglake's tragi-comical account (vol. ii. pp. 248,/) of the reading of the duke
of Newcastle's despatch to a Cabinet half-asleep on the evening of June 28lh, at Pembroke
Lodge in Richmond Park ; and Mr. Kinglake himself explains (note to Clh edition, vol. ii. p.
410) that the Ministers were, in fact, under the impression that the despatch was virtually a
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The decision was at once communicated bj- the dute of Newcastle to

lord Eaglan in a private letter,* which, after recounting the virtual cessation

of war on the Danube, went on thus :

—

" The Cabinet is unanimously of opinion that, unless you and marshal

St. Arnaud feel that you are not sufficiently prepared, you should lay siege

to Sebastopol, as we arc more than ever convinced that, without the reduc-

tion of this fortress and the capture of the Russian fleet, it will be impossible

to conclude an honourable and safe peace. The Emperor of the French

has expressed his entire concurrence in this opinion, and, / helieve,\ has

written privately to the marshal to that effect. I shall submit to the

Cabinet a despatch to you on this subject, and if it is ajiproved you may
expect it by the next mail. In the meantime I hope you will be turning

over in your mind, and considering with your French colleague, what it will

be safe and advisable to do."

On the same day (June 28 th) the promised despatch was read to the

Cabinet, released from Parliament on a Wednesday evening at lord John
Eussell's lodge, in Eichmond Park. In sending the draft despatch to the

Queen, lord Aberdeen wrote that:—"Although the expedition to the

Crimea was pressed very warmly, and recommended to be undertaken with
the least possible delay, tlie final decision was left to the judgment and

discretion of lord Eaglan and marshal St. Arnaud, after they should have
communicated with Omar Pasha." But, whether because the Cabinet,

having thoroughly considered the matter the day before, omitted to

scrutinize the terms employed,J or because " soldiers naturally judge such

matters very difierently from civilians, for upon them the point of honour
presses more keenly," § we have the plain evidence of lord Raglan's answer,

that he regarded the directions given as virtually overriding the discretion

which was left him. Could he well have put any other interpretation on
the following language?

||

—"I have, on the part of her Majesty's Goveru-

niere repetition of the private letter already despatched on the same day—" a paper read out

to them for form's sake, but not seriously demanding a renewal of that anxious care and
attention that they had bestowed upon the subject, in Cabinet, on the previous day." But,

he still contends, the difference was vital, as the despatch alone contained that stringent

sentence, which lord Raglan interpreted as practically precluding his use of the discretion

which was formally left to him by the despatch,

* Dated June 28th ; received at Varna July 13th.

•|- These words are underscored in the original ; we have seen that, on this same 28th of

June, the Emperor informed lord Cowley that he had already sent orders to marshal St. Arnaud,

who, in fact, came into lord Raglan's tent to show him an almost illegible telegram, fid Bel-

grade, at the moment when lord Raglan was about to open this letter (July 13th). Before

sending his reply, lord Raglan heard from lord Cowley, that "the Emperor quite concurred

in the views of the British Cabinet."

$ See the note above.

§ "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 82.—Sir Theodore Martin argues that Mr.

Kinglake's explanation will not account for lord Aberdeen's report to the Queen, as //f was
as "wakeful " on the day before.

II
The complete despatch is printed in Kinglake, vol. ii. pp. 2G1, /. We have .added the

italics fur clearness' sake.
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ment, to instruct your lordsliip to concert measures for tlie siege of

Sebastopol, iinh'.<is, -n-ith the information in j-our jiossession, but at present

unknown in this country, 9/ou s/iould ho decidedli/ of opinion that it could not

be undertaken with a reasonable prospect of success." If lord Eaglan

should deem the strength of the two armies insufficient, he is told, as a

matter of unabated confidence in him, " i/ok are not to le jjreduded from the

exercise of the di»crctionalreadij vested in you, though her Majesty's Government

icill learn icith regret that an attack, from which such important consequences

are anticipated, must .bo any longer delayed." He is next told that the

difficulties of the enterprize would increase with delay, and its importance

for obtaining a safe and honourable peace is such that "nothing hut insuper-

able impediments—such as the want of ample preparations by either army, or

the possession by Eussia of a force in the Crimea greatly outnumbering

that which can bo brought against it—should be allowed to prevent the

early decision to undertake these operations. This decision"—it was

added, in words which must have read after all this as a mere official

formality— "should be taken solely with reference to the means at your

disposal, as compared with the difficulties to be overcome." All these

urgent recommendations were wound up by a conclusion, in which lord

Eaglan could have felt nothing short of an appeal to his military honour :

—

"I have only further to express to you, on the part of her Majest}''s

Government, tlieir entire reliance on your judgment, zeal, and discretion,

and their conviction that, whilst you will not expose the army under your

command to unnecessary risk, you will not forget that to the gallantry and

conduct of your troops their countrymen are now loolcing to secure, by the blessing

of Providence, the great object of a just war, the vindication of national

rights, and the future security of the peace of Europe." *

The despatch was written by a minister who had the clearest opinion of

the necessity of the expedition, and who did not shrink from responsibility,

with a view to influence not only lord Eaglan himself but the colleagues,

the French marshal and the two admirals, who might have withstood him.f

But his personal ascendancy was great ; and St. Arnaud's instructions

were, as we have seen, of the like tenour, so that the decision really rested

with lord Eaglan. The discretion left him was limited by the condition of

information of the Eussian force in the Crimea, which would alone justify

him in overriding the plan of the Government as impracticable ; and of

such information he was destitute. " In the state of things which actually

existed, the duke of Newcastle's communication was little short of an

absolute order from the Secretary of State. The English general deter-

* It is unnecessary to speak of tlie particular military operations, which were merely

suggested for the general's decision, in avowed ignorance of the circumstances—an ignorance

conspicuously shown in the suggestion to occupy the pestilential isthmus of Perekop with a

Turkish force, in order to intercept the march of reinforcements into the Crimea.

+ " What the duke of Newcastle meant was to do all he reasonably could to enforce the

inv.ision ; and, so intending, he did honestly in making his order as peremptory as

possible."—Kinglake, vol. ii. p. 276.
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mined to obey it." * That this is the true account of the course by which

the momentous decision to invade the Crimea was determined, is clear from

lord Eaglan's own answer to the despatch (July 19th) :
—"It becomes my

duty to acquaint you that it was more in deference to the views of the British

Government as conveyed to me in 3'our Grace's despatch, and to the known

acquiescence of the Emperor Napoleon in those views, than to any information in

the possession of the naval and military authorities, either as to the extent

of the enemy's forces or their state of preparation, that the decision to make
a descent upon the Crimea was adopted. The fact must not be concealed,

that neither the English nor the French admirals have been able to obtain any

intelligence on which they can rely with respect to the army which the Russians

may destine for operations in the field, or the number of men allotted for

the defence of Sebastopol ; and marshal St. Arnaud and myself are equally

deficient in information upon these all-important questions, and there icoidd

seem to be no chance of our acquiring it,"

The duke of Newcastle's reply shows with equal clearness that there was

no misunderstanding on his side f
:—" I wish that circumstances which are

engrossing my attention this afternoon permitted my expressing to you the

feelings of intense anxiety and interest which your reply of the 19th of July

to mine of the 29th of June has created in my mind. I cannot help seeing,

through the calm and noble tone of your announcement of the decision to

attack Sebastopol, that it has been taken in order to meet the views and

desires of the Government, and not in entire accordance loith your own opinions.

God grant that success may reward you, and justify us."

While awaiting this decision, the English Government made known to

the Powers of Europe their resolve to exact new securities from Eussia.

On the 22nd of July, lord Clarendon addressed to lord Westmoreland, our

Ambassador at Vienna, a despatch which pretty accurately foreshadowed the

ultimate terms of peace :
—" After making such great efforts and sacrifices,

and engaged as they are in a just cause, the allied Powers will not stop in

their course without the certainty that they will not again be called upon
after a short interval to re-commence the war. . . . The privileged frontier

of Russia in the Black Sea has enabled her to establish in those waters a

naval power which, in the absence of any counterbalancing force, is a stand-

ing menace | to the Ottoman Empire. The uncontrolled possession by Eussia

of the principal mouth of the Danube has created obstacles to the navigation

of that great river, which seriously affect the general commerce of Europe.

Fioally the stipulation of the Treaty of Kutschuk-Kainardji relative to the

* Kinglake, vol. ii. p. 275.—We must be content to refer to Mr. KingLike's work for

further details of the causes of lord Raglan's decision, and especially the interesting

account of sir George Brown's advice, on the authority of that general himself.—At a later

period, general Canrobert summed up, with French neatness, ihe probabililies on which the

decisioH was based :—(1) The facility of disembarkation
; (2) the small Russian force in the

Crimea ; (3) the possibility of an easy entr.ince to Sevastopol, as it was but slightly fortified

on the land side (Note of November 7, 1854 : Kinglake, vol. vi. p. 522),

t Private letter to lord Raglan, August 3, 1854.

J This expression became proverbial.
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protection of tLe Christians has become by a wrongful interpretation the

principal cause of the present struggle. Upon these points the status quo

ante bellum must undergo important modifications." At the same time the

Ministry were constantly harassed by the urgency for more active measures,

alike in the press, Parliament, and even within the Cabinet. The " Times "

spoke out again (July 24th) :
—" We are now approaching the sixth month

of actual hostilities, and as yet not a shot has leen fired lij the land forces of

EiKjland. . . . The broad policy of the war consists in striking at the very

heart of the Russian power in the East, and that heart is at Sebastopol. . . .

To destroy Sebastopol is nothing less than to demolish the entire fabric of

liussian ambition in those very regions where it is most dangerous to

Europe. This feat, and this only, would have really promoted the soHd and
durable objects of the war."

As to the position of the Government, we have it on the highest authority

that, "notoriously, discontents reigned within the Cabinet itself. Two at

least of its members, lord John Eussell and lord Palmerston, would have
preferred to lead rather than to be led. Each had his partizans within and
without the Cabinet, and it was ajiparent to all the world that no cordial

unanimity existed between the Peelite section of the Ministry and their

colleagues. In the House of Commons the followers of the Government
showed no symptoms of coherence. The head of the Ministry was a
favourite object of attack with them no less than with the Opposition." *

Lord John Eussell was with difficulty persuaded to retain the leadership

of the House ; and at a meeting of the party, as lord Aberdeen informed
the Queen, " many hostile speeches were made, and much confusion pre-

vailed " (July 14th). Well might her Majesty observe on this that "the
party which supports the Government is certainly a strange basis for a
Government to rest upon." In the debates on a vote of credit for £3,000,000
to provide for war expenditure during the recess, vehement attacks were
made from both sides of the House on the lukewarmness of the Government
in military operations and their diplomatic relations with Austria, and lord

Dudley Stuart moved an amendment for an Address to the Crown deprecat-

ing the prorogation of Parliament " till some information had been alforded

with respect to the progress of the war and our relation with foreign

powers "
; but this was not carried to a division (July 24th and 25th).

On the 12th of August Parliament was prorogued by her Majesty in

person, with a speech in which the intended attack on Sebastopol was thus
alluded to:

— ''In cordial co-operation with the Emperor of the French
my efforts will be directed to the effectual repression of that ambitious and
aggressive spirit on the part of Eussia, which has compelled us to take up
arms in defence of an ally, and to secure the future tranquillity of EuropeJ"
The House of Commons was thanked for having provided for the cost of

the war without any permanent addition to the Debt.f

• "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 90.

t This v«» true rather in principle than in fact ; for the addition made to the floating
debt had to be covered by borrowing in the next year.—This is the most convenient place
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At this time, as vre have seon, lord Rag-lan's reply had been received,

accepting the responsibility of the invasion of the Crimea ; but the news

was accompanied by sad intelligence, throwing doubt on the fitness of the

allied armies for the enterprize. We have already spoken' of the terrible

visitation of cholera, which spread from the East over Europe in 1854, and

was now becoming severe in London.* The English troops had gone to

Varna in escellent health ; but cases of cholera had already occurred among
the French on the voyage from Marseilles to the Dardanelles

; it spread in

their camp at Gallipoli, and attended them to Bulgaria. Two days after

lord Raglan despatched his letter assenting to the expedition, the disease

broke out in the English camp (July 21st), and within a month it carried

off more than 500 men. The greatest amount of sickness, from fevers as

well as cholera, occurred in the part of the camp which -was pitched amidst

the beautiful scenery of the Lake of Devna. Among the French it raged

with the greatest virulence, especially in the three divisions sent on an ill-

advised excursion into the marshes of tlie Dobrudja,f of whom 10,000 were

struck down bj- sickness, and about 3,000 died. The whole loss in the

French army exceeded 5,000 men. The plague extended to the fleets, the

flag-ship Britannia alone losing 139 men out of 985 ; but health was quickly

restored by a short cruise in the Black Sea. In the camps, the disease

abated before the end of August ; but it left the troops in a state of

weakened health, little fit for enduring the hardships of the coming- winter.

But of these they made no forecast. Sebastopol was to be taken in a few

weeks ; and for this prospect they were rejoiced to exchange the pestilential

camp, in which they had witnessed the end of the Danubian campaign,

without having the opportunity themselves to strike a blow. Meanwhile,

however, another disaster had occurred by a fire in the British magazines

to notice the visit paid by Prince Albert, in tlie first week of September, to the Emperor

Napoleon at Boulogne, where a camp was established to gather and train reinforcements for

the Crimea. A full account of this visit, which was paid on the invitation of the Emperor,

as a means of strengthening the alli.ince of the Western Powers, will be found in the " Life of

the Prince Consort " (chaps. Iv, Ivi.), together with the Prince's very interesting Memorandum
of his conversations with, and impressions of, Louis Napoleon. It appears that the French

were not sanguine about the Crimean expedition, and they were jealous of sir Charles Napier

and lord Stratford ; but the Prince told the Emperor " that sir Charles Napier, lord Stratford,

and lord Palmerston, were the three persons who alone could carry on the war." Of lord

Abecdeen, whom the Emperor distrusted and disliked, the Prince spoke "as d'tine probite H
iTttn OEUr cfor,'^

* See chapter vi. pp. 46, f. The death of lord Jocelyn (heir of the earl of Roden) in

lady Palmerston's drawing-room is mentioned by Prince Albert in a letter to baron Stockmar

(August 17th), whose reply announces the death of his own brother of the same disease at

Munich on August 10th.

t The object of this expedition was to divert the Czar's attention from the design upon

the Crimea, by threatening an invasion of Bessarabia, or even, if the opportunity should

offer, to strike a blow at his retiring columns. Another attempt at diversion was to sprcid

the rumour of an attack on Odessa. " Hut, in truth," as Mr. Kinglake observes (vol. ii.

p. 289), "all secrecy was forbidden to the allies. It was in a council of the whole people

that England had resolved upon the enterprize ; and what advantage there is in knowledge

of an enemy's plans, that she freely gave to Russia."
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at Tarna, which consumed a large part of the military stores, already far

from sufficient for the requirements of the entorprize.*

We have seen that the duke of Newcastle ordered lord Eaglan to under-

take the euterprize unless he deemed it hopeless, having regard to the

proportion of the allied force to that in the Crimea ; as to which lord

Eaglan declared himself to be aholutel'/ without irtistworthr/ information.
]

From the information gathered by the home Government (which proved to

be not far from the truth) the force in the Crimea was estimated at about

45,000 men, including the 17,000 belonging to the ships in the harbour of

Sebastopol. Some reinforcements might be drawn from the army of the

Caucasus ; and the troops now retiring from the Danube would doubtless be

marched with all speed to the isthmus of Perekop ; another reason for

hastening the expedition, in order to anticipate their arrival. But a rumour

reached the camp of new political combinations likely to affect the whole

military position. It was said that Austria and Prussia, having attained

their object bj' the withdrawal of the Eussian armies from the Principalities,

and deprived of the support of the allied armies on the Danube, would

enter iinto better relations with Pussia
; \ relying on which, the latter

Power seemed disposed to suspend the march of its army from the Pruth,

and even to await an opportunity for a new advance. At a conference held on

July 28th, the French commanders urged these reasons for suspending the

expedition, and adhering to the primary object of guarding the Danubian
frontier. Lord Eaglan, as usual, avoiding direct opjjosition ia argument,

proposed that the jireparations should be carried on while awaiting positive

knowledge of the designs of Eussia. His counsel was at once adopted ; and
the false rumours soon died awaj'.

Meanwhile reconnaissances of the Crimean coast were made by some of

the generals of both armies, under the energetic conduct of sir Edmund
Lyons, wliose professional zeal was combined with a strong interest in the

Eastern Question, acquired during his residence as British Minister at

* It should be bonie in mind that, notwithstanding the long notice of the coming war,

reckoning from the positive determination of the Czar to invade the Principalities in June,

1S53 (not to speak of the much longer period from prince Menchikov's mission), vigorous

preparations had only been made during the three months since the declaration of war
(lord Aberdeen's evidence before the Sebastopol Committee.—Kinglake, vol. ii. p. 242).

As to the French preparations, at the very moment when the fleet was sailing for the Crimea
Liiuis Napoleon was telling Prince Albeit that " the war had found him im/oiii-vii : he had

to refurnish almost his whole material, but he was going on satisfactorily, and would be ready

next year,"-—"Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 116.

t In a very interesting Memorandum dr.iwn up for the consideration of the Cabinet, on
the same day on which the duke of Newcastle sent out his instructions to lord Raglan (June

29th), Prince Albert observed :
—" The first difficulty is the absence of all iii/orma/ion as to

the Crimea itself, which can in any way be relied upon. We are equally ignorant as to its

population, its harbours, its rivers and roads, its means of supplying troops, and the amount
of the Russian force employed in it."

—"Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. pp. 84, %h.

i This was quite true with regard to Prussia, which was now showing a disposition to

withdraw from the concert of the four Powers.—See the very outspoken letter of Prince

Albert to king Frederick William, August 28th.—" Lite of the Prince Consort," vol iii.

pp. 98, 99.
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Athens. The splendid screw two-decker, the Agamemnon (a name of old

associated with Nelson), which bore the rear-admiral's flag, seemed the

almost ubiquitous instrument of his activity. Among the preparations,

the French—adhering to the system of covering a debarkation with

artillery, had invented a sort of flat-bottomed lighters (like hung punts),

to carry field-guns mounted on their carriages, and allow them to be run

out on the beach. In imitation of this plan, the English devised the

simpler method of mounting the gun on a platform supported by two boats.

To provide these and other materials, buying and chartering steamers, and

so forth, sir Edmund Lyons and sir George Brown were sent to Constan-

tinople. Their energy in overcoming obstacles is illustrated by such cases

as this:—When a cautious otScial said, "I cannot venture to give the

price," sir George Brown answered, "Then I can! I buy it in my own
name."

On the 20th of August, a conference of the four English and French

admirals decided that the preparations for the embarkation were complete,

and the great operation began on the 24th. Leaving some troops, horses,

and supplies at Varna, for future transport, the English force consisted of

22,000 infantry, 1,000 cavalry, and 60 pieces of field artillery, besides a

siege train; the French of 30,000 infantry and 68 field-pieces, but they

took no cavalry bej-ond 80 or 100 horsemen for escort duty. To these were

added 7,000 Turkish infantry, placed under tlie orders of marshal St.

Arnaud. Including general Cathcart's division, which arrived from Varna

during the disembarkation in the Crimea, the total force of the allies

numbered 63,000 men and 128 guns. To protect these forces on the

vo3-age, the English fleet, under admirals Dundas and Lyons, numbered ten

sail of the line (two of them being screw-steamers), two fifty-gun frigates,

and thirteen war-steamers heavily armed. The French fleet, under admirals

Ilamelin and Buat-Wiliaumez, consisted of fifteen sail of the line, with ten

or twelve war-steamers ; the Turkish fleet, of eight sail of the line, with

three war-steamers. But, owing to an unexpected deficiency of steam-

transports, the French and Turkish troops were crowded on board their

ships of war, leaving the English men-of-war alone free for action in case

the Russian fieet—of fifteen or sixteen ships of the line, with twelve war-

steamers and some frigates and brigs—should come out of Sebastopol to

dispute the passage.

A temptation was indeed held out to them, had they known of the

opportunity, by the impatience of St. Arnaud, who put to sea with the

French and Turkish sailing vessels, on the 5th of Sejitember, while the

English armament was delayed by the embarkation of the cavalry. On
the morning of the 7th, the English fleet and transports started, accom-

panied by the French and Turkish steam-vessels ; next day they overtook

the sailing squadron, and passed on to the appointed rendezvous, o£E Cape
Tarkan, the westernmost point of the Crimea (September 9th), where they

were joined by the French and Turkish sailing vessels (September 11th).

liofore the landing, we must glance at the scene which was about to become
60 memorable in our history.
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The peninsula of the Crimea, called also from the nomad inhabitants,

who have peopled it from time immemorial, Crim-Tartary, has a mjthical

and historic fame, dating from the earliest age of Greek literature, and

still commemorated by its names. One of these preserves the memory
of the primeval people of the Cimmerians, from whom the strait at its

eastern end was called the Cimmerian Bosphorus ; while the appellation of

Taurida (the Russian Government comprising the peninsula and an adjacent

region), handed down from its classic names of Tauris and the Tauric

Chersonese,'^ recals the grand legend of Iphigenia and the savage worship

of the native Artemis. But it was now so little known, that to the allied

forces hanging over its shores it was almost as strange a region as to

Orestes and his comrade.f Jutting out from the middle of the northern

shore of the Black Sea, which it divides from the large but shallow Sea of

Azov (the ancient Palus Mseotis), its lozenge-shape bears no small resem-

blance to the Isle of Wight, but on a nearly tenfold scale, its greatest

length being 190 miles, and its greatest breadth 110 miles. Except along

the southern shore, its physical character is the same as that of the great

south Eussian steppe from which, as well as from the Sea of Azov, J it is

* C/iersoiu'sus is the Greek word for a peninsula.

t It was not so much that the means of knowledge were wanting, as that little use had

been made of them. " A great body of most valuable information had been imparted to the

English public by general (then colonel) Mackintosh, and the colonel had also addressed

important reports on the subject to the military authorities."—Kinglake, vol. ii. pp. 322, 323;

and further, vol. iii. p. 380. Another excellent account of the city and its defences had

recently been published in Mr. Oliphant's " Russian Shores of the Black Sea." The map
used by lord Raglan was that copied by major Jervis from the Russian official map of 1837.

t Along the whole eastern shore, excepting what may be called the sub-peninsula of

Kertch, the Putrid Sea is divided from the Sea of Azov, by the tongue of land called Kosa

Arabatskaia, with only a narrow strait at its northern end.

VOL. DC.—276. 241
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divided Ijy the labyrinth of pestilential lagoons, uell named the Putrid Sea,

except -where the narrow Isthmus of Perekop unites it to the mainland.

In contrast -with this steppe, exposed to the " fierce extremes " of the

seasons,'-' and iutersjjersed with salt lakes, marshes, and small rivers, which

dry UX3 inthe summer heat, the southern region again reminds us of the"Under-

cliff," but on a far grander scale of beauty and luxuriance. It is formed by

a chain of mountains, f a detached prolongation of the Caucasus beyond the

Strait of Kertch, on the north side rising gradually from the steppe, and

falling to the sea on the south in a series of calcareous cliffs. The valleys

of this range contain cultivated fields, woods, and meadows, where winter

is scarcely felt, the trees seldom lose their verdure, the primrose and crocus

appear in Februai'y, the olive, fig, pomegranate, and many delicate flowers,

luxuriate in the oj)en air. The fairest of these vallej's, that of Baidar, has

earned the name of the Crimean Tempo. From the western extremity of

this region juts out the little peninsula, where the armies of five nations J

were now to prove that :
—" to suffer as to do, Their strength was equal."

This peninsula, which Russian writers call by the ancient name o£the Kher-

sonese, preserved by its western headland, forms an elevated plateau,

lietween the storm-beaten bay of Balaclava on the south, and the land-

locked harbour of Sebastopol on the north. The harbour is an inlet from

the sea towards the valley of the river Tchernaya, nearly five miles long

from west to east, with an average breadth of half a mile, enclosed by

calcareous hills high enougli to conceal the masts of the largest ships.

At the liead of the harbour, where the river falls into it, stood the

ruined village of Inkerman, a name soon to become memorable for one of

the grandest struggles in modern warfare. The Tchernaya, rising in the

mass of mountains above the south coast, runs from S.E. to N.W. ; and the

sudden descent from the high ground into its valley clearly marks the

eastern boundary of the Chersonese.

From the south side of the Great Harbour or roadstead, a number of

creeks, jirolonged by branching ravines, run up into the plateau of the

Chersonese. The largest of these, called tho Southern Bay, about a mile

and a-half within the roadstead and about the same in length, formed the

* The reader accustomed to think of Russia as in a northern climate, should remember

that the Crimea lies directly opposite to the mouths of the Danube, in the same latitude as

the south-central belt of France, which may be roughly described as the basin of the Loire

and partly of the Garonne. The isthmus of Perekop is on the parallel of 46° N. lat., and the

Eouthmost promontory reaches within 30 miles of the parallel of H", the latitude of the

Gulf of Genoa. The summer heat and winter cold are both intensified by the neighbouring

steppes, the former reaching 100° F. in the shade, while the latter has been known at Kertch

to reach — 22° R. (= — 17j F., or, in popular language, just upon 50° of frost !
)—See

Mr. Catlley's Memorandum on the Climate of the Crimea, sent home by lord R.iglan,

October, 1854, in Kinglake, vol. iv. p. 491.—We have before us two photographs of the

port of Taganrog, on the Sea of Azov, heaped up with piles of ice, in the severe winter of

1872-3, which any one would take for a winter scene on the coast of Greenland.

t Tchalir-dagh, the culminating point of this chain, rises 5,000 feet above the sea.

t That is, besides the English, French, Turks, and Russians, the Italians, who afterwards

joined the allies.
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inner harbour for the ships of war. On the plateau between its western

side and the ruvinp running up from the little creek called the Artillery

Bay, was built the " imperial city " of Sebastopol,* rising on a grand slope

from tho bay to the southern heights, with its suburb called Karnbel on the

plateau east of the Southern Bay. At the time of the war, the city had

about 42,000 inhabitants, of whom 35,000 belonged to the fleet and army.

In little expectation of an attack, except by a fleet, it was at this time

almost completely open on the land side ; but the entrance to the harbour

had been made as nearly as possible impregnable by works, which will bo

more conveniently described when we come to the attack. The heights on

the northern side sink down in terraces, divided by the little rivers Belbck,

Katcha, Alma, and Bulganak, to the plain whose western shore forms the

great Bay of Kalamita, extending on the north to Eupatoria. But this

whole shore is lined with cliffs, except at the mouths of the rivers and a

few other places where the sea has retired from their base. The best

advices had suggested a landing somewhere on this shore, but tho most

suitable place remained to be determined.

It was on Saturday the 9th of September, that the British fleet, out-

stripping the French sailing squadron, reached the rendezvous off Cape

Tarkand. Before daylight on the next morning, lord Eaglan, accom-

panied by sir Edmund Lyons, sir George Brown, and sir John Burgoyne,

started with general Canrobert and other French officers, to reconnoitre the

coast. "Not long after daybreak the Caradoc neared Fort Constantine,

and then approached the entrance to the harbour. It was a fair bright

morning, and the Sunday bells were ringing in the churches when lord

Eaglau first saw the great forts, and the ships, and the glittering cupola'd

town. Afterwards, the vessel being steered round off Cape Chersonese, ho

could see two old Genoese forts, and ridges of hills dividing the great

harbour from the southern coast of the peninsula. What he looked on was

for him fated ground ; for the Genoese forts marked the inlet of Balaclava,

and the ridges he saw were the ' heights before Sebastopol.' But the

future lay hidden from his gaze. The Caradoc was now steered towards

the north, and the officers on board her surveyed the mouths of the Belbek,

the Katcha, the Alma, and the Bulganak, and the coast stretching thence

to Eupatoria. Of the sites thus reconnoitred, general Canrobert thought

the Katcha the one best fitted for a landing. Lord Eaglan entirely dis-

approved of the Katcha, and he did not at all like the ground at the mouths

of the other rivers ; but when, moving on in the Caradoc, he was off the

part of the coast which lies six miles north of the Bulganak, he observed

an extended tract of beach, which seemed to him to be the ground for

which the allies were seeking. Without generating a debate upon the

subject, he nevertheless elicited so much of the opinion of those around

• The foundation of the city by Catherine II. has been already mentioned (chap. xvi.

p. 168). A fine view of Sebastopol, and its harbour and fortifications, is given as a frontis-

piece to Mr. Kinglalce's fourth volume, and the work contains several careful plans of the

city and its environs, showing the different states of the forlifications.
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him as he deemed to be useful. Then he declared his resolve. He said

that the allied armies should land at Old Fort."* Marshal St. Arnaud,

whoso illness had left lord Eaglan's choice uncontrolled, recovered sud-

denly on the morning of AVednesday, the 13th, when the whole armament

was united in sight of the beach chosen for the landing. The first pro-

ceeding was to summon the defenceless port of Eupatoria, which was held

only by a few convalescent soldiers. The commandant, a genuine Russian
" official " (Tchinovnik),f first fumigated the summons according to

sanitary rules, and then, being told that the troops of the Western Powers

intended to land, he reiilied that they might do so, but they must land at

the Lazaretto, and consider themselves in quarantine ! Whether this was

stolid adherence to rule or grim humour, the laugh might fairly have been

turned against the officers of the commissariat, who had come unprovided

with Russian money for traffic with the natives. The want was fortunately

supplied by some travellers on board the Britannia, and a traffic was set on

foot, which ultimately proved a fruitful source of supply to the allied forces.

It may here be stated, by anticipation, that a kindly intercourse was soon

established between the English soldiery and the natives, but the French

Zouaves | committed some shameful outrages. General sir George (after-

wards lord) Aire}', the quartermaster-general, was consx^icuous for his

activity in collecting waggons, with their oxen and Tartar drivers.

The chief part of both armies landed on the 14th without disaster,

though not without mournful losses ; for cholera was still among the French,

and many who landed had to be carried back or buried on the beach.

§

The landing of the cavalry and guns took some time ; and the whole dis-

embarkation was completed by the 18th. Unfortunately, the tents had to

be left on board for want of land transport. It was impossible to carry moro

than three days' provisions, and ammunition for perhaps two battles. The

consequent necessity of drawing supplies from the fleet precluded any

* Kinglake, vol. ii. pp. 318, 319. The place was so named on the map from a fort of

which scarcely any traces were then left. The landing-place is also known by the name of

the lake behind the beach, Kamishlu. Seethe full description of the ground in Kinglake,

vol. ii. p. 328.

+ This word conveys to all who know Russia a meaning but faintly shadowed in Dickens's

"red-tape."

X It may be convenient, once for all, to guard against a misunderstanding of this term.

When the French took possession of Algeria, in 1830, they endeavoured to form a body of

native troops from the tribe (or rather congregated tribes) called Zoiiaoiias. But the hostility

of the Arabs rendered the experiment abortive; and the ranks were filled by adventurous

recruits from France, who adopted the Arab dress, and, successfully emulating the activity

and endurance of Arabs (not to speak of other habits), became an irregular force conspicuous

for dash and daring. The few Arabs soon left the ranks ; and the Zouaves had long been

Frenchmen, though with an Arab name. They are the chief among the " choice regiments,"

one of which is furnished to each division of the French army, to act the part which lord

Clyde described as " what a spear-he.id is to a spear." (Quoted by Kinglake, vol. iii. p.

183.)

§ It must suffice to refer to Mr. Kinglake (chap, xxiii.) for the details of the landing, and

the manner in which its order was disturbed through the shifting of a buoy by the French

during the preceding night.
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attempt to operate on the highroad leading from Perekop to the provincial

capital, Simjiheropol, and thence to SebastopoL*

The allied army, then, had to advance from thirty to forty miles, through

an enemy's country, in face of a great fortress, held by forces of unknown

strength and which might appear at unexpected points,—to advance as a

"movable column," without a base or line of operations behind them;

depending on communication with their ships, alike for supplies and the

means of retreat ; so that, " when on the 19th of September, 1854, the allies

broke up from their bivouacs and marched towards the south, they were

eug:igiDg in a venturesome onterprize.''f

The march of the allied armies was parallel to the great road from

Perekop through Simpheropol, which town lay about twenty miles to their

left when they started. As the communications between Sebastopol and

all Eussia depended on this road alone, and as the Russians were strong in

cavalrj', the commonest degree of military skill would have counselled

prince Menchikov to make this road the base of his operations, threatening

the flank and rear of the advancing columns, while holding on by his left

to Sebastopol, which would have been more elfectually protected by this

offensive movement than by the interposition of his army as a mere inert

block in its front. Evidently, therefore, the left of the allies was the post

of danger, with front, flank, and rear alike open to an undulating steppe,

exactly suited to the manoBuvres of cavalry. Now it happened that, all the

time the armies had been together, the French had always claimed, or

rather taken, the right, as the post of honour, and lord Raglan had

acquiesced, on his principle of avoiding disputes. When he saw that they

now kept this position, in which their right rested on the sea, with flont

and rear covered by the fire of the steamers, and their left by the English,

"there was something like archness in his way of remarking that, although

the French were bent upon taking precedence of him, their courtesy still

gave him the post of danger. "J

The day was bright and hot, and many soldiers, weakened by disease,

began to fall out after the first hour, some in the agonies of cholera ; the

officers doing their best to cheer them, while themselve s heavily laden for

want of transport—a burden under which—lord Raglan wrote—"I have

not heard a single murmur." § Early in the afternoon they quenched thrir

* It should be vemembered from the first th.it this road remained open for the Russihns

during the whole operations in the Crimea. To have occupied the Isthmus of Perekop, as

the duke of Newcastle had suggc-sted, would have required a division of the force already

much too small, in fact a separate expedition, besides the great objection from the e.\treme

unhealthiness of the spot.

+ See Mr. Kinglake's full description of the character of this movement and the danger

it involved.

t Kinglake, vol. ii. p. 369. Mr. Kinglake gives an excellent diagram of the order of

march of the two armies. Lord Raglan's arrangement was admirably adapted to the pro-

bability of an attack on his left flank and rear. One homely incident deserves notice ; the

plain was covered with an herb like southernwood (,"old man " or " boy's love "), the scent

of which recalled many a cottage garden in " merry England " to " the uiireliiniiii^ brave "

who crushed it under their feet. § Despatch of September 23rd.
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thirst in the stream of the Bulganat ; and the first cavalry skirmish

occurred on the rising ground beyond the river. As this affair proved

that the enemy was at hand -n-ith a force of all arms, lord Eaglan caused

his army to bivouac in order of battle on the southern side of the

Bulganak ;
* the French lying at an interval of a mile to the right.

The scene, so novel to British soldiers in Europe, of a bivouac in pre-

sence of the enemy, has been described in the graphic language

of an eye-witness f
:—" Immediately the Russians had finally retired

beyond the heights, orders were given to halt and bivouac for the night,

and our tired men set to work to gather the weeds for fuel. As soon as

the rations of rum and meat were served out, the casks were broken up, and

the staves served to make fires for cooking, aided by nettles and long grass.

At night the watchfires of the Eussians were visible on our left. Great

numbers of stragglers came up during the night, most of them belonging to

the Fourth Division. The night was cold and damp, the watchfires were

mere flashes, which gave little heat, and barely sufficed to warm the rations.

All night arabas were arriving, and soldiers who had fallen out or gone

astray came up to their sentries to find their regiments. Sir George Brown,

sir De Lacy Evans, the brigadier-generals, and staff-officers, went about

among their divisions and brigades ere the men lay down, giving directions

for the following day, and soon after dusk were on the ground, wrapped up

in great-coats and blankets, to find the best repose they could after the

day's exertion." Before daybreak on the 20th the armies rose up and were

marshalled without sound of drum or bugle, for the short march of five or

six miles to the river Alma, on which the Russian army was posted to bar

the way to Sebastopol.

We have said that the Russian commander in the Crimea was prince

Menchikov, the same whose mission to Constantinople had given rise to the

war. The total military force of Russia in the Crimea at the date of the

landing of the allies was composed of an active army of 51,500 men, with

2,700 artillerymen appropriated to the coast defences, making (in round

numbers) 54, 000. | The seamen of the fleet, which was also under the

command of Menchikov as high admiral, numbered 18,500; and, from

circumstances soon to bo related, these were converted into good battalions

for service on land. Adding to these a thousand men serving in local

companies, and about 2,600 marines stationed as guards at various points,

we get 76,000 fighting men; or, with the 5,000 workmen employed on

tlio docks and forts, whose services would be specially valuable for the

construction of defensive works, a grand total of 81,000 men, to resist the

* See the plan, from the Alias Ilistorique, showing the order of the bivouac of the

English army on the Bulganak, and how it wheeled into the line of march on the morning

of September 20th, in Kinglake, vol. ii. p. 334.

+ Dr. Russell, whose letters to the "Times" during the Crimean war gave the first

great example of the style of literature created, and also of the political influence set in

action, by the " War Corresjiondent."

X The numbers in the text are given by Mr. Kinglake (vol. iv. pp. 56, /.) fiom the great

work of general Todleben, " La Defense de Sebastopol."
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invaders. Of the active army, about 12,000 were stationed in the south-

eastoin part of the peninsula under general Khomoutov, leaving 38,500 or

39,000 available for present service under prince Menchikov. This force,

of which 3,600 were cavalry, supported by 96 guns, was stationed by
prince Menchikov on the Alma, in the hope of inflicting a crushing defeat

on the allies.

His plan of defence showed the same spirit of self-confidence as his

diplomatic assault upon the Porto, and was destined to a discomfiture as

signal. " He was a wayward presumptuous man, and his bearing towards

the generals under him was of such a kind that he did not or could not

strengthen himself by the counsels of men abler than himself. . . . He had

opened his mission at the Porte with insult ; he had closed it with threats

;

and now—a sequence rare in the lives of modern statesmen—he was out on

a hillside, with horse and foot, having warrant—fuU warrant this time

—

to adduce ' the last reason of kings.'

" So far as regards the general scheme of the campaign, his conception,

it seems, was this : he would suffer the allies to land without molestation,

because he desired that the defeat which he was preparing for them should

be, not a mere repulse, but a crushing and signal disaster. He would not

attack them on their line of march, because he liked better to husband his

strength for the great position on the Alma. It seemed to him that there

he could hold his ground against the invaders for three weeks ; and his

imagination was that, baffled for many days by the strength of his position,

drawing their supplies from the ships with pain and uncertainty, and

encumbered more and more every day with wounded men, the allies would

fall into evil days. In the meantime, the troops long since despatched from

Bessarabia would begin to reach him by way of Perekop and Simpheropol

;

and, thus reinforced, he would in due season take the offensive,

inflicting upon the Western Powers a chastisement commensurate with

their rashness." *

Nature had prepared a position suited for his purpose on the banks of

the river Alma, some twenty miles in front of Sebastopol. But to describe

that position in detail, and to trace, step by step, the incidents of a day
which, amidst the excited feelings of that time, seemed to revive the memories
of Waterloo after an interval of forty years, is a task from which we
refrain, for three sufficient reasons. First, it must be confessed that the

incidents of the battle have lost much of their interest by the lapse of a
generation ; next, an adequate description of the somewhat confused move-
ments on both sides would be perhaps tediously minute, and certainly

unintelligible without a set of plans ; and those who care to foUow it,

have Mr. Kinglake's full and vivid narrative. f In three hours of hard
fighting the Russians were driven from the heights in utter rout ; the chief

merit of the victory resting with the dogged bravery of the British soldiers

and the skill and prompt decision of lord Eaglau in seeing and seizing a
critical moment to ensure success.

* Kinglake, vol. iii. pp. li, 12.

t The story of the Ahna occupies most of Mr. Kinglake's 3rd volume.
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In the battle of the Alma, the allies outnumbered the Russians by
above one-third (about 60,000 to 39,000) ; but the assailants had to

work uphill against a stronj^ defensive position; and the disparity of

numbers was neutralized by the manner of the French attack, sending

two-fifths of their army round by the sea-cliffs, and crowding the rest

on a narrow front against one-third of the Eussian force. The result

was to place the English on a numerical equality with the Eussian
centre and right, which had an immense advantage in its position.* Some
index of the fighting in the different parts of the field is given by the

casualties suffered. The French had only three officers killed, and their

total loss is estimated at 60 killed and 500 wounded. f The English losses

were 25 officers, 19 sergeants, and 318 rank and file, killed; 81 officers, 102

sergeants, and 1,438 rank and file, wounded; making, with 19 missing.J a

total of 2,002 ; or close upon four times the French loss out of a force nearly

one-third le*s. The Eussian loss in killed and wounded was officially

stated at 5,709, including 5 generals, 23 field-officers, and 170 officers of

lower rank ; and of these, not far short of one-half fell in the close fighting

with the British infantry on the Kourgane Hill. Few prisoners were made
by the allies ; none by the Eussians ; and, as there was no pursuit, the

trophies of victory §—besides the small arms picked up on the field—were

only two guns taken by the British at the redoubt, and an open carriage

in which a clerk was travelling with some official papers, captured by the

French.

* Kinglalte, vol. iii. p. 31S, and "Notes" i. and ii. in Appendix. A careful calculation

gives the following result :

—

Hussion Forces at the Commencement of the Action.

Guns. Men.

Opposed to the French .... 10 10,337

„ „ English .... 68 23,142

In reserve...•••• 18 5,722

Total .... 96 39,251

The chief changes in the distribution of these forces during the action are mentioned in our

narrative.

+ This was lord Raglan's estimate, based on grounds which he deemed "conclusive,"

and he pronounced the French official return of about 1,310 to be "impossible." For the

evidence confirming this opinion, see Kinglake, vol. iii. p. 312. Roughly stated, the

Russian loss was l-7th of their whole force, the English 1-1 1th, the French less than l-50th

(or, as officially stated, above l-22nd).—On the further question of the praise due to the

several armies we must refer to the discussion which Mr. Kinglake sums up by leaving the

reader to judge, from the facts nairated, " whether, for simplicity's sake, it be better to pile

up a heap of praise, and distribute it, like a cargo of medals, amongst all the French.

English, and Turks, who he.nrd the sound of the guns, or, in a harsher and more careful

spirit, to part off the troops which fought hard from the troops which scarce fought at all,

and io show by whose ordering it was that the course of the battle was governed."—Kinglake,

vol. iii. p. 319.

X Supposed to be buried in the ruined houses of Bourliouk.

§ The Russians brought no colours into the field.
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The ailii'd armies bivoiinclced on the heights they had won,* and, during

tlie night and the next da_v, the wounded were carried to a sheltered spot in

tlio valley, including about 500 Eu^siims who had been left on the field too

severely hurt to be carried off. During the two days' halt on the

Alma, the English and French were only able to place their own wounded
on board the ships ; and whea the march was resumed on the 23rd, the

liussians were left behind for three whole days and nights, till, on the 26th,

Captain Lushington, of the Albion, carried the 342 survivors to Odessa under

a flag of truce. No heroism displayed on the Alma is more worthy of

remembrance than of Dr. Thompson and his servant John M'Grath, who
" remained alone in an enemy's countrj', without tent or accommodation of

any sort, for the sole purpose of alleviating the sufferings of 500 of his

fellow creatures." f
In recounting the losses at Waterloo, the Duke of Wellington wrote :

—

" The glory resulting from such actions, so dearlj' bought, is no consolation

to me "—a use of the word even more significant than its supposed absence

from his despatches. But the pride of victory is not easily renounced, and
this first victory after a long peace proved that our young untried soldiers

were worthy of their veteran fathers, and gave a bright promise of the issue

of the campaign. " It confirmed to the allies that military ascendancy over

Eussia, which had been more than half gained already by the valour of the

Ottoman soldiery. It lent the current sanction of a victory to the hazardous

enterprize of the invasion. ... It established the allies as invaders in a
province of Eussia. It did more. It offered them even Sebastopol ; but
always, nevertheless, upon condition that they would lay instant hands on
ihc prize." \

Ilaud semper emit fama, aliquando et elegit ; § but sometimes the choice of
rumour anticipates only what ought to be, and so is belied by the event.
The Alma was an unknown name ; the prize expected was Sebastopol ; and
the Czar's rage at hearing of the battle was mingled with despair at what
he deemed its consequence in the certain loss of his Black Sea fleet and
fortress, which report brought to the West as a fact. The news of the
battle reached England from lord Stratford on Saturday, the 30th, and
enhanced the joy of the thanksgivings offered on the next day for an
abundant harvest ; but it was not generally known till Monday that the
report of the victory had been followed on the same day by the rumour
that Sebastopol had fallen on the 22nd. The duke of Newcastle, over-
joyed at the success of his own special enterprize, wrote to the Queen
at Balmoral (September 30th) :

—" Confirmation of this blessed news will
probably be received in a few hours ;

"
||
and on the Tuesday it came in

* See Mr. Kinglake's graphic description of the field after the battle, and the state of
the wounded, vol. iii. pp. 326-9. Besides the wounded, there were constantly new victims
of cholera, which struck down several on the very field of battle.

T Captain Lushington to admiral Llundas, September 27, 1854 ; Kinglake, vol. iii.

pp. 332-3.

t Kinglake, vol. iii. p. 324.

§ Tacitus, Agricola, 9.

U Even lord Aberdeen wrote to the Queen (October 1st) that he " had brought himself to
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force too good to he true. The Turlvisli ambassador received a despatcli

from Vienna, said to have been forwarded by way of Bucharest from Omar
Pasha, to whom the news had been brought at Silistria by a Tatar courier

from Constantinople (a strange circumlienilibus .') ;—that the Eussian army
was annihilated, 18,000 men being killed and wounded and 22,000 made
prisoners (a loss of 1,000 inore than its fullest force!) ; Fort Constantino was

destroyed and the other forts taken, with their 200 guns ; sis Eussian ships

of the line were sunk, and prince Menchikov had moved the rest to the

bottom of the bay, declaring his intention to burn them if the attack were

continued !
" On enquiry, the Tatar vanished as if into his native steppe.

But more substantial agitations of opinion disturbed the Government.

The Cabinet were disputing over what should be done with Sebastopol

;

and lord John Eussell was urging the impossibility of going on with the

intractable House of Commons, and echoing the feeling still prevalent about

lack of vigour in the war. The disappointment with the Baltic fleet had
reached a climax ; and a dissatisfaction—not quite unfounded—with the

conduct of admiral Dundas in the Black Sea was made keener by contrast

with the energy of sir Edmund Lyons. Not only was Dundas to be recalled,

but lord Eaglan to be tried by a Court of Enquiry.

With the beginning of another week (October 8th) lord Burghersh
arrived, bringing lord Eaglan's despatch with the details of the battle. It

was then learnt what his officers thought of him, as well as what he had

to say of his troops :
—" "Wasted for two months previously by the scourge

of cholera, which pursued them to the very battle-field ; exposed since they

had landed in the Crimea to the extremes of cold, wet, and heat ; in the

ardour of the attack they forgot all they had endured, and displayed that

high courage for which the British soldier is ever distinguished ; and under

the heaviest fire they maintained the same determination to conquer as they

had exhibited before they went into action." As usual, the Queen
expressed the deep and mingled feelings of her people in uttering her own

;

she "fully enters into the feelings of exultation and joy at the glorious

victory of the Alma, but this is somewhat damped by the sad loss we have
sustained, and the thought of the many bereaved families of all classes, who
are in mourning for those most dear to them." *

believe the report, notwithstanding the absurdities and exaggerations of the account," and
cited his mvn recollection that the news of Austeilitz had been disbelieved at first. With
greater discernment lord Clarendon wrote, "The Russians cannot have experienced great

loss in their superior position ; and if 30,000 or 40,000 eflfected a safe retreat to Sebastopol,

it is hardly credible that they should have surrendered the place in two days."—" Life of the

Prince Consort," vol. iii. pp. V2i, 129.

* Letter to lord Clarendon, October 10th. In a letter to King Leopold (October 13th)

the Queen wrote :
—" Lord Raglan's behaviour was worthy of the Old Duke's. ... I feel

so proud of my dear noble troops, who, they say, bear their privations, and the sad (iise,ase

which still haunts them, with the greatest courage and good humour."—" Life of the Prince

Consort," vol. iii. p. 136.
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The battle of the Alma offered the allies Sebastopol, "but always,

nevertheless, upon condition that they would lay instant hands on the prize."

It lay at a distance of less than 20 miles, with only the wreck of a thoroughly

beaten force to impede the march. What, then, were the obstacles

presented by the place itself to an army appearing before it? Its fortifica-

tions had been raised almost entirely with regard to making the harbour

impregnable to an attack from the sea. The entrance was commanded by

three great forts, built of the strong limestone of the country, and faced

with granite, each having two tiers of casemated batteries, and one of guns

mounted en harlctte on the top.* The two points which form the mouth of

the harbour were occupied by Fort Constantino on the north and Fort

Alexander on the south, the former mounting 97 heavy guns, the latter 56.

To the east of the latter, on the northern point of the town itself, stood the

great Fort St. Nicholas, armed with 192 guns ; and from this point a boom
of chains was stretched across the harbour. On a point outside Fort

Alexander was the less powerful, but still very formidable. Quarantine Sea

* See the Plans of Sebastopol in Mr. Kinglake's 4th volume, and the admirable Fano
ramie View given as the Frontispiece to the same volume.

251
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Fort, Tvitli 58 puns behind a parapet, Lut -without casemated batteries.

Other minor works completed the sea defences. On the land side, the town

itself lay at this time almost entirely open on the south, where the great

contest was destined to take place ; but at present the allies were concerned

with the defences of the northern heig-hts, a plateau rising in steep cliffs

above the harbour, and falling off to the river Belbek on the north and the

sea on the west. On this " north side of Sebastojiol," or, as the Russians

called it, Severnaya, were barracks, magazines, and a government factory

;

and its capture by the allies would have placed at their mercy the town and

harbour and fleet, to destroy which was their one object.* Below these

heights were batteries facing to the sea, but opposing no obstacle to a land

force advancing from the north. The summit was crowned with a large

work, called by the English the Star Fort, built in 1818 to protect Fort

Constantino from attack by any force landing in its rear ; but it was old, ill-

contrived, and dilapidated. So fully was prince Menchikov convinced that

his defeat at the Alma placed these northern heights at the mercy of the

allies, that he made no effort to defend them.

Lord Raglan's opinion, though with less certain means of knowledge,

tended to the same conclusion. He conceived "that the character of the whole

expedition was that of a surprise ; that it was undertaken without accurate

knowledge of the strength of the enemy or their resources, and that in great

measure they (the allies) still remained ignorant on these points ; that all

they knew positively was, that the victory at the Alma had been a

heavy blow to them, and that the best chance of continued success was to

follow it up rapidly, and try to take the northern forts by a co^ip do TOfu>j."f

With this view, on the morrow of the battle, he proposed to marshal St.

Arnaud "at once to advance on the Belbek, cross that river, and then

assault the forts." The marshal made the excuse, "that his troops were

tired, and that it could not be done "
; a reason which lord Raglan knew to

be untrue. In a second interview the marshal talked of earthworks thrown

up to defend the Belbek, but proposed no plan of his own.| So two precious

days were lost in the bivouac on the Alma. The time was, indeed, occupied

in getting the wounded on board ship ; but this need not have detained the

whole armies, had not the plan been now broached of severing their connec-

tion with the western coast, and marching round to attack Sebastopol on the

south.

On the 23rd the allies advanced to the Katcha, and, after a fresh delay

* This is no assumption, but the deliberate opinion of general Todleben.—"Defense de

Sebastopol," vol. i. p. 239 ; Kinglake, vol. iii. p. 362.

+ Kinglake, vol. iii. p. 338. The extract is from Mr. George Loch's Memorandum of a

conversation with sir Edmund Lyons, on the 10th of February, 185C, which is one of the

most valuable authorities for the campaign, especially for its records of the view» and state-

ments expressed by lord Raglan to sir Edmund Lyons, who had his fullest confidence.

X Mr. Kinglake (vol. iii. p. 400) suggests the explanation, that marshal St. Arnaud, feeling

himself too ill to take part in the active operation of an attack on the forts, and unwilling to

resign his command, preferred the course which enabled him simply to cling to it ; andsence

also his subsequent consent to the flank marcti.
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demanded by St. Arnaud on account of fresh reports of Russian defences on

theBelbek, they reached the latter river on Sunday the 24th, and had the

northern heights of Sebastopol in full view. The time had now come for a

final decision on the mode of seizing the great priz-a of the campaign. It

was true that, in some of the earlier schemes for the invasion, the attention

of those far away at home had been fixed on the town itself and its southern

face, and this had been lord Eaglan's first inclination. But this scheme was

connected with a landing on the south shore of the Chersonese ; and from

the moment that the landing-place was chosen where it was, the assault on the

northern heights was the direct and obvious course.* That it was perfectly

practicable, -was the clear opinion of lord Raglan and sir Edmund Lyons
;

for the Star Fort, planned (as has been said) against a turning-attack from

the shore, was commanded by the ground from which the allies would

approach it, and it was exposed to the fire of the fleets. After all that

colonel Todleben could do to strengthen the works in the three days' respite

allowed him, that consummate engineer gave his decided, and therefore

decisive, opinion, that the defence was desperate against the force that the

allies had at their command ; nay more, that the allies must have known
this, had they made the best use of their means of information.

f

Unfortunatelj', the objections of the French were supported by the

authority vi our great engineer ofiicer, sir John Burgoyne ; and lord

Raglan fell back on his policy of preserving the harmony of the alliance,

even at the sacrifice of his own desires and judgment. His own original

inclination towards the attack on the south side had been founded on the

valuable information of colonel Mackintosh and Mr. Oliphant about the

backward state of the fortifications. J And now, as the only alternative to

the failure of the expedition, he fell back upon that plan, though it had to be

executed under conditions totally different from those that had originally

recommended it. The plan might have been excellent if carried out in its

* Even before the war, captain (afterwards admiral sir James) Drummond, who had become
acquainted with Sebastopol by Ivirg at anchor in the roadstead, had given it as his decided

opinion that, in any case, the north side was the true point of attack, and captain Willes

(who had been with Drummond at Sebastopol) reported thus :
—" I think it is quite possible

to destroy the arsenal with time and 20,000 soldiers, artillery, etc. The attack on the south

side should be a feint."—Kinglake, vol. iii. p. 361.

t See the passages quoted by Mr. Kinglake from Todleben's " Defense de Sebastopol."

Mr. Kinglake also states fully the arguments on the other side, and prints sir John Burgoyne's

Memorandum. The main substance of sir John Burgoyne's argument is that, regarding the

northern heights as too strong to be taken by a c-0!i/> ife main, and contemplating a siege, the

Chersonese gave a strong position, and tlie harbour of Balaclava offered a secure communi-

cation with the fleet, which was our real base of operations.

t Mr. Oliphant, who had been in Sebastopol itself, wrote in his book published in

November, 1853 :
—" But of one fact there is no doubt, that, however well fortified may be

the approaches to Sebastopol by sea, there is nothing to prevent any number of troops land-

ing a few miles south of the town in one of the si.x convenient bays with which the coast as

far as Cape Kherson is indented, and, marching down the main street (provided they were

strong enough to defeat any military force that might be opposed to them in the open field)

sack the town and burn the fleet."
—" Russian Shores of the Black Sea," p. 260 ; Kinglake,

vol. iii. pp. 381, 382.
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integrity from the first, by landing in the Chersonese, and at once attacking

the city on its almost open south side with the full fresh energy of the

allied forces ; but it was a rery different thing to fall back upon it after all

the expenditure of time, resources, and life in effecting the landing at

Kamishlu, breaking down the Eussian defence at the Alma, and then

sacrificing the advantages so dearh' bought by beginning the work anew on

the south side. And, more than this, to get now to the south side by a

march round the head of the harbour, in a long column exposed to be

severed by a flank attack from Sebastopol, was a most hazardous operation.

In fact, when lord Eaglan proposed the plan as an alternative, in case of St.

Arnaud's persistence in his objection to attack the Star Fort, and when the

marshal accepted it on that ground, he saw its disadvantages even more
clearly than lord Eaglan did. It was thus that his colleague caused lord

Eaglan to renew his preference for the worse course, and accepted it against

his own judgment of its faults; and this unfortunate concurrence in pre-

ferring the worser counsel to the better marked what Mr. Kinglake rightly

calls the second of the lost occasions of the cmnpaign.* By a stranger concurrence

still, the immediate risk of the flank march was neutralized by a correspond-

ing movement on the part of prince Menchikov ; and, to crown the " comedy

of errors," the hostile armies, each retiring from the attack and defence

of the north side, all but came accidentally into the collision they were

avoiding.

On the 24th of September, when the flank march was resolved on, the

allies were in a curious and somewhat critical position in their bivouac on

the Belbek. In consequence of St. Arnaud's refusal to attack a work which

the Russians had thrown up at the mouth of the river, the allies had

already turned their march further inland, thus breaking the communio?.-

tion hitherto maintained with their fleets. On their open left was a broken

wooded region, as unknown to them as it was well known to the enemy,

of whose position also they were ignorant. On the next morning, in fact,

the Russians were on a higher point of the river, crossing from south to

north as the allies were marching from it to the south ! f

The flank march began about half-past eight on the morning of September

25th. As the movement was from the left of the allies, it was for the

English to take the lead, and, besides this, marshal St. Arnaud was now
incapacitated by illness. The whole direction therefore devolved upon lord

Eaglan. To understand his arrangements, as well as the movement of

prince Menchikov, it should be observed that from the harbour of Balaclava,

on the south shore of the Chersonese (due south of Inkerman at the head

of the harbour of Sebastopol), a highroad runs in a north-easterly direction

to Bakchiserai and Simpheropol, crossing the Tchernaya by a bridge called

Tractir, about three and a-half miles south-east of Inkerman. The road from

Sebastopol falls into this road between Balaclava and the bridge. From

* "Vhe/irst was in not at once pursuing after the battle of the Alma.

t These remarkable movements of the armies are made clear by two maps in Mr.

Kinglake's 3rd and 1th volumes.
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the Troctir bridge tlio liigliroad risps out of the valley of the Tcherna.va

over the wooded heights to which the allies gave the name of Mackenzie,

from a farm upon the road, just five miles due east of the roailstead of

Sebastopol. Lord Eaglan's plan was to strike into the highroad at this

Mackenzie's farm, which thus formed the eastern salient angle of the

whole march from the Belbek to Balaclava. Lord Lucan was sent forward

with the cavalry and a battalion of rifles to this point, whence ho was to

watch the road both ways and report to lord Eaglan, who also rodo forward

with his staff to reconnoitre, and decide on the further progress of the

armj', which meanwhile marched through the wood guided by the compass.

Owing, however, to an accidental deviation of the cavalry, the march was
not led bj- them, as had been intended ; and lord Eaglan, with only his

staff, riding forward to Mackenzie's farm, found himself almost in contact

with abody of Eussians, who (it was not known till later) were the rearguard

of the army which prince Menchikov was leading away from Sebastopol

towards Bakchiserai ! The Eussians, equally ignorant of the flank march,

supposed themselves pursued by the allies in full force ; and thus they lost

the golden opportunity of first capturing the English commander, and then

falling on the flank of the long-drawn column. Such aro " the strange

incidents of war," to use lord Eaglan's phrase on the occasion.

Descending the southern slope of the Mackenzie heights towards the

Tractir bridge, the English army rested for the night on the Tchernaya

;

the French, following them, only reached their bivouac on the heights long

after midnight. Cathcart's division was left at the Belbek, to cover the

rear and to send back the sick to the fleets, which lay at the mouth of the

Katcha.* Two officers made their names memorable by the service of

ridirg to and fro through the dark and unknown forest:—captain Hugh
Smith, despatched by Cathcart, and captain Maxse, of the Agamemnon, sent

by Lyons to the headquarters, whence both returned safe with lord Eaglan's

messages, desiring that a naval force should be sent round to meet him at

Balaclava. So promptly was this request complied with, that when, on

the next morning, lord Eaglan was the first to appear before Balaclava

and the guns of its little castle opened upon the stafF,f they heard the

English cannon answering from the sea. Lord Eaglan was soon greeted by
sir Edmund Lyons, and the little town and harbour were filled by the

English troops and ships. Both were far too small to allow of a divided

occupation ; and, as the position of the English in the flank march had
tlirown the lead of events on lord Eaglan, so now their arrival first at

Balaclava determined the relative position of the allies for the future. A
glance at the map will show that the army holding the right before the

southern face of Sebastopol must of necessity have Balaclava for their base
;

and the French, seeing the English installed there, yielded the post of

• Cathcart, having been left unmolested by the Russians in his dangerous isolation,

joined the army before Sebastopol on the 2Cth.

t The Russian connmandant of Balaclava excused this show of defending an untenable
post on the plea that he had not been summoned.
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honour, -whicli they had hitherto held on the right, and -which now became

also pre-eminently the post of danger. They were rewarded by finding (what

had not hitherto been known) harbours superior to Balaclava * in the bays of

Ivamiesh and Kazatch, to the north-east of Cape Chersonese. These changes

had been facilitated by the increasing illness of St. Arnaud, which com-

pelled him, on the night of the 2Cth, to give up the command to Canrobert.f

After a kindly parting interview with lord Eaglan,| the marshal was

carried on board ship on the 29th of September, and died the same after-

noon.

The result of the movement thus completed was to place the allies in a

position where, unless they could quickly take Sebastopol by assault, they

would be, while besiegers, themselves also besieged. The plateau of the

Chersonese may be likened in plan to a pointed arch, having its apex on

the west at Cape Chersonese, and its base on the east formed by a line

drawn due north and south from the head of the harbour of Sebastopol to

the little port of Balaclava. The length of the Chersonese is about 10 miles

from apex to base.§ This base, of about eight miles in length, is no mere

imaginary line, but well marked by the acclivity called Mount Sapouneh

(that is, "a breather"), along which the plateau rises abruptly from the

plain of the Tchernaya to the height of about 500 to 700 feet, forming, so

to speak, a continuous buttress to the high ground. The only considerable

break in this long and steep escarpment is the " Col " of Balaclava, through

which the road passes from that port to Sebastopol. The whole southern

shore of the Chersonese forms a range of precipitous cliffs, affording no

landing-place, even for a boat, except at the monastery of St. George, near

the south-western headland. The northern shore, as we have seen, is

indented with bays and creeks, from which ravines—many of them deep

* We know not whose ingenuity first suggested the likeness of the little port of Balaclava

to that which Ulysses describes himself as entering on the coast of the Laestrygons (Horn,

Od. X. 87-9nj :—

" To that illustrious port we came, by rocks

Uninterrupted flank'd on either side

Of towering height, while prominent the shores

And bold, converging at the haven's mouth
Leave narrow pass."

" T/ie Campaign,^'' in the " Companion to the Almanack," 1856.

t The Emperor had given a dormant commission to Canrobert, against this foreseen con-

tingency,

X On the 8th of October lord Kaglan wrote thus of the marshal to the duke of New-
castle :

— " I must say I deeply regret him. Although he occasioned me many difficulties

from time to time, he never varied in his determination to be upon good terms with me

;

and, personally, he was all kindness to and consideration for me."

§ This description is meant to give an idea in bold outline. Speaking more exactly, the

escarpment curves somewhat westward from the bank of the Tchernaya, above Inkerman, to

the Col of Balaclava, beyond which it merges into the broken heights round Balaclava. At
the northern foot of these heights, along the road leading eastward from the Col, lies the

v;illey made famous by the Battle of Balaclava and the charge of the Light Brigade.
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and precipitous—aro prolonged througli the surface of the plateau, for the

most part in a direction from north-west to south-oast.

This configuration of the ground went far to determine the character

both of the attack and the defence. One wide and deep ravine skirted the

western side of the city ; and on the south and east, where it was more easily

assailable, the approaches through the hollows could be swept by the fire of

the place and still more by the fleet in the roadstead, while the intervening

ridges, along which lay the true lines of approach, afforded the besieged

excellent posts for defensive works. But these detached points in a position

commanded by the higher ground of the plateau were so critical, that the loss

of any one of the three principal posts—afterwards so famous as the Flagstaff

Bastion, the Eedan, and the Malakoff, would probably involve the fall of

the place. " There existed other sources of embarrassment, which however
—though not in an equal degree—were common to tho attack and the

defence. Besieged and besiegers alike were sure to be put to great stress

by the depth of the ravines, which would more or less split their strength

by hampering all lateral movements ; and, in the event of the conflict taking

a form which should make it dejjend much on earthworks, both the

garrison and the assailants would have to encounter the diflSculty of trying

to gain cover from ground which was simply hard rock, coated over, where
coated at all, with a very thin layer of clay." *

At the end of 1853, when only the signal remained to be given for

war between Eussia and the allies, Sebastopol still lay open on the

south. Since that time, the works projected in 1834 had been pushed

forward ; but these were chiefly on the west side, with a view to protect

the town against the sudden attack of any force that might land in one of

the neighbouring bays. Forts and bastions had been raised on the ridge

outside of the ravine bounding the city on the west, and the salient angle of

the high ground opposite its southern point had been crowned by the

important work called the Flagstaff Bastion. These fortifications were

joined by a bare loop-holed wall. Much less had been done on the more
assailable south-eastern face of the Karabel suburb ; but here also tho

points destined soon to be fiercely contested were already occupied by
forts, but without the earthworks necessary for their defence. In a curved

line from the head of the man-of-war harbour (running up between the city

and the suburb) north-eastward to the small creek called the Careening Bay,

the summits of the ridges were crowned by the Redan, south of the Karabel

suburb, by the Malahojf {ox 'White Tower), at its south-eastern point, and by

the Little Redan ; but they were as yet joined by no continuous entrench-

ment. " The Malakoff, afterwards so formidable, was only at this time a

naked horseshoe-shaped tower, having five guns on the top, but without tho

glacis and the outworks which were soon to rise folding around it." f Of the

151 guns in battery on the land face of Sebastopol, only 23 were in jiosition

for the defence of the Karabel suburb. The arsenal contained thousands

of heavy guns, though many of them were useless from age ; besides

* Kinglake, vol. iv. p. 52, tid. p. 5.5.

VOL. Tx.—277.
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the 1,900 guns of the fleet, which, as will be seen presently, were added, to

the land defences. The abundance of ammunition and warlike stores seemed

almost inexhaustible ; and the transfer of the attack to the southern side

left the entry of supplies quite free. The garrison left in Sebastopol, when

Menchikov took up his position on the Alma, numbered nearly 28,000

combatants and 5,000 workmen.* Of the chiefs who commanded these

forces under prince Menchikov (the supreme admiral as well as general) two

names were destined to especial fame : vice-admiral Kornilov, chief of

the stalf of the Black Sea fleet, and colonel Todleben, a young ofiicer of

engineers.

On the 20th of September, when " the cannon's opening roar " announced

the beginning of the battle on the Alma, these two ofiicers rode beyond the

Katcha towards the scene of action, and were soon met by signs of the fatal

result.f Among the tide of fugitives they encountered prince Menchikov

riding alone and in deep dejection. He at once informed the admiral of his

desperate resolution to close the entrance to the harbour by sinking the

fleet for the sake of which the town and fortress had their existence.

On the next morning (September 21st) Kornilov assembled a council of

admirals and captains, to whom he proposed that the ships should sail out

and attack the allied fleets while they were crowded off Cape Loukoul.

The bold measure found very few supporters; and it was met by the

counter proposal, which was understood to express Menchikov's resolve, to

sink the oldest of the ships across the mouth of the roadstead, and to

transfer the crews of the whole fleet to the land defences. Menchikov had,

in fact, now formed the resolution to operate with his army on the flank

and rear of the allies, leaving Sebastopol to be defended by the sailors, with

about 5,000 militiamen. To make the plan at all safe, it was of capital

importance both to set free the men and material of the fleet for the land

defences, and to make it impossible for the allies to bring their ships into

the harbour ; and the ruthless plan was justified by its success. J

The ships doomed to be first sunk were moved to the mouth of the

roadstead, while the rest were so j)laced as to fire on the northern slopes

should the enemy appear there. The hopelessness of holding the Severnaya

was indicated by the removal of the warlike stores from that quarter across

the harbour into the town itself. The retreating troojw, also, as they

arrived on the northern heights, were carried across the harbour to

* The total is made up as follows :—Four militia battalions, 3,000
; gunners at the coast

batteries, 2,708; stationed marines, 2,066; seamen of the fleet, 18,501; nine local

companies (probably about) 900 ; total combatants, 27,775 ; workmen, 5,000 : total,

32,775. "Of these, however, there were none, except the gunners at the coast defences, and

the 3,000 militiamen, who could be said to form part of the army."—Kinglake, vol. iv. p. 65.

It should be remembered that Russian seamen pass much of their time in barracks, and are

subjected to military instruction and discipline.

+ See Kornilov's own words, quoted by Kinglake, vol. iv. p. 67.

X For Kornilov's vigorous eli'orts at resistance and self-sacrificing submission at last, and
his noble address to the sailors, likening the sacrifice to that of Moscow, see Kinglake,

vol. iv. pp. 80, /.
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Sebastopol, and bivouacked in a field outside. The seven ships devoted for

the sacrifice were scuttled during the night, and in the morning, as the

Three Holy Fathers, a 130-gun ship, still floated with the water pouring
through her sides, a steam frigate was ordered to fire into her " to shorten

her agony." Her sinking soon after noon on the 23rd marked the end,

for one generation, of Eussia's hopes of domination in the Euxine.

When this measure was accomplished, Menchikov announced to his

lieutenants his intention of leading the army away from Sebastopol. Ho
was now in pressing want of the reinforcements which prince Gortchakov
was bringing from the Danube, and his whole communications with Eussia
depended on the command of the great road through Bakchiserai and Sim-
pheropol, which would also furnish a base for that vigorous offence which
is the best defence. Therefore to Kornilov's objection, that Sebastopol

could not be held by a handful of seamen against the armies of the allies,

Menchikov replied:—"The enemy cannot undertake an energetic attack on
the northern fortifications, having our army on the flank and rear." But
this reason for so extreme a measure as leaving Sebastopol without an
army, was just what Menchikov failed to justify by instant energetic action

;

na}-, he neglected the most ordinary means of learning those plans and
movements of the enemy, which had so strange a relation to his own.
Marching out of Sebastopol in the night of September 24th, the morning
found his army on the Belbek, just six miles above the English bivouac and
just half an hour before they began their march to the point he had just

left ;
* and his rear guard came in contact with the English van, without

his having the least idea of the opportunity he was losing, or even of the

meaning of the new movement of the allies. Leaving a detachment of

about 13,000 men on the Upper Belbek, he retired to a position on the

Katcha ; where he remained for a time, neither concerting measures with

the people he had left in Sebastopol for the defence or relief of the place,

nor attacking or even observing the enemy. On the 26th of September,

the day when the allies seized Balaclava, Kornilov writes, " Of the prince,

nothing is heard" ; and what would have been the result if the invaders

had made their assault on the next day, is emphatically attested by Todleben

;

"Thus the defenders of Sebastopol had no help that they could reckon on.

It has been seen that it was absolutely impossible for them to repel the

enemy with only the force the garrison consisted of. So there remained
to them no alternative but that of seeking to die gloriously at the post

committed to their bravery."

It was reserved for the writer of these words to create another alternative

by his skill and energy, f The stress of the defence rested on his science

• It was 8 A.M. when the Russians reached the Belbek, and the English began the flanlc

march at half-past 8. For the measures which Menchikov might have taken, with his

numerous cavalry and knowledge and command of the countiy, see Kinglake, vol. iv. pp. 04, f.

t General (then colonel) Edward Ivanovich Todleben (/>. 1818) was by race a German, a
native of the Baltic province of Courland. His great ability, proved in the army of the

Danube, attracted the special notice of prince Michael Gortchakov, who sent him to prince

Menchikov as an officer eminently qualified to aid in the defence of Sebastopol, where he
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and the enthusiasm of Kornilov ; and these two had already " come to be
as one man. They lived in the same room. What Todleben judged to be
right, the admiral impelled men to do. If Kornilov was the soul of the

cause, the great engineer was its mind." * No supreme authority over the

forces on both sides had been provided by Menchikov ; but the generous

loyalty of the officers who had been left with separate commands vested in

Kornilov the general arrangements for the defence of the town.

Having transported his battalions of sailors from the north side of the

harbour to the town itself, he joined with Todleben in disposing his

available force of about 16,000 men for the defence of the weak fortifi-

cations already described. On the morning of the 27th, the expected day of

attack, the troops were ranged along the ramparts to receive the blessing

best fit to animate the pious Eussian. Kornilov, a man of enthusiastic faith,

said, " Let the troops first be reminded of the Word of God, and then I

will impart to them the word of the Czar." The latter word was to the

following effect :
—" The Czar hopes that we shall not give up Sebastopol.

Besides, we have nowhere to retreat to. We have the sea behind, the

enemy in front. Prince Menchikov has deceived oixr enemies and got round

them ; and, when they attack us, our army will fall upon their rear.

Eemember then—believe in no retreat ! Let the bands forget to play the

retreat ! Let him be a traitor who sounds the retreat ! And if I myself give

the order for retreating, kill me with the bayonet !
" Such addresses, delivered

—as eye-witnesses attested—with the tone of a man inspired, reanimated

the spirits depressed by the evasion of the army and the chief. And yet,

writes Todleben, " neither the exaltation of the troops, nor their resolve to

fight to the last extremity, could have saved Sebastopol, if the enemy had
attacked it immediately after his passage of the Tchernaya." f

This was the third great opportunity lost by the allies, who gave

Todleben the one thing he wanted

—

time ; and he used it so well that, in a

week after the day of the Alma, the bare defences of Sebastopol were con-

verted into an entrenched position ; but troops were urgently needed to man
the works. The hopes at length raised by communications from Menchikov,

followed by his visit in person (September 28th and 30th), were dashed by
his seeming resolve to watch the enemy, whose strength he overrated, and
to leave Sebastopol to its own resources. "If that takes place "—said the

admiral—"then farewell to Sebastopol! If the allies decide on some
daring action, they will crush us." % The remonstrance was so far effective,

that Menchikov promised to hold a council of war, and so took his leave.

had arrived as lately as the 22nd of August. He was the bearer of a warning of the intended

invasion, as well as of a commission to examine the defensive resources of the place ; but

Menchikov was so blind to the coming danger, as not only to neglect the new precautions

suggested by Todleben, but even to recommend him to leave the Crimea ! Fortunately the

invasion kept him there to aid in its defence. His actual position was only that of a

voUmteer.

* King'akc, vol. iv. p. 116.

t "Defense de Sebastopol," vol. i. p. 257 ; Kinglake, vol. iv. p. 136.

J This was Kornilov's reply to Menchikov. In his private journal he wrote, "To hold
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How was it, then, that the allies did not " decide on some daring

action "? On the 27th of September—the same day on which the French

completed the flank march—a first reconnaissance was made, and the bold

counsel of immediate assault was proposed by sir Edmund Lyons and

supported by lord Raglan. But sir John Burgoyne, overrating the strength

of the defences, remonstrated against delivering an assault till the fire of

the place had been subdued by heavy artillery ; and, as general Canrobert

adhered to the same opinion, lord Eaglan suffered himself to be overruled,

as a lesser evil than that of divided counsels. The seeming " safer " course

prevailed, as so often, over the really surer ; but Todleben justly condemns
the allies for " the error of exchanging their power to overmaster the

stronghold at once for an opportunity of merely besieging it, and that too

with inadequate means." * And, even had their means been adequate,

" they failed to see how much they were bound by the vital condition of

time." There were some, indeed, who felt this, for general Airey communi-
cated the decision to the commander-in-chief at home with the ominous
words, " My own opinion is, that toe are herefor the lointer, maintaining only

a strong position until we can be reinforced." f
Sebastopol was now secure on the north side and on the sea-front ; and

the depth to which the roadstead ran up into the country rendered an invest-

ment out of the question by the forces of the allies. The front to be
defended was limited to the curve enclosing the city and its suburb, and the

great road to Simpheropol and all Russia remained open for the entrance of

uulimited reinforcements and supplies. Thus reinforced, the army under

Menthikov had in the Mackenzie Heights a position easy to hold against

the allies,who were shut up in the Chersonese, cut off from aU operations

in the field, and with their right exposed always to the attacks of which
they had such terrible experience on the day of Inkerman.

In pursuance of the twofold task, of prosecuting the siege and defend-

ing their own position, the allied forces were arranged as follows. The
more numerous army of the French was divided into two bodies, each of

Sebastopol with troops is very possible, nay, it is possible to hold out long, but without

troops—that alters the case." Todleben's defence of Menchikov's course is fully given and
discussed by Mr. Kinglake. It amounts to this : that, regarding Sebastopol as indefensible,

he turned his thoughts to the defence of the whole Crimea ; but " he still preserved the hope
that if the irresolution of the allies and the desperate courage of the sailors should make it

possible to keep the enemy in check before Sebastopol for some time, the army, after

receiving reinforcements, might be able to stop the ulterior successes of the allies." But the

Crimea had all its value in Sebastopol, and, as Mr. Kinglake well says, Menchikov was
treating the kernel as of less worth than the shell. Mr. ICinglake suggests, as a conjecture

of the prince's true reason for not operating at once on the flank and rear of the allies, that

the army was so deficient, especially after the losses on the Alma, of officers of the higher

grades, as to make it incapable of manoeuvring against the enemy in the field.

• Kinglake, vol. iv. p. 213.

+ The writer little knew the full meaning of these words, as revealed a month later by
the warning of Mr. Catlley, which was soon to be terribly verified. We might almost com-
pare the armies to an Arctic crew caught in the winter's ice when only provided for a summer's
voyage.
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t\70 divisions, for tlio double duty just described ; while the wliolo English

army, except the small force of cavalry, veas assigned to the work of the

siege, and to the defence of Balaclava, whence all their supplies were to be

drawn. Beginning on the west from Strelitza Bay, the 4th and 3rd

French divisions, under Forey, held the ground as far as the ravine run-

ning up from the man-of-war harbour. From thence the Euglish con-

fronted the south-eastern defences of the Karabel suburb, the side where

the main struggle was likely to take place, and were exposed besides to

the brunt of any attack on the north-eastern angle of the Chersonese.

The defence of the position was of course adapted to the nature of the

ground, which we have already described as a steep escarpment formed by

the Sapouneh heights above the valley of the Tchernaya. It was only the

part of the ridge behind the Euglish "left attack "—beginning from the

Col of Balaclava—that was guarded by the 1st and 2nd French divisions,

under Bosquet, who threw up strong works on the sides of the Col, and

even added long lines of entrenchment to the natural strength of the ground.*

While this superfluous force was lavished on the strongest part of the

ridge (which, besides, looked down on the plain patrolled by the English

cavalry), the more assailable part to the north, in rear of the English

" rin-ht attack," f was left to be defended by their smaller force, while they

were engaged in the larger and more important part of the siege operations.

At the north-eastern extremity of their position a specially critical and

vulnerable point was formed by the " Inkerman Heights " (soon to

become terribly famous), a sort of tongue between the valley of the

Tchernaya and the deep careenage ravine, connected only by a narrow neck

with the rest of the position. Notwithstanding the urgent remonstrances

of sir John Burgoyne, it was deemed impracticable to cover our right by

occupying the spurs above the Tchernaya and the harbour, and the

northern part of the Inkerman Heights was left in the power of the Russians.

This fault, like all the early errors and disasters of the campaign, was due

to the divided command.

The town and port of Balaclava, the base of the English army, lying

beyond the plateau of the Chersonese, demanded a separate system of

defence. This was offered on the eastern side by steep hiUs, caUed the

Marine Heights, which needed only slight works ; and the entrance to the

gorge, at the village of KadikiJi, was defended by a redoubt and breast-

work. Here were stationed the 93rd Highlanders and a battalion of sailors.

This inner line of defence was covered by an outer chain of redoubts,

manned by Turks.:}: The defence of Balaclava was entrusted to sir Colin

* " Labour could be prodigally bestowed upon that part of the field, because the power-

ful force under Bosquet—tlie half of the French army, with, besides, several Turkish

battalions—was there established as a corps of observation, not busied with any siege

duties."—Kinglake, vol. iv. p. 229.

+ For the details of the English position, see Kinglake, vol. iv. p. 228.—The English

siege batteries were established on the three ridges across which their position lay.

t It has been already stated that the Turkish force in the Crimea was attaclied to the

French army. The Turks now mentiorttd consisted of two battalions which Canrobert
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Campbell ; but the cavalry and horse artillery remained under the separate

command of lord Lucau, with orders to patrol the plain as far as tho

Tchernaya and also towards the gorges leading into the valley of Baidar.

Both the English and French headquarters were established on tho

southern part of the heights, giving the advantage of speedy communication

with each other and witli Balaclava ; while lord Raglan was " so near the crest

of the Sapouneh Heights, as to be able in a few minutes to obtain a com-
manding view of the plain of Balaclava, the valley of the Tchernava, and
those neighbouring heights towards the east and north-east, from which,

if bent on an enterprize, a Russian field army might come." * In fact,

the cloud of war soon began to gather in that quarter, when prince Men-
chikov, recovering from his discouragement or adopting counsels of less

caution, not only secured his communications with Sebastopol by resuming

tho dominion of the Mackenzie Heights, but jmshed forward strong recon-

noitring parties of all arms into the valley of the Tchernaya (October 7th).

Nor was this all. Suddenly yielding to Kornilov's remonstrances, Men-
chikov sent across the harbour about 28,000 troops from his army, thus

raising the garrison, by the 9th of October, to the force of 53,000 com-

batants. After throwing these reinforcements into Sebastopol, his field

army still numbered 24,000 men. With this total force of 77,000 in the

field and the city, the Russians already far outnumbered the allies. The
confidence and boldness of the besieged now visibly increased ; their works
advanced rapidly ; and they were relieved from the first fear of an over-

whelming assault, when they saw the trenches opened by the French on
the 9th, by the English on the 10th and 11th. Thus it was that the allies,

with a most inadequate force, undertook the formal siege of the town, lately

so exposed that its few defenders had despaired of resisting a sudden
assault, but now open to support from all the resources of a mighty
empire.

For the work of moving the siege material from Balaclava over several

miles of high rugged ground the means of transport were quite insuf-

ficient,! ^^^ ^^^ difficulty was only mastered by the zeal of the British tars.

The ardour of the sailors to take part in the work of the siege was grati-

fied by the formation of a naval brigade, under captain Lushington, which
rendered admirable service, and captain Peel (a son of the great sir Robert)
gained brilliant distinction in command of the battery which he armed
and manned from his ship the Diamond.

:f
It would be beyond our

placed at lord Raglan's disposal, besides a force of about 3, .500 attached to lord Raglan's

command by the Sultan, at the instance of lord Stratford de RedclilTe. It must be borne in

mind that the arrangements now described were not made all at once, but extended over a

considerable part of October. The outer defences of Balaclava, slight even as fully planned,
were still incomplete when the Russians made their grand attack on October 25th. The
details given above are necessary in order to understand the events of that great day.

* Kinglake, vol. iv. p. 235.

+ The French liad a much easier communication with their spacious landing-ground on
the Bay of Kamiesh.

t It was captain Peel who took up a burning shell and threw it outside the breastwoik,
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scope to dwell on the engineering details and difficulties of the siege, not

the least of those difficulties arising from divided counsels both on shore

and between the military and naval commanders : difficulties which might

have again and again proved fatal, but for lord Eaglan's stedfast resolve

to merge all personal considerations in the one duty, which he described in

a letter to his reluctant naval colleague:—" Our position here is an extra-

ordinary one. We are in the middle of October. The fine weather which

we have been so fortunate as to enjoy, with one single day's exception,

since we appeared on the south side of Sebastopol, can hardly be expected

to last much longer, and large reinforcements are moving from the north-

ward to the assistance of prince Menchikov. Time, therefore, is most

precious, and we have not much left to capture the place, which we have been

called upon by the united voice of the Queen, the Oovernmcnt, and the country, to

take possession of, and which our recent success on the Ahna will have led

all to believe could and would be accomplished. Not to disappoint these

universal expectations, the combined efforts of all branches of the naval

and military service are necessary, and none, I am sure, will be withheld." *

The immediate object of this letter was to secure the co-operation of the

fleets in an attack on the sea-front of the defences, in combination with the

opening of fire on Sebastopol by the French and English armies.

f

At dawn on the morning of the 17th of October the land batteries on

both sides opened fire ; and the contest seemed going in favour of the

allies, when a great magazine exploded m one of the French batteries : a

second explosion, though of little consequence in itself, added to the shock

of discouragement ; and at half-past ten the French fire ceased. A bold

sortie of the garrison at that moment might have produced a great effect

;

but about this very time prince Menchikov, who had crossed the harbour

to confer with Kornilov, wag leaving the town again, to prepare for the

defence of the Severnaya, as if he thought the south side untenable. After

this last parting with his chief, Kornilov proceeded to visit the posts, reply-

ing to a remonstrance against needlessly exposing himself, "What will the

sailors say of me, if they do not see me to-day ? " In passing to the

Karabel suburb, he for the last time met Todleben, who had been repair-

ing the great damage inflicted by the English fire on the lledan ; and,

though his report might well have sufficed, Kornilov persevered in his

resolve to visit each critical point. To another entreaty, that he would take

where it instantly exploded, an exploit rewarded by the Victoria Cross, "for valour." This

new order was instituted Febru.iry 5, 1856, to reward conspicuous bravei^ in all ranks of both

services ; its badge being a Maltese cross made from cannon taken at Sebastopol. Captain

Peel died, as we shall soon see, in rendering no less brilliant service with his naval brigade

in India. For a return of the men and material contributed by the fleet in aid of the land

forces before Sebastopol, see Kinglake, Appendix viii. to voh iv.

* Letter to vice-admiral Dundas, October 13, 1854. When admiral Dundas showed

this letter to one of his captains who was dissuading him from allowing his judgment to be

overruled, the officer returned it to him, saying decisively, " Sir, this leaves you no option."

t On the unfortunate choice of a plan lor the combined attack, seelvinglake, vol. iv. pp.

271,/.
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the least exposed road from the Eedan to the Malakoff, he answered with
a smile, " You can never run away from a shot." At half-past eleven he
had finished his inspection of the Malakoff, and had just said, "Now let

us return," when a round shot shattered his left thigh and hip, and faintly

saying, " Defend Sebastopol," he became senseless. With returning con-
sciousness, he received the last sacraments of his Church, and, in a pause of

his cruel agonies, he laid both hands on the head of the Chief of the Staff, and
said, "Tell everybody how pleasant it is to die, when the conscience is

quiet." Amidst tender messages to his wife and children, he often prayed,
" God ! bless Eussia and the Emperor ! Save Sebastopol and the fleet !

"

Dozing under the effect of an anodyne, he roused himself at the entrance

of an ofiicer with news, and, on being told that the English batteries were
almost silenced, he cried "Hurrah! Hurrah!" then fell back insensible

and soon died. Felix etiam opportunitate mortis. His enthusiasm had given

the impulse to the defence, which other qualities were needed to sustain,

while his example and memory kept alive the spirit he had kindled among
the men, who used often to say, " Our admiral still watches over us !

"

Notwithstanding the report which cheered the brave man's last moments,
the English fire was kept up with destructive effect on the defences, and,

from the height of their ground overlooking the Karabel suburb, with great

slaughter among the troops massed to await the assault. The Malakoff

tower was silenced ; and the Eedan—the point intended to be breached for

the assault—battered on both faces by a converging fire, seemed rapidly

breaking down, when, soon after three o'clock, the explosion of a magazine

by a shell threw the front of the work into a heap of ruins, burying great

numbers of the defenders, and dismounting all its 22 guns, save two, which

only five gunners were left to serve. To this fatal loss was added such

discouragement, that the troops posted to withstand an assault fell back to

a place of shelter. "Thenceforth," says Todleben, " there disappeared all

possibility of replying to the English artillery. The defence in that part of

the lines was completely paralyzed ; and in the Karabelnaya men expected

to see the enemy avail himself of the advantage he had gained, and at once

advance to the assault."

In fact, the plan which sir John Burgoyne had preferred to a coup de

main was now realized—so far as the English attack was concerned ; and

this qualification explains all. The English assault on the Eedan was to be

simultaneous with a French assault on the Flagstaff Bastion ; the failure

of the latter seemed a decisive reason for not proceeding with the former

;

and thus another opportunity was sacrificed to the exigencies of the alliance.

The English fire was continued till nightfall with no further results of

considerable moment. " The cannonade, prepared at great cost of warlike

resources, and, yet worse, at a ruinous cost of time, had brought them no
nearer to their object than they were before opening fire. Not being

followed up by an assault, the one opportunity which all their siege labour

had earned for them became an opportunity lost." *

• Kinglake, vol. iv. p. 433.
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Nor did the result of the naval attack on the sea defences give them any

compensating advantage. Without entering into details, or discussing those

faults of the plan insisted on by admiral Hamelin, in consequence of which

" the ships of the whole French fleet and of our admiral's main division

had to ride at anchor in a formal line of battle, at once so grand and so

impotent that there needed the fighting there was by the ships in the

English left wing to save the whole business of the engagement from being

deemed solemnly frivolous" *—it must suffice to record the lesson, taught by

the vigorous conflict of the Agamemnon and her consorts under Lyons with

Fort Constantine, how little power ships armed with the artillery of those

days could exert against forts with thick stone walls and casemated

batteries. f Besides the failure to make any real impression on the forts,

the comparison of losses on the two sides is very striking. "Under the

fire of 1,100 ships' guns, and these so diligently served, that from two ships

alone there were hurled between 6,000 and 7,000 shot, no more than 138

of the Eussians were either killed, wounded, or bruised." \ On the side of

the allies the loss was 520 men (317 English and 203 French), besides that

of the Txu'ks, which is not recorded. Two English ships had to be sent back

to Constantinople to be repaired, and others were much damaged. The

French flag-ship, Ville de Paris, received no less than 50 shots in her hull,

and one shell, bursting under her poop, killed or wounded nine ofiicers of

admiral Hamelin's staff. But far more serious tbaa these losses was the

proof now given, how little the naval supremacy of the allies in the Black

Sea availed towards the one object of capturing Sebastopol. " From that

day, their supposed pretension to be, some day or other, the assailants of

the place was visibly a pretension withdrawn ; and the seaward approaches

of the roadstead became added to the range of unchallenged dominion

thenceforth enjoyed by the fortress." § This fact was most strikingly

confessed by the conversion of sir Edmund Lyons to the more cautious views

of his superior ; and even when he shortly afterwards succeeded Dundas in

the command, he attempted no further attack upon Sebastopol.

On the evening of this eventful 17th of October, the assault had beeu

postponed in the hope that the French would soon be able to renew their

attack, and on the same night they began regular approaches to the Flag-

staff Bastion. But the expectation of renewing the work on the morrow

where it had been left off, underrated both the enormous resources of the

place and the vast energy and skill of the volunteer colonel who directed

them. During the night, Todleben restored and re-armed the defences of

the Eedan, which the English fii-e again destroyed on the 18th, with a loss

to the Eussians of 543 men ; and so the cannonade went on for a week,

each day proving the fresh resources of Todleben's skill, as well by the

smaller proportion of loss as by the addition of new traverses and other

• Kinglake, vol. iv. p. 401. + Ibid. p. 367.

X Kinglake, vol. iv. p. 405.—In passing these pages through the press, we cannot but

note the contrast supplied in the destruction of the forts of Alexandria by the iron-clads and

the tremendous artillery of the next generation after the Crimean war (July 11, 1832),

§ Kinghakc, vol. iv. p. 407.
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works. " His defence of the place would be weakly, nay almost wrongly

described by calling it ' obstinate ' ; for, united to all the gifts which the

defender of a beleaguered fortress should possess, he had a rare flexibility

of mind, which enabled him to bend his vast powers to every changing

phase of the conflict. Far from offering to the foe a resistance of the kind

which the English call 'dogged,' he was enterprizing, disturbing, aggres-

sive. Under the direction of this great volunteer, the Eussians, though

suffering carnage, could stedfastly hold their ground. By fighting their

batteries in the daytime with unsparing valour, and achieving at night

immense labours, they were able to present to the besiegers every morning

a line of defence which was not only strong and unbroken, but even

augmented in strength," * and, with every day gained, man and nature

were combining to bring new forces from without against the allies ; fore-

shadowing not only the two desperate fights of the next fortnight, but the

gloom and sufferings of the coming winter.

The interpreter at the English headquarters was a gentleman of great

intelligence, well acquainted with the climate ; and on the morrow of the

first abortive attack (October 18th), he gave warning to the following

effect :
—" I see now that this siege is likely to last a long time, and what I

fear is, that if Sebastopol should not fall in the interval of autumn-timo

yet remaining, there may be an idea of wintering here. But does lord

Eaglan know what a winter here is likely to be ? The army would have to

encounter bleak winds, heavy rains, sleet, snow, bitter cold. Once in some

few years it happens, that there comes a fortnight or so of Russian cold.

When I speak of ' Russian cold,' I mean cold of such a degree that, if a man
touches metal with an uncovered hand, the skin adheres." f In his written

report, Mr. Cattley added :
—" In such weather, no human creature can

possibly resist the cold during the night unless in a house projierly warmed,

and in the daytime unless warmly dressed ;
" and lord Eaglan, therefore,

warned the duke of Newcastle that, after the middle of November, " we
must be prepared either for wet or extreme cold, and in neither case could

our troops remain under canvas, even with great and constant fires, and the

country hardly produces wood enough to cook the men's food." A terrible

prospect for an army in the fullest flush of health ; but lord Raglan felt

bound to add another warning of the signs of coming evil :
—" Before

concluding, I may be permitted to say a word with regard to this army. It

requires, and should not be denied, repose. Although the marches have

not been many, fatigue has pressed heavily upon the troops. The very act

of finding water and of getting wood has been a daily unceasing exer-

tion, and the climate has told upon them ; and, independently of cholera,

sickness has prevailed to a great extent since the third week in July.

Cholera, alas ! is still lingering in the army." J

* Kinglake, vol. iv. pp. 445-6.

+ " Cruel as was the first winter endured by the allied armies on the Chersonese, the ap-

prehended contingency of a fortnight of ' Russian cold ' did not occur."—Kinglake.

J Private letter to the duke of Newcastle, October 23, 1854.
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Balaclava and Inkerman ; and Winter Troubles (October to December, 1854)

—

Liprandi's Army at Tchorgoun—Balaclava and its Defences—Redoubts on the

Causeway Heights—The British Cavalry and Highlanders : Lord Lucan and Sir

Colin Campbell—Prince IMenchilcov's Plan of Attack—Battle of Balaclava
(October 25th)—Los5 of the Redoubts : Conduct of the Turks—Measures of Raglan and

Canrobert—Cavalry Attack on the 93rd : repulsed by Sir Colin Campbell

—

Charge ofIhe

Heavy Brigade under Scarlett—Their Brilliant Victory—Inaction of the Light Brigade—
Lord Raglan's "Fourth Order": how construed by Lord Lucan—Captain Nolan—
Charge of the Light Brigade—Conduct of Lord Cardigan—Return of the Survivors-

Lord George Paget—Charge of the French Cavalry—A Victory won and lost—Lord

Lucan and the Heav)' CavaU-y—Losses of the Light Brigade—Lord Raglan's judg-

ment : recal of Lord Lucan—Moral Result of the Battle—Sortie of the Garrison,

called the Lesser Lnkerman : repulsed by Sir De Lacy Evans (October 26th)

—

Sacrifices made to strengthen Balaclava—Grand Design of the Russians—Their Re-

inforcements and Strength—Arrival of the Grand Dukes—Numbers of the Allies

—

Russian Plan of Attack

—

Sunday, November Jth : Religious Service : the Bells of

Sebastopol : Battle of Inkerman—Defeat of the Russian Attacks—Gortchakov's
Force Neutralized—Sortie under Timoviev : repulsed by the French—Carnage of the

Battle—Russian Atrocities—Menchikov's Apology—Consequences of the Battle

—

Question of abandoning the Siege—Decision to wait for reinforcements— Sufferings of

the Armies—Great Storm (November 14th)—The Hospitals at Scutari—Miss Florence

Nightingale—Efforts at Home—The Patriotic Fund—Honours and Rewards to the

Army—The Siege Languishing.

On the same day (October 18tli) on whicli Mr. Cattley gave his warning

of the approaching winter, Russian forces of all arms were seen moving

along the ridge above the village of Tchorgoun on the further side of the Tcher-

naya,—the gathering cloud of the storm which was to burst on that day week.

Menchikov had constituted a complete corps d' armee under General Liprandi,

supported by another under general Jabrokitsky—the two amounting to

about 24,000 or 25,000 men—to operate in the rear of the English and

against Balaclava. The peculiar position of the little town and its port

must be borne in mind. While the real base on which the English array

was dependent for all its stores and supplies, its communications with

Constantinople and England, and its much-needed reinforcements, the

place lay outside of the natural stronghold which the allies held on the

Chersonese ; not a safe station in the rear, but a detached post, exposed to

the attack of the Eussian forces which were now gathering daily in greater

strength in the valley of the Tchernaya. As an outer line of defence a

system of fieldworks was hastily thrown up, to enable the small body of

troops stationed there to resist an attack till aid could be sent from the main

armies. A line of hills, linking those which surrounded Balaclava with the

268
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plateau, secured the communication, and protected the post from anj' attack

on the west side. Another range, called the Marine Heights, on the east of

the town and harbour, sweeping round from the sea-cliff in a curve two or

three miles long, formed a strong position with the help of some little

labour and a few guns from the fleet. Between these two ranges, the only

entrance by the gorge of Kadikoi was lined with fieldworks, completing a

secure inner line of defence for the town and port. The gorge of Kadikoi

leads out upon tho plain of Balaclava, a tract of ground broken by undula-

tions, hillocks, and even greater heights, but well-defined by the high

ground dividing it from the sea and the Tchernaya on the south, east, and

north. It is divided into two narrow valleys—the southern and northern

—

by a low ridge crossing the plain like a natural causeway from tho plateau

of the Chersonese on the west to the heights of Kamara on the east. The
" Woronzov Eoad " was carried along the "Causeway Heights" (as this

ridge was called), the crest of which was fortified (though so feebly that

the word almost needs an apology) by a chain of five redoubts ; and another

was thrown up on what our men named " Canrobert's Hill," a knoll 500 or

600 feet high, jutting out from the Kamara Heights at the eastern end

of the south valley. Such was the only outer line of defence, to exclude

the Eussians from the south valley, which was connected with the plateau

by the Col of Balaclava. But all these works, which were made and

manned by the Turks attached to lord Eaglan's command, were extremely

slight, and were dominated by the Kamara Heights, which were in the

power of the Eussians ; the chain of redoubts was more than two miles

long, at a dangerous distance from the ground from which support was to

come in case of an attack. The only support immediately at hand was

the cavalry division of 1,500 sabres, which lay encamped on the southern

slopes of the Causeway Heights. The 93rd Highlanders, under sir Colin

Campbell, had to hold the inner line of defences ; and there was unfortu-

nately no supreme head on the spot, the commands of sir Colin and lord

Lucan being independent of each other.

The design of prince Menchikov's new enterprize was to carry the outer

line of defences, and to attack the camp of the 93rd Highlanders and that

of the Turks near Kadikoi, with the further hope of gaining a position

whence to bombard Balaclava and so destroy the English base and arsenal.

Before daybreak on the memorable 25th of October, the cavalry turned out

as usual, and lord Lucan rode forward with his staff towards Canrobert's

Hill. Presently a streak of dawn showed two flags upon the fort, which

soon explained the signal by opening fire. The Eussian columns had begun

their advance at 5 o'clock, and about 11,000 infantry and 38 guns were now
converging from three points on the first three redoubts ; 30 guns were

placed in battery on the Kamara Heights ; and the cavalry had come down
into the north valley. The brave resistance of the Turks on Canrobert's

Hill was overpowered by the vastly superior Eussian force ; and when the

redoubt was stormed, the Turks, receiving no support from the Engli-sh

cavalry, abandoned the next three in the chain and fled to Balaclava. Tho
Eussians occupied the first three redoubts, taking possession of 1 2 guns

;
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but they only dismantled the fourth, without attempting to hold it. Thus

speedily was the outer line of defences forced. Lord Lucan, who had not

deemed it possible to act against the Eussian artillery, now placed his

cavalry across the south valley, near the gorge of Kadikiii, prepared to fall

on the enemy's flank if he advanced towards Balaclava.

At the first sign of attack, intelligence had been sent to lord Raglan,

who witnessed the loss of the redoubts from the edge of the heights over-

looking the valley. He at once decided to move down the 1st and 4th

divisions for the defence of Balaclava. At the same time, expecting a

pitched battle in the plain, and anxious that the cavalry should not become

engaged without support, he ordered lord Lucan (much against that general's

will) to withdraw to ground at the foot of the plateau. General Canrobert,

having joined lord Eaglan at his post of observation, moved down two

brigades of infantry and two regiments of cavalry ; but, apparently under

the idea that the attack in the plain was designed to tempt the allies down

from their vantage ground on the plateau, the two infantry brigades were

held back under the ridge. The effect of these arrangements was to leave

the few hundreds of 93rd Highlanders, under sir Colin Campbell, isolated

for a time, to maintain the defence of Balaclava. Against them were

arrayed the Eussian infantry in a curved line from the Kamara Heights

westward by Canrobert's Hill and the Causeway Eidge, with their artillery

in battery in the captured redoubts. Their cavalry were drawn up across

the north valley, while the supporting army of Jabrokitsky was now taking

up its position on the Fedioukineh Hills to the north. The whole force thus

threatening Balaclava amounted to 24,000 or 2.5,000 men, with 78 guns, to

oppose which sir Colin Campbell had only some 500 British soldiers and two

battalions of Turks. But, whether from ignorance of his weakness, or

because an attack in force upon Balaclava was not the Eussian plan,

Liprandi made no haste to use his great advantage.

After a while, his cavalry, under general Eyjov, advanced along the

north valley, and four squadrons were detached to the left, across the Cause-

way Eidge, towards the gorge of Kadikoi, in front of which sir Colin

posted his little force on a ridge, with a battalion of Turks on either

flank, who fled at the enemy's approach, with wild cries of "Ship!
ship! ship!" Eiding along his line, sir Colin said, " Eemember,
there is no retreat from here, men ! You must die where you stand "

; and
the men answered, "Aye, aye, sir Colin, we'll do that!" The Eussian
cavalry, whose object seems to have been only to seize a detached battery,

were startled at the sudden appearance of infantry on the ridge. On
receiving the first fire, they wheeled to the left, as if to turn the right flank

of the Highlanders, and, upon sir Colin's meeting this manoeuvre by a change

of front, the whole body retreated in disorder under the fii-e of our artillery.

This attack, which had looked so threatening and proved so feeble, was the

second act in the battle. Its failure " ended that part of the battle which
was governed by design, and chance began to have sway." *

• Kinglake, vol. v. p. 346.
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ireanwhile the main body of Eyjov's cavalry (about 3,000 sabres) having

advauced nearly to the western end of the north valley, began inclining to

the left, as if to cross the causewaj' into the south valley. The direction of

this movement was across the front of lord Cardigan's Light Brigade, the

most advanced portion of the British cavalry, who were hidden behind a

rising ground and plantation, to the right of which eight squadrons of

heavy dragoons, under general Scarlett, were moving across the front of the

Eussian lino of march, having been sent by lord Raglan to the aid of sir

Colin Campbell. By accident, from the broken nature of the ground,

Scarlett's force was divided into two columns, and he himself was riding

with the left column of three squadrons, when the Russian cavalry were

seen upon the causeway in full force, their front coming down direct upon

his left flank. He at once formed the resolution, which produced the charge

of "Scarlett's Three Hundred," a feat which has only been eclipsed by the

charge of the " Six Hundred," owing to the more desperate character of the

latter and its disastrous issue. We cannot stay to recount the incidents of

this grand charge, in which Scarlett broke at the head of his 300 horsemen

into the heart of the great Russian column, and, supported later by four

squadrons more, broke and dispersed it with such effect that, " of all the

vast body which is known to have been opposed to them, there was hardly

one squadron which afterwards proved willing to keep its ground upon the

approach of English cavalry."* It was the rare fortune of the combats of

that day to be fought under the eyes of large numbers of military spectators

looking from the edge of the Chersonese ; and their admiration found

utterance in the words of a French general :—" It was truly magnificent

;

and to me, who could see the enormous numbers opposed to you, the whole

valley being filled with Russian cavahy, the victory of the Heavy Brigade

was the most glorious thing I ever saw." " The French sent to lord Lucan

their tribute of enthusiastic admiration ; and an aide-de-camp came down
from lord Raglan with two gracious syllables for Scarlett conveyed in the

message, 'Well done.'" This third act was followed by the one which

has rendered the battle ever memorable.

We have seen that the Light Brigade was drawn up fronting directly

upon the right flank of the Russian cavalry as they advanced across the

ridge. The distance was 400 or 500 yards
;
yet this splendid body of nearly

700 horsemen f sat motionless looking upon the conflict with feelings to

which one of them thus gave vent :— " How can such a handful resist, much
more make way through such a legion? Their huge flanks overlap them,

and almost hide them from our view. They are surrounded and must be

annihilated. One can hardly breathe !
" Nor, when the great mass fled

broken and scattered to rally in part on the neighbouring heights, were

they launched on the simple and obvious service of completing the victory of

their comrades. "As may well be supposed, this abstention of our Light

* Kinglake, vol. v. p. 162.

t The exact strength of the Light Brigade was 673 sabres. It was composed of the 4th

and 13th Light Dragoons, the 8th and llth Hussars, and the I7th Lancers.
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Cavalry was observed by the Russians with surprise and thankfulness, by

the Headquarters Staff of the English with surprise and vexation, by the

French with surprise and curiosity." *

The ultimate explanation is doubtless to be found in the extraordinary

arrangement, by which, passing over all the experienced veterans, the

cavalry was entrusted to generals who, though between 50 and 60 years of

age, had never had that experience of war, which teaches the golden lesson,

among others, of when to take the initiative ;—two out of the three generals,

moreover, being of very self-willed tempers, and known, though brothers-

in-law, to have no friendly feelings to each other. The immediate cause of

the inaction of the Light Brigade was lord Cardigan's construction of an

order from lord Lucan, to keep strictly on the defensive in the position

where he was placed ; and, whatever his error of judgment, his abstinence,

like his fatal activity a little later, arose from a sense of duty, made over-

rigid by inexperience. " If ever "—says Mr. Kinglake—"there were to be

uttered a taunt which should impute the inaction of lord Cardigan to any

cause worse than mistake, this short cogent answer would follow, ' He led

the Light Cavalry charge.' "

The charge of the Heavy Brigade had produced a most important change

in the aspect of the battle. The mass of Russian cavalry, which had pre-

sented a serried front across the north valley,—connecting the forces massed

on the Fedioukineh Heights with those that had won the Causeway
Redoubts,—had now been dispersed, leaving the two weak columns of

infantry alone on the two hiUs, and connected only in the rear by the

defeated cavalry which had rallied behind a Cossack battery of 12 field-pieces

at the upper end of the valley. Lord Raglan, who saw the whole situation

from his vantage-ground on the heights, desired to seize the opportunity

for recovering the Causeway Redoubts, while the French cavalry were
preparing to attack the Fedioukineh Heights. Owing to the hesitation of sir

George Cathcart, the 4tli division was only beginning to appear upon the

scene, and, instead of attacking vigorously, sir George halted at the 4th

redoubt, directing only a distant fire on the 3rd. To remedy this delay,

lord Raglan determined to launch his cavalry against the weak Russian

position on the Causeway ; and he sent the following written order to lord

Lucan :
—" Cavalry to advance and take advanUuje of any opportunity to recover

the heights. They will be supported by the infantry, which have been

ordered [to] advance on two fronts." Now lord Lucan had formed the

unfortunate habit of criticizing the decisions taken at headquarters in no
friendly spirit; and, instead of obeying the order "to advance ,'^ txnsting to

the promised supjiort of the infantry, he construed it so as exactly to invert

its meaning. He moved the Light Brigade to a position across the north

valley, with the Heavy Dragoons on the slope to their right, and thero

waited 30 or 40 minutes, " prepared (in his own words) to carry out the

remainder of his instructions by endeavouring to effect the only object and in

the only way that could rationally have been intended, namely, to give all the

• Kinglake, vol. v. p. 167.
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suppnrt possiMe to tlio infantry in the recapture of the redoubts, and subse-

quently to cut off all their defenders."

While he thus lost the golden half-hour, the Eussians, forming (as it

seems) a truer estimate of their exposure to attack, were seen from head-

quarters preparing to retreat and carry off with them the guns captured in

the redoubts. To avert this loss of English guns was another urgent motive

for the attack, the delay of which was already causing angry impatience in

the staff. In this emergency lord Eaglan gave the order, which sir Eichard

Airey wrote in the following terms:—"Lord Eaglan wishes the cavalry to

advance rapidly to the front, and try to prevent the enemy carrying away the

guns. Troop of horse artillery may accompany. French cavalry is on your

left. Immediate. (Signed) E. Airey." This was the much-discussed

"fourth order," on the construction of which turned the whole controversy

respecting the disaster that ensued. Even had there been anj' ambiguity in

its terms, its meaning was beyond doubt as a peremptory sequel to the

" third order," which remained unexecuted. The arguments which lord

Lucan afterwards urged were answered by anticipation in the words of his

own despatch to lord Eaglan two days after the battle, in which he quotes

the order as an instruction "to make a rapid advance to our front to

prevent the enemy carrying [ojfl the guns lost by the Turhish troops in the

morning." In a word, reading the 3rd and 4th orders together, the

"heights," the "enemy," and the "guns" were, beyond any possible

doubt, those upon the Causeway.

But, unhappily, there was a personal element which, at the moment of

action, distorted lord Lucan's perception of this unquestionable meaning.
The order was carried by an officer of general Airey's staff, captain Nolan

—

like lord Lucan himself, a warm-blooded Irishman—who held enthusiastic

views about the power of the cavalry arm, and had chafed at the little

use made of it during the invasion. Lord Lucan received the order with
an impatience which led to angry altercation, and when asked, "Attack,
sir ! attack what ? What guns, sir ? " With a manner which lord Lucan
describes as "most disrespectful but significant," Nolan replied, "There,
my lord, is your enemy; there are your guns,"—pointing with his hand, as

lord Lucan says, towards the left-front corner of the valley. That Nolan
meant to point towards the Causeway Heights cannot be doubted, but more
directly in front lay open the " valley of death," with the battery and cavalry

at its further end, and, as if moved by passion to take the staff and its

messenger " at their word," lord Lucan put that meaning on what was, after

all, no part of the written order, and saw " there" his " enemy" and his
" guns." Eiding up to lord Cardigan, he communicated to him the order,

and "urged him to advance steadily, and to keep bis men well in hand."
So says lord Lucan himself, but, according to lord Cardigan, his orders were
"to attack the Eussians in the valley with the 13th Light Dragoons
and the 17th Lancers." Bringing his sword to the salute, lord Cardigan
answered, "Certainly, sir; but allow me to point out to you that the
Eussians have a battery in the valley in our front, and batteries and
riflemen on each flank." "I know it," replied lord Lucan, "but lord

VOL. IX.—278.
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Eaglan -will have it. We have no choice but to obey." Thereupon, lord

Cardigan turned quietly to his mea and said, " The brigade will advance."

He took his place quite alone about two horses' lengths in front of his

staff, and five in advance of his first line, which was composed of the 13th

Light Dragoons and Hth Lancers, supported by the 11th Hussars in a

second line ; the third line, under lord George Paget, being formed by the

4th Light Dragoons and the 8th Hussars. The Light Brigade was to be

supported by the Heavy Cavalry, which had just won their brilliant victory

under sir James Scarlett.

The distance of the battery of 12 guns, which—against all the rules of

war—was to be charged in front by cavalry, was more than a mile and a

quarter down the valley between the Causeway Heights on the right, where

the Eussians had their batteries in the captured redoubts, and their

batteries upon the Fedioukineh Hills on the left; and thus the i)oet

laureate's description of their ride "into the jaws of death," is literally

exact.

The advance had just begun, when a warning of its false direction was
given, but not understood. Captain Nolan, after his conversation with lord

Lucan, had taken his post with the first line to take part in the charge. As
soon as he found that they were advancing straight down the valley, he

rode at full speed diagonally across the front towards the right, shouting and

waving his sword, doubtless with the intention of showing the direction

that ought to be taken. But his words were unheard, and, while lord

Cardigan was angrily wondering at the disorderly movement across his

front, Nolan was killed by a fragment of a Russian shell, the first victim of

the error for which he was afterwards made the scapegoat. Almost at the

same moment, general Liprandi showed his belief that the movement had the

object intended by lord Eaglan by withdrawing his most advanced battalions

from the redoubt No. 3 ; but even this retreat failed either to show the

cavalry generals their mistake or to induce Cathcart to push on his

infantry.

As the real nature of the enterprize to which the Light Brigade was

committed became clear to the Eussians, fire was poured on our horsemen

from the guns in front and on both flanks, as well as by riflemen posted on

the slopes of the Causeway Heights. Through this storm lord Cardigan

led on straight for the central gun of the Cossack battery, " without word or

gesture indicative of bravado or excitement, but rather with the air of a

man who was performing an everyday duty with his everyday courage and

fiimness." * The only word or sign he made was to stretch his sword in

front of a too eager officer, telling him "not to force the pace." This

became more difficult as the troopers grew more and more excited under

the increasingly murderous fire, out of which the only escape seemed to bo

by a rush on the guns in front ; and the pace, which began at a steady trot,

was computed at seventeen miles an hour, when, through the smoke of a

volley which left only some fifty or sixty of the first lino unhurt, lord Cardigan,

* Kingbke, vol. v. p. 261.
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still two liorses' lengths ia front vf hia men, shot in between two guns of

the battery, and rushed on against the main body of the Eussian cavalry in

a charsre supported by some of his followers, while others were engaged in

capturing the guns. We cannot divell upon the details of the slaughter

of the gunners in trying to carry off the Czar's much-prized guns, the

rout of the horsemen drawn up behind them, and the encounters of the

survivors with the fresh bodies of Eussian cavalry which charged down

from the heights as they retreated. The chief aid rendered in their

extremity was by the brilliant charge of the famous 4th Chasseurs

d'Afrique of D'AUouville, directed by general Morris, the commander of

the French cavalry division, which silenced the whole fire of the Eussian

batteries on the Fedioukineh Hills.

This brilliant feat was achieved during t\e onset of the Light Brigade

;

and the popular tradition, embodied in the laureate's pathetic "Then they

rode back," does not take sufficient account of the victory really won over the

Eussian cavalry, and lost again for want of support. Had that support

been given by fresh squadrons attacking the Causeway Heights, the tale of

" How they rode onward " might have ended with a glorious victory, instead

of being summed up in the words of general Bosquet to Mr. Layard as he

looked on the charge, "C'est magnifique : mais cen'estpas la guerre.'" According

to lord Lucan's conception of the attack, the three lines of the Light Brigade,

supported by the squadrons of Heavy Dragoons, were to form the support-

ing links of one continuous chain. But, as the pace quickened, lord Lucan,

riding in advance of his first line, found himself the only link between the

brigades, the distance widening every moment, while the casualties among
his staff, and a musket-ball in his own leg, warned him that he was lead-

ing a second body of troops " into the valley of death." Lord Lucan

expressed his resolve to lord William Paulett in the words, " They have

sacrificed the Light Brigade ; they shall not the Heavy, if I can help it."

He let go the link in his chain of attack. By two successive movements of

retreat he drew the Eoyals and Greys out of the fire from which they were

already suffering heavily ; and took up a position which he deemed suitable

for carrying out the opinion he now formed, that "the only use to which

the Heavy Brigade could be turned was to protect the Light Cavalry against

pursuit in their return." So there the half of the English cavalry

remained, witnessing only so much of the triumph and fate of their comrades

as might be inferred from the roar and flashes of the guns through the

smoke, then the silence of the battery, and the return of a disabled or

straggling horseman or a riderless charger. Presently they began to greet

with cheers the relics of the brigade who came out of the fight, having

performed new feats against the lancers who tried to cut them off;

the last of them being brought out brilliantly by lord George Paget
When they had re-formed, on the slope towards Balaclava, lord Cardigan

addressed them in these words :
—" Men ! it is a mad-brained trick " (one

report said, "a great blunder"), "but it is no lault of mine." "Never
mind, my lord " said some of the men, " we are ready to go again." " No
no, men!" replied lord Cardigan, "you have done enough." The sad
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muster then held disclosed the result that the 673 men who went into

action were reduced to 195 mounted troopers; and one regiment, the 13th

Light Dragoons, mustered only ten. A later return showed a loss of 113

men killed and 134 -wounded, and, of the horses, 475 killed and 42 wounded.

The main loss was incurred in the charge down the valley ; it is remarkable

how few fell after once closing with the battery and cavalry, and how few

were taken prisoners when surrounded by the Eussian masses. In fact,

only fifteen unwounded prisoners were taken, and in all cases (it seems)

after their horses were killed or disabled. It is well worthy of record, that

general Liprandi examined the prisoners under the belief that the daring

deed could only be explained by intoxication. They told him that they

had mounted without breakfast, and their untouched rations, including the

rum, were found in their knapsacks. This fact may anticipate the possible

future ingenuity of that wonderful modern school, which, under the self-

assumed name of the "higher criticism," seeks for the truth of history in

what is not proved by any evidence. It was computed that the affair lasted

just twenty minutes.

After the muster, lord Cardigan rode up to report to the commander-in-

chief. In a severe and very angry way, lord Eaglan said, " What did you

mean, sir, by attacking a battery in front, contrary to all the usages of

warfare and the customs of the service?" " My lord," answered lord

Cardigan, " I hope you will not blame me, for I received the order to attack

from my superior officer in front of the troops." On further enquiry, lord

Eaglan gave his full approval to the conduct of lord Cardigan, of whom he

wrote, a few days after, that he had " acted throughout with the greatest

steadiness and gallantry, as well as perseverance "
; but, as we have seen,

his final judgment on lord Lucan's conduct only confirmed his first words on

meeting him, "You have lost the Light Brigade! " The brilliancy of the

deed of arms did not console the chief for the destruction of half his scanty

force of cavalry; and, in a private letter to the duke of Newcastle, he called

it a "heavy misfortune," which he felt most deeply. "In conversation at

headquarters (in presence of the historian) he not unfrequently expressed

his painful sense of the disaster ; and, foreseeing the enthusiastic admiration

which the feat would excite in England, he used sometimes to lament the

perverseness with which he believed that his fellow-countrymen would turn

from the brilliant and successful achievement of Scarlett's brigade, to dwell,

and still dwell, upon the heroic yet self-destructive exploit of lord Cardigan's

squadrons ; but the truth is that, apart from thoughts military, there was

a deep human interest attaching to the devotion of the man and the men
who, for the sheer sake of dutj', could go down that fatal north valley as

the English cavalry did. This feeling on the part of others lord Eaglan

might be willing to repress, but he could not help feeling it himself ; and,

despite all his anger and grief, despite the kind of protestation he judged it

wholesome to utter for the discouragement of rash actions on the part of his

officers, I Btill find him writing in private of the Light Cavalry charge, that it

was perhaps 'the finest thing ever attempted.'"* And the "unerring instinct"

* Kinglnke, vol. v. - n 3S7, 338.
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of the people has enshrined the deed in a high place among those heroic

traditions -n-hich koep alive the spirit essential to the very safety of a nation

—the spirit which found the noblest of many utterances in the words of the

Jewish leader, as he went down to his last fatal conflict with the over-

whelming hosts of Syria :
—" If our time be come, let us die manfully for

our brethren, and let us not stain our honour." Many faults were buried

with lord Cardigan ; but for the living influence of the example given by
liim and his followers to the British army for all time, history echoes the

verdict of the poet laureate, in words too well known to need quotation.

To return to the issue of the whole battle, in which the charge of the

Light Brigade was the fourth act. The immediate efi"ect was to encourage

Liprandi to re-occupy the part of the Causeway Heights from which he

had withdrawn his foremost battalions ; and the allied commanders had to

decide whether to attempt the recapture of the redoubts with the infantry

they had by this time brought down into the plain. It is bslieved that

lord Eaglan desired to make the attempt, but he deferred to Canrobert's

opinion that, after the loss of the Light Brigade, it would be impossible to hold

the command of the plain without withdrawing a force that could ill be spared

from the siege. Accordingly, after sir George Cathcart had re-established

the Turks in the 4th redoubt, the first three were left in the possession of

the Eussians, who, besides the ground they thus won, were enabled to

claim the result of the battle as a victory, and to show as its trophies seven

English guns, besides a Turkish standard. The allies lost the outer line

protecting Balaclava and the communication with their camps by the

Woronzov road, retaining only that by the Col. But, besides its effect in thus

cramping the defence of Balaclava and raising the spirit of the besieged in

Sebastopol, the success of this first blow struck by Menchikov's field army
encouraged other such enterprizes on a larger and more dangerous scale.

The first effect was seen on the very next day (October 26th), in the

sortie of the garrison against the exposed north-eastern angle of the English
position ; an affair which, as a foretaste of the grand effort made ten days

later, obtained the name of the Lesser Inkerman. The immediate object of

this display of the spirit roused in Sebastopol by the battle of the day
before, was to divert attention from Liprandi, while making good the ground
he had won ; but, as the Eussians carried entrenching tools, it seems that

they hoped to establish themselves on the Inkerman Heights, the northern

part of which was already commanded by the guns of their forts and ships,

and traversed by the Cossack vedettes. Emerging on this ground, and
covered on the right by a body of troops moving up tlie Careenage Eavine,

the attacking force was directed against the Second Division on the higher

part of Mount Inkerman. Both attacks were quickly and most skilfully

repulsed by sir De Lacy Evans, with a loss to the assailants of 270 killed

and wounded, besides 80 prisoners ; the English having only 12 killed and
77 wounded. The great gain was the confidence inspired in the men of the

Second Division.

The result of the battle of Balaclava forced on lord Eaglan a new con-

eideration of the defence of the town and port, now immediately threatened
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by Lipratifli's army of 2J,000 men with 78 guns, while the English, ^vith

only 16,000 bayonets, had the threefold task of their share of the siege, the

defence of the weak angle of the Chersonese, and the jn-otection of Bala-

clava. For the last object the insufficient force on the Chersonese was

weakened by the withdrawal of 2,000 of lord Eaglan's best troops, including

the whole Highland brigade, as well as of Vinoy's brigade, forming one-

fifth of Bosquet's division. During the following week the Russian army

ou the Tcherna3'a was greatly strengthened, and on the 2nd of November a

very menacing demonstration was made against the eastern defences of

Balaclava. But this was only a feint to mask the grand design which had

now been matured ;—nothing less than a combined attack of the field army

and the garrison of Sebastopol to raise the siege by crushing the allied

armies on the Chersonese.

The coming crisis was felt, however vaguely, even more acutely at home
than in the allied camp ; for, besides other information, our diplomacy

obtained knowledge of the following report despatched by prince Menchikov

about the end of October :
—" The enemy no longer dares to stir out of his

lines. We never cease to harass him and kill some of his men. Our

squadrons make frequent battues and attacks. The enemy throws some

'shells at them, but his cavalry dares not risk itself beyond the range of the

batteries. The army is filled with enthusiasm. General Liprandi, whose

coolness and resolution I cannot sufficiently praise, has caused to be thrown

up some armed works (strong redoubts) on the right flank of the enemy,

and he threatens the enemy in rear. The enemy cannot effect his retreat

without exposing himself to immense losses. If the weather should favour

us, nothing can save him from a complete disaster. Future times, I am
confident, will preserve the remembrance of the exemplary chastisement

inflicted upon the presumption of the allies. When our beloved grand-

dukes shall be here, I shall be able to give up to them intact the precious

deposit which the confidence of the Emperor has placed in my hands.

Sebastopol remains ours. Heaven visibly protects Holy Russia. Have
the kindness, prince, to bring this to the knowledge of our august sovereign,

for the great satisfaction of his magnanimous heart."

Empty as these grand boasts may seem in the light of past and coming

events, there was solid ground for confidence more soberly expressed. The
allies, who landed in the Crimea with a force superior to the present means
of resistance, had given their enemy time to gather against them the

resources of his vast Empire ; and the portion first ready—the army of the

Danube under Michael Gortchakov—had now accomplished its long march
round the Euxine by way of Odessa. By Saturday, the 4th of November,
the Russian forces in and about Sebastopol had been raised to 120,000

men ; and, on the same day, two of the Emperor's sons, the grand-dukes

Nicholas and Michael,* arrived in the camp of Menchikov to make their

• These two sons of the Emperor Nicholas afterwards commanded the armies of their

brother Alexander II. in the war of 1877 ; Nicholas in Bulgaria, and Mich.iel in Armenia,

They were at this time, respectively, in their 24th and 23rd year.
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first youthful essay in arms, and to stimulate the enthusiasm of the

gariison.

It is a maxim of war, that a tesieging force ought very considerably to

outnumber the besieged, and much more with any field army operating for

thfir relief. But the French and English armies now numbered only

05,000 effective combatants; of which the French infantry were 31,000 and
the English infantry 1G,000, the rest being made up of cavalry, artillery-

men, marines, and sailors. There were also 5,000 Turks under general

Canrobert, and 6,000 under lord Eaglan ; but, owing to the contempt in

which these brave men were held for want of stilful leading, they were
almost as useless " as a diamond is to a man who mistakes it for a worthless

pebble." *

With this great superiority of force, the Eussians had a motive for

decisive action in the progress of the regular approaches of the French to

the Flagstaff Battery ; and, in fact, their attack on the eai-ly morning of

the 5th anticipated a meeting appointed by Eaglan and Canrobert for that

day to arrange a plan for the assault. Lord Eaglan was not without fore-

sight of the real danger ; but he could not so far impress it on Canrobert,

as to induce him to spare troojis to aid in defending Mount Inkerman.
This weak angle of the position on the Chersonese was chosen for the

main point of a combined attack, which was also to embrace the front

towards Sebastopol and that on the ridge above the plain. Confronting

this latter side, an army of 22,000 men, with no less than eighty-eight guns,

under prince Gortohakov, was to advance from Tchorgoun and extend in a

line from behind Kadikoi across the Balaclava valley and the Fedioukineh

Heights, towards the ruins of Inkerman, where prince Menchikov had his

headquarters. On the heights behind the ruins of Inkerman and the

right bank of the Tchernaya, towards the head of the harbour, was ranged

general Paulov's column of nearly 16,000 infantry ; and on the other side

of the Tchernaya, and in front of the harbour, the northern part of Mount
Inkerman was to be occupied by the column of general Soimonov, which
came out of Sebastopol. The two columns thus directly threatening Mount
Inkerman, united under the command of general Dannenberg, made up,

with artillerymen, sappers, and 100 Cossacks, above 40,210 men, with 54
guns of position and 81 light pieces, besides the support of the guns of

two ships in the roadstead. The line of battle was continued by the troops

of the garrison, ranged on the fortifications of Sebastopol; and, on. the

extreme west, a force of about 5,000 men, with twelve guns, under general
Timoviev, was to occupy the French by a sally from the town. Including
this last force, the Eussians were prepared to act aggressively in the open
with about 68,000 men and 235 guns ; while the garrison of Sebastopol
made up the numbers engaged over twelve miles along the two fronts to at

least 100,000 men.

Against these forces, the Anglo-French army of 05,000 men, with 11,000
Turkish auxiliaries, was engaged on various duties of attack and defence

• Kinglake, vol. vL p. 4,
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whicli extended their lines over twenty miles, and tke vital point especially

threatened was defended by only 3,000 infantrj', with 12 guns. With all

the reinforcements of both armies that could be brought ujj from first to

last during the battle, the infantry holding this key of the allied position

never exceeded 13,000 men with 50 guns,—to bear for seven hours the

whole weight of the attack made by 40,000 infantry with 135 guns. It was

an important part of the Russian plan that, while the main attack was

made on Mount Inkerman, prince Gortchakov should make vigorous feints

to occupy the division of Bosquet on the eastern ridge of the plateau, and

]u-event his aiding the English and his left; and then, when the latter were

driven oil' Mount Inkerman, Gortchakov was to ascend by the way thus

opened to him. With 60,000 men thus established on the eastern part of

the plateau, Menchikov might well hope to put such a pressure on the

allies, as to prevent the intended assault of the Flagstaff Bastion, and even

force them to a disastrous retreat.

The movement of the Russian columns to their appointed posts began

on Sunda}', the 5th of November, about two hours after midnight, and on

that holy day, the sanctions of religion were added to stimulate their

enthusiasm for this supreme effort to fulfil the sacred task entrusted to

them by their Czar, as the head of a nation which is also a Church. " For

he had launched them in a war to the knife against the invaders of his

Empire, the enemies of the Orthodox faith, the despoilers of churches, the

disciples, the abettors of Islam, and therefore (in the apprehension of

simple men) the open foes of the Cross. So great was the value attached

by men in authority to the force of a religious incentive, that, even at the

risk of putting their adversaries on the alert, they, at four in the morning,

called people to mass and to battle by the clangour of the bells in their

churches, and it was with a soldiery consecrated for battle that Soimonov,

before break of day, would march out from the Karabel Faubourg.

Paulov's troops, as we know, lay on the heights beyond the Tchernaya, but

their spiritual guides were in camp, and with power scarce lessened by the

want of any sacred ai^pliances ; for customarily, even in cities, the utter-

ances of the Eastern Church are delivered in the roar of strong priests

without aid from the wailing of organs. When men heard the Sebastopol

bells, the head of this column of Paulov's was already some way on its

march." *

Between five and six o'clock the firing along the whole front announced

the opening of the great Battle of Inkehman. Lord Eaglan, rightly

judging where the main blow was to be struck, hastened in person to direct

the defence upon Mount Inkerman. It would require an amount of detail

unmanageable within our space and unintelligible without elaborate maps,

to trace the outlines of the fight, well designated by Mr. Kinglake as
" indented and jagged, like those of Mount Inkerman itself." Undercover

of the darkness before the November dawn, made denser by a thick mist

* Kinglake, vol. vi. pp. 32, 83. The narrative of the battle occupies the whole of Mr.

Kinglake's 6lh volume, illustrated by admirable maps.
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and drizzling rain, tlie two columns of Paulov, from the east, and Soimonov,

from tlie west, ascended the ridge of Mount Inkerman. Driving in our

pickets—who first became aware of their approach bj' seeing the grey-

coated forms rising out of the mist—tlioy established some powerful

batteries and sixteen battalions 01 the commanding point called Shell Hill

;

while twenty battalions, numbering 15,000 men, were led by Soimonov in

person against the Second Division. Capturing three guns,* and turning

the position with a detached column, the enemy had come within a stone's

throw of the tents, when his advance was chocked with the aid of some 2G0

men of the 77th regiment under colonel Egerton. " The course of the

strife in this part of the field was abruptly changed ; and the mist, which

had thus far protected the enemy, began to favour our people by taking

from the many their power of rightly wielding big numbers, from the

few their sense of weakness. It resulted that, with the aid of three

batteries, 3,600 foot were not only able to withstand the 25,000 men
brought against them, but to defeat with great slaughter and even expunge
from the battle-field all those 15,000 assailants with whom they had come
to close quarters." f Once more the attempt had failed, to overwhelm the

"thin red line" by sheer weight of numbers, even though our men fought

fasting and were short of ammunition.

Tliis first act of the battle was over by half-past seven ; but the mist

was still so thick as to conceal the completeness of their success from our

men, who mistook the new columns coming up for the defeated battalions

still standing their ground. We must abstain from following the details of

the struggle between the new forces brought up by general Dannenberg and
the Second Division reinforced by the Guards, |—who bore a splendid part

in the action, standing firm even when their ranks were so thinned as in

some places scarcely to form a complete line—and by the troops whom
Bosquet brought to their support. The stress of the battle was over by
eleven o'clock, when the Eussians ceased to attack and the English became
the assailants in their turn ; while the French unaccountably abandoned the

offensive. At one o'clock the Russians began a decisive movement of

retreat, but the abstinence of the French precluded any effective pursuit,

and a gallant attempt of an English officer on Soimonov's artillery was
frustrated by Todleben . It was eight o'clock at night before the Russians

completed the retreat of their two chief masses within the suburb of Karabel
and their lines beyond the Tchernaya.

The defeat of the main attack on Mount Inkerman neutralized the

subsidiary part allotted to Gortchakov, which had been meant to crown the

anticipated success. For, as the Russian columns failed to reach the point

which was marked as the signal for converting his feint into a decisive

attack, the prince—adhering perhaps too rigidly to his instructions

—

* These guns were recaptured later. t Kinglake, vol. vi. pp. 152, 457.

t Lord George Paget, who was ordered up with the fragments of the Light Brigade as a
support, says :

—"At one moment I fell in with the duke of Cambridge and said, 'Where
are the Guards?'—when he, pointing out a small cluster of men, said, 'There they are, aU
that are left of them.' "—"Crimean Diary," p. SI.
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attempted nothing beyond what Menoliikov described in his despatch as " a

demonstration against Balaclava." His abstinence set free the duke of

Cambridge's brigade of Guards and the forces with -which Bosquet supported

them in aiding the defence of Mount Inkerman ; but, on the other hand,

Gortohakov's presence in the plain kept sir Colin Campbell's Highlanders

and Vinoy's brigade in check at Balaclava.

At the other extreme end of the two fronts of battle, the portion of the

garrison of Sebastopol, who were appointed to make a sortie, made a

gallant effort to perform their part. At half-past nine o'clock, general

Timoviev, with about 3,000 infantry and four guns, fell upon the left flank

of the French siege works on Mount Eodolph, broke into their batteries,

and spiked a number of their guns. Though repulsed by force of numbers,

their retreat was well covered by fresh troops issuing from Sebastopol, and

the French suffered heavily in their eager pursuit. The affair was over by

half-past eleven o'clock ; but meanwhile it had detained two battalions

under prince Napoleon from going to the aid of the English on Mount

Inkerman ; and they arrived too late to take any part in the fight. The

rest of the garrison of Sebastopol remained inactive within their lines,

awaiting the part they were to have taken in completing the victory vainly

hoped for.

Such is a rough outline of the hard-fought Battle of Inkerman, the most

considerable of the campaign, which has well been called "the soldiers'

victory." Its brilliant proof of the undegenerate quality of our men
caused a joy which yet hardly overcame the painful sense of how narrow
had been their escape from destruction, and of the terrible price paid for

the victory. The English loss was 2,573, ofwhom 635 were killed, including

a general of division, sir George Cathcart. The French killed were only

175, of whom 25 were officers; but they had 95 officers and 1,530 men
wounded, "making a loss of exactly 1,800. On the other side, the carnage

among the dense and obstinately brave columns of the assailants was awful.
" Whilst the bodies of the allies were many, and in some places heavily

scattered, the Russian dead lay in heaps." Their official returns confessed

a loss of 11,959 in killed, wounded, and prisoners, but, on the basis of the

numbers buried by the allies, lord Eaglan's estimate reached 20,000.

The painful feeling produced by these natural horrors of war was
aggravated by the atrocities committed by Russian soldiers on their

unwounded foes. A Court of Enquiry found the charge so clearly proved,
that the allied commanders addressed a remonstrance to prince Menchikov
whose reply resembled the paradoxical plea of "not guilty and a justifica-

tion." "While indignantly denying the charge as affecting his army in

general, "he admitted it to be possible—though he did not, he said, know
the fact—that, individually and in the heat of combat, some exasjjerated soldier

might have suffered himself to do an act of violence which was to be deeply
regretted"; but then he went on to show that, supposing the imputed
butcheries to have been really committed, thei/ must have been j^rovoked, after

all, bi/ a religious sentiment. His countrymen, he said, were an eminently
religious people, who could not but be tilled with horror when they learnt
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fliat a churcli—very holy in their estimation—had been desecrated by the

invar] PI'S of Eussia ; and thence he went on to conclude that, if any of the

French or the Englisli had indeed been despatched on the battle-field

nhilst lying disabled by wounds, they must have owed their fate—not to

the ruthlessness, but—plainly to the outraged piety of his troops."

The day of Inkerman ended the active operations of the year on both

sides. In the great effort made for an oliject of supreme and probably

decisive moment, had it been successful, the first available reserves of the

Eussian Empire were expended, with a result which checked further

attempts in the open field. On the otlier hand, in so far as the battle

was fought to avert the impending assault, the victorious allios yifldod this

primary object to the defeated enemy. The French approaches had been

brought up so close to the Flagstaff Bastion that, as we have seen, lord

Eaglan and general Canrobert were to confer about the assault on the very

day when their intention was anticipated by the Eussian attack. The
attack on the Flagstaff Bastion was the cardinal point in a general assault

;

nay, general Todleben goes so far as to say that, "once entrenched in the

No. 4 {i.e., the Flagstaff) Bastion, the enemy ivoidd not have been tonder the

flightest necessifij of assaulting Sevastopol—an attempt in which he must
certainly have been defeated with great loss—but our line of defence would
have been forced, divided, maimed, and the ulterior defence of Sebastopol

must have become all but impossible."

On the morrow of the battle, however, general Canrobert came to the

English headquarters, not to concert the plan of assault, but to represent the

new difficulties created by the heavy losses of the allies and the proof they

had received of the overwhelming numbers of the Eussians. The views which
(lord Eaglan says) Canrobert stated with much "fairness and ability"

were set forth more precisely in a note which he read at a meeting of the allied

generals on the 7th. This important paper began by recalling the " three

probabilities " on which the whole enterprize had been based : (1) the facility

of debarkation
; (2) the inconsiderable number of Eussian troops in the

Crimea
; (3) the possibility of effecting a rapid entrance into the town,

which was rej^uted to have defences but little formidable on the land side.

Of these probabilities, the first and second had become facts hajjpily and
gloriously accomplished : not so the third, which had presented up to the

present moment difficulties both of attack and defence which it could

scarcely have been allowed them to foresee. These difficulties had now to bo
surmounted, either by a signal act of valour if it was humanly possible to

attempt it with any chance of success, or by a temporizing policy, which,

by preserving the moral ascendant which they had gained over the enem}',

would permit the allied armies to await with security the reinforcements

which had become necessary to fill up the voids left in their ranks by battles

and disease, and to restore their effective force to the point which it would
be reasonable to expect in order to face circumstances which had now been
complicated by an unexpected arrival of a part of the army of the Danube.
As a consequence of all this, the question now was to take a jsrompt

decision.
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The unanimous decision now taken -was almost necessarilj' involved in

such a statement of the question by one of the allied commanders, backed

by " a decisive resolve on the part of the French that for the present they

would abandon all idea of seizing the Flagstaff Bastion." * It was too late

to urge, even had it been, then fully known, that the " unforeseen difficul-

ties " of the siege had been created by abstaining at first from the " signal

act of valour" which might have been "attempted with the chance of

success," and giving the enemy tliat time which ought to have made the

" arrival of the army of the Danube" anything but "unexpected." The
question was one of present exigencies, and the impression of the vast

numbers of the enemy seems to have weighed upon the English generals

almost as strongly as on the Frencli commander himself. As to what the

" temporizing policy " involved in the coming winter, it could hardly have

been j'et fully foreseen that "waiting for reinforcements" meant little

short of letting the thinned and wearied armies waste away under cold,

privation, and disease, to be replaced by the new forces that were expected.

This fate could have been averted only by the third alternative not suggested

by Canrobert ; and the one general who had had most experience of winter

campaigning, sir De Lacy Evans, did not shrink from advising lord Eaglan

to abandon the siege. "Though lord Eaglan instantly, and with barely

suppressed indignation, rejected this hasty counsel," he felt that the stress

of defending the position against the vast numbers of the Russians would

still rest on his little army, which was literally much more than decimated

by the battle. " It was a glorious day for the British arms," he wrote to

the duke of Newcastle ; but he went on to state fully the smaUness of the

force left him for resisting another attack, concluding :
—" To speak frankly,

tee want every man you can send us."

And so the allied armies, with health depressed by fatigue, and with

cholera still among them, settled down to pa«s a Crimean winter on the

storm-beaten plateau of the Chersonese, working and keeping guard in the

trenches, harassed by the need of incessant watchfulness against sorties

from the town and attacks by the army in the field.

No preparations had been made for a winter campaign, and the adminis-

trative departments were half paralyzed by what the poet laureate called

"the long canker of peace." It was as late as the 20th of November that

lord Hardinge wrote to the Prince Consort that huts to house 20,000 men
had been ordered, and that large stores of warm clothing and blankets

had been "already sent out and received'"; but just a week before a

hurricane, the like of which the people of Balaclava had only heard of by
tradition, swept over the sea and the plateau of the Chersonese, tearing up
tents, unroofing huts, overturning waggons, and driving their fragments

and contents over the miry ground. The shore all round, from Eupatoria

to Balaclava, was strewn with the wrecks of thirty-two transports ; and two

French ships of the line were sunk in the harbour of Balaclava. The
Prince, a splendid screw steamer, was dashed to pieces on the cliffs.

• Kinglake, vol. vi. p. 490.
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Happily she liad landed the 46th regiment a few days before ; but the loss

of her whole cargo of shot and shell, winter clothing for 40,000 men, and

medical comforts urgently needed, was the cause of cruel sufferings. Her
fate was shared by the Resolute, freighted with an enormous quantity of

munitions of war, including 700 tons of powder. The value of the ships

destroyed was estimated at £2,000,000, and no less than 1,000 lives were lost

by soa and land, including numbers of the heljiless sick and wounded.

Of these sufferers, however, those able to be moved had been carried to

Scutari, where our chief hospitals were established throughout the war.

Even here they were subjected to new and needless suffering from shame-

ful disorganization. But a new administration of mercy sprang up, not

ouly to assuage the present misery, but to transform the whole system of

tending the sick. A lady of gentle birth and nurture, Miss Florence
NiGUTiNGALE, who had improved her natural gifts for organization by
experience in German hospitals, went out at the request of Mr. Sidney

Ilerbert, with thirty-seven nurses, jiartly volunteers and partly trained in

hospitals, arriving at Scutari on the very day of Inkerman (November 5th).

To the support given them by organizations at home, were added personal

labour, from the Queen and Princesses downward, in working warm cover-

ings for the soldiers. Besides other efforts of private benevolence, the
" Eoyal Patriotic Fund " for the relief of the families of those who died in

the war was founded under a Commission headed by Prince Albert (October
13th), and reached nearly a million and a-half before the end of the war.

Among the rewards given for Inkerman, lord Eaglan received a Field-

Marshal's baton, with a letter from the Queen, assuring him of her high
confidence, and he was desired to select a sergeant from each regiment for

a commission. Meanwhile, in spite of the arrival of reinforcements, the
siege made scarcely any progress ; and our diminished army,* which had
from the first undertaken far too large a proportion of the siege-work, had
to give up part of their ground to the French, while the Eussians were
throwing up fresh and immense earthworks, and also adding to the
defences on the north side. Under all these difficulties and troubles, the
"powerful as well as determined spirit prevailing in both armies" was
reported by sir E. Lyons to sir J. Graham :—" They all feel, and with
reason, that hitherto everything has been honourable and glorious for the
arms of England and France. They have confidence in the support of the
two Governments and the two countries, and are resolved to deserve that
support, and, through the blessing of God on a good cause, to conquer." f

• On the 22nd of January, colonel Gordon wrote to general Grey, " Our effectives are
only 10,3G2 !

"

t Sir Edmund Lyons succeeded sir James Deans Dundas in the command ofthe Black Sea
tleet (December 22nd),
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On tlie morrow of the Battle of Inierman, we find Prince Albert writing

to King Leopold:—"We are in a state of terrible excitement about

Sebastopol, as we get nothing but Eussian news, and our own comes so

late, and in such fragments, that it is difficult to make either head or tail of

it. The want of cavalry is a terrible drawback to us. Nevertheless, I

have a firm conviction the city will fall before long." Next day came

the fuller news of the loss of nearly half our scanty cavalry at Balaclava
;

and a week later the "firm conviction" was dissipated by the intelligence

of the fight of Inkerman. The first telegraphic news, received on the 13th

of November, was followed on the 22nd by lord Eaglan's despatches-

Besides the feelings already described, which the Queen and Government

shared with the people, questions both of administration and high policy

were pressed on their attention with new urgency. On the day of the

fir.st news, the prince's diary records, "Great excitement in the country,

universal outcry for reinforcements, every available man ought to be sent."

But where were they to be found 'i He himself had been engaged, only

two days before, in writing his views on the subject to lord Aberdeen*:—

• letter of November 11th, in the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. Ho,

2S0
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"The Government will never bo forgiven, and ought not to be forgiven,

if it did not strain every nerve to avert the calamity of seeing lord Eaglan

succumb for want of means. TVe have sent out as many troops as this country

can provide, leaving barely sufficient for the depots to drill and train the

men who are to supply the vacancies caused by the exigencies of the service

in the field of the regiments now out. The recruiting does not keep pace even

icith the losses in the East, much less does it give us the augmentation required,

as the recruits are mere boys, unfit for foreign service for two years to

come. The Militia is incomplete, entirely composed of volunteers, of whom in

some regiments more than half are not forthcoming from one time of

training to the next. The volunteering for the Militia, instead of adding

to the available force, has acted as a competition against the enlistment

in the army ! The time is arrived for vigorous measures, and the feeling

of the country is up to support them, if Government will bring them

boldly forward." Accordingly he proposes "the immediate completion of

the Militia by ballot, according to the law of the land "
; that the Crown

should be empowered to accept the offer of Militia regiments to go

abroad, in order to relieve some of our regiments in the Mediterranean,

which should be sent on to lord Eaglan ; and that Militiamen should be

invited to volunteer into regiments of the line. To these proposals wore

added two of a more unusual character : the enlistment of foreigners, and

the formation of foreign legions. A cabinet meeting on the same day

accepted all these suggestions, except the ballot for the Militia, and the

Foreign Legion ; but the last was adopted soon after, and carried in the

autumn session of Parliameat, though not without vehement opposition.

Provision was made for despatching 6,000 English and 20,000 French

troops, to arrive in the Crimea before Christmas, and a largo fleet of English

transports was placed at the disposal of our ally.

The prospect of a winter campaign gave new urgency to the questions of

European policy which were inseparable from the conflict. Thus far,

the active intervention of Austria, while protecting the Sultan's European

dominions, had resulted in setting free the Eussian army of the Danube for

the attack which culminated at Inkerman. The policy of Prussia was

growing more and more ambiguous, and exciting strong disgust both in

England and in France. While the conduct of the one Power was felt to

be inadequate, and of that of the latter disloyal, to their professions, it

seemed to tempt France to vent her indignation and her Emperor to enlarge

his search for strength in military glory, by reviving her old quarrels with

Austria in Italy and with Prussia on the Ehine ; and thus the contest

threatened to swell into a European war. Prince Albert expressed these

views, with his usual ability and frankness, in a letter to King Leopold,

whose influence was great at Vienna.* In the same spirit the Queen wrote

to King Leopold next day:—"Peace is further distant than ever, and I
fear the war will be a lengthened, and finally a general one. Austria could

help its conclusion, if she would but act." A tinge of bitterness was added

* Letter of November 6lh.
—"Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 141.
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to these feelings by tlie news of Interman, and the Queen again wrote to

her uncle:—"If Austria did her duty, she might have prevented much of

this bloodshed. Instead of this, her generals do nothing but chicaner

the Turks of the Principalities, and the Government shufHes about, making
advances and then retreating. We shall see now if she is sincere in her

last propositions."

These propositions were a project which Austria had submitted for a

treaty with England and France, based on what were afterwards well known
^

as the " Four Points." These were to the following effect :—(1) The Pro-

tectorate claimed by Russia over Wallachia, Servia, and Moldavia, to cease
;

and the privileges granted by the Sultan to those Principalities to be placed

under a collective guarantee of the Powers. (2) The free navigation of the

Danube at its mouths. (3) The treaty of July 13, 1841, to be revised by

the contractinc;;' parties in the interest of the balance of power in Europe,

and so as to put an end to the preponderance of Eussia in the Black Sea.

(4) Eussia to give up her claim to an official Protectorate over the subjects

of the Sublime Porte, to whatever rite they may belong ; and France,

Austria, Great Britain, Prussia, and Eussia, to assist mutually in obtaining

from the Ottoman Government the confirmation and the observance of the

religious privileges of the different Christian communities, and to turn to

account, in the common interests of their co-religionists, the generous inten-

tions manifested by the Sultan, at the same time avoiding any aggression

on his dignity and the independence of his crown.

In basing her proposals on these principles, Austria asked to be informed

what other conditions were to be insisted on by England and France ; and,

if these met her approval, she would then send an ttltimatum to Eussia,

whose rejection of it would be taken as a casus belli. However meant, the

question involved a snare ; for the state of affairs in the Crimea, especially

with regard to the great prize of Sebastopol, made it impossible to specify terms

to which the allies would be bound, whether the event proved them to be too

high or too low ; and their concurrence in the Austrian proposals might seem

like a suing for peace, involving a confession of defeat. It is significant of

the reliance placed by ministers on Prince Albert's judgment, that lord

Clarendon wrote to him (November 19th) asking for his opinion, with a

view to the meeting of the Cabinet on the next day. The prince's answer

contains one of the clearest and most important statements on record of

"the real cause and ultimate objects of the war." * He starts with a truth

of very wide application in national disputes :
*' It generally so happens, that

the ostensible cause of a war does not embrace the whole or even the strongest

motives which impel States to resort to that last extremity. A peace, to be satis-

factory and lasting, must satisfy all the objects for which the war has been

undertaken, and it becomes necessary, therefore, fully and Jionestly to consider

what these are. In the present instance I take them to have been, the

necessity which Europe (or at least England and France on its behalf) found

• Memoramlum for the Cabinet, November 19th.—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii.

p. 163. The italics are for the most part in the original.
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itself under, to put a term at last to a policy, -n-liich threatened the existence

of the Ottoman Empire, and, by making all the countries bordering on the

Black Sea dependencies of Russia, seriously to endanger the balance of

power,—a policy of which the particular steps which led to the jyresent war can

he considered only as symptoms." The means by which that policy was to be

carried out are then stated under those five heads:—(1) Taking advantage

of the identity of religion with tlie Greek subjects of the Porte to set up for

the Emperors of Russia, first, a religious supremacy, and, on the basis of

this, " a political protectorate over the Christians in Turkey, supported by
different treaties obtained by violence, and purposely ambiguously worded.

(2) The exclusion of all European commerce from the Black Sea, by the

shutting up of the mouths of the Danube. (3) The erection of a stupendous

military and naval establishment at Sebastopol, which, having no commerce

to protect and no enemy to guard against, can only serve purposes of aggression.

(4) The gradual transfer of the allegiance of the provinces separating

Turkey from Russia from the former to herself, partly by treaty stipu-

lations, partly by violent occupations, by bribery and any other surreptitious

means. (5) The subjection of the mountain tribes of the Caucasus under

pretence of maintaining order. If these are the means by which Russia

hopes to succeed in a policy detrimental to Europe, no peace can be admitted

by us which does not give the fullest guarantees against them. Those

guarantees are, in my opinion, all contained in the well-known ' Four

Points.' We have, therefore, not to ask at present anything beyond the

'Four Points,' but rather to define more fully the precise meaning toe attach to

their elastic terms." In short, this definition was to be found in what had

now become the great practical object, which had been announced to the

House of Commons by lord John Russell, and had given it most satisfaction

—" the impossibility of allowing Russia to retain her threatening armaments

in the Crimea,"—in other words, the destruction of Sebastopol as a naval

arsenal,—the precise point which there was reason to suppose that Austria

desired to evade or at least keep open. " Now that vast treasure, and the

best English blood, have been profusely expended towards obtaining that

object, the nation has a right to expect that any peace contemplated by

Government should fully and completely realize it." Hence his practical

conclusion as to the explanation asked by Austria :
—" If , therefore, our

present demands consist strictly in a closer definition and more extensive

application of the principles contained in the ' Four Points,' in the sense above

understood. Parliament ought to be satisfied, and Austria can derive from

them no pretext to fly from her engagements towards us."

The necessity of this clear understanding was amply proved by the

suspicious fact, that Russia had intimated her intention to accept the Four

Points as a basis of negociation,—"a step calculated to perplex Austria,

and to arrest her intention of binding herself to overt acts against Russia

:

it probably had no other purpose, and the conduct of Russia at a later stage

fully justified this suspicion." * Nor did the later conduct of Austria, as

•* "Life of the Prince Consort." vol. iii. p. 165.

VOL. ix—279.
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displaj-ed in her comjiarative inaction and in the abortive negociations at

Vienna, less justify the necessity of these frank explanations. After two
days' deliberation, the Cabinet returned an answer to Vienna, founded on
the prince's Memorandum ; and the contemplated treaty between Austria,

France, and Great Britain was signed on the 2nd of December. By it, the

Western Powers promised to aid Austria in the event of hostilities breaking

out between her and Eussia, and the three Powers reciprocally engaged

not to entertain any overtures regarding the cessation of hostilities without

a general understanding among all the contracting parties. "VVhile Austria

thus became, as lord Pahuerston said, " our ally to a certain extent," Prussia

held aloof in her ambiguous policy.

The stand taken by the Government in these negociations repre-

sented the universal conviction, " that we must fight out to the uttermost

the contest in which we were engaged. The fall of Sebastopol could alone

save the allied armies, and that object must be attained, cost what it might.

To re-embark in face of a force so powerful as that of the Russians was
impossible. Infinite shame, as well as infinite loss, must have followed on

the attempt."* The Czar Nicholas was no less resolved to expend all the

resources of his empire in defence of the stronghold of his power in the

Black Sea; and, while our Parliament was summoned for an autumnal
session (December 12th), he ordered a new levy of 10 men out of every

1,000 throughout Eussia (December 13th).

In the speech read by the Queen from the throne, her Majesty said that

she had called Parliament together " at this unusual period of the year,"

in order to take such measures as would lead to the prosecution of the war
with the utmost vigour and effect, particularly by the augmentation of the

forces in the Crimea. She expressed her admiration of the victories gained

by her brave troops in conjunction with those of her ally, the Emperor of

the French, and her satisfaction at the Treaty of Alliance concluded with

the Emperor of Austria. The other topics of the royal speech were the

general prosperity of the country, the satisfactory state of the revenue, and

the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation with the United States.

The chief business of the brief session was the passing of the Militia

and Foreigners Enlistment Bills, not without strong opposition both from

the Conservatives and the Peace Party. The latter Bill was denounced by

lord EUenborough as involving a new traffic in blood as horrible as the

African slave trade. In the Commons, Mr. Cobden urged that the con-

tinuance of the war was needless and unjustifiable, as its object—the defence

of Turkey—had been accomplished, and that the time had come for

negoeiation on the basis of the Czar's accejitance of the Four Points. Mr.

Bright insisted on the hopeless corruption of Turkey, and severely censured

the whole policy of the Ministry, denouncing them as guilty of all the

suffering and bloodshed caused by the war. After some restrictive amend-

ments, the Bill was passed by a majority of 173 to 13a (December 22nd).

On the same day on which Parliament adjourned for Christmas

• " Life of ihe Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 1?3.
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(December 23rcl) the "Times" fulminated another article on the mis-

management of the war,—and especially on the incompetence of all the

officers on the spot. The state of affairswas bad enough, without heaping scorn

and odium on those least responsible. After the first cry, " Somtithing must

be done" {what, being quite a secondary question), the next was—in the

phrase which a clever writer brought into vogue at the time—" Whom shall

we Imng ? " This temper was well understood by sir John Burgoyne, when
he wrote on the morrow of Inkerman :

—"More will be required of us

than we can possibly undertake, .... and, as les inalheureux ont toujours

tort, I expect we shall have as little mercy from friends as from foes ! In

fact, we have been engaged in an undertaking for which we had not

sufficient means ! Our force is little more than half of what we have landed

in the Crimea ! Our losses yesterday nearly one-half of the forces engaged !

These are tests at least of the exertions of the army : their leaders will, I

presume, be the victims."

And now to bring them for trial, or often for judgment without trial, at

the bar of public opinion, a new agency was at work in the camp itself for

the fii'st time in the history of war. The state and operations of our armies

were daily reported and commented on by an observer free from all military

responsibility and bold in the consciousness of representing the power which
takes upon itself to govern Government. The office of " ISpecial Corre-

spondent "—which has from that time been signalized by an ability, energy,

and courage in facing all the risks of war, second to none displayed by the

most devoted soldier—was now created by the enterprize of the " Times "

newsjmper, and the brilliant qualities of Mr. William Howard Eussell, its

correspondent in the Crimea. Gifted in a high degree with the imperfectly

regulated enthusiasm and the exuberantly picturesque eloquence indi-

genous to his nation, he sent home not only reports of facts—or of what no

one doubted that he believed to be such—and descriptions of marches,

battles, and camp life—or of that asjject in which their complex form
presented itself to a single observer,—written in a style which made the

sober official reports seem too tame to be worth reading ;—but also judg-

ments on men and movements, from the greatest to the least, which were

daily enforced on the public mind with all the power of the organ which so

singularly combined the functions of following and forming public opinion

—

often forming what it seemed to follow. But, after all, while many of the

judgments then jjassed have been reversed, the good effect greatly prepon-

derated, in the service rendered by making the whole people aware of a
state of /(!c^s, the evil of which could scarcely be exaggerated, rousing the

feeling which Mr. Bright described with one of his great touches of solemn

pathos :
—

" Thousands, scores of thousands, of persons have retired to rest,

night after night, whose slumbers have been disturbed, or whose dreams
have been busied, with the sulferiuga and agonies of our soldiers in the

Crimea." * Those feelings reached their climax during the Christmas

recoas, and a storm of indignation was brewing for the Cabinet.

• Speech in the IIuusc of Coiiimuiis, FcLiiuary 23, 18Ja.
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The attack had been long- foreseen by Ministers, nay, even anticipated

by an internal division almost fatal to the Cabinet. We now enter on

ground where the difficulties of contemporary history are illustrated ; and

conduct, which seemed prompted by self-sacrificing virtue, is now known to

have had more mixed motives even in the mind of one of our most honest

and patriotic statesmen. The key to the course taken by lord Eussell has

been supplied by his own frauk avowal * :
—" Lord Aberdeen always told

me that, after being Prime Minister for a short time, he meant to make
way for me, and give up the post. But somehow the moment never came
for executing his intentions." It is no disparagement to a great man's

virtues, to confess that he has his own nature, and not another man's ; and

it was not in the nature of the past Prime Minister and Whig leader to

serve with contentment under a Tory chief. Lord John was, in fact, the

little leaven which kept the antagonism between Whigs and Peelites

always effervescing, and both were conscious of the power, which a

colleague who belonged to neither derived from the feeling of the people,

which might at any moment insist on his taking the helm. The Peelites,

never popular, were more than suspected of being half-hearted in the war
;

and it so happened that the Prime Minister, the Secretaries for War and at

War, and the Chancellor of the Exchequer, who had to devise the ways
and means, all belonged to that section of the Cabinet.

It was therefore as an organ of public opinion, and doubtless from a

clear conviction of what was best for the State (however it might coincide

with his own personal feeling), that lord John Russell, as early as November
17th, wrote to lord Aberdeen urging that the offices held by the duke of

Newcastle and Mr. Sidney Herbert should be concentrated in a Minister

of War " strong enough to control the other departments." A statement of

the powers to be exercised by such a minister pointed to the conclusions,

first, that he " must be in the House of Commons," and further "to the

necessity of having in that office a man who, fi'om experience of military

details, from inherent vigour of mind, and from weight with the House of

Commons, can be expected to guide the great operations of war with

authority and success. There is only one person belonging to the Govern-

ment who combines these advantages. My conclusion is, that before

Parliament meets, lord Palmerston should be entrusted with the seals of

the War Department." f
The duke of Newcastle, though " deeply mortified at the reckless

manner in which lord John contemplated ruining his reputation and public

position, begged most earnestly to be removed, if this were the only way to

keep the Cabinet together." But such was not the feeling of the Cabinet

;

and lord Palmerston himself regarded lord John's proposal as impracticable.

AA'ith the Queen's full approval, lord Aberdeen wrote to lord John
(November 24th) rejecting the proposal, as a change " only tending to

weaken Government, of doubtful advantage to the public," and " an act of

* Earl Russell's " Recollections and Suggestions," p. 272,

t Ashley's " Life of Lord I'almerston," vol. ii. p. 69.
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unfairness and inju.stice to a colleague." After a threat to resign at the

end of the autumnal session, lord John, in an interview with lord Aberdeen,
" admitted that he had chiinged his intention, and attributed this change
chiefly to a conversation with lord Panmure, who, although a great military

reformer, had convinced him that the present was not a fitting time for the

proposed changes."* All this should be remembered in judging of the

conduct by which lord John soon verified lord Aberdeen's feeling that his

reconciliation " gave no security for a single week."

In the month of the recess the darker and still darker reports from the

Crimea gave certainty to the Queen's expectation of a stormy session ; and
we now know more fully, what was then partially understood, that the

impending attack was aimed even higher than at the Ministry. f That they

would have to face a motion of censure was fully expected. As lord

Palmerston said in the House, J "Every conversation in every street, the

leading articles in every newspaper, must have satisfied every man that

such a motion was to be looked for." It found an appropriate organ in

Mr. Iloebuck,§ an independent member, of the small party of " philosophic

radicals," who, through a long and vigorous i)arliamentary career, never

shrank from having " the courage of his opinions," or feared to stand alone

in maintaining them against persons or governments, however powerful.

On the reassembling of Parliament (January 23, 1855), Mr. Roebuck gave
notice of a motion for the appointment of a Select Committee " to enquire

into the condition of our army before Sebastopol, and into the conduct of

those departments of the Government whose duty it has been to minister to

the wants of that army."

A motion so directly aimed at the conduct of those executive functions,

which are the special province of any government, was one of direct censure.
" According to ajl precedent,—precedent founded upon the only sound
principle of ministerial responsibility,—such a notice should have been the

signal for the Ministry to close their ranks, and to vindicate with one accord

the action of those of its members on whom more particularly the conduct

of the war had devolved."
||

Such a course seemed specially incumbent on
lord John since he had withdrawn his proposal for a change, and remained
in office without a sign of dissatisfaction. It was, therefore, an equal

surprise to the Queen, the Cabinet, and the public, when he wrote to

lord Aberdeen, the very day after Mr. Roebuck's notice, saying: " I do

not see how this motion is to be resisted ; but, as it involves a censure upon
the War Department, with which some of my colleagues are connected,

* Lord Aberdeen to the Queen.—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 197.

+ See the Prince Consort's most interesting Memorandum (dated March 8, 1855) of a

conversation in which the duke of Newcastle told him what had passed between himself and

Mr. Roebuck, who frankly confessed his astonishment at learning the truth about the

prince's loyal zeal and hard work in the common cause.

i Speech on Mr. Roebuck's motion, January 29, 1851.

§ Having late in life received the recognition of his public services by enrolment in the

Privy Council, the right hon. John Arthur Roebuck died on November 30, 1879, aged 77.

II
" Liie of the Pnnce Consort, " vol. iii. p. 199.
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my only course is to tender my resignation." The best comment on this

step is the frank and manly letter of remonstrance from the colleague with

whom he professed a specially close alliance.*

In communicating to the Queeu lord John's resignation, which " had

come without the slightest notice or warning," lord Aberdeen expressed his

own opinion that, " whatever the cause for it might be, its object could

only be to upset the Government," which it almost did at once, instead of

a week later. Por, though the duke of Newcastle begged lord Aberdeen

to put his office in the hands of lord Palmerston, who, frankly avowing that

" he did not expect to direct half as well as the duke of Newcastle," was

ready to consent rather than let the Government be dissolved,! the "Whig

members of the Cabinet did not see their way to go on without lord John,

and it was only on the Queen's j)ersonal appeal to stand by her, that they

consented to await the result of the attack.

Mr. Roebuck's motion, brought forward on Friday, January 26th, was

supported by the whole force of the regular Opposition and the large body

of Liberal malcontents. Mr. Disraeli, with perfect fairness, disclaimed

any resjionsibility for the motion, or its result ; but, as the Ministry

had made it a question of confidence, he avowed that he had no con-

fidence in them, who showed that they had no confidence in each other.

On the other side, Mr. Gladstone made a defence of the stand taken by

the Ministry, doubly powerful from its (perhaps undesigned) personal

application. If they had not the spirit to resist the motion, he asked,

"What kind of epitaph would be placed over their remains ? He would

himself have thus written it :
' Here lie the dishonoured ashes of a ministry

which found England at peace, and left it at war ; which was content to enjoy

the emoluments of office and to wield the sceptre of power, so long as no

man had the courage to question their existence. They saw the storm

gathering over the country ; they heard the agonizing accounts which were

almost daily received of the sick and wounded in the East. But had these

things moved them ? As soon, however, as the member for Sheffield raised

his hand to point the thunderbolt, they shrank away conscience-stricken

;

the sense of guilt overwhelmed them ; and, to escape from punishment,

they ran away from duty.' " Lord Palmerston's speech, in closing

the debate, amply justified what has been said by his biographer, that

" Left in the lurch by their recognized leader, the Aberdeen Cabinet

found their best defender in the man for -whom many of them had felt

distrust." He manfully accepted the motion as a censure on the Govern-

ment as a whole, and declared that scant justice had been done to the duke

of Newcastle, whose merits would hereafter be acknowledged ; he sub-

mitted that tlio failures complained of arose from providential causes, or

* Ashley's " Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. ii. pp. 70, 71 (dated January 24, 1855).

—

In the quiet review of his life (in 1875), earl Russell was content simply to say of this step :

—

" I committed an error in resigning my office under lord Aberdeen at the time and in the

manner in which I did it. But I had in fact committed a much greater error in consenting

to serve under lord Aberdeen as Prime Minister." (" Recollections and Suggestions," p. 270.)

t For the whole transaction, see the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 200,
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from tlio disorganization produced during a long peace ; and declared that

the committee of enquiry must either prove a delusion, or occasion a

paralysis iu the executive at home and in the army abroad."

The division showed 305 votes for Mr. Eoebuck's motion, and only 148

against it; being a censure of the Ministry by a majority of 157, or more
than 2 to 1. What followed is best told in Mr. Justin McCarthy's lively

words*:—"Every one knows what a scene usually takes place when a

Ministry is defeated in the House of Commons. Cheering again and again

renewed, counter cheers of defiance, wild exultation, vehement indignation, a

whole whirlpool of various emotions seething in that little hall in St. Stephen's.

But this time there was no such outburst. The House could hardly realize

the fact, that the Ministry of All the Talents had been thus completely and
ignominiously defeated. A dead silence followed the announcement of the

numbers. Then there was a half-breathless murmur of amazement and
incredulity. The Speaker repeated the numbers, and doubt was over. It

was still uncertain how the House would express its feelings. Suddenly
some one laughed. The sound gave a direction and a relief to perplexed

pent-up emotion. Shouts of laughter followed. Not merely the pledged

opponents of the Government laughed. Many of those who had voted with

ministers found themselves laughing too. It seemed so absurd, so incon-

gruous, this way of disposing of the great Coalition Government. Many
must have thought of the night of fierce debate, little more than two years

before, when Mr. Disraeli, then on the verge of his fall from power and
realizing fully the strength of the combination against him, consoled his

party and himself for the imminent fatality awaiting them by the defiant

words, ' I know that I have to face a coalition ; the combination may be

successful. A combination has before this been successful ; but coalitions,

though they may be successful, have always found that their triumphs have

been brief. This I know, that England does not love coalitions.' Only
two years had passed, and the great coalition had fallen, overwhelmed with

reproach and silent indignation, and amid sudden shouts of laughter."

The division was taken on the early morning of Tuesday, the 30th of

January, and on the same day lord Aberdeen placed the resignation of his

Government in the hands of the Queen. The votes, or equally significant

abstention, of the Liberal party, which had made the division so decisive

against the Aberdeen Ministry, pointed no less clearly to the one successor long

since designated by public opinion ; but constitutional principles required

the attempt to be first made by the leader of the regular Opposition, and,

if he failed, by the leader of the Liberal party, whose late resignation had
evaded his share in the condemnation passed on his colleagues, though it is

worthy of observation, that he was a chief object of scathing censure in the

debate. Lord Derby frankly stated to the Queen that, though his party of

about 250 was the most compact, " it wanted men capable of governing the

House of Commons, and, unless strengthened by other combinations, he
could not hope to present an Administration that would be accepted by the

* " History of Our Own Times," vol. ii. p. 3'22.
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country. He was aware that the whole country cried out for lord

Palmerston as the only fit man to carry on the war with success, and he

acknowledged the necessity of having him in the Ministry, were it only to

satisfy the French Government, whose confidence it was of the greatest

importance to secure. Lord Derby did not concur in the general opinion as

to lord Palmerston's fitness for the War Office, but he might have the lead

of the House of Commons, which Mr. Disraeli was ready to give up to him.

At the same time, even if lord Palmerston joined him, he could not hope to

meet the House of Commons without the assistance of the Peelites." *

The ill success of these overtures, and the signal failure of lord

John Eussell to rally his late colleagues round him, may be read in

the " Lives " of the Prince Consort and Lord Palmerston. These futile

attempts not only cleared the course for the real " coming man,"

but afibrded new reasons for the choice. It is virtually her Majesty's

own testimony that "lord Palmerston had, throughout this anxious

time, shown so genuine a public spirit that, even if his own great

ability and experience, as well as the public voice, had not designated him as

worthy of the trust, the Queen would have felt bound to place it in his hands."

Accordingly she invited him to " undertake to form an administration which

would command the confidence of Parliament and efficiently conduct public

affairs in this momentous crisis." His position, as the chosen of Queen

and people, was at once cordially recognized by all his late Whig
colleagues,! who returned to office under him ; while the first refusal of

the Peelites, and even of the Whig duke of Argyll, out of loyalty to the earl

of Aberdeen and the duke of Newcastle (who remained the inevitable

victims of the late vote), was generously overruled bj' the late Prime Minister

himself.

At last the statesman of seventy years in age, and nearly fifty in public

service, had attained the success which " comes to those who know how
to wait " ; and the ministerial crisis, which had lasted a fortnight, was ended

by the entrance of lord Palmerston (February 6th) on the high office,

which he retained, with one short interruption, for the ten years of life left to

him. He entered Parliament and office in 1807. A letter to his brother

at Naples | gives a striking review of the late crisis and his present

position, in a characteristic tone of good-humoured triumph at his becom-

ing at last "the inevitable," and winning his revanche for December,

1851. But the letter hinted at difficulties which soon made themselves

felt. Besides the " discontented men behind," there was a dissatisfied

feeling out of doors, when it was found that the Ministry was unchanged,

except by the absence of Aberdeen, Newcastle, and Russell. This was

significantly shown by the cold reception of lord Palmerston's hope that the

House would not insist on the Committee of Enquiry, but leave to tho

* "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 203.

+ Excepting, of course, lord John Russell, in whose place earl Granville returned to the

Presidency of the Council, which he had some time before given up to lord John.

J Februaiy 15, 1855, Ashley's "Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. ii. p. 76. It also

contains a manifesto of his policy, the more valuable for its frankness in a private letter.
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Government the stringent investigation which he pledged them to carry out.

By a comparison not very happily suggestive, he tokl the House that, as an

English king once rodo up to his insurgent subjects and offered to be their

leader, so the Government offered itself to the House of Commons as their

Committee (February IGth). But Mr. Eoebuek, preferring, as he said, to

" assist the noble lord in infusing new vigour into the Constitution of the

country, forthwith gave notice to nominate the committee. Upon this, lord

Palmerston, though reiterating all his constitutional and practical objections

to the committee, decided that the inconvenience and danger of putting the

Government in abeyance was still greater.

The Peelite members of the Cabinet were not prepared to acquiesce in

this decision, on the ground both of constitutional usage and personal

honour ; they felt themselves distrusted by the country ; and in more than

one point at variance with the policy of their colleagues. On the motion

for the appointment of Mr. Eoebuck's Committee (February 23rd) sir

James Graham, Mr. Gladstone, and Mr. Sidney Herbert, explained tho

grounds of their resignation, in which they were joined by Mr. Cardwell

;

and their places were filled by members of the Whig party. Among these,

lord John EusseU returned to office as Secretary of State for the Colonies
;

and Mr. Gladstone was succeeded at the Exchequer by sir George Oornewall

Lewis, who, having earned the highest reputation as a scholar of keen

critical judgment, and served with credit in more than one office of govern-

ment, now won the full confidence of the financial world. The Secretary-

ship of War, vacated by the duke of Newcastle, had already been filled by

lord Panmure, an earnest advocate of military reform ; and three months
later (May 25th) the whole civil administration of the Army and Ordnance
was vested in his office. The loss of intellectual power through the

secession of the Peelites was in a large degree compensated by a greater

unity of purpose.

On the 2rid of March, all Europe was startled by the sudden news of the

death of the Emperor Nicholas from pulmonary apoplexy, caused by exposure

to the cold at a review a few days before. In apite of the confidence he

expressed in the result of the struggles at Sebastopol, his spirits had beea

deeply depressed by the successive blows of Silistria, the Alma, BalailaVa,

and Inkerman ; and, last and most galling of all, a Russian army had been

defeated by the despised Turks at Eupatoria. The Czar received the news
on his deathbed (March 1st). " Soon after he became slightly delirious,

and fatal symptoms set in. His thoughts to the last were with his soldiers

at Sebastopol, to whom he sent his thanks for their heroic defence. But

his supreme anxiety was to secure the continuance of Prussia in the

policy of which the Western Powers had already so much reason to com-

plain ; and his last injunctions to the Empress were :
—

' Tell my dear Fritz

(the king of Prussia) to continue the friend of Eussia, and faithful to the last

words of Papa.' "
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The death of Nicholas not unnaturally raised some hope of the approach

of jieace,* especially as the new Emperor, Axexaijder Il.f was known to

fall far short of his father's unbending will and devotion to military dis-

play. But there was no real reason to suppose that a change of person

would cause a change of policj', especially while the fate of Sebastopol was

in the balance. Nay, lord Palmerston shrewdly observed that " possibly

this Czar might find more difficulty in yielding than his father might have

done." All doubt was removed by the new Czar's manifesto of his desire

to maintain the "power and glory" of Eussia, followed by count Nessel-

rode's circular (March 10th), which, while declaring that his Sovereign would

join the deliberations of the Vienna Conference " in a sincere spirit of con-

cord," gave no hint of conceding the essential demand of the allies. One of

the last ukases of Nicholas had ordered the organization and arming of aU the

militia of the Empire " in defence of the orthodox faith "
; and his son took

up the conflict as a sacred bequest for the honour of Eussia and religion.

• Consols rose 2 per cent, on the arrival of the news.

+ Alexander Nicolaievich was in his 37th year, having been born on the 29th of April,

1818. After a reign of 26 ye.irs, he was assassinated by Nihilist conspirators on Sunday,

March 13th (March 1st of the Russian Calendar), 1881.

2US
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At tho same time a new Power entered the lists on tlio other side. In

the pursuit of his great design of making Italy a nation, count Cavour

seized the opportunity of securing the friendship of Franco and England,

giving the Sardinian army an experience of war and perhaps the glory of

victory, and establishing a place for Victor Emmanuel among the Powers of

Europe when the time came for them to confer on tho terms of peace. That

the sub-Alpino kingdom had no concern in the question at issue, to justify

her in taking up arms against Eussia, was a consideration which weighed

as little with the Italian statesman as if he had been another MachiavoUi

—

his forerunner in the scheme of Italian unity. On the 4th of March Victor

Emmanuel declared war against Eussia ; on the 23rd Queen Victoria

informed her Parliament of a Convention between England, France,

and Sardinia, by which the latter power engaged to join the allies with

15,000 troops ; on the 26th, tho Commons voted an advance of a million

sterling to our new ally ; and on the 8th of May general La Marmora landed

in the Crimea with a well-appointed army of 10,000 men.

An eminent Continental statesman said of the Sardinian alliance, " It

is a pistol-shot fired point-blank into Austria's ears "
; and Austria's halt-

ing dijilomacy seemed as if playing into Cavour's hands in his bold scheme

for liberation from her thraldom. It will be convenient to dispose of the

abortive Conferences at Vienna before following the events passing in the

Crimea. There was no real ground to suppose that Eussia, tiU crippled by
further defeat, would concede the terms on which she had refused to

negociate six months before, because (as count Nesselrode then declared)

they could only be interjireted in our sense, to -which Eussia would only

assent if she were in extremis, and then only for a moment, as she would never

abide by a peace concluded on such a footing.* As, however, she now pro-

fessed to accept the Four Points as a basis, we felt bound not to throw away
the chance of peace. The Conferences were opened on the loth of March,

and on the 28th lord Palmerston sees in lord John Eussell's despatches f
" no chance of the new Emperor of Eussia agreeing to the only conditions

•which would afford us security for the future, and, though some few people

here would applaud us for making peace on almost any conditions, yet the

bulk of the nation would soon see through the flimsy veil with which we
should have endeavoured to disguise entire failure in attaining the objects

for which we undertook the war, and we should receive the general condem-

nation which we should rightly deserve." In spite of this warning, lord John

Eussell and his French colleague, M. Drouyn de Lhuys,:J: fell into tho very

trap, and brought on themselves the consequent disgrace, so clearly pointed

out. The invitation for Eussia herself to name the limitations to which she

could consent was met by a non possumus, none the less impervious because

accompanied with the vague assurance that she was prepared to examine

* A remarkable warning of what took place in 1870.

+ Letter to lord J. Russell.—" Life," vol. ii. p. 84.

t The representative of Napoleon III. at Vienna was also his Minister for Foreign

Affairs.
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any measures that might he proposed to her not inconsistent with her

honour ; for her plenipotentiaries had declared that any restriction upon her

naval force in the Black Sea was not only derogatory to the sovereign rights

of the Emperor their master, but also—strange to saj-

—

dangerous to the

independence of the Ottoman Empire !

All hope of accommodation, therefore, seemed at an end, when, on the

17th of April, Austria renewed the proposal to limit the Russian force in

the Black Sea to the number of ships maintained by her before the war,

but with the addition, that any attempt to exceed the limit would be made
by Austria a casus belli in the future.* The telegraphic despatch, announc-

ing these " incredible and impossible " terms, as the Queen called them,f

arrived when the Emperor was on a visit to her Majesty, whose account of

their reception shows that, at home as weU as in the Crimea, the Anglo-

Erench alliance was not secure from peril. The news was received with an

astonishment and indignation expressed in the Queen's letter to lord

Clarendon. J The gist of the Austrian proposal, as lord Palmerston replied

in communicating the response of the Cabinet next day, " could not be more

accurately described than in the concise terms " of the prince's Memorandum,
"namely, that, instead of mahing to cease the preponderance of Russia in the

Black Sca,^ it vionldi perjietuate and legalize that preponderance ; and that, instead

of establishing a secure and permanent jieace, it would only establish a

prospective cause for war."
||

On the next day (May 5th), the Emperor Napo-

leon announced to lord Clarendon his final rejection of the Austrian proposals,

whereupon M. Drouyn de Lhuys resigned his office as Minister of Foreign

Affairs.^ Lord John felt at first that he ought to follow the example ; but,

fearing to renew the recent scandal and to damage the Government by

another resignation, he went to the opposite extreme in defending the

rejection of the proposal he had supported.** We must reluctantly pass

over the great debates, in which the ministerial policy was attacked by the

Opposition, and by some of their own party, for want of vigour, while the

Peelites expressed their dissatisfaction at the rejection of the Austro-

Eussian terms in a manner which drew a remonstrance from the Queen

and Prince in a letter to lord Aberdeen. ff Strange to say, the rejection of

those overtures found no more vehement sup^^orter than lord John Russell
;

* This was the gist of the proposal ; for its details, see the " Life of the Prince Consort,"

vol. iii. p. 26L

t Her Majesty's Diary.—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 244.

J April 25th.
—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 262.

§ The precise terms of the "Third Point " proposed by Austria and accepted by Russia—

'' de vietlye fin a la preponderance de la Russie dans la Mcr TVijwY," which, as the prince

observed, "presupposes that there existed ^preponderance before the war broke out in 1854."

II
Compare his letter to the French Emperor.—" Life," vol. ii. p. 94.

\ He was succeeded by M. Walewski, whose post as ambassador to the English court was

filled by AL Persigny, the Emperor's most devoted friend.

** Lord John took his seat on his re-election for the City of London, inconsequence of his

acceptance of the Colonial Secretaryship during his absence, and on the same night he made
a statement about the conferences in reply to Mr. Disraeli.

tt " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 289.
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and the speeches, in which Loth he and lord Pahacrston showed the fatal

results of allowing Russia to take Constantinople, expressed what was then

the clear and decided feeling and resolution of the country.

The great Parliamentary conflict was followed by an episode often cele-

brated in contemporary history, and nearly as often misrepresented. It

happened that, on the evening after the debate (June 9th) Prince Albert,

as " Elder Brother " of the Trinity House, delivered a speech at its annual

dinner, carefully prepared (as was his wont) at Osborne, and, as the

"Times" said, "put more point into an address that cannot have taken

three minutes to utter, than some Parliamentary orators can accomplish in

two hours." Knowing, as but one other person in the kingdom did, all the

difficulties that beset the Government in the present crisis, he thought it

right to make an earnest appeal on behalf of those who bore the burden.

In proposing the health of her Majesty's Ministers, who had just passed

through so great a trial, the prince spoke as follows * :
—" If there ever was

a time when the Queen's Government, by whomsoever conducted, required

the support—aye, not the support alone, but the confidence, good-will, and
sympathy—of their fellow-countrymen, it is the present. It is not the

way to success in war, to support it, however ardently and energetically, and
to run down and weaken those who have to conduct it. We are engaged
with a mighty adversary, who uses against us all those wonderful powers
which have sprung up under the generating influence of our liberty and
our civilization, and employs them with all the force which unity of purpose

and action, impenetrable secresy,-\ and uncontrolled despotic power can give

him ; whilst we have to meet him under a state of things intended for

peace and the promotion of that very civilization—a civilization the offspring

of public discussion, the friction of parties, and popular control over the

government of the State. The Queen has no power to levy troops, and
none at her command, except such as voluntarily offer their services. Her
Government can entertain no measures for the prosecution of the war with-

out having to explain them publicly in Parliament ; her armies and fleets

can make no movement, nor even prepare for any, without its being pro-

claimed by the press ; and no mistake, however trifling, can occur, no
weakness exist, which it may be of the utmost importance to conceal from
the world, without its being publicly denounced, and even frequently

exaggerated, with a morbid satisfaction. The Queen's ambassadors can
carry on no negociation which has not to be publicly defended by entering
into all the arguments which a negociator, to have success, must be able to

shut up in the innermost recesses of his heart ;—nay, at the most critical

moment, when the complications of military measures and diplomatic

negociations may be at their height, an adverse vote in Parliament may of

a sudden deprive her of all her confidential servants." All this led up to

the famous saying, " Constitutional Government is under a heavy trial, and can

• " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 296.

+ See Ihtjacls by which the prince's biographer illustrates the passages we have empha-
sized.
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only pass triumphantly tlirougli it if the country will grant its confidence—

a

patriotic, indulgent, and self-denying confidence—to her Majesty's Govern-

ment. Without this all their labours must be in vain."

The real meaning of the much-canvassed passage of this speech—as

the application of the pregnant facts so clearly stated, and in the light of its

•whole purpose, to ask the confidence of a free people in their constitutional

Government—was so manifest, that it needed a direct misquotation of the

words to make it mean that " Constitutional Government was on its trial"

as if the question between it and despotism^—settled from the first foundation

of the English state, and resettled against each new encroachment—were

still in doubt, and ready to be reopened at the suggestion of the Queen's

foreign consort ! But, as a leading liberal journal (the " Spectator ") said

at the time, " The true and obvious moral of Prince Albert's admonition is,

not to abandon our manifold blessings in order to acquire the military

advantages of Eussia,—which would not be worth the price,—but to show

that our institutions do not incapacitate us from rivalling the Russian auto-

cracy in its unity of purpose and concentration of action." In a word, it

was an earnest call to solve a pressing problem by good sense and self-

denial ; not to commit political suicide rather than practice the virtues

necessary to a free government.

The Ministers for whom consideration was thus asked were not yet out

of the troubles brought on them by the unlucky Vienna Conferences, and

lord John Russell was soon overtaken by a second retribution. His late

speeches provoked a circular from the Austrian Minister, count Buol,

contrasting their warlike tone with the language held to the count by lord

John and M. Drouyn at Vienna, where both (he said) " showed themselves

decidedly inclined to our proposal, and undertook to recommend the same to

their Governments with all their influence." * With this weapon put into

the hands of the peace party, Mr. Milner Gibson rose in the House (July

6th) to ask for an explanation, how it was that the noble lord, after agreeing

to the Austrian proposal for peace, still held oSice in a Ministry that con-

tinued to make war. Lord John replied that, though personally he was

convinced that the Austrian proposals gave a very fair prospect of the

cessation of hostilities, yet the Government, on his return home, came to the

conclusion that the peace proposed would not be a safe peace, and that they

could not recommend its adoption. His continuance in office, under these

circumstances, was based on a consideration of the exigencies of the times,

the failure of lord Derby and himself to form Ministries, and the appearance

of instability his retirement might give to the present Cabinet. These frank

confessions brought down upon his colleagues, as well as himself, sharp

invectives alike from the friends of peace and the advocates of war, from

Mr. Cobden, as well as the Opposition ;
" And this '"—exclaimed Mr.

Disraeli—" is the end of this important session ; this is the end of breaking

I

up so many governments ; this is the end of your great national intentions,

I
• For lord Russell's own account of the matter, see his " Recollections and Suggestions

"

(1875), p. 272.
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p-eat national disasters ; this is the end of the Government at the head of

which you were to have a Minister of surpassing energy and, no doubt,

transcendent experience ; this is the end of the Ministry which waa to put

the right men in the right places ;—this is the end, that even peace and war

have become mere party considerations, that the interests of the country are

sacrificed to the menace of a majority, and that the tumults and turbulent

assemblies of Downing-street are to bafHe all the sagacity of all the Con-

ferences of Vienna." In his accustomed report of the proceedings of the

House, lord Paknerston wrote to the Queen, " This evening in the House

of Commons has not been an agreeable one."

But this was not quite "the end," and the process of "breaking up so

many governments " was not yet finished. On the 10th of July the Opposi-

tion had concerted a new attack, and sir Bulwer Lytton gavo notice of a

motion, " That the conduct of the minister charged with the negociations at

Vienna, and his continuance in office as a responsible adviser of the crown,

have shaken the confidence which the country should place in those to whom
the administration of public affairs is entrusted." At first, lord John

awaited the attack with the courage made famous by Sydney Smith's well-

known epigram ; and when, two days later, lord Palmerston laid the papers

relating to the conference on the table of the House, he offered an explana-

tion which " was generally regarded only as making bad worse. Indeed,

such was the prevailing excitement, that the stability of the Ministry was

in danger, a danger so imminent, that it was even doubtful if the resignation

of lord John Eussell could avert it." * Even then, it was understood to be

only in deference to the urgent remonstrance of friends,f especially one who
has long since been a high authority on constitutional questions, that lord

John placed his resignation in lord Palmerston's hands next day. He made
the announcement himself on the 1 6th, and, after another volley of Mr.

Disraeli's favourite " ornaments of debate," sir E. B. Lytton withdrew his

notice. Lord John was succeeded as Colonial Secretary by Sir William

Molesworth, who had already represented the small party of "philosophic

radicals" in lord Aberdeen's cabinet.

J

Next night another fierce attack waa opened! The "Sebastopol

Committee," after collecting a large body of important evidence, which

however failed to prove the case against the victims aimed at, had pre-

sented its report on the 18th of June,§ and Mr. Eoebuck had given notice

* " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 307.

t Tliis interposition was noticed in a smart article in the " Times," as well as in Mr.

Disraeli's speech on the 16th, who likened the adviser to the kind of friend immort.alized by

Canning :

—

" But of all plagues that Heaven in wrath can send.

Save, save, oh ! save me from the candidfriend
"

in contrast with "the devoted friend, who stands or falls by one, like the noble lord
"

(lord Palmerston).

X Sir William died in the following October, at the early age of 45. He is best known

as the editor of the collected works of Hobbcs of Malmesbury.

§ By a coincidence worth noting, this anniversary of Waterloo was the same day on which

the besiegers of Sebastopol were repulsed I'rom the MalakoU'and the Redan,
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of a motion, " That this House, deeply lamenting the sufferings of our army

during the winter campaign in the Crimea, and coinciding with the resolu-

tion of their Committee that the conduct of the administration was the first

and chief cause of those misfortunes, hereby visits ivith its severe reprehension

every member of the cahitiet whose counsels led to such disastrous results."

But when the motion came on (July 17th), it was felt that the practical

effect of such a censure would fall on those members of the present (rovern-

ment who were now doing their best in accordance with the public wish,

rather than on those of the late ministers who were deemed specially

responsible, and who were now doubly unpopular as having joined the Peace

Party. Sir James Graham and Mr. Sidney Herbert, indeed, opposed any

decision short of a verdict " Aye " or " No," but the "Previous Question,"

moved by general Peel, was carried on the second night of the debate by
289 to 182 (July 19th).*

But, again, on the very next night (July 20th) the Government all but

succumbed to another attack from their former colleagues. The assent of

the House was asked to a convention by which England and France jointly

guaranteed the interest on a loan of £5,000,000 raised by the Turkish

Government, which had been already approved by the French Chambers.

But the memory of the great war still made the public very sensitive about

subsidies to foreign allies, and Mr. Gladstone, with the Opjjosition and the

Peace Party, strongly 023posed the guarantee as a svibsidy in disguise. In

the face of lord Palmerston's assurance that the money was necessary to

enable the Turkish army to keep the field, the narrow majority of 3 (135 to

132) proved at all events that the war was not waged for the sake of

Turkey.

As a fit close to this exhibition of the generous support which it is the

boast of parties to give to a Government engaged in upholding the honour

and interests of England at a crisis of great difficulty, on the third reading

of the Appropriation Bill, lord John Eussell led the attack in the new

character of open hostility to the policy of the Government. He dwelt on

the vast expense of the war, amounting to £49,01)0,000 in the current year

;

the inability of the powerful fleets sent to the Baltic and Black Seas to effect

its termination ; the failure of the Foreign Enlistment Act, and our

consequent inability to ward off the danger that threatened the Asiatic

frontier of Turkey. While blaming the allies for not accepting a peace

mediated by Austria, he dragged into the discussion the subject most likely

to embroil them with that Power, and to provoke a European war. A just

eulogy of Sardinia gave him occasion to dilate on the oppressed state of

Tuscany and Naples, and the occupation of the States of the Church by

Austrian and French troops ; and he concluded by recommending ministers,

iu concert with France and Sardinia, to introduce some system of govern-

* This form of giving the " go-by " to a question, on which a direct vote is deemed

undesirable, consists in taking a vote on the motion, " That the question be now put "
; and

if "the Noes have it," this is called (by a customary but scarcely accurate phraseology)

"voting" or "carrying the Previous Question." It is, in fact, voting a negative to the

Previous Question.
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ment into Central Italy, whicli would admit of the withdrawal of foreign

troops from that country. To this challenge, lord Palmerston, who had

long since proved his zeal for Italian liberty,* was content to answer, that

no proper opportunity for promoting it should be lost , and he repeated his

vindication of the war on the great principle, that the protection of Turkey

was one of its objects, but only one, and that not for the sake of Turkey merely,

but as a means to an end of political and commercial liberty upon which the

independent existence of the kingdoms of Europe must mainly depend."

This eventful session was closed on the 14th of August. The absorbing

interest of the war had not prevented the passing of many measures of

great public utility. Among these were the Act for the Better Local

Management of the Metropolis (18 and 19 Vict. c. 120), which constituted

the Metropolitan Board of Works, to be elected by the parishes of London
and its suburbs, for drainage, street improvements, and so forth ;—the Act

abolishing the Stamp Duties on Newspapers, except for their transmission

by post (c. 27) f ;—the Act for limiting the Liability of Members of certain

Joint-Stock Companies (c. 133), by which shareholders in such companies J

were made liable for the debts of the company only to the full amount of their

shares, whereas till now every individual shareholder had been liable for

the whole debts of the company ;—the Act to consolidate and amend the

Law relating to Friendly Societies (c. 63) was mentioned as likely to

" encourage habits of industry and thrift among the labouring classes of

the community." Other important Acts of this session were : for confirming

Conventions about Fisheries with the United States and France (cc. 3 and

101); for the regulation of the erection, etc., of Buildings in the Metropolis

(c. 122) ; for enabling companies to be formed for erecting Dwellings for the

Labouring Classes (c. 132 ; also for Scotland, c. 88) ; for the Prevention of

Diseases and Removal of Nuisances (cc. 116 and 121) ; for amendment of

Burial Acts (c. 128) ; for inspection of Coal Mines (c. 108) ; for preventing

vexatious defences in actions on Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes

(c. 67) ; for allowing costs to successful suitors in Crown suits (c. 90;,

• Lord Palmerston had soon an opportunity of showing that he was not losing sight of

Italy. The notorious king, Ferdinand II., after showing his Russian sympathies by foibid-

ding throughout his territories the sale of horses, mules, and other supplies, to English agent';,

had permitted Massa, his Minister of Police, to insult the English mission at Naples. Lord

Palmerston wrote to his brother (August 25th) proposing to send three line-of-battle ships to

anchor opposite the King's pal.ice, and to insist on the dismissal of iMassa within an

hour. " If the time passed without a satisfactory reply, the palace should share the fate ol

Sweaborg " (just bombarded by tlie allies) ; " e foi do/to, if that should not be sufficient."

Without the necessity for such measures, king Bomba yielded on hearing of our capture of

Sebastopol.—Ashley's " Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. ii. p. 101.

+ The distinction between unstamped newspapers and those stamped for transmission by
post was afterwards abolished ; the postage being paid in all cases by an affixed stamp or

stamped cover,

X The Act required all Companies formed on the principle of Limited Liability to be

registered as such, and always to use the word " Limited " as the last word of the name of the

company. Joint-Stock Banks were excepted till 1879, until the privilege of limited lia'iility

was extended to them under certain conditions (-12 and 43 Vict. c. <G).

VOL. tx.—280.
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removing tlie great hardship that no costs wore allowed against the Crown ;

for preventing expense and delay in the administration of Criminal Justice

(c. 126) ; for removing restrictions on the liberty of Eeligious Worship
(c. 86). The total niimher of 134 Public Acts attests the activity of

Government and Parliament, even in a session so much occupied with

foreign affairs, the war, ministerial crises, and great jjarty debates. Besides

these domestic measures, her Majesty's speech at the prorogation expressed

the hope "that the measures to which she had given her consent for

improving the Constitutions of New South Wales, Victoria, and Tasmania,

and for conferring on the important and flourishing colonies of Australia

extended powers of self-government would assist the development of their

great natural resources and promote the contentment and happiness of

their inhabitants." The zeal displayed throughout her Majesty's Indian

and Colonial Empire for the success of her arms, and their sympathy with

her soldiers and sailors, shown especially by their contributions for the

relief of the sufferers by war, were acknowledged with deep gratification.

As to the financial measures of the Session, the second year of the war

dissipated the notion of paying its expenses by current taxation without

loans ; but those who made the war did not shrink from their share of the

burden. From sir G. C. Lewis's first financial statement (April 20th) it

appeared that the income for the past year (to April 5, 1855), estimated by
Mr. Gladstone at £59,494,000, had been £59,494,144, increased by additions

to the floating debt to £66,621,000; and the expenditure had been about a

million less. For the current year, the expenditure, swollen by increased

war charges, the Sardinian loan, and a sum of £4,400,000 to cover the pro-

bability of further excess, reached the (then) enormous sum of £86,339,000.

The revenue was estimated at £63,339,000, leaving a deficiency of 23

millions, of which the Chancellor of the Exchequer proposed to raise

(speaking roughly) one-third by increased taxation and two-thirds by a

loan of sixteen millions. Of the additional taxation, £2,000,000 were

to be raised by an increase of the Income Tax,* and £3,300,000 by an

increase of indirect taxes, namely, on sugar, tea,f coffee, and sj)irits. He
further asked leave to issue Exchequer Bills to the amount of £3,000,000

as a surplus credit for military services. The provision for further war
exj^enses was, however, found insufficient ; and about the end of the

session (August 2nd) sir George Lewis made a second financial statement,

and an act was passed to raise seven millions by Exchequer Bills and Bonds
to meet the supplementary estimates. Thus twenty-three millions wore

added to the debt, by estimate, in this second year of the war ; and, in

practice, the addition proved to be between twenty-seven and twenty-eight

millions in the year.

Besides these fruits of legislation, the year 1855 was marked by one of the

greatest administrative changes ever made in this or any other country; the

* By adding 2d, in the pound (makingthe tax Is. dd.) on incomes above £lhQ, leaving

llie lax on those between ^£'100 and £\i^ at the former rate of Wid.

+ The tea duty was raised to \s. 6d. jier pound.
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beginning ofthe reorganization of tlie Civil Service botli at home and in India,

by the introduction of competitive examination for ajjpointments, instead of

patronage ; but our space does not permit us to trace the history or discuss

the results, as yet very imperfectly developed, of this great change. The
Civil Service Commission for the examination of candidates was appointed by
an Order in Council (May 21, 1855).

After the prorogation of Parliament, the Queen and Prince Consort,

accompanied by the Prince of Wales and the Princess Eoyal (then in their

14th and 15th years), Tveut to Paris, to return the visit of the Emperor and
Empress, and to aid in cementing the alliance of the two nations (August
18th to 27th). For this purpose the time proved to have been happily
chosen, for the honour which the French troops had shared with the Sar-

dinians in the Battle of Tchernaya* had opportunely stimulated their languid
interest in a war which " had appealed to no French national sentiment,

offered no palpable material gain," and in which there was a general feelin"-

that France was merely playing the game of England. f But those—in

France as much as in England—who doubted the reception which would be
given to the first English sovereign seen in Paris since the infant Henry VI.
was taken there to be crowned a king imposed by a humiliating conquest

—

and predicted that the spirit of parties, full of resentment against both
England. and the Emj)eror, would give her Queen and his guest only a cold

welcome—were unjust to the French character. For a royal lady, especially,

they had ready (not unmixed with curiosity) the courteous enthusiasm,

which the Queen was equally willing and able to win for her own sake.J

Through the charmingly simple and heartfelt records of the Queen's Diary§
there runs a vein of deep reflection on the series of historic contrasts that

crowded on her mind, mingled with the instinctive note of misgiving which
would break in ; witness this entry written at St. Cloud:—" AU so gay,

the people cheering the Emperor as he walked up and down in the little

garden; and yet how recently has blood flowed, a whole dynasty been
swept away, and how uncertain is everything still ! All is so beautiful here

;

all seems now so prosperous ; the Emperor seems so fit for his place ; a7id

yet how little security one feels for the future ! These reflections crowded on
my mind, full as it was of joy and gratitude for all I saw, for all the kind-

ness I had received !

"

* August 16th. See next chapter.

t To this was added a jealousy of the confessed superiority shown by the English officers,

and the feeling that the Fretsch alliance was aiding to improve the English army, and, in

short, the war would " augment England's strength and influence both abroad and at home."
—See the important remarks on this subject in the " Life of the Prince Consort,' vol. iii.

p. 316.

X See the prince's letter to baron Stockmar. The testimony of the princess Lieven is

doubly valuable, coming from a lady who was for years a chief social representative of

Russia both in England and France.—See the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 355.

§ For the interesting details of the visit we must be content to refer to the extracts from

bet Majesty's Diary, given in the "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. chap. Ixvi.
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The Fall of Sebastopol (1S55)—Improved State of the Crimean Army—Measures

of the new Government—Military and Sanitary Commissions—Hospitals—Railway

and Telegraph—Progress of the Siege—Repulse of Sorties—Second great

Cannonade— Canrobert succeeded by Pelissier—Furious Night Combats—Expedi-

tion to Kertch and the Sea of Azov : great results—Third Cannonade^Capture

of the Mamelon—Failure of Assaults on June 18th : the Malakoff and Redan-
Death of Lord Raglan—His Eulogy by Lord Ellesmere—General Simpson—

•

New Plan of the Russians : Battle of the Tchernaya—Final Bombardment of

Sebastopol—Capture of the Malakoff—Failures at the Redan, etc.— The Burning

City—Evacuation of the South Side—Entrance of the Allies—Reception of the

News in England—Rejoicings and Congratulations—Resolve to continue the War

—

Lord Palmerslon and the People—Prince Gortchakov's Manifesto—Russian and Allied

Forces in the Crimea—Inaction of the Generals—State of Feeling in France—Policy

of the Emperor—Successful Expedition to Kinburn—Destruction of the Works at

Sebastopol—Campaign in Asia : Defence of Kars—General Williams and his Com-
rades—Defea" of the Russian Attack—Sufferings of the Garrison—Omar Pasha's

Victory—Surrender of Kars—Honours to its Defenders.

As in physical nature, so in the affairs of men and nations, the greatest

intensity of an effect is often felt when the cause has begun to subside or has

even ceased ; and the crisis of an evil is often past before impatience applies

its " heroic remedies." So was it with our army in the Crimea: its state

was already vastly improved at the moment when public indignation at its

sufferings drove from power the two ministers whose incessant labour had

most contributed to that improvement. Large reinforcements had relieved

the terrible pressure of work and watching; and "the men were better

rested, in better health, in better spirits, more warmly clad, and better

housed."* The soldiers in the Crimea read the accounts of their own con-

dition with astonishment. " It is the fashion "—writes sir John

Burgoyne f
—" to talk of the army as consisting of 10,000 or 12,000 men "

;

but soon, he adds, "you will find an army of at least 21,000 or 25,000 men
ready to take the field from ' the miserable remnants of the British army now

in the Crimea ' ; and I can assure you that the men are beginning to look

tolerably healthy and cheerful again." The Government had, in fact, been

the first to learn, from bitter experience, the real source of all the suffer-

ing and humiliation. " Our failure hitherto had been clearly due to the

• "Life of the Prince Consort,"' vol. iii. p. 216.

+ Letter of March 13th, in his " Life and Correspondence," vol. ii. p. 274.

308
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fact, that we had commenced a great war with inadequate means, and that

with these inadequate means wo had attempted more than our army coukl

possibly execute." * Our French allies bore the same testimony. Thus

colonel Yico, the Commissioner attached to lord Eaglan's staff, wrote to

marshal Yaillant (January 23rd) :—" It is the fault of the system, and not

that of the Commander-in-chief or those about him. To judge by what is

said in the English journals, the state of our allies is much worse than it is

in fact, and advantage is sure to be taken of those misrepresentations to

revive the spirits of the Russian army."

The new Government took up the work of their predecessors with all

the advantage of public confidence in lord Palmerston, and his power of

impressing his own energy on others. One of the duke of Newcastle's last

acts had been to organize a transport corps, and now two Commissions were

sent out, the one to enquire into the organization of the commissariat and

other departments which had broken down, the other to reform the sanitary

condition of the camp, the port, and hospitals. At the same time, efforts

were made at home to provide better hospitals for the wounded and invalids

who were now returning from the seat of war ; and the ideas suggested by

the Queen, as the result of her visits to the military hospitals, were after-

wards carried out in the great hospital at Netley, of which her llajesty laid

the foundation-stone in Maj', 1856. The advent of spring, which gives a

few weeks of fresh beauty to the Russian steppes, brought new health and

spirits to the camp, which the railway now connected with Balaclava ; and

the completion of the Crimean telegraph enabled lord Palmerston to sur-

prise Parliament with his intention to have daily reports from the camp
(April 26th).

Meanwhile the siege was pursuing its slow course. During the winter,

the Russian defences were continually strengthened with that consummate

skill, which only succumbed at last to the exhaustion of the resources at its

command. On the other side, the trenches were pushel nearer and nearer;

the rifle-pits were vigorously contested, and several desperate sallies were

repulsed. On the 0th of April, the second great cannonade was opened

against Sebastopol ; but, at the end of a week, lord Raglan had to report

that the fire "had not produced that permanent effect which might have

been anticipated from its constancy, power, and accuracy." The value of

Todleben's enoimous earthworks was now fully proved, in striking contrast

with the effect of the fire where stone walls remained exposed to it.

On the 19th of May, general Canrobert, whose high qualities as a soldier

were marred by the want of self-confidence and initiative power, which had

often clogged lord Raglan's bolder counsels, was relieved of the command
at his own request. His successor, Ge^^eral Pelissier, had proved his

power of pitiless resolution in Algeria ; and the French Minister of AVur,

marshal Vaillant, said of the two generals, " Pelissier will lose 14,000 men

* " See on this subject an admirable speech by general Peel (19th February) in the debate

ia the House of Commons on Mr. Layard's motion for a Committee of Enquiry on the Army
Estimates."—"Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 21f.
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for a great result at once, while Canrobert would lose the like number by
driblets, -without obtaining any advantage.'' Pdlissier at once gave a sample

of his resolution in a series of assaults on some new and formidable works
by which the Eussians threatened the French left attack (May 21st-23rd).

The Black Sea fleet was now employed in striking a very effective blow
at the enemy's communications. Large ciuantitios of supplies were brought

from the Russian forts on the Sea of Azov to Kertch, at the eastern

extremity of the Crimea, and thence carried to Sebastopol. In spite of

rumours of difficult navigation and vessels sunk across the Straits, an

expedition of steamers, under captain Lyons (son of sir Edmund), carrying

a large force of English, French, and Turkish troops, under sir George

Brown, sailed on the 21st of May for Kertch, which they found that the

Eussians had evacuated, after blowing up all their fortifications along both

shores of the Strait and destroying immense stores of provisions. Having
signalized the Queen's birthday (May 24th) by the capture of Kertch, the

expedition entered the Sea of Azov, and destroyed an immense number of

storeships, merchantmen, magazines, and provision depots, at Berdianks,

Arabat, and Genitchi, besides causing the evacuation of Anapa, at the

western extremity of the Caucasus, the last stronghold held by Eussia on

the Circassian coast. The stores destroyed were reckoned equal to the

rations of 100,000 men for four months, and our steamers of light draught

in the Azov could threaten the direct communications through the Isthmus

of Perekop. Nor was this all ; the absence of all resistance indicated that

the available forces of men in the Crimea were nearly exhausted, and an
intercepted letter from prince Gortchakov to general Wrangel, the com-

mander at Kertch, showed that the latter had expected the attack and been

told that no reinforcements could be spared for him. Altogether, this

expedition was most effective towards crippling the defence of Sebastopol.

The British army had bj' this time been reinforced to more than 30,000

men under arms and in excellent spirits. The allies had recovered the line

of the Tchernaya, which was held by the newly-arrived Sardinian army

under general De la Marmora ; and they had obtained the command of the

valley of Baidar.* On the 6th of June, the third great cannonade and

bombardment was opened on Sebastopol with far more effect than before.

On the following evening the British troops stormed the quarries in front

of the Eedan, which had been the scene of the fiercest contests on the day

of Inkerman, and the French carried the Mamelon, thus again bringing

their attack close up to the Malakoff tower, the key of the whole position.

The time seemed at last come for a decisive blow ; and, after pushing

forward and strengthening the works, a tremendous fire was opened from

all the English and French batteries on the 17th of June, with such effect

that the assault seemed practicable. It was the eve of the anniversary of

Waterloo ; and it was felt that the long-talked-of revanche would be nobly

won if the two nations, which had stood face to face to decide the fate of

Europe forty years before, should again shape its destiny by a great victory

• See the description of the Crimea, chap. xxi. p. 212.
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gained by tlioir armies fighting side by side. But this was not to be ; and
thoir only consolation was theii- equal share in the repulse. The evil of a

change of plan on the eve of action was made far worse by an accident

which precipitated the assault. The points of attack were the oft-named

forts of the Malakoff and the Eedan. The former, which was both the true

key of the defences and the more easily assailable, was to be first assaulted

by the French ; and their success was to be followed up by the English

against the Iledan, which was known to be too strong for an independent

attack. Through mistaking a supposed signal, the French assault was
delivered prematurely, and its rejiulse involved the failure of the resolute

attack which was nevertheless made by the English on the Eedan.

None could have felt the contrast between the ISth of June in 1813 and
1855 more keenly than the " noble gentleman " who was carried from the

one field gloriouslj' wounded, and retired from the other disheartened by
the fruitless sacrifice of so many of the brave men with whom he had
shared victory and suffering. It is no doubt true that " this reverse

probably took more life out of the brave old soldier than all he had under-

gone in the severity of the winter and the anxieties of the siege, and, what
was worse, in the merciless attacks to which he had been subjected at

home." * Within a week (June 24th) he was seized with the cholera,

which had now again broken out in the armies, and, after seeming each

day to get better, he died calm and peaceful about 7 o'clock on the evening

of the 28th. Among the many eulogies which atoned in part for the

obloquy heaped upon him when living, the earl of Ellesmere pronounced
one as just as it was eloquent f :

—" Through that awful winter of compli-

cated trials, such as no army I ever heard or read of endured and survived,

there was one spell which stood bet«-een that host and its destruction.

That spell was confidence in its leader. From that humble abode, the

headquarters of lord Eaglan, there radiated a moral force, a serene and
unquenchable spirit of faith and trust and duty, which did resist, and
which alone could have resisted, the combined influences of weather,

privation, and fatigue, superadded to the constant changes of a defective

military position, threatened in front, flank, and rear, by a brave and able

and outnumbering enemy. The spell prevailed ; not even discomfiture,

far less disgrace—for discomfiture and even destruction under such cir-

cumstances might have come without disgrace—feU on the banners of

England."

After the failure of their assault, the allies resumed the energetic

pushing forward of their approaches, till, on the 21st cf July, lord Eaglan's
successor, general Simpson, reported that his advanced trenches were
within 200 yards of the Eedan, which, however, had been so much
strengthened since the 18th of June, that any direct attack upon it must
fail. But the losses in the trenches were so heavy,! that aU were eager

• " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 302.

t Speech in the House of Lords on the terms of peace. May 5, 1856.

t It was reckoned that every 21 hours cost the French 200 men, and the English nearly 60 I
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for Pelissier to declare his readiness for a combined assault of the MalakofF

On. the other hand, the Eussians began to find their supplies failing, and

all their available reserves were being poured into the Crimea for another

supreme effort, like that made before at Inkerman, to overpower the allies

by the weight of numbers. A paper found in the pocket of a Eussian general

killed in the action showed that the attack made on the line of the river

Tchernaya was part of a great operation jjlanned at St. Petersburg. As

on the eve of Inkerman, the forces destined for this great attack, under

general Liprandi, were marshalled in the night, in order to surprise the

French and Sardinians, who held the line of the Tchernaya ; and the

comjilete defeat of tho Russians in the battle named from that river gave

the Italians their full share in the honours of the campaign (August 16th).*

The final act of the great siege, which had lasted nearly a year, was

opened early on Wednesday, September 5th, by a tremendous fire (a feu d'

eiifer prince Gortchakov called it) fi-om all the allied batteries, which was

only suspended for the assault at noon on the 8th. Its overwhelming

effect prepared for the renewed assaults on the two great works made with

equal valour but unequal success. While tlie French stormed the Malakoff,

the English were beaten back from the Eedan, and they resolved to make
a new attempt next morning. But a picket party, creeping stealthily up

to the Eedan after nightfall, found the work deserted ; and about the same

time a series of tremendous explosions in the arsenals, and numerous fires,

proclaimed that the Eussians had determined to leave the city they had so

hmg and so obstinately defended. "Soon afterwards"—to use Mr.

Eussell's graphic description of the scene—"wandering fires gleamed

through the streets and outskirts of the town
;
point after point became

alight ; the flames shone out of the windows of tho houses ; rows of

mansions caught and burnt up ; and before daybreak the town of Sebas-

topol, that fine and stately mistress of the Euxine, on which we had so

often turned a longing eye, was on fire from the sea to the Dockyard

Greek. At sunrise, four large explosions followed in quick succession,

and at 5.30 Fort Alexander and the Grand Magazine, with all their deadly

stores, were blown into the air. The former exploded with a tremendous

crash, that made the very earth reel. All this time the Eussians were

marching with sullen tramp across the bridge, and boats were busy carrying

maltriel off from the town, or bearing men to the south side to complete

the work of destruction, and renew the fire of hidden mines, or light up

untouched houses."

This great movement of the Eussian garrison from the city of Sebastopol

to the fortified quarter on the north side of the harbour strikes the imagina-

tion as a case unique in history. Manj' cities have been taken with all the

nameless horrors of a t-turm ; many have been evacuated by gamsons

marching out with deep shame or with honour almost brighter than success
;

but it was reserved for the defenders of Sebastopol, after the key of their

* An excellent acccunl of the battle is given in lard George T-a-cl's "Crimean Diary,"

chap. ix.
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flofences had teen stormed, to pass in one night over an arm of the sea to

their still untouched forts and arsenals of the Severnaya, which they held

fill peace was signed, so that it is only true in a partial sense, that

Sebastopol was taken. We cannot but sympathize with the tone of heroism,

almost bordering on triumph, with which prince Gortthakov reports this

great retreat and sacrifice in the sequel of the despatch already quoted :

—

" To continue the defence of the south side would have been to expose our

troops daily to a useless butchery, and their preservation is to-day more
than ever necessary to the Emperor of Russia. For these reasons, with

sorrow in my heart, but with a full conviction, I resolved to evacuate

Sebastopol, and to take over the troojjs to the north side of the bridge con-

structed beforehand over the bay, and by boats. . . . Eemember the

sacrifice we made upon the altar of the country in 1812. Moscow was
surely as valuable as Sebastopol. ... It is not Sebastopol that we havt

left to them, but the burning ruins of the town, which we ourselves set fire

to, having maintained the honour of the defence in such a manner that our

great grandchildren may recal the remembrance thereof with pride to all

posterity."

After a siege of 349 days,* the victorious armies of the allies took

possession of the ruined city of Sebastopol on Sunday morning, the 9th of

September; and next day the news was announced in London by the guns
of the Tower and St. James's Park.f The bonfire lighted by the Prince on
Craig Gowan at Balmoral was the royal signal of the rejoiciugs through the

length and breadth of the kingdom. A special thanksgiving was appointed

for Sunday the 30th.

Lord Palmerston, as was his wont, struck the key-note of the public

feeling when he said that "After what had occurred at Sebastopol,

it was impossible that the war could be brought to any other con-

clusion than that which would secure to Europe safety against the future

aggression of Russia." These and his emphatic declarations at the Mansion
House (November 9th) were in reality a manifesto in reply, not only to

the resolution evinced by Russia to continue the struggle, but to the signs

given by our chief ally of a disposition to withdraw from it. On the loth

of October, Alexander II. had ordered a new levy of 10 in every 1,000 of

the population of his Empire ; and on the same day prince Gortchakov

issued an address to his army from the Mackenzie Heights, thanking them
in the name of the Emperor, who, he went on to say, " is jaersuaded that the

army, after having acquired freedom of operations in the field, will continue

by all possible efforts to defend the holy soil of Russia."

Nor did the mind of England shrink from the conflict thus anticipated

• The following are some of the statistics of the siege. The approaches of the allies, cut

in many cases through the rock by the help of gunpowder, had a total length of full fifty

miles. Upwards of 1,600,000 shot and shell were fired from about 700 guns placed in

lattery. Among the materials employed were 80,000 gabions, 60,000 fascines, and nearly

a million sandbags.

+ See the graphic account from the Queen's Diaiy of the reception of the news at

Balmoral.— " Li:e of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. pp. 358, 359.
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by prince Gortcliakov. Her heart was now more than ever in the war, and

the public feeling was ready to respond to the hope at once expressed by

Prince Albert :—"What the generals will now do, we cannot tell. I hope

they will not rest till they have driven the Hiissians fairly out of the Crimea.^'

Meanwhile, all waited with impatience for further news as to " what the

generals would do now." The allied armies in the Crimea now exceeded

iOO.OOOmen: 110,000 French, 35,000 English, 54,000 Turks, and 12,000

Sardinians ; while the Eussians, though nearly all their corps d' armee were

in the Crimea, scarcely reached 130,000, and those not in the best condition.

Everyone felt, with the Prince, "What we want now is a united com-

mand." But, in truth, there was an obstacle to vigorous action much
nearer home ; for " the views in Paris were not identical with those in

London. There people were beginning to say that in taking Sebastopol

enough had been done. The honours of war had of late cliiefly rested with

the French. The chances of a fresh campaign might perhaps dim some of

their present lustre ; while the expenses of another winter in the Crimea

must run up to a figure which the Emperor's Government professed itself

unable to face. The season was far advanced, and the English Govern-

ment learned with some dismay that the order had been given to recal a

large portion of the French force to France. Assurances were at the same

time given that they would be replaced by equal numbers. This might

or might not be the case, but at all events it soon became apparent that

any great movement must be reserved for a spring campaign." There

were signs that the French were again turning their thoughts from the

Crimea to the Ehine, and an ominous hint of ulterior objects was given

in the Emperor's speech to the Guards returned from the Crimea

(December 29th), when he said that "the country which maintains GOO,000

Boldiers is interested that there is now in France a numerous and veteran

army ready to show itself where circumstances may demand." It is not, there-

fore, surprising that general Pelissier turned a deaf ear to the vigorous

counsels urged by sir Edmund Lyons and even by the French admiral

Bruat. But the fleets were able to perform one act of thoroughly good

service in the bombardment of the forts of Kinburn (or Kimburoun) com-

manding the mouth of the lagoon which receives the united waters of the

Dnieper and the Bug, and protecting the great naval station of Nicolaiev, on

the estuary of the latter river. A powerful detachment of the fleets, with a

land force on board, imdor sir Edmund Lyons and admiral Bruat, sailed

from Kamiesh Bay on the 7th of October, coming to a rendezvous next day

before Odessa, where the inhabitants were kept for some da}'8 in terror of a

bombardment, which the allies had no intention of inflicting on that great

commercial town. After a delay in consequence of winds unfavourable for

the landing of the troops, the grand attack on the forts of Kinburn was

made on the 17th (the anniversary of the unsuccessful cannonade of

Sebastopol). A brave defence against the overwhelming fire of the greatly

superior attacking force procured for the garrison of 1,400 men a surrender

with the honours of war. The capture of Kinburn, at scarcely any cost of

life to the allies, cut off all communication by sea between Odessa and
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Nicolaiev, and prepared the -wslj for an attack on the latter great arsenal

in case of another campaign. The army settled down for another winter,

•with abundant provision for health and comfort, and full occupation in

making the roads, of -which the want had been sorely felt, and in the

gigantic work of destroying the fortifications, quays, docks, and southern

forts of Sebastopol, under a more or less constant fire from the Eussians on
the north side. These labours were completed in February.

Meanwhile, the close of the campaign was illustrated by some brilliant

deeds of daring and endurance on the remote bat important theatre of war
in Armenia. The defence of Kars against general Mouraviev, who truly

called it " the bulwark of Asia Minor," proved, like Silistria two years

before, what Turks could do when commanded by British officers. The city

stands on the river Arpa, in an amphitheatre of black basaltic rocks, amidst

the highlands of Armenia, between 6,000 and 7,000 feet above the sea.

Within its fortifications, strengthened by a line of earthworks, called the

English Tabias (i.e. latteries), constructed by colonel Lake, a Turkish force of

15,.000 men, with three months' provisions, and three days' ammunition, was
shut up by the Eussian army of 35,000 men under Mouraviev. Fortunately

there were in the place some half-a-dozen English officers, the chief of whom
was her Majesty's Commissioner to the Turkish army in Asia, afterwards

known by his well-earned title of sir William Fenwick Williams, of Kars.
After a siege lasting from the 18th of June, the Eussians made a grand
attack on the 29th of September, under cover—as at Inkerman and
Tchernaya—of the mists of daybreak ; but their desperate courage proved
vain against the tremendous fire of artillery and musketry from the
earthworks. From parts of the defences, which they carried at the first

assault, they were repulsed with terrible slaughter, after a combat which
had lasted nearly seven hours.

The news of the battle of Kars enhanced the rejoicings for the fall of

Sebastopol, and the ardour for continuing the war. But few then under-
stood the importance of checking Eussian advances iu Asia ; and, in the
absence of any support, the fate of the place was already sealed before the
news of the victory arrived. Omar Pasha made a gallant effort for its

succour, advancing from Eedoute Kaleh and defeating 16,000 Eussians on
the river Ingour (November 6th) ; but his force was not strong enough to

relieve the place, which was at length starved into surrender (November
25th).*

* Kars had been taken by Paskievich in the war of 1828, and restored to Turkey by the
peace of Adrianople, as it wa; now again restored by the peace of Paris (1856). In the ^var
of 18/7, after another long defence by Mukhtar Pasha against the grand duke Michael and
general Loris Melikov, it was at length taken by surprise, with a strong suspicion of
treachery ; and it was ceded to Russia by the treaty of Jierlin in 1378.
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Crimea—Visit of the King of Sardinia—The Austrian Proposals—Russian Plan of

neutralization of the Black Sea—The Austrian Ultimatum accepted by Russia—Con-
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—
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—
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—
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Both sides were now sounding tlie note of preparation for a third

campaign. "While tlie Emperor Alexander visited his army in the Sever-

naya and on the Mackenzie Heights (November 8th), the citizens of London

cheered lord Palmerston's declaration, that " this nation evinces, from one end

of the country to the other, a steady, a calm, but a deliberate determination

to exhibit the utmost constancy in carrying on the struggle, and to continue

its sacrifices and its exertions until peace shall be obtained upon con-

ditions such as we may be entitled to demand " (November 9th). Gun-

boats were built in such haste that their unseasoned wood decayed without

their being ever used ; and contracts were made for two or three years'

.supplies of stores and munitions of war. The state of our army in the

Crimea (independent of the French and Sardinians) was thus summed up

by Prince Albert * :
—" After beginning the campaiga last year with

* Letter to baron Stockmar, November 19lh.—"Life of the Prince Consort," vol, iii.

p. 389.

SIB
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25,000 men and 35 guns, and well-nigh losing oiirichole army in the disasironi

siege, we stand there now with 51,000 men, 94 field-pieces, and 4,000

cavalry, and our Turkish Legion is good for 20.000 men ; besides which, the

regiments of the Foreign Legion will by the spring amount to 10,000 men
Four excellent regiments, two German and two Swiss, have already been
despatched to Constantinople. In Malta we have organized a depot of

10,000 men. This is no bad result after the taking of Sebastopol. In
Paris the passion for peace has infected the moneyed interest, and the war
will yet cost a great deal of money. Here the enthusiasm is unabated, and
the resources unimpaired." A further sign of this enthusiasm was given by
the reception of our all}', the king of Sardinia, when he arrived on a visit to

the Queen (November 30th).

In the face of the growing lukewarmness of France, the disposition oi

Austria to patch up a peace, and the certainty that Hussia would exhaust

every resource of diplomatic skill

" To work in close design, by fraud or guile

What force effected not "

—

these great preparations and this resolute spirit were almost as useful for

securing adequate terms of peace, as they would have been for the continu-

ance of war. The firmness and patience of our government were put to a

severe test when Austria renewed the proposal she had so often made, to

send an ultimatum to Eussia, the terms of which had been concerted with

France, and were communicated to England for acceptance without modifi-

cation. Lord Palmerston had felt himself obliged to inform count Walewski
that England would prefer continuing the war with no other ally than

Turkey, rather than be dragged into a peace on unsatisfactory terms

(November 21st), when a direct correspondence between the Emperor and
the Queen brought the two governments to full accord.* France adopted

our modifications of the Austrian ultimatum ; and this was sent to St.

Petersburg (December 15th), notwithstanding prince Gortchakov's efibrts

to avert the direct demand by private negociation with France, in reliance

on the severance of her interests from those of England.

While publicly declaring her readiness to treat on the basis of thj

"Four Points," Eussia gave it to be understood that she was willing ta

assent, not to a limiiaiion of her force in the Black Sea, but to what waf

called its neutralization,—namely, that the Straits and the Black Sea should

remain closed to all ships of war, except those of Russia and Turlcey, which

should agree with one another as to the amount of force to be maintained

by them respectively, without the ostensible participation of the other

Powers! Well might Prince Albert write to King Leopold—"A very

pretty outcome this would make to a two years' bloody war !
" The ulti-

matum, on the contrary, insisted on the principles both of limitation and

• These very interesting letters are given in the "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii.

pp. 333, /.
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neutralization, in the only sense whicli could give any hope of security for

the future, namely, that "Russia should thenceforth erect no military or

naval arsenals in the Black Sea, which was to be absolutely closed to vessels

of war." She was further required to consent to a rectification of her

frontier with Turkej', which was well understood to mean the surrender of

the part of Bessarabia which bordered on the Danube, removing Russia

from all control of its navigation.*

The Austrian ultimatum fixed the limit of time for a reply at the 18th of

January; and on the 17th a second edition of the " Times " published the

telegraphic news from Vienna—"Eussia has unconditionally accepted the

proposition of the allies. This is authentic." f

At this critical conjuncture Parliamentwas reopened bythe Queen in person

(Thursday, January 3 1 st) . J After congratulations onthe fall of Sebastopol, and

a reference to the preparations for another campaign, her Majesty informed

the Houses of her acceptance of the good ofiices of Austria, and the agree-

ment on terms which she hoped might prove the foundations of a General

Treaty of Peace, the negoeiations for which were about to open at Paris
; §

but it was significantly added—" In conducting those negoeiations, I shall be

careful not to lose sight of the objects for which the war was undertaken

;

and I shall deem it right in no degree to relax my naval and military pre-

parations until a satisfactory treaty of peace shall have been concluded."

A new proof of the resolve of Europe to set bounds to Russian aggression

in the Baltic as well as the Black Sea was given by the announcement that

a treaty had been made with the King of Sweden and Norway, " containing

defensive engagements applicable to his dominions, and tending to the

preservation of the balance of power in that part of Europe." Her Majesty

expressed her "gratification that, notwithstanding the pressure of the war,

the resources of the empire remained unimpaired, and her reliance on the

manly spirit and enlightened patriotism of her subjects for a continuance

of that support which they had so nobly afforded." "The debates in both

Houses fairly reflected the divided opinion of the country upon the subject

of the peace, of which there seemed now to be a prospect. Only by those

who had all along condemned the war was it regarded with unmixed satis-

faction. The prevailing feeling was, that a better peace would be secured

* To the " Four Points " was added a fifth, reserving to the belligerent Powers the right

to procure, in the interest of Europe, special conditions over and above those stipulated in

the Four Points. This w.is intended especially to preclude the restoration of the fortifications

of Bomarsund, as another Sebastopol in the Baltic ; but the Austrian ultimatum omitted to

specify, as England wished, what was proposed under this head.

+ See the letters of lord Clarendon and Prince Albert for the mingled satisfaction and
misgiving caused by the news.—"Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. pp. 425,/.

J The fourth session of the fourth Parliament of Victoria (ann. 19, 20), the sixteenth of the

United Kingdom.

§ See the interesting expression of the Queen's confidence in lord Clarendon (in acceptini^

his proposal to goto Paris) as "a more honest and sincere counsellor " to the Emperor
than "his own advisers and so-called friends."—"Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii.

p. 433.
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by continuing the Tvar, -wliicli the country believed it -was in a position to

do with greater effect than before."*

On the following day (February 1st) the representatives of the five

Powers at Vienna signed a Protocol embodying the " Draft Preliminaries,"

and appointing the meeting of plenipotentiaries to be held at Paris within

three weeks, and also arranging for an armistice which was to extend from
the 29th of February to the 30th of March. On the day first named, the
armistice was settled by the commanders in a conference at the Tractir

Bridge. This 29th of February, then, was the virtual End of the Wab witu
EussiA, which had been proclaimed just two years before. According to a
statement made by lord Panmure in Parliament, the total British loss by death,

dating only from the landing in the Crimea (September, 1854) to the signa-
ture of peace (March SO, 1856), was 270 officers and 19,314 men,f besides
2,873 discharged as incapacitated; the total of these " unreturning brave "

being very nearly the same as the number who landed on the coast of the
Crimea to begin the enterprize against Sebastopol ! The loss of the French
was stated at 63,500 men; J while the estimate of half a million is

probably far below the actual number of Eussians who perished, chiefly in

traversing the vast distances from all parts of the empire to the extreme
corner which was the seat of war. It has been roughly calculated that, for
every Eussian soldier or recruit who reached the Crimea, three perished by
the way ; and those who knew the country best bore the strongest testimony
to the exhaustion of the peasantry, and the misery entailed on those left at

home.

The sacrifice of wealth to Great Britain alone—besides all the indirect

losses suffered by industry and commerce—was summed up in the Budo-et
opened by sir George Cornewall Lewis (May 19th). For the year 1855-6,
the expenditure had been £88,428,355, exclusive of the loan of £1,000,000
to Sardinia. The revenue raised by taxation had been £65,704,491,
showing an excess of expenditure of £22,723,864; but the loans authorized
in the last session had reduced the actual deficit to about four millions.

The total expenditure in the two years of war had been £155,121,307, and
during the preceding two years of peace £102,032,596; but, as the latter

sum included some expenses incurred by way of precaution, the difference

did not represent the whole war expenditure for the two years : the actual

amount of this was calculated at £56,772,000. Of course the war exjiendi-

ture did not cease at once with the return of peace, and, though the

estimates that had been prepared for the army and navy were now
reduced by between 17 and 18 millions, the estimated expenditure for

1856-7 still amounted to £77,525,000, the estimated revenue being

* " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 433.

t A striking light is thrown on the secondary causes of loss of life in war by the fact

that, of these nearly 20,000 victims, only a little more than 4,000 (or 20 per cent.) were
Isilled or died of wounds received in actual warfare. To these numbers are to be added the

lusses of the navy.

t The addition of the losses of the Turks and Sardinians would no doubt bring up the
total loss of the allies to more than 100,000.
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£67,152,000. This deficiency of more than 10 millions the Chancellor of

the Exchequer proposed to meet by new loans ; and, to provide for the

actual deficit on the past year, it was resolved at once to raise a loan of .5

millions, which the house of Eothschild took up at the price proposed by
Government, £93 for each £100 stock in Consols.

The total expenditure due to the war did not fall far short of 80 millions

sterling ; of which (speaking in round numbers) half had been met by
extra taxation, and half by loans. The exact addition thus made to the

National Debt was stated in next year's Budget at £41,041,000.

To return to the conferences for peace, which were opened at Paris on

the 2Glh of February under the presidency of count Walewski. It was felt

to be of the first consequence to make sure of the Emperor Napoleon, who
had himself written to the Queen (January 2 1st) that, " Unity of action was
as essential at the council-table as in the field." With this view lord

Clarendon took with him to Paris a letter, written at his own suggestion,

from the Queen to the Emperor, which had an excellent effect. A new
danger arose from the desire of Prussia, after all her ignoble and embarras-

sing neutrality, to take part in the Conference, where she would be sure to

aid Pussia in the new diplomatic contest. The claim was resisted both by
England and Prance, on grounds admirably stated by Prince Albert in

reply to a letter from King Leopold pleading for Prussia.* In another

letter to the Prince of Prussia the Prince expressed the same views with

gi-eat frankness, but added that, " so soon as peace is assured, I have no

doubt it will be followed by an invitation to Prussia to take part in the

general treaty." This was the course actually adopted on the 18th of March,

when, as the preamble of the treaty states, an agreement having been

happily established between the Powers—Px-ance, Austria, Great Britain,

Eussia, Sardinia, and Turkey—they, in the interest of Europe, invited the

King of Prussia, as signatory of the Convention of July 13, 1841, to take

part in the new arrangements.

The difiiculties already foreshadowed were fully realized in the course of

the negociations at Paris. Pussia, who, in her long career of aggressive

aggrandizement had never yet ceded territory once gained, struggled hard

against the surrender of the part of Bessarabia which would remove her

from the mouths of the Danube. f On this point the English plenipotentiaries

* " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. pp. 446-449.—The question, as between the

English and Prussian courts, was rendered the more delicate by the marriage engagement of

the Princess Royal to prince Frederick William, eldest son of the Prince of Prussia (after-

wards the King and Einperor William I.), which had been formed in the preceding

September, and had already brought down the wrath of the " Times " on the Prince

Consort. Even the Emperor Napoleon hinted to lord Clarendon that this tie gave England

an interest in pleasing Prussia, and was greatly gratified at being told by him that " he was

gre.ally mistaken if he thought that the private feelings of her Majesty ever interfered with

what she might think right for the honour or the interests of England,"—words verified by

the experience of four-and-forty years.

t It should be remembered that the whole province of Bessarabia had been ceded by
Turkey to Russia in 1812. The portion now ceded to Roumania in 1856 was restored to

KusJa by the ticaly of Berlin, 1878.—(See chap. xxxv.).
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took a firm stand, as likewise on the condition implied in the fifth article

—

though Austria had omitted to name it explicitly—that the Aland Islands

should not again be fortified as a standing menace, not only to Sweden, but

to the freedom of the Baltic.

It seemed a happy omen for the French empire that the empress gave

birth to a son just at the crisis when peace had become assured.* In

acknowledging the congratulations of the Queen and Prince, the emperor

nrrote :—" The sympathy shown on this last occasion by the English people

is another bond between the two countries, and I hope my son will inherit

my feelings of sincere friendship for the royal family of England, and of

affectionate esteem for the great English nation " :—words for which the

irony of history reserved a sad fulfilment. On Sunday, March 30th, a third

"Peace of Paris "
f was signed by the plenipotentiaries of the seven Powers

represented at the conference. " The peace is signed. Here it has been

received with moderate satisfaction ; in Paris with exultation "
J :—in these

few words the Prince summed up the state of public feeling, which was

confirmed when the treaty came to be discussed in both Houses of Parlia-

ment (May 5th and 6th). The treaty was defended with signal ability by

lord Clarendon and lord Palmerston ; and on the 8th of May, the two

Houses went in state to Buckingham Palace, to present to the Queen their

addresses approving of the peace, as having been made " on conditions

which fully accomplish the great objects for which the war was undertaken."

The previous Sunday, May 4th, was observed as a day of thanksgiving,

and immense crowds of all ranks in London were delighted by the illumina-

tions and by the fireworks which disposed of much of the powder bought up

in prospect of a third campaign (May 29th). A grand naval review of 240

vessels of war of various sizes had been held at Spithead on the 23rd of

April, in the presence of above 100,000 spectators; but a still more
interesting celebration took place at Aldershot, when the Queen reviewed

the army that had returned from the Crimea (July 8th). § On the following

•The Prince Imperial, Napoleon Eugene Louis Jean Joseph, "fils de France,"

was born on the 16th of March ; and the proof that peace was assured was given by the

admission of the Prussian plenipotentiaries to the conferences two days later. On the 2nd of

April, marshal Pelissier congratulated the army in the Crimea on their approaching return

home, "happy at a peace signed at the cradle of an imperial infant." The peace w.is pro-

claimed with great rejoicings in the allied camps (April 5th), but the Russians made no

demonstration.

t The first Peace of Paris, which was supposed to end, and the second, which really

ended, the great revolutionary war, were signed on May 30, 1814, and November 20, 1815,

respectively

t To baron Stockmar.—"Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. p. 474.

§ For an account of the ceremony, and the Queen's touching speech to the soldiers, see

the "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iii. pp. 497,/.—.\ melancholy exception to the

pleasure of the scene was formed by the absence of the commander-in-chief, who had arrived

at Aldershot the day before, to submit to the Queen the report of the Military Commission
at Chelsea, completely exonerating the officers inculpated by the report of sir John McNeill.

While discussing the report with her Majesty, lord Hardinge was struck with paralysis, from
which he never fully rallied, and died in the following September. He had at once tendered

VOL. nt.—281.
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day of brilliant weather, tte returning Guards entered London, marching
into Hyde Park before the Queen, as she stood on the same balcony of
Buckingham Palace from which she had bidden them (or rather, alas ! their
predecessors) farewell on an early morning of February, 1854. The two
scenes may fitly mark the first and last public acts of the war.

The Treaty of Peace, which was fondly trusted to have given Europe
the prospect of long security against disturbance from the Eastern Question,
contained the following chief Articles. After the usual promise of "peace
and friendshiji " between the seven contracting powers "in perpetuity"
which forms the almost ironical preamble of every treaty (Art. 1), and
stipulations for the mutual restoration of conquests and prisoners, and a
general amnesty for offences arising out of the state of war (Arts. 2-6), the
six Powers (Turkey being the 7th) " declare (Art. 7) the Sublime Porte
admitted to participate in the advantages of the public law and concert of

Europe," and they further " engage, each on its part, to respect the indepen-

dence and territorial integrity of the Ottoman Empire ; they guarantee in comtnon

> the strict olscrvance of this engagement, and they will consequently consider

every act of a nature to infringe upon it (« y porter atteinte), as a C|ues-

tion of general interest." The 8W Article binds Turkey and any (one or

more) of the contracting Powers, between whom and her disagreement

might arise menacing their relations, before resorting to force, to give the

other Powers the opportunity of acting as mediators. The ^th Article was
drawn up, with the greatest diplomatic nicety, to secure a solemn promise

of amelioration in the lot of the subjects of the Sultan in general, and his

Christian subjects in particular, by the spontaneous action of his sovereign

wiU, and at the same time to exclude every claim of any other Power to a

Protectorate. How, in the face of the express and well-weighed words of

this 9th Article, the assertion could ever have been made—that the Treaty

of Paris transferred to the European Powers collectively a Protectorate over

the Christians of Turkey, formerly vested in Eussia—is a problem far

beyond the reach of an impartial historian.

On the question of the Straits, the \Qth Article declares the continuance

of the ancient rule of the Ottoman Empire for the closing of the Dardanelles

and Bosphorus to vessels of war in time of peace, as maintained by the

Convention of July 13, 1841, and revised by an act annexed to the Treaty.

The Black Sea was neutralized* (Art. 11), opened to the mercantile marine

of all nations, but interdicted to the flags of war of all nations, except a

definite number of Eussian and Turkish light vessels, necessary for their

respective coasts ; and both Eussia and Turkey engaged neither to erect

nor to preserve any military-maritime arsenal on its shores. We need not

dwell upon the details of the stipulations (Arts. 15-19) for ensuring and

his resignation, which the Queen accepted with the strongest expressions of regret and regard ;

and, on the recommendation of the Cabinet, the duke of Cambridge was appointed his

successor (July 15th).

* As to the Baltic, by Art. 33 there was annexed to the Treaty a Convention between

France, England, and Russia, declaring that llie Aland Isles should not be fortified, nor any

military or naval establishment maintained there.
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regulating the free navigation of the Danube and its mouths, nor upon
the now subverted, though then most vital question of the new Bessarabian

frontier (Art. 20), the tracing of which gave Eussia an opportunity for long

and troublesome diplomatic intrigues.

Still more serious dangers were involved in the future constitution of

the Principalities, the invasion of which had been the first overt act of the

war. Wallaehia and Moldavia were still to enjoy their existing privileges

and immunities, under the suzerainty of the Porte, and under the collective

guarantee of the contracting Powers.* It would be tedious to follow the

long course of Russian and French intrigue, which had its result when the

full administrative union of the Provinces under the name of EouiiA>'iAf

was proclaimed and acknowledged by the Porte (December, 1861). The
internal troubles attendant on the organization of the new state culminated

in the enforced abdication of prince Couza (February 22, 1866) ; and, after

the crown had been refused by the count of Flanders (the second son of

King Leopold) it was accepted by prince Charles of Hohenzollern-

Sigmaringen, who was recognized by the Sultan as hereditary Hospodar
(October 24, 1866). The increased hope that the state thus re-constituted

under a German prince might prove an effective barrier to Russian aggres-

sion was brought to a test in the war of 1877. There was indeed a real

desire for peace and jealousy of Russia both in the people and the govern-

ment ; but the example of Servia, the ardent feeling of the Christiau

populations against Turkey, and the whole force of circumstances, proved

too strong for a neutral policy. First, a Convention gave the Russian

army a passage to the Danube (April 24th), and soon after the Rouman
Senate voted a declaration of independence and war with Turkey (May
21st). The effective part played by the gallant Rouman army in the war
was rewarded at the peace of Berlin (1878) by the complete independence

of the state, but at the bitter cost of giving back to Russia the part of

Bessarabia added to it by the Treaty of Paris, in recompense for which
Eoumania received the marshes of the Dobruja on the Bulgarian side of

the mouths of the Danube. Finally, at the time we are writing, prince

Charles has assumed the royal title, and Eoumania has been enrolled

among the kingdoms of Europe (May, 1881).

The same crisis proved the futility of the further safeguard which was
added to the Peace of Paris by the separate treaty between Austria,

France, and Great Britain, guaranteeing the integrity of the Turkish

Empire (April 15, 1856). It was held that the obligation on the three

Powers was solely collective, a mode of action which the new circumstances

of 1877 put out of the question.

We must return, tinally, to the Congress of Paris, to notice the verj-

important agreements to which it came on points of international law, somo

• The same stipulation was made for Servia.

t This national name was taken from that preserved among the people (the Roiimans) to

assert their claim, which has only a partial (if any) foundation in historic fact, to their

descent from the ancient Roman settlers in Dacia. (See above, pp. 169, 170.)
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of them probably more permanent than its chief work. The assembled
plenipotentiaries agreed to the following resolutions respecting those

maritime rights of belligerents, the claim to which—especially by England

—

had long been in dispute, and, on more than one occasion, the cause of

drawing neutrals into a war in which they had no concern. (1) " Prira-

leering is and remains abolished. (2) The neutralflag covers enemies' goods,

with the exception of contraband of war. (3) Neutral goods, with the excep-

tion of contraband of war, are not liable to capture under an enemy's flag.

(4) Blockades, in order to be binding, must be effective, that is to say,

maintained by a force sufficient really to prevent access to the coast of the

enemy." But this declaration was only to bind the Powers who acceded

to it ; and, in consenting to the last three rules, the United States rejected

the first, as an unreasonable limitation of the rights of a belligerent. It

must, indeed, be admitted that the loss of such means of quick expansion

of naval force would weigh heavily against a state whose wars with any

European Power would necessarily be maritime, but which, keeping clear of

European complications, maintains only a small navy for the necessary police

of the sea and protection of her commerce. But the declaration went far to

put an end to the gross abuse of privateering by ships of a neutral state

under letters of marque from a belligerent,—a sort of licensed piracy.*

On account of these resolutions, earl Grey, in the House of Lords (May 5th),

pronounced the treaty to be "one of the greatest steps ever made in the

progress of civilization and humanity."

Greater differences of opinion were provoked by the attempt of the

French Government to include within the discussions of the conference some
of those European questions which the emperor was bent upon reopening

(April 6, 1856). Count Walewski invited an interchange of ideas on

subjects " which it might be advantageous to discuss in order to prevent

fresh complications," particularly as to the condition of Gi'eece, the Papal

States, Naples, and Italy in general. Venturing on ground where English

feeling was peculiarly sensitive, he asked for some notice of the favour shown

by the Belgian press to the revolutionary society called " La Marianne," f
and the attacks of that press on the empire, which he called " so many
implements of war directed against the tranquillity of France by the enemies

of social order, relying on the impunity which they found under the shelter

* As between Great Britain and the United States—tlie two Powers likely to be most

practically concerned—the question was virtu.ally settled by the Treaty of Washington (1871),

which declared it to be the duty of a neutral state, not only to abstain from affording military

aid to any belligerent, but to take care that no acts constituting such aid be committed by

any one within its territory. Any privateering in defiance of such treaty law may be justly

treated as piracy ; and a proposal, made in high quarters in Russia, to use such a weapon,

when a European war was threatened in 1878, was strongly discountenanced by the opinion

of the civilized world. In the debate on the treaty, not only earl Grey, but the high legal

authority of lord Campbell, gave the opinion tho.t, even without a treaty, the crown had the

power to declare privateering illegal.

t This was the society afterwards made famous by the notice of its operations in Mr.

Disraeli's novel " Lothair."
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of Belgian legislation." Lord Clareniioa gave some undeserved offence at

home by t-he moderation witli which he replied that, as one of the repre-

sentatives of a country in which a free press was one of its fundamental

institutions, he could not agree to measures of coercion against the press of

another state, but he was willing to admit that the authors of the execrable

doctrines referred to were undeserving of protection. Count Orlov, with the

skill of a Eussian diplomatist, declared himself not authorized to take part

in a discussion not provided for by his instructions. But the opportunity

was eagerly seized by count Cavour, to take another step towards the great

object for which he had won Sardinia a place in the European Council.

When, notwithstanding count Buol's protest against the competency of the

congress to entertain the subject, lord Clarendon supported count Walewski's
exposure of the misgovernment of Naples and the Papal States, Cavour,

with characteristic plainness of speech, declared that Austria was the main
cause of the state of things they all agreed in deprecating, the arch-enemy
of Italian independence, the permanent danger to the only free nation in

Italy, the nation he had the honour to represent. He followed up this bold

denunciation by a protocol addressed to France and England (April 16th),

requesting them to pronounce against the continued occupation of Italy by
foreign troops, and distinctly declaring that the position of the Sardinian

kingdom was becoming insupportable, and that, if nothing were done, she

would be driven to the alternative of submitting, like Lombardy and Venice,

to the Austrian yoke, or of resorting to arms. This was virtually a guage
of defiance thrown down to Austria ; and, as the contest single-handed would
be hopeless, from that moment Cavour devoted all his diplomatic skill to

bring about an embroilment which might engage one of the greater states

on his side. He was not a little aided by the persistence of Ferdinand,

King of Naples, in a system of tyranny and cruel persecution of the Liberal

leaders, which caused England and Franco to mark their sense of the

rejection of their remonstrances by withdrawing their ambassadors (October,

1856).* It was, however, no part of lord Palmerston's policy to commit
England to the revolutionary ventures, into which the French emperor
might be tempted by his speculative temper and by the hope of aggrandizin"

* The Russian Government—as if unconscious of ever having interfered in the internal

affairs of other nations, and oblivious of the whole principle governing its conduct towards

Turkey—took upon itself to remonstrate against this flagrant violation of " the right divine

of kings to govern wrong." A circular of prince Gortchakov to the diplomatic agents of the

CEar declared :
—" We could understand that, as a consequence of fricmily foretltoiighl, one

government should give advice to another in a benevolent spirit
"—(like prince Menchikov's

in 1853!); "that such advice might even assume the character of exportation ; but we
believe that to be the Jiirthest limit allrMoble. Less than ever can it now be allowed in Europe

to forget, that sovereigns are equal among themselves, and that it is not the extent of

territory, but the sacred character of the rights of each, which regulates the relations that exist

between them. To endeavour to obtain from the Kin^ of Kafles concessions as re'^ards the

internal government of his states by threats, or by a menacing demonstration^ is a violent

usurpation of his authority, an attempt to s^oivern in his stead ; it is an ofen declaration of ihe

ri;;ht of the strong oner ihe weak." Grand principles for Naples in Italy, and (as we shall

koun see) for Russia in I\<land ! But what of Turkey and the Sultan ?
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France and confirming his dynasty. "When pressed by the friends of Italy

in Parliament—chief amongst whom lord Lyndhnrst eloquently denounced

the Austrian oppression of the North, and the government by police agents.,

spies, and informers in Naples (June 30th and July 14th)—lords Lansdowne

and Clarendon admitted '
' not only the right, but the duty of one nation to

interfere in the affairs of another when humanity was outraged by arbitrary

power," but they held that " any hope of permanent amelioration must rest

upon the unforced action of the governments in Italy."

The session of Parliament was closed by a royal message of thanks for

their support in the hour of trial, congratulation on the peace, and hope for

the continuance and increase under its genial influence of the prosperity of

the people, "which was not materially checked by the pressure of war "

(July 29th). The claims of foreign affairs had not prevented the introduction

of 130 ministerial bills, 95 of which became law. The following were among

the most important of these Acts of the 19th and 20th of Victoria :—(e. 16)

For removing trials in certain cases to the Central Criminal Court*:

—

(c. 28) For Eeformatory and Industrial Schools in Scotland :—(c. 47) For

the Incorporation and Regulation of Joint Stock Companies f
:—(c. 64) For

the simplification of the Statute Book by the repeal of 118 statutes (nearly

all obsolete) from the reign of Edward I. downwards :—(c. 65) To encourage

the providing of Improved Dwellings for the Labouring Classes in

Ireland :— (c. 69) To render more effectual the Police in Counties and

Boroughs of England and Wales :— (c. 83) For reorganizing the Coast-

Guard and establishing a reserve of Naval Volunteers :— (c. 88) The
Cambridge University Act (on the same principles as the Oxford Act of

1854) :— (c. 96) The Scotch Marriage Act, which put an end to the

notorious "Gretna Green " marriages, by requiring one of the parties to

have resided in Scotland for 21 days preceding an irregular marriage, and

providing for registration:— (c. 98) For establishing Burial Boards in

Ireland as in England :—(c. 115) An Act providing for the first time for the

retirement of Bishops of the Church of England on a suitable pension | :

—

(c. 120) To facilitate Leases and Sales of Settled Estates :—(c. 116) Forth©

Appointment of a Vice-President of the Committee of Council on Education,—
the first step towards the organization of a system of National Education

under a Minister of the Crown. The further attempt of lord John Russell

in that cause by moving a series of resolutions in the House of Commons
was rejected as premature by 260 votes to 158 (April 11th).

* The object of this statute—commonly called Falmet's Act, from an atrocious poisoner

whose case gave rise to it—was to secure a fair trial in cases where it might be endangered by

the excitement of local feeling, or other causes of prejudice either way.

+ This important Act consists of three parts :— I. The Constitution and Incorporation ;

—

IX. The Management and Administration ;— III. The Winding-up of Joint-Stock Companies.

Further Acts amending this were passed in the following year—namely, 20 and 21 Vict. cc.

4!J, 49, 78, and 80.

t This Act applied to the individual cases of the Bishops of London (Charles James

Blonificld) and Durham (Edward Maltby). General provision was made for episcooa'.

rcbicnations by the Acts 32 and 33 Vict. c. Ill (1869). and 38 and 39 Vict. c. 19 (1875).
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Another legislative failure of the sessioa is memorable as involving a

collision between a prerogative claimed by the crown and privileges asserted

by the House of Lords. la order to strengthea that, supreme Court of

Appeal, one of the most eminent of the judges, sir James Parke, was nailed

to the Upper House as a peer for life, with the title of baron Wensleydale.

The rig] it of the crown to create Life Peerages had not been exercised since

the reiga of Eichard II. ; and a power, which might so readily be used for

a government for party purposes, was strongly objected to as dangerous to

the independence of the House. When lord Wensleydale appeared to take

his seat, lord Lyndhurst carried a motion for referring the Letters Patent

granting the peerage to the House as a Committee of Privileges, which

decided against the right of the new peer to sit and vote in Parliament *

(February, 1856). The Government deferred to this decision by advising

the Queen to create baron Wensleydale a peer in the usual form ; a Bill

for remodelling the appellate jurisdiction of the Peers was carried through

the House, but was ultimately rejected by the Commons (July 10th) ; and

the question was left to be settled twenty years later.

Before this year of restored peace closed, England was involved in two

new wars in the distant East ; but their issue belongs more fitly to the

events of the next period.

* It should be observed that the point in contest was not the prerogative of the crown,

as the fountain of honour, to confer a peerage for life, but whether a peerage so conferred

gave the right to sit and vote in Parliament. The latter proposition only was negatived by

lord Lyndhurst's motion, which was carried by 97 to 52, against the amendment moved by

earl Grey, "That the highest legal authorities having concurred in declaring the crown to

possess the power of creating peerages for life
"—(which few, if any, denied)—" the House of

Lords would not be justified in assuming the illegality of the patent creating the Right Hon.

Sir James Parke Baron Wensleydale for life, and in refusing upon that assumption to permit

him to take his seat as a peer,"
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Ox the 1st of January, 1857, the Queen offered the congratulations of

the new year to her French ally in terms of bright hope for a new era of

tranquillity :
—" I am very happy that the difficulties which arose about the

execution of the Treaty of Paris are now entirely at an end. . . . Nothing,

I trust, wiU hereafter take place to trouble that good understanding

between us, which furnishes so important a guarantee for the welfare of

Europe." But each new year is sure to bring its own new troubles, added

to the gleanings of the old ; and the terrific storms, which bore destruction

over sea and land on this and the following days, were fit emblems of what

the history of the year was to bring forth. The convulsion which

threatened the overthrow of our Indian Empire began to break out before

the end of January ; but so little had it been expected, that the late

Governor-General, on laying down his office, had written to the Queen
(February 29, 1856):—"Although no prudent man will venture to predict

the certainty of continued peace in India, lord Dalhousie is able to declare,

without reservation, that he knows of no quarter in which it is probable

that trouble will arise." *

• The marquis of Dalhousie, after governing India for eight years, left Calcutta,

Februaiy 6, 1856, to use his own words, "wearied and worn," and died in his 49th year
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On the 3rd of February, the Fifth and, as it unexpectedly proved, the

last brief session of the Queen's Fourth Parliament was opened by a Eoyal

Message. To congratulations on the peace, her Majesty added " the

gratification -which it afforded her to witness the general well-being and

contentment of the people ; and to find that, notwithstanding the sacrifices

unavoidably attendant upon such a war as that lately terminated, the

resources of the country remain unimpaired, and its productive industry

continues unchecked in its course of progressive development." But the

speech made the unwelcome announcement of hostilities both with Persia

and China. Earl Grey's amendment, censuring Government for not sum-

moning Parliament when the former war broke out, was rejected by 45

votes to 12.

The war with Persia was one phase of the long contest for influence in

the East, for the sake of the safety of our Indian Empire. The effete

despotism of " His Majesty whose standard is the sun," furnished a

perpetual field for the rival diplomacy of Groat Britain and Russia. At
the prompting, as it seemed, of the latter power, the Shah Nasr-ed-Deen,

in violation of an engagement made with England in 1853, revived his

claims to a suzerainty over Western Afghanistan, and took the city of

Herat, the key to that approach towards India (October 25, 1856). The
true significance of the step was exposed by lord Ellenborough in the

House, and lord Palmerston wrote*:—"Ellenborough is right : we are

leginning to repel the first opening of trenches against India hy Bussia," The
Governor-General of India declared war with Persia (November 1st); a

combined fleet and land force took Bushire on the Persian Gulf, but not

without heavy loss (December 10th). An army under sir James Outram,

who afterwards won the title of " the Bayard of India," landed at that port

(January 27, 1857) ; and, amidst difficulties and hardships from the nature

of the country and climate, defeated the Persians at Kooshab (February

8th), and took the fortified city of Mohammerah (March 26th). But the

Persian envoy had already signed a peace at Paris (March 4th), by which

the Shah renounced all claim to dominion in Herat and Afghanistan, and

engaged to refer any future differences with the Afghans to the friendly

offices of England. Lord Palmerston seized the opportunity to stipulate for

the abolition of the slave-trade in the Persian Gulf. It was one fortunate

result of the expedition, that Outram's returning troops were at hand to

meet the first shock of the Indian Mutiny.

On the 13th of February, sir George Cornewall Lewis brought forward a

Budget adapted to the restored state of peace. After the grave announcement

that, in addition to all the extra taxation, the war had added £41,041,000

to the National Debt, he estimated the expenditure for 1857-8 at about 65i

millions, and proposed a reduction of nearly 12 millions in taxation. The

(December, 1860). He was succeeded by Charles John, viscount (afterwards earl) Canning,

son of the famous George Canning, who was born in the same year as his friend lord Dal-

housie (1812).

• To lord Clarendon, February 17, 1357.—Ashley's " Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. ii.

p. 128.
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extra war duty on malt was to be abolisliecl, and the duties on tea and
sugar reduced ; while the Income Tax was to be renewed for three years at

its original rate of Id. in the pound for incomes above £150, and 5d. in the

pound for incomes between £150 and £100 ;
* leaving an estimated surplus

of £891,000. The plan was assailed by a combination of some of the

Peelites with the Ojiposition, on the twofold ground of not assuring an
adequate balance for future contingencies, and making no provision for the

cessation of the Income Tax in 1860, a pledge specially insisted on by its

author, Mr. Gladstone ; but Mr. Disraeli's resolution embodying these views

was rejected by 286 to 206 (February 23rd).

This decisive majority of eighty gave little warning of the result of the

attack opened on the following night. It had been announced in the

Queen's Speech, that " acts of violence, insults to the British flag, and

infraction of treaty rights, committed by the local Chinese authority at

Canton, and a pertinacious refusal of redress, had rendered it necessary for

her Majesty's officers in China to have recourse to measures of force to

obtain satisfaction." Divested of all party recriminations and doubts as to

whether greater tact might have averted the rupture, the simple fact was
that the Chinese had not yet brought their minds to a full acceptance of the

new position secured for "the outer barbarians" by the Treaty of Nan-

king f (1842-3), and the immediate provocation was but the sign of a settled

purpose to set us at defiance, and to expel English commerce from Canton.

On the 8th of October, 1856, the Chinese officers seized a loreha, the

Arrow—Chinese built, but with a British register, flag, and master—on a

charge of piracy, and made the crew prisoners. The Commissioner Yeh

—

a name afterwards notorious for his ferocity—refused the satisfaction

demanded by Mr. Consul Parkes | and sir John Bowring, the Governor of

Hong Kong and Plenipotentiary of the Queen in China. Upon this sir

John resorted to force ; the fleet under sir Michael Seymour took the Canton

forts (October 23rd), destroyed a Chinese fleet, and bombarded the city

(November 2nd, 3rd) ; and, in addition to the first demand for redress, sir John

Bowring required the admission of foreigners to the port and city of Canton,

which the Chinese had never yet granted according to the treaty. The

Americans also wei'e drawn into the war to avenge an attack made oa

them by the Chinese ; the latter burnt the European factories at Canton

(December 14th), besides committing other outrages; and Yeh offered

rewards for the heads of the barbarians.

In these proceedings, adopted, as we have seen, by the Government, and

laid before Parliament under the significant title of " Correspondence

respecting insults in China," the various sections of their opponents found

the ground for a combined attack ; which they based, first, on the merits of

the quarrel, or, even if the seizure of the Arrow was wrong, the severity of

the measures taken ; secondly, on the inopportuneness of choosing the

* The rates for 1855-6 were \5d. and W^d. respectively,

t We use this phrase to include the supplementary treaty of October 8, 1843.

J Afterwards sir Harry S. Parkes, well known for his eminent diplomatic services in

China and Japan.
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occasion of such a quarrel for pressinjj claims left in abeyance since 1849
;

and, thirdly, on the general principle that—unless under necessity which

could not he pleaded in this case—the officers of the Crown abroad ought

not to engage the country in war without authority from the Govern-

ment.* Of these three points, the first was implied and the other two

expressed, in a resolution of censure moved by lord Derby (February 24th),

and supported by lords Lyndhurst, Grey, and Ellenborough, but rejected by
a majority of thirty-sis :—a remarkable example (in our times) of the Lords

supporting a Liberal Government against the Commons (February 26th).

On the same evening on which this vote was taken, Mr. Cobdon moved
a briefer resolution, by which the House, without expressing an opinion on
the merits of the quarrel, considered that the papers " failed to establish

satisfactory grounds for the violent measures resorted to at Canton." The
motion thus made in the cause of peace and humanity was supported by
Mr. Gladstone and the Peelites on the ground of high morality, and not

only by the Opposition and by such free-lances as Mr. Roebuck, but also by
lord John Eussell—the destroyer of Cabinets—as well as by the whole force

of the Opposition. Mr. Disraeli's challenge to appeal to the country was at

once accepted as lord Palmerston's reply to the vote of censure by a majority

of sixteen.! On the 5th of March he announced that, considering its recent

votes and the grounds on which many members had joined in this one, it

could not be interpreted as such a proof of want of confidence as to drive

the Ministry to resign ; and they had advised her Majesty to dissolve

Parliament at the earliest period consistent with the discharge of public

business. I But in reply to Mr. Cobden's demand, that the vote should

meanwhile be acted on by suspending the war and recalling sir John
Bowring, lord Palmerston announced a firm and decided policy. He said

" that the Government had for some time been concerting, in conjunction

with France, and, as he trusted, with the United States, how best to

improve the commercial relations with China through direct negociations

with the court at Pekin. It would be matter for grave deliberation what
person should be charged with the task as the envoy of Great Britain.

§

* This general principle was the subject of an interesting discussion in the session of 1881

on the motion of Mr. Henry Richard. As to the merits of the case, lord Lyndhurst main-

tained that the Chinese Governor was right in the seizure of the Arrmv, and lord Derby said

that "there had been on the one side courtesy, forbearance, and temper, on the other arro-

gance and presumption."

+ The vote was taken, after a four nights' debate, on Tuesday, March 3rd, or rather the

morning of the 4th. The division was very remarkable from a party point of view, no less

than 21 of the usually serried ranks of the Conservatives going over to the Government,
while 35 Liberals voted against them, the difference (curiously enough) being nearly the

number that turned the balance. The analysis of the division showed : for Mr. Cobden's
motion, 196 Conservatives, 22 Peelites, 35 Liberals, and 10 Irish members ; against it,

226 Liberals and 21 Conservatives :—totals, 263 to 247.

X Parliament was prorogued on March 21st, and dissolved on the same day.

§ The choice happily fell on James Bruce, earl of Elgin (son of the earl who brought

home the " Elgin Marbles "), who had already signalized his ability as Governor of Jamaica
(1840-1846) and Canada (1846-1854). Almost of the same age (born 1811) as lords DaJ-
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Lut in the meantime the policy of the Government would remain what it

had been. That policy was "to maintain the rights, to defend the lives

and properties of British subjects, to improve our relations with China, and,

in the selection and arrangement of the means for the accomplishment of

those objects, to perform the duty which they owed to the country." Such

words struck a responsive chord in hearts which still vibrated with the

spirit which had borne lord Palmerston into office two years before ; and

the result was never for a moment doubtful. The verdict of the country

was given as much on his Crimean as on his Chinese policy, or rather on

the ground that in both he was the fittest guardian of England's honour and

true interests. This was most conspicuously shown by the fate of the leaders

of the party so lately popular as the heroes of free trade. Mr. Cobden had

predicted " such a uu'?tnoiving of parties in the House and throughout the

country as would be of great use to them all " ; and much good corn was

borne away like chaff before the wind. He himself fell from the popular

member of the great West Riding to the rejected candidate for Hudders-

field, and Manchester rejected both Mr. Bright and Mr. Milner Gibson.*

The Peelite party became smaller than ever, and Mr. Layard was rejected

at Aylesbury, while only two subordinate members of the Government lost

their seats. No less than 189 new members were returned; and the

estimate of parties showed 371 Liberals and 284 Conservatives.

On the last day of April, the meeting of the new Parliament f was
signalized by the election of a new Speaker, in place of Mr. Charles Shaw
Lefevre, who, after eighteen years' service, had retired with a peerage as

viscount Eversley, The unanimous choice of the House fell on Mr. John
Evelyn Denisojj, member for North Nottinghamshire. The Eoyal Speech,

delivered by Commission a week later, had a scantiness suited to the brief

time left for the session, and the quiet which fell on parties after the late

struggle and victor^-. It announced the peace with Persia and the mission

of lord Elgin to China, and promised measures of Law Reform. The
complaints, made in the debate on the Address, of silence on Parliamentary

Reform, were met by lord Palmerston's assurance that the Government
would give fuU attention to tho subject before the next session. How
little could the course of events be foreseen ! This assurance was given on
Thursday, the 7th of Maj', and on Sunday, the 10th, the Indian Mutiny
broke out in full violence at Meerut.| But at that time a month or six

weeks passed before we learnt news which is now flashed in a few minutes

;

and we may first dispose of the domestic transactions of the year.

housie and Canning, he was destined to follow them in the government of India at the cost

of his life (died November 20, 1863). How he broke off the mission to China, for which he

sailed on April 21st, to aid in the Indian crisis, will be related presently.

* Both were returned again before the end of the year, Mr. Bright for Birmingham
(August I6th), and Mr. Gibson for Ashton-under-Lyne (December 12th). Mr. Cobden did

not sit in this Parliament, but was returned for Rochdale at the next general election (1859),

being at the time absent in America.

t The fifthof Queen Victoria, and the seventeenth of the United Kingdom: ann. Vict. 30,21,

J The news arrived on June Olh.
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The first act of Parliament was to make a suitable provision for the
Queen's eldest child, Victoria, the Princess Royal, in \iew of her marria"-e

with Prince Frederick William of Prussia.* The occasion was important
as establishing the principle, which has since been contested by very small
minorities, and which Mr. Disraeli happily expressed when he said that " it

became the House to consider in a generous spirit an appeal not only
necessary, but which all were ready to welcome with sympathy and respect-

ful affection." On the 25th of June the Queen formally conferred on Prince
Albert, by Letters Patent, the title of Prince Consokt, by which he was
already usually designated. This recognition (to use the Prince's playful

term) of his " legal status in tl>e English hierarchy " came happily at a

time when his sympathies with England had been fully proved, and his

place in the regard of the English people was being daily strengthened

by his active part in works of social improvement.

The attention of Parliament was chiefly occupied by a measure for

carrying further into effect the substitution of penal servitude for trans-

portation ; f and in long debates on the proposal of the Government to

supersede the Ecclesiastical Courts by a new Court for the trial of all causes

relating to wills, matrimony, and divorce, and for giving this Court the

power to grant divorce, on the grounds of adultery, cruelty, or desertion
;

which was carried against an earnest opposition on moral and religious

grounds, in which Mr. Gladstone took a conspicuous part. In proroguing

Parliament by Commission (August 28th), the Royal Message mingled

congratulations on the useful work of this short session, the peace of Europe

and settlement of difficulties in carrying out the Treaty, with sorrowful

references to the convulsion then at its height in India and the barbarities

inflicted on her subjects by the rebels. J

The worse and worse news daily arriving threw a gloom over a brilliant

summer and a bounteous harvest ; and, as the autumn advanced, the com-

mercial world was involved in one of those sharp financial crises, which

come round, almost in a fixed cycle, as the reaction from prosperity and the

result of the inflated speculation which it engenders. The case was well

described in a letter by the Prince to baron Stockmar §:—" Bad times are

approaching. Bankruptcies aro spreading; thousands of artizans are

turned into the streets through the consequent stoppage of works. Want
and discontent are visibly on the increase in manufacturing districts. In

America things are even worse, and they will soon react upon the continent.

The financial difficulty is not so great, I think, as might be supposed from its

• The House of Commons voted a dowry of ;^40,000, with an annuity of ;if4,000. The
marriage took place on the 28th of January, 1858.

t 20 and 21 Vict. cap. 3, amending the Act 16 and 17 Vict.

X The state of India had been naturally often referred to in Parliament, and on the 27th

of July Mr. Disraeli's motion to censure Government was rejected in favour of lord John

Russell's amendment, pledging the House to support them in suppressing the mutiny. The
debate is memorable for Mr. Disraeli's suggestion of the great change made a year later in

the government of India.

§ "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iv. pp. 143, \U.
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effects. Long prosperity had made all bankers, speculators, and capitalists

careless ; and now they are being unpleasantly reminded of natural laws
•which have been violated, and are reasserting themselves." The truth of

this view was proved by the readiness with which the panic yielded to the

prompt step of Government, though the recovery itself was slow. The crisis

became a real panic early in November, when firms of high standing and
country banks fell with crash upon crash,* and the Bank of England rate

of discount, which was raised from 5J to C per cent, on the 8th of October,

advanced by rapid steps to the unprecedented amount of 10 per cent, on
November 9th; and on the 11th the bullion in the Bank was only

£7,171,000, while its notes and liabilities amounted to £60,000,000. On
that day the First Lord of the Treasury and the Chancellor of the Exche-
quer authorized the Directors of the Bank to make discounts and advances

beyond the margin of notes above buUion defined by the Act of 1844. Out
of an excess of £2,000,000 in notes thus provided, only £928,000 was
actually issued to the public, the largest excess being on the day following

the permission ; and so rapid was the restoration of confidence, that the

over-issue was entirely returned by the 1st of December. On the 3rd

Parliament was summoned to pass a bill for indemnifying the Ministers

responsible for the relaxation of the law ; and this new session was

adjourned on the 12th for a Christmas which was cheered by bright news of

tlie relief from pressing dangers and deeds of self-sacrificing heroism in

India.

Eeserving for a separate chapter the great and terrible events that had
been passing in the Peninsula, it remains to relate the issue of the war
with China. The main body of troops sent out from England had been

intercepted by the vigorous decision of viscount Canning, and disembarked

at Calcutta at the beginning of July. Lord Elgin himself, finding on his

arrival at Hong Kong (July 2nd) that the military operations wore pro-

ceeding satisfactorily, resolved to suspend his mission while he went to

India j- to aid lord Canning with his counsel, and remained with him till

September. During the interval, admiral Seymour maintained a blockade

of the Canton river. In October lord Elgin was joined at Hong Kong by

baron Gros, ambassador of the Emperor of the French ; and commissioner

Yeh's evasive answers to lord Elgin's ultimatum made it necessary to

attack Canton. For the siege of that vast city the allies had a considerable

fleet of ships and gunboats, with a land force of 4,800 British—soldiers,

marines, and naval brigade—and about 900 French troops and sailors.

After a bombardment continued through the whole day and night of Decem-
ber 28th, the assault was made at dawn of the 29th, and the walls and

forts were completely taken, with little damage to the town. As Yoh still

made no sign of submission, the allies entered the city in four columns,

taking possession of the treasury, and seizing the Tartar general and

* Within a few days the list of failures inclutietl 146 firms and 5 banks, with liabilities of

•lli millions, and deficiencies amounting to 7, millions. In October the 3 per cent, stock:)

fell to between 87 and 86.

+ He took with him a further force of 1,500 maiines and sailors.
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other chief authorities. After a search of no little difficulty and dan"-er
through the intricate streets, commissioner Teh was found in a hiding-
place, from which a British sailor pulled him out by his pigtail. He was
sent a prisoner to Calcutta, where he died in the following year. He was
said to have beheaded no less than 100,000 rebels. Canton, placed under
the Chinese deputy-govei-nor, with a council of three English officers was
held as a material guarantee for compliance with the demands of the allies.

For this object it was resolved no longer to treat with distant officials

but to approach the celestial emperor himself. The two plenipotentiaries

joined by a Russian and an American colleague, sailed to the Bay of Pecheli
and anchored in the mouth of the Peiho, at a point where a bank of mud
barred the passage to all vessels except the gunboats. As these crossed
the bar, the forts commanding it opened fire, and were silenced and taken
with a loss to the allies of 11 killed and 77 wounded. The expedition,

reinforced by more gunboats, advanced up the river to Tien-tsin, 70 miles
below Pekin ; and the emperor, at length realizing the incredible approach
of the " outside barbarians" to his sacred presence, sent two commissioners
to meet them. After the usual evasion, the Treaty of Tien-tsin, which
confirmed that of Nanking in 1842, provided for the first time for the

representation of each power at the court of the other on a footin"- of
equality ; and for the toleration of Christianity, and the protection of its

ministers in China. Foreigners were no longer to be designated by the
degrading appellation /, that is, "barbarians." British subjects were made
free to travel throughout the Chinese empire ; additional ports were opened
to their commerce ; and British ships of war might enter any of the

Chinese ports. The piracy which infested the Chinese seas was to be
suppressed. Other clauses regulated the tariff and transit duties on mer-
chandize ; and China was bound to pay a large sum in instalments as an
indemnity for the expenses of the war, and a ransom for Canton, which was
held meanwhile as a guarantee.

Lord Elgin now made a visit to Japan, where he was received with much
honour, and obtained the treaty of Yeddo, opening the empire to British

commerce (August 20, 1858). Since that time, with some interruptions that

need not be dwelt on, there has been a growing intercourse between the

two island states which lie off the extreme shores of Europe and of Asia, and
are connected by other resemblances, in character and intelligence, which
have caused the Japanese to be called the English of the East ; and the

bond of friendship has been strengthened by the sending of a number of

young Japanese noblemen to study in England. While lord Elgin was
thus engaged, the British fleet made vigorous efforts to carry out one most
beneficial clause of the treaty by destroying no less than 130 piratical junks.

On his return from Japan, lord Elgin sailed up the great Yang-tso-Kiang
river to Nanking, which was then in the possession of the Taeping rebels, in

the hope of helping to effect an agreement (January, 1859).

Scarcely had lord Elgin returned home (in May), when the obstinate

bad faith of the Chinese made it necessary to do the work over again ; and
we may here follow the Third War with China to its end. Exactly a year
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after the sl<^atui'e of the treaty, lord Elgin's brother, Mr. Bruce, her Majestj''*

envoy, who had been instructed to exchange the ratifications at Pekin, was
forcibly stopped at the mouth of the Peiho, and the attack of admiral Hope
on the new forts at Taku was repulsed with considerable loss (June 25,

1859). Mr. Bruce's ultimatum, demanding an apology and indemnity for

this outrage, and the execution of the treaty of Tien-tsin, was described hf
the imperial court as *' insubordinate," and the English minister was

admonished that, " for the future, he must not be so wanting in decorum! "

(March, 1860). Meanwhile lord Elgin and baron Gros were sent to China

on a new mission, enforced by an English and French armament, under

generals sir Hope Grant and Montauban, who, after being shipwrecked on

the coast of Ceylon, reached Shanghae at the end of June, 1860. Such

was the disorganization of the empire, that one of the first tasks of the

expedition was to save that city, which was now the great port for English

commerce with the north of China, from an attack of the Taeping rebels

(August 18th-20th). On the following day they sailed up the Peiho,

and stormed the Taku forts with no small loss, the muddy banks making

the landing very difficult. The Chinese Government now endeavoured to

delay the advance on Pekin by negociation ; and lord Elgin consented to

send his secretaries, Mr. Parkes and Mr. Loch, with other officers, to meet

the Chinese commissioners at Tuugchow, some 10 or 12 miles from Pekin

(September 18th). A quarrel, which broke out as they passed through the

Chinese lines, was made the pretext for seizing the whole party of 38

persons, English and French, who were carried off to separate prisons and

treated with barbarous cruelty, of which a large number of them died.

Before their fate was known, all demands for their release having been

evaded, the allied armies marched upon Pekin, and on the march the

French plundered the emperor's summer palace, called Tuen-ming-qua, a

vast group of buildings scattered over an immense park, and filled with

curiosities of art and antiquity. It was not till the siege-guns were in

position and all was ready to blow in one of the gates, that the Chinese yielded

and placed the gate in the hands of the allies, who entered the capital, the

vastness of which had been compared, with great exaggeration, to that of

Kineveh and Babylon (October 12th). Parkes and Loch, with other prisoners,

had been released a week before ; but now, on learning the fate of the

rest, lord Elgin announced to Prince Kung, the emperor's brother, his

resolve to inflict the punishment of the complete destruction of the summer
palace, besides a large instant payment for the families of the murdered,

03 the only condition on which the capital itself would be spared. The

burning of the palace took two days ; and on the 24th of October a

tonvention was signed at Pekin, ratifying the treaty of Tien-tsin with

Dew guarantees, among which was a large indemnity for the expenses oi

the war.
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The Indian Mutiny (1857-1858)—Real Character of the Rising: Military, not National

—Its partial extent—Signs of Warning—"India quiet throughout"—Smouldering

Causes of Discontent—Native Feeling and Intrigue imperfectly understood—The

Mohammedans—Watchful interest in European Aflairs—Influence of the Crimean,

Persian, and Chinese Wars—The Brahmins in the Native Army, especially from

Oude—Lord Dalhousie's Government—His great Benefits to India—His Annexa-

tions and their Motives— Political Pensioners: Nana Sahib—Nagpoor—Treaty

with Dost Mohammed—Annexation of Oude—Lord Dalhousie succeeded by Lord

Canning—Effect of the Annexations : exaggerated—Fidelity of the Sikhs and many

Native Princes—Signs of a widespread conspiracy : the chupatties—Proneness of

natives to panic—The greased cartridges : rumours of a design to break down caste

—

Partial Mutinies suppressed

—

The Outbreak at Meenit (May 10th)—The Mutineers

take Delhi, and proclaim the Mogul King Emperor—Montgomery disarms the

Native Regiments at Lahore—Exertions of Sir John Lawrence—Energy and Firmness

of Lord Canning—Troops for China landed at Calcutta—Lord Elgin's co-operation

—Lord Canning's Proclamation—The Great Mutiny in Oude—Siege of the Residency

at Lucknow—Death of Sir Henry Lawrence—Mutiny at Cawnpore—Nana Sahil)

and Azimoolah Khan—Erave Defence and Capitulation of the Europeans—Treachery

of the Nana and Tantia Topee—The First Massacre of Cawnpore—March and

Victories of Havelock—Massacre of the Women and Children : the IVell—Havelock

relieves Cawnpore—Defeat and Flight of Nana Sahib—Victory of Sealcote and re-

capture of Delhi—The King taken prisoner, and his son and grandson killed—Have-

lock and Outram reach Lucknow, and are besieged there—Measures taken in England

—

Reinforcements—Sir Colin Campbell Commander-in-Chief—He relieves Lucknow and

defeats the revolted Gwalior Troops—Ultimate Capture of Lucknow—Sir Hugh Rose

retakes Gwalior—Final Suppression of the Mutiny.

The sadly memorable name of the Indian Mtttint * tends of itself to

perpetuate an idea that the movement was national and not merely military.

There are still those who hold that view, which was maintained by Mr.
Disraeli in the debate of July 27th ; nor can it be denied that an element

of widespread native disaffection was among the causes of the outbreak.

But, in its open manifestation, it was a Military Mutiny, not a Popular

Insurrection/ it affected only one of the three Presidencies ; and it would be
more accurately described as the great Mutiny of the Native Army of Bengal;

though it spread beyond the army, and, in the case of Oude, the whole

* Once for all we must confess the difficulty of treating the history of British India, as it

occurs in detached portions, as a part of the history of England. It can only be properly

followed in it? unbroken continuity, as an historical study in itself and in its connection with

the whole history of India. The leading authority for the subject now before us is sir J, W,
Kaye's " History of the Sepoy War."

VOL. IS.—282. 337
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province Tvas in revolt. Roughly speaking, it was localized along the

valley of the Ganges, in Upper and Middle Bengal, from Delhi to Allaha-

bad. It fell upon India with signal suddenness, though not without

warning signs ; and it was the subsidence rather than the absence of

anxiety which was testified by the announcement of the " Bombay Gazette,"

"India is quiet throughout" (May 1, 1857). These words were published

on the tenth day before the great outburst, the news of which surprised

England amidst preparations to commemorate the secure acquisition of her

Indian Empire on the centenary of Olive's victory at Plassey (June 23rd).

The English people, who were about to celebrate the wondrous imperial

growth which had long captivated their imagination, little knew that the

epoch marked the turning-point, at which a narrow escape from its utter

loss would warn them to begin a new government of India, trusting its

preservation to principles directly opposite to those by which Clive and his

successors had acquired it.

In studying events both great and small, no confusion is more common,

and no discrimination more difficult, than that between the occasion and the

cause ; and the historian, whose province is to deal with events outwardly

and in action, must often be content to trace the former, instead of speculat-

ing on the latter. It would be ridiculous to talk of a principle of nationalitt/,

like that which was only growing into a great moving power in Europe,

among the heterogeneous races and castes and religions of India, where

the mass of the people had for ages known no government but the foreign

yoke, from which our conquest was a deliverance. It seems to have been

true then, as it certainly is now, that the sense of an improved condition,

under juster laws and a purer administration, had created a general spirit

of loyalty and contentment. But a foreign yoke, however benevolent, must

always be resented by some of its subjects ; and it must be confessed that,

among the generally able and high-minded servants of the Company, both

civil and military, with no sense of responsibility to public opinion at home,

there were too many who made the yoke constantly galling by a habit of

insolent contempt, reckless of its dangers to themselves and the government

entrusted to them ; while others did only less mischief by the absence of

any sympathetic knowledge of the native character. As a writer who knows

India well has said:—"Under the calm surface of Indian society there

will always lurk elements of disorder, which require a vigilant attitude on

the part of the authorities. It is very difficult for Englishmen to penetrate

the inner mind of the people and fathom the depths of native intrigue. The
Mutiny afforded many painful illustrations of the inability of foreigners

to feel the pulse of the people, among whom they were living in the

intimate relations of master and servant or officer and private." * The
sense of grievance among a people naturally fickle, often disturbed by dis-

tresses and troubles—some of which they trace to the very efforts of their

• "Quarterly Review," July, 1881; vol. clii. p. 60; in a review of sir Richard

Temple's " India in 1880," a work which, besides its great value with reference to the pre-

sent state of India, throws gieat lijjht on the period and events now before us.
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rulers for their improvement—may at any time be fanned into a fi.imo by
crafty leaders, or even by the idle jtauics to which the credulous natives are

peculiarly liable.

There were, and still are, two classes with whom disaffection is a
principle more or less deep-seated. The Mohammedans, with the constant

grievance of having had the Empire wrested from them, are also moved by
an ever- smouldering fire of religious fanaticism, ready to burst into a flarao

on provocation or opportunity. This intelligent and educated class looks

abroad beyond the frontiers of India, scanning the varying policy and
fortune of their rulers, with a keen sympathy for the interests of Islam in

Europe as well as Asia. As in 1877 we know that the struggle of the

Sultan and the Eastern policy of England were watched and canvassed in

every bazaar and native palace, so in 1854-5 they learned the free teaching

of our press about our military weakness in the Crimea,* and were more
impressed by the nearer scenes of the war—the failure to defend Armenia

—

than the victories won in Europe. The departure of part of the Indian
army to repel another danger from Eussia by war with Persia—a Moham-
medan power—and the detachment of another part to China, would
naturally confirm the idea of England's being in trouble, and invite the use

of the opportunity offered by the weakening of her force in India. The con-

tinued existence of the descendants of the Mogul Emperors at their old capital

of Delhi offered, as we shall presently see, a rallying-point for insurrection.

But the first and chief source of the outbreak is to be traced in the

second quarter referred to. The pride of race, the traditions of supremacy,

and the religious exclusiveness of the Brahmin caste, who form no less

than ten millions of the population of India, place them in almost

irreconcilable antagonism with the Christian conquerors. Yet it was from

this caste that the native army of Bengal was chiefly recruited ; and,

while the praises earned by the valour and fidelity of the Sepoys in many a

hard-fought war had given them a dangerous sense of self-importance, they

were all the more ready to resent their exclusion from any but the lowest

commands. Like children spoilt by indulgence, they rebelled at its neces-

sary limits ; while, on the other hand, their past achievements went far to

create a blind confidence in their loyalty, and to make the Government
forget that, in case of a sudden conspiracy or panic, its sole sure dependence

would be on its European force.f But this was not all: there were

"wheels within wheels " in the dangerous machinery thus prepared. The
greater number of the Brahmin recruits were from the province of Oude,

the recent annexation of which had been a cause of bitter disaffection ; and
the working of this cause was shown by the peculiar violence and atrocity

which marked the mutiny in that province.

• We shall presently have to notice the efi'ect of the visit of Nana Sahib's envoy,

Azimoolah Khan, to Constantinople and the Crimea.

+ At this epoch, the total number of native troops in the British service in the three

Presidencies was nearly 300,000 : the total number of European troops was under 43,500,

of whom 5,200 were in Persia. The native troops of the Bengal army amounted to 118,600 ;

the European troops to 22,()00, widely dispersed over northern and central Hindustan, and
Irom the Punjab to the Easlern seulemenis.
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We must here cast back a glance to the events of lord Dalhousie's

eight j-ears' administration of India, which has become famous as the last

great period of annexations. But it is memorable for other and better

manifestations of that Governor's bold and untiring energj'. An historian

most unfriendly to his imperial policy testifies that*—"Never was there

in any country an administration of more successful activity than that of

lord Dalhousie. He introduced cheap postage into India ; he made rail-

ways ; he set up lines of electric telegraph. Within fifteen months,

according to one of his biographers, the telegraph was in operation from
Calcutta to Agra, thence to Attock on the Indus, and again from Agra to

Bombay and Madras. He devoted much of his attention to irrigation, to

the making of great roads, to the work of the Ganges Canal. He was the

founder of a comprehensive system of native education, especially female

education, a matter so difficult and delicate in a country like India. He
put down infanticide, the odious and extraordinary Thug system, and the

fcjuttee or burning of widows on the funeral pile of their husbands. These

are only some of the evidences of his unresting, all-conquering energy.

They are but illustrative ; they are far indeed from being exhaustive, even

as a catalogue. But lord Dalhousie was not wholly engaged in such works

as these. Indeed, his noble and glorious triumphs over material, intel-

lectual, and moral obstacles, run some risk of being forgotten or overlooked

by the casual reader of history in the storm of that fierce controversy which

his other enterprizes called forth. During his few years of office he annexed

the Punjab ; he incorporated part of the Burmese territory in our

dominions ; he annexed Nagpore, Sattara, Jhansi, Berar, and Oudh. We
are not called upon here to consider in detail the circumstances of each of

these annexations, or to ask the reader to pass judgment on the motives

and the policy of lord Dalhousie. It is fair to say that he was not by any

means the mere imperial proconsul he is often represented to be, thirsting

with the ardour of a Eoman conqueror to enlarge the territory of his own
state at any risk or any sacrifice of principle. There was reason enough to

make out a plausible case for even the most questionable of his annexations,

and in one or two instances he seems only to have resolved on annexation

reluctantly and because things had come to such a 2>ass that he saw no other safe

alternative left to him. But his own general policy is properly' expressed in

his own words:— ' We are lords-paramount of India, and our policy is to

acquire as direct a dominion over the territories in possession of the native

princes, as we already hold over the other half of ludia.'

"

We have already related the events of the first two years of lord Dal-

housie's government, which led to the annexation of the great couutry of

the Punjab (184S-9), and the Burmese war of 1852, which resulted in the

extension of the Indian Empire over Pegu, on the eastern shore of the Bay
of Bengal. In 1851 a case arose, illustrating anotlier standing difficulty

and danger of our Indian Government. Tiie absorption of native states

Irom time to time, \\ith compcnautjon to the families and ministers of the

• McCarlhy, " Iliilory of Our Own Times," vol. iii. pp. 5S-G0,
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princes, has created a large body of political pensioners, who, malring no

effort to provide for the future of their families on the cessation of their

pensions, form a class of malcontents, hankering after their lost rights.

This question, like that of succession to the native principalities, is compli-

cated by the practice which prevails in India, as among the ancient Komans,
of adopting heirs with the full rights of children. On the final subjugation

of the Mahrattas—the bravest and most obstinate opponents of British rule

—a pension of eight lacs of rupees (£80,000) was settled by treaty on the

Peishwa, Bajee Eao (1817-18), who, having no heir, adopted his brother's

eldest son, Sreemunt Narsee Punt, afterwards but too well known by the

appellation of Nana Sahib of Bithoor. On the death of Bajee Eao at

Bithoor in Oude (January 28, 1851), Nana Sahib's claim to the continuance

of the pension was disallowed by the Supreme Government, whose decision

was confirmed by the Court of Directors.

In December, 1853, the Rajah of Nagpoor, in Southern India, died

without legal heirs, and his territories were annexed to British India. On
the 31st of March, 1855, an important step was taken towards our security

in the north-west by a treaty with Dost Mohammed, who had been rein-

stated on the throne of Cabul. We have now to turn to Oude (or Oudh),

the great province of northern India on the middle Ganges and its tributary,

formerly a viceroyalty held by the Vizier of the Great Mogul, and after-

wards a kingdom under British protection. After the long series of

vicissitudes and troubles, reformation and corruption, common to such states,

the profligacy and misgovernment of the last king reached such a pitch,

that the Governor-general proclaimed his deposition and the annexation of

Oude to the British dominions (February 7, 1856).* Three weeks later lord

Dalhousie gave up the government to viscount Canning (February 29th).

To represent the mutiny as the Nemesis of annexation is one of those

short-sighted generalizations which impose on people by a show of justice

and of repentance the most comfortable because it is vicarious. The idea

that the mere substitution of British government for the grievous tyranny

of dynasties, which were for the most part alien and founded on conquest,

was a natural provocation to rebellion, is contradicted by the general history

of British India, and notably by the fact that, in the first sweeping wave of

mutiny, the salvation of our empire was chiefly due to the fidelity of our

last and most hardly conquered subjects, the Sikhs of the Punjab. Nor did

the attitude of the native states confirm the notion that India was pantin;^

to cast oli the yoke of her Christian conquerors. There were cases, indeed,

in which the loyalty of the reigning princes proved a reed which pierced

the hand that leant on it ; but many of them, taught by experience the

benefit of our protection, stood as breakwaters against the rising tide of

rebellion. j- Their loyalty has since been rewarded and confirmed by our

• A pension of 12 lacs {£\20fifi0) was settled on the ex-king, who was allowed to reside

near Calcutta, and was imprisoned in Fort William at the outbreak of the Mutiny (1857).

The queen and her son came to London to appeal against the annexation (August, 1856),

and both died early in 1858—the queen at Paris and the prince at London.

+ Conspicuous examples of fidelity were given by Scindiah, the maharajah of Gwalior,
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solemn assurances of their safoty from annexation ; and there can be no

doubt that the opposite p olicy of lord Dalhousie caused a widespread

feeling of distrust, which reached its climax in Oude, and moved the resent-

ment of the Brahmins of that province who were serving in our army.

Nor must it be forgotten that the disinherited Nana resided in that province.

There were not wanting signs, though obscure, of a widespread conspiracy

;

one of them being the rapid passing from one native village to another of

email unleavened cakes {chupatties), like the fiery cross that summoned the

Highlaad clans. The meaning of the emblem has been disputed ; but it

clearly conveyed a warning of great moment, and its tendency is suggested

by the fact, that the chupatties were distributed only through the British

territory, and not in any of the native states.

The Brahmins and Mohammedans of India are alike subject to the

influence of sudden waves of fanaticism, stirred by stories never too wild

for popular belief. The new age of European war had taught the need of

" arms of precision "
; and the new " Enfield rifle " * was supplied to some

of the Indian Sepoys (1856). Humours were spread (and in some cases

traced to secret agents), not only that the cartridges were greased with a

mixture of cow's fat and hog's lard, making them an " abomination

"

alike to the Hindoos and the Mohammedans, but that this was designed

to make them violate their caste, as a step to the subversion of their

religion. Acts of partial mutiny occurred at various stations in Bengal

dui'ing the first four months of 1857; but the moderation with which

they were suppressed showed how little the S3'mptoms were understood.

Measures were meanwhile taken to disabuse the Sepoys of their false

impressions, and new cartridges were made to avoid all ground of offence.

On the 6th of May some of these cartridges were served out to the native

cavalry at Meerut, an important military station near Delhi ; when 85 of

the troopers refused to receive them. Being condemned by a court-martial

to long terms of imprisonment, they were put in irons and in prison, but

under a guard of Sepoys only (May 9th).

The next day, from which dates the great outbreak of the mutiny, was

Sunday. In the evening, when many of the Europeans were at church,

the two regiments of native infantry (joined later by the cavalry) assembled

tumultuously in arms on the parade-ground, shot down several of their

English officers, set fire to the cantonments, released the prisoners, and

began to massacre the Europeans in the cantonment, the women and chil-

dren with the men. While the European troops were assembling, the

mutineers marched off to Delhi, 38 miles distant, pursued with but little

effect by the carabineers and rifles. The ancient capital of the Mogul

Emperors was guarded by an exclusively native force of three regiments

(0,144 men), and a company of artillery (157 men), under 48 European

otlicers, in the cantonments a mile outside the walls of the city ; within which

nnd Holkar, the maharajah of Indore.

—

Maharajah, "great king," is the old title of an

independent sovereign, as distinguished from a petty prince (Rajah, in the feminine, Ranee),

* So called from the Government factory at Enfield, Middlesex.
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there was not a single European soldier, except two artillery officers, lieu-

tenants Willoughby and Forrest, and three or four subalterns, who had

charge of the magazine. Early on the morning of the 11th the rebel

cavalry from Meerut crossed the bridge of boats across the Jumna, which

joins the city at the king's palace, through which they were at once

admitted, and began to massacre the European residents. Those who
escaped carried the alarm to the cantonments, whence a native regiment

was sent, with two guns, to quell the mutineers. But they were no sooner

within the gate than they shot down their European officers ; and the other

two regiments joined likewise in the mutiny ; some few of the officers and
residents escaping to the cantonments, and thence to Meerut and other

stations. By this time the two native infantry regiments from Meerut were

entering the city and joining in the general plunder and massacre of the

Europeans. Willoughby and Forrest, with their three or four subalterns,

kept them off for some time by discharges of grape from their 6-pounders

;

but, as fresh numbers came swarming over the walls of the magazine,

Willoughby gave the order to fire the train which he laid on the first alarm,

and a tremendous explosion blew some hundreds of the mutineers into the

air. The few artillerymen, with Forrest and some other Europeans, made
their escape, but the heroic young Willoughby was not seen after leaving

the city. The mutineers, now in full possession of Delhi, completed the mas-

sacre of the Europeans, with the active participation of the son and grandson

of the aged king, whom they proclaimed as the Mogul Emperor of Hindustan.

The nearest force to be relied on—unless indeed they also should rise and

complete the disaster—was stationed in the Punjab, in the neighbourhood of

Lahore, whither the news was flashed on the 11th and 12th. On the latter

evening, while a military ball was in progress, Mr. Montgomery, the judicial

commissioner—who held the chief authority in the absence of sir John
Lawrence * in the Upper Punjab—summoned the principal officers, military

and civil—and proposed a plan which was readily adopted by brigadier

Corbett, for disarming the native troops stationed under the latter officer at

the large cantonment of Meeanmere, five or six miles distant. These

troops were three regiments of infantry and one of cavalry, numbering

4,000 men, the European force consisting of the 81st Queen's infantry and

two troops of the Company's horse artUiery, about 1,300 men in all.

Almost before the ball was over, the whole of the troops were set in motion for

the parade ground, where, by a manoeuvre of the brigadier, the four columns

of native troops found themselves confronted by 12 guns, charged with grape,

behind which stood the 81st in line with muskets loaded and presented. The
Sepoys, face to face with certain death, which their English officers were
ready to share, piled their arms, which were carried otf in carts by the

European soldiers. It is not too much to call this decisive step the

turning-point of the mutiny, not only saving its spreading to the Punjab,

but securing a force for immediate action against Delhi, on the recapture

* Afterwards viceroy of India (1861-68) ; created, on his retura home, baron Lawrence
of the Punjab (1809) : died in 1879.
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of whicla city the fate of British India was staked. It was followed up
with equal judgment, tact, and resolution, by sir John Lawrence, the chief

commissioner for the Punjab, and the officers who aided him in raising

fresh troops among the Sikhs and hill tribes, and preparing for the advance

on Delhi. These forces were concentrated at Umballa under the commander-
in-chief, general Anson, who died of cholera on the march (May 27th).

His successor, general sir H. Barnard,* was joined by brigadier Wilson from

Meerut, and, after inflicting several defeats oa the mutineers from Delhi,

took possession of the cantonments outside the city, with a force of only

3,000 Europeans and a few Ghoorkas (June 8th).

Happily for India and for England, the new Governor, general, who was

called suddenly to grapple with this awful crisis, proved a man made for

the occasion, and worthy of the name borne by his father and his cousin.

Lord Canning was both calm and firm, as well as active and full of resource,

amidst a panic at Calcutta which prompted counsels of rage and violence

that were re-echoed in England with far less excuse. While hastening the

return of the army from Persia, and summoning troops from Madras and

Bombay, from Burmah and the Eastern Settlements, from Ceylon and

Mauritius, and demanding reinforcements from England, we have seen that

he took on himself the responsibility of intercepting the troops on their

way to China, which were landed at Calcutta.f At the same time he tried

to calm the native mind by a proclamation (May 16th), warning the army

of Bengal that they had been misled by malicious falsehoods, and adding,

" The Government of India has invariably treated the religious feelings

of all its subjects with careful respect. The Governor-general in Council

has declared that it will never cease to do so. He now repeats that

declaration, and he emphatically proclaims that the Government of India

entertains no desire to interfere with their religion or caste, and that

nothing has been or will be done by the Government to affect the free

exercise of the observances of religion or caste by every class of the people."

The second and more tragic act of this historic drama had its scene

at Lucknow, the capital of Gude, a city of 300,000 souls. Sir Henry
Lawrence, an administrator as able and vigorous as his brother sir John,

had arrived as chief commissioner at the end of March. On the 7th of

May a mutiny of the 7th regiment of native infantry—on the cartridges

being offered to them—was suppressed by the Queen's 32nd and

the artillery, but the Sepoys were not disarmed. Sir Henry Lawrence

began at once to make preparations for the defence of the residency,

collecting large quantities of material and provisions. The whole native

force consisted of three regiments of infantry (3,460 men), two com-

panies of artillery (200 men), a regiment of light cavalry and some

irregulars, with about 60 European officers. The only European troops

were the Queen's 32nd infantry (740 men and officers) and 90 artillerymen.

• General Barnard also died of cholera (July 5th), and failing health forced his successor,

general Reed, to resign the command (July I6th), which was conferred on general Wilson.

+ See chap, xxviii. p. 334.
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Besides these, there were about 300 civilians and many women and
children. Tho troops were in cantonments some distance from the city,

and here, on the evening: of May 30th, the native regiments broke out into

mutiny, shooting their European officers and setting fire to the bungalows.
This case, however, showed a rare exception in the fidelity of about 300
men of the 13th native infantry, who shared the perils of the siege that

followed. The Queen's 32nd dispersed the mutineers, and sir Henry
Lawrence redoubled his preparations for the defence of the residency, into

which the troops and European civilians were withdrawn on the approach
of a large body of insurgents from Fyzabad (June 29th). The repulse of a

force, with which sir Henry Lawrence marched out against these assailants

on the next day, made the revolt of Lucknow universal, and the memorable
siege of the residency began. On the 2nd of July, a shell burst in the

room where sir Henry Lawrence was at work with his nephew and another

officer. The latter, thrown to the ground by the explosion, called out
*' Sir Henry, are you hurt ? " "I am killed !

" was the faint answer ; and
on the 4th, after giving all possible instructions to his successor, major
Banks, he died calmly, desiring his tomb to be inscribed only with the

words, " Here lies Henry Lawrence, who tried to do his duty."

Meanwhile the darkest scene of the whole mutiny had been enacted at

Caicnpore, about 50 miles from Lucknow. This second city of Oude, com-

manding the bridge over the Ganges and the highroad to Lucknow, was
a military station of first-rate consequence, held by three native infantry

regiments and one of cavalry, in all 3,860 men. Besides the 115 British

officers of these regiments, there were only 170 European soldiers, including

a detachment of infantry and a company of artillery. The commander was

sir Hugh Massey Wheeler, a general 75 years old. Besides these there

were about 1,000 Europeans, including women and children: the native

population of the town was estimated at 60,000. The army was in canton-

ments in a plain outside, near the river, without any defences ; and,

anticipating an outbreak, sir Hugh Wheeler enclosed the barrack hospital

with a mud-wall some four feet high, instead of providing a better strength

in the magazine within Cawnporo. Behind these miserable defences tlie

Europeans took refuge when the mutiny broke out (June 5th) ; there being

about 400 men able to fight, 280 married women and grown daughters, and

about the same number of children. In an evil hour, general Wheeler

bethought himself of the Nana Sahib, who was living—as we have seen

—

at Bithoor, about 10 miles higher up the Ganges. Sir Henry Lawrence had

warned Wheeler against the Nana, who affected a great friendship for the

English, and treated them with splendid hospitality. But he had an associate

perhaps still more dangerous in Azimoolah Khan, a clever and handsome

young Mohammedan, who had been a servant in an Anglo-Indian family.

Despatched to London to plead the Nana's cause, Azimoolah had been

received in society as an Indian prince. On his return he passed through

Constantinople and the Crimea at the darkest period of the war ; and his

report of England's military decay doubtless encouraged the Nana to believe

that his opportunity for vengeance was at hand. It was, beyond doubt,
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•with a deliberate purpose of treachery, that Nana Sahib responded to

general Wheeler's appeal ; and, having established himself in Cawnpore
with two guns and some 300 men, he soon yielded to the pressure of the

insurgents to become their chief, apparently with the hope, to which he was
prompted by Azimoolah, of establishing for himself a principality over

Oude. After summoning sir Hugh "Wheeler to surrender, he made a general

attack, which the little garrison heroically repulsed behind the poor wall

which " might have been leaped over as easily as that of Romulus " (June

12th).* The repulse of a second attack made by reinforcements of the

Oude soldiers, reputed the best in India, made a strong impression on

minds not yet freed from their wonted awe of the British " Sahibs "
; and

they a^waited the result of famine and exhaustion. Enfeebled as they were,

the garrison had still the spirit to attempt sallies ; f and Nana Sahib found

his influence declining among the mutineers. With the advice and aid of

his lieutenant, Tantia Topee, and Azimoolah Khan, he made an offer to the

garrison, the very terms of which betrayed the source of his own relentless

animosity :—" All, those tvho are in no way connected with the acts of lord

Dalhousie, and who are willing to lay down their arms, shall receive a safe

passage to Allahabad " (June 24th). There remained no other resource, and
the history of Indian war gave no ground to suspect the treachery that

enticed them on board the boats only to open on them a murderous fire.

The few survivors—save four only who made good their escape—were carried

back to Cawnpore, where the men were all shot, and the women were cast

into prison, to await the more terrible fate for which the approach of their

expected deliverers was the signal.

From now the tide was on the turn, and the memorable march had
begun, which has immortalized the name of the Christian hero, Gener^u,

Havelock,J who had reached Bombay (May 29th) with the first portion of

the regiments returning from Persia, who were at once sent round to

Calcutta, whither Havelock preceded them with all speed, and was appointed

to command the troops destined to the relief of Cawnpore and Lucknow ; a

little army of only 1,000 Europeans and a few Sikhs and irregular cavalry.

Beginning his wonderful march up the Ganges from Calcutta, under the

vertical sun of an Indian midsummer, on the 30th of June he reached the

sacred city of Allahabad, only just recaptured from the rebels by general

Neill, who had already sent forward 800 men towards Cawnpore under
major Eenaud. Leaving Allahabad on July 7th, Havelock came up with

• McCarthy, vol. iii. p. 91.

+ General Wheeler died on June 21st of wounds received in a sally the day before.

J Henry Havelock, born at Bishopswearmouth in 1795, left his studies for the bar to enter

the army in 1815, and sailed for India in 1823. He served in the first Burmese Wat, of which

he published a history (18i7) ; but in those days of promotion by purchase, he had to wait

till 1833 for his company. His incessant service in the campaigns of Afghanistan and

Kohistan, Gwalior, and the Punjab, broke down his health, and he came home in 1 819. Return-

ing to Bombay in 1851, and receiving the rank of brevet-colonel, he was appointed, as we have

seen, to command the second division in the expedition to Persia (1856). It was with the

rank of brigadier-general that he now led the relieving column from Calcutta.
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Eenaud on the 10th, and, though the one column had marched 19 miles and

the other 24 that day, they gained in about ten minutes a complete victory

over a lieutenant of the Nana with 3,500 men at Futtehpore, capturing all

their 11 guns. Two more victories on the 15th brought Havelock nearly to

Cawnpore ; and then it was that, whether in mere panic, rage, or to silence the

witnesses of the first treacherous massacre, the Nana perpetrated that

slaughter of the women and children, which has made Cawnpore a byword in

the annals of ferocious cruelty ; but since redeemed by the touching memorial

of the church, surrounded by a garden, built over the dry well into which,

unless eye-witnesses spoke falsely, living children and perhaps some women,
who had survived the butchery of the night, were thrown with their

slaughtered mothers and sisters. It is time to let that " fair garden and
peaceful shrine " cover the horrid details, which—intensified by rumours of

nameless outrage afterwards disproved—roused in England a feeling of

vengeance which Mr. Disraeli had the courage to withstand, protesting

against British ofiicers being asked to take pattern from Nana Sahib.

Even while this sacrifice to Moloch was being completed, Havelock, with

about 1,000 British and 300 Sikhs, advanced to attack the Nana's army of

some 5,000 men, strongly posted behind some villages in front of Cawnpore,

and won a complete victory with the loss of 100 killed and wounded—the

number which sounds so small being a literal decimation of his force. The
Nana gallopped into the city on a bleeding and exhausted horse ; and, after

blowing up the magazine, retreated to Bithoor, where he took post with

5,000 men and many guns (July l7th). But when, after an indispensable

rest, Havelock's army arrived two days later, the rebels had fled across the

Ganges with most of their guns ; the Nana's palace was in flames, and he

himself was finally beyond the arm of justice and any certain knowledge of

his fate. Tantia Topee was afterwards taken and hanged (1859).

Within ten days Havelock had won four battles and taken more than 40

guns ; but the greater half of his work was still before him, amidst diffi-

culties beyond human strength. The rainy season, now at its height, the

intense heat, and the sufferings of his little force from cholera, baffled his

repeated efforts to reach Lncknow, while he had to fight and win new battles

not only on his way thithei', but in turning back to secure his communications

and save Cawnpore from recapture. It was during an inevitable pause
in his operations, that the first and greatest object of contention was gained

by the recapture of Delhi. General Nicholson, after winning a great

victory at Sealcote (July 12th), had joined Wilson (August 8th), and tho

arrival of further reinforcements and a siege-train enabled them to open
an effective fire on the 12th of September. On the 14th the assault was
led by general Nicholson, who fell mortally wounded ; the city walls

were won; but the interior defences were not fully mastered till the 20th;

and on the 2l8t general Wilson fixed his headquarters in the palace of the

Great Mogul. The old king and his family had disappeared ; but their

discovery and capture was undertaken by lieutenant Hodson, a young officer

known for his arbitrary temper, as well as for the daring and skill which
had made the fame of the little force called "Hodson's horse." If he got
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into the palace of Delhi, he had nriften to a friend, "the house of Timour

will not be worth five minutes' purchase, I ween" ; but general Wilson had
insisted that the king's life should be spared. His retreat in the tomb of

the emperor Humayun was betrayed by a spy to Hodson, who, entering

with only a few troopers, ordered the host he found there to lay down their

arms : his audacity secured obedience, and the king gave himself up as a

prisoner. His son and grandson were captured next day by Hodson, who
tried them on the spot as rebels taken in arms, and shot them with his own
hand. Hodson's death in action soon after * prevented his being called to

account for the deed, which cannot be excused. The old king was after-

wards tried and transported to Eangoon.

Simultaneously with the capture of Delhi, the movement for the relief

of Lucknow was resumed. General Outram, on landing at Calcutta from

Persia, had been appointed chief commissioner in Oude and commander of the

army ; but, on reaching Cawnpore (September 16th), he generously placed

himself as a volunteer under Havelock, who had now been reinforced ; and,

after driving the enemy from Alum Bagh,f they forced their way into the

residency through a desperate resistance (September 25th), with a loss of

535 officers and men. " Our advance," wrote Havelock, " was through

streets of houses, each forming a separate fortress. I am filled with sur-

prise at the success of the operation, which demanded the efforts of 10,000

good troops." The relief saved the garrison from surrender and doubtless

from massacre, but it was not deliverance from the siege, for it was found

impossible to carry the women and children, sick and wounded, safe to

Cawnpore. While Inglis, therefore, remained in the residency, Havelock

took up a strong position in some buildings near it ; Outram now assuming

the command, and all awaiting a second relief.

The news of the mutiny at Meerut, received in England on the 29th of

June, had quickened the intentions of the Ministry to strengthen the European

army in India,
if
without rousing any serious alarm. But when, on Saturday,

the 11th of July, tidings came that Delhi was besieged and the mutiny

general throughout Bengal, the Cabinet decided to send out sir Colin

Campbell as commander-in-chief; and on Monday lord Palmerston informed

the admiring House of Commons and country:—" Upon being asked when
he would be able to start, the gallant officer replied ' To-morrow !

' and

accordingly, the offer having been made on Saturday, he was off by th»

train next evening ;
" and he arrived at Calcutta on the 14th of August. On

receiving news of the result of the operations in Oude, he started with

reinforcements (October 27th) ; reached Cawnpore on November 3rd ; and

* He was killed in the final capture of Lucknow, March 19, 1858.

+ This was a cluster of isolated buildings, with gardens and an enclosure, south of

Lucknow, four miles from the residency.

J Respecting the deliberations of the Cabinet and the views of the Queen on this subject,

see the " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iv. pp. 72, JoU. The first vessel sailed with

reinforcements on July 1st, and by the end of September about 80 ships had left for India,

with 30,000 troops on board. These formed the reinforcements which enabled sir Colin

Campbell finally to recapture Lucknow.
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on the 12th his army, of only 4,550 men, with 32 guns, was established at

Ahim Bagli. His attack from without was seconded by the operations of

the besieged garrison, and on the 17th Outram and Havelock had the

joy of meeting sir Colin in the midst of the battle, and aiding him. to com-

plete the victory.

This second relief was a deliverance of the garrison from their sis

months' siege ; but still not a reconquest of Lucknow. Sir Colin decided

that the residency must be evacuated ; and five days were occupied in clearing

a safe passage through the insurgents who still held the city, carrying out

the sick and wounded, the women and children, and preparing for the final

evacuation. So well was this done that the last of the garrison, marching

out at midnight on the 22nd, reached Alum Bagh without the loss of a

single man.* But there they lost one who was well worth an army. Sir

Henry Havelock f died of dysentery on the 25th of November. He was
sixty-two years old, and had gone out to India thirty-four years before, and
served in the Burmese war of 1824 and the Sikh war of 1845. His pro-

motion had been slow, and the deeds which made his fame were crowded
into the last six months of his life. His self-sacrificing heroism, and
devotion to the English soldier's watchword " duty," had their root in the

earnest religion, which his example and teaching commended to his fol-

lowers ; and " Havolock's saints " added to the many bright proofs

furnished by both services, that a good Christian makes the best soldier.

But in this " never-ending, still-beginning" conflict of loyalty and
discipline against numbers, while Lucknow was relieved, Cawnpore was
almost lost again. Sir Colin Campbell, leaving Outram strongly posted at

Alum Bagh to watch the host of rebels in Lucknow, retraced his march
with general Hope Grant's division, escorting the women and children, and a
helpless band of sick and wounded (November 27th). In their camp at

Bunnee, after a march of 17 miles, heavy firing was heard from the direction

of Cawnpore, where in fact a new enemy had appeared. At Gwalior,| one
of the strongest fortress-cities of Northern India, the loyal maharajah
Srindiah had been expelled by a strong force of mutineers, joined by his

own army (July 1st), who marched off to swell the flood of rebellion in Oude.
General Wyndham, who had been left in charge at Cawnpore, went out to

meet them on the Pandoo Nuddee (the scene of one of Havelook's victories);

but he was driven back into his cantonments with heavy loss, the rebels

taking possession of the city. Fortunately they had been prevented from
destroying the bridge of boats, which enabled sir Colin, arriving by a forced

march, to cross the Ganges and keep the foe in check, while the rescued

* Besides all the mounted artillery, tliey carried off with them treasure which had been
buiied, to the amount of ;f230,000, and a quantity of the jewels of the ex-king of Oude.

t He had received the news of his creation as a K.C.B. a few d-ays before. Three days
a^ter his death the Queen signed his patent of baronetcy, which was renewed for his son,

iierwards sir Henry Havelock-Allan, himself a distinguished soldier trained under his father.

t Situated on a tributary of the Jumna, 66 miles south of Agra, whither Scindiah escaped
with his faithful body-guard. Scindiah was visited at Gwalior by the Prince of Wales in

January, 1876,
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sufferers were escorted safely on their way to Allahabad. This done, the

Gwalior contingent was utterly routed in two battles by sir Colin Campbell

(December 6th) and sir Hope Grant (December 8th) ; and a third victory at

the bridge Kallee Nuddee (January 2, 1858) enabled sir Colin to establish

a great depot of stores, munitions, and means of transport for the recapture

of Lucknow. On this enterprize he once more recrossed the Ganges on

February 11th, and on the 1st of March he massed his whole force of

50,000 men and 100 guns some 7 miles in the rear of Alum Bagh, advancing

the next day to the environs of Lucknow. The assault of the various

fortified posts in the vast area of Lucknow occupied twelve days from

the evening of the 8th to the 19th, when the whole city was won at a very

small cost of life, the operations having been almost entirely by artillery.

On the side of the rebels about 2,000 were killed; 117 guns were taken

from them ; and the great mass who formed the centre of the insurrection

were effectually dispersed.

It remained to prevent the scattered fragments of the rebellion from

reuniting, to quell the groups of marauders scattered over the country, and

to crush the resistance still made at some strongholds in Central India and

Rajpootana. In these final acts of the war sir Hugh Eose (afterwards lord

Strathnairn) distinguished himself by capturing the strong fortresses of

Calpee (May 23rd) and Gwalior (June 13th), where Scindiah was re-estab-

lished. In this last battle fell a native princess, of whom sir Hugh Eose

said, in his general order, that " the best man upon the side of the enemy

was the woman found dead, the ranee of Jhansi," who had been made an

inveterate enemy of the British by lord Dalhousie's act of annexation.

The rest of the campaign was like the last mutterings of a thunderstorm

from the departing cloud enlightened with the rainbow of hope—a hope of

which the first immediate fruits were prepared by legislation at home even

before sir Colin Campbell announced to the Governor-general, in words

significant of the new relation of India to the British crown:

—

"The cam-

paign is at an end, there being no longer even the vestige of rebellion in the

province of Oude. The last remnant of the mutineers and insurgents have

been hopelessly driven across the mountains which form the barrier between

the kingdom of Nepaul and Her Majesty's Empire of Hindostan "

(December 20, 1858).*

* The progress of the great measure by which the Government of India was transferred to

the crown is inseparably connected with the course of politics at home, to be related in the

next chapter. Meanwhile it must not be forgotten that the full meaning and effect of the

change, to which the mutiny gave occasion, was only made manifest in the crowning acts,

in India and at home, by which the Queen's suzerainty over all India was recognized as a

realfact, and indicated in form by the title of Empress of India (1876). The not unnatural

reluctance to adopt the new title had an unfortunate tendency to obscure the reality and vast

importance of the political relation which was already fully iccognized in India.
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The commercial panic of 1857 had subsided, and prosperity was stimu-

lated by a bounteous harvest ; the news from India gave hope that the

worst crisis of the mutiny was past ; and nothing could have seemed plainer

than the work marked out fur the year 1858 by the ripe convictions of a

people enlightened by the terrible lesson of the mutiny, and prepared by
an energetic and popular minister, lately invested with the power of

a great majority in Parliament. But once more the lesson was taught,

that "nothing is certain, save that which is unforeseen"; and a

frantic blow for the liberation of Italy caused the settlement of India to

devolve on a new Government. We have mentioned the escape from
Mantua of Felice Orsini, one of those fanatics, maddened by oppression and
misled by enthusiasm into the fatal belief that tyrannicide is either a lawful

or effectual weapon in the cause of liberty. At once (so far as his motives

cdn be analyzed) to punish the imperial usurper for his faithlessness to the

vows of the Carbonari, and in that vague hope of the fruit of a stroke of

terror which is the blind faith of such fanatics, he formed a conspiracy

351
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against tlie life of the Emperor Napoleon. Hand bomb-shells, prepared ir^

England and smuggled into France through Belgium, were filled with

fulminating powder by Orsini at the risk of his life. On the 14th of

January, 1858, three bombs were thrown in succession under the carriage

in which the Emperor and Empress were going to the opera ; but they

escaped uninjured amidst the wounds dealt to numbers around them. The

deed was confessed by Orsini on his arrest, and he was guillotined as a

parricide, with Pierri an accomplice who had been arrested on the spot.

While it was left to the Emperor, in oijening the Chambers (January

1 7th), to moralize on the profitless impotence of assassination, to felicitate

France on his escape, and to "flatter himself that all the sovereigns of

Europe regarded his existence as necessary to the maintenance of tranquil-

lity," the indignation of the French people was turned against England, and

the old animosity which smouldered in the army blazed out in addresses pre-

sented to the Emperor by several regiments through their colonels, in language

for which count Walewski deemed it necessary to apologize. At the same

time, the Minister himself had already, in a most friendly and moderate

tone, appealed to "the exalted reason of the English Cabinet" whether our

laws should " continue to protect persons who place themselves by flagrant

acts without the pale of the common law, and expose themselves to the law of

humanity." * Hefraining from any discussion of this despatch, the Govern-

ment prepared to meet it with reasonable concessions as statesmen, strangely

leaving popular feeling out of their reckoning.

The session of Parliament, which had been adjourned over Christmas,

was resumed on the 4th of February. The Royal Speech, already delivered

at the opening (December 5th), had indicated measures for the re-settlement

of the affairs of India, and for further Parliamentary reform. After both

Houses had voted addresses of congratulation to the Queen on the marriage

of the Princess Eoyal, votes of thanks to the Governor-general, the civil

and military officers, and the Queen's army in India, lord Palmerston pro-

posed a bill for transferring the Government of the Queen's East Indian

dominions from the East India Company to the crown, which was brouglit

in, after two nights' debate, by 318 votes to 173 against an amendment
which represented the powerful opposition of the East India Company
(February 18th). But on the very next night the Government feU before

a combination like that which had defeated it the year before ; but with the

vast difference, that public opinion was now altogether with the assailants.

On the 9th of February lord Palmorston's bill for making cons^iiracy to

commit murder abroad, which was now only a misdemeanour, a felony

punishable by penal servitude, had been brought in by 299 to 99. On the

motion for the second reading Mr. Milner Gibson proposed a skilfully-

worded amendment, which was sujiported by a combination of the Peace
Party, the Peelites, and lord Johnliussell, with the Conservative Opposition.

The fact was that the storm which the Government had trusted would pass

over, had been blown into fury by the addresses of the French colonels, and

* Count Walewski to count Persigny, January 20, 1838.
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the House -wliicli had been chosen to support lord Palmerston only ten

months ago left him in a minority of 19 (234 to 215). This was on Friday
(February 19th), and on the following Monday, the resignation of the

Ministry was announced in both Houses.

Lord Derby reluctantly accepted the commission to form a Ministry
pleading that his party had had no share in planning the attack. He
hoped to have obtained the aid of lord Grey and the Feelites, as their

former difTerence on Free Trade was now a question of the past. But the
Peelites would give no confidence to their old enemies, and their adoption
of liberal principles had now become more decided. For the second time,

therefore, lord Derby and Mr. Disraeli had to attempt the conduct of affairs

with their former colleagues, who had acquired some experience in the brief

administration of 1852. But it is unfair to call these men mere cyphers in

the hands of the two chiefs.* As in 1852, the full stress of debate and
management in an adverse House of Commons—in face of Palmerston and
Eussell, Gladstone and Graham, Cobden and Bright, with many only second

to them, backed by the prevalent liberalism of the country—rested on the

indomitable courage and patience, the imperturbable temper, the multiform

resource, and consummate tact, of Me. Disraeli, Chancellor of the

Exchequer. The new Ministry was formally constituted on the 27th of

February.

Their first task was to compose the difference with France ; and the

conciliatory despatch of her Government was made doubly significant by the

resignation of count Persigny and the appointment of marshal Pelissier as

ambassador in his place. Mr. Disraeli's announcement, on the meeting
of Parliament after the ministerial re-elections (March 12th), that the

painful misconceptions between France and England had been terminated

in a friendly and honourable spirit, was felt to be a point scored by
the Government at starting.

But in dealing with India, they were hampered by their opposi-

tion to lord Palmerston's Bill. The principle accepted on both sides was
that the home government of India, after its transfer to the crown, should

be administered by a secretary of state assisted by a council, consisting (lord

Palmerston proposed) of members nominated by the crown, with the

qualification of experience gained by at least ten years' service in India.

The new ministry, however, sought to replace the commercial element

which had been strong in the court of directors, and invest the council with
a popular character, by having half of its 18 members elected, four by
constituents specially interested in India, and five by the parliamentary

constituencies of London, Manchester, Liverpool, Glasgow, and Belfast.

This last device, which the Cabinet considered " absolutely necessary to

ensure the passing of the Bill," was at once attacked by the very party they

were meant to captivate. On the introduction of the measure (March 26th),

Mr. Roebuck denounced the proposal as " a great sham from beginning to

end," and Mr. Bright, in a speech the more effective from its freedom from

* See the List of Administrations.
VOL. IX.—233.
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party spirit, opposed his manly common-sense to the theoretical advantages

of popular election, denouncing the clauses as "clap-trap."

The House adjourned for Easter on the same day, and, on the

reassembling of Parliament, lord John Kussell assumed the part of mediator

by a suggestion that the Government should proceed by way of resolutions,

80 as to take free counsel with the House on the main provisions of tlie

measure (April 12th). The success of this course was aided by a new crisis,

which for a time threatened the fall of the Ministry.

On the 3rd of March, when sir Colin Campbell was starting for the final

capture of Lucknow, lord Canning issued a proclamation to the chiefs and

people of Oude, reproaching them for their support of the rebellion, and

declaring it his first care to reward those who had been stedfast in their

allegiance. Six talookdars (landowners) were named as the sole remain-

ing proprietors of the lands they had held before the annexation : with

these exceptions, the proprietary right in the soil of the province was

confiscated to the British Government, to be disposed of in such manner as

might seem fitting. Safety of life and honoiu- was promised to those who
should make immediate submission, provided their hands were unstained by

English blood murderously shed; but, it was added, "as to any further

indulgence which may be extended to them, and the conditions in which

they may hereafter be placed, they must throw themselves upon the justice

and mercy of the British Government." The proclamation was intended to

be construed in the sense which was expressed by the following addition,

made in deference to the earnest and even vehement remonstrances of sir

James Outram, as chief commissioner:—" To those among them who shall

promptly come forward and give to the chief commissioner their support in

the restoration of peace and order, that indulgence will be large, and the

Governor-general will be ready to view liberally the claims which they may
thus acquire to a restitution of their former rights."

The proclamation arrived in England without the explanations which

lord Canning wrote that it would require, and at a time when the news of

the severe executions of rebels in ludia had produced a reaction in the

public mind from the first wild demands for vengeance. Its despotic

severity was judged all the more hastily from its contrast to the opposite

faults of which lord Canning had been accused ; and lord Ellonborough

(president of the board of control) yielded (as was his temper) to the double

temptation of vigorous action and powerful writing in a rebuke pointed with

an insulting taunt. Copies of this " secret despatch " were made public in

England weeks before it could reach lord Canning himself ; and, in laying

it on the table of the House, Mr. Disraeli declared that the Government
disapproved the policy of the proclamation " in every sense "—an announce-

ment which was " carried by the telegraph over the length and breadth of

India."

Lord Palmorston and his friends were quick to seize the opportunity, and
motions of censure for the publication of the despatch were announced in

both Houses. Lord Ellonborough at once declared in the House of Lords
(May 10th) that the responsibility was solely his, and announced his
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resignation. But tlie attack had been too well prepared to be renounced,
and the debate began in both Houses (May 14th), when the censure moved
by lord Shaftesbury was rejected by the narrow majority of nine. In the
Commons the result was different, and not a little curious. A Peelite member
was found to lead the attack, which was answered by lord John Eussell in

a hearty vindication of lord Canning and exposure of the wrong done not
only to him, but to our cause in India by the publication of the despatch.
The impression produced in lord Canning's favour was strengthened by the
news and documents daily arriving from India, and rumours of desertions
from the Liberal ranks were rife. On the 21st of May, more than 600
members had flocked together for the adjourned debate, when Mr. Cardwell,
in response to reiterated appeals from the Liberal benches, at length took
counsel with lord John and lord Palmerston, and the latter, amidst general

cheers, announced that the motion would be withdrawn. This almost
unexampled collapse * was commemorated a few days later in one of the

most characteristic specimens of Mr. Disraeli's eloquence f :
—" It was like a

convulsion of nature, rather than any ordinary transaction of human life.

I can only liken it to one of those earthquakes which take place in Calabria

or Peru : there was a rumbling murmur, a groan, a shriek, a sound of

distant thunder : no one knew whether it came from the toji or bottom of

the House. There was a rent, a fissure in the ground ; and then a village

disappeared ; then a tall tower toppled down ; and the whole of the

Opposition benches became one great dissolving view of anarchy."

The image was truthful in the result that followed : the great convulsion

had cleared the air ; the chance of another crisis was over for the session ;

and the House settled to the task of moulding the resolutions and bill, with

India entrusted to a safer Minister than lord Ellenborough.J The oppo-

sition of the Court of Directors, sustained by powerful advocates out of

doors, § was defeated by an overwhelming majority in the House ; for the

question had become no longer of the transfer of the government of India

to the crown, but the mode of constituting its future administration. One
change made in the House of Lords is specially interesting from its

practical results twenty years later. Mr. Gladstone had carried a clause

which would have deprived the crown of the power to use the Indian army
in war " except /or repelling actual invasion of her Majesty's Indian posccssiona,"

thus—as the biographer of the Prince Cousort truly says—" depriving the

crown of one of its undouhted prerogatives. The objection to the clause on this

* The nearest parallel was presented in March, 1878, when Mr. Disraeli (lord

Beaconsfield) was again in power, in the collapse of the attack of the Liberal Opposition on
his Eastern policy (see chap, xxxv.).

t Speech at a banquet as Slough (May 26th).

t On the transfer of lord Stanley to the Board of Control, the Colonial Secretaryship was

filled up by sir Edward Bulwer Lytton—almost as brilliant an orator as he was a novelist.

§ The distinguished philosopher and radical politician, John Stuart Mill—who, liVe

his father, James Mill, the historian of British India, had spent his life in the service of the

Company—was, to quote his own words, "the chief manager of the resistance which the

Company made to their own political extinction."
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ground was, curiously enougli, strongly urged by several speakers among

the advanced Liberals, but without effect. On having his attention called to

it by the Queen, lord Derby felt the gravity of the oversight, and the

clause (the 55th) was amended by providing that, except for the purposes

above mentioned, the revenues of India should not be applied without the consent

of Parliament to defray the expense of military operations beyond the external

frontier of our Indian possessions. By this the prerogative of the crown and

the control of Parliament were both saved." *

On the whole, the "Act for the better yovernment of India," f which

received the royal assent on the last day of the session, deserved the

character of " a wise and well-digested measure, ripe with the experience of

the last five months of discussion." In thus describing it to the Queen,

Mr. Disraeli added words doubly significant in the light of subsequent

events :
—" But it is only the ante-chamber of an imperial palace, and your

Majesty would do well to consider the steps which are now necessary to

influence the opinions and affect the imaginations of the Indian populations.

The name of your Majesty ought to be impressed upon their native life." The

Queen herself took an active part in framing the words of sympathy which

were to proclaim her the real Sovereign of India.J In suggesting a

remodelling of the pi'oclamation, she insisted that " such a document should

breathe feelings of generosity, benevolence, and religious toleration, and

point out the privileges which the Indians wiU receive in being placed on

an equality with the subjects of the British crown, and the prosperity

following in the train of civilization." On that perpetual root of native

distrust and contention among the rulers themselves—the religious faiths of

the people—the proclamation, as recast by her Majesty's request, told all

—

whether Hindoo, Buddhist, or Mohammedan, or Christian converts of what-

ever denomination—that, " Firmly relying ourselves on the truth of Christianity

,

and aclcnowledging with gratittide the solace of religion, we disclaim alike the

right and the desire to impose our convictions on any of our subjects. We
declare it to be our royal will and pleasure, that none be in anywise

favoured, none molested or disquieted, by reason of their religious faith and

observances, but that all shall alike enjoy the equal and impartial protection

of the law ; and we do strictly charge and enjoin all those who may be in

authority under us that they abstain from all interference with the religious

belief or worship of any of our subjects, on pain of our highest displeasure."

The Queen's proclamation, which has been well called " the Magna
Carta of Indian liberties," was published through India on the 2nd of

November; accompanied by an excellent proclamation by lord Canning,

* "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iv. p. 233.

+ 21 and 22 Victorice, cap. 106 ; August 2, 1858. The political functions of the Court of

Directors ceased on September 1st ; but the Company still existed for the management of

their " East India Stock," all its other property being vested in the crown for the purposes

of the government of India. By an Act of 1873 (36 and 37 Vict. cap. 17) the dividends

on the capital stock were redeemed, and the East India Company was dissolved an June 1,

1874.

X " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iv. pp. 284, 285.
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who now became the first Viceroy of India* On the next day, at a public

meeting in Calcutta to respond by a loyal address to the Queen, a native

merchant of high intelligence spoke as follows :
—" I have read the pro-

clamation of her Majesty with great pleasure—with awakened feeling—with

tears when I came to the last paragraph. A nobler production it has not

been my lot ever to have met with in my life. The justest, the broadest

jirinciples are enunciated therein. Humanity, mercy, justice, breathe

through every line, and we ought all to welcome it with the highest hope and

the liveliest gratitude. Depend upon it, when our sovereign Queen tells us,

' In your prosperity is our strength, in your contentment our security, and in

your gratitude our best reward,'—the future of India is full of encourage-

ment and hope to her children. What could have been nobler or more
beautiful, what could have better dignified the tongue of a Queen, than

language such as that? Let us kneel down before her with every feeling

of loyalty ; let us welcome the new reign with the warmest sentiment of

gratitude, the deepest feeling of devotion." f The reception given to the

proclamation in all parts of India proved that these noble words expressed

the general feeling of the people. The story of this gi-eat change cannot be

more fitly concluded than in the Queen's words on hearing how it had been
welcomed and approved:—"It is a source of great satisfaction and pride to

her to feel in direct communication with that enormous empire, which is so

bright a jewel of her crown, and which she would wish to see happy, con-

tented, and peaceful. May the publication of her proclamation be the

beginning of a new era, and may it draw a veil over the sad and bloody

past." |:

Notwithstanding the absorbing interest of this great question, and the

ministerial crisis, the session of 1858, which ended on August 2nd, added some
useful laws to the Statute Book. The Court of Probate and Matrimonial

Causes, which came into operation with the new year, had its powers further

defined and extended (21 and 22 Viet. cc. 95 and 108). The Metropolitan

Board of Works was charged with increased duties, especially for the main
drainage of London § ; and the public health was further cared for by an

act for the Local Government of Towns and Populous Districts,
||
and in

another way by the appointment of a council to regulate the Qualifications

of Medical Practitioners.^ The principle of Limited Liability was extended

optionally, to Joint-Stock Banks (c. 91). The Act for the Government of

• The new tille of her Majesty's representative in India was henceforth "Viceroy and
Governor-general. '

'

tin forwarding the report of this speech, the "Times" correspondent at C.-ilcutta

remarked :
— " Genuineness of Asiatic feeling is always a problem, but I have little doubt it

is in this instance tolerably sincere. TJie people understand an ' Empress,' and did not

understand the Company."

X Letter to lord Canning (December 2nd).

§ 21 and 22 Vict. c. 104. See p. 48, note. We have already mentioned the great acts

removing Jewish disabilities and simplifying the P.irliament.iry oath (chapter iii. p. 24).

II This act (c. 98) was a most important supplement and amendment of the Public Health
Act of 1848.

If The " Medical Act," c. 90 ; amended and extended by several later act.'.
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British Columbia (o. 99) did credit to the Colonial administration of sir Bulwer
Lytton. But he was less happy in the result of the mission entrusted Mr.
Gladstone to compose the dissatisfaction long seething in the Ionian Islands

(November). The qualification which sir Bulwer Lytton announced, and
which is one of Mr. Gladstone's high titles to fame, as " a great Homeric
scholar," however interesting to himself and the inhabitants of the islands of

Ulysses and Alcinoiis, helped to raise sympathetic hopes which policy disap-

pointed for the time ; and Mr. Gladstone's office of Lord High Commissioner

was handed over, at the beginning of the next year, to a military disciplinarian,

sir Henry Storks. The chief interest which the English people took in the

mission was as a supposed sign of Mr. Gladstone's approaching reconcili-

ation with the Government, to whom, as he afterwards explained, to his

own great honour, he felt bound to give a fair trial, seeing the part he had
taken in the vote which brought them in. Other signs of trouble in the

Levant were not wanting to threaten the settlement so lately made : dis-

turbances in Montenegro, threats of rebellion in Crete, and a fanatical

Mussulman outbreak at Jeddah on the Eed Sea coast of Arabia, which was
punished by an English ship of war.

We have already had occasion to notice the disturbance of tlie settlement

of the Peace of Paris, in respect of the Danubian Principalities, by the

intrigues of France and Eussia ; but the same fertile source of mischief

raised a darker cloud in the heart of Europe. The autumn was rife with

rumours of war which then caused more bewilderment than alarm, but

which we are now able to trace to their sources. The affair of Orsini had

not only endangered the Anglo-French alliance, but had left behind a

rankling discontent on the one side, and a distrust but too well founded on

the other. But the danger of a rupture had passed away, and the time was
not yet ripe for seeking the next step of that adventure and aggrandize-

ment, in which the imperial dynasty had its breath of life, upon the Ehine.

Austria remained as an object of attack, and her government in Italy was
as vulnerable as the fabled heel of Achilles. Ever since the Peace of

Paris there had been a growing alienation between France and Austria,

which was assiduously fomented by Eussia, both from resentment for the

part played by Austria in the war, and in the hope of severing England and

France. As a part of what the Prince Consort happily called " the great

continental policy of intrigue," by which the Emperor was always scheming to

"reconstruct the Map of Europe," ho plainly avowed to lord Cowley that he

had gone into the war with Eussia in the hope of resuscitating Poland with

the help of Austria : " she failed me, and, after peace was made, I looked

to the amelioration of Italy, and therefore drew more closely to Eussia "
; and

the Czar had promised to give him no hindrance in the work.* This had

been a cherished idea of his youth ; and the bombs of Orsini were a first

reminder, to be followed hy others of the same kind, of what the Italian

patiiots expected from him who had been enrolled among the Carbonari.

But this scare, enforced by the vehement appeal of Orsini from his prison,

• "Life of ihe Trince Consort," vol. iv. p. .316.
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was but the heating of the iron which the master-hand of Cavour knew
how to strike; and their interview at the baths of Plombiures ratified a

treaty which was kept secret from the Emperor's own ministers (July).

Fresh from this conspiracy, the Emperor repaired to Cherbourg, for the

double purpose (the eijithet might well have an ironical significance) of

inaugurating the works of the great naval arsenal which his uncle had
planned to rival Portsmouth, and of receiving the new visit he had solicited

from the Queen and Prince (August). No wonder that they marked a
change, and found him " out of humour," * while the fleets and fortifications

amidst which they were received gave warning to look to our own defences.

Though the interview at Plombiferes was a profound secret, the few who
could discern the signs of the times knew that Austria was threatened in

Italy, and that Eussia was encouraging the enterprize.f The Germans
foreboded that success in Italy would be a step towards the Ehine ; but a

fortunate change had come over the spirit of their leading power. Since

the autumn of 1857, Eang Frederick William had been mentally incapaci-

tated, and, at the end of a year, William, Prince of Prussia, wisely refused

to govern any longer in his brother's name, unless with the full powers of

a Eegent. His investment with that ofiice (October 7th) was followed by
the resignation of the Manteuffel ministry, which had represented the old

principles of the Holy Alliance and subserviency to Eussia ; and the new
elections confirmed the beginning of a more liberal and patriotic policy,

which had a great influence on the critical events of the following year.

J

Meanwhile the English Ministry were reposing in faith on the French

Emperor's peaceful assurances, the more securely from his old friendship

with the Foreign Secretary, lord Malmesbury. The Queen and Prince were

more clear-sighted
; § and it was an omen of the coming outburst, that her

Majesty's letter of congratulation for the new year was crossed by one in

the same cordial strain, lut announcing the intended marriage of prince

Napoleon to the princess Clothilde,
||
daughter of Victor Emmanuel. Before

that letter could have been received, the signal of a new war was uttered at

the Tuileries.

• For the details of the visit, see the " Life of the Prince Consort," chap. I.\xxvi. sub fin.

+ For all this, see the " Life of the Prince Consort," chap. xc.

X For the circumstances of this great change, and the hopes raised by it, see the "Life

of the Prince Consort," chap. Ixxxviii. Frederick William IV. survived little more than

two years, when the Regent succeeded to the crown as William I., being then in his 64lh

year (born March 22, 1797 ; succeeded, January 2, 1861).

§ See the Queen's warning letter to lord Malmesbury (December 9th), and the Prince's

prognostication :
—" I am very uneasy about the coming spring, for personally I have not a

moment's doubt that the Emperor Napoleon contemplates war, and that it will be against

Austria in Italy." (" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. iv. p. 342. ) For the New Year's

letters of the Queen and Emperor, see ibid. pp. 342-3.

li The marriage took place in January, 1859, with a haste ominous of coming events.
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New Year's Day (1850) : Napoleon and the Austrian Ambassador—Speech of Victor

Emmanuel—Parliamentary Reform : Bright and Disraeli—Resignation of Henley

and Walpole—/'i7>7/awc'«/— Reconstruction of the Navy—Reform Bill : defeat of

Ministers, and Dissolution—The War in Italy—The Queen's Sixth Parliamenl—Vote

of Want of Confidence—Lord Derby resigns—Lord Pai.merston's Second Adminis.

tration—Cobden and Milner Gibson—Volunteers—Mr. Gladstone's Budget—The Year

1860 at home and abroad—The Long Annuities—Treaty of Commerce with France—

The Queen's Speech—Reform : a Failure—The Budget : Wine Duties, etc.—The

Paper Duty—Free Trade or Reciprocity ?—Suspicion of French designs : Cession of

Savoy and Nice—The Lords throw out the Bill for repealing the Paper Duty—Lord
Lyndhurst—Lord Palmerston's Opinion— His Resolutions on the Rights of the

Commons—Supplementary Budget—Chinese War—National Defences : Palmerston,

Gladstone, and Cobden—Troubles in Syria : Joint Expedition with France—The

Prince of Wales in America—Election of President Lincoln : Civil War of Secession.

TuE organ which is supposed at once to represent public opinion, and to

guide it by the best information, made this forecast of peace for the new
year :—" The rumours of possible hostilities between France and Austria in

the north of Italy are prolably without any solid foundation, but they seem to

indicate a diminished reliance on the prudence and moderation of the

French Government." * Next day lord Cowley wrote from Paris (January

1, 1859) :—" It is the custom of the Emperor, when the diplomatic body wait

upon his Majesty on the occasion of the new year, to say a word or two to

each of them individually. This afternoon, when his Majesty approached

the Austrian ambassador, he said, with some severity of tone, that, although

the relations between the two Empires were not such as he could desire, he begged

to assure the Emperor of Austria that his personal feelings towards his

Majesty remained unaltered." The words re-echoed through Europe like

a thunderclap, and in England they recalled the First Consul's outburst to

lord Whitworth, which preluded the rupture of the Peace of Amiens. The

Emperor himself seemed to recoil, and strove to soften the effect of his words

;

but their true meaning was confirmed by Victor Emmanuel's speech to his

Chambers (Jan. 10th):—"Our country," said the king, " small in territory,

has acquired credit in the councils of Europe, because it is great through the

idea it represents and the sympathies it inspires. This position is not exempt

from perils, since, while we respect treaties, we arc not insensible to the cry of

suffering ivhich reaches us from so many parts of Italy." Austria truly read

these words as a defiance from the dwarf leagued with the giant, whose

• The "Times Summary " of 1858 (December Slst).
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" sympathy " had been bound to a form which Cavour knew how to enforce

on the vacillating resolution of Napoleon.

In England a far more genuine and disinterested sympathy with the

" idea" of Italian liberty and unity was qualified by deep distrust of " the

policy of intrigue " and all it might lead to ; and the Queen and Ministry

felt bound by the plain duty of that "respect for treaties" which Cavour

and his master put aside so lightly. While thus satisfying their consciences

with diplomatic efforts, like their predecessors five years before, they turned

from the gathering storm to the exigencies of their domestic position. For

the present, these were centred on the demand for further Parliamentary

reform, to which a new impulse had been given by Mr. Bright's reappear-

ance as its advocate, after a retirement from public life through ill health.

With Pitt's example before him, Mr. Disraeli was the last man to allow

that Eeform was the prerogative of the Whigs, or to let lord John Eussell

use it as a fatal weapon—if he could help it. But, unfortunately, this con-

dition was an insuperable difficulty. Even if Mr. Disraeli's favourite idea

of a Conservative democracy had yet passed from his novels into his practical

policy, assuredly his party was not yet educated to its adoption. To
the demand for a real lowering of the political centre of gravity, which the

Act of 1832 had fixed in the middle classes, he could only offer the mock
satisfaction of what was called a lateral extension of the suffrage. The
impossibility of attempting more was proved, when even this provoked the

secession of two of the most respected members of the Government and the

party, Mr. Walpole and Mr. Henley, on the eve of the meeting of Parlia-

ment (January 27th). Their straightforward reason for this step was that

the measure was " one which we would all of us have stoutly opposed, if

either lord Palmerston or lord John Eussell had brought it forward." *

The Queen's Speech at the opening of the session (February 2nd),

besides indicating the coming Eeform Bill, directed special attention to the

necessity of reconstructing the navy, as the result of the universal introduc-

tion of steam power into naval wai'fare (leaving Cherhuurg to be " read

between the lines ") ; and, from that day's announcement to the time at

which we write, the advance of science in the ever-shifting rivalry between

the attack and the defence—monster guns and massive armour, broadsides

and turrets—has kept that reconstruction in a state of never-ending

progress.

The details of the Eeform Bill, moved by the Chancellor of the Exche-

quer on the 28th of February, have lost nearly all their interest in the later

progress of the question ; except for the bold step of making the borough

and county franchise identical, in order, as Mr. Disraeli said, to terminate

the heartburnings caused by the famous " Chandos Clause," to restore the

county constituency to its natural state (the idea of Pitt), and to bring

about a general content and sympathy between the different portions of the

constituent body. The " lateral extensions " of the suffrage to fundholders,

savings' bank depositors, civil and military officers, members of the learned

• Mr. Walpole's Speech in the House, March 1, 1859.
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professions, graduates of universities, sclioolmasters, and persons having

other tests of respectability and education, were at once half-condemned by

Mr. Bright's nickname of " fancy franchises "
; and the general disposition

of the country to regard the Bill with favour as an experiment was over-

borne by party spirit in the House of Commons. Lord John Eussell, who
regarded the question as his own by a soi-t of prescriptive right, gave

notice of a resolution framed to suit all shades of liberal opinion. It con-

tained two points : one affirming the necessity of a greater extension of the

borough franchise than was contemplated in the BiU ; while the other,

condemning that principle of equalizing the county and borough franchise,

which has since become a chief article of the Liberal programme, declared it

neither just nor politic to interfere with the freehold franchise in counties.

On the 31st of March, lord John's resolution was carried by a majority of

39 (330 to 291), and the Ministry resolved to appeal to the country.*

The result was an estimated return of 350 Liberals and 302 Conservatives

to the Queen's Sixth Parliament (the eighteenth of the United Kingdom),

which met on May 31st, when Mr. Evelyn Denison was unanimously

re-elected Speaker. The Speech delivered by the Queen in person announced

a strict neutrality in the war which had now begun in Italy, f and sug-

gested the postponement of reform to another year, on account of the

urgency of providing for the defence and financial condition of the country.

Having the day before composed their differences at a meeting at

"Willis's Eooms, the several sections of the Opposition at once met the

address by an amendment, declaring want of confidence in the Ministry, in

moving which the Maequis of Hartington made his first conspicuous

appearance in politics. After three nights' debate (June 7th, 9th, and 10th),

the amendment was carried by the narrow majority of 13 in a very full

House (323 to 310) ; and lord Derby's Government of course resigned. On
the 18th of June lord Palmerston, in his 75th year, entered on the second

premiership which only ended with his life.| The peculiar character,

wliich makes its course comparatively quiet for the historian, as it was for

himself, cannot be better described than in the words of his biographer § :

—

" For sis years he was accepted by the country as the minister of the nation,

and almost occupied a position removed from the chances of party strife.

Whatever difficulties he had to contend with did not consist either in

wars abroad or in parliamentary defeats at home. Such as they may

* In this short session an Act was passed (22 Vict. cap. 2) repealing the Acts requiring

the observance of the anniversaries on January 30ih, May 29th, and November 5th, and (in

Ireland) October 23rd (i.e. the massacre of 1641).

t The details of the war belong to the history of Europe.

J Lord John Russell's claim to the Foreign Ofiice excluded lord Clarendon. Mr. Glad-

stone became Chancellor of the Exchequer. The " Manchester School " was represented by

Mr. Milner Gibson, as President of the Board of Trade, Mr. Cobden having declined that

office.

§ Ashley's " Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. ii. p. 365, 2nd edition.—We call attention

to the frank avowal of the last sentence in this extract as a sign of the imperfect materials on

which contemporary history must needs rest.
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have been, they were of a more hidden character. The events of this period

are too recent to warrant either great detail in their history, or absence of

reserve on the part of the historian."

Palmerston seemed placed at the helm on purpose to steer the vessel of

state with a light touch tlirough calm seas with favouring winds. The desire

of the country for political repose was fostered by the long tide of prosperity,

which at the same time found work for the restless energies of Mr. Gladstone

as Chancellor of the Exchequer. Foreign politics took a turn which excited

keen public interest, while giving little temptation or opjjortunity for inter-

vention. The anxieties into which the new Government was at once plunged,

respecting the settlement of Italy and tlie preservation of peace in Europe,
are too remotely connected with our own history to need more than the

record, that the neutrality of England was j)erfectly maintained ; while a
lasting result of the alarm of war, following upon the threats of the preced-

ing year, was the formation of those Volunteer Corps, which have become a
vital part of our system of national defence. The same state of foreign

affairs had its effect on the first budget of Mr. Gladstone's renewed adminis-

tration of the exchequer (July 18th). After showing a favourable revenue
and surplus for the past year, the increased estimate of expenditure

—

chiefly for national defence and the reconstruction of the navy—left a deficit

of nearly five millions, the greatest part of which was to be met by an
addition of id. in the pound to the tax on incomes above £150, making the

rate 9rf.

The year 1860 presents the most striking contrasts between the history

of England and that of the outer world, both in Europe and America.

While a series of romantic surprises at last realized the old dream of a

United Italy
;
and whilst the great repiiblic of the West had its balance of

political power so disturbed as to threaten a disruption of the Union ; the

one great political event at home was the achievement of another great step

in financial and commercial progress. The late change of government had
placed Mr. Gladstone in the position to make use of the great opportunity

to which we have seen him looking forward in 1853*; and even his dis-

appointment in abolishing the Income Tax, which might have quelled the

courage of a common financier, was brought to the aid of his great scheme
for this epoch.

We have seen that the Long Annuities, created in the first year of

George III., amounting to nearly £1,200,000, ceased at the beginning of

this financial year ; but, besides this, other terminable annuities fell in,

making together £2, 146,000 struck off at once from the annual charge of

the debt. This was enough to mark a new epoch in finance, but this was
not all. The new spirit of free trade was at work in France as well as in

England, and its chief disciples saw in it a means (much needed at this

time) of uniting the two nations by new bonds of jieace as well as commerce.

Mr. Bright is credited with the first idea of renewing the attempt made by

* See chap. xiv. p. HO.
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Pitt's commercial treaty of 1786, which had been frustrated by the

Eevolution ; and Mr. Cobden broached it in conversations -n-ith the Emperor

of the French, whose leaning to free trade was more decidedly encouraged

by his cousin prince Napoleon. Mr. Gladstone and lord John Eussell

entered warmly into the scheme ; and, after long informal negociations at

Paris between Mr. Cobden and M. Michel Chevalier, the French apostle of

free trade, in which the emperor took an active part, Mr. Cobden was

appointed plenipotentiary to make a Treaty of Commerce with France, which

was signed on the 23rd of February, and was announced by the Queen in

opening Parliament on the following day.

But first a few words may dispose of the promised measure for placing

the representation of the people "upon a broader and firmer basis." On

the twenty-eighth anniversary of March 1, 1832 (a solar cycle), lord John

Eussell brought in his third Eeform Bill, proposing to reduce the borough

franchise to £6, with a redistribution of seats. It fell flat on a public

who had lost faith in these repeated attempts, and whose minds were bent

on Italy, the budget, and the French treaty. After languid debates, a

long list of amendments and the late period of the session furnished the

excuse for its withdrawal (June 11th).

The real business of the session was opened by Mr. Gladstone (February

10th) in a Budget speech of three hours, of which sir Bulwer Lytton

said* :
—" Whatever we may think of the Budget it introduced, the speech

will remain among the monuments of English eloquence as long as the

language lasts." Besides the gain from the lapsing annuities, and on the

other side the readjustments needed to carry out the commercial treaty,

the Income Tax and the war duties on tea and sugar aU expired together

;

leaving an estimated income of £00,700,000 to meet an expenditure of

£70,000,000. To fill up this huge void of 9| millions, as well as the

reduction of duties on wine and other articles under the French treaty, Mr.

Gladstone proposed to renew the duties on tea and sugar at their present

rate, and to impose a tax of lOrf. and Id. in the pound on incomes above

£150 and £100 respectively—a vast change from the final cessation of the

tax in this very j'ear ! In return for this sacrifice, the benefits offered to

the consumer and to the commerce of the country were these:—France

engaged to reduce duties and remove prohibitions on English coal, flax,

and iron, and on various articles of manufacture ; while England engaged

to abolish (with a few e.xoeptions) all duties on French manufactures, and

reduce the duties on wine and brandy in such a manner as to remove the

discouragement under which French and other foreign wines were placed

by the Methuen Treaty in favour of those of Portugal.f Mr. Gladstone

recommended this part of the scheme, not only on the broad ground of

encouraging commerce by taking the special products of France in exchange

• Speech on the Reform Bill, April 26th.

+ The wine duties were iiltimntcly settled at \s. per g.illon below, and Is. dd. per gallon

above, a certain alcoholic strength, the diflerence being made for the protection of the spirit

duties.
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for our mmiufacturos, but also as an aid to temperance by putting light

and cheap wines within reach of all classes. With this object the regula-

tions for the sale of wine were relaxed, and it was allowed to be sold in

single bottles by grocers and for consumption on the premises by other

dealers in refreshments besides licensed victuallers.*

Mr. Gladstone treated the gain from the Long Annuities as a separate

item, of which the people ought to have the advantage in some special

reduction of taxation; and for this he chose the £xcise Duty on Paper, \hd.

per pound on all qualities, which had been long since condemned, not only
in public opinion, but by a resolution of the House. An impulse was now
given to the question by the recent establishment of daily newspapers at the

price of a penny, in consequence of the repeal of the advertisement duty in

1853 and the stamp duty in 185.5; and such papers were now struggling

for life under the incubus of the paper duty.

The wide range of Mr. Gladstone's scheme provoked strong opposition

at all its various points,-—political, economical, and financial. On the last

point, the Opposition put forward an amendment condemning the increase

of the Income Tax; but the rejection of this motion by a majority of 116

(330 to 223, or just over 3 to 2) in a largo House decisively affu-med the

main principles of the Budget. The French Treaty was opposed, not so

much on the ground of Protection, as for the hampering effect of such
engagements, on the one hand, on our power to claim new concessions from
time to time, on the other as inconsistent with the pure doctrines of Free
Trade. After an interesting debate, the address to the crown in its favour

was carried by a majority of 282 to 56, many of the Conservatives leavino-

the House without voting. In later years the conspicuous failure of the

negociations with republican France for the renewal of the treaty which the

imperial usurper cordially made, has tended to throw public opinion back on
the doctrine that we are better without such treaties. Meanwhile the benefit

of the treaty was reaped by both countries in a great and rapid increase

of their commerce, one signal proof of which was soon given. When the

civil war in America interrupted the course of our commerce with the

United States, the loss was completely made good by the increase of our
commerce with France.

The course of the debates in Parliament, and the feelings of the people

towards the treaty, were greatly influenced by a growing distrust of the

French emperor, which found true expression in the words of lord Lyndhurst

:

" If I am asked whether I cannot place reliance on the Emperor Napoleon,

I reply with confidence that I cannot, because he is in a situation in which
he cannot place reliance upon himself." This feeling was inflamed to

indignation when it became known, soon after the beginning of the session,

that in the interview at Plombieres Cavour had purchased the emperor's
help by the promised cession of Savoy and Nice to France, and that Napoleon
was resolved to exact the price under the vain pretext of a vote of the
provinces by universal suffrage for or against annexation. We now know,

• By the Act for " Refreshment Houses and Wine Licences," 23 Vict. c. 27 (June Uth).
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on the highest authority, that the leacler8 of the English Cabinet were

seriously alarmed at the information they received about the emperor's

projects for the reconstruction of the Map of Europe ;
* and lord John

Eussell did not hesitate to declare, amidst the loud cheers of the House

(March 26th), '' that such an act as the annexation of Savoy is one that

will lead a nation so warlike as the French to call upon its government from

time to time to commit other acts of aggression "
; and he urged that the

best security against such schemes was to be found in a closer union with

the Powers of Europe. The journals on both sides of the Channel

exchanged bitter invectives, and the French ambassador, count Persigny,

told lord Palmerston that, if things wont on so, a war from mutual irritation

would be inevitable. The firm and plain declaration of readiness to face

such a war, which lord Palmerston made in friendly conversation with

Persigny and another of the emperor's closest intimates, count Flahault,

proved the true mode of averting the danger.f At the same time Eussia,

as bent on revising the treaty of 1856 as France was on disturbing the

settlement of 1816, was renewing her complaints of Turkey and her

intrigues in Bulgaria, Bosnia, and the Herzegovina.

{

This critical state of foreign affairs enhanced the growing doubts as to the

prudence of the large reductions of revenue proposed by Mr. Gladstone; and

the bill for repealing the duty on pajier, supported by lessening majorities,

only passed its third reading in the Commons by 219 to 209 (May 8th).

After this, it was no wonder that the Lords rejected the bill on the motion

of an habitual supporter of the Government, lord Monteagle. The debat 3

was signalized by a speech in which lord Lyndhurst's unabated mental

power was uttered with wonderful physical vigour on the day on which he

entered his 89th year; § and, by a curious coincidence, tho majority against

the second reading was 89 (May 21st). The vote raised the coustitutioncl

question ofthe right of the Lords to deal in any way with the power of the

Commons to vote supplies and impose taxation. It was agreed by all, on

the one hand, that they might neither originate nor amend money bills,

and on the other hand, that their consent, as well as that of the crown, was

necessary to make such bills law. The fact was certain, that the Lords had

rejected money bills in former cases ; but was this a power which could now

be exercised according to the established principles of the constitution?

True, the rejection by the Lords of a part of the financial arrangements of

the year was not a direct attempt to impose taxation, but might it not so

affect the whole plan as to form a real interference with the principle, that

the people are only to be taxed by the vote of their repi-esontatives in Parlia-

* " Life of the Prince Consort," vol. v. p. 59.—The whole chapter (c.) is very instructive,

especially the Prince's correspondence with the Prince of Prussia.

t See the extremtly interesting memorandum of lord Palmerston's conversation with

count Flahault, who had come to him to complain of lord John's language, and his letters ti

count Persigny and lord Cowley, in the "Life of the Pi incc Consort," vol. v. pp. 72,/;
and Ashley's " Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. ii. pp. 190-192.

JFor the details, see the "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. v. pp. 83-5,

§ He died in his 92nd year, on October 12, 1863.
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ment? Lord Palmerston, while holding that, in this case, the Lords "had

done a wise and useful thing," * held that the constitutional question

ought to be decided, and both sides of the House concurred in the resolu-

tions which he moved (July 5th), affirming (1) Not only the general right of

the Commons in granting supplies to the crown, but further that "the

limitation of all such grants, as to the matter, manner, measure, and time, is

only in them." (2) Admitting the fact that the Lords had, but rarely,

rejected money bills, the exercise of that power " is justly regarded by this

House loith peculiar jealousy .''^
(3) That its undue exercise should be guarded

against for the future. In the following year this last object was practically

effected by including all the financial measures of each year's Budget in one

bill, leaving the Lords no choice between passing it or the alternative,

constitutionally impossible, of rejecting the whole plan of finance proposed

by the responsible Government and approved by the Commons.

The question of financial policy received two remarkable illustrations

during this same month of July. On the 16th, Mr. Gladstone found it

necessary to propose a supplementary budget for the cost of the war with

China. t Of the four millions required, he had to thank the Lords for

providing him with about a million and a-half ; the rest was to be raised

by an increase of the Spirit Duties, and by the oft-denounced expedient

of borrowing, in the form of renewing the Exchequer Bonds due in the

coming November. A week later lord Palmerston laid before the House a

comprehensive plan of National Defence, demanding another £2,000,000

for the cuia'ent year, as part of a system recommended in the report of the

committee appointed the year before for fortifying our great arsenals and

other points on the coast. The proposal was most distasteful to the extreme

advocates of peace and economy, and the duke of Newcastle had told lord

Palmerston that Mr. Gladstone intended to resign if the works were to be

done by loan ; on which lord Palmerston informed the Queen \ that he

hoped "to be able to overcome his objection, but if that should prove

impossible, however great the loss to the Government by the retirement of

Mr. Gladstone, it would be bettor to lose Mr. Gladstone than to run the

risk of losing Portsmouth or Plymouth." The chancellor's objections were

overcome by a plan for meeting the estimated total cost of nine millions,

spread over a series of years, by an annuity expiring in 1885; and the

resolution was affirmed by 2C8 votes to 39 of the extreme "peace party."

Mr. Cobden renewed the attack on this measure in successive years,

charging lord Palmerston with being to a great extent responsible for the

invasion panics which periodically disturbed the country. The bitter

passages of debate are best forgotten ; but not so lord Palmerston's

well-reasoned defence of his policy. §

The year did not end without further warnings to be on our guai'd.

* Letter to the Queen, May 22nd.—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. v. p. 100. See

his reasons in a previous letter.

—

Ibid.

+ See chap. x.xviii. p. 336.

X Letter of May 24th.
—" Life of the Prince Consort," vol. v. p. 99.

§ In letters to Mr. Cobden and Mr. Gladstone.—Ashley's "Life of Lord Palmerston,"

vol. ii. pp. 221,/,
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Besiiles the startling current of revolution in Italy, acute signs of tlie dis-

affection alwaj's smouldering in Poland opened new chances of disturbance

;

but the autumnal meeting of the Austrian and Eussian emperors with the

Regent of Prussia proved that the Holy Alliance was past reviving.

Another episode of the Eastern Question broke out in Mount Lebanon, where

the fanatical Mohammedan Druses perpetrated horrible massacres on the

Christian Maronites, with the connivance of the authorities, though the

honour of Turkey was in part redeemed by Fuad Pasha's vi2;our (May-'

June). Under a convention signed at Paris between the Five Powers and
the Porte (after rejecting the Emperor Napoleon's insidious proposal of

Egyptian intervention), an English fleet and French army restored order,

with the able aid of lord Duilerin as commissioner to Damascus. To

get the French force out of Syria again in the following year was an

achievement that required all lord Palmerston's tact and firmness.

The visit of the Prince of Wales to Canada and the United States, in the

autumn, calling forth warm demonstrations of loyalty in our North American

colonies, and in the States of personal respect for the Queen and Prince and

regard for " the old country," was peculiarly well timed on the eve of the

great civil war which threatened to involve Canada and Great Britain in its

consequences. The causes and history of that terrible struggle lie beyond

our subject. It is enough to say that the long ascendancy of the

"Democratic" party in the executive government was broken by the

election of the " Republican " candidate, Abrah.ui Lincoln, to the presi-

dency (November 6th), which brought to a climax differences between

the Northern and Southern States, which had existed and grown from

their first colonization—differences of sentiment, political principles, com-

mercial policy, and, above all, the burning ciuestion of slavery. The open

resistance of the South was begun by the secession of South Carolina

(December 20, 1860) ; and the signal shot of the " Civil War " of Secession

was fired at Charleston upon a vessel bringing reinforcements for Fort

Sumter at the entrance of the harbour (January 9, 1861).*

* The following were the eleven seceding states, in the order of their secession :—South

Carolina (December, 1860) ; Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana (January,

1861); Texas (February 1st); Virginia (April 17th); Arkansas, Tennessee, and North

Carolina (in May). Their free population was above 5j millions ; slaves, above 3} millions ;

total, above 9 millions. The four slave states which adhered to the Union were Delaware,

Maryland, Kentucky, and Missouri, with a free population above 2J millions ; slaves, under

half a million ; total, above 3 millions. The 19 free states (including Columbia) had a popu-

lation of just as many (19) millions, besides 7 territories, with an aggregate of 220,000. The

grand total of the population, by the census of 1860, was just upon 31V millions ; which may

be said to have been divided in the proportion of 22J to 9, or considerably more than 2 to 1.

—

The title of Coitfaicrate States was assumed on February 9th by the 7 states which had then

seceded, and Mr. Jefferson Davis was elected provisional president, by a convocation at

Montgomery, Alabama, The seceders called the rest the " Federal States."
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The first half of the new decade (1861-5), forming the last five years of

Palmerston's government and life, approached as nearly to a season of

halcyon days in our internal history, as the vicissitudes of human affairs

can ever allow ; while both the new world and the old were convulsed by

war and the causes of wars to come. Political calm was promoted by
material prosperity ; for the pressure of a bad harvest, caused by a summer
of almost unexampled cold and wet,* was relieved by abundant supplies of

foreign corn. The general disposition to repose under lord Palmerston's

liberal-conservatism was aided by the curious dead-lock of parties.f

In the new session opened by the Queen in person (February 5th), one
of the first measures laid before Parliament, which has since produced wide
and most excellent results in the promotion of thrift among the people, was
that for the Post Office Savings' Bank, introduced by Mr. Gladstone in the

form of a resolution (February 8th), the bill founded on which was speedily

passed through both Houses. J " Home politics "—wrote the Prince

* The deficiency in the harvest was reckoned as a loss of ^^20,000,000. The ungenial

summer of 1860 was followed by a winter of singular severity, setting in with an intense

frost at Christmas.

t See Ashley's "Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. ii. p. 205. Compare Mr. Disraeli's

account of the state of parties and the views of the Opposition, when on a visit to Windsor
Castle.— "Life of the Prin^ Consort," vol. v. p. 28G.

J Ii Vict. cap. 14, May 17th. The bank began its operations on the 16th of September.

For its great results we must be content to refer U) the Postmaster-general's annual reports.

VOL. rx-—284. 3(;0
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Consort* on April 15th—" have quite gone to sleep "
; but on the same day

the interest in them was revived by Mr. Gladstone's Budget, the first of a

new series which, during five successive years, showed a prosperity advanc-

ing—to use a phrase which he afterwards made famous—not by steps only,

but "by leaps and bounds." The bold experiments of the preceding year

had resulted in a decrease of £806,000 in the revenue, balanced by a saving

of about the same amount on the estimated expenditure. For the coming

year, the estimate of revenue was £71,823,000, being the largest sum raised

in any one year since the peace of 1816. The estimate of expenditure was
70 millions ; and Mr. Gladstone proposed to devote the surplus to the

repeal of the Paper Duty and the reduction of the Income Tax by Id. in

the pound, while the duties on tea and sugar were to be retained on the old

war scale for another year. The Opposition claimed a reduction of the Tea
Duty in preference to that on paper, and the Government proposal was only

carried by narrow majorities of 18 and 15 in full committees.

j

A few days before Parliament rose, lord John Eussell had been called

up to the House of Lords, with the title of Eael Eussell (July 30th). The
Decennial Census of the United Kingdom, taken on the 8th of April,

showed a total population of 29,334,788, made upas follows:—(1) England
and Wales, 20,061,725; (2) Scotland, 3,061,329; (3) Ireland, 5,764,543

;

(4) Islands in the British Seas, 143,779
; (5) Army, Navy, and Merchant

Seamen, 303,412.

We have seen that this year witnessed the creation of the kingdom of

Italy, and the division of the United States of America, for a time, into two
hostile camps. While both these astonishing events were watched with

deep interest, the latter appealed to our feelings of kindred and other

familiar sentiments ; and it soon came to affect our material well-being, and
to threaten disturbance of our peace. While all viewed the conflict with

the regret expressed by her Majesty from the throne, there was a division

of sympathies which illustrated new as well as old forms of English senti-

ment. Besides our native disposition to espouse the weaker side in any

quarrel, the great division of English parties was to a great degree reflected

in the origin and traditions of the Northern and Southern States ; and even

the zeal against slavery, which had so lately moved aU English hearts,

seemed to have died out from a great part of the younger generation. To
this source of bitterness was added the aid given to the belligerents of

either side by the private ventures of our merchants in smuggling in arms

and munitions of war, running the blockade of the Confederate ports, and
supplying vessels which were used as privateers, with a result to the

country which we shall bavo to notice in its place. By the middle of this

first year of the war, a feeling was shown in the North, which made the

despatch of reinforcements to Canada an act of necessary prudence.

* "Life," vol. v. p. 341.

t The resolution for the Tea Duty was carried by 299 to 281 (May 3rd) ; the clause repeal-

ing the Paper Duty in the Customs and Inland Revenue Bill was carried by 29G to 281 (May
30tl)) ; the minority being indentical in the two divisions, and the aggregate vote nearly so,

vii., 580 and 577. In this debate sir James Graham made his last great speech. He died on
the 25th of October, aged 64.
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It was precisely the case, so common in history, when one rash person

has the power of throwing the spark into the magazine. In order to

represent their cause to the ministers of England and France, the

Confederate States appointed two commissioners, Messrs. Mason and
Slidell, who, having escaped the vessels blockading Charleston, arrived at

Cuba, and took passage in the royal mail steamer Trent from the West
Indies for England. On the 8th of November, the Tretit was brought to by
a shot from the United States ship of war Jacinto, whose captain, commodore
Wilkes, boarded the English vessel and carried off Messrs. Slidell and

Mason, with their secretaries, in spite of the protests both of her commander
and the agent of our government in charge of the mails. The arrival of the

Trent at Southampton with the news of the outrage caused a storm of

indignation, and on the next day the Cabinet came to the decision, that her

Majesty " should be advised to demand reparation and redress "
; for which

a good opening seemed left by the reported statement of commodore Wilkes,

that he had acted on his own responsibility.* At the same time the

Government determined to despatch the Guards and other troops to Canada
;

and the preparations were so prompt, that the transports entered the St.

Lawrence before the navigation was stopped by ice.

The sequel is inseparably interwoven with the most mournful event in

the history of Queen Victoria. The Prince Consort was ill from what
seemed a cold, when lord Russell's drafts of the despatches for lord Lyons

reached Windsor Castle on the evening of November 30th. After a sleep-

less night, the Prince rose at his usual early hour, and before eight he had

finished a memorandum for the Queen, the last he ever wrote, f
" while "

—

says his biographer—"it was at the same time inferior to none of them in

the importance of its results." For, as lord Palmerston wrote to the Queen

when all was over (January 12th) :
—" There can be no doubt that, as your

Majesty observes, the alterations made in the despatch to lord Lyons contri-

buted essentially to the satisfactory settlement of the dispute. But these

alterations were only one of innumerable instances of the tact and judgment,

and the power of nice discrimination, which excited lord Palmerston's

constant and unbounded admiration." J Of that " satisfactory settlement "

it is enough to say that the Confederate envoys were restored to our

ambassador and embarked again for England before the end of the year.

The closing scene of life which had meanwhile been accomplished at

Windsor ought to be told in no other words than those published under the

•Lord Palmerston to the Queen, November 29th.—"Life of the Prince Consort,"

vol. V. p. 420.

t "Life of the Prince Consort," vol. v. p. 421.—The facsimile there given shows traces

of his weakness, which was such that he told the Queen he could scarcely hold his pen while

writing it. " It shows, like most of his memorandums, by the corrections in the Queen's

hand, how the minds of both were continually brought to bear upon the subjects with which

they dealt."

J For the despatch itself, and the alterations that made it acceptable to the American

Government, and all the further details of the affair, the reader is referred to the "Life of

the Prince Consort," chap. cxvi.
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sanction of the Queen, and for the most part from her own diary. The
Prince's disease proved to be gastric fever, and, after a fortnight's suspense

between sad fears and intervals of reviving hope, the sufferer passed to

the eternal Sabbath on the evening of Saturda}', the 14th of December.
The Queen, called back to the room she had lately left to give way to her

grief, " took the Prince's left hand, which was already cold, though the

breathing was quite gentle, and knelt down by his side. On the other side

of the bed was the Princess Alice, while at its foot knelt the Prince of Wales
and the Princess Helena. . . . In tlie solemn hush of that mournful chamber
there was such grief as had rarely hallowed any death-bed. A great light,

which had blessed the world, and which the mourners had but yesterday

hoped might long bless it, was waning fast away. A husband, a father, a

friend, a master, endeared by every quality by which man in such relations

can win the love of his fellow man, was passing into the Silent Land, and
his loving glance, his wise counsels, his firm manly thought, should be
known among them no more. The castle clock chimed the third quarter

after ten. Calm and peaceful grew the beloved form ; the features settled

into the beauty of a perfectly serene repose ; two or three long but gentle

breaths were drawn ; and that great soul had fled, to seek a nobler scope

for its aspirations in the world within the veil, for which it had often

yearned, where there is rest for the weary, and where ' the spirits of the

just are made perfect.' " Amidst the unutterable grief of the nation for

his loss and sympathy with their beloved Queen, it seems mere formality to

record the funeral pomp with which his remains were laid in the entrance

of the royal vault in St. George's Chapel (December 23rd), till their deposit,

a year later, in the mausoleum which the Queen erected for him in the

grounds of Frogmore ; awaiting the time when she should be laid beside

him, and meanwhile returningto those labours for her subjects, which were

never interrupted in her time of deepest sorrow. Another twenty years of

that course of life and government, pursued after his loss in the same spirit

in which he had aided and upheld her, has engi-aved in history the best

eulogy of both ; and, of the many monuments raised to

" The silent father of our kings to be,"

the most expressive and enduring is that record of his life, which has taught

all who read it to enshrine his memory deeper and deeper in their hearts.*

The death of the Prince took place only nine months after the Queen had

lost her excellent mother, the duchess of Kent, who died on the 16th of

March, at the ago of 75.

In the new year (1862) the truce ofpolitical parties was made still quieter

• Besides the value of the " Life of the Prince Consort " as the biography of so great and

good a man, the historian who has followed it thus far feels keenly the want of the like

information for the next twenty years. But may it be long before the fit time comes for

giving to the world the sequel which will doubtless be one day supplied from the same source

of truth, candour, and sound discretion.
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by the nation's grief and tlie desire of the leaders to spare the Queen every

needless burden in her overwhelming sorrow. To these motives were added

the occupation of the public mind with the contest in America, and the

more pressing anxiety of its result in that interruption of the supply of

material for one of our greatest manufactures, which was expressively called

the " Cotton Famine." The distress from this cause reached its climax

before the end of the year, after whith it began to subside. At the same
time we had a small war of our own in America. A prolonged state of

confusion and civil war in the republic of Mexico had caused acts of spolia-

tion and other injuries to the subjects of European states, for which

England, France, and Sjiain, felt compelled to seek redress by arms. A
joint expedition, which arrived at Vera Ciuz in January, obtained the

satisfaction required, and the forces of Spain and Britain retired in May
;

but that of France remained to prosecute a war designed for the glory of

the imperial dynasty which its disastrous issue helped to shake to its

foundation. But this new example of the "policy of adventure," and the

tragic fate of the young and accomplished Austrian archduke, Maximilian,

who was induced to accejit the imperial crown offered him by the weaker

party in Mexico, lie beyond the province of English history.*"

Parliament was opened by Commission on the 6th of February, when
the touching reference in the Eoj'al Message to the topic which filled all

hearts found a worthy response in the speeches of lord DufTerin (who moved
the address in the Lords) and lord Derbj-, and of Mr. Disraeli and lord

Palmerston in the Commons. Mr. Gladstone's Budget (April 3rd) showed

nearly equal estimates of revenue and expenditure (a little over 70 millions),

and, besides a further regulation of the wine duties, proposed no change

except the abolition of the duty on hops, compensated for by a sjsteni of

brewers' licences. The only debates marked by any strong feeling were

those on the vote for fortifications, which gave rise to the passage of arms,

already referred to, between Mr. Cobden and lord Palmerston. This unevent-

ful but not unfruitful session was closed on the 6th of August. Europe
was full of commotions and signs of the greater coming troubles, for which

Prussia's great part was being prepared by the high-handed determination

of King A\'illiam and his new minister, BisMAECK.f In Greece, a peaceful

revolution put an end to the misgovernment of King Otho I., who had long

been the mere instrument of foreign intrigue (September 22nd) ; and the

popular vote was given for Prince Alfred, the second son of Queen Victoria,

as his successor ; but the great powers had agreed that no prince of their

houses should accept the throne. The choice fell next on Prince William

George of Denmark, who was proclaimed as George I. Xinj of the Hellenes

* It is enough to say tliat the French troops were wiUulrawn, under pressure from the

United States, early in 1867 ; and the deserted emperor was tried as a leader of rebellion

and shot by the dictator Juarez on the 19th of June.

t Count (afterwards Prince) Otto von Bismarck Schtinhausen, became Prime Minister

on the 23rd of September, lbG2. The events referred to belong to the history of Ger-

many,
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(March 30, 1863).* The cession of the Ionian Islands to Greece,

\rhich formed jjart of the agreement among the powers, was accomplished

in the following year.

Another year of political calm at home, with civil war raging fiercely in

America, and growing commotions on the continent of Europe, is the

general character of 1863. The Prince of Wales, who had just completed

his 21st year, took his seat as a peer at the oj)ening of Parliament on the

5th of February, when the Eoyal Message announced his intended marriage

to the Princess Alexandra of Denmark. The first act of the House of

Commons was to vote annuities of £40,000 a year to the Prince and £10,000

to the Princess, on whom £30,000 a j'ear was settled in the event of her

being left a widow before the Prince's accession to the throne. The
Princess landed at Gravesend on March 7th, and the marriage took place on

the 10th, amidst hearty rejoicings which were an earnest of her deserved

popularitj'.

Mr. Gladstone again signalized his fertile inventive energy in finance.

A Budget of remarkable boldness (Aj)ril 16th) was accompanied by an

ingenious scheme for making an impression on the National Debt. The
advantages of Terminable Annuities were familiar to financiers, and had

been lately illustrated by the falling in of the Long Annuities ; but it was

found in practice that they were a very unpopular form of investment.

Now it occurred to Mr. Gladstone that the Government might convert a

considerable amount of the permanent debt into Terminable Annuities

independently of the operations of the ordinary holders of stock. f He pro-

posed to make a sum of £24,000,000 of capital stock, standing to the credit

of Savings Banks, a charge on the Consolidated Fund, guaranteeing the

interest at 3 per cent. The depositors being thus secured, the Treasury

was empowered to cancel any part of the aforesaid stock, not more than

£.5,000,000, and to create Terminable Annuities in its stead. The annual

proceeds of these annuities, received by the Commissioners of the National

Debt, were to be invested in securities having a jiarliamentary guarantee

for the interest ; forming, in fact, a sinking fund to replace the converted

capital. The operation is really a mere transfer of the name of the stock;

and the Consolidated Fund becomes liable for any deficioncy arising from

liny change in the price of stocks at the time of investment. As the annual

value of a terminable annuity must evidently be greater than that of an

equivalent permanent annuity, the difference arising from the conversion

of the latter into the former becomes an increase on the annual charge of

the debt, which is met by annual taxation. The substitution of a terminable

for a perpetual annuity, therefore, is a concealed means of raising an annual

contribution towards the extinction of the capital of the debt under the

name of interest.

* He was the son of Prince Chiistian, who succeeded to the throne of Denmark in the

following year on the death of Frederick II. The Princess Alexandra, daughter of Prince

Christian, h,id already been betrothed to the Prince of Wales (November, 1862).

+ The plan was embodied in the Act 26 Vict. cap. 25
; June 8, 1S63.
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Mr. Gladstone's financial statement showed a state of marvellous pros-

perity in spite of increased armaments and the pressure of the Cotton

Famine. Not to speak of minor changes, or of some proposals which
proved in advance of public opinion, the surplus of three millions was
applied to the remission of 2d. in the pound on the Income Tax (besides

allowing £60 to be struck off the assessment of incomes under £200);
the reduction of the tea dutj' by 5d. in the pound, and some minor remissions.

The Eoyal Message at the prorogation referred to another of those

outbreaks of the native Maoris, which troubled New Zealand during the

whole of this decade, till the duty of self-defence was thrown upon the

colonists.* The most animated debates of the session had been provoked
by the critical state of foreign afiairs. The same year which saw slavery

abolished in North America f was signalized by the emancipation of the

twelve millions of serfs throughout the Eussian Empire | (March 3, 1863).

But this great deed, which is a lasting honour to the memory of the Emperor
Alexander II., was overclouded by a new insurrection in Poland, wantonly
provoked and criielly suppressed. English sympathy with the Poles was
expressed in great public meetings ; but the remonstrances of the Foreign

Secretary only exposed him to a keen rebuff from prince Gortchakov, who
set aside with equal nonchalance the " six points " of amelioration for

Poland, which Austria, England, and France united in presenting. If

England had been disposed to plunge into a new war with Eussia for the

hopeless purpose of liberating Poland, she would have been withheld by
the consideration that the alliance of France could only have been pur-
chased on the terms of connivance at his ambitious schemes.

§

And here, too, we have the keynote of the unpopular policy of our
Government, with reference to the aggression of Germany in the Danish
peninsula, which, after Denmark's gallant resistance against Austria and
Prussia, ended in her cession of the duchies of Schleswig-Holstein and
Lauenburg to those powers (18G4) ; whose division of the spoil was soon
annulled by the war, which gave ail three duchies to Prussia alone (1866).

Besides the repulsive complication of the question, which belongs to the
annals of Europe rather than of England, it is quite certain that the time has

not yet come to write its true dip!o7natic history. The proposal of the Emperor
Napoleon for a congress on the affairs of Europe was declined by England
on grounds set forth by lord Palmerston with irrefragable cogency.

||

* The British troops were finally withdrawn in 1870 ; the colonies were united in one
political body in the same year, and the rapid growth of their prosperity begins from thit

epoch.

t On the 1st of January, 1863, President Lincoln proclaimed the abolition of slavery in

the states which he named as being in rebellion. The full legal abolition took pKice at the

end of the war.

J This was in accordance with a ukase, issued on January 1, 1861, proclaiming the

abolition of serfdom in two years.

§ This is confirmed and illustrated by lord Palmerston's letter to the king of the Belgians

(March 13 ; "Life," vol. ii. p. 232).

II See his letters to the king of the Belgians and earl Russell.—"Life of Lord Palmer«

ston," pp. 236-244.
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The beginning of another year was marked by the birth of a second heir

apparent to the crown, tlie prince Albert Victor of Wales (January 8,

1SG4); an event to which lord Derby made a felicitous allusion at the

opening of the new session of Parliament (February 4th). In response to

the Eoyal Message he uttered in the name of the whole House the prayer,

that " long after the youngest of your lordshipis have passed away from

this scene, the throne of these realms maybe occupied by the descendants

of the illustrious prince and his new-bora heir. Et nati natorum, ei qui

iiascentur ah illi.i." It was in the same speech that he fastened on lord

Eussell's administration of affairs the famous phrase of " a meddle and

muddle policy."

The message referred to the distress in the manufacturing districts as

already beginning to abate, and to the prospect of new sources of the supply

of cotton ; and the Queen's congratulations on the general prosperity, not-

withstanding this drawback, were fully confirmed by Mr. Gladstone's

financial statement (April 7th). His eloquent exposition gave an ideal

charm to the enormous figures by which he illustrated the exjjansion of

British commerce since the new era be2:un bv sir Eobert Peel. Our jrross

import and exports were valued at 444 millions sterling, being three times

as great as in 1842, and representing as nearly as possible a million and

a-half for every working day of the year,—"a magnitude of industry, or of

operations connected with industry, so vast that, if it did not stand oa incon-

ti'overtible figures, it could hardly receive belief." The nearly-balanced

estimate of 70 millions on both sides of last year's account had been improved

by an economy of expenditure, which was now to be further reduced below

G7 millions against a studiously moderate estimate of revenue below G9|

millions. The surplus was to be applied to the remission of another penny

of the Income Tax (making it (Jd. in the pound), and to the long-desired,

but at present only partial, reduction of the duty on fire insurance (viz., from

3«. to Is. Gd. on stock-in-trade). Mr. Gladstone declared himself decidedly

against the repeal of the Malt Tax ; but he made a concession to the farming

interest by a reduction of the duty on malt used in feeding stock. Besides

these financial measures, Mr. Gladstone carried an important act for a

system of small government annuities and life insurances iu connection with

the Post Office.*

The even tenour of lord Palmerston's Government (at least to the public

e3'e) was disturbed by two ministerial resignations. That of Mr. Stansfeld

(then a Lord of the Admiralty) was caused by an ungenerous attack for his

relations with Mazziui. The more important retirement of Mr. Lowe was

due to the offence he gave to the school inspectors, whose reports ho was

charged with mutilating, and tlio censure of his conduct by lord Robert

Cecil's resolution, which was carried by 101 to 93 (April 12th). Lord

Palmerston, always luyal to his colleagues, obtained tlie rescinding of the

resolution, on the report of a Committee of Enquiry, but Mr. Lowe remained

below the gangway, waiting the opjiortunity which soon came to his hands.

The last great contiict of the session was joiueJ on the conduct of tho

• 2/ and 2S Vict. c.np. 43 ; ex'.endeJ by an act carried !)) Mr. Fawcctt in 1832.
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Ministry -witli respect to tlie war in Denmark. AVlien the conference of the

Great Powers in London had failed (June 25th), Mr. Disraeli moved an
address of censure on the Government, as having " lowered the just influence

of the country in the councils of Europe, and thereby diminished tho
securities of peace." A brilliant debate of four nights, fought— as we have
intimated—in darkness as to information, amidst which Mr. Gladstonjs

might have echoed the famous prayer of Ajax, ended in the close division of

313 to 295 ; a majority of 18 approving the policy of neutrality (July 8th).

Parliament was prorogued on July 28th.

The last year of a parliament doomed to constitutional extinction, and
fated also to coincide with the departure of the statesman who had governed
while it lasted, was marked by signs of reviving agitation in prospect of the

elections. Mr. Bright opened the j-ear with a vigorous speech at Birming-
ham in favour of parliamentary reform (January 18th). He described the

working classes without the franchise as needing but a spark to kindle a
revolution, and asked, " If these five or sis millions of people once unitedly

fix their eyes with an intense look on the doors of the House of Commons,
who shall say them nay? " No one expected a response to such an appeal

in the Eoyal Message at the opening of the Seventh Session oi Parliament

(February 7th), which lord Derby described as one "very proper to be
addressed by an aged minister to a moribund Parliament."

Early in the session the House lost one of its most distinguished

members by the death of ErcHARD Cobdeij, at the age of 61 (April 2nd).

The loaders of parties vied in heartfelt tributes to his memory ; lord Pal-

merston recording the disinterestedness with which he had refused the

honours offered for his services in negociating the French treaty ; and

Mr. Disraeli anticipated " the verdict of posterity, that he was without doubt

the greatest politician that the uj)per middle class of this countrj' has as yet

produced "
; but these eulogies were less eloquent than Mr. Bright's almost

inexpressive emotion for the loss of his friend. By a remarkable coinci-

dence, the close of Mr. Cobden's life coincided with the victory of the

cause on which his last desires were fixed. On the day he died the Con-

federates retired from their capital of Richmond, after a close siege of just

four years, and on that day week the capitulation of the army in Northern

Virginia, under general Lee, to general Grant, marked the End of the Civil

War in America (Apr?l 9th). But the hour of triumph was terribly darkened

by the assassination of President Lincoln by Wilkes Booth, whose fanaticism

may be fairly called madness (April Hth). An official recognition of the

end of the war was made by earl Eussell (June 2nd).

On the 27th of April, Mr. Gladstone opened the seventh Budget of this

Ministry and Parliament, with the evident resolve to make it a crowning

triumph of his finance. Out of the last year's estimated expenditure of 67

millions, above £600,000 had been saved, while all branches of the revenue

had exceeded the calculation, leaving a surplus of nearly 3| millions, which

was to be made above 4 millions in the coming year by a revenue and expen-

diture a little over 70 and 6t millions respectively. Eelying on the
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continued expansion of the revenue, Mr. Gladstone proposed to remit nearly

5i millions of taxation, of -wliich, however, only about 3| millions would

fall within the current year. From the Income Tax, 2d. in the pound was

struck off, leaving it at 4d,, the lowest sum yet reached,* the estimated loss

being £2,600,000 ; the Is. duty on tea was reduced to 6c?., at a loss of

£2,300,000 ; and, in both cases, Mr. Gladstone seemed to think that he had

reached something like a permanent settlement, in which the balance was
fairly adjusted between these important items of direct and indirect taxa-

tion. The reduction of the duty on fire insurance to Is. 6d., granted the

j-ear before to stock-in-trade, was now extended to household goods, at a

loss of £520,000. During the seven years (1859-1865) the total remission

of taxation was about 15 millions, while, notwithstanding the renewal of

the navy, the partial reorganization of the army, the establishment of

reserved forces, and the loans raised for coast defences, the National Debt

was reduced by about 20 millions.

In the last session, especially of a long-lived Parliament, "coming events

cast their shadows before." A growing agitation in Ireland added force to

the resolution moved by Mr. Dillwyn (March 28th):—"That the present

position of the Irish Church Establishment is unsatisfactory, and calls for

the early attention of her Majesty's Government." The debate is chiefly

memorable for Mr. Gladstone's speech, giving up the principle of the Irish

Church Establishment, followed by the explanation (in a letter to a clergy-

man) that the question was "remote, and out of all hearing on the practical

politics of the day. . . . One thing, however, I may add, because I think it a

clear landmark. In any measure dealing with the Irish Church, I think

(though I could scarcely expect ever to he called on to share in such a measure) the

Act of Union must be recognized and must have important consequences,

especially with reference to the position of the hierarchy."

There were still clearer signs that the question of reform was coming to

a head, and that its first effect would be a division between the moderate
and advanced Liberals. The second reading of Mr. Baines's annual bill for

lowering the borough franchise to £6 was thrown out by a majority of 74

(288 to 214) on the "previous question" moved by two Whig members,
lord Elcho and- Mr. Adam Black (May 8th). The debate was signalized

by the first of that series of speeches against a democratic reform of our
constitution, which raised Mr. Lowe's reputation to its highest point.

This was one of the main issues submitted to the people, when Parlia-
ment was prorogued on the 6th of July, and dissolved on the same day.
Amidst the various vicissitudes of the elections,! the verdict of the country

* Since then it has fluctuated between a minimum of 3</. in 187G, and a maximum of 6Ji/.

in 1882. We shall see presently how another great financial design of Mr. Gladstone's was
frustrated in 1874 ; and the description of the scheme of 1865 as his "to/ great Budget "

is

emphasized by his retirement from the Exchequer at the moment of passing this page through
the press (December, 1882).

t One of the most conspicuous, not only in itself, but for its political consequences, was
Mr. Gladstone's rejection at Oxford by a majority of 180 votes for Mr. Gathorne Hardy.
He found a new seat for South Lancashire, where he announced the new freedom which
the change gave him :

—"At last, my friends, I am come among you ; and I am come to use
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had one clear meaning, as a vote of confidence in lord Palmerston. In

Bome places Whigs were supplanted by Radicals ; but tho Liberal party as a

whole gained 57 seats against a loss of 33, and the doubtful balance of 20

votes, with which lord Palmerston had had to work for seven years, was
converted into what was esteemed an assured majority of 80 ; but whether to

support the further postponement of reform, or to effect its moderate settle-

ment, remained to be seen. While every one was asking, "What will he

do with it ? " tho veteran Prime Minister expired at Brocket Hall, within

two days of completing his 81st year (October 18, 1865). "The half-opened

cabinet-box on his table, and the unfinished letter on his desk, testified that

he was at his post to the last." * He was laid to rest in the Abbey near the

graves of Pitt and Fox.

In Earl Russell's Second
-f
Admviislraiion (Nov . 6, 1865), lord Clarendon

returned to the Foreign Office in succession to the new Prime Minister.

The dignity of Lord Chancellor had already (in July) been resigned by lord

Westbury, J who was succeeded by a former Chancellor, lord Cranworth.

These were the only changes of importance
; § but Mr. Gladstone took an

affecting retrospect of those inroads made by death in the past seven years,

especially among his own personal and political friends
||

:
—" Lord Elgin and

lord Dalhousie—lord Canning, lord Herbert, sir George Cornewall Lewis, and
the duke of Newcastle—by some singular dispensation of Providence, have

been swept away in the full maturity of their faculties, and in the early

stages of middle life ; a body of men strong enough in themselves in all the

gifts of wisdom and knowledge, of experience and eloquence, to have
equipped a Cabinet for the service of the country."

A cloud oftroubles was already gathering for the new ministry ; but these

will be best related under the coming year. The reeoi-d of this may be closed

with the death of the Queen's uncle, the sage King of the Belgians, Leopold

I. (December 10th), and the commemoration of the 800th anniversary of

the dedication of Westminster Abbey in the last days of Edward the

Confessor (December 28tb).^

an expression which has become very famous—I am come among you unmuzzltJ." He was

returned third on the poll after two Conserv,-itive colleagues. Another memorable incident

of the election was the return of Mr. John Stuart Mill at the head of the poll for West-

minster.

* Ashley's " Life of Lord Palmerston," vol. ii. p. 273.—The biographer gives an ablir

summary of his career and character, with some striking tributes of other statesmen to his

great qualities.

t Sometimes inaccurately called the Third, counting the temporary resignation and

return in 1851.

X The scandal which caused this resignation need not be recorded here.

§ Early in next year Mr. Goschen joined the Cabinet as Chancellor of the Duchy of

Lancaster ; sir Charles Wood (removed to the Upper House as viscount Halifax) was

succeeded at the India Office by earl de Grey (afterwards marquis of Ripon), in whose place

lord Hartington became Secretary for War.

II
Speech at Glasgow, November 1st.

H See Dean Stanley's "Sermons on Special Occasions," p. 16.
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"We have now reached an eiioch marking a decisive turn from prosperity

to a long series of adverse events, both at homo and abroad ; and at the

same time a point of time too near our own for an historical treatment that

can be quite satisfactory. We want the perspectivie given by distance and

the information which awaits disclosure; while even the most impartial

discussion—a task most difficult in itself—is sure to offend one or other,

or both, of the parties to political strifes still recent and continuing in their

effects. It must therefore bo our humble aim to sketch an outline of facts,

leaving to our successors both their correction, and the lights and shades

which make a true historic picture.

A contemporary record * at the end of 1866 thus summed up the year :

—

" A gloom}', eventful, and ominous year closes to-day in England. A long

series of prosperous tranquillity has been interrujjted by political agitation,

by commercial disturbance, and by consciousness of the relative inefficiency

* The "Times .Summary," December 31st.

3S0
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of the national armaments, and of a proportionately declining or suspended

influence in the councils of the world." Even before the former year ended

the clouds were quickly rising,* and dark shades were thrown into the

speech, with which the Queen, for the first time since her bereavement,

o2)ened the new Parliament in person.f It referred with satisfaction to the

end of civil war in America, the settlement of a quarrel with Brazil, the con-

clusion of commercial treaties with Austria and Japan, and the withdrawal of

British troops from New Zealand. Among the few measures suggested, the

chief was Parliamentary Seform. The darker shades were, a local revolt of

negroes in Jamaica (in October), the alleged cruel suppression of which
had roused great excitement ; the outbreak and spread of a destructive

plague among our cattle ; and the existence of a serious treasonable con-

spiracy in Ireland.

The Jamaica question was examined by a special Commission sent out

to the island, whose report testified to the reality of the danger, and the

vigour and general good judgment with which it had been suppressed, but

also confirmed some of the worst accounts of cruel floggings and other

severities inflicted by a few British officers. But we have no call to dwell

on the details and the excitement they roused, or the attempt to make
governor Eyre and two of his subordinates criminally responsible.

The Cattle Plague was chiefly, if not entirely, imported from abroad,

where it had raged in 1857, and had been kept out of England by stringent

measures. It had now broken out in a dairy at Islington at midsummer
;

and its spread caused the appointment of a Eoyal Commission (October),

whose recommendations for " stamping out " the disease by the slaughter

of infected animals, and putting restrictions on the importation of cattle

and their movement from place to place, were carried out by Orders in

Council and Acts of Parliament passed from time to time as their renewal
has been unfortunately required.

J

The new trouble in Ireland sprang from a conspiracy which had a native

origin from the remains of the rising of 1848, but was brought to maturity

among the American Irish who had taken part in the civil war. The con-

spirators, who called themselves the Fenian Brotherhood, from the name
which is said to have belonged to the ancient militia of Ireland, were bound
by an oath to " obey the laws of the society F. B., and to free and regenerate

Ireland from the yoke of England." The society "was ingeniously arranged

on a system by which all authority converged towards one centre, and
those farthest away from the seat of direction knew proportionately less and
less about the nature of the plans. They had to obey instructions only,

and it was hoped that by this means weak or doubtful men would not have

* The Bank rate of discount, wliich had been as low as 3 per cent, in June, was 7 per

cent, at the end of the year, and was raised to 8 per cent, on January -Ith.

t Her Majesty's Srjenth Parliament, the Nineteenth of the United Kingdom, met on
February 1st, when Mr. Evelyn Denison was re-elected Speaker. On the 6th, the Queen
drove to the House only "in private stale," and sat on the throne while her Speech was
read by the Lord Chancellor.

t For the visitatiou of cholera this year, see chapter vi. p. 43.
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it in their power prematurely to reveal, to betray, or to thwart, the pur-

poses of their leaders." * The society had a complete organization in

America, their first Convention having been held at Chicago in November,

1863. After the end of the civil war, in 1865, their emissaries came over

to Liverpool and Ireland, where the Government, kept informed of their

l)lans by traitorous members and spies (the safeguards of society against

secret plots), made numerous arrests. The "head centre," James Stephens,

was seized in Dublin, but escaped from prison a few days later, doubtless

through the connivance of gaolers, and returned to America (November
11th and 24th). A special commission, which sat for two months at Dublin

for the trial of the prisoners under the " Treason-Felony jAct " of 1848,

brought the whole scheme to light through the evidence of informers

;

and out of forty-one tried, thirty-six were convicted and sentenced to

various terms of penal servitude (November 30th to February 2nd). But,

only a few days later (February 14th), the Lord-lieutenant was infoi-med

that the police knew of 500 Irish-American Fenians, who were ready to

take the command of an insurrection, besides hundreds of hireling members
;

and he demanded power to seize the leaders. On Saturday, February 1 7th,

a Bill for suspending the Habeas Corpus Act in Ireland was passed

through both Houses, which sat till past midnight on Sunday morn-

ing to receive the Roj'al Assent from Osborne. The instant arrest of

250 persons proved a great but temporary check to Fenianism in Ireland
;

and the raids which were soon organized against Canada were repressed by
the good faith of the American Government. It was a vital part of the

conspiracy to take advantage of the ill-feeling between England and the

United States, in the hope that a war between the two countries, which

was more than once imminent, would be the signal for invasions both

of Ireland and Canada. "We shall presently see the new acts of audacious

outrage which were perpetrated in England as well as Ireland.

The spring of this year witnessed the greatest financial catastrophe

which had befallen the commercial world since the great bank failures of

1825-6; and from the same chief cause, an inflation of speculation and

credit, the result of a long period of prosperity. An appalling series of

failures culminated in the stoppage of the great bill-broking house ofOverend,

Gurney, and Co., with the enormous liabilities of eleven millions sterling

(May 10th) ; and the crash of falling firms and run upon the banks made the

following day long memorable as the Black Fridaj' in the city. The Govern-

ment interposed by the suspension of the Bank Charter Act, a measure

which, as in 1857, at once restored confidence, with scarcely any actual use

of the power given to the Bank to issue extra notes, proving that the crisis

was in truth a. 2'anic, that is, an tmreal and unreasoning alarm. f But the real

effect of the previous inflation remained, in one of the longest and severest

periods of commercial depression upon record.

* McC-irlhy, " History of Our Own Times," vol. iv. p. 129. The whole chapter (liii.)

on the Fenians is especially valuable from the author's intimate knowledge of Ireland.

t See a valuable article on " Commercial Panics," in the " Companion to the Almanack "

foi 1867.
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Amidst these disasters, the Government were engaged in a political

struggle for life and death. Mr. Bright * had again opened the new year

with a vehement call to the new Government to boldness in assailing " the

fort of selfishness and monopoly" and " the walls of privilege" ; and his

support of their Eeform Bill marked the change from Palmerston to

Eussell and Gladstone. The fate of the measure, brought in by Mr. Glad-

stone on the 12th of March, renders now superfluous any full detail of its

proposals, or of the animated debates, in which the speeches of Mr. Lowe
against the scheme, and Mr. Bright in its defence, bore o£f the palm of

eloquence. " Much has happened since then " to make the present genera-

tion wonder at the figure of rhetoric by which a franchise of £7 in boroughs

and £14 in counties was foretold to bring an armed democracy within the

waUs of the constitution, like "the fatal engine " that betrayed Troy to its

fall. The Whig malcontents, who joined the Opposition, and on whom
Mr. Bright fastened the nickname of "the Cave" or " Adullamites," f

turned the scale against the Government. The second reading was carried,

amidst a scene of wild excitement, by the bare majority of 5 (318 to 313:

April 27th); and, after several close divisions, the decisive vote was taken

on the question of whether the £7 franchise should be reckoned on the clear

annual value, or, as was proposed by the amendment of the Whig lord

Dunkellin, on the rating, making the value considerably higher. The
defeat of Government by 315 to 304, though not fatal in itself, was accepted

as a confession that the new Palmerstonian Parliament had already

got beyond the control of his successors ; and they resigned next day

(June 19th).

The circumstances of their retirement bound them to special forbearance

with lord Derby's third attempt to carry on the Government without a

majority in the Commons ; especially as the Queen had not sent for lord

Derby till after an attempt to induce the late Government to reconsider

their decision to resign on a mere point of detail. The moderate Liberals,

to whom the crisis was really due, declined the overtures of lord Derby.

It was not till the 6th of July that the new Ministry was sworn in
; J and,

after the re-elections, little time was left for more than winding up the

necessary business of the Session, which closed on the 10th of August. The
dissatisfaction of the Radical party at the defeat and resignation of the

late Ministry was expressed in several Eeform meetings ; and the attempt

of the Government to prevent the holding of one of these in Hyde Park
resulted in a riot, in which the park palings were torn down (July 23rd).

* Speech at Rochdale, January 3rd.

+ With reference to I. Sam. xxii. 1, 2.

t See the Table of Administrations. The chief differences from lord Derby's former

Governments were these :

—

Lord Stanley for the first time toolc the seals of the Foreign

Office ; VISCOUNT Cranborne (afterwards marquis of Salisbury) was Secretary for India ;

the EARL OF Carnarvon Colonial Secretary ; and sir Stafford Northcote President

of the Board of Trade. In consequence of the resignations next year, on the question of
Reform (see p. 386), Mr. -Gathorne Hardy (afterwards viscount Cranbrook) became
Home Secretary, and SIR STAFFORD Northcote Secretary for India.
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Just at the time of the ministerial crisis in England, the question of

Austrian or Prussian supremacj' in Germany was docidecl by the short but

sharp conflict, which has been called tlio Seren Weclcs' War. Its deep-seated

causes belong to the history of Germany and Europe : its occasion was the

attempt of the German diet, under the leadership of Austria, to check

Prussia's appropriation of the spoil lately won from Denmark. Italy seized

the renewed opportunity for wresting the Venetian territorj' from Austria

by a league, offensive and defensive, with Prussia. The German states

which sided with Austria were defeated in a series of battles, the most

gallaut stand being that made by the Hanoverians at Langensalza (June

27lh). A masterly movement of the Prussian armies into Lohemia led to

their decisive victory over the Austrians in the battle oiKonifiijratz or Sadoxva

(July 3rd) ; and Austria, having already defeated Victor Emmanuel on tho

same field of Cks/oszo where his father was beaten in 18-18, avoided tho

humiliation of giving up Venetia to Italy by ceding it to the Emperor of

the French (July 5th). Attempting still to win the province by their own
arms, tho Italians advanced into Venetia, while their fleet sustained a

disastrous defeat at Lissa in the Adriatic (July :20th). Tho war, which had

begun in tho middle of June, was ended at the beginning of August, on

terms which were ratified by the Peace of Prague (August 23rd). The Ger-

man confederacy, as constituted by the treaties of Vienna, was dissolved,

and Austria ceased to be a German power. The states north of the Main
wore united into tho North German Confederation, a league both offensive and

defensive under the leadership of Prussia, which kingdom was aggrandized,

and her provinces hitherto severed were united into a great compact state, by

the annexation of Hanover, Hesse-Cassel, Nassau, and the city of Frankfurt,

besides tho duchies of Schloswig and Hohstoin, the possession of which gave

her an excellent naval station at Wilholmhafen, on the German Ocean, as

well as the fine harbour of Kiel on tho Baltic. The kingdom of Saxony

escaped annexation, but was obliged to put her army at the disposal of

Prussia. The treaty recognized the cession of the Venetian territory, which

had been presented to Italy by Louis Napoleon, who now began to make
demands on Prussia for comiiensations to redress the balance of power.

These overtures were met (in the following year) by the publication of the

secret treaties, concluded simultaneously with the Peace of Prague, by which

the South German States placed their armies at the disposal of Prussia in

case of invasion ; thus in effect uniting Germany into one imperial

power for the purpose of defence. The Emperor Napoleon, who had

anticipated the success of Austria, and waited to gain his own ends by

coming in as a mediator, now saw his cherished designs on tho Khine

much further removed than before, and never rested till the attempt to

assert his demands by force caused his destruction.*

A memorable event of this year was the first permanently succeuful

• Ilis attempt, in the following ye.nr, to obtain Luxemburg by s.ilc from the king of

HoU.ind, led to the conference of London, at which the great powers guaranteed the neutrality

of the duchy, from which the Prussian garrison retired (June, 1867).
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attempt* to lay an electric telegraph cable between Ireland and America,

made more signal by the achievement of picking up from the bed of the

Atlantic the cable broken the year before, and completing it ; so that there

were now two lines of instant communication between the old and new
worlds.

In the new Ministry Mr. Disraeli was the real head. His genius was
more than ever deferred to by lord Derby, always iadifTerent to office, and
now feeling the effects of age and frequent illness ; and the Prime Minister
consented (in his own phrase) to "dish the Whigs" by gratifying his

colleague's ambition to settle the question of reform. For the activity of a
new Eeform League and the great meetings held in London and through
the country proved that, whatever the indifference of the middle classes

who had the franchise, those excluded from it were now thoroughly resolved

to obtain their admission. The speech, with which the Queen opened
Parliament in person (February 5, 1867), commended the subject to its

attention in terms that virtually claimed forbearance for the peculiar position

of the Government in the attempt to pass " measures which, without unduly

dutxirling the balance of political power, shall freely extend the elective fran-

chise "
; but the condition was soon found to be incompatible with the desigu.

The speech touched on some grave matters to be noticed presently, and
evinced the desire of the Ministry to effect large measures of practical

improvement.

To reconcile the opinions of colleagues opposed to all reform with satisfac-

tion to the popular demand, and to carry with him a House in which his

opponents formed the majority, was a task hard enough for Mr. Disraeli's

versatile genius. To test the feeling of the House, he proposed, in an
eloquent constitutional speech, to proceed by way of resolutions (February
11th). But such were his difficulties in the Cabinet, that the subsequent
revelations of seceding members about the hurry with which they came to

some sort of agreement fixed on the plan laid before the House (February
25th) the nickname of the "Ten Minutes' Bill." It proposed a rating

franchise of £6 in boroughs and £20 in counties—that is, a higher standard
in both than the bill of last session—with various " fancy franchises," and
a large readjustment of seats. But the demand, on the one hand, for a
plain biU, instead of resolutions, and, on the other, for larger concessions to

the working classes, determined a majority of the Cabinet to introduce a
"real and satisfactory" Eeform Bill, based on the principle of Household
Suffrage, qualified by the payment of rates, in boroughs, and a £12 franchise
in counties. Mr. Disraeli described this as a " return to the original policy

of the Cabinet," that is, the policy prompted by his own daring genius. Its

root lay in his faith in the conservative spirit and loyalty to the traditions

of England in the heart of the masses of the nation ; and its application was
guided by the resolve to reach the bottom of the question—to place the
representation of the people on a firm foundation, instead of the uncertain

• A cable laid in 1858 had failed, after transmitting a few messages.
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test of a pound of rent more or less. That this -was good policy for the

party, as well as the couutry, was frankly avowed by lord Derby. * Twice

he had attempted to govern with a minority and had failed ; and now,

under the peculiar circumstances by which he was called to repeat the

experiment, he had " determined that he would take such a course as icould eon-

vert, if possible, an existing majority into a practical minority." His party

agreed to follow him in his " leap in the dark," to use his own expressive

phrase :—all but a few Abdiels of the party, as in the case of former con-

cessions to the spirit of the age. The example of Mr. Henley and Mr.

"Walpole in 18.58 was now followed by the three Secretaries for the Colonies,

Indif:, and War—lords Carnarvon and Cranborne, and general Peel

(March 2nd).

The bill, which Mr. Disraeli at length brought in on the 18th of March,

surrounded the rate-paying household franchise with a number of safe-

guards (" fancy franchises " among the rest), which were abandoned on its

passage through the House. The one principle avowed by Mr. Disraeli

was, " that we have no other wish at the present moment than, with the

co-operation of the House, to bring the question of Parliamentary Reform

to a settlement." The response of the House was given in the one great party

division just before Easter, when a series of amendments moved by Mr.

Gladstone were rejected by a majority of 21 for the Government in a House

of 599 members (April 11th). As amended by the Lords, f and completed

by the Scotch and Irish Eeform BiUs passed in the following year (1868),

J

the whole plan of representation was as follows :

—

I. In England and Wales.—[A) The Franchise was given to "every man of full

age, and not subject to legal incapacity," coining within the following classes, and duly

registered :

—

I. In Boroughs:—(1) Householders, having occupied in the same or different dwelling-

liouses within the borough for a year, and paid poors' rates up to a certain time. (2)

Lodgers, occupying for a year unfurnished apartments of ;JlO annual value, and upwards.

—

ir. In Counties :—{\.) Freeholders, Copyholders (or on tenure for any lives), and Leaseholders

lor a term of 60 years of the annual value of ;^5. (2) Tenants of lands or tenements, to the

.nnnual value of £12, on the same conditions as in boroughs.—in. In ph^ces returning 3

iTiembers, no elector can vote for more than 2, and, in the City of London (which returns 4),

for 3 only. This step towards the representations of minorities was one of the Lords'

Amendments.

B. Redistribution of Seats.— i. Seats taken away: (1) Four boroughs disfran-

chised for corruption ; 7 seats. (2) Seven boroughs, of less than 5,000 inhabitants ; 10 seals.

(3) All other borou:;hs, of less than 10,000, and heretofore returning 2 members, lost 1

member each; 35 seats, making a total deduction of 52 seats.

—

ii. Seats added : I. Boroughs:

(1) Increased from 2 members to 3; Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham, and Leeds; 4

seats. (2) Increased from 1 member to 2 ; Merthyr Tydfil and Salford ; 2 seats. (3) Two

new metropolitan boroughs, with 2 members each : Hackney (separated from the Tower

Hamlets), and Chelsea (with Kensington); 4 seats. (4) Nine new boroughs, with one

member each ; 9 seats. Total of new seats, 19 ; nett decrease in boroughs, 33 seats.

—

II. Counties: Seats added, €nK?i'j by subdivision ; 25 seats.—III. The University ofLondon,

1 seat. The balance of 7 lost seats (33— 2b) was transferred to Scotland, leaving England

and Wales 493 members instead of 500.

* Speech on the second reading of the Bill in the House of Lords.

+ 30 and 31 Vict. c. 102 ; August 15, 1S57. % 31 and 32 Vict. cc. 48, 49.
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II. Scotland.—A. Franchises as in England.

B. Distribution of Seats.—\. Boroughs:—Glasgow increased from 2 to 3 j Dundee
from 1 to 2 ; a new group of border boroughs, 1 : total new seats, 3.— ii. Counties :—3 new
seats added by division, and 1 deducted by union : nett increase, 2 seats.—III. Universities

:

—
Edinburgh and St. Andrew's, 1 seat; Glasgow and Aberdeen, 1 seat; 2. Thus Scotland

had 60 members instead of 53.

III. Ireland.—In Boroughs, the Occupation Franchise was reduced from ;f8 to £i,
with the same Lodger Franchise as in England.—No change was made in the distribution

of seats.

The annexed table shows the comparative state of the representation at the three

elections ; of 1831 (before the First Reform Acts, of 1832), of 1865 (the last under those Acts),

and of 1868 (after the Second Reform Acts) :—

English Seats ...,..,.,..

f'Vs. .*

—

for Counties ....i
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On the 4th of Ajsril, Mr. Disraeli introduced a modest Budget, which

showed a prosperous state of the public finances, notwithstanding the late

commercial panic. The only change he proposed was to reduce and make
uniform the Duty on Marine Insurances, applying the surplus to the reduc-

tion of the debt on the plan propounded the year before by Mr. Gladstone.

The occupation of Parliament with the Reform Bill did not prevent a large

amount of useful legislation. The great scheme for uniting the colonies of

British North America in the Dominion of Canada, with a Parliament, under

a viceroy, was carried into effect,* and has since been extended from the

Atlantic to the Pacific. The Act for the Revision of the Statute Law, as the

result of the labours of a commission, repealed no less than 1,410 obsolete

Acts. The Eailway Act (c. 127) facilitated the settlement of the embarrass-

ments in which several important railways were involved through the late

commercial crisis. The relations between capital and labour were brought

into discussion by the increasing action of trades unions and strikes.

Besides a general commission appointed the year before, a special enquiry

revealed a system of appalling outrages perpetrated at Sheffield to enforce

obedience to the orders of the union, from "rattening"—that is, violent

measures of preventing men from working—to organized murder. An Act

was passed to enable Masters and Workmen to establish Councils of Concilia-

tion to adjust differences about labour and wages (c. 10.5). Another

amended the law of Master and Servant (c. 141). "Women and young

persons were further protected from oppressive hours of labour both in

factories (c. 103) and in workshops (c. 146), and regulations were prescribed

to abate the demoralizing abuses of agricultural gangs (c. 130). We have

already had occasion to notice the substitution of one simple oath (or

affirmation) of loyalty for the official oaths formerly required. f Parliament

was prorogued on August 21st.

At the same ceremony a year before, the new Ministry had caused the

Queen to congratulate the Houses on the extinction of Fenianism, and they

had opened this year's session with a prospect of being able to restore the

Habeas Corpus Act in Ireland, when the illusion was dispelled by a daring

attempt to seize Chester Castle, fortunately disclosed in good time by an

accomplice (February 11th). On the same and following days arrests were

made in Dublin of some scores of Fenians who had crossed over from

Liverpool, having landed from America ; a series of open risings broke out

in Ireland
;

police barracks were attacked, depots of arms seized or

attempted ; and the proclamation of an Irish republic was sent to the leading

papers for publication. The firmness of the Government, and the convic-

tion of numerous prisoners by special commissions, seemed to have nearly

crushed the conspiracy, when an open attack was made in broad day on a

police van at Manchester, to rescue two Fenian prisoners, and the assailants

* 30 Vict. c. 3.—The first viceroy, lord Monck, was sworn in at Ottawa, on July 2nd.

The subsequent viceroys have been sir John Young (1868), lord Dufferin (1872), and the

marquis of Lome (1878).

t See chap. iii. p. 24.
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shot the constahlfl, Brett, who refused to give up the keys (September 18th).

Five of the munierers -were condemned to death, besides lesser sentences on

several accom|)lices ; and the memory of the three who were executed has

since been celebrated in Ireland as that of martyrs ! But this outrage was
presently surpassed in Loadon itself. The reprieved " captain " Burke was
confined in the Clerkeuwell House of Detention, the high wall of whicli

formed one side of a street, lined on the other side by houses thickly

inhabited. A cask of gunpowder was fired in this street to blow down the

wall dividing it from the 3-ard whem two leading Fenian prisoners were

supjjosed to be exercising at the time ; though, in fact, the detection of signs

of communication from without had caused them to be kept to their cells.

The explosion wrecked a great number of the houses, killing near a score

of victims, and wounding 120 more, besides lifelong effects from fright

(DecemVicr 13th). For this wanton massacre several persons were tried,

but only one, Michael Barrett, was convicted ; and his death is memorable

as the last public execution at the Old Bailey, or elsewhere in the kingdom *

(May 26, 1868).

On November 19th Parliament was called together to make provision

for a hostile expedition to Abyssinia, to rescue certain " helpless captives."

That highland region, containing the eastern sources of the Nile, and inte-

resting as an ancient seat of Christianity, was divided into four independent

provinces, which the young king of Amhara, Theodore, aspired to unite

under himself as iV(!(7MS, or " king of kings" (February, 1855). A treaty

had been made with his father, and a British consulate established at Mas-
sowah, on the Eed Sea (1849). After hostilities and acts of cruelty against

his neighbours, Theodore sent through consul Cameron a letter to the

Queen, desiring an alliance against Turkey, doubtless with a view to an
attack on Egypt (IS '3). TF/^y earl Eussell, then Foreign Secretary,

decided that this letter should not even be answered, was never satisfac-

torily exjjlained ; but (not to dwell on details), jjartly on this and other

grounds of offence, and partly in. wanton tyranny, Theodore seized the

consul and other British subjects, and sent them in chains to his hill-

fortress of Magdala (1864). After fruitless negociations, complicated by
letters and summonses despatched to Theodore, but never received by him,
it was decided to send a force from India, which landed in Abyssinia in

October, followed by their general, sir Robert Napier (January, 1868),

whose skilful conduct of the campaign, in a most difficult country, was none
the less praiseworthy from the remarkable fact, that not one British soldier

fell in battle. A decisive victory on Good Friday (April 11th) was followed

by the storm of Magdala three days later, when Theodore shot himself in

despair. The fortress was burnt, and our troops retired, bringing away
Theodore's young son, who was sent to India tor education, and afterwards

died in England. The commander was created lord Napier of Magdala, and

* The execution happened to take place on the day before that on which the royal assent

was given to the Act " to provide for the carrying out of Capital Punishment within Prisons"
lal Vict. c. ?4).
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the rescued captives were compensated for their sufferings. A civil war

between the Abyssinian chiefs ended in the supremacy of Kassa, king of

Tigro, who was crowned at Asum as the Negus John II.

The cost of the war, which ultimately reached about 11 millions, was at

first estimated at only 2 millions, to be provided for by adding \d. in the

pound to the Income Tax. The proposal that the Indian revenue should

boar the charge of the Indian troops employed, was carried against the

strong protest of a small minority. The session was suspended for Christ-

mas on December 7th.

The session was resumed (February 13, 1868), amidst the shock of the

events which recalled sir Ecbert Peel's words in assuming office—"Ireland

is the great difficulty"—which sir Eobert's former follower was soon to

convert into a fatal sentence on his most strenuous opponent. The first

necessary measure was to continue the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act

in Ireland. The nest was to complete the measure of Parliamentary

Eeform, before the new elections under it, not only by the bills for Scot-

land and Ireland,* and the settlement of certain points of detail
; f but also

by a very important measure for checking corruption and securing a more

impartial decision on election petitions, by transferring the trial of them from

select committees of the House, to judges of the realm, selected from the

bench as the occasion required, and confined for the time to this one function.

Though opposed by Chief Justice Cockburn in the name of the judges, it

was carried through both Houses, and has been found to work excellently

well (c. 125).

Attention was drawn for a time from the beginning of these measures

to a change which made a strong appeal to men's feelings and imagination.

Lord Derby was seriously ill; and on his recovery he placed his resignation

in the hands of her Majestj', who commissioned Mr. Disraeli to form a new
Government. The feeling which doubtless governed this choice was in

perfect sy-mpathy with that of the people, irrespective of party, at seeing

the real leader and reorganizer of his party achieve the life-long purpose

which, in his latest work, he put into the mouth of the boy Endymion.

Mr. Disraeli became First Lord of the Treasury on the 29th of February,

handing over the somewhat uncongenial duties of the Exchequer to Mr.

Ward Hunt, a country gentleman of sound good sense. The only con-

siderable change in the Cabinet was the substitution of the Attorney-

general, sir Hugh Cairns (now created lord Cairns), a representative of

Ulster Protestantism, for lord Chelmsford, in the office of Lord High

Chancellor. The motive of this change was stated to be, to obtain a higher

debating power in the House of Lords, where Mr. Disraeli had to entrust

the leadership to the earl of Malmesbury (Lord Privy Seal).

One effect of Mr. Disraeli's new position was to put him openly in the

* See above, p. 38G.

+ Namely, a Boundary Act (31 and 32 Vict. c. 40), a Registration Act, to suit the cir-

cumstances of the coming election (c. 58), and an Act for regulating the use of voting papers

at University elections (c. 65).
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forefront of the party tattle, face to face with the antagonist who waited

the opportunity for a decisive trial of strength before the general election
;

and the ground of conflict was already prepared by the cogency of events

which had marked out Ireland as its arena. Her unhappy state called for

measures more statesmanlike than mere coercion, and the leaders of

different parties were pressing their various remedies. Now that all

political and religious disabilities were removed, and all public burdens

equalized (except, indeed, that Ireland bore the lighter share), the questions

at issue were grouped under the three heads, which Mr. Gladstone afterwards

called the three branches of the upas-tree that overshadowed Ireland, the

land, the Church, and cdxccaiion, to which must be added the remedy sought

in emigration. As to the first, Mr. Bright, whose deep feeling for Ireland

is one chief honour of his life, had propounded to a meeting at Manchester

the scheme of peasant proprietorship, which he has always consistently

advocated (February 4th). As to the second, lord Eussell declared in favour

of the plan advocated alike by Pitt and his followers and by the Whigs,

the endowment both of the Eoman Catholic and Presbyterian Churches in

Ireland, which he now coupled with the reduction of the Protestant

Episcopal Church to one-eighth of its revenues.* But the policy which

Pitt might easily have carried out as an essential part of the Union, if the

king's conscience had not forbidden, was now opposed by the threefold

forces—of Protestants, who abhorred the endowment of Romanism, Dis-

senters, among whom the " voluntary principle " had now become almost

an article of religious faith, and Radicals, who regarded the supremacy of

a Church alien to the religion of the majority, and its support by what

they held to be national property, as the greatest practical grievance of

Ireland. It was the policy of the Government to pursue a gradual and

tentative course : that of the Opposition was, to "force their hand " in view

of the coming elections.

The decisive contest was brought on by Mr. Maguire's motion, " that the

House resolve itself into a Committee, to take the condition of Ireland into

immediate consideration" (March 10th). This drew from lord Mayo
(Secretary for Ireland) an announcement of the policy of the Government

on the three great branches of the question. As to the land, a Commission

was to be appointed to enquire into the whole relations between landlord

and tenant ; and meanwhile a bill would be introduced to give tenants com-

pensation for their improvements, and another to make the Irish railways

more efficient. The question of higher education was to be solved without

interference with the College and University of Dublin or the Queen's

Colleges and University—by granting a charter to a new Eoman Catholic

University, with a moderate endowment for the building and necessary

expenses. With regard to the Church, no immediate action was proposed,

as it was not thought desirable to legislate till the result of the enquiry now

going on should be known ; f but the key-note of resistance to disestablish-

ment was clearly sounded by lord Mayo.

• Letter to Mr. Chichester Fortescue, Febriuiy 17th.

+ In the session of 1S67 earl Russell's motion for a Royal Commission wiih a view to
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After the interval afforded by two adjournments, Mr. Gladstone came
forward with the new policy, which was to heal all the woes of Ireland, and
meanwhile to be the watchword of the appeal of the reunited Liberal partv

to the people. The hour, which he had thought immeasurably distant threo

years before, was now struck by the opportunity of uniting all the various

opponents of concurrent endowment, or (as it was called) " levelling up,"

mild as was the measure of it now proposed by the Government. In a

great speech, dealing with education, the land laws, and the Church, ho

declared that appeals to Irisb loj'alty were meeting words, unless sustained

by a corresponding substance. "That substance can be supplied only bv
the unreserved devotion of our efforts noir, in this, perhaps the last, stage oj

the Irish crisis, to remove the scandal and the mischief which have so lonjr

weakened and afflicted the empire " :—and the head and front of that

scandal and mischief he now proclaimed to be the Irish Church establish-

ment.

To the wider range of questions discussed by Mr. Gladstone, Mr.
Disraeli replied, that the Government had declared its intention to deal with

every one of them when the proper time came. He protested against treat-

ing their modest educational measure as a new Eoman Catholic endowment.
But these subjects were now thrown into the shade by Mr. Gladstone's new
position, against which Mr. Disraeli took his stand on the broad principle of

religious establishments. Having protested against any settlement of the

question without an appeal to the enlarged constituencies, the Minister

concluded:—" No one pretends that the material effect of endowments is

not advantageous to Ireland, and there is no doubt that their abolition

would be injurious. It would deprive a country which complains of an absentee

proprietary of many residents who are men of character, with some affluence,

and whose social action is admitted to be beneficial. It strikes me as a

general principle, that ottr missioti in Ireland should be to create, not to destroy.

If the Church in Ireland is violently abolished, I should say you would add

immensely to the elements of discord, violence, and confiscation."

This preliminary debate was ended on March IGth, and on that day

week Mr. Gladstone, now assured of the support of the Liberal party in the

House and country, gave notice of his three famous resolutions for the

disestablishment and disendowment of the Irish Church. (1) The first

iiffirmed the principle, qualified by due regard to all personal interests, and

rights of property. (2) The second proposed to suspend the creation of any

new personal interests, and so forth, pending the decision of Parliament.

(3) The third provided against a constitutional obstacle, by an Address

praying her Majesty to place her interest in the temporalities of the Irish

Church at the disposal of Parliament. The Government replied by an

amendment in lord Stanley's name, "That this House, while admitting that

carry out the old and famous " appropriation " principle was thrown out in favour of one

praying simply for a Commission, which was issued (N'cvember 5th) " to enquire into and

report upon the Irish Church, its revenues and incumbrances, as well as their management,

;idminislration, and distribution."
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considerable modifications in the temporalities of the United Church in

Ireland may, after pending enquiry, appear to be expedient, is of opinion

that any proposition tending to the disestablishment or diseadowment of

that Church ought to be reserved for the decision of the new Parliament."

The great debate, which occupied four nights, was wound uj) by Mr
Disraeli's speech in the defiant tone of inevitable defeat; and his position

was not improved by the announcement of a confederacy between Romanists,

Eitualists, and Dissenters against the Church and the Crown itself. The
division, taken in the dawn of April 4th, showed the decisive majority of 61

against Ministers in a House of 006 members
; and Parliament adjourned

for Easter.

As this division was taken only on the preliminary question of going

i'lto Committee, it was not /ormn/Zy decisive ; and before the final struggle

Mr. Ward Hunt brought in his Budget, which gave a curious example of

the frequent change of fortune with a change of Government (April 23rd).

The revenue, so lately advancing " by leaps and bounds," showed a deficiency

of £370,000 on the past jear; and the new estimates, of £71,350,000 revenue

against an expenditure of £70,428,000, were independent of the Abyssinian

war. To meet the demand of 3 millions over and above the 2 already voted,

the Income Tax was raised to 6(/. in the pound, its produce being anticipated

by borrowing £1,000,000 on Exchequer Bills. Another three nights' debate

in Committee ended in the carrying of Mr. Gladstone's first resolution by

nearly the same numbers as before (330 to 265) in the early morning of

Friday, May 1st ; upon which Mr. Disraeli moved an adjournment to give

Ministers time to consider their new relation to the House. On the follow-

ing Monday he announced that, having tendered his resignation rather

than ask for an immediate dissolution, her Majesty had declined to accept

it at present, but had left the time of appealing to the new constituencies

to him. It remained, therefore, to wind up the business of the session,

while Mr. Gladstone gave effect to the first stage of his work :—a curious

relation between the Ministry and the Opposition. The second and third

resolutions having been carried without a division, as well as a fourth,

affirming the fair consequence, that the grant to Maynooth College and the

Itegium Donum to poor Nonconformist ministers ought to be discontinued,

Mr. Gladstone brought in a bill suspending the exercise of patronage in

the Irish Church for a limited time. Its second reading was carried by 312

against 258 (May 22nd) ; but the Lords threw it out, after a two nights'

debate, by 192 to 97 ; one of its strongest ojjponents being earl Grey.

This eventful session was closed on July 31st; but, to give time for the

new registrations, and for other reasons of convenience, the dissolution was
not proclaimed till November 11th, the writs being made returnable on the

10th of December. The most striking incident of the new elections was the

campaign of Mr. Gladstone in South-west Lancashire, where his marvellous

energy and eloquence failed to avert his defeat by 260 votes ; but mean-
while the electors of Greenwich had spontaneously returned him at the head

of the poll. It was at this juncture that he put forth ''A Chapter of

Autobiography," in answer to the contrasts drawn between his present
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position and his argument for establishments in his early work on " The
State in its Eolations to the Church," which was best known by the

criticism of Macaulay in the "Edinburgh Eeview." In North Lancashire

also the popularity of the Cavendishes failed to avert lord Hartington's

defeat by 1,500 votes ; and the whole verdict of that gr-eat manufacturing

county, as well as that of Durham, was signally against the new Liberal policy.

In Westminster, Mr. John Stuart Mill, whose success had been a striking

incident of the last election, was rejected for Mr. William Henry Smith,

then only known as a man of business. The English counties sided with

the Government by above 2 to 1 ; but that proportion was more than

reversed in the far more numerous boroughs, where the Dissenters and

newly enfranchised voters declared decisively for Mr. Gladstone. The feel-

ing of Scotland was evinced by the return of not a single Conservative for

a borough, and only seven for the counties, where the loss of Midlothian

to the Buccleugh interest set a precedent repeated more signally in 1880.

The Irish returns gave just 2 to 1 in favour of the Liberals. On the last

da}' of November, the almost complete returns gave an estimated majority

of 120 for the policy of Mr. Gladstone and the Liberal party. In face of

this result, to give his successors time to prepare their measures for the

usual time of the session, Mr. Disraeli set the new precedent of resigning

without waiting for the decision of Parliament (December 2nd) ; and Me.

Gladstone's Fird Ministry was sworn in on that day week.* Mr. Bright's

entrance into the Cabinet, as President of the Board of Trade, not only re-

cognized the principle that responsibility should be associated with power, but

gave a pledge of what would be done for the land question in Ireland. Mr.

Gladstone had work enough before him without the duties of the Exchequer,

which he entrusted to Mr. Lowe. The new Parliament—the Eighth of

Victoria, and Twentieth of the United Kingdom, met on the 9th of December ;

re-elected Mr. Denison Speaker ; and, after the swearing-in of Members
and allowing time for the re-elections of the Ministers, adjourned on what

happened to be Mr. Gladstone's 59th birthday (December 29th), till the

formal opening of the session on the 16th of February.

Two parting words remain for the record of this eventful year. A
summer of unprecedented heat and duration verified by its wonderful

harvest the saying, that " drought never bred dearth in England,'' and

renewed the lesson we seem still so unable to learn, of storing water in our

seasons of superfluous rain. One ofthe foremost—in some resjDects the very

foremost—of the great men of the age departed from the scene of his marvel-

lous energy at the age of 90. Henry, lord BEoroEAM and Vaus, was found

dead in his bed after a day of quiet exercise in his garden at Cannes (May 7th).

We have not space to recount his life or discuss his character ; and perhaps

a fitter season for the task will come, when a new generation, calmly

reviewing the history of our time, shall pronounce on him the verdict with

which Bolingbroke put to shame the detractors of Marlborough, "He teas a

Geeat Man; and we have forgotten all his faults."

* See the List of Administrations.

\
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

Mr. Gladstone's First Administration (end of 18C8 to the beginning of 1874)

—

Difficulties of Contemporary History : the special case of Ireland—Parliament

(1869)—Disestablishment and Disendowment of the Irish Church—Application of the

Surplus—Other Acts—Mr. Lowe's First Budget—Death of Lord Derby—Opening of

the Suez Canal—The Hudson's Bay Territory—(1870) New Year's Day at Paris—

Parliament— Irish Land Act—National Education—School Boards and Board Schools

—The Budget—Army Reorganization—The Franco-German War—Treaties guaran-

teeing Belgium—Difficulties of Neutrality : English Sympathies—The New German

Empire—The Black Sea Conference—Parliament (1871)—Abolition of Purchase by

Royal Warrant—A Budgetyfaj-fo; the Match Tax, etc.—Local Government Board

—

Religious Tests in Universities abolished—Bank Holiday Act—Illness and Recovery

of the Prince of Wales—A new confirmation of Loyalty—Parliament (1872)—New
Speaker, Mr. Brand—Ballot Act—The Budget—Strikes and Trades Unions—.\

wet season and high prices—Settlement of the Alabama Claims and the San Juan
arbitration—Parliament (1873)—Defeat of Mr. Gladstone's Irish University Bill—Re-

signation and Return of the Ministry—Abolition of Tests in the University of Dublin

—

The Judicature Act : Supreme Court : Court of Appeal : New Law Courts—Mr.

Lowe's Last Budget : Income Tax at 3</.—Result of Five Years' Financial Administra-

tion—Ministerial Changes : Mr. Gladstone Chancellor of the Exchequer—Reaction

against Government—Mr. Disraeli's " jiath Letter"—Stroud Election—Sudden
Dissolution of Parliament (1874)—Addresses of Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Disraeli

—

New Elections—Resignation of the Government

—

Mr. Disraeli's Second Ad-
ministration—Ashantee War—Marriage of the Duke of Edinburgh—Census.

"We now feel ourselves coming closer and closer to the point at which the

difficulties of contemporary history become almost insurmountable. The
exact line may be hard to define clearly ; but in the case of Ikel.vxd, and

her relations to the United Kingdom, of which she forms a part so

inseparable as to make it inconceivable that the body politic can bo moved

by any pain or shame to submit to her amputation, we teel an overpowering

consciousness that we have reached the point whence her history must bo

developed before its real significance can be estimated; and our present duty

is simply to record the facts as they occurred.

The resumed session was formally opened by commission on the 16th of

February, and, on the 1st of March, Mr. Gladstone rose in a crowded House
to bring in a Bill "to put an end to the Establishment of the Church in

Ireland, and to make provision in respect of the temporalities thereof, in

respect and of the Eoyal College of Maynooth." * Starting from the declared

• This is the title of the Act passed on the 26th of July (32 and 33 Vict. c. 42).

395
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w ill of tlie country to have the question dealt with promi^tly, lie announced

tlie determination of the Cabinet to settle it also thoroughly, by putting an

eud to the whole system of iniblie ecclesiastical endowments in Ireland.

Never did Mr. Gladstone show a more perfect command of the complicated

details, to recite which is needless here. The great outline of the plan was

this. From the 1st of January, 1871, the Irish Church, preserving of

course its episcopal constitution, was to become a self-governed body, free

to make its own rules of doctrine and ritual, discipline and patronage. The
bishops would retain their titles and rank of courtesy, like those of the

Roman Church in Ireland, but they would no longer sit in the House of

Lords. The disestablished Church was to retain its ecclesiastical buildings

and burial-grounds ; but all its other property was to be vested in three

commissioners appointed by the crown for ten years ; to be applied, first, to

the satisfaction of all existing life-interests, including those connected with

Maynooth and the Eegium Donum, or, to use the exact language of the

Act, " satisfying, so far as possible, upon principles of equity as between the

several religious denominations in Ireland, all just and equitable claims."

These objects, speaking roughly, would absorb just half the estimated

property of the Church ;
* and the use of the other moiety was (in the final

shape of the Act) left so far open, that it was simj^ly declared " expedient"

that the ultimate trust of surplus of Irish Church property should be
" appropriated mainly to the relief of unavoidable calamity and suffering,

in such manner as Parliament shall hereafter direct." f A debate of four

nights on the second reading ended in the majority of 118 (368 to 250) for

the measure in a House of 623 members (March 23rd) ; and the Lords con-

firmed the decision by 179 to 146, after the most unusual event of a four

nights' debate (June 18th).

Among other important measures of this session were Acts for the

reorganization of Endowed Schools (c. 56) ; for abolishing Imprisonment

for Debt, except as a means of enforcing the judgments of County Courts

(c. 62); a new Bankruptcy Act (c. 71); an amendment of the Law of

Evidence, removing the disqualification of witnesses who avowed religious

disbelief (c. 68) ; and one for the furtherance of a measure begun in the pre-

ceding session for the acquisition and working by tlio Post Office of all the

electric telegraphs of the kingdom. Mr. Lowe's first Budget (April 8th),

exhibiting a prosperous revenue with an expenditure reduced by large

* The property was valued at 16 millions ; of which the life-interests of incumbents would

amount to ;^4, 900,000 ; compensation to curates, ;J'800,000 ; other compensations,

;f9u0,000 ; Maynooth, ;f 1,100,000, valuing the annual Parliamentary grant at 14 years'

purchase, like the clerical incumbencies ; the college retaining its buildings. These calcula-

tions, however, were greatly affected by amendments during the passage of the Bill, especially

in the House of Lords.

+ The last great example of such application (last in time, and final as estimated to absorb

what remained of the surplus) was in aid of the settlement of arrears of rent in Ireland, under

the Arrears' Act of 1882 (15 and 46 Vict. c. 47). The application of ;£!, 000,000 from the

lund to middle-class education in Ireland was authorized by the Act of 1878 " (o promote

Intermediate Education in Ireland " (41 and 42 Vict. c. CC).
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savings, chiefly in the army and navy, was remarkable for the new scheme
of collecting the Income Tax and House Duty of the financial year (April

1st to March Slst) in a single payment, due on the 1st of January, instead

of two half-yearly payments in April and October ; and the first payment
was arranged in such a way as to throw five quarters into the current year,

in other words, to mulct tlie tax-payer by an increase of 25 per cent. At the

same time the Assessed Taxes were to be converted (from April 1, 1870)

into excise licences, payable at the beginning of each year, making a great

saving in the cost of collection. These changes were estimated to produce

an increased revenue of £3,350,000, restoring the large surplus, which was
all but absorbed by the cost of the Abyssinian war, to £3,382,000. With
this Mr. Lowe proposed to take Id. off the Income Tax (making it 5d. in the

pound) ; to remove the Is. duty which sir Eobert Peel had left on corn, and
which—intended as it was to be merely nominal—now produced not much less

tban a million sterling ; to abolish the duty on fire insurance ; and to readjust

the Assessed Taxes, with considerable reductions. The remission of 3 millions

of taxation smoothed the passage of a scheme, which was felt to be more
ingenious than convenient or equitable to the payers of the Property Tax
and House Duty. Parliament was prorogued on the 11th of August ; and
on the 23rd of October the fourteenth Earl of Derby died at Knowsley at

the age of 71. The close of the year was signalized by the opening of the

Suez Canal (November 17th) from the Mediterranean to the Eed Sea, a great

work due to the perseverance and energy of M. de Lesseps, and destined to

bring its greatest advantage to the British people, who had at first looked

on it with suspicion, as a channel for their commerce and a chief element

in the security of our Indian Empire. The Dominion of Canada received a
most important accession by the purchase of the rights of the Hudson's Bay
Company over its vast territory. The resistance of the settlers on the Red
Eiver was put down by the skill and moderation of colonel (afterwards

lord) Wolseley (1870); and the region, known henceforth by its Indian

name of Mamtoba, became a most promising field of colonization.

The French Emperor's new year's reception (1870) offered a contrast with
the famous one eleven years before, which was destined to be a signal

example of the irony of history. Concord with all Foreign Powers and the
" crowning of the edifice " by adding liberty to order, formed the bright

picture which was so soon to vanish in blood and ruin.

Meanwhile the session of Parliament, which opened on February 8th,

was signalized by two great measures ; but subsequent events have rendered
the one of these on Irish Land, which Mr. Gladstone introduced in one of

his ablest speeches (February 15th), almost as obsolete as his fond hope,

that it would tend " to unite Ireland to England and Scotland by the ties

of free will and free affection." Its main objects were to secure to tenants

the value of their improvements ; to legalize the Ulster custom of tenant-

right and similar customs in other parts of Ireland ; to aid improvements

by Government loans to landlords and tenants ; and, by means of the

" Bright clauses " (as they were called from their author), to facilitate the
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creation of a peasant proprietary. It would now be useless to describe or

discuss tbe details of the measure apart from the Land Act of 1881.

An equal absence of party feeling was shown in the settlement of the

great question of National Education by the Bill which Mr. "W. E. Forster

conducted through the House of Commons with consummate tact and temper,

lie declared its object to be a "primary popular education, affecting the

moral as well as the intellectual training of a vast proportion of the

population of this country " ; but he added a limit—which afterwards

became important—that ''the middle class should not step into its pro-

visions, pleading the precedent of America." Rejecting the extreme

proposal to supersede the existing voluntary schools by a compulsory system

of purely secular education, and preserving the liberty to teach the elements

of religion, free from all special creeds and formularies, and with a
" conscience clause " for exempting the children of dissentients,—he referred

all else to School Boards, elected triennially by the rate-payers by ballot, with

jjower to levy an education-rate for the building and support of Board

Schools, and to enforce the attendance of children whose education is not

otherwise provided for. The experience of twelve years has attested, not

also the good-working of the system, but its harmonious co-operation with

the Voluntary Schools.*

Mr. Lowe's second Budget (April 11th) showed on the last year the

marvellous surplus over ordinary revenue and expenditure of £7,869,000,

out of which £4,300,000 had been applied to the Abyssinian war, and
£1,134,000 to the extinction of floating debt; while £7,000,000 consols had
been created to pay for the telegraphs, and, on the other hand, £7,884,000

of debt had been paid off by the operation of the Sinking Fund and
Terminable Annuities. The estimated surplus for 1870-1 was £4,337,000,

which Mr. Lowe proposed to divide between direct and indirect burdens

by taking another \d. off the Income Tax (making it 'id.), and reducing the

sugar duties one-half, besides some lesser remissions. The very wise

substitution of a licence of £1, to be taken out by every person carrying a

guD, for the existing game certificates, would bring in a small gain.

Mr. Cardwell, Secretary for War, carried an Act for the reorganization

of the army on a system of short service, with a further period of enrolment

in the Eeserve (33 and 34 Vict. c. 67).

Amidst this useful legislation, the country was startled by the sudden
outbreak of the long-foreseen struggle between France and Prussia,

—

or rather, as it proved from the moment it began, between the French
empire and united Germany,—at the time when it had been least

expected, and from a cause so remote as hardly to give a pretext. The
fatal story of the war begun by the Emperor of the French on the 15th of

July forms no part of English history.

The British Government f took up the attitude of strict neutrality ; and
the House of Commons voted two millions of money for an addition of

• The Act is the 33 and 34 Vict, c 75. A similar Act was passed for Scotland in 1S72.

+ Just at this crisis the duties of the Foreign Secretaryship devolved on earl Granville, by
the death of lord Clarendon, at the age of 70 (June 27th},
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^0,000 men to tte army and navy by -way of precaution. Our concern for

the safety of Belgium was inflamed by prince Bismarck's adroit publication

of the draft of a secret treaty, proposed to him the year before by the French

ambassador, offering to guarantee the gains of Prussia in the late war and

to aid her in efiecting the union of Germany, in return for which Prussia

was to facilitate or even support the acquisition of Luxemburg and Belgium

by France. Upon this our Government concluded two separate treaties

with Prussia and France, engaging that, if either belligerent violated the

neutrality of Belgium, Great Britain would unite with the other in its

defence, but without taking any part in the general operations of the war

(August 9th and 11th).

The prorogation of Parliament was followed in quick succession by
the news of the tremendous battles around Metz (August 16th- 18th), the

catastrophe of Sedan, the captivity of Napoleon III., and the fall of the

second empire (September 4th). As the prospect darkened for France, the

feelings which were at first all against her as the aggressor, andia sympathy

with the cause of German unity, became more and more divided, through

compassion for her disasters, indignation at the severity with which the

Germans enforced the harsh usages of war, and distrust of Prussian

ambition. Lord Granville had to exercise firmness in repelling the demand
of count Bernstorfl for a " benevolent" neutrality by prohibiting the export

of arms, ammunition, and coal to France (Sept. 15th). But all such dangers

were happily avoided, and the only share taken by England in the terrible

drama was by contributing to alleviate the sufierings of the sick and wounded,

and relieving the distress resulting from the siege of Paris. It belongs to the

history of Europe to record the terms on which preliminaries of peace were

signed at Versailles (March 1, 1871), after Paris had surrendered, and Wil-
liam I. had been proclaimed Emperor of United Germany in the great hall

of Louis XIV., amidst the pictures of Napoleon's victories (January 18th).*

But one result touched our own policy. The "benevolent neutrality" of

Eussia was rewarded by Prince Bismarck's support to her denunciation

of the Black Sea clauses of the Peace of Paris (January 1st). A conference

held in London abrogated the neutralization of the sea, but declared by a

special protocol, that no nation should liberate itself from the obligations

of a treaty without the consent of its co-signatories : a pledge soon proved to

be worthless.

Another result of the war was the lesson, so often needed and forgotten,

to look to the state of our defences ; and among the measures suggested to

Parliament by the Eoyal Message (February 9th), was one to regulate the

army and auxiliary land forces by a change " from a less to a more effective

and elastic system of defensive military preparation." The elaborate

• A passing word is due to the effect of the war in the withdrawal of the French garrison

from Rome, which was incorporated with the kingdom of Italy (October 9, 1870), and

made the capital (January 28, 1871) ; and also to the consolation which the Pope obtained

for the loss of his temporal power by the declaration of his iii/aHibilily \>y {he 21st General

Council at the Vatican (July 28, 1870), the first since that of Trent three centuries before.
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sclieme for this purpose, introduced by Mr. Cardwell, to complete tlie

work begun the year before, -was, after repeated debates, resolved into a

bill for the abolition of the purchase of commissions, which, after passing

the third reading by a majority of only 8 votes (239 to 231), -was thrown
out by the Lords by 155 to 130 (July 17th). To this decision Mr. Glad-

stone instantly replied by an act of prerogative, abolishing the system of

purchase by Eoyal Warrant (July 20th) ; and a bill to compensate the

holders of commissions, which might have become the object of purchase,

was passed without opposition, but not without vehement remark.

This measure eutailed an increase of 3| millions on the coming year's

expcn liture for the army, and compelled Mr. Lowe to present a Budget
showing a deficiency of £2,713,000 (April 20th). As if on purpose to add
worry to dissatisfaction, the Chancellor complicated an increase of the Income
Tax by a plan for its assessment by percentage instead of poundage

;

he enlisted natural feeling against him by proposing to raise the rate of

Succession Duty in the case of near relations ; and his Match Tax would
have died of mere ridicule, if it had not also provoked a small riot among
the London match-sellers. All had to be taken back, and replaced by an
increased Income Tax of 2d. in the pound. An important administrative

change was made by the constitution of a Local Government Board, charged
with the functions of the old Poor Law Board, as well as those hitherto dis-

charged by the Secretary of State and the Privy Council concerning the

Public Health and Local Government.* Religious Tests for degrees and
offices in the Universities were at length abolished, under certain restrictions

affecting degrees in divinity and clerical ^
offices (c. 26) ; and sir John

Lubbock carried his popular Bank Holiday Act (c. 17). Parliament was
prorogued on the 21st of August. The Eighth Decennial Census, taken

on the 3rd of April, showed a population of 31,817,108 in the United

Kingdom; being an increase of 2,624,689 in the last ten years (^See the

Tables at the end of this Chapter, p. 405).

The close of the year was darkened by the dangerous illness of the

Prince of Wales, from the same disease which had carried oflE his father

;

and a nation held in deep suspense hailed the merciful coincidence by which

the crisis took a favourable turn on the very anniversary of the Prince

Consort's death (December 14th). By another coincidence, the event,

happening at a time when some juvenile enthusiasts of ability and influence

were promulgating abstract notions of republicanism, called forth a signal

proof of loyalty to the Crown, as the living head and permanent centre in

which the life of the nation finds a personal expression. No public

solemnity was ever more heartfelt than that in which the Queen and

people, without distinction of religion, joined in thanksgiving to God in

St. Paul's Cathedral (February 27, 1872).

The quiet epoch of a Parliament entering on its fourth session (February

6, 1872) was chosen by Mr. Evelyn Denison to retire from the Speakership

• 34 and 35 Vict, c, 70.
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on account of failing health, at the same time declining the usual pension.

He was created viscount Ossington, and was most worthily succeeded by

Mr. (afterwards sir) Henry BE^^^"D, member for Cambridgeshire. This

session at length saw the carrying of another item in the old Radical pro-

gramme of Eeform, the vote by ballot at Parliamentary and Municipal

Elections. The other chief measures were a new Public Health Act (c. 79)

;

ore, long greatly needed, to check the adulteration of food, drink, and

drugs (c. 74) ; a licensing act for the regulation of public-houses (c. 95) ;

and one for autumn manoeuvres of the army (c. 64), which were carried out

with excellent effect. Mr. Lowe was consoled for his last year's fiasco by
another prosperous Budget (March 25th), showing large surpluses both for

the current and the coming year, which enabled him to reduce the Income

Tax from 6d. to Ad., and to halve the duty on coffee and chicory, besides

some minor remissions. But a season of rain and floods, producing a bad

harvest, and a general rise in prices, threatened a check to the tide of

prosperity. Trade was hampered by a growing resort to strikes ; and the

spirit of trades' unionism found its way among the agi-icultural population

in the Labourers' Union.

This year saw the closing of the long and irritating dispute with the

United States, known by the general name of the Alabama Claims,

fi'om the too famous cruiser, which was built at Birkenhead for

the Confederates just two years before, escaped from the Mersey the

very day before lord Eussell telegraphed to detain her (July 28, 1862),

and, after preying for two years on the commerce of the Federal States,

was sunk by the war-ship Kearsarge o^ Cherbourg (June 19, 1864). For

the losses inflicted by her and some cruisers of less note, as well as for other

alleged breaches of neutrality, the American Government had claimed

damages, swollen to an amazing number of millions for "indirect

losses," which last claims the British Government stedfastly rejected. After

long and dangerous disputes, a joint commission framed the Treaty of Wash-

ington (May 8, 1871), for the settlement of all the claims and counter-

claims of the two countries. Accordingly, a tribunal of arbitrators met

at Geneva, and ended by adjudging a balance of £3,200,000 (in round

numbers) to be paid by Great Britain. The general dissatisfaction at the

judgment, from which sir A. Cockburn dissented, was the stronger that it

was based on an ex-jiost-facto rule of neutrality, which we had conceded by

the Washington Treaty ; and it was aggravated by the adverse judgment

of the German Emperor in another arbitration referred to him under the

treaty. This long-standing dispute respecting the boundary of the two

states in the mouth of the Columbia river, is known as the &an Juan

question, the point being, on which side of that island the boundary ran,

as defined by the former " Ashburton" treaty of 1846.

The Parliament which reassembled for a Fifth session (February 6, 1873)

seemed destined, with the Government it had brought into power, to

emulate the duration of its predecessors. But Mr. Gladstone had under-

taken to lay his axe to the third branch of the Irish " upas-tree" ; and ho

VOL. i:!c.—2S6.
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at onco brought in the measure on University Education foreshadowed in

the Royal Message. The result makes any account of its proposals super-

fluous. Eeoeived at first with favour as a fair compromise, it was soon

found to share the fate of such measures by offending all parties concerned,

Catholics, Protestant Churchmen, the interests of Trinity College, Dublin,

and the advocates of free secular education ; and Mr. Vernon Harcourt,

while announcing his intention to support the bill, testified that it had been

received in Ireland with " a unanimity of disapprobation." The rejection

of the second reading by 3 votes (287 to 284) gave rise to a ministerial crisis,

with the result of some sharp controversy between the leaders, on Mr.

Disraeli's declining to undertake the Government with the existing House

of Commons ; and the Ministry, having resigned on March 13th, stood

as before on the 20th. The attempted legislation was abandoned for the

session ; but Mr. Henry Fawcett—who had some time since begun a

distinguished political career made doubly remarkable by his blindness

—

carried a bill for abolishing religious tests (except for divinity degrees and

clerical offices) in the University of Dublin (36 and 37 Vict. c. 21).

The great measure of the session was Lord Chancellor Selborne's

Judicature Act, by which the administration of justice in England was
centred in one " Supreme Court" of which the old courts of law and equity

became divisions, these two systems of judicature being no longer severed
;

and the jurisdiction of the Court of Appeal was further regulated.* The
attempt to replace the ancient appellate jurisdiction of the House of Lords

by a new court was successfully resisted ; and some time later a compromise

was effected by the appointment of "law lords " with life peerages to rein-

force that tribunal.

Another prosperous financial statement (April 4th) showed an estimated

revenue of £76,617,000 to meet an expenditure of £71,871,000. From the

surplus of £4,746,000, Mr. Lowe proposed to pay the award of the Geneva
tribunal ; to remit one-half of the duty on sugar, "the delight of the young
and the solace of the old "

; and to take off another penny from the Income
Tax, leaving it at 3n'., the lowest rate at which it had ever stood. During
the five years of Jfr. Lowe's administration of the Exchequer, taxes to the

amount of 12A- millions had been remitted, and the National Debt had been
reduced by more than 20 millions. This was Mr. Lowe's last financial

achievement ; for, no sooner had Parliament been prorogued, than Mr.
Gladstone announced his intention to take the Exchequer into his own
hands, Mr. Lowe being transferred to the Home Secretaryship, and some
other cabinet offices being redistributed. How far these changes denoted
instability or dissension is one of the unsolved problems of contemporary
history ; but the chief one was a clear sign that the Prime Minister was

* 36 and 37 Vict. c. C6, amended by the Act of 1875 (38 and 39 Vict. c. 7?), which
further constituted the Court of Appeal. The Act came into operation on November 1, 1875 ;

an attempt to extend the Act to Scotland and Ireland having been made and abandoned in

the session of 1874. We happen to be writing this on the very day on which the me.isure
has been crowned by the Queen's opening of the new Law Courts in the Strand (Deccmbei
11. 1882).
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meditating another of his brilliant .strokes of finance. Besides the oppor-

tunity offered by the steadily expanding revenue, and the importance of

signalizing the approaching end of another Parliament by popular measures,

signs had begun to gather of an adverse current of opinion, which it was

necessary to reconcile and turn. The licensing bill of last session, and stiil

more the bolder scheme at first proposed for selling public-house licences

to the highest bidder, had offended an interest which had groat influence in

elections ; while other measures of reform had provoked a conservative

reaction. The Alabama award was resented as a national humiliation,

without nicely weighing the responsibility of the present Government ; and

the high-handed procedure of the Eoyal Warrant had been followed by

acts which the Prime Minister's opponents ascribed to inordinate self-will.

The surest test of a declining Government was afforded by a series of losses

in by-elections ;* and the keen adversary, watching the turn of the tide,

seized one of these as the opportunity to fulminate the bitter indictment,

famous as his " Bath letter."-)- "Por nearly five years " (wrote Mr. Dis-

raeli) "the present Ministers have harassed every trade, worried every

profession, and assailed or menaced every class, institution, and sjiecies of

property in the country. Occasionally they have varied this state of civil

warfare by perpetrating some job which outraged public opinion, or by

stumbling into mistakes which have been always discreditable, and some-

times ruinous. All this they call a policy, and seem quite proud of it ; but

the country has, I think, made up its mind to close this career of plundering

and blundering."

The new year (1874) had begun without any sign of an intention to

reverse the presumption of the by-elections by an appeal to the country,

when a signal defeat at Stroud was supposed to be " the last drop that

made the cup run o'er." Parliament had been summoned for the despatch

of business on the 5th of February, when all the world was startled, on

January 24th, by a letter from Mr. Gladstone to his constituents at Green-

wich, announcing its immediate dissolution, J as the result of a Cabinet

meeting held the day before. "That authority"—he said— "which was

in 1868 amply confided by the nation to the Liberal party and its leaders,

if it has now sunk below the point necessary for the due defence and prose-

cution of the public interests, can be in no way so legitimately and efFec-

tually restored as by an appeal to the people, who, by their reply to such

an appeal, may place beyond all challenge two great questions : the first,

what they think of the manner ia which the commission granted in 1868

* The general result of the elections since 1868 to January, 1874, was estimated to have

been a Liberal loss of 32 seals against only 9 lost by the Conservatives, and a reduction of

the ministerial majority from 116 to 70.

t The letter was written to lord Grey de Wilton (October 3rd), with reference to a

contest for Bath, in which the Liberal candidate was successful, but by so small a majority as

really to give another blow to the Government.

t The proclamation was issued on the 26th, the writs being made returnable on the 5th

of March.
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has been executed ; tlie second, what further commission they now think

fit to give to their representatives, and in what hands its fulfilment and the

administration of the Government are to be entrusted."' The special

measures he went on to foreshadow were : a removal of the difficulties in

the education question by "the wisdom of the renovated legislature," an

assimilation of the county to the borough franchise, and, above all,

the long-desired and despaired-of cessation of the Income Tax. The
current year showed a probable surplus of at least 5 millions ; and with

this basis, and certain readjustments of taxation (what theso were to be

—

has remained his secret to the time we write), not only might the 5 or 6

millions produced by the tax be spared, but the landed interest were

promised a payment out of the national exchequer in relief of local rates.

To this tempting offer Mr. Disraeli's address made the rejoinder, that he

found in Mr. Gladstone's "prolix narrative" nothing definite as to the

policy he would pursue except this—that, having the prospect of a large

surplus, he will, if retained in power, devote that surplus to the remission

of taxation, which would bo the course of any party or any ministry. The
rejection of Mr. Gladstone's magnificent offer is perhaps the best measure of

the Conservative reaction which had set in. The elections gave a Conser-

vative majority, estimated at more than 50 ; and Mr. Gladstone followed

the precedent set by Mr. Disraeli in 1868, of resigning without meeting the

new Parliament (February I7th).

Me. DisEAELi's Second Ministry, formed on the 20th, was remarkable (as

compared with recent practice) for the small number of the Cabinet, which

was composed of 12 peers and 12 commoners. In addition to most of his

late colleagues, the two who had so conspicuously seceded on the question

of reform, returned to the Cabinet, the marquis of Salisbury as Secretary

for India, and the earl of Carnarvon as Secretary for the Colonies. The
Exchequer was entrusted to sir Stafford Northcote, who had been trained

under Mr. Gladstone, as his private secretary, Mr. "Ward Hunt going to the

Admiralty ; * and the new appointment of Mr. Cross (afterwards sir

Eichard) to the Home Office proved a success.

Just at this time another of our " little wars " was happily finished. The
Ashantee tribe had long been troublesome neighbours to our settlements on

the West Coast of Africa, especially by their attacks on the friendly tribe of

Fantees bordering on Cape Coast Castle. There had been an Ashantee

War in 1824 and the following years, ended by a treaty of peace and

commerce in 1831. New aggressions in 180) had forced the Governor of

Cape Coast Castle into military operations, which were suspended through

the sickness of our troops. In 1872, Elmina and the Dutch settlements on

the Guinea Coast were transferred by a treaty to Great Britain, and con-

solidated with our former possessions as the Gold Coast Colony. Upon
this, the king of Ashantee, Koffee Kalcalli, a ferocious tyrant and perpe-

trator of human sacrifices, pretending some rights to Elmina, attacked our

• Mr. W.ird Hunt died in July, 1877, and was succeeded by Mr. W. II. Smith, who had

made his reputation as Secretary lo the Treasury.
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allies, the Fantees (April, 1873). Our inadequate naval force suffered a

1 averse in operating on the river Prah ; and the waruas entrusted to sir

Gaenet Wolselet, -who had proved his bravery in the Crimea and India,

and his skill in the Bed Eiver rebellion.* By prudent strategy in a

difficult country, with a very moderate force, he defeated the Ashantees and

advanced through the bush to their capital, Cocmassie, which was burnt

in order to bring King Koffee to make terms. A treaty, signed at Fom-
marab on February 13, 1874, stijiulated for free trade and the abolition

uf human sacrifices ; King Koffee renouncing his claims of sovereignty over

certain districts, and promising to pay an indemnity of 50,000 ounces of gold.

The cost of the war, £900,000, was paid out of the surplus revenue of the

year. A more pleasing episode of this time was the marriage of her

Majesty's second son, prince Alfred, duke of Edinburgh, to the grand-

duchess Marie, daughter of the Emperor of Eussia, at St. Petersburgh

(January 23rd) ; a suitable provision having been made in the preceding

session.'!'

• See above, p. 3S8. Associated with sir Garnet were other officers who shared with

him the honours of the Egyptian campaign in 1882—sir Archibald Alison (son of the

historian\ and commodore Hewitt, whose decision in occupying Suez secured the Canal.

+ It seems convenient here to record the other royal marriages :—of her Majesty's third

and fourth daughters, the princess Helena to prince Christian of Schleswig-Holstein-Son-

derburg-Augustenburg (July 5, 1866), and the princess Louise to the marquis of Lome,
eldest son of the duke of Argyll (March 21, 1871) ; and of her Majesty's third and fourth

sons, prince Arthur, duke of Connaught, to the princess Louise, daughter of prince

Frederick Charles (the famous "Red Prince") of Prussia (March 13, 1879), and prince

Leopold, duke of Albany, to the princess Helene, daughter of prince Waldeck (April 27,

1882).

Note.—Census of Population.
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The Ninth Parliament of Queen Victoria, tlie Twenty-first of the United
Kingdom, met on the oth of Marcli, when Mr. Brand was unanimously
re-elected Speaker.* After an adjournment for the ministerial re-elections,

the session was formally opened by a Eoj'al Message, which indicated the

intention of ministers to base their reputation on the accomplishment of

moderate practical reforms. The foretaste of another Irish trouble was
given by an Amendment on the Address, in favour of " Home Rule," moved
by Mr. Isaac Butt, who, from a Conservative, had become the leader of the

new party, and supported by 50 votes. Lord Salisbury had to make the

painful announcement of a terrible famine in Bengal, and to ask for a large

loan, to be expended in direct relief and public works.

* One word must suffice to record Mr. Gladstone's temporary retirement from the leader-

ship of the Liberal Party, which took place virtually now, and decidedly from the beginning

ol the next year, when lord Hartington was chosen as their leader in the Commons, with

lord Granville in the Lords.
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The question of greatest interest was tliat of the promised surplus, and
" what will he do with it." The Budget opened by sir Stafford Northcote
(April 16tli) showed that Mr. Gladstone's expectations had even been
exceeded. The expenditure and liabilities of the past year, estimated at less

than 72 millions, had been swollen to 76^ by the Alabama and Ashantee
affairs, against an estimated revenue (after remissions of taxation) of 73|
millions, but the latter had in fact been 77^ ; and the estimate of revenue
for the new year was nearly 78 millions, against an expenditure of 72i,

leaving the unprecedented surplus of just upon 5 J millions! Surely the
time was come at last to throw off the incubus of the hated tax, as Sindbad
cast off the relaxing legs of the old man and then dashed out his brains.

Had not the Prime Minister capped his predecessor's promise with the
scornful rejoinder, that it was only borrowing an old item of Conservative
policy? But, to use Mr. Disraeli's phrase, "a great deal had happened
since then." In rejecting the late Ministry, in spite of so magnificent an
offer, the people might be held to have set little store, or little reliance on
the offer itself ; and, besides, its practical fulfilment was only promised by
means which the great master had kept in his own counsel ; and was sir

Stafford Northcote to go forth in quest of Prospero's buried wand ? He
had other claims to satisfy, foremost among which was the proposal, lono-

since made by Mr. Disraeli, and just now offered by Mr. Gladstone himself
to the county electors, of a grant from the consolidated fund in aid of local

taxation. To this purpose the Cliancellor of the Exchequer proposed to

apply H millions of the surplus, besides removing the duty on horses and
horse-dealers' licences. As to the Income Tax, ne maintained the policy of

keeping its machinery in action to meet emergencies—an argument
against which may be set the dangerous facility of resorting to it, which has
been exemplified both before and since. Instead therefore of attemptino'

the promised repeal of the impost, he divided his remissions about equally

between direct and indirect taxation, taking off Id. so as to reduce the

Income Tax to 2d., the lowest point it has ever reached, and totally abolish-

ing the sugar duties. The Budget was accepted as a fair and prudent
dealing with existing circumstances. The other Acts of the session, though
not unimportant, are hardly now of much general interest, with the excejJ-

tion of the Public Worship Regulation Act,* introduced by the archbishop of

Canterbury, and defined by Mr. Disraeli as a Bill "to put down Eitualism,"

iu which—not to enter on thorny questions—it is enough to say that it has
not succeeded. The prosperity due to a brilliant summer and a bountiful

harvest was somewhat checked by the dullness of trade. The annexation of

the Fiji Islands, at the request of the inhabitants, supplied—with other

advantages—an important station on the great ocean route between our
Australasian colonies and San Francisco, and thence by railway across

America and by the many lines of steam-vessels to England.

* 37 and 38 Vict. c. 85.—As we write these lines, archbishop Tail has passed away
(December 3, 1882), leaving a memory of goodness and wisdom in his high office, which may
compare with the best of his predecessors.
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The session of 1875, opened on tlie 5t]i of February, was again occupied

with i^ractical rather than political legislation. The Home Secretary, llr.

Cross, carried an important measure for the improvement of the dwellings

of the working classes in London and other great towns, by enabling the

local authorities to clear away dilapidated and sqtialid tenements, and to

procure the erection of suitable houses in their place.* The strenuous

efforts of Mr. Plimsoll, the member for Derby, to correct the abuses in the

building and loading of ships, to which he ascribed countless wrecks and

loss of life, bore some partial fruit in the Merchant Shipping Act of the

Government (c. 88).

A further decline in trade, marked by heavy failures, told its tale in the

Budget (April 15th), which for the first time for several years showed but

a slight balance of revenue over expenditure. In spite of this unfavour-

able opportunity, sir Stafford Northcote took in hand a serious attempt to

reduce the National Debt by a new form of Sinking Fund, which was

adopted against some opposition from Mr, Gladstone. The plan, which

would come into full operation in 1877, was to ajjply each year to the Debt

a fixed sum of 28 millions, which, over and above the annual charge for

interest and management, would extinguish a portion of the capital, pro-

gressively increasing, of course, with the progressive diminution of the

residue. Sir StafFord Northcote calculated that, by the operation of this

scheme, £6,800,000 would be paid off the debt by 1885, and no less than

213 millions in thirty years. The measure has been justified by the

experience of seven years, amidst no small temptations to that weakness of

sinking funds, their suspension in times of pressure.

The efforts to relieve the famine in India, the prosperity now prevailing

there, and other circumstances, had revived a new interest in the Queen's

Eastern Emj)ire, which gave Mr. Disraeli an opportunity to carry out large

views he had long meditated for its still closer attachment to the Crown.

Parliament voted £60,000 for the expenses of a visit to India by the Prince

of AVales, which proved a brilliant success (October, 1875, to March, 1876).

The enthusiastic respect with which the heir to the throne was honoured

by the native Princes, whom he received in his new year's Chapter of the

Star of India at Cakutta, proved the truth of what had been said in 1858,

that they understood an Empress,] and that they recognized the reality of her

Empire over all India. In fact they understood and recognized it better

than many at home, as was proved by the lively, though numerically small,

opposition to the proposal, made at the opening of the next session, to

commemorate the Prince's visit by declaring the Queen of England to be by

title, what she was in reality, Empress of India. The patriotic aversion

to any substitution of a title linked with despotism and military ambition,

from the age of Eome to that of modern Europe, for the honoured name of

* 38 and 39 Vict. c. 36. Mr. Disraeli's well-intended Agricultural Holdings Act (c. 92)

was of little eftect in settling the question of compensation for improvements, owing to its

being optional.

+ See chap. xxx. p. 357.
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King or Queen, -was guarded by the iJi-ovision that the title should not Le used

within the United Kingdom. The Bill passed through Parliament after ani-

mated debates ; and the title was proclaimed in London on April 28, 1876, and

in India, with great solemnities, on the 1st of January, 1877. Closely con-

nected -with the policy of securing and strengthening our Indian Empire,

was Mr. Disraeli's happy stroke of purchasing the shares of Egypt held by

the Khedive of Egypt in the Suez Canal ; but the events passing as we write

warn us that our connection with Egypt belongs to future history.

The session which opened on the 8th of February, and closed on the

15th of August, 1876, added to the Statute Book several useful acts, the

details of which need not detain us. The Budget again proved that the

tide of financial prosperity had turned, by an estimated deficit of £774,000

to meet an expenditure which had risen to 78 millions. The Income Tax

was raised again from its one year's minimum of 2d. to Zd. in the pound; but

sir Stafford Northcote proposed further concessions, raising the limit of

total exemption from £100 to £150, and allowing a deduction of £120 to be

made from the assessment of incomes under £400, A cold wet summer

and bad harvest aggravated the depression of trade, which was shown by

heavy commercial failures. The close of the session witnessed the retire-

ment of the leader, who found quiet for his advancing years in the House

of Lords, by the title of Eakl of Beaconsfield (August 18th). Addressing

his late constituents, he said that " he would never have left the House of

Commons but for physical warning that he could no longer do his duty

there. He therefore proposed to her Majesty that he should altogether

retire from her service. Her Majesty was pleased to suggest, however,

that he should retain office and accept a peerage, and, as his colleagues

unanimously concurred in the suggestion, he had felt it his duty to concur

in it." But, before he left the old familiar scene, the quiet of the last three

sessions had been broken by the new storm from the East, which was soon

to rouse a party conflict of almost unexampled vehemence. How the

Eastern Question was revived, must be presently told with suitable brevity.

From the first it roused a state of feeling very different from that which

had moved the British nation twenty years before. The old distrust of

Eussia, and resolve to resist her aggression, was for the time* overshadowed

by a deep sense of the corruption and misgovernment of Turkey, and by

sympathy with her oppressed Christian subjects. But this state of feeling

was as yet only partially declared. It found expression in a motion by

Mr. Bruce, when the policy of the Crimean war was reviewed and defended

by Mr. Gladstone, with expressions of satisfaction at the moral and political

results that had followed from it (July 31st).

Ten days later, Mr. Evelyn Ashley seized the Appropriation Bill as an

opportunity of censuring the temporizing policy of lord Derby and sir

Henry Elliot, our ambassador at Constantinople ; and sir William Harcourt

struck the key-note which was soon to swell to a diapason, in an eloquent

* The reason of this qualification will appear presently.
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donnnciation of the Turks, and euloglum on the moderation of Russia. When
Mr. Disraeli rose to reply, none knew, save himself and his immediate friends,

that it was his last speech in the House of Commons. After repelling his

assailants with the old familiar arms of sarcasm, he went to the heart

of the question in the same spirit in which Palmerston and Eussell

had been used to vindicate the fixed policy of the English people and the

Liberal party. " What may be the fate of the eastern part of Europe it

may be arrogant for me to speculate upon. . . . But I am sure that, as

long as England is ruled by English parties who understand the principles

on which our empire is founded, and who are resolved to maintain that

empire, our influence in that part of the world can never be looked upon

with indifference. . . . But those who sujipose that England ever would

uphold, or at this particular moment is ujpholding, Turkey from blind

superstition or from a want of sympathy with the highest interests of

humanity, are deceived. What our duty is at this critical moment, is to

maintain the empire of England. Nor will we ever agree to any step,

though it may obtain for a moment comparative quiet and a false prosperity,

that hazards the existence of that empire." The crisis that called forth

this declaration of a purely English policy must now be reviewed, but only

so far as it bears on our own history.

During the twenty years that had passed since the Crimean War,
England had never ceased to urge Turkey to internal reformation and

justice to her Christian subjects, and that with far more effect than it soon

became the fashion to represent. But the mighty influence of lord Strat-

ford de EedcUffe was no longer present to overawe a body of corrupt

pashas, to control and guide a weak and sensual sovereign,* and especially

to counteract the intrigues of the power that encouraged the vices which

were destroying her destined prey. Such was the deliberate policy of the

Russian ambassador, general Ignatiev, who obtained over the young sultan

Abd-ul-Aziz an ascendancy so complete, that his deposition alone prevented

his calling the Russian armies to Constantinople.

Corruption and misgovernment had long become intolerable in all the

provinces of the Turkish empire. The first sign of the great crisis was
given in 1875 by a new insurrection in the Herzegovina, which quickly

spread to Bosnia, and was encouraged by Montenegro. Just when Turkey

* When our ally in the war of 1S54, the Sultan Abd-ul-Mejid (son of the great Mah-

moud II.), died at the age of 38 (1801), lord Palmerston described him as "a good-hearted

and weak-headed man, who was riding two horses to the goal of perdition—his own life and

that of his empire :—luckily for the empire his own life won the race." His brother AuD-

UL-Aziz, who succeeded him at the age of 31, gave better promise at first, but his enormous

expenditure on the army and navy, as well as the establishments of the palace, laid the most

oppressive imposts on his subjects, and brought ruin on himself. He was deposed, May 30,

1876, in favour of his nephew Mukad V. (son of Abd-ul-Mejid), and died within a week

(whether by suicide or murder is still doubtful). Mur.td was deposed as mentally incapable

(August 31st), and succeeded by his brother Ai!D-ul-Hamid II., of whom lord Beaconsfield

said, " He is not a tyrant ; he is not dissolute ; he is not a bigot, or corrupt "
s but he has

since shown a will often more strong than wise.
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most needed help, she forfeited the sympathy of England by a virtual

repudiation of her debt (October). The northern powers had united to

press reforms upon the Porte, in a Note named from its author, count

Andrassy, in which the English Government concurred with some hesita-

tion ; and the Porte accepted the five leading points of the Note (February,

1876). But this prospect of pacification was terribly dispelled by a new
insurrection in Bulgaria, long prejiared under the instigation of foreign

emissaries.* Its outbreak by the massacre of the Turks at the village of

Avrat-Alan (May 1st) throw the unprepared authorities into a j)anic,

which spread far and wide among the Turks. The trooj)s, which could

easily have put down the rising, were kept back by the influence of

general Ignatiev ; upon which the governor of Bulgaria let loose the

irregular troops, called Bashi-Bazouh, and the Circassians, who had entered

the Turkish service as refugees, bringing with them the ruthless habits

which had been practised on both sides in their internecine war with their

Russian conquerors. f The horrible atrocities of these irregulars in sup-

pressing the rebellion soon proved the make-weight which turned the scale

of English feeling against Turkey ; but they were at once denounced by
the British Ambassador, and by lord Derby, as soon as he received his report.

Meanwhile the state of panic at Constantinojile was so threatening to the

Eurojiean residents, that sir Henry Elliot telegraphed for the lilediterranean

fleet, which the Government sent, first to Smyrna, and afterwards to Besika

Bay. J Necessary as this step was for the fir^t object, which it at once

effected by putting a stop to the jianic at Constantinople, it was not taken

without a view also to the Pussian intrigues, which were only frustrated by
the deposition of the Sultan Abd-ul-Aziz (May 30th). § When questioned in

the House, Mr. Disraeli declared :
—" The Mediterranean fleet is a symbol and

guarantee of our power. "We have never concealed that we have in that part of

the world great interests which we must protect ; and we determined that,

whatever happened, there should not be any change in the distribution of

the world in that part without our knowledge. ... It is said we sent the

fleet to the Dardanelles to maintain the Turkish Empire. I entirely deny
it : we sent the fleet to maintain the interests of the British Empire."

\\

* The true history of the Bulgarian insurrection, as well as of the atrocities perpetrated in

suppressing it, must be sought, not in party pamphlets and speeches, but in the report by
Mr. Baring, H.M. Consul, who was sent on a special mission to investigate the facts (pub-

lished September, 1876).

tWhat a Russian general meant by massacring a Turkoman tribe "in the Circassian

style," may be learnt by the impartial testimony of Mr. Schuyler, the American consul, who
was also one of the first to expose the Bulgarian atrocities to the indignation of Europe.

(See Schuyler's "Turkistan," vol, ii. pp. 359, 3li0.)—The first account of the atrocities

published in Engl.ind appeared in the " Daily News " of June 23rd, from its correspondent

at Constantinople.

J For the importance of this station with reference to an entrance into the Dardanelles in

case of necessity, see chap. xvii. p. 189.

§ See above, p. 410, n.

II A perfect historical parallel may here be noted. Six years later the Prime Minister

said repeatedly in substance :—" It has been said that we sent the fleet to Alexandria to
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In speaking of tlie designs of Eussia, tlie distinction must be borne in

mind, between -vrhat Mi-. Forster—who published the observations made in

a visit to the East, with his usual candour, called the "Two Eussias":

namely, schemes of d)'nastic ambition on the one hand, and, on the other,

the aspirations of Slavonian nationality, both among the Eussian people

and the Southern Slavs of the Balkan peninsula, which are expressed by

the general name of Fanslai'ism. This movement has sometimes been used

as a pretest by Eussian imperial policy, which at other times has been

forced into action by the Panslavic agitation ; but the notion of a strong inde-

pendent South Slavonic state, which was now rising into favour in England,

was as distasteful to the policy of Eussia as that revived Greek Empire at

Constantinople, which Nicholas had declared that he would spend his last

man and his last rouble to prevent. Meanwhile, the movement was to be

fostered, in order to weaken and disintegrate the state which was to fall the

easier prey ; but the elements of disorder could not always be kept in hand.

Foremost among these was the desire both of Servia and Montenegro for

independence, and the hope of the former even to revive the old Servian

kingdom in south-eastern Europe. We have the remarkable testimony of

the patriotic Servian bishop Strossmayer, that, in the preceding year,

"Prince Gortchakov informed Prince Milan that Eussia was mijjrepared

;

that only tcithin three years did she count on taking Constantinople, and that

only then would she call on the Slavs of the south to plant the Greek cross

on tho dome of St. Sophia." But, as the insurrection in the Herzegovina

was prematurely commenced against the advice of Eussia, so now—we still

follow the bishop's statement— Servia and Montenegro went to war of their

own accord ; a war, it must be added, for which Servia had not the least

pretence of a grievance to allege. The two principalities declared war on

the 1st and 2nd of July ; and Servia was presently flooded with that host of

Eussian volunteers, which made what was truly called an " unofficial war."

The deaths of some who were known through Eussia as Panslavic leaders

raised a demand for war, which became almost irresistible when the

Servians were utterly defeated at the end of October. But the Czar, who pre-

ferred the attempt to obtain his present objects * by the " concert of Europe "

to the risk of a European war, was content to demand an armistice.

In truth, however, the danger of the alternative had been averted by

the turn of popular feeling in England, through indignation at the

atrocities in Bulgaria, which scarcely needed the fervid eloquence with

which Mr. Gladstone rushed back into the arena of politics,! or the speeches

uphold the Khedive Tewfik. I entirely deny it. We sent the fleet, end after it an army, to

maintain the interests of the British Empire." The only difference, that the one minister

secured peace without actual hostilities, while the other made war in the interests of peace,

does not affect the common motive, equally honourable to each as (to borrow lord John
Russell's famous saying) the Minister—not of Turkey, nor of Russia, nor of Egypt—but the

Minister ofEugtanJ.
* Let the great distinction be remembered between the stedfast aim of Russian policy

towards Turkey, and the particular object proposed at any one time.

t Mr. Gladstone's pamphlet, entitled "Bulgarian Atrocities," was published on the 6th

of September.
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of other chiefs of the Opposition, to bear down all thought of going to

war for Turkey, whether for her sake or our own. It would serve no

good purpose to follow the autumnal agitation, an impartial narrative of

which would probably displease both parties. Enough to say, the old

policy of maintaining the " independence and integrity " of Turkey became

51 byword of scorn, and, when lord Salisbury went as plenipotentiary to the

Conference of the Great Powers at Constantinople, the Turks regarded him

as little better than an enemy. Their rejection of the terms proposed

brought the conference to an end (January 20, 1877) ; and, after some

further diplomatic forms, the Emperor of Eussia declared that " his patience

was exhausted," and took on himself the enforcement of " the mandate of

Europe" (April 23rd). An offensive and defensive alliance with Eoumania

brought the forces, which had been prepared even during the conference, to

the Danube.* The Great Powers proclaimed their neutrality, the British

Government protesting against the infraction of the treaty of 1856. The

incidents of the war do not fall within our subject ; but the interest with

which they were followed leaves little else to relate.

The opening of Parliament (February 8th) gave occasion for animated

debates on the Eastern Question ; but the peaceful policy of our Govern-

ment was attested by a decrease both in the Army and Navy Estimates.

The Budget involved no material alteration ; but its calculations were after-

wards completely altered by the supplemental votes called for by the turn

which the Eusso-Turkish war took at the end of the year. The most

important measures of the session were: a Prisons' Act,-\ by which, among

other regulations, the chief government of prisons was transferred from

local magistrates to the Home Secretary, and their cost to the consolidated

fund : an Act to enable two Commissions, the one for Oxford, the other

for Cambridge, to make new Statutes for the Universities, chiefly with the

view of greatly strengthening the professorial staff, the means of supporting

the new chairs beins; supplied by contributions from the revenues of the

Colonies to that of the University (c. 48). An Act to give effect to lord

Carnarvon's scheme for the confederation of the South African Colonies (c. 47)

was found to be premature. It was in one of the debates on this Bill, that the

House had a foretaste of that system of obstruction, in which the extreme

"Home Eule Party" of Irish Members persisted session after session.

"When the war between Eussia and Turkey had fairly broken out, Mr.

Gladstone made an elaborate attack on the whole policy of the Ministry in

moving a series of five resolutions, which he ultimately reduced to two

(May 7th). His change of having broken the European concert was retorted

upon Eussia by the Home Secretary, Mr. Cross, who declared that the rule

laid down by the Government was neutrality, hut yet there were certain

points—such as Egypt, the Suez Canal, and Constantinople—to touch

which would be to threaten the interests, not of England only, but of Europe.

* Servia signed a peace with Turlicy as late as March 4, 1877, but declared war again at

the end of the year, in order to share in the fruits of the Russian victory. Montenegro, over-

powered by the Turkish arms in June, renewed the w.ir in September.

t 40 and 41 Vict. c. lil.
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In closing the debate, Mr. Gladstone spoke as follows :—" If Eussia should

fail, her failure will be disastrous to mankind, because it will leave the

condition of the Christian people of Turkey worse than it was before. If

Eussia should succeed, that Power, notwithstanding all your jealousies, if

its conduct be honourable or even prudent, cannot fail to observe a modera-

tion which will secure for her undying renown in consequence of the

accomplishment of the work she has taken in hand." The resolutions

were negatived by a vote of 354 to 223 ; a majority of more than 3 to 2 in

approval of the policy of the Government. In proroguing Parliament

(August 14th), the Eoyal Speech, while reiterating the policy of neutrality,

and promising to use efforts for the restoration of peace, when an oppor-

tunity should occur, made another significant reference to interests which

might be affected by the war.*

In accordance with this declaration. Parliament was called together as

early as the 17th of January, 1878, to consider the new crisis that had come

when the Turkish defence had completely broken down. The fortified camp
of Plevna, in Bulgaria, from which Osman Pasha had twice repulsed the

Eussians and Eoumanians, was at length, after a last desperate sally, re-

duced by famine ; and its surrender cost the Turks their best army of 30,000

men and 400 gunsf (Dec. 10,1877). While the Sultan invoked the mediation

of England, and his request, simply forwarded by our Government, was refused

by the Czar (December 31st), the Eussian forces crossed the Balkan;

the Turkish army of 32,000 men, which had clung to the Shipka Pass

while its presence in Bulgaria might have turned the scale, was forced to

lay down its arms (January 10, 1878) ; and the Grand Duke Nicholas

informed the Turkish commander in Eoumelia, that there could be no

question of an armistice at present without a basis of peace. Eecounting

this state of affairs, and expreasing the hope of a peaceful solution of the

jjoints at issue, the Queen's Message added:—"But I cannot conceal from

myself that, should hostilities be unfortunately prolonged, some unexpected

occurrence may render it incumbent on me to adopt measures of pre-

caution "—for which the liberality of Parliament was appealed to. In

fact, on that same day, the last Turkish army in Eoumelia was defeated by

general Gourka, and driven off to the coast of the Egean, where it took

shipping for Constantinople ; and the plenipotentiaries, who arrived next

day in the Eussian camp, were informed by the Grand Duke Nicholas that

conditions of peace must be discussed at Adrianople, which was forthwith

surrendered without a blow (January 18th). The conditions for an armistice

were accepted on the 25th, but it -was not yet known that they placed

the outer lines which protected Constantinople in the hands of the

Eussians.

The appeal to the liberality of Parliament was for a supplemental vote

of six millions for the army and navy, and at the same time it was announced

* At the Lord Mayor's banquet (November Otli) lord Beaconsfield summed up his policy

in the phrase of " conditional neutrality."

+ In Asia, Kars had been taken by assault, with the loss of 12,000 men killed and

wounded, and 300 guns (November 1 8th).
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that our fleet had been ordered to enter the Dardanelles " to defend British

subjects and British propertj', and to take care of British interests in the

Straits." It now appeared tl)at lord Carnarvon and lord Derby had
opposed these measures in the Cabinet ; and while the former resigned,* the

latter was induced to remain, and the order to the fleet was for the present

countermanded. It was now that Mr. Gladstone made open proclamation of

that personal conflict (we say personal in none but apolitical sense) with his

great rival, which be carried on vehemently for two years to its triumphant

issue. Addressing a meeting of Liberal undergraduates at Oxford, he spoke

of lord Derby with high respect, but regretted his want of the strong purpose

of his chief. " It is lord Beaconsfield's will that takes effect, fitfully and with

fluctuations, in the policy of the Government, and that from time to time

succeeds in bringing the country into danger." Accepting the reproach,

that for the last eighteen months he had played the part of an agitator, be

declared that " his purpose had been, to the best of his power, day and

night, week by week, month by month, to counterwork what he believed to

be the purposes of lord Beaconsfield" (January 30th).

The tide of English feeling, which in the autumn of 1876 had set in

against our former Eastern policy, had been visibly on the turn as the war
went on, and strong sympathy had been shown with the gallant defence of

Plevna ; but now the danger of Constantinople made the reaction complete.

The city of London, which used to be regarded as giving what the Eoman^
called the " prerogative vote " of the liberal feeling of the country, declared

itself when a meeting called to protest against the vote of 6 millions was
converted into an enthusiastic declaration for the policy of the Governmeut

(January 31st), and its resolutions were afterwards adopted by a majority of

127 to 5 in the Common Council. On that 31st of January, which happened

also to be the day when the preliminaries were signed at Adrianojjle,

Mr. Forster moved, on the part of the Opposition, an amendment denying

that there was any necessity for the vote of credit. On the fifth night of

the debate (February 7th) both Houses met in a state of great excitement,

to learn that the Eussian army was within 30 miles of Constantinople, aud

had insisted on occupying a post in the outer line of defences and a port on

the Sea of Marmora ; and were threatening the peninsula of Gallipoli,

which commands the passage of the Dardanelles. The Opposition collapsed

at once ; Mr. Forster offered to withdraw his amendment, and the question

of going into Committee was carried by 295 votes against 96. On the next

evening both Houses were informed that the fleet had been ordered to euter

the Sea of Marmora ; and, when the question for the vote of credit was put,

lord Hartington, Mr. Forster, and other leaders of the Opposition, left the

House, while Mr. Gladstone, fighting like Hal o' the Wj'nd " of his own

hand," was supported only by 124 votes against 328 (Feb. 8th). Disregard-

ing the Porte's refusal of a firman,f the fleet passed the Dardanelles on the

* Sir Michael Hicks Eeach became Secretary for the Colonies, and was succeeded as

Irish Secretary by Mr. James Lowther.

+ See, as to this point, chnp. xvi. p. 170, and more especially chap. .wiii. p. 197.
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ISth, and anchored at Prince's Island, about 14 miles from Constantinople.

Prince Gortcliakov declared that this step gave Russia the right to a tem-

porary occupation of Constantinople, for the same purpose of j)rotectino;

Christian residents, but lord Derby's protest was efTectual. On the 3rd of

March, Eussia and Turkey signed the Peace of San Stefano, the work of

general Ignatiev, and embodying the objects for which he had so long

laboured at Constantinople, short of the final act of appropriation : for this

was forbidden by the resolute attitude of England. It is needless to recite

the articles which were afterwards confirmed, or those which were entirely

abrogated (among these was the long-contested protectorate of Eussia over

the Christians in Turkey) ; but that which related to Bulgaria created a vir-

tually independent state on both sides of the Balkans,* extending from the

Euxine to the Egean, and leaving to Turkey only a narrow territory about

Constantinople, the Sea of Marmora, and the Straits. The English Govern-

ment at once declared that so manifest an infraction of the treaty of 1856

could not be made without the sanction of Eurojie ; while Eussia, admitting

this in some degree, refused to submit the treaty as a tchole to the judgment

of a conference. How near we were to war is yet to be revealed ; but it was
presently announced that lord Derby refused to share the responsibility of

the measures decided on by the Cabinet (March 28th). The first act of his

successor, lord Salisbury,! was to address a circular to the European courts,

vindicating the demand of England, on the ground not only of particular

clauses of the treaty, every stipulation of which he declared to involve a

departure from the treaty of 1856, but especially by " the operation of the

instrument as a whole."

One of the measures from which lord Derby dissented proved to be the

calling out of the Army Reserves, a power given to the Crown " in ease of

imminent national danger or of great emergency." J A message from her

Majesty declared that the latter case had arisen ; and the address in

response, vehemently opposed by Mr. Gladstone in the Commons, was
carried by 319 to 64. The Houses had no sooner risen for Easter than the

other measure hinted at by lord Derby was announced: a force of 6,000

Indian troops was called to Malta (April 17th). The refined constitutional

objection, urged both by Mr. Gladstone and the regular Opposition, that the

bringing these troops to Europe was an infraction of the limit imposed by
Parliament in its annual vote of the number of the arm}', prevailed little

* This name was used ambiguously throughout the whole question. The Turkish pro-

vince of Bulgaria, as shown on the maps, lay between the Danube and the Greater Balkan

(Mt. Ilcemus), south of which was Koumelia. But in the latter province there were many
Bulgarians, especially in the north-western angle between the Greater and Lesser Balkan

(Mt. Khodope), and, in fact, this district was the scene of the Bulgarian atrocities in 1876.

It was a constant artifice of Russia and her sympathizers to include this part o{ Roumelia
under the name of Bulgaria.

+ Lord Salisbury was succeeded at the India Office by Mr. G.ilhorne Hardy, who was
created viscount Cranbrook, and the Secretaryship of War was conferred on colonel

Stanley, lord Derby's brother and presumptive heir.

X Under the Act of 1870, 33 and 31 Vict. c. 67 (see p. 398).
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with the public, who admired the demonstration thus given to the worhl of

England's reserve of power ; though it was not till four years later that

another Prime Minister delighted them wi;h a similar demonstration in

England itself. The motion of lord Hartington, censuring the Government
for taking the step without first obtaining the authority of Parliament, was
rejected by 347 to 226.

These preparations, following on the firm langungo of lord Salisbury's

circular, proved to Europe, hitherto misled by last year's agitation, that

England was in earnest ; and prince Bismarck offered the means of agree-

ment by an invitation to a Congress at Berlin, which was accepted by Russia
on the terms laid down by England. It was afterwards revealed to the

world that the peaceful efforts of count Shouvalov, the Eussian ambassador
at London, had effected an understanding, by means of a secret agreement
signed by lord Salisbury and himself, concerning the points which each

Power would yield or not yield (May 30th).* Another convention was signed

at Constantinople (June 4th) between England and Turkey, by which, in

case Eussia should acquire by the peace Batoum, or Ardahan, or Kars (all

which she in fact obtained), the former power engaged, on the

condition of Turkey's introducing reforms to be hereafter agreed on, to

defend the Asiatic dominions of the Sultan against any further aggressions

by Eussia ; the Sultan assigning Cyprus to be occupied and administered by
England. This " place of arms," to use lord Beaconsfield's phrase, lying

admirably in relation to the coasts both of Syria and Egypt, proved its

value for operations in the latter country in 1882. Much as these agree-

ments did to smooth the negociations, it is a great error to represent the

congress as merely registering foregone conclusions.

To give greater effect to the voice of England in the congress, lord

Beaconsfield resolved to attend it himself—an unprecedented step for a

Prime Minister—with the Foreign Secretary. The congress met in prince

Bismarck's palace at Berlin on the 13 th of June, one of its first acts being

to admit the representatives of Greece to plead their case for an increase of

territory, though without a voice in the deliberations. After conferences last-

ing exactly a month, the congress signed the Treaty of Berlin, consisting of

64 articles (July 13th : ratified August 3rd). Its chief provisions were the fol-

lowing:—(1) Bulgaria, with its old limits between the Danube and the

Balkan, was constituted an autonomous principality, tributary to the Sultan
;

the election of the prince by the people to be approved by the Sultan and the

Powers. (2) South of the Balkan, the part of Eoumelia in which the Bulgarian

population predominated (though largely mixed with Turks and Greeks)

was formed into the province of Eastern Roumelia, which remained subject

to the direct political and military authority of the Sultan, but with a''mini8-

trative self-government, under a Christian governor-general to be named by

the Sultan, with the assent of the Great Powers, for five years. Internal

* This was four days before prince Bismarck issued the invitations to the congress. The

agreement was betrayed to the "Globe " newspaper (June Ulh) by a clerk who had been

tinployed in copying it.

VOL. tx.-287.
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order was to .be preserved by a native gendarmerie ; but, for external

defence, the Porte had the right to maintain posts on the frontiers

by sea and land, including forts in the Balkans. (3) Bosnia and the

Herzegovina, though still remaining Turkish provinces, were to be occupied

and administered by Austria, which Power undertook this responsi-

bility at the request of Europe, from the twofold motive of adding to the

security and peace of Austria's Slavonic provinces, and placing her in a

position to contest further aggressions on the part of Russia. (4, 5, and 6)

Jlonlcne/ro, Servia, and Jloumania* obtained their independence ; the first

with enlarged frontiers, and the long-coveted port on the Adriatic ; Servia

also gained a new frontier ; while Eoumania had to give back to Russia the

part of Bessarabia assigned to it by the Treaty of Paris, receiving in

exchange the marshes of the Dobruja, south of the mouths of the Danube.

The bitter resentment of the Roumanians at such a reward for their services

in the war was not allowed to weigh against the resolve of Russia to cast

off the last of the fetters placed on her in 1856, and regain her position at

the mouth of the Danube. The navigation of the river was further regu-

lated by tlio treaty. (7) Crete, which was again insurgent, was promised

the execution of the organic law granted in 1867, and this was to be the

pattern for the general reforms which the Sultan engaged to carry out

under the sujiervision of the Powers. Religious equality was to be estab-

lished throughout the empire, and all civil and political disqualifications on

religious grounds were to be abolished. Christians being placed under the

protection of the consular and diplomatic agents of the Powers, but no

sanction tvas given to the special protectorate claimed lij Russia, nor was any

alteration made with regard to the navigation of the Straits. (8) In Asia,

Russia gained the long-coveted seaport of Batoum, near the south-eastern

angle of the Black Sea, but on condition of its being made a free commercial

l)ort, and her frontier in Armenia was advanced so as to include Kars and

Ardahan ; but she gave back Erzeroum. The treaties of Paris (1856) and

London (1871) were declared to be maintained in all points not affected by

this treaty, which tacitly abrogated that of San Stefano, without requiring

of Russia the humiliation of its express annulment.f Greece had to be

content with a protocol, suggesting an agreement between her and Turkey

for a rectification of the frontier in her favour, the Powers reserving their

right to mediate ; and the ultimate result was a treaty by which Turkey

ceded to Greece Thessaly and part of Epirus (May, 1881). :( Such was the

now settlement of the Eastern Question, resulting from a war which broke

out at the end of 20 years out of the 25 predicted by lord Aberdeen for the

duration of the Peace of Paris. How it is working, and how long it is to

last, are questions which belong to future history ; but, for the present

* Loth Roumania and Servia have since become kingdoms.

+ Tlie war indemnity imposed by the treaty of San Stefano was left, with certain other

points affecting Russia and Turkey only, to be regulated by a separate treaty between tliose

powers, which was signed on the 8th of February, 1879.

J This settlement, as well as that of the new frontier of Montenegro, was obtained by the

pressure of Europe at the instance of Mr. Gladstone's Government.
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time, an impartial verdict must endorse the declaration made by lord

Beaconsfield to the enthusiastic crowds that greeted him and lord Salisbury

on their return, that they " brought back Peace with JTo}iour." Whatever
error may be charged on the policy of the Government was assuredly not on

the side of boldness, a higher strain of which might (in the judgment
which lord Beaconsfield afterward passed on his own Cabinet) have

averted the war. But to have kept England at peace, to have prevented

the war becoming European, and at the same time to have checked the

aggression of Russia at the moment when she was grasping her prize,

are achievements to contrast with the course which, 25 years before, in the

name of peace, " drifted into war." The policy, incessantly denounced as

adventurous and aggressive imperialism, had begun with the strictest

neutrality, and ended in securing peace by measures purely defensive. But
had it also maintained " honour" ?—not, perhaps, according to the'principles

of 25 years before ; but those principles had been reversed by the manifest

voice of the people, and the defence of the " independence and integrity of

the Turkish Empire " had been passionately rejected. After this decision,

how was it possible to deny Eussia the fruit of her efforts and sacrifices,

short of what was forbidden by our interests and the peace of the world ?

As lord Beaconsfield asked, in defending the treaty on this, its most assail-

able side, would England have been justified in going to war for Batoum
or Kara ? His defence of the protectorate of the Asiatic dominions of the

Sultan, as the best means of "putting an end to those irritating border
warfares which threatened our approaches to India," was perhaps more
expressive of a policy sound in itself, than likely to be carried out under the

changing conditions of our Government. Lord Granville was content with

objecting that Eussia had gained all she could have expected, and, in the

Commons, the hostile motion of Lord Hartington was rejected by 338 votes

to 195 (August 2nd).

The Budget, introduced by sir Stafford Northcote before Easter, showed
a moderate surplus, which was converted into a large deficiency by expen-

diture on account of the vote of credit, of which 1^ millions had been spent

on the army and nearly 2 millions on the navy, chiefly in buying new shijis

of war. In fact the vote gave the means for a much-needed reinforcement

of ships and stores, which might otherwise have waited long, and which
were found useful in 1882. Another IJ- miUions on the same account

belonged to the j'ear 1878-9
; and the deficiency was provided for by adding

2d. to the Income Tax (making it 5d.), and raising the duty on tobacco

and on dogs. Supplemental estimates were found necessary towards the

end of the session. Acts were passed for extending the hours of polling

in metropolitan boroughs to 8 p.m. (41 and 42 Vict. c. 4) ; and for closing

public-houses on Sunday in Ireland (c. 72). With general ajiproval, the

Government dealt with the question of intermediate education in Ireland

by entrusting its regulation to a new Board, and authorizing the application

of a million from the Church surplus to its purposes (c. 66).

Parliament was prorogued on the 16th of August; and the question,

why it was not dissolved in the full flush of lord Beaconsfield's popularity,
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still awaits an answer. We only know at present that, from a party point

of view, it was an opportunity irrevocably lost ; for the tide was on the point

of turning, and the adverse troubles realized the famous words of Shaks-

peare, coming not singly but in battalions. Those troubles can only be
glanced at here ; for, if it is difficult to write history while it is in the

making, it is impossible to follow with any safety or satisfaction that which

has been made and unmade in the short space of three years, or to estimate

the undeveloped results of two opposite courses of policy.

The troubles which arose in Afghanistan were an after-clap of the

Eusso-Turkish war. Since the death of Dost Mohammed in 1863, a long

series of civil wars had ended in the supremacy of his third son, Sheee Ali,

whom he had named as his successor, and who was aided with arms and

subsidies by the successive viceroys of India, sir John Lawrence, lord Mayo,

and lord Northbrook.* It is as j'et a question of politics, not to be

discussed here, whether Lord Lytton, son of the famous novelist, was sent

out by lord Beaconsfield in 1876 to attempt to gain a more decided hold on

Afghanistan, against the rapid advance of Kussia in Central Asia. But

what we do know is, that a Eussian envoy was received at-Cabul, and, when
war between England and Eussia seemed imminent, a Eussian force was pre-

pared at Tashkend, with the perfectly legitimate object of operating against

India through Afghanistan—a fact instructive for those who hold such an

invasion to be impossible. That British influence in Afghanistan is

essential to the security of India is a maxim about which none differ, save

as to the means : but since the murder of sir Alexander Burnes in 1841, the

residence of a British envoy among the fanatical population of Cabul had
been regarded as a dangerous experiment ; and on this pretext Shere Ali

refused to receive the mission sent by lord Lj'tton (September, 1878). The
Cabinet decided to insist on the demand ; the new envoy was stopped by

force at the frontier ; and a British army invaded Afghanistan (November

21st), and took Cabul, Jellalabad, and Candahar (December-January);

while Shere Ali fled to Turkestan, where he shortly died. His son, Yakoub
Khan, transferred from prison to the throne, signed the treaty of Gandamak,
giving England what lord Beaconsfield called " a scientific frontier " beyond

the great mountain passes that give entrance into India (May 26, 1879).

The war was announced by Eoyal Message to Parliament, called

together for an autumn session (December 5, 1878). Condemnatory amend-

ments, moved by lord Halifax and Mr. AYhitbread (both of the "Whig or

moderate Liberal party) were rejected by majorities of 201 to 65 in the

Lords, and 328 to 227 in the Commons. The proposal to apply the Indian

revenues to the cost of the expedition was carried against Mr. Fawcett's

• As we have had no occasion to follow the special history of India since the Mutiny, it

is convenient to note here the succession of viceroys, after the first, viscount (afterwards

EARi.) Canning. Eari. of Elgin, appointed August, 18G1, died in November, 1863 : sir

John (afterwards lord) Lawrence, 1863-1868 : earl of Mayo, appointed 186S, assassi-

nated by a native, February, 1872 : lord (afterwards earl of) Northbrook, 1872-1876;

LORD (afterwards EARL OF) LVTTON, 1876-1880 ; succeeded by the marquis of Kipo.n.
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amendment, by 233 to 125 (December 17tli). The only otiier business

of this brief sitting was the sad duty of condolence with her Majesty on the

death of the Princess Alice, grand-duchess of Hesso-Darmstadt, which

was made doubly painful by its occurrence on the anniversary of her

father's death (December 14th).

The first month of the new year brought the tidings of a sad and
humiliating disaster to our arms—the surprise and massacre of half a

regiment by a barbarian foe in their camp at Isandula or Isandlana, in South
Africa (January 22, 1879). The war, of which this disaster was almost the

first announcement, is one of the most entangled and least satisfactory

episodes in our recent history. It was a revival of the long-standing

troubles with the Kaffirs beyond the borders of Natal, complicated by the

results of the annexation of the Transvaal, a detached territory, lying to the

west of Zululand. The Dutch Boers, who had migrated beyond the British

frontier in 1848, and formed that liepublic, bad become involved in financial

troubles and severe wars with Secocoeni, chief of the Basuto tribe, and

Cetewayo, the warlike king of the Zulu Kaffirs. Sir Theophilus Shepstone,

sent by our Government to act as mediator, found the Boers—as he

believed—desirous of placing themselves under British rule as their only

means of safety; and his annexation of the Transvaal (April 12, 1876) was

approved by the Government and Parliament. One result was to hand over

to us a dispute between the Boers and Zulus about a strip of territory

;

and, partly from the way in which this affair was managed (we cannot dwell

upon the details), partly from alarm at seeing the British established in

tliis fresh quarter, a change took place in the friendly disposition hitherto

shown by Cetewayo. Whether his warlike preparations were meant, as his

friends allege, for self-defence, or whether he designed to " wash the

spears " of his warriors in an aggressive war, the latter was the firm con-

viction of sir Bartle Frere,* a man of the purest character, who had won high

repute in India, and had been sent out to the Cape as Governor and High

Commissioner, specially to carry out lord Carnarvon's plan of South African

confederation.

To anticipate, as he believed, the invasion of Natal, sir Bartle plunged

into a war which was disapproved by the Government and denounced with

the greatest vehemence by the Opposition. A disregarded ultimatum,

requiring Cetewayo to disband his army (December 1 7th), was followed up

by the invasion of his country by lord Chelmsford, f commander-in-chief at

the Cape ; and the disaster of Isandula, redeemed by the gallant defence of

a small detachment at Rorke's Drift, set an evil mark on the opening of

• The nephew and joint biographer of John Hookham Frere, the famous associate of

Canning in the authorship of "The Anti-Jacobin."

+ General Thesiger had just succeeded to the title by the death of his father, the ex-Iord-

chancellor. We have already mentioned the sad episode of the death of the titular Prince

Imperial, Louis Napoleon, who, having received a military education in England, joined lord

Chelmsford's staff as a volunteer, both to gain experience in the field, and to prove his nietile

in the eyes of his partisans in France. He was surprised and killed by a party of Zulus

(June 1st). His remains were afterwards recovered and buried with his father at Chisiehurst.
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the campaign. Our furces were reduced to the defensive, while waiting

the reinforcements despatched from England on receipt of the news

;

and the command was entrusted to sir Garnet Wolseley. But just after ho
had landed at the Cape, and before ke reached the scene of war, lord

Chelmsford defeated the Zulus in the battle of Ulundi (July 4th) ; and Cete-

wayo was captured a few weeks later. Meanwhile the Zulu chiefs submitted

to sir Garnet Wolseley, who divided the territory into a number of govern-

ments under sejjarate chiefs ; but, at the time we write, Cetewayo, having

been brought over to England, has been sent back with a promise of restora-

tion (1882). The revolt of the Transvaal Boers, and the restoration of their

independence, lies beyond our appointed limit.

Meanwhile the Parliament had reassembled (February 13th) for an

uneventful session, in which the conflict with Irish obstruction was renewed.

The Irish intermediate Education Act of last session was followed up by a

settlement of the long-vexed question of higher education, by enabling her

Majesty* to grant the Charter by which the Eoyal Irish University was

established in the following year. The administration of criminal law was

improved by the institution, demanded for many years, of a public prosecutor

(c. 22). The Budget (April 3rd), swollen by war exjjenses and the rapid

growth of cost in all departments of administration, showed an estimated

expenditure of more than 81 millions, while the increased taxation of the last

session was estimated to bring in more than 83 millions for the coming year

;

but the cost of the African war required a supplemental vote of 3 millions

later in the session. Among the latest votes before the prorogation on the

15th of August, both Houses thanked lord Lytton and the army of India

for the successful conduct of the Afghan War ; and just a month later the

work was lamentably undone.

On the very day on which the final close of the war in Africa was
announced (September 3rd) the regiments from Herat quartered in Cabul

broke out into revolt, and on the following day they stormed the residence

of the British envoj', sir Louis Xapoleon C.'avagnari,f and massacred him with

his staff. This first step in the parallel to the murder of sir Alexander

Burnes sent a thrill of horror through England, and it seemed as if the

catastrophe of 1841 was to be repeated in all its details. But the British

commander, sir Fkedeiuck Eodekts, was another sort of man than poor old

general Elphinstone, and Yakoub was not another Akhbar. Ho came to

the British camp, to disavow any jiart in the crime wliioh he at least had
done nothing to prevent, and was detained as a prisoner.

We cannot stay to relate how Eoberts held his own at Cabul, twice

defeating the mutineers in the field, while other British forces held

Jellalabad and Caudahar ; but we must glance beyond our limit at the

end of the war. Yakoub Khan having been deposed by the viceroy's pro-

• 42 and 43 Vict. c. 05. Compare chap. iv. p. 32.

t He was a dislinguished officer, Ihe son of an Italian, wlio had been a most attached

follower of the late emperor, and the companion of his early exile in England, where Ihe soa

was biouf^lit mi and naturalized.
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clamation, the priii'cipal Afghan chiefs rallied round his cousin Abdurrahman,
the rightful heir by birth,* though that is no fixed pi-inciple of succession

among the Afghans ; and he was recognized by the British Government
(July 22, 1880). His chief rival, Ayoub Khan, governor of Herat, advanc-

ing upon Candahar, inflicted a shameful defeat on the army under general

Burrows (July 27th) ; but the disaster was redeemed by the splendid march
of Eoberts from Cabul to the relief of Candahar, and his utter rout of

Ayoub Khan (September 1st). The renunciation of the fruits of the war,

like that of the Transvaal, belongs to the history of the next administra-

tion

For we have reached the point when these " untoward events " were

combined with a persistent continuance of depressed trade, bitter winters,

and cold, wet summers, producing an unexampled series of bad harvests, a

prospect of famine in Ireland, and the beginning of a new agitation against

the foundations of property as well as government, to shake the Ministry to

its foundation. How the opportunity was seized by the marvellous energy

of the rival chief can hardly j'et bo told with calm historic impartiality,

—a tone, indeed, which perhaps would only be resented. For the present,

let the simple record suffice, that Mr. Gladstone, who had bidden a prospec-

tive farewell to Greenwich a year before, undertook to test and guide the

feeling of the country by assailing a county seat held by the Tory house of

Buccleugh, and began his first " Midlothian campaign " in November, 1879.

The denunciations of the Government from the Liberal press and plat-

forms were mingled with vehement challenges to refer the issues of high

morality as well as policy to the country. But Parliament had still a full

year to run ; and for the seventh time it met with the promise of " a fair

working session " (Feb. 5, 1880). Perhaps it was the encouragement of

some by-elections, especially the return of a Conservative for Suuthwark, that

turned the scale ; but, from whatever cause, scarcely a month had passed

when lord Beaconsfield announced the intention to dissolve Parliament

forthwith, and he chose his ground of battle in a letter to the duko of

Marlborough, Lord-lieutenant of Ireland, denouncing a danger to law and
order in that island, against which Conservatives must rally. The dissolu-

tion, proclaimed on the 24t]i of March, did but herald that, of the six years'

rule of Conservatives by a vote far more decisive than that which had
brought them into power. Mr. Gladstone's success in Midlothian was
matched by lord Hartington's recovery of his old seat for North Lancashire

;

the new Conservative member for Southwark was turned out ; and the

Liberal victories in the counties proved that even the farmers thought a

change worth trying. The result is best told in a few simple figures. The
Parliament just dissolved was composed of 351 Conservatives and 301

Liberals. The new elections returned 415 Liberals (including 02 Irish

Home Rulers) against 237 Conservatives. Supposing, therefore, a case so

inconceivably extreme as the transfer of the whole Home Pule party to the

* He was the son of Dost Mohammed's eldest son, who had contested ihe succession with

his brother Shere Ali, the third son, but the heir by his father's appointment.
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Conservative side for some special vote, the combined force would still be

one short of 300 against a Liberal phalanx of 353. Practically, the result

was a good working majority considerably above 100. In face of this

decisive verdict, lord Beaconsfield followed the precedent he had set in

1868, and resigned office on the 19th of April. The peculiar position of

Mr. Gladstone made it a point of constitutional propriety that the Queen

should make the first offer to lord Hartington ; but lord Granville con-

curred with him in representing to her Majesty the real significance of the

elections, and Mr. Gladstone accepted the responsibility (April 23rd). In

how wide and deep a sense the accession of Mk. Gladstone's Secotid Ministry

to power forms a new epoch in our history is already attested by the events

of nearly three years, of which the unseen issues belong to the future record

that we must leave to other hands.

But, in closing our record at the moment when this new scene opens, we

have to cast one brief glance forward, to follow him who has departed. By
an affecting coincidence, it was exactly a year from the day of his resignation

that Lord Beaconsfield died in London, on Easter Tuesday, April 19,

1881, in the 77th year of his age,* and was buried at Hughenden on the

26th. The public career, which had begun amidst short-sighted ridicule,

and had just closed in a storm of censure which even opponents allow to

have been exaggerated, now received the universal tribute due to high

o-enius devoted with stedfast patience and resolution to the service of his

sovereign and country. The regrets and honours paid to his memory by

the Queen, the foremost men of all parties and professions, and the people of

all ranks, showed once more how small are the differences that divide us, in

comparison with the common bond of attachment to the cardinal principles

of liberty and order, and faith in the integrity an 1 devotion of our states-

men. And thus our record of a generation, filled with events as

momentous as any in the long annals of British history, ends as it began,

with the lesson of the stability of our institutions, so long as the love

of liberty and the devotion of loyalty go hand in hand.

* There hal been a prevalent error about both the day and year of Benjamin Disraeli's

birth J
but the authentic register showed it to have been on the 21st December, 1804.

END OF VOLUME IX.
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Abbott, Ju3tiof>, pi-csMes in court at Hune's
first trial, 1S17, viii. 86-S8 ; and that of the
Cato-street conspirators, 1820, 161

Abbott, Charles. Ste Colchester, lord.

Abnrcrombie fails in reducing liconderoja,
1 75.S, vi. 237 ;

general of the Bengal army,
17S0, vii. 258.

Abercromby, James, elected speaker of the
House of Commons, viii. 3-5.5 ; again elected,

1837, 405; his review of the session 1837-8,

411 ; raised to a peerage, 421
Abercromby, sir Ralph, eominands the array in

Ireland, 17i^8, vii. 364; commands the Bri-

tish expedition to Holland, 1799, 385, 386
,

superaeded by the duke of York, 386; lands

his anny at Aboukir Bay, 406 ; defeats the
French near Alexandria, Mar. 21, 1801, 407 ;

death of, from a wound, March 28, ib.

Aberdeen, earl of, negotiates for peace, 1814, vii.

569; approves of the declaration of Frank-
fort, viii. 24; foreign secretaiy, 1828, 234

Abjuration of James II., bill for, rejected 1690,

V. 104
Abjuration of tlie Pretender, bill for, passed

1702, V. 253, 254

Abo. peace of, 1743, vi. 120

Abolition of Slavery. See Slaverv.

Aboukir, battle of, July 25, 1799, 'vii. 381
Abury, the Druidical temple at, i. 12

Academy of Ancient Concerts, established 1710,

V. 431

Academy, Royal ; attempts to establish an
academy of art, vii. 67, 08 ; scheme for a,

snggested by sir J. Tliornhill, 68 ; the idea

revived; first e.xhibitiou of the worksof living

artists, April 21, 1700, ib. ; second exhibition,

08, 69 ; George III. first patron ; Keynolds
first president, 70; foundation of the, Dec.

10, 1768, 70, 71 ; first exhibition and exhi-

bitors in 1709, 71 ; exhibition and exhibitors

in 1780, 72 ; supplants all rivals; sources for

the history of the, ih.

Acland, gen., joins Wellington at Vimiero, vii.

502
Acre besiLoCd unsuccessfully by Bonaparte,

1799, vU. 380, 381

Act of Grace, 1090 ; exceptions to, v. 104, 105
Act of Security passed by Scottish parliament;

assent refused, 1703, v. 312
;
granted, 1705, 313

Act of Settlement, indejiendence of judges de-

termined by, V. 147 ;
passed 1701 ; clauses

repealed, 246 ; copy of, 255, 256

Acton Burnel, statute of, passed in 1283, i. SS.^

Adam, James and liubeit, their architectural
works, vii. 80

Adam, remarks of, on the sentence of iluir and
Palmer, vii. 299, .300

Adams, John, high-mindedness of, in defending
captain Preston at Boston in 1770, vi. 313

;

his conference with lord Howe, the British

commissioner, 1776, 372 ; one of the commis-
sioners for settling the conditions of peace
between England and the United States

;

signs the preliminaries, Nov. 20, 1783, 457;
interview with Geo. HI. in 1785 as minister
plenipotentiary ; evidence against the charge
of the king's incivility towards Jeti'erson and,
461, 462

;
president of the United States,

1796-1800, vii. 575, viii. 3
Adams, J. Q., an American plenipotentiary for

concluding the peace of Ghent, viii. 19
;
pre-

sident of the United States, 1825-9, 268
Adams, Samuel, rouses the Americans, 1773, vi.

336 ; denies that the Americans have lost their

good will towards England, 1774, 341
; pro-

scribed by Gage, 355
Addington (afterwards lord Sidmouth), elected

speaker of the House of Commons, Nov. 1790,
\ii. 189; aneclote of Burke and Pitt by,

207 ; his sanguine expectations of ihe duke
of Brunswick's campaign, 235 ; visits Dun-
can's tleet, 349; hopes roused by Nelson's
victory of the Nile, 358, 359 ; first lord of tlie

treasury and chancellor of the exchequer,
Mar. 14, 1801, 400; remonstrates with Bo-
naparte for his encroachments,417 ; his po-
licy towards I'rance, 419 ; requires, through
lord U'hitworth, Bonaparte to explain his
views towards Grout Britain, 420 ; negotiates
for sharing the power with Pitt, 424 ; weak-
ness of his ministry, 430; resigns May 10.

1804, 431; joins Pitt, 437; viscount" Siil-

mouth and president of the council, 180.5,

437; resigns, July, 440; lord privy seal,

1806, 463; resigns, 1807, 479; home secre-

tary, 543, 577, viii. 156; measures recom-
mended by, to put down the riots of 1812,
543; his employment of 8i)ie8 justified, 81,
82 ; hiis no faith in a favourable change in

the internal condition of the country, 84;
states the difficulty of prosecuting for libel

;

his circular letter giving the judge increasisj

powers in cases of libel trials, ib. ; thi.s pro-
ceeding considered unconstitutional, 84,95;
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his opinion of the laws against reformers,
104 ; promises the Manchester magistrates
government support against the reformers,
106 ; thanks tnem for their measures for
preserving tranquillity, 108 ; succeeded as
home secretary by sir Robert Peel, 1S22, 178 •

resigns his seat in the cabinet, 184
'

Addison, Joseph, defends Steele against the
charge of libel imputed to him by the House
of Commons, 1713, v. 399; writes for the
" Tatler," 405 ; member of parliament

; po-
pularity; his influence and aims as an es-
sayist, 406; with Steele he directs the popular
attention to Milton, Shakspere, and our old
English ballads, 408, 409 ; the precursor of
English novelists, the Spectator's Club de-
scribed by, 409-412 ; his works, with those of
other essayists, create a general taste for read-
ing, 413 ; ridicules the political extravagances
of the ladies of his day, 417, 418 ; description of
contemporary female characters by, 423 ; re-
marks on puppet plays and the opera, 424

;

description of a masquerade, 425 ; remarks nn
the superstition, 430, 431 ; the popular
music, 431 ; and the translations, from the
Latin and Greek, of his day, 434; rebukes
Pope for his controversial spirit, 436; ap-
pointed secretary of state, Apr. 1717 vi. 30;
supports the Peerage Bill, 1719, 38.

Adelaide, princess, of Saxe Meiningen, marries
the duke of Clarence OViUiam IV.), July 13,
1818, viii. 97; character of, 378

Adjutators, organization of the, iv. 70; refusal
of, to allow the army to be disbanded, ili.

;

seizure of Charles I. by, at Holmby, 71
Admimus, son of Cunobelin, instigates a Ro-
man invasion of Britain, i. 16

Adrianople, peace of, Sept. 14, 1829, viii. 383
Afghan War, 1838-1842, narrative of the, viii.

4.50, 461
African, The, Company, commenced operations

1530, V. 39
African and Indian Company, constituted 1695,

V. 216 ; projects the founding a colony at
Darien, 217; three vessels, with 1200 men,
sail from Leith, July 26, 1698, 218 ; amve at
Daricn, Nov. 4, ii.

; the colonists quarrel with,
and declare war agamst the Spaniards, 2 19; food
grows scarce ; famine and pestilence prevail

;

they forsake Darien, 220
; the eompanv send

out 1300 more men, 221; the colonv'bloek-
adcd by the Spaniards, 222 ; it capitulates

;

and abandons the settlement, id. ; this failure
rouses the spirit of the Scotch, who invei-h
against William and the English, id. ; it con-
tinues a source of irritation for several years
between the two nations, 223; buttlie"difS-
culticsare smoothed over in the union, ill

•

qiian-els with the East India Conip.iny; a
captain of one of their vessels is seized and
executed by the E. I. Company on a false
chaigeof murder, 313

Aghrini, battle of, July 12, 1691, v. 127, 128
Agincourt, description of, and its locality, ii

01 ; battle of, on 25 Oct. 1415, 62-64 "

Agnew, sir Andrew, presents petitions to parlia-
ment praying for the better observance of
the S.abbath, viii. 322

Agra, battle of, 1803, vii. 4.56
Agi icola, the great oiviliser of Britain, i. 20 • is

appointed to the commaml of Britain, a.d
6J, 26

; campaign of, 26, 27 ; attack on Gal-
eneus and the Caledonians by, 27 ; announces

the possession of "the very extremity of
Britain," 28; ascertains that Britain is an
island, 29 ; recalled by Doraitian, A.i>. 84
29

;
line of forts from the Clyde to the Forth

raised by, 29, 30 ; notice of the works of, in Bri-
tain, 36 ; caused the sciences and the Roman
language to be taught to the sons of British
chiefs, 40 ; established municipalities, 44

Agriculture in Britain, state of, under the Ro-
mans, i. 35 ; state of, in queen Anne's time,
V. 31 ; great influence of the population of
London and Westminster upon, ib. : state of,
in Norfolk, about 1770. vii. 5 ; Coke's efforts
for the improvement of, 6; state of, in Su':-
folk, 6, 7 ; manufacture of implements of, 8

;
in Buckinghamshire

; its dairy farm produce,
9 ; in Oxfordshire and Northamptonshire, 10
improvements in Bedfordshire ; the duke of
Bedford's exertions, 11; Bakewell's art of
fattening cattle and sheep ; improved breeds,
12; reclamation of the fens of Cambridge-
shire and Lincolnshire, 14, 15 ; of Lincoln
Heath, 15, 16, and the Wolds, 16; state of,
in Nottingham and Derby-shires, ib. ; Surrey,
Middlesex, and Kent, 17 ; in Sussex, Hants,
and Berkshire, 18 ; in Wiltshire, 21 ; back-
ward state of firming in Wiltshire, 22; pro-
gress of, in Dorsetshire ; enclosure of lands
from 1734 to 1828, ib. ; in Devonshire a,nd
Somersetshire, 23 ; in Cornwall, 24 ; Wates,
24, 25; and the west midland counties, 25;
sjsteni of under-drainage discovered, 1764 ;
uncultivated wastes of Staffordshire ; slow
progress of, in Lancashire, 26 ; reclaiming o(
the mosses in the Fylde district, 27 ; Che-
shire

; progress of Yorkshire in, promoted by
the labours of the marquis of Rockingham',
i«.

; sir Digby Legard, 27, 28 ; and James
Croft, the agricultural collier, 28, 29 ; land
and cattle of Durham, 30; sheep and waste
land of Northumberland, ib.

; progress of
stimulated by the example of the CuUeys,'
31 ; 'W estraoreland and its lake district, 31,
32; the Lotliians, Haddington, Roxburgh,
and Selkirk-shires, 33; Scotch sheep, 34;
in Ayrshire, 35 ; Lanarkshire and Renfrew-
shire, 36 ; progress of, in the north-western
district of Scotland, 36, 37 ; in Ireland, 38

;

the potato cultiv.ition, 39; bad h.irvests and
high prices from 1795 to 1800, 390-392

Ahmedabad taken by general Goddard, vii. 129
Ahmcdnuggur captured by the British, 1803, vii.

4.56

^Ukenhead, Thomas, hanged for blasphemy in
1696, v. 214

Aislabie, Chancellor of the Exchequer, bribed
by the directors of the South Sea Company,
Ti. 44 ; accused of fraud ; expelled the House
of Commons, and committed to the Tower, 45

Aitkcn,^ alias John the painter, attempts tobum
the English dockyards ; his trial and confes-
sion, vi. 373, 374

Aix-la-ChapcIle, peace of. May 2, 1668, v. 387 •

treaty of, 1748, vi. 120, 180,' 181
Aix Roads, lord Cochraue's enterprise in, Am-i)

11, 1809, vii. 610
^

Akbar Khan, his treachery towards, and murder
of, MacNaghten, viii. 456 ; his conduct to-
wards the British amiy, 456-458

Akensidc, M.irk, his "Pleasures of Imagina-
tion" published 1744, vii. 87

Akernian, keeper of Newgate ; his house set oa
fire by tlie Gordon rioters, 1780, vi. 40S
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Alba, duke of. See Philip of Spain
Albun, St., legend of the martyrdom of, as told

by Bede, i. 51

Albemarle, A. J. von Keppil, earl of; he is

taken into William 111. 'a favour, which
causes the jealousy of Portland, v. 236

Albemarle, earl of, commands the laud forces in
the Huvanuah e.'ipcdition, 1762, vi. 255

Alberoni, cardinal Giiilio, prin]e minister of

Spain ; sends a million French livres to

Spaar, the Swedish envoy in Paris, to stir

Charles XII. 's soldiers, vi. 29 : early career

;

instigates disputes; and intrigues against

England and France, 31, 32; retaliates

BjTig's destruction of tlie Spanish Meet by
seizing all British goods in Spanish ports,

34 ; leagues witli tlie Pretender ; detected
plotting against the regent Orleans ; France
consequently declares war against Spain,

1718, 35; he organizes expeditions against
France, England, and Scotland, 36; dis-

missed his odices, and banished the country
;

returns to Italy, Dec. 1719, 37
Albert, archduke of Austria, commands the

Austrian army at the siege at Lille, 1792, vii.

236
Albert, prince, of Saxe Coburg, marriage of, to

queen Victoria, viii. 426; his high opinion of

wiHiam III., 472 ; speech of, proclaiming
the unity of interest in all classes of society,

562
Albert Edward, prince of Wales, bom Nov. 9,

1841, viii. 493
Albion, belief of its once having formed part of

the Continent, i. 1

Albuera, battle of, May 16, 1811, vii. 538
Alcuin, notice of, i. 76
Aldrich, dean Henry, his architectural works,

V. 458
Alexander I. of Russia, defeat of his army at

Austerlitz ; forms a treaty of alliance with
the king of Prussia, vii. 450; wars with
Fr.ince, 1807, 487 ; concludes the peace of

Tilsit with Napoleon ; tlie interview on the

Niemen raft with Napoleon, 488 ; terms of

the treaty, patent and secret, 488, 489 ; of-

fends Bonaparte by relaxing the severity of

the Russian commercial law ; allies himself
with Sweden ; Bonaparte wars against him,
1812,556; concludes an alliance with Prus-
sia, 561 ; his meeting with Frederick "William

in the great square of Leijizig, 565 ; succeeds

Paul I. as emperor of Russia, 1801, 5/4; at-

tends the congress of Viemia, 1814, viii. 42
;

obtains the sovereignty over Poland, 43, 44 ;

orgiinizes the Holy Alliance, 45; succeeded
by Nicholas I. 182o, 268

Alexandria, Bonaparte lands at, July, 1798

;

captured by the French, vii. 353 ; battle of,

Mar. 21,1801,407; capitulates to the Bri-
tish, Mar. 20, 1807, 485

Alexius, emperor of the East, receives the
Anglo-Saxons expelled by William the Con-
queror, as his guards, i. 189, 190

Alfred, son of Ethelred, is induced to make a
descent on Enghaud, is betrayed by earl God-
win, and put to death, i. 161

Alfred the Great, birth of, in 849, i. 79 ; early

Tears of, 80, 81 ; improbability of his having
been taught to read by his step-motlicr, 82 ;

at Rome in 853 ; consecrated kinar by pope
Leo, at Rome, on the death of Ethelwulf, 83

;

probable impression made on tlic mind of, by

the sight of Rome, 84; makes no claim to

Wessex on the death of Ethclhald, 85 ; em-
Sloynient of, during the life of Ethclbert, ib. ;

escription of his home at Wantage, 86; th(
translation of Boetius by, has original pas
sages descriptive of the state of England, 86,
87 ; state of the Church during the youth of,

87 ; constitution of the army, 88 ; state of
rural industry, 88, et. aeq.

; provision for tlia

poor, 91 ; becomes " secundarius" on the ac-
cession of Ethelred in 866, 94 ; marries, ib. ;

defeats the Danes who had invaded Mercit,
A.D. 868, 95 ; fights and gains the battle of
jEscesdun, in 871, 98, 99; is defeated at
Wilton, 100; fii-st naval battle of, against
the Danes, in 875, 101

;
probable unpopula-

rity of, 102 ; makes peace with Guthrum in
878, 103 ; retreat of, to Athelney, i*. ; heads
a band of outlaws in Somer.setshii-e, 103; tra-
ditional stories of, during his concealment,
104; re-appears, and gains the b.attle of
Ethanduni', in 878, 105, 106 ; Guthrum sues
for peace and is baptised, 106 ; terms of the
treaty, 107 ; laws of Alfred, 108, 109 ; writings
and translations of, 110, 111, 112; repulsesan
invasion of tlie Danes in Kent in 884, 111

;

his care for the education of his family, 113
;

defeats an inv.asion of the Danes under
Hasting, 113, 114; creates a navv, 114;
death of, in 901, 114; character of, 115;
share of, in the subdivision of the kingdom
for administrative and judicial ])urposes, 116 ;

courts of justice in the lime of, 118; tenure
of lands, 119

Alfric, earl of Mercia, treachery of, i. 1-54

Algarves. See Godoy.
Algiers, battle of, Aug. 27, 1816, viii. 49, 50

;

see Exmouth, lord, 47-50 ; captured by the
French, 1830, 249

Alibaud, attempts to take Louis Philippe's life,

1830, vui. 374
Alien Bill, passage of, through Parliament, vii.

244, 249
;

p.assed Jan. 4, 1793, 249
Ali-Ghur stormed by the British, Sept. 4, 1803,

vii. 456
AUectus assumes tlie government of Britain,

A.D. 292, i. 32 ; defeated, and Britain re-sub-
jected to the Romans, ib.

Allegiance, Oath of; many clergymen refuse to
take it, 1689, v. 70

-Ulan, Ethan, an American revolutionist, 1775;
captures Ticondoroga, vi. 350, 351 ; made
prisoner on hie march against Montreal ; sent
to England, 362

Alliance, The Holy, a treaty so called concluded
at Paris, Sept. 26, 1815, viii. 4-5, 382; de-
nounced by the British parliament, 45

Almanacs, duty on, repealed, 1834, viii. 346, 347
Alraanza, battle of, April 25, 1707, v. 330
Almeida, siege of; suiTcndercd to the French,

Aug. 1810, vii. .531

Alraenara, battle of, July 27, 1710, v. 366
Alonipra, his conquests; ascends the Birman

throne, viii. 219
Althorp, viscount. Chancellor of the Exchequer,

1830, viii. 267 ; his budget for 1831, 271 ; de-
scription of, by Francis Jeffrey, 279 ; inter-

view of Jeffrey with, just after tno resignation

of the Grey ministry, 1831, 296; speech on
moving the second reading of the bill for the
suppression of disturbances in Ireland, 18.33,

323 ; financial statement, 324, 325 ; his bill

for limiting the hours of labour in factoriei
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|i!i>;=ied c.o3, 331 ; introiluces the P.ior-l;iw I

Amendment bill, 1S31, 336, 311; moves the

iuljouinraent of the debate on the Irish

Church question and the previous question,

3-14 ; resigns his chanoellorsliip, 1S34 ;
rea-

sons for doing so, 344 345 ; resumes it again

i,i the Melbourne administration ; brings for-

ward a modified Coercion bill, 346; financial

statement and proposed reduction of taxes,

346, 347 ; his removal to the Lords (as earl

Spencer) the ostensible cause <if the dismissal

of the llelbounie ministry, 350, 351

Alt Ranstadt, peace of, Sept. 24, 1706, v. 389

Alum Shah, Ureat Mogul ; seeks British iiro-

tection, vi. 332 ; Hastings deprives him of the

money and district granted by Olive, vii. 124;

his power restored to him by general Lake,

456
.

Alvinzy, commands the Austnan array in Italy

;

defeats Bonaparte at Caldiero, Xov. 12, 17^0;
• repulses Bonaparte's attempts to cross the

bridge of Arcole; retreats to Vicenza, yii. 328;

compels Joubert to retreat to Kivoli, 1797,

342 ; where he is defeated by Bonaparte, Jan.

14, 343.

Aniboyna acquired by the British, 1810, vm.
214

Ameer Khan. See Khan Ameer.

Ameer Singh. See Ochterlony.

Am»lia, ]irincess, her illness att'ects George III.'s

mind, vU. 533 ; dies Nov. 2, ISIO, .534

American affairs. British possessions in North

America, vi. 205, 206 ; war between the

British and French, 1754-63, 207, ,208, 233,

236-239 ;
government and prosperity of the

British colonies, 270, 271 ; the resistance to

the Stamp Act, 1764-66, 271-274, 278-284
;

the passing of the Revenue Act muses re-

newed disturbances, which are sliglitly abated

on the repeal of all the duties except that on

tea, 306-314; the destruction of ihe tea in

Boston harbour induces the home govern-

ment to adopt coercionary measures, whii h

still further embittered the .Anieiican spirit,

336-348; hostilities commence April, 1775,

at Lexington, 348, 349 ; and the war con-

tinues till 1782, when the independence of

America is recognised by Great Britain, 349-

399, 411-416, 422-430, 457-463, 468
;
govern-

ment and condition of the United •states, viii.

2, 3
;
party spirit, 3, 4 ; the United States

declare war against Great Britain, June, 1812,

chiefly on account of the right of search

being" claimed by the latter countrv ; the war

was terminated by the peace of Ghent, 1815,

4-19
;

American Declaration of Independence, July 4,

1776, vi. 364, 365; copy of the declaration,

366-368

American Secession : threatened separation of

the North and South, viii. 13

American Stamp Act. See Stump Act.

Amherst, sir Jeflery : general, 1758; com-

mander of the English troops in America
;

captures Louisbourg, vi, 233 ; succeeds .-Vber-

crombie; captures Ticonderoga, July, 1759;

237 ; co-operates with Wolfe against (iuebec

;

embarks on Laice Champlain ; driven back by

stoniis, ih. ; removed from the jrovemorship

of Virginia, 310
imherst, lord, governor-general of India, 1S23,

viii. 218; unable to maintain peace; war

with the Birmao emtiire, 1824-6, 218-221;

comparative freedom of the press in India

under his administration, 223
Amiens, peace of, negotiation for, vii. 409, 410;

concluded Mar. 27, 1802, 410, 413; terms o!

the treaty, 410, 411

Anderson, William, a printer of libellous pam-
phlets against the government, indicted foi

nigh treason, convicted and executed, v. 166

167
Andre, major : adjutant-general ; carries on a

secret correspondence with -imold on the part

of Clinton ; his interview with Arnold, 1780,

vi. 414 ; he is captured as a spy ; tried by
court-martial, and sentenced to death, 415;

execution, Oct. 2, 416

Andre, M. P. H., introduces lithographv into

England, 1801, viii. 157

Anglesey, H. W. Paget, marqnia of, distin-

guishes himself in Moore's retreat, 1808, vii.

.505; lord lieutenant of Ireland, viii. 235,

267 ; is convinced of the expediencyof grant-

ing concessions to the Catholics, 235

Anglo-Saxon agriculture in Alfred's time, i. 88

et seq.

Anglo-Saxon Church, ignorance of the priests

of, at the accession of .\lfred, i. 87 ; slate of,

at the time of Dunst.an, 138; cathedrals and

churches of the, 139, 140; provisions for the

clergy, 140 ; parish priests of the, 141 ; learn-

ing of the, 142

Anglo-Saxon kings, authority of, i. 81 ; their

mansions, ib.

Anglo-Saxons, state of, at the time of Ethel-

bert, i. 69-71 ; literature of, 74 ; social ranks

among, 87 ; love of feasting indicated in the

Bayeux tapestry, 173; continued resistance

of, 'to William the Conqueror, 190; security

afforded to, by the establishment of Norman
fiefs, 195 ; continued existence of, as a People,

196
Anhalt-Dessau, prince of, his military inven-

tions, v. ISO

Anjou, duke of, renounces his claim to the

throne of France, v. 395

Ankerslroem. See Gustavus III.

Anne, the princess, and her husb.and, go over to

William III., iv. 439 ; Anne's marriage to

prince George of Denmark, 1089, v. 98; ap-

plies to parliament for an increased income,

and has it increased from 20,000/. to 50,000/.

per annum, 98, 09; friendship for Mrs.

Churchill (alias Mrs. Freeman), ih.
;
quarrels

with her sister, queen Mary, 145; Mrs.

Freeman is commanded to leave the royal

palace; Anne goes with her, 146; her posi-

tion and character in 1695, 178; accession of.

Mar. 8, 1702, 257; declares to the privy

council her intention of carrying on the war-

like preparations against France commenced

by William III.. 258; her address to parlia-

ment, which continues to sit ; her fine voice,

ib. ; favours the Tory party, 258, 259 ;
speech

at the close of the session, 1702, 260 ; meets

her first parliament, Oct. 20, 262; grants

Slarlborough a dukedom and 5000/. ayear,

264 ; opens the session of parliament, Nov. 9,

1703, 266, 267 ; announces the conclusion of

the Methucn treaty with Portugal, '267
; en-

tertains Charles, archduke of Austria, at her

court, acknowledging him as kingof Spain, ib.

,

stops a contest between the Lords and Com-

mons by proroguing parliament, 269
;
queen

Anne's 'bounty restoring the first fi-uits and
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tenths to the Church, 271 ; revives the prac-
tice of tuucliing for the king's evil, ib.

;
pro-

vides out of the privy purse for fresh recruits,

273 ;
grants Woodstock to Marlborough, 287

;

prorogues parlianjent. Mar. 14, 1701, 289;
e.\horts the Commons to follow up Peter-
borough's successes in Spain, 297 ; indignant
at the Tories for raising the question of the
succession, 306; revived the Order of the
Thistle, 1703; announces the ratitication of

(he Union treaty, 327 ; speech on giving her
nsscnt to the Act of Union, 328 ; she deter-

mines to continue the war; receives speedy
supplies from parliament, 329 ; Marlborough
jiresents her letter to Charles XII., 331 ; dis-

misses Harley; she grows cold towards Mrs.
Freeman, and makes Mrs. Masliam her new
favourite, 336; death of her husband, George
of Denmark, Oct. 1708, 338 ; supposed to

have private audiences with Harley ; her
opinions regarding a successor, 339 ; her
temper tries Marlborough's patience, 340 ; her
interviews with Harley, 349

;
pri'sent at Dr.

Sacheverel's trial, ib.
;

public addresses to,

3-38 ; advises the nation to be quiet, 3o8, 3-59

;

dismissal of Whigs from office, 363 ; dissolves

her third and calls her fourth parliament,

364 ; announces her determination to support
the Church of England, ib. ; dismisses the
duchess of Marlborough from her service, the
"key" scenes, 36.5 ; her auger at the duchess's

revenge ; n.akcs the duchess of Somerset her
lady of tUe wardrobe, and Mrs. Masbam the
keeper of the privy purse, 366

;
parliament

addresses her on the subject of Harley's
narrow escape from assassination, 373 ;

pro-

mises not to make peace with France unless

in concert with the Dutch, 374 ; opens par-

liament, Dec. 7, 377 ; dismisses Slarlborough
from his offices, 379 ; creates twelve new peers,

contrary to lord Dartmouth's advice, 380

;

announces to parliament the commencement
of negociations for peace at Utrecht, 381 ; the
temis upon which peace may be made, 394,

395 ; and the conclusion of the treaty, 397 ;

intriguing of the Jacobites, 398; calls upon
parliament to suppress seditious papers, 399 ;

her agitation at the contest between Oxford
and liolingbroke brings on a sudden illness,

July, 27, ami she dies Aug. 1, 1714, 400
Anson, George : commodore, 1741 ; his expe-

dition to Peru ; difficulties encountered in

doubling Cape Horn ; half his crew killed by
scurvy; takes refuge in Juan Fernandez;
secures prizes ; att.icks Paita, vi. 100 ; enters

C.inton ; returns to Spithead, June, 1744, 101;

defeats the French otl' Cape Finisterre, May 3,

1747, 179; first lord of the admiralty, 1757,
2'27 ; commands an expedition against St.

Maloes, 1758 ; his partner, the duke of Marl-
borough, fails in taking St. Maloes ; Cher-
bourg taken, 232

Anti-Com-Law League, the, viii. 436
"Anti-Jacobin," the, started by Canning, Nov.

•20, 1797, vii. 345
Antoninus, wall of, i. 29, 30
Antwerp surrenders to Marlborough, 1706, v.

310 ; taken by Dumouriez, Nov.30, 1792, vii.

237, 271
Appeal of murder : case of Ashford and Thorn-

ton ; lord Eldon supports the bill for abolish-

ing the practice, viii. 101, 102

Appropriation, principle of, in granting sup-
plies, establislieu 1089, v. 71, 72

Apslcv, lord. See Bathurst, earl.

Arapiles. See Salamanca.
Arbuthnot, admiral, conveys Clintm and his

forces from New York to Charleston, vi.

411
Archer, Thomas, architect of St, John the Evan-

gelist, Westminster, v. 458
Architecture, state cf, in Britain, st the close of

the third century, i. 48 ; as shown in English
alibcys and cathedrals, 257, 259 ; bishop
Swiiilield's house in 1209, 401 ; London
markets and shops, 402 ; domestic, in the 15th
century, ii. 118; large consumption of timber
in building dwelling houses, 119; furniture
used in the houses, 120; improvements in
building, temp. Henry VIII., 479; stvle of
architecture in the reign of Elizabeth, iii.

303 ct sen. ; alterations by Wren, at Wind-
sor Castle, by Charles II. in 1680, iv. 355

;

encouraged tiy William III., v. 447 ; Wren,
4^8 ; he eomniences the rebuilding of London,
ib. ; building of St. Paul's, 450-452 ; Wren's
pansh chunhes, 453 ; and miscellaneous
buildings, 45

1 ; Vanbrugh ; his late adoption
of the profession of an architect, 4.55

; general
character of his works, 456 ; Hawksmoor ;

his St. Mary's Woolnoth, Limehonse church,
and St. George's, Bloomsbury, 457; Gibbs'
St. Martin' s-in-the-Fields, ib. ; T. Archer's
St. John the Evangelist ; Talman's Chats-
worth ; Flitcroft's Woburn Abbey; amateur
architects, Dean Aldrich ; Dr. Clarke ; and
Burlington, 458 ; sir R. Taylor, vii. 80

;

1 )ance ; the Woods ; and the Adams, io. ; sir

W. Chambers, the architect of Somerset
House, 80, 81 ; Stuart, Kevett, Smirke, 81

;

AVyatt, 81, 82 ; bridge building and builders,

82; low state of architectural taste, and imi-
tation of Greek models, viii. 1.39, 140; the
latter instanced in the case of St. Pancras
thurch, 140, 141, 146 ; James Wyatt, his
classic and gothic buildings, 141, 142; his
gothic restorations, 142 ; Samuel Wyatt, ib. ;

sir John Soane's buildings at the Bank of
England and elsewhere, 142-144; HoUand
and Sir R. Smirke, 144 ; Wilkins, 144, 145 ;

Nash, the architect of Regent Street, 145,

146; and of the Regent's Park terraces and
canals, 146; St. Marylebone church; extra-
ordinary revival of church building, ib. ;

Thomas Tellbrd ; his bridges at Montford,
Buildwas, and at the Menai Straits ; his other
grand works, 147 ; Rennie ; his Waterloo
Bridge and engineering works at various
dockyards, 147, 148

Arcolc," battle of, Nov. 1796, vii. 328
Arcos, duke of, invests Valentia, v. 296 ; opposes

Peterborough's passage to Valencia; decamps;
I'eterborough etfects an entrance, 297

Arcot captured by Clive ; who is besieged in it

by Sahib's armv, vi. 203 ; repulses all their

attacks and drives them off, 203, 204
Arden of F'eversham, story of the murder oi,

in 1551, ii. 485
Arembcrg, duke of, commands the Auetrians at

Dettingcn, 1743 ; vi. 110
Argyle, marquis of, defeated bv Montrose, iv. 40

;

opposes the project of sending Hamilton to

invade England, 94 ; is restored to powei
after Hamilton's defeat, 95 ; trial and exe-

cution of, in 1661, 258
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Argyle, the earl of, refuses to take, without
reserve, the test oath enacted by the Scot-

tish parliament in 1C82, is arrested and con-
victed of high treason, but escapes to Holland,
iv. 366 ; lands in Scotland in 168-5 to raise an
insurrection in favour of Monmouth, 388 ; its

failure, 389; and his execution, 390

Argyle, Archibald Campbell, earl of, tenders

the Coronation Oath to 'Williara III., v. 90
Argyle, Archibald Campbell, duke of, colonel;

commands the Highlanders at I-'alkirk, 1746,

vi. 161 ; his plantations at Inverary, vii. 37

Argyle, John Campbell, duke of, commander
of George I.'s army in Scotland, l71o, vi. 8

;

commences operations against the insurgents,

10; marches against Alar; meets him at

Slieriffmuir, and there fights him, 13th of

Nov., 15, 16 ; compels the retreat of the

rebel army ;
pursues it to Aberdeen, and dis-

perses the troops, 18 ; deserts Walpole ; is

deprived by him of all bis employments, 1739,

90 ; desires to form a coalition ministry ; re-

tires, 1742, 108

Aristocracy, manners and position of, 1689-

1714, V. 56-58 ; fear of their being destroyed

by the Reform Bill of 1831, viii. 273 ; it

cannot be a caste in England, 273, 274_
Ark\\Tight, sir Richard, establislies his first

cotton-mill at Cromford, near Matlock, vii.

16; activity of, and early career; exhibits

his new machine, 1768, at Preston ; mobbed
;

goes to Nottingham ; takes out his first patent,

1700, 47; description of his machine, 48;
diBiculties overcome in establishing its com-
mercial value, 49

Aries, three British bishops present at the first

Council of, A.n. 314, i. 61

Armorica, foundation of a British colony in,

i. 65 ; independent government established

by, ib.

Armstrong, John, his "Art of Preserving

Health ;" appeared 1744, vii. 87

Army, establishing of a standing, as an integral

part of government, 1689, v. 75 ; strength of,

in 1692, 147 ; 1694, 170 ; reduced 1697, 201,

202 ; disbanded 1099, 233 ; number of sol-

diers voted in 1702, 253 ; standing armies de-

nounced by Pulteney, 1732, vi. 07 ; increased,

218; debate on the army estimates, 1790;

its increase opposed by Burke, vii. 186, 187
J

armies of England and France, 417, 418
Arnold, Benedict, an American revolutionist,

1775, vi. 350; appears before Quebec; attacks

the city, Dec. 31 ; and is severely wounded,
362

;
general ; commands as army of irregular

troops in conjunction with Gates, 379 ; attacks

Burgoyne's position, 380 ; his treachery ; in-

terview with Andre, 414 ; lands at James
Town; makes an incursion into Virginia;

burns Richmond, 424
Arnold, Dr., sei*mon of, at the time of the

cholera, 1831, viii. 290, 291 ; his History of

Rome, 474
Arnot, sent from India, and his paper, "The

Calcutta Journal," suppressed, viii. 223

Artcvelde, James, revolt of, against the count
of Flanders, i. 454 ; is murdered, July, 1345,

ib.

Arthur, king, legend of, i. 63
irthur of Brittany, claims of, to the crown of

England, i. 333 ; is supported by Philip of

France, ib. ; heads an invasion of Poitou,

and is captured, 335 ; mysterious death of, ib.

Artois, count J . See Charles X. of France.
Arts, Society of. See Societies.

Arts, state of, in Britain at the close of the
third century, i. 47, 48 ; sketch of the state

of, in the seventeenth century, v. 61-63;
patronage of the, by Charles I. and his court,
446 ; low state of "the, during the civil war,
447 ; William and Mary patronize architects,

but give little encouragement to painters and
sculptors, 447 ; architecture, 447-458 ; sculp-
ture, 459-461

;
painting, 461-464 ; revolution

in the, middle of the ISth century, vii. 40, 41

;

the duke of Bridgewater's canal schemes
carried out by Gilbert, 41, 42 ; and Brindley,
41-43; invention of machines for manufac-
turing cotton, 44-55

; Watt's improvements
in the steam engine, 61, 62; close connec-
tion between the fine and the industrial, 65,
66 ; artists stimulated by the Society of Arts,

06 ; low st.ate of art temp. Geo. II., 66, 07
;

painting, 1760-8.3, 67-77 ; engraving, 77, 78
;

sculpture, 79, SO; architecture, 80-82; re-
storation of the art specimens in the Louvre
to their original countries, viii. 42

Arundel, earl of, collection of statuary formed
by, iii. 424

Asaph ul Dowlah, nabob and \-izier of Oude

;

consents to the seizure of his mother's and
grandmother's property in liquidation of
Hastings' demands upon him, vii. 133

Ashburton, A. Baring, lord, master of the mint,
president of the board of trade, vii. 354

;

concludes the Boundary Treaty withthe United
States, 498

Ashby, his proceedings against the returning
olRcer of Aylesbury for refusing his vote, in

1703, leading to disputes between the houses
of Lords and Commons on their respective
prerogatives, v. 268, 269

Ashford and Thornton, case of, viii. 101
Ashley, lord, A. A. Cooper; his maiden speech

in parliament on the Treason bill, v. 185
Ashmolean museum built by Wren, v. 454
Ashridge, Hertfordshire, built by James Wyatt

:

character of its architecture, viii. 141, 14iS

Ashton, John, a J.acobite agent, tried for high
treason, and convicted, 1691, v. 125

Aske, Robert, leader of the Yorkshire Insur-

gents in 1.536, ii. 400; negotiations of with
the duke of Norfolk, 401 ; h.as an interview
with Henry MIL, and is pardoned, ib. ;

the

king's promises to the insurgents are not

kept, and Aske again takes arms, 402 ; is

taken prisoner and executed, 403
Aspern, battle of. May 21, 22, 1809, vii. 515
Assassination plot, 1696, against William 111.,

V. 186-192

Assassins, notice of, i. 316 ; the scheik of, ab-
solves Richard I. from any share in the murder
of the marquis of Montferrat, 317

Asseerghur, taken by colonel Stevenson, vii.

460
Asser, his account of the early years of Alfred,

i. 81, 82; interpolations in t"lie history of, 102

Assignats circulated by the National assembly
;

their depreciated value drive the people to

plunder and rebel. 1793, vii. 274, 275
Assye, battle of, Sept. 23, 1803, vii. 458-460
Astley, printer, proceeded against for his con-

cern in publishing an account of lord Lovat's

trial, 1747, vi. 178

Asturias, prince of. See Ferdinand VII. of

Spain.
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Ath taken by Marlborough, Oct. 4, 170G, v.

310
Athelstan, accession of, in 924, i. 123 ; annexes

Northumbria, and rules ovor all Britain,

124 ; continental influence and ulUances of,

125; attacked bv tlie under-kings of Cumber-
land and Scotl.md, he wins the battle of
Brunanburgb, 126 ; code of laws of, 128

;

death of, in 940, )*.

"Athenian Gazette," 1691-1696, published by
Dunton, v. 404

Atkins, alderman, opposes the formation of a

gas company as being destructive of the whale
iishery, ^-iii. 66

Alhlone, earl of. See Ginkell.

Athlone, besieged and taken by Ginkell, June
30, 1691, V. 127, 128

Athol, duke of. See Tullibardine.

Athol. maniuis of, his influence and dishonesty,

V. 88 ; supports the government, 1689 ; shut
out of Blair Castle, 93

Attainder, bill of, against sir John Fenwick, v.

196, 197
^tterbury, bishop of Rochester; speaks against

granting indulgence to Quakers; entliusiastic

in the Pretender's cause, vi. 47; one of the
editors of Clarendon's " History," 48 ; arrest

of, and committal to the Tower; causes a
fennent in his church party, i4. ; proceeded
against by bill enacting his punishment and
deprivation ; hi^ trial, 1723, 49 ; and con-
demnation ; embarks for France, June 1723

;

and dies at Paris, 1732, 50
Attwood, M.P. for Ilinningham ; moves an in-

quiry into the efleet of the monetary system
on the distress of the people, 1833, viii. 325

Auchmuty, sir S., takes Monte Video, 1807, ™.
483 ; his share in the attack on Buenos AjTes,
486

Auckland, lord, president of board of trade
;

master of the mint, viii. 267 ; first lord of

the admiralty, 1834, 344
;

governor-general
of India; publishes a declaration of the causes

and objects of the Afghan war, 450
Auerstadt. See Jena,
Augereau, one of Bonaparte's generals, vii. 326;

arrests sixty members of the Legislative Coun-
cils, 344

Augustin, sent by pope Gregorj' as Christian
missionary to England, A.D. 597, i. 66 ; lands
in the isle of Thanet, ib. ; converts Ethelbert,

68 ; conference and disagreement of, with the
priests of tlie old British church, 68, 69

Augustina, the brave defendress of Zaragoza,
1808, vii. 501

Augustus II. of Poland ; elector of Saxony ; de-
posed by Charles XII., v. 330, 345 ; peace of

Alt Ranstadt with Charles XII., Sept. 24,

1706, 389; king of Poland, 1690-1704; re-

stored, 1709, 476 ; succeeded by his son, Au-
gustus III., 173.3, vi. 71

Augustus III. of Poland enters into the coalition

against Pi-ussia, vi. 215; blockaded in his
camp at Pirna ; his army surrenders uncon-
ditionally, 216

Aumngzebe refuses to give any protection to

the new East India Company, v. 204
Austen, Jane ; high character of her six novels,

viii. 127
Austerlitz, battle of, Dec. 2, 1805, vii. 450
Autun, in Gaul, artificers brought from Britain
by Constantius to rebuild, i. 47

Auverquerque. See D'Auverquerque.

Ava, king of, his aggression on British India

;

threatens to overrun our territory, tne Birman
war breaks out, viii. 219 ; his own territory is

invaded by sir A. Campbell, and he is com-
pelled to agree to the treaty of Yandahoo

;

terms of the treatv, 220
Aylesbury election e'ase, 1703, y. 268, 269
Ayrshire, agriculture and peasantry o^ vii. 35

Bacon, John (1740-1799), character of his sculp-
ture, vii. 79 ; rilievi on Trinity House, by,
viii. 142

Bacon, Friar Roger, notice of, i. 404
Bacon, sir Francis, speaks against a subsidy,

and loses the Court favour, iii. 263 ; dissuades
Essex from undertaking the lord-lieutenancy
of Ireland, 282 ; ungrateful conduct of, in the
prosecution of the earl of Essex, 289 ; notice
of his Apology, ib. ; opposes the bill in the
Commons against monopolies, 292 ; maintains
the necessity of removing ancient abuses in
the first parliament of James I., 317 ; scheme
of, for the plantation of Ulst^-r, 354 ; is em-
ployed to procure the sanction of sir Edward
Coke to the king's arbitrary measures, but
fails, 369 ; assures Raleigh that his appoint-
ment to command the expedition to Guiana
precluded the necessity of a general pardon,
374 ; is impeached by the Commons and fined

for bribejy and corruption, 380 ; tlie king
remits his fine, and he retires to private life,

ib.

Bacon, sir Nicholas, appointed lord keeper, and
opens Elizabeth's first parliament, iii. 113 ; as

lord keeper, uitroduces to parliament a new
bill against papists in 1571, 171

Badajoz surrenders to Soult, March 11, 1811
;

besieged by Bercsford; relieved by Soult,
May 1.5, vii. 538; siege and capture of by the
British under Wellington, April 7, 1812, 649,
5.50

Baden, margrave of, beseeches Marlborough for

aid against Tallard, v. 275
Baden, peace of, Sept. 7, 1714, r. 389
Bailly, J. S., mayor of Paris, 1789, vii. 174;
harangues the king, 180 ; attempts to put
down mob-dictation, 199; executed Jyov.

1793, 293
Baines, Mr., of Leeds, detects the spy system,

1817, viii. 81

Baird, sir David
;
general, vii. 407

;
joins Moore,

1808, 504 ; second in command at Corunna

;

cai-ried off from the battle, 506
Bakewell, Robert, great skill of, in fattening

sheep, vii. 12
Balcanes, earl of, a confidential agent of James

in Scotland, v. 88 ; with Dundee urges Gordon
not to leave Edinburgh Castle, ii. ; arrested,
90

Bales aids in bribing the duke of Leeds to pro-
cure a charter of confinnation for East India
Company, 169.5, v. 178

Balfe found guilty of murdering Mr. Clarke

;

pardoned vi. 297
Ballads, the Robiu-ITood, endurance of, i. 324 ;

their detestation of oppression, and poetical
excellence, 325; popular amusements de-
scribed in, 327

Balliol, Edward, attempts to recover tho crown
of Scotland in 1332, i. 451 ; seeks the aid of
Edward HI., and agrees to hold Scotland as a
fief, id, continues the str-jggle for several
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Tears, but is expelled from Scotland in 1341,

452
Balliol, John, a claimant of the crown of Scot-

land in 1291, i. 414; agrees to do homage to

Edward I., and is nominated king of Scotland,

416 ; summoned to Westminster for mal-ad-
ministration, is treated with indignity, and is

incited by his barons to assert his indepen-
dence, 417; renounces his fealty to Edward,
ib. ; is attacked by Edward, and resigns his

crown at Montrose, 418; imprisoned in the
Tower, 421 ; dies, 425

Ballot, the ; its supporters, viii. 335
Balmerino, lord, trial and execution of, 1746, vi.

173, 174
B.uufoid, Samuel, a radical ; quotations from

his life illustrative of the acts, opinions, and
objects of the demagogue refnnners of 1816-19,

vili. 73-75, 77, 78, SO, 104-107; leads the
Middleton men at the great Manchester re-

form meeting, 1819, 104; his description of

the massacre, 106, 107 ; tried for his concern

in the Manchester meeting, and sentenced to

imprisonment, 164
Bancroft, Dr., repudiates the scheme of burning

the British dockyards, vi. 374
Banda isles acquired by the British, 1810, viii.

214
Bandoola, Maha, commander of the Birman
army, viii. 219; his unsuccessful attack on
Kangoon ; and defence of Donoopew ; killed

Mar. 1825, 220
Bangalore stormed by lord Comwallis, Mar. 21,

1791, vii. 258
Bangor, massacre of the monks of, i. 69
Bank of England established 1694, v. 171 ; un-

able to pay its notes in specie, 194 ; competes
with the South Sea company in buying up
the annuities, 1720, vi. 40; attacked by a

mob, 1780, 409; heavy pressure upon the,

1797, vii. 333 ; ordered by government to stop

cash payments, 333, 334
;
pays all demands

in bank notes, which become the staple cur-

rency for years, 334 ; fort;ed notes, &nd the

punishment for forging them, in 1816, 1820,

and 1823, viii. 64; secret committees ap-

pointed to inquire into the state of the, 1819,

100 ; Peel's Act for the gradual resumption of

cash payments, 100, 101 ; Soane enlarges and
remodels it, 142-144 ; run upon the, in con-

sequence of a money panic, 1825, 197
;
public

credit saved through the measures adopted by
the, 198 ; etfects of the exclusive privilege of

the, on the currency circulation, 199, 200

;

removed by the sanctioning of joint-stock

banks with any number of partners beyond
sixty-five miles of the branch banks of the,

established, 1826, 200; new charter granted

to the, 1833; the more important provisions

of it, 334 ; renewal of its charter, 514, 515

;

government interference with the Bank Act
during the commercial panic of 1844, 553

Bankruptcy Court bill, lord Brougham's, viii.

271 ; it receives the royal assent, Oct. 20,

1831, 285
Banks, Thomas, his monument of Chatham, vi.

390; the first great English sculptor, born

1735, died 1805 ; character of his works, vii.

79 ; viii. 148
Hanks, Joseph, accompanies captain Cook to

New South Wales as naturalist, vii. 262
Bannockbum, battle of, on June 24, 1314, i. 434
Barbcsieux, sou of Louvois; French secretary

of state ; revives the project of shooting Wil-
liam III., v. 154

Barcelona besieged .and taken by the carl of

Peterborough, 170.5, v. 294-296; besieged by
Philip v., 297 ; relieved by Peterborough, 298

Barclay, sir George, one of the participators in

the plot to assassinate William III., 1696, v.

186 etseq. ; the plot discovered ; escape of, 190
Barure pronounces the doom of Lyon, vii. 285

;

on his motion queen Marie Antoinette is sent

before the Revolutionary Tribunal, 292, 293

;

Ms story of the Vengeur, 307 ; moves that no
quarter be given to the English and Hano-
verians, 308

Baring discerns a loss in our increased exports,

1815, viii. 55; foresees ruin as the result of

Huskisson's free trade mcas-Jres, 190
Baring, F. T., a lord of the treasury, vill. 2*^

Baring, Alexander. See Ashburton.
Barlow, sir George, governor-general of India,

1805, vii. 461 ; recalled by the British minis-
try ; superseded by lord Minto, viii. 213

Baniard, sir William, M.P. for London; favours

the repeal of the Septennial Act, vi. 73
Bamave, protects the French royal family from

the mob, 1791, vii. 202
Bamet, battle of, 14 April, 1471, ii. 164, 165
Baroach surrenders to the British, 1803, vii. 456
BaiTas sent to punish the Toulonese, vii. 291

;

commands the municipal troops, 1794,310;
general-in-chief of the army of the interior,

1795, 322 ; his share in the revolution of the
18th Fructidor, 1797, 344 ; a member of the

French Directory, 383 ; his conduct in the

revolution of the 18th Brumaire, 1799, 383,

384 ; resigns, 384
Barre, colonel, his speech against Pitt, 1761, vi.

253, 254 ; his remarks on the repeal of the

American duty, 311, 312; remonstrates
against the Massachusetts B.ay Government
Bill, 1774, 339, 340 ;

pension granted to,

1782,440; Pitt presents him with the Clerk-

ship of the Pells, vii. 140

Barrier, the, treaty, Nov. 15, 1715, v. 389
Barrington, William, viscount, moves for

AVilkes' expulsion from the House of Com-
mons, 1768, vi. 291 ; Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, 1761, 321

Barrington, sir Jonah, his description of Dublin
anticipating an attack from the United Irish-

men, 1798, vii. 364; and of the passing the

Union Bill in the Irish House of Commons
1800, 375, 376

Barossa, battle of. Mar. 5, 1811, vii. 538

Barry, James, his mural paintings on the walls

of the Society of Arts room ; his enthusiasm
and patriotic conduct connected with them

;

his attempt not quite successful, vii. 76
Bartells, a Belgian insurrectionist ; tried, found

guilty, banished, 1830, viii. 257, 258
Barthefemi, a member of the French Directory

;

arrested; banished, 1797, vii. 344

Bartholomew, St., priory of, in Smithfield,

foundation of, i. 255
Barton, Andrew, tlie Scotch priv.ateer, captured,

and slain by sir Thomas Howard, ii. 203
Basle, peace of, April 5, 1795, vii. 412
Bassein taken by general Goddard, vii. 129

Bassem, treaty of, Dec. 31, 1802, vii. 455
Bastia captured by Nelson, 1794, vii. 315

Bastille attacked by the mob,;july, 1 789, vii. 1 71

.

defence conducted by De Launay, 172; he
capitulates, 173 ; the prisoneri pleased, 174
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Batiillf , abb«/ of, (Battle Abbey,) foundation ot,

i. 182

Bath, the great resort of pleasure seekers in the

time of quecu Anne, v. 10 ;
gaming at, vii.

101, 104
Bath, earl of. See Pulteney.
liathianv, marshal, commands the Austrian^ at

LauHeld, July, 1747, vi. 180

Baths and Waslihouscs, establishment of, and
benefits derived from, viii, 393, 394 ; encou-
raged by an Act of Parliament, 1846, 541

Bathurst, Allen, lord, progress of America du-
ring his lifetime described by Burke, vi. 347

Bathurst, earl ; foreign secretary in the Port-

land ministry, 1809, vii. 480, 577 ; secretary

for war and colonies, 1812, 577; viii. Io8;

speech on the restraints put on Napoleon,
1821, 176; indignation caused by his circular

prohibiting the flogging of slaves, 194 ; re-

signs, 1827, 204
Bautzen, battle of, May 20, 21, 1813, vii. 561
Bavaria, elector of. See Charles VII. of Ger-
many.

Bavaria, elector of, aids William in the war
with the Netherlands, 1695, v. 178-180 ; cap-
tures Namur, 180

;
joins France ; aids in the

campaign against Marlborough, 1703; sur-

prises Ulm, 266 ; refuses to quit France and

ioin the Allies, 1704, 278, 279; consequently
ds electorate is desolated by the Allies, 279

;

joined by Tallard, 280; defeated at Blenheim,
280-284; his hard struggle with Eugene,
283 ; with Villeroy lie threatens Holland,
302; defeated by Marlborough at Eamilies,
309

Bavaria, electoral prince of, his claim to the
Spanish throne, v. 225 ; appointed successor

to the throne by the Partition treaty, and
Charles II. 's will; dies Feb. 5, 1699, 229

Bavaria, elector of, an ally of France ; driven
from his capital by the Austrians, 1805, vii.

413 ; made king of Bavaria by Bonaparte, 1805,

450 ; compelled to join the Allies, 1813, 564
;

attends the Congress of Vienna, 1815, viii. 42
Bavaria, electorate of, devastated by the Allies,

1704, v. 279
Baxter, Richard, e.'ipelled from his ministry at

Kidderminster, iv. 6
;
joins the parliamentary

army, ib. ; his account of the battle at Edge-
hill, 7 ; statement of, as to the oppression of
non-conformists by the royalists, 11 ; his ac-

count of the adoption of the Covenant by the
8\-nod at Westminster and the House of

Commons, 28 ; visit of, to the battle-field of
Naseby, 45 ; description of the parliamentary
camp, 46 ; appointed chaplain to Charles II.,

249; notices of the Plague of 1665 by, 273,

275 ; of the great Fii-e of London in 1666,

285 ; notice ot the duke of Buckingham by,

303 ; account of the proposals for a union of

Protestants, which were rejected by parlia-

ment, 308 ; oppression experienced by, in

1675, 325 ; is tried, convicted, and imprisoned
for libel in 1685, 388

Baveu.x Tapestry, illustrations of the History of
England afforded by, i. 171 et seq.

Baylen, battle of, July 21, 1808, vii. 500
liayonne, treaty of, May 5, 1808, vii. 679
Huachy Head, battle off, June 1690, v. HI
Bean, J. W., his attempt on the Queen's life,

1842, viii. 497
flf.aufort, cardinal Henry, feuds between, and
the duke of Gloucester, ii. 78 ; continued dis-

voi,. tx.—238.

agreements with Gloucester, 92 ; bums here-
tics, 93 ; causes the duchess of Gloucester to

be tried for sorcery and conspiracy, ib ; is sus-
pected of having caused the deatt of Glouces-
ter, 96 ; dies, ii.

Beaulicu, an Austrian general; defeated and
beaten back by Bonaparte, 1796, vii. 326,
.'J27 : superseded in his command by general
Wurmser, 328

Bciiumarchais, author of Figaro; introdnret
Steuben to Silas De.ane, vi. 376 ; lends him
money, and freights a ship for him, 377

Becket, Thomas a, romance in the marriage of
the father and mother of, i. 271 ; early edu-
cation of, 272 ; made chancellor to Hem-y II.,

273 ; magnificence of, 274 ; is sent ambassador
to France, 275 ; his attendance with a nume-
rous force at the siege of Toulouse, 275, 279

;

his preferments, 276 ; created archbishop of
Canterbury in 1162, 280, 282; character of,

281 ; deportment and magnificence of, in his
new office, 282 ; resigns the chancellorship
and claims the restoration of church property,
283; interferes to prevent the subjection of
the clergy to the secular laws, 285 ; consents
to the Constitutions of Clarendon, 286 ; th»
pope refuses to confirm them, 287 ; Becket
supports the pope's decision, is arraigned as a
traitor and found guilty, 288 ; flies from Eng-
land, 289; e.\coinmunicates all those whc
maintain the Constitutions of Clarendon, ib.

,

meets Henry at Touraine in 1170, and a
temporary peace is eflected, 291 ; returns to

England, 292 ; is murdered, 293 ; conse-
quences of his murder, 294 ; canonisation of,

and mii'acles at the shrine of, 294, 295, 301

;

Henry does penance before the shrine,

301
Beckford, desires to see the king his own

minister, vi. 245; opposes coercionary mea-
sures against America, 309 ; alderman ; lord

mayor of London, 1770 ; defends the London
remonstrance ; his speech to the king, vi. 315

;

Chatham in raptures at his spirited conduct

;

death of, 1770, 316
Beckwith, his shop plundered by a mob, 1816,

viii. 77
Bede's account of the passage of the Bomans at
Coway stakes, i. 7

Bedford, John, duke of, appointed by the parlia-

ment joint protector, with the duke of Glou-
cester, of Henry VI., ii. 76; wins the battle

of Verneuil in 1424, 77 ; defeated at Mont-
argis in 1427, SI ; undertakes the siege of

Orleans, 82
;
quarrels with the duke of Bur-

gundy, 83 ; Orleans is relieved by Joan of

Arc, 85 ; relinquishes the siege of Orleans,

87 ; deprives sir John Fastolf of the order

of ttie Garter for his behaviour at the battU
of I'atay, 88 ; dies, 92

Bedfoid, Francis, duke of, his agricultural im-
provements, vii. 11; promotes the drainagt

of the Fens of Lincoln, 14, 15

Bedford, John Ru.'isell, duke of; seeretary o|

state ; turned out of that ofiice, 1752, vi. 190;

president of the council, 263; interview with
George III. ; the king's indignation at hia

effrontery, 277 ;
proposes that coercive mea-

sures be taken against America, 308

Bedfordshire, agricultural improvement* of, rii.

11

Beggars, statute of Put hard II. in 1338, respect-

ing, ii. 14
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BelKinm, independence of, recognized, Not.
1830, viii. 208, 383

Belhaven, lord, a director of the African and
Indian company; found guilty, v. 216;
speech of, in the Scottish parliament, against
the Union, 1706, 319-321

Belle lie, captured by the British, 1761, yi.

219
Belliard commands at Cairo; capitulates to the

English, 1801, vii. 107
^ellingham, Joiin, assassinates Mr. Perceval,

May 11, 1812; trial and execution, vii. 510,
.541

lielmore, earl of, his opinions of the willingness

of the freed slave to labour, viii. 330
Bennett moves for an inquiry into the state of

the London police, viii. 61, 6.5

Benningsen, general, commander of the Kus-
sian army ; engages Bernadutte at Pultusk

;

defeated at Eylau, 1807, vii. 181, 182_
Bentinck, lord William, his opex'ations in Italy

disappoint Wellington, 1812, vii. 551, 652
;

governor-general of India, viii. 224
Bentinck. See Portland, duke of.

Berar, Rajah of. See Blioonsla.

Beresford, marshal, drills the Portuguese, vii.

531; besieges Budajoz, 1811, 638; Welling-
ton's advice to, 569, 570

Bergen-op-Zoom surrendered to the French,
Sept. 1717, vi. ISO

Berkeley, admiral, describes the bad state of the

commissariat, 1809, vii. 523
Berkeley, admiriil, entrusted with the reduc-

tion of Brest, 1691 ; Marllioruugli's treachery

causes his attempts to fail, v. 172

Berkeley, enrl of, proposes to Ueorire I. to kid-

nap the Prince of Wales ; tirst Lord of the

Admiralty, 1718, vi. 33

Berkshire, agriculture of, vii. IS, 19

Berlin Decree issued by X;ipoleon. Nov. 20,

1806, vii. 477, 578; terms of, l9l, 578

Berlin, treaty of, Aug. 5. 1796, vii. 112; con-

vention of, Nov. 5, 1808, 579
Beniadotte. See Charles XIV.
Beniai-d, sir Francis, governor of Massachu-

setts ; disputes with the Assembly, vi. 307
;

recalled home, 311
Bernard, sir John, his bill for regulating

theatres, n. 89, 90

Benie invaded and Epoliated by the French,

1798, vU. 351
Berry, colorel, caiTies supplies to Enniskillen,

and aids in defeating Jlaearliiy, 1689, v. 86

Berry, captain, his bravery at tiie battle of St.

Vincent, vii. 337
Bertliier, Intendant of Paris, murdered by the

mob, 1789, vii. 175
Berthier, a general in the French army, vii.

326 ; withdraws Bonaparte from tlie Assem-
bly, 381 ; crosses the Alps at the head of a
dirisinn of the anny, 395

Bertrand du Guesrlin encounters the Black
Prince at the buttle of Najara, i. 481; captured

and released by the English. 485; activity

and success of, in tlic wars iu Gascony, 186

Berwick, James Fitz James, duke of, defeated

at Bdturbet, 1090, v. 105 ;
taken prisoner at

Neerwinden, 161 ; sent to England to rouse

the Jacobites, 186 ; secret visit to England for

this purpose, 187 ; returns to France on the

failure ot the assassination plot, 188; keeps
the Allied armies in check, 1701, 290

;
joins

Philip of Spain, 2'.)R; lonipels tlie Allies tu

evacuate Madrid, and establishes Philip oi

his throne, 299, 330 ; commands the French
army against Spain, 1719, vi. 37; captures

Fuenterabia and St. Sebastian, {h. ; opposes
prince Eugene on the Rhine ; killed at the
siege of Philipsburg, 71

Bewick, Thomas, reviver of wood engraving
;

his ]irincipal works, viii. 157
Bhooiisla, rajah of Berar, joins the Alliance

against tlie British, vii. 455 ; defeated at

Assye and Argaum, 158, 460 ; signs a treaty

of peace, 460
Bburti)ore. See Combermere.
Bidgegur suiTcndered to Popham, vii. 133
Bignor, Sus.se.x, account of the remains oi i

Unman villa at, i. 48
Bill of Rights. See Rights.

Birkbeek, Dr., inaugurates the London Me-
chanics' Institution, 1823, viii. 231

Birmese war, 1821—1826, viii. 218-221

Birmingham, state of, in 1636, iii. 419 : long
noted for its hardware trade, v. 17 ; riots at,

against dissenters, 1791, 196-198; great re-

form meeting at, 1832, viii. 295; obtains

parliamentarv representation, 307 ;
popula-

tion of, in 1831, and 1861, 308 ; riots of 1839

in, 422
Biron aids in the campaign in the Netherlands,

1792, vii. 219
Bittern formerly existed in Lincolnshire, T. 21

;

and Wiltshire, vii. 21

Blaekbourn, John, a nonjuror, ejected from two
livings; press con"ector for Bowycr, v. 70

BlaeklViars-bridje opened 1760; constructed by
K. Jlylnc, viir82

Blackstone, Dr., queen's solicitor-general; his

opinion as to Wilkes' right to sit in parlia-

mi'Mt, vi. 293
Bl.iekwood, captain of the Victory at Trafalgar,

vii. 447
Blackwood's Magazine, its influence and cha-

racter, viii. 128
Blair, Hugh, popularity of his sermons, viii.

124
Blake, admiral, inteiTupts the operations of

Rupert in the Irisli seas, iv. 121; follows

Rupert to the mouth of the Tagus, 119; de-

niaiuis his e.\pulsi"n by the Portuguese, or

to be admitted into the harbour, is refused,

and has a slight skirmisli, 150 ; defeats Van
Tromp in the Downs, May 19, 1652, 150, 151;

character of, 153 ; battles w ith Van Tromp
and De Ruyter in 1652, 151 ; defeats Van
Tromp off Cape La Hogue, Feb. 1653, and
compels liim to retii-e to Holland, 151, 155;

with Monk and Dean defeats Van Tromp near

the North Foreland, 162, 163; drives him
back again to Holland in 1653, 163

;
gains a

victory over the Dutch fleet, and Van Tromp
is killed, July, 1663, ISl ; his remark on the

dissolution of parliament by Cromwell, 189

;

subdues the African pirates, 196 ; conduct of,

at Malaga, ib. ; captures two Spanish gal-

leons off Cadiz, 203
;
gains a victory over the

Spanish navy at Santa Cruz, 208"; receives

instruction to return home, il).
;
dies in 1657,

within fight of Plvmouth, ib. ; his body is

disinterred from AVestminster Abbey, and

buried in St. Margaret's churchyard after the

Restoration, 249
Blake, William, an engraver : his designs, viii.

157

Blalicney, general, {governor of Stu'ling Castle

;
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defends it against tho Young Preti'ndor, 1746,
vi. 160 ; defends St. Philip's Castle, Minorea,
1756, 213

Bhmc, Louis, his remnrks on the September
massacres, 1792, vii, 230

Blansac, camp marshal, surrenders the French
army to the British, 1704, v. 28.5

Blanket meeting at Manchester, 1817, vii. 80
Blenheim or Plentheim, battle of, fought, Aug.

13, 1704, V. 281-285
Blenheim designed by Vanbrugh, v. 456
Bliicher, marshal : routs the French at the battle

of the Katzbach, Aug. 26, I8I:!, vii. 563 ; the
Saxon cavalry desert to ; he places them in

the rear, 564 ; crosses the Rhine, 568 ; battles

with Napoleon at Brienne, J.in. 29, 1814, ib.
;

0.\ford degree conferred on, 572 ; concentrates

his anny upon Sombref, viii. 29 ; maintains
his position against Napoleon at the battle of
Ligny, June 16, 1815, 29, 30; marches to

Wavre, 30 ; his share in the victory of Water-
loo, 35, 36 ; his late arrival at the battle with
Prussi:m troops, 36 ; Wellington remonstrates
against his desire to kill Bonaparte, 40 ; and
interferes with his blowing up the bridge of
Jena, 41, 42

Blunt, sir John, a South-sea director : tho
ministry favour his projects, vi. 40

Boadicea, revolt led by, 1. 22 ct seq, ; destruc-

tion of Roman British cities during the revolt

by, 24 ; defeat, and death of, by poison, 25
Board of Health, a central, formed, 1831, viii.

292
Boat, ancient, found in the river Aruu in 1834,

i. 9
Boats of the Britons, nature of, in which they
went to the assistance of the Veneti, i. 3

Bohun, Edmund, the press licencer ; his party
feeling; removed from his office, v. 158

Bois-le-Duo surrendered to the Dutch, 1794, vii,

313
Bolan Pass, passage of the, by the British army,

1839, viii. 462
Bolej-n, Anne, birth and childhood of, ii. 312

;

sent to the court of France with Jlary, the
sister of Henry VIII. in 1514, 313 ; the king's

attachment to, publicly shown at Hampton
Court, 314 ; incenses Henry against AVolsey,

320 ; writes to Cromwell in favour of llichard

Herman, imprisoned for setting forth the
Bible in English, 326 ; again incites Henry
against "Wolsey, 334 ; accompanies Henry to

France in 1532, to meet Francis I., 343

;

married to Henry, 344 ; description of her
coronation, 345; gives birth to Elizabeth,

Sept. 7, 1533, 349 ; the king becomes jealous

and sends her to the Tower, 372 ; her letter

to the king, 374 ; true bills found against her
and others, 376; trial and execution of, on
May 19, 1536, 377; dying speech of, 378;
doubts as to the guilt or innocence of, 380,
381 ; letter from, to Henry VIII., 384

Bolingbroke. See St. John.
Bombay ceded to Charles II. ; by him assigned

to the East India Company, vi. 201
Bonaparte, Joseph, conunands the army sent

against Naples, vii. 472 ; enters Naples, Feb.
15, 1806, 473 ;

proclaimed king, Mar. 30, ib.
;

joins Victor in Spain, 1809, 522 ; Marmont
establishes a communication with, 552, 553;
defeated at Vittoria by Wellington, 1813,

662 ; Napoleon declares him no longer king
nf Spain, 1814 ; ajipointed Napoleon's lieu-

tenant. 568; king of Spain, 1808-1814,574;
king of Naples, 1806-1808, 575

Bonaparte, I.ouis, proclaimed king of Holland,
June, 1806, vii. 473 ; surrenders Ids sove-
reignty, 1811,5.35,536

Bonaparte, Louis Napoleon. See Napoleon III.

Bonaparte, Lucien, president of the Council of
Five Hundred, 1799, vii. 38!; his eond.ic',

during the overthrow of the Council on Nov.
10 (19th Brumaire), ih. ; urges his brother's
claims to the gratitude of France, 1815, viii.

38

Bonaparte, Napoleon : bom at Ajaccio in Cor-
sica, vi. 323 ; early career, lieutenant-colonel
of artillery, 1793; his opinion of Carteaux,
vii. '288

;
plan for reducing Toulon, '2.S9

;

appointed second in command to IJarras, 1795,
322 ; suppresses the revolt of the sections of
Paris, Oct. 5, 322, 323 ; marries Josephine
Beauhamois, Mar. 1796; submits a plan for

the invasion of Italy to CmTiot ; appointed
chief of the army of Italy, 325 ; reception
by the army ; defeats D'Argenteau, Beaulieu,
and Colli

;
gains possession of Piedmont

;

forces the passage of Lodi, 3'26 ; levies heavy
exactions from Mil.an and Pavia, 327 ; his
plundering march to Leghorn, ib. ; where he
seizes all the English merchandize ; defeats
generals Quosnadowich and Wurmser ; de
feated by Alvinzy at Caldiero, Nov. 12

;

battle ot Arcole, 328 ; compels Alvinzy to

retreat to Vicenza, ib. ; wins the battle of

Rivoli, Jan. 14, 1797 ; Provera surrenders,
Jan. 16 ; and Mantua capitulates, Feb. 2,

343
;
pursues the archduke Charles, and de-

feats him at Neumarkt, April 2
;
preliminaries

of peace signed at Leoben, April 18 ; declares
war against the Venetian republic. May, 3,

ib. ; enters Venice on the 16th and over-
throws the republican government, 343, 344 ;

negotiates with Vienna, 346, 347 ; confers
with the Austrian negotiators at Udiue, Oct.

16 ; cedes Venice to Austria, 347 ;
peace of

Campo Formio concluded Oct. 17, 348 ; ap-
pointed to the command of the "Army of
England," ib.\ arrives in Paris, Dec. 5; his
interest in the preparations for invading
England, 349

;
pei-suades the Directory to

send an expedition against Egypt, 350; ap-
pointed general-in-cbief of the army in the
East; preparations at Toulon ; the expedition
leaves Toulon, May 19, 1798, 351 ; siezes

Malta, June, 352, 353 ; his anxiety at the
sight of a supposed English sail, 353 ; landing
of his army at Alexandria, ib.

;
prodamatiou

of, to the people of Egypt, 353, 354 ; marches
across the desert ; gains the battle of the
PjTamids, July 21 ; obtains possession of

Cairo, 354; receives the news of Bruey's
defeat with calmness, 358 ; his letter to

Tippoo Sultaun, 377 ; marches to Syria ; EU
Ansh surrender.*. Mar. 18, 1799 ; and Gaza
on the 2oth, 379 ; captures Jaffa, 379, 380

;

siege of Acre, 380, 381 ; returns to Cairo

;

defeats the Turks at Aboukir, July 25, 381

;

obtains the news of Europe for the past year,

ib.
;
posture of European alTaij-s, July, 1799,

381-383; leaves Egypt, August 24; 'arrives

at Frejus, Oct. 9; and at Paris on the 16th,

333 ; revolution of the 18th Brumaire ; his

critical position at the Assembly on the 19th,

384; overthrows the Directorv. 384, 386;
becomes consul in conjunction with Sieyes m\4
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Ducw:, 385; appointed First Consul for t<^ii

years, Dec, 387; letter to George III. 387,388;
hostile answer returned to it by lord Grenville,

388, 389 ; considers the answer a satisfactory

one, 392; hiscivil administration, 39'2,.393; as-

sumes the state of a sovereign, 393, 394 ; joins

his army at Dij on, 394 ; crosses the Alps by the

pass of the Great St. Bernard, 394, 395 ; enters

Milan, May 30, 1800 ;
gains the victory of

Marengo, June 14; again in Paris, July 2,

395 ; threatens an invasion of England, I'SOl,

408; his audience mth marquis Comwallis,

410; and demand upon England, 1802, 416;
effects of his rule upon French society ; Con-
sul for life ; French encroachments, 417 ; his

military establishment, 417, 418; sends an
expedition to reduce St. Domingo. 418 ; re-

sult of the expedition ; capture and death of

the president, Toussaint L'Ouverture, 418,

419
;
publishes col. Sebastiani's report, 419

;

his interview with lord WMtworth, the

English ambassador, 420; proceeds against

Peltier for libel in an English court of law,

420, 421 ; verdict given in his favour, 421

;

violence shown by. In his interview with lord

WTiitworth, 422, 423; arrests ten thousand
English travellers in France, 425; thus he

rouses the national spirit of Great Britain, ib.\

prepares for invading England, 426 ; exercises

nis troops at Boulogne, 428 ; declared Emperor
of France by the French senate. May 18, 1804,

432 ; discovery of a conspiracy against ; fate

of the conspirators, ib. ; murder of the due
d'Enghien, March 20, 433 ; Napoleon and his

army at Boulogne, 442; his anxiety, 442, 443;

persuaded by Decres to give up the scheme of

invading England, breaks up his Boulogne
camp, 443 ; Kussia, Austria, and England
coalesce against ; marches across the Rhine
and the Danube, ib. ; compels 30,000 Austrians

nnder gen. Mack to surrender at Ulm, Oct.

20, 444, 445 ; his invasion projects frustrated

by the battle of Trafalgar, 448 ; enters Vienna,

Nov. 13, 449 ; defeats the Russians and Aus-

trians at Austerlitz, Dec. 2, 450; his inhu-

manity towards the Russians ;
peace of

Presburg, 450 ; heads the Confederation of

the Rhine, 471; aggression of; murder of

Palm, 472; the French take possession of

Naples, of which Joseph is proclaimed king,

472, 473 ; defeat of the French at the battle

of JIaida, 473 ; takes the field against Prussia,

475 ;
position of the two armies, 476, 477 ;

defeats the enemy at Jena, Oct. 14, 1806, 477 ;

entry into Berlin ; issues the Berlin decree

against England, ib, ; entered Warsaw, Dec.

19 ; battle of Pultusk, Dec. 26, 481 ; battle

of Eylau, Feb. 8, 1807, 481, 482 ; defeats the

Russians at the battle of Friedland, June 14,

487 ; concludes the peace of 'iilsit with
Alexander, July, 487, 488 ; the interview on

the raft on the Niemen, 488; terms of the

treaty, 488, 489 ; its secret articles, 489 ; they

become known to the British government,

488, 489 ; his rage on hearing the success of

the English at Copenhagen, 490 ; his conti-

nental system ; endeavours to smother the

British trade, 493, 495 ; secret treaty of Fon-
tainebleau, 495 ; schemes for possessing him-
self of the Peninsula, 495, 496 ; French
invasion of Portugal, 495 et seq. ; flight of the

regent of Portugal to Brazil, 496 ; abdication

of Charles I\'., March, 1808; entraps the kijig

and his son, 498 ; an insuirection breaks out

in Madrid, 498,499; general Dupont defeated

and baffled by the Spaniards, 500, 501 ; battle

of Baylen, July 21, 500; unsuccessful attempt
to take Zaragoza, 501 ; defeat of the French
at Vimiero, Aug. 21, 502; retreat of Torres

Vedras, 502, 503 ; convention of Cintra, 503

,

aiTives at Bayonne to take the command of

his army, Nov. 3, 504 ;
pursuit of sir John

Moore by
;
gives it up to Soult at Astorga, 505;

the battle of Corunna and death of Moore, 506

;

destruction of the French squadron in the

Ai.x roads by captain lord Cochrane, 510;
Austria declares war against France, 511;
leaves Paris, April 13 ; reaches Donauwerth
on the 17th, ib. ; sir A. 'WeUesley compels
Soult to retreat from Oporto, 512 ; the nations

of Europe rise against France, 514, 515
;

battle of Eckmiihl, April 22 ; entry of the

French into Vienna, May 12 ; battle of As-
pem. May 21 and 22; Napoleon shut up in

the island of Lobau, 515 ; insurrection oi the

Tyrolese, 515, 516; battle of Wagram, July

5 ; determines upon divorcing Josephine, 516 ;

the peace of Vienna, 516, 517; return to

Paris, 517 ; the British expedition to Wal-
cheren, 519-521 ; defeat of marshal Victor,

at Talavera, July 28 ; chagrin of, 522, 523

;

divorces Josephine ; and marries the arch-

duchess of Austria, 526 ; Wellington's lines

of Torres Vedras, 529, 530, 532 ; suirender of

Almeida and Ciudad Rodrigo to the French,
531; battle of Busaco, Sept. 27, 1810, 531,

532 ; Wellington retires within his lines

;

distress of Massena's army, 532 ; Louis Bona-
parte resigns the sovereignty of Holland,
which state is annexed to France, 1811, 535,

536 ; his power and aggrandising view on the

continent, 536; battles of Barrosa, Fuentes
de Onoro and Albuera, 538 ; withdraws troops

from Spain for his expedition against Russia,

547 ; caplure of Ciudad Rodrigo by Welling-

ton, 548 ; siege of Badajoz, 549, 550 ; Mar-
mont's manoeuvres, 552, 553 ; defeat of the

French at the battle of Salamanca, July 22,

1812, 553, 554 ; rage of, against Marmont,
554, 555 ; siege of Burgos, 555 ; Wellington's

retreat to Ciudad Rodrigo, 555, 556 ; he in-

vades Russia, June, 556, 557 ; gains the battle

of Smolensk, Aug. 16, and Borodino, Sept. 7 ;

and enters Moscow, Sept. 14, 557 ; conflagra-

tion of Moscow ; its evacuation, Oct. 19, 558
;

destructiou of his army in the retreat home,
558, 559 ; arrives at Paris, Dec. 18, 559 ; de-

feats the Russians and Prussians at Liitzen,

Maj; 2, 1813; and at Bautzen, May 21, 22;

armistice concluded, 561 ; battle of Vittoria,

562 ; battles at Dresden
,
death of Moreau,

563 ; the French armies sustain several de-

feats in GeiTuanv, 563, 564 ; battle of Leipzig,

Oct. 19, 564 ; his retreat ; wins the battle of

Hanau, 565 ; Wellington in the Pyrenees, ib.;

San Sebastian ; the British army in France,

566 ; battles of Wellington and Soult, 567

;

preparations for a campaign in France; battle

of Brionne, Jan. 29, ISU, 563 ; battles with
Bliichcr and Schwarzenber^ ; capitulation of

Paris; battle of Ortliez, 569; Toulouse; he
abdicates, April 4, 570 ; his kingdom of Elba;

peace at Pans, 571 ; lands in the Gulf of St.

Juan near Cannes. Mar 1, 181.5, viii. 20, 21

;

the " Hundred Days" drama, 21 ci icq. ;

retrospect of the restoration of the Buurboui,
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21-25 ; discoiitpnt of the people under Bour-
bon nile, 22, 23 ; desire of the aiiny for liis

return to France, 23, 24; his indipendent
position at Elba ; visited by sir N. Campbell,
25; his escape; attributed to English com-
plicity, 26 ; tne powers assembled in congress
declare him liable to public vengeance ; his
advance

;
joined by Labedoyere, ib. ; and

marshal Ney ; arrives in Paris, Mar 21, 27

;

his speech at the Champ de Mai, 27, 28 ; re-
organizes his army ; crosses the frontier, June
15, and joins his soldiers at Charlcroi, 28

;

"Wellington's knowlcd2:e of his movements,
28, 29 ; the battle of Ligny, 29, 30 ; his ma-
nocuiTcs and march to the British position
near Waterloo, 30 ; the field of AVaterloo, 30,

31 ; the position of the two ai-mies, 31, 32;
the struggle at Hougoumont, 32-34 ; discon-
certs his plans, 34 ; the an-ival of the Prus-
sians ; rout and panic in his army ; his final

stand; and flight; the pursuit of the French,
36 ; he returns to Paris, June 21 ; the Cham-
berof Representatives compel him to abdicate;

and requii'e him to go to America, 38 ; unable
to escape he yields himself to captain Mait-
land ; becomes an object of curiosity in

Plymouth Harbour
;
portrait taken by sir C.

Eastlake ; St. Helena assigned him "for his

future residence; legal discussions concerning
him, 39 ; AV'ellington remonstrates against

his being executed ; Napoleon's hatred f<ir

Wellington^ 40 ; history's errors regarding
the disposition of the Allies, and Wellington's
conduct towards Napoleon, 40, 41 ; his opinion
of the "Holy Alliance," 45, 46; abolished

the slave traffic in France, 46 ; his death-
scene. May 5, 1821, 175, 176; parli.iment.ary

complaints on the unnecessary strictures im-
posed upon him, ib. ; his expansive mind and
want of moral sense, 176; his public inter-

ment In the church of the Invalides, 1840,

435, 6
Bonchamps, M. de, a Vendean commander,

mortally wounded at ChoUet, vii. 295
Bond, Oliver, a merchant ; one of the United

Irish directors ; arrested 1797, vii. 363
Bonner, bishop of London, deprived of his see,

iii. 40; exertions of, in 1555, to suppress
heresy, 79 ; behaviour of, to Ilawkes, 87

Bordeaux, duke of, Charles X. abdicates in his

favour, 1830, viii. 2.56 ; his mother, the
duchess of Berri, attempts to get up an insur-
rection for his benefit, 374

Borodino, battle of, Sept. 7, 1812, vii. 557
Boscawen, admiral, appointed to watch a French

fleet, 175.5, vi. 208 ; commands the fleet sent
against Louisbourg, 1758, 233; aiTivcs there
June 2 ; the place capitulates, July, id. ; de-
feats the French fi°et in Lagos bay, Aug. 17,

1769, 236.

Bosenden Wood tragedy. See Thom.
Boston, opposition to the Revenue .'Vet in, 1768,

vi. 307, 308 ; destruction of tea in the h.ar-

bour, 1773, 336-3.38; Boston port bill, 338,
339 ; its reception at, 344 ; state of parties in,

1775, 354 ; b.attlc of Bunker's Hill, 356-358;
blockadt-d by Washington, 358, .359; eva-
cuated bvthe British, Mar. 17,1776, 362,
363

Boston port bill passed, 1774, vi. 339
Boswell, his visit to Boulton's works, vii. 63
Bosworth, baitle of. on Aug. 22, 1485, ii. 206
Bothwell, earl of. t5ee Man' of Scotbiud.

Bothwell Bridge, battle of. See Charles IT.,

and Covenanters.
Bouchain besieged by Marlborough: surrenlere,

1711, V. 375, 376
Boufllers, marshal

;
present at the battle of

Steinkirk, 1692, v. 1.53; reinforces the garri-
son of Namur; assumes the conuiandof it,

1695, 179; surrender.^^, Aug. '26; detained a
prisoner, but soon released again, 180; nego-
tiates with Portland the points of the pease of
Eyswick, July, 1697, 198 ; threatens Holland,
1703, 26G ; intrusted with the defence of
Lille, 1708; capitulates, Dec. 29, 340

Bouille, marejuis de, engages to protect Louis
XVI. in his flight to Montmedy, 1791, vii.

200; the plan fails; the king is' captured .at

Varennes, and Bouille flies from France, 202
Boulogne, jn-ojected invasion of Britain from,
by Caligula, i. 17 ; lighthouse duUt at, by
Ciiliguhi, ib.

Boulton, JIatthew ; Roebuck refuses him a
share in Watt's patent, vii. 61 ; becomes
Watt's partner, 62 ; Boswell's visit to his
works, 63

Boundarv treaty between England and United
States concluded, Aug. 1842, viii. 498, 499

Bounty, Queen Anne's, restoring the first fruits
and tenths to the church, li03, v. 271

Bourbon, the constable, leads the emperor's
(Charles V.) forces against Rome in 1.527, ii.

306; takes and sacks Rome, but is himsel.'
killed, 307

Bourbon isle, acquired by the British, 1810, Tiii.

214
Bourienne, Bonaparte's secretarv; quotations

fi-om, vii. 348, 383 ; withdraws kapcdeon from
the Assembly, 1799, 384; charge d'affairs at
Hamburg, 494, 495 ; instances of Napoleon';'
infringements of the continental system given
by, 495

Boutetort, lord, succeeds Amherst as governor of
Virginia ; opens the session ; dissolves the
Assembly, vi. 310

Boydell, John, a skilful engraver; his large
business in engravings, vii. 78; his Shaks-
pere collection, 78, 79

Boyne, battle of the, July 1, 1690, v. 107-110
Braddock, gen. ; his unsuccessful campaign on

the Ohio, 1755; falls into an ambuscade, vi.

207 ; and is slain, 208
Brandenburg, elector of. See Frederick I. of

Prussia.

Br.andaeth, Jeremiah, captain of the Derbyshire
insurrectionists ; his conduct in the insur-
rection, 1817, viii. 82, 83

Brandywine, battle of the, Sept. 13, 1777, vi.

378
Brathwaite, sir J., captures Pondicherrv, vii.

260
Bray, Dr., founder of parochial libraries; and

one of the founders of the " Christian Kuo^\-
ledge Society," and the '* Society for Propa-
gating the Gospel in Foreign Parts," v. 206

Breadalbane, lord, submits to the English gi>-

vemment ; is employed by it to conciliate the

rebel Highland chiefs, v. 132; his plans no'
successful; under suspicion of appropriating

the secret money, ib. ; committed to Edin-
burgh Castle on a charge of high treason, 141;

subsequently obtains a pardon, and is released,

142
Breaking the line, whose invention iras this

'

discussed, vi. 437, 438
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Broda possessed by Dumouricz. 1793, vu. 271
iJreed's kill. See Buuker's hill.

Brcreton, col,, attempts to quell the Bristol

riots, 1831, viii. 288, 280; tried by court

martial ; shoots himself, 281)

Brest, expedition against, 1694; iU failure, v.

171, 172
Bridges and their designers, vii. 82; viii. 147, 143

Bridgewater, Francis Egerton, duke of; his

canal schemes; carricil nut by Brindley, vii.

41-43; the father of British inland navigation,

43; with his brother, the marcuis of Stafford,

the cliief promoter of the Staffordslui'e canal,

ib.

Bridport. lord, mutiny in his fleet at Spithead,

1797, vii. 338; offers redress and pardon, 340

Brienne, Lomenie de, arclibishop of Toulouse

;

controller general of France; dismisses the

notables, vi. 162 ; his scheme of La Com" Plo-

nicre, 163; dismissed his controUership, 1G4

Brienne, battle of, Jan. 29, 1814, vii. 568
Brigantes, revolt of, i. 30 ; joined by the Maeatae;

the revolt suppressed, 31

Brindley, James, a millwright, vii. 41 ; em-
ployed by the duke of Bridgewater to con-

struct canals; his great works of the aqueduct

over the Irwull, 42; and the suliterraneaii

canals at Worsley, 42, 43; appearaiu-e of, 43

Brissot, a Paris dt-putv at the Asscmblv on the

left side, vii. 20o ; heads a faction, 218, 219 ;

quarrels with Claviere ; forces oa a war with

Austria, 219; in pri.^on, 277
Bristol formerly the famous port of the "NVest, v.

7 ; slave trading pursued by the merchants

of; not discontinued till George III.'s reign
;

streets, ib. ; increase of population, 8 ;
glass

manufactories in, 18; great riot at, Oct. 1831,

viii. 288-290
Britain, civilization and population of, at the

time of Ciesar's invasion, i. 4; first invasion

of, by Cicsar, and his" retreat, 6; second in-

vasion by, 7; condition of the country at

the time, 8 ct seq. ; strength and prosperity

of, A.D. 296,32; panegyric of Eumenius on
the state of, ib.\ lloman provinces of, 33;
review of the domestic condition of, at the

close of the third century, 34 et seq. ; never
a secure possession to the liomans, 46; resist-

ance of, to the emperor Ilonorius, 50 ; close of

Koman rule in Britain, a.d. 409, bb^ 56;
mixed character of tlie population of, at the

time of the invasion of the Saxons, 57
British nnny under Maximus, refuse to return

from Amiorica and found a colony in Brit-

tany, i. 54, bb

British art, ancient specimens of, i. 13

British captives, tight as gladiators before Clau-
dius, i. 22

Brit ish institution established, 1805, viii. 150, 151

British writers, chionological and analytical

list of, V. 477-483; viii, 133-138,487-491

Britons, character of, by Diodorus Siculus, i. 5;
by Ptolemy, 6; resistance otTered by, to the

invasion of Cajsar, ih.

Brittany, position of, and character of the early

inhabitants of, i. 2 ; assistance afforded to, by
the Britons, 3 ; probable foundation of a

British colony in, a.d. 388, 54; i-ontinued

corjiectioii of, with Curuwall and Wales, 5-3
;

successfully resists the emperor Honorius, and
maintains its independence A.n. 409, ib,

Britti'n, Thomas, the musical coal-man, v. 432

Brock, major-general ; opposes lIuU's invasion

of Canada, 1812; drives him across the rivei

Detroit, and compels him to surrender, Aug.
16, viii. 8 ; praises the conduct of the Indiana
employed in the British anny, ib.

Brodie, sir Benjamin, his remarks on Oxford's
insanity, viii. 428

Broglie, marshal de, minister of war ; com-
mander of the French troops, vii. 170; leavea

Paris for the frontiers. 174
Broke, captain of the "Shannon," challenges

the American frigate "Chesapeake" to a
tight, and succeeds in capturing lier, June 1,

1813, and restoring the prestige of the British

navv, viii. 11

Brooklyn, battle of, Aug. 27, 1776, vi. 370
Brougham, lord; his eulogy on Erskine, vii,

303 ; liis description of Uobespierre's cha-
racter, 310; account of AVellington's inter-

view with Pitt; and of Pitt's death-bed, 451;
his efforts in bringing about the repeal of the

orders in council declaring France and her
allies in a state of blockade, 1S12, 544 ; heads
tlie opposition in parliament to the renewal
of the income tax in 1S16, viii. 52 ; defeat of

the bill, 53 ; his declamatory attack upon the

regent, 54 ; describe-^ the state of tlie Ameri-
can trade in 1816, 5G, 57 ; moves an inquiry

into llic state of education among the London
poor; impulse given to the committee's pro-

ceediui^s by his energy, 69
;
queen Caroline's

chief legal adviser; defends her title, 162;
queen's attorney-general, 1820, 165 ; an-
nounces tite queen's arrival in England

;

oppo-es tlie appointment of a secret com-
mittee; defends his own conduct, 166; takes

part in the conference for averting a public

proceeding, 167; conducts the queen's de-

fence at her trial, 170, 171 ; biys the case of

Mr. Smith, a missionary, before parliament,

1824, 194, 195 ; supports the Canning minis-

try, 205, 206 ; objects to the duke of Wel-
lington being prime minister; states that the

schoolmaster is abroad, 229; originates the

*' Society for the DiffTusion of Useful Know-
ledge," 1826, 230; promotes the fonnation

of the London University, 231; speech on
law reform, 231, 232; obtains the appoint-

ment of two commissioners to inquire into

the state of the common law, and the laws

affecting real pro])erty, 232 ;
fails in obtain-

ing the establishment of local jurisdiction,

1S30; subsequent partial adoption of his

views, 243 ;
protests against the lord

steward's treatment of the Commons; sub-

sequent explanation, 244, 245; his attack

upon the Wellington ministry, 245; apolo-

gises for his strong language, 246
;

gives

notice in parliament of liis intention to intro-

duce the subject of ri'fi)nn, 263; on the re-

signation of the "Wellington ministry he
postpones his motion for a short time; lord

cliancellor, 2G5, 267 ; reluctance to accept

this office, 265, 266; introduces a bill for

establishing a new court in bankruptcy, 1831,

271; boldness in urging the king to dissolve

parliament, 276, 277; speecli on the lleform

bill, 283 ; his Bankruptcy Court bill receives

the royal assent, 285 ; with lord Grey obtains

the king's permission to create peers to in-

sure the passing of the Iteform bill, 299;
speech of, on moving the second reading o(

the I'oor Law Amendment bill, 1834, 342;

his hostility with lord Durham ; speeches a1
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Inverness, at tlie Grey banquet, Edinbuvgli,

and at Salisbur}-, 347, 3-18; excluded from

the SIclbourne niinistrj', 1835; his inde-

fatiiublc energy, 359 ; speech on submitting

A series of education resolutions to the Loi-ds,

35t), oCO ; his attack on the earl of Durham's
proceedings ;

proposes and carries an Indem-
nity Act, which causes the earl's resignation,

408'; his speech on the enthusiasm mani-
fested towards the queen, 410 ; his " His-

torical Slvetches of Statesmen " noticed, 473,

474
Broiviie, marshal, commands an Austrian army ;

defeated at Losowitz, 1756, vi. 216 ; encamps
before Prague, 1757, 228 ; defeated by Fre-
derick at Prague, May 6, where he receives

his death wound, ib.

Browning, Mrs., poetical quotation from, viii.

192 ; her poetry, 480, 481
Bruce, llobert, the elder, a claimant for the

crown of Scotland in 1291, i. 414; agrees to

do homage to Edward I., 416 ; sides with
Edward in his invasion of Scotland, 417

Bruce, Kobert, the younger, stabs Corajn, i.

425; assumes the crown of Scotland in

1306, 426; is defeated by the earl of Pem-
broke, id.; obtains some successes in 1307,

and Edward I. assembles an army to

attack him, but dies, ii>. ; is recognised as

king in 1309, 430; successes of, 431, 432;
wins the battle of Bannockbuni, on June 24,

1314, 434, 435 ; concludes a truce with
Edwaid II. in 1323, 439 ; invades England
in 1327, 414 ; dies in 1-328, 445

Bruce, IJavid, succeeds his father in 1328, i.

445 ; is attacked by Edward Balliol, who
continues the struggle for some years, 451

;

returns from France to his kingdom in 1341,

452; invades England in 1346, is defeated by
Queen Philippa at Nevill's Cross, is taken
prisoner, 464 ; lodged in the Tower, 455

Brueys, French admiral; conveys Bonaparte

and his troops to Egypt, 1798, vii. 351

;

defeated bv Nelson at the battle of the Nile,

Aug. 1, 35'5-357; killed in the battle, 357

Bruges surrenders to Marlborough, 1706, v. 310
Brunanburgh, ode on the battle of, from the

Anglo-Saxon chronicle, i. 126, 127
Brunswick, C. W. Ferdinand, duke of, his pro-

clamation, 1792, vii. 223; his advance into

I'rance ; stopped by the battle of Valniy,

234 ; retreats, 235 ; lieutenant-general of the

Prussian army, 1806, 475 ; receives his death

wound at the battle of Jena ; dies Nov. 10,

1806, 477
Brunswick, W. Fredericlc, duke of, headed the

(ierman insurrection, 1809, vii. 515 ; heads
tlie Brunswickers at Waterloo, viii. 29

Brussels saved from a bombardment by William
HI., V. 198

Brydon, Dr., the sole survivor of the British

army retreating from Cabul, 1842, viii. 458
Buckinglinm, Stafford duke of, in conjunction

with the duke of Gloucester, aiTcsts earl

Itivers, lord Grey, and sir Thomas Vauglian,

and takes Edward V. into his charge, ii. 178 ;

rewards heaped upon, by Gloucester, 179

;

iloiton, bishop of Ely, committed as a pri-

soner to tbe custody of, 182 ; harangues tlie

citizens of London in favour of Gloucester's

claim to the crown, 185; with a deputation

of citizens solicits Gloucester to become king,

186 ; receivej thi estates of the earldom of

Hereford from Richard, 194 ; with Morton,
organises an insunX'Ction against llichaid,

195, 196; unsatisfactory causes assigned for,

197 ; it is suppressed, and lie is executed at

Salisbury, Nov. 2, 1483, 198
Buckingham, George Villiers, duke of, sudden

rise and promotion of, by James I., iii. 364 ;

procures the release of lt;ileigh from tlu:

Tower, 374; accompanies prince Charles in

his incognito visit to Spam in 1623, 384;
they return home, 385 ; popularity of, on tlie

breaking off of the Spanish match, lA. ; is

ini]ieaehed by tbe Commons in 1626, 390 ; is

elected chancellor of the University of Cam-
bridge by command of the king, 391 ; asserted

to have been the promoter of the war with
F'rancc, 394 ; commands tlie expedition to

aid the Protestants in Kuchelle, ii. ; attempts
to t;ike the Isle of Ithe, and fails, 395; is

denounced by Coke, in the House of Com-
mons, 398 ; t'haraeter of, by Clarendon, 399

;

is ai)pointed to command a second expedition

to i-elieve Kochelle, ih. ; is assassinated bv
Felton, Aug. 23, 1628, 400; execution of

Feiton, 401
Buckingliam, George Villiers, duke of, becomes

a member of the Cabal ministry, in 1667, iv.

302 ; seeks popularity, and advocates liberty

of conscience, 303 ; character of, by Dryden,
td. ; complicity of, in Charles becoming a
pensioner of Fram-e, 306 ; retires from the
Cabal ministry, 323 ; cohimitted to the Tower
for opinions expressed in the House of Lords
in 1077, 328

Buckingham, duke of, privy seal, v. 259 ; sup-
ports tlie motion for inviting the princess

Sophia to England, 306 ; a great art collector,

447
Buckingham, duke of, made duke, 1822, Tiii.

177 ; ac(!ount of George IV.'s unreservedness,

206, 207
liuekingham, J. S., proprietor of " Tlie Calcutta

Journal;" proceedings against, for his stric-

tures on Indian affairs, viii. 222, 223
Buckinghamshire, low state of agriculture in ;

dairy fariiiiiig
;
produce of butter; duck rear-

ing, and pillow-lace making, vii. 9

Buenos Ayres cajitured by sir Home Pnpham,
1806, vi'i. 473, 474 ; regained by the French,

474; Whitelock's expedition against, 1807,

485,486; his failure, 486
Buller, Charles, inoposes the adoption of a

systematic colonization, viii. 501

Bunker's hill, battle of Breed's or, June 17,

1775, vi. .357, 3.58

Bunyau, John, release of, from prison, after

twelve vears' contincmeiit, iv. 319

Burdett, sir Francis, duel with PauU, 1807,

vii. 462 ; conduct of, in the proceedings

between Jones and parliament, and subse-

quent results, 1810, 527, 528 ; chairman of

the London Hampden Club, viii. 75 ; revives

the question of parliaii.entary reform, 1818,

97; returned M.l'. for Westminster, 9S

;

again agitates refonii, 1819, 102 ; found

guilty of seditious libel and punished,

164
Burgesses summoned to parliament, by Simon

de Montfort, in 1264, i. 375
Burgh Castle, Roman ruins of, i. 38, 39

Burghersh, lord, British minister at Floience;

announces Napoleon's escape from IClba, viii*

21
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Burgos Castl* invested without success by
Wellington, 1812, vii. 555, 556

Burgoyne, general, moves for an inquiry into

the East India Company's affairs, vi. 332;
invades the United States ; recaptures Ticon-
deroga; secures Fort Edward, 379; his diffi-

culties in procuring provisions, 379, 380

;

retreats to Saratoga ; yields to Gates on
certain conditions ; the convention of Sara-
toga, 380 ; cold treatment of, by the British
government ; vindicates the convention of
Saratog<i, 39-i ; defends his conduct in em-
ploying Indians, 394, 395

Burliampoor taken by col. Stevenson, vii. 460
Burke, Edmund ; nis speech on American

taxation, April 19, 1774, vi. 273, 340; first

speech iu parliament, Jan. 1766, 279; said

to be the author of Junius's wiitings, 296

;

opposes Bedford's proposed coercionary mea-
sures towards America, 309; moves an in-

quiry into the American disorders, 313; his
pamphlet on American taxation, 340 ; mges
government to adopt conciliatory measures
towards America, 346 ; his burst of oratory
on America's rapid growth, 347 ; remarks on
the public opinion regarding the American
war, 385, 386 ; speech on economical reform,
Feb. 11, 1780, 402; his proposals, 403; bill

obstructed iu its progress through committee,
404 ; rejection of the practical measures, 405

;

rejected as M.l'. for Bristol, 417; charges
against him; his defence, 418; retumed for

Malton ; brings forward his Civil List bill

;

it is rejected, 419; his speech denouncing
the American tax, 433; obtains office in the
Kockingham ministry, 436 ; compelled to

compromise his scheme of economical re-

fonn
;
passing of his bill

;
proposes a bill for

regulating the profits of the office of pay-
master of the forces, 440 ; resigns office on
the accession of the Shelburne ministry,

1782, 450; an agricultural improver, vii. 11

;

draws up the nintli and eleventh report on
Indian aflairs, 136, 137 ; commends I'itt's

speech on taxes, 150; passion displayed by,

in the debate on Ihe Kegency bill, 154; liis

opinion of the l-'rench revolution, 183

;

opposes an increase of military power;
declares France to be ruined, 186; renounces
Sheridan's friendship and political opinions,

187 ; opposes Fox's motion for the repeal of

the Test act, ib. ; his " lletlections on the
Itevolulion," published; its remarkable popu-
larity ; his opinions on the revolution, 190,
191 ; his hatred towards the French revo-
lutionary doctrines causes him to break
friendship with Fox, 194; intensity of his
hatred exemplified, 195 ; raises the cry of
the church in danger, ib. ; anecdotes of, 207,

208; applauds the Polish revolution, 216;
remarks of, on the September massacres, 231

;

iiidignation of, at the results of the duke of
Brunswick's campaign, 236; deprecates the
proceedings of the French against liieir royal
family, 243 ; oratorical dagger speech on the
Alien bill, 249; note on the dagger scene,

254, 255; speech of, on the expediency of
war. 266; bis idea of the policy tlmt ought
to DC pursued towards France, 268, 260

;

French opinion of, 269 ; sliows the difficulty

of negotiating with France, 276, 277 ; regrets
Britain's treatment of the Frencli fleet at
Ti-ulon, 291, 292; objects to '* u regicide

peace,'* 329; death of, July 9, 1797, 342,
description of the United Irishmen by, 362;
urges government not to abandon law, 363

;

his remarks on scarcity, 390
Burke's opinion of the ancient Britons, i. 11,

12
Bumes, sir Alexander, his remarks on Russian

intrigues in Cabul, viii. 450, 451 ; his posi-

tion at Cabul, 453, 454 ; massacre of, by tlie

Afghans, 1841, 454, 455
Burnes, Charles, murdered by Afghans, viii.

454, 455
Buniet, Dr. Gilbert, preaches at William Ill.'a

coronation, v. 78; his "Pastoral Letter"
condemned and publicly burnt at Charing
Cross, 1693, 159

; preaches at Whitehall, Dec.

2, 1697. 200; preceptor to Duke of Gloucester,

240; his system of education, ib.\ carries

the news of William III.'s death to Queen
Anne, 257

Burney, Fanny, writings of; description cf

court life by, v\\\. 126
Burns, Ilobert ; his description of the Ayrshire
farm labourer, vii. 35, 36 ; first volume of his

poems published, 1786; his rapid and exten-
sive popularity ; character of his wi'itings,

viii. 116
BuiTard, sir Harry, Appointed second in com-
mand in Portugal, 1808, vii. 500; arrives

at Vimiero, 502; spoils Wellington's plans,

501, 502
Busaco, battle of, Sept. 27, 1810, vii. 531
Bussey, M. de, French minister in London,

1761, vi. 249 ; deliverstlie French ultimatum ;

is dismissed England by Pitt, 251
Bustard, formerly abumiant in Wiltshire

;

boldness of; its extinction in the county, vii.

21

Bute, John Stuart, earl of, groom of the stole

to tlie prince of Wales, 1756, vi. 217; instils

him with a knowledge of the constitution,

243 ; appointed a member of the council antl

cabinet by the prince, nuw George 1I[. ; ani-
madversion against his inlluence ; Pitt's in-

dignation at the tone of the king's first

address to the Privy Coutu-il prepared by,

244; intrigues with Doddington against th«
ministry; proclaims the policy of ihe new
reign, 245; secretary of state, 1761, 246;
condt-mns I'itt's proposal of war against Spain
as rash, 251; rejoices at Pitt's fall, 252;
whom his party lampoon and caricature, ib.\

alienates Frederick of Prussia by refusmg to

grant his subsidy, 254 ; attempts to carry out
Pitt's plans, /^. ; in hisanxiety to obtain peace
he oflV-rs to give up llavannah and ManilLi,
256; prime minister, 1763, 259; attempts to

restore the influence of thn prerogative, 260;
attacked by Wilkes and Churchill, 260, 201;
popular dislike towards; resigns his employ-
ments, April, 8, 1763, 261 ; negotiates for

Pitt's return to power, 263
Butler, col., commands the force which de-

stroyed Wyoming, 1778, vi. 306
Butler, Charles, anecdote of Burke, by. vii. 208
Buxton, T. F., his resolution for abolishing

slavery, 1823, viii. 193
Byng, admiral sir George, joins Leake off the

Spanish coast, 17"6, v. 298; cruises in tlia

channel nn the watch for the French fleet

conveying the Pretender and forces to Sct>t-

land ; it evades him, 1708, 335; he make*
pursuit, but does not follow rt up when thev
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return to Fnince, ili. ; sails for the i[cditer-

ranean June 4, 171S ; anchors in the Bay of

Naples; pursues and destroys the Spanish
fleet, Aug. 11, Ti. 34

Byng, admiral John, despatched to the relief of

Ptirt ^[;dion ; attacked by de la (Tali>soniere,

May 21, 1756. vi. 213 ; his timidity and jiro-

posal to return to Gibraltar; supi-rseded by
Hawke, id. ; arrest; imprisonment in Green-
wich Hospital

;
popular fury against, 214

;

trial at Portsmouth, 219 ; found guilty and
sentenced to be sliot ; etfurts made to save

him by Pitt and others ; execution of, ilar.

14, 1757 ; his demeanour, 220
Byng, sir John. See Stratford.

Byron, lord George, reproaches England with
the humiliation of Venice, vii. 346 ; his de-

scription of the Waterloo Held of battle, viii.

30, 31 ; his poetic satire " English Bards and
Scotch Keviewers" published; describes the
character of the writingsof Coleridge, Words-
worth, and Southey, 118; popularity; cha-
racter of his verse romances, and liis " l)ou

Juan," 120; failure of his dramas, 125
Byron, John, comnnmds an expedition to Ame-

rica, \i. 100

Cabal JIixistrv. See Charles II., Bucking-
ham, and Shaftesbury.

Cabot, John, and his sons, small encourage-

ment given to, in 1496, by Henry VII., ii.

236 ; discovery of Newfoundland by, 249
Cabul taken by the British, viii. 4-53; residence

of the British army at, 453-456 ; its retreat

from, 456, 457 ; retaken by the British, 460
Cade, John, insurrection of, in 14.50, ii. 132

;

defeats sir llumplircy Stallord, 133; marches
to London, and beheads lord Say, ib. ; tle-

feated by the citizens of London, and killed,

134
Cadiz bunit by the earl of Essex in 1596, iii.

266; unsuccessful expedition to, 1702, v.

261
Cadoudal, Georges, a royalist against Bona-

parte ; apprehended; executed, 1804, vii. 432
Caer-Carauoc, notice of, i. 20

Ca>sar, history of England commences M-itli, i.

2 ; his description of the Veneti, applicable

to the Britons, 3 ; first invasion of Britain,

6 ; battle with the men of Kent, ib. ; retreat

of, id. , second invasion of, iO. ; description

of "the inland people " by, ib. ; advance of,

into tlie interior, 7 ; opposed by Cassive-

launus, ib. ; crosses the Thames at Coway
St.ikes, ib. ; advances to St. Alban's, ib.

;

enumeration b}', of the tribes he encountered,

8 ; return of, to Gaul, taking hostages, ib.
;

did not coniiuer Britahi, according to Tacitus,

ib.

Caillemot, a Huiiuenot commander; killed at

the Boyne, IGUO, v. 108
Cairo taken by Bonaparte, 1798, vii. 354

Calais, siege of, by Edward 111., i. 465 ; Frois-

sart's story of the six burgesses, 4GG; an
English colony founded in it, 467 ; bombarded
by the English, 1094, v. 172, 173

Calcutta purchased by the old E. I. Company,
V. 290; captured by Surajah Dowlah, 173b;
tragedy of the Black hole of, vii. 222, 223;
retaken by Clive, Jan. 2, 1757, 222, 224

Calder, sir Robert, engages tlio French and
Spanish fleets, and captures the Spanish

vessels, July 22, 1805 ; tried and reprimandeil,
vii, 442 ; returns home just before the Tra-
falgar victory, 446

Calendar reform bill, 1751 ; it« provisions, vi.

187, ISS
Caliguhi, intended invasion of Britain by, i.

16; pretrnded triumph of, 17; Napoleon
and, at Boulogne, compared, vii. 436

Callcott, character of his paintings, viii. 154
Calonne, controller-general of linance, 17B3;
convokes the notables, vii. 157 ; shows the
deiieit in the finance

;
proposes a land tax on

all classes; dismissed, 17S7, 158
Camalodunum attacked and destroyed by Bo-

adicea, a.d. 61, i. 23, 24
Cambaceres, consul with Bonaparte. 1799, vii.

387 ; has charge of the judicial administra-
tion, 392

Cambridge, duke of, marries princess Louisa of
Hesse, 1 June, IS 18, viii. 97

Cambridge university, James Pechell, the vice-
chancellor, deprived of otiice for refusing a
degree to a Benedictine monk, iv. 412

Cambridgeshire, land of, vii. 14
; quantity un-

reclaimed in 1794, 1806, 1816, ib. ; drainage
and reclamation of the fens of, by the earl of
Bedford, and Rennie, 14, 15

Caml>ronne, gen., acc(;mpanies Napoleon in his
march to I'aris, 1815, viii. 21 ; death of, at

Waterloo, 36
Camden, battles of, Aug. 16, 1780, vi. 412 ; and

April 25, 1781, 425
Camden, lord, sir Charles Pratt, lord chief jus-

tice; declares AVilkes as M.P. tree from
arrest, vi. 262, 263; gives a verdict in favour
of a printer of the "North Briton," 26.')

;

thanked by the common council for his judi-
mcnt on the general warrant question, 27"

;

opposes the ta.Kation of Americans, 280; loid

chancellor, 1766, 285, 321 ; disclaims tin-

measures adopted by the ministry, 304
;

dismissed his office, li. ; supports Pitt's mi
nistry, 1784, yii. 140; and Fox's libel bill,

1792, 213
Camden, earl, lord-lieutenant of Ireland, 1795,

vii. 362 ; recalled, 1798, 365; holds office in

the Portland ministry, ISO", 480 ; secretary

for war and the colonics, 1804, 577
Cameron, Dr. Archibald, executed 1753, vi. 182
Cameron of Lochiel joins the young Pretendei',

1 74.5, vi. 123; accompanies the prince in b's
flight to France, Sept. 17J6, 176

Caineronians ; they reject the dispensing of the
Test Act, V. 86 ; opimse the union of the two
kingdoms, 1706, 325; and burn the articles

at the market cross of Dumfries, Nov. 30,

326 ; ordered to return home by the duke of

Hamilton, ib. See Covenanters.
Cameronian regiment; it defeats the High-

landers at Diinkeld, 16U0, v. 131

Camisards. See Cevennes ; Cavalier.

Camming, Thomas, a quaker, sent against Fort
Louis, which he takes, 1758, vi. 232 ; Goree
suiTcnders to him, 233

Canipan, Madame, conduct of, a* the fttorming
of Versailles, 1789, vii. 179

Campbell, colonel. See Argvie, A. C, duke of,

Camubell of Finab, his c.xpfoits in Darien, v.

222
Campbell, A. See Argylc, earl of.

Campbell, sir Archibald, defends Rangoon
against the Birinese, viii. 219, 220; his cam-
paign of 1825 takes Donoopew ; by re
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peatedly donating the Birmese he compels
them to agree to the treaty of TanJaboo, 220

Campbell, sir Colin ; lieutenant, vii. 4.'5S ; his

description of the battle of Assye, 459, 460
Campbell, John. See Argyle, duke of.

Campbell, John, lord, anecdotes of George III.,

vii. 303; of lord Ellenborough and Hone's
trial by, viii. 90; his remarks on the appeal
of murder in 1S18, 101, 102; his opinion of

government's conduct towards the Cato-street

conspirators, 161, 1G2 ; his feelings at the
dissolution of iiarliament, 1831, 277, 278

Campbell, 6u- Jolm, Attorney-General in the
Melbourne ministry, viii. 3Sl

Campbell, sir Neil, appointed to watch over

Napoleon at Elba, viii. 25
Campbell, captain llobort, of Glenlyon, his

share in the Glencoe massacre, 1692, v. 137-

139 ; not prosecuted, 141

Campbell, Thomas, nuotation from, viii. 403;
wide reputation of nis "Pleasures of Hnpe,"
and Ivrics ;

" Gertrude of Wyoming," pub-
Ushed'lSOg, viii. 121

Camperdown, battle of, fought between De
Winter and Duncan, Oct. 11, 1797, vii. 348,

349
Campion, the Jesuit, trial and torture of, for a

conspiracy against Elizabeth in 1.581, iii. ISO

Campo Formio, peace of, Oct. 17, 1797, vii. 348,

413
Canada ceded by France, 1763, vi. 467 ; doubtful

loyalty of, towards England, 1793, vii. 263
;

disputes with the mother country, viii. 406,

407 ; insurrection in, 407-409; lord Durham's
government, 407, 408 ; hi-* report on, 400

Canals, construction of, liy Bridgewater, Brind-

ley, and others, vii. 41-43 ; increased sums
expended on navigation and, 335 ; constructed

by Telford, viii. 147
Canning, George ; one of Pitt's supporters, vii.

317 ; story of his proposed connection with

the Jacobins ; advocates a continuance of the

war, a. ; defends Pitt's coercive policy, 324,

325; starts the "Anti-Jacobin," Mov 1797,

345; retires from office, 1801, 400; Foregu
Secretary, 1807, 480, 577 ;

obtains a know-
ledge of the secret article of Tilsit, 489 ; in

favour of aiding the Spaniards, 499 ; remarks
on Moore's retreat in Spain, 1809, 507, 508

;

duel with Castlereagh, 525, 626 ; resigns, 526

;

grief at Perceval's death, 541 ; returns from

Lisbon, and takes his seat in parliament, viii.

78, 79 ; President of the Indian Board of

Control, 1816, 79, 158, 1.59 ; imprudent ex-

uression regarding Ogden's petition, 96 ; otiers

iiuel to the author of an anonymous pan,--

phlet, 96, 97 ; vindicates the govci-nment',<

coniiuct towards queen Caroline, 166; refusing

to take part in the proceedings against the

queen he tenders his resignation ; but the

king insists on his retaining it, and following

his own conduct with respect to the queen,

168; his interest in the queen's trial, 172;
resigns his office, Dec. 12, 1820; the king re-

fuses to re-admit liim into tlie Cabinet after

the queen's death, 174 ; bis lioman Catholic

relief bill thrown out twice, 178, 179; ap-

pointed Governor-General of India, 179; but

before he has started for India he is ap-

pointed Secretary for l-'oi'eign A Hairs; his

instructions to the duke ot Wellington, the

British representative at the Congress at

Verona, 181 ; and to the British ambassador

at Paris; his declaration of neutrality, 182;
his declaration of April, 1823, 183 ; his policy

of the recognition of the Spanish provinces

in South America ; opposition towards it, 184
;

the king fails in obtaining Canning's dis-

missal, id. ; conditions upon wliich a state

which has successfully asserted its indepen-
dence should be recognised by a neutral state,

185, 186; discussions with the United States

minister concerning the Spanish South Ame-
rican states, the Oregon teiritorv, and the

right of search, 186-188 ; his warlike attitude

and promptitude prevents the war of Spain
against Portugal, 188 ; speech intimating
Spain's aggression, and the conduct of the

British government, 188, 189; defends- Hus-
kisson, 190, 191

;
progress and liberty, 191,

192 ; his resolutions for ameliorating tiie con-

dition of slaves agreed to, 193 ; his position

with regard to the Catholic question, 201
;

dislike of lord Eldon and the duke of York
towards, 201, 202 ; anecdote of Canning and
the chancellor at the funeral of the duke of

York, where the former catches a cold, 202
;

opposite opinions of Peel and Canning on
C.itholic Emancipation, 203, 204; the king
orders him to form a ministry ; tirst Lord of

the Treasury and Cliancellor of the Exchequer,
1827, '204, '210

; his offers to cabinet ministers

rejected, 204, 205 ; his appearance and man-
ner on meeting parliament, May 1, 1827, 205;
opposition shown towards him, 205, 206

;

attack of lord Grey, 206 ; charged with having
pledged himself not to press the Ciitholic

question, 206, 207 ; the charge probably a

calumny, 207, 211 ; assigned causes of the

hostility shown towards ; speaks for the last

time in jiarliament, June 18. on the Com
trade ; unable to obtain relaxation ; the king
sends his phvsician to attend him ; death of,

Aug. 8, and burial, Aug. 16, 1827 ; 208; con-

cludes the treaty on Grecian affairs, 208, 209
;

l)rinciple of international law laid down by,

200, 210 ; statesmen composing his cabinet,

210 ; Ho^', on the negotiations preceding his

premiership, 211 ; difficulties of carrying out

his Indian peace policy, 218

Canterburv burnt by the Danes, i. 1.54

Cantium (Ivent) resistance oflered by the people

of, to the invasions of Caesar, i. G

Canterburv fanatics. See liiots.

Canton blockaded bv the British, 1839, viii.

445 ; again att.acke'd by them, 1841, 447, 448
Canute procUumed king of England on the

ileath of Sweyn in 1014, i. 1.15
; becomes sole

king on the death of Edmund in 1017, 156;

exiles the sons of Edmund, ib. ; marries

Emma, the widow of Ktla-lreil, 157 ;
pro-

scrii)tinns by, and tyranny of, ilt. ; introduc-

tion of Danish customs by, i/i.
;
reproval oi

his flatterers by, ib. ; benefits effected by,

158 ;
pilgrimage to Home, in 1030, il>. ; death

of, in 1(135, ill.; buried at Winchester, 159;

union of the Saxon and Danish races accele-

rated by, ib.

Canute, Idng of Denmark, invades England in

1069, and is fcned to retii-e by William the

Connueror, i. 192, 193

Capital punishnienf, abolition of, for thefis,

viii. 63, 61, 101, 195; in the years bcfoie and

after the tiueen's accession, 398
Caractacus. opposition offered by, to the inva-

sion of I'lautius, i. 18 ; continued resistance
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of, to tlie Romans, 20 ; defeat of, 21 ; speech

of, at Rome while a prisoner there, pronahly

an historical embellishment, with a founda-

tion on facts, ib. ; allusion of, to the houses
of the Britons, 9

Caradoc. Sec Caractacus.

Carausius, usurpation of, A.D. 286, i. 32; naval

power of Britain during the reiirn of, ib.
;

murdered by AUcctus, ib.
;
probably calcu-

lated on assistance of Germans in Britain

wiien lie revolted, 44
Carisbrook Castle, Charles I. imprisoned in, iv.

88 ; lie attempts to escape from, 92

Carleon, description of, by Gii'aldus Canibren-

sis, i. 42
Carleton, captain George, quotations from, il-

lustrative of Peterborough's Spanish cara-

paiR-n, 1705, 1706, T. 293-2'J7

Carleton, a British general; makes his way into

Quebec, defending it against llontgomery
and Arnolil, 1775, vi. 362 ; defeats the Ame-
ricans; retires from Quebec, 1776, 363

Carlisle invested by the Pretender's army, 1745,

vi. 141 ; and capture, Nov. 142; taken bv the

duke of Cumberland, Dec. 30, 159

Carlisle, earl of, removed from the lord-lieu-

tenancy of Ireland, 1782, vi. 446 ; his exces-

sive iiaming, vii. 104 ; first Commissioner of

Woods and Forests, viii. 210; Lord Privy
Seal, 1831, 344 .

Carlos Don, duke of Parma. See Charles III.

of Naples.

Carlsbad, congress of, Aug. 1, 1819, viii. 382

Carlton House remodelled by Holland
;
pulled

down, 1826, viii. 144

Carlyle, bis remarks on the negi'o question, viii.

331, 332; on the position of the agricultural

labourer in IS 10, 397; on the advisability of

the labouring classes emigrating, 418; his

petition for the CopjTight Bill, 464; character

of his historical works on Cromwell and the

French Revolution, 472, 473
Carmarthen, marquis of. See Leeds, duke of.

Camac, druidical remains at, i. 3

Caniot eomjiels the duke of York to raise the

siege of Dunkirk, 1793, \-ii. '282; captures

Charleroi; and wins the battle of Fleurus,

312; a member of the French Directory;

Bonaparte submits a plan for invading Italy

to, 325 ; escapes being aiTcsted by, 344

Caniutes, Ca-sar's notice of, i. 13

Carnwath, Robert, earl of, impeached of high
treason, tried and found guilty, vi. 19 ; but
is reprieved, 20 ; released from prison by an
act of grace, 30

Caroline, queen, wife of George II. ; influcnoos

her husband in retaining Walpole prime
minister in opposition to electing sirS. Comp-
ton, y\. 58 ; receives a jointure of 100,00(1/.,

ib. ; her assistance to, and inrtuence over her
hofiband, 59; appointed regent, 1735, during
the king's absence in Hanover, 77 ; regards

the Porteous riots of 1736 as an insult to her
authority, 83; taken ill, Nov. 9, 1737; dies

Nov. '20,' 87 ; character of, 88
Caroline, Matilda, sister of George III., bom

1751, married in 1766 to Cbristian VII. of

Denmark ; unhappv marriage ; charged with
infidelity, and imiirlsoncd in Kronberg castle

;

rescued by the British government, vi. 329;
retires to the castle of Zell, Hanover, dving
in 1775, 330

Caroline. See George IV.

Cartcaui, general, suppresses a revolt at Mar-
seilles, vii. 286: marches against Toulon,
1 793, '287, 289 ; replaced in his command by
general Dugommier, 28&

Carter, rear-admiral of tile blue; slain at

La Hogue, 1092, v. 149
Carteret, lord, secretary of state ; removr^i
from that ollii'e, 1724; appointed lord-lieu-

tenant of Ireland, vi. 50 ; offers 300/. for the
discovery of the author of the Drapier'a
letters, 52 ; his motion fur Walpole's removal
rejected, 103 ; becomes a favourite of Geo. II.,

ll)i>; secretary of .state, 174'2-1744, 112, 320;
controls the cabinet; an object of attack to

the opposition, 112; created earl Granville,
ib. ; obtains the king's confidence, 1747; fails

in an attempt to obtain the administration of
affairs, 178; president of the council, 1761,
251

Carthagena, attack upon, 1741, vi. 98-100
Cartisniandua, queen of the Brigantes, betrays

Caractacus to the Romans, i. 21
Cartwriglit, Dr., invents the power loom ; his

an.\ietyon account of it; parliamentary grant
to ; number of looms employed in 1813, '33

and 'o{)^ vii. 54
Ciissano, battle of, 27 April, 1798, vii. 382
Cassivelaunus, or Caswallon, opposes the ad-

vance of Cajsar, i. 7
Castanos, general, compels the French to sur-

render at the battle of Baylen, 1808, vii. 500
Castle. John, betrays his fellow Spencean phi-

lanthropists, viii. 76-78
Castlereagh, lord, temporary Irish secretary, vii.

366 ; applies the secret service money to the
making converts to the govemnient measure
of the Union, 37'2, 373; description of; moves
the third reading of the Union bill, 375

;

war and colonial secretary, 1807, 480; chal-
lenges Canning to a duel, which takes place
on Wimbledon Common, Sept. 22, 1809, 525;
cause of the quarrel, 525, 5'26; resigns, 526;
foreign secretary, 1812, 539; viii. 158; one
of the plenipotentiaries at the Congress at
Vienna, 1814, viii. 42; his diplomacy with
regard to the annexation of S.-ixony to Prus-
sia, 43, 44 ; reception by the House of Com-
mons, 51 ; olfensive declaration made by, 52

;

with WelliuLiton he represents Great Britain
at Aix-la-Cliapelle, 1818, 99; takes part in
the conferences for averting a public proceed-
ing in the case of queen Caroline, 167 ; com-
mits suicidi', Aug. 12, 1822, 179; his foreign
ininistn-, 180

Catalonia"invested by the French, 1693, v. 166
Cathcart, Ira-d, death of, on his way to Cartha-

gena, 1740, vi. 98
Cathcart, lord, commander of the land forces

sent against Denmark, 1807, vii. 490
;
present

at the battle of Dresden, 1813, 563
Catheliueau, Jaques, heads the Vendean insur-

gents, 1793, vii. '293; killed, '294

Catherine of Aragon. See Henry VIII. am)
Wolsey.

Catherine II. of Russia, her influence procurea
the Polish throne for Stanislaus, vi. 324 ; re-

fuses to aid the British against .Imerica, 359

;

begins to reign, 1762, 465; agrees to raise an
army for Spain, vii. 217 ; death of, Nov. 10,

1796, 330, 574
Catholic Relief bills passed. Feb. 1782, vi. 445,

446. and April, 1829, viii. 240
Catholics, Roman, their ineligibility for civi'
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offices, r. 7- '. opj-ression of Protestants in

Ireland by, 1689, SI et seq.\ struggle of the,

in ScotlaiiJ, 87 ei scq. ; Catholic sovereigns

represented at the Hague, 1691, 122; treaty

of Limerick allowing them certain religious

privileges, 128 ;
penal laws against, 1699,

235
;
proceedings against Popish priests, 1745,

vi. 153, 154 ; certain laws against, repealed,

1778, 405; fanaticism against, roused; Pro-

testant Associations against, formed, 406 ; the

Gordon riots against, 406-410; the relief bill

passed, 1782, 445, 446; allowed to vote at

elections, 1793; bill introduced for repealing

all the civil disabilities of, vii. 362 ;
govern-

ment's desire to emancipate them, 369, 370;
George III.'s opposition to the repeal of the

disqualification laws, 398, 399 ; he requires

Pitt never to support Catholic emancipation,

431, 479; opposes the enlistment of, 479;
Grattan's speech on the emancipation of, viii.

102, 103 ;
partial success of the Catholic relief

measure, 182 1 -2, 1 78, 1 79 ; state of the

Catholic question ; rejection of the relief bill,

201 ; sensation caused by the duke of York's
speech on the bill, 201, 202 ; on lord Liver-

pool's illness the advocates for and against

lioman Catholic relief marshal themselves
under the leaderships of Canning and Peel;
the debate in parliament, 203, 204 ; charges
against Canning respecting the Catholic ques-

tion, 206, 207; first majority obtained (1826)
in favour of their claims, 234 ; this resolution

is not taken into consideration, 235 ; Roman
Catholic Association founded, 1823; dissolved

during the Canning ministrv ; revived, 1828
;

it secures the election of O'ConncU for Clare,

235,236 ; ministerial views on Catholic Eman-
cipation, 236, 237; George IV. 's unwilling-

ness to consent to his ministers attemjiting

to settle the question, 236 ft seq. ; Emanci-
pation announced by government, 237, 23S ;

violent debates on the bill, 238-240 ; it receives

the royal assent, April 13, 1829, 240; O'Con-
nell obtains admission into parliament under
the terms of the new act, 241, 242

Cato Street Conspiracy; antecedents of the ring-

leader, Arthur Tliistlewood, viii. 160; who
forms a plan of assassinating the members of

the Cabinet, 160, 161
;

plot divulged and
frustrated ; trial and execution of Thistlewood
and five accomplices, 161

Cavalier, leader of the Camisards, repels Ifar-

shal de Monlreuil, and concludes an amnesty
with Marshal Villars, 1703, v. 265 ; died

aged, a governor of Jersey, and major-general,

266
Cave, starts the Gentleman's Jtngazine, 1731,

vii. 84 ; deterred from publishing parliamen-

tary proceedings by being prosecuted for pub-
lishing lord Lovat's trial, 178

Cavendish, lord John, censures the ministers for

their conduct of the American war, vi. 435
;

resigns office, 1782, 45i) ; censures the terms
of peace, 459; chanoellor of the exchequer,

March to July, 1782, 469; April to Dec,
1783, vU. 576

Cavendish, sir Henrj', M.P. for Lostwithiel

;

his reports of the debates of parliament,

1768-77, vi. 289, 290; his remarks on par-

liamentary privileercs, 293 ; quotations from
his debates, 292, 293, 297, 309, 314, 317-9

Cftxton, William, commences printing in Eng-
land, about 1474, ii. 128; prints earl liivers'

J'
Dictes and Sayings of Philosophers,'* wlich

is presented to Edward IV., 171; notice of

other works printed by, ih.

Cecil, "William, lord Burleigh, is arrested with
Somerset, to whom he was secretai-y, iii. 35,
caution of, during Xortliumberland's rebel-

lion, 51 ; intrigues in favour of qticen Mary,
53; appointed to the Privy Council on toe
accession of Elizabeth, 107 ; occupations of,

during the reign of Mary, 111 ;
prepared

scheme for the restoration of Protestantism,
112; principle of, with regard to the right of
national intervention, 118; skill displayed
by, in the treaty of Edinburgh in 1560, 121

;

reasons of, for refusing Mary a safe conduct
from France to Scotland, 125 ; intrigues car-

ried on by, at the Scottish court, 137 et seq.
;

opinions of, as to the measures to be taken
with Mary of Scotland on her taking refuge

in England, 156 ;
protest of, against the duke

of Norfolk being tried for high treason, 161

;

opinion of, as to the inefficacy of penal laws
against religious beliefs, 181 ; advises the
Council to dispatch the warrant for Mary's
execution, 200; complaint of, in 1569, of the

decay of obedience in the people, 261 ; opposes
the attack on Sp;un in 1596. but is overruled,

265; death of, in August 1598, 279
Cecil, Robert, earl of Salisbury, the rival of

Essex and Raleigh, iii. 2S2 ; announces to

the House of Commons in 1601 the queen's

intention to abate monopolies, 292; causes

James I. to be proclaimed on Elizabeth's

death, 307 ; entertains James at Theobald's,

and becomes prime minister, 308 ; remon-
strates against Coke's unfairness on Raleigh's

trial, 311; compelled by James to negotiate

a treaty with Spain, 318; receives a com-
munication from lord Alounteaglc, with a letter

that leads to the discovery of the Gunpowder
Plot, 324; lesson of, to James as to his lavish-

ness to Carr, 341 ; endeavours to procure from
parliament a fixed revenue for the king, 351

;

death of, in May, 1612, 359
Cemeteries, want of, in England, 1842, viiL

394
Cerat heads the assassins of Sept. 1792, vii. 229
Cevennes, the revolt of 1702-4 in the, v. 265
Ceylon acquired by the British, viii. 217-8

Chadwick, Edwin, reports of, on the state of the

workhouse at St. Lawrence, Reading, viii.

339 ; on the sanitary condition of the labour-

ing classes, 391-393 ; and on interment in

towns, 394
Chairs, extensive manufactory of, in Bucking-

hamshire, vii. 9
Chalier, a Piedmontese; a Girondin leader; es-

tablishes the Girondin party at Lyon ; his

atrocities ; defeated by llie sections, and
killed, 1793, vii. 284

Chalmei-s, Dr. Thomas, his oratorical powers;
popularity of his '' Astronomical Discnurses

"

published in 1816, viii. 124; character of hia

political economv writings, 129

Chambers, Richard, resistance of, to the pay-
ment of illegal customs' duties, iii. 407;
refuses to pav Ship-Money, and is imprisoned,

419
Chambers, sir AV., one of the foundei-s of the

Royal Academy, vii. 70; his architectural de-

eigns, 80, 81 ; death of, 1796, viii. 142

Champion, colnneJ, invades the Roliilla cciuitry

1774, vii. 124
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Championuet, a Frencli general, enters ralmero

;

aboUshcB royalty ; establishes a republic, 1799,

Tii. 382
Chandemagoi-e surrendered to the English, 1757,

vi. 224 ; again captured by the English, 1778,

vii. 129
Chandos, marquis of, opposes the Reform bill,

viii. 274 ; his amendment of the bill, 281)

Channing, Er., remarks of, on the abolition of

slavery, viii. 329, 330
Chantrey, style of his sculpture, viii. 149, 150

Chapelier, guillotined, 1794, vii. 298

Charette eommands the Vendeans, 1793, vii.

293 ; resumes arms on the occasion of the

Quiberon expedition, 1795, 320

Charlemagne, character of, i. 75 ; career of, 76

;

benefits derived by Egbert from, 77
Charlemont, lord, panic of his troops at Bar-

celona, v. 295
Charlemont, earl of, commander-in-chief of the

Irish volunteers, 1782, vi. 446
Charleroi, siege and capture of, by the French,
June 25, 1794, vii. 311, 312

Charleroy captured by the French, 1693, v.

166
Charles I., visit of, when Prince of Wales to

the court of Spain in 1623, to see his pro-

posed bride, iii. 384; succeeds his father,

March 27, 1625, 387; change in the manners
of the Court on his accession, ib. ; marriage
of, with Henrietta Maria of France, 38S

;

favour 6ho^vn to the Roman Catholics by the

king, ib. ; the first parliament meets, and de-

mands redress of grievances, 389 ; it is dis-

solved, ib. ; writs issued under the privy seal,

demanding loans from private persons, ib.
;

failure of the naval expedition against Spain,

390 ; meeting of the second parliament, Feb.

6, 1626, ib. ; it impeaches Buckingham, ib.
;

Charles commits sir John Eliot to the Tower
for his speech in the House, but releases him
soon afterwards, ib, ; dissolves the parliament,

391 ; disputes of, with the Lords as to infringe-

ments on then- privileges, ib. ; subsidies ille-

gally levied, and harsh measures pursued
against such as resist, 392 ; dismisses the
queen's foreign attendants, 393 ; war with
France and its causes, 394 ; failure of the

expedition to aid the Protestants in Rochelle,

395; meeting of the third parliament on
March 17, 1628, 396 ; debates in, on the Peti-

tion of Right, 397 ;
gives his assent to the

Act, 398
;
prorogues parliament on its remon-

strating against his arbitrarily levying cus-

toms' duties, ib. ; prepares asecond expedition

under Buckingham to relievo ItocheUe, 399
;

Buckingham is assassinated, 400 ; the expe-
dition sails, fails in afibrding relief, and
Rochelle sun'enders, 402

;
parliament meets,

and makes fresh remonstrances against the
king's arbitrary conduct, ib.\ progress of re-

ligious diU'erences in the church, ib. ; a
remonstrance carried in the Commons against

popish innovations and arbitrary taxation,

403, 404 ; dissolves the parliament, and im-
prisons some of the members, 404 ; a force

mised in Scotland to assist Gustavus Adol-
phus, ib.; jurisdiction of the Star Chamber
extended, 406 ; continued exactions of, during
the cessation of parliaments, ib, ; spirited

resistance of individuals to them, 407 ; the
imprisoned members refuse to plead in the
King's Bench, and are re:ommitted, 409

;

Wcntworth appointed Lord President of the

Korth and Lord Deputy of Ireland, 410 ; pro-

secutions and severe punishments of the

Puritan writers Prynne and Leighton, 411,

413 ; republication of the Book of Sports,

414; raises money by the sale of new mono-
polies, 415 ; issues a proclamation against the

increase of houses in London, and raises

money, in 1033, by extorting fines to avoid

their being pul'.c<l down, 416; other arbi-

trary proclamations, and hackney-coaches
forbidden, in 1635, to pass up and down
London streets, 417 ; first project of Ship
Money, 418 ; the writs of Ship Money ex-

tended in 1636, 419; the judges give their

opinion in favour of the writ, ib. ; Hampden
and many others refuse to pay, 421

;
judg-

ment given against him in 1637, 422 ; in-

creased resistance to the payment after the

judgment, 423 ;
prosecutions of Prj-nne, Bur-

ton, and Bastwick for their ^v^itings, ib,

;

jiatronage given by Charles to the Fine Arts,

424 ; despotic interference of, with private

property m London, but not productive of

any public improvement, 4'25 ; visit of Mary
de Medicis to, in 1638, 426 ; employs Inigo

Jones to build AVhitehall, 427 ; note on the

portraits of^ by Vandyck and Mytens, 428
;

visit of, to Scotland in 1633, 429 ; with Laud
endeavours to impose episcopacy on Scotland

;

430 ; outbreak in 1637 against it, and adop-
tion of the National Covenant, 431 ; meeting
of the General Assembly, 433 ; the Covenan-
ters take up arms, and seize Edinburgh and
other places, 434 ; he advances to Berwick
with an army, and on June 18, 1639, a pacifi-

cation is agreed to, 435 ; calls a parliament,

which insists on the discontinuance of arbi-

trary taxation, and the punishment of the

judges, 436; it is dissolved after sitting three

weeks, ib. ; the Convocation grants money,
and passes canons that render the church still

more unpopular, ib. ; the Covenanters assem-
ble fresh forces in 1640, and cross the Tweed,
437 ; he assembles an army at York, advances
to meet them, and is completely routed at

Newbum near Newcastle, ib. ; calls a Great
Council of Peers at York, 438 ; agrees to a
truce with the Scots, ib. ; summons a new
ftarliament (afterwards named the Long Pjir-

iament), which meets in November 1640, ib.
;

character of the House of Commons, 439 ;

difficulty of relating its historv, 441 ; opens
the sitting in a tone of conciliation, 443;
Strafford is impeached by the Commons, 445

;

Laud arrested and impeached by the Com-
mons, 446 ; Finch, Windebank, and the
Ship-Money judges impeached, 447 ; trial of

Strall'ord, 449 et seq. ; Charles consents to his

execution, 457 ; assents to the Act for prevent-
ing the dissolution of the parliament without
its own consent, 459 ; the two Houses remon-
Btrate against the queen quitting England,
and she agrees to remain, 460 ; the Star
Chamber and High Commission courts abo-
lished by Act of parliament, 461 ; visits

Scotland, and endeavours to conciliate the
nation, 462 ; breaking out of the Irish insur-
rection of 1641, 463; the rebels pretend to

have the king's commission, 465 ; he returns
to London, lA. ; Remonstrance of the Com-
mons, 4GG ; magnificent entertainment given
to, b)' the coi'poratiun of the city. 467 ; for-
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mation of parties for the approacliins struggle,

4(?8 ; Hyde becomes the king's adviser, and
lord Falkland is made secretary of state, 469

;

receives the Remonstrance from the Com-
mons, and publishes an answer to it, drawn
up by Hvde, ib. ; takes up his residence at

Whitehall for the Christmas of 1641,470;
popular tumults and cry against the bishops,

471 , twelve bishops protest against the force

used towards them, and are committed to the

Tower for treason, 472; the question of the

militia raised in Jan. 1642, 473 ; his rights

invaded by the claims of the Commons, 474
;

refuses a guard to the Commons, and on Jan.

3, attempts to seize the Five Slembers, 475

;

despondency at Whitehall, and tumults in the

city, occasioned by the attempt and its

failure, 478; leaves Whitcl.«ll and goes to

Hampton Court, ib. ; refuses his assent to the

militia bill, but assents to that for excluding

the bishops from the House of Lords, 480
;

the queen leaves England, ib. ; he is refused

entrance into Hull, 481 ; some peers and
commoners join him at York, ib.; he receives

propositions from the parliament, 482 ; sets

up his Standard at Nottingham, 495 ; attempts

to negotiate with the parliament, 496; but it

refuses unless the king's proclamations, de-

claring them traitors, are withdrawn, 497
;

marches on Shrewsbury, and publishes a
" Protestation," iv. 2 ; the first encounter in

the civil war takes place at Worcester, 3;

want of money of, ib. ; Battle of Edgehill,

Oct. 23, 1642, 4 ; marches upon London, 7 ;

Parliamentarians defeated by the roval army
at Brentford, Nov. 12, 1642, 8 ; the" royalists

retire, 9 ; the Londoners march to Turnham
Green, and the royal army retires into winter

quarters at O.xford, 10; the war spreads

through England, 11; the queen lands with

an army, 12; sulTerings of the royalists at

Oxford, 13; Reading surrenders to Esse.x, 15;

proceedings of the war in other quarters, ib.
;

Edmund Waller's plot, 16 ; defeat of the par-

liamentarians at Chalgrove Field, and death

of Hampden, t4. ; the queen joins herhusband,

18 ; various incidents of the war, 19 ; Rupert

takes Bristol, July 27, 1643, 20 ; Gloucester

besieged by Charles, August 10, 21 ; relieved

by Essex, Sept. 5, 22 ; battle of Newbury,

23; anecdote of the king trj-ing his fortune

with lord Falkland, by the Sortes Virgdianie,

26; the Scots invade England, 31 ; he with-

draws his troops from Ireland, who are after-

wards defeated at Nantwich, 32 ; convokes

a parliament at Oxford, Jan. 22nd, 1644, 33

;

is besieged by Esse.x and Waller in Oxford,

and quits the city on June 3rd, ib. ; defeats

Waller at Cropredy Bridge, 34; marches to

the relief of York, 35; but is defeated at

Mar.'^ton Moor, July 2, ib. ; the queen leaves

England, 36 ; he is defeated at the second

battle of Newbury, 37 ; negotiates with the

parliament, 38; treaty of Uxbridge, 39 ; vic-

tories of Montrose, 40 ; battle of Naseby,

June 14,1045,43; the long's cabinet captured

and opened, 45 ; surrender of Bristol, 47
;

Basing House taken, 48; Montrose defeats

an army under Baillic, 52; Charles attempts

t<i join him, but is defeated by Poyntz at

Rnwton Heath, and retires to Wales, ib.\

Jlontrosc defeated at Philiphau^h, ib. ; de-

feat of Bigby at Sherborne, his caoinet taken,

and its contents published, 53 ; the king sets

out for Oxford, ib. ; desires his son to leave

England, 54 ; overtures for pacification, 55
;

letter of, to the queen, ib. ; lord Hoptou
accepts the command of the western armv.
i>Q, but tlie army is soon alter dissolved and
the war terminates in that quarter, ib. ;

Prince of Wales leaves for Scilly, 57 ; the
king's proposal to parliament being rejected,

he negotiates, throuijh Montreuil, with the
Scots to take up his cause, 58 ; Fail-fax

gradually draws his troops round Oxford, ib. ;

injunctions of the king to his wife, ib.; ac-

count of his flight given by Hudson and
Ashbumham, 59 ; adventures on the way to

the Scottish aniiy, 60; the Scots endeavour
to induce him to consent to the abolition of

Episcopacy. 62 ; is surrendered by the Scots

to the English commissioners, 63 ; capitula-

tion of Oxford, 64 ; end of the first Civil

AVar, 65 ; confinement of, at Holmby House,
66; is removed from Holmby by Joyce, 71

;

treatment of, by the army, 73 ;
proiiosaU of

the Independents to, 75 ; he rejects lliem, 76;
popular movement in London in favour of the

king, 77 ; he is lodged at Hampton Court, 79

;

the Independents still endeavour to come to

terms with, but he continues to treat with
both parties, 80 ; a letter of, intercepted by
Cromwell and Ireton, 81 ; escape of, from
Hampton Court, 82 ; narrative of the escape,

84; goes to the Isle of Wight, 85; Berkeley's
mission to the army, 87 ; Scotch and English
negotiations witli, §8 ; is imprisoned in Caris-

brook Castle, ib.\ parliament declares against

any further treaty, 89 ; royalist reaction, 90;
and riots, 91 ; his attempt to escape from
Carisbrook Castle, 92 ; lord Goring rises in

favour of, 93 ; Scotch army enters England
under the duke of Hamilton, in aid of, ib.

;

Cromwell marches from Wales, 94 ; and de-

feats them at the battle of Preston, 95;
Cromwell's victory disarranges the king's

schemes, 97 ; treaty of Newport, 98 ; skill

displayed by, in discussion, and appearance
of, at Newport, 98 ; concessions made by, at
Newport, 99 ; letter of, to his son, ib. ; is

carried to Hurst Castle, 102 ; is removed to

Windsor by Harrison, 104; treatmentof, 105;
ordinance for liis trial, ib. ; High Court of

Justice appointed, 106 ; the king before the

High Court, 107 ; trial of, Bradsliaw presides,

ib. ; is sentenced to be executed, 1U9 ; sen-

tence of condemnation, ib. ; behaviour of,

alter condemnation, 110; his execution, Jan.

30, 1649, 111 ; remarks on, and his execution,

111 ; buried at Windsor Castle in St. George's

Chapel, 115
Charles II. leaves England for Scilly in 1646, iv.

57 ;
goes first to Jersey, then to France, and

afterwards to Holland, ib. ; is an exile at St.

Germain's, 120; is proclaimed King of Scot-

land at Edinburgh on Feb. 5th, 1649, ib. ;

commissioners from Scotland to Charles at

the Hague, requesting him to return to his

kingdom, ib. ; he refuses their proposals, and
dismisses them, ib. ; urged by the marquis o(

Ormond to show himself in Ireland, but only

goes as far as Jersey, in consequence of hear-

ing of the fall of" Drogheda, 124 ; double-

dealing of, in negotiations witli the Scottish

Parliament, l'-8 ;
gives Montrose a conimia-

sion to wage war in Sf otlaiid, ib. ; who is de-
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featod at Cniigchontcnpn, by colonel Strarlinn,

129; consents to proposals of Scottish Com-
missioners, and goes to Scotl;wnl, 131 ; poli-

tical morality of, lA. ; supposed iiiHucnce of

the preachers upon the eliaracter of, ib.
;

made to sign a declaration against Popery and
Heresy in the Scottish camp, 133; battle of

l>iniliar, 135; crowned at Scone, 136 ; marches
into lOngland at the head of a Scotch army,

137; issues proclamations, ii, ; battle of Wor-
ce.^ter, tn which he is totally defeati'd by
Cromwell, 138; escape and adventures of, 140

;

and return to France, 143 ; settles at Cologne,

ami prepares for a landiTig in Kngland, 19 >:

AVilmot organises a general insuireiiinii

throughout England in favour of, ib.', which
fails through Cromwell's politic measures,
191 ; dissoluteness of, at Cologne, 199; Siti-

dercomb's plot in favour of, discovered, "JOo
;

meets Ms brother James at Calais, intending
to proceed to England, 224; endeavours to

persuade Monk to join his cause, ilf. ; court
of, at Breda, 232 ; the Presbyterians send a

deputation to him, to otFer the crown on
conditions, 233 ; Monk gives in his adhesion
to his cause, ib. ; letter of Charles to the
new parliament in April, 1660, and Declara-
tion from lireda, 23q, 240; meeting of the
Convention Parliament on April 2o, 1660.

236 ; debates in the House on the Bill of

Indemnity, ib. ; the regicides and others

excepted from it, 237 ; he embarks for Eng-
land, ib. ; and lands at Dover, 238 ; enters
London amidst the general joy of the people,

239 ; the Convention Parliament declares

the Long Parliament to be dissolved, and
abolish knight-service and purveyance, 242

;

a large revenue settled on the Crown, 243;
money granted to enable him to disband the
army, 244 ; dilRculties as to the Church and
Crown lands, 24.5; Act of Indemnity and
Oblivion passed, 246 ; number of exceptions
to it, 247 ; the regicides tried and executed,
248 ; insulting disintei'iiient of Cromwell,
Ireton, Bradshaw, and Blake, ib. ; the king's

declaration respecting Episcopacy, 249 ; a
bill, founded on the declaration of Breda,

brought into the House, and rejected, 2.00

;

the Convention Parliament dissolved, Dec.
29, 1660, ib. ; the Navigation Act, and a
Post-Office Act, re-enacted by the House
before its dissolution, ib. ; insurrection of

the Fifth-Monarchy men in April, 1G61,

suppressed, 251
;

proclamation of, against
Quakers, Anabajitists, and other sectaries,

ib. ; the coronation, ib. ; a new parliament
meets on May 8, and ultra-royalism of its

ch.aracter, 2.53
;
provisions of, for strengthen-

ing the prerogatives of the Crown, 255;
passing of tlie Corporation Act, ib. ; and of

the Act of L'nilbrmity, 256 ; attempts to

force Episcopacy upon Scotland, 258 ; the
urgency of parliament for more punishments
of the Revolutionists resisted by Charles and
Clarendon, 259 ; Vane and Lambert tried

and condemned for high treason, 260 ; letter

of the king, approving of Vane being " put
out of the way," on account of his defence,
261 ; marri.ige of, to Catherine of Bragariza,

262 ; presents his mistress, lady Castleinaine,

to the queen, 263 ; sells Dunkirk to the
French, 264

;
profligacy of the king and

''o'lrt, 265; a (dispensing power to relax the

penal laws in eoclcsiaetical matten deaieo

iiim by the parliament, 2b3 ; the Triennial

Act repealed, ih. ; war with Holland com-
menced in 166.5, ill.; first appearance of the

great Plague in 1G65, 269 ct seq. ; the Five-

Mile Act passed against the non-conformistc,

275 ; the Settlement Act of 1662 passed, 276;
naval fight of four days with the Dutch, 279 ;

the Licensing Act and restrictions on the

Press, 281 ; the Great Fire of London, 282

el acq. ; the king and duke of York set

examples of activity, '284; change in the

temjier of parliament towards, 292 ; commis-
sioners appointed to examine the public

necouirs, ib. ; his disgraceful state of in-

debtedness, 293 ; insurrection of the Cove-
nanters in Scotland, suppressed bv Dalziel,

294; state of the navy in 1666, 295; insur-

rection of the sailors for want of pay, 297 ;

the Dutch attack and burn English ships in

the Medway, in 1667, 298 ; peace concluded
with Holland, 299 ; Clarendon deprived of

office, //.'. ; formation of the Cabal ministry,

302; character of the ministry, 305; priu-

cijiles of, and conduct of the king, ib. ; his

desire to imitate Louis XIV., 306; general

corruption of political parties, ib. ; consti-

tutional restraints against his becoming
desjiotic, 30" ; movements of the Cabal in

favour of toleration towards non-conformists,

ib. ; the House of Commons negative pro-

posals for a union of Protestants, 30.S ; con-

clusion of the Triple Alliance between Eng-
land, Holland, and Sweden, in 16GS, ib. ; tlie

duchess of Orleans visits England, 309
;

secret treaty concluded with Louis XIV., on

Jlay 22, 1G70, for the conquest of Holland,

and the receipt of a pension, 310 ; the Com-
mons vote a grant for a war against France,

ib. ; the Conventicle Act renewed, ib. ; re-

newed persecution of non-conformists, 311;

the king's French concubine, 312
;
growing

discontent of the House of Commons at tne

king's foreign policy, 313; mutilation of sir

John Coventry, and passing of the Coventry
Act, ib. ; attempt of Blood to steal the regali.i,

314; he is pardoned and pensioned by the

king, 315 ; the shutting up of the Exchequer,
ib.; public alliance with France, and war
with Holland, 316; Decl.aration of Indul-

gence in religion issued by, 319 ; unpopu-
larity of the measure, 32(); the parliament

declares that penal statutes cannot be sus-

pended but by Act of parliament, ib.
; the

Declaration is withdrawn, and the Test Act
passed, 321 ; the Commons address the king
against the marriage of the duke of York
with Maria Beatri-x of Modena, and they
vote standing armies, the alliance with
France, and the ministry, to be grievances,

322; they are prorogued, the Cabal ministry

is broken up, and that of the earl of Dauby
formed, 323; composition of the House of

Commons in 1673, ib. ;
peace made with

Holland, 324 ; enormous sums lavished by
the king on the duchess of Portsmouth, 325

;

receipt of a pension from France by, ib. ; the

licences of cotlee-houses withdrawn, in order

to suppress seditious discourse, in 1675, 326;
they are re-openud, 327 ;

parliament meets,

and Buckingham, Shaftesbury, and two other

peers, are sent to the Tower "for maintaining
that the long prorogation amounted to a dii-
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DO ution, 328 ; the king obtains a large grant

from the Commons by means of bribery, ib.
;

the prince of Orange arrives in England, in

1677, and marries the princess Mary, 329
;

contentions between the parliament and the

king, 330; the statute indicting the punish-

ment of death for heresy repealed in 1678,

331 ;
personal popularity of the king, 332

;

announcement of Titus Oates's Popish Plot,

ib. ; excitement produced, and progress of

the development, 333 ; murder of sir Ed-
mondbury Godfrey, 334 ; the Commons pass

an Act to exclude Catholics from both
Houses, 335 ; the king's notion of the Plot,

and his support of the queen against Oates's

accusation, 336 ; sweeping com.mittal of pri-

soners, and chief justice Scroggs's intempe-

rate behaviour on their trial, 337 ; convictions

obtained on doubtful or insufficient evidence,

ib. ; the ultimate effects of the plot, 33S
;

disclosure to the public of the secret treaty

between Charles and Louis XIV., 339 ; the
king's letters read in the House of Commons,
340 ; indigUiition of the House, and Danby
is impeached, 341 ; the parliament is dis-

solved, in 1679, and great excitement pro-

duced by the election of a new one, ib. ; the

king atiirms the illegitimacy of the duke of

llonmouth, to satisfy his brother, before he
consents to leave England, 342 ; a Cabinet
government, on a scheme of sir AV. Temple's,
appointed to succeed Danby, 343 ; the Ex-
clusion bill read twice in the House of Com-
mons, the Habeas Corpus Act passed, and the

House prorogued, 344; and dissolved, 345;

fresh prosecutions and convictions on account

of the Popish Plot, ib.
;
persecutions of the

Covenanters in Scotland, 347 ; murder of

archbishop Sharpe, 349 ; insurrection in

Scotland, ib. ; Jlonmouth sent to quell it,

350 ; battle of Bothwell Bridge, ib. ; origin

of the terms h'hig and Tory^ ib. ; he is

attended by James and the duke of Mon-
mouth, rivals for the succession, on his illness

in 1679, 351 ; sends Monmouth to Flanders,

and James to Scotland, ib. ; alterations of, at

Windsor Castle, 354 ; is lu-ged by the duchess

of Portsmouth and others to name the duke
of Monmouth his successor, 356 ; the BUI of

Exclusion again brought into the House, ib. ;

it is passed, and carried to the House of

Lords by lord William Kussell, where it is

rejected, 357 ; the earl of Statibrd convicted

and executed for participation in the Popish
Plot, 358 ; levity of the king's behaviour,

359 ; the parliament impeaches chief justice

Scroggs, ib. ; the parliament dissolved, and
another summoned to meet at Oxford, 360

;

he concludes a new treaty with France, and
receives a fresh subsidy, ib. ; the Oxford
parliament again introduce the Bill of Ex-
clusion, 361; the House of Lords refuse to

receive the impeachment of Fitzliurris, ib. ;

the House of Commons is suddenly dissolved,

after sitting seven days, on March 28, 1681,

362 ; the kind's Declaration, and the Whig
Vindication, iJ. ; trial of Plunket, the Komau
Catholic archbishop of .Armagh, for a Popish
Plot, and of Stephen College for an attempt
to seize the king's person, ib. ; both are con-

victed and hanged, ib. ; Dryden produces his
'* Absalom anil Achitophel," after Shaftts-

bury's arrest for high treason, 364 ; Shaftes-

bury is indicted, and the grand jury throw
out the bill, ib. ; manceuvres of the Court to

obtain the nomination of a sheriff' of London,
365 ; the army establishment, 369 ; a quo
warranto against :he Corporation of London,
which sulmits to conditions, tft. ; ottter cor-

porations sun-ender their charters, 370 ; trial

and acquittal of Count KiJnigsmark for the
murder of Thomas Thj-nne, ib. \ satisfaction

of the king at the acquittal, 371 ; the llye-

House Plot, ib. ; trials and executions of

lord William Russell and Algernon Siduey,

372-375
;
persecution of the Covenanters in

Scotland, 375 ; the University of Oxford pub-
lish a decree against seditious books, and its

members preach passive obedience, 376

;

EveljTi's account of the king's amusements
on Sunday, Feb. 1, 1685, ib. ; he is struck

with apoplexy on Feb. 2, ib. ; receives the
rites of the Roman Catholic Church, and dies

on Feb. 6, 377 ; Chelsea Hospital, as founded
by, ib.

Charles V., the emperor, succeeds nia grand-
father Ferdinand in 1516, ii. 275 ; is chosen
emperor in 1519, 281 ; meets Henry VIII. at

Gravelines, and propitiates Wolsey, 286

;

leagues with Henry VIII. against Francis I.

in 1521, 291; wins the battle of Pavia in

1525, and takes Francis prisoner, 301 ; re-

leases Francis on very hard terms, 305 ; war
of, against Pope Clement VII., ib. ; attack

and sack of Rome by the troops of, under the
Constable de Bourbon, 306, 307 ; character

of the armies at Rome, 308 ; is croi^Tied

emperor in 1530, 330 ; opposes the annulling
of Henry VIII. 's marriage with Catherine,
ib. ; objects to the removal of the divorce

suit from Rome, 337 ; caution of, in nego-
tiating the marriage of Philip with Mary, iii.

59 ; abdicates the crown in Oct. 1555, 96

;

dies, 106
Charles Albert of Sardinia succeeds to the

throne after Charles Felix, 1831, vui. 268
Charles of LoiTaine commands the Austrians

;

checks the French in Buhemia, 1742, vi. 107

;

expels the French from Germany, 111 ; com-
mands the Austrians at Lcuthen, 1757, 231

Charles II., of Spain and Naples, represented

at the Hague, 1691, v. 122; his early life

and feebleness ; the question of his succes-

sion, 225, 226 ; tormented by intriguing

agents, 242 ; alters his will in favour of

France, and dies Nov. 1, 1700, 242, 243, 388
Charles III., of Spain and Naples; as Don

Carlos, duke of Parma, he invades Lombardy,
Najilos, and Sicily ; crowned king of Naples
ami Sicily, vi. 71 ; reigned in Spain, 1759-88,

465 ; i.nd in Naples, 1734-59, 466
Charles, IV., of Spain, began to reign, 1788, vii.

465 ; concludes the treaty of F'ontainebleau

with Napoleon, 495 ; abdicates the crown,
1808, 498, 575

Charles, archduke, of Austria ; emjicror VI. of

Germany ; his claim to the Spanish tlirone

supported by England ; his visit to Annc'a
court, 170.3, V. 207; lands at Lisbon, 290;
proclaimed as Charles III., of Spain, at

l)i'nia ; he presses for the siege of Barcelona,

294 ; his partial success in Catalonia, 296

;

his incompetency ; besieged in Barcelona,

1706, 297, 298 ; his inactivity in marching
on Madrid, 298, 299 ; Peterborough's disgust

of, 299 ; his Spanish claims ;u.kno\vlcdge(i by
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the Estates of Bralmnt, 310; sustains re
Terses, 1707, 330; obtains a few successes;
enters Madrid, Sept. 1710, 366 ; discord
anioDgst his allies; defeat at Villa Viciosa-
cause hoiieless, 367 ; elected emperor, Oct. s!
1711, 376, 475; died Oct. 20, 1740, vi. 101
46o

Charles VII., emperor of Gei-niany ; as elector
of Bavaria he disputes Maria Theresa's suc-
cession to the German thi-one, vi. 10.5; enters
Bohemia; t.ikes Prague; cromiod king of
Bohenna and emperor of Gennany ; his
capital city, Munich, 'aken by his opponents,
107; died at Munich, 1745, 113

Charles X., of France; count D'Artois, brother
of Louis XVI. ; leaves France, 1789, vii. 174

;ready to return in arms, 200 ; urges the
emperor of Germ.iny and king of Prussia to
rescue Louis, 207; prepares an expedition,
but abandons it, and returns to England,
179o, 320 ; signs a convention with tlie Allies
for the cessation of hostilities, 1814, 571 •

ascends tlie throne, 1824, viii. 247, 268;
government, consecration, and inconsistency
of, 247, 248

; his differences with tlie Cham-
ber of Deputies, 249

; promulgates the royal
ordinances, 1830, 250 ; the people are roused,
251-254

; his wavering conduct, 254
; loses

his crown, July, 1830, 255 ; his movements,
I*.

; abdicates in favour of hia grandson
;

compelled to leave France ; takes refuge in
England, 25G

CharlesXlI., of Sweden; his energy in warring
against Denmark, whose navy, with admiral
Kooke's assistance, he succeeds in driving
back into Copenhagen, v. 237; concludes a
peace with England, ib. ; his career from 1700
to 1707, 330; visited by the duke of Marl-
borough, 331 ; account of the interview, ib.

;

invades Russia ; defeats the native army near
the Beresina

; and at Smolensko ; receives a
signal defeat from the Czar Peter the Great
at the buttle of Pultowa, July 8, 1709, 345,
346; succeeds Chai-les XI. 475; reappears in
history, after a seclusion of hve years, 1714,
vi. 27 ; defeated at Stralsund, 28 ; and slain
at Frederickshall, 1718, 35, 465

Charles XIV., of Sweden, J.J. J. Bemadotte;
serves in the army under Jourdan, vii. 312;
joins Bonaparte with an army, 343; opposes
any change in the constitution ofFrance, 1799,
383 ; commands the army of Hanover, 1805,
443; attacked by Benningsen at Pultusk,'
Dec. 1807, 481 ; installed crown prince of
Sweden, Nov. 1, ISIO, 536; alienates himself
from Bonaparte and joins Alexander of Rus-
sia, 556 ; defeated Oudinot at Gross Heeren
Aug. 23, 1813, 563; and Ney at Dennewit2,
Sept. 6, 563, 564; his further opposition to
the French. 564; becomes king of Sweden
1818, via. 268

'

Charleston besieged by the British; capitulates.
May 12, 1780, xi. 411 >

i- .

Charlotte, Queen, princess of Mecklenberg;
colonel Grrcme's favourable report of her in-
duces George III. to choose her for his queen,
vi. 247 ; he marries her, Sept. 8, 1761 ; her
appearance and character, 248 ; coronation of
the king and queen, Sept. 22, 249

; entrusted
with the care of the king, 1810, vii. 534-
death of, Nov. 17, 1818, viii. 98

Charlotte, princess
; public hopes of her mar-

riage with Leopold, which occurs May 2, 1816,
vni. IX.--2C3.

Tiii. 53, 54
;
grief at her death, Nov. 6, 1817,

93, 94 ; admii-ation of her conduct, and sym-
pathy with her husband ; her dissension with
the prince Regent ; he causes an innuirv into
her conduct

; she refuses to marry the prince
of Orange, 94 ; flies to the princess of Wales

;

her character, 95
Charnock joins with Barclay and others in the

design against AVilliam's life, 1696, v. IS"
;

the plot is discovered and he is captured, Feb.
22; tried, 190; found guilty and cwcuted,

Charter, the people's, principles of, viii. 418,
419 ; naiiiamentary debate on, 1842, 49G

Charter house, trial .and execution of the prior
and some of the monks of, for refusing to take
the oath of supremacy to Henry VIII., ii.

358, 359 ; continued persecution of the re-
mainder, 360, 361

Chartism, its prevalence among the labouring
classes, viii. 417, 418; principles advocated
by the Chartists, 418, 419; Chartist riots,
1839, 422; revival of, 1848, 558, 559; Chartist
designs crushed by the government prepara-
tions, 559, 560

Chartreuse, Castle of, surrenders to Marlbo-
rough, 1702, V. 260

Chatham, William Pitt, earl of, speaks in par-
liament, 1736, vi. 85 ; gentleman of the bed-
ch.amber to the Prince of W.ales, 1738, 92; de-
nounces the convention with Sp.iin, 1739, 94

;

supports the grant for continuing the war in
Flanders, 1744, 112; speaks against the
amendment for securing the independence of
the Commons, 138; obtains office under the
Pelham administration, 1747, 178; the king
refuses to nominate him secretary-at-war

;

appointed vice-treasurer of Ireland; then
paymaster general; integrity in the dis-
charge of his office, 179; chagrined at not ob-
tainnif the secretary of state seals in 1754;
man-ies lady Grenville, and retires to Hayes,
199

;
his outburst against the levity of tho

House of Commons ; deserted by Fox, 200

;

Newcastle oilers him a seat in the Cahineti
and the probability of ha-v-ing tlie secretary
of state seals, to support the subsidies; re-
fuses_t_he offer, 208 ; opijosition speech, Nov.
13, 1755 ; dismissed from his paymaster otlice,
Nov. 20, 209 ; advocates an increased army,
211

;
onposes the bringing over foreign troops

to England^ 212 ; refuses to agree to a coali-
tion with Fox ; appointed secretary of state,
1756, 218

: adopts Duncan Forbes' suggestion
of enlisting Highlanders into the service, ib.

;

supports tho Prussian subsidy, 219; endea-
vours to save adm. Byng : dismissed from
office, 1757, 220 ; king's dislike to ; Cumber,
land urges the dismissal of; freedom of Lon-
don presented to ; Newcastle refuses to hold
power with, 221 ;

" Mr. Pitt's administra-
tion ," Newcastle made first lord of the trea-
sury, and Pitt secretary of state, having also
the ministerial power, 222; has the whole
conduct of the war and of foreign affairs, 227

;

energy in conducting the latter, 232, 233
;

his lavishness and energy, 234 ; appoints Wolfe
to the command of the Quebec expedition

;

invites him to dinner ; Wolfe's declamatory
conduct, 235 ; moves that a public monumeni;
bft erected in honour of Wolfe, 239; Uii
vigorous prosecution of the war duriu" ;h-
c.nference for peace, 249

; promises Fredf ricli
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of Prussia his assistance, 250 ; breaks off the

negotiations with France; advocates war
against Spain ; his measure defeated by tlie

court party, 251 ; resigns his seals of secretary

of state, Oct. 5, 1761 ; his conduct in his in-

terview with the king ; receives a pension of

£3,000 ; and wife made a baroness ; storm

of ridicule and abuse against
;
joy at his tail

;

252 ; his popularity undiminished, 253 ; his

German policy attacked by Grenville, ib. ; his

calmness during the receipt of col. Barre's

insolent speerh ; the new ministry adopt his

plans, 254 ; his patriotic outbreak in parlia-

ment; success of his projected expedition

Against JIartinique, 255, and Havannah, 256

;

dissatisfied with the conditions of the peace of

Varis, 1763; states that "that spirit which
has made us what we are " compensates for

the increase in the national debt, 257 ; negi-

tiations for his return to power fail, 263 ; the

king again ofi'ers him the ])reniiership ;
his

terms, 276 ; earl Temple persuades him to

give up the negotiation ; again applied to, but

declines the post, 277 ; speech in favour of

repealing the American Stamp Act, arguing

that a parliament has no right to impose a
tax on a colony not represented in it, 279

;

his reply to Grenville's defence, 2S0; huzzaed

for his conduct in the Stamp Act Repeal liiU,

281; forms a ministry; lord privy seal and

earl of Chatham, 1766 ; composition of his

ministry ; Ills political plans, 285 ; defends

the oriier for laying an embargo on corn
;

forces on a parliamentary inquiry into the

East India Company's affiirs ; his Cabinet

becomes disordered, 286; Qlness and incapa-

city for buiiiness ; stated to be a sham, 287
;

loses Jiis popularity ; helpless condition of

mind and body ; resigns his post: retii-es to

Burton-Pynscnt ; the struggles of his minis-

try, 288; his remarks upon the king's address

on opening parUament, 301 ; his reply to lord

Mansdeld's speech, 301, 302 ; announces his

union with the Rockingham party ; his plan

of parliamentary reform, 304; warns the Ame-
ricans not to caiTy their liberty notions too

far, 311 ; his strong approbation of Beckford's

speech, 316: remarks on the publication of

the parliamentai-y debates, 319 : advises go-
vernment to be moderate and prudent, 339

;

his speech on America, 341 ; moves the with-
drawal of troops from Boston, 345 ; urges go-

vernment to adopt measures of conciliation,

340 ; his speech on Gage's conduct, 348
;

withdraws his son from the British army,
362 ; his memorandum oonceraing America

;

recovers his health slightly after a two years'

illness, 1774, 375 ; occupies his seat in tlie

House of Lords ; sensation produced by his

reappearance ; his speech ; moves for an ad-

dress to the king advising that a stop be put

to the American hostilities, 376; his speech

for moving an amendment upon the address
;

inveighs against calling in the aid of foreign

princes and Indians, 381, 382; lord Sufl'olk

replies defending the employment of IndiaTis,

ib.; Chatham counter-replies in an invective

against their employment, 382 ; lord North
presses the king to apply to, to aid in sup-

porting the administration; the king's disilike

towards, 387 ; national feeling towards, 38S
;

description of his appearance, 1778 ; spf aks

Qgainst the dukn of Kichmoud's address, ib.

;

description or this Ms latt speech, o88, 389

;

swoons while making an etfort to address the
House a second time, 389 ; the accident throws
the House into confusion, ib. ; death of, at

Hayes, May 11, 1778; funeral and monu-
ments, 390

Chatham, John, earl of, commands the expedi-
tion to the Scheldt, 1809, vii. 518, 519 ; his

indolence, 520 ; censured ; succeeded by lord

Wulgrave, as master general of the ordnance,
527

Chaucer's descriptions of the social state of Eng-
glaiid, temp. Kdward III., i. 479, 480 ; cos-

tume described by, 480, 481 ; manners of the
people, 482; satire of, on the state of the
Church, 489 ; characteristics of, and his influ-

ence on English literature, ii. 11, 12.

Chaumont, treaty of, March 1, 1814, vii. 581

;

viii. 25
Chauvclin, French ambassador in England,

1792 ; himself and suite received with reserve
and coldness, vii. 209, 210 ; con'cspondence
with lord Grenville, 215, 249, 250; returns to

Paris with mistaken notions of English dis-

aflection, 204 ; ordered to retii'e from Eng-
land, 350

Chelsea hospital built by "Wren, v. 454
Cherbourg taken by the British, Augusts, 1754,

Ti. 232
Cheshire, its agricultural condition, vii. 2"

Chesterfield, lord, his speech against the bill for

licensing plays, 1737, vi. 90; lord lieutenant

of Ireland, 1744; sent on a mission to the
Hague to obtain the duke of Cumberland's
appointment to the command of the confede-

rate armies, 113; opposes the bill making it

high treason to hold coiTespondence with the

Pretender's sons, 115 ; with lord Mansfield's

assistance he carries tlirough the bill for re-

forming the calendar, 1751, 187 ; secretary of

state, 1746-8, 320
Chevalier, P., account of Druidical remains in

Brittany by, i. 3

Chevalier St. George. See Stuart, James.
Cheyte Sing, rajah of Benares ; unable to com-

ply with Hastings's extortionate demands, he
is arrested, vii. 132; the native population

release him and compel Hastings to fly

;

routed and deposed by I'opham, 133

Chimney tax. bee He.arth money.
Cliina, war with, viii. 443-450
Cholera in England, 1831, viii. 290

;
precau-

tions taken against it, 292, 293

Christchurch gateway, Oxford, built by AVren,

V. 454
Choiseul, duke de, administrates the foreign

atl'airs of France ; liis negotiations with Eng-
land, vi. 249 ; breaks them ofl", and signs the

Family Compact with Spain, 251 ; desires a

rupture with England ; sudden fall from
power, 323

ChoUct, battle of, Sept. 1793, vii. 295
Christian VII. of Denmark, manies Caroline of

England, 1700 ; his character; allows her and
his ministers to be arrested, vi. 329 ; ascends

the throne, 1766, 466 ; succeeded by Frederick

VI. 1808, vii. 575
Christian Church in Britain, doctrinal diMen-

sions in the, in the fourth century, i. 52 ; in-

fluence of, in Roman Britain, 53 ; disunited

character of, 59 ; suppression of the Pelagiun

heresies in, as related bv Bede, 60; conference

and disagreement of, with Augustiu, OS, 69
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Christianity, first appearance and decadence of,

in Britain, i. 14 ; doubtful statement of the

introduction of, into Britain, by Lucius, who
reigned a.d. 180, 50 ; certiiinly established in

Britain as early as the bc^'inning of the fourth

century, 51 ;
persecution of, under Diocletian

and Maximian, t^.-

Chun Castle, an early British work, i. 9
Chunda Sahib attacks Mahomed Ali, vi. 203

;

killed, 205
Church, corrupt state of, in the time of Henry

IX., i. 2S0 ; state of, under Edward III., 488,

489 ; attempts of Wvclille to reform, 489, 490

;

ill effects produced by its privileges of " bene-
titof clergy," and ot sanctuary, temp. Henry
Vll., ii. 243, 244

;
position of, in the eariy

part of the reign of Henry VIII., 276; the
immunities of the clergy odensive to the laity,

ib.
;
persecution of Richard Hunne for heresy,

and for having Wyclilfe's books, 277 ; the
Londoners declared by the bishop to be in
" favour of heretical wickedness," ib. ; the
king maintains his prerogative against the
claims of the clergy, 278 ; the clergy in Con-
vocation, participate with the commons in
the resistance to Henry the VIII. 's demand
for a large subsidy, 297 ; archbishop Usher's
scheme for the reformation of, iii. 473 ; con-
ference of the bishops with the Puritan
divines at the Savoy, in 1661, iv. 2.52; earnest
desire of Clarendon to re-establish, in its

ancient splendour, 253 ; resistance offered by,
to the etlbrts of James II. to introduce Komau
Catholics, 408 ; archbishop Bancroft and six

bishops petition to be e.-ccused compliance
with the king'sorder for the clergy to read in
churches the declaration for liberty of con-
science, 425 ; they are committed to the
Tower, 426; brought before the King's Bench
to plead, and are held to bail, 427 ; tried for

a seditious libel and acquitted, 428
;
public

rejoicings at their acquittal, ib. ; the bishops
refuse king James's request that they would
flign a declaration of abhon-ence against the
proceedings of AVilliam, prince of Orange, 438

;

establishment of societies for religious instruc-
tion, V. 206 ; feud between the, and the dis-

senters, 1702, 262,263; cry of "the church
in danger " raised, 1705, 305, 306

;
provision

made at the union of the two kingdoms
for the Scottish, 324; the leniency of Dr.
Sacheverel's sentence regarded as a triumph
of the high, 355

;
popular disposition in

favour of the, 358 ; Anne detei-raines to up-
hold and encourage the established English,
1710, 364 ; schism in the Scotti-h Kirk ; they
resent the English government's interference
in their uHUirs, 1736, vi. 84 ; Burke raises the
cry of the church in danger, 1790, vii. 195 ; a
*'more evangelical spirit" among churchmen,
viii. 123 ; chief details of the bill for the
reform of the Irish ; it is passed, 1833, 326

;

the Irish church, 326, 32" ; ap])ropriation of
the temporal possessicmsof the Irish protestant
church proposed, 1834,343, 34-1; lord Russell's
resolution to the same effect, 1835, 357 ; the
"Disruption" in the Scotch church, 503, 504;
the Free General Assembly constituted ; the
United Presbyterian Church formed, 504

;

eff'ects of the Act for increasing spiritual in-
struction in populous disticts, 504, 505

Church rates, proposal bv government to abolish,
defeated, 1837, viii. 376

Churchill, Cliarles, assists Wilkes in the "North
Briton," 1762, vi. 260 ; attacks Bute in his
" Prophecy of Famine," 1763, 261 ; defends
Wilkes against Hogarth, 266; Hogarth's
portrait of, 267

Cliurchill, George, assists his brother the duke
of Marlborough at the battle of Blenheim, v.

284
Chusan Islands captured and evacuated by the

British, rai. 446, 447
Cibber, sculpture executed by, v. 447, 459
Cider tax repealed, 1766, vi. 284
Cintra, convention of, 1808, vii. 503, 579
Cities and towns of England, condition of temp.

Richard I., i. 322
Ciudad Rodrigo taken by the French, 1810, vii.

531 ; and recaptured by Wellington, Jan. 19,

1812, vii. 548
Clarence, George, brother of Edward TV., created

duke of, in 1461, ii. 150; marries Isabel,

daughter of the earl of Warwick, 157 ; j 'ins

Warwick ir. a rising against Edward, 158;
Edward taken prisongr, but escapes, ib. ; is

defeated at Stamford, and escapes to France
with Warwick, 159 ; is reconciled to his
brother, 164; is accused of participating in
the murder of prince Edward, 167 ; endea-
vours to obtain in marriage the heii'ess of
Burgundv, but is opposed by Edward, 175;
is accused of treason, and convicted ; dies in
the tower, Feb. 1478, ib. ; no foundation for

tlie statements of his drowning, or that Glou-
cester was implicated in his death, ib.

Clarence, William, d.ike of. See William IV.
Clarendon, Constitutions of, passed in 1164, i.

286, 287 ; the pope refuses to confirm them,
ib.

Clarendon (sir Edward Hyde) earl of, becomes
the adviser of Charles I. in 1641, iii. 469

;

draws up the answer to the liemonstrance of
the Commons, ib. ; the Presbyterian party
endeavour to obtain his expulsion from office

as a condition of the restoi'ation, iv. 233 ; the
Declaration from Breda written by, 235

;

double dealing of, 245, 247 ; address of, as
chancellor, to the parliament, 246; earnest
desire to re-establish the Church of England,
253; maintains the principle of the Act of
Oblivion and Indemnity, ib. ; mamage of
his daughter to the dulie of York, and his
singular conduct, 254 ; opposes the desire of
pirliament for more punishments, 259 ; ad-
vises the sale of Dunkirk to the French, 264

;

the populace accuse him of having been
bribed, 265 ; is deprived of office in 1667, 299;
character of, ib. ; he is impeached on Nov. 12,
leaves the country, and is banished by an Act,
Dec. 29, ib. ; settles at Montpelier in France.
302

'

Claret. See Wine.
Clarke, Mrs., the duke of York's favourite ; al-
l>wed to tamper with mUitai-y matters, vii
508-510

Clarkson, Thomas, his zealous efforts to obtain
the aboUtion of the slave trade, vii. 466, 467

Claudius, invasion of Britain by, i. 17, 18;
joins Plautius, takes Camalodunum and re-
turns to Rome, 19

Clausel, gen., commands the French at Sala-
manca after Marmunt's death, vii. 5.54

Claverhouse (John Graham, of) cruelties of,

towards the Covenanters, iv. 347 ; is defcateU
by them at Drumelog in 1679, 349; behaviour
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of, at the battle of Eothwell Biidge, 350;
causes Browu, "the Christian carrier" to be
shot, and insults his wife, 351

Clavering, gen., a member of the council of

Calcutta, vii. 126 ; claims the governor-gene-
ralship, 127 ; and assumes its powers; he is

compelled to give it up ; death of, 128
Claviere, minister of finance, 1792, vii. 218

;

qviarrels with Brissot, 219 ; resumes his office,

226
Clay, Henrv, an American plenipotentiary for

signing tne peace of Ghent, viii. 19
Clement XIII., pope, 1758-1769, vi. 466; de-

fends the Jesuits, 327
Clement XIV. ; he suppresses the Jesuits, 1773,

vi. 327; pope 1769-1774, 456
Clergy, the position and condition of, in the

15th century, ii. 124 ; intercourse of, with the
laity, ib. ; payment of curates, 125 ; dislike of,

to the monastic orders, ib. ; influence of do-

mestic chaplains, ib, ; influence of, in the
making of wills, 126, 127; injurious efl*ects

of the " benefit of clergy " upon the morals of

the people, te7np. Henry VII., 243 ; increased

dissatisfaction of the people with the oppres-

Bions of, 324 ; statutes passed in the parlia-

ment of 1529 against ecclesiastical abuses, 325;

resistance oflTered by them to the passing of,

326 ; visited with heavy penalties for sub-
mitting to "Wolsey as legate, 337 ; Act abol-

ishing the payment of annates by, to the see

i.f Rome, carried into effect in 15.33, 338, 339;

ordered to preach at Paul's Cross that the
pope hath no authority in the realm, 350

;

visitation of the monasteries ordered in 1535,

366; delinquencies of the monks, 367; dissii-

luteness of the inmates of religious houses
exposed by the visitation commissioners, 410

;

occasional exceptions, 412 ; character of the
parochial clergyman, 487 ; married clergy

expelled from their livings in 1554, iii. 73

;

increased severity of the persecution against

married clergymen, 86 ; state of, at the com-
mencement of the Civil "War in 1642, 486

;

number ejected from iheir livings on the
adoption of the Presbyterian Covenant, in

1643, iv. 30 ; legal provision for, not inter-

fered with during the Civil War, 245; the

ejected ministers restored in 1660, ib.; income
of the clergy compared with th;it of other

grades of society, v. 58 ; their condition and
character, temp. Q. Anne, 59; e.xhorted by
Burnet to "labour more," ib.\ divisions among
the clergy regarding the Comprehension Bill

and the reforming the liturgy, 1689, 73 ; intro-

duction of the terms High and Low Church,
about 1689. 74 ; the episcopalian clergy of

Scotland " rabbled
;

" and turned out of their

livings by the Covenanters, 87 ;
protcstant

clergy of Ireland deprived of their benefices,

eeek refuge in England, where they are aided

by public subscriptions, and appointed to

lectureships, Hit. ; their property in Ireland

is transferred to the Itonian Catholics, 96

:

division in the Church, 101
;
queen Anne

restores the "first fruits and tenths" of all

preferments, to the church for the benefit of

the; it is popularly known as " Queen Anne's
Bounty," 271 ; the English clergy, 1737-1783;
their disregard of morality ; neglect of their

Bacred functions, vii. 109 ; their conviviality,

caru-playing, and apathy, 110; Cowper's de-

•^nptiouof the clergyman of his time, viii. 113.

Clerk, John, of Eldin, his claim to the idea c f

breaking the line of battle at sea considered,
vi. 438

Clinton, sir Henry, appointed commander of the
British army in America, 1778, vi. 390 ; sails

from New York ; invests Charleston, which
capitulates. May 12, 1780; returns to New
York leaving Comwallis in command, 411

;

Washington's letter to, remonstrating against
Comwailis's severities, 412 ; his reply, 413;
accepts Arnold's treacherous overture ; and
opens a secret correspondence with him, 414;
demands Andre's release, 415

Clive, Kobert, lord
;

general in the Indian
army, which he enters as ensign, vi. 202

;

captain ; attacks and takes Arcot ; besieged
therein by Rajah Sahib, 203 ; who, how-
ever, is compelled to raise the siege, 204

;

Clive takes 'I'richinopoly; returns to England;
mames Sliss Maskelj ne ; appointed governor
of Fort St. David, and lieutenant-colonel,

1755, 205 ; returns to Fort St. David, June;,
appointed to the command of the expedition
against Surajah Dowlah ; retakes Calcutta,
Jan. 2, 1757; his successful night attack
frightens the subahdar into a peace ; enters
into an alliance with him ; Chandernagore
taken from the French ; his unscrupulous
policy towards Oraichund, 224 ; his own de-
fence of this conduct in 1773 ; defeats Sur.ajah

Dowlah at Plassey, June 23, 225 ; installs

Meer Jafficr into the subahdarship of Bengal ;

his character ; establishes the British ascen-
dency in India, 226

;
governor and comman-

der-in-chief of Bengal ; establishes the British

power in India, 333 ; returns to England^
1767, ib.

Closter-seven, convention of, Oct. 22, 1757,
agreed to by the duke of Cumberland, vi. 229,
467 ; the king refuses to ratify it, 231

Cloth. See Wool : Yorkshu-e : Leeds.
Clothing, dearness and scarcity of, in the 15th

century, ii. 121

Club-life, picture of, early part of George III.'s

reign, vii. 103-105

Coal, practice of melting iron with coal intro-

duced by lord Dudley, 1619, v. 13; extensive

fields of, in South Wales, 14; Newcastle trade

in, and enormous consumption of, by Loudon,
in queen Anne's time, 28, 29 ; cruelties in-

flicted on women and children employed in

coal mines, viii. 395, 396
Coal-trade to France, and restrictions oa expor-

tation, in the reign of Henry VIII., ii. 478.

Cobbett, William, his partiality for the AVilt-

shire Downs, vii. 21 ; attributes tlie panic of

1816 to the scarcity of corn, viii. 58 ; advo-
cates parliamentary reform ; sudden infl'jence

of his writings amongst the labouring classes

in 1816, 73, 74 ; fiies to America, and ceases

to publish his Register for four months, 85

;

personal appearance of ; takes his seat on the

Treasury bench in the Commons, 1833, 317i
318; his speech against afpomting Mr. Sut-
ton speaker, 318 ; against Agnew's Sabbath
observance bill, 322 ; his intemperate motion
to dismiss Peel from the Privy Council as the

author of the currency bill of 1819, rejected,

325
Cobden, Richard, insists upon the total repeal ol

the com duties, viii. 493 ; his speech laying

the responsibility for the country's distress ou
Sir R. Peel. 500 ; his speech on moving foi
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en inquiry into the extent of the agricultural

distress ; his motion rejected, 52G, .327

Gohentzel, Austrian plenipotentiary, at Udlne,

J "97 ; Bonaparte's simile with his tea service,

Tii. 347, 348
Cobham, lord, captures Tigo, 1719, vi. 37
Coburg, prince of, commands the French at

Neerwinden, 1793, vii. 271 ; his contradictory

proclamations, 272; commands the allied

arm)-, 281 ; driven over the Sambre by Jour-
dan, 293

Cockbum, admiral, with general l^oss, incite

the American negroes to revolt, 1814, viii. 14

Codrington, sir Edward, admiral in command of

the allied tleet ; interferes with Turkey's
conduct towards Greeee, viii. 226

;
gains the

battle of Navariuo, 227
Coercion Bill for Ireland, viii. 321-324; be-
comes law, April 2, 1833, 324

;
proposed re-

newal of, not caiTied, 1834, 34.3, 34b
;
passed

in a modified form, 346
Coflee, tax on, 17th century, v. 38
CoB'ee-houses, vii. 95, 96
Cogidubnus, British legate at Chichester, under

the Roman empire, i. 41

Gohom, engineer of the States-general ; besieged

in Namur, 1692, v. 1.50, 1.31 ; wounded, 1.31
;

aids in recapturing Namur, 169.3, 181 ; aids

Marlborough in his campaign of 1702, 260;
with him plans the capture of Antwerp, 266

Coifi, chief priest of the Northumbrian Saxons,

converted by Pauliuus, destroys the idols, i.

73
Coinage. See Monev.
Coins, ancient British, i. 15, note

Coke, llr., his agricultural improvements of

Norfolk, vii. 5, 6

Coke, sir Edward, bitterness of his speech as

attorney-general against the earl of Essex,
iii. 289 ; brutality of his conduct when pro-

secuting Kaleigh, 312; as lord chief justice,

issues a warrant to ajjprehend the earl of

Somerset for the murder of Overbury, 365

;

dissatisfaction of James with his conduct on
the trial, 368 ; opposes the arbitrary measures
of the king, and is dismissed, 369 ; draws up
a petition in the Commons, in 1621, against

the growth of popery, 3S2; assists in the de-

bate on the Petition of Right in 1628, 397 ;

denounces the duke of Buckingham in the

House of Commons, 398
Colchester, the ancient Camalodunum, i. 14

;

description of the castle of, i. 19 ; supposed
temple to Claudius at, »'A.

Colchester, lord, his account of the battle of
Steinkirk, v. 1.54

Colchester, Charles Abbot, lord, his account of

the king's refusal to make concessions to

Catholics, vii. 399
;
quotations from his diarv,

4.30, 431, 4.35, 436, 440, 441, 463, 466, 468,

479, 507, 509, 528, 533, 534, 535, 541 ; as

Speaker gives the casting vote for censuring
lord Melville, 439

Colepepper; committed to the Gate House for

presenting the Kentish petition, 1701, v. 247,
248

Coleridge, S. T., remarks of, on the French
Revolution of 1789, vii. 182, 183; on Burke's
" Reflections," 190 ; and on Robespierre, 310

;

character of his poetic labours, viii, 118;
failure of his dramas, 125

Colle',-e, old, of physicians, built by "Wren, v.

Colli commands the Austro-Sardinian army
against Bonaparte, 1796, vii. 326

Collier, Jeremy, castigates play writers, v. 207
CoUingwood, Cuthbert, commands the Excellent

at tile battle of St. Vincent ; supports Nelson
in the contest, vii. 33t ; watches the French
and Spanish fleet, 442 ; aids Nelson in gaining
the victory of Trafalgar, Oct. 21, 18U.5, 446-

448 ; his grief for the loss of Nelson, 447,
448 ; his advice to Duckworth, 484

Collins, publication of his " Eclogues," 1742,
and "Odes," 1746, vii. 87

Collins, character of his paintings, viii. 155
CoUnt d'Herbois aids in destroying Lyon, 1793,

vii. 285
Colonization, systematic, plan of, proposed by

Charies Buller, viii. 501
Combermere, viscount, commander-in-chief of

India, viii. 221 ; bombards Bhurtpore, Nov.
23. 1825, and captures it, Jan. 1,8, 221, 222

Combination laws passed in the 18th century

;

repealed in the lytb, vi. 184-186
Connnittee of Public Salvation instituted 1793,

vii. 273
Companies, mania for, 1689-1714, v. 41
Comprehension Bill introduced, not passed,

1689, V. 73
Compton, Henry, bishop of London, preaches

the sermon at the opening of St. Paul's
cathedral, Uec. 2, 1797, v. 200

Compton, sir Spencer, treasurer of Prince of
Wales, 1727, vi. 57 ; speaker of the House of

Conmions, i"A. ; AValpoie draws up the royal
speech for him ; disappointed at not obtain-

ing the premiership, 68; first lord of the
Treasury, 1742, 320

Conan, the leader of the British forces under
Maximus, founds a colony in Brittany, a.d.

388, i. 54, 55
Conde, Prince de, flies from Paris, 1789, vii.

174
Coiule, surrendered to the Allies, July, 1793,

vii. 282
Condorcet, a republican, vii. 203, 204 ; a left

side member of the Legislative Assembly,
205

Conflans, a French admiral, defeated by Hawke,
1759, vi. 239, 240

Congress. See Hague, Verona, Vienna, Lay
bach, Carlsbad, Troppau, Radstadt.

Congreve, his estimate of the female character

of his day, v. 419
Coningsby, lord, impeaches the earl of Oxford,

1715, vi. 5
Constable, character of his painting, viii.

1.34

Constantine, accession of, to the government of

Britain, i. 32 ;
glowing account of prospe-

rous state of Britain under, 33
Constantine, raised to the imperial throne by

tlie aid of the army in Britain, a.d. 306, i.

51 ; the civil goveniment of Britain remodel-
led by, ii. ; death of, a.d. 337, 52

Constantinople, treaty of, July 8, 1833, viii.

383
Constantius, the emperor, supports the authority

of Paulus, and ajtplauds his savage cruelties,

i. 53
Constitutional Charter issued by Louis XVIII.

1814, viii. 21, 22
Contades, maresehal de, defeated by Ferdinand,

17.59, vi. 23.5, 236
Contemporary sovereigns, tables of, i. 491, 492;
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ii. 600; iii. 499; iv. 461; v. 475, 476; vi.

465, 466 ; vii. 5"4, 575 ; viii. 568, 569
Convention, English, of 16S9, declared a parlia-

ment, V. 69, 70

Convention, Scotch, of 1689, proceedings of, v.

87-91
Conversation, the, of the 18th century, vii. 106,

107
!onwav, general, takes the citadel of Aix, 1757,

vi. 229 ; valour displayed in campai^^ of 1761,

250 ; votes against the ministry on the ques-

tion of the legality of general warrants, 268

;

dismissed from his regiment and parliament

for so doing, 269 ; secretary of state, 1765,

278 ; introduces the repeal of the American
Stamp Act bill, 283 ; enthusiasm towards him
for being the mover, 283, 284 ; secretary of

state, 1765-176S, 285, 321; moves for the

cessation of w.ir, 434; uses harsh language
towards Pitt, vii. 141

Conyngham, marquis of, lord steward
;
governor

of Windsor Castle ; delays swearing in the

members of p.arlianient, viii. 244, 245
;
post-

master-general, 1834, 344 ; lord chamberlain,

381
Cook, captain, his voyages and discoveries;

visits Otaheite, New Zealand, and New South
"Wales ; discovers the Society Islands, vii.

261, 262
Cook, Thomas, chairman of E. I. Comp.any

;

concerned in bribing members of parliament,

V. 177
Cooke, Henry, restorer of the Raffaelle cartoons,

V. 463
Cooke, M.P. for Middlcse.'c ; de.ith of yi. 296^
Cookham, its high parochial condition, viii.

337
Cooksworthy discovers a fine clay for porcelain,

vii. 58
Coote, sir Eyre, commander of the British forces

in India, vii. 130 ; defeats Hyder Ali, July 1,

and Aug. 27, 1781, 131

Coote, sir Eyre, conducts the siege of Flushing,

1809, vii. 520
Cope, sir John, commander-in-chief of Scot-

land, vi. 125 ; marches from Stirling in pur-

suit of the rebels, 1745 ; declines to encounter

the prince's anny amongst the mountains;
marches on to Inverness, 126; embaiks at

Aberdeen; lands at Dunbar, Sept. 18 ; marches
towards Edinburgh, 128 ; takes up his position

at Preston to receive hisoppunent ; where his

troops are routed on tlie 22nd in the battle of

Preston Pans, 129, 1.3U

Copenhagen, battle of, April 2, 1801, vii. 402-

4(14; bombarded by the British, 1807, 490,

491
Copley. See Lvndhurst.

Copley, J. S., West's rival in painting ; eximple
of his style, viii. 151

Copper mines and smelting, v. 14, 29

Copyright Act passed, v. 413; service rendered

to literature by, 413, 414
;
passing of the new

Copyright Act, 1842; Macaulay's amend-
ments, viii. 463-465 ; bcncticial application

of, to old copyrights about to expire, 465-

468
Coracles, small fisliing boats, used by the

Britons, i. 9

Coram, captain. See Foundling.

Corday, Charlotte, cause of her assassin.ating

Marat : the deed is done, J'dy 13, 1793 ; she

in executed, vii. 27S

Cork capitulates to Marlborough, Sept. 29, 1690,
v. 118

Cornish, alderman, his attainder reversed, 1689,
V. 95

Corn-law, the first passed in England in 1463,
ii. 108; efi'ects of that passed 1815, viii. 54,
55, 178 ; a new act passed 1822, 178 ; relaxa-
tion of the, resisted, 1826, 200, 201 ; fears oJ
their bemg repealed, 310, 311

;
general oppo-

sition manifested towards the Corn-laws ; the
Anti-Corn-law League, 436, 437 ; sir Robert
Peel refuses to propose any alteration in the
Corn-laws, 492, 493 ; after a prolonged de-

bate su- Robert Peel's Bill is adopted, 493,

494 ; a Com-bill for Canada passed, 501

;

debates on the, 513; proposed to be modified
by sii" R. Peel, 531 ; their repeal advocated by
lord J. Russell, 532 ; different opinions of the
Cabinet members as to their repeal, 532, 533

;

sir R. Peel's plan for a new Corn-law Bill,

537 ; debate on the bill, 638, 539 ; it is ulti-

nuitely passed, 639, and received the Royal
Assent, June, 1846, 640 ; banquet at Man-
chester to celebrate the repeal of the Corn-
laws, 562

Corn trade at the end of the 17th century, v.

31, 32
Cornwall, mineral products and condition of,

tewp. William and Anne, v. 13, 14; agricul-

ture of, vii. 24
Cornwallis, Charles, sails from Cork %\'ith seven

regiments, Feb. 1776 ;
present at the battle of

Brooklj'n, vi. 370 ; follows Washington in his

retreat as far as Trenton, 371; routs the
Americans at the battle of the Brandywine,
Sept. 13, 1777; occupies Philadelphia, 378;
left in command of Cliarleston, 411 ; his

severities towards deserters and prisoners,

412; defeats Gates at Camden, Aug. 16, 1780,

I'A. ; his march through Carolina; crippled by
the defeat of Tarleton at Cowpens, 1781, 423 ;

defeats general Greene at Guilford, Mar. 15 ;

recommends a vigorous attack upon Virginia,

424 ; marches into Virginia without orders

;

enters Charlottesville, and York To\vn, which
last he fortifies, 425 ; besieged, 427 ; loses

hope, and surrenders York Town, Gloucester,

and his army, Oct. 19, 428 ; his approbation
of the conduct of the French. 429 ; appointed
govenior-general of India, 1786 ; labours to

iniiirove the administration and finance; com-
plains of the insufficient European troops, vii.

257; Tippoo forces him into a war; Corn-
wallis takes Bangalore, Jlar. 21, 1791; de-
feats Tij)poo, ilay 15 ; compelled to retreat

by sickness and famine, 258 ; capture o»

Seringapatam, Feb. 1792; makes peace with
Tippoo, Mar., 2.59 ; describes France's ability

to can'y on war in a state of anarchy, 310'

311 ; unwilling to accept the command of the

allied armies, 1794, 313; master-general ot

the ordnance; advice as to volunteers, 360^
lord-lieutenant of Ireland and commander-
in-chief, 1798; arrives in Dublin, June 20,

366; he softens the ferocity of the troops,

366-367 ; m-arches against the French under
Humbert ; and compels him to retreat to the

quarters of general Lake, by whom the French
are made to surrender, 368 ; accused of being

too lenient, ib. ; advocates the emancipation

of the Catholics, 369-370 ; wishes to postpone

the introduction of the Union measure, 371-

372; his opinion of tirenville's .inswer to
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Bonaparte, 1800, 389; remarks of, on tho

intiuence of the kinf;:'8 narrow views on Irish

afl'aii-s, 400 : has no hopes of peace, 1801, 408

;

conducts the negotiations for peace at Amiens,
ISOl, 409 ; liis interview with Napoleon, -lO')-

410 ; difficulties in diplomacy, 410; peace of

Amiens concluded, I'A.
;
governor-general of

India, 1805 ; died Oct. 5, 1805, 461
Coronation oath, dubious construction of, v. 77 ;

difficulties caused by this in George II I. 'a

time, vii. 398, 431, 479 ; and in George IV. 's

reign, viii. 236 et scq.

Corporation and Test Acts, attempts to obtain
the repeal of the, 1730, vi. 62, 63 ; vii. 187

;

repealed, 1828, viii. 232, 233
Corruption, parliamentary, 1693, 4, t. 177, 178,

vi. 44, 45
Corrj', chancellor of Irish exchequer ; duels
with Grattan, vii. 373-374

Corsica ceded to France, 1708 ; Paoli's re-

sistance, vi. 322, 323 ; revolt of, 1794 ; an-
nexed to Great Britain ; restored to France,
vu. 315

Corunna, battle of, Jan. 16, 1809, vii. 506
Cossein, Mcer, subahdar of Bengal

;
quarrels

with the English ; war for deposing him

;

murders 150 prisoners ; defeated, vi. 332
Costume, extensive use of hoop ]tetticoats, v.

419; note on the Highland, vi. 134-136;
pride taken in dress by the gentlemen, temp.
1737-1783, vii. 106 ; "Prince of Wales'.', on
his introduction to the house of peers, 1783,

137
Cotton, the first mill, estabUshcd by Arkwright,

vii. 16, 49; trade in 1788, 44; John Kaye
introduces tlie fly shuttle ; improvements in

machines for spinning, ib.
;
qcmand for yam

;

Hargrenves completes his spinning jenny,

1767, 45 ; domestic cotton spinning about to

cease, 46; Arkwright's invention of his

patent spinning machine, 47, 48 ; ditEeulties

of bringing it into general use overcome, 49
;

invention of the spinning mule by Crorapton

;

the machine completed, 1779, 50 ;
given to

the public, 51 ; rush to engage in spinning,

51, 52 ; commencement of the system of

employing factory children, 52 ; employment
of steam engines in the manufacture of, ib.

;

the old sjiinning wheel and the modem spin-

ning mill contrasted, 53; Cartwiight's in-

vention of the power loom, 53, 54 ; slow
introduction into general use ; number used
in 1813, 1833, and 1856, 54; British imiiort

of American, in 1785, 1791, 1801, 1811, 1812,
1813, and 1S59, viii. 7 ; attempts to grow, in
India, 223, 224

Cotton, sir S. See Combermere, viscount.
Couthon shares in executing the Lvonnese,

1793, vii. 285 ; his cruelty, 309 ; anil death,

1794,310
Country justices in the laat century described,

vii. 108
Court llartial Bill rejected, 1757, vi. 220
Courtenay, su' W . See Thorn.
Courts of Law, established by Henry II., i.

283
Covenanters, under Baillie, are defeated by
Montrose in 1645, iv. 62 ; obtain the rule in

Scotland, after the capture of Hamilton, in
1648, 95 , their exultation at the deleai and
capture of Montrose, in 16.50, 129 ; insur-

rection of, in the West of Scotland, in 16G6,

294 ; cruelties practised towai'ds, ib. ; ib-

sistance of, to the Black Indulgence, 347;
attempt of Lauderdale to reduce, by military

force, 348 ; cruelties exercised towards, ib.
;

murder of archbishop Sharpc, 349; defeat

Claverliouse at Druniclog, ib. ; are defeated

at BothwcU Bridge on June 22, 1679, ib.;

moderation of Monmouth towards, 350 ; re-

ceive the name of Whig, i^. ; cruelties in-

flicted on, by the duke of York and Claver-
house, 351 ; a Test Act passed against tho
Covenant in 1682, 366; fresh cruelties com-
mitted upon, 367 ; renewed and illegal per-

secutions of, in 1083, 375; fresh laws obtained
against them by James II. in 1685, and the
soldiery let loose upon them, 384

Coveiit Garden Theatre built by Smirke, 1808,
1809, vUi. 144

Covered ways, or roads, of the Britons, in

Wiltshire, continued e."iistence of, i. II

Cox, David, character of his paintings, i*iii.

155
Cowpens, battle of, Jan. 1781, vi. 423
Cowper, William, earl, appointed lord keeper,

1705, V. 306; his faint hopes of pe;ice with
F'rance, 361 ; reads George I.'s iirst speech to

the English parliament, vi. 5 ;
passes sen-

tence of deatli, as lord high steward, upon
the lords concerned in the rebellion of 1715,
19 ; liis motion for the repeal of the pest

house laws rejected, 47 ; opposes tlie passing
of the liill of pains and penalties, 1723, 49

Cowper, AVilliam ; his de;,eription of the con-
versation of his time, vii. 106, 107 ; of the
apathv of the clergy, 110, 111

;
quotations

from his "Task," 171,535; late appearance
as a writer, viii. 112, 113; first volume pub-
lished, 1784 ; and second in 1785 ; character
of his writings; died 1800, 113; manners of

his age as depicted by, 113, 114
Crabbe, George, quotations from, vii. 7, 109 ; a

poet of two periods, viii. 1 14 ; his early poems

;

tbose called "The Library" and "The News-
paper " noticed, 115; appearance of liis

volume containing the " Tarisli Be^'ister,"

1807; of "The Borough," in ISlO ; of
"Tales," in 1812; and of "Tales of the
Hall," in 1819, 121 ; delineations of manners
contained in his poems, 121, 122; died 1S32,
467

Cracow made a free republic, 1816, viii. 3S3
Cradock, sir John, comm.ands the British in

Portugal, vii. 510 ; removed to Gibraltar,
511

Craggs, postmaster-general, bribed, vi. 44

;

commits suicide, 45
Craggs, James, appointed secretary at war,

1717, vi. 30; receives a bribe from the South
Sea Company directors, 44 ; diis of small pox
during the mquiry into the lirilies connected
with the South Sea Scheme, 1721, 45

Cranbourne tried and executed for designine to
kill Will. III. 1696, V. 191

Cranmer, Thomas, sent with the ambassador to
the crowning of the emperor Charles V., in
1530, ii. 329 ; writes a book to prove the
invaidity of the king's marriage to Catlierine,

330 ; unfeeling remark of, concerning the
burning of Frith, 338 ; returns to England,
and is made archbishop of Canterbury, 344

;

requests Henry's licence to pronouncc'on the
divorce, and obtains it, 345 ; holds a court at
Dunstable, Catherine refuses to appear, and
he pfonouiiccs siMitence of divorce on May 23,
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IS.*! (, if). ; description of the coronation of

Am e Boleyn by, 546; endeiivuur^ inctfcc-

luiiJly to exempt sir Thomiis More from takin;?

an oath as to the illegality of the kind's tirst

marriage, 3-36 ; hi^ letter to the king in
favour of Anne Boleyn, 37o ; dissuades the
kins from putting the princess Mary to

death. 382 ; servility of, 40-5 ; opposes the

Act of the Six Articles, but ultimately sub-
mits to it, 420 ; consents to the Act declaring

the marriage of Henry to Anne of Clevcs
invalid, 427; his opinion of Cromwell. 429;
dis(^ovrrs to the king the profligacy of Cathe-
rine Howard, 432 ; accused of heresy, but
relieved by the king. 448 ; causes the Para-
phrase of the New Testament by Erasmus to

be tran'^lated into English, iii. S; prr?parc3

the Book of Common Prayer, 12; signs the

death'Warrant of lord Thomas Se^Tiiour, IS
;

writes to Warwick and the confederated
lords that Somerset is secured, 3o ; amount
of participation of, in the burning of Joan
Bocher, 3i) ; book of Canon Laws issued by,

40 ; committed to the Tower on the acces'^ion

of Mar}', Nov. 14, 1553, 57 ;
pleads not guilty

to the charge of high treason, and withdraws
his plea, 59 ; condenmed for heresy at Oxford,

73 ; he recants, 91 ;
publicly withdraws his

recantation, and declares his repentance for

haviug made it, 92; is burnt on March 21,

1556, 93
C'anston, lord, present at Rodney's victory

over De Grasse, 1782, vi. 433
Ciaufurd, general ; his bravery at the siege of

Ciudad Kodrigo, 1812 ; mortally wounded,
vii. 548

Craven dialect, specimens of the, vii. 29, 30
Crayford, chalk caves at, i. 9
Cressy, battle of, on Aug. 26, 1346, i. 460-462;
won by the steady bravery of the yeomen cf

England, 463
Crillon, due de, besieges Gibraltar, 1782, vi.

454
Crime, prevalence of, 1692, v. loo
Criminal laws, extrene severity of, temp.

Henry TIL, ii. 252, 253, 340-342; statute

for the punishment of otfences against pro-

perty, passed in 1545, 471 ; reforms in the,

viu. 62-64; 101, 322, 323, 376
Cristall, sir Henry, Froi>sart's account of hia

captivity among the Irish, ii. 385
Croft, James, a collier and enthusiastic, agri-

culturist ; his career and perseverance ; a
model of the modem Britisn spirit, vii. 28,

29
Croker, J. W., his intellectual powers ; his

steady opposition to the Keform bill, 1831,

279, 280
Cromartie, lord, trial of; found guilty; par-

doned, vi. 173, 174
Cromlechs, supposed purpose of, i. 10

Crompton, Samuel, inventor of the cotton mule,
vii. 46, 50 ; his character, 49 ; secretes his

machine from the rioters of 1779; works at

it in secret, 50; he is ultimately compelled
to give it to the public for 67/. 6.f. 6(/.

;

general employment of his machine, 51
Cromwell, Oliver, first appearance of, in the

House of Commons, in 1629, iii. 403 ;
pre-

eents a petition from Lilbume, imprisoned
by the Star-Chamber, to the Long I'arlia-

mpnt, in 1610, 444; seizes the magazine at

Cnmbridge, and stops the transmission '-f the

University plate to the king, 492 ; letter of,

to the Commissioners at Cambridge, iv. 20;
character of, 29 ; hazardous situation of, at

the skirmish of Winceby, ib. ; distinguished
services of, at the battle of Marston Moor,
35 ; letter of, to his brother, concerning the
battle, 36 ; brings a charge against the earl

of Manchester. 37 ; thinks the army ought
to be re-modelled, ib.

;
great importance of

his military services, 41 ; active measures
of, against the royalists, 42 ; letter of, an-
nouncing the result of Nasebv battle, to the
Speaker of the House of Commons, ib.

;

commands the right wing at battle of Naseby,
43 ; his conduct in it, 44; letter of, to Fair-
fax, announcing that he had taken 300 club-
men, 47 ; invests Bristol in company with
Fairfax, ib. ; his account of the surrender,

48 ; Winchester surrenders to, ib. ; battei-s

down Basing House, 48 ; his discipline of

the Ironsides, 6S ; wishes to prevent the
anny being disbanded, in opposition to the
Presbyterians, 69 ; organisation of the Adju-
tatoi-9, 70 ; leaves London, and joins the
army, 71 ; waits on Charles at Koyston, ib. ;

proposals of, and of the Independents, to

Charles, 75; the king rejects them, 76;
Cromwell and Ireton endeavour to serve the
king, 79 ; they intercept a letter of the king's,

SI ; he breaks off his intercourse with the
king, 82; conduct of, towards the Levellers,

87 ; suspicion that Charles made his escape
from Hampton Court at the instigation of,

ib. ; tries to effect a reconciliation between
the Presbyterians and Independent?, 89

;

leaves London, to quell an outbreak in "Wales,

91; takes Pembroke, 93; marches against

the duke of Hamilton, 94; and defeats him
at Preston, 95 ; enters Scotland, ib. ; the
victory throws both king and parliament
into alarm, 97; returns from Scotland, 100;
letter to Hammond, 101 ; arrives in London,
104 ; extraordinary religious enthusiasm dis-

played by, 105; conduct of, at the trial of

the kimr, 110; speaks in favour of the peti-

tion of lord Capel, 116
;
puts down a mutiny

in Whalley's regiment, 113; in conjunction
with Fairfax suppresses the Levellers in the
army, ih. ; is presented with a service of

plate by the Corporation of London, for put-
ting down the Levellers, 119; leaves London
for Ireland as lord-lieutenant there, 121

;

embarks at ililford Haven, ib. ; arrives at

Dublin, ib. ; addresses the Irish, ib. ; issues

a proclamation, 122 ; takes Hrogheda, Trim,
Dundalk, and Wexford, 123 ; his account of

the slaughters, ib. ; meets with a stout re-

sistance at Waterford, 124 ; Cork surrenders
to him, 125; his policy in Ireland, 126;
returns to London, 127; leaves Ireton as

deputy in Ireland, ib. ; arrival, and enthu-
siastic reception of, in London, 132 ; is created

General of all the forces, ib. \ marches to

Scotland, ib. ; meets with a vigorous re-

sistance from Lesley, 133; his danger at

Dunbar, ib. ; position of his army at l>unbar,

134; gains the battle of Dunbar, on Sept. 3,

1650, 135 ; his letter to parliament, ib. ;

takes Perth, 136; letter ot, to parliament,
announcing the probable inva*.ion of Eng-
land by the Scotch army, 137; totally de-

feats it at Worcester, on Sept. 3, 1651, 138;
and compels Charles II. to tly to France, 143;
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(lesorip'.ion of his armv, 144 ; returns to

London, 146 ; his rofoniiing policy, U7 ;

orses the adTancemout of two t'le^t mea-

jures.—an Act of Amnesty, and a Law for

the Election of future rarliaments, ib.;

attends a conference at Lenthall's liouse on

the settlement of the nation, 148 ;
dialogue

between 'Whitelocke and, 156 ; opposes the

proposal for perpetuating the parliament,

1.57 ;
conference at his residence at Wbite-

hal', ill. ; dissolves the Long Parliament,

loS; and the Council of State, «'*. ; summons

a parliament, 161 ; receives a despatch from

Blake and Monk, announcing their victory-

over the Dutch Heef, 162 ; his Little Parlia-

ment meets on July 4, 1653, 163 ; character

of the Little Parliament, i4. ; speech of, to

the Little Parliament, 164; its constitution

is provisional, 165 ; it ab'olishes the Court of

Chancery, 166; the Little Parliament re-

signs its authority into the hands of, 167 ;
he

is declared protector, Dec. 16, 1653, 16S

;

remarks on, i*. ; is made chancellor of Ox-

ford, 171 ;
patronises learning, 173 ;

love for

music, i4. ; character of his govemment_a3

protector, 177 ; incentives to assassinate, 179;

sagacity and prudence of, ib. ; royalist plot

to assassinate, discovered and put down, 180

;

two of the conspirators, John Gerard and

Peter Vowell, executed, ib. ; tact displajed

by, ib. ; foreign policy of, displayed in

promoting the union of the Protestant States

of Europe ; and in treaties and alliances with

Sweden, France, and Portugal, 181 ; causes

Don Pantaleon de Sa to be executed for

murder, ib. ;
explains his policy to the first

parliament of the protectorate, 182 ; speech

of, on opening the session, 183 ;
parliament

questions his authority, 184 ; upon which he

closes the door of the parliament house, 185
;

and admits those members only who sign a

pledge to obey him, 186 ; is thrown from his

coach, 188 ; temper of his parliament, ib.
;

dissolves it, 189
;
puts down a royalist rising,

191 ; refusal to pay taxes to, ib. ;
appoints

major-generals for collecting the taxes, 192 ;

conduct of the major-generals, ib. ; toleratioa

of, in religious matters, 193
;
greatness of, in

his foreign policy, 194; practical spirit of,

infused into his army, 195; increases the

strength of the navy, I'b. ; disappointment of,

at Venables not capturing Hispauiola, 196 ;

his abhorrente of vice in the army, 197 ;

interference of, in favour of the Vaudois, or

Waldenses, 198; attempts of, to procure a

settlement in England for the Jews, ib.
;

endeavours to obtain a pledge from the repub-

lican leaders not to oppose his government,

199 ; imprisons Vane, and other political op-

ponents, ib.; conference of, with Ludlow,

200 ; speech of, at the meeting of his second

parliament, 201 ; indications of a legislative

mind displayed in the speech, 202 ; Napoleon

compared with, ib. ;
public indignation at, fur

excluding members from the parliament, 203;

Acts passed for security of his person, ib. ;
his

part in the case of James Nayler, the Quaker,

lb. ; Sindercorab's plot against, 201 ; the

trial, and death of, 205 ; his parliament con-

gratulate him on his escape from it, 205 ; Par-

liament vote bis being: made king, 206 ; con-

(erences on the subject, 207 ; declines 'o

accept the title, 208; pamphlet entitled

" Killing no 51ii.-der" published, Ihreatenin?

death to, ib. ; ii inaugurated as protector, and

invested with the kingly power, June 26,

1057, 209; re-admits the members he ex-

cluded from parliament, i*. ; his daughter

Mary is married to lord Faleonbridge, and

Frances to the earl of Warwick, >b. ;
parlia-

ment meets, 210 ; a second house, ib. ;
dis-

sensions between him and the parliament,

211; it is dissolved by, ib.; puts down a

royalist rising; several ringleaders are con-

demned and executed, 212 ; successes abroad,

ib. ; Dunkirk taken, 213 ; his family afflic-

tions, 214 ; death, 215 ; and burial, 219 ;
dis-

interred from Westminster Abbcv, and buried

at Tyburn, 248; notice of Cromwell's free

trade policy towards Scotland, v. 215

Cromwell, Richard, proclaimed protector, Sept.

4, 16.58, iv. 216; character of, 217; financial

difficulties of, ib. ; meeting of parliament,

218; bill p.a.ssed for the recognition of his

title, 219 ; hostility of the array towards, lA.

;

his weak government, 220 ; compelled to dis-

solve the parliament, ib.; his government

ends, 221 ; restoration of Long Parliament,

under the name of " The Rump," ib. ;
leaves

Whitehall, ib. ; he and his family pass into

obscurity, ib.

Cromwell, Thomas, said to have been present at

the sack of Rome, ii. 308 ; adheres to Wolsey

on his fall, 322 ;
defends him in parliament,

323 ; letter of, to Wolsey, 333 ; writes exhor-

tations to Frith and Tj-ndale, the reformers,

338; becomes ricegerent, 365 ; issues a com-

mission for the visitation of the monasteries,

366; unworthy use made of their property

by, ib. ; official con-uption of, 368 ; elfects

a reconciliation between the princess Mary

and her father, 383 ; absolute power of, in

ecclesiastical affairs, 405 ;
participation of, in

the plunder of the religious houses, 413
;

measures taken by, to pack the parliament of

1539, 416; disgraceful conduct of, in pro-

curing the attainder and condemnation of the

aged 'countess of Salisbury, 423 ;
promotea

the marriage of Henry with Anne of Cleves,

424 ; dissatisfaction of the king with the

match, 426 ; is arrested for treason, 428 ; de-

mands a trial by law, 429 ; is attainted and

executed, July 28, 1540, 430 ; injunctions of,

fir the keeping of a parish register-book of

births, deaths, and marriages, 455

Crosbie, alias Clench, proposes to carry off Wil-

liam III., V. 187, 188

Crosby, Brass, lord mayor, 1771 ; decides a law-

suit against an ofSrer of the House of Com-
mons, who had anx-sted a printer for pub-

lishing the debates, vi. 317 ; ordered to attend

before the bar of the House ; committed to

the Tower, 318 ; released, 319

Crowle, parliamentary proceedings against,

1751, VI. 186

Crown Point surprised by the Americans, 1775,

vi. 350, 351

Crusades, the first preaching of, in 1095, i. 226

;

incentives offered for prosecuting, 227

Crusaders, progress of the first, i. 228, 229 ;

rout of tlie body under Peter the Hermit and

Walter the Penniless, 229

Cuesta, general, of the Spanish array, vii. 521

;

his temerity, 522; forsakes the charge ol

side and wounded left iiim by Bonaparte,

623
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Culleys, t'ney reinrigorate the agriculture of

Northumberland, vii. 31

CuUoden, description of the moor of, vi. 161

;

battle of, April 16, 1746, 168; barbarous
treatment of the wounded after the battle, 170

CuUum, sir John, describes the agricultural

improvements of Suffolk, vii. 6, 7.

Cumberland, its population, products, and ma-
nufactures, V. 29, 30

Cumberland, Henry Frederick, duke of, George
III. 's brother; fined £10,000 on a charge of

criminal conversation brouglit by lord Gros-

reuor ; accompanies Mrs. Horton to Calais

;

there marries her ; the pair are forbidden the

Court; the king's disgust, vi. 330 ; from these

circumstances emanated the Koyal Marriage
Act, 331

Cumberland, William Augustus, duke of, second
son of George II. ; accompanies his father at

the battle of Dettingeu ; commands the Eng-
lish left, vi. Ill ; commands the allied annies
in the campaign of 1745; attacks the French
at Fontenoy, May 11, 113; forms a column;
its extraordinary march, and steady retreat,

114; marches after the rebels, 147; pursues
their retreating army, 157 ; invests Carlisle,

Dec. 21 ; it capitulates, Dec. 30 ; his hard
terms to the garrison ; summoned to London
to command the forces against the threatened
French invasion, 159 ; sent back to Scotland
to retrieve the disasters of Falkirk, 162 ; ar-

rives at Edinburgh, Jan. 30, 1746, 163; the
' sight of his army compels the Highlanders

to fly from Stirling, 164 ; arrives at Aberdeen,
165; advances against the rebels, April 8;
the jjassage of the Spey ; reaches Nairn, 160;
a night attack is attempted upon his camp

;

advances against the prince on CuUoden
Moor, 167; and gains a victory over him,
April 16, 168; his unpopulaiity, 169; his

view of the liebellion, 170 ; anecdote of his

insolence, 172 ; commands the British at tlie

defeat at Lauffcld, 1747, 180 ; George II. de-
sires him to be Ilegent, 189 ; urges that Pitt

and Temple be tunied out of power, 221
;

driven out of Hanover by Richelieu ; and the
capitulation of Closter-Seven is agreed to be-
tween them ; his father's anger, by wliom he
is insulted, 229 ; resigns his post of com-
mander-in-chief, ih. ; appointed to negotiate
with Pitt for his return to power, 276

Cumberland, duke of, Ernest Augustus, his

political opinions, vii. 542 ; becomes king of
Hanover, 1837, viii. 404 ; his intolerant and
despotic government, 404, 405

Cunningham, Alexander, description of the
Highlanders by, v 91

Cunobelin, state of Britain during the period of,

i. 8 ;
power and dominion of, and state of

civilisation in the reign of, 14, 15

Currency. See Money.
Curwen, M.P. for Carlisle; his account of

Burke's intense hatred to French revolu-
tionary principles, vii. 194, 195

Curwen institutes an inquiry into the Poor
Laws, 1816, viii. 68

Custom House, London, built by Tyren, v. 454
Cutis, lord, his bravery before Namur, 1695, v.

180 ; captain of the Guards, 190 ; sent on be-
fore to commence the attack on the village of
Blenheim, Aug. 13, 1704, v. 281; which order

he performs, 282 ; takea part in the final

Btruggle, 284

Cymbeline. See Cunobelin.

Dagger-scene in Burke's spot »h, 1792, vii.

249, 254, 255
D'Alegre, his escape from the Lastille, 1756,

vu. 171

D' Allegro, marquis, defeated by Marlborough,
and taken prisoner, v. 303, 304

DalrjTnple, sir Hew. ; mortitication caused by
his being appointed to command tlie troops in

Portugal, vU. 500 , recalled home, 503
Dairymple, sir John, one of the commissioners
who invested William witli the government, v.

90; masterofStair; secretary of state for Scot-

land ; orders of, to Hill and Livingstone, re-

garding the rebel chiefs, 132; grudge of,

against the Mac Donalds, of Glencoe, 133;
suspected of having a " black design " against

them, 134 ; letters of, oonnected with the

Glencoe massacre. 136, 139; is implicated, by
the commission of 1695, as the original cause

of the massacre, 140 ; William dismisses him
from his offie, 141

Dalton, John, author of the Atomic theory, viii.

130
Dammaree, Daniel, his share in the riots of

1710, v. 357 ; he is tried for high treason,

found guilty, but subsequently pardoned, 335,

336 ; beconies master of queen Anne's barge,

357
_

Dampierre, general, commands the French re-

publican army, 1793, vii. 281 ; killed in an
attack on the allied forces, May 8, 281,

282
Dance, architect of the Mansion House and
Newgate, vii. 80

Dane-gelt, payments of, i. 152 ; abolished by
Edward the Confessor, 164

Danes, or Northmen, ravages of, i. 78
Danes invade Mcrcia, A.i). 868, i. 95 ; again in

870, and advance to East Anglia, 95, 96 ; ob-

tain possession of Mercia and Northumbria,
101 ; massacre of, in England in 1002, 153

Danton, G. J., a leader of the Cordeliers, vii.

205 ; calls the people to arms, Aug. 9, 1792,

224; appointed minister of justice, 226;
encourages the September massacres, 230

;

protects Dumouriez iiguiustthe Jacobins, 271

;

supports the establishment of the revolu-

tionary Republic, 275
;
guillotined, 1794, 298

Dantzic, duke of, the T3rolese beat him back

, from their ten'itory, vii. 516
D'Arco, count. Bavarian general ; defeated at

Schellenburg, 1704, v. 278
Dardanelles, Duckworth's expedition to the,

1807, vii. 484, 485
D'Argcnteau defeated at Montenotte, 1796, by

Bonajiarte, vii. 326
Darien Company. See African and Indian Com-

pany.
Darmstadt, pnnce of, assists sir G. Rooke in his

expedition against Cadiz, 1702, v. 261 ; an(J

at the capture of Gibraltar, 1704, 291 ; re-

mains there in command of the garrison, ih. ;

he is besieged by the Spaniards, and makes a

successful resistance, 292 ;
joins Peterborough,

1705 ; urges the plan of busieyiug Barcelona;

quarrels with Peterborougli, 294 ; assists

1705 ; urges the plan of busieyiug Barcelona;

quarrels with Peterborougli, 294 ; assists

Peterborough in sui'prising Moutjuich, but is

killed in the attack, '295

Damley. See Mary of Scotland.

Dartmouth, William Lcgge, lord; lecretarj- of
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Blate, 1710, T. 363; dissuades, unsuccessfully,

Anue from making twelve new peers, 3S0

Dartmouth, lord ; colonial secretary, 1773, vi.

336 ;
piivy seal, 1775, 360

Darwin, Erasmus, curious character of his

poems, resulting from his combining science

with poetry, viii. 117

Das Miias, a Portuguese general, defeated at

Almauzar, 1707, v. 330
D'Aubach, general, abandons Treves and Saar-

bruch, 1705, v. 302
Daun, marshal, of the Austrian army ; ad-

vances to relieve Prague, vi. 228 ; co-operates

with Loudoun in surprising Frederick, 232
D'Auverquerque, a friend of AVilliam 111., r.

68; his conduct at Steinkirk, 153, 154
;
joins

Marlborough with his army, 1705, 302;
makes a feint attack on the weak portion of

the French lines, 303; leads the Dutch ea-

vah-y at the battle of lianiilies, 1706, 309

;

dies, 1708, 340, 341
Davies, Kowland, chaplain in the army ; a bet

of his illustrative of the gambling spirit of

the age, v. 105
;
quotations from, illustrative of

AVilUam's campaign in Ireland, 16y0, 106,

108-110,114-118
Davoust, L. N., enters Berlin, Dec. 25, 1806, vii.

477
Dawson, James, executed July, 1746, vi. 172
Davy, sir Humphry, invents the safety lamp,

1815, viii. 130
Dean Forest destroyed to make charcoal for

smelting iron, v. 12

Deane, Silas, the American agent at Paris,

1776, vi. 363 ; appointed to make a treaty of

alliance with France, 372 ; his share in pro-

moting incendiarism in England, 373, 374
Decres, admiral, minister of marine

;
persuades

Napoleon to postpone the invasion of England,
1805, vii. 443

Deccan, nizam of the, concludes an alliance

with Comwallis, vii. 258 ; his contingent to

the English army, 378, 370 ; cedes his Mysore
territory for British aid and protection, 454

;

his territories devastated by the Pindarees,

viii. 216
Declaratory bill passed, 1766, vi. 282
Declaratory, Indian bill, passed, 1788, vii. 257
Declaration of Independence. Bee American

Declaration of Independence.
Declaration of Pilnitc. Bee Pilnitz.

Declaration of Kiglits, twice brought forward
by Grattan, v. 446

Dee, Dr. John, in trouble for casting the nati-

vities of queen Mary and the princess Eliza-
beth, iii. 97

Defoe's (Daniel) " Journal of the Plague Year,"
notice of, iv. 271 et seq. ; his account of the

eft'ect of shutting up the exchequer in 1671,

315 ; reason given by, why the dissenters op-

posed the Declaration of Indulgence, 320;
statement of, that the persecution of the dis-

senter arose from political, not religious, mo-
tives, 325 ; his account of the excitement
produced by the popish plot in 1678, 335

;

joins the iusuiTCction of the duke of Mon-
mouth in 1685, 391 ; his opinion of the De-
claration of Indulgence, 419 ; remarks on
Bristol by, y. 7 ; opinion of, on the bills in

the northern counties of England, 9 ; descrip-

tion of Bath by, 10 ; London glass-houses
used by vagrants for lodging in, supported by
the statement of his "Colonel Jack," 18;

stocking weaving noticed to be very exten-

sively practised by, 19 ; the Lincolnshire fens

noticed by, 21 ; account of Manchester Dy,

21; salmon referred to by, 30; account of

agricultural counties referred to by, 32 ; op-

poses the drama, 207
;
probably the author ot

the Legion Memorial, 248 ; stir caused by liii

pamphlet on "The Shortest Way with Di»-

senters," 263 ; he is tried for writing seditious

pamphlets, found guilty, and pilUii icd at the

Koval Exchange, Cheapside, and Temple Bar,

1703, 204; publishes his " Hymn to the Pil-

lory," (A. ; and an account of the great storm,

1704, 209; his prejudiced remarks against

maypoles, 272; Carleton's Memoirs erro-

neously ascribed to, 233; his " Keview" ap-
pe;u"ed, 1704 ; its character and aim, 404 ; his

lionesty and independence, 414, 415; hia

power of personifying his characters, 444;
the main principle of his writings, 445

De Grasse lands a large force at James Town, vi.

425 ; his engagement with sir B. Hood, 1781,

420; defeated by Kodney, 1782; surrenders
himself a prisoner, 437-439

De la Place, captain, commanded the garrison

at Tieonderoga ; surrenders the furt. May 10,

1775, vi. 350, 351
Delacroix, French minister for foreign affairs

,

considers the llhine the boundary ot France,
vii. 330

De la Kue gives Portland warning of the assas-

sination plot, v. 190
De Launay. See l.aunay.

Delaval, admiral, his conduct in the battle ol

La Hogue, v. 149, 150
Delhi taken by the British, vii. 456
Demerara retaken from the French, vi. 434
Democrats, an American political party ; its

contests, leaders, and vicissitudes, viii. 3, 4,

13
Dendermonde surrendered to Marlborough, Sept.

5, 1700, v. 310
Denham, sir John, the poet; surveyor general,

V. 448
Denia captured by the English, 1705, v. 294

;

besieged, 1708, 293
Penman, sir Thomas, counsel for the Derby-

shire insurrectionists, ISI7 ; his opinion of
Brandretli, viii. 82 ; appointed queen's soli-

citor-general, 1820, 165; the conferences, in

which he took part, for averting public pro-
ceedings against the Queen, fail in their

object, 167, 168 ; boldness of bis summing-up
speech at the queen's trial, 171 ; attoinev-
gcneral in the Grey ministry, 267; sup-
ports the bill for allowing counsel to prisoners,

369
Denmark, George of. See George of Denmark
Dennewitz, battle of, Sept. 6, 1813, vii. 563,
664

Dennis, John, his rage at Pope's satire, t. 436
Denonville persuades Blansac to surrender tc

Marlbitrough, v. 285

De Pontis, French admiral, inability of, totakt
Gibraltar, 1704, v. 292

De Precy, his defence of Lyon, and escaie, 1793,
vii. '284, 285

Derby, earl of (E. G. S. Stanley), chief lecre-

tary for Ireland, 1830, viii. "267
; speaks in

favour of reform, 274 ; his hostile speeches
against O'Connell, 1833, 319, 323, 324 ; his hos-
tility with the agitators becoming so personal,

he exchanges his Irish secretaryship for that
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of the colonies, S2-t ; resists the appropriation

of funds to be samtioned by the Irish Church
llefornr Bill, 3li6 ; resolutions proposed by,

tor abolishing slavery in British colonies, 327,

328 ; debates on, and progress of the bill for

this purpose ; it becomes law, 328 ; resigns

his secretaryship, 1834,34-1; declines joining

Peel's ministry, 3o3 ; takes part in the debate
on the sugar duties, 438-439

Dert yshire, silk trade and lead mines of, t. 20,

21

Derbyshire, insurrection of, 1817, viii. 82, 83
Berwentwater, J. Hatclifie, earl of, joins the

pretender's army, 1715, vi. 11 ; impeached of

high treason by Wr. Lcchmere ; lie is tried

and found guilty, 19 ; his wife implores the

king to pardon him, id. ; he is executed on
Tower Hill, Feb. 24, 1716, 20

Desaix present at the battle of the Pyramids,
179S, vii. 354: killed at Marengo, 1800,

395
Deseze, counsel for Louis XVI. ; conducts his

defence, vii. 250
Desmoulins, Camille, calls the Parisian mob to

arms, 1789, v. 170
Despard, colonel E. II., execution of, and ac-

complices, for treason against the king, Feb.

21, 1803, vii. 422
Desprez, his account of the destruction of the

French army, 1812, vii. 559
D'Estaing, admiral of the French fleet; his

campaign of 1778, vi. 391, 392

Detroit captured by the Americans, 1812, viii. 9
Uettingen, battle of, June 27, 1743, vi. Ill;

note on, 119
Deu-xponts, count de, present at Comwallis's

surrender, lj81, vi. 428
Devonshire, Georgiana, duchess of, her interest

in Fox's election, vii. 144

Devonshire, agriculture in ; Dartmoor, vii. 23

De Winter, Dutch admiral ; defeated and taken
prisoner at the battle off Camperdown, Oct.

11, 1797, vii. 348, 349

De Witt, John, concludes the Triple Alliance

with Temple in 1608, iv. 308 ; chief adminis-
trator of Holland on the French invasion in

1672, 317; he and his brother murdered by
the mob, 318

D'llarrach, count, Austrian ambassador at

Spain; anecdoie of, v. 243
Dhuleep Sing restored to power by the British,

viii. 545
Dickens, Charles, voluminousness and charac-

ter of his writings, viii. 469, 475, 478
Dickinson, John, opposes the Keveuue act, vi.

307
Dickson, sergeant, his capture of Slanchester,

1745, vi. 145
Dieppe, bombarded, 1694, v. 172, 173
Dillon, panic of his trooi)s, vii. 219

Dinners, style of, early part of the 18th century,
T. 42b, 4'27

Diocletian, persecution of Christians in Britain

by, i. 51

Dion Cassius, relation of the discovery of Britain

being an island, i. 29
DLsraeli, Benjamin, his acrimonious remarks on

su- R. Peel, viii. 517-527, 528, 529, 536, 537
Disruption, the, in the Scotch Church, 1843,

viii. 503, 504
Pisaection of murderers, law passed for the,

1752, vi. 190 ; subsequently repealed, 191

Jissenters, the sacramental test ri'mains in force

agamst_1689, v. 73; Toleration act for,

passed, 73, 74 ; societies for the reformation ol

manners encouraged by the, after the revo-
lution, 205 ; feud between the Church and,

1702,262; Defoe's pamphlet on "the short-
est way with the," 263, 264 ; they join the
whig political party, 305 ; riots against, 1715,
vi. 5, 6 ; toleration measures for the relief of,

proposed, 1718, 35 ; they design a project for

obtaining the repeal of the Corporation and
Test acts ; Walpole by a manceuvre makes
the attempt futile ; thev obtain partial relief

occasion:iUy from the Indemnity act; they
obtain the" rei)eal they sought for, 1828, 62,

63 ; they agitate for the repeal of the Test
act, 1790, vii. 187; clamour raised against

the, 195; the Birmingham riots chiefly direc-

ted aiainst the, 19.5-198; bill for regulating
the mlin-iage of, 1836, viii. 371, 372

Doddington, (j. B., his share in tlie (marrel be-
tween the Prince of Wales and tjeorge II.,

1736, vi. 85; treasurer of the navy; resigned,
188 ; promises of ofiices from the Prince of

Wales, 188, 189 ; intrigues with Bute against
Pitt and his ministrv', vi. 245 ; rejoices at
Pitt's fall, '252

Doehla, J. C, his account of the surrender ol

the American army, 1781, vi. 428, 429
Dulben, it. P. for Liskeard, complains of the

dangerous nature of Sacheverel's sermons,
1710, V. 348

Domesday Book of 108.5, account of, i 203; classes

of the people shown bv, 204 ; industry of the
country, tenure of lands, and extent of

forests, shown by, 205 ; the New Forest, 206

;

gardens and vineyard shown to exist by, 207

;

mills, mines, salt-works, and fisheries noticed
by, 207, 208 ; condition of the people in cities

and burghs shown by, 208, 209, 210; num-
ber of manors held by Normans in, 210, 211

;

Norman castles enumerated by, 211, 212;
number of cliurclies noticed by, 213

Domestic architecture of the fifteenth century,

ii. 118; consumption of timber in, 119
Dominica captured by the English, 1761, vi.

249 ; bv the French, 1778, 392 ; restored to

the English, 1782,458
Donawert. See Schellenberg.
Donington Castle built by Wilkins, viii. 145
Donoopew captured by sir A. Campbell, 1825,

viii. 220
Doric buildings, viii. 144
Dorset, Lionel Cranficld, earl of ; Lord Cham-

berlain, V. 68 ; implicated in the Preston plot

of 1691, 126

Dorsetshire, agricultural improvements in; land
enclosed ; wretched state of its peasantry,
vii. 22 ; and agricultural labourere, viii. 397-
398

D'Orvilliers, count ; commands the French
fleet ; engages the English ott' Ushant, 1778,
vi. 393

Dost Mahomed Khan, the usurping ruler of

Afghanistan, viii. 450; estranges himself
from the Britisli government, who declare

war against him, 450, 451 ; and drive him
from the kingdom

;
gains a battle over British

troops; sun-ciiders himself prisoner to tiie

British, 453 ; released and returned to ha«

sovereignty, 400
Douay, surrender of, to the allies, 1710, v. 362
Douglas exposes the perils of sending a Scotch

colony to Darien, v. 217
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Uover, RoirsB lighftiouse at, i. 17
Dover Castle, aneient chapel in, doulitful state-

ment of its having been built by King Lucius,

i. 50 ; takoo by the Normans, 186
Downie, captain, his gallantry at Plattsburg,

1814, viii. 16

Downing College, Cambridge, built by Wilkins,
viii. 144, 145

Drake, sir Francis, naval successes of, in 1585,

iii. 185 ; successful expedition of, to Cadiz, to

foil the purposed invasion by Spain, 215

;

Plymouth supplied with water by, 216 ; early

exploits of, 220 ; sails with the fleet from
Plymouth on July 19, to meet the Armada,
22B ; captures a valuable galleon, 230 ; attacks

the Spanish fleet with tire-ships in Calais

roads, 233
; pursues the scattered ships after

the fight olf Gravelines, 234 ; his despatch to

"Walsingham, I'A. ; assists in the destruction of

the Armada in action and in its flight, 236 ;

with sir John Korris, heads an e.vpcdition to

seat don Antonio on the throne of Portugal,

238, 239 ; takes Corunna, fails at Lisbon, but
takes and burns Vigo, 239; with sir John
Hawkins, sails in 1595 to attack the Spaniards
in South America, but fails, and dies, 265

Drake, the English minister at Bavaria; in-

trigues with France, vii. 432
Drama, state of, in the time of Elizabeth, iii.

257 ; made an instrument of for attacking the

Puritans, 258 ; the early Eli::abethan, 299
;

Marlowe, Peele, Greene, &c., ib. ; charac-

teristics of Shakspere, 301 ; Prynne's " His-
trio-Masti.v," a violent attack on Stage Plays,

411; support given to, by the four Inns of

Court, 413; character of the English drama,
temp. Charles I., 414 ; deteriorated in morals
from that of Elizabeth, id. ; the playhouses
shut up at the commencement of the Civil

War in 1642, by the influence of the Puritans,

487 ; degraded condition of, during the time
of Charles 11., iv. 296 ; licentiousness of, end
of 17th century ; an order issued in 1697 to

suppress it, v. 206 ; stage estimate of the
female character in the beginning of the 18th
century, 419, 420; Steele's relish for the
drama, 420 ; he notices several plays, ib.

;

popularity of puppet shows and Italian operas,

424 ; the stage becomes political, vi. 89 ; the

act for licensing plays, by which the Lord
Chamberlain's intertVrence with theatrical

representations was legalised, 90 ; improved
moral state of the theatre, 1774, 98, 99;
public taste directed by Ganick, 99 ; Garrick's

acting, 100

Drapier, See Swift, vi. 51-53
Dresden, peace of, Dec. 25, 1785, vi. 120 ; taken

by Frederick, 1756; he spares the art speci-

mens, 216; battles of, Aug. 24, 25, and 27,
181.3, vii. 563

Dress. See Costume.
Drinking in the first half of the 18th century,

V. 426
Drouet aids the French royal family in at-

tempting to escape fmm "France, 1791, vii.

202
Diaiidical sacrifices, i. 10

;
punishment of of-

fenders, 14
Druidism, Cesar's stitement that it was origi-

nated in Britain, i. 3 ; the system of, as

described by Caisar, 4
Drummond, oaptain, liis supposed murder, 1705,

v. 31?

Drummond, Peel's privat* secretarj-; shot by

mistake instead of sir K. Peel, viii. 500

Drummond, Andrew, a London banker ; sus-

pected of favouring the Pretender ; examined
by government ; found innocent ; confidence

in him restored ; becomes the royal banker,

vi. 152, 153
Drummond, George, urges a rigorous resistinc?

to the Pretender, 174.3, vi. 127
Drummond, James, joins the Pretender's son ;

is by him created duke of Perth, 1745; vi.

126 ; has difl'erences with Lord Murray, 144;

escapes from Scotland, 1746 ; death of, 153

;

skirmishes with the country people on the

retreat, 157 ; unwillingness to forsake his

men, 158
Drummond, lord John, fails in seizing Edin-

burgh castle, 1715, vi. 9; guards the passage

of the Spey; falls back on Cumberland's
approach, 1746, 166

Drummond, William, viscount Strathallan, com-
mands the Stuart force at Perth, vi. 144;

created viscount, 17U ; taken prisoner at

Sherifi'muir, 1715, 152; killed at CuUoden,
April 16, 1746, 153 ; commands the High-
landers at Sheriffmuir, 160

Drumossie. See CuUoden.
Dr}den, John, produces his " Absalom and

Achitophel," preparatory to the indictment of

Shaftesbury for high treason, iv. 384 ; and his

poem of " 'The Medal," after the bill had been
thrown out by the grand jury, ib.

;
publishes

his " Hind and Panther," in 1687, 423 ; bust

of, by Scheemakers,Westminster Abbey,V. 460
Dubois-Crance, supersedes Kellermann in his

command, vii. 285
Du Chaila, persecutor of the Cevennes Protest-

ants, V. 265
Duckworth, sir J. T. ; vice-admiral of the white;

knight of the Bath, vii. 483 ; failure of his

e.xpeuition to the Dardanelles, 484

Duoos, a member of the French Directory, vii.

383; consul, 1799, 385
Dudley, lord, introduces the smelting of iron

with coal, V. 13

Dudley and Ward, viscount, Secret.iry of State

for Foreign Aft'airs in the Canning ministry,

viii. 210; one of the Wellington ministry,

1828, 228 ; resigns, being succeeded in has

secretaryship by the earl of Aberdeen, 234
;

his speech on the Kefomi bUl, 1831, 282
Duelling, prevalence of, first half of 18th cen-

tury, V. 427
Dugommier, replaces Cartcaux in the command

of the army before Toulon, 1793, vii. 289
Dulwich gallery of pictures, viii. 151

Dumont, Anthony, his part in Grandv.al's plot

against Willi.am III., 1692, v. 152, 154
Dumont, his remarks on the Declaration of the

Kights of Man, and the abolition of feudal

rights, vii. 176; on Mirabeau, 192, 193; on
the French constitution of 1791, 204 ; hii

visit to England, 1791-1792, 209, 210; re-

marks on the September massacres, 1792, 230
Dumouriez, C. F. ; minister of foreign aflairs,

1792, vii. 218 ; advocates war against Austria;

plans the campaign, 219 ; advises the dis-

missal of Roland, 220 ; opposes the duke of
Brunswick, 234 ; concludes a secret agree-

ment with him, 235 ; the Austrians raise the
siege of LUle on hia approach ; he gains the
battle of Jemappes, Nov. 6, 236; the Austrian^

retreat before Mm; enters Antwerp, Nov. 30,
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237, 271; marches into Holland; hatred of,

hy the Jacobias ; takes Breda, Klundert, Ger-
truydenberg ; is defeated at Neerwinden,
War. 18, 1793, 271 ; deserts the Convention

;

makes overtures to join the prince of Coburg
in re-establishing the constitutional monarchy

;

his army forsakes liim ; lives an exile in

England tUl 1823, 272
Duncan, Adam, admiral ; deserted by several of

his ships in the blockade of the Texel, vii. 341

;

stratagems for deceiving the Dutch, 348

;

sights the enemy on Oct. 11, 1797, and gives

them a signal defeat in the battle of Camper-
dowa, 348, 349

Duncan, Rev. H., established a savings bank at

Euthwell, 1810, viii. 70
Duncannon, viscount, helps to prepare the Re-
form bill, viii. 270 ; lord privy seal ; first

commissioner of the land revenue, 381

Duncanson, major, his ehai'e in the Glencoe
massacres, v. 137

Duncombe, Thomas, his motion for hearing the

petitioners on presenting the People's Charter

rejected, viii. 496
Dundas. See Melville, lord.

Dundas, sir David, commands the allied troops

at Toulon, 1793, vii. 289 ; second in command
of the troops in Holland, 314 ; takes part in

the British expedition to Holland, 1799, 3S6
;

commander-in-chief, Mar. 18, 1809, 517;
discourages the expedition to Walcheren, ib.

Dundee, viscount, wishes to make a compromise
with William III. v. 88 ; the king refuses to

do so, and upon the Convention giving an
order to arrest Dundee, he escapes, and raises

the clans, 92 ; meeting general Mackav, at

the pass of Killiecrankie, he there defeats him,

93 ; but falls in the hour of victory, July 27,

1689, and with him the causeof James 11., 94
Dundonald, earl of, lord Cochrane ; his account

of the state of the navy, 1793, vii. 304, 305
;

his opinion of Nelson, 357 ; M.P. for West-
minster, 1809 ; his enterprise in the Aix
roads, April 11, vii. olO

Dunkirk taken by the French under Turenne
and the English under Lockhart, in 1658, and
delivered to the English, iv. 213; sold by
Charles II. to the French in 1662, 204;
failure of the English to take, 1793, vii. 282

Dunning holds aloof in the proceedings against

Wilkes, 1769, vi. 292 ; his motion on the in-

fluence of the crown, 404, 405
;
pension granted

to, 440
Dunstan, St., early life and rise of, i. 130; be-

comes the cbief adviser of Edred, 132; en-
forces celibacy on the clergy, and renders the

national church more Romish, ib. ; outra^^e

of, at the coronation feast of Edwy, 133
;

banishment of, 134 ; miracles attributed to,

137 ; chief minister during the reign of

Edgar, li. ; state of the church at tlie time
of, 138, et seq. ; alterations eti'ected in, by,

141 ; reforms effected by, 142 ; despotic but
vigorous government or, 145 ; arbitrary

power of, 146 ; disputation with bisliop

Beomhelm at Calne, and asserted miracle,

147; crowns and curses Ethelred, 149, 150;
dies in 988, 150

DunwaUo, king, formation of roads in Britain

by, i. 8
Dupin signs the protest against the royal proceed-

ings against tne French press, 1830, viii. 252
Duploix, Joseph

;
governor of Pondicherry, vi.

201; aids the nizam of the Deccan, 202 ; he
is compelled to give way before Clive, 205

Dupont, a French general, defeated at Baylen
by Castanos, vii. 500

Durand, col., commands the garrison at GorUsla
Castle, vi. 142

Durham Cathedral, foundation of, i. 2.57

Durham, low state of agriculture in, 1750-1800;
famous for its breed of cattle, vii. 30

Durham, earl of; lord privy seal, 1830, viii.

267 ; helps to prepare the Reform bill, 270

;

hostile speeches of, against lord Brougham,
1834, 347, 348; appointed lord high commis-
sioner for appeasing the Canadian grievances,

407 ; his government and policy, 408, 409
;

lord Brougham's attack on his measures
causes him to resign, 408 ; dies broken-
hearted ; his report on the affairs of British
North America, 409

D'Usson, a French general ; surrenders Galway,
1691, V. 128

Dutch, differences of the, with the Long Par-
liament, iv. 150 ; war with England com-
menced, 151 ; battles of Van 'Iromp and
Ruyter with Blake, in 1652, 153-4 ; Van
Tromp again defeated in 1653,, 163 ; Van
Tromp defeated and killed, 181 ; war of, with
Charles II. in 1665, 268 ; sea-light off Lowes-
toffe, 268, 277 ; De Ruyter's fight of four days
against Monk, 279 ; their coasts ravaged,
2S2 ; their fleet enters the Jledway, burns the
ships there, and blockades London, in June
1667, 297 ; defeated in Southwold Bay by the
dukeof York, 316

Dwyer reveals the Cato-street conspirary to the
home office, viii. 161

Dyer, John, his poem of the "Fleece" refeiTed

to, giving an account of a weaver's labours,

v. 5 ; other quotations from, vii. 44, 45

E.VRTHauAKE at Lisbon, 1755, Nov. 28, vi. 210
Earthenware ; the fttatlurdshii'e potteries the

chief seat of the trade, v. 18; slate of the
trade at the beginning of the 18th century,

1774, and 1857, vii. 57 ; chiefly promoted by
Wedgwood and Cooksworthy, 57, 58

East India Company, charters granted for the
incorpoiation of, iii. 346; first English factory

at Surat founded in 1612, ib. ; a new company
is establi>hed, and called " The English Com-
pany," 1698, v. 203 ; the two are amalga-
mated four years afterwards, 204 ; seizes a
vessel belonging to the Darien (African and
Indian) Company, 313 ; retrospect of their

afl'airs in India, 1745, vi. 201-205 ; the French
company becomes their rival, and attack

Madras, 1746, 201 ; and nearly undermine
the English power; Clive enters the army,
202; organizes an attack upon Arcot, which
ho takes ; he is besieged by rajah Sahib, 203

;

who relinquishes the siege, 204 ; Clive takes
Trichinopoly in conjunction with major Law-
rence ; hostilities suspended, 205 ; Pitt insti-

tutes an inquiry into their afl'airs, 286 ; their

pecuniary aflairs in disorder ; they petition

parliament for a loan of a million and a half;

a committee appouited to inquii"e into their

aflairs, 332 ; the directors quarrel ; things go
to ruin; matters mended by Clive's judicious

mi'a>urc8, 333 ; their rotten financial position,

334 ; the Kegulatiun Act ; Warren Hastings,

first governor-general ; allowed to export teaa
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free of duty to the American colonies, 335

;

Clavering, Monsell, and Francia apjjointcd

members of the council, 177'!, vii. I2o, 126;

Fox proposes that the authority of, be trans-

ferred to a board of commissioners, 137 ; they
refuse to bear the expanses of sending troops

to India ; they are compelled to do so by the

passing of Pitt's Declaratory bill, 257 ; in-

quiry made into their aH'airs by the House of

Commons, 1813; which results in several im-
portant measures, 215 ; renewal of their

charter for twenty years, 1833 ; important
alterations in the charter provisions ; ceases

to be a commercial company, 1834, 334 ; its

trade with China abolished; efiecta of the
abolition, 443, 4-44

East India House designed by Holland, viii. 144
East Indies, Thomas Coryat*s account of the

coxintry, iii. 347 ; embassy of sir Thomas Roe
to Agi-a, 1615-19, 348 ; nis account of the
Mogul rulers of Hindostan, 349 ; contrasted

with the present state, 350
Eastlake, sirC, sketching Napoleon, 1815, viii.

39
Ebrington, M.P. for Devonshire, moves that the

principles of the rejected Reform bill be not
given up, viii. 284 ; moves that the king be

implored to call a reform ministry, 296
Ecclesiastical power, rapid growth of, in Eng-
land from the Conquest to the time of .Ste-

phen, i. 254 ; numerous religious foundations

established, 254, 255 ; Cistercian abbeys
erected, 256 ; churches and cathedrals, 257,

258 ; such foundations a substitute for per-

sonal service in the crusades, and a commu-
tation for crimes, 259

Eckmuhl, battle of, April 22, 1809, vi. 615
Economical Refonn bill brought forward by

Burke, 1780 ; his speech, vi. 402, 403 ; other

motions proposed, 403-405
;

practical mea-
sures of Burke's bill rejected, 405 ; the bill is

again introduced, 1782, 439
;
passed 440

Eddystone lighthouses, their latea and con-
structors, V. 10, 11

Eden, secretary for Ireland ; moves for the

repeal of the act asserting the independence
of Ireland, 1782, vi. 446 ; his account of the

anarchy in France, 1789, vii. 177
Edgar, accession of in 760, i. 137; Dunstan the

chief minister during the reign of, ib. ; peace-

ful reign of, 142 ; licentiousness of, and story

of Ellrida, 144 ; rowed down the Dee bv
kings, 145 ; arbitrary power of, 146 ; deatn
of, in 975, 147

Edgar Atheling chosen king by the Londoners,
i. 186 ; submits to William the Conqueror,
and is treated with kindness, 187 ; iiies to

Scotland, 192; invades England, with Sweyn,
192, 193; becomes a pensioner of William,
200 ; again flies to Scotland, 223

EdgehUl, battle of, on Oct. 23, 1642, iv. 4
Edgeworth, abbe, attends Louis XVI. at his

execution, vii. 252
Edgeworth, Miss, her delineations of the Irish,

vUi. 126, 127
Edinburgh, Charles Edward's entry into, 1745,

VI. 128
Edinburgh Castle held by the duke of Gordon
jor James II., 1689, v. 88-90 ; he surrenders

it, 93
Edinburgh Review started, 1802 ; its services to

literature, viii. 127
Edmund, St., king of East Anglia, defeated and

slain by the Danes, in 870, i. 97 ; buried st

St. Edmund's Bury, ib.
.

Edmund the Etheling, accession of, in 940, i.

129; murdered, 129, 130 _
. ,.

Edmund Ironside, accession of in 1016, i. loo

;

successes of, against Canute, 156 ;
divides the

kingdom with Canute, and dies in 1016, tb.

Edrcd, accession of, in 940, i. 131 ; revolt in

Nnrthumbria subdued by, 132 ; death of, in

956, ib.

Edric, treachery of, to Ethelred and Edmund
Ironside, i. 1.54, 155, 156

Education, low state of, among the people in

the beginning of the eighteenth century, v.

407 ; and also among ladies in higher grades

of society, 418; Swift's remarks upon ladies'

education, 421 ; Sunday-schools originated

by Raikes, vii. 120; inquiry into the state of,

moved for by Henry Brougham, 1816, viii.

69 ; the Education Commission, ib. ; it

merges into the Charity Commission ; extent

of instruction in 1816, 70; schoolmaster

abroad, 1828, 229 ; benefits derived from the

endowed grammar schools, 229, 230 ; schools

and scholars, 1818 and 1833 ; Sunday schools

and free schools, 230 ; diffusion of knowledge

by the establishment of the Society for tlia

Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, a cheap and
sound literature, the London Mechanics' In-

stitution and others similar to it, the London
University and King's College, 230, 231; in-

creased popular desire for sound literature ao

shown by the circulation of the " Penny Ma-
gazine," 311,312; lord Brougham's educa-

tion resolutions, 359, 360 ; Walker's school,

in the Devil's acre, the origin of the London
ragged-schools; grants in aid of, 1834-1837,

399; the board of education constituted,

1839
;
general state of, in 1839, 400 ; increase

of schools and scholars, 1831-1841, 401 ;

neglect of, in the Boughton district, 415 ; sir

J. Graham compelled to withdraw his edu-

cation clauses in the Bill for regulating la-

bour in factories, 515; government grant to

Maynooth college ; establishment of the three

Irish secular colleges of Cork, Galway, and
Belfast, 529

Edward, succeeds his father Alfred in 901, i.

121 ; insurrection of Ethclwold against, ib.
;

repels the Northmen and the Welsh, and sub-

dues East Anglia, 122 ; death of, in 924, ib.

Edward the Martyr, accession of, in 975, i. 147 ;

assassination of, in 978, 148

Edward the Confessor, son of Ethch-ed, brought

up in Normandy, i. 155, 160 ; brought over

to England bv Hardicanute, 161 ; succeeds

Hardicanute iii 1042, 162 ; marries earl God-

win's daughter and neglects her, 162, 103;

abolishes the D.ane-gelt, 164; introduces

Norman adherents and customs, ib. ; is op-

posed by earl Godwin in his wish to punish

summarily the rioters against earl Eustace of

Boulogne, 166 ; banishes Harold andGodwin,
ib. ; imprisons his wife, 167 ; triumph of the

Norman party, ib. ; is forced to restore God-
win and Harold, 170 ; death of, in 1066, 176

Edward I., born in 1239, i. 362; swears to the

"Provisions of Oxford " in 12.58, 372; re-

fuses to be absolved by the pope from observ-

ing his oath, ib. ; commands his father's

forces in the civil war against the baions,

373 ; is defeated at the battle of Lewes, 374

;

wins the battle of Evesham, on Aug. 4, 1265,
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376 ; storm on the day of, 377 ; crusade un-
dertaken by, in 1269, 379 ; attempted to be
assassinated at Jaffa, 381 ; his wife Eleanor
of Castile sucks the poison from the wound,
ib. ; concludes a truce with the sultan, and
returns to Europe in 1272, where he learns
that his father is dead, tb. ; succeeds " by the
unanimous assent of the nobles and great
men," and is croiMied, Aug. 19, 1274, 382;
festivities at the coronation, 383 ; attacks
Llewellyn prince of Wales, who is forced to

submit to do homage, 384; various useful

statutes passed in the first parliament of, 385;
per-eeution and banishmentof the Jews, 386;
visits king Philip of France, at Amiens, ib.

;

first statute of mortmain, ?i. ; insurrection

of the AVelch, 387; Llewelljm is slain, and
his brother executed, 388 ; final subjection of

the "Welch, and birth of piince Edward at

Caernarvon, who is created prince of AVales

in 1284, 389 ; statute passed by, for the settle-

ment of Wales, 390 ; condition and manners
of the people in the time of, 391, et seq.;

negotiates a marriage for his son with the
heiress of the crown of Scotland, but she
dies, and the succession is disputed, 412;
commences his war against the inde-
pendence of Scotland, ib. ; Statute of Con-
firmation of the Charters, giviug the sole

right of raising supplies to the people, on
October 10, 1297, 413; is appointed umpire
of the claimants to the Scottish crown,
414 ; demands an acknowledgment of his

superiority as liege lord, 415 ; it is not
given by the states, but assented to by Bruce
and Balliol, and the crown is awarded to

Balliol, who does homage, 416 ; subdues an
insurrection in Wales, 417; invades Scot-

land, and compels Balliol to resign his crown
to him, 418 ; receives the homage of the
bishops and peers of Scotland, 419; revolt of

Wallace against, 420; defeats the Scots at

Falkirk, 421 ; the pope demands that the dis-

pute should be left to his decision, and the

claim is indignantly rejected by the parlia-

ment of Lincoln, 423 ; constitution of the par-

liament of Lincoln, ib. ; again invades Scot-

land, and concludes a treaty excluding Wal-
lace, ib. ; besieges and takes Stirling, 424

;

causes Wallace and Fraser to be executed,

425; Robert Bruce the younger heads another
revolt in 1305, ib. ; assembles an army to

attack Bruce, but dies before he reaches Scot-

land, on July 7, 1307, 426
Edward 11. succeeds his father in 1307, i. 427;
conduct of, in his youth, 428; is crowned
Feb. 24, 1308, ib. ; recalls Gaveston, whom
his father had banished, and maiTies Isabella

of France, ib. ; appoints Gaveston governor of

Ireland, ib. ; discontent occasioned by the

favour <hown to Gaveston, 429 ; Gaveston is

exiled, and again recalled, ib. ; is taken pri-

soner and hung in 1312, 430; succt-sses of

Kobert Bruce against, 431 ; reconciles him-
self to the barons and marches into Scotland,

433; battle of Bannockbum on June 24, 1314,

434,435; famine in England, 436; rise of the

Lesnensers and wealth of, ib. ; insurrection

of the barons, by whom the Despensers are

banished, 437 ; the sentence against the

Despensers annulled by a parliament at

York, ib. ; overcomes the barons, and causes

the earl of Lancaster to be executed, 438 ; in-

vades Scotland, suffers from want of pro-

visions, is obliged to retreat, 439 ; concludes
a truce with Bruce, ib. ; order of Knighta
Templars suppressed in England in 1308, ib,\

the queen goes to France to conclude a treaty

with Philip in 1325, 441 ; Roger Mortimer
joins the queen at Paris, and returns with her
and prince Edward in arms against the king
in 1326, 442; Edward is deposed and im-
prisoned, and the Despensers are hung, 443;
IS murdered at Berkeley Castle in 1327, 444 ;

wrotched state of England during the reign of,

447, 448
Edward III., son of Edward II., is invested

with the foreign possessions in 1325, and does
homage to the king of France, i. 411

;
joins

his mother and Roger Jfortimer in an insur-
rection against his father, 442

; is declared

guardian of the kingdom, 443 ; his father is

deposed, and he is crowned, Jan. 29, 1327, ib.;

first campaign of, against the Scots, 445 ; con-

cludes a peace, recognising the independence
of Scotland in 1328, ib. ; marries Philippa of

Hainault, ib. ; seizure and execution of Mor-
timer, 446, 447; imprisonment of Isabella,

447 ; transition state of feudality in the time
of, 448

;
growth of independence among the

people, and the effect of the writings of

Wycliffe and Chaucer upon, 450; establish-

ment of the English language, ib. ; supports

Edward Balliol's claim to the Scottish crown,
and wins the battle of Halidon Hill, 451

;

claims of, to the crown of France slated, 452
;

naval victory of Sluvs gained bv, 453 ; com-
parison of the peoples of England, France,
and Flanders in the time of, ib, ; supports

James A'^5\cide in his revolt against the
count of Flanders, 454 ; relieves Jane de

Montfort, besieged in Hennebon by Pliilip oi

France, 455 ; invades France with an army
in 1346, ib. ; the strength of his army con-

sisted in the superiority of the English yeo-
men over the feudal nobles, ib.; statute pro-
viding that England should not be subject to

France in case of his acquiring that kingdom,
456; early successes in the invasion, 457;
march to and passage of ths Somme, 458, 459

;

battle of Cressy, on Aug. 26, 1346, 460-462;
Cressy, the victory of the yeomen, 463

;

battle of Neville's Cross, and capture of David
Bruce by Queen Philippa, 464 ; siege of

Calais, 465 ; surrender of and pardon of the
six burgesses at the intercession of the queen,
466 ; Edward founds an English colony at

Calais, 467; institution of the Order of the
Garter in 1349, 468 ; decoration and enlarge-

ment by, of his palaces of Westminster and
Windsor, 468, 469; great pestilence of the

Black Plague in 1349, 469; mortality and
misery occasioned by, 470 ; Statute of

Labourers passed to mitigate the effects of.

470, 471 ; injustice and inefiBciency of the
statute, 472 ; he repels an invasion of the

Scots, and ravages the Lothians, 474; the

battle of Poitiers won bv the Black Prince on

Sept. 19, 1356, and John, king of France,

taken prisoner, 475 ; chivalrous reception of

John in Lnudon, 476 ; miseries occasiont^d in

France oy the invasion, and rise of the

Jacquerie, 477 ; renewed invasion of France
in 1359, ib. ; peace of Bretigny conclude'!,

478; contrast of the state of the people of

England and France, ib. ; ttipulations in
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fivour of freedom by the Commons of England

,

479 ; statutes passed for the distinction of

ranks, ib. ; accession of Charles V. in France,

and resistance otTered by, 4S3 ; war with
France renewed, 485 ; resumes the title of

king of France, 48G ; the French recover the

conquests of Edward, I'A. ; his queen Philippa

dies in 1369, and his son Edward dies in

13(6,48" ; Kichard is presented to parliament

as his successor, id, ; rising influence of the

duke of Lancaster, and dotage of the king, ib.
;

dieson June 21, 1377, 488
Edward the Black Prince accompanies his father

in the invasion of France in 1346, i. 455

;

conduct of, at the battle of Cressy, 462, 463

;

ravages Gascony and Auvergne in 1355 and
1356, 474 ; craelties of ancient war as com-
pared with modern, ib. ; wms the battle of

Poitiers on Sept. 19, 1356 ; and takes pri-

soner John, king of France, 475, 476 ; chival-

rous treatment of his captive, ib. ; appointed
prince of Aquitaine, 483 ; supports the cause

of Peter the Cruel in Spain, 484 ; wins the

battle of Najara in 1367, ib. ; captures and
releases Bertrand du Gueselin, 485 ; sum-
moned by Charles V. to answer complaints of

misgovemment, refuses, and war recom-
mences, ib. ; takes Limoges, concludes a
truce, and returns to England, 486 : dies in

1376, 487
Edward IV. (earl of March) escapes with War-
wick to Calais, after being declared traitors

by the parliament at Coventry, ii. 143 ; is

present at the battle of Northampton, ib.

;

succeeds his father as duke of York, on his

defeat and death at Wakefield, Dec. 31, 1460,

145 ; enters London, and is proclaimed as

king on March 4, 1461, 146 ; marches with
Warwick to the North and wins the battle of

Towton, 147 ; crowned June 29, 1461, 150

;

causes sir Baldwin Fulford to be executed,

ib. ; other Lancastrians attainted in parlia-

ment, 151 ; renewed attempts to restore

Henry in 1462 and 1464, 152, 153 ; suppressed

by the battle of Hexham, 153 ; Somerset
beheaded, ib. ; concludes a truce with Scot-

land, ib. ; extravagance of, and debasement
of the coin by, ib. : injury to the industry of

the countiy, 154 ; arts of, to obtain popu-
larity, ib. ; marriage of, to Elizabeth Wood-
ville, 155 ; maiTies his sister to the heir of

the duke of Burgundy, 156 ; insurrection in

Yorkshire against an impost, 158 ; Clarence

and Warwick take him prisoner, ib. ; he
escapes, defeats them at Stamford, and they
fly to France, 159

;
queen Margaret, with

Warwick and Clarence, invade England, he
is deserted, and Henry is restored, 160 ; he
flies to Holland, 162 ; obtains some help from
the duke of Burgundy, ib. ; returns to Eng-
land, and lands at Ravenspur, 163 ; is recon-

ciled to Clarence, 164; wins the battle of

Bamet, 165 ; defeats queen Margaret at Tew-
kesbury, on May 4, 1471, 166; insurrection

of Falconbridge, suppressed by Richard, duke
of Gloucester, 167 ; patronage of literature

and printing by, 171 ; invades France, is

cajoled by Lewis 3CI., and concludes the
treaty of Picquiny, 173, 174 ; opposes the

marriage of Clarence with the heiress of Bur-
gundy, 175 ; accuses Clartnce of treason, who
is condemned, and diesL in the Tower, ib. ;

war with Scotland in 1480, and the town of
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Berwick taken from the Scotch, 176 ; death

of, on April 9, 1483, t*.

Edward V., accession of, April 9, 1483, ii. 176
;

provision for the education of, ib. ; dissen-

sions in the council of, 177; earl Rivers and

others of his council arrested, 178 ; his mother
and brother take sanctuary in Westminster,
ib. ; Gloucester appointed protector, 179

;

time of coronation appointed, 180 ; the duke
of York removed to the Tower, 184 ;

declared

illegitimate by parliament, 186, 187 ; death

of, with his brother, 188 ; evidence as to the

murder of, considered, 188-192
Edward VI., born Oct. 12, 1537, ii. 404 ; suc-

ceeds his father, Jan. 28, 1547, iii. 1 ; the

duke of Somerset chosen protector, 2 ; influ-

ence of the young king's character, and
journal of, 3 ;

progress of the Reformation
under, 8 ; repeal of Henry VIII.'s various

statutes of treason, 9; dissatisfaction of, with
the guardianship of Somerset, 17 ; insurrec-

tion in Cornwall and Devonshire against the

innovations on the old religion, 21 ; siege of

Exeter by the insurgents, 22 ; defeat of the

insurgents at Cliff Heath, and numerous
executions, 23 ; John Ket's Norfolk rebellion

against inclosures, ii. ; the rebels encamp on
Mousehold heath, 24 ; their regular organi-

sation, 25 ; defeat a royal army in Norwich,
26 ; the earl of Warwick defeats the rebels,

on Aug. 27, 1549, 27 ; Ket and his brother

hung, 28 ; notice in Edward's Journal of the

confederacy of nobles against Somerset, 31
;

who removes him to Windsor Castle, 34;
Somerset is an-ested and sent to the Tower,

36 ; the protectorship revoked, ib. ; new laws

against the breaking of inclosures, 37 ;
general

pardon granted, except to Anabaptists, 38;

Sersecution of that sect, and burning of Joan
locher, 38, 39 ; aversion of Edward to sign-

ing the waiTant for her execution, 38 ; Arti-

cles of Belief issued by, 40 ;
popish bishops

deprived of their sees, 41 ; remonstrates with
the princess Mary against her use of the mass,

ib. ; Somerset restored to a place in the

council, 42; Somerset again arrested, con-

victed of felony, and executed in Jan. 1551,

43 ; peace with France and restoration of

Boulogne, 46 ; Northumberland the actual

governor, ib. ; becomes ill, ib. ; makes a will

altering the succession in favour of ladv Jane
Grey, 47 ; dies on July 6, 1553, ib. ; charac-

ter of, 48 ; educational institutions of, ib.
;

table of the female heirs to the crown named
in the vnll of Henry VIII. and the devise of
Edward VI., 49

Edwin, king of Northumbria, receives Paulinus,

i. 71 ; converted to Christianity by Paulinus,

72
Edwy, accession of, in 956, i. 133 ; outrage of

Dunstan during the coronation feast of, id.

;

marriage of, with Elgiva, 134 ; revolt of Odo,

and appointment of Edgar as Joint king, ib.
;

is separated from Elgiva, ib. ; death of in

960, 135
Egalite. See Orleans, due d'.

Egbert, early years of, at the court of Charle-

magne, i. 75 ; chosen king of Wessex in 800,

77 ; defeats Beomwulf, of Mercia, in 823, at

EUendune, and consolidates England, ib.
;

dies, 837, 79
Egcrton, colonel, unsuccessful resulti of his

ilahratta expedition, vii. 129
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Egerton, lord F., ur^es the importance of re-

ducing the paper dutj, 1836, viii. 372
Egremont, lord, secretary of state, 1761-3. vi.

2.53, 321 ; again secretary of state, 1763, 261;
dies of apoplexy, 263

Egvptiansorgipsies, statute ofElizabeth against,

iii. 272
Ehrenbreitstein capitulates to the French, Jan.

1799, vii. 382
El Arish Bei2ed by Jezzar, 1799, Tii. 379 ; re-

covered by the Allies, 405
Elchingen, battle of, 1805, vii. 444
Eldon, John Scott, lord, his maiden speech on

Fox's India bill, 17S3, vii. 138 ; attorney-
general ; draws up the Traitorous Con-espond-
ence bill, 267 ; his prosecution speech against

Hardy, 301 ; chancellor, 1801-1806, 401, 577;
his opinion of the Volunteers, 429 ; against

an administration on a, viii. 153, 204; his

political opinions, vii. 642 ; opposes any repeal
of the laws, viii. 62 ; his opinion of broad
basis, 431 ; chancellor, 1S07-1S27, 481, 577 ;

the criminal code, 63 ; advocates the abolition

of the appeal of murder, 101, 102; considers
the Manchester reform men as guilty of trea-

son, 108 ; promotes the passing of the si.^ acts,

1819, 109; recognises Caroline as queen of

England, 165 ; opposes any measures un-
favourable to the corn laws, 200, 201 ; his

test of official fitness ; anecdote of, at the duke
of York's funeral, 1827, 202 ; resigns his

chancellorship on the accession of the Can-
ning ministry, 1827, 204 ; considers himself
ill-used on being omitted from the AVcUing-
ton ministr}', 228 ; objects to the bill for the
repeal of the Corporation and Test acts, 233

;

opposes the relief of Roman Catliolics, 238
;

endeavours to persuade the king to refuse his

assent to the measure, 240, 241 ; his fears for

the destruction of the aristocracy by the
Eeform bill, 273; his speech against reform,

1831, 282, 283 , against the repeal of tlie com
laws, 1833, 310, 311 ; laments his inability to

obtain the rejection of the Municipal Kefoim
bill, 364, 36.5

Elections and election scenes, v. 305; vii. 144;
viu. 98, 235, 236, 301, 302

Elgin marbles purchased by government, 1816,

viii. 150
Elgiva, queen of Edwy, persecution of, by
Dustan and Odo, i. 134

Elie. his share in the attack on the Bastille,

1789, vii. 173
Eliut, sir John, committed to the Tower for his

speech in the House of Commons on tlie

impeachment of the duke of Uuckingliara, iii.

390 ; refuses to make anv submission, and is

released, ib. ; assists in the debate on the Pe-
tition of Eights in 16'28, 397 ;

prepares pro-

testations against popery and arbitrary taxa-

tion, 403 ; the Speaker held in the chair

while they are voted, 404; is sent to the

Tower, after the parliament had been dissolved

in 1629, ib. ; refuses to acknowledge the
jurisdiction of the King's Bench in matters
committed in the House of Commons, 409 ; is

recommitted to the Tower in March, 1629,

and dies on November 27, 1632, ib. ; his em-
ployments while imprisoned, 410; the judg-
ment against him reversed after the Kcstora-
tion, ih.

Elizabeth, wife of Edward IV., takes sanctuary
in Westminster with her sernuil snu the duke

of York, ii. 178 ; the duke of York taken
from under her care to join his brother in the
Tower, 184 ; submits to Richard and leaves
the sanctuary, 202

; alleged harsh treatment
of, by Henry VII. and confinement in the
nunnery of Bermondsey, 214 ; dies in 1492,

Elizabeth, queen, horn Sept. 7, 1533, ii. 349

;

interview of, with Edward after Henrj'a
death, iii. 2 ; is courted by lord Thomas Sey-
mour, wlio is executed for treason, 16; joins

Mary in her progress to London, 54 ; is pre-

sent at the coronation of Mary, 57 ; is sent foi

from Ashbridge to court by Jlarj', 68 ; accused
of a conspiracy with Courtenav, earl of De-
vonshire, and committed to the Tower, 69

;

letter of, to Mary, 70 ; is removed to Wood-
stock, 71 ; suspected of a knowledge of the

Dudley conspiracy, in 1556, 98 ; letter of, to

Mary, 99 ; declines a mamage w;ith the duke
of Savoy, 101 ; the Spanish ambassador's ac-

count of her character, 105 ; succeeds to the
crown on Nov. 17, 1558, 107 ; refuses to at-

tend mass on Christmas Daj-, 108; the par-

liament press ^er to marry, and she replies.

109; coronation and popularity of, 110;
, Mary's statutes in favour of popery repealed,

113; moderation of her proceedings, 114;
peace concluded with France, 115; becomes
the acknowledged head of the reformed reli-

gion, 1 16 ; lends assistance secretly to the Re-
formers of Scotland, 119; sends an army to

the assistance of the Lords of the Congregation
in Scotland, 120; concludes a peace with
Scotland, in which she provides for the safety

of the Reformers, 121 ; sends an ambassador
to condole with Mary on the death of Francis
II., 123; policy of, towards Mary, 124; re-

fuses her a safe-conduct for her return from
France to Scotland, ih. ; increased public
spirit of the people under, 129 ; restores the
coin to its standard purity, 130; processions

of, 131 ; sends aid to the French protestants,

in 1563, 132; act against papists passed, re-

quiring the oath of supremacy to be taken,

ib.\ Edmund and Arthur Pole convicted of

conspiracy, and imprisoned for life, 133 ; Apt
against "fond and fantastical prophecies,"

ib. ; continued refusal of, to decl.are Mary of

Scotland her successor, 134 et seq. ; recom-
mends lord Robert Dudley to queen Mary as a
husband, ib. ; refuses to "consent to her mar-
riage with Damley, 135 ; secretly aids Mur-
ray and the reforaiing nobles in their revolt

against Slary, 138 ; becomes godmother to the

infant James of Scotland, 143 ; interferes to

procure an impartial trial of Bothwell, 147;
remonstrates with the Scottish nobles against

the imprisonment of Mary, 151
j
and more

strongly against her extorted abdication, 152

;

embarrassment of the government of, on
Mary's taking refuge in England, 156 ;

ques-

tion as to the justice of detaining Mary as a

prisoner, 157 ; refuses to see Marj' during the

conference appointed to hear the charges

against her, 158 : anxiety of, for the safe cus-

tody of Mary, 160; commits the duke of Nor-
folk to the 'Tower for contracting to marry the

queen of Scots, 161 ; insurrection in the

North in favour of the Roman Catholic reli-

gion, ib. ; touching story of lady Catherine

Grey, 162; incorrectness of the statement

that she died in the Tower, 163 ; intrigues of
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rhilip of Spain, and the Roman Catholics

Bsainst, 168; the earls of Wi'stmorlanci and
Northumberland head a Roman Catholic in-

surrection in the north, 1C9; suppressed hy
the earl of Sussex, ib. ;

papal bull of excom-
municatioa against her, 170; new statute

against papists. 171 ; she is urged to proceed

criminallv against Mary, tVv ; trial of the

duke of Norfolk on the discovery of a fresh

intrigue, 173 ; reluctance of Elizabeth to

order his execution, 174 ; massacre of St. Bar-
tholomew's, 175; conduct of Elizabeth on
receiving the news, 176; insecurity felt by,

in consequence of the continued intrigues in

favour of Mary, 177, 178; plots of the Je-

euita in England against, 180 ; Campion and
others executed, ib. ; increased severities

against the papists, 181; affords assistance to

the Protestants in the Netherlands, ib. ; de-

clines the sovereignty of thcin offered to her,

181, 182 ; represses the ambitious views of

Leicester, 183 ; naval successes of Drake, in

1585, 1S5; Walsingham's announcement of

new conspiracies, ib. ; conviction and execu-
tion of Parry, 186 ; Babington's conspiracy,

187 ; trial of the conspirators, 188 ; alleged

participation of Mary in the plot, 189 ; Mary
IS transferred to Fotheringay, 190 ; letter of

Elizabeth to James VI. , 191 ; association for

her protection, 194 ; statute for the protection

of the queen's person, ib. ; issues a commission
for the trial of Mary under this statute, ib.

;

judgment is pronounced against Mary, 197 ;

parliament urges the execution of tfie sen-

tence, and the queen's reply, 199 ; continued
hesitation of, 200 ; signs the warrant f t
Mary's execution, ib. ; interview of, with Da-
vison, ib. ; endeavours to exonerate herself

from the charge of having caused Mary's
death, 203 ; slight grounds for the justifica-

tion, 204 ; examination of the charge, in Da-
vison's statement, that she desired that Mar)*

might be privately assassinated, 20.5 et sfq.

;

threatened invasion of England by Spam,
214 ; suspicions of, that James of Scotland in-

tended to aid Spain, 216 ; fresh preparations

made by Philip, 217 ; an army assembled at

Tilburj', 219 ; measures taken for the defence

of the coast, 221 ; speech of, to the army at

Tilbury, 222 ; loyalty of the Roman Catholics,

on the threatened invasion by Spain, 223

;

libels published abroad against the queen,

224 ; the Armada is sent forth, 225 ; its force,

226 ; the English fleet at Plymouth, and its

force, 227 ; superiority of the mariners, ib.
;

notice of the commanders, 228 ; the fleet

leaves Plymouth on July 19, 1588, to en-

counter the Armada, ib. ; the successful fight

up Channel, 230 ; tactics of the English fleet,

231 : several actions ofi" the Isle of Wight,
on July 25, 232 ; the Armada attacked hy
English fire-ships in Calais-roads. 233 ; the

last great fight, on July 29, 234 ; flight of the

scattered Ai*mada to the north, 235 ; destruc-

tive losses of the Armada in action and in its

flight, 236 ; triumphal procession of the queen
to St. Paul's, 237 ; expedition sent to Por-

tugal to assist Don Antonio, 238 ; Vigo taken
and btimt, 239 ; energy of the people shown
by their volunteering against Philip, by their

discoveries, and in their literature, 239, 240
;

religious sects in the second half of her reign,

241
;
progress of the Nonconformists, 242,

243 : efforts of archbishop "WTiitgift to repress

Puritanism, 244; statutes against non-con-
fonning protestants and popish recusants, in

1593, i'4.; sends an expediUon to aid Ilcnry
IV. and the Protestants of France, '2(50 ; in-

dications of a contest with parliament for

prerogative against privilege, 201 ; eontesta

between the Cro^sTi and Commons, 262 ; Mo-
rice sent to prison for a speech in the House
of Commons, 263 ; extenuations of Eliza-

beth's conduct, ib. ; attempt of Philip to

procure her to be poisoned, 264; expeditions

against the "West Indies and against Cadiz,

265; statute passed for the relief of the poor,

in 1597, 268 ; statute against vagabondage,
269 ; statute for regulating wajcs, 271 ; sta-

tute against Egyptians, or gipsies, 272 ; sta-

tutes against the increase of buildings in Lon-
don, 275; death of Burleigh, 278; and of

Philip, 279 ; continued war with Sjiain, ib. ;

state of Ireland, 280 it acq. ; Elizabeth iiu.ar-

rels with Essex, and appoints him lord lieu-

tenant of Ireland, to suppress the rebellion of

Tyrone, 282 ; he fails, and returns to Eng-
land, 283; interview of, with Essex, 283,

284 ; her exposition of her method of retaining
the affection of the people, 285; commits
Essex to " free custody," ib. ; Essex attempts
an insurrection, 287 ; it fails, and he suiTen-

ders, 288 ; is tried with the e:irl of South-
ampton, ib. ; and is executed, on Feb. 25,

1601, 290 ; the Commons remonstrate against
monopolies, 292 ; and she promises to abate
them, 293 ; she dies, Jlarch 24, 1603, 294

;

note on Essex's ring, 295, 296
Elizabeth, daughter oi James I., married to tlie

elector palatine in 1613, iii. 362; her hus-
band chosen king of Bohemia, on the Pro-
testant interest, 377 ; the palatinate invaded
by the Catholic powers, ib. ; tardy and useless
assistance afforded by James, ib. ; the elector

defeated at Prague, and expelled from the
palatinate, 378

Elizabeth, princess, accompanies Louis in his

flight from Paris, 1791, vi. 200-202; guillo-

tined, 1794, yii. 298
Elizabeth, czarina of Russia, joins the coalition

ag.ainst Prussia, vi. 215 ; reigned, 1741-1762,
465

EUdngton, Joseph, discovers the system of

under drainage, \a. 26
EUenborough, lord ; lord chief justice, vii. 463

;

determines to preside in court, and to convict
W. Hone, viii. 88 ; his harshness and perse-

cution of the prisoner, who obtains a verdict

of not guilty, ib.
;
presides over another trial

with the same result, 89 ; conduct after the
trial ; contemplates resigning his office, 90

;

president of the Board of Control, 354 ;
go-

vernor-general of India, 459 ; his proclama-
tions to the people of India, 460, 461 ; makes
war on the Mahrattas ; recalled by the East
India Company, 511

EUesmere, lord, denies that 'Wellington w&a
surprised at "Waterloo, viii. 28, 29

Elliott, captain, superintendent at Canton ; hie
proceedings ; blockades Canton ; his arrival

at the Factory described, viii. 445; his futile

attempts at negotiation, 447 ; settles the difli-

culties, 448
Elliot, general, governor of Gibraltar ; his de-

fence of the fort, 1782, vi. 451, 453, 454
ElUott, Mrs., quotation from, on the execution
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of Louis Xn., vii. 251, 252 ; anecdote by, of

the Fren.^h feeling towards Fox and Pitt, 270

Elphinstone, major-general, appointed to com-

mand the British army in Cabul, viii. 453

;

his conference with Akbar Khan, 457 ; died

April 23, 1842. 450
Emaun-Ghur, Napier's march to, and destruc-

tion of, viii. 508, 509

Emigration, extent of, 1815-1852, viii. 409

Emmanuel College chapel, Cambridge, built by
"Wren, v. 454

Emmett, Robert, heads an insurrection in Dub-
lin, July 23, 1803, vii. 426; trial and execution

of, 427
Empson, sir Richard and Edmund Dudley, mi-

nisters of Henry VII. in his extortions, ii.240,

241 ; convicted, and executed for extortion,

on the accession of Henry VIII., 2.58

Enghien, due d', arrest and murder of, 21 Mar.,

1804, vii. 433
Eugra^-ing, state of, temp. 1760-83, vii. 77;

Strange and 'Woollett, ib. ; mezzotint en-

graving and engravers, 78 ; Boydell, his

large business in engravings, 78, 79 ; exten-

sion of the public taste for, viii. 156 ; Sharp,

and other line engravers, 156, 157; wood
engraving revived by Bewick ; his publica-

tions; lithography and its earliest cultivators,

1.57

Enniskillen, the Irish Protestants take refuge

in, 1689, V. 82 ; threatened siege of, 86

Episcopalian clergy, of Scotland, not well fa-

voured towards the Test Act, v. 86 ; hatred of

the Scotch to the, 87

Episcopalians, their strength in Scotland, v.

130
Erasmus's account of his pilgrimage to 'Walsing-

ham and Canterbury, ii. 246 ; remarks of, on

the ill condition of the houses, and the in-

attention to diet in England, 254; his com-
pliment to the spirit of the people, il>.

Eroole, Eenaldo, duke of Modena, vii. 326; buys

Bonaparte off his tenritories, 327

Ernest Augustus of Hanover. See Cumberland.

Erskine. See Mar, earl of.

Erskine, Thomas, lord, defends lord George

Gordon, 1781, vi. 410; his maiden speech,

1783; advocates Fox's India hill, vii. 138;

defends Paine, 1792, 248 ; opposes the Trai-

torous Correspondence bill, 267 ; counsel for

Thomas Hardy, 301 ; his reply to the attor-

ney-general's charge, 302; defends Tooke and

ThelwaD, 303 ;
passage from his speech for

Hardy, 304; lord chancellor, 1806, 464,

577
Espremenil arrested and imprisoned for oppo-

sing the establishment of " La Cour Pleniere,'

'

vii. 163
Essayists; the "Tatler," commenced by Richard

Steele, 1709, v. 402 ; its aim ; it becomes the

substitute of the old newspa]>er8, 403 ; influ-

ence and objects of the, 400 ; their endeavours

in diffusing knowledge, 407, 408 ; thev direct

the attention of the pi'ople to our old English

ballads, and our standard poets, 408, 409; and

create a general taste for reading, 413 ; their

description of the prude and the coquette, 423;

of puppet shows and the masquer.ade, 424, 425;

their reprobation of drinking in excess, 426
;

of giving luxurious dinners, and of duelling,

427; the "Rambler," commenced by John-

».n, 17.50; the -'Idler," 1758 ; the "Adven-
turer," issued 1752; We "World," 1753; and

the "Connoisseur," 1754; Moore and Cam-
bridge ; Colraan and Thornton, vii. 89

Esseqmbo retaken by the French, vi. 434
Essex, London supply of food from, vii. 8 ; ex-

tinction of saffron cultivation in, 9
Essex, Robert Devcreux, earl of, accompanies
Drake in the expedition to attack Spam, ill,

239 ; early career of, 260 ; commands the ex-
pedition sent to aid Henry IV., ib. ; defeat!

the attempt of Philip to poison Elizabeth, 264,

265 ; is appointed to the command of an ex-

pedition to attack Spain, 265 ; takes and
bums Cadiz, in 1596, 2(36 ; commands another

expedition with Raleigh, with whom he dis-

agrees, ib.
;
quarrels with the queen, and is

then appointed lord-lieutenant of Ireland, in

1599, 282 ; fails to suppress the rebellion of

TjTone, and returns to England, 283 ; inter-

view of, with the queen, 284 ; is committed
to * free custody,' 285 ; schemes of, in favour

of James, 286 ; attempts to raise an insurrec-

tion, 287 ; it fails, and he surrenders, 288

;

trial of, with his accomplice the earl of South-
ampton, ib. ; conduct of Bacon, 289 ; the

e.xecution of Essex, on Feb. 2-5, 1601, 290;
note on the story of the ring, 295, 296

Essex, Robert Devereux, earl of, divorced from
his wife, iii. 361

;
proclaimed a traitor by

Charles I. as captain-general of the parlia-

mentary army, 483; marches from London
against the king on Sept. 9, 1642, 498 ; at

Northampton, iv. 2 ; moves his army to Wor-
cester, and is defeated by Rupert, 3 ; engages
the royal forces at Edgehill, and marches to

London, 7 ; indecision of, 10 ; Reading sur-

renders to, 15 ; relieves Gloucester, 22 ; sur-

prises Cirencester, ib. ; engages the royal

forces at Newbury, 23 ; blockades Oxford, 33

;

disagreements between "Waller and, 34; be-

sieges Exeter, ib. ; sad condition of, in Corn-
wall, 36 ; he leaves his troops, and his army
is dispersed, 37 ; meeting at the house of, ib. ;

death of, Sept. 16, 1647, 65 ; medal struck in

honour of, ib.

Essling. See Aspem.
Ethelbald, ravages in England by the Danes

during the reign of, i. 79; aids his father in

a battle against the Danes in 850, 80 ; had
obtained the kingdom of Wessex from his

father during his lifetime, 85 ; death of, ib.

Ethelbert, king of Kent, power and dominions
of, i. 66 ; receives the Christian missionary

Augustin, 67 ; is converted, 68 ; account of

the code of laws published by, 69, 70 ; death

of, A.D. 616, 69
Ethelbert, succeeds Ethelwulf, as king of Kent,

i. 85 ; and his brother Ethelbald, as king of

Wessex, in 860, ib. ; dies, 866, 94
Ethelfleda, daughter of Alfred, energetic cha-

racter, military successes, and death of, i.

122
Etheh-ed, succeeds Ethelbert, 966, i. 94 ; death

of, 100
Ethelred the Unready, accession of in 978, i. 149;

crowned and cursed by Dunstan, 149, 150

;

attacked by the Danes, under Sweyn, in 980;

and following years, 151
;
pays' tribute to

them first in 991, ib. ; continued in succeed-

ing attacks, 152 ; massacre of the Danes by

order of, in 1002, 153 ; is again attacked by

Sweyn, and England is ravaged, ib. ; Canter-

bury burnt by the Danes, lo4; attacked ag&m
by Swevn. ting of Denmark, who proclaims
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liimsolf king of England, 155; ictirea to

Normandv, ib. ; recalled to England, ib.

death of, "in 1016, I'A.

Bthelwulf, ravages in England by the Danes

during the reign of, i. 79; journey of, to

Home, 82 ; death of in 858, 83

Eugene, prince, commands the Austrian army,

1701, V. 250; becomes a confidant of Marl-

borough's, T. 277; sent to cover the Rhine

in the campaign of 1704, ib. ; announces the

movements of the Gallo-Bavarian army to

Marlborough, 280 ; having united his force

with Marlborough's, they resolve to give the

enemy battle, 281 ; marches against them,

Aug. 13, and takes up his position on the

right, in front of the elector, with difficulty,

281 ; his attacks upon whom meet with but

eUght success, 283 ; his troops are mistaken

for those of the enerav, 281 ;
joins the duke

of Savoy's forces ; de'feats the French, and

drives them out of Italy, 1706, 300 ;
plans

with Marlborough an attack upon prance;

crosses the Alps and the Var, and sets down
before Toulon, July 25, 1707, 332 ;

joins

Marlborough, 336 ; directs the siege of Lille,

1708, 310 ; encamps with Marlborough and

100,000 men before LUle, June 21, 1709;

Tournay surrenders, 343 ; aids in investing

Douay, 1710, 362 ; visits London, 391 ; con-

ducts the campaign of 1712, in co-operation

with the duke of Ormond ; opens the siege of

Quesnoy ; it surrenders, July 4, 392 ; he is

deserted by the duke of Omiond, and defeated

by Villars at Denain, July 24, 393 ; defeats

the Turks at Peterwaradin, 1717, vi. 32 ; con-

ducts the war against marshal Berwick, 1734,

71 ; died 1736, ib.

Evans, sir De Lacy; commands the British

Legion in Spain, viii. 373
Evelyn, John, his uncertainty as to James II.'s

whereabouts, v. 79; his grumble at Bun-
combe, 113 ; his house at Sayes Court is hired

by William for Peter the Great, 1698, 211

;

notes on Wren, and the rebuilding of St.

Paul's, 449 ; introduces Gibbons into notice,

459
Evertsen, Dutch admiral, engaged in the defeat

off Beachy Head, 1690, v. Ill

Evesham, battle of, Aug. 4, 1265, i. 376

Ewart introduces the Counsel for Prisoners' bill

tNvicc, viii. 370

Excise scheme, by Walpole ; he fails in passing

the bUl embodying this scheme, 1733, vi. 69,

71
Excommunication, small effect of, on the people,

ieiiip. John, i. 339, 340

Eiraouth, lord, concludes a treaty with Algiers

;

an outrage having been committed on the

British, he is sent out with an expedition,

viii. 48; his offered terms not being answered,

48, 49 ; he fights the battle of Algiers, Aug.

27, 1816, 49, 50 ; and on the following morn-

ing the Dey accepts the terms originally

offered, 50
Eylau, battle of, Feb. 9, 1807, vu. 481, 482

Fairfax, sir Tliomas, presents the people's

petition to Charles I. at York, iii. 482 ; dis-

putes the supremacy of the north with lord

Newcastle, iv. 15 ; commands one of the par-

liamentarian armies, 33 ; besieges Latnom
house. 35 ; nominated general, 38 ; urges

that Cromwell should be chief commander of

the horse, 41 ; takes an active part in the

battle of Nasebv, 42, &c. ; letter from Crom-

well to, 47 ; Bristol invested by him and

Cromwell, ib. ; advances upon Oxford, 57 ;

whicHi surrenders to him, 64 ; secures the

Bodleian librarv from spoliation, ib. ;
influ--

ence of, in the amiv, not so great as that of

Cromwell's, 68 ; allows the king to have an

interview with his children, 75 ;
advances

upon London, 77 ; it submits, 78 ; marohea

through London in triumph, 79; he and

Cromwell put down the Levellers in the

army, 86 ; fights the insurgents at Maidstone,

and quells the insurrection, 93 ;
invests Lon-

don, which surrenders to him, ib. ;
orders sir

Charles Luc.is and sir George Lisle to be shot,

ib. ; his lady's conduct at the trial of Charles

I., 109; suppresses the Levellers in the army,

118; unwilling to invade the Scots, 132;

resigns his office of general, ib.

Falczi, peace of, July 2, 1711, v. 389

Falkirk, kittle of, Jan. 17, 1746, vi. 161, 162

Falkland, Lucius Cary, lord, charges of, against

the lord chancellor Finch, iii. 442 ; becomes

secretary of state, in 1641, 469; his tole-

rance and moderation the cause of his quit-

ting the parliamentary p.irty, 473
;

prinoc

Eupert refuses to take directions through, iv.

3 ; death of, at battle of Newburj', Sept. 20,

1643, 24 ; character of, and conduct at battle

of Newbury, ib.

Falkland Islands, \'icissitudes of the, vi. 323

Family Compact, treaty known as the, Aug. 15,

1761, vi. 251, 467
Famine in England, and terrible effects of in

1258, i, 371
Faucourt, colonel, slain, 1806, in attempting to

save his men from mutinied sepoys, vii. 462

Farnham, a great provincial corn market foi-

merly, v. 32
Fastolf, sir John, wins the battle of Herrings,

ii. 83; degraded from the Order of the Garter

for cowardice at the battle of Patay, 88

Fearnev, William, his share in capturing the

San Josef, 1797, vii. 337

Federation fete at Paris, July 14, 1790, vu. 188,

189
Females, political zeal of, first half of 18th

century, v. 417, 418; employments and dress

of, 418, 419 ; estimate of their character, 419,

420
Fens, drainage of the Lincolnshire, v. 21, 22

;

vii. 14, 15

Fenwick, sir John, implicated by Goodman in

the Invasion plot, 1696, v. 19b; there being

deficient legal evidence to convict him, he is

attainted and executed, Jan. 28, 1697, 197

Ferand, a deputy in the French Convention ;

murdered, 1793, vii. 321

Ferdinand of Castile marries his daughter Ca-

therine to prince Arthur, the eldest son o(

Henry VII., ii. 235 ; uses the English army

for the furtherance of his own plans, 264
;

concludes a truce with France, 267 ; dies iu

1616, and is succeeded by his grandson,

Charles v., 276
Ferdinand I. of the Two Sicilies. See Ferdi-

nand IV. of Naples.

Ferdinand III., grand-duke of Tuscany; recog-

nises the French republic, vii. 326

Ferdinand IV. of Naples, 1759-1806, vi. 460; vii.

575 ; files to Palermo, 1799, vii. 382 ; 1806.
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473; reascends the throne, 1815; in 1816 he
assumed the title of Ferdinand I. of the Two
Suiles, succeeded by Francis in 1825, 57t')

Ferdinand VII. of Spain, solicits Napoleon's
protection, 1808, vii. 497 ; Charles IV. abdi-
cates the crown in favour of, ilar. 19, 498;
falls into Napoleon's power, ib.

;
proclaimed

king of Spain, 1808 ; war declared against
France, 499 ; recognised by Napoleon as king
of Spain, 1814, 568, 574 ; released by the
Frenih, 1823, viii. 183: died 1833, 268,
373

Ferdinand. Don, duke of Parma, vii. 326; buys
Napoleon otf his territories, 327

Ferguson, his march on Solignac hindered, vii.

502, 503
Feruzeshah, battle of, Dec. 21 and 22, 1845,

viii. 544, .545

Fersen, count de, aids in contriving Louis's
liight from Paris, 1791, vii. 200, 201

Feudal system introduced into England by
William the Conqueror, i. 214 ; exactions im-
posed through it by William, 215; substitu-
tion of rent and wages for feudal services, ii.

108; death struggle of, tewp. Henry VI. 129
Feudality, transition state of, temp. Edw. III.

i, 44S ; description of, as given by Froissart,

449 ; military spirit fostered by, ih.

ieudal rights abolished in France, 1789, vii.

176
Peuillans, a French political party, twice ob-
tains the administration of affairs, 1792, vii.

217, 218, 220
Fielding, Henry, produces his " Pasquin,"

1737, vi. 90 ; his ''Inquiry into the Causes of
the late Increase of Kobbers," 1750; places
or entertainment ; drunkenness, 191

;
g.iming

among the vulgar; his account of the state of
London, 192;. his "Adventures of Joseph
Andrews." published, 1742 ; its success ; John-
son's opinion of, vii. 88; "Jonathan Wild,"
publi.-hcd, 1743; "Tom loucs," 1749, 89;
"Amelia," 1751; died 1754, :>. ; description
of contemporary manners by, 91-94, 107, 113,
114, 120

Fieschi. See Louis Philippe, viii. 374
Fire of London. See London.
Firmin, his scheme for employing the poor; his

religious tenets ; his death puts a stop to the
printing of Socinian books, v. 205

Fisher, John, bishop of Rochester, is accused of
participation in the tre:u*on of the Holy .M;iid

of Kent, ii. 354; is sent to the 'lower for

refusing to swear to the illegality of the mar-
riage of Henry VIII. with Catherine, 356; is

tried, convicted, and executed, 362-364
Fisher, captain, communicates to Porthand a

design against AViiliani's life, v. 189
Fitzgerald, lord Edward, brother of the duke of

Leinster, vii. 3(io ; a member of the Irish

Directory ; on the arre.^t of the other mem-
bers he conceals himself; his house sur-

rounded by the military ; he resists, kills the
magistrate, and is himself shot, 364 ; died
June 5, 1798, ib.

Fitzgerald, captain Robert, saves Dublin from
being plundered and burnt, 1690, v. 114

Fitzgerald, Vesey, president of the Hoard of
Trade, viii. 234; iiitiuence among the Clare
Roman Catholics, 235

Fitzharris, lord, description of Pitt's feelings
on lord Melville being censured bv parliament,
1805, vii. 43-J

Fitzherbert, Mrs., marries the Prince of Walej
(George IV.), Dec. 21, 1787, vii. 152

Fitz-Usbert, or William with the Long Beard,
complains to Richard I. in 11.^, of civic cor-
ruptions and oppressions, raises an insurrec-
tion, is stabbed and hanged, i. 320. 321

Fitzwilliam, earl, lord lieutenant of Ireland;
recalled the same year, vii. 316, 362 ; dis-

missed his lord lieutenancy of the West
Riding, viii. 108

Flaxman, John, an eminent sculptor Tii. 79,

80 ; high character of his designs, vui. 149
Fleet prison, state of the, 1729, 1730, vi. 63,

64
FlesscUes, mayor of Paris, shot, July 1789, vii

174
Fletcher of Saltoun, his opinion on the relatit«

positions of England and Scotland, v. 214
Fletcher, lieutenant-colonel, helps Wellington

in constructing the lines of Torres Vedi-as, vii.

524
Fleurus, battle of, 1690, v. 120 ; May 29, 1794,

vii. 312
Fleury, cardinal, prime minister of Louis XV.,

\i. o4 ; his otiers to the English, 96
Flitcroft, architect of Wobum House, v. 458
Flodden Field, battle of, on Sept. 9, 1513, ii. 271,

Florida ceded to Spain, 1782, vi. 458 ; to Great
Britain, 1763, 467; to the United States, 1820,
viii. 382

Flushing, failure of the British to take, 1809,
vii, 519, 520

Foley, captain, commander of the Goliath at the
battle of the Nile, 1798, vii. 356 ; present at

the battle of Copenhagen, 1801, 404
Folly, the coffee-house ; its visitors, v. 57, 58
Fontainebleau, peace of, Sept. 2, 1679, v. 388;

treaty of, vii. 495 ; concordat at, Jan. 25, 1813,
580

Fontenoy, battle of. May 11, 1745, vi. 113, 114
FonthiU erected by Wyatt, viii. 141

Food, sup[ily of London with, 19th century, viii.

387-389
Forbes, Duncan, lord advocate, 1736, vi. 83;

conducts the inquiry into the Porteous riots,

ib.
;
proposed the enlisting of Scotch regi-

ments, 116, 117; MacDonald informs him ol
Charles Edward's descent upon Scotland, 123;
considers it rash and desperate, 125

Foi-ster commands the English in the Preten-
der's army, vi. 11; assumes the command of

the whole aiiny on English ground, 12, 13

;

his preparations for the enemy, 13, 14 ; tries

to obtain favourable teniis of surrender, 14

;

escapes from Newgate, 21, 22
Fort Augustus destroyed by the Highlanders, vi.

165
Fort Bover captured bv the British, Feb. 1815,

viii. 19

Fort Edward taken by Burgo)Tie, 1777, vi. 379
Fort St. George capitulates to the British, 1746,

vi. 201

Foster, speaker of Irish House of Commons

;

his passing the Union bUl described, vii. 376,

376
Foster, John, his " Essays," \'iii. 129

Fouche, his share in the e.xecution of tlie

Lyonnese, 1793, vii. 285, 286; SEsists Bona-
parte's intrigues, 383

Foulon, intendant of marine, vii. 170 ; murdered
bv the mob, 175 ; La Fayette attempts to savo
him, i'^.
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foundling Hospital established by captain

Coram ; it promotes, instead of repressing,

the great social evil, vii. 118, 119

Fourbin, admiral, commands the fleet convey-

ing the pretender James and his force to

Scotland ; he fails in making a landing and

returns to Dunkirk, 1708, v. 335

Fox, Charles James, his first speech in parlia-

ment, 1769, vi. 293; indignation of, at govern-

ment's conduct towards Burgoyne, 382, 383;

leader of his party ; character, 432 ;
strong

language used by, in moving for an amend-
ment of the king's address ; motion lost, 433

;

secretary of state, 1782, 436; his resolution

to carry i?urke's Economical Reform bill, 439,

440 ; moves the repeal of the statute assert-

ing Ireland's dependence, 447; has ditfercnces

with Shelburue in the negotiations with

Franklin for a treaty of peace, 4o0_; resigns

hia secretaryship, ib. ; mistake of, 451 ; eora-

mencement of the party condict between Pitt

and, 459 ; secretary of state, 1782, 469 ; e.\-

ci'sses in gambling, and remarkable elasticity

of mind, vii. 105; coalesces with lord North,

appointed secretary of state, 135 ; re-elected

for Westminster; unpopularity, ib. ; his India

bill
;
proposes to govern India by a board,

137; bill carried in the Commons, 138; re-

jected by the Lords, 138, 139; the king orders

liim to give up his office, 139 ; contests the

seat for Westminster; enthusiasm of the

duchess of Devonshire in his cause ; fails, but

takes his seat as a Scotch representative, 144;

considers France England's natural foe, 149
;

denies that the prince of Wales had married

Mrs. Fitzherbert, 152; renounces tire prince's

acquaintance on hearing that such really was

the ciise, 153 ; supports the prince's claim to

the regencv, ib. ; in raptures on hearing of

the fall of the Bastille, 183; opposes the army
estimates, 186; disputes with Burke, 186,

187 ;
proposes the abolition of the Corpora-

tion and Test acts, 187 ; difi'ers with Burke

in his opinion on the new constitution of

France, 193, 194; which results in a breach

of friendship, 194 ; emotion evinced by, ib.
;

favours the abolition of the slave trade, 212 ;

his Libel bill ; difficulty of passing it through

the Lords, 212,213; a'ttempts made by lord

Loughborough to bring about a coalition be-

tween Pitt and, 213; his opinion of the Sep-

tember massacres, 1792, 231
;
joy of, at the

Prussian retreat, 2.36; anxiety "for Louis's

fate ;
proposes that the national sense against

his execution be made known to France, 243
;

Portland and other whigs separate from Fox,

and join Pitt's partv, 245; opposes Pitt's

Indian Declaratory bill, 1788, 257 ; opposes tlie

policy of waning with France, 265, 266; and
the Traitorous Correspondence bill, 267

;

popularity of, in France, 270 ;
proposes that

peace be re-established with France, 276

;

defends the duke of York and blames Pitt for

t'ae Dunkirk failure, 1793, 283 ; speech of, on

the stability of the Jacobin government, 292

;

his indignation at the project of assimilating

the English andSoottisli laws on sedition and
leasing-iiiaking, 299 ; his indignation at Pitt's

coercive measures ; dreads ttie approach of

absolutism, 324 ; secedes from the whig party,

350 ; again appears in his place in parliament,

Jan. 1800, 390; desires peace, 418; his admi-

ration of Pitt's speech, 424 ; the king refuses

to admit him to his counsels, 1804, 431

;

secretary of state for foreign affairs, 1806,

464; the king becomes reconciled to, 465;
declining health of, 406 ; lied Sept. 13, 1806,

466, 470 ; his last speech in parliament, 408

;

fails in obtaining peace, 468, 470; buried with

public honours, Oct. 10, 470; rivalry with
Pitt, 471

Fox, Henry, lord Holland, his opinion of the

rebellion of 1745, vi. 133 ; married the duke
of Itichmond's daughter clandestinely ; op-

poses the marriage act of 1753, 193; New-
castle oilers him the secretaryship of state

with the lead of the Commons; refuses them,
198, 199 ; obtains a seat in the cabinet, de-

serting Pitt, 1754, 200 ; favours the bringing
over foreign troops for the defence of this

country, 212; secretary of state ; resigns this

office, Oct. 1756, 217 ; created lord Holland,
1763; retires from public aii'airs ; retaining

his office of paymaster, 261
Fox, commodore, takes 40 French ships, 1747,

vi. 179
France, rival factions of the Burgundians and
Armagnacs, during the reign of Charles VI.,

ii. 51 ; distress occasioned by, 67 ; a great

cause of the successes of Henrv V., ib. ; the
Armagnacs massacred and expelled from Paris

by the mob in 1418, 68; duke of Burgundy
murdered at Jlontereau, 71 ; accession of

Cliarles VII. to the throne in 1422, 77

;

Charles Vll. is conducted to Rheims by Joan
of Arc, and crowned there in 1430, 89 ; in-

vaded by Edward IV. in 1475, 173 ; treaty of

peace with England agreed to at Picquiny,
ib.

Francis I. succeeds to the throne of France in

January 1515, ii. 275 ; commences war against

Charles V. and tal;es Milan, ib. ; meeta
Henry VIII. in the Field of the Cloth of

Gold, '282-'2S5; is taken prisoner at the battle

of Pavia in 1525, 301 ; is released by Charles

V. on agreeing to very severe terms, 305;
project of, for invading England and march-
ing to London, 444 ; death of, in 1547, iii. 4

Francis I. of Austria. See Francis II. of Ger-
many.

Francis II. of Germany, succeeds Leopold as

king of Hungary, 1792, vii. 217 ; rules Lom-
bardy, 326 ; welcomes the Russians into

Moravia, 382 ;
joins the coalition against

France, ib.
;
joins his army at Austerlitz

;

interview with Napuleon ; his cessions by the

peace of Presburg, 450 ; emperor of Germany,
1792-1806 ; Francis I. of Austria, 1806-1835,

574; viu. 268
Francis, John, his attempt on the Queen's life,

1842, viii. 497
Francis, sir Philip, said to be the author of

Junius' letters, vi. 295 ; reports the speeches

of Slansfield and Chatham, 1770, 301 ; ap-
pointed a member of the Calcutta council;

opposes Hastings ; brings charges of cor-

ruption against him, vii. 126 ; immoralities

of; assumes the governor-general's power on
hearing of Hastings's resignation, 127 ; duels

with Hastings; wounded; resigns oflice ; re-

turns to England, 130 ; his speech on our
alliance with France, 149

i'ranklin, Benjamin, printer of the "Crafts-
mai\

;

" convicted of libel for writing an
article therein, 1731, vi. 67 ; opposes the

passing of the Stamp Act, 1765, 27'2; recom-
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mends the Americans to submit for a while,

li. ; examined by the House of Commons on
the American Stamp Act ; the condition of

the North American colonies, 280 ; the temper
of the colonists towards Great Britain before

1763 ; the Amencan spirit and resolution

never to pay the stamp duty, 281 ; appears
before the lords of the council, as agent for

Massachusetts ; insulted by them ; dismissed
his post of deputy postmaster-general, 338

;

returns to America ; deprecates attempting to

restore the interests between England and
America, 353 ; but still shrinks from war, 354

;

his conference n-ith lord Howe ; despatched
to Paris to procure a treaty of alliance with
the French court ; lands in France, Dec. 8,

1776
;
presents a memorial to count de Ver-

gennes, 372 ; his reception in the Parisian
court circl-es ; his influence upon the national
thought, 373; besieged by applications to

recommend officers for the Amencan service,

377 ; minister plenipotentiary of the United
States, May 1779 ; entrusts Paul Jones viith

the command of an expedition against the
British coasts, 397 ; his predictions of the
future of America, 422 ; negotiates with
Shelbume and Fox for a treaty of peace, 449,
450 ; one of the commissioners for settling

the articles of peace between England and
America ; signs the preliminaries, Nov. 30,

1783, 457 ; recommends amity between Eng-
land and America, 460

Frank-pledge, nature of, i. 117
Fraser, John. See Mac Iver.

Frazer, general, repulsed at Alexandria, 1807,
vii. 485

Frederick, Prince of "Wales ; his income depen-
dent upon the will of his father. George II.,

vi. 68, 59 ; his arrival in England, 1728 ; fails

in obtaining princess AVillielmina of Prussia
in marriage, 61 ; his popularity ; marries the
princess of Saxe-Gotha, April 27, 1736, 84

;

opposes his father ; applies to parliament for

an increase of income, 85 ; fails in obtaining
it, ill. ; will not allow his wife to be confined
at Hampton Court; hurries her to St. James's,
I'i. ; where she gives birth to a girl ; the king's
anger at his conduct ; he is banished from St.

James's; removes to Norfolk House, 1737,
86 ; his popularity increases, id ; his mother
refuses to see him on her dying bed, id. ; his
son George Augustus {afterwards George III.)

bom, May 25, 1738, 91 ; bis apparent recon-
ciliation with his father, 108; his death,
March 20, 1751, 188 ; receives but few honours
at bis burial ; his son George created Prince
of "Wales ; a revenue is assigned to his widow,
189 ; who dies Feb. 1772, 338

Frederick I. of Prussia ; elector of Branden-
burg ; fights against the French at Fleurus,
T. 120

;
present at the congress at the Hague,

122; invested with the Garter, 122, 123; his

character, 123 ; concludes a treaty with Marl-
borough, 1704, 287; reigns 1701-1713,
475

Frederick II., king of Prussia, succeeds Frede-
rick William I., 1740, vi. 102, 465 ; lays claim
to Silesia, vi. 105 ; it not being recognised he
invades the country ; secures the greater part
of it ; defeats general Nei])perg at Molwitz,
April 10, 1741 ; his conduct in the battle, 106;
again presses the cession of Silesia ; his de-
mand refused ; and the .Austrians receive a

second defeat from him, May 17, 1742 ; enters
into a treaty with Great Britain and Hun-
gary, 107; overruns Bohemi.i, 112; treaty
between George II. and, concluded at "West-
minster, Jan. 16, 1756, 215 ; his power as a
king ; suddenly commences war, id. ; takes
Dresden, Sept. 10; blockades Pima; spares
the picture gallery at Dresden ; obtains pos-
session of the State papers ; defeats the Ans-
trians at Losowitz, Oct. 1 ; Pima suiTenders

;

retires into winter quarters, 216; receives
200,000/. from the British government, 1757,
219 ; commences his second campaign, April

;

his character ; marches into Bohemia ; de-
feats the Austrians in the battle of Prague,
May 6 ; bombards Prague ; defeated by the
Austrian marshal Daun at the battle of Kolin,
June 17, 228; defeats prince de Soubise at
Kosbach, Nov. 5, and prince Charles de Lor-
raine at Leuthen, Dec, 5, 231 ; a subsidy of
670,000/. voted to, by the British government,
232 ; defeats the Russians at Zorndorf, Aug.
25, 1758, 233

;
popularity of, among the Eng-

lish, ib. ; surprised by the Austrians ; his
presence of mind saves the troops, 234 ; de-
feated by the Russians at Kunersdorf ; wins
the victories of Legnitz and Torgau, 240 ; his
unsuccessful campaign ; writes to Pitt, who
promises the king's support, 250 ; Bute re-
fuses him his subsidy, 254 ; succeeded by
Frederick William II., 1786, 465

Frederick IV. of Denmark, 1699-1730, v. 476, vi.

466 ; his conquests, and contest with Charlea
XII. vi. 27

Frederick VI. of Denmark, crown prince ; re-
f\ises the demands of the English envoy, vii.

490
;
declares war against Great Britain, 491

;

ascends the throne, 1808, 575
;
present at th»

Vienna congress, viii. 42
Frederick WilUam I. of Prussia, 1713-1740, v.

475, vi. 465 ; wars against Charles XII., HIS-,
vi. 27 ; died May 31, 1740, 102

Frederick "William II. of Prussia, 1786-1797, vi.

465 ; vii. 574 ; succeeds Frederick the Great,.

150 ; interviews with the emperor of Ger-
many ; they issue the declaration of Pilnitz,

207; surrender of Mayence to, 1793, 282;.
obtains a subsidy from England, 311 ; his
PoUsh raid, 1794, 314, 315

Frederick William III. of Prussia succeeds
Frederick William II., 1797, vii. 574, takes
the part of Orange against France, 150, 151 ;

his wavering conduct
;
joins France, 1805,

450; bribed into hostilities with Britain, 471

;

uneasiness of his ties with France, 472 ; com^-

mands the Prussian armies, 1806, 475 ; de-
feated at Jena, 476, 477 ; rejects Napoleon*i
overtures for peace, 482 ; concludes an al-

liance with Russia, 561 ; his meeting with
Alexander at Leipzig, 1813, 565; present at

the Vienna congress, 1815, viii. 42
Fremantle, captain, his account of and con-

duct at the battle of Copenhagen, 1801, vii.

403-405
Frere, J. H., writer in the " Anti-Jacobin," vii.

345 ; British ambassador in Spain ; advise*

Moore to advance on Madrid, vii. 505
Freron aids in massacring the Toulonese, 1793,

vii. 291
Friedland, battle of, June 14, 1807, vii. 487
Friend, sii- John, trial of, v. 191

Frobisher, sir Martin, expeditions of, to the

Polar seas, iii. 220 ; take s part in the attack

X
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on the Armadn, 228 ; takes Brest from the
Spaniards in 1594, and is killed, 265

Froissart, sir Jobs, picture of chivalry by, i.

449
Froude, Mr., view of, as to state interference in

social affairs, ii. 15-18
Fuenterabia captured by the French, 1719, tI.

37
Fuentes, count de, ordered to leave London,

1762, vi. 254
Fuentes de Onoro, battle of, May 5, 1811, vii.

638
Furniture and utensils, notice of those in use

in the 15th century, ii. 120
Fuseli, his paintings, viii. 151, 152

Gage, general, supersedes Hutchinson as go-
vernor of Massachusetts ; appointed the co-

lonial commander-in-chief, 1774, vi. 344;
coldly received at Boston; fortities Boston
isthmus, ii. ; orders a detachment to destroy

the military stores at Concord, 348 ; offers

pardon to all on certain conditions, excepting
Hancock and S. Adams, 355 ; called home, 360

Gainsborough, Thomas, exhibits at the Royal
Academy, 1769, vii. 71 ;

portrait and land-
scape painter, 73; his merits and excellen-

cies, 73, 74
Galgacus, resistance of, to the invasion of Agri-

cola, i. 27 ; doubtful speech, and defeat of,

27,28
Galissoniere, admiral La ; engages Byng, 1756,

vi. 213
Gait, John, died 1839 ; his novels, viii. 467
Galway, lord ; he is defeated by the French and

Spaniards on the plains of Almanza, v. 330
;

placed at the bar of the House of Lords to

give an account of his proceedings in Spain,
368

Galway surrenders to Ginkell, v. 128
Gambler, admiral lord, commands the expedi-

tion against Copenhagen, 1807, vii. 490;
commands the expedition against the French
in Aix roads, 1809 ; fails to assist heartily

his subordinate officer, lord Cochrane ; tried

by court martial and acquitted, 510 ; British

commissioner for concluding the peace of
Ghent, viii. 19

Game laws, viii. 70, 71
Game in Anne's reign, v. 428, 429 ; in those of
George I. and II., vii. 103, 104-106

Ganganelli. See Clement XIV.
Gaols, inquiry into the state of the, 1729, 1730,

vi. 63 ; the fraud and extortion of the war-
dens of the Fleet ; shocking case of cruelty

towards captain Macpheadris by Bambridge,
64 ; the horrors of the Marshalsea prison,

65 ;
public attention drawn to the state of

the, Dy Howard, vii. 117, 118 ; state of pri-

sons in England and Scotland, viii. 370, 371
Garat, his visit to England, 1791, 1792, vii. 209,

210
Gardiner, colonel, killed at Preston Fane, 1745,

vi. 130; Dr. Doddridge's account of his
death, io.

Gardiner, Stephen, bishop of 'Winchester sup-
ports the king's supremacy, but opposes the
Reformation, ii. 446 ; becomes a great he-
retic hunter, ib.

;
prepares articles for

aueen Catherine Parr's impeachment, but
»e king rejects them, 450 ; objects to the

printing of a book of homilies, and of a trans-

lation of Erasmus's (liraphra^e of the New
Testament, iii. 8 ; continued resistance of,

to the Reformation, 14 ; deprived of his
bishopric and committed to the Tower in

1550, in the reign of Edward VI., 41 ; con-
sents to use the Common Prayer, 43; re-

leased on the accession of Mary, 54 ; is made
lord chancellor, 57 ; sermon of, befcre Mary,
exhorting her to severity, 65 ; exertions of,

to suppress heresy, 79 ; colloquy of, with
Rogers, 82 ; increased severity of, against
the married clergy, 86 ; death of, 95

Garnet, Henry, the Jesuit, tried for his com-
plicity in the Gunpowder Plot, iii. 336 ; his
doctrine of equivocation, 337

Garrick improves the tone of the stage, t. 420

;

his Shaksperian acting, vii. 99, 100
Garter, the order of the, instituted by Edward

III. in 1.349, i. 468
Gas, Pall Mall lighted by, 1S07 ; its introduc-

tion has considerable influence in pre\enting
crime ; opposition shown to it by the par-
tizans of the persons employed in the wiiale
fisheries, viii. 66

Gascoigne, general, moves for a diminution la
the number of parliamentary members, viii.

276
Gastanga, marquis of, governor of the Nether-

lands ; represents Charles of Spain at the
Hague congress, 1691, v. 122

Gates, general in the United States army, vi.

379 ; encamps on Behmus' heights ; compels
Burgovne to yield with the honours of war,
1777, S80

Gaul, Ui-uidism in, i. 3 ; Caesar's account of the
Druidical judges of, 13

Gauls, the, assisted by the Britons, i. 2
Gaveston, Piers. See Edward II.

GawUghur taken by the British, Dec. 16, 1803,
vU. 460

Gay, author of the Beggar's Opera, v. 424
Gaza surrendered to the French, March 25.

1799, vii. 379
Gazi Hassan resists the Russians ; capitan pa-

sha, vi. 326
General warrants, debates on the legality of;

oflicers dismissed for voting theii illegiilitv,

vi. 267-269, 272
Genoa, annexation of, to France, 1805, vii. 440,

441
Gentleman, country, character and description

of, the temp. William and .4nne, v. 353-356,
410, 411 ; temp. Geo. III. viii, 113

Gentleman's magazine started by Cave, 1731,
vii. 84

Geoffrey of Monmouth, fables'of, i. 2
George of Denmark marries queen Anne, 1689,

V. 98; votes for the Occasional Conformity
bill, 263 ; lord high admiral, 333 ; died Oc-
tober, 1708, 338

George I., elector of Hanover, 1698, v. 241 ; re-

fuses to co-operate with Marlborough, 307 ;

becomes heir-apparent on the death of his

mother, the princess Sophia ; bom May 28.

1660, 399
;
proclaimed king on the death of

queen Anne, 1714 ; lands at Greenwich, Sept.

18, vi. 2
;
personal appearance and character,

ib. ; Sophia, princess of Zell, and the Kb-
nigsmark tragedy, 3 ; his account of an early
impression as king of England, 4 ; coronation
of, October 20; opens his first parliament,
March 17, 1715, 6 ; speech on adjourning
parliament, 6 ; speech on opening parliament,
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I7I6, 19; refuses to see lady Nitliisdale's

petition; appealed to for mercy towards the

rebel lords ; his power to pardon affirmed,

20 ; leaves for Germany ; his awkward posi-

tion as king of England, 26, 27 ; his hostility

towards Kussia
;

jealousy of his son;" 28;
dismisses Townshend his secretaryship : oSera

him the lord lieutenancy of Ireland, io, ; an-
nouncements on opening parliament, 1717, of

the triple alliance, and Gyllenberg's arrest,

29 ;
quarrels with the prince of AVales, 32

;

speech on opening parliament, 1718, 35;
recommends the settling of the peerage ques-

tion, 37, 38 ; recommends the consideration

of the national debts, 40; dissuaded from

going to Hanover, 1722, 48; James' proposal

to, 49; announces the treaty of Hanover,

1725, 55; speech at closing the session, 1727,

sets out for Hanover, June 3 ; dies on his

journey, June 10, 56
3eorge II., his father's jealousy of him, 1716,

vi. 28 ; appointed guardian of the realm
during George I.'s absence in Hanover, ib.

;

quarrels with his father, 1717, 32,33; ba-

nished from the roval residence ; sets up an
opposition court at Leicester House ; the earl

of Berkeley makes a proposal to George I. to

seize him and can-y him to America, 33

;

governor of a Welsh copper company, 41
;

succeeds his father to the throne ol England,
June, 1727, 57 ; K* Walpole obtains a confir-

mation of his power through queen Caroline's

influence, and by bribing the king, 58 ; the

civil list revenue settled on him as income,

ib. ; his son, Fredei'ick, prince of Wales, de-

pendent upon him for his income, 58, 69

;

fought atOudenardeand Dettingen; intiuence

of the queen over, 59 ; conduct of, towards

the prince of Wales, 61 ; remarks on opening
parliament, 1732; strikes Pulteney's name
off the privy council list, 66 ; determined to

stand by Walpole, 70; speech on opening
parliament, 1734, 71, 72; his warlike desires,

72 ; visits Hanover ; returns to England,
Oct. 22, 1735, 77 ; his uupopularitv

;
pasqui-

nade on, 84 ; returns to England, T)ec. 1736
;

quarrels with his son, 85 ; banishes bim from
St. James' palace, 86 ; illness of the queen

;

and death, >fov. 20, 1737, 86-88 ; his grief, 87,

88 ; the biith of George III. exiites in him a
stronger jealousy towards his son, 91 ; an-
nounces the convention with Spain on open-
ing parliament, 1739,94; calls upon parlia-

ment for support against Spain, 96; speech
to parliament, 17-10, 101

;
goes to Hanover,

1741 ; concludes a treaty of neutrality with-
out his minister's knowledge, 103; exults at

the results of his mediation between Hun-
gary and Prussia, 107 ; reconciled to his son,

whom he admits to court, lOS ; national jea-
lousy roused by his taking Hunoveriau
troops into Engbsh pay, 109; prorogues par-
liament; lends his army to Maria Theresa;
departs for Germany, 110; joins his army>
June, 19, 1743; commands the rear guard;
his gallantry

;
gains the battle of Dettingen,

June 27 ; and expels the French from Ger-
many; his enthusiastic reception in England,
111 ; restrained from leaving England, 1744,

112; returns from Hanover, Aug. 31, 1745,
137 ; Andrew Hnimmond becomes bis pri-

vate banker, 153; refuses to nominate Pitt
leoretary at war, 179 ; eueech on opening

parliament, 1747, 181 ; death of the prince
of Wales, March 20, 1751, 188; his grandson
assumes the title ; desires the duke of Cum-
berland to be sole regent, 189 ; asks for in-
creased forces, 201

;
goes to Hanover; mi-

nisterial difficulties about subsidies, 208 ; hia
address ; supported by Hamilton and Pox

;

opposed by Pitt, 210; introduces Hessian
troops for England's defence, 212 ; speech of,

1756 ; forms a treaty with Frederick of Prus-
sia, 214, 215; different tone of speech, 1756;
his real opinions, 218; asks pai'liament for a
subsidy to Prussia, 219 ; attempts made to

dupe, 220 ; his strong dislike to Pitt and
Temple ; fails to foi-ni a ministry, 221 ; fi-

nally compelled to accept the Pitt adminis-
tration, 222; his anger at the duke of Cum-
bei-laud, 229 ; refuses to ratify the conven-
tiitu of Closter-Seven, 231 ; recommends a
Prussian subsidy, 232 ; death of, Oct. 25,

1760, 240
George III. bom May 24, 0. S. 1738, vi. 91;

attains his majority; entreats not to be se-

parated from his mother, 216; lord Bute is

made his groom of the stole, 217; succeeds
George II. as king, 1760; his conduct on
hearing of his father's death, 241 ; character
and education, 242, 243 ; Bute's intluenco
over, 244; opens parliament, Nov. 15, ib.\

his speech ; the Commons vote him £800,000

;

his enthusiasiic reception by the people
;
po-

licy of his reign, 245 ; recommends an act

for securing the independence of judges, 246
;

maiTiage projects; his choice falls upon
princess Charlotte of Mecklenburg-StreUtz,
247; whom he marries, Sept. 8, 1761; her
character and appeanmce, 248 ; coronation,

Sept. 22, 249 ;
gives Pitt a pension, 252

;

promises a vigorous prosecution of the war,

253; resolves on war with Spain, 254; speech
of, 1762, 256; Bute attempts to uphold the
princijjle of prerogative, 260 ; speech on the
peace, 1763, and its advantages, 261, 262;
desires to govern and form a ministry of his

o^vn, 264 ; his sensitiveness on the general
warrants question, 268; orders Conway and
others voting against the ministry to be dis-

missed their offices, 269; illness of, 275 ; hia

indignation at the conduct of his ministers in
the Regency bill matter induces him to offer

Pitt the premiership; Pitt's terms, 276;
'Temple persuades Pitt to break olf the nego-
tiations ; his disgust at the conduct of Gren-
ville and Bedford, 277; ordere the suppres-
sion of the American disturbances, 279 ; hia

right to make laws for the colonies declared,

282 ; expresses himself as being now for ami
now against the repeal of the Stamp act, 283

;

seeks Pitt's advice as to a new ministry, 285
;

urges Pitt's expulsion from parliament, 292;
Junius' address to ; speech on proroguing
parliament, 1769; his graziers' speech or*

opening parliament, 1770, 300 ; offers

Isorth the lord commissionership of the trea-

sury, 305; speech, 1768, on North American
proceedings, 308 ; address and remonstrance
of the city of London to, 314, 315 ; his harsh
reply, 314 ; a second remonstrance presented

to, by Beckford, with a speech ; no intima-
tion having previously been given he is at a

loss what to do, 315 ; his indignation at the

lord mayor's charging a House of Commons'
officer with assault for arresting Miller, %
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printer, 317 ; speech on opening the session,

1770, 323 ; imprisonment of his sister the

queen of Dennuirk ; obtidns her release, 330
;

requests parliament to amend the laws rc-

Bpecting roj'al marriages, 330, 331 ; message
;o parliament on the Boston outrages, 33b

;

lis letter to North favouring military mea-
lures against America, 339 ; speech, 177-1,

345 ; his answer to a remonstrance preseutej

by Wilkes, 348 ; his estimate of the value of

addresses ; speech, 177*3, on the American
war, 359 ; the petition of congress to, re-

jected, 360 ; his opinion of Chatham's speech

advising a cessation of hostilities with jVnie-

riea, 376; speech, 1777, 380; announces a
treaty between France and America, and
withdrawal of the British minister fruui

Paris, 387 ; his surprise at Chatham's being
buried with public honours, 390 ; rejoices at

the rejection of Burke's Economical Iteforni

bill, 405 ; takes measures for repressing the

riots of 1780, 408 ; holds a council to explain
the riot act; his opinion of the right cnu-

struction, 409
;
gives his claims on St. Eusta-

tius to the army and navy, 420; inconsis-

tencv of his speech, 1781, 431, 432; liis

hatred of Fox, 432, 433 ; his rcjjly to the
address praying for a discontinuance of the

war, 434, 435 ; his dislike of having the oj)-

position for his ministers, 435 ; compelled to

change his ministers, 435, 436 ; recummeiids
economical reform, 440 ; expresses his con-

cern at the discontent in Ireland, 446 ; ap-
points Shelburne to the lordship of tlie

Treasury, 450 ; speech, 1782, announcing tlie

independence of America, 458 ; his allegcil

incivility towards Jelferson and Adams, 4G0
;

Jefierson's testimony to this ed'ect, 461, iiiui

that of Adams to the contrary, 462 ; fond of

agricultural pursuits, vii. 18 ; chosen patron

of the Koyal Academy, 70 ;
patronizes West

;

his delight in West's pictures, 74, 75; re-

marks on India, 1782, 136, 137; his dislike

to Fox's India bill, 137, 138 ; dismisses the

coalition ministry, 139; his hrmness in re-

taining the ritt ministry, 141, 142 ; speech,

1786, 147 ; announces the commercial treaty

with France, 148; speech, 1787, 150, 151;
refuses to help the prince of Wales to pay
his debts, 15'2 ; attacked by insanity ; the

prince of Wales appointed Regent, 153, 154
;

recovers
;
public rejoicing ; his gratitude to

Pitt for his firm attachment, 155 ; speecli,

1788, 156; speech, 1790, 184, 185; his cold-

ness towards 'I'alleyrand, 209
;
pacific speech,

1792, 210 ; dismisses the lord chancellor,

Loughborough, 213; royal proclamation
against seditious writings, '2 14; speech, 1792,

215; speech, Dec. 1792, 237; reconciled to

lord Loughborough, 246 ; his popularity

;

calibre of liis mind, 248, 249 ; asks for in-

creased forces, 1793, 252
;

pai'liament's ad-
dress to, 252, 253 ; announces France's de-
claration of war against Britain, 264 ; speech,

1793, 281 ; anecdote of, and Loughborough's
constructive treason, 303; objects to his

eon's removal from his military command,
312, 313; speech, 1794, 316, 317 ; cuts Wil-
berforce, 318 ; orders lord llalmesbury to de-
mand the princess Caroline for the prince of

Wales, 318, 319; speech, 1795, 319; as-

Eailed by the mob ; IJis courage, 323 ; holds
a council to provide a »emedy for the money

panic, 1797, 333; spedh, 1797, 335 ; speech,

1798 ; congratulates the nation on the victory

of the Nile, 358; speech, iN'ov. 1798; re-

marks on the volunteers and the Irish Union,

360; speech, 1799, 369; pernicious efl'ecti oi

his resistance to the proposed union with
Ireland, 370 ; expresses his satisfaction at

the measure, 371 ; remarks on the comple-
tion of the Union, 376 ; 8[jeech, July, 1799,

382; spe-^ch, 1801,398; opposes any conces-

sions to Catholics, 398, 399 ; again attacked
by insanity, 400, 401 ; attributes its cause to

I'ltt's conduct, 401 ; speech, 1802, alludes to

France's encroachments, 417 ; Lespard's con-
spiracy for killing ; message to parliament
fur catling out ttie militia, 422 ; reviews the
volunteers, Oct. 1S03, 429 ; another attack ol

insanity, Feb. 12 to April, 1804, 430; re-

fuses Fitt's request for an administration on
a broad basis, out offers him the premiership
under certain prescribed limitations, which
Pitt accepts, ilay, 1804 ; opposes Catholic

emancipation, 431 ; curious incident in read-

ing his speech on proroguing parliament,
1804 ; indications of a new grand-alliance,

436; Napoleon's letter to, 437 ; desires Greii-

ville to form a ministry, 463; requires a
pledge of the Gren\ ille ministry, which
causes them to resign, 478, 479 ; opposes the
Koinan Catholic enlistment bill, 479 ; sym-
pathy of the people with, on account of his
infirmities; nearly blind, 480, 481; speech,

1807, 487 ; speech, 1808, 492, 493 ; his higli

0|jii.ion of Wellington, 625; celebration of
" 'I'he Jubilee," the fiftieth year of his reign,

626; speech, 1810; alludes to the Penin-
sular war, 528 ; the distressing condition of

bis daughter brings on his last attack of in-

sanity, Oct. 1810, 533; death of, Jan. 19,

1820, viii. 110

George IV. born Aug. 1'2, 1762, vi. 276 ; intro-

duced to the Uouse of Peers, 1783 ; Carlton
House assigned liim as a residence, vii. 137

;

his income, 161 ; embarrassed by debts ; mar-
ries Mrs. F'itzherbert, 152 ; his claims to the
Kegency disputed, 153, 154; Pitt's propo-
sition for restrictuig his power as regent, 1.54

;

his first speech in pai'liament, 214 ; the prin-
cess Caroline ot Brunswick demanded in mai'-

riage for him, 318, 319; her character, arrival

in England, and meeting with the prince;
they are married, April 8, 1795, 319; George
111. causes an inquiry to be made as to the
princess's conduct, 465; re-appointed Regent,
Feb. 5, 1811,634,635; restriction on, about
to expire ; his letter as to the choice of a
minisliy, 539; his character, 540; the for-

mation of the Liverpool ministry, 541, 542;
declaration of, on the American war, viii. 4,

5 ; speech, 1814, 15
; message to parliament,

1815, 27 ; his unpopularity, 54 ; speech, 1817,
on the state of the country ; outrageil

;
par-

liament addresses him on the subject, 78;
speech, 1817, 84 ; serious ilhiess of, 94 ; his
dissension with his daughter, 94, 95 ; causes
of his gloom; opens parliament by commis-
sion, 95; dissolves parliament, 1818, 98;
speech, 1818, 99 ; speech, 1819, on the state

of the country, 103 ; his satisfaction with the
conduct of those who put down the Man-
chester reform meeting ; his reply to the
London address, 108 ;

quiet transition from
one reign to another, 110; patronises Naah
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145 ;
presents the Phigaleian marbles to the

nation, 150; speech, 1820, alludes to the

Cato-etreet conspiracy, 159 ; the queen Caro-

line debate, 162, 163 ; the queen intimates

her intention to come to England, 163 ; his

desire for divorce, and to have the queen tried

for high treason ; his differences with his

cabinet, 163, 164; the ministerial propositions

agreed to, 164 ; prepares for his coronation,

164, 165 ; opens p irliament in person, and
leaves the settling of his revenues to its dis-

posal, 165; the queen's joumej' towards and
arrival in England, 165, 166 ; message of,

to parliament, and the green bag containing

papers concerning the queen's conduct, which
IS laid before parliament ; Canning (for

government) and Brougham vindicate their

respective conduct in the affair of queen
Caroline, 166, 167 ; conferences for averting

a public proceeding ; these negotiations fail,

167, 168; Canning sends in his resignation,

but the king insists on his retaining ofKce
;

secret committee appointed, and the conse-

quence of their report is that a bill of Pains
and Penalties is brought against the queen ;

hcrtrialcommenced Aug. 7, 1820, 168; swarm
of addressee presented to the queen, 168, 169

;

Brougham's defence ; Denman's bold and un-
measured language, 170, 171 ; motions for the
second and third reading carried, and aban-
donment of the bill of Penalties, 172; the
national rejoicing thereat, ib. ; discussions in

the next session on the queen's atTairs

;

she accepts a 50,000/. annuity, and all

general interest in her ceases, 173 ; the

king's coronation, July 19, 1821, 173, 174
;

the queen vainly attempts to be present

at the ceremonial ; she dies Aug. 7 ; the king
sails for Dublin, Aug. 1 ; the passage of the

queen's remains through the city to Bruns-
wick causes a riot ; Canning having resigned,

the king refuses to allow of his re-admission
into the cabinet, 1 74 ; speech, 1822, on Irish

outrage and agricultural distress, 178 ; em-
barks at Greenwich for Scotland, Aug. 10,

1822; lands at Leith, Aug. 18; his cordial

reception, 179 ; speech, 1824, 183; his mani-
festo, 184 ; fails to obtain Canning's dismissal

;

foreign influence upon the king ; speech, 1825

;

recognises the Soutn American republics, 185 ;

speeches of, illustrative of the suddenness of

the money panic of 1825, 195; his difficulty

in choosing a new ministry, 204 ; his unre-
servedness in talking of State affairs, 200,

207 ; his compassion for Canning's ill-health,

208 ; his share in the negotiations preceding
Canning's premiership, 211 ; desires Welling-
ton to form a ministry, 227 ; speech, 1828,

228, 229 ; refuses to acquiesce in the eman-
cipation of Roman Catholics

;
gives a reluc-

tjint consent to a passage to that eti'ect in his

epecch ; speech, 1829, 237 ; dismisses the
Wellington ministry, but foreseeing the diffi-

culties of forming another, he recalls it, 238
;

his interviews with Eldon, 240, 241 ; speech,

1830, 242; illness of; his death, June 26,

1830 ; his position in life and chai-acter,

243
3erraaine, lord George Sackville

;
present at

Minden ; unable to understand prince Fer-
dinand's messages ; tried by court martial

;

declared unfit for any military post, vi. 236

;

lecretary of state, 1775-1782,360,463; ap-

proves of Cornwallis's severity in America,
423 ; refuses to sign any treaty giving inde-
pendence to America ; retires from olfice

;

created a peer, 434
Germanus, the amval of, in Britain, about 449,

and his suppression of the Pelagian heresy,
i. 60

Gertruydenberg taken by Dumouriez, 1793, vii.

271
Ghent surrenders to JIarlborough, 1706, v. 310

;

to the French, 1708, 335; retaken by the
Allies, 338; pacification of, Nov. 8, 1576, 385;
peace of, Dec. 24, 1814, vii. 581 ; viii. 1 ; it

concludes the war with America, 19
Ghorka war, 1814, 1815, vUi. 215
Ghuznee, siege and capture of, by the British,

1839, viii. 452, 453 ; recapture, 459
Gibbon, inconsistencies of the account given by

Gildas of the Britons after the departure of

the Romans, pointed out by, 58 ; a member oi

parliament, 1774, vi. 343 ; describes a scene
m the House of Commons, ib. ; his experience
of club life in London, vii. 104

Gibbons, G., statue of Chai-les II. at "Windsor
Castle by, iv. 355

Gibbs, architect of St. Martin's in the Fields,

V. 457
Gibbs, counsel for Hardy, 1794, vii. 301
Gibraltar taken by Rooke and Darmstadt, Aug.

3, 1704, V. 291 ; besieged by the Spaniards
incfTectuallv, 1727, vi. 55, 56; and again,

1779-82, 410, 451-4, 456 ; siege ended by the

Eeace, 457
son, proceedings against, for obstructing a

scrutiny into an election, 1751, \i. 186
Giflbrd, William, supports the "Anti-Jacobin,"

vii. 345 ; destroys the Delia Cruscan school

by his "Baviad" and *' Mieviad," viii. 117;
edits the " Quarterly Review," 127, 128

Gilbert, John, aids in constructing the Bridge-
water Canal, vii. 41

Gildas the historiim, inconsistencies in the

account of the Britons, given by, i. 58

Gin act, 1736, ri. 78, 79
Ginkell, earl of Athlone ; captures Athlone,
June 30, 1691, v. 127; defeats the Irish,

under St. Ruth, at the battle of Aghrim, July

12, 128; takes Limerick, and quells ail

opposition to William's cause, ib. ; accom-
panies William in his campaign of 1695 ; 178
et seq.

Girondins, a French political party, vii. 205

;

obtains the administration of affairs, 218;
dismissed from power, 220 ; they desire a

Republic, 224 ; their power and policy, 233,

234 ; they vote the abolition of royalty, 234

;

and the death of the king, 251 ; insurrection

against them, 277, 278; its political existence

extinguished, 278 ; their triumph in the pro-

vinces, '284

Girlin, Thomas, his water-colour paintings, viii.

1.55

Gladsmuir. See Preston Pans.
Gladstone, W. E., remarks of, on the opium

war, viii. 445, 446; colonial secretary,

635
Glass, duty on

;
glasshouses in Defoe's time, v.

18, 19 ; reduction of the duty on, 1831, viii.

271 ; and repeal, 1845 ; important result*

consequent thereon, 525, 526
Glencoe : dislike of lord Breadalbane towards

the MacDonalds of, v. 133 ; tardy submission

of the cliief Maclan to William's g'ji emmen t,
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134 ; letters of DalrjTDple concerning the ex-

tirpation of the tribe of, 136 ; captain Camp-
befl despatched to, with a troop of soldiers,

137; description of the glen; treacherous

behaviour of Campbell, 138; perpetration of

the massacre, Feb. 13, 1692, 139 ; inquiries

are made into the massacre, 140 ; but no one
is punished but Dalrymple, who is merely
dismissed from his secretai^'ship, and Breadal-
bane who is imprisoned for a short time, and
then pardoned, 141

Slendower, Owen, heads a revolt of the Welsh
against Henry IV. ii. 42 ; is declared prince

of AVales, ib. ; repulses the army of sir Ed-
mund Mortimer, ib, ; and that of the king,

43 ; concludes a treaty with, and receives

assistance from France, 30 ; successful resist-

ance of, ib. ; is exempted from the general

pardon of Henry IV. to the Welsh in 1411,
ol ; uncertain time of the death of, ib.

Gloucester, Humphrey, duke of, appointed joint

protector of Henry VI. with the duke of

IJcdford, ii. 76 ; maixies Jacqueline of Hai-
nault and quan'elswith the dukeof Burgundy,
78 ; the pope declares the maniage void, ib.

;

marries Eleanor Cobham, ib. ; feuds between
Crloucester and Henry Beaufort, bishop of

'Winchester, ib. ; continued struggle with
Beaufort for predominance in the council, 93

;

his wife accused of sorcery, ib. ; trial of the
duchess with Bolingbroke and Southwell for

sorcery and conspiracy, in 1440, 94 ; they are

found guilty, the duchess imprisoned for life

and Bolingbroke executed, 95 ; is arrested for

high treason, and found dead in his bed on
Feb. 28, 1447, 96

Gloucester, duke of, son of princess Anne, died
at Windsor, July 30, 1700 ; system upon
which his education was pursued, v. 240

Gloucester, William, duke of; George III.'s

brother ; born 1743 ; married Lady Walde-
grave privately, 1766, vi. 330

Glynn, Serjeant, counsel for Wilkes, 1763, vi.

262 ; elected M.P. for Middlesex, 1769, 296
Goddard, General, takes Ahmedabad and Bas-

sein, vii. 129
Goderich, F. J. Kobinson, viscount ; treasurer

of the navy and president of the board of

trade, viii. 158 ; chancellor of the exchequer

;

his sanguine views of the state of the country,
1S2.5, 196 ; secretary of state for war and tire

colonies, 210
;

placed at the head of the

government, 1827, 224 ; unable to reconcile

Mr. Hemes and Mr. Huskisson, he resigns,

Jan. 9, 1828, 227; colonial secretary, 267;
lord privv seal and earl of £ipon, 1833, 324

;

resigns, 1834, 344
Coiliva of Coventry, story of, i. 175
Godolphin, lord, betrays the Brest expedition to

James, v. 172 ; implicated by Fenwick with
holding treasonous correspondence with James
II., 197; made lirst commissioner of the
treasury, 1701, 244 ; obtains a high place

among queen Anne's councillors, 1702, 259;
he calls the Whigs into public service, giving
them the places formerly possessed by the
Tories, 289

;
joins Marlborough in insisting on

Harley's dismissal from office, 1708, 335 ; hag
'0 struggle for office in opposition to Harley,
349 ; Harley obtaining the upperhand, Godol-
phin is dismissed from office, 1710, 363

Godoy, prince of Algarves ; a favourite at the
Spanish court, vii. 495; his schemes against

the royal family, 497, 498; seised by tha
French, 493

Godwin, earl, induces Alfred, son of Ethelred,
to land in England to oppose king Harold,
and betrays him, i. 161 ; importance of, in
the reign of Edward the Confessor, 162 ; hia

daughter Edith is married to Edward, ib.
;

patriotism of, 163 ; origin and rise of, ib. ; re-

fuses to punish arbitrarily the men of Dover
for the riot against earl Eustace, 166 ; ia

banished with his sons, Sweyn and Harold,
ib. ; is recalled, and the Anglo-Saxon party
triumphs, 170; dies, ii. ; his death a public
calamity, 171

Godwin, nia improbable proposal to Canning,
™i. 317

Goethe served in the German army in the cam-
paign of 1792, vii. 235

Gohier, a member of the French Directory, vii.

383 ; imprisoned in the Luxembourg, 384
Goldsmith, Oliver, his history of England pub-

lished, 1771, vi. h93 ; asserts that the Mar-
riage Act had impeded marriages, 194

Goodman, concerned in the Assassination plot,

V. 188 ; implicates Fenwick with plotting

against William, 196 i tampered with, 197
Goodwin helps to suppress the Derbyshire in-

surrection, 1817, viii. 83
Gordon, duke of, holds Edinburgh castle in

favour of James II., v. 88 ; refuses to fire on
the town at the instigation of some partisans
of James II., 90 ; the castle is surrendered by
him, 93

Gordon, lord George, president of the Protest-
ant Association ; his fanaticism against tha
Papists ; assembles 60,000 of his adherents
at St. George' s-fields ; marches to Parliament,
and presents his petition to repeal the act
passed in favour of Koman Catholics, 1780,
vi. 406, 407 ; from this resulted the "Gordon"
riots, 408-410 ; committed to the Tower

;

tried and acquitted, 410
Goree surrendered to the British, 1758, vi. 232,
233

Gortz, baron, plans an insurrection in England,
vi. 29

Gospel Propagation Society established 1701, v.

60
Gothic architecture and architects, 1784-1820,

viii. 141, 142, 145
Gough, sir Hugh, general ; commands the

British land forces in China, viii. 447 ; at-

tacks Canton, 447, 448 ; defeats the Mahrattaa
at the battle of Maharajpoor, 1843, 511 ; ad-
vances to relieve Ferozepoor, 544 ; with sir

H. Hardinge gains the battle of Ferozeshah,
544, 545 ; wins the battle of Sobraon, 545

Goulbum, Henry, a British commissioner fo»

concluding the peace of Ghent, viii. 19

;

chancellor of the exchequer, 264 ; secretary of

state, 354 ; his motion on the London univer-

sitv. 357 ; his free-trade financial proposi-
tions, 437

Gower, characteristics of his poetry, ii, 12
Gower, earl, British minister at Paris, vii. 183

;

recalled Aug. 1792, 227
Graimc, colonel, employed to report on the mar-

riageable princesses for George III. vi. 247
Grafton, duke of, killed in attacking Cork, Oct.

9, 16U0, V. 119
Grafton, A. H. Fitzroy, duke of, visits Wilkei

in the Tower, v. 262 ; secretary of state, 1765,
^•i. 278 ; resigns his office on account of Kock-
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ingham's weak administration, 1766, 2S4;

appointed first lord of the treasury in Chat-

ham's ministr',', 1766, 2S5 ; becomes the real

minister during Chatham's illness, 2S7

;

agonized by '* Junius' " attacks, 296 ; divorced

from his wife ; marries the duchess of Bed-
ford's niece, 299; resigns Jan. 28, 1770, 305;
accuses Hillsborough of suppressing some of

the council minutes, 309, 310 ; first lord of

the treasury, Aug. 2, 1766 to Sept. 12, 1767 ;

Dec. 1, 17ft7 to Feb. 1770, 321 ; resigns his

office of privy seal, 1775, 359
Graham, general, wins the battle of Barros.a,

1811, vii. 538 ; captures San Sebastian, 666

Graham, sir James, first lord of the admiralty,

1830, viii. 267; helps to prepare the parlia-

mentary' reform bill, 270 ; resigns his office,

1834, 344 ; declines joining Peel's ministry in

1834, 353 ; his motion against the Queen's
advisers, 443, 445 ; introduce^ his bill for

regulating labour in factories ; compelled to

withdraw his education clauses, 515 ; debate

on the hill, 615, 516 ; ultimately passed,

516
Gi'ammont, duke dc, his conduct at Dettingen,

1743, vi. Ill ; falls at Fontenoy, 1745, 114
Granada ceded to England, 1782, vi. 458
Granby, marquis of, second in command at

Jlindcn, 1759, vi. 236; commands the British

in the campaign of 1761, 250; commander-
in-chief; resigns, 1770, 304

Grand Alliance formed by 'William, v. 250
Grandval plans a design for assassinating Wil-

liam, V. 151, 152; tried by court-martial;

executed, 1.54

Grant, Charles, secretary for Ireland, viii. 158

;

joins the Wellington ministry, 228 ; resigns,

1828, 234; president of the board of control,

267
Grant, E., moves for a regency, 1830, viii. 246

;

Judge advocate general, 267
Grantham, lord, secretary of state, 1782, vi. 450,

469
Granville, earl. See Carteret.

Grattan, Henry, champion of Irish liberty ; his

character, vi. 444; claims free trade and
legislative independence as his country's
right; supports the Koman Catholic relief

bill, 445 ; fails twice in carrj'ing his declara-

tion of rights, 446 ; congratulates Ireland in

having acquired her freedom ; repeal of statute

of George I. asserting the dependence of Ire-

land, 447 ; national acknowledgment to, 448

;

speech on parliamentary refonn, vii. 361,

362; brings in a bill for repealing catholic

disqualification, 362 ; states that he will not
attend the House of Commons, 364 ; returned
member for Wicklow, Jan. 1800 ; his orations

against the Union, 373-375; duels with Mr.
Corry, 373, 374 ; his last speech in favour of

Catholic emancipation, viii. 102, 103 ; death
of. May 14, 1820, 103

Graves, admiral, his encounter with de Grasse,

1781, vi. 426
Gray, his account of the trial of the rebel lords,

1746, vi. 173, 174; his description of West-
moreland, vii. 31

Green, captain, prosecuted and executed for the
supposed muraer of captain Drummond, 1705,
V. 313

3rei"n, attacked by rioters, 1768; tried for mur-
der ; acquitted, vi. 290, 291

3recne, president of an American judicial court

;

refuses to release or exchange Andre, vi
416

Greene, general, commands the American army
in Washington's absence, vi. 413; defeated
at Guilford, 1781 ; compels the Britishers to

fall back, 424 ; defeated at Camden, 425
Greenwich Hospital, William determines to

erect, v. 174, 175
Gregg, a clerk of Harley's; he is detected in a

correspondence with the French secretary of

state ; he is tried, convicted, and executed,
V. 335

Gregor}', Pope, and the Anglo-Saxon elaves in
Rome, Bcde's stor)- of, i. 64

Grenada captured bj" the British, 1763, vi. 256
Grenville, George, opposes Pitt's proposal to

war with Spain, vi. '251
; leader of the House

of Commons, and treasurer of the navy, 253

;

opposes Pitt's German policy, ib. ; secretary
of state, 260; first lord of the trcasurv';

chancellor of the exchequer, 1763 ; his minis-
try, 261

; moves that duties be laid on articles

of American commerce; a stamp duty on
paper, and others, 271 ; his stamp act is

passed, 1765, 272 ; and rouses the American
spirit, 273, 274 ; refuses to put the princess
dowager's name in the Regency bill ; the
king contemplates dismissing him, 276 ; but
is obliged to retain him, 277; defends his
stamp act against Pitt's oratory, 279 ; mobbed,
284 ; opposes Wilkes' expulsion from parlia-

ment ; his emotion, 292, 293 ; his last speech
in parliament; died Nov. 1770, 313; first

lord of the treasury and chancellor of the
exchequer, 1763-5 ; secretary of state, 1762,
321

Grenville, lady Hester. See Chatham, vi. 199,
252

Grenville, sir Richard, heroic conduct of, in a
naval fight with the Spaniards, iii. 261

Gren\'ille, Thomas, sent to negotiate with
Franklin, 1782 ; returns from Paris, vi. 460

;

negotiates at Vienna, 1794, vii. 311 ; first

lord of the admiralty, 1807, 483
;
plans an

expedition to the Dardanelles, ib. ; its failure,

484
Grenville, lord W. W., secretary of state ; his

correspondence with Chauvelin, vii. 215, 249,

250 ; remonstrates against the aggressive
measures adopted by France, 239 ; brings for-

ward a Treasonable Attempts bill, 323 ; it is

passed, 324 ; his hostile reply to Bonaparte's
letter to the king, Jan. 1800, 388 ; opinion of

statesmen on it, 389 ; his speech against
Bonaparte, 390 ; succeeded as foreign secre-

tary Dv lord llawkesbury, 1801, 401 ; admi-
nistration of Fox and, 180"6, 463, 464 ; first lord

of the treasury, 464 ; weakness of his ministry
after Fox's death, 478 ; they deliver up the
seals of office, March 25, 1807, ib. ; retires to

Dropmore, viii. 177
Grey, Charles, earl, his eff'orts in favour of re-

form in the representation of the people, 1 792,
vii. 213, 214 ; moves an address to the king to

postpone the Irish Union, 374 ; first lord of

the admiralty, 1806,464; advocates resistance

against Napoleon, 478 ; his remarks on the

negotiations with France, 470 ; Dissenters'

enlistment bill ; the king opposes it, 479

;

applied to to form a government, 1812, 642

;

foreign secretary, 1806, 577 ; his speech
against lord Sidraouth's unconstitutionsl con-

duct in the case of trials for libel, viii. 84,
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S.*) ; his nttaf'ks upon Cnnnin? ; he chnrg;cs

him with having pledged himself not to press

the Cnthoiie question, *20'i ; npproves of the
ready rrcocniition of ttie Xcw Orleans Frenrli

froverninent hy pfirU:iTnent, 2oo; declares the
necessity of reform in parliament, 262; for-

niiitioii of his ministry, '2Go, 2G6 ; principles

of his government, 266 ; memhers of liis

ministry, 2G7 ; 'n'ith lord Bron;;ham he urjres

the king to dissolve parliament on tht defeat
of his ministry on the reforin question, 276,

277; his speech explanatory of the proposed
reform bill, 1831, 281 ; his ieplv to the prin-

cipal arguments against the bill, 2S3 ; resists

the entreaties of his friends to obtain the
passage of the reform bill by the creation of
peers, 294 ; replies to lord Lyndhurst's speech,

295 ; upon the king refusing to create peers
his ministry resigns, 296; AVellington failing

to form an administration, he is recalled

;

obtains the king's consent to the creation of
peers

;
power not exercised, 299

;
passing of

the reform bills, 300 ; introduces the coercion
bill for Ireland, which is passed, 1833, 321,

323, 324 ; defends the commission for in-

quiring into the state of the Irish church
against unjust imputations, 344 ; overpowered
by his feelings in telling the Lords of his

resignation, 1834, 345; cause of his resigna-
tion, 345, 346; great banquet to, at Edin-
burgh, 347, 348

Grey, lady Jane, married to lord Guilford
Dudley, proclaimed queen by Northumber-
land, June 10, 1553, iii. 51 ; conversation of,

in prison respecting Northumberland's apos-

tacy, 55 ; with her husband, lord Guilford
Dudley, pleads guilty to the charge of liigh

treason, 69 ; execution of both, and her re-

markable fortitude, 66 ; memorial of, jn the
Ceauchamp tower, ib.

Griffiths, admiral, his accoimts of the " La
Vengeur'8 " story, vii. 307

Grimaldi, marquis of; Spanish ambassador in

France ; signs the " Family compact," vi. 251
Grosley, his remarks on England and Londoners,

vii. 13

Gross-Beeren, battle of, Aug. 23, 1813, vii. 503
Brote advocates the ballot principle, viii. 335;
supports the poor law amendment bill, 341,

342 : and the Irish church appropriation
motion, 344

Grouchy appointed to watch BlUcher at Water-
loo, viii. 30

Grumbkow, general, sent on a mission to Charles
of Sweden, to whom he gives an account of

Marlborough, v. 331
Guadaloupe capitulated to the English, 1759,

vi. 236
Guest, general, governor of Edinburgh castle,

1745 ; the young pretender ]u*events food

fi-om going m ; the governor tires upon the
town ; the prince revokes his order, vi. 132

Guickwar, a Mahratta chieftain, takes no part
against the British, vii. 455

Guilds of trade, oppressions exercised by, i. 321
Guiscard, marquis de, his early career ; em-

ployed as a French spy in England ; has a
meeting with the queen ; he is arrest^^d

March 8, 1711, his correspondence with
France having been detected ; he is taken
before the council, where he stabs Ilarley

wilh a pen-knife; he is killed by the coun-
eiUors. T. 372

Guiznt, M., opinion of, as to the application of the

Britons for Roman aid against the Picts and

Scots, i. 58 ; his remarks on Canning's fo-

reign policy, viii. 191; joins in protesting

against the royal decrees of 1830, 251. '252

description of the meeting of Lafayette and

the duke of Orleans ; made minister of the

interior, 255 ; at the head of the cabinet,

1832, 1836, 374; his official revelations re-

specting Louis Napoleon's enterprise, 375 ;

his picture of English society, 402, 403

;

appointed to keep a watch over prince Napo-
leon's movements, 431 ; his return to Eng-
land ; satistied of the goodwill of the natives

to France, 433; with Soult succeeds Thiers
in the ministry, 435 ; describes the difficulties

of Peel's position, 441 ; his description of a

visit to Westminster Abbey with Macaulay
470, 471 ; his Spanish marriage plans, 554

,

his conduct vindicated, 555 ; resigns his post

as minister, 557
Gunpowder plot. See James I.

Guntzburg, battle at, 1S05, vii. 444
Gustavus III. of Sweden, succeeds Adolpliuj

Frederic, 1771, vi. 465; agrees to subsulize

an army to Spain, vii. 207 ; shot by Anker-
stroem, March 6, 1792, 217

Guy, an M.P. and secretary to the treasury
;

sent to the Tower for being bribed, v. 177
Gwalior captured by the British, vii. 129 ; again

occupied by them, viii. 511
Gwyn, revives the idea of an academy of paint-

ing, vii. 68 ; his bridges, 82
Gyllenberg, count, the Swedish envoy in Lon-
don ; arrested for intriguing to raise a re-

bellion in England, vi. 29

Habeas Corpus act passed in 1679, iv. 344

;

suspended, 1689, v. 76, 77 ; 1695, 185 ; 1722,
vi. 48 ; 1794, vii. 300 ; 1800, 391 ; 1817, viii.

80; a second time in 1817, 84; the suspen-
sion repealed, 1818, 96

Hadrian visits Britain, A.D. 120, and builds

Hadrian's wall, i. 29, 30; character of, by
Gibbon, I'J.

Hague, congress at the, 1691, t. 122-124 ; treaty

of the. May 21, 16.59, 387; triple alliance of

the, January 4, 1717, 389
Haileybury college, built by Wilkins, viii. 145
Halidon Hill, battle of, July 19, 1333, i. 451
Halifax, Charles Montague, earl of, forms part

of William's new ministry in, 1693 ; his elo-

quence, V. 169 ; chancellor of the exchequer,

184 ; instrumental in establishing the staL-

dard of money, 1696, 196 ; first lord of the

treasury, 1697, 198 ; impeached for advising

a partition treaty, 246; loses his place in the

privy council on Anne's accession, 1702, 259
;

votes an inquirj' into the alleged danger of

the Church, 306
;
patron of letters, 414, 415

Halifax, George Savile, earl of, parliament

endeavours to find some charge against him,
v. 98

Halifax, earl of, secretary of state, 1763-1765,
vi. 261, 321

;
proceedings against, for arrest-

ing Wilkes and Wood, 268
Hall, Kobert, character of his preaching, viii.

124
Hallam, Henry, character of his historical

writings, viii. 472
Halie, treaty of, 1610, v. 385; taken ty the

Bavarians; ISOO. vii. 516
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Hamburg, peace of, May 22, 1762, vi. 467
llamilton, duke of. See Long Parliament, and

Cromwell, Oliver.

Hamilton, lieutenant-colonel, his ahare in the

Glencoe massacre, v. 137
Hamilton, duke of, president of the Scottish

convention of estates, v. 88 ; alleged with
others to have secreted soldiers in cellars and

other places, jb. ; causes the convention doors

to be locked, 89 ; authorised by William, in

1693, to investigate the massacre of Glencoe,

but the duke dying, the inquiry was not pro-

ceeded with till 1695, 140
Hamilton, duke of; he disperses the Came-

ronians assembled to oppose the union, v,

327 ; killed in a duel with lord Mohun, 1712,

427
Hamilton, Gerard, his speech in favour of the

subsidies, 1755; from which he is known as

single speech Hamilton, vi. 209
Hamilton, John, governor of Carlisle ; sur-

renders to the duke of Cumberh-md, 1745, vi.

159
Hamilton, lady, aids Nelson at Naples ; re-

commended to the national gratitude, vii.

355
Hamilton, Eichard, his baseness and treachery,

V. 80 ; his faithlessness causes the son of sir

W. Temple, who had pledged to liis being
faithful, to drown himself in the Thames,
ib.

;
placed at the he.ad of troops for bringing

the Ulster protestants to subjection, 82 ; suc-

ceeds Maumont as commander of James U.'s
forces, 84 ; is superseded by Rosen, ib. ; leads

the Irish cavalry at the battle of the Boyne,
108 ; is taken prisoner, 109

Hampden, John, refuses in 1636, to pay the
illeg.al assessment of Sliip Money, iii. 421

;

contests the right in the Exchequer Court,

422 ; difference of the judges, but ultimate
decision against him, ib. ; increased im-
portance of, after the trial, 423 ; sent as

commissioner to attend the king on his visit

to Scotland in 1641, 462 ; attempted to be
seized by the king on Jan. 3, 1642, 475 ; is

recalled when about to attack the royal army,
iv. 10 ; takes an active part in the siege of

Reading, and urges Essex to attack O.xford,

15 ; and to concentrate his forces, 16 ; is

wounded at Chalgrove Field, ib. ; dies June,
1643, ib. ; character of, described by Claren-

don, 17
Hampden clubs for parliamentary reform, viii.

74,76
Hanau, battle of, 1813, vii. 565
Hancock, John, proscribed by Gage, vi. 355
Handel, statue of, by lloubillac, v. 461
Hanover, George, elector of. See George I.

Hanover, treaty of, September 3, 1725, v. 390;
vi. 55

Hansard and Stockdale, case of, viii. 427
Uanway, Jonas, his philanthropy ; the first to

use an umbrella in London, vii. 119

Han^nurt, sir S., conducts Sachevcrcl's defence,

1710, V. 353; lord chancellor, 368; his mo-
tions at Oxford's trial, vi. 30

Harcourt, colonel, commands the Madras army,
vii. 456

Dardicanute, accession of, in 1039, i. 161

;

tvranny, dissoluteness, and death of, in 1042,

llarilingp, sir Henry, secretary at war, 1828,
viii. 235 ; secretary for Ireland, 364 ; go-

vemor-general of India, 511, 544; his cour-
tesy towards sir H. Gough, 644 ; shares with
him the gaining of the Ferozeshah yictory,

544, 545
Hardware trade, ietnp. William and Anne, v. 17
Hardwick, architect of Marylebone church, viii.

146
Hardwicke, Philip York, earl of, chancellor

1737-1756, vi. 193, 320: introduces the Mar-
riage bill, 1753, vi. 193 ; retires from his

office, 1756, 218; negotiates with Newcastle
and Pitt, 222 ; prepares George lll.'s first

speech in parliament, 244 ; speech on the
independence of the judges, 1761, 246

Hardv, sir C, commands a fleet ; tactics, vi.

396", 397
Hardy, captain, present at the battle of Copen-

hagen, vii. 403 ; and at Nelson's death at

Trafalgar, 1805, 448
Hardy, 'jhomas, trial of, for high treason,

October, 1794, vii. 301 ; Erskine's defence,

301,302; acquittal of, 302
Hare, one of the conspirators against 'William's

life, 1696, V. 187
Hargreaves, James, completes his spinning-

jenny, 1767, vii. 45 ; how he discovered it,

45, 46 ; mobbed and ill-used, 46
Harlay, president of the French parliament,

fails in obtaining peace from the Dutch, v.

176, 177 ; represents France at the Ryswick
congress, 198

Harley. See Oxford, earl of.

Harlow, his painting, viii. 152, 153
Harold succeeds Canute as king of Mercia and
Northumbria, in 1035, i. 160 ; seduces Alfred,

son of Ethelred, to land in EngUind, and
puts him to death, 161 ; death of, in

1039, ib.

Harold, son of earl Godwin, banished with his

father, i. 166 ; they return, and are favour-

ably received by the inhabitants of London
and Southwark, 170 ; restored to their digni-

ties and possessions by the Witan, ib. ; con-
duct and character of, during the reign of

Edward, 172 ; sets out for Normandy, but is

wrecked, made a prisoner by the earl of

Ponthieu, but released by the interference of

William of Nomiandy, 172, 173 ; assists

William in his war against the duke of Brit-

tany, ib. ; swears to support William in his

claims to the throne of England, 174 ; retunis

to England, and supjiresses an insurrection

in Northumbria, 175 ; man-ies, 176 ; the

crown of England bestowed on him by the
Witan in Sept. 1066, ib. ; defeats his brother

Tostig and the Norwegians, ISO ; is liimsclf

defeated and slain at Hastings in Oct. 1066,

181 ; buried at Waltham Abbey, 183

Hairington, earl of, English ambassador at

Spain, vi. 31

Harris. See Malmesbury, earl of.

Harris conspired against William's life, 1696,

y. 187
Han'is, general, commands an Indian army

;

enters the Mysore teiritory, vii. 378

Harrison improves the spinning wheel, yii.

45
Harrison arrested at a Reform meeting, 1819,

viii. 104
Harrowby, earl of, foreign secretary of state,

1804, vii. 577 ;
president of the council, viii.

158, 161 ; Cato-strcet conspiracy revealed to,

by Hidon and Dwyer, 101 ; succeeded as pi*
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ndent toy the duke of Portland, 210; his

partial advocacy of the Eefonii bill of 1832,

294, 295
Harwich, a great port of the eastern coast ; ti-

cissitudes of its condition in the ISth century,

V.33
Hastings, battle of, Oct. 13, 1066, i. 181 ; ob-

stinate resistance of the Saxons at, 131.

Hastings, marquis of. See Moira, lord.

Hastings, Warren, first governor-general of

India, vi. 335 ; vii. 124
;
previous career and

conduct as governor of Bengal ; nefarious

bargains with the nabob of Oude, 124, 125

;

opposition towards, by the Indian council,

126; accused upon a charge of conuption by

Nuncomar and others, ib. ; disputes with

Francis ; Clavering illegtilly assumes the go-

vernor-generalship on the false announce-

ment of bis having resigned, 127, 128;

reappointed at the expiration of his five years'

term, 128 ; makes war against the JIahrattas,

129; duels with Francis, and quai-rels with

Impey, 130
;

pressed for money, 131 ; lays

Cheyte Sing, the rajah of Benares, under

heavy contributions; arrests him for neglect

of payment, 132; a native insurrection com-

pels him to release the rajah and quit the

cicy ; his heavy exactions from the nabobs

and begums of Oude, 133, 134 ; his defence

of his conduct in this case, 134 ; concludes

peace with Tippoo Saib ; his administration

ceases, 1785, ib. ; acquitted of all the charges

brought against him, 1794, 318 ;
examined

before a committee of the House of Commons
on Indian aftairs, 1813, viii. 215

Eaughton, John, prior of the Charter House,

with his brethren, refuses to take the oath of

supremacy to Henry VIII., ii. 359 ; he i*

tried and executed, ib.

Havannah, conquest of the, 1762, vi. 255, 256

Haversham, lord, moves for inviting the prin-

cess Sophia to England, v. 306 ; liis remarks

on the Scotch, 314 ; denounces the naval

miscarriages of 1707, 333

Havre, bombarded by the British, 1694, v. 172,

173
Hawke, admiral, sir E., defeats the French

fleet ofi' Belle Isle, Oct. 14, 1747, vi. 179 ; cap-

tures some French merchantmen, 1755, 208;

supersedes Byng in the command of the

fleet sent against the French, 1756, 213;

tent out on an expedition against Rochefort

;

quarrels with Mordaunt, and nothing is done,

229 ; driven, by stormy weather, from before

Brest, 239 ; attacks the French fleet in tiui-

beron Bay, Sept. 20, 1759, and gains a vic-

tory ; intrepid conduct in the battle, 240

Hawkesbury, lord. See Liverpool, earl of.

Hawkesmoor, his architectural works, v. 456,

457
Hawley, general, left in command of the

English troops in Scotland by the duke of

Cumberland, 1745, vi. 159; marches through

Linlithgow to Falkirk ; his contempt for the

"undisciplined rabble," 160; he engages

with them at Falkirk, Jan. 17, 1746 ; and is

disgracefully defeated, 161 ; his retreat

;

causes several officers and soldiers to be

tried by court-martial ; two soldiers are shot,

162
flay, James, earl of Carlisle, layith extrava-

gance of king James towards, iii. 341 ; Cla-

rendon's character of, ii.

VOL. ix.~291.

Hayden, count de, a Russian rear-sdminl;

present at the battle of Navatino. 1S27, viii.

226, 227
nu\ don. Ids paintings, viii. 1.52

Ha/litt, William, character of m§ essays, viii.

128, 129
Head, sir Francis, governor of Canada ; orders

the "Caroline" to be bm-nt; rei>el3 the in.

surgents attacking Toronto, viii. 407

Hcalcy, Joseph, a reformer ; tried and impri-

foned, 1820, viii. 164
Hearth money, v. 2, 3
Hiniskerk, Dutch painter

;
patronised by 'Wil-

liam m., V. 463
Hengist and Horsa, landing of, in EngUand,

A.D. 449, i. 61

Henley. See Northington.

Henrietta Maria, advice of, to Charles, con-

cerning Rupert, iv. 2 ; letter of, to Charles,

lA. ; lands at Burlington with an ai-my, 12
;

letter of, to Charles, t*. ; warning of, to her

liusband, 14 ;
joins him, 18 ; her character,

19; enters Stratford-upon-Avon, and sleeps

in Shakspere's house, ib. ; meets Charles on

his first battle-field, ib. ; conduct of, 27 ;
goes

to Exeter, 33 ;
gives birth to a princess there,

while being besieged by Essex, 34; flies to

France, 36 ; condition of, at the Louvre,

142
Henriot, death of, 1794, vu. 310

Henry of Huntingdon, his account of the inva-

sion of the Northmen or Danes, i. 78

Henry, sumamed Beau-Clerc, knighted in

1086, i. 217 ; is bequeathed 5000 pounds of

silver by his father, 218 ; assists his brother,

duke Robert, at the siege of Rouen, and kills

Conan, 222 ; becomes possessed of Mount St.

Michael, and maintains a siege against is

two brothers, 223; hastens to England and

seizes on the crown treasures on the death f

his brother William in 1100, 233 ; is crown d

234 ;
publishes a charter of liberties, tb.

;

finds the necessity of English support against

the Norman barons, 235 ; reforms ellected by,

ib. ; marriage of, with Matilda, the niece of

Edgar Atheling, 236; induces his brother

Robert to relinquish his claim to the crown,

to establish which he had invaded England,

237 ; subdues many of the disaBected barons,

235 ; quarrels with his brother for protect-

in"- Robert de Belesme, ib. ; fosters the dis-

attt'ction of the harons in Normandy against

Robert, 239 ; invades Normandy in 1105, ib.
;

wins the battle of Tenchebrai, and takes

Robert prisoner, 240 ; the son of Robert u
patronised by Louis of France, a war takes

place, and the battle of Noyon is fought lu

1119 241; devastation of Normandy, 242;

death of Matilda in 1118, ib. ; marriage of li;-*

son William the Atheling, ib.\ inhumani',.;

of towards the children of his nature

daughter Juliana, wife of Eustace de Bre-

teuil, 243; WTeck of theBlanche-Nef, and ilie

death of his son William, ib. ;
second mar-

riage of Henry in 1121 with Adelaide, 244:

declares his daughter Matilda, the widow of

the emperor of Germany, his heir, in 1128,

xb. ; dies on Nov. 30, 1135, 246

Henry II., bom in 1133, i. 245, 268; early

career and marriage of, 268 ; is acknowledged

successor to Stephen, 269 ; crowned on Dec.

19, 1154, 270; beneficial vigour of, in the

establishment of order, 271 ;
makes Thomn*
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& Becket chancellor and his chief adviser in

1157, 273; character of, 274; sends Becket
as ambassador to France, to contract a mar-
riage between his eldest son and a daughter
of the French king, 275 ; declines to sur-

render Maine and Anjou to his brother Geof-
frey, and gives him a pension instead, 216

;

compels Malcolm of Scotland to surrender
Cumberland and Northumberland, ib. ; in-

vades Wales, and is unsuccessful, 277 ; con-
tinental wars of, 279 ; creates Becket arch-
bishop of Canterburv, 2S0

;
quarrels with him

as to his claim for the resumption of church
property, 283 ; state of secular law and es-

tablishment of law courts, 283, 281 ; evils of
the clerical exemption from the secular law,

285 ; Constitutions of Clarendon passed to

enforce the secular law, 286, 287 ; the pope
refuses to confirm them, 287 ; Becket sup-
ports the pope's decision, is aiTaigned as a
traitor, is found guilty, 288 ; and flies from
England, 289 ; Henry convenes a synod at

Oxford in 1166, which orders the persecution
of heretics, 290; meets Becket at Touraine
in 1170, and a hollow peace is effected, 291

;

Becket returns to England and is murdered,
292, 293 ; contrast of the characters of Henry
and Becket, 294 ; first landing of the Anglo-
Normans in Ireland in 1169,296; commands
Strongbow to return to England, who obeys,

297 ;
goes himself to Ireland, and receives

homage as feudal superior, 298 ; swears his

innocence of Becket' s murder before the
pope's legate, and is absolved, ii. ; facts of

the storj' of Rosamund Clifford, 299 ; rebel-

lion of his sons, id. ; imprisons his wife

Eleanor, i/i. ; insun-ection in England re-

pressed, 300 ; William king of Scotland in-

vades England, ii. ; and is taken prisoner,

301 ; is liberated on doing homage to Henry,
if). ; Henry does penance at the tomb of

Becket, ib. ; is reconciled to his eldest son,

ib, ; important refonus in the administration
of justice effected by, 302 ; mission from Je-
rusalem in 1185 to urge him to undertake
its relief, 303 ; resolves to take the cross in
1188, 304; his sons Richard and John join
the king of France in a war against him, ib.

;

dies on July 6th, 1189, ib.

Henry III. succeeds his father John on Oct.

18, 1216, when only ten, years old, and is

crowned at Gloucester, Oct. 28, i. 356 ; the
battle of Lincoln gained against the French
army of prince Louis, 357 ; the regent Pem-
broke dies in 1219, and is succeeded by
Hubert de Burgh, 358 ; redress of grievances
obtained by the right preserved by the
people to grant supplies, 359; the Chartei-s

confirmed for a thii'd time in 1225 in order to

obtain supplies, ib. ; declares himself of age
in 1227, and asserts his right to govern of his
" own free will," ib. ; denial of this doctrine
by one of his judges, 300 ;

quarrels with De
Burgh, but together with the pope con-
tinues his exactions on the people, 361

;

eatirical and political songs, 362; marries
Eleanor, daughter of the count of Provence,
in 1236, ib. ; extortions of, 362, 303; tyran-
nical exercise of the privilege of purveyance,
363 ; sale of justice dv, ib. ; oppressions on
the Londoners by, 364 ; disati'ection occa-
•ioned, 365 ; repeated violation of the Ch.ar-

t«ii by, 366 ; swears again to observe them.

36"
; ill success of his foreign enterprises,

ib. ; condition of the nation under, 368 ; value
of money, and fluctuating prices of provisions

in the reign of, 369 ; taxation of the industry
of the people by, and resistance made to by
the clergy, 370;" famine in 1'258, 371; par-

liament meets at Westminster, and demands
the appointment of a commission, ib. ; the
' Provisions of Oxford,' 372 ; obtains a dis-

pensation from the pope to violate them, ib. ;

a civil war takes place headed by Simon de
Montford, 373 ;

prince Edward commands for

his father against the barons, ib. ; taken pri-

soner at the battle of Lewes, 374 ; the queen
collects troops abroad, but does not attempt
to land in England, 375 ; burgesses sum-
moned to parliament in 1264, by Simon de
Montford, ib. ; released by the issue of the
battle of Evesham, in which De Montford is

slain, 376 ; Award of Kenilworth, and eft'orts

of the parliament to restore tranquillity, 378

;

continued resistance of Simon de Montford
the younger, ib. ; dies, Nov. 16, 1272, 381

Henry IV. [see Hereford, duke of] ascends the

throne, Sept. 30, 1399, ii. 37 ; confederacy of

nobles against, 41 ; revolt of the Welsh
under Owen Glendower against, 42 ; is re-

pulsed by Glendower, 43 ; accused of the
murder of Richard II., ib.

;
persecutes the

followers of Wycliffe, 44 ; statute ' de here-

tico coniburendo ' passed for the suppression

of the Lollards, 45 ; burning William Salter,

ib. ; the Commons pray for repeal of the

statute, and he rejects tne prayer, 46 ; signs

a warrant for burning John Badby, ib.
;

France and Scotland refuse to acknowledge
him as king, ib. ; war with Scotland, and
battle of Homildon Hill on Sept. 14, 1402, 47 ;

revolt of the Percies against, and its probable

causes, 48 ; KittleofHateley Field at Shrews-
bury, 48, 49; politic clemency of Henry,
ib. ; hostilities with France, ^0 ; rcivolt of

Archbishop Scrope and others, ib. ; sup-
pression of the revolt, and execution of

Scrope and Nottingham, ib. ; continued strug-

gle of the Welsh under Owen Glendower,
ib. ; invades France, 51 ; dies, March 20,

1413, 52
Henry V. knighted by Eichard II. in 1399,

when eleven years old, ii. 34 ; commands in

Wales against the insurgents in 1402, 42

;

i'

oins his father to oppose the revolt of the

'ercies, 48 ; is wounded at the battle of

SlirewsDury, 49 ; obtains a victory over the

Welsh in 1405, 50; early character of, 51;
made captain of Calais, 52"

;
proclaimed king,

March 21, 1413, 53; clemency of, ib.; al-

leged conspiracy of the Lollards, headed by
su- John Oldcastle in 1414 against, 54 ; sup-

pressed, and all the conspii-ators pardoned e.v-

cept Oldcastle and eleven others, 55 ; claims

the crown of France and the restoration of

the old English possessions, ib. ; injustice of

the demands, 56 ;
prep.arations for the inva-

sion of France, ib. ; conspiracy of the earl of

Cambridge, lord Scrope, and "others against,

67 ; lands near Harfleur, Aug. 14, 1415, ib.
;

nature of the forces, ib. ; siege of Harfleur,

58 ; sickness of the English army, ib. ; march
from Harfleur, 69 ;

passage of the Somme,
60 ; description of Agincourt and its localitv,

61 ; battle of Agincourt on Oct. 25, 1415, 6i-

64; rejoicings in London on arrival of the
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news, 65 ; triumphant entry of, into London,
66 ; the factions in Franco a cause of his

success, 67 ; second expedition against France
in 1417, ib. ; takes Caen, ib. ; besieges

Eouen, 69; it surrenders after severe famine,
70 ; inefl'ectual conferences at Meulan, ib.

;

the duke of Burgundy murdered at an inter-

view with the Dauphin at Montereau, 71 ; con-
cludes a treaty with Pliilip, the young duke of

Burgundy, ib. ; and the treaty of Troyes with
Charles VI. on May 21, 1420, by which ho
was to marry Katherine and be recognised as

heir to the crown on the death of Charles,

ib. ; Henry and his queen return to England,
72 ; ill effects of his conquests on the condi-
tion of England, ib. ; the duke of Clarence
killed, 73 ; releases James I. of Scotland, who
accompanies him in his expedition to France
in 1421, ib. ; besieges and takes Meaux, 74 ;

dies, Aug. 31, 1422, 75 ; estimate of the cha-
racter of, ib.

Henry VI., bom Dec. 6, 1421, ii. 74 ; succeeds
his father, Sept. 1, 1422, and the dukes of
Bedford and Gloucester are appointed Pro-
tectors by the parliament, 76 ; Charles VI. of

France dies, and Henry is proclaimed king,

77 ; victory of Verneuil gained by the duke of

Bedford, tb. ; tutelage of, under the earl of
Warwick, 79 ; apparent severity of "Warwick's
discipline, 79, SO ; siege of Orleans com-
menced, 82 ; Orleans is relieved by Joan of

Arc, 85 ; is crowned king of France, at Paris,

on Dec. 17, 1430, 91 ; death of the duke of

Bedford, 92 ; continued disgraces and losses in

France, ib. ; marries Margaret of Anjou, and
surrenders or loses all the possessions in

France, 93 ; the duke of Suffolk takes the
side of cardinal Beaufort against the duke of

Gloucester, 95 ; Gloucester and Beaufort die,

96 ; rise of the house of York, 130 ; power of

the duke of Suft'olk, 131 ; impeachment and
banishment of Suffolk, ib. ; his murder, 132 ;

insurrection of Jack Cade in 1450, ib. ; other
revolts in England, 134 ; unpopularity of
Somerset, on account of his losses in France,
ib. ; Henry becomes imbecile, 135 ; intrigues

of the queen and Somerset to secure their

power, 136 , the duke of York elected Protec-
tor by the peers, ib. ; the king recovers his

faculties, 137 ; selfishness of the barons, ib.
;

Romers^'t is released from arrest, and York
superseded, ib. ; York marches towards Lon-
don, ib. ; first battle of St. Albans, on May
22, 1455, and death of Somerset, 138 ; is con-
ducted to London by York, 139 ; a parliament
eummoned, and York made Protector a second
time, ib. ; the parliament not revolutionary,
but influenced by a desire to remove oppres-
sive taxation, 140; the Protectorate super-
seded in 1456, 141 ; attempts to reconcile the
Lancastrian and York factious, ib. ; com-
mencement of the Civil War, in 14-59, 142;
battle of Blore Heath, ib. ; is taken prisoner
at the battle of Northampton, in 1460, 143

;

a parliament assembled at AVestminster, and
York claims the crown, 144 ; the peers effect

a compromise that York should succeed on
Henry's death, ib. ; tlie queen resists the
compromise, and assembles an army, ib.

;

battle of Wakefield, and death of York, Deo.
31, 1460, 145 ; Margaret advances to London,
ib. ; defeats Warwick in the second battle of
St. Albans, and ro'-iptures the kinj, 146

;

Henr}' is de;^»l by parliament, and Eilvard
IV. proclaimed, March 4, 1461, 146 ; battle of

Towtou, 147, 148 ; attainted in parliament
for the death of Richard, duke of York, 151

;

renewed attempt of queen Margaret, in 1462,

repulsed, 152 ; story of her thi-owing herself

and son on the protection of an outlaw, ib.
;

renewed attempt against Edward, and loss of

the battle of Hexham, 153 ; the king is re-

captured, and committed to the Tower, ajid

Mai-garet retires to the Continent, 157 ; Mar-
garet is reconciled to Warwick, 159 ; invades
England with Warwick and Clarence, Edward
is deserted, and Henry restored, 160 ; War-
wick and clarence appointed Protectors, 162

;

is taken jprisoner at the battle of Bamet, ami
re-committed to the Tower, 165

;
queen Mar-

garet lands at Weymouth, assembles forces,

and is defeated at the battle of Tewkesbury,
166; she is taken prisoner, 167; death of

Henry, in May, 1471, and doubts as to the duke
of Gloucester having been his murderer, 168

Henry VII. (earl of Kichmond) taken by his
uncle, the earl of Pembroke, to Brittany, after

the battle of Tewkesbury, ii. 169 ; the dulte

of Buckingham and bishop Morton put them-
selves in communication with, previous to

their revolt against Richard III., 196 ; as-
sembles soldiers for a landing in England, 197;
is prevented by a storm, 198 ; leaves Brittany
to avoid being delivered up to Richard, 202

;

receives some forces from the king of France,
and lands at Milford Haven, Aug. 7, 1485,
204 ; battle of Bosworth, Aug. 22, 206

;

crowned on the field of Bosworth, 208 ; par-
liamentary title to the crown given him. 209

;

marries Elizabeth of York, 210 ; suitablenesi

of the character of, for his times, 211 ; aver-
sion of, to the House of York, ib. ; imprisons
the earl of Warwick, son of George, duke Oi

Clarence, 212 ; insurrection against, headed
by Lambert Sininel, who pretended to be earl

of Warwick, ib. ; suppression of the insurrec-
tion at 'Jhe battle of Stoke, on June 4, 1487,

213; alleged harsh treatment of the dowager
qaeen Elizabeth, 214 ; exhibits the real earl

of Warwick to the people, 215; timid foreign

policy of, 216 ; allows France to annex Brit-
tany, 217; insurrection in the northern coun-
ties on account of oppressive taxation, ib.

;

the earl of Northumberland killed, but th<
insiurection simpressed by the earl of Surrey,
ib. ; invades France, in 1492, and invests

Boulogne, 213; concludes a hurried pe.ace on
receiving a large sum of money from Charles
VIII., ib.

;
probable motives for the peace,

219 ; demands the surrender of Perkin War-
beck from the duke of Burgundy, but com-
filiance is evaded, 223 ; execution of sir Wil-
iam Stanley, and others, for corresponding
with Warbeck, 224 ; concludes a treaty with
the duke of Burgundy, by which Warbeck is

compelled to go to Scotland, 225; statute of

treason passed providing that subjects are
bound to serve the king defactOy ib.; employ-
ment of spies by, 226 ; letters of Bothwell to,

describing the position of Warbeck in Scot-
land in 1496, 227 ; is attacked by Warbeck
and James IV., but they are compelled 1

1

retreat, 229 ; insurrection in Cornwall against
renewed taxation, i4. ; suppressed, 230 ; con-
cludes a truce with James IV., by which
Warbeck is forced to leave Scotland, ib.

,
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Warbeck lands in Cornwall, attacks Exeter,

and is repulsed, 230 ; is deserted, and flies to

Banctuary at BeauUeu Abbey, tb. ;
his treat-

ment of TVarbe'^k after his surrender, JJl;

Warbeck attempts to escape, is retaken, and

confined in the Tower, 231 ; exhibited to the

public, and reads his confession, 232; the

carl of Warwick accused of treason, and of

ioining in conspiracy with Warbeck, lb.; they

are both executed. In Nov. 1499, 233 ;
com-

mits Edward de la Pole, earl of Sufiolk, to

the Tower, 234; marries his eldest son,

Arthur, to the princess Catherine of Arragon,

in 1501, 235 ; account of the royal court, ib.,

his fondness for jewels, 236 ; erection of his

palace at Richmond, and chapel at Westmin-

ster, ib. ; encouragement by, of Cabot and his

sons, ib.; passion of, for wealth, 237; con-

cludes a treaty with Scotland, and gives

Margaret, his daughter, in mamage to James

rV , in 1502, 238 ; his son Arthur dies, tb.

;

marries Arthur's widow to his next son,

Henn-, after obtaining the pope's dispensa-

tion, I*. ; his queen Elizabeth dies, 239

;

seeks for an advantageous marriage for him-

self, ib. ; dies on April 21, 1509, 240 ;
extor-

tions of Henry through the agency of Empson

and Dudley, '240, 241 ;
depression of the aris-

tocracy by, 241 ; oririnates the Star-chamber

court, 242 ; few parliaments held during his

reign, 243; progress of maritime discovery

in his reign, 249
., „„ , -nn

Henrv VIII. succeeds his father, April 22, 1509,

ii, i57 ; Empson and Dudley convicted and

executed for extortion, 258 ; marriage of, to

Catherine of Arragon, 259 ;
remarkable modi-

fication of the coronation oath by, tb. ;
skill

of in music, 260, 261 ; interferes m favour of

pope Julius II. in a war ag;iinst France, 26'2
;

rerives the claim to the crown of France, 263

;

claims a feudal superiority over Scotland, i* ;

retains his sister's legacy, in order to compel

her husband, James IV. of Scotland, to aban-

don the French aUiance, 264 ; an army sent

to Spain to invade Guienne, ib. ; W olsey, the

almoner, acts as war-minister, ib. ;
rise of

Wolsey, 265; the annv returns from Spain

without effecting its object, ib. ;
naval war-

fare, and mutual ravages on the coasts of

France and England, '266; despotic measures

of, f-T the security of the coast, 267 ;
expedi-

tion of, to France, in 1513, ib. ; ostentatious

display of magnificence, i*. ; the emperor

Maximilian takes miUtary service under him,

268; wins the Battle of the Spurs, tb. ; le-

rouenne and Toumay surrender, tb. ;
war

with Scotland, 270; battle of Flodden Field,

on Sept. 9, 1513, and death of James IV. of

Scotland, '271, 272; ravages on both sides of

the Scottish border, 274; attack by the French

on Brighton, ib.; peace with Trance, and

marriage of the princess Mary to Louis \n.,

ib ; death of Louis, and accession of Francis,

275 • Henry asserts the rights of the crown

against the claims of the clergy, 278 ;
de-

sires to be chosen emperor, and sends Face

on a mission to Germany, 280; Henry and

Francis meet in the Field of the tloth ot

Gold, 282-258 ; meets Charles V. at Grave-

lines, 286 ; conviction and execution of John

Stafford, dukeof Buokingham.287 ;
increasing

despotism and cruelty of, 288 ; writes a book

apunot L\ither, " On the Seven Sacraments,

290- Irfo X. bestows on him, in 152.. the

title of "Defender of the Faith,'" i«.; con-

eludes a league with Charles V. against

Francis I., 291; arbitr.ary measures ot, to

raise money, 292; riot of the Londoners on

" Evil May Day " against the Flemish trader^

293 294; parliament summoned, in 1523, and

earnest debate on the granting of a subsidy,

295, 296 ; opposes the endeavour of his sis.er

Mafgaret to obtain a divorce, '298 ;
Scotland

is invaded to enforce the removal of the duke

of Albany from the regency, '299 ; the earl of

Surrey destroys Jedburgh, and ravages the

borders, ib. ; the duke of Suffolk sent with an

army to France, in 1523, which devastates the

country, but has no other success, 300 ;
resist-

ance o"f the people to taxes levied without the

authority of parliament, 301,302; insurrection

in Suffolk occasioned by, 302 ; the levj' revoked,

and the insurgents pardoned, 303 ; his opinion

as to the war between the emperor and tUe

pope, in 1527, 308 ; first agitation of the ques-

tion of divorce from queen Catherine, 3Ua,

sends supplies to the pope whUe in conhne-

ment, 311 ;
growing attachment of, to Anne

Bolej-n 313,314; war declared against thJ

emperor, 314 ; the pope sends a commissioi

for Wolsey and cardinal Campegius to mquiie

into the validity of his marriage, 315; inter-

\-iew of the legates with Catherine, 317 ;
un-

popularity of the divorce with the people, 318;

openin" of the Icgatine commission, on June

18 15''9 ib. ; Catherine refuses to acknow-

ledge its jurisdiction, 319 ; is declared contu-

macious, ib. ; Wolsey is deprived of the Great

Seal, on Oct. 17, 15'29, 320; creates sir Tho-

mas More chancellor, 323; the parUament

passes statutes against ecclesiastical abuses

325 ; opposition of the clergy to the reading of

the scriptures, 326 ; the king "released tiom

his debts by act of parUament, 328 ;
Christmas

amusements of, and large sums lost by^ at

gamblmg, 329; sends the earl of Wiltshire

and Cranmer to obtain the pope s consent to

the dissolution of his marriage, 330; opinions

of the universities of Oxford and Cambridge

in favour of the divorce, 331 ; hypocrisy of thir

plea of conscience for desiring a Qivorce, lA.

;

grants a general pardon to Wolsey, who retires

to his see, 332 ; oauscs him to be arrested for

hi-'h treason, 334 ; unfeeling conduct of, on

hearing of Wolsej's death, 335; commence-

ment of the Uelomiation in England, 336,

prosecutes the clergy for having submitted to

Volsey as legate, S37; fears being cited to

Home on the divorce cause, .*. ;
threatens

the pope with the loss of his powerm England,

but persecutes reformers, 338; requires Frith

andTyndale t) renounce their errors and to

return from the Nethcriands to England, li.

;

the payment of annates to the see of Home

abolished by, in 1531, 339 ; increased cruelty

and tyranny of, after the death of ^^ olsey, t*.,

severe laws passed against poisoners, gipsies,

vagabonds, and for punishing wanderers bv

death on a third offence, 340-342 • goes with

Anne Bolej-n to France in 1535, to mee

Francis, 343; mames Anne Boleyn, 344,

Cranmer pronounces sentence of divorce, on

May 23, 1533, 345 ; description of the corona-

tion of Anne Boleyn, by Cranmer, 346; Ca-

therine steadily refuses to renounc^ the title

of queen, 348 ;
jirincess Elizabeti bom, bept.
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7, 1.533, 3-49; stitufe for'hidJing appeals to

Kome p:is3fd, 350; statute for the punisli-

ment of liereay, 351 ; Friih burnt, 352 ;
sta-

tute vesting the succession in the issue of

queen Anne, i/>. ; the Holy Maid of Kent and

ner visions, 353 ; she is tried and CNecuted for

treason, 35 1 ; l'"ishfr, bishop of Rochester, and

sir Thomas More, included in the charge, ill. ;

they are sent to the Tower for refusing to

swear to the illegality of the king's first

marriage, 356 ; Act of Supremacy passed,

357; Act of Succession passed, with new
definitions of treason, ib. ; execution of the

monks of the Cliarterhouse for refusing to

take the oath of supremacy, 359 ;
Hollanders

bui-nt for heresy, 361 ; the act allowing the

free importation of books repealed, ib. ; Fisher

and More tried for treason, convicted, and
executed, 362-364; Cromwell appointed vice-

gerent, 365 ; visitation of the monasteries, in

1535, 366 ; statute f.ir the dissolution of the

smaller monasteries, 369 ; statutes passed for

the regulation of trade and prices, 370; death

of Catherine on Jan.", 1536, ib.; AnneBole)-n
suspected of heresy, 371 ; May-day at Green-

wich, 1536,372; Anne Boleynsentto the Tower,

373; her letter to the king, 374, 384; Cranmer's

letter to the king, 375 ; true bills found against

Anne Boleyn and others, 376; her trial and ex-

ecution on'May 19, 1536, 377 ; herdyingspeech,

378 ; marriage of Henry to jane Seymour, on

May 20, ib. ; doubtsastotheguiltof Anne, 380,

381 ; new law of succession passed, 382 ; state

of Ireland, 385-388 ; rebellion of the Fitz-

g-eralds in Ireland in 1634,388; it is sup-

pressed, and tlie Fitzgeralds executed, m
violation of a promise given, 393 ; assumes

the title of king of Ireland, 394 ;
proclama-

tion of, against holidays, 398; insurrection

in Lincolnshire in 1536, occasioned by the

proclamation, and the suppression of monastic

establishments, 399 ; rude answer of, to the

Lincolnshire petitioners, ib. ; the insuiTection

suppressed, 400 ; insurrection in Yorkshire,

headed by Robert Aske, ib. ; crafty ij\struc-

tions of, to the duke of Norfcdk, as to treating

with the insurgents, 401 ; dissatisfaction of,

with Norfolk, for granting a free pardon on

their dispersion, ib. ; renewal of the insurrec-

tion in Yorkshire in 1537. 402 ; the insur-

gents repulsed from Carlisle and Hull, mar-

tial law proclaimed, and many hung, ib.
;

execution of many of the leaders in London,

403; orders martial law to be proclaimed,

which is to apply to monks and canons that

be faulty, ib. ; executions at Windsor for

Bj-mpathy with the insurgents of the North,

I*. ; birln af Edward VI., and death of queen

jane SejTnour, 404 ; negotiations abroad for

a new wife, ib. ; sanctions the printing of

Coverdale's Bible, 405 ; disputes in West-

minster Hall with John Lambert on the

•ucharist, 407 ; Lambert is burnt, 408 ; Act

of 1539, for the dissolution of abbeys, ib.
;

assigns pensions to the abbots, monks, and

others who surrender, 412; wasteful dis-

posal of the possessions of the religious houses,

413 ; destruction of the buildings, 414 ; sub-

serviency of the parliament summoned in

1539,416; Acts passed for the dissolution of

abbeys, and to enable Henry to found and
endow bislioprics, 417; projected appropri-

ntious of the monastic revenues, and their

subsequent misapplication, 418 ;
suppresses

the hospital of tlie Knights of St. John, 419 ;

passing of the intolerant and atrocious statute

of the Six Articles, in 1539, ib.; persecutions

and executions under this statute, 421 ;
pre-

posterous claim of, to unlimited obedience,

embodied in this statute, 422; causes the

De la Pole family to be arrested, on Ueginald

Pole having written against his divorce, ib.
;

the aged countess of Salisbury, Pole's mother,

executed in 1541, 423; marries Anne of

Cleves, 425 ; dislikes her, 426 ; the marriage

declared invalid, 427 ; causes Cromwell to be

arrested, 428; and attainted of high treason,

429 ; Cromwell is executed, July 28, 1.540, and
on • the same day Henry marries Catherine

Howard, 430 ; heretics "humt for affirming

the legality of his marriage with Catherine of

Arragon , and for denying his supremacy, 432

;

the prortigacy of Catherine Howard revealed

to him by Cranmer, ib. ;
promises her life on

confession, but breaks the promise, 433 ; she

is attainted and executed, Feb. 12, 1.541, ib.
;

another new treason declared by the Act of

attainder, 434; marries Catherine Parr, in

July, 1543, ib. ; endeavours to eB'ect a mar-
riage between his son Edward and Mary of

Scotland, 436; sends the earl of Hertford to

Scotland, who ravages it, bums Leith, and

other places, 4.37-439 ; is opposed by cardinal

Beaton in his claims tosujiremacy, and in his

attempt on the independence of Scotland, 440

;

sanctions a proposal to assassinate Beaton, ib.

;

invades France with great pomp, having

obtained a subsidy and a second extinction of

his debts from parliament, in 1544, 442

;

besieges and takes Boulogne, 443; wants

funds for providing land defences against a

projected invasion by France, 444 ;
peace

concluded with France and Scotland, 445;
continued persecution for heresies under Act

of the Six Articles, 446, 447 ; relieves Cran-

mer from an accusation of heresy, 448 ; Anne
Askew and others burnt, 419 ;

queen Catherine

Parr suspected of heresy, 450 ; the duke of

Norfolk and earl of Surrey arrested on charg;s

of high treason, 451 ; Surrey beheaded, and
Norfolk remitted for executian, but escapes

owing to the king's death, 452; death of

Henry on Jan. 28, 1547, 453

Henry IV., of France, succeeds to the throne in

August, 1.589, iii. 259: English expedition

sent in aid of, 200 ; abjures the Protestant

religion, 265 ; concludes a separate treaty

witli Spain, 279 ; sends Sully to congratulate

James I. on his accession, 309 ; is assassinated

in 1610, 351 ; scheme of, for an European
confederacy, ii.

Henry, Patnck, his early career, vi. 272 ; hi«

eloquence in opposing the Stamp act, 1765,

273
Heptarchy, little interest afforded by the events

of the, 1. 71 ; incessant wars during the, 73

Hereford, Henry duke of (afterwards Henry
IV.), quarrel of, with the duke of Norfolk, ii.

31 ; is banished, 32 ; his patrimony seized by
Kichard II., 33 ; lands at Ravenspur July 4,

1399, 34; interview of, with Richard II., '35;

entry of, with the captive Richard, into Lon-
don, 36; claims the crown, 38; his hereditary

pretensions, 39 ; superior right of Edmund
Mortimer, tlie iirogenitor of the House ol

York, 40. See Henry IV.
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Herewaid heads an insurrection in 1072, in the

Isle of Ely, i. 19S ; successes of, ib. ; is com-
pc-lled to submit to William I.. 199 ; fate

ei; ib.

HiTuianu, general, defeated bj' the French and
Dutch, 1799, vii. 386

Hero-worship, ancient tumuli, probable memo-
rials of, i. 13

Herries, J. C, chancellor of the exchequer, viii.

225; quarrels with Huskisson, 227 ; secretary

at war, 354
Herschell, sir William, discovered Uranus, 1781,

viii. 129, 130 ; his great telescope erected at

Slough, Aug. 28, 1798, 130
Hertford, Edward Seymour earl of, commands

the forces in the invasion of Scotland, and
burns Leith, ii. 437 ; ravages the southern
counties, 438 ; conceals for a time the will of

Henry VIII., iii. 2; raised to the otTice of

Protector by the e.\ecutors of the will, and
created duke of Somerset, ib. ; endeavours to

enforce the treaty for the marriage of Edward
VI. with the queen of Scotland, 4 ; invades
Scotland and proposes terms for an Union, 5,

6 ; wins the battle of I'inkie and returns to

London, 7; causes Henry VIII 's statutes of

treason and other arbitrary laws to be re-

pealed, 9 ; difficulties of the government of,

arising from the circumstances of the times
and his own character, 14 ; causes his brother,

lord Thomas Seymour, to be attainted for

treason, and signs the waiTant for his exe-
cution, 16 ; probable guilt of Seymour, and
justitication of Somerset, 17 ; evidence of

Sharrington against Seymour, 17, IS ; inef-

fectual endeavours of Somerset to redress

grievances, 19; proclamations against un-
reasonable prices and against inclosures, 20

;

insuiTeetion in Cornwall and Devonshire
against innovations in religion, 21 ; suppressed

at the battle of Cliif, near Exeter, 23 ; insur-

rection of Kct the tanner in Norfolk, against

inclosures, 24 ; suppressed by the earl of
Warwick at Slouseliold-lieath, 27 ; marriage
ofMary of Scotland to the dauphin of France,
and war declared with both those countries,

28 ; successes of the Scotch, 29 ; becomes
obnoxious to the nobility from his protection

of the rights of the poor, 30, 31 ; confederacy
of the nobles, headed by Warwick against, 32

;

issues a proclamation inviting the king's
Bulijects to repair to Hampton Court, where
Edward was, for the king's protection, 33;
fails to get the sui>port of the anny or to

move the people to rise in his favour, ib. ; re-

moves Edward to Windsor, 34 ; lord Kussell

and the araiy join AVarwick, tb. ; is arrested,

35 ; convened to the Tower, 36 ; articles ex-
hibited agidnst, 37 ; the rrotectorship is

revoked, he is imprisoned till Feb. 6, 1550,

and fined, ib. ; attempts of, to re-establish his

power, 42; is arrested and tried for high
treason, 43; acquitted of treason and found
guilty of felony, ib. ; is beheaded January 22,

1551, 43 ; character of, and his influence on
the progress of the Keformation, 44

Hertford, lord, English ambassador at Paris, vi.

268
_

Hervcy, lord, vice-chambcrlain, 1730, vi. 62

;

duels with Pultency; character of, 67 ; con-
versation of, with Walpole on Caroline's
death, 87

Hervey, colonel, advises Wellington to cease

pursuing the enemy at Waterloo, riii

36
Hesse, elector of, subsidied by England, yi.

208
Hewlet, lady, her bequest : discussion as to th«

claimants thereof, viii. 519, 520
Hexham, battle of, May 15, 1464, ii. 153
Hicks, Mrs., hanged for witchcraft, 1716, v.

430
Hickson, an agent of the young Pretender j ap-

prehended, vi. 132
Hickson, his description of the evils of the poor-
law system, viii. 339

Hidon, Thomas, reveals the Cato-street con-
spiracy, viii. 161

High and Low Church, introduction of the dis-

tinction of, v. 74
Highlanders, description of the, by Cunning-
ham, V. 91

;
government proceedings against

the, 131, et seq. ; their share in the rebellion

of 1715, vi. 6-26; description of the; the
Black Watch, or 42nd Regiment, 116, 117;
aid the rebellion of 1745, 123-133; costume
of, early part of 18th century, 134-136 ; their
further operations in the rebellion of 1745^
1746, 140-149, 1.55-178; drafted into th&
British army by Chatham, 218

Highs, Thomas, invents a machine similar to.

the "jenny," vii. 46, 47
Ilighwaj-men, 18th century, vii. 91, 92
Hill, colonel, commands the garrison at Fort

William, 1690, v. 131 ; his share in the Glen-
coe massacre, 132, 133, 137; declared not
guilty by the Scotch parliament, 141

Hill, captain, murders Mountford, the player,
V. 160

Hill, general, his struggle with Soult, Dec.
1813, vii. 667

Hill, Frederic, first inspector of Scotch pri-

sons ; their state according to his reports, viii.

371
Hill, sir G. F., vice-treasurer of Ireland, viii.

158
Hill, M. D., M P. for Hull ; description of Ag-
new's Sabbath Observance bill, viii. 322;
history of public opinion on the question of

counsel for prisoners by, 369; 370
Hill, Rowland, revolutionises the routine of the

Post Office, viii. 390 ; his proposed penny
postage plan ; opposition to it ; it is tried and
found completely successful, 424, 426

Hill, T. W., his remarks on Worcestershire
potato cultivation, vii. 25, 20 ; engaged in

the Birmingham riots, 1791, 196, 197
Hillsborough, lord, secretary for the colonies,

1768-1772, vi. 306. 321, 469 ; orders Bernard
to rescind the resolution adopted by the Mas-
sachusetts Assembly, to oppose the Revenue
act, 307 ; accused of garbling the council

minutes ; appoints lord Boutetort governor of

Virginia, in room of sir i . Amherst, 310

;

secretary of state, 1779-1782, 469
Hislop, sir Thomas, commands the army of the

Deccan, viii. 216
Hispaniola. See San Domingo.
Historian, province of the, i. introd. iv. ; duties

of, introd. v.

History, Bpecimens of the false statements of,

viii. 40, 41 ; differently treated by oui- leading

historians, Macaulay, Hallani, and Carlyle,

470-473
Hoadley, Dr. Benjamin ; his treatises burnt by

the mob, v. 355 ; bishop of Sa'isbury ; urges
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Walpole to give the Dissenters promise of

future relief, vi. 623
Htilihouse, his objection to the income tax, \u.

3C0
Hobhouse, sir J. C, secretarv of state, viii. 3'2-I

;

president of the board of control, 381 ; liis

speech, moving a vote of thanks to the Indian
army, 4ol

iloche, sergeant, commands a detachment of

French guards in tlie riots, 17S9, vii. 17U; his

exploits at Quiberon, 1795,320; appointed to

command the expedition to Ireland, 1796,

331
Hofer, Andrew, leader of the Tyrolese insurrec-

tionists, 1809, vii. 515; his exploits, 51G ;

capture and death, Feb. 20, 181(1, -517

Ilofland, a river scenery painter, viii. 155

Hogarth, William, the regenerator of modem
English painting, v. 463, vii. 07 ; his cha-

racter as a painter, V. 464; his pictures a

delineation of cotemporary manners, 465, 4G6

;

dramatic character of his paintings and pi-ints,

i6. ; the life of the streets as shown in his

works, 446, 448 ;
profligacy among the high

and low ranks of society, 468; manners of tlie

time as delineated in his pictures of the

scene at the cockpit and at the gaminghouse,
469; thatof the rake's levee, 470; marriage-

a-la-mode, 471 ; in his election prints, 472 ;

in his pictures of " The Sleeping Congre-

gation," 473; and "Credulity, Superstition,

and Fanaticism, a medley," 474 ; attacked by

Wilkes in the " North Briton," vi. 265 ; his

caricature portrait of Wilkes; attacked by
Churchill, 266 ; whose portrait he publishes,

267
Hohenlinden, buttle of, Dec. 3, 1800, vii.

396
Hohenlohe, prince of, commands the Prussians

at Jena, vii. 477
Holbein, Hans, productions of, under Henry

VIII., ii. 499
Holboume, admiral, shrinks from attacking the

French, vi. 230
Holcroft, Thomas, remarks on Hardy's trial, vii.

301
Holdemess, earl of, secretarv of state, 1751-

1761, vi. 221, 237, 320 ;
removed from this

office, 1761, 246

Holkar, a Slahratta chief, vii. 455 ; war de-

clared against, 1804 ; subdued by the British,

461
Holkar the younger aids the Pindarees in their

war with the British, viii. 216 ; defeated Dec.

21, 1817, at the b:ittle of Meehudpore; peace

concluded with the British, Jan. 6, 1818,

217
Holland, Henry, his architectural designs, viii.

144
Holland, lord. See Fox, Henrv.
Holland, lord, remarks on lord S'orth's conduct,

1781, vi. 432; his account of North's an-

nouncement of Ijis resignation, 17^-, 435;

remarks on the income tax, vii. 3C;J ; a mem-
ber of the Grenville ministry, 478 ; defends

himself for defending lord (irey, 1827, viii.

206 ; chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster,

267, 381
Holland annexed to France, 1810, vii. 536
Holmes, major, concerned in the assassination

plot, 1696, V. 187, el sen.

Holstein Beck, prince of, takes an active part

in the battle of Blenheim, 1704, v. 283

Holwell, his account of the tisgedy of the Black

Hole, vi. 222, 223

Holy Alliance. See Alliance.

Home, John, his estimate of the Highland

forces, 1745, vi. 128 ; his description of the

battle of Falkirk, 160, 161

Homildon-Hill, battle of, 14 Sept. 1402, u. 47

Hompesch, general, pursues the Gallo-Bavanan

army after their defeat at Blenheim, v. 283

Hone, William, prosecuted for libel, viii. 85,

86 ; his first, 86-88 ; second, 88 ; and third

trials, 88, 89; in all he is found not guilty

Hood, captain, present at the battle of the Nile,

1798, vii. 3.56

Hood, sir Samuel, unable to hinder De Grasse's

operations, 1781, vi. 421, 426; joined by

Itudney, 1782, 436 ; compels the " Ville do

Paris" to strike, 438 ; captures four French

vessels, 439 ;
sails agiiinst Toulon ; negotiates

with the inhabitants, vii. '286 ; the fleet and
]iort are surrendered on his agreeing to sup-

port them in the restoration of peace and
monarchy, '286, 287 ; compelled to evacuate

the place by the French, 289, 290

Hood, Thomas, his poetry, viii. 481, 482

Hook, Theodore, his novels, viii. 407, 468

llooke, colonel, a Jacobite aeent ; ofl'ers French
assistance to the Cameroniaus, and other

Scots disafl'ected towards the government, v.

334
Hooper, bishop of Gloucester, martyrdom of, iii.

83
Hope, sir John, retreats through Spain, 1808,

vii. 504, 506 ; succeeds to the command of

the army on Moore's death; embarks his

troops, 606 ; captures Balitz and the South
Beveland, 1809, 519; battles against Soult,

1813, 567
Horner, Francis, remarks of, on the reduction of

the circulating medium, 1816, viii. 58 ; died

Feb. 6, 1817, 91

Horton, Mrs., her connection and manaage with

the duke of Cumberland, vi. 330

Hosier, admiral, blockades Porto Bello, vi. ob
Hospitals, London medical, dates of the opening

of the, vii. 120
Houchard, general in the French army ; defeats

the ,'Vustrians near Hondscoote, Sept. 8, 1793,

vii. 282 ; the convention puts him to death

for nut stopping the English in their retreat

from Dunkirk, 283
Howard, Jlrs. See Suffolk, lady.

Howard, John, high sheiift' of Bedfordshire;

his philantlu'opiial eHort to remedy the state

of prisoners; publication of his book "on
prisons," 1777, vii- H", H8

Howe, Richard, earl ; captain ; captures two
French vessels, 1755, vi. 208; takes Aix,

1757, 229 ; reinforces the troops in America
;

appointed one of the British commissioners,

364; employs conciliatory meas'ires towards

the Americans, 369 ; his negotiations with

Franklin and others, 372 ; sails to Newport
;

hindered from engaging the enemy by a

storm, 391 ; admiral; gives chase to the Brest

fleet, vii. 306
;
fains a victory over it, June

1, 1794, 307; his personal visit to the fleet

quells the mutiny at Spithead, 340

Howe, major-general sir William, engaged in

the battle of Breed's, or Bunker's hill, 1776,

vi. 357 ; leads an attack against the Ameri-
cans, 358 ; left in command of the British

American array, 360 ; leaves Halifax j landi
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in Staten Island, 1776, 364; his letter to

(Jeorge Wasliinytnn, Esq. refused, 369; gains

the battle of Brooklyn, 370 ; his further opera-

tions against AVasnington, 1776, 370, 371 t

evacuates Jersey ; his strategic movements,

1777, 378
Howe, lord, slain at the head of his regiment in

America, 1758, vi. 233
Hudson's Bay Company, chartered 1670, v. 39

Muggins, John, reprimanded for selling the

f7ardeuship of the Fleet, vi. 64

Hull, port of, and trades, v. 28 ; whale fisher)'

carried on by the vessels of, ib. ; obtains par-

liamentary representation, 1S32, viii. 307

Hull, general, capitulates to Brock, 1812, viii.

8,9
lluUin aids in attacking the Bastille, 1789, vii.

173

Humbert, general, commands the French force

sent to Ireland, vii. 367 ; which surrenders to

general Lake, Sept. 8, 1799, 368

H lime, erroneous statement of, as to the con-

dition of Britain in the third century, i. 33

Hume, M.P. for Montrose ; his complaints on
behalf of queen Caroline, viii. 162 ; moves
the issuing of a proclamation for her corona-

tion, 173; his eflbrts to promote the recogni-

tion of true principles of financial economy,

232 ; votes for Littleton as speaker, 3lS

;

reviews the work of the session of 1836, 367
" Hundred Days," account of the crisis called

the, viii. 21 ; 26-37
Hunne, Richard, persecution of, for heresy and

being possessed of WycUti'e's books, ii. 277

;

violent death of, ib. ; the bishop of London's
chancellor accused of his murder, ib.

Hunt, Henry, attends a meeting of the Hamp-
den club in London, viii. 75 ; and also the

Spa-field meeting, 76, 77 ; fails in being re-

turned M.P. for Westminster, 98 ;
presides

over a reform meeting in Smithficld, 103, 104
;

takes the chair at the great reform meeting
at Manchester, 1819, 105; he is arrested and
tried, 108; found guilty and punished, 164

Hunt, Leigh, his '* Story of Rimini " published,

1816, viii. 121 ; charm and pleasantness of his

essays, 129
Hunt, Robert, his evidence of the assassination

plot, 1696, v. 187, 188

Huskisson, William, present at the taking of

the Bastille ; defends his conduct in the

F'rench revolution, rii. 183; praises Louis's

firmness in the insurrection of the 20th of

June, 1792, 221 ; first commissioner of Woods
and Forests and Land revenues, viii. 158;
president of the board of trade, Jan. 1823;
obtains a seat in the Cabinet, 1825 ; develops

a system of commercial policy on a broad and
liberal basis ; his reciprocity of duties bill

i)assed, July 4, 1823, 189; clamour against

nis proposal to abolish the prohibitory duties

on silk ; vindicates his motives for advocating

free trade, 190 ; he is eloquently defended by
Canning, 190, 191 ; colonial secretary in the

Goderich ministry, 1827, 225 ; his differences

with Mr. Herries causes lord Goderich to

resign, 227; joins the Wellington adminis-

tration, 228 ; opposes the repeal of the Cor-

poration and Test Acts, 233 ; compelled, for

consistency's sake, to vote against the govern-

ment, he retires from the ministry, 1828, 235

;

bia speech on the power of steam ; returned

ii.. r. for Liverpool, 261
;

present at the

opening of the Liverpool and Manchestei
railway. 261, 262; killed by an accident,
Sept. I5, 1830. 262

Huss, John, adopts the tenets of 'Wyclifife, iL

53; is summoned to Constance and therj
burnt in 1415, 54

Hussev, Dr., remarks of, on the state of Ireland,
179S, vii. 362, 363

Hutchinson, colonel, studies the state of public
atfairs, iii. 448 ; conference of, with lord

Newark, 483 ; defends Nottingham Castle

with bravery, iv. 19 ; returned as member of

parliament, 54 ;
pre-ents a petition in favour

of sir John Offen, 116, 117; goes to London,
and submits like others, to Cromwell's govera-
ment, 160 ; effects of the Civil War described

by Mrs. Hutchinson, 170; she cites the
colonel as a good example of an accomplished
gentleman of the Independent party, 172

;

kind of life led by, after his retirement from
public affairs, 173 ; reveals Lambert's plot to

Oliver Cromwell, 212
Hutchinson, governor of Massachusetts, vi. 311;
removes all the troops from Boston, 313

;

superseded in his post by general Gage, 344
Hutchinson, general, engages tlie French at

Castlebar, vii. 367 ; succeeds to the command
of the army in Egypt ; invests Cairo, 407

Hutchinson, lord, appointed to offer queen
Caroline an annuity under certain conditions,
viii. 105, 166

Hutton, William, established a circulating

library at Birmingham, 1751, vii. 84; re-

marks on a handbill celebrating the fall of

the Bastille, 1791, 166 ; his warehouse plun-
dered by the Birmingham mob, 197

Huv taken by Mariborough, 1703, v. 266; by
Villeroy, 1705, 302

Hyde, sir Edward. See Clarendon, earl of.

Hyder-Ali defeats the English in Madias and
obtains possession of the country, vi. 334

;

his inroad upon the Carnatic, vii. 130, 131

;

defeated by Coote, 131 ; death of, 1782, 134

Ibrahim Bey evacuates Cairo, 1798, vii. 354
Ibrahim Tasha, proceedings of, at Navarino
and the Morea, 1827, viii- 226

Imhoff, Mrs., married Warren Hastings, vii.

Impey, sir Elijah, chief justice of the Supreme
Court at Calcutta ; causes Nuncomar to be
tried for forgery, vii. 126 ; who is found
guilty and e.-cecuted, 127 ;

quarrels with
Hastings, 130 ; collects evidence against the
begums of Oude, 133

Impressment, system of, established by law,

1704, V. 274 ; evils of impressment exagge-
rated, viii. 5

Inclosure bills passed, 1760-1779, vii. 4 ; 1789-

1797, 335
Income, Gregory King's scheme of the, of the

various grades of society in 1688, v. 35, 36,

64 ; of clergy compared with that of other

classes temp, queen Anne, 58

Income-tax, first proposed by Pitt, 1798 ; ob-

jections to it, vii. 359, 36*0
;
proposed con-

tinuance of, 1816 ; opposition to it ; the pro-

posal rejected, rai. 51-53 ; renewal of, pro-

posed by sir K. Peel, and resolved upon by
parliament, notwithstanding great opposi-

tion, 495 ; re-imposition of, proposed by sir &
Peel, 524. 525
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lademtiitr Acta for Dissenters pasaed, 1727>
1828, vl. 63

iTidemnily Act p:issed, 1766, to exonerate those

who had advised an embargo on com, vi.

286
rndcmnity bill introduced, 1689, v. 77
Indemnity bill, 1818, viii. 96
Independents. See Nonconformists.
India bill, Fox's, brought forward, Nov. IS,

1783 ; the plan of government proposed, vii.

137; opposition to it; carried in the House
of Commons, Dec. 9, 138; rejected in the
I^rds, 139; Pitt introduces nis, Jan. It,

1784 ; thrown out, and Fox's re-introduccd,

141; Pitt's India bills passed; plan of go-
vernment laid down by them, 14.5, 146

Indian affairs, history of, 1744-1754, vi. 201-

20.5; 17-56-1757, 222-226; 1760-1773, 332-

335; 1773-1784, vii. 123-134; India bills of

Fox and Pitt, 136-139, 141, 145, 146; his-

toiT, from 1785 to 1793,256-260; 1798,1799,

377, 379 ; 1799-1806, 4.53-4B3 ; 1807-1826,

viii. 212-224; 1836-1842, 450-461; 1842-

1844, 607-511 ; 1845, 1846, 544,545
Indian Trade Keform bill suffered to drop, 1692,

V. 146
Indians employed by the Americans, 1759, vi.

237; by the British, 1777, 379; Chatham
denounces the practice as a national stain,

381, 3S2 ; Burgoyne defends his conduct in

employing them, 391, 395; destruction of

Wyoming bv, 1778, 395, 396 ; again em-
ployed by the British, 1812, viii. 8 ; their

steadiness and order praised by Brock,

8,9
Industrious classes, state of the, temp. Richard

I. i. 324-326 ; sports, games, and amusements
of, 327, 328.

Industry ; variety of employments among the

western counties of England, v. 14 ; the hard-
ware trade of Birmingham, 17 ; earthenware
trade, 18 ; glass manufacture, ii. ; stocking

trade, 19 ;
progress and vicissitudes of the

lace trade, ii. ; Lombe's silk mill completed
in 1717, 20; progress of the silk trade, ib.

;

rapid development of the cotton trade between
1700 and 18.50, 23 ; linen trade at Warring-
ton, and discouragement given to it, 25

;

most prosperous when guided by natural

laws, 26; of the Yorkshircmen in queen
Anne's time, ih. ; of Leeds, 27 ; cutlery trade

of Sheffield, 28 ; imports, exports, and trade

of Hull, ib.; the coal trade, 28, 29; the

salmon trade, 30 ; of Scotland, very limited

before the Union, in 1707, ib. , of the inha-

bitants in the Norwich district, 32 ; curious

evidence of this, 33
;
great difficulty of pass-

ing from one occupation to another about the
time of queen Anne, 48, 49 ; jealousy of the

great formerly shown towards the rise of the

lower classes, 49 ;
progress of the national,

in agriculture, vii. 4-39 ; and the arts, 40-

64; general depression of, 1812, 543; and
again in 1816, from the exhaustion of war, viii.

55, et »eq. ; and the heavy poor rates levied,

68
Inglis, sir E. H., returned M.P. for Oxford,

1829, viii. 238 ; his speech against the Ke-
form bill, 1831, 272, 273 ; opposes the grant-

ing a charter to the University of London,
357

Inguiphus, abbot of Croyland, account of the

iuvaaioa of the Danes in 870 by, i. 96 ; hia

behaviour to his predecessor, i90; account
bv, of the resistance of Hereward, 198,
199

Innocent XII., his pacific turn, v. 122; his de-
cision as to the Spanish succession, 242

;

pope, 1691-1700, 476
Inns as described by the poets and noTelists of

the 18th century,'vii. 93, 94
Innspruck surrendered to the Bavarians, 1809,

vii. 516
Insurance offices, date of the establishment of the

earlier, v. 41
Interregnum, period of, m 1688-9, iv. 443
Inverness taken by the young Pretender, 1748,

vi. 165
Inwoods, the architects of St. Pancra* church,

viii. 146
Zona, religion and learning fostered at, by Co-
lumba, in the 8th century, i. 74

Ipswich loses its colliery and cloth trade

;

takes the lead in the manufacture of agri-
cultural implements, v. 33 ; mutiny at, 1689,

Ireton, Hem-y, commands the left wing at

Naseby, iv. 43; intercepts a letter of the
king's in 1617, 81 ; saves the life of sir John
Owen, seconded by col. Hutchinson, 117;
left in Ireland by Cromwell as his deputy,
127 ; dies therein Nov. 1651, 161 ; his body
disinterred from Westminster Abbey after the
Restoration, and buried at Tyburn, 248

Irish Church Reform bill. See Church.
Iron ; England before and after the iron era,

contrasted, v. 1 1 ; Forest of Dean formerly
the seat of the manufacture of, 12 ; evidence!
of the Romans having smelted, ib. ; coal first

used for smelting ; state of the iron trade in

1740 and 1851 compared, 13 ; hardware
trade at Bii-mingham, 17 ; extensive manu-
facture of steel at Sheffield, 26 ; improve-
ments in the manufacture of; Carron iron

works founded by Dr. Roebuck, 1759, vii. 55
;

coal used for smelting, ib. ; invention of the
art of converting cast-iron into malleable-
iron ; modern and ancient iron structures

compared, 56
Isabel of Spain, her claim to the throne dis-

puted by Don Carlos, viii. 373
Isabella, queen of Edward II. See Edward II.

and Edward III.

Ismail, siege of, 1790 ; stormed by the Russians

;

massacre of the besieged, vii. 191

Jackson, capt. Andrew, organises the opposi-

tion to sir E. Pakenham's advance upon New
Orleans, Deo. 1814 and Jan. 1815, viii. 18;
president of the United States, 1829-1837,

268
Jacobins, a French political party ; Robespierre

its head, vii. 205 ; they attempt to impeach
La Fayette, 222 ; suspend their hostility

towards Dumouriez, 271 ; their measures for

governing France, 272-'275 ; energy, their

characteristic, 276 ; their vigour in meetiii'.;

the Toulon revolt, 287 ; their energy and
atrocities, 292, 293 ; they recognise the ex-

istence of the Supreme Being, 308, 309

;

fall of Robespierre and his adherents, 309,

310
Jacquerie, in France, the consequence of \h*

miseries occasioned by the ravages of th<

English, i. 477
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Jaffa taken ty the French, 1799, vii. 379; mas-
sacre of ita inhabitants, 379, 380

Jaffier, Mcer, Surajah Dowlah's general; con-
spires, with Clive's assistance, to obtain
sugreme power, vi. 224 ; Clive's treaty with,
2'2o ; becomes subahJar of Bengal, 226 ; the
English make war on Cossein to dethrone
him, and restore Jaffier, 332

Jamaica, critical state of affairs in, viii. 419
James I. of Scotland is released from his cap-

tivity at "Windsor, and accompanies Henry
V. in his expedition to France in 1421, ii.

73
James IV. of Scotland receives and protects

I'erkin "Warbeck in 1495, ii. 225 ; invades
England on his behalf, but retreats, 229

;

concludes a truce, and sends Warbeck from
Scotland, 230 ; marries llargaret, daughter
of lieniT VII. in 1502, 238 ; concludes a

treaty with France in May, 1512, 264; in-

vades England, 270 ;
valour displayed by, at

Flodden Field, Sept. 9, 1513, 271 ; slain, 271,

272
James I. of England (VI. of Scotland), bom
June 19, 1566, iii. 143 ; is crowned in Sect-

land, July 29, 1567, on his mother's abdica-

tion, 151 ; writes to Elizabeth in favour of

his mother on her condemnation, 200 ; sus-

pected of joining in the projects of Spain
against England, 216; he represses the in-

surrection fostered by Spain, 264 ; attempts
to obtain a subsidy to enable him to assert

his claim to the succession of the crown of

England, 290 ; the Gowrie conspiracy, 291

;

pro(!laimed king of England, March 24, 1603,

as James 1., 307 ;
quits Scotland with his

queen, Anne of Denmark, 308 ; absurd dis-

pensations of knighthood bv, <4. ; expecta-
tions of the Roman Catholics from, 309

;

coronation of, 309; the two plots, the
*' Main " and the " Bye," 311 ; Raleigh, Cob-
ham, and (jrcy, indicted for endeavouring to

advance Arabella Stuart to the throne, ib.
;

Raleigh is confined in the Tower, 312; he
presides at a conference at Hampton Court
between the heads of the Church and the

leaders of the Puritans, 314 ; a new version

of the Holy Scriptures, ordered by, I'A. ; meet-
ing of his first parliament, and dispute with
it respecting its privileges, 315 ; assertion of

their rights by the Commons, in tfieir

" Apology," ib. ; they remonstrate against

some innovations on the canons, aiming at

excluding nonconformists from civil rights,

316 , recommends an Union with Scotland,

ib. ',
the Commons complain of the grievances

of purveyance and wardship, 317 ; he con-
cludes a treaty of peace with Spain in Aug.
1604, 318; unpopularity of, ib.; character

of, 319, 320 ; Cecil communicates the letter

of Mounteagle respecting the Gunpowder Plot

to the king, 325; the vaults under the Par-

liament House searched, and Guide Fawkes
is taken, 326 ; dispersion of the conspirators,

ib. ; examination and torture of Fawkes,
327 ; confession of Winter, and details of the

plot, 328-330; the conspirators attempt to

raise « revolt, 331 ; resist their arrest, 332
;

are killed or taken prisoners, 333 ; employ-
ment of Ben Jonson as a spy, ib. ; trial of the
conspirators, 334, 335 ; trial of Garnet the
Jesuit and unfair means taken to procure

hij conviction, 336 ; Ganiet's doctrine of

equivocation, 337; new statute against pa-
pists, imposing an oath of allegiance, 338

;

statutes against poaching and drunkenness,
339_ ; addiction of James to field sports, 340

;

lavishness of, to favourites, 341 ; levies a
feudal aid on his eldest son being knighted,
342 ; imposes taxes on merchandise, and the
Commons remonstrate against their illegality,

ib. ; the colonisation of North America com-
menced in 1606, 343; New England colo-
nised by the Pilgrim Fathers in 1620, 345 ;

charters granted to the E.ist India Company,
346 ; sir Thomas Koe sent ambassador to the
East Indies, 348 ; the Commons continue to

remonstrate against the king's arbitrary mea-
sures, and are dissolved, 351 ; the cowardly
and selfish policy of James in matters of reli-

gion, ib. ; forces episcopacy on Scotland and
burns an Arian in London, 352 ; dedication
to, of the .autborised translation of the Bible
in 1611, 352; judicious measures for the plan-
tation of Ulster in 1613, 354 ; raises money
by the sale of the new title of baronet, 355

;

assists Middleton in bringing the New River
to London, ib. ; attempts to repress the
growth of London, 356 ; threatens to remove
his court from, and is requested to leave the
Thames, 357 ; story and death of Arabella
Stuart, 3-58; death of Cecil, and Carr as-
sumes the government, 359; death and cha-
racter of jirince Henry, 361 ; marriage of the
princess Elizabetli to the elector palatine in

1613, 362 ; a parliament called in 1614, they
pass a vote against the king's right of im-
posing customs duties, and are dissolved
without passing a single bill, 363 ; commits
five of the members to the Tower, ib. ; levies
a Benevolence, to which Oliver St. John
refuses to contribute, and is fined 5000/., ib.

;

sales of public offices by, 364 ; rise of the new
favourite, George Villiers, ib. ; trial of the
earl and countess of Somerset for the murder
of sir Thomas Overbury, 365; deceitful con-
duct of James towards the earl, ib. ; they are
convicted and pardoned, 367 ; mysteries of
the causes for the murder of Overbury, and
for the king's pardon to the murderers, 368

;

letters of James in reference to the ati'air,

371 ; he is opposed in liis arbitrary measures
by lord cliief justice Coke, whom he dismisses,

369 ; issues a proclamation for sports on
Sundays after divine service, 370 ; releases

Raleigh from the Tower, in 1616, and allows
him to undertake an expedition to Guiana,
374 ; causes him to be executed under his

previous sentence on his return unsuccessful
in 1618, at the instigation of the Spanish
ambassador, 376 ; the elector palatine chosea
king of Bohemia in the Protestant interest,

377 ; protection to papists given by the
Spanish ambassador, and anger of the popu-
lace caused by it, 378 ; calls a parliament and
solicits money, 379 : the Commons reply by
impeaching monopolists, ib. ; lord Bacon is

also impeached for and convicted of bribery

and corruption, 380 ; conduct of the parlia-

ment in punishing Floyd, 381 ; strong feeling

evinced oy the Commons in favour of the
elector palatine, I'J. ; negotiates for a mar-
riage of Charles with .an infanta of Spain,
382 ; the king and the Commons at issue on
a question of privilege, ib. ; he dissolves the
parliament, 383; journey of piince Charle*
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and VUIiers to the court of Spain, 384 ; the
Spanish match broken off, 385; statute passed
declaring all monopolies to be contrary to

law, ib. ; the earl of Middlesex impeached
for bribery, i4. ; war commenced in favour of

the elector palatine, 386 j death of James,
March 27, 162o, lA.

James II. when duke of York marries Ann
Hyde, the daugliter of Clarendon, in lUGl,

iv. 254
;
gains a victory over tlie I>utch <itt'

Lowestoff'e in 1665, 277 ; takes the command
of the English fleet in 1672, and tights an
obstinate battle with the Dutch in South-
wold Bay, 316; refuses to take the oath
prescribed bv the Test Act, and resigns his

post of lord Kigh admiral, 321 ; the House of

Commons address tlie king against the duke's
marriage with Maria licatrix of Modena,
322 ; his daughter Mary marries the prince

of Orange, 329 ; leaves i-'ngland in 1679, HI ;

the Bill for the Exclusion of, read twice in

the House of Commons, 344 ; returns to

England in disguise on learning the sickness

of Charles, 351 ; is sent to Scotland aud
cruelly persecutes the Covenanters, ib. ; as-

sumes a more active share in the government
of England, 355 ; is presented bi/fore the

Grand Jury at Westminster as a popish
recusant by Shaftesbury and otliers, ib.

;

returns to Scotland, 356; he procures a Test

Act against the Covenanters to be passed by
the Scottish parliament, 366 ; fresli jiurstcu-

tion of the Covenanters by, 367 ; he returns

to England, i'j.
;

prosecution of alderman
Pilkington for a libel, who is lined 100,000/.,

370 ; and of Titus Gates for a libel, who is

also fined 100,000;., 375; marriage of his

daughter Anne to prince George of Denmark,
ib. ; succeeds to the throne, Feb. 6, 1665,

381 ; his address to the Council promising to

preserve the establislied religion, 382; alte-

ration in the ritual of the coronation by,

383 ; issues a proclamation for the levying of

customs duties, tb. ; selection of ministers by,

ib. ; releases Papists and Quakers from im-
prisonment, but no other dissenters, 384

;

requires and obtains new laws against the

Covenanters, il>. ; outrageous attempts to

secure the elections for the new House of

Commons, and large increase of the number
of Peers, 385 ; servile spirit of the Commons,
who vote a revenue for life, 386; tliey

address him praying that the laws may be

enforced against all dissenters, 387 ; Titus

Gates convicted and punished for perjury, ib.
;

and Kichard Baxter for libel, 388 ; insurrec-

tion in Scotland, headed by the earl of

Argyle, ib. ; its failure, and Argyle's execu-
tion, 389 ; landing of the duke of Monmouth
at Lyme, 390 ; the House of Conmions pass a

Bill of Attainder against him, 391 ; the in-

surgents defeated at the battle of Sed^eiiioor,

395 ; interview of, with Monmouth, 397

;

Monmouth executed, 398 ; military execu-

tions in the West, under Kirke and others,

ib.; and judicial atrocities committed by
Jeffreys on the insurgents, 399 ; scandalous

traffic in the prisoners sanctioned by the king,

ib. ; tendencies of, to absolutism, 401 ; dis-

missal of Halifax, 402 ; opens parliament,

announces his eniplojTnent of Popish olBcers,

and of having dispensed with the Test Act,

103; the Commons timidly address him in

favour of Protestantism, 404; opposition to

the dispensing power shown in the House o(

Lords, ib. ; fresli trials and convictions for

political offences, 405 ;
parliament, after two

prorogations, is dissolved, ib. ; Sunderland
becomes a Roman Catholic and chief mi-
nister, ib. ; the Jesuits paramount in the
government, 406 ; sends an embassy to

Home, ib. ; obtains the sanction of the King's
Bench as to his power of dispensing with the

Test Laws, 407 ; appoints Koman Catholic*

to benefices, 408 ; an Ecclesiastical Commis-
sion constituted, ib. ; monastic establishments

opened in London in 1686, 409 ; Kev. Samuel
Johnson tried and convicted of a libellous

Eublication concerning the army, 410 ; and
e is degraded from the ecclesiastical office,

and publicly whipped, 411 ; recommends
Anthony Farmer, a suspected papist, to be
elected president of Magdalen college, 413:
the Fellows are expelled by the Ecclesiastical

Commission on their electing Dr. John
Hough, 414; Tyi'connel is appointed the
lord-deputy of Ireland, 415; publishes a

declaration for liberty of conscience in Scot-

land, 417, and in England, ib. ; camp formed
on Hounslow Heath, 420 ; receives the Papal
nuncio publicly at Windsor, 421 ; makes a
progress through the country, 422 ; orders

the declaration for liberty of conscience to

be read in churches, 424 ; the seven bishops

petition against compliance, 425 ; the bishops

are committed to the Tower, 426 ; brought
before the King's Bench to plead, and held to

bail, 427 ; tried for a libel, and acquitted,

428 ;
public rejoicings on their acquittal,

ib. ; birth of a sou announced, 429 ; his le-

gitimacy violently disputed, ib. ; James so-

licits advice of the bishops, 435 ; he adopts

measures of concession, ib. ; restores the

Charter of London, ib. ; reinstates the Pre-
sident and Fellows of Magdalen College, ib.

;

dissolves the Ecclesiastical Commission, ib.

;

joins the main body of his army at Salisburj",

438 ; lord Cornbury and other officers desert

his cause, ib. ; the duke of Grafton, lord

Churchill, and other commanders, go over to

William, 438 ; prince of Denm.ark, and prin-

cess Anne, join William, 439 ; returns to

London, ib. ; publishes a proclamation ap-
pointing Parliament to meet, and nominates
Commissioners to bring about an agreement
with the prince of Orange, 440; issues a pro-

clamation for a general amnesty, ib. ; his

queen, with the infant prince. Hies from
Whitehall on Dec. 10, and goes to France,

ib.; he quits Whitehall Dec. 11, 441;
throws the Great Seal iuto the Thames, ib.

;

being discovered at Sheeniess, is brought
back to London, 442 ;

quits the kingdom^o.

;

lands at Kinsale, Mar. 12, 1689, v. 79 ; Tjt-
eonnel secures Ireland in favour of, 80

;

enters Dublin, M.ar. 24, 82; liis wavering con-

duct, ib. ; displeased at Rosen's cniel order, 85

;

takes a personal share in the besieging of

Londonderry, and the defeat of Macarthy,
viscount Moimtciishel, at the battle of New-
ton Butler, 86 ; his letter to the Scotch con-
vention, 89 ; his cau.se falls on the death of

Dundee at the pass of ICilliecrankie, 94 ; opens

a parliament at Dublin, May 7, 96; its se-

verity towards protestants ; issues a coinage

of money, ib, ; Shrewsbury resigns his seal
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oy order of, 103 ; meeU with disappointment
Irora Louis XIV. of France, 106; effects of

liis bad administration of public affairs in

Ireland, ib. \ prepares to oppose William

;

leaves i)ublin, June 16, 1690 ; retires before

his opponent, and conies to % stand on the
banks of the Boyne, 106 ; on the 1st of July
the battle takes place ; he is defeated ; and
retreats to Dublin, 108, et seq. ; his speech to

the magistrates and resolve to forsake the
Irish, 110; quits Dublin, July 3, 113; em-
barks at Passage, and aiTives at Brest on the

4th ; his project of invading England is coldly

received by Louis, 114; his courtiers per-

suade the Irench that he was deserted by the

Iiish ; Irish refugees in France are on tliat

account harshly dealt with by them, ib. ; sends
TjTConnel over to Ireland as his viceroy

there, 127 ; issues a declaration to the English,

147 ; induces Louis to aid him in an invasion

of England, 148 ; joins his camp at Norman-
dy, April, 1692, ib.\ commiserates tlie slaughter

ot his " poor English " at the battle of Stein-

kirk, loJ ; his petty revenge on William's
relations on the decease of queen Mary, 175 -,

contemplates the invasion of England, 1096,

186 ; sends Berwick to head the Jacobites if

thev should rise, id. ; issues i)rotestation3

against William, 1697, 200 ; dies at St. Ger-
mains, Sept. 16,1701,2-50; he opposed Wren's
tirst design for St. Paul's, 4-50

James, John, his architectural works, v. 4oS
Jameson, col., commands the American militia,

vi. 414, 415
Java, conquered by the British, 1810 ; lost at

the peace, viii. 214
Jedburgh, burnt by the earl of Hertford, in 1545,

ii. 438
Jefferson, Thomas, his admiration of Henry's

eloquence, vi. 272, 273 ; makes the draught of

the declaration of independence, 364
;

go-

vernor of Virginia, 421; defends himself
against charges of neglect, ib. ; nan'ow
escape from being made prisoner, 425 ; suc-

ceeds Franklin as minister at Paris ; accuses

(ieorge III. of incivility towards himself, 461

;

heads the democratic party, vii. 330
;
pre-

sident of United States, lSOl-1809, 575; viii.

3 ; considers his election as a pacific revolu-

tion, 3, 4 ; dre.ids going to war, 6 ; his extra-

vagant hopes of success in the war with Great
Britain, 1812. ib.; his prophetic fears of the

separation of the Union, 13, 14; his opinion

of Bonaparte, 176 ; and cordiality with Great
Britain, 187

Jeffrey, Francis, despairs of British success in

Spain, 1808, vii. 505 ; remarks on Words-
worth's poetry, viii. 119; and Scott's, 120;

his reviews, 127; description of a steamboat

on Loch Lomond, 131, 132 ; lord advoiate,

267 ;
description of early morning after tlie

rejection of the reform bill, 276; his anxiety

for the prevention of riots, 278 ; his descrip-

tion of lord Althorp, 279 ; his interview with

Altliorp on the resignation of the Grey
ministry, 1831, 296 ; his remarks on the bad
working of the new parliamentary system,

321
Jeffreys, George, as recorder of London, fines

and imprisons a jury for having found a

verdict in favour ot I'enn and Mead, indicted

for attending a conventicle, iv. 312; e\ei-

tiouti flf, to procure the return of Dudley

North as sheriff of London, 365 ; services of,

w-hile lord chief jus'ice, in making towns sur-

render their charters in 16S3, 370 ; brutal

behaviour <rf, on the trial of Sidney in 1683,

374 ; and on that of llichard Baxter for libel

in 1685, 388 ; atrocious cruelty of, in punish-
ing the followers of ilonmouth, 398 ; con-
demnation of lady Alice Lisle, 399; is

rewarded with the Great Seal for his conduct,
400 ; the insolence of, repressed in the House
of Lords, 404 ; he fails to procure the con-
viction of lord Delamere for treason, 405, is

discovered in disguise at Wapping in London,
and coinmitted to the Tower, 441

Jekyll, sir Joseph, regards Sacheverel's sentence
as a triumph, v. 3o4'( returned a member of
the parliament, 1710, 364

Jellalibad, Sale's defence of, viii. 458, 459
Jemappes, battle of, Nov. 6, 1792, vii. 236
Jena, or Auerstadt, battle of, Oct. 14, 1806, vii.

477
Jenkins, Rev. H., notice of his account of Col-

chester Castle, i. 20, note
Jenkins, C'apt. It., ordered to appear before the
House of Commons ; states the barbarities he
had received from the Spaniards to the duke
of Newcastle, but obtains no redress ; he ap-
[lears before the House, and there exhibits tb*'

ear that had been cut off, vi. 93, 94
Jenkinson. See Liverpool, earl of.

Jeuner, Edw.ird, benefit to the world resulting
from his discovery of vaccination, viii. 130,

131

Jen>ns, Soame, describes his visit to sir J.

J.'iUy, vii. 107, 108
Jordan, William, his .account of Perceval's death,

1812, vii. 540, .541

Jersey, French attack upon, 1781, ^•i. 419
Jerusalem, mission from the kingdom of, to

England in 1 18.5, i. 303 ; capture of, by
Saladin, in 1187, 304

Jervas, Cliarles, his paintings, v. 462
Jervis, sir John, sails in command of a fleet

against the Spaniards, vii. 336 ; considerably

aided by commodore Nelson in gaining the

battle of St. Vincent, Feb. 14, 1797, 336,

337 ; rewarded with an earldom, 338 ; pro-
vides Xel>on with a fleet to go against Bona-
parte, 352

Jesuits, sujipression of the, 1773 ; their beneficial

aid in aUvancing literature and science, vi.

327, 328
Jews, nuissacre of, at the coronation of Richard

L, i. 300; plundered by John in 1211, 339;
Persecution and banishment of, temp. Edw.

., 386; attempt of Cnmiwell tore-introduce

into England, iv. 198 ; the mines chiefly

worked bV them in Jolin's reign, v. 13; bill

passed, 1753, fir tiie naturalization of; po-

pular clamour against the bill, vi. 193 ; bill

for their relief from civil disabilities passed

the Commons ; thrown out in the Lords, 1833,

viii. 325 ; another introduced by lord Kussell,

but not passed, 553
Jezzar, jiasha of Acre, seizes El Arish, vii. 379;

his defence of Acre, 380
Jo.an of Arc, first appearance of, ii. 83; account

of her youtli, and introduction to the king o(

France, 84 ; relieves Orleans, 85 ; terrors in-

spired in the English troops by, 86; the

siege of Orleans raised by, 87 ; herenthusia^u'

a surticient caii.-e for her success, witlioii:

assigning miraculous powers, ib. ; wins thr
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e:ittlc of Piitay, B8 ; conducts Charles VII. to

Itheiras, where he is crowned in 1430, 8'J ;

attacks Paris, and is repulsed, ib. ; is taken

prisoner at Compiegne by the Burgundians,
ih. ; is tried for sorcery at Uouen before the

bishop of Beauvais, 90 ; is burnt on May 30,

1431, 91

lohn, son of Henry II., joins Philip of France
in a war against his father, i. 304 ; intrigues

against his brother Kichard, 314 ; deposes

the chancellor William Longchamp, 315;
surrenders some of his brother's continental

territories to Philip, and does homage for the

rest, 319, 320
;

gives out that Kichard has

died in prison, 320 ; attempts to bribe the

emperor of Germany to keep his brother a
prisoner, ib. \ cro«-ned May 27, 1199, 332

;

the claim of Arthur of Brittany supported by
Philip of France, 333 ; war with Philip,

truce, and war renewed, 334 ; captines Arthur
at Tours, 335 ; suspicions of having caused

him to be murdered, ib. ; is driven out of

Normandy by Philip, 336; quarrels with

pope Innocent III. in 1207, respecting the

appointment of an archbishop of Canterbury,

337 ; the kingdom placed under an interdict,

337, 338 ; leads an army into Ireland in 1210,

and effects some useful reforms, 338 ; re-

presses the incursions of the Welsh, 338, 339

;

plunders the Jews to raise money for his ex-

peditions, ib. ; small efl'ect of the interdict on
the industry of the people, 339, 340; the

kingdom. excommunicated and the king de-

posed by the pope in 1212, and the crown
promised to Philip, 341 ; he anticipates

Philip's warlike measures, by sending a Heet

which burnt Dieppe, and destroyed many
French ships, ib. ; he submits, and swears

fealty to the pope, 342 ; France prepares to

invade England, and a naval victory is gained
by the English, 343 ; admits Langton to the

see of Canterbury, ib. ; invades France in

1214, and is defeated at Bouvincs, 344 ; the

clergy and barons enter into a league against

him at St. Edmundsbury, 345 ; he solicits

the aid of the pope, 346 ; the army of God and
Holy Church (the army of the barons) march
to London, ib. ; signs Magna Charta on June
15, 1215, at Eunnymede, 347 ;

provisions of

the Great Charter, 348, 349 ; effects of, upon
the nation, 350, 351 ; rapid movements of

John, after signing the charter, and fallacy of

the tradition as to his retirement, 353 ; witli

an army of mercenaries he ravages England,
and the pope annuls the charter and excom-
municates the barons, ib. ; the cro\vn offered

by the barons to Louis of Fmnce, 354 ; re-

sistiince of the fortresses to the French, ib. ;

suspected treachery of Louis, 356 ; death of

John on Oct. 18, 1216 ; buried at Worcester,
3.56

John, archduke, of Austria, commands the
Austrian army; his campaign with Moreau;
concludes an annistice with him, vii. 396

Johnson, Joseph, tried and imprisoned for being
concerned in the Manchester reform meeting,
viii. 164

Johnson, Kev. Sam., tried and imprisoned in

1683 for writing Julian the Apostate, iv. 375 ;

tried and convicted for a libellous publication

concerning the army, 410 , degraded from
the ecclesiastical office and publicly whipped,
ill

Johnson, l)r. Samuel, he U touched for the

king's evil by Queen Anne, T. 272 ; his grati-

tude to Gen. Oglethorpe, vi. 63 ; does penance
at a book-stall at Uttoxeter, vii. 83, 84 ; forms

a link between two periods of literature, 84,

85; goes to London, 1737, 84 ; his vicissitude!

and employments for half a century ; dies,

1784; his delight in Crabbe's poem "the
Village," 85 ; his " London," published 1738 ;

" Vanity of Uunian Wishes," 1749, 87 ; brings

out the' "lUjnbler," 175(1, and the "Idler,"

1758; writes for the " Adventurer," 89 ; his

partiality for tavern life, 95; his prejudice

against tradesmen, 113
Johnstone, sir James, his remarks on Fox's India

declaratory bill, vii. 257
Joinville, I'rince de, his pamphlet on the naval

forces of France, viii. 522, 523
JoUiffe, sir William, his account of the Man-

chester reform meeting of 1819, viii. 105, 106,

107
Jones, col., describes the British system of tak-

ing towns, vii. 547, 548; and the capttire of

Badajoz, 549
Jones, Inigo, the 6r6t to imitate Grecian temples

in British churches, v. 453
Jones, John Gale, proceeding between parlia-

ment and, on a question of privilege, 1810, vii.

527, 528
Jones, John Paul, employed by Franklin in an

expedition against Great Britain, 1779, vi.

. 397 ; attempts to capture Leith and Edin-
burgh, but is driven back by a gale : attacks

some ships convoyed by the Serapis and Scar-

borough ; takes the former ; a native of Scot-

land, 398
Jones, Rev. Richard, aids in est.ablishing the

principle of the Tithe Commutation Act, viii.

369
Jordan, Mrs., her happy connection with the

duke of Clarence, viii. 378
Joseph II. ofGennany, 1765-1790, vi. 465; vii.

574 ; attempts to coerce Holland, vii. 147
Josephine Beauhamois. See Bonaparte, vii.

325 ; 516 ; 626
Joubert, Alvinzy compels him to retreat, vii.

342 ; joined by Bonaparte, 343
Jourdan, J. B., rises from a packman to com-
mand a French army, vii. 267 ; driven by the

prince of Cobourg over the Sambre, Oct. 1793,
293 ; marslial ; appointed to the command of

the army of the Moselle, 1794,312 ; defeats the
Austrians at Arlon ; captures Charleroi ; wins
the battle of Fleurus, June 29 ; and compels the
duke of York to retreat, ib. ; appointed to the
command of the Sambre and Meuse, 1796, 325;
failure of the campaign, 328, 329 ; his cam-
paign with the archduke Charles, 1799, 382

;

major-general ; defeated by Wellington at

Vittori.a, June 21, 1813, 662
Joyce, Rev. Jeremiah ; Stanhope's private

secretary ; charged with high treason, vii.

300
Joyeuse, Villaret, admiral of the Brest fleet;

defeated by Howe, June 1, 1794, vii.

306
Judges, independence of, v. 147
Julian, tlie emperor, builds warehouses for the

reception of British com, i. 35 ; large quan-
tity furnished to the continent, ib. ; com-
mands Paulus, governor of Britain, to be burnt
53

Juliana, Maria, Christian VII.'s etep- mother

;
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heads a court party ngaiiist the queen, Struen-
see and Brandt, vi. o'19

Junius, his letters, vi. 293, 294 ; characteristics

of liis writings ; abuses W ilkes, 294 ; a master
of personal invective, 29-5 ; attempts made to

jjive the credit of his productions to sir P.

Francis, lord Temple, and Curke ; lord Lyt-
tleton probably the writer, 295, 296 ;

per-

sonality of his libels; his attacks upon the
duke of Grafton, whose administration lie

wished to destroy, 297 ; his private letters

;

his character
;

paltry-minded, ambitious,
vain, cowardly, 298 ; assaults the dulce of

Bedford, 299; his address to the kin?; pro-

secution of the publisher, ilr. Woodfall, who
escapes punishment, 300

Junot, A., crosses the Bidassoa; captures the
Spanish capital, 1S08, vii. 496 ; defeated by
sir A. 'W'eliesley at Vimiero, Aug. 21, 1808,

502 ; retreats to Torres Vedras, 503

Kalendah, note on the French Eevolutionary,
vii. 279, 280

_ ^

Kandy, king of, acquiesces in the British pos-
sessing the maritime provinces of Ceylon, viii.

217; deposed for his cruelties, 218
Katzbach, battle of the, Aug. 26, 1813, vii.

563
Kay, John, introduces the use of the fly-shuttle

about 1760, vii. 44
Keane, sir John, general, has temporary com*
mand of the anny in America; commands a
division ; advances against New Orleans, viii.

17 ; wounded, 19 ; commands the Bombay
division of the Indian army, 451 ; his passage
through the Bolan Pass ; besieges Ghuznee,

_i52
Keate, Thomas, surgeon-general of the army

;

not consulted about the Walcheren expedition,

1809, vu. 518
Keith joins his brother in an expedition to col-

lect the Jacobites in Scotland, vi. 35, 36
Keith, marshal, slain at Hochldrchen, Oct. 1758,

vi. 234
Keith, Eev. Alexander, his cheap man-iage trade

;

damaged by the new marriage act, 1753, vi.

194
Keith, lord, announces to Napoleon that St.

Helena is to be his future residence, 1815, viii.

39
Kellermann, gains the battle of Yalmy, Sept. 20,

1792, vii. 234, 235; besieges Lyon, 1793,284;
superseded in his comm.and by Dubois-Crance,
285

Kelso burnt by the earl of Hertford, in 1545, U.
438

Kempenfeldt, admiral, his unsuccessful cruise,

1782, vi. 434; perishes at the sinking of the
Royal George, Aug. 29, 1782, 4.55

Kendal, duchess of, bribed by the South Sea
Directors, vi. 44 ; caricatures of, 45 ; bribed
to promote Wood's patent, 50 ; accompanies
George I. on his last visit to Hanover, 1727, 50

Kenraure, viscount, commands the Pretender's
Scotch forces, 1715, vi. 11; sentenced tode.ath

for his concern in the rebellion, 19 ; executed
on Tower HUl, Feb. 24, 1716, 20

Kent, duchess of, marries the duke of Kent,
July 13, 1818, viii. 97; birth of their daughter,
the future queen, Victoria, May 24, 1819, id.

;

death of the duke of Keat, Jan. 23, 1820, 111

;

appointed solo regent should the king die

before tie ISth year oi the princess Victoria,

247 ; present at Queen Victoria's audience
with the privy council, 379

Kent, his painting, &c., v. 458, 459
Kent, agriculture of, vii. 17, 18
Kentish petition ; its purport, v. 247, 248 ; fer-

nii-nt caused by the imprisonment of the pre-
senters, 248

Keppel, admiral ; appointed to the command of

the channel fleet ; sails from St. Helens,
June 17, 1778 ; captures the Lecorne ; sails

to Portsmouth, vi. 392 ; again puts to sea,

July 9; engages D'Orvilliers olF Ushant ; his

second in command, sir H. PalUser, unable to

renew the conflict ; debates on their conduct

;

PalUser charges Keppel with miscond uct and
incapacity; court-martial on, and acquittal of,

393 ; created a viscount, and appointed first

lord of the admiralty, 454
Ker, John, of Iversland, his account of the

Canieronian demonstration in 1706; he joins

tliera, acting as a spy to watch their proceed-
ings, v. 325; performs the same part in the
Jacobite plots of 1707 ; otiers the sei-vices of

5000 men to colonel Hooke, 334
Key, John, lord mayor, 1830 ; warns the duke

of Wellington to come guarded to his banquet,
viii. 263

Keves, an assassination plotter; tried, 1696, v.

190
Klian, Ameer, joins the Pindarees against the

British, viii. 216
Kiel, treaty of, Jan. 14, 1814, vii. 581
Killiecrankie, battle of, July 27, 1689, v. 93, 94
KiUigrew, admiral, fails in keeping back the

French fleet, v. 166
Kilmarnock, lord, joins the rebel ranks, 1745,

vi. 127 ; fails in raising liis tenants to fight

for the Stuart cause, 140 ; trial of, July 28,

1746; pleads guilty; description of his ap-
pearance, 173 ; executed on Tower Hill, Aug.
18, 174

ICihvarden, lord ; lord chief justice, murdered
bv the Emmett insurrectionists, 1803, vii. 426,
457

Kimbolton, lord. See Manchester, earl of.

King, Gregory, estimates *e population from
the hearth tax returns, v. 2, 3 ; his " scheme
of tlie income and expense of the several

families in England," analysed, 35-37, 48-50,

52, 53, 58-60
King tried for taking part in the assassination

plot, V. 190
King, lord, extract from his diary on a petition

for lord George Murray, vi. 21, 22 ; lord

chancellor; causes a bill to be introduced
enacting that all law proceedings be in the
English language, 66

King, Dr., his inten-iew with Charles Edward
in 1750 in London, vi. 181, 182

King's Weston, built by Vanbrugh, v. 456
Kingsley, Charles, his novel entitled " Alton
Locke ; " quotation from, descriptive of the

enlightened behaviour of class towards class

in 1862, viii. 478, 479
Kinsale capitulates to Marlborough, 1690, v.

119
Kirchdcnkern, battle of, July 15, 1761, vi. 250
Kit's Coty House, description of, i. 10

Kleber, J. B., defeated by the Vendcans at

Chollet, Sept. 1793, vii. 295 ; serves m Jour-
dan's army, 312 ; surrender of Maeslriclit to,

1794,313; his struggle against a Mus.sulnuu
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(irmy, 380 ; assasainated. 3<w 14, 1800,
405

Khmdert talt'.n by Dumouriez, rii. 271
lOieller, Godfrey, a Gciiuan ; patronised by the
duke of Moumoutli ; and becomes the fashion-

able portrait painter in England, v. 461 ; list

of his more famous likenesses, and their gene-
ral eharacteristics, 462 ;

president of a private
academy of painting, vii. 67

Knight, Miss C, quotations from her " Auto-
biography," illustrative of the relations be-
tween the prince Kegent and princess Char-
lotte, riii. 64, 65

Knight, sir John, complains of the exportation
of corn, V. 182

Knight, John, imprisoned for being concerned
in the Manchester refonn meeting, 1819. viii.

164
Ki.ight, cashier of the South Sea Company

;

flies to Brabant ; his tamperings witn tne
cash books, vi. 45

Knight service instituted by William the Con-
queror, i. 214, et scq. ; finally abolished in
1660, iv. 242

Knights Templars. See Templars.
Knox, John, preaches at Perth, and the monas-

tic houses are destroved, iii. 118; preaches
against the seizure of the Church patrimony
by the nobles, 122 ; attacks of, upon Mary,
and her avowed hatred of him, 125, 12ti

;

preaches against the marriage of Mary with a
Roman Catholic prince, 133; returns to Scot-

land in 1567, and preaches violently against
Mary, 151

Koenig invents the steam printing machine, viii.

1.32

Kolin, battle of, June 17, 1757, vi. 228, 229
Konigsmark, count Philip, tragedy of liis death,

vi. 3
Kosciusko, engages in the American cause, 1777,

vi. 377 ; appointed leader of the Polish army,
1794, vii. 314 ; defeats the Russians, April 4,

ib. ; compelled to retreat by the Prussian and
Austrian forces, wounded in battle, Oct. 10,
315

Kuchuk Kanarji, peace of, 1774 ; its terms, vi.

326, 467
Kunersdorf, battle of, 1759, vi. 240
Kyrle, John, " the Man of Ross," a descendant

li-om a serf of bishop Swinfield, i. 397

LABEDOVfeEE, Colonel in the Grenoble garrison;
joins Napoleon, 1815, viii. 26; tried by court
martial on Louis' restoration, and shot, 47

Labelve, the builder of 'Westminster JJridge,

vii. "82

Laborde engaged in the battle of Vimiero, vii.

502
labouchere, Henry, master of the mint ; vice

president of the board of trade, viii. 381
La Bourdonnais, governor of the Isle de France

;

Fort St. George capitulates to, 1746, vi. 201
Labourers, wages of, in 1288, i. 398 ; statute for

regulating the wages of, 471 ; statute for pre-
venting their removal, 472

;
gradual emanci-

pation of, from serfdom, ii. 13 ; statute of
1388 against their changing their professions,

ib. ; in husbandry, not sufficient for tlie de-
mand, 14 ; the A\ives of, subjected to the sta-

tute for the regulation of apparel, 102; statute
for regulating the hours of labour of, 113;
scale of wages for, 114; injury done to, by
parliamentary interference with, 116; com-

binations am«ng. and statute againet, in 1423,

116 ; distress occasioned among, by the fluc-

tuation in the price of wheat, and the statutes

fixing a rate of wages, 252 ; the efl'ccts of in-

closures upon, 466; sutl'erings of, in the reign

of Henry VUl., from the Statute ofWages in

151.5, and the debasement of the coin, 475;
love of old ceremonies among, iii. 11; tlie

Protector Somerset's efforts in behalf of, 20;

insuiTection of, against inclosures, in 1549, 21,

23; festivals and sports of, temp. Eliz., 254,

255 ; severities exercised upon, by the Law
of Settlement, 270 ; statute against the able-

bodied, who refuse to work at tlie usual wages,

271 ; tlie legisLature declare, in 1663, that the
statutes for the regulation of wages cannot be
enforced, on account of the high price of pro-
visions, 276 ; other causes of sutl'ering, 277 ;

healthful influence of the Puritan gentry
upon, temp. Charles I. iv. 171 ; their repul-

sion of strict Puritanism, 172 ; condition of

an agricultural labourer, rcjno of queen Anne
as compared with one of the present day, v.

60, 51 ; character of the agricultural, temp.

queen Anne, 51 ; hardship and distress among,
caused by the corrupt state of the silver coin-

age, 182 ; labour question between master and,
from the reign of Edward HI. to the present
time, vi. 184-186 ; the laws against the com-
bination of, 185 ; number of agricultural, in

1770 and 1851, vii. 4; condition of the farm,
of Suffolk, 7; the Luddite riots and destruc-

tion of machinery, 1812, 543 ; desii'e and at-

tempts to level all distinction between, and
artizans, viii. 287 ; incendiary fires and ma-
chine breaking, ib. ; riots at l)orby, Notting-
ham, and Bristol, 1831, 288-290; admonition
to, 290; limitation of labour in factories, 333,
334

;
pauperised condition of, 1834 ; injustice

done to the independent, by the old parochial

system, 337-340; sanitary condition of; state

of their dwellings ; evil effects of bad drain-

age on their health, 391-393; cleanliness

amongst town labourers, promoted by public
batlis and washhouses, 393, 394 ; condition of
the factorj' workers, 395 ; cruelties inflicted

on the cliildren and women employed in
the coal mines, 39.5, 396 ; condition of
agricultural, 396-398 ; condition of, during
the prevalence of Chartism in 1839, 417, 418

;

popularity of Chartist principles amongst, 419;
sir J. Graham's bill for limiting the hours of
labour in factories to twelve ; debate and
amendments on it, 515, 616; the bill passed.
616 ; Fielden's bill, for limiting the number
of working hours in factories to ten, passed.
652

Lace trade, reigns of William and Anne, v. 19, 20
La Fayette, G. M., appointed m.ajor-gcneral in

the United States army, 1777, vi. 377 ;
pre-

sent at Comwallis's surrender, 1781, 428
;

elected commander of the French national
guard, 1789, vii. 174; attempts to save Toulon.
176; ordered to march to Versailles, 178;
conducts the royal family to Paris, 180 ; takca
the oath at the federation fete, 189; keeps
watch over the royal family in the Tuileries,

200; they escape, 201 ; causes them to bo cap-
tured and conducted back to Paris, 202 ; com-
mands the centre army sent against Austria,
1792, 219; denounces the instigators of the
insuiTection of June 20 ; the mob compel hire,

to fly from Paris, 222; opposes the orderr of
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tlie assembly ; is declared a traitor
;
quits his

army ; is arrested by the Austrians, and im-
prisoned, 228 ; commands the national guard
of Paris, July 1830 ; obtains possession of the

Hotel de Ville, viii. 254; where he receives

the duke of Orleans, 255
La Feuillade, French general, besieges Turin, v.

300
Lafitte heads a deputation requesting Marmont

to suspend hostilities, viii. 253 ; obtains the
premiership of France, 1830, 374

Laguerre, patronised by Charles II. and his

court, V. 447
Lahar reduced by captain Topham, rii. 129

La Hogue, battle of, Way 19, 1692, v. 149, 150

Lake school of poetry, viii. 118

Lake, general Gerard, his campaign against the

Irish rebils, 1798, vii. 365 ; surrender of the

French under Humbert to, 368 ; commands
the troops in Hindostan ; compels the French
to retreat ; his triumphant campaign com-
pleted in the victory of Laawarree, Nov. 1,

1803, 456
Lake district, farmers of the, vii. 31 ; the home

of poetry, ib. ; cultivation in the ; changes in

the social condition of its inhabitants ; turnips

first grown as a field crop, 1793, 32

Lamartuie, remarks of, on the September mas-
sacres, 1792, vii. 230, 231

Lamb, sir C. M., his account of Burke's dagger

speech, vii. 255
Lamb, Charles, character of his essays, viii. 128

Lamb, William. See Melbourne.
Laniballe, princesse de, a friend of Marie An-

toinette ; her death scene, Aug. 10, 1792, vii.

229, 230
Lambert, John, trial of, for denying the real

presence in the eucharist, ii. 406 ; disputation

of, with Henry VIII., 407 ; U burnt, 40S
Lambert, General, engaged in the attack on
New Orleans, 1815, viU. 18, 19

Lambesc, prince, attempts to quell the Paris

rioU, 1789, vii. 170
Lancashire before the cotton era, v. 23 ; formerly

an agricultural county, vii. 26 ; the hill farmers

of, now and eighty years ago, 26, 27 ; Fylde
moss converted into productive land, 27

;

double occupation of farmer and weaver in,

46 ; rapid increase of Bolton, Bury, Birming-
ham, and Manchester, 52

Lancaster, John of Gaunt, duke of, apprehen-

sions entertained of the ambitious designs of,

ii. 3, 19; is accused of treason, 20; demands a

trial, but the witness against him dies, 21

;

leaves England to assert his claim to the

crown of Castile, 22 ; returns to England in

1389, 26; dies in 1398, and his possessions

are seized by Richard II., 32

Lancastrian party, defeat of the, at the battle of

Towton, ii. 147 ; extreme distress of, in exile,

151 ; total depression of, after the battle of

Tewkesbury, 169
Landau, siege of; capitulates to the allies, 1704,

V. 287
Landeu, or Neerwinden, battle of, July 29, 1693,

v. 164-166
Landseer, sir Edwin, succeeds Ward as an
animal painter, viii. 155

Langara, admiral of the Spanish fleet ; taken

prisoner by the British ; surprise at TVilHam
IV. 's obedience as a midshipman, vi. 552

Langdale, destruction of his distillery by the

Gordon rioters, 1780, vi. 409, 410

Langton, Stephen, elected archbishop of Can-
terbury, in 1207 ; but John refuses him ad-

mission, and banishes the monks, i. 337 ; takes

possession of his see, in 1213, 343 ; opposes

the despotism of John, ib. ;
joins the barons

at Saint Edmundsbury, in their league against

John, 345; conveys the provisions of Magna
Charta to John at Oxford, who rejects them,
346 ; refuses to excommunicate the barons on
the order of the pope, 354 ; excommunicates
" all violaters of the liberties of the Church,"
366, 367

Lansdown, lord, Henry Petty ; chancellor of the

exchequer, 1806, vii. 464, 577 ; his financial

propositions, 478 ; lord president of the council

viii. 267, 381
Lanusse leads the French infantry at the battle

of Alexandria ; slain, Mar. 21, 1801, vii.

407
Las Torres, count of, besieges San Mateo, 1705

;

is compelled to raise the siege by Peter-

borough, who follows his retreating army, v.

296
Laswarree, battle of, Nov. 1, 1803, vii. 456
Latimer, Hugh, offer of a bribe by, to Crom-

well, ii. 368
;
participation of, in the burn-

ing of heretics, 408
;
preaches against images

and relics, 409 ; resigns his bisliopric on the

passing of the Six Articles Act in 1539, and
is committed to prison, 420 ; commendation
of archery by, 460 ; advice of, to pay suffi-

cient salaries to officials, and prevent their

taking bribes, 402; description of a farmer's

life by, 468 ; accused of speaking seditiously

against the debasement of the coinage, 474 ;

remonstrance of, against burials in towns,

482; sermon of, on the execution of lord

Thomas Seymour, iii. 18; committed to the

Tower, after the accession of Mary, on Nov.
13, 1553, 57 ; condemned, with Ridley aniS

Cranmer, for heresy, at Oxford, 73 ; burning
of, with Ridley, at Oxford, in Sept. 1556, 90,

91

Latin language, probable prevalence of, in Eng-
land, under the Romans, i. 47 ; opinion of

lord Macaulay as to its non-prevalence, ib. ;

incorporation of much Latin in the Anglo-
Saxon and Welsh languages, ib.

Latour, an Austrian general ; defeated by Mo-
reau, 1796, vii. 328, 329

Latude, his escape from the Bastille, 1756, vii.

171
Laud, archbishop, introduction of ceremonial

observances into the Church service by, iii.

403 ;
persecution of "William Prynne, 412

;

and of Dr. Alexander Leighton, 413; approves

of Straff'ord's principle of t/torouffh^illy; urges

on the establishment of episcopacy in Scot-

land, 429 ; which occasions, in 1637, th«
revolt of Scotland, and the adoption of the

National Covenant, 430, et seq. ; his palace,

at Lambeth, attacked by the populace, on

May 11, 1640, 436; his fears of the parlia-

ment of 1640, and his superstitious forebo-

dings, 439 ; opinion of, as to infringements ol

law, 440 ; is arrested, and impeached by the
Commons, 446 ; Parliament resumes proceed-

ings against, iv. 38 ; defends himself with

skill and courage, but is condemned for high
treason, and is beheaded on Jan. 10, 164.5, ib

Lauderdale, earl of, visits Paris, Aug. 1792, vii.

223, 224 ; his doubts of British operations in

Holland, 1793, 270; sent to Paris to negotiatt
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for peace, 469, 4"0 ; opposes the gai company,
1816, viii. 66

Launay, De, governor of the Bastille, vii. 171

;

defends it against the mob, July 14, 1789,
172; capitulates on condition of having a free

pass : he is seized and murdered by the mob,
173

Laurens, Henry, president of congress ; foresees

more war. May, 1778, vi. 390 ; a commissioner
for acquiring peace, 178'2, 457

Lauriston, general, enthusiastic reception of, in

London, as the bearer of peace, 1801, vii. 408,
409 ; his despatch to Bonaparte, 180.5, 443

Lauzun, general, his conduct at the Boyne, 1690,
V. 108; considers Limerick untenable, 116

Lavalette tried by court martial for aiding Bona-
parte ; condemned to death ; escapes, viii. 47

La Vendee, the war in, 1793, vii. 292-296
Law, proceedings of, ordered to be transacted in

the English language, 1731, vi. 6.5, 66
Law, John, his Mississippi scheme, vi. 43, 44
Law of Settlement. See Settlement.
Law reform. See Brougham.
Lawrence, captain of the " Chesapeake," his

combat with Broke ; died 1813, viii. 11

Lawrence, his conference Avith Akbar Ehan

;

suspects his good faith
;
placed as a hostage

in his hands, viii. 456
Lawrence, major, commands the forces blockad-

ing Triehinopoly, 1752, vi. 205
Lawrence, sir Thomas, popularity of, as a por-

trait painter, died 1830, viii. 152
Laybach, congress at; circular issued by, 1821,

vUi. 176, 177, 382
Layer, Christopher, executed for being con-

cerned in a conspiracy against George I.,

1722, vi. 49
Leach, sir John, vice-chancellor, viii. 158 ; the

king's adviser ia the matter of the queen,
163

Lead mines of Derbyshire, v. 21
Lead, black, mine of Borrowdale, v. 29
Leake, admiral sir John, attacks De Pontis, and

destroys his fleet, March, 1704, v. 292 ; as

admiral sails with reinforcements for the
relief of Barcelona, 1706, 298 ; captures Sar-
dinia ; carries Port Mahon, 1708, 338

Lear, legend of, given by Geofl'rey of Mon-
mouth, i. 2

Lebas guillotined, 1794, vii. 310
Le Brun imprisoned, vii. 277 ; associated with

Bonaparte as consul, 387 ; has the control of
the finances, 392

Lechmere returned M.P. 1710, v. 364; im-
peaches the earl of Derwentwater of high
treason, 1716, vi. 19; brings in a bill to

strengthen the Protestant interest, 24; his

amendment of the Septennial bill, 25
Leclerc aids in expelling the Assembly from

their hall, 1799, vii. 384, 385
Lcde, marquis di, lands in Sicily with an army

;

his operations, 1718, vi. 34
Lee, Arthur, appointed a commissioner to take

charge of Air.ericau afiim-s in Europe; his

negotiations, vi. 372
Leeds, description of its cloth market, and the

clothiers attending it, v. 27 ; obtains parlia-

mentary representation, 1832, viii. 307 ;
popu-

lation of, in 1831 and 1861, 308
Leeds, Thomas Osborne, duke of, urges William
not to abandon England, v. 99, 100 ; autho-
rised by William to present an Act of Grace
for pulitical offences to the peers, 104 ; pre-

voL. rx.—292.

sides at Mohun's trial, 160 ; impeneheil for

bribery, but on the prorogation of parlianieui,
the impeachment fell to the ground, ITT

Leefdale, baron de, a partner in Grandvai's ptor
to assassinate William, 1G92, v. 1.52, 1.54

Lee Priory, Kent, built by Wyatt, viii. 141
Lcfebvre, general, taken prisoner by the British,

1808, vii. ,505

Legard, sir Digby, his agricultural improve-
ments, vii. 27, 28

Legendre, his petition to Louis, 1792, yii. 221
Legends, early British, i. 1, 2
Lof^ze^ H. B., chancellor of the exchequer, vi.

208, 320 ; refuses his signature to the sub-
sidy warrants, 1755, 208; he is dismissed his
office, 209; reappointed to it, 17.55, 218, 320;
again dismissed, 1757, 220; receives the free-
dom of London, 221 ; again reappointed, 1757,
227, 321 ; again removed, 1761, 246

Legion Memorial, the, 1701, v. 248, 249
Legislative Assembly est-ablished, 1791 ; its con-

stitution and parties, vii. 205
Legnitz, battle of, 1760, vi. 240
Leicester, Simon de Montfort, earl of. See

Moutfort.
Leicester, earl of, recommended as a husband to
Mary of Scotland in 1.564, iii. 134; is ap-
pointed to the command of the army in the
Netherlands, 182 ; ambitions views of, 183

;

repulsed at the battle of Zutphen, 184 ; death
of, 237

Leicestershire, its trades and manufactures, v.
19

Leipzig, alliance of, April, 1631, v. 386; battles
of, Oct. 16 and 18, 1813, vii. 564

Leith burnt by the earl of Hertford, in 1545, ii.

437
Lclv, extensive employment of, by the court of

C'haries II., v. 447, 461
Lennox, lady Sarah, George III.'s love for, vi.

247
Leoben, preliminaries of peace of, signed April

18, 1797, vii. 343, 412
Leopold I., of Germany, represented at the
Hague congress, 1691 ; his interests, v. 122;
desires the prolongation of war, 1697, 198

;

married one of Charles II. of Spain's sisters,

225 ; delays signing the Partition treaty.

1700, 242
;
joins the Grand Alliance against

France, 1701, 250; succeeded by Joseph I..

170.5, 475
Leopold II. of Germany ; meets the king of

Prussia at Pilnitz ; they issue the declaration

of Pilnitz, 1791, vii. 207; died. Mar. 1, 1792,
217 ; the French declare war against him,
1792, 412; emperor, 1790-1792, 574

Leopold of Belgium, prince of Saxe Coburg

;

marries princess Charlotte, May 2, 1816

;

national acquiescence in the ma'n-iage, viii.

53, 54 ; national sympathy at his loss of the
?rincc3s, ISIS, 94 ; chosen king, 1S31 ; marries
.ouis Philippe's eldest daughter, vii. 373

Lepaux, president of the French Directory, hip
proclamation, 1797, vii. 335

Lescure, a Vcndean leader, vii. 294 ; his huma-
nity saves 5000 V'endeans ; his hoiTor on
hcai-ing of the queen's death, 295 ; death of,

1793, 296
Lesley, general David (afterwards ear» of Leven),

a military leader of the Covenanters surprises

Edinburgh castle in 1639, iii. 434 ; commands
an army which m,irch.?s to oppose Charles I.

at Berwick, 435: commaids the forces, in
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1640, sent with a petition to England, 437
,

routs the king's troops at Ncwbum, near

Newcastle, on Aug. 28, <}. ; enters England
at the head of the Scottish army, iv. 31 ; de-

feats Jlontrose at Philiphaugh, 52 ; re-esta-

lilishes the Covenanting power in the Low-
lands, ib. ; letter of, to the Committee of both

kingdoms, concerning the king's arrival at

Newark, May 6, 1646 ; Charles I. returns to

Scotland with the Scotch army, ib. ; Cromwell
meets ^vith a vigorous resistance from, in his

advance into Scotland in 1650, 133; position

of his army at Dunbar, 134; where he is de-

feated, 135; makes another stand at Stirling,

136 ; invades England as lieutenant-general

under Charles, ib. \ defeated at Worcester,

139
L'Estrange, sir Roger, establishment of the Lon-
don Gazette by, in 1665, iv. 281 ; is made
licenser of the "press, ib.

L'Estrange, colonel, commands the hussars at

the Manchester massacre, 1819; viii. 10", 108

Lethbridge, sir Thomas, his motion against

Eurdett, vii. 627
Letters, difficulties of transmission of, in the

15th century, ii. 127
Letters opened by the secretary of state ; agitated

state of the country thereat; inquiry into the

extent of the practice, viii. 518 ; reports of

the committees ; they tranquillize the public,

519
Li'iitlien, or Lissa, battle of, Dec. 6, 1757, vi.

231
Levellers, rise of, in the array, iv. 86 ; the mu-

tiny of, suppressed by Cromwell, in 1647, 87;

character of, 117; a mutiny of, in 1649, again

suppressed by Cromwell and Faii'fax, 118

Leven, earl of. See Lesley, general David.

Lewes, battle of, on May 13, 1264, i. 374
Leycester, moves for Mehille's impeachment,

1805, vii. 440
Libel bill fails in being passed, 1791, but is

carried, June 11, 1792, vii. 212, 213

Libraries, parochial, fo\mded by Dr. Bray, v.

206 ; and established by act of parliament in

1708, I*.

Licensing act, expiration of the, 1693, v, 158

;

proposed renewal of, rejected. 1695, 177

Licensing plays, the act for, 1737, vi. 90

Licentiousness of society at various periods in

the 17th and 18th centm-ies, v. 57, 58, 206,

207; vii. 103, 111, 112

Liege, captured bv Marlborough, Oct. 23, 1702,

V. 260; invested by Villerov, 1705, 302

Ligny, battle of, June 16, 1815, viii. 29, 30

Ligonier, sir John, commander of the English

cavalry at Laufi'eld ; taken prisoner, vi. ISO

Lilbume, John, taken prisoner at lirentford, but

is released, iv. 8 ;
publishes, in 1647, bitter

denunciations against the betrayers of the

people, 79; permitted to ride out for his

health, having been sent to the Tower, 86
;

goes to the rendezvous of the Adjutators,

\h. ; conduct of his regiment there, 87
;
pub-

lishes several pamphlets, for which he is

committed to the Tower, 117; sends out

another pamphlet, 118; sends forth more
pamphlets, 119 ; in consequence of which he

18 tried in 1649, but is acquitted, ib. ; speech

of, at his trial, ib. ; rejoicings throughout

London at his acquittal, ib.

Lille, besieged by the Allies, 1708, v. S38, 340
;

Burrcnder Dec. 29, 346; bombarded unsuc-

cessfully by the Austrians, Oct. 1792, til

236
Limbourg t<iKeD 1 y Marlborough, 1703, v. 266
Limehouse churcti built by Hawksmoor. v. 457
Limerick, the Jacooites take refuge in, v. 115

;

description of the town aiul surrounding
country in a military point of view, 116; in-

vested by AVUliam ni., Aug. 9, 1630, 117;
Sarsfield, the commander of the garrison,

with 600 horse, makes a successful attack

upon 'William's supplies and artillery, ib.
;

several attempts to take the town by assault

failed, and the siege raised on the 29th, 118
;

capitulates to general Ginkell, 1691, 128;
treaty of, 129

Lincoln, general, commands the forces in Char-
leston ; capitulates May 12, 1780, vi. 411

Lincoln, Abraham, president of the United
States ; his message proposing a gradual eman-
cipation of the slaves, 1862, viii. 330

Lincolnshire, population of; reclaiming the land

in, V. 21 ; fens of, dmined and reclaimed by
Rennie, vii. 14, 1.5 ; reclamation of the heath
and wolds of, 15, 10 ; 22 persons to every 100
acres in 1841, 24

Lind, captain of the Edinburgh city guard ; his

evidence as to the Porteous riot, vi. 81

Lindsay, lieutenant, his share in the Glencoe
massacre, 1692, v. 138, 139, 141

Line engraving and engravers, 1784-1820, viii.

156
Linen trade, the, temp. Willi.am and Anne, v.

25
Linsard, Dr., character of his " History of Eng-

land," viii. 473
Linieres, general, commands the troops in

Buenos .iyres, 1817 ; obtains fivourable terms
from general Whitelock, vii. 480

Lisbon, peace of, Feb. 13, 1668, v. 387 ; earth-

qu.ake at, 1755, vi. 210
Lisle, lady Alice, e.^tecution of, for harbouring

a traitor, iv. 399
Lisle, negotiations at, for peace, 1797, vii.

342
Lissa. See Leuthen.
Literature, view of the, temp. William and
Anne, v. 60; sketch of the, from 1709 to

1742; the essayists; general literal capa-

city of the period ; the legislature connected
with, and the poets, 401-416; manners of

the same period illustrated by its, 417-432;
rise of a reading public, 433 ; spread of know-
ledge of ancient, 434; popular element in

controversy, 435 ;
** battle of the books," by

Swift, published 1704, ib. ; Pope's essay on
criticism, 436 ; b.antcr upon antiquaries, 430,

437; his " Dunciad," 437-441; character

of Swift's ^vritings, 442 ; his " I'ale of tht

Tub," 443 ;
" Gulliver's Travels," 443, 444

:

Defoe, 445; "The Craftsman," the part}

organ for Walpole's opponents, Pultoney ano
others, printed by Benjamin Franklin, who
is convicted of a libel, 1731, vi, 67 ; the pro-

ceedings of Parliament not published for

several years subsequent to 1747, 178 ; Henry
Fielding's "Inquiry into the Causes of the

late increase of Robbers, 1750," 191 ; Gold-
smith's "History of England," 1771, 193;
Wilkes and Cliurchill start the " North
Briton," June, 1762, 260; Churchill's " Pro-

phecy of Famine," Jan. 1763, 261 ; Dicken-
son's " Letters from a Farmer in Pennsyl-
vania," 307 ; arrest of printers for publishiof
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the debates of parUamciit, 317 ; after much
agitation and noti?i{;, the affair blows over,

and the printera and others are released from
prison, 318, 319 ; advanced by Jesuitical

efforts, 327 ; Yorkshire dialect 60 years

since, vii. 29 ; changes in the commerce of,

8S, 84 ; the age of magazines, 84 ; Johnson
the link between the two periods, 1737-1783,

85 ; state of, time of George II., 86, 87

;

Kichardsou, 87, 88 ; Fielding, 88 ; Smollett,

Sterne, Goldsmith, 89; the writers from
1760-1783, 89, 90; publication of Burke's

*' Keflections on the French Kevolution,"

1790, 190 ;
" Anti-Jacobin," started by Can-

ning; first number appeared Nov. 20, 1797,

345; immense influence of Cobbett's "Two-
?enny Kegister " upon the labouring classes,

816, viii. 73, "4; sketch of English, 1784-

1820, 112-138; Cowper, 112-114; Crabbe,

114, 115; Burns, 116; Darwin, 117; Delia
Cruscan school, ib. ; the Lake school, 117,

118; Southey, Coleridge, 118; and "Words-

worth, 118, 119; Scott, 119, 120; Byron,

120 ; Shelley and Keats ; the narrative

poems of Campbell, Rogers, liyron. Hunt,
Moore, 121 ; and Crabbe ; delineation of

manners contained in his works, 121, 122;
a more Evangelical spirit is revived amongst
the people, 122, 123; the theological litera-

ture, 123, 124 ; sermons of Chalmers, Blair,

and Hall, 124; hatred of the stage, 124,

125; plays written by Byron, Coleridge, and
Milman, 125 ; the smaller novelists, 125,

126 ; the 'Waverley novels, 126, 127 ; and
Jane Austen's writings ; the Edinburgh
Eeview, 127, and the Quarterly ; Blackwood's
Magazine ; the essayists ; Lamb, 128

;

Hazlitt, 1'28, 129; Hunt and Foster; the

political economists—Malthus, Jlill, KicarJo,

and Chalmers, 129 ; coarseness of the jour-
nalism of 1820, 169; the press and its regu-

lation in Indm, 222, 223; "Penny Maga-
zine" started, March 31, 1832, 311 ; its large

circulation a proof of the increased desire of

the people for knowledge, 312 ; the new law
of copyright of 1842, and its application to

copyrights about to expire, 462-467 ; the
novelists—Gait, 407 ; Hook. 467, 468 ; ephe-
meral critics and superficially in formed writers,

468, 469 ; utilitarianism, 469, 470 ; changes
in the character of literature, 470 ; the his-

torians—Macaulay, 470-472; Hallam, 472;
Carlyle, 472, 473 ; Lingard, Tytler, Forster,

Mahon, 473 ; Brougham, 473, 474 ; Kapier,
Mitford, Thirlwall, Grote, 474; the no-
velists—Lytton, Dickens, Ainsworlh, Thack-
eray, and others, 475 ;

prevalence of serials

and works of fiction, 475, 476; Miss Marti-
neau'a political economy tales, 477, 478

;

the novels of Dickens, Gaskell, 478 ; Kings-
ley, 478, 479 ; Thackeray, 479 ; the poets

—

Tennyson, Browning, 480, 481 ; Hood, 481,

482 ; Punch ; Theological writers, 482 ; the

I'olitical economy and statistical writers;

the scientific writers, 483 ; the essayists and
critics, 483, 484 ; antiquarian publication

;

tr.ivels, the book trade, 484 ; newsjjapers,

484, 485; analysis of the literature issued,

Xn6-1851, 486 ; chronological table of the

B.-itish writers of the present century, 487-

4'Jl

1 it. [iigraphy, invention of; introduced into

Kugland ; early prints and lithographs, viii. 157

Littleton contests the spoakershin of the Com-
mons with Harley, 1701, v. 252

Liturgy, bill for the reform of, rejected, 1689,

T. 73
Liverpool, communication between the trading

towns and, very imperfect before the Mersey,
Irwell, and Weaver were made navigable, v.

24 ; rapid progress of, 25 ; formerly engaged
in the slave trade, ib.

Liverpool, earl of, Kobort Jenkinson ; lord

Hawkesbury ; makes his first s]>eech on the

side of government, 1794, vii. 317 ; foreign

secretary, 1801-1804, 401, 577; his frequenl

interviews with Otto ; signs the prelimina-

ries of peace with France, 1801, 408; com-
plains of Napoleon's conduct, 410 ; his cor-

respondence with Talleyrand, 1804, 432,
433 ; declines tlie premiership ; lord warden
of tne Cinque Ports, 1806, 463; home secre-

tary, 1807, 480; unable to send Wellington
fresh troops, 521 ; his fears for the safety of

the British army in Portugal, 1809, 524

;

war and colonial secretary of state, 1809-

1812, 526, 577 ; declares Ijngland unable to

continue operations long in the Peninsula,
637

;
prime minister ; first commissioner of

the treasury, June, 1812, 542, 643 ; home
secretary, 1804-1806, 577 ; congratulates

AVellington on his victory at balamanca,
bb5

;
proposes a bill of pains and penalticc

against queen Caroline, viii. 168 ; but sub-

sequently abandons it, 172
;
presses for the

re-admission of Canning into the Cabinet,

174; tries a second time in vain, 181 ; hit

answer to the king's question as to whai
political principles were to be followed, 184.

185 ; measures proposed for insuring tht

stability of the public credit, 199, 200 ; he is

against granting relief to Roman Catholics,

201 ; taken with a fit of apoplexy, Feb. IS,

1827, which incapacitates him for business

;

his long friendship with Canning, 203
Livingstone, sir Thomas, commander of the

forces in Scotland, v. 132; instructions to,

as to Highland rebels, 132, 135 ; considered

not guilty of the Glencoe massacre, 141

Local Jurisdiction Courts bill rejected, 1833,

viii. 325, 326
Lochiel. See Cameron of Lochiel.

Locke opposes the depreciated cuiTency theory,

v. 184
Locker, E. H., note on

;
quotation from his

memoiron major Andre, vi. 416
Lollards, rise and increase of the, ii. 11 ; the

doctrines of, enforced by Piers Ploughman.
ib. ; the statute de heretico comburendo, the

first in England for punishing heresy with

death, passed in 1400 for the suppression of,

45; burning of Willi.im Salter, a London
clergyman, ib. ; alleged conspiracy of, against

the State, on the conviction of Oldcastle for

heresy, 54 ; suppressed, and some of t!ie con-

spirators executed, ob ; new statute against,

to. ; the spirit of, not wholly trodden out in

time of Henry Vin., 276
Londinium, sacked and destroyed by Boadicea,

A.u. 61, i. 23; Roman antiquities of, dis-

covered in 1784, 25

London, state of, under the Romans, i. 42

;

Roman remains found at, 42, 43 ;
power and

population of, in the time of Stephen, 263

;

amusements and exercises of the inhabitants,

264 ; they assist ia tlie " Kout of AVir.
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Chester," and capture the earl of Gloucester,

2G5 ; oppression on the industry of, by
Henry III., 364 ; riots in, in consequence,
365 ; unpopularity of Queen Eleanor, ib. ;

notice of bishop Swinfield's house in Old
Fish-street, in 1289, 401 ; markets and shops,

402 ; state of the streets and highways, 4U2,

403 ; construction of the houses, 403 ; coal

not then generally used, ib. ; state of, in

1458, ii. 141 ; sanitary regulations for, 253
;

riot in, on Evil M^y Day, 1517, against the
Flemings, 293 ; buildings of, temp. Henry
VIII., 478; state of the highways and
streets, 479 ; statute of sewers passed for, in

1427, 480 ; Act for supplying, with water
from Hampstead and other places, 481 ;

pro-

vision for lighting, ib. ; statute for regu-

lating watermen's fares, 482 ; unwliolesoiiie-

ness of the churchyards in, ib. ; wealth of the

traders, in ib. ; Henry Machyn's Diary of the

sights and events in, during the first year of

the Marian persecution, iii. 94, et scq. ;

rillanies practised in, temp, Eliz., 273

;

increase of London and "Westminster, 274
;

statutes against the increase of buildings,

275 ; hospitals and almshouses, 276 ;
plague

of 1603 in, 309 ; New River brought to, by
sir Hugh Myddleton in 1613, 355 ; con-

tinued increase of, 356 ; ravages of the

plague in 1625, 38S, 389; proclamation by

Charles I. against the increase of houses in,

and fines extorted in 1633 to prevent tlieir

being pulled do^\'n, 416 ; hackney-coaclics

forbidden, in 1635, to pass up and down the

streets, 417 ; despotic order of Charles I. to

pull down houses and shut up shops, but

without any aim at public impro\ement,
425 ; reception given by, to Mary de Jledicis

in 1638, 426 ; apprentices of, tumults raised

by, in favour of the parliament, 472 ; skir-

mishes of, with Lunsford and the cavaliers,

473; shutting up of the playhouses in, 4S7
;

described by Milton at the commencement of

the Civil War, ib. ; character of the volun-
teers and militia of, at the time of the Civil

War, 488 ; active exertions of the women of,

in favour of the parliamentary party, ib.
\

character of the apprentices, 489 ; ordered to

be fortified, and plan of fortifications, 498

;

inhabitants of, march to Turnham Green, iv.

10 ; anxious for peace, ib.
;
plot to arm the

royalists in, discovered, 15, 16 ; unusual
agitation of, 20

;
prowess of the trained bands

of, at the battle of Newbury, 24 ; consterna-

tion of, at the approach of the armv, 73

;

tumults in, 77 ; royalists re-action and riots

in, 90; popular demonstration in, inconse-

quence of Cromwell's departure, 91 ; bon-

fires lighted throughout, on account of Jolin

I.ilburne'e acquittal, 119; tumult of the

Fifth Monarchy men, in 1657, 206 ; rising of

apprentices in, against Oliver Cromwell,

212; anger of people of, at the expensive

pageantry at Oliver Cromwell's burial, 218
;

burning of the Rump in 1660, 229; the

Great Plague of 1665, 269 ('( seq. ; deficient

supply of water, bad drainage, and crowded
iwelimgs, great promoters of its fatality,

270: Defoe's narrative of it, 271 ; departure

of tne Court, and of such of the inhauitants

as were able, 273 ; some of the clergy and the

nonconforming ministers remain, 275 ; Great

Fire of, 282 et teq. ; accounts of, by Pejiys

and Evelj-n, 283, 284; by Baxter, i95;
estimated loss occasioned by, 287 ; Wren's
plan for rebuilding the cit\', 289 ;

panic of,

on the Dutch burning the English ships in

the Medway, 297 ; cut oif from their supply
of coal by the Dutch fleet, 298 ;

panic of the

inhabitants at the revelationsof Oates's Popish
Plot in 1678, 336; excitement in, on the

occasion of the Court manoeuvring to cause

Dudley North to be appointed sheriff, 365,

366 ; a quo warranto against the city for

misdemeanors, which submits to conditions.

369 ; monastic establishments opened in

1686, 409 ; great rejoicings in, on the ac-

quittal of the seven bishops in 1687, 428
;

riots in, on James II. quitting Whitehall,

441 ; influence of the large population of',

upon agriculture, v. 31
;
population in 1688

and 1801, 37; vessels belonging to the

port of, ia 1702, ib.; extensive commerce
of, at the commencement of the 18th cen-

tury, 38 ; the various trading companies of,

39 ; the banking system commenced in, temp.

Charles IL, ib. ; mania for companies in, :-t

the beginning of the 18th century, 41 ; l~,l-

teries, ib. ; the tradesmen of, in queen Anne's
reign, 42 ; the rebuilding of, by sir C.

Wren, after the fire, 43 ; the progress of the
fashionable world of, to the we»t, 43, 44 ; its

streets ; their state, passengers, and police,

45, 46 ; desire of nobility and gentry to

gather in, 57 ; the manners and customs of,

as influenced by this desire, ib. ; large amount
of pauperism in, temp, queen Anne, 60

;

club lite of, 427, 428 ; Wren's improvements
in, 450; St. Paul's cathedral, 450-452 ; the

parish churches of, built by Wren, 452-454
;

sti'eet life of, temp. Anne and George I., 466-

468 ; the Londoners prepare to resist the
Highlanders, 1745, vi. 149

;
public feeling

in, during the rebellion, 149, 150 ;
preva-

lence of robberies, and scarcity of police in,

temp. George II., 192 ; riots of Spitalfields

weavers in 1765, 276; the Wilkite mob,
1768, 290 ; riots among the sailors and coal-

heavers, ib. ; address and remonstrance of

the city of, denying the legality of the par-

liament, 314, 315 ; contests between the

house of commons and the corporation of,

317 ; address and remonstrance of the city of,

to tlie king, denouncing the government
measures respecting America, 348 ; monument
in memory of W. Pitt, earl of Ohatbam,
erected in the Guildhall by the corporation

of, 390; Gordon riots in, 1780, 406-410;

supply of animal food for, from Essex, vii. 8
;

butter and ducks from Bucks, 9 ; sale of

cattle and sheep at Smithficld in 1732, 1770
and 1859, 12; eating, cofl'ee, and chop-

houses ; and other public refreshment places

in, 94-96 ; Highbui'v barn ; the Devil tavern ;

the Mitre ; the White conduit house ; tin

Globe; Garraway's and White's, 95; the

Chapter coffee-house, 96 ; Ranelagh gardens
opened, 1742, ib.; the company at the

Ranelagh and Vauxhall gardens, 96-98 ; the

Pantheon opened, 1772, 98; club-life and
gambling in : Almack's, Boodle's, White's,

&c., 104, 105; the citizens and tradesmen of;

their gluttony and ignorance, 113; manner,
and characters of the lower orders, 113, 114;

rabbles and mobs in, 115, 116 ; the nolice and
watchmen of, 116, 117; thanksgivli:g in, ou
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tlie king's recovery, 1788, 155; assault on
the king by a mob of, 1795, 323; the diclii-

ration of the inhabitants of, tliat they will

defend the British kingdom, 1803, 42o ; tlie

corporation of, opposes the renewal of the

Income tax in 1S16, viii. 52 ; its crime en-

couraged by its police ; extensive prevalence

of crime and viee, 65 ; state of, before and
after the passing of the Westminster Paving
and Lighting Act in 1762, 65, 66 ; the intro-

daction of gas in Pall Mall in 1807 consider-

ably influenced the prevention of crime, 66
;

mendicity, vagrancy, and destitution in, 66,

67 ; evils produced "by the law of settlement,

67 ; inquiry into the state of education of

the poorer classes of, 69 ; saving banks in,

70; the Hampden club of, 75; the Spen-
ceans, 75, 76 ; the meeting in the Spa fields,

and the riot iu the citj-, which latter is put

down by the mayor, 76-78 ; architecture and
architects of, 140-148 ; Waterloo bridge com-
menced 1811, completed 1817, built by
Kennie ; Soutiwark and Yauxhnll bridges,

147, 148 ; docks of, and London bridge built

by Rennie, 148; the sculpture of, 14S-150;

the Townley, Phigaleian, and Klgiu marbles,

150 ; enthusiastic sympathy of its mechanics

with queen Caroline, 168, 109; mechanics'

institution of, inaugurated by Dr. liirkbeck,

1823; university of, opened, 1828, 231;

dread of the proposed new police for, 1828,

232 ; increased representation of, effected by

the KeformActof 1832 ; condition of the four

new boroughs—Marylebone, Finsbury, the

Tower Hamlets, and Lambeth, 306, 307 ;

population and houses in, 1841, 386, 387

;

supply of food to, 387-391 ; sanitarj' condi-

tion of its laboming classes, 391-394 ; evils

arising from interment in, 394 ; WslkeT'c

usefulness in reclaiming the Devil's Acre, oyj

London bridge, building of, in 1209, i. 339

;

new bridge, viii. 148

London Gazette, establishment of, by sir Roger
L'Estrange, in 1665, iv. 281

Londonderry, siege of, and gallant defence by
Walker and Baker, 1689, v. 82-86 ; invested

April 20, 83 ; miseries, starvation, and agoni-

sing despair endured by the besieged, 84 ; the

relief, 85; the siege is raised, Aug. 1, 86

Londonderry, marquis of. See C'astlereagh,

lord.

Londonderry, marquis of, anger of, In parlia-

ment, 1831, viii. 277; being considered in-

competent to act as ambassador to Russia he

declines the post, 1835, 356

Long Parliament, the meeting of, on Nov. 3,

1640, iii. 438, 4.39, 442; its character, 439;

opened by Charles I., 443 ;
LenthaU chosen

epeaker, 444 ; votes the release of the persons

imprisoned by the Star Chamber, ib._; Pym's
Bpeech in, impeaching Stratford, 445 ; Straf-

ford and Laud impeached by, 446 ;
Finch,

"Windebank, and the Ship-Money judges im-

S
cached by, 446, 447 ; orders issued by, for

estroying crucifixes, images, superstitious

pictures, &c., ib. ; a bill ot attainder passed

against Straflord, 456 ; act passi il against the

untimely adjourning or dissolving of the par-

liament without its own consent, 457 ; it

proceeds in its reforms, and abolishes the

Btar-Chamber Court, the Court of High Com-
mission, and other arbitrary courts, 460, 461

;

act for tl'e oacitication of Scotland passed,

461 ; the Irish insuiTCction of 1641 break

out, 463; requested by the king to take

measures for the suppression of the rebellion,

ib. ; debate on the Remonstrance, and it«

adoption, 466; formation of parties for the

approaching struggle, 468 ; the earls of Hol-

land, Leicester, and Essex, join the parlia-

mentary party, 469 ; the Remonstrance pre-

sented to the king, ib.
;

popular tumults,

increase of petitioning, and cry against the

bishops, 471 ; rise of the terms of Koundhertti

and Cavalier, 472; twelve bishops protest

against the force used towards tliem, and are

comaitted to the Tower for treason, ib. ; the

question of the militia ordered to be taken

into consideration, on Jan. 3, 1642, 473 ; the

claims of the Commons an invasion of the

rights of the Crown, 474 ; the king attempts

to seize the five members, Pym, HoUis,

Hampden, Haslcrig, and Strode, on Jan. 3,

475 ; sir R. Vemey's account of the proceed-

ings on the occasion, 476 ; the members retire

to the city, and the king demands them at

Guildhall, 478; they are brought back in

triumph to the House, 479 ; the governors

of Portsmouth and Hull, are directed by

ordinance to hold those places for " the king

and parliament," ib. ; the bill for excluding

bishops from the House of Lords agreed to,

and the Militia bill refused, by the king, 480
;

the House approves of Hotliam having re

fused the king entrance into Hull, 481 ; tlie

leaders prepare for war, but send propositions

to the king at York, 482 ; the king sets up

his standard at Nottingham, 495 ; attempts

to negotiate, 496 ; but his propositions are

rejected, 497; issues a declaration of war,

and Essex marches from London, 498 ; sends

proposals to Charles, after the battle of Edge-
hill, to negotiate, iv. 7 ; sends commissioners

to Charles at Oxford, in March, 1643, to nego-

tiate foi- peace, 14 ; establishes a Great Seal,

and provides for the due administration of

justice, !*. ; Edmund Waller's plot against,

15; Waller's aiTCSt, and execution of Chal-

loner and Tomkins, 10; negotiations of, for

an alliance with Scotland, 27 ; its members
swear to the " solemn League and Covenant,"

28 ; conformity to Presbyteriaiiism enforced

by, 30 ; resolves to fill up the vacancies in

the House, and increased strength of the In-

dependents inconsequence, 54 ; receivesover-

tures of pacification from the king, and rejects

them, b^ ; negotiation with the Scots for the

surrender of the king, 62; state of parties

in, ib. ; the treaty concluded, and the king

surrendered, 63; end of the first Civil War,
65 ; struggle of the Presbyterian members to

repress the Independents, who are strong in

the army, and are headed by Cromwell, 68

;

vote passed for disbanding the army, 69
;
pe-

tition against, presented by the officers, tA.

;

proce;dings of Adjutators, 70
;
private resolu-

tion of the members of, to aiTCst Cromwell,

7 1 ; the army removes the king from Holmby,
ib. ; the army advances to London and de-

mands the impeachment of eleven of the

I'resbyterian members, 73 ; they withdraw,

and tlie House votes the adoption of the

army's proceedings, ib. ; tumults in London,

and the mob forces the House to rescind a

vote passed on the day before, 77 ; the siicaker

and many of the members proceed to the uriiiy,
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aiiJ the Presbyterian party resumes its pre-

rioniiiiance, 78; Fairfax and the army restore

/he "weaker and the Independent members,
',9; decdares against any further treaty with

the king, 89 ; reaction of the people against,

in favour of the king, 90 ; treaty of Newport
commenced, 98 ; a Remonstrance sent bv tlie

anny to, 100 ; the army is marched into l.on-

don, 102; the House purged by colonel Pride,

103; ordinance for the king's trial, 103; the

High Court of Justice appointed, 106 ; the

king sentenced to death, 100 ; issues a procla-

mation that no new king be proclaimed with-

out its authority, 113 ; Icon Basilike printed,

114 ; the House of Lords voted useless, ami

the office of king abolished, 113; Council of

State appointed, ib. ; trial and execution of

the royalists, duke of Hauiilton, earl of Hol-

land, and lord Capel, 116, 117 ;
public indig-

nation occasioned by, 117 ; the Levellers are

suppressed, US; a thanksgiving day ap-

pointed on account of the supi)ression of the

Levellers, 119; trial of John Lilburne, ib.
;

appoints Cromwell lord-lieutenant of Ireland,

121 ; Kupert driven from the Irish coast, 12-1

;

Cromwell honourably received by, on his re-

turn from Ireland, 132
;
prepares forces for a

war with Scotland, ib. ; Cioniwell constituted

general by act of, ib. ; despatch of Cromwell
to, announcing the victory of Dunbar, 135

;

gives Cromwell liberty to return home, 136
;

letter of CroTnwell to, announcing the inva-

sion of England, 137 ; defeat of the royali.^t

army at Worcester, 138, 139 ; Charles aiid his

adherents declai-ed rebels and traitors to the

commonwealth, 139 ; courts martial held upon
nine prisoners taken at Worcester, and three

executed, of whom one was the earl of Derby,

139; reward of 1000/. ottered by, to any one

who would capture Charles II., 140 ; law for

the election of futui-e parliaments passed, the

House voting not to sit beyond Nov. 3, 1654,

147; conference on tlie settlement of the

nation, 148; foreign relations of the common-
wealth, 149 ; difl'erences with the united pro-

vinces, 130 ; Navigation Act passed, ib. ; war
declared against the Dutch, 131

;
general

thanksgiving appointed on account of the

successes of Blake over Van Tromp, 155 ; pe-

tition of the army to, ib. ; the question of

future parliamentai-y representation, 157 ; dis-

solution of, 158
;
public opinion on dissolu-

tion of, 159 ; restored under the name of " the

llunip," 221 ; resolves that the military shall

be under the civil power, 222 ; discussions as

to form of government, 223 ; the Rota Club,

ib.\ royalist insurrection breaks out, 221;
council of officers, ib.\ connnittee of safety,

ib. ; the parliament is ejected, ib. ; is restored

by the council of officers, 226 ; disaffection of

the city towards it, 228 ; Jlonk employed to

quell the disaffection, 229 ; burning of the

Kump in Jan. 1660, ib. ; the secluded mem-
bers are restored by ilonk's intervention, 230

;

renewal of the Presb} terian measures on their

restoration, ib. ; final dissolution of, on March
16, 1660, 232

Longehamp, William, appointed chancellor of

J-aigland by Richard, is deposed by prince

John, in 1 191, i. 315 ; retires to Flanders, and
WTites to Richard, 316

I.ongwv taken by the Fruasians, iug. 22, 1792,

vii. -228, 234

Losowitz, battle of, Oct. 1, 1756, v. 216
Lotteries, multitudinosity of, temp. Willian III.,

v. 41, 170 ; suppressed 1 60S, 41

Loudon, earl of, commands the British troops

in America, vi. 218; shrinks from attacking

Louisbourg, 230 ; censured and recalled, 233

;

surprises Frederick in his camp, 234
Loughborough, A. Wedderbum, lord, solicitor-

general, 1771; reproves Fox's expression of
" criminals," vi. 318 ; insults Franklin, 338

;

attorney-general ; his opinion on the employ-
ment of the military in suppressing riots, 409

;

supports Fo.x's Libel bill, 1792, vii. 213; at-

tempts to promote a union between Fox and
Pitt, hoping thereby to obtain the lord chan-

cellorship, 216; his further intrigues for the

same object are successful ; he obtains the

great seal, Jan. 28, 1793, '244, 243 ; his " Trai-

torous Correspondence" bill passed in a mo-
dified form, 267 ; his extravagant idea of the

success of the British arms in Holland, 270,

271; principal adviser of the trials of Hardy
and others ; anecdote of George III. and, 303 ;

his opinion on the order forbidding the Bank
to pay in cash, 333, 334; one of "the kii.g'a

friends," 398, 399 ; opposes the concessions to

Catholics, 399 ; resigns his chancellorship,

ISOl, 401 ; lord chancellor, 1783, 376

Louis, prince, of Baden, commands the allied

armies in 1704, alternately with Jlarlborough,

V. 277 ; aids him in gaining the battle of the

Schellenbcrg or Donawert, July 2, 278 ; des-

patched bv Jlarlborough to carry on the siege

of Ingoldstadt, 280 ; conducts the siege of

Landau, which capitulates in Dec. 287

Louis of France ofl'ered the crown of England,

in 1215, i. 354 ; arrives in England, and re-

ceives the homage of the barons in London,
ib. ; suspected treachery, and decline of the

popularity of, 355 ; his forces are defeated at

Lincoln by the earl of Pembroke, 357 ; and

a deet with reinforcements destroyed near

Dover, 358 ; malces a treaty with Henry III.,

and withdraws, ib.

Louis XL, of France, meets Edward IV., and
cajoles him into a disgraceful treaty, ii. 174 ;

breaks off the contract for the marriage of the

dauphin with Edward's daughter, 176

Louis XIV. ; extent of his aid to king James,

1690, v. 106 ; receives James' project of in-

vading England, with coldness, v. 114; hia

power and kingdom, 120 ; himself, not the

French, the real enemy of England, 121 ; be-

sieges Mens and compels it to surrender, r24

;

on the death of his minister Louvois he ofl'ers

liis assistance to James in invading England,

148; conducts the siege of Naniur, 150; which

surrenders to him, 151 ; his poeition and
opinions, 162 ; the routine of his day, 163 ;

irepares for a campaign, 1693, il. ; suddenly

eaves his army and returns to Vei-saillcs, 104 ;

promises to aid James in invading England,

if the Jacobites rise, 186 ; negotiates for peace

with William III., 1697, 198; the treaty of

Kyswick is concluded, 199 ; his reception of

tlie English ambassador, Portland, 1698, 208;

sends count Tallard as his ambassador at tho

court of William, 209; William's dread o(

Spain and the Indies being acquired by, 226
;

seizes the Spanish crown for his grandson

William in opposition to the terms of the two

partition treaties, 230 ; suspected of bril^ing

the English, 232; his ostentatious extrava-

I
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gance and that of his court bring about the
povi'rty of the nation, 237 ; his policy, 238

;

attempts to influence Charloa of Spiiin to

place the succession in the Bourbon family,

242 ; he accepts the will of Charles, 243 ; liia

frandson succeeds to the Spanish dominions,
lb.; on the death of James II., in 1701, he
proclaims his son the prince of Wales, as

James III., king of England, 251 ; concen-
trates the military of France upon Germany,
274 ; receives news of the defeat of his armies
at Blenheim, 2S(i ; feels his losses in the Low
Countries ; invited to invade Scotland, 310

;

pride roused by Marlborough's demands ; his

example, and appeal to his subjects, fires the

spirit of the nation, 343 ; anguish at the

exhausted state of the kingdom and inability

to obtain peace, 362 ; secretly promotes the

election of Charles of Austria to the German
empire, 1711, 375; makes viscount Boling-
brolce a present of a ring worth 4000/. during
his embassage at Paris, 1713,396; his con-
cessions in the peace of Utrecht, 397 ; died
Sept. 1, 1715, vi. 8

Louis XV., of France, is declared of ago ; takes

upon himself the government of France ; ap-
points duke de Bourbon liis minister, vi. 54 ;

refuses to marry the infanta of Spiiin to whom
he was betrothed, ib.; joins his army at

Fontenoy, 1745; urged to retire from the
hattle by marshal Saxe, but he spiritedly

remains to see the battle out, 114; sends au
armv to invade Brabant, 1747; present at the
battle of Laurtl'ld, 180 ; sensitiveness to

Frederick the Great's ridicule, 215 ; sides

with Maria Theresa in the Seven Years' war,

1756, ib. ; his nen'ousness caused by an
attempt on his life by Damiens, 1757 ; misery
of the country and extravagance of the court,

249; died, May 10, 1774, 341 ; reigned, 1715-

1774, 4G5
Louis XVI. quarrels with his parliament, vii.

163; attends the meeting of the states-

general, 1789, 165, 166 ; liis views on the
union of the three orders, 168, 109 ; agrees to

the formation of the national assembly, 169
;

refuses to withdraw tlie troops stationed be-

tween Paris and Versailles, 170 ; yields to his

people's demands, 174; revived loyalty of the

the national guard towards, 177 ; his audience
with the Parisian women, 179 ; besieged in

the Versailles palace by the mob, 179, 180;
himself and family removed to Paris, 180

;

his speech at the sitting of the national as-

sembly, Feb. 4, 1790, 185 ; attends the fede-

ration fete, 188, 189 ; his deposition demanded
by the mob, 199 ; himself and family Wgi-
lantly watched ; he escapes with it from
Paris, July 21, 1791, 200, 201 ; is captured at

Varennes, and conducted back to Paris, 202
;

the people's hatred of royalty, 203; the for-

mation of the legislative assembly agreed to

by, 205 ; confidence in, revived, 207 ; desires

emigrants to disarm ; applies liis veto to the
decrees against the emigrants, 208 ; opposed
to declaring war with Austria; his powers
as king, 219 ; insulted by Roland whom he
dismisses ; agrees to the formation of a camp
near Paris, but not to the deportation of

priests, 220 ; his firmness in the interview

with the insurrectionists of June, 1792, 221
;

his deposition again demanded, 224 ; block-

aded IB the Tuileries by the mob; places

himself and family under the as8emblj''8 pro-
tection, 225 ; removal of the royal family to

the Temple, 227 ; all the members of wliich

are there harshly treated, 241, 242; he is

impeached at the bar of the convention, 242;
anxiety for his fate shuwn in tlie British par-
liament, 213; his trial, 250, 251 ; cimdemna-
tion, 251 ; and execution, Jan. 21, 1793, 252-
proceedings of the British parliament, 252,
253

Louis X\TI.. of France, presented to the people
at the federation fete, 1790, vii. 189 ; un-
harmed bv the people at the opera, 206 ;

pre-
sent at Louis XVI. 's interview with the
insurrectionists of June 20, 1792, 221 ; impri-
soned ui the Temple, Aug. 1792, 241 ; death
of, in the Temple, Paris, June 8, 1795,
shameful treatment of, 320, 321

Louis XVIII., of France, enters Paris, May 3,

1814, vii. 571 ; reception of, on his entry into
London, 572 ; retrospect of his restoration,

viii. 21-25
;
promulgation of the constitutional

charter. 21, 22 ; its provisions, i^. ; partly his
own wurk, 22 ; discontent shown under his
government, 22-24 ; deserted by marshal Ney,
dissolves the chambers and removes his court
from Paris to Ghent, 27 ; public entry into
Paris, July 8, 1815, 41; execution of Labe-
doyere iiiid marshal Ney, 47 ; evacuation of

France by tlie allied troops, 1818, 99 ; declares
war against Spain, 1823, 182 ; the campaign;
occupation of Madrid and overthrow of Spain,
183 ; death of, Sept. 6, 1824 ; his good sense
preserves his kingdom from convulsions, 247 ;

anecdote of, 249 ; reigned from 1814 to 1824,

vii. 574 ; viii. 268
Louis Philippe (France) present at the battle of

Valiny, 1792. vii. 235 ; and at that of Jeniap-
pes, 1792, 237 ; appointed lieutenant-general

of France, 1830, viii. 2.55; opens the legis-

lative session ; accepts the throne of France,
Aug. 9, 256 ; his daughter married to king
Leopold of Belgium, 1832 ; death of the duke
of lleichstadt, 373; his govemmeiit and fre-

quent changes of ministry ; attempts to assas-

sinate him by Fieschi (18.3.5), Alibaud and
-Meunier (1836), .374 ; his fears of Louis
Napuleon, 374, 375 ; the king's perplexity

caused by Louis Napoleon's enterprise at

Strasbourg, 375, 376 ; the king sends him to

America ; eoinpels his extradition from Swit-
zerland, 376 ; his visit to the (iueen, 522

;

his Spanisli marriage plans, 554 ; doubts as

to his friendliness towards England, 554,
5oo ; his abdication 56.1, 557 ; stormed in

his palace by the mob, and compelled to fly,

557
Louisbourg capitulates to the British, 1758, vi.

233
Louvain given up to Marlborough, 1706, v. 309,

310
L'Ouverture, Toussaint, accomplishes the free-

dom of the St. Domingo slaves ; commandcr-
iii-cliief of their armies, 1796, vii. 418; pre-

sident and governor for life, 1801 ; Bunaparte
sends an expedition against him, ib. ; resists,

but is compelled to submit ; arrested and im-
prisoned ; died April 27, 1803, 419

Louvois, chief minister of France ; suspected to

have been poisimed, 1702, v. 148; favours Du-
mont's plot against WilU;mi III., 154

Lovat, Simon Fraser, lord, takes possession of

Inverness for government, vi. 15 ; his perfidy
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and wavering conduct during the rebellion of

1745, 163 ; he is impeached by the House of

Commons, Dec. 1746 ; trial of, 174 ; and death,

175
Lowe, sir Hudson, governor of St. Helena

;

complained of as being harsh to Napoleon,

viii. 176
Lowick tried for conspiring against Williain

III. ; and executed, v. 191

Lowry, his engraving machine, viii. 156

Lucerne, prince de, present at Cornwallis's

surrender, vi. 428
Lucius, or Lever Maur, " who reigned in

Britain, a.d. 180," doubtful statement of his

having become a Christian under pope Eleu-

therius, and having buUt the chapel in Dover

Castle, i. 60

Luddism active in 1812, vii. 543 ; in 1816,

viii. 61 ; in 1817, 81 ; in 1830, 258 ; and in

1831, 2S7

Ludlam, Isaac, executed for insurrectioning,

viii. 83
Ludlow, Edmund, parliament wishes to appre-

hend him, 1689, on hearing of his being in

London; he returned to Vevay, v. 98

Lundv appointed governor of Londonderry by
William, v. 82 ; but being suspected of an

intention to surrender he is turned out by the

townspeople, 83
Luneville, peace of

;
preliminaries signed July

28, 1800, vii. 395 ; and completed on Feb. 9,

1801,396,413
Luther, Jlartin, denouncement of the sale of

indulgences by, ii. 276 ; attends the Diet at

Worms, 290; intrepid behaviour of, before

the Diet, ib.; Henry VIII. writes a book

against, ib. ;
Luther's works burnt at Paul's

Cross, 291 ; spread of the doctrines of, in

Germany, 306

Luttrell, col., his motion against Wilkes, yi.

291 ; opposes Wilkes as a candidate for Mid-

dlesex ; defeated ; but is declared to be the

legal representative, 1769, 292

Luttrell, Temple, proposes a measure for man-
ning tlie navv, 1777, vi. 374

Lutzen, battle of. May 2, 1813, vii. .561

Luxemburg, French general, gains the battle of

Fleurus, 1690, v. r20; helps Louis in be-

sieging Namur, 150, 151 ; defeats William

III. at Steinkirk, 152, 1.53; campaign of

1693, 163 et seq. ; again defeats William at

Landen, 164, 165

Lyndhurst, J. S. Copley, lord ; advocates the

allowance of counsel to prisoners, v- 270
;

serge.ant; Watson's counsel, 1817, viii. 78;

lord chancellor, 1827, 20.5, 210 ; resigned

1830, 265 ; moves that the disfrancliising

clauses of the Keform bill be postponed, 295
;

negotiates for the formation of a ministry

wiUing to carry out ,an extensive parliamen-

tary reform, 1832, 298 ; his temporary govern-

ment with the duke of Wellington, 1835, 353;

lord chancellor in the Peel ministry, 354; op-

poses the Municipal Reform bill, 364; his

hostile speech against the Melbourne govern-

ment, 1836. 366, 367; approves of tlie bill for

allowing counsel to prisoners, 369, 370

Lyndsav, Patrick, M.P. for Edinburgh; his

speech on the Porteous riots, vi. 80 ; evidence

of, on these riots, 82, 83

lyon, siege of, by , and surrender to, the Jacobins,

1793, vii. 284, 285 ; massacre of the Lyonnese,

285, 286

Lyttelton, sir George, opposes the conveiitioo
with Spain, vi. 94 ; speaks against an amend-
ment of the address for preventing parlia-
mentary corruption, 138 ; chancellor of the
exchequer, 1755, 320

Lyttleton, Thomas, lord, his claims to th«
authorship of Junius's Letters, vi. 296

JfAAS, Dirk, a Dutch battle painter, v. 463
Macarthy, viscount Jlountoasliel : commands a

force advancing against Euniskilleu ; defeated
1689, V. 86

Macaulay, lord, low estimate ol ancient Britain

bv, i. 3, 4 ; his remarks on Pitt's poliev in

1793, vii. 292 ; M.P. for Calne, 1830 ; his first

speech in parliament, viii. 246 ; speaks in
favour of reform, 274, 275 ; 278, 279 ; dangers
feared by, on the rejection of the Reform bill,

297 ; J[.P. for Edinburgh ; his speech on dis-

loyal Tories, 421 ; his intlucnce in causing
the rejection of Serjeant Talfourd's copyright
bill, 464; his plan, 464, 465 ; eloquence and
powerful memory evinced by, as Guizot's
cicerone in Westminster Abbey, 470, 471 ; his

mode of treating history, 471 ; his estimate of

Hallam's " Constitutional History," 472 ; his

speech on " the people's charter" presented
by Ducombe, 496

MacCallum Mhor. See Argyle, J. Campbell,
duke of.

Macclesfield, Thomas Parker, earl of, lord chan-
cellor, impeached, 1725, for malversation in

that office ; he is found guilty, excluded from
his office, and fined 30,000/. vi. 53 ; helps

Chesterfield in carrying the bill for reform-

ing the calendar through the Lords, 1751,

187
MacDonald of Boisdale, advises Charles Stuart

to forego his insun-ection designs, 1745, vi.

122
MacDonald of Glencoe. See Glencoe.

Macdonald of Keppoch, raises his clan, and joins

Dundee in defealing Mackay.at Killiecrankie,

v. 92, 93; letters of fire and sword issued

against, v. 143 ; slain at CuUoden, 168
MacDonald of ICinloch iloidart, argues against

the Pretender's plans, vi. 122 ;
joins his cause,

123
MacDonald, lady Margaret, aids the young Pre

tender in his escape from Skye, vi. 175
Macdonald, general, defeated at Trebbia, 179£^

vii. 382 ; and at Katzbach, 1SI3
MacDonald, Flora, aids prince Charles during

his wanderiiigd in the Highlands, 1746, vi.

175
Macdonnell, colonel, his exploit at Waterloo,

viii. 34
Machyn's " Di.ary of a Resident in London,"

notices from, iii. 94 ct scq.

Macintosh, brigadier ; commands a detachment
sent to aid the southern insurgents ; liis march
to Seton House, 1715, vi. 10; commands the

rebels at Preston, 14; escapes from Newgate,

21, 22
Maclvcr survives the massacres after Culloden,

vi. 170, 171

Mack, general, communicates secretly with Du-
mouriez, vii. 272 ; Austrian commander ; sur-

renders 30,000 troops to Napoleon at Uhn,
Oct. '20, 1805, 445

Mackay, general, appointed to the command "<

the army in Scotland, v. 93; his character
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ib. ; marches upon Blair castle ; is met by
Dundee while aavancing through the pass of

Killiecrankie, and sustains a defeat, July 27,

1689, 93, 94; takes an active part in the

capture of Athlone, June 30, 1691, 127 ; builds

Fort William and fixes a garrison there under

colonel Hill, 131 ; slain in the conflict at

Steinkirk, Aug. 3, 1692, 153

Mackintosh, sir James, his remarks on Burke's

opinions, vii. 190 ; his speech in defence of

Peltier, 1S03, 421, 422 ; wrote the declaration

for the Londoners, 425 ; takes up the advo-

cacy of amendment in the criminal laws on

the death of sir S. Komilly ; moves for a

select committee to consider this subject, viii.

101 ; opinion of, on the emancipation of the

slaves, 194, 195 ; results of his eflbrts for the

repeal of capital punishments, 195; supports

the bill for allowmg counsel to prisoners, 369

Maclean, colonel, repulses Arnold ; saves Quebec,

1775, vi. 362 ; tenders Hastings's resignation

of his governorship, vii. 127

MacNaghten, sir William, directs the affairs

at Cabul, viii. 453 ; appointed governor of

Bombay, 454 ; his conference with Akbar
Khan, by whom he is massacred, 456

Macpheadris, captain John, his ill-treatment in

the Fleet prison, vi. 64
MacPhcrson, Cluny, demand of, on joining the

Pretender, 1745,'vi. 12-) ; his dashing bravery

at Clifton, 158 ; keeps up a correspondence

with Charles Edward, 182

Macquirk tried, and found guilty of murdering
Mr. Clarke

;
pardoned, vi. 297

Madison, James, president of the United States,

1809-1817, vii. 575 ; viii. 268 ; his hostile

message against England, 4 ;
proposes a re-

peal of the Embargo acts, 1814, 13; depre-

cates the destruction of the Washington pub-

lic buildings by the British, 15

Madras attacked and taken by the French, 1746,

vi. 201 ; restored to Britain, 202

Madrid, taken by the duke of Berwick, v. 330;

entered by the allies, 1710, 366; and the

French, 367 ; taken by the French, 1808, vii.

504 ; entered by Welhngton, Aug. 1812, 555
;

occupied by the French, 1823, viii. 183

Majatffi, revolt of, i. 31 ; suppressed, ib.

Maestricht, surrendered to Kleber, 1794, vii. 313

Magdalen bridge, Oxford, built by Gwyn, vii. 82

Magdalen College. See O-iford.

Magna Charta, proposed to John at Oxford by
archbishop Langton and the earl of Pembroke,
who rejects it, i. 346 ; signed by John at Kun-
nyraede, on June 15, 1215, 347 ;

provisions of,

348, 349 ; effects of, upon the nation, 350, 351

;

provisions for the observance of, 352

Magnentius, revolt of, a.d. 350, i. 53

Maharajpoor, battle of, Dec. 29, 1843, viii. 611

Mahomed All, flies to Trichinopoly, vi. 202;

struggles against Chunda Sahib, 203

Mahon, lord, his plan for amending the copy-

right law, viii. 464 ; characteristics of his

History of England, 473
Mahoni commands at Murviedro ; deceived by
Peterborough ; arrested v. 297

Mahratta wars, history of the, 1778-1782, vii.

129-131 ; and 1802-1805, 455-461

Mahrattas, peishwa of, concludes an alliance

with Comwallis, vii. 258
;
prepares to invade

the British territories, viii. 216; surrenders

to the British ; abdicates his throne ; becomes

a pensioner of the East India Company, 217

Maida, battle of, July 4, 1806, vu. 473
Mail coaches, introduction of, 1784, vii. 93
Maillard leads the Parisian mob of 1 789, vii.

178 ; president of the Assembly ; his sentence

of death on prisoners, 229
Maine, due de, receives an important command

in the French army, v. 178; incompetent
and cowardly, 179

Maitland, captain, Bonaparte surrendering to

him, he conveys the ex-emperor to Plyaouth,
viii. 39

Malacca ceded to the British, 1824, viii. 218
Malaga, sea fight off, 1704, v. 291
Malcolm, king of Scotland, receives Edsnr

Atheling, i. 192 ; invades England, in 1070,

and marriage of, with Margaret, sister of

Edgar, 196 ; civilization of Scotland pro-

moted bv Margaret, 200 ; uusuccussfully
attacks William II., 224 ; killed, ib.

Malcolm, king of Scotland, compelled to sur-
render Cumberland and Northumberland to

Henryll. in 11.57, i. 276
Malesherbes, counsel for Louis XVI., 1792, vii.

250; guillotined, 1794, 298
Malincs submits to Marlborough, 1706, v. 310
Malrnesbury, Harris, lord, British charge des

ali'aires at Madrid, 1770, vi. 323; minister at

Berlin ; his correspondence with the home
government, 325 ; recommends that the pro-

ceedings against Portland be postponed, vii.

245 ; sent on an especial mission to Berlin to

purchase assistance by subsidy, 1793, 311

;

appointed a negotiator to demand the prin-

cess Caroline of Brunswick for the prince of

Wales, 318, 319 ; negotiates unsuccessfully

for peace with France, 1796, 330 ; leaves

Paris, Dec. 19 ;
gives warning of a French

expedition against Ireland, 331 ; appointed to

negotiate for peace at Lisle, 1797, 342 ; the

negotiations are put an end to by the revolu-

tion of the 18th Fructidor, 344, 345; quota-

tion from his diary, 432; remarks on the

cfl'ect of the news of the Ulm surrender or

I'itt, 445
Malplaquet, battle of, Sept. 11, 1709, v. 343,

314
Malta taken by Bonaparte, 1798, vii. 352, 353 ;

surrenders to the British after a two years'

blockade, Sept. 1800, 395, 396 ; retained by
the British, 423

Malthus advocates the adoption of savings'

banks, viii. 70
Manchester, its population in Charles II 'a

reign, and fifty years hiter, v. 24 ; its men
and manufactures, ib. ; the Blanket nieeling

at, 1817, viii. 80; the great reform meeting,

10.5, and massacre at, 105-108; obtains par-

liamentary representation, 1832, 307 ; popu-

lation of, with Salford, in 1831, and 18Gl, 303

M.inchester, earl of, as lord Kimbolton, accused

with the five members, of sedition bv Charles

I., iii. 475; commands at the second battle of

Newbury, iv. 37 ; is accused of indecision and
delay by Cromwell in parliament, ib.

Maudat jirepares to resist the insurrectionists of

the 10th Aug. 1792; murdered, vii. 225

Manners, illustration of, 1709-1742, from Ho-
garth, v. 466-474 ; 1737-1783, vii. 90-122

;

1784-1820, viii, 113, 114, 122, 126, 401-403

Mansfield, William Murray, earl of, attorney-

general; Ms interview with lord Kilmarnock,
vi. 173; beconiescliief justice and lord Mans-
field, 1756, 217 ; declares Wilkes's outlawry
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null and void, 291; presides at Woodfall's

prosecution, 300 ; chancellor of the exchequer,

1767, 321 ; his house sacked, and its contents,

including his valuable library, burnt by the

Gordon rioters, 1780, 408, 409 ; opposes the

"contractors" and " revenue officers " bills,

440
Mantua besieged by the French, vii. 342, 343

;

capitulates, Feb. 2, 1797, 343
Mauufactures, list of articles with which

foreigTiers were not allowed to compete, ii. 123

Jlapcs, "Walter, satires of, on the state of the

Church in the time of Henry 11., i. 280
Mar, James Erskine, earl of, appointed secretary

of Btate for Scotland, 1706, vi. 6 ; deprived of

his office; marries the duke of Kingston's

daughter; organises an insurrection in Scot-

land ; inaugurates it by raising the Preten-

der's standai'd at Braemar, September 6, 1715,

7 ; his want cf energy and action ; debilitates

the powers of the msuiTectionists, 9 ; his

movements cramped by the duke of Argjde

;

detaches a part of his army under Jlaclntosh
;

withdraws Argyle's attention from Macintosh
by a feint, 10 ; his indecisive march ; halts

at Sheriffmuir ; receives a severe reverse in

the conflict with Argyle, Nov. 13, 15, 16;
accompanies Charles in his flight to France,
18

Marat harangues the populace of Paris, 1789,

vii. 174 ; desires to erect 800 gibbets, 191 ;

advises that the royal palace be well watched,

200 ; aids in bringing about the September
massacres, 1792, 230 ; denounces the modera-
tion of Dumouriez, 271 ; excites the people

to plunder the shops, 274 ; represents the

executive power of France, 276; hates Kobes-
pierre, 277 ; assassinated by Charlotte Corday,
July 13, 1793, 278

Jlarcus Antoninus sends a number of Germans
into Britain, i. 43

Marengo, battle of, June 14, 1800, vii. 395
Margaret, the heiress of Alexander III., of

Scotland, dies in 1290, and leaves the succes-

sion to the crown in dispute, i. 412
Margaret of Anjou. See Ilenry VI.

Margaret of Burgundy, sister to Edward IV.,

married in 146S, ii. 156 ; supports the preten-

sions of Lambert Simnel against Henrv VII.,

212 ; in 1492 protects Perkin Warbect, 220

;

visited by Henry VIII. in 1513, 268

Maria Josepha of Austria, married Augustus III.

of Poland; compelled by force to give up his

state papers, vi. 216
Maria Louisa, archduchess of Austria, marries

Bonaparte, vii. 520; gives birth to a son,

March, 1811,535; appointed regent of France,
."jilS

Maria Tlieresa, daughter of Charles VI. ; heiress

ci his states, vi. 101 ; the English parliament
grants a subsidy to, 103; marries Francis,

grand duke of 'luscany ; her claim disputed,

105 ; flies to Hungary ; throws herself on the

support of the Hungarians ; the fortunes of

her armies, 107 ; restores her contiuests in

Baviuria, 113; grieves at tlie loss of Silesia;

joined by Louis XV., 215 ; opposed to the par-

tition of Poland, 324 ; empress of Germany,
1745-1762, 465

Marie Antoinette escapes from the mob, 1789,
vii. 179; removed to Paris, 180 ;

presents the
dauphin to the people, 1790, 189 ; interview

with Mirabeau, 192 ; accompanies Louis XVL

in his flight from Paris and capture, 200 -202

;

her apparent calmness at the opera, 206

;

present at Louis's audience with the 20th
June insurrectionists, 221 ; description of, at

the attack on the 'Tuileries, August, 1792,
226, 227 ; imprisoned in the Temple, 227

;

treatment pursued towards, 241, 242 ;
guil-

lotined, Oct. 16, 1793, 292, '293

Marlborough, S. Chui'chill, duchess of, lady of

the bedchamber to the princess Anne; her
friendship for and large influence over the
princess, v. 98 ; urges her to obtain her in-

creased income from the parliament, and not
from the king, ib. ; she is dismissed the royal
palace, 146 ; she loses her influence over the
queen, 336 ; her account of the queen's poli-

tical intrigues with Harlcy at private audi-
ences, 339 ; her income 9,500/. per annum,
340 ; her description of Sacheverel's charac-
ter, 359, 360 ; she is liated and given up by
Mi-s. Morley (Anne) , 363 ; her dismissal from
Anne's service, 1711, 365 ; her revenge, 366

;

her meanness towards Vanbrugh, 456
Marlhoi'ough, duke of, John Churchill; an ex-

pedition against Ireland sails under his com-
mand, which disembarks near Cork, Septem-
ber, 22, 1690 ; takes Cork on the 29th, v. 118

;

and Kinsale, 119; he is entrusted with the
command of the English troops in Flanders,

127 ; oft'ers to go over to James, ib. ; is dis-

missed from office by William, 145 ; in con-
sequence of plotting for James's recall to the
throne, 140 ; treachery of, in the Brest aft'air

of, 1694 ; oft'ers "William his sernces, which
are refused, 172; implicated by Fenwick with
holding treacherous correspondence with
James II., 197 ;

governor of the duke of

Gloucester, 240; receives the order of the
garter, and is made captain-general of Anne'»
forces, 1702, 2.58; he is sent as envoy extra-
ordinary to the States-general ; his prepara-
tions for war, 259; appointed generalissimo
of the allied forces by the States ; takes
Venloo, September 18 ; Euremonde, Stevens-
wart, Liege, October 23, and the castle of
Chartreuse, 260 ; an adventure, escape, and
return to London, ib. ; he is made duke of
Marlborough, 1702,264; desires to assist the
Camisards, 265; takes Ulm, Bonn, Huy, 1703;
proposes a grand design, but is thwarted by
the States ; takes Limbourg, 266 ; his diffi-

culty in recruiting the army, 273; Louis
XIV. concentrates his forces upon Germany,
1704, 274; Marlborough plans a series of

operations for opposing him, which he carriei

out in secrecy ; marches to the Moselle, there
gives Villeroy the slip, and pushes on to tlie

JJanube, 275 ; his niarcli along the Khine

;

his attention to detail ; the high spirits of hij

army, 276 ;
passes the Neckar, June 3, ib,

;

meets prince Eugene on the lOlh, and prince

Louis of Baden, on the 13tli, 277 ; encamps
at Giengen ; receives intelligence of the
vicinity of the Bavarian and French army

;

description of the Schellenbcrg, ib. ; stonns
the Schellenbcrg in conjunction with jiriuce

Louis, July 2, 278 ; lays waste manv village*

in Bavaria, 279 ; encamps at friedberg,
August 3 ; at Schonefeldt on the 10th

;
joins

prince Eugene on the 11th, 280; they resolve

to attack the enemy who ar» encamped five

miles off", 281 ; nnircnes upon their position,

ib. ; attacks "Tallard's head-quaiters at Blen-
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heim, 282 ; which leads to a general conflict,

283; he gains the victory, August 13,284;
his anxiety to obtain sunicicnt food for his
troops and prisoners, 286 ; sets down before
(Jim, Aug. 20 ; it capitulates September 12

;

sets down before Landau, which also capitu-
lates, December; concludes treaties with
liavaria and Prussia ; receives honours

;

arrives at the Hague, Dec. 16 ; embarks at

Rotterdam on the 22nd and arrives at St.

James's by the 26th, 287; honours bestowed
on, 287, 288 ; enthusiastic reception ; opposes
the Conformity bill, 288, 289 ; embarlis at

Harwich, llarch 31, 1705, 301 ; his plans are

opposed by the Dutch; crosses the Jlosello

and Saar, June 3, i4. ; scarcity of fond, and
other disappointments, cause him to despond;
rouses his spirits, joins d'Auverquerque, and
regains possession of Huy, July, 11, 302;
forces the French lines, July 17, 303 ; Villc-

rny retreats beyond the Dyle ; he follows, but
his plana are thwarted by the Dutch general^,

304 ; the first stone of his palace at AVood-stock

laid, ib.\ opposes jobberj'; arrives at the

Hague, April 27, 1706, 307 ; his confidence of

Tictory ; advances to give battle to the French,
308 ; the battle commences ; he is nearly
made prisoner ; the village of Kamilies is

seized Dy his forces; gains the victory of
Ramilies, 309 ; Antwerp, Ghent, Bruges, and
Ondenarde suiTender ; Ostend is besieged;
capitulates July 7 ; Menin captured, August
22 ; Dendermonde surrenders, Sept. 5 ; .*Vlh

falls October 4 ; he returns to England, 310
;

his pension of 5,000/. per annum settled up^n
his posterity, 329; visits Charles XII. at Alt
Itanstadt, April 27, 1707; and diplomatises
with him, 331 ; accomplishes little in his

campaign in the Netlierlands ; plans un
attack upon France, 332 ;

prepares to attack

the French before Oudenarde ; is joined by
prince Eugene ; and attacked by fever brougb t

on by long marches and disappointments,

1708, 336; defeats the French at Oudenarde,
Julv 11 ; his description of the battle, 337

;

besieges Lille, 338; his disgust at the queen's
temper ; he is on the point of retiring from
business, 339; liis yearly income nearly
55,000/.; covers the siege of Lille; his mean-
ness towards "Webb, 340 ; urges upon Godol-

t)hin the necessity of another campaign, 342 ;

lis desire and attempt to reduce France to

accept unmilitary terms; rouses the French
national spirit ; surrender of Tournay, 343

;

gains a victory at JIalplaquet, September 11,

1709, 344 ; represents England at the con-
ferences of Gertruydenberg, 1710, 361 ; his

despondency at the state of aft'airs, 362

;

inortitied at tlie dismissal of his Whig friends

and relations from office, 363 ; returns to

L:ndon, December; coldness of the queen,
364 ; and opposition of Harley and St. John
towards him, 365; sinister motives imputed
to him ; his wife dismissed from Anne's
service, ib. ; hostility shown towards, 368

;

leaves London, March 4, 1711, to assume his

command in the Netherlands, 374; liis terror

of the press, ib. ; forces the French lines witb
an interior force, 375 ; invests and takes
Bouchain, 376 ; his successes disparaged by
the press ; he writhes under their attacks,

I'i. ; lands at Greenwich on his return home,
Kov. 17, 377; his ansvver tothequeen'sspe<-iIi

insinuating hit desire for prolonging war,

377, 378 ; he is still opposed by Harley and
the ministry ; is turned out of all his offices

by the queen, Dec. 31,379; his avarioious-
ncss ; cnarged with illegally taking public
moneys ; his defence thereof, 379, 380 ; his

resignation in adversity; 391 ; liia name
omitted in the regency list, vi. 2, 4; retains
liis office of captiin-general and maater of the
ordnance, 4 ; death of, 1722, 47

Marlborough, duke of, resigns his militar)
commission, 1743, vi. Ill; commands the
troops sent against Cherbourg and St. Maloea,
1758, 232

Marlborough House built by "Wren, v. 454
Marmont, marshal, appointed to command

20,000 men to be sent against England, 1805,
vii. 442; commands the army of Holland,
443 ; weakens the gamson of Ciudad Eodrigo,
advances to its relief, 548 ; commander of
the French army in Spain, 181 1 ; his mana;u-
vres near Salamanca, 552, 553; a fault he
commits is t;iken advantage of bv Wellington,
which results in the battle of Salamanca, July
22, in which he is wounded and defeated, 653,
554 ; Napoleon's rage against, 554 ; command.s
the forces in Paris, 1830, viii. 252; ordered to

act against the July revolutionists; the strug-
gle of July 28, 2o3 ; he is besieged in the
'I'uileries and compelled to give in, 254

Marriage act, 1753, vi. 193-195
Marriage act, Royal, vi. 330-332
Marriages bill, regulation of Dissenters', 1836,

viii. 371
Marsellais, their arrival in Paris, July 30, 1792,

vii. 222 ; they assemble before Danton's club,
224 ; their contest at the Tnileries, 225, '226

Marshalsea prison, the horrors of the, vi. 65
Marsiu'lia, defeat of the duke of Savoy at, 1693,

V. 166
Marsin, general, commands a division of the
French amiy at the battle of Blenheim, v.

2S0-283
;
joins his army with that of Villars,

1705,301
Marstou Moor, battle of, July 2, 1644, iv. 35
Jlartiguac, M. de, French minister ; character

of his policy, viii. 248
Martineau, Hamet, success and objects of her

political-economy tales, viii. 477, 478
Martinique surrendered to the British, 1762, Ti,

255
Mary, queen of England, bom 1516, refuses to

acknowledge the validity of her mother's di-

vorce, ii. 382 ; refuses to accede to Edward's re-

quest to forbear the use of the mass, iii 41 ; bold

letter of, to Edward VI., 42 ; addresses a letter

to the council on the death of her brother,

and claims the crown, 51 ; is joined at Ken-
ninghall by numerous adherents, ib. ; is pro-

claimed in London, 53; triumpiiant arrival

of, in London, 54 ; Northumberland is tried

and executed for treason, ib. ; causes of her
being so joyfully received by the people, 56

;

the coronation ot, 67 ; description of her per-
son, ib. ; meets her tirst parliament, and
passes an Act for repealing certain treasons,

and the penalties for denying the king's supre-
macy, lb. ; repeal of .Vets of Edward VI.
relating to religion, 58 ; projected marriage
of, to Philip of Spain, and dissatisfaction vl

the people, 59 ; nnival of ambassadors to

arrange terms, 60 ; fiisuiTection of sir Thomas
Wyat aL;ainst the marriage, 61 ; eouraire and
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address shown by Mary on the occasion, 61

;

the population of London arm in her beh;ill',

62; Vv'yat is defeated, 64; lord Guilford
Dudley and lady Jane Grey beheaded, 66

;

execution of Suffolk and numerous others,

67 ; trial and aequittal of sir Nicholas Throck-
morton, ib.\ the jury committed to prison,

6S_; execution of Wyat, ib. ; the princess
Elizabeth seat for to court, ib. ; is committed
to the Tower, 69 ; letter of Elizabeth to, 70 ;

the Spanish ajibassador urges her trial and
execution, 71 ; unquiet condition of the
•ountry, 72 ; fiery zeal of Gardiner to sup-
press tlic Keforraation, ib. ; the married
clergy expelled from their livings, 73 ; Cran-
mer, Latimer, and llidley condeimied as

heretics at Oxford, ib. ; anival of Philip of
Spain, 74 ; marriage of, with Philip, and
pageantry on the occasion, 75; bribery ex-
ercised by Philip, 76 ; arrival in England of
cardinal Pole, ib. ; he absolves the realm,

77 ; submission of the parliament to the papal
see, ib.\ the statutes against heretics revived,

78; the Marian persecution, 79; list of Pro-
testant victims, 80 ; cardinal Pole exhorts to

gentleness, but gives a commission to Gar-
diner, Bonner, and others, to deal with
heretics then in prison, 81 ; encouragement of

the spy-system for the discovery of heresy,

89 ; I'hilip leaves England, 95 ; discontent of
Mary at his not returning, 96 ; opposition of

the parliament to pope I'aul IV. 's claims of

supreraac}', 97 ; Dr. Dee in trouble for cast-

ing the nativities of the queen and the prin-

cess Elizabeth, ib. ; the Dudley conspiracy
for robbing the exchequer, and placing Eliz-

abeth on the throne, 98 ; its discovery, and
execution of the conspirators, ib. ; Elizabeth
suspected of participation, and her letter to

the queen, 99 ; cardinal Pole created arch-
bishop of t3anterbury, ib. ; his moderation not
satisfactory to the Pope, ib. ; PhUip returns

to England, March, 1557, 100 ; war declared
against France at Philip's instigation, 101

;

the English forces assist in winning the
battle of St. Quentin, ib. ; Calais besieged
and taken by the French, on Jan. 7, 1558,

103 ; Guisnes and Hammes taken, and the
English wholly expelled from France, 104

;

her last illness and death, on Nov. 17, 1558,

105
Mary, daughter of James XL, marries the prince

of Orange, in 1677, iv. 329
;
proclaimed queen

wtth "William, iii. 445 ; coronation of, with
her husband, April 11, 1689, v. 78 ; asks the
princess Anne what she means by applying to

parliament to increase her income, 98 ; ap-
pointed regent in William's absence, 105

;

her energetic conduct in retrieving the dis-

aster of Beachey Head, June, 11)90, 112;
quarrels with her sister Anne, 145 ; addresses

a dispatch to the commanders of the tieet

;

enthusiasm caused on its being read, 149
;

joins in the national gratitude by making a
gift of the royal palace of Greenwich as an
asylum for the disabled mariners of England,
150 ; issues proclamations for the discovery
of seditious libellers, and for the apprehen-
sion of highwaymen, 155 ; her reply to the
deputation requesting an inquiry into the
naval miscarriages, 166 ; she is taken dan-
gcrously ill at Kensington, 173; her conduct
kijtbly praised by William ; her fortitude and

resignation in illness, 174; dies of the small
pox, Dec. 28, 1694, in her 33rd year; her
character and burial, ib.

Mary, queen of Scotland, bom Dec. 7, 1542, ii

436; Henry VIII. negotiates a marriage
between her and his son Edward, ib.\ the
project defeated by the queen-mother and
cardinal Beaton, 437 ; the duke of Somerset
endeavours to enforce the treaty, iii. 4 ; is

contracted in marriage to the "Dauphin of

France, 28 ; the marriage solemnised in

Paris, in 1558, 102 ; becomes queen of France
on the accession of her husband Francis II.,

in 1559, 115; assumes the royal arms of

England, ib. ; refuses to ratify the treaty of

Edinburgh in 1560, 121 ; answer of, to Throck-
morton on being urged to sign it, 122 ; her
husband, Francis II., dies, Dec. 6, 1560, 123

;

lord James Murray sent as ambassador to

request her return to Scotland, ib.
;
policy of,

towards Elizabeth, 124 ; indignation of, at

being refused a safe-conduct, 125 ; imprudent
avowal of her hatred of John Knox, ib.\ fare-

well of, to France, 126 ; arrival and recep-
tion of, in Scotland, Aug. 19, 1561, 127 ;

contrasted with Elizabeth, 127, 128; sum-
mons Knox before her for preaching against

her maiTiage with a pa])ist prince, 133;
writes to the Council of Trent, that if she
succeeded to the throne of England she
would bring both kingdoms under the apos-
tolic see, ib. ; lord Kobert Dudley recom-
mended as a husband by Elizabeth, 134;
continued eftbrts of, to be declared successor

to the crown of England, ib. . ei stq ; mar-
ries Henry, lord Darnley, July 29, 1565,

135; Mun*ay revolts unsuccessfully, and
takes refuge in England, 135, 137; discon-
tent of the reforming nobles at the marriage,

137, 138; suppresses the revolt, and banishes
the insurgent lords, 13S ; rise of Jticcio, ib. ;

joins the league of Catherine de Medici aud
the duke of Alva for the extermination of

Protestantism in Europe, 139; jealousy of

Damley, ib. ; Darnley quarrels with the

queen, and unites with the Keformers, 140

;

murder of Kiccio, 141 ; described by the

English ambassadors, 142
;
gives birth to a

son, June 19, 1566, 143 ; amicable relations

with England established, and Elizabeth be-

comes godmother to James, ib. ; Bothwell be-

comes Mary'sadviser, 144; she visits Darnley
when sick, and has him removed to Kirk of

Field, near Edinburgh, 145; the house is

blown up, and Damley murdered, ib. ; un-
doubted guilt of Bothwell, 146 ; his mock-
trial, and acquittal, 147 ; is carried otl' by
pretended force by Bothwell, ib. ; and is

married to him, 148; the nobles revolt

against the mairiage, and slie surrenders to

thera at Carberry Hill, on June 18, 1567,

149 ; carried prisoner to Lochleven, ib.
;

is compelled to abdicate on July 24, in favour

of her son, James VI., 151 ; Murray is pro-

claimed regent, 152 ;
question as to the

authenticity of the letters to Bothwell attri-

buted to her, 153 ; escapes from Lochleven,
ib, ; romantic circumstances of, 154 ; assem-
bles forces, fights, and loses, the battle of

Langsyde, Mav 16, 1568, 155 ; takes refuge

in England, lo6
;
question as to the justice of

her detention, 157 ; is removed to Bolton

Castle, and is indignant at being considered
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s prisoner, 157 ; conference appointed to hear
the charges against her, ib.

; proceedings of

the conferences at York and London, 158;
placed under the care of the earl of Shrews-
Dury, 159 ; project for the marriage of to the
duke of Norfolk, 161 ; is removed from Tut-
bury Castle to Coventry, 162 ; intrigues of

Philip of Spain and the Roman Catholics in

favour of, 168 ;
plan for giving her up to

her own subjects to be punished, 176 ; inse-

curity of, 177 ; alleged complicity of, in
Babington's conspiracy, 189 ; is transferred
to Fotheringay, and her papers are seized,

190; a commission issued for her trial at

Fotheringay, 194 ; proceedings on the trial,

195, 196; and judgment against, 197; con-
flicting opinions on the judgment, 198

;
pro-

clamation is made of the judgment, and she
is excluded from all claim to the crown of

England, 199 ; the warrant of execution is

issued, 200 ; is refused a confessor, 201 ; is

beheaded at Fotheringay, on Feb. 8, 1587, 203
Marvlebone church built by Hard wick, viii. 140
Uasliam, Mrs., becomes a favourite of queen

Anne's, 1708, v. 336 ; contrives a secret cor-

respondence between Anne and Mr. Harley,
339 ; obtains the ascendancy in queen Anne's
confidence, 363; keeper of the privy purse,

1711, 366
Massachusetts Bay government regulation bill

passed, 1774, vi. 339
Massacres of September, 1792, in Paris, vii.

228-232
JI assena, Andrew, barbarity of, T. 280 ; a

general in Bonaparte's army, vii. 326 ; com-
mands the French sent to pillage Berne,
1798 ; obtains a large share of the booty,

351 ; baffled in driving the English out of
Portugal, 1810, 530, 532; Almeida sur-

renders to, Aug. 16, 531 ; loses the battle of

Busaco, Sept. 27, 531, 532; sufferings of his

army, 532 ; retreats into Spain, 538
Matilda, daughter of Henry I., mairied in 1114

to the emperor of Germany, i. 242; becomes
a widow in 1 1 24, 244 ; named successor to

the crown of England in 1 1 26, j'i. ; marries
Full;, earl of Aujou, in 1127, 245; her sou
Henry bom in 1133, ib. ; arrives in England
to assert her claim to the crown, 260 ; is be-
sieged in Arundel Castle, but allowed by
Stephen to join the earl of Gloucester at

Bristol, 261 ; after the battle of Lincoln is

£reclaimed queen in 1141, 263 ; revolt of the
lOndoners against, ib. ; escapes to Devizes,

265; besieged in Oxford, and escapes, 266,
267 ; leaves England, 268

Mauritius acquired by the English, 1810, viii.

214
Maury, abbe, advocates for the proprietary

rights of the clergy, vii. 185
Maximilian, the emperor, concludes a treaty
with Henry VIII. against Louis XII. of
France, ii. 267 ; takes military service under
Henry, 268 ; leads the charge at the Battle
of Spurs, ib. ; dies 1519, 275

Maximus, assists Theodosius in repulsing the
Picts and Scots in their invasion of Britain,

i. 54 ;
proclaimed emperor of Britain, ib.

;

leads a British army into Gaul, is defeated,

and put to death, a.d. 388, ib.

ilayence surrenders to the king of Frusaia,

July 22, 1793, vii. 282
Maynooth College, grant to, proposed, ^-iii. 528

;

stormy debate on the measure 628. 629

;

finally carried, 529
Meadows, general, commands the British army

in the Camatic, vii. 258 ; takes Scvemdroog
and Octradroog, 259

Meanee, battle of, Feb. 17, 1843, viii. 509, 510
Mechanics' Institution of London inaugurated

by Dr. Birkbeck, 1823, viii. 231
Meehudpore, battle of, Deo. 21, 1817. TJii.

217
Meer Cossein. See Cossein.
Meer JaBBer. See Jaffier.

Mehemet Ali, pasha of Egypt, invades SjTia,
thereby involving himself in war with Mah-
moud; his successes and aggrandizing views,
viii. 429 ; compelled to submit to the terms
proposed by Britain, 435

Melas, general, drives back Moreau, vii. 382 ;

drives the French from Nice
;
prepares to

battle Bonaparte ; defeated at Marengo, June,
ISOO ; concludes an armistice, 395

Melbourne, W. Lamb, viscount, chief secretary
for Ireland, 1828, viii. 228; resigned the
same year, 234 ; home secretary, 267 ; speech
in the debate on secondary punishments,
322 ; his difficulty in forming a ministry
according to the king's plan; ultimate fop
niation of his ministry, 1834, 346 ; sudden
dismissal, 349 ; ostensible cause of his dis-

missal, 350, 351 ; not brought about by any
act of the ministry, 351, 352 ; his amenclment
on the address, 355 ; first lord of the treasury,

1835, 359, 381 ; exclusion of lord Brougham
from his ministry, 359 ; his reply to lord

Lyndhurst's hostile speech, 367 ; denies
h.iving made a compact with the O'Connell
jiarty, 368; his eulogy on William IV., 377

;

first lord of the treasury, 405 ; proposes the
suspension of the Jamaica constitution for five

years; his proposition carried, 419; hia

ministry resigns, but again returns to power,
419, 420 ; adopts free-trade opinions, 437

Melcombe. See Doddington.
Melfort, earl of, his letters to Balcarres inter-

cepted and read before the Convention, v.

90
Melrose Abbey, foundation of, i. 256
Melville, Henry Dundas, lord ; lord advocate

of Scotland ; supports the omiosition party,

vi. 434 ; declares that lord Chatham neve!
advocated reform, 441 ; supports Pitt, vii.

140 ; opposes the hostile motion against the

ministry, 1784, 141 ; recalls earl Gower, the
ambassador at Paris, 227 ; urges Lough-
borough to decide as to taking the great seal,

245 ; secretary of state ; delivers the king's

message about seditious practices to the
Commons, 300

;
praises the British humanity

shown at Howe's victory, 1794, 308 ; his con-
ference with the king on the CathoUo ques-
tion, and the Coronation oath, 399 ; succeeded
in his secretaryship by lord Hobart, 401

;

first lord of the admu-alty, 439 ; viii. 158
;

implicated on a charge of tampering with the
public money ; vote of censure pas.^ed against

him ; resigns, 1805, vii. 439
;
progress of the

motion for impeacliing him, 439, 440 ; hia

acquittal, June 12, 1806, 464; home secre-

tary, 1791-1794; war and colonial secretary,

1794-1801, 676 ; retires from the admiralty,
viii. 205

Menai suspension bridge built by Telford, viii.

147
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Mendicity of LonJon in 1815, 1816, Tiii. 66
Menin taken by Marlborough, Aug. 22, 1706, v.

Menou, general-in-chief of the interior ; unable
to suppress the Lepelleticr section revolt,
1795, vii. 321, 322 ; superseded by Barras,
322 ; succeeds Kleber in the command of the
French army in Egypt, 405 ; his charge at
the British, 1801 ; beaten back by the High-
landers, 407

Methodism, rise of; its professors produce a
reformation in the English manners, vii. 121

;

cliaracters of its leaders and originators;
Whitefield and Wesley, 121, 122; Wes-
leyism, 121 ; the Carabuslang conversions,

llethuen, British ambassador at the Portuguese
court, concludes the Methuen treaty, t.
267 ; his account of the battle of Alnianza,
330 ; secretary of state, 1716, vi. 29 ; resigns,

Methuen treaty, terms of the, with Portugal,
1703, vi. 267, 389; annulled, 1835, viii.
383

'

Milan entered by the French, 1796, vii. 326
Milan decreed issued by Bonaparte, Dec. 1807,

vii. 494, 679
Militia bill passed, 1756, vi. 218
Miller, J., a printer. See Onslow, colonel.
Milton, John, embodiment of early English

legends by, i. 2; his description of London at
the commencement of the Civil War, iii. 487;
publishes his "Iconoclastes," in reply to the
"Icon Basilike," iv. 114; appointed Latin
secretary to the Council of State, 113; his
death, and warning of, against slavery, 327.
See Addison, v. 408, 409

Minden, battle of, Aug. 1, 1759, vi. 239, 240
Mines. See copper, co.al, lead, tin, &c.
Mines in Britain, under the Romans, notice of,

i. 35; remains of iron works yet existing,
36

Minorca taken by the English, 1708, v. 338

;

surrendered to the French, 1756, vi. 213, 214

;

restored to England, 1763, 257, 434; sur-
rendered to the French, 1782, 434 ; ceded to
Spain by Great Britain, 458.

Minto, lord, governor-general of India, viii.

213; quells the mutiny at Madras and other
places, 213, 214; acquisition of the eastern
archipelago ; other acts of his administration,
214; resigns, 1813, 214-216; first lord of the
admiralty, 38l

Mirabeau, comte de, bold speech of, at a meeting
of the National Assembly, 1789, vii, 169;
moves for an address to the king for the re-
moval of the troops, 170; prevents the
National Assembly from assuming the power
to declare war, 188 ; named president of the
National Assembly, Jan. 1791, endeavours to
secure order, and curb violent measures, 191

;

negotiates with Marie Antoinette ; his ser-
vices paid for by Louis, 192 ; his character
and unwearied energy, 191, 192 ; death of,
April 2, 1791 ; burial at the Pantheon ; dis-
interred, 1793, 193; advocates the king's veto,
208

'

Uoira, lord, his severe measures towards de-
serters, vi. 413

;
gains a b.attle near Camden,

425 ; sets out to aid the Vendeans, but arrives
too late, vii, 296 ; governor-general of India,
Oct. i, 1813, viii. 215; obtains permission to
war against the Pindarees on a large scale,

216; thecampaign, 216, 217; breaks up the
Mahra;ta confederacy, 217 ; rules issued by,
for regulating the newspaper press in India,

Molcsworth, sir 'Williara. remarks of, on Cana-
dian affairs, viii. 406

Mohvitz, battle of, AprU 10. 1741, vi. 106
Mona (Anglesey), the isle of, taken by Suetonius,

Monastic establishments, magnificence and
riches of, tewp. Hen. VII., ii. 244

Money, value of, in the reigns of Henry 111.
.ind Edward I., i. 369; scarcity of, during the
wars of the Roses, ii. 109 ; labourers to be paid
in, and truck forbidden by statute in 1465,
114; money prices of clothing in 1450-1485,
121; debasement of the coin in 1464, 153;
altered value of, in 1547, 457 ; debasement of
coin by Henry VIII. and Edward VI., 474 ;

rise of prices, occasioned by the influx of the
precious metals, iii. 276; a debased brass
coinage issued by James II. in 1689, v. 96;
depreciated state of coinage in 1695, 182

;

guineas rise to thirty shillings apiece, ii.

;

e.iitensiye circulation of clipped 183 ; a new
coinage issued, and the old collected by
government in payment of taxes, 184 ; re-
markable scarcity of, 1696, 194 ; the govern-
ment refuses to reduce the proper standard of

;

the currency of the new coinage established,
196; want of, ciused by the South Sea
scheme, vi. 44 ; "Wood's copper coinage for
Ireland; Swift's letters causes the patent to
be withdrawn, 50-52; depreciation of the
American currency, 1779, 399 ; suspension of
cash payments by the Bank of England, Feb.
1797, vii. 333, 334 ; currency of cash almost
superseded by that of paper, 334; the
panic in 1797 ; funds fall to 47, 341, 342

;

reduction in the circulating medium, and rise
in the value of, viii. 68 ; state of the currency,
1816, 100, 101 ; the panic of 1825, 196-200

;

the panic of 1847, 652, 653
Monk, George (duke of Albemarie), left by

Cromwell to manage affairs in Scotlaad, iv.
137 ; conduct of, in Scotland, 224 ; Charles
endeavours to engage him on his side, ib.

;

resolves to restore the parliament, 225 ; sends
commissioners to London to negotiate with
the army, ii. ; marches to London, 227 ; is

emplo3'ed by the parliament to quell the
disaffection in the city, 229; causes the
secluded members to be restored, 230

; pro-
mises sir A. Hasleiig to oppose the setting-up
of Charles Stuart as king, ii.; agrees to act for
Charles, 233 ; suppresses the insurrection of
Lambert, 234 ; receives the king on his land-
ing at Dover, 238 ; produces private letters
from the marquis of Argyle to procure bin
conviction, 258; appointed to the command
of the fleet against the Dutch with prince
Rupert, 279 ; meets their superior fleet unex-
pectedly, but fights obstinately for foui
days, 280; ravages the Dutch coast, 282;
commands the forces sent against the duke of
Monmouth in 1685, but is forced to retreat
392

^

Monkton, genera!, falls in attacking Quebea
vi. 238, 239

^

Monmoutii, duke of, connives at the mutilation
of sir John Coventry, iv. 313

; pretensions of,

to legitimacy, 341 ; marriage of, to the
duchess of Buccleugh, 342 j the king
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Bolemnly affirms his legitimacy, i4. ; is sent

to take the oomniand of the army aj;iiinst tliu

Covenautcrs, 340 ; defeats tliera at liothwcU
Bridge on June -2, 1679, 350 ; returns sud-
denly to England to attend tlie sick-bed of

Charles, and is considered as a rival for the

euccession, 351 ; is sent to Flanders, ib. ; re-

turns to England, and is received with great

joy, 352 ; is made by the Whigs the Trutest-

an't candidate for the crown, 3oG ; his triumph-
ant progressiu the West of England, 35"

; dis-

eatisfaction of, at the acquittal of Count
KOnigsniark for the murder of Thynne, 371

;

accused of a participation in the Kye House
Plot in 1683, ib.; be escapes, 372; is par-

doned, 375; lands at Lymeiu 1685, 390 ;
pub-

lishes a declaration against James II., 391 ; iu

very favourably received at Taunton, 392 ;

proclaims himself king, ib. ; marches to

Bristol, 393 ; fails in receiving support, and
retreats, ib. ; sliirmish at rhilip's-Norton,

394 ; battle of Sedgemoor, 395 ; the flight and
capture of, 396 ; abject behaviour of, in his

interview with James, 397 ; execution of,

398 ; considered by the people as a martyr for

the Protestant religion, ib.

Monnet, gen., commander of Flushing; cuts

dykes to drive away the British, 1809, vii. 519

Mons besieged and taken by the French, 1691,

v. 124
Monson, col., a member of the council at Cal-

cutta, opposes Hastings, vii. 126; his death, 127

Montague, Charles. Bee Halifax, earl of.

Montcalm, marquis de, commander of tlie

French troops in Canada, 1759, vi. 237
;

attacks "Wolle on the heights of Abraham,
Sept. 13; defeated, 238; and mortally

wounded ; died Sept. 14, 239
Montenotte, battle of, April 12, 1796, vii. 326

Monte Video. See Auchmuty, vii. 483
Montfort, Jane de, heroic defence of the castle

of Hennebon, i. 454 ; is relieved by sir

"Walter Manny, 455
Montfort, Simon de, earl of Leicester, attends

the parliament at Westminster in 1258, i.

371 ; nominated head of the council, 372
;

is forced to withdraw to France, ib. ; clia-

racter of, 373 ; returns to England, and
a civil war takes place, ib. ; wins tlie

battle of Lewes, and takes Henry HI. pri-

Boner, 374 ; burgesses summoned to parlia-

ment in 1264 by, 375 ; is defeated and slain

at the battle of tvesham, 376
;
prohibition of

holding him for a saint, 378 ; continued re-

sistance ottered by his sons, who murder the

nephew of Henr}', ib.

Montgomery, Kichard, general in the American
army, invades Canada, 1775 ; killed in an
attack upon Quebec, Dec. 31, vi. 362

Montjuich. See Peterborough.
Montrcvel, marshal de, unable to subdue the

Camisards, 1703; superseded by marshal Vil-

lai's, V. 265
Montrose, James Graham, marquis of, victories

of, in Scotland in 1645, iv. 40; influence of

his letter containing an account of these vic-

tories upon Charles I., ib. ; advice of, to

Charles I., 41 ; defeats the Covenanting
army under Baillie, 52 ; defeated at I'hilip-

haugh by Lesley, ib. ; counsels Charles II.

to win his kingdom by battle, 120; who
gives him a commission to do so, 118 ; laiuls

in the Orkneys, March 1650, 129 ; defeated

by colonel Strachan at Craigohonichen, ib ;

wanders among the Highlands, and is takiu
on Jlay 3, ib. ; exultation of the Covenanli r?

at his capture, ib. ; sentenced to death, ib.
;

ill-treatment of, at Edinburgh, lA.; conduct
of, before iiarl:ameiit and at iiis execution,
130 ; character of, by Clarendon, 131

Montserrat taken by the French, vi. 434 ; re-
stored to England, 458

Moore, sir John, takes Wexford, June 21, 179S,
vii. 365; appointed to command 11,000 men
in the Peninsula ; his mortification at bein;'
made subordinate to sir H. Daliymple, and
sir H. Burrard, 500; commences his march
into Spain, Oct. 1808; his progress through
the country to Sahagun ; commences a re-
treat

; pursued by Napoleon, Dec. 24, 504
;

halts at Lugo, 6i)5; marches to Corunna;
defeat of tlie French there, Jan. 16, 1809

;

death of, 506 ; his burial, 506, 507 ; opinions
on his retreat, 507, 608 ; sufierings of his
army, 508

Morcar and Edwin, insurrection of, suppressed
by William the Conqueror, i. 192

;
join Here-

ward, anddeath of Edwin, 198 ; imprisonment
of Morcar, 199

Mordaunt, sir John, has joint command of the
Eochefort expedition, 1757; acquitted b\
court martial, vi. 229

More, Hannah, rejoices at the fall of the Bas-
tille, vii. 183 ; her writings, viii. 123

More, sir Thomas, unsuccessfully attempts to
prevent the i-iot on "Evil May-Day," in

1517, ii. 294 ; is chosen spealier of tlu

House of Commons, in 1523, 295 ; is created
lord chancellor in 1529, and speaks harslily

against Wolsey, 323 ; opposes the doctrines
of the Reformers, 324 ; lays before parliament
the opinion of the univerj^itics in favour t>l

Henry's divorce, but is himself against it,

331 ; retires from the chancellorship, 339

;

doubts whether lie sanctioned the burning ol

John Baynham in May, 1532, 340; official

character of, ib. ; implicated in the charge oj

conspiracy against the king with the Holy
Maid of Kent, 354 ; is committed to tliV

Tower with Fisher, bishop of iiochester, for

refusing to swear to tlie illegality of the
king's first marri.age, 356 ; tried for treason,

convicted, and executed on July 6, 1535,
362-364

Moreau, J. V., serves in Jourdan's army, \i\

310 ; appointed to command tlie army of the

Rhine and the Moselle, 1796, 325 ; failure of

his campaign, 328, 329 ; Ills retreat tlu-ough

the Black Forest to Strasbourg, 329 ; beaten
back by gen. Melas; defeated, 1799, 382-

campaign of, in Germany, 1800, 395, 396
victory of llohenlinden gained by, Dec. 3,

396; conspij-cs against Bonajtarte, 1.S04
;

exiled, 432 ; takes part in the battle of Dres-
den against Napoleon, in which he Uwouuded;
death of, 563

Morgan, gen., defeats Tarleton at Cowpeni
Jan. 17, 1781, vii. 4'23

; joins his forces with
Greene's, 424

Morland, George, tho representative of his day
in animal painting, viii. 155

Mornington, earl of. See Wellesley, marqursk
of.

Morpeth, lord, his eulogy on Francis Horner,
1817, viii. 91-92 ; votes for Sutton as speaker
of the House of Commons, 1833, 318; movss
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an amendment for refonn in the address,

1835, 355; secretary for Ireland, 381
Mortemart, duke de, Ms audience with Charles

X.
;

promises extorted by, irom the king,

1830, viii. 255
Mortimer, Eoger. See Edward II. and Edward
in.

Mortmain, statute of, passed, 7 Edwd. I., i. 386

Moscow, entry of the French into, Sept. 14,

1812, vii. 557 ; the conflagration of; eva-
cuated by the French, Oct. 19, 558

M^unier, president of the French Assembly, vii.

178 ; obtains the king'sconsent to the articles

of the constitution, 179
Mountcashel, viscount. See Macarthy.
Mountfort, William, a player, murder of, by
HiU, V. 159, 160.

Mountjoy, lord, sent by Tyrconnel on a mission
to James 11. at St. Germains ; on his arrival

there he was put into the BastiUe, v. 80
Mourad Bey heads the Mamlooks ; defeated by

the French at the battle of the Pyramids,

1798, vii. 354
Muir, Thomas, sentenced to transportation for

advocating a reform in the representation of

the people, 1794, vii. 299
Municipal corporation reform, viii. 360-365;

report of the commission of inquiry showing
the generally corrupt state of the corporations,

360-362
;
passing of lord Russell's reform bill

through parliament, 363, 364 ; it receives the

royal assent, Sept. 9, 1835, 364; departing

glories of municipal pomp, 365 ; bill for cor-

poration reform in Ireland; opposed by the

Lords; passed by the Commons, Mar. 28,

1836, 367
Municipalities, character of those establislied by

the Komans in Britain, i. 45, 46 ; form of

government in, i. 45
Munro, sir Hector, major; defeats an Indian
army, vi. 332 ; compelled to retreat before

Hyder AM, vii. 131

Murat, Joachim, helps Bonaparte in suppress-

ing the revolt of tne sections in Paris, May,
1795, vii. 322 ; assists Kleber against a Mus-
sulman army, 1799, 380; with Leclerc clears

the Assembly, Nov. 384, 385 ; seizes Godoj-,

and sends him to Bonaparte, 1803, 498 ; king
of Naples, 536 ; deserts Napoleon for the

allies, viii. 45 ; his entering into a correspon-

dence with theex-emperorhastenshisf all, id,

Murray, lord George, obtains the king's pardon

for joining the rebellion of 1715, vi. 21, 22

;

joins Charles Edward, 1745, 126 ; takes part

in the battle at Preston-Pans, Sept. 22, 129
;

quarrels with the duke of Perth, 144 ; his

tactics in approaching Derby, 146; he con-

vinces Charles of the uselessness of advancing

farther into England
;
persuades him to re-

treat to Scotland, 148; his able and credit-

able management of the retreat from Derby,

155, 156 ; halts at Clifton, 157 ; securing the

army's retreat by stemming the tide of the

pursuing enemy ; reaches Carlisle ; represents

to Charles that his troops could not hold the

place, 158 ; signs an address to the prince

showing the desertions in the Highland army,

163; leads the Highlanders to the attack of

Cumberland's camp ; but finds a surprise im-
practicable, 167

Murray, James, earl of, sent as ambassador to

France to request the return of queen Mary,
iii 123 ; with other reformers revolts against

Mar)'s marriage with Damlev, 135, 137 ; i«

forced to fly to England, 135, 138 ; returns to

Edinburgh on the death of Eiccio, 143; ia

proclaimed regent after Mary's abdication,

152 ; defeats Mary at the battle of I.angsyde,
155 ; accuses Mary of the murder of Darnley
at the conference in London, 158 ; favours
Norfolk's project of marrjing Mary, 161 ; ia

assassinated in Jan. 1570, 174
Murray, WUliam. See Mansfield, earl of.

Musgrave, sir Christopher ; a leader of the op-
position party, 1693 ; bribes received by, v
162

Mutiny bill, an important part of the govern-
ment ; first passed 1689, v. 75, 76

Mutiny at Ipswich, 1689, v. 75; at Spithead,
1797, vii. 338-340 ; at the Nore, 340, 341 ; at

Vellore, 1806, 462 ; and at Madras, 1809, viii.

213, 214
Muttra, battle of, 1803, vii. 456
Mylne, Kichard, architect of Blackfriars bridge,

vii. 82

Nadin, unable to apprehend the leaders of the
reform meeting at Manchester, 1819, viii. 106

Nagpore, rajah of, joins the Mahratta confede-
racy against the British, viii. 216; defeated
by the British, 217

Nairn, William, lord, impeached of high trea-
son, tried and sentenced to death, 1716, vi.

19 ; reprieved, 20 ; released from prison by an
act of grace passed, 1717, 30

Namur, siege and capture of, by the French,
June 30, 1692, v. 150-151 ; besieged by the
allies, 1695, 178-180; and taken Aug. 26, 180

Nankin, treaty of, Aug. 29, 1842, viii. 388, 449
Nantes, revocation of the edict of, iv. 402 ; efl'ect

of, in France, as described by Burnet, 403
Napier, sir C. James, major, taken prisoner at

Corunna, 1809, vii. 506 ; a benefactor of his

race, viii. 507 ; his march on, and destruction

of, Emaun-Gliur, 508, 509
;
gains the battle

of Meanee, 509, 510 ; Hyderabad surrenders
to him ; he defeats and quells Shore Maho-
med, and becomes the governor of Scinde,
510

Napier, sir C. John, his services under admiral
Stopford in the campaign in Egypt and SjTia,

1840, viii. 434, 435
Napoleon, comparison of his intended invasion

of Britain, with that of Caligula, i. 17
Napoleon III. of France, son of Louis Bona-

parte, king of Holland ; Louis Pliilippe's fear

of him, viii. 374, 375 ; his futile revolution-

ary attempt at Strasbourg, 1836, 375; sent

to America by Louis Philippe ; escapes to

Switzerland ; Louis comnelling his extradi-

tion from thence, he witndraws to England,
376; crosses the Channel to Boulogne, 431

;

fails to produce an insurrection, 431, 432;
surrenders ; is imprisoned, 432 ; tried, 432,

433 ; sentenced to imprisonment for life in

Ham fortress ; but escapes, 433 ; elected Pre-
sident of the French Republic, 1848, 561

Naseby, battle of, 14 June, 1645, iv. 44
Nash, Beau, master of the ceremonies at Bath ;

his rule, vii. 100, 101 ; suppresses duelling at

Bath, 104
Nash, John, his architectural works, Regent

Street, P;irk, and Canal, viii. 145, 146

Nasmjth, his landscape painting, viii. 154, 155
National Debt, commencement of the, 1693, v.

156; its growth, 156, 157, 'i. 39,40; leduc-
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tion of the interc8t on the, 184 ; incrense of

the, 1755-1763.2.57; table showin;? its growth,
1691-1792, 470, 472, yiii. 384 ; fears of ruin
from its increase, vii. 2 ; gjowth of, 1793-
1815, 582, viii. 384, 1816-1837, viii. 384

Navarino, news of the battle of, received in
London, viii. 225; it occurred, Oct. 20, 1827,
226, 227

Navigation act obstructs the Scottish trade, v.

215 ; suspension of the navigation laws, viii.

651
Navy, difficulty of manning the, vi. 374, 375

;

con-uption prevalent in the, vii. 112; the
British and French naWes, 1793, 263, 264;
state of the, 1793, 304, 305 ; discontents and
mutinies in the, 1797, 338-341 ; number of

men voted for the, 1802, 417 ; the British

navy of 1812, viii. 9 ; its glory departed, 9,

10 ; restored again by the Shannon and Chesa-
peake conflict, 1

1

Necker, James, controller-generalof finance, vii.

157 ; dismissed the post. May, 1781, ib. ; re-

called to it again, 1789, 164 ; again dismissed,
July, 1789, 170

Neerwinden. See Landen.
Neerwinden, battle of. Mar. 18, 1793, vii. 271
Nelson, Horatio, post-captain, 1793; present at

the surrender of Toulon to lord Hood, vii.

287 ; his daring achievement of the capture
of Bastia, Corsica, 1794, 315 ; commodore

;

joins admiral Jervis's fleet ; disobeys his su-
perior officer ; engages, with the assistance of
Troubridge and Collingwood, several of the
enemy's vessels at the battle of St. Vincent,
Feb. 14, 1797, 336 ; his desperate condition

;

fallantry shown in boarding and taking the
an Nicolas and San Josef; his name not

noticed in Jervis's despatches, 337 ; made t
knight of the bath, 338 ; watches the move-
ments of the Toulon fleet, 351 ; appointed to

command a Mediterranean fleet, 1798, 3.52

;

he misses the French fleet, sails to Alexandria,
and returns to Sicily, 353 ; refused supplies
by the Neapolitans ; obtains them through
his interview with lady Hamilton ; again sets

out for Alexandria, 355 ; position of the French
fleet, Aug. 1 ; Nelson's manoeuvres, 355, 356

;

the conflict ; Nelson wounded ; his heroism,
356 ; the French flag ship, L' Orient, on fire

;

the awful silence succeeding the explosion;
returns to Naples ; his injunctions for fight-

ing, 357 ; vice-admiral under sir Hyde Parker,
1801, 402; opposes his admiral's arguments
for delay ; his approach to Copenhagen, 402,
403 ; the battle of Copenhagen, April 2, 403,
404; disregards Parker's signals to stop fight-

ing, ib. ; concludes an armistice, 404, 405

;

fails in cutting the armed flotilla out of Bou-
logne harbour, 408 ; appointed to command
the Mediterranean fleet ; his letter to the lord

mayor, 441 ; his chase after the combined
fleet, 441, 442 ; worn out with an.xiety he re-

turns home, 442 ; ofl'ers his services against
Villeneuve

;
preparations, 445 ; enthusiastic

reception at Portsmouth, 44.5, 446; his last

farewell to EngLind ; sets down before Cadiz

;

his system of breaking the line ; the enemy
in sight, 446 ; his preparations for battle, 446,
447; his victory, Oct. 21, 1805; his death,

447, 448 ; the nation's grief; the funeral, 448,
449

T^epauL war with, 1813-1816; its result*, viii.

316

VOL. IX.—293.

' Nero, attempts of, to reconcile the revolted

tribes after the defeat of Uoadicca, i. 25
Nevill's Cross, battk' of, won by queen Philippa,

in 1340, and David Bruce taken prisoner, i.

464, 465
Nowbum, battle of, on Aug. 27, 1640, iv. 437
Newbury, battle of, on Sept. 19, 1643, iv. 24;

second battle of, on Oct. '27, 1644, 37
New England, foundation of the colony of, in

1620, by the Pilgrim Fathers, iii. 345, 346
Newcastle, duke of, entertains William III. at

Welbeck, 169.5, v. 181 ; made lord privy seal,

1 705, 305 ; captain Jenkins reports to him his
ill-treatment by the Spaniards, but receives no
redress, vi. 93; his jeahiusy of Walpole, 97

;

helps his brother, Mr. Pelham, in the admi-
nistration

; his talent for electioneering busi-
ness, 178 ; becomes jealous of the duke ol

Bedford, 189; gets him turned out of the
office of secretary of state, 190 ; becomes first

lord of the treasury at his brother's death,
1754 ; his claims to the post, 197 ; character
of ; oflTers Fox the seals of secretary of state,

who refuses them, 198, 199 ; Pitt's and Fo.v's
opposition ; the latter obtains a seat in the
Caoinet, 200 ; becomes terrified at the opposi-
tion to the subsidies ; applies to Pitt for help,
who refuses it, 208 ; opposing the ministry in
a speech in parliament ; Pitt is dismissed his
office of paymaster, 209 ; placed at the head
of the ministry, ib. ; Fox resigns his seals,

and Newcastle, having no support, 217 ; also

resigns, 218 ; George again otl'ers him the ad-
ministration of affairs ; refuses to act with
Pitt, 221 ; but ultimately consents ; first lord

of the treasury, 222 ; supports Bute, 251
;

retires from the treasury, June, 1762, 255

;

becomes privy seal, 1765, 278 ; secretary ol

state, 1746-1754; first lord of the treasury,

1754-1756,320; 1757-1762,321
Newcastle, duke of, his interference with the
Newark election complained of, viii. 242;
proceedings against, 242, 243 ; his remarks on
the Reform bill, 300

Newfoundland ceded to Great Britain, 1713, v
397

Newmarket, races held at, temp. William III.,

V. 33
New Orleans, attack on, by the British, 1814,

181.5, viii. 17-19

Newspapers ; first beginning of the newspaper
press, V. 60, 61 ; the newspapers, 1709, 1742,

402-405; eagerness for, 174.5, vi. 142, 143;
provincial papers badly conducted about 1757,

230; the newspapers, 1737-1783, vii. 84;
number of Amencan, 1775, and 1810, viii. 6;
of London in Crabbe's time; The Times first

assumed the name, 1788, 115; The Times of

Nov. 28, 1818, the first sheet of paper printed

by steam, 132 ; increased circulation of, duo
to the steam-printing machine, ib. ; violence

and ribaldry of, during queen Caroline's trial

in 18'20, 169; the newspapers cf India; their

regulation by government, 222 ; casn of Mr.
Butkinghani, proprietor of The Calcutta Jour-
nal, 222, 223; royal ordinance against the

liberty of the French press, 1830, 250, 251
;

the protest of the newspaper conductors, 251

:

ttamp on, reduced, 18.'i6, 372, ^90; altered

character of, 1842, 484, 485

Newton, sir Isaac, as master of the mint no
succeeds in establisiiing an adequate supply

of circulating medium, v. 184 ; statue oi, oy
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Eoubiliac, 461 ; declares Wood's Irish coinage

eatisfactory, vi. 60
Newton-Butler, battle of, 16S9, v. 86

New York evacuated bj' the Americans, Sept.

15, 1776, vi. 370
Ney, Michael, marshal, serves in Jourdan's

army, vii. 312 ; defeats tlie Austrians at El-

chiiigen and Guntzburg, 180.5, 444 ; defeated

at Dennewitz, 1813, 56.3, 564; deserts Louis
XVIII. for Napoleon, 1815, viii. 27 ; executed
on tlie return of Louis to power, 47

NichoUs, sir George ; his letters on the Poor
Laws ; his poor law reforms at Southwell, viii.

338 ; appointed a poor law commissioner, 1834,

342 ; and to initiate the working of the poor
law in Ireland, 411

Nile, battle of the, Aug. 1, 1798, vii. 355-357
Nimeguen, peace of, Aug. 11, 1678, v. 388 ; sur-

rendered to the French, 1794, vii. 313
Nipchoo, treaty of, ratified June 14, 1728, v.

390
Nitliisdale, William, earl of. Impeached of high

tre;ison, 1716; tried and found guilty, vi. 19

;

his wife vainly petitions the king to pardon
him ; she effects his escape to France, 20,

21

Nizam. See Deccan.
NoUc-kens, Joseph, his sculpturing, vii. 80

;

viii. 149
Nonconfomiists, rise and growth of,in the second

half of the reign of Elizabeth, iii. 241, et

siq. ; notice of the Marprclate tracts, 243
;

objections of, to the ceremonies of the church,

ib.
;
preaching in private houses prohibited,

244 ; statutes against Puritans and Popish
recusants in 1593, ib. ; the nonconformist
ministers preach resistance, ib. ; severities

directed against the Brownists or Independ-
ents, 245 ; opposition of the nonconformists

to the habits and amusements of society, ib.
;

music and dancing held to be corrupting by,

250 ; offensiveness of Sabbath sports and
games to, 251 ; denunciations of gaming by,

256; aversion of, to stage plays, 257; peti-

tion James I. for a conference with the English
clergy, which is held at Hampton Court, 314;
James insults and decides against them, ib.

;

a new code of canons, tending to exclude them
from civil rights, established in Convocation,

316; settlement of Nnv England in 16'20 by
the Pilgrim Fathers, 345 ; increase in the

numbers of, from disgu^ at the principles and
conduct of James and his courtiers, 360

;

offence given to by the proclamation in 1618,

for tlie practice of sports on Sundays, 370

;

consternation of, at the defe.it of the elector

palatine and the triumph of Roman Catholi-

cism, in Germany, 378 ; offence given to by
Laud's Introduction, in 1628, of new cere-

monies into the church service, 403 ; the

religious opinions of, identified with the
assertion of civil rights,404 ; excessive punish-

ment of the Puritan Prynne, for writing

against stage-plays, 411 ; and of Dr. A.
Leighton for writing against prelacy, 413

;

aversion of the Puritans to all dramatic ex-
hibitions, 414; conviction and excessive

punishmci)ts of Prvnne, Burton, and Bast-

wick, in 1637, for their anti-prelatical writ-

ngs, 423 ; triumph of the principles rf, on
the meeting of the Long Parliament in 1640,

447 ;
great influence of the Puritans at the

CORiniencement of the Civil War, 485 the

shutting-up of the playhouses and discourage-
mentof popular amusements a consequenceof,
487 ; Baxter's statement of the oppressions of

the, bv the royalists, iv. 1 1 ; increased bitterness
of feeling between them and the Cavaliers, 19

;

the Presbyterian Covenant adopted by the
synod at Westminster, and by parliament, 28

;

growing dissensions between Presbyterians
and Independent*, 29 ; struggles between, in
the House of Commons, 62 ;

power of the
Independents in the army, 68; ojiinionsof the
Independents, 69 ; the position of the Pres-
byterians and Independents compared with
the Gironde and Mountain parties of the
French revolution, 69 ; negotiations of the
Independents with the king, 75 ; the king's
deceptive conduct towards them, 76 ; Crom-
well tries to eft'ect a reconciliation betweei
the Presbyterians and Independents, 89 ; de-

pression of, after the Restoration, 249, et scq.
;

insurrection of the Anabaptists in London in

April 1661, 251 ; ineffective conference at the
Savoy between the bishops and the Puritan
divines, 252 ; the Corporation Act and Act of

Uniformity passed against, 255, 256; Con-
venticle Act passed against in 1664, 266; the
Five-Mile Act passed against, 275; the penal-
ties of, not enforced against for a short time
after the Fire of London, 307 ; propositions

made by, for a union of Protestants, 308 ; re-

jected by the parliament, ib. ; declaration of

indulgence by Cliarles II. in 1672, 319 ; re-

lease of John Bunyan from prison, ib. ; tlie

Indulgence unpopular among, 320 ; in 1665
the House of Commons prays James II. to put
in execution the laws against all dissenters

from the Church of England, 387 ; the prin-

ciple of resistance not extinguished in, as

shown by their joining Monmouth at Taun-
ton, 392 ; they generally consider the decla-

ration of James II. in 1687, for liberty of

conscience, as a snare, 419
Nonjurors, origin of the, V. 70; bill against,

passed, 73 ; libellous pamphlets issued by, in

1692, 155
Nore, mutiny at the, 1797, vii. 340, 341
Norfolk, soil of, vii. 5 ; agricultural improve-
ments in, promoted by Coke, 6, 6 ; a seat

of the husbandry implement trade, 8 ; num-
ber of persons to every 100 acres in, in 1841,

24
N'rman clergy, character of, at the time of

WilUam I., i. 196, 197 ; nobles, various cha-
racters of, and beneficial exertions of some,
197 ; barons, description of their modes of

life in their castles in the time of Stephen,
251

Normanby, marquis of. See Buckingham.
Norris, sir William, sent to desire of Aurung-

zebe his favour for the now East India Com-
pany, 1098, V. 203; mission failed; dies on
liis way home, 204

North, Dudley, noninafed sheriff by the lord

mayor of London in 1682, in order that he
might return partisan jurymen, iv. 365 ; is re-

jected by the Conimou ifall, but ultimately
sworn in, 366

North, Frederick, lord, chancellor of the ex-

chequer, 1767-1782, vi. 288, 290, 321, 469
moves the repeal of the American duty on all

articles but tea, 311 ; his proposition carried,

312; nearly demolished by Mw mob, 1771,

318 ; his apology for retaining office, 318
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319; flnt lord of the treasury, 1770-1782,
321, 469 ; brinjg in the Boston port bill,

1774. 336; nnd the Massachusetts bav go-
Tenunent regulation bill, i/i. ; his conciliatory

measure, 346; his Pruhibitory bill, 362;
exults at the display of public spirit, 1778

;

introduces two bills, one on Americnn taxa-
tion, the other appointing commissioners to

treat with America, 386; fear and astonish-
ment of the House at his submissions and
concessions, 387 ; wishes to resign his pre-
miership on hearing of the peace between
France and America, ih. ; his speech on the
address to the king, 397 ; his amendment on
Durke's Economical Reform bill, 404 ; his
consternation and distress at the news of
Cornwallis'e surrender, 1781, 430; announces
the resignation of his premiership. Mar. 20,

1782; the scene in parliament on this occa-
sion, 435 ; consents to the proposed free trade
measures towards Ireland, 443 ; coalesces with
Fox, appointed secretary of state, 1783, vii.

135 ; ordered to give up his seals by the king,
139 ; home secretary of state, 1783, 576

Northampton, battle of, the Lancastrians de-
feated, 10 July, 1460, ii. 143

Northamptonshire, the county of, vii. 10 ; low
state of farming, ib. ; farmers and labourers,
11

Northmen, or Danes, ravages of, i. 78
Northumberland, its wretched breed of sheep,
and large districts of waste land, 1760-1783,
vii. 30 ; unsettled state of its inhabitants
long after the Union ; agriculture stimulated
by the CuUeys and others, 31

Northumberland, Dudley, duke of. See 'War-
wick, earl of.

North-West Company for heading in furs;
ultimately united with the Hudson's Bay
Company, v. 39

Norwich Cathedral, foundation of, in 1094, i.

258
Nottingham, earl of. See 'Winchelsea.
Nottinghamshire, the oak of Sherwood forest

succeeded by turnip and wheat fields, vii. 16
;

" the cars " reclaimed, ib.

Novels, careless and inaccurate style of, viii.

469; prevalence of ; large numbers published
in a serial form, 475-477 ; changed manner in
conducting prose fictions as shown in the
works of the novel writers, 477-479

Nugent, lord, moves for a list of persons holding
crown places and pensions, vi. 404 ; his Irish

free trade motions, 443
Nuncomar, an intriguing Hindoo, executed by

the British for forgery, vii. 126, 127

Oates, Titus, first revelation of the Popish Plot
by, in 1678, iv. 332 ; is brought before the
Council, 333 ; is examined by the House of
Commons, 335 ; increasing boldness of his
accusations, and assertion of the queen having
concerted the king's murder, 336 ; has a pen-
sion assigned bim by the Commons, 337 ; fresh

convictions on the evidence of, in 1679, 345

;

payments to and to other witnesses, 346 ; is a
witness against lord Stafl'ord, who is convicted,

in 1684, 368 ; contradicts Dugdaleon the trial

of Stephen College, the " Protestant joiner,"
and his pension is stopped, 363 ; is prosecuted
for a libel on the duke of York in 1683, and
100,000^. damages awarded, 376; is convicted

of perjury, and sentenced to be imprisoned,
nilloried, and whipped, in lG8o, 387; re-

leased from prison, pardoned, and pensioned,

1689, V. 95
O'Brien, Smith, a member of the Irish Confede-

• ration ; his shaie in the insurrection of 1848,
viii. 560

Occasional Conformity, bill against ; its objects;

discussion on; rejected 1702, v. 262,263; a

new bill introduced, 1703; again rejected,

268 ; thrown out a third time, 1704, 289 ; its

repeal desired by Stanhope, 1718, vi. 35
Ochterlony, sir David, compels the Ghorka com-

mander, Ameer Siugh, to capitulate, 1815,
viii. 215; engages to support the rajah of

Bhui-tpore, 221
O'Coigley, arrested and executed, 1797, for con-

spiring against goveniment, vii. 363
O'Conuell, Daniel, returned M.P. for Clare,

who as a Roman Catholic was disqualified

from sitting there, 1828, viii. 235 ; his great
influence over the Irish peasantry, 235, 236

;

upon taking his seat, 1829, refuses to take the
oath of supremacy, claiming that set forth in

tlie Relief act ; returned a second time for

Clare, and takes his seat, 241 ; moves an
amendment in the king's speech; coarseness
of his language ; Stanley s reply to ; the
amendment rejected, 319 ; again attacked by
Mr. Stanley, 323, 324 ; condemns the appro-

friation of funds to be sanctioned by tlie

rish church reform bill, 326 ; his speech on
the repeal of the Union question, 1834, 343

;

his amendment on the Irish tithe bill, 347 ;

his alleged compact with the Melbourne Whig
government, 368 ; his efforts to bring about a

repeal of the Union, 602, 503 ; arrested for

conspiring, 603 ; tried, 611, 512 ; found guilty
and punished, 512 ; appeals for a revei-sal o'l

his sentence, which he obtains; Ireland cele-

brates his triumph, 520 ; loss of his demagogic
power, 621: his last pai-liamentary speech

;

died May 15, 1847, 549
O'Connor, Arthur, a member of the Irish Direc-

tory; tried for liigh treason, May, 1797; ac-
quitted, vii. 363

O'Connor, Feargus, insists upon parliament's
testing the repeal question, 1834, viii. 343

;

attempts to rouse tne people to rebel, 413,
414,417; heads the chartist movements of

1848, 5.59

OJo, archbishop of Canterbury, revolts against
Edwy, and separates him from his wife, i,

134
Oglethorpe, general, promotes the state of pri-

sons inquirj', 1729, 1730, vi. 63, 64; pursues
the retreating army of the rebels, 1745, 157

O'Hara, general, commands the 'foulon gar-
rison ; wounded ; taken prisoner, 1793, vii.

289, 290
Oldcastle, sir John, condemned as a heretic, ii.

54 ; respited by the king, ami escapes, ib.
;

joins in a conspiracy with the LoUards, and
18 retaken in 1418, and burnt, ib.

Oliver, alderman, his share in the arrest of a

House of Commons officer, 1771 ; imprisoned
in the Tower, vi. 317-319

Oliver the Spy acts as government spy against
reformers, 1817, viii. 80-82

Omichimd, engages in a conspiracy to depose
Surajah Dowlah; Clive's treachery towards,
vi. 224, 225 ; cauies him t« die an idiot,

226
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Oiislow, ai Kichaid ; chosen speaker of the

House of Commons, 1708, v. 341 ; retires

from the speakership ; 1761 ;
pensioned, vi.

246
Onslow, colonel, his proceedings against printers

for publishing parliamentary debates, 1771,
vi. 317

Opium trade, circumstances connected with
the, wiiich led to the war with China, Viii.

443-44.5

Oporto taken possession of by Soult, Mar. 29,

1809, vii. 510
Oppian, description of the dogs of Britain by,

i. 9

Orange, prince of. See William III.

Orange, prince of, relieves Charleroi, 1794, vii.

311 ; engaged at Waterloo, viii. 29, 31

Orange, princess of, arrested ; her cause espoused

by the king of Prussia, vii. 150, 151

Oregon question, settlement of the, viii. 542,

.543

Orford, earl of. See Walpole, Robert ; Kussell,

Adm. Edward.
Orleans, duke of, regent of France ; refuses to

aid the Pretender against England, 1715, vi.

9 ; desires England to support his claim to the

throne, 27 ; his lenity towards Alberoni, 35

;

informs the British government of the pro-

posed Jacobite expedition to Scotland, 1719,

36 ; and the Jacobite plot of 1722, 48 ; died,

1723, 54
Orleans, duke of, banished Paris for taking part

in a discussion against the court, 1788, vii.

163 ; assumes the name of Egalite ; votes for

Louis XVI.'s death, 251, 252 ; his defeucc for

so doing, 252 ; imprisoned at Marseilles, 277

;

executed, Nov. 1793, 293
Orleans, duke of. See Louis XTIII. of France.

Ormond, marqtiis of, assembles a force in Ireland

in favour of Charles II., iv. 120 ; besieges

Dublin, and is defeated by the garrison, 121

;

visits London to forward a plot against Crom-
well, from whom he receives a hint that he is

known, and returns to Bruges, 212 ; attempt

of Blood, Dec. 7, 1670, to seize and hang, 313,

tbe king desires that he should pardon Blood,

315
Ormond, duke of, makes, in conjunction with

sir George Rooke, an unsuccessful expedition

to Cadiz, V. 261 ;
put in command of the

British forces, 1712; receives secret instruc-

tions from the ministry not to hazard a battle,

while there was a chance of negotiating peace;

besieges Quesnoy; it surrenders, July 4, 392
;

proclaims an armistice with France ; with-

draws his forces from the allied army, 393 ;

his march from Ghent to Bruges, 396 ; im-

peached of high treason ; flies to France ; an
act of attainder passed against him, 1715, vi.

5 ;
passes from France into Spain, 35 ; ap-

pointed to command a proposed expediiion

against England, 36

rrel, captain, his interest at the riot* of 1710,

V. 356
Orrery, earl of, arrested, and sent to the Tower,

1 722, for conspiring, -vi. 48

Orthez, battle of, Feb. 27, 1814, vu. 569

Osbonie, lord S. G., draws attention to the con-

dition of the Dorsetshire labouiers, viii. 397,

398
Osioiius Scapula, defeat of Caractacus by, i. 20;

triumph decreed to, 21 ; defeat and death of,

22

Otaheite discovered, 1767 ; risited by Captain

Cook, and Bougainville, vii. 261 ; dispute

between France and England as to the national

rights over, viii. 521, 522
Otterboume, or Chevy Chase, battle of, on Aug.

10, 1388, ii. 24, 25
Otto, il., negotiates the preliminaries of peace,

1801, vii. 407, 408 ; remonstrates against the

newspaper remarks on Bonaparte, 416
Oudemu-de, battle of, July 11, 1708, v. 337, 338

Outrara, Major, Britisb resident at Hyderabad

;

attacked by the Beloochees, viii. 509

Oxforil, state of, in 1289, i. 404 ;
parliaments

held at. See Charles I. and Charles II.

Oxford university, the members of, preach pas-

sive obedience in 1664, iv. 376 ; Walker, the

master of University College, becomes a

Roman Catholic, 408 ; mass celebrated in

University College, 410; John Massey in-

stalled dean of Christchurch, 411 ; the king

recommends Anthony Fanner, a suspected

papist, to be elected president of Magdalen
College, 413 ; the Fellows elect Dr. John
Hough, ii. ; they are cited before the Ecclesi-

astical Commissioners, and are expelled, 414

Oxford, his attempt upon the queen's life : ac-

quitted on the ground of insanity ; remarks

on this acquittal, viii. 428, 429

Oxford, Robert Harley, earl of; a Tory leader;

moves for the disbanding of the troops, Dec.

1798, V. 231 ; chosen speaker by the fifth par-

liament of William III., 1701, 244 ; speaker

of Anne's first parliament, 1702, 262; he is

turned out of the ministry by Marlborougli

and the^Vhigs, 1708, 333, 335; has private

audiences with the queen ; commences a

system of political intrigue with her, 339

;

the impeachment of Sacheverel brings him in

opposition with Godolphin, 349 ; his intrigues

are successful ; Godolphin is dismissed, and
liimself is made chancellor of the exchequer,

1710, 363 ; is seriously opposed by the Tories;

stabbed By Guiscard, jl.ir. 8, 1711, at a privy

council sitting, 371 ; which leads to his being

made earl of Oxford, and lord high treasurer,

and to the establishment of his ministerial

influence, 372, 373 ; carries on a secret nego^

tiation with France for peace, 377 ; invites

Eugene to dinner, 391 ;
quarrels with Boling-

broke ; he is dismissed from office. 1714, 400

;

lord Coningsby impeaches him of high treason,

1715 ; he is committed to the Tower, vi. 5
;

upon petitioning for release in 1717 he is put

upon trial, and acquitted, but not included in

the act of grace passed soon after, 30 ; his

national debt proposal, 40

Oxfordshire, agricultural condition of, vu. 10

Oyster di'cdgiug by the ancient Britons, i. 9

Paget, sir WUliam, appointed by Henry'swill
one of the 16 counsellors to Edward VI., iii.

1 ; warns Somerset that the people desire

liberty, and urges repressive measures, 20

;

reproaches Somerset for his too great lenity,

30 ; despotic principles of, 31 ; writes to the

confederated lords, that Somerset is secured,

35; opposes a bill for the punishment of

heresy with death, which is thrown out by
the peers, 72

Paget, lord. See Anglesea.
Paine,Thomas, author of ' The Eights of Man,'
his early career,vii. 203 ; invites the Faiisiaui
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to establish a republic, 204; found guilty of

libel in publishinj? his book, 248 ; a member
of the National Convention of France, ib.

;

votes that Louis XVI. be impiisoned and
banished, 252

Pains and Penalties bill passed against two Irish

priests, 1723, vi. 49; and against Atterbury,

tiishon of Rochester, 49, 50 ; ii^-ainst Queen
Caroline introduced, IS20; examination into

the evidence; trial of the queen; abandon-
ment of the bill, viii. 1G8-172

Painters in Water Colours, Society of, started

1803, viii. 155
Fainting; celebrated painters in England from
Henry VIII.'s time to William III. v. 461;
general decline of portrait painting from Lely
to Reynolds, by w'hom it was restored, 462

;

low state of the art of, icmp. George II. vii.

C7 ; formation of the English school of, ini-

tiated by Hogarth : idea of a royal academy
started by Thornhill previous to 1724; revived

in 1749; public e.xhibition of paintings in

1760, and 1761, the first practical embodiment
of the idea, 68 ; exhibition of designs for sign-

boards, 69 ; sign painters, 69, 70 ; foundation

of the Royal Academy, Dec. 10, 1768, 70, 71

;

the British Institution established, viii. 150,

151 ; the National and Duhvicb galleries, 151;

rise of water colour painting; Society, of

Painters in Water Colours formed 1805,

1.55

Pukenham, sir Edward, commands the British

army in America, 1814, viii. 17; his appear-

ance raises the confidence of the army, 18
;

his advance upon New Orleans, and struggle

with general Jackson ; organises an attack

upon the enemy, Jan. 7, ib, ; in which he is

mortally wounaed, 19

Paley, his high intellectual position among
English churchmen, viii. 124

Palliser, sir Hugh, accuses admiral Keppel of

misconduct and incapacity, vi. 393 ; tried by
court-martial ; acquitted, 394

Palm, German minister in London ; disavows

the secret articles of the treaty of Vienna

;

ordered to leave England, vi. 55

Palm, J. P., executed by the French for publish-

ing a certain book, Aug. 26, 1806, vii. 472
Palmer, Thomas Fysshe, sentenced to trans-

portation for advocating a reform in the re-

presentation of the people, vii. 299

Palmerston, lord, secretary at war, 1809, vii. 526

;

1S20, viii. 1.58 ; in the "Canning cabinet, 210
;

joins the Wellington ministry, 1828, 228

;

opposes lord Russell's motion for the repeal of

the Corporation and Test acts, 233 ; resigns

office with Sir. Huskisson and the other Can-
ningites, 234 ; secretary of state for foreign

aflairs, 267, 381 ; advocates reform, 1831, 275;

success of his policy towards France, 430;
denies having visited Louis Napoleon for two
years prenous to 1840; his conversation with
Guizot on the fleets of England and France,

433 ; absurdly suspected of being in the pay
of Russia, 434 ; advocates free trade in the

debate on the sugar duties, 438
Pamplona surrendered to the British, Oct. 31,

1813, vii. 506

Paoli, the Corsican patriot; defends the island

against the French, 1768, vi. 322 ; becoming
an exile, he seeks refuge in England, 323

;

organises a revclt against Uie French, 1794,

vii. 216

Paris, entry of the allies and Lcuis XVm. intc

,

July, 1815, viii. 41

Paris, peace of, siijned Feb. 10, 1703 ; its terms,

vi. 256, 257, 467; treaty of, Jlay 15, 1796;

vii. 412
;
peace of, July 20, 1806, 578 ;

peaca

of, Jan. 6, 1810, 580 ; treatv of, ratified bv

Napoleon and the allies, April 11, 1814, 681

,

lietween France and the allies, ilav 30, 181.5,

581, viii. 21 ;
peace of, Nov. 20, 1815, 42, 382

Parker, Hyde, admiral; eng.age8 the Dutch otf

the Dogger B.ank, 1781, vi. 421 ; commands
the fleet against the Danes, 1801, vii. 402;

allows Nelson to fight and win the naval

battle of Copenhagen, 402, 403
Parker, Richard, chosen president of the dele-

gates of the mutineers at the Nore, Stay,

1797; trial, and early career; executed at

S.andwich, June 30, vii. 341

Parkvns, sir William, concerned in a conspiracy

against William III. 1696, v. 187, et seq. ; is

executed, 191

Parliamentary reform ; two attempts at reform-

ing parliament made, v. 159 ; Chatham re-

commends, vi. 304, 305 ; agitates the public

mind, 1780, 401 ; Pitt's scheme of, proposed,

441, and rejected, 442; his second bill for,

produced, vii. 136 ; rejection of his third bill

for, 146 ; in Ireland, 361, 362 ; taken up by
ignorant and uneducated persons, viii. 72, 73 ;

Cobbett advocates it, 73; the Hampden club

reformers, 74, 75 ; Burdett twice revives the

question of, 97, 102 ; lord Russell becomes a

rcfomier and obtains the disfranchisement

of Grampound, 102 ; cases of borough cor-

ruption, 233, 234
;
preparation of the Reform

bill, 270 ; lord John JKussell introduces the

bill before a full house, 271 ;
purport of the

bill, 271, 272 ; its reception by the opposition,

272; sir R. Inglis's reply, 272, 273; debate

on the bill, 274-276 ; Jlacaulay's speech, 274,

275 ; speeches of Palmerston and Peel, 275

;

defeat of the ministers in committee, 276

;

introduction of separate reform bills for

England, Scotland, and Ireland, 278 ; Macau-
lay's speech on the English reform bill, 278,

279 ; the bill is read a second time and passed

into committee ; Mr. Croker's steady opposi-

tion to it, 279 ; his fears as to the results of

its passing, 279, 280 ; the bill passes from the

Commons to the Lords, 280 ; the five nights'

debate ; speeches of e:irl Grev, 281, 283 ; of th«

dukeofWeUington. 281, 282 ; of lords Dudlev,

2S2 ; Eldon, 282, 283 ; and Brougham, 283

;

the bill thrown out by the Lords, 283, 284

;

resolutions of the Commons, 284 ; the king's

speech again recommends reform ; new bil'

introduced by lord John Russell; alteration?

contained in it ; second reading of bill in

Commons
;
passed by them ; introduced into

the Lords, 294 ; scene at the second reading
;

defeat of the ministers in committee, 296 _:

the king refuses to create peers to insure the

passing of the bill ; the ministers resign ; th;

Commons implore the king f» call another

reform ministry, 296 ; the king consents to the

creation of peers; abatement of the opposition

of the anti-reform .peers, 299, 300 ;
passing of

tlie Rcfoi-m bills for Great Britain and Ireland,

June and July, 1832, 300; changes eil'ected

by the working of the reform acts, 301-310
;

fears of anti-reformers, 310, 311

Partition Treaty, negotiations between England
and France for a, v. 226; the partition scheme
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rtrij^nated with France, ib. ; the negotiations

are carried on, 227 ; correspondence and pro-

ceedings of William in connection with the

tirst, 228; it is signed Oct. 11, 1698, by
Portland and sir J. Williamson, 229, 388;
stipulations of the first, ib. ; the second signed

in 1700, 230, 388

Paston Letters, curious illustrations of the

manners of the time, afforded by, ii. 102, 10.5,

106, 107. 109, 110, HI, 112, 119, 120, 121,

123, 12o, 126, 127, 128, 157, 170 ; instance

from, of the endeavour to inBueace a county
election, 139

Pastons, defence of Caister Castle by, against

the duke of Norfolk, ii. 107

Paterson, William, proposes the scheme of a

great national bank, 1691, which is carried

3ut by the establishment of the Bank of

England, in 1694, v. 171 ; obtains a 300,000/.

subscription for forming a company fortradiiig

to Africa and the Indies, 21.5, 216; sails with

the colony for Daricn, July 26, 1698
;
quarrclj

with the ship's officers and the council, 218

;

he is attacked by fever, June, 1699, 221
3'aul, Lewis, his cotton machine, vii. 44, 4-5

I'aul I. of Russia, succeeds Catherine, favours

the French interests, vii. 330 ;
joins tliu

coalition against France, 382 ; won back to

the French side, 393 ; assassinated, 1801, 40.5

;

emperor, 1796-1801, 574
Paulinus, conversion of Kdwin, king of North-

umbria, by, i. 72
PauU, James, brings charges against the mar-

quis of Wellesle)', vii. 453, 454, 461 ; duel

with Burdett ; commits suicide, 1807, 462
Pauiua, the notary, suppresses the revolt of

Maguentius, i. 5'3 ; despotism of, in Britain,

i/i. ; burnt alive by order of the emperor
Julian, ib.

raving and Lighting Act, passed, 1762, Tiii.

65, 66
Pearls found in Britain, i. 9
Pear&on, captain, his naval engagement with

Paul Jones ; defeated, vi. 398
Peel, sir Robert, first returned to Parliament,

1809 ; chosen chairman of the currency com-
mittee ; declares himself open to conviction,

viii. 100 ; modifications of his views regard-

ing the cuiTency question, 100, 101 ;
passin;^

of the act called Peel's act, 101 ; appointed
home secretary, 1822, 178, 195 ; objects to the

extent of Mackintosh's measures for abolish-

ing capital punishment, 195; his high posi-

tion as an anti-Catholic partisan, 201 ; debate

with Canning, the head of the Catholic

party, on the Catholic question, 203, 201
;

resigns his office on Canning becoming minis-

ter, 1827, 204, 205 ; freedom from acrimony in

his opposition to Canning, 205 ; his testimony
in favour of Canning's political integrity,

207 ; his share in the negotiations for the

premiership, 211; home secretary in the

Wellington administration, 227 ; consulted

by Wellington in tlie formation of the new
cabinet, 227, 228

;
gradual advocacy of liberal

principles, 228 ; adoption of his motion for

inquiry into the public income and expendi-

ture, and the state of the metrojioliian po-

lice, 232
;
proposes a compromise of the bill

for repealing the test and corporation nets,

233; refuses to acquiesce in llie government's
bringing forward thi; relief bill, 236 ; con-
teuta '0 •continue in ofrce on Wellington

earnestly soliciting him to do so, 237 ; va»

cates his seat for Oxford, ib. ; fails to be re-

elected ; but obt,ains the seat for Westbury,
238 , speech explanatory of the bid for the

relief of Roman Catholics, 239; solemnly
atfirms that his conduct with respect to this

question was regulated by honest motives,

210 ; compels llr. Brougham to a]iologise for

his strong language against the Wellington
ministry, 21.5, 246; his retirenjent from
office, 1830, 264, 265; his emotion at the

introduction of the Reform bill, March, 1831,

272 ; his reply to lord Palmcrston's speech,

275 ; refuses to advocate reform upon any
terms, 1832, 298 ; his declaration as to re-

form, 1833, 320 ; speech of, suppo; ting go-

veraraent in the Irish Coercion bill, 324
;

Cobbett's motion to have him dismissed the

privy council, 325 ; his narrative of his ap-

pointment to the premiership, 351, 352; first

lord of the treasury and chancellor of the

exchequer, 1834, 353 ; formation of his

ministry, 353, 354 ; list of his cabinet ; his

'I'amworth manifesto, 354 ;
general prin-

ciples of his government, 3.55, 3.56; minis-

terial defeats, 355-357 ; supports the amend-
ment on the motion lor a London university

charter, 357 ; speech of, on explaining the

cause of his resignation, 357, 35S ; acts the

part of moderator in the dispute between the

two houses, 364 ; eulogises William IV., 377

;

his solicitude as to the condition of the

labouring classes, 418 ; fails in forming a

new ministry on account of the Queen's re-

fusing to dismiss the ladies of the bed-

clianiber, 420 ; speaks against free-trade

principles, 438; moves that the ministry

iiave not the confidence of the House of

Common", 439; his speech on the address,

440 ; difficulties of his position, 441
;

pro-

claims the necessity of the war with China,

446 ; supports Jtacaulay's amendments to

the copyright bill, 465 ; his reserve as to his

policy, and of the intended course to be pur-

sued in the corn-law question, 492, 493

;

his opinions on this question, 494, 495;

introduces a bill for better protecting the

queen's person, 497; his debate with lord

I'almerston as to his policy towards France,

497, 498 ; considers the Ashburton treaty

.

decisive of the boundary question, 498 ; re-

solves to maintain the union with Ireland,

502 ; his speech on the state of Ireland, 512;

considers tne prosperous state of the ct>untry

a justification of nis financial policy of 1842,

512, 513; advocates protection to agricul-

ture, 513; his position reviewed, 513,514;
his hank act passed, 514; its advantages and
disadvantages, 514, 515; objects to lord

Ashley's ten-hour clause in sir J. Gr.iham's

bill for regulating factory labour, 515,516;
conduct of, in the sugar-duty debale; Sir.

Disraeli's hostility towards, 517; remarks

of, on the Tahiti affair, 52
1 ; his financial

statement for 184.5, 525, 526; opposition to

his proposals, 626 ; again attacked by Mr.
Disraeli, 527, 528 ; introduces the govern-

ment plans for a grant to Maynooth college,

528 ; denunciations poured upon hira, -528,

629 ; his measure carried, 529 ; Tory bitter-

ness towards, 530; apprehends a failure of

the potato crop, 5.30, 531
;
proposes a modi-

fication of the corn-laws, 531 ; dissensions in
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bit cabinet as to suspending the com-luws,

532, 533; he resigns his premiership, 533;

refuses to pledge himself to support the

repeul of tlie corn-laws, 533, 534 ; his part-

ing interview with the queen, 534 ; reas-

eumes his office, 534, 535; the I)uke of Wel-
linston's admiration of hia courage, 535

;

ministerial explanation of; determines to

hold his power unshackled, 536; again at-

tacked by Mr. Disraeli, 536, .537; his new
tanrt' and corn-law bill, 537, 538 ; debate on
liis plans, 538 ; his speech in support of liis

measures, 538, 539 ; adoption of his bills,

539, 540 ; the bill for the protection of life in

Ireland, rejected ; violent attack on, by lord

lientiiick ; defended by Mr. Cobden, 540,

541; vindicatea his own conduct; resigns

office, 541 ; opposed to limiting the hours of

factory labour, 552
Pierage bill introduced; rejected, 1719, Ti. 37,

38
Pelham, Henry, speaks against the motion for

repealing the Septennial act, 1734, vi. 74;
appointed first lord of the treasury, Aug.
1743, 111, 112, 320; succeeds Walpole in

his command of the House of Commons,
112; turned out of office for 48 hours; con-

ducts the financial part of the administra-

tion, 178; regarded the peace of Aix-la-

ChapiAle as a necessity ; his despondency at

the weakness of the nation, 183; proposes

the reduction of the national debt mterest,

184; death of, March 6, 1754, 197 ; first lord

of the treasury and chancellor of the exche-
<i\ier, 1743-1754, 320

Pellegrini, Antonio, a ceiling painter, t.

463
Peltier, trial of, for libelling Bonaparte, 1803,

vi. 420, 421 ; Mackintosh's speecli in defence
of, 421, 422

Pembroke, William, earl of, one of the leaders

of the barons who obtained Magna Charta, i.

345 ; is appointed regent to Henry III. in

1217, 357 ; succeeds in expelling the French
under Louis, 358 ; death of, in 1219, i4.

Pembroke, Thomas Heibert, earl of, represents

lingland at the conferences at Kyswick, 1697,

V. 198
Pendirgrass. See Portland, earl of, v. 189

Penn, Uichard, governor of Pennsylvania ; en-
trusted with the presentation of a petition to

the king, 1775, vi. 360 ; examined in the
House of Lords, 361

Penn, William, arrested on March 5, 1682, with
Mead, for attending a Quaker's meeting, iv.

311 ; behaviour of J efl'reys, ib. ; is acquitted,

312; obtains a gi-ant of land in America in

iiea of money owing to him by the crown,

378 ; resolves to found a colony for the

Quakers there out of the reach of the penal

laws, ib. ; obtains a charter from the king,

who names the settlement Pennsylvania, ib.
;

with the assistance of Algernon Sidney,
frames a constitution for it, ib, ; lands at

Newcastle on the Delaware, Oct. 27, 1682,

379 ; founds Philadelphia, and enters into a

treaty with the Indians, ib. ; influence of, in

procuring the release from prison of 1400

Quakers on the accession of James I., 384
Penny Magazine started, 1832 ; large circula-

tion of, proof of the increased desire for know-
ledge, viU. 311,312

Penny Postage. See Pest.

People, history of the, desirableness of, i. pre-

face, vii.

Perceval, Speni'er, opens the case for the crown
in the trial of Peltier, 1803, vii. 421 ; opposes

the bill for promoting the enlistment of

Roman Catholics, 479 ; chancellor of the ex-

chequer, 1807, vii. 480 ; moves that the duke
of lork is innocent of the charge brought

against him, 509 ; premier, 1809 ; constitution

of his ministrv, 526 ; hia ministry retained on
the prince ot' Wales becoming llegent, Feb.

ISll, 535; assassinated in the lobby of the

House of Commons by Bellingham, May 11,

1812, 540-511

PeiTon commands the Scindia's army, vii. 455 ;

defeated by general Lake
;

puts himself

under British protection, 456
Persigny, M. de, aids Louis Napoleon in his

enterprise at Strasbourg, 1837 ; effects his

escape, viii. 375
Perth, duke of. See Dniramond, James.
Pestih'nce in 1479, notice of, ii. 175

Peter the Great, czar of Muscovy, visits England
in 1698; EvehTi's house is hired for him ; he
engages himself as a ship carpenter; descrip-

tion of, vi. 211 ; career of, from 1698 to 1709,

345 ; when his empire is invaded by Charles

XII. of Sweden, whom he defeats at Pultowa,

July 8, 1709, 346; enters Mecklenberg and
threatens Denmark, 1716, vi. 28

Peter the Hermit, first preaching of the Cru-
sade by, i. 226 ; first crus.ade led by, 228

;

rout of, 229
Peterborough, Charles Mordaunt, earl of, im-

peached, 1689, V. 98 ; his early career, 292 ;

and character, 293 ; he is sent on an expedi-

tion to Spain, ib. ; opposes the prince of

Darmstadt's and tlie archduke Charles' plan

of besieging Barcelona ; but finally agrees to

it, 294
;
quarrels with tlie piince of Darm-

stadt, ib. ; attacks Montjuich ; his men are

repulsed, he rallies them, and finally reduces

the post ; Barcelona soon after surrenders,

1702, '29.5 ; raises the siege of San Mateo

;

pursues Las Torres and his army ; com-
mences operations for the defence of Valencia,

296 ; removes the besieging army under Arcoa

out of his path, and obtains admission into

Valencia by a stratagem, 1706, 297 ; defeats

Philip's troops, ib. ; relieves Barcelona, 298
;

goes to Madrid ; his gaiety of temper as

shown by a letter, ib. ; his disgust at Charles
;

leaves him; returns to Spain, 1707; re-

called by government, 299 ; his subsequent
occupation, 300 ; receives the-thanks of par-

liament for his services in Spain, 3G8
Peters, Hugh, idea afforded by, of the havoc of

the Civil War, iv. 60 ; execution of, as a
regicide, 248

Petion, Villeneuve, sent by the National As-
sembly to conduct Louis XVI. back to France,
1791, vii, '202; chosen mayor of Paris, 205;
his conduct in the insurrection of June 20,

1792, 221; popularity of, 222; heads a de-
putation demanding the king's deposition,

224
Petition of Right passed in 1628, iii. 398
Petticoat costume, 18th century, v. 419
Petty, lord Henry. See Lansdown, lord.

Phigaleian marbles, viii. 150
Philadelphia occupied by the Dritbb, 1777t "•

37S
Philip of Spain contracted in marriage to queen
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J[ary, iii. 60 ; marriage of, to Mary, 75

;

bribery of the En'J:lish parliament by, 76

;

leaves England, 95 ; continued interference

of, in its affairs, 96; return of, to England,
100 ; war of, with the Pope and France, ib. ;

engages England to join in the war against

France, 101
;
quits England, ib. ; his ambas-

sador's account of Elizabeth's charai-ter, 105

;

proposes himself as a husband to Elizabeth,

108 ; eflfurts of, to suppress Protestantism in

the Netherlands, 167 ; cruelties of the duke
of Alva in carrying his desires into effect, ib.

;

. intrigues of, against Elizabeth, 16S ; schemes
of, for invading England, 181 ; his fleet in

Cadiz destroyed by Drake, 215 ; fresh pi-epa-

rations for the invasion, 217 ; the Armada
sets sail from the Tagus, May 28, 1588, 225

;

ill-success and defeat of the Armada, 230, et

seq. ; fresh preparations made by, 238

;

Corunna and Vigo taken and burnt by the
English fleet, 239 ; intrigues of, in Scot-

land against England, 2G1 ; endeavours to

have Elizabeth poisoned, 265 ; death of, in

1598, 279
t'hilip V. of Spain succeeds to the throne,

1700, r. 243; enters Catalonia, 1706; be-

sieges Charles in Barcelona, 297 ; Peter-
borough compels him to raise the siege;

retires to Madrid ; but is driven hence by the
allies, 298 ; the national enthusiasm rises in

his favour, 299 ; the duke of Berwick com-
pels the allies to evacuate Madrid, ib. ; re-

seated on his throne, 1707, 330; he is op-

posed by Charles and assisted by Staremberg
and Stanhope, 1710; is defeated at Almenara
and Saragossa, 366 ; the duke of Vend6me
takes command of his army and retrieves his

cause, and establishes his family on the
throne, 367 ; stipulations granted to, by the

treaty of Utrecht, 397 ; tlie French invade
his territory ; they compel him to dismiss

his minister, Alberoni ; accedes to the Quad-
ruple Alliance, Jan. 1720, vi. 37; succeeded

bv Ferdinand VI. 1746, 465
Philippa, general, commands the French at

the siege of Badajoz, 1812; his defence, vii.

549 ; capitulates to the British, 550
Phillips, sir Thomas, aids in quelling the Frost

insurrection at Newport, viii. 422-423
Philpot, the martyr and persecutor, iii. 88
Physicians' College, founded in 1518, ii. 497
Pichegru, Charles, defeated by the duke of

York, May, 1794, vii. 311 ; compels the

British under I)undas to abandon Holland,

313-314 ; suppresses an insurrection in Paris,

April Ij 1795, 321 ; banished France, 1797,

344 ; implicated in a conspiracy against

Bonap.arte, 1804; he is found strangled in

prison, 432
Picton, sir Thomas, takes p.art in capturing

Ciudad Rodrigo, 1812, vii. 618, 550 ; his arri-

val at Quatre Bras interferes witli Key's
movements, viii. 29 ; slain at the battle of

Waterloo, June 18, 1815, 35
Picts and Scots, irruption of into Britain, i. 54

;

opinions of Dr. Lingard and Dr. Lappenberg
that thev were the same people, ib. ; diivon

back by Theodosius, ib.

Piedmont, annexed to France, Sept. 1802, rii. 417
Pierson, major, defeats the French under
RuUecourt on Jersey Island, 1781 ; killed

;

vi, 419
Pilgrimages to holy places, popularity of, in the

loth century, ii. 126; to shrines, prevtlence
of, temp. Henry VII., 245 ; Erasmus' acoount
of his pilgrimages to Walsingham and Canter-
bury, ii. 246

Pilgrim Fathers, settlement of, in Massachu-
setts, in 1620, iii. 346

Pilnitz, declaration of, vii. 207 ; 412
Pindarees, war with the, 1817-1818, viii. 216,

217; results in the breaking up of the
Mahratta confederacy, which had aided th«
Pindarees, 217

Pinkie, battle of, Oct. 10, 1547, iii. 7
Pitt. See Chatham.
Pitt,William, unsuccessful candidate as M.P. for

Cambridge University; returned for Appleby,
1780 ; first speech in support of Burke's Civil

List Bill; Wilberforce's prophecy of, vi. 419;
his hostile speech towards the ministry, 433,
434; his motion for the Refonn of Parlia-
ment proposed, 1782, 441; rejected, 442;
becomes chancellor of the exchequer, 450

;

469 ; commencement of the party conflict

between Fox and, 459 ; his argument in
favour of a commercial treaty with Fnance.
vii. 58; introduces his second refonn bill ; i"

is rejected ; as also another bill for prevent-
ing abuses in public offices, 136 ; appointed
first lord of the treasurv and chancellor of

the exchequer, Dec. 19, 1783, 139; bis

anxiety and disinterestedness, 139, 140; his

India \yi\\ thrown out ; his struggle against

a m.ajority in the Commons, 141 ; addresses to

the king for the removal of the Pitt ministry;

his popularity ; and final triumph, 142

;

general character of; re-elected for the
University of Cambridge, 143 ; squibs against,

144, 145 ; considered a safer minister than
Fox, 145 ; his financial measures, ib. ; intro-

duces his bill for promoting commerce between
Great Britain and Ireland ; withdrawn ; his

reform bill is rejected a third time, 146 ; his
scheme of the sinking fund ; its futility, 147

;

his speech in favour of the commercial treaty
with France, 148, 149; consolidates the
taxes ; Burke's tribute of thanks to ; Pitt's

increase of popularity, 150 ; endeavours to

restrict the prince of W'ales' power as regent,

153, 154; the king's gratitude to, for his

conduct during his illness, 154, 155 ; his

popularity still further increased, 155; hopes
for an improved state of France ; visits

France, 1783, 156, 157 ; his spirited conduct
averts the war with Spain, 188; his calmness
and confidence in the stability of the British

power, 207 ; keeps aloof from the declaration

of Pilnitz, 207, 208; displays the flourishing

condition of Great Britain, 211 ; his eloquent
speech in favour of abolishing the slave trade

innnediately, 212 ; supports Fox's libel bill,

ib. ; attempts made to bring about a coalition

between Fox and I'itt, 213; his opinions on
pailiamentary reform, 213, 214; lord warden
of the Cinque Ports, 238 ; his strong desire to

remain neutral with France, 238-40; his

0]iinion of the French proceedings against

Louis XVI., 243; his interview with lord

Loughborough ; is induced by him to favour

a war policy, 2l5, 246 ; , his address to the

king on the execution of Louis XVI., 252, 253;

Ills Indian declaratory bill passed, 1788, 257;
defends his abandonment of the cause of par-

liamentary reform, 266 ; opinions of, on the

Freneli war, 267. 268
; meas— ^* adopted by,
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terwanls France, 268, 269 ; they are opposed

by Buvkc, ib. ; Fox, 269, 270 ; Slicrulan,

Gfrey, anil Erskine, 270
;

points out the diffi-

culty of conducting a negotiation with the

French, 276 ; Fox lays the blame of the war

miscarriages in the campaign of 1793 upon,

283; Canning becomes his supporter, 317;

opposition of WUberforce to the address,

179i, 318; brings before the House of Com-

mons a seditious meetings bill, 1795, 323

;

tenour of the bill ; disputes with Fox ; the

bill is passed, 324 ; in consequence of a heavy

pressure on the Bank of England he is

unable to obtain financial assistance, 1797,

333 ; his difficulty got over, 333, 33-4
; intro-

duces bills for suppressing mutiny in the

navy, 1797; the mutiny at the Nore i8

thereby quelled, 341 ; advocates peace with

France, 342 ;
proposes an income tax ;

his

estimate of its amount, Dec. 3, 1798, 359

;

the measure passed, 360; anxious to promote

the relief of the Irish Catholics, 369, 370 ; his

. resolutions on the Union agreed to, 371, 374

;

endeavours to persuade the king not to openly

oppose the Catholic emancipation question,

S98 ; the king refusing to do so, Mr. Pitt re-

signs, March 14, 1801, 399, 400; the king's

insanity imputed to the hasty resignation of,

400, 401 ; negotiations for his return to

. power, 1803; stipulates for more than Ad-
dington will grant, 424 ; his speech advocat-

ing war with France, 424, 425 ;
commands the

Tolunteers at W aimer, 428, 429; presses for

an administration on a broad basis ; obtains

the premiership on certain prescribed condi-

tions, 431 ; his government opposed by the

Addington, GrenvUle, and Fox parties, 435 ;

efl'ects a reconeiUation with Mr. Addington,

437 ; carries the question of war against

Spain, 438 ; his mortiiication on the charges

. of corruption being brought against lord

MelvUle ; further increased on the passing of

the vote of censure, 439; cftect of the news of

Mack's surrender at Uhn on, 445 ; his feel-

ings on hearing of the battle of Trafalgar and

death of Nelson, 448 ; Napoleon's triumph at

Austerlitz completes the ruin of his health,

450 ; last days of Pitt ; story of the desertion of

his death-bed, 451 ; died January 23, 1806,

451-452
;
public honours conferred on, 463

Pius VI., feebleness of his government, vii.

326 ; buys Napoleon off from invading his

territories, 327

Pius VII., compelled to officiate at Napoleon's

coronation, 1804, vii. 437 ; imprisoned at

Savona, 535 ; released, 568

Pkgue, the great, of 1665, first appearance of,

iv. 269; the condition of Londim, such as

to promote it, 270 ; Defoe's narrative of it

in London, 271, ei seq. ; superstitious fears

of the people respecting it, 272; notices of,

by Pepys and others, 273, 275

riassey, battle of, June 23, 1757, vi. 225, 226

riatiere, R. de. See Roland.

Plattsburg, the British fail to take, 1814,

viii. 16

Plnutius, sent from Gaul by Claudius to invade

Britain, i. 17, 18 ; attacks Togodumnus and

Caractacus with indifl'erent success, id. ; applies

for succour to Claudius, ib. ; triumph bestowed

on, 20
Plentheim. See Blenheim.
Plymouth, not a great naval station at the end

of the 17th centun-, t. 10; its prosiierily

caused by the erection of the breakwater by

Telford, 11 „ ,

Pocock, sir George, admiral ; reduces Havannali

in conjunction with the earl of Albemarle, vi.

256
Poitiers, battle of, won by the Black Prince, 19

Sept. 1356, i. 475 ..

Poland, incorporated with Russia, vui. 383
_

Pole, cardinal Reginald, puhlislics a bonk ngamst

the divorce of Henry Vlll., ii. 422; his

family in England are arrested, in 1539, and

his mother, the aged countess of Salisbury,

executed, in 1541, 423 ; he arrives in Englmd,

in 1554, as legate, iii. 76 ; the parliament sub-

mits to the pope, and he absolves the realm,

77 ; moderation of, during the Marian perse-

cution, 81 ; success of his eftbrts towards a

reconciliation defeated by the zealotry of

pope Paul IV., 96; is made archbi-hop of

Canterbury. 99 ; his proceedings against

the bodies of dead heretics, 100 ; his death,

106

Police, state of London, 18th century, vu. 116,

117; inquiry into the state of the, made

1816, 1817, viii. 64, 65 ; the new Metropolitan

formed, 1829, 232

Polignac, prince Jules de, president of the

French councU, 1829, viii. 248; his minis-

try sends out an expedition against Algiers,

249 ; informs the king of the unsettled state

of the kingdom, 250; refuses to recall the

royal ordinances; the king is compelled to

dismiss the ministry of, 254

Political Unions, extensive formation of, 1832,

vui. 294, 295
PoUoek, gen., his Indian campaign, 1842, viu.

458-460
Pondicherr)', siege of, raised bv the English,

vi. 202 ; surrenders to the English, 249 ; vu.

129 ; taken by sir John Braithwaite, 260

Poniatowski, prince, heads the Poles in their

claim for independence; leaves Poland, vii.

314
Ponsonbv, G., proposes several reform measures,

\ii. 364; moves an amendment in the address

claiming independence for Ireland, 371 ; his

sorrow at Perceval's death, 541 ; a lord of the

treasury, viii. 267

Poiite-corvo, prince of. See Charles XIV. of

Sweden
Poor, condition of the Anglo-Saxon, i. 91

;
pro-

gress of legislation for the relief of, iii. 267
;

statute jiassed for, 39 Eliz., the foundation of

the English Poor Law, 268

Poor Laws, administration of, 1816, viii. 68, 69

the poor law amendment bill brought in by

lord Althorp, April 17, 1834, 336 ; the report

of the poor law commissionei-s, 336-341
;

debates on, opposition to, and passing of, the

bill, 341, 342 ; it receives the royal assent,

Aug. 14; first report of the commissioners,

342 ; introduction of the poor laws into

Ireland proposed, 1837, 376; working of

the new poor law, 397, 398, 41.3, 414; in-

troduction of the, into Ireland by Mr. Nicholbs

411
Pope, Alexander, essays by, in the " Spectator

"

and "Guardian," v. 413; sketch of his life,

415; and traits of his character, 416; his

" Rape of the Lock," 421-423; highlv remu-
nerated for his translations of the lli.id and

Odyssey, 434; his essay on criticism i.mi
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attack on Dennis, 436 ; his satire upon anti-

quaries, 437 ; the Dunciad, 437, 438 ; vii. 86
;

remarks on the commentators, public schools,

V. 439 ; the universities and the traveller,

440 ; entomologists and florists, 441 ; con-

demns Vanbrugh's architecture, 456 ; his libel

on lord Hervey, vi. 67; died 1744, vii. 86
Popham, (jir Home, captures Buenos Ayres, vii.

473, 474
Popish Plot of 1668. See Charles II., and Gates,

Titus.

Population of England, at the end of the third

century, a very mixed one, i. 43, 44 ; intro-

duction of large bodies of Germans, Burgun-
dians, and Vandals, by the Roman emperors,

43 ; mi.ted character of, at the departure of

the Romans, 57 ; cowardice and effeminacy of,

as described by Gildas, not credible, 58

Popular amusements and games, ii. 14, 236, 237,

255-260 ; 492, 494 ; iU. 131, 246-255 ; iv.

251
Popular sports, temp. Richard I., i. 328, 329

Port. See Wine.
Porteous, John, captain of the Edinburgh city

guard; fires on a mob, killing several per-

sons ; convicted of murder ; sentenced to

death ; reprieved, vi. 81 ; murdered by the

mob, 82
Porteous riots in Edinburgh, vi. 79-84

Porter, George, his share in the assassination

flot, 1696, V. 188, 190; gives evidence against

'enwick. 196
Portland, William Bentinck, earl of; example

of his integrity, v. 178; accompanies William
to the siege of Namur, 1695, 179 ; summons
Boufflers to surrender the place, 180 ; William

orders a grant of an estate to him, which is

recalled, on the Commons showing it to be

unconstitutional, 185; is informed of the as-

sassination plot by Fisher, Pendergrass, 189
;

and De la Rue, 190 ; arranges with marshal
Boufflers the preliminaries of the peace of

Ryswick, 1697, 198 ; is sent on a mission to

France bv William, 1698, 207 ; description of

his entree and private audience, 208, 209
;

bis reception by Louis and the French court,

208 ; correspondence of, in connection with

the first Partition Treaty, 227 ; signed by him
as commissioner, Oct. 11, 229; jealousy of,

towards Albemarle ; he retires from court

and gives up all his otBces ; but is persuaded

by William to continue the negotiations for

the second Partition Treaty, 236 ; he is im-

peached by the Commons for h s concern in

the Partition Treaties, 246 ; attends William
on his death bed, 254

Portland, duke of, appointed viceroy of Ireland,

17S2, vi. 446; first lord of the treasury,

1783, vii. 135, 676; supports the Alien bill,

2U ; opposes lord Loughborough being chan-

cellor ; after considerable hesitation gives his

adherence to the war party, 244, 24.5 ; ap-

pointed third Fecretarv of stat , 1794, 316;

requested to aid the bribery for accomplishing

the Irish Union, 372, 373 ; nominal head of

the administration, 1807; resigns the pre-

miership, 1809 ; died October 29, 1809, 480
;

home secretary of state, 1794-1801, 576,

577
I'ortmore, lord, governor of Gibraltar; hastens

to defend it in his 80th year, vi. .56

Porto Hello, taken by admiral Vernon, ri. 97,

08

Porto Carero, cardinal, his practisinga on
Charles II. of Spain, to induce him to give
the Spanish inheritance to France, v. 242

;

his purpose accomplished ; chief of tha
Spanish council, 243

Poitugal, prince regent of. See John of Por-
tugal.

Post, insecurity and tardiness of the, 18th cen-
tury, vii. 92, 93 ; introduction of mail coaches,

1784, 93; rapid increase and celerity of com-
munication oy, viii. 389, 390 ; insufficiency

of postal accommodation, 390
j
public opinion

on Rowland Hill's penny postage plan, 424,

425; the system is tried, tound successful, and
finally adopted, 425, 426 ; variety of stamps
in use, 426

Pottinger, sir Henry, the British plenipotentiary

at Canton ; his proceedings as such, viii. 448;
concludes the treaty of Nanking, 449

Pounds, John, his bouevolent career; died 1839,
viii. 399

Power loom, invented by Dr. Cartwright, vii. 54
Pragmatic Sanction published by Charles VI.,
Apra 17, 1713, V. 389

Prague, peace of. May 30, 1635, v. 386 ; taken
by the elector of Bavaria, Nov. 25, 1741, vi.

167 ; besieged by Frederick of Prussia, 1758,
unavailingly, 228, 229

Pratt, sir C. See Camden, Lord.
Presburg, peace of, signed, Dec. 26, 1806, vii.

446-448
Presbyterians. See Nonconformists.
Press, the. See Newspa|)ers,
Preston, lord, plots against William ; tried

;

and convicted, v. 125 ; implicates several

eminent persons with being concerned in the
plot, 126

Preston, captain, tried for abetting the murder
of a mulatto ; defended by John Adams

;

found ' not guilty,' vi. 313
Preston-Pans, battle of, Sept. 1745, vi. 129-

131

Picvost, sir George, govemor-in-chief of the
British North Ajnerican provinces, viii. 8

;

his failure in an attack on Plattsburg ; out-

cry raised against him ; resigns ; demands a
court martial, but dies before it commences,
viii. 16

Priestley, Dr. Joseph, accused of being opposed
to the church of England, vii. 195 ; becomes
a Unitarian minister at Birmingham, 1780,

i4. ; his character, 195, 196; his " Familiar
Letters to the Inhabitants of Birmingham,"
published, 1791 ; the riots of 1791 ; the
rioters bum his chapel, house, and books, and
compel him to dee tlie town, 196

Printing, begun in England by Caxton about

1474. U. 128
Printing and the importation of books, en-
couragement afforded to by Richard III. u.

200, 201
Prior, JIatthew, accompanies St. John, viscount

Bolinghroke, on his embassy to France, 1712,

v. 396 ; excluded from the act of grace, 1717,

vi. 30
Prisons. See Gaols.

Pritchard, British consul at Tahiti ; the French
outrage on that island compels him to quit it,

viii. 521
Privateering, prevalence of, 1781 ; abolition o^
recommended, 1856, vi. 420, 42!

Prohus, emperor, sends Burgundians and Van*
dais into Britain, i. 43
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I-rohilitory bill passed, vi. 362

I'rome occupied by the British, April 182o, vm.

220
Property qualification bill, passed 1711, v. 370,

371
Provera marches to relieve Mantua ; surrenders

himself and army to Bonaparte, Jan. 16, 1797,

vii. 343
, . , rr

P'-cvisions, prices of, in the reigns of Henrv

III. and Edward I., i. 369
;
prices of, in 149a

and 1497, ii. 252; proclamation by tlio Pro-

tector Somerset against the unreasonable

prices of, iii. 20: scarcity of, and fluctuations

In the prices of, in 1573, 1586, 1587, and 1596,

2'6
. ., . f •

Prvnne, WUliani, excessive punishment oi, in

1633, for publishing the " Histrio-Wastix," m.
HI ; renewed severe sentence on, in 1637, for

anti-prelatical writing, 423; is released with

Burton and Bastwick, on the meeting of the

Long Parliament in 1640, 4-14 ; triumphant

entry of, into London, ib.
;

prosecution of

Laud bv, in 1645, iv. 38

Ptolemy, list of towns in Britain by, i. 44

I'ublic health, state of the, more especially that

of the labouring classes, viii. 391, 392 ;
causes

of the bad, 392, 393 ; arrangements for better-

ing the, 393, 394 ;
general and local boards

of health established ;
public health act passed,

561
Pultcney, 'William, opposes Walpole ; his name

struck off the Privy Council list, vi. 66 ; his

spiteful quarrel with Walpole; and duel with

lord Hervey ; opposes the bill for proposing

standing armies, 67 ; and the resolution to

publish the parliamentary debates, 68; shows

the fallacy of the arguments in favour of re-

imposing the duty on salt, i*. ; argues that it

is a step towards a general excise, 69 ; favoui3

the motion for repealing the Septennial act,

74 ; opposes the Gin act, 1736, 78 ;
created

eariof Bath, 104

Pultowa, invested by the Swedish, v. 345, 346 ;

buttle of, July 8, 1709, 346

Purchase, George, charged with high treason

for taking part in a riot, 1710, v. 355 ;
tried,

convicted, pardoned, 356 ; his share in the

riot, 357, 3o8
Puritans. See Nonconformists.

Putnam, Israel, a farmer and tavern-keeper;

heads his neighbours in the revohition

;

becomes a general, vi. 354; coniniauds the

Americans at the battle of Brooklyn, 1776,

370 . , .

Pym, John, joins in the protestation of the

House of Commons in 1621, against the king's

interference with their liberty of speech, iii.

382 ; assists in the debate on the Petition of

Eight, in 1628, 397; prophetic threat of, to

Wcntwcrrth, on his becoming minister to

Charles I., 409; speech of, impeachiug Straf-

ford, 445; conducts the proceedings on the

trial of Strafford, 450 ; moves in the Com-
mons, that the form be changed to a bill of

attainder, 451 ;
produces the notes of the

Privy Council furnished by Henry Vane,

against Strafford, 452 ; his vehcnii^nt reply

to Strafford's defence, 454 ; alteniptcd_ to bo

Beized by the king, on Jan. 3, 1642, 475; ad-

dresses the Londoners, iv. 11 ; death of, Dec.

8th, 1643, 30 ; buried in Westminster Abbey,

Pyreneei, treaty of the, Not. 7, 1659, T. 387

;
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battles of the, 1813; vii. 522, 623; view from

the, at sunrise, described, 565

QL'ADBtn>LB alliance signed Ang. 2, 1718

;

joined by the duke of Savoy and Bpain, v.

Qu;ikers, interriew between George iox and

Cromwell, iv. 193; case of James Nay lor, a

liuaker, 204 ; George Fox lays before Crom-

well the sufferings of the, 214 ;
proclamation

a-'Liinst holding conventicles, and passive re-

sistance offered to, 251 ; stubborn resistance

of, to the provisions of the Conventicle act in

1664, 267 ; Penn and Mead arrested and tried

for attending a Conventicle, 311 ; they are

acquitted, and Jeffreys tines and imprisons

the jury, who are liberated by the judges of

the Common Pleas, 312 ; founding of Penu-

Bvlvania by Penn in 1682, 378; fourteen

hundred released from prison on the accession

or James 11., 384 ; exempted from the 'Tolera-

tion act on certain ternis, v. 74; bill lor

the reUef of, passed, 1722, vi. 47 ;
endea-

vour to obtain the abolition of the slave trade,

vii. 466 . .

Quarteriy Review started, 1809, m opposition to

the Edinburgh Keview ; its editor, partisans,

and criticism, viii. 127, 128
,

Quebec. See Wolfe, vi. 237, 238 ; capitulates

to the English, Sept. 18, 1759, 239; besieged

bv the Americans, 1760,240; blockaded by

them, 1775, 362
Queensbury, duke of, character and amusements

of the, vii. 102, 103

Queensbury, James Douglas, duke of, high com-

missioner to queen Anne; quells the nots

made in opposition to the union, 1706, v. 324;

he is threatened with assassination, to. ;

induces Ker to try to thwart the Cameronian

schemes, 325; he is advised of the pro-

ceedings of the Jacobite plotters by John K-er,

334
, , -n

Quesnoy, surrendered to Oi-mond and Eugene,

July 4, 1712, V. 392; taken by the Austrians,

1793, vii. 282
Quiberon Bay. See Hawke, vi. 239, 240

_ _

Quiheron, the British expedition to, 1795, vu.

320

Radstadt, peace of, Mar. 6, 17U, »• 389 ;
con-

gress at, 1797-1799, vii. 381, 382 ;
413

Eaeburn, his portrait painting, viii. 152

Raffles, sir Stamford, lieutenant-governor of

Java, viii. 214; established a factory in

Singapore, 1819, 218

Ragged schools. See Education, viii. 399

Eagusa, duke of. See Marmont.
Eaikes, Robert, ordered to attend the bar of the

House of Commons for printing the debates,

1729, vi. 67 ; Sunday schools originated by,

1781, vii. 120; changes in EngliaU society

noticed bv, viii. 401, 402

Rajah of Niigpoor. See Bhoonsla.

Riijuh Sahib, his contests with Clive ;
put to

death by the Mahrattas, vi. 204, 205

Bab'igh, sir Walter, failure of his first attempt

to found a colony in North America, iii. 220

;

commands the land forces at Plymouth, on the

ajjproach of the Armada, 228 ;
goes on board

the fleet, 230 ; assists Essex in his attack on

Cadiz in 1696, 265 ; oomo-ands another etpe-
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dition with Essex, with whom he aisagrees,

266 ; is deprived of his offices by James I.,

310; indicted in 1603, lor projecting to dis-

possess James in favour of Arabella Stuart,

311 ; brutality of Coke, and calm bearing of

Raleigh, during the trial, 312; he is con-

victed, reprieved, and confined in the Tower,
313; his emplo3-ments during his confine-

ment, 314, 373; opposition of, to the treaty

with Spain in 1604, 318 ; is released from the
Tower in 1616, 374 ; undertakes an expe-
dition to Guiana, to discover a gold mine, ib.

;

is attacked, driven back, and returns to

England, 375; arrested at Tlymouth, ib.;

and executed under his fonnor sentence on
Oct. 29, 1618, 376

;
popular indignatioii occa-

sioned by his execution, 377
Kami lies, battle of, May 23, 1706, v. 308, 309
Itanelagh gardens, its company and amuse-
ments, vii. 96, 97

liangoon, taken by the British, 1823; defended
by sir A. Campbell, viii. 219

Rawdon, lord. See Moira.
Rebecca riots. See Riots.

Kebellion of 1715, vi. 6-22

Rebellion of 1745, vi. 121-176

Reciprocity of Duties biU passed July 4, 1823,

viii. 189
Re-ooinage bill passed, 1695, v. 184, 185

Recognition act passed, 1690, v. 104

Reform, Irish church. See Church, viii. 326,

327 ; 343, 344 ; 357.

Refoi-m, law. See Brougham, viii. 231, 232.

Reform, parliamentary. See Tarliamentary
Reform.

Reformation, commencement of, in England, in

1531, ii. 336 ; Henry VIII. obtains from Con-
vocation a recognition of bis being supreme
head of the church in England, "as far as

the law of Christ will allow," 337 ;
payment

of annates to the see of Rome abolished in

1533, 339 ; statute forbidding appeals to Rome
passed, 360 ; act of supremacy passed, 357 ;

visitation of the monasteries in 1535, and
statute for their dissolution, 366 ; Englisli

bibles ordered to be set up in churches in

1538, 406 ; act of 1539 passed for the dissolu-

tion of abbeys, 408, 417 ; exposure of impos-

tures connected with images and relics, 409

;

destruction of the religious houses, 413; act

passed in 1539 for enabling the king to make
bishops, 417; projected applications of the

monastic revenues, and their non-fulfilment,

418 ; the intolerant statute of the Six Articles

passed, 419 ; reformers executed or driven out

of the country by this act, 421 ; continued

burnings for heresies in England, under the

Six Articles act, 446, 447 ; Anne Askew and
others burnt, 449 ; beneficial effect of the act

of 1548, allowing of the marriage of priests,

488 ; varioiis foi-ms of church service before

the establishment of the Book of Common
Trayer in 1548, 489 ; dissensions regarding

the keeping of holidays, 490; the reading of

the Bible forbidden " to tlic lower sort," 492

;

progress of, under Edward VI., iii. 8 ; the

Paraphra.se of the New Testament published

in English, and the Book of Homilies, ih.
;

ecclesiastical visitation to inquire as to the

existence of Roman Catholic abuses, and the

reading of the Bible in English in churches,

8, 9 ; ar;r, for administering the Sacrament in

fccth kinds, 10; act for the mppression of

chaunli ics, ib. ; proclamation against rellglou!

processions, 11 ; the abolition of tliem not
popular, ib.

; act for the uniformity of service,

1 2 ;
publication of the Book of Comraor

I'rayer, 12, 13; persecution of Anabaptis'^
and burning of Joan Bocber, 39 ; Articles of

Belief set forth bv Edward VI., 40; book o(

Canon laws issued by Cranmer, ib. ; Roman
Catholic bishops deprived of their sees, 40,
41 ; execution of Somerset, and account of
his promotion of the doctrines of the Refor-
mation, 44 ; sweeping changes effected by
Mary on her accession, 57, et seq. ; Cranmer,
Latimer, and Ridley condemned for heresy at

t>xford, 73; the statutes against heretics re-

vived, 77 ; the Marian persecution, 79, et seq. ;

list of Protestant victims, 80; mart\rdom of

Hooper, bishop of Gloucester, 83 ; of Rowland
Taylor, at Hadleigh, 85 ;

prevalence of in-

tolerance in both Refoi-mers and Papists, 88

;

Cranmer burnt, March 21, 1556, 93 ; the
church services ordered to be perfoi-med in

English on the accession of queen Elizabeth,
108 ; Mary's statutes in favour of popery re-

pealed, 113 ; dissensions among the Reformers,
and progress of Protestantism on the con-
tinent, 116

;
persecution on the continent of

Protestants in the Netherlands and France
occasions the settlement of a great number of

Calvinists in England, 167 ; a new statute

against Papists passed in 1571, 171
;
growth

of the Puritanical party, 172; plots of the
Jesuits against Elizabefli and the Reforma-
tion, ISO ; increased severities enacted against

Papists, priests being ordered to quit the
country, 181 ; tlie pope excommunicates Eng-
land, and publishes a crusade against,

217
Reformation in Scotland, progress of, ii. 435

;

Patrick Hamilton, the first Protestant martyr
in Scotland, burnt at St. Andrew.s, in 1528,
ib. ; James V. opposes himself to it, ib. ; he
refuses Henry Vlll.'s proposal to make him-
self supreme head of the church, ib. ; VVis-

hart burnt, March 26, 1546, 441 ; cardinal
Beaton assassinated, May 29, I'A. ; hostility of

the queen regent to tlie Reformers, iii. 118

;

the Lords of the Congregation remonstrate,
ib. ; John Knox arrives from the continent,

preaches at Pertli, and the Refoi-mcrs destroy

the monastic houses, ib. ; Elizabeth lends

secret assistance to the Reformers, 119; the
Congregation has recourse to arms, ib. ; Eliza-

beth assists them openlv with an army, and
they besiege and take Leith, 120 ; a Confes-
sion of Faith drawn up by a parliament in

1560, 121 ; other acts passed establishing tlie

reformed religion, 122 ; Knox preaches against

the abstraction of the church patrimony, lA.
;

Knox's attacks upon JLiry, and her avowal oi

luT hatred of him, 125, 126 ; essential dif-

ferences of, from tliat of the Reformation in

England, 136; danger of the establi.'.hment

of, from the opposition of Mary, 137; the
pope's authority abolished, and the Confes-
sion of Faith of 1560 sanctioned, by the par-
liament in December, 1567, 153

Regency bill passed, v. 306 ; ditlerences between
George HI. and his ministers on the, 1765 ; a

regencv bill passed, vi. 276 ; another passed,

1 788, for appointing the prince of Wales re-

gent, vii. 154
Register Book of births, deaths, and marriages.i
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order for the keeping of, in every church, by
Thomw Cromwell, ii. 455

Registration bill passed, 1836, viii. 371, 372
Kegner Lodbrok, first invasion of England by,

i, 70 ; second invasion and death, 93
Eeraonstrauce of London, 1770, vi. 314, 315

;

of the Massachusetts state against war with
Britain, 1812, viii. 5, 7; 8

Rennie, John, aids in draining the Lincolnshire

fens, vii. 15 ; his early career ; and engineer-
ing works of Waterloo bridge, and at the
Docks, viii. 147, 148

Rents, rise of, in the reign of Henry VUL, ii.

475
Resumption biU passed, 1699, v. 234, 235
Revenue, the amount of, in 1547, ii. 457

;

sources of, 458 ; of the cro\vn, as settled on
Charles II., iv. 243

Revenue act, opposition to the, by the Ameri-
cans, 1768, VI. 307

Revolution of 1688, the commencement of a new
era of English history, iv. 448, et seq.

ReTolution in Scotland, v. 90
Bevolution, French, vii. 156-185; 188, 189

191-193; 199-210; 214, 215; 217-243; 2-50

253 ; 260 ; 271-296 ; 298 ; 306-311 ; 320-323
325-334 ; 342-344 ; 346-353 ; 379-385 ; 387-

389 ; 392-396 ; 405 ; 407-411
Eevolution, French, of 1830. See Charles X.,

viii. 250-256
Eevolution, French, narrative of the, of 1848,

viii. 655-558; 560-561
Reynolds, sirJoshua aleadingportraitnainter,

vii. 67 ; first president of the royal ai-aduiiiy

;

knighted, 70 ; contributes to the royal acade-

my's first exhibition, 71 ; critique on his

works; the true founder of the English
school of painting, 73 ; died in 1792, viii.

151
Ricci, Lorenzo, chief of the Jesuits ; opposes

the suppression of the company, vi. 327
liicci, Seb.istian, a ceiling painter, v. 463
Kicci, Marco, a ceiling painter, v. 463
Richard of Cirencester, record by, of "a pro-

found peace,'* from A.D. 211-'286, i. 31 ; list

uf cities in Roman Britain given by, 39
Richard L, beliaviour of, on the death of his

father, i. 304; crowned Sept. 3, 1189, 305;
massacre of the Jews at the coronation of,

306 ; engages in the third crusade, 307 ; mis-
taken sympathy for the character of, ib.

;

quarrels with I'hilip of France, and marries
Berengaria of Navarre. 308 ; conquers Cyprus,

309 ; besieges Acre, tb. ; which surrenders,

310 ; Philip returns to France in anger, 311

;

Richard orders the massacre of the Turkish
hostages, because the Holy Cross h.id not
been delivered, 312 ; marches towards Jerusa-
lem, ib.; defeats Saladin in 1191, 313; is

forced to retreat after reaching Jaffa, 314
;

hears of disturbances in England occasioned

by the intrigues of his brother John, ib.
;

Longchamp his chancellor in England de-
posed, 315 ; Richard is falsely accused of the
murder of the marquis of Montferrat, 316;
last Eastern campaign of, 317 ; approaches
Jerusalem, but again retreats, 318 ; attempts
in vain to retake Jaffa, agrees to a truce, and
tails from Acre on Oct. 9, 1192, 319; is cap-
tured on his return, and imprisoned by the
emperor of Germany, iJ.; is ransomed, 320;
lands at Sandwich, March 12, 1194, 322;
leave* England on May 9, hands at Harfieur,

and pardons John, 329 ; drives Philip out ol

Normandy, 330 ; besieges Chaluz, is wounded,
and dies April 6, 1199, 330, 331, 332

Richard II., coronation of, on July 16, 1377, ii.

3 ; appointment by parliament of a council of

regency, ib. ; ill-success of his foreign wars,

and increase of taxation, 4 ; insurrection
against the poll-tax, headed by Wat Tyler,

in 1381, 5; the demands of the insurgents
granted bv, at Mile End, 6 ; Wat Tyler killed

in Smithfield during a parley with the king,
who then heads the insurgents lumself, and
at length dismisses them to their homes, 7 ;

the grants revoked, ib.
;
proposes to abolish

slavery, but parliament refuses, ib. ; statute

against the preachers of heresies, 9 ; contest

with the pope as to the bestowal of benefices,

10 ; is supported in it by the parliament, 11

;

rise of the Lollards, \b. ; unnecessary and
oppressive interference of the government
of, in social affairs, 15-18 ; mames Anne of

Bohemia, 19; intrigues of his uncles and
ministers, 20 ; war with France to support
the Flemings in 1383, and truce in 1384, ib.

;

becomes suspicious of the duke of Lancaster,
20, 21 ; invades and ravages Scotland, 21

;

rise of Michael de la Pole, ib.
;
projected in-

vasion by the French, and destruction of the
French and Flemish fleets, 22; extravagance
of, and appointment of a commission of re-

gency, 23 ; impeachment and dismissal of De
la Pole, earl of Suffolk, ib. ; tampers with the
judges, and obtains an opinion tnat the com-
mission is illegal, 24; goes to London, the
Lords assemble in arms, and defeat his ad-
herents, ib. ; for about a ye.ir the government
in the hands of a parliamentary council, ib.

;

battle of Otterbourne fought in 1388, ib. ; dis-

misses his guardians and assumes the govern-
ment in 1389, 26 ; his queen, Anne, dies, 27

;

goes to Ireland in 1394 ^\-ith a large army,
ib. ; man-ies Isabella of France, 28

;
parlia-

ment repeals the commission of regency, and
the king becomes despotic, 29 ; duke of Glou-
cester arrested and murdered, 30 ; submission
of the barons, ib.

;
quarrel of the duke of

Hereford with the duke of Norfolk, 31 ; he
banishes them both, 32; seizes the posses-
sions of the duke of Lancaster on his death
in 1398, 33; goes to Ireland \rith an army,
but has little success, 34 ; learns that Henry
of Lancaster has landed in England, and re-

turns to Conwav, ib. ; is captured by the earl
of Northumberland, 35 ; carried to London,
36 ; is deposed, and resigns his rovalty, crown,
and heritage, 37 ; is imprisoned in the Tower,
38; death of, at Pontefract, in 1400, 41;
Henry IV. accused of being his murderer, 43

;

doubts as to the death of, and statement of

his escape from Pontefract, and death of, at
Stirling, in 1419, 44

Richard III. created duke of Gloucester in 1461,
ii. 150; flies with Edward to the duke of
Burgundy on the restoration of Heniy VI.,
162 ; lands with Edward at Ravenspur, 163

;

successfully attacks Warwick at the battle of

Barnet, 165 ; distinguishes himself at the
battle of Tewkesbury, 166 ; different accounts
of the personal appearance of, ib. ; accused of

the murder of prince Edward, 167 ; suppresses
the insurrection of Falconbridge, ib. ; doubts
as to his guilt of the murder of Henry VL,
168; quan-els with Clarence, 172; m'arrie«
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Anne, daugliter of the earl cf Warwick, and
widow of prince Edward, ib,

\
popularity of,

in the North, ib. ; opposes tne treaty of
Picquiny, 174; no foundation for the state-
ment of his causing Clarene'e's death, 175;
takes Berwick, 176 ; swears fealty to Edward
v., 177 ; arrests earl Elvers and the members
cf Edward's council, 17S; is appointed Pro-
tector, 179 ; accuses Hastings of treason, and
causes him to be executed, 181, 182

;
proclaims

his life in danger, 183 ; accuses Jane Shore
of sorcery and conspiracy, 183, 184 ; Shaw
preaches in favour of his claim to the crown,
185 ; and the duke of Buckingham harangues
the citizens on the same subject, ib.

;
parlia-

ment assign him the crown on the ground of
the illegi'tiniacy of Edward V., 186, 187;
causes earl Rivers and others of Edward's
council to be beheaded, 187; he is crowned
at Westminster, July 6, 1483, 188; death of
the two princes in the Tower, ib. ; evidence
a« to their murder considered, 188-192;
ready submission of the people to, and its

causes, 194; mixed character of Richard,
ib.

; acts of clemency and restitution by, ib.
;

revolt of Buckingham, 195; which is sup-
pressed, and Buckingham executed, in 1483,
198 ; merits of Richard as a legislator, ib.

;

salutary laws passed by the paidiament of,

199 ; causes the statutes to be first printed,
and in English, 200 ; encourages printing and
the importation of books, 201 ; death of his
son, 20'2; negotiates with the duke of Brit-
tany, for the delivery of Henry of Richmond,
ib. , death of Anne, his queen, 203

;
publicly

disavows any intention of marrying Eliza-
beth, his brother Edward's daughter, ib.

;

mistaken estimate by, of Henry of Richmond,
as an adversary, ib. ; insuflScient precautions
against treason taken by, 204 ; Richmond
lauds at Milford Haven, ib. ; inadequate pre-
Iiarations to resist, 205 ; battle of Bosworth,
Aug. 22, 1485, 206 ; his death, 207

Richardson, Samuel, his novel of '* Pamela *'

published 1740, 1741 ; its extraordinary popu-
larity, vii. 87, 88 ; his " Clarissa " appears
1748; and " Sir C. Grandison" in 1751,88

Richborough, Roman colony at, i. 37 ; notice of
the ruins of, 38

Richelieu, due de, advises that a battery be
directed on the duke of Cumberland's column,
at Fontenoy, 1745, which is forced to retreat,

vi. 114 ; drives the duke of Cumberland out
of Hanover, 1757 ; convention of Closter

Seven, 229
Richmond, duke of, secretary of state, 1766, vi.

321 ; moves for Penn's examination, 361 ; for

an address to the king on the state of the
nation, 1778, 388

;
proposes a bill for extend-

ing the right of vote, and other parliamentary
reforms, 407

Right of search, disputes between England and
America on the, vii. 544 ; viii. 4

Rights, bill of, passed 1689, v. 97
Kiot act passed 1715, vi. 6
Riots, the Porteus, of Edinburgh, 1736, vi. 78,

79; the Wilkite, London, 1768, 290, 291;
and 1771, 318; the Gordon, 1780, 406-410;
the Birmingham, 1791, vii. 196-198; in
London, 1795, 323; throughout the country,
lsnO-1801, 391, 392 ; on the occasion of Bur-
dett's committal to the tower, 1810, 628 ; in

1812,643; in 1816, viu. 69-61; the reform,

in the citv, 1816, 77, 78 ; at Queen Caroline's
funeral procession, 1820, 174 ; in 1826, 200

;

the Bristol, 1831, 287-290: raised by John
Thorn amongst the Canterburv fanatics, 411-
417; the Chartist, of 1839, 422; the Fn.st
insurrection at Newport, 422, 423 ; rioting in
1842, 499 ; the Rebecca riots in Wales, 605, 506

Ripon. See Goderich.
Ripperda, due de, sent on a secret mission tc

Vienna, to negotiate a treaty, vi. 64 ; dis-

graced ; sent to prison ; reveals the secret
articles of the treaty of Vienna, 55

Rivers, earl, patronage of printing by, ii. 171

;

appointed of the council of Edw.ard V., 176

;

aiTested with the other members of the coun-
cil by order of Gloucester, 178; beheaded,
187 ;

poetic composition bv, 188
Rivoli, battle of, Jan. 14, 1797, vii. 342, 343
Roads, British and Roman, difterent character

of, i. 8, 10, U
Robert succeeds William the Conqueror, as duke

of Norm.indy, i. 218 ; state of Normandy
under, 222; denounces his brother William
as perjured, and prepares for war, 224

;

mortgages his dukedom in 1096 to William
225 ; becomes one of the leaders of the Cru
sade, 226 ; returns to Europe, and marries,

234 ; invades England, but is reconciled to

his brother Henry, to whom he cedes his

claims to the crown of England, 237 ; rebel -

lion of Robert de Belesme against, who is

however pardoned and restored to his estates,

238 ; disaffection of the Norman barons
against, fostered by Henry, 239 ; is attacl-id

by Henry, and taken prisoner, at the battle

of Tenchebrai in 1105, 240; dies a prisoner
in 1135,241

Robert, earl of Gloucester, becomes an adherent
of Matilda against Stephen, i. 251 ; encour-
ages the people of Bristol in their attacks on
Stephen's partisans, 2.52 ; maintains posses-

sion of Bristol and Leeds, 254 ; lands in

England with Matilda in 1139, 260; win»
the battle of Lincoln and takes Stephen pri-

soner, 262, 263 ; captured at Winchester, and
e.xchanged for Stephen, 265; character of,

ib.; death of, in 1147, 268
Robertson, a smuggler, condemned to death foi

robbing an excise collector, butescapee, vi. 80
Robespierre, Augustin, commissioned by the

French convention to punish the Toulonese,
vii. 291 ; death scene of, July, 1794, 310

Robespierre, M. S., leader of the Jacobins;
mover of the self-denying ordinance of the
national assembly, vii. 205 ; his hatred of

Marat, 277; rouses the mob against the Giron-
dins, 277, 278 ; maintains the system of terror,

308; officiates at the festival of the Supreme
Being, 309 ; his speech in the hall of the Con-
vention, ib.; his arrest; attempts to commit
suicide; is guillotined, July 28, 1794, 310; un-
certainty as to what was his real character, ib.

Robin Hood, first mention of, i. 323 ; thecriea

as to the reality of, 323, 324 ; the representa-
tive of resistance to aristocratic tyranny, 324

;

detestation of oppression, and poetical excel-

lence shown in the Robin Hood balln.ds, 325

;

theory of the adventures connected with, being
founded on those of the defeated fulherent« oi

Simon de Montfort, 376
Robinson, F. J. See Goderich.
Rochambeau, comte de, commands the French
armament aent to reinforce the Americansi
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1780. vi. 413 ;
present at Comwnllis's surren-

der, 42S ; a commaiidcr in the French array
sent against Austria, 1792, vii. 219

Knchefort, failure of the Biitish expedition
a^'ainsl, 1757, vi. 229

Uoihcjaquelein, Henri de la, a Vendean leader,
Tii. 294 ; obtains the chief command of their
army, 295; death of, 1793, 296

Rochester, earl of, lord lieutenant of Ireland,
V. 244, 259: supports the motion fur inviting
Sophia of Hanover to En^^Miinil, 306

liockmgham, Charles Wcntwcirlli, marquess of
named first lord of the treasury, 1765, vi. 278,
321 ; difliculty of his position arising from the
disturbances in America, ih. ; weakni'ss of
his administration, 284 ; again becomes first

lord of the tre.isury, 1782; the king's aver-
sion to ; composition of liis ministrv, 436,
469 ; notices the power of revenue ofiicers at

• elections, 441 ; died, July 1, 1782, 450; his
success as a cultivator, vii. 27

Hodney, admiral sir George, destroys the gun-
boats in Havre, vi. 236 ; commands the Heet
sent ag.oinst Martinique, 255 ; his victory
over the Spaniards oft' Cape St. Vincent, Jan.
16, 1780, 410 ; captures St. Eustatius, Feb.
1781, 420 ; defends his conduct against certain
charges, 421 ; arrives at the I!;u-hadoes, Feb.
19, 1782 ; effects a junction with Hood's
squadron, 436 ; chases de Grasse

;
gives him

8 signal defeat, April 12; first employs the
raanceu\Te of " breaking the line," 437 ;

ques-
tion whether he was entitled to the merit of
the idea, discussed, 438 ; capture of the Ville
de Paris, ib. ; and other French vessels, 439

Eoebuck, Dr., originator of modem improve-
ments in manufacturing iron, and founder of
the Carron iron works, vii., 55, 56 ; becomes
embarrassed, 67 ; refuses to allow ]3oulton a
share in Watt's patent, 61 ; ultimately agrees
to sell his share to Boulton, 62

Rogers, Samuel, his "Jacqueline" published,
1814, and " Italy," 1822, viii. 121

Eohilla war, 1774, vii. 124, 125
Koland, appointed minister of the interior, 1792,

vii. 218 ; his wife ; her enthusiastic republi-
canism, ih. ; his dismissal, 220 ; resumes
office, 226; execution of his wife, 1793, 293

Rolisa, battle of, Aug. 17, 1808, vii. 502
Soman dominion in Britain, civilising effects of,

i. 34, et seq. ; roads in Britain, notice of, 34
;

policy in employing natives in their armies,
36 ; the army an instrument of civilisation,

ib. ; fortresses in BriUiin, notice of, 37 ; colo-
nies in Britain, list of, ib. ; ancient remains
of, 37, 38 ; cities of, 39 ; administration in
Britain, 44 ; municipal establishments of, 45;
customs, existing remains of, 48, 49 ; munici-
palities, rise of separate sovereignties in
Britain, from, 69

Romans, progress of the conquests of, in Britain,
i. 20 ; encouraged the settlement of foreigners
in Britain, 44 ; municipal institutions estab-
lished by the, 45 ; evidence of British iron
manufacturing, tin and lead mining by the,

v. 12, 13

lome, intercourse of Britain with, i. 14 ; taken
by the Goths, 56 ; occupied and spoliated by
the French, 1798, vii. 351 ; annexed to
France, 181 1, 635

RomiUy, sir Samuel, present at a dinner with
AVilk'es and Mirabeau; Wilkes defends the
•everity of the criminal law, vii. 115; rejoices

at the occurrence of the French revolution,

183, 184 ; remarks of, on the September mas-
sacres, 1792, 231 ; describes the various par-

ties in 1791, 303 ; remarks on the bread not^
1800, 1801, 391 ; description of French despot-

ism, 1802, 417; praises Pitt's speech, 1803,

424; solicitor-general, 463; sums up the
evidence for Melville's impeachment, 1800,

464 ; engaged in the intjuirv into tha princess

of Wales's conduct, 46a ; eloquent speech on
the abolition of the slave trade, 478 ; remark
of, on Mi's. Clarke's interference in military
promotions, 509 ; his eulogy on Mr. Perceval,
511 ; his remarks on Brougham's speech
against the regent, viii. 54 ; one of the leaders
in bringing about an amelioration of the
nation's social con'lition, 62 ; his efforts in

reforming the criminal laws lead to the aboli-
tion of capital punishment for several cases or

kinds of thefu, 63, 64; returned M.P. for

AVestminster ; the death of his wife a proxi-
mate cause of his suicide, Nov. 2, 1818, 98

Ronke, sir George, present at the battle of La
Hogue, V. 149 ; drives Tourville out of his
shelter in the bay of La Hogue, destroying
nearly all the French ships, 150 ; defeated at

the battle of St. Vincent, and loses a large
number of merchant ships he was convoying,
166 ; commands the armament against Den-
mark, whose navy he drives to the walls of

Copenhagen, 1699, 237; commands the fleet

sent against Cadiz, 1702, 261 ; fails in taking
it, but captures some Spanish galhwns, ib. ;

commands the expeditionary fleet against
Catalonia, 1704, 290; lands at Barcelona, but
re-embarks, and cfi'ects a junction with sir C.
Sho^ el ; the two admirals, with the prince of

Darmstadt, attack and capture the rock of

Gibraltar, Aug. 2, 291 ; fights a drawn battle
with the French fleet, off JIalaga, ib.

Rosbach, battle of, Nov. 5, 1757, vi. 231
Rose, George, secretary of the treasury ; does not

acquiesce in Pitt's bill for reform, vii. 146,
147 ; account of the national assembly's con-
duct by, 1791,201 ; urges Pitt to include Fox
and Grenville and their friends in his admin-
i-tration, 431 ; his account of Pitt's last ill-

ness, 461 ; introduces a bill for regulating
savings' banks, 1816, viii. 70

Eosen supersedes Hamilton as commander of
the forces besieging Londonderry, v. 84 ; his
inhuman conduct, ib. ; he fails in taking the
place ; raises the siege, Aug. 1, 1689, 86

Ross, gen., himself and adni. Cockbum incite
the slaves of America to rebellion, 1814, viii.

14 ; defeats the Americans and bums several
buihlings in Washington, 14, 15; mortally
wounded in battle, Sept. 11, 1814, 16

Roubiliac, L. F., his sculptures, v. 460
Royal Society incorporated by charter in 1662,

v. 62
Rubens, his paintings ; employed by Charles I.

V. 463
RuUecourt, b.aron de. See Pierson, major.
Ruj>ert, prince, appointed to the command of

the horse in the royal army at Nottingham,
iii. 495 ; early career, iv. 2 ; first encounter
between his cavalry and the parliamentarian
forces, 3; insolence displayed by, j'i. ; con-
duct at the battle of tdgehill, 4, 6 ; gains
the battle at Brentford, 8 ; and that of Chal-

E-ove F'ield, 16; takes Bristol, 20; relieves
athom House, 34

;
possesses himself of
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York, 35 ; is defeated at the battle of Mar- I

Bton Moor, 36 ; retreats to Chester, ib. ; is de-

feated at Nasebv, 43, 44 ; his impetuosity,

44 ; surrenders Bristol, 47, 48 ; is dismissed
from his command by Charles I., 48 ; meet-
ing of, with Charles, at Newark, and final

parting, 53 ; appears in St. George's channel
with a formidable fleet, 121 ; admiral
Blake interrupts the operations of, 124

;

takes refuge in Kinsale, ib. ; compelled to

leave the Irish coast, ib. ; sails to the coast of
Portugal, and is followed to the Tagus by
Blake, 149 ; escapes to Spain, 150 ; ap-
pointed to the command of the fleet against
the Dutch in 1666, with Monk, 279 ; is sus-

pected of not having aided Monk with suffi-

cient promptitude in his battle with the
Dutch fleet, 280 ; assists in ravaging the
Dutch coasts, 282 ; is appointed to the com-
mand of the fleet on the resignation of the
duke ofYork, in 1673, 321

Kural industry of the Anglo-Saxons, i. 88, et

sen.

Rush, Richard, the United States plenipoten-
tiary in London ; his description of queen
Charlotte, viii. 98, 99 ; his despatch to Monro
on Canning's letter to himself, 186 ; his dis-

cussions with Londonderry and Canning, 187,

188
Bussell, admiral Edward, allows himself to be
tampered with by James H., but is disgusted

at that king's declaration, v. 148 ; commands
the English fleet at the naval victory of La
Hogue, 149 ; removed from the command of

the fleet, 1693, 161 ; restored again shortly

after, 169 ; appointed to look after Tourville

in 1694, 171 ; impUcated by Fenwick with
having held treasonous correspondence with
James II., 197 ; created earl of Orford, 1697,
198 ; impeached for his concern in the Par-
tition treaties, 246, 247 ; struck off' the privy
council list on Anne's succession, 259

Eussell, lord. See Bedford.

Russell, lord John, takes up the cause of par-

li;mientary reform, 1819 ; obtains tlie disfran-

chisement of Grampound, viii. 102
;
pro-

poses a partial repeal of the corporation and
test acts, so as to admit dissenters to public

offices ; his measure adopted in a compromised
form, 232, 233 ; paymaster of the forces, 267

;

the government reform bill introduced by
him ; his speech explanatory of its purpose,

1831, 271, '272; moves the second reading of

the bill, 275; it having been thrown out
he again brings it forward in the new piulia-

ment, 278 ; carries it in the House of Lords,

280, 281 ; re-ictroduces it into the commons,
Dec. 12, 1831, 293; his resolution on the

nurplus funds of the Irish church, 1835, 357
;

its adoption by the commons leads to the
resignation of the Peel ministry, ib. ; his

municipal corporation refonn bill, 360, et

scq. ; bis measure for commuting tithes, 368,

309; brings forward bills for a general regis-

tration, and for regulating the marriage of

dissenters, 371 ; his bills for introducing
poor law into Ireland, and amending the
criminal law, 1836, 376 ; eulogises William
IV., 377 ; home secretary, 381 ;

government
adopts his resolutions condemnatory of tlie

conduct of the Canadian legislature, 406

;

his bill for inquiring into and redressing the
Canadian grievances, 407 ; grants the release

of Thom, 412, 413 ; condemned for Ms le-

niency towards Frost, 422
;
proposes a fixed

duty on the impoitation of corn, 436, 437 ;

advocates the piinciple of a free trade iu

com, 438, 439; his speech on the address,

440 ; his letter to the city of London electois

advocating a repeal of the com laws, 531,

532; the premiership ofl'ered him by the

queen, 533 ; which he accepts ; but is unable

to form a government, 534 ; first lord of the

treasury, July, 1846, 541 ; his financial

statement ; apprehends a large expenditure

;

his plans for meeting it, 554, 555
Russell, lord \Vm., moves a resolution in the

House of Commons to take into consideration

how to suppress popery and prevent a popish

succession, iv. 356 ; carries up the Exclusiou

bill to the House of Lords, 357 ; accused of a

participation in the Eye House plot in 1683,

371 ; is aiTested and brought to trial on July

13, 372 ; noble behaviour of his wife, 373;
is convicted, and beheaded on July 21, 374_

Ryder, Richard, his bill for punishing stocking

or lace frame destroyers passed, 1812, vii.

543 ; home secretary, 1809-1812, 577
Rysbrack, J. M., his sculptures, v. 460
Kyswick, treaty of, concluded, Sept. 22, 1697,

V. 198, 199, 388
Ryland, his house burnt down by the Birming-
ham rioters, 1791, vii. 197

Sacheverbl, Dr., enraged at Defoe for his

pamphlet on the dissenters, v. 264
;
preaches

before the lord mayor, Nov. 5, 1709, 347 ; he is

ordered to attend at the bar of the House of

Commons, and is impeached, 348 ;
proceed-

ings of parliament against, 350 ; the articles

of impeachment, 350-354
;
popular manifes-

tations in favour of, 353 ; the parliament

sentences him to three years' suspension from
preaching, and his sermons to be burnt, 354

;

this lenient sentence is celebrated as a

triumph by the high church party, 355; his

ovation and progress through tlie country,

359 ; characteristic description of him, as

given by the duchess of Marlborough, 359,

363
;

preaches before the Commons on the

thanksgiving day for peace, July ^, 1713,

398
Safetv Lamp. See Davy; Stephenson.

St. Alban's, first battle of, on May 22, 1455, ii.

138 ; Warwick defeated by Queen Margaret

iu the second battle of, in 1461, 146

St. Aubyn, sir John, remonstrates against the

king's preferring Hanoverian to English in-

terests, vi. 109

St. Bartholomew's, massacre of, iii. 175, 176

St. Christopher's given to Great Britain, 1714,

V. 397 ; taken by the French, 1782, vi. 434,

436; restored to Britain, 1783, 458

St. Domingo, French expedition to ; resistance

opposed by 'I'oussaint, vii. 418, 419

St. Kustatius, capture of, by UoJney, 1781 ; the

king surrenders his intercut in it to the army
and navy, vi. 420 ; retaken by the French,
434

St. Germain, count de, French secretary at war

;

his interview with Steuben, vi. 376

St. Jean d'Acrc, bombardment and capture of,

1840, viii. 435
St. John, viscount Bolingbroke ; he is taken

into Marlborough's confidence, v. 276; re-
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ligns his place in tUe ministry, 1707,333;
bis connection with Swift and the party
press, 370 ; envies Harlcy for being stabbed

;

insinuates tliat the blow was intended for

himself; has a misunderstanding with Ilarley

on this point of honour, 373 ; congratulates
Marlborough on his successes, 1711, 376

;

secretly negotiates with France for peace,

377 ; his letter to Ormond, 392 ; double-deal-
ing of, 393; created viscount Bolingbroke,
1712, but is dissatisfied at not having received
nn earldom ; is despatched on an embassy to

the French court ; he secures the interest of

the duke of Savoy, 396; obtains private in-
lerviews with the chevalier St. George, ib.

;

Louis XIV. presents him with a ring 4000/.

in value, ib. ; urges the chevalier to turn
Protestant ; introduces his Schism bill, 399

;

quarrels with Oxford, and gains the mastery
over him, obtaining the supremacy in the
ministry, 400 ; is disappointed at George I.

being proclaimed king, vi. 2 ; loses his secre-

tary of stateship, 4 ; escapes to France

;

becomes the Pretender's secretary of state
;

is impeaclied by Walpole, June 9, 5 ; meets
the Pretender at Paris, 23 ; is dismissed from
his serrice, 24 ; obtains leave to return to

England; obtains an interview with his
sovereign, 1727, 56; actively opposes Wal-
pole, 1734, 73 ; his character described by
\VaIpole, 74-76 ; he quits England, 76

Bt. Julien, admiral, his contest with the British
at Toulon, 1793, vii. 286, 287

St. Just, cruelty of, vii. 309 ; decreed and led
to the guillotine, 1794, 310

St. Lucia taken by the British, 1762, vi. 2.5.5
;

aiain, 1778, 392; ceded to the French, 1783,
4.58

St. I'ancras church, solecism and unadapta-
bility of its design, viii. 140, 141 ; designed
by the Inwoods ; its cost, 146

St. Paul's Cathedral, buraing of the steeple of,

in 1.561, iii. 130 ; opening of Wren's new
building, Dec. 2, 1697, v. 200

;
plan of, 201

;

proposals to repair the old edifice ; it is burnt
down, 1666, 449 ; Wren's first design for a
new cathedral, 450, 451 ; first stone laid,

1675 ; the last, 1710, 451 ; criticism on,

452
St. Petersburg founded by Peter the Great,

1703, V. 345
St. Philip, Byng neglects to try the relief of,

vi. 213; it surrenders to French arms, June
27, 1756, 214

Saint Ruth, commander-in-chief of James II. 's

Irish army, T. 127 ; defeated by the English
under Ginkell at Aghrim, July 12, 1691,
ib.

St. Sebastian captured by the French, 1719, vi.

37 ; taken by tlie British under general Gra-
ham, 1813, vii. .566

St. Vincent taken by the British, 1762, vi. 255

;

regained 1783, 458
St. Vincent, battle of, Feb. 14, 1797, vii. 336,

337
St. Vincent, earl. See Jervis.

Suladin, extent of the power of, i. 303 ; takes

Jerusalem, 304 ; fails to relieve Acre, 310

;

neglecting to restore the Holy Cross, the
hostages at Acre are massacred, 31 1, 312 ; be-

heads the Cliristian captives in retaliation for

Richard's massacre of the hostages, 312

;

defeated by Kichaid in 1191, 313; com-

voi . IX.—294.

pels Rich.ird to retreat to Ascalon, but in-

terchanges courtesies with him, 314 ; cap-
tures Jaffa, 318; agrees to a truce with
Hichard for three yeirs in 1192, and dies iu

1193,319
Salamanca, or Arapiles, battle of, July 22, 1812,

vii. 553, 554
Sale, sir Robert, general, leaves Cabul, yiii.

4)4 ; harassed by the enemy, 455 ; takes
Jellalabad, 4.58; his heroic ucfence of tLc
place, 45S et seq. ; marches to the relief of
Cabul, 460 ; mortally wounded at the battle
of ferozcshah, 1845, 544

Salt, first bed of rock salt discovered in Cheshire
in 1G70, V. 22; heavy duties levied upon;
abolished in 1823, ib. ; consumption of, in
1839, 23; duty on, revived 1732, ri. 68;
wliich has the effect of preventing the use of
the refuse salt as manure, vii. 27

Bancroft, William, archbishop ; refuses to take
the oath of allegiance to V\ illiam III., v. 70

;

absent at the coronation of William III., 78
;

deprived of his archbishopric, 1091, 124
Sanctuary, enormous abuse of, temp. Henry

Vlt. ii. 244
Sanderson, sir Thomas, raises A war-cry against

Spain, 1739, vi. 94, 95
San Uomingn, trade of, 1789; slave revolt in,

1791, vU. 260
Sandwich, lord, sent to watch over the duke of

Cumberland, vi. 180 ; secretary of state, 1763,
vi. 263 ; he resolves to prosecute Wilkes

;

sets spies on Wilkes's movements and steals
his papers ; complains of him in Parliament,
267 ;

secretary of state, 1763-1765, 321 ; aids
in cross-examining Penn on the feeling of

America towards England, 361 ; replies tc

Chatham's proposed amendment on the ad-
dress, 1777, 381

Sandys, moves for Walpole's dismissal from the
king's councils, 1741, vi. 102 ; his motion
rejected, 103

San Mateo besieged by count of Las Torres ; re-
lieved by Peterborough, v. 296

Saratogii, convention of, signed Oct. 17, 15 77,
vi. 380

Sardinia taken by admii-al sir J. Leake, 1708,
V. 338

Sarsfield, general, commander of the garrison
at Limerick ; makes a sortie during the siege
of 1690 upon the guns and stores of William's
aimy, destroying or rendering them useless,
V. 117 ; inactive part taken by, at the battle
of Aghrim, July, 1691, 128

Sarum, town ana hill-fort in the time of the
Roman dominion, i. 13

Saunders, admiral, supersedes West in his
command, 1756, vi. 213, 214; conveys Wolfe
and his army to Quebec, 237

Savannah taken by the British, vi. 399
Savery, I'homas, steam-engine invented by, v.

39
Savile, sir George, M.P. for Yorkshire

; pre-
sents the county petition for redress of
grievances, 1780, vi. 401 ; moves for a list of
crown places, 403 ; his house gutted by the
Gordon rioters, 408

Savings Banks, establishment of, at Tottenham
in 1798 and 1804; at Bath in 1808; at Ruth-
well in 1810 ; and in Loudon, 1816, viii.

70
Savoy annexed to France, 1792, vii, 237; re-

stored to Piedmont, viii. 43
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Saxe, marshal, appointed to command the

troops for the projected invasion of England,
174a ; that expedition failing he takes the

command of an army in the Low Countries,

'i. 110; commands the French at Fontenoy,
17-15, 113

;
persuades Louis XV. to retire

from the battle, 114; gains the victory over

the allies at Laufl'eld, July 2, 1747, 180

Saxe Gotha, princess of. See Frederick of

Wales, vii. 84-86; 189, 338
Saxon shore, " Litus Saxonicum," opinions of

l-)r. Lappenberg, Sir F. falgrave, and Mr.
Kemble as to its meaning a settlement of

Saxons, i. 44
Saxon invasion of Britain, obscurity of the

events of, i. 61 ; rapid succession of Saxon
kings or chiefs, 62

;
gradual extension of the

dominions of, 63 ; native seats of, ib. ;

lieathendom, account of, 65 ;
period, close of,

184 ; influence of, on the national character,

ib.

Saxons, probable settlement of large numbers
of, in England, before the Saxon invasion,

i. 44, 47 ;
principle of personal freedom pro-

bably derived from, 46 ; obscure interval

between their supremacy in Britain, and that

of the Romans, i. 56
Schellenberg, or Donawert, battle of the, July

2, 1704, v. 278
Scliism bUl, passed 1714, v. 400 ; Stanhope

desires the repeal of the, vi. 35
Schomberg, marshal, lands in Ireland with an

army, Aug. 13, 1689, v. 86; unable to do

anything from the neglected condition of the

army, which suifered from want of clothes,

medicine, and even necessaries, 100 ; re-

inforced, 105 ; leads the centre at the battle

of the Boyne, 108 ; rallies the retreating

Protestants and is slain, July 1, 1690, ib.

Schools. See Education.
Sciences, sketch of the state of the, temp.

\Villiam and Anne, v. 61-63 ; knowledge of

the, spread and increased by the Jesuits, vi.

327 ; scientitic labours and discoveries of

llerscbell, Davy, Dalton, WoUaston, and
Jeniier, viii. 129-131 ; scientific writers iu

1842, 483
Scinde, conquest and wise administration of, by

sir C. J. Napier, 1843, viii. 507-511

Scindia wars with Holk.rr ; then allies with
him against the British, vii. 455; defeated

at Assye by Wellington, 458 et seq. ; and
again Nov. 29, 1803 ; signs a treaty mth the
British, Dec. 30, 460 ;

joins the Mahratta
confederacy against the British, viii. 216

;

agrees to aid the British against the Pin-
durees; his faithlessness, 217

Scott, John. See Eldon.

Scott, sir Walter, prejudices of, against the

union, v. 317 ; his verse romances
;
pubUca-

tion of "The Lay of the Last ilmstrel,"

ISUo; "Marmion,"" 1808; and the "Min-
strelsy of the Scottish Border," viii. 119

;

two critiques, 120 ; his immense popularity,

ib. : failure of his dramas, 125 ; high success

of his Waverley novels, 126, 127 ; his com-
mercial failui-e an example of the danger of

drawing upon future wealth, 199
;

his ho-
nourable etforts to discharge his obligations,

ib. ; urges the Scotch to treat Charles X.
respectfully, 256; benefits conferred on his

family by the copyright act, 465, 466
Sebantiuni, general, his report on the practi-

cability of France reconquering Egypt, vii,

419, 420 ; the French ambassador at Constan.
tinople; his offers to sultan Selim, 484;
joins Victor in the Peninsula, 522

Secession. See American Secession.

Secular law, state of. temp. Henry II., i. 283
Sedgemoor, battle of, July 5, 168.5, iv. 395
Seditious meetings bill brought in by I'itt,

vii. 323 ; opposition to it, 323, 324
;
passed

1795, 324 ; another passed Mar. 29, 1817, viii.

79,80
Selden, John, joins in the protestation of tha
House of Commons, in 1621, against the
king's interference with their liberty of

speech, iii. 382 ; assists in the debate on the
Petition of Right, in 1628, 397 ; committed
to the Tower after parliament had been dis-

solved, in 1629, 404
Selwyn, major, denounces British interference

in "continental affairs, vi. 138
Senlac, original name of the spot where the

battle of Hastings was fought, i. 180 et

seq.

Septennial act, debates and remarks on the

;

passed 1716 ; vi. 24, 25 ; its repeal agitated,

73
Seringapatam, besieged and taken by the Bri-

tish, 1791, vii. 259 ; and again in, 1799, 378,

379
Seton, Mr., of Pitmedden, one of the commis-

sioners for estabhshing the union, 1706, v.

322 ; his arguments in favour of the scheme,
323

Settlement, early establishment of the law of,

iii. 269 ; ill effects of, and severities exercised

under, 270 ; its severity on the poor, v. 48,

49 ; vii. 11 ; viii. 67 ; slightly alleviated,

1801,67,68
Seven years' war, history of the, vi. 215, 216

;

228-2'36 ; 249-251 ; 254-257 ; 467
Severus, wall of, i. 29, 30 ; suppresses the re-

volt of the Brigantes and Mueatae, 31 ; ueath
of, A.D. 211, ib.

Seville, peace of, Nov. 9, 1729, v. 390; vi.

60
Seymour, sir Edward, his remarks on the want

of good British generals, v. 153; liis contempt
of Scotland's poverty, 215 ; comptroller, 1702,
259

Seymour, lord Thomas, brother of Somerset,

marries Catlicrine, widow of Henry VIII,,

iii. 15 ;
quarrels with his brother, ib. ; ad-

dresses the princess Elizabeth after the death
of his wife, 16 ; is accused of treason, con-
victed, and executed, ib. ; charge against, of

defrauding the Mint in conjunction with sir

J. Sharrington, 19 ; letters of, to the prin-

cesses Mary and Elizabeth, 18

Shaftesbury, Anthony Ashley Cooper, earl of,

becomes a member of the Cabal ministry, in

1667, iv. 302; character of, by Butler and
Uryden, 304; complicity of, in Charles be-

coming a pensioner of Prance, 306; shifting

policy of, ib. ; is created earl of Shaftesbury,

and made lord chancellor, 318 ; cliaracter of,

319 ; declares the Declaration of Indulgence
illegal, 321 ; is dismissed from his office of

chancellor, and becomes the leader of the op-

position, 323 ; letter attributed to, descri|)tivo

of the composition of the HousS of Commniis,
ib. ; committed to the Tower for opinions ex-
pressed in the House of Lords, iu 1077, 328

;

is suspected of having fomented \.\\o I'opi.sh
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Plot in 1678, 333; is named president of the
CO' mcil in 1679, and continues to lead the op-
S'osition, 344; is dismissed from the presi-
cncy, 352

;
presents the diike of York as a

popisn recusant to the Grand Jur^ at West-
minster, ib. ; supports the Exclusion Bill in
the House of Lords, which is rejected, 357

;

is indicted for high treason in 1681, and the
grand jury throw out the bill, 364 ; he flies

to Holland, 366; death of, in 1683, ib.

Shah Alum. See Alum, Shah.
Shah Soojah, an expelled sovereign, and pen-

sioner of the East India Company, viii. 450
;

the British undertake the Alighan war to re-
enthrone him, 451 ; restored to his sove-
reignty, 453 ; complains of his position, 453,
454 ; assassinated, 460

Shakspere, William, characteristics of his
dramas, iii. 301 ; nationality of, ib. ; know-
ledge of, and taste for, disseminated by Steele,
V. 408 ; Roubiliac's statue of, 461 ; impulse
given to Shaksperean criticism, viii. 483,
484

Shannon, fight between the, and the Chesa-
peake, June 1, 1813, viii. 11

Sharpe, Granville, aids in promoting the aboli-
tion of slavery, vii. 466

Sharp, William ; his engravings, viii. 156
Shaw, sir James ; his courage in quelling the

riots of 1816, vii. 77
SheflReld, trades of, v. 28 ; obtains parliamen-

tary representation, 1832, viii. 307 ;
popula-

tion in 1831 and 1861, 308
Shelburue, earl of, dismissed his offices, and

treated with coldness by the king for voting
against government on the general warrant
question, 1764, vi. 269: secretary of state,

1766-1768, 285, 321
;
praises the king's noble-

ness of mind, 432 ; secretary of state, 1782,
436, 469 ; his remarks on contractors, 441

;

circular issued by, on the volunteer question,
442, 443; his Irish trade motion rejected,

444 ; commences overtures of peace with
Franklin, 449 ; Fo.x obtains a share in the ne-
gotiations ; differences arise between the two

;

Bhelborne appointed first lord of the trea-
sury, 1782, 450 ; resigns his premiership,
Feb. 24, 1783, 460; advocates for free
trade, ib.

Shelley, P. B. ; " Queen Mab " published, 1812

;

drowned, 1821 ; high character of his poetry,
viii. 121

Shepherd, sir Samuel, attorney-general; pro-
secutes Hone for libel, viii. 86, 87

Sheridan, R. B., elected M.P. for Stafford, vi.

419; resigns office, 1782, 450; defends the
proceedings of the National Assembly ; Burke
renounces him, vii. 187 ; condemns, with
others, the proceedings of the National Con-
vention against Louis XVI. 243 ; opposes the
" Traitorous Con-espondence " bill, 267

;

patriotically supports tlie m\itiny bills of
1797, 341

;
his speech on the projected French

invasion of England, 1798, 350; moves an
amendment to the address, 1799, 371 ; advo-
cates a hearty co-operation with Spain against
France, 499

Sherittinuir, battle of, Nov. 13, 1715, vi. 15,
16

Shippen ; his remarks on the king's speech,
1717, vi. 33, 34 ; sent to the Tower in conse-
quence, 34

Shore, sir John. See Teignmouth, lord.

Shovel, sir Cloudt ?Iey, joins with sir G. Eooko
and the prince of Darmstadt in the capture of

Gibraltar, 1704, v. 291 ; commands the fleet

carrying troops to Barcelona, 294 ; commands
the English and Dutch fleet employed in the
attack upon France, 1707 ; bombards Toulon

;

wrecked on his return home, Oct. 22, 332

;

supposed to have been murdered bv an old
woman ; description of the wreck, 333

Shrewsbury (or Hateley Field), battle of, July
21, 1403, when Hotspur fell, u. 49

Shrewsbury, duke of, negotiates with Anne as to

her revenue, v. 98, 99 ; William III.'s

favourite minister; resigns his secretary of
stateship at the command of James II., to
whom ho deserts, 1690, 102, 103; again
oflered the office of secretary of state, whi'?h
he accepts along with a dukedom, 170; re-

commends Marlborough to William's favour,
172; correspondence between William and,
1696j 194, 195; accused of having com-
municated with James II., 197; the Queen
appoints him lord high treasurer, 400 ; vi. 1

Sidniouth, viscount. See Addington.
Sidney, Algernon, opposes the trial of the king,

iv. 106; is accused of participation in the
Eye-House Plot, in 1683. 372 ; his defence,
and conviction, 374 ; is beheaded on Dec. 7,
375

Sidney, sir Philip, serves in the army sent to
assist the Netherlands, iii. 183; death of, at
Zutphen, 184; funeral of, 213

Sieves, abbe, proposes that the Tiers fitats be
called the "National Assembly," vii. 168,
his plans for a constitution accepted by the
people, 321 ; a member of the French direc-
tory, 383, appointed one of the three consuls
1799, 385

Sign paintings. See Painting.
Sikh war, 1815, 1846, viii. 544, 545
Silbury Hill, the largest artificial mound in
Europe, i. 12

Silchester, i. 13; account of the Koman city of,

i. 39, 40, 41

Silk; Lombe's mill at Derby ; trade of; state

of manufacture, v, 20, 21 : prohibition of
Indian silks, 38

Silures, unsubdued during the reign of Claudius,
i. '22

Simnel, Lambert, imposture of, ii. 212 ; repre-
sents himsell as son of the duke of Clarence,
ib. ; his pretensions supported by the duchess
of Burgundy, ib.

;
proclaimed king in Dublin,

213; lands in England with a force under
Martin Swartz, is defeated at Stoke, on June
4, 1487, and taken prisoner, ib. ; appointed to
a mean office in Henry's kitchen, 214

Sindercomb, Miles, plot of, against Cromwell, iv.

205 ; its failure, tb.

Sing, Cheyte. See Cheyto Sing.
Singapore, ceded to the British, viii. 218
Singh, Ammer. See Ochterlony,
Sinking fund scheme, Pitt's, vii. 147, 148
Siward, earl of Northumbria (the Siward of

Shakespere's Macbeth), notice of, i. 163
Skippon, major, his speech to the Londoners, iv.

10 ; takes the place of Esse.\ as commander,
37; commands the centre with Fairfax ut
battle of Nascby, 43 ; escorts the payment i f

money to the Scots for the surrender of Char'e
L, 63

Slave trade carried on by Bristol traders, 17th
and ISth centuries, v. 7 ; by the merchants of
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Liverpool and Lyme, 25 ; Assiento contract
for the supril}' of slaves renounced by England
1750, vi. 407; debate on, 1792; parliament
resolves on its abolition, vii. 212; slaves

emancipated by France, 1792, 418 ; she
desires to re-establish the trade, 419 ; debates
on, 1806

;
progress of the cause of abolition

;

parliament resolves to abolish, 406-468

;

slave trade abolition bill passed ; receives the
royal assent, March 25, 1807, 478; Eng-
land and America agree to put down, 19;
abolished by Bonaparte; persisted in by
Portugal and Spain, 46 ; debates on, 1823, 1824

Slavery, existence of, in England under the
Romans, i. 46 ; imposed by statute as a pun-
ishment for vagrancy in 1547, ii. 470 ; the
statute repealed in 1549, iii. 38

Slavery, colonial ; Canning's resolutions for

ameliorating the condition of slaves with a
view to their ultimate emancipation agreed to,

viii. 193 ; slavery laws, 194 ; ease of Mr. Smith
the missionary, 194, 195; resume of parlia-

mentary eflbrts towards abolishing, 327 ; re-

solutions in Mr. Stanley's bill for the aboli-

tion of, in the British colonies, 327, 328
;
pro-

gress of the bill through parliament, 1833, 328

;

the tirst day of emancipation in America, Aug.
1, 1834, 329 ; Dr. Chaajhing's address on the
abolition of, 329, 330 ;

pfoposition of president
Lincoln in 1862 to emancipate slaves, 330

;

effects of the abolition, 330, 333 ; treaty with
Brazil for abolition of, Oct. 18, 1825, 383;
emancipation of the slaves in Jamaica, 419

Bniirke, sir K., his architectural works, vii. 81

;

viii. 144
Smith, John, a missionary, tried on a charge of

inciting the Demerara negroes to revolt

;

sentenced to death ; dies in consequence of

imprisonment while in ill-health; his case

brought before the British parliament, vui.

194, 195
Smith, sir Sidney, conducts the blowing up of

the French fleet and arsenals on the evacua-
tion of Toulon, Dec. 1793, vii. 290; defends

Acre, 1799, 380, 381 ; commands the English
fleet assisting the 'Turks, 1801, 405 ; com-
mands a squadron at Palermo, 1806, 473

Smith, Sydney, desires the continuance of peace,

1823, viii. lS3 ;
" Mrs. Partington's " speech

on the reform bill, 1831, 284, 285 ; urges lord

Grey to create peers to secure the passing of

the reform bill, 294 ; describes the cruelty of

not allowing counsel to prisoners, 369, 370

;

his idea of the queen's first duty, 399
Smolensk, battle before, 1812; evacuated by

the Russians, vii. 557
Smollett, Tobias, his vivid description of the

attack upon Carthagena, vi. 98, 99
;
publica-

tion of his "Roderick Random,' 1748;
*' Peregi-ine Pickle," 1751 ; and "Ferdinand,
Count Fathom," 1753, vii. 89 ; manners of

18th century illustrated from his works, 91,

92,94,95, 112

Bmuggling, extensive practice of, vi. 78-80 ; vii.

145
Boane, sir John, built the Bank of England, the

Treasury front, and some other editices, viii.

14.3, 144
Soap, duties formerly laid upon, and consump-

tion of, V. 23
Bobraon, battle of, Feb. 10, 1846, viii. 645
Social evils, temp. 'William and Anne, v. 60
Societies, for reforming manners, first adopted

by the Puritans, v. 205 ; Society for Promot-
ing Christian Knowledge established about
1698, 206; Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel established about 1698, ib. ; an older

one was established in 1649, but it died out
soon after the Restoration, ib. ; artists stimu-
lated by the Society of Arts, vii. 66 ; Society
of Sign Painters, and exhibition of paintings
b}' them, 69 ; meetings of the London Corre-
sponding, the Constitutional Information, and
the Friends of the People Societies, denounc-
ing the J'rench revolutionary doctrines, 247 :

Hampden Clubs, viii. 73 ei stq. ; Society of

Speneean Philanthropists, 75, 76 ; British

Institution, 151 ; Society of Painters in

"Water-colours foraied 1805, lo5 ; Society for

the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge originated
by lord llrougham, 1826, 230 ; good and cheap
literature issued by it, 230, 231

Socinians, statute against, 1698, v. 204
Soda, manufacture of, promoted by the aboli-

tion of the tax on salt, v. 22
Solraes, count, leads the Dutch guards at the

battle of the Boyne, v. 108 ; his charge on the
Irish, 109, 110; commands the English at

Steinkirk ; his conduct at the battle blamed,
153, 154 ; slain, 1693, 154

Somers, lord, named solicitor-general, 1689, v.

68 ; made lord keeper, 1693, 161 ; is the leader

of his part}', 169
;
promoted to the lord chan-

cellorship, 1697 ; and made a peer, 198; sends
"William a blank commission for appointing
commissioners, 228 ; removed from Iiis lord
chancellorship, 1700, 235 ; impeached in
1701 for his concern in the Partition treaties,

246 ; conferred with by William on the stale

of English politics, 251 ; loses his place in the

privy council on the accession of queen Anne,
1702, 259 ; his weariness of factions, 270 ; has
a great influence in bringing about the union
of the two kingdoms, 315 ; his opinion on the

Septennial Act ; died, 1716, vi. 25
Somerset, Edward Seymour, duke of. See Hert-

ford, earl of.

Somerset House, notice of the building erectei)

by the duke of Somerset, iii. 36

Somerset, Robert Carr, earl of, rapid ride of,

from London to Edinburgh to inform Jaraeit

of Elizabeth's death, iii. 308; lavishness ol

James towards, 341 ; assumes the government
of the kingdom after Cecil's death, 360 ; mar-
riage of, to the divorced lady Essex, 361 ;

trial of, with the countess, for the murder of

Sir Thomas Overbury, 305, 366; deceitful

conduct of the king towards, 365 ; they are

convicted, and pardoned, 367
Somersetsliire, a specimen of its dialect, v. 15 ;

agricultural progress of; King's Sedgmoor
and the Quantock hills, vii. 23 ; Exmoor, its

black-cocks and stags, 23, 24 ; forty-one per-

sons to every 100 acres, 24

Sophia, princess, of Hanover; her parentage,

husband, and child ; description of; becomea
heir to the English crown, v. 241 ; death of.

May 14, 1728, 399
Sopliia, princess of Zcll, wife of George I., from
whom she was divorced and confined in

Aldhen Castle on account of a supposed con-

nection with count Konigsm:u'k, vi. 3; died

November 13, 1726, 56

Soubise, prince de, encamps near Mucheln, vi,

230 ; defeated at Rosbach by Frederick, 231

Soult, marshal, serves in Jourdan's oi'my, vii
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312; defeated by Moore nt Conmna, Jan.lSOO,

fi06 ; his testimony to Moore's merits, 507 ;

takes possession oi' Oporto, March 29, 510

;

obliges Wellington to retreat, 1809, 523; de-

feated at the oattle of Albuera, May, 1811,

538 ; retreats to Seville, 538, 539 ; and joins

forces with Marmont, 539; commands the

French anny in Spain, 1813. 562; fights tlio

battles of the Pyrenees, 562, 563 ; his engage-
ment with Wellington and Hill, 567 ; de-

feated by Wellington at Orthez, Feb. 27,

1814, 56'9; retreats to Toulouse, where he

again fights with Wellington, April 10, 570;
his enthusiastic reception at the queen's coro-

nation, viii. 410 ; succeeds to the ministry on
Thiers' resignaticn, 435

South Sea Company, its proposed scheme ; eager-

ness of the public 10 obtain share?, 1720, vi.

40 ; various other contemporary sclu'mes, 41
;

the company endeavours to obtain a monopoly
by repressing other eiunpanies, which brings

about its own downfall ; tlie rapid sinking of

the stock, 42 ; and final bursting of tlie

bubble ; Walpole appointed to restore the

national credit, 43 ; tlie South Sea scheme
compared with the Mississipi scheme of John
Law, 43, 44 ; bribery comi>laints from various

trades, showing tlieir deplorable state and the

universal want of money, 44 ; Walpole's plan

for sustaining the national credit ; (sommittee

of inquiry appointed ; tiiglit of Knight, the

casliier of the company ; the various fates of

earl Stanhope, eari of Sumlerland, Aislabie,

James Craggs, and the postmaster-general,

45 ; the directors' estates are confiscated, and
themselves declared incapable of holding any
government office, 46

6outhey, Robert, character of the ancient

Britons by, i. 11 ; he condemns the inquisi-

torial character of tlie property tux, viii. 53
;

his style described by Byron, viii. US; his

mental decay, 467
Southwell, iioor law reforms earned out at, prior

to 1834, vii. 338
Sovereigns, Table of. See Tables.

Spafields meeting of reformers and riot, 1816,

viii. 76-78
Spencean philanthropists, the, their origin and

objects, viii. 75, 76
Spencer, earl. First Lord of the Admiralty,

1794, vii. 316; secretary of state for home
department, 1806, 404

Spenser, Edmund, embodiment of early English
legends by, i. 2 ; characteristics of hispoetrv,

iii. 300
Spenser, Hugh. See Edward II.

Spithead, the mutiny at, 1797, vii. 338-340

Sports and Games. See England.
Stacl, Madame de, her remarks on Pitt and Fox,

vii. 270 ; her description of the first days of

the consulate, 393, 394
Stage. See Drama.
Stage coaches in the 18th century ; manners as

connected with, vii. 91, 92
Stair, earl of, commands the British troops in

Flanders, 1743, vi. 110; cut oil' from bis sup-

plies; ad\-ises George'll. to make some peril-

ous adventure; his advice not being adopted,

he resigns his commission, 111

Stamp Act passed 1711 ; duties imposed by it;

efiects produced by, v. 394 ; for taxing

America, 1765, vi 271, 272 ; opposition to it

in America, 272, 273; debates and remarlu

on the, 272-274 ; further opposition in Am—
rica, 278; petition of London inercuajiL!

against it, 278, 280 ; Pitt urges its repeal, 279,

280; examination of Dr. Franklin on the

American temper respecting the, 280, 281
;

repeal of the, 283, 284
Standard, battle of the, i. 253
Stanhope, James, earl of, general, sent Tvith

reinforcements for the relief of Barcelona,

1706, V. 298 ; carries Port Mahon in conjunc

tion with admiral Leake, 1708,338; applies

the question of Sacheverel's impeachment to

the high churdi doctrines, 352 ;
persuades

Charles to take the field against Philip V.

;

gains the battle of Almenara, July 20, 1710
;

and that near Saragossa, Aug. 20 ; enters

Madrid, Sept. 21, 366 ; retreats to Brihuega
;

is surprised by the French under Vendomc ;

tights with him, and suiTcnders himself and

army, Dec. 9, 367 ; becomes a secretary of

state, vi. 5 ; introduces a law excluding crown

pensioners from jiarlianient, 25 ; negotiates,

for a French alliance, with the abbe Dubois,

27 ; discountenances violent measures against

Kussia, 28; reverses Gyllenburg's intrigues

to the council ; disagrees with Townshend, ib.
;

obtains the chief administration of afl'airs, 30
;

raised to the peerage, 1717, 32; desires to

avert the war with Spain, 1718, 34 ; obtains

the repeal of the occasional Conformity and
Schism acts ; desires also that of the Test act

;

and the mitigation of the penal laws against

Koman Catliolics, 35 ; his death, caused by a

rush of blood into his head during a fit of

anger, 1721, 46
Stanhope, earl, his experiments on the con-

struction of steam-ships, 1794, vii. 305

Stanhope, Charles, cleared of the charge of

briiierj' brought against liim, vi. 45

Stanislaus Leczinsky, set up as king of Poland

by Charles XII. v. 330 ; began to reign, 1704;

Augustus restored in 1709, 476; his claim to

the throne supported by France on the death

of Augustus, vi. 71

Stanley, E. G. S. See Derby, earl of.

Star-Chamber court institufed by Henry YII.

in 1488, ii. 242; extended juris'diction given

to, by Charles I., iii. 406 ; severe sentence of,

on PVynne, in 1633, for publishing the " His-

trio-mastix," 411 ; and on Dr. Leighton for

writing against Prelacy, 413; convicts and
indicts heavy punisliments, in 1637, on

Prynne, Burton, and Bastwick, for tlieii

anti-prelatical writings, 423 ; fines the city of

Loniion 70,000/. for an infringement of the

conditions on which they held their lands in

Ulster, 426; its prisonere released on the

opening of the Long Parliament, in Nov. 1640,

444 ; abolished by st.atute, 400
Staremberg, general, joins general Stanhope in

a campaign against Philip of Spain, 1710, v.

366 ; engages Vendunie at Villa Viciosa, Dec.

10 ; retreats to Barcelona, 367
Statute of ^\'inchester, 1285, provisions of, L

385, 386
Statutes of Labourers, pa-ssed in 1349 and 1351.

in order to fix their residence, and to £feta-

blish a scale of wages, i. 470, 471 ; injustice

and inefficiency of, 472
Steam-boats, Stanhope's experiments in the

construction of, vii. 305 ; introduction of, on

the Clyde, the Thames, and Loch Lomond,
Tiii. 131, 132 ; first employed by the nary is
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tht Birmese war, 221 ; improvements in, 409;

war steamers first employed in battle at the
siege of St. Jean d'Acre, 1840, 435

Steam-engine ; Savery's invention ; bill for

encouraging the, v. 29 ; employed in the cot-

ton manufacture, vii. fi2 ; thirty-three mil-

lion spindles driven in 1856 by, 53, vast im-
provements in the, made by Watt, 61 ; Watt
and Boulton's Soho works, 62 ; final establish-

ment of the, and its amazing influence upon
the affairs of the world, 63, 64 ; the sword's

antagonist, ib. ; applied to navigation pur-
poses, 305, viii. 131, 132

Steam printing machine ; its influence in

promoting a spread of knowledge, viii. 132
Steele, Richard, Swift's intimacy with, v. 369

;

turned out of his emplovroent for satirising

Harley, 370 ; expelled the House of Com-
mons for writing a pamphlet entitled the
"Crisis," 1713; ably defended by Addison
and Walpole, 399 ; starts the " Tatler," April

12, 1709, 402; character and aim of this

work, 403 ; his influence and objects as an
essayist, 406; with Addison directs the at-

tention of the people to Shakspere and Milton,

408 ; his creation of Sir A. Freeport, Captain
Sentry, and Will Honeycomb, 409, 410; the

Spectator's club, 410, 411 ; his notice of three

plays, 420; description of the prude and
coquette by, 423 ; denounces luxurious dining

and the fashion of duelling, 427 ; endeavours

to repress gaming, 429 ; advocates for mercy
towards the rebel lords, vi. 20 ; opposed the
Peerage bill, 1719, 38

Steinkirk, battle of, Aug. 3, 1692, v. 152, 153;
debate on the, 153, 154

Stephen, earl of Boulogne, swears to the succes-

sion of Matilda, i. 244 ; departs for England
on the death of Henrv I. '249

; crowned king

of England on Dec. 26, 1135, 260 ; remark-
able outbreak of the people against the Forest

Laws, and general confusion, I'J.
;
preferred

by the people to a female sovereign, 2-51

;

evil effects of the feudal system under, id.
;

early reaction of the nobles in favour of

Matilda, lA. ; is attacked by David, king of

Scotland, who supports the claim of Matilda,

252 ; the Scots defeated by the bishop of

Durham, with t'ne aid of the Saxons, in the

battle of the Standard, 253 ; reduces some
of the disaffected barons, 254

;
quarrels with

the clcrgv, and arrests the bishops of Salis-

bury and Lincoln, 260 ; his brother, the bishop

of Winchester, denounces him at a sjTiod,

and he is threatened with excommunic;ttion,
id. ; Matilda lands in England to support her
claim, and is besieged in Arundel castle, 261

;

is allowed to pass to Bristol to join the earl of

Gloucester, ib. ; evils of the destructive par-

tisan war, ih. ; battle of Lincoln, 262 ; taken
prisoner and confined in Bristol castle, 263

;

his wife expels Matilda from London with
the aid of the inhabitants, 263 ; is exchanged
for the earl of Gloucester, who had been cap-

tured at Winchester, 2G5 ; sympathy of the

people for, ib. ; besieges Matilda in ' >xford, 266;
turmoil and desolation in the kingdom in

1142, '267; is attacked by Henry II., whom
he accepts as his successor, 268 ; dies Oct. 25,

1154, 269
Steplunson, George, his rise from the position

of engine foreman ; his patent safety lamp
;

constructs a locomotive, 1814, viii. 269 ; con-

structs the Darlington and Stockton, anJ th«
Liverpool and Manchester railways, 259, 260

;

hiB ' Rocket " engine ; railway works by
himself and his son, Robert, 260, "261

Sterne, Lawrence, his " Tristram Shandy" pub-
lished, 1759-1767, vii. 89

Steuben, aide-de-camp to Frederick of Prussia,
vi. 376 ; volunteers into the American ser-
vice, 377 ; condition of the American army
according to, 383 ; he drills and re-organisea
it, 383, 384 ; one of the court appointed to
try Andre ; his concern for Andre, 415; ren-
ders valuable assistance at the siege of York
Town, 1781, 427 ; his remarks on the siege,

427, 428
Stevenson, colonel, pursues the Scindia's army,

vii. 457 ; unable to join Wellington in time
to take part in the battle of Assye, 458 ; takea
Asseerghur and Burhampoor, 460

Stewart, General, sent to take Rosetta ; com-
pelled to retreat, 1807, vii. 485

Stockdale and Hansard, case off. See Hansard.
Stockholm, treaty of, Mar. at, 1724, v. 389 ;

Mar. 3, 1813, vu. 680
Stockings, manufacture of, in the 16th, 17th,

18th and 19th centuries, v. 19
Stoke, battle of, in support of Lambert Sininel,
on June 4, 1487, ii. 213

Stonehenge, notice of, i. 13
Stopford, sir R. admiral ; his naval successes

against Mehemet AU, viii. 434, 435
Storm, great, of 1703 ; Eddvstone lighthouse

destroyed by it, v. 10, U, 269
Stomiont, lord, maltreated by the Gordon

rioters, 1(30, vi. 408; secretary of state, 1779-
178'2, 469

Stothard, his paintings; vignettes, viii. 152
Strabo, statement of, relating to the peaceful
communication of the Britons with the
Romans, after Caesar's invasion, i. 8

Strafibrd, earl of (sir Thomas Wentworth), sup-
ports the Petition of Right in 1628, iii. 397

;

becomes chief minister of Charles I. after the
death of Buckingham, 409 ; is created a
viscount, made Lord President of the North,
and Lord Deputy of Ireland, 410; explains to
Laud the principle of thorough, on which
England and Ireland were to be governed,
411

;
proposes to the king a monopoly of salt,

416 ; strong expressions in favour of the
levy of Ship Money, 421

;
prevented by ill-

ness from taking the command of the English
forces against the Scots at Newbum, 437;
wishes to return to Ireland, but the king
pledges himself for his safety, and he remains
in London, 439 ; is impeached b}' the House
of Commons in 1641, 444,445; is arrested

and committed to the Tower, 446 ; charges
brought against, 448

;
preparation of "West-

minster Hall for the trial of, 449 ; conduct of

during the trial, 450 ; his defence, 451

;

papers of the Privy Council furnished against,

45'2; his eloquent speech on, dining hi}

defence, 453; a bill of attainder passed
against, by both Houses, 456 ; firm de-
meanour of, at his execution, on May 12,

1641, 468
Strafford, lord, sir John BjTig, accusation against

respecting Oliver the spy, quite unfounded,
viii. 81, 82

Strange, sir Robert, an engraver ; his diligence

and skill, viii. 77
Strathallan, viscount. See Drummond, Win
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Btruensee, a favourite of the king of Denmark ;

A conspiracy organised against by tlie queen
dowager; tried and beheaded, vi. 329

Btrutt, Jedediah, obtains a share inArkwright's
spinning machine, vii. 47

Stuai-t family, note on the three last members
of the, Ti. 197

Stuart, Charles Edward Louis Casimir (The
Young Pretender) ; bom 1720, vi. 47 ; called

from Kome to Paris to aid in an invasion of

Great Britain, 1743 ; the expedition failing

he retires to Gravelines, 110 ; Jacobitism of

England and Scotland, 114-117; determines
upon restoring the fortunes of his house, 117 ;

writes to his father of his intentions, 118 ;

arrives atEriska, July 23, 1745, 121 ; his voy-
age from Belleisle ; takes shelter in Mac-
Donald's house ; his cold reception, 122 ; per-

suades Clanranald and two other chieis to

join him ; lands at Borodale, July 25 ; com-
municates with the clan chiefs

;
persuades

Cameron of Lochiel to aid in his enterprise,

123; the Glenfinnan gathering, Aug. 19; his

standard is raised and the Stuart proclama-
tion read, 124; his own resources and the

crippled state of the government's army, 125
;

marches southwards ; reaches Perth, Sept. 4,

having passed Cope marching northwards

;

enters Perth ; his cause gains ground ; he is

joined by Drummond and Murray, 126;
crosses the Forth ;

joined by lord Kilmarnock

;

reaches Corstorphine
;
preparations for defence

at Edinburgh, 127; obtains possession of the
town, Sept. 17; enters Holyrood house ; James
VIII. proclaimed king ; Cope embarks his

troops at Aberdeen; lands at Dunbar, and
marches towards Edinburgh, 128 ; battle of

Preston-Pans, Sept. 21, in which Cope re-

ceives a signal defeat, 129, 130; sleeps at

Pinkie house ; and returns to Edinburgh,
131; blockade of Edinburgh Ca.'^tle ; intends
crossing the border, 132; English opinions

of the rebellion, 132, 133 ; enters Cum-
berland, Nov. 8 ; e.xpects a great insur-

rectionary movement among the English;
the inhabitants of Kilmarnock refuse to

rise, 140 ; cause of the non-resistance to

his advance; Carlisle is invested, Nov. 10,

141 ; and taken three days after, 142

;

the dubiousness of his cause ; ne continues his

march intoEngland, 144; Manchester recruits

;

the town is taken by a sergeant, a drum, and
a woman ; Johnstone's narrative thereof, 145;
the lukewarmness of Manchester, 146

;

marches on to Macclesfield ; crosses the Mer-
sey ; reaches Derby, Dec. 5, ib. ; they plun-
der the town of the collected taxes ; the duke
of Cumberland pursues him, and gen. Wade
advances upon him from the north, 147 ; the

enthusiasm of his Highlanders; their eager-

ness to fight Cumberland ; a retreat is resolved

upon, 148 ; Johnstone's fictitious narrative of

the panic in London, 148, 149 ; the Londoners
prepare for defence, 150 ; his cause receives

no encouragement from the commercial or in-

dustrious public, 151, 152; he retreats from
Derby, 155 ; loses confidence ; his mistaken
notions and weakness of character, 156 ; he is

pursued by Cumberland and Oglethorpe, 157

;

the retreat is delayed by bad roads: lord

Murray takes up a position near Clifton

to wait the attack of the pursuing armv. ib.
;

tuts a skirmish with the foremost dragoons,

whom he beats back ; arrives at Carlisle ; the

prince leaves that city in the hands of a few

followers ; his callous inditlcrcnce as to their

fate, 158 ; Carlisle is invested by the Duke of

Cumberland ; it capitulates, Dec. 30 ; the High-

land ai-my recrosscs the border, Dec. 20 ; reaches

Glasgow ; makes heavy levies on the citizens
;

gen. Hawley's contempt for the Highlanders,

160 ; the battle of Falkirk, 161 ; Hawley's

retreat, 162 ; lord Lovat's double dealing,

163 ; the prince's rage at hearing of the

desertions in liis army, 164; arrival at Inver-

ness, 165 ; encamps at Culloden Moor, 166
;

his confidence of gaining a victory, 167; he
is met by Cumberland and receives a thorough

defeat. May 16, 1746; his conduct in the

battle, 108 ; the barbarities after the battle,

170 ; his wanderings in the highlands
;

gains

shelter in South Uist island ; escapes tc

Skye; is befriended by Flora MacDonald,
17o; escapes to France, Sept. 20, 176 ; refuses

to quit Paris when ordered ; is imprisoned at

Vincennes ; turned loose in Savoy ; visits

England in 1750, 181 ; Canova's bust of him
at Kome ; takes the title of count of Albany ;

died, Jan. 31, 1788, 196
Stuart, James Francis Edward (the Pretender;^

makes an attempt to land in Scotland, but

fails and returns to Dunkirk, 1708, v. 335;
his private interviews with Bolingbroke, 1712,

396; adheres firmly to the church of Eome in

spite of the Jacobites urging him to turn

Protestant, 399; issues a manifesto on the

death of Queen Anne, asserting his right to

the vacant throne, vi. 4; the earl of Mar
raises his standard at Braemar, Sept. 6, 1715;

and proclaims him James VIII. of Scotland,

and James III. of . England, 7 ;
lands at

Peterhead, and joins the camp at Perth, Jan.

16, 1716; his spiritless appearance.; assumes

the royal state, 17; retreats before Argyle;

takes flight to France, Feb. ; his compassion

for the villagers whose homes had been burnt

down, 18; an-ives at Paris; meets Boling-

broke there, 23 ; and dismisses hiiu from his

service, 24 ; forms an alliance with Spain,

1718; arrives at Madrid, 35; failure of the

expedition against Scoiland, 36 ; birth of his

son, the Young Pretender, 1720, 47; declai-a-

tion issued, Sept. 22, 1722, proposing that

George I. should yield up the British throne

to James III., 49 ; it is burnt as a liliil by
order of parliament, ib. ; hopelessness of his

cause, 1727, 60, 61 ; bill against his two
sons, 1744, 115; note on the Stuart family;

Canova's tomb of, and his sons, Charles

Edward, and Henry, Cardinal York ; died at

Kome, 1765, 196
Stuart James, his Athenian antiquarian in-

quiries, vii. 81

Stuart, sir John, commander of the British airny;

defeats the French general Kc)nier at the
battle of Maida, J uly 4, 1806, vii. 473

Stubbs, Philip, picture of the times afforded by
his '* Anatomic of A'^uses," iii. 246 (t scg.

Suetonius, account by, of the expedition of

Caligula to invade Britain, i. 17

Suetonius Paulinus assumes the command of

the Romans in Britain, a.d. 58, attacks and
takes Mona (Anglesey), the chief seat of

the Druids, i. 22 ; returns to repress the re-

volt of Boadicea, 24 ; obtains a conquest over

her, 25
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Siflblk, agricultural condition of, vii. 6; the
labourers, famiers, and housewives of, 7 ; a
S'-at of the husbandry implement trade. S

Saffolk, de la Poles, dukes of. See Kichard II.

and Henry VI.
Suffolk, Howard, lady, George II. 's mistress

;

Walpole devotes himself to queen Caroline,

not lady Suffolk, vi. 08
Suffolk, lord, a secretary of state, 1771-1779, vi.

381,469; his reply to Chatham's speech on
the address, 381, 382

Sugar duties, alterations of a free trade tendency
in the, proposed by lord John Russell, 1841,
viii. 437 , debates on tliem, 437-439 ; rejection

of the ministerial propositions, 439 ; further

debates on the, 1844, .516, 517
Sunday schools. See education.
Sujah Dowlah, vizier of Oude ; Shiih Alum's

lauded property sold to ; hires an army from
the English ; invades the Rohilla countr\",

vii. 124 ; died, 1'26

Sullivan, general, in the American army ; taken

Srisoner at Brooklyn, vi. 370 ; employed by
[owe as his agent to the congress, 372

Sunderland, Charles Spencer, earl of Marl-
borough's son-in-law ; dismissed his secre-

taryship of state, 1710, V. 363; secretary of

state, 1717, vi. 30; accused of being con-
cerned in the South Sea scheme fraud

;

acquitted ; resigns his post of first com-
missioner of the Treasury, 45 ; his death,

1722, 47
Sunderland, Robert Spencer, earl of, one of

William's confidential advisers, v. 168; his

character and principles, 169 ; entertains

AViUiara at Althorp, 1695, 181; lord cham-
berlain ; issues an order to prevent stage

licentiousness, 206 ; attempts to obtain the

lord chancellorship for Somers, 239 ; "William's

correspondence mth, on the state of English
affairs in 1701, 251

Surajiih Dowlah succeeds his grandfather, .\piil,

1756 ; in hopes of booty he storms and takes

Calcutta ; ti-agedy of the black hole, June 2U,

vi. 222 ; suftVrings of the prisoners, 223

;

mai'ches from Moor3hed.abad ; encamps near
Fort William ; signs a treaty of alliance with
Clive

;
goes over to the French, 224 ; de-

feated by Clive at Plassey, June 23, 1757, 225 ;

seeks protection from the French at I'atna

;

murder of, 226
Surrey, earl of. See Henry Tin.
Sutton, Manners, re-elected speaker of the

House of Commons, 1819, viii. 99 ; again in

1830, 262; chosen for the si.Kth time, 1831,

278 • again, with Mr. Littleton as candidate,

1833. 318; fails in being elected, 1835,

355
Suwarroff, it Russian general; captures Ismail

;

cruelties perpetrated, vii. 191 ; defeats tlie

Poles, Oct. 10, 1794; captures Warsaw ; b;ir-

barities intliited on the inhabitants, 315

;

commands the Russo-Austrian army, 1799
;

g-.iins the battle of Trebbia, 382
;

" returns

home, 393
Sweyn, with a Danish fleet, ravages England in

980, i. 151 ; returns to avenge the massacre

of the Danes, 153 ; lands again in 1012, and
?rochums himself king of England, 155;

.ondon sun-enders to, ii. ; death of, in 1014,

ib.

Sxift, Jonathan, points out to parliament men
the dangers of quarrelling, r. 246; a satirical

party writer ; his cTiaractfT ^5 a partisan, v
369 ; his dealings with Harley and St. John,
who make )iim their tool, 370 ; his opinion on
Mai-lborougli's dismissal from office, 379 ; th"
operation of the stamp duty according to, 394

;

author of the pamphlet " 'JThe Public Spirit ol

the Whigs ;
" is presented with £100 by thi-

earl of 0.\ford, 399 ; his ccntributions to thi
"T.atler," 413; meanness in asking for place,

414 ; his remarks upon the education of

ladies, 421 ; his " Battle of the Books," 435
;

character of his writings, 442 ; marvellous
power of preserving the circumstantiality ol

nis tales, and the complete personification ol

his characters, 443 ; his " Tale of a 'I'ub," ii. ;

and " Gulliver's 'Travels," 443, 444 ; con-
demns Vanbrugh's arehitectare, 456 ; autlior

of the Drapiei-'s letters inveighing against
Wood's patent for a copper coinage, 17'24, vi.

51 ; a reward of £300 offered for the dis-

covery of the author of the letters ; with-
drawal of the patent, 52 ; died, 1745, vii. 86

;

application of his story of the '* Spider and
the Bee," viii. 468

Swinfield, bishop of Hereford, account of the
Household Roll of, for 1289 and 1290, i. 392

;

domestic life and duties of the bishop, 393
;

manor houses of, and modes of liWng at, 393,

394 ; Christmas feast of, 395 ; prices of arti-

cles used by, 396 ; state of domestics,
labourers, and serfs under, 396, 397 ;

journey
of, to London, 399 ; lodging and provision oi-

the road, 400 ; aiTival of, in London, 401

;

notice of London markets and shops, 402

;

departs from London, 404; vi^-itations of,

405 ;
gardens, orchard, and vineyard, of. Hi

Bnsbury, 406 ; building operations of, at
Womenswould, in Kent, 407 ; furniture pro-

vided for, 408 ; dresses provided by, and the

prices, 409.

T.^BLEs, of treaties, 1.326-1731, v. 382-390; of

contemporary sovereigns from 1689-1714, 475,
476 ; of British writers arranged chronolo-
gically, 477-483 ; chronological list of trea-

ties from 1732-1748, vi. 120 ; principal officers

of state, 1741-1770, 320, 321 ; contemporarv
sovereigns, 1714-1788, 465, 466; treatv list.

1750-1784, 467, 468; principal officers of

state, 1768-1782, 469; the growth of the
national debt, 470-472; treaties from 1787 to

1802, vii. 412, 413; population of Great
Britain ; of England in 1700, 1750, and 1801

;

of Scotland and Wales in 1801, all .arranged

by counties, 414; contemporary sovereign-^

and rulers, 1789-1814, 574, 575; principal

officers of state, 1783-181.5, 576, 577; chro-

nological table of treaties, 1802-1814, 578-

581; thenationaldebt, I793-ISI.5, .582; po-

pulation of Great Britain in 1811, ib.; t.able

of deceased British writers of the 19th cen-

tury, viii. 133-1.38; list of George I\.'s

ministers, June, 18'20, 1.58; lists of the Can-
ning cabinet, 1827, 210 ; and the Grey
ministry, Dec. 1830, 267 ; contemporury
sovereigns and rulers, 1815-1837, '268

;
popu-

lation of the United Kingdom, 1821 and 1.831,

269 ; lists of the Peel cabinet, 354 ; and of

the Melbourne ministrv, 1837, 381 ; table of

treaties, 181.5-18-30, 382, ,383; and of the

national debt, 1815-1837; growth of ti.e

debt, 384 ; chronological table of Britisb
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writers of tlie 19th century, 487-191 ; table of

contemporary sovereigns, 568, 569 ; of the
population, 1841-1851, 570; occupations of

tile people, 1S51, 571, 572 ; censusof religious

worships, 572; and education, 1851, 57'i

;

public income and expenditure, 1815-1850,
074 ; coranuTce, 575

Tacitus, statement of, that Caisar did not con-
quer Britain, i. 8 ; his account of the IJriti-ns

atfords an early indication of the national

character, 20 ; the speeches attributed by, to

Caractacus, lioadicea, and Galgacus, pro-

bably fictitious, but aflording a true repre-

sentation of the facts and feeliitgs of the
period, 21

Talavera, battle of, 28 July, 1809, vii. 522,
523

Talbot, lord, defied by Joan of Arc, ii. 85 ; taken
prisoner at tlie battle of Patay, 88 ; the pos-
sessions of the duke of Burgundy, ravaged bv,

92 ; death of, at Castillon in 14."58, 93
Talfourd, T. N., his eloquent speech at Heading,

viii. 108
;
principles of his copyright bill, 463,

464 ; the bill rejected, 464
Taliesin, notice by, of the massacre of the monks

of Bangor, i. 69
Tallard sent as ambassador to the English court,

1698 ; his remarks upon the state of political

parties, v. 209 ; nc:^o iates with William III.

the terras of the rartitinn treaty, 226,227;
ordered to leave the Kiiine and advance into

Suabia at tlie head of his array, 1704, 274 ;

joins the Elector of Bavaria, Aug. 8, 280
;

they encamp near the Nebel, 281 ; takes up
his head quarters at the villaire of Blenheim,
ib. ; faults in the disposition of his troops,

282 ; he leads the main body of the French
army ; is opposed by Marlliomugh, defeated,

and compelled to retreat to Souderheim, where
he surrenders himself, 283 ; carried to Eng-
land by JIarlborough, 287

Talleyrand, Bishop of Autun ; considers church
property' to belong to the nation, vii. 185

;

visits London as the agent of the French
government ; received witli coldness and
reserve; returns to I'aris; again returns to

England on an embassy, 2U9 ; which also had
a bad reception, 210; assists Bonajiarte's in-

trigues fur power, 383 ; his correspondence
with Grenville, 387-389; Fox's negotiations

with, for peace, 1806, 469 ; end of the nef;o-

tiations, 470; suspected of having reveali-d

the secret articles ot Tilsit to the English, 490
;

one of the ])Ienipotentiaries at the Congress of
Vienna, viii. 42 et scq. ; secretly negotiates
with Castlcreagh and Metternich, 44 ; re-

signs his ricsidentship of the Council, 46;
itcxious to prevent capital punishment, 46,
47

Tiiimash commands some troops sent against
Brest, V. 171 ; unable to land his men ; mor-
tally wounded in the attempt, 1694^ 172

'I'aller, objects, plan, and character of Steele's

;

started, 1709, v. 402, 403
'J'avlor, Rowland, behaviour of, in prison, iii.

<1 ; martyrdom at Hadleigh in 1555, 85
Tea, formerly taxed

;
prices of, early part of

l&th century, v. 38, 39
Teignmouth, sacked by the French under Tour-

ville, July 1690, v. 115; a subsTiution raised
in behalf of the inhabitants of, 116

Teignmouth, lord, as sir John Shore, he succeeuS
earl Comwailia ae jfovemor-general of India,

vii. 377 , succeeded by lord Momington, 1798,

378
Telford, Thomas, his career and great engineer-

ing works, viii. 147 ; opinion in 1830 of the

capabilities of the locomotive engine, 259
Templars (Knights), mission from the kingdom

of Jerusalem to, in 1185, i. 303; dissolution

of the order of the, in France, in 1307, 439;
and suppression of, in England, in 1308, ib. ;

their house in London given to the students

of the law, 440
Temple, earl, moves an amendment in the ad-

dress, 1755, vi. 209; first lord of the admiralty,

1756, 218 ; desires to save Byng under co\ei

of the king's name; dismissed' his office, 220;

lord privy seal, 227 ; fails in obtaining the

garter, 240 ; supports Pitt's war policy, 1761,

251 ; resigns oftice, 252 ; Wilkes' friend ; dis-

approves of "The North Briton's" attack on
the Scotch, 261 ; visits Wilkes in the Tower,
262 ; dismissed his lord-lieutenancy of Buck-
inghamshire ; struck olf the privy council list,

263 ; his share in the negotiations for Pitt's

return to power, 1765, 277, 278; declines the

king's offer of the first lord of the treasuryship,

285 ; suggested to be the author of *' Junius."

295,296,298; lord- lieutenant of Ireland, 1782,

450 ; secretary of state, 1783 ; differs with
Pitt ; resigns, vii. 139

Temple, sir William, concludes the Triple Alli-

ance in 1668, iv. 308 ; it is repudiated in 1671,

and he retires to private lil'e, 315 ; notice of

the prince of Orange by, 329 ; suggests a
scheme of government by a cabinet, 343

Tenchebrai, battle of, in 1105, i. 240
Tennyson, Alfred, his poetry, viii. 480, 481
Tesse, marshal, joins Philip V. ; with him

invades Catalonia, 1706, v. 297 ; raises the
siege of Barcelona, 298

Test Act, William proposes, without avail, the
repeal of the, 1689, v. 73 ; repeal of, suggested,

1730, vi. 62, 63 ; again in 1772, 328 ; in 1790,
vii. 187; repealed, 1828, viii. 232, 233

Tewkesbury, the Lancastrians totally defeated

at the battle of, on May 4, 1471, ii. 166
TejTiham, Henry Francis, lord, his reform plans
and suggestions, viii. 311

Thackeray, W. JI., voluminousness and charac-
ter of his novels, viii. 475, 479

Tlianet, complete insulation of, in the time of
the Romans, i. 37

Theatre. See Drama.
Thehvall, John, airrested on a charge of high

treason, vii. 300; trial of; defended by
Erskine, and acquitted, 303

Theodosius, repels the invasion of the Picts and
Scots into Britain, i. 54

Thiers, il., his account of the intended invasion
of Britain by Napoleon, i. 17 ; his remarks on
AVellington, vii. 529; president of the French
council, viii. 430 ; his warlike tone towards
England, 430, 434, 435 ; the king refusing to

acquiesce in his hostile speccli to be delivered
to the chambers, he resigns, 435

Tliistle, order of the, revived by queen Anne,
1703; statutes of the, broken by Georges 1.

and IV., V. 327
Thistlewood, Arthur, a Spencean fanatic, viii.

75 ; one of the leaders of the Spafields re-

formers, 76; antecedents of. viii. 160; con-
spires to assassinate the cabinet ministers

;

ini> plot discovered, and himself tried and
executed, 1820. 160, 161
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Thorn, J. N., his earlier career ; imprisoned,

viii. 412; released by lord John Eussell, 412,

413 ;
proclaims himself the Messiah at Bough-

ton, 413 ; rouses the people, 413, 414 ; his

three daj-s' march, 414-416 ; the tragedy of

Bosenden Wood, 415, 417 ; slain in the en-
counter, 416

Thomson, James, his "Castle of Indolence,"
published, 1748 ; died same year, vii. 87

Thomson, C. P., vice-president of the board of

trade, and treasurer of the navr, 1830, viii.

267; his remarks on Peel's repeal of the house
tax, 1834, 347 ;

president of the board of

trade, 347, 381
Thomhill, six J ., his roof paintings, v. 463 ; opens
an academy of painting, 1724, vii. 67 ; sug-

gests a plan for a Koyal Academy, 68
Thurlow, Edward, attorney-general, vi. 339

;

lord chancellor, 1778-1792, 388,469 ; vii. 676 ;

opposes Burke's Economical Keform bill, vi.

439 ; and the contractors' and revenue officers'

bills, 440 ; opposes Fox's Libel bill In the
House of Lords, vii. 212, 213 ; becoming ob-
noxious to the ministry, he is compelled to

give up the great seal, 1792, 213
Ticonderoga, British attack on, 1768, repulsed,

vi. 233; surprised by the Americans, 1775,

350, 351 ; re-captured by Burgoyne, 1777,
379

Tielmans, tried for conspiring against the Ne-
therlands government; found guilty; ban-
ished, 1830, viii. 257

Tiemey, George, opposes Pitt's income tax
scheme, 1798, vii. 359, 360; his conduct in

the Caroline debate of, 1820, viii. 162, 166;
master of the Mint, 210

Tilsit, treaty of, July, 1807, vii. 488, 489, 579
Tin mines and manufactories, v. 13

Tintem Abbey, foundation of, i. 256
Tinville, Fouquier, furious zeal shown by, as

public accuser, vii. 272, 273 ; executed, 1795,
321

Tippoo Saib, son of Hyder Ali; concludes a
peace with the British, vii. 134; wars against
the British under Cornwallis, 1790, 1791

;

defeated May 15, 1791 ; surrenders Seringa-
patam, Feb. 1792, and concludes a peace.

Mar. 19, 268, 259; Bonaparte's letter to,

1799, 377; he relies upon assistance from the
French

;
general Harris enters his territory

of Mysore, Mar. 5, 1799, 378 ; Seringapatam
stormed and Tippoo slain, May 4, 379 ; divi-

sion of his territory, ib.

Titus, allusion of, to the security afforded to

the Britons by the sea, i. 3

Tocqueville, his remarks on the public opinion
respecting the French revolution, vii. 182;
and the French national character, 288

Tolentino, treaty of, Feb. 19, 1797, vii. 412
Toleration Act, passed, 1689, v. 73 j an imper-

fect boon, 73, 74
Tone, Wolfe, captured ; sentenced to death

;

commits suicide ; died Nov. 19, 1798, vii. 368
Tomline, bishop. See Pretyman.
Tooke, Home, arrested on a charge of high

treason, vii. 300 ; trial of, 302 ; defended by
Erskine and acquitted, 303

Torgau, kittle of, 1760, vi. 240
Tonus Vedras, construction of, and events con-

nected with Wellington's lines of, vii. 629-532
Torrington, earl of, sent out to fight the French,

defeated off Beachy Head, June, 1690; his
hasenew and hesitating conduct, v. Ill

Tostig, brother of Harold, succeeds Siwaid ai

earl of Northumbria, 1. 171; oppression ex-
ercised by, occasions an insurrection, 175 ; ii

banished, 176 ; invades England with a force

of Norwegians, is defeated and slain at Stam-
ford Bridge in 1066, 180

Toulon, besieged by the allies, 1707, v. 332;
negotiations of the royalists of, with lord

Hood, vii. 286 ; the fleet and harbour surren-
dered to the British, 287 ;

political opinions
of its inhabitants, 287, 288 ; besieged by the
republicans, 287-290 ; the British compelled
to evacuate the place, 290; republican bar-
barities, 290-292

Toumay, surrendered to the allies, 1709, v. 343;
invested by the French, 1745, vi. 213

Tourville, count de, a French admiral ; defeats
Torrington off Beachy Head, June 30, 1690,
V. Ill ; anchors off Torbay, July 22, lands his
troops at Teignmouth and devastates the vil-

lage, 115; sails for France, 116; defeated by
Russell off La Hogue, May 19, 1692, 149 ; h^
fleet, having assembled, is again dispersed on
the 23rd by admiral Kooke, 150; joins the
Toulon fleet, 166; sails into the Mediterra-
nean, 171

ToNvnley, colonel in the Pretender's army;
tried, vi. 172 ; executed, 1746, 173

Townley, Charles, his collection of sculpture

;

bought for the British Museum, 1805, viii.

150
Towns, manufacturing condition of, in 1636, iii.

499
Townshend, lord Charles, his fear that France

will render aid to the Pretender, vi. 17; dis-

agrees with Stanhope ; dismissed from his
office of secretary of state ; offered the lord
lieutenancy of Ireland, 28 ; which he reluc-
tantly accepts, 29 ; but is dismissed from it,

April 3, 1717, 30; appointed secretary of state

in room of earl Stannope, 1721, 46; accom-
panies George I. to Hanover, 1727, 56, 57

;

quarrels with 'Walpole ; resigns office, 61

;

and retires to the country, 62
Townshend, brigadier-general, completesWolfe't

victory before Quebec, 1759, vi. '238, 239
Townshend, Charles, chancellor of the exche-

quer, 1766, vi. 285, 321 ; his atonishment at

Pitt's political schemes, 285, 286 ; dies of
fever, 1768, 288

Townshend, Thomas, draws attention to the
tardiness of action by the navy authorities,

1778, vi. 392 ; secretary ofstate, 1782, 450, 469
Towton, the battle of, on March 29, 1461, and

victory of the Yorkists, ii. 147, 148 ; consti-

tution of the contending armies of the Koses,

147
Trafalgar, battle of, Oct. 21, 1805, vi. 446-448
Irnitorous correspondence bill passed, 1744;

debate on it, vi. 115, 116; another introduced,

1793, and passed in a modified form, vii. 267

;

debate on, 267j 270
Travancore, rajah of, attacked by Tippoo, viu

268 ; wars against Britain, 1807-1809, viii.

212,213
Travelling, means for, as shown in bishop Swin-

field's journeys between Prestburv and Lon-
don, i. 399, 4O4 ; another journey from Oxford
to Canterbury in 1289, 401 ; travelling in

London, 1289, 402 ; as shown in his visita-

tions, iji 1290, 405 ; mode of, as exhibited by
a Scotch army in 1312,431; dangers 0', ic

tie latter half of the 15th century, ii 127;
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dangerous condition of the London streets,

temp. Henry VIII., 479; statute passed for

repairing the highways, 1.5.55, 480 ; means
for, on the Thames, temp. Henry VIII., 481

;

insecurity of, illustrated in tae murder of
Arden of Feversham, in 1.5ol, 485; custom
of resorting to tho seaside for pleasure a
modem one, v. 8 ; honor of, in a hilly

country, ib,
;
partly caused by tho bad roads,

temp, queen Anne, 9 ; Bath and Tunbpdge
Wells, the principle resorts of pleasure seek-
ers, 9, 10 ; in Yorkshire, temp. Q. Anne, 26 ;

bad state of the road between London and
Kensington, 1736, vi. 84 ; stage coaches, inns,
and travelling accommodation about 1737,
(ii. 91 ; dangers from highwaymen, drunken
drivers, and rapid couching, 92 ; first mail
coach started (1784) by Mr. Palmer, 93

Treasonable Attempts bill p.assed 1795 ; its ob-
jects ; debate on it, vii. 323, 324

Treason, bills for regulating trials in cases of
high, brought forward ; not passed, 1692, v.

146
; passed 1695 ; lord Ashley's speech on,

185
Treaties, chronological table of, and the wars

connected with them, from 1326 to 1731, v.

382-390 ; from 1732 to 1748, vi. 120 ; from
1750 to 1784, 467, 468; from 1787 to June
25, 1802, vii. 412, 413; from 1802 to

1814, 678-581 ; from 1815 to 1850, viu. 382
383

Trevor, sir John, master of the rolls; parlia-

mentary corruption commenced by, y, 102;
receives a thousand guinea bribe for assisting

in passing the Orphans act ; he is discovered,

found guilty, and expelled the House of Com-
mons, of which he was the speaker, 177

Tribute, not paid by Britain for some time after

the invasion of Cisesar, i. 16

Trichinopoly defended by Mahomed Ali, vi. 203;
the siege raised by the British, 205

Triennial bill introduced and passed by both
Houses, 1693 ; but vetoed by the king ; be-
comes law, 1694, v. 159, 173

Trinobantes, the kings of the, i. 14
Triple Alliance, the, concluded, Jan. 4, 1717,

VI. 29
Trogjff, admiral, commands the Toulon fleet,

17)3 ; an anti-revolutionist, vii. 286
Troppau, Congress of, Oct. 20, 1820, viii. 382
Trotter, the navy paymaster; his evidence

against lord Melville, 1805, vii. 439
Trumbull, sir William ; ambassador and secre-

tary of state ; first encourager of Pope's poeti-

cal talents, v. 416
Tuileries, attack on the, Aug. 1792, via. 225,

226
TulUbardine, marquis, joins the Scotch insur-

rection of 1715, vi. 8; and the earl Maris-
chal's e-tpedition, 1719, 36 ; accompanies
Charles Edward in his descent upon Scothmd,
121 ; raises the Pretender's standard, Aug. 19,

1745, 124
Turin invested by the French, 1706; prince
Eugene compels them to raise the siege, v.

300
Turner, bishop of Ely, enters into Jacobitical

intrigues, T. 124 ; implicated by Preston in
his plot, 126

Turner, J. W. M. ; character of his principal
pictures, viii. 153, 154; his early popularity,

154; style of his earlier water colour paint-
ings, laS

Turnpikes, laws relating to, amended and con-
soUdatcd, in consequence of the Rebecca riots,

viii. 506
Tyrawley, lord, placed at the bar of the House

of Commons to give evidence on the Spanish
war, y. 368

Tyrconnel ; his schemes in favour of James II.,

V. 80 ;
puts Ireland into a state of defence

ib. ; domineers over the Irish protestants, anc
places the power of the kingdom in the bandj
of the papists, 81 ; assumes the viceroyship ol

Ireland under James, 1691, 127

ULFtrs, lands given by, to the chapter of
York, with a horn as the symbol of the title,

i. 120
Ulm capitulated to the allies, Sept. 12, 1704, v.

287 ; peace of, July 3, 1620, 386 ; besieged by
Napoleon ; to whom it is surrendered by
Mack, Oct. 20, 1805, vii. 444, 445

Union, Anne empowered by parliament to nego-
tiate for a, with Scotland, 1702, v. 259, 260 ;

progress of the negotiations ; debates and
speeches; national feelings elicited, 311-328;
the act of union received the royal assent,

March 6, 1787, 328
Union with Ireland proposed in George III.'s

message to parUament, Jan. 22, 1799, vii.

360; progress of the bill for; debates, &c.,

369-376 ; completed, 1800, 376
United Irishmen, the, organised ; they scheme

a rebellion, vii. 362, 363 ; narrative of the re-

bellion, 363-369
University of London opened, 1828, viii. 231

;

debate on the motion for granting a charter to

the ; the motion carried, 1835 ; various names
applied to the Institution, 357

Utretcht, commencement of negotiations at,

1711, v. 381 ; union of, Jan. 22, 1579, 385
;

terms of the peace announced to parlieiment,

394, 395 ; treaty of, signed by Great Britain,

France, Savoy, Portugal, Prussia, and the
States-General, April 11, and by Spain,
July 13, 1713 ; conditions of the treaty, 389-
397

U-xbridge, lord, leads the English cavalry at
(Juatre Bras, viii. 30 ; his legs shot off at
Waterloo, 36

Vaccination discovered by E. Jnnner; the
great good that has resulted from its practice,

viii. 130, 131

Vagrancy, statute to repress, in 1504, ii. 252

;

atrocious severity of one in 1636, 342 ; re-

newed statute in 1547, imposing slavery as a
punishment, 470 ; repealed, 1649, iii. 38 ;

statute of Elizabeth against, 269 ; inefficiency

of the laws against, 270 ; hardships of the
vagrancy laws on the poor, viii. 67

Valenijay, treaty of, 8 Dec. 1813, vii. 680
Valencia besieged by Philip, v. 296 ; stratagems
employed bv Peterborough in accomplishing
its relief, 296, 297

Valenciennes, siege of ; and capitulation to the
allies, July 28, 1793, vu. 282

Valmy, due de. See Kellermann.
Valmy, battle of, Sept. 20, 1792, vii. 234
Vanbrugh, sir John, commences the Blenheim

palace, 1705, v. 304 ; begins his practice as
architect in his 36th year, with Castle Howard,
455 ; his chief worts ; their character con-
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deraned by the wita and essayists, but pro-

perly appreciated by sir J. Reynolds, 456

Vandiimme, general, repulsed "by Abercromby
in Holland, 1799, vil. 386; defeated and taken

prisoner at the battle of the Katzbach, 1813,

563
Vandeveldes, their sea paintings ; they found a

school of painting, v. 463
Vane, sir Henry, the younger, produces the

papers of the Privy Council to prove the guilt

of Strafford, iii. 452; chief negotiator with
Scotland for an alliance with the parliament,

iv. 27 ; his modifications of the treaty in

favour of toleration, 28; a leading Indepen-

dent statesman, 57 ; wishes to keep the army
intact, 69 ; one of the chief disputants witli

the king at the treaty of Newport, 98 ; bears

testimony to the talent of Charles, 99 ; retires

into the country after the ejection of mem-
bers by the army, till after the king's exe-

cution, 104; remarks of Mrs. Hutchinson on
his conduct at this period, ih. ; becomes an
active member of the Council of State, 115

;

President of the Committee for the Navy, 149;

conduct of, at the dissolution of the Long
Parliament by Oliver Cromwell, 158

;
pub-

lishes a pam])hlet describing a new form of

government, 199 ; Cromwell in vain endea-

vours to persuade him not to act in opposition

to his government ; and he is imprisoned, 199
;

is excepted from the Act of Indemnity in 1660,

but his life recommended to be spared, 218;

is tried for high treason in 1662, 260 ; able

defence of, and the king's letter recommend-
ing him to be put out of the way on account

of it, 261; his execution, on June 14, 1662,

262
Vansittart, Nicholas, as Ilritish envoy attempts

to avert a war with Denmark, 1801, vii. 402
;

chancellor of the exchequer, 1812-1820, 577,

viii. 158 ; unwilling to believe that the an-

nexation of Saxony to Prussia had been con-

sented to by British ministers, viii. 43

Varangians, the Anglo-Saxons driven from
England, become the emperor's guard at

Constantinople, i. 189 ; valour displayed by,

190
Vauxhall gardens, company and amusement of,

18th century, contrasted with those of Eane-
lagh, vii. 9(5-98

Vellore, mutiny at, 1806, vii. 462, 463

Vendflmc, duke of, commands the French army
in the Nctherbinds, 1707, v. 332 ; and the one

sent against Brabant, 1708, 335 ; his incre-

dulity regarding Marlborough's quick march
of July 11, 1703 ; he is defeated by him the

same day, 337 ; commands Philip V.'s

army ; defeats Stanhope and Staremberg,

367
Veneti, inhabitants of Brittany, character of, i.

2 ; intimate relations of, with Kngland, ih.
;

resistance oll'ered by, to Coesar, 3 ; assistance

afforded to, by the Britons, ib. ; conquest of,

by Coesar, ib.

Venice entered bv the French, May 16, 1797,

vii. 343 ; cession of, to Austria, 1797, 346, 347

Venloo carried by storm by the English, Sept.

18, 1702, V. 260

Vpnncr, Thomas, futile attempt at insurrection

of, in 1657, in favour of the Fifth Monarchy,
iv. 206

Verdun capitulntod to the Prussians, Sept. 2,

1792, vii. 234

Vergennes, count t!e, Fi ench minister foi foreign
affairs ; his interview with Franklin and
Lee, 1776; vi. 372; with Steuben, 1777,376,
377 ; and with Mr. Oswald, Shelbum's agent,

1782, 450; offended at the United States
signing a peace without obtaining the consent
of France, 457, 458

Vergniaud, an eloquent Girondin, vii. 205 ; ob-
tains a draft of a decree for forming the
national convention, 226 ; his war cry against
the Prussians, 1792, 228

;
proposes to obtain

the people's judgment on the sentence passed
agninst Louis XVI. ; votes the king's death,
251 ; as president of the convention declares
the sentence of death against Louis, 252

;

interferes in behalf of Mrs. Elliott, on her
being arrested, 1793,270; executed, Oct. 31,

1793, 293
Veraon, Edward, vice-admir.al ; takes Porto

Bello; despatched against the Spanish-Ame-
rican possessions ; advises the capture of

Carthagena, vi. 98 ; renders no assistance to

general Wentworth, 99 ; boasts of having
destroyed all the enemy's castles, 100

Verona, congress of, Aug. 25, 1822, viii. 382
Verrio, emplojTiient of, to ornament Windsor

Castle, iv. 3S5 ; his ceiling paintings, v. 447,
463

Verulam, attacked and destroyed by Boadicea,
A.D. 61, i. 23, 24

Vespasian, conquests of, in Britain, i. 20 ; tri-

umph bestowed on, ib.

Victor, marshal, with Macdonald, defeated by
Suwarroff at 'I'rubbia, 1799, vii. 382 ; defeated

by Melas, 1800, 395 ; retreats from Talavera
to Torrijos

;
joined by Sebastiani and king

Joseph, 1809, 522, 523
Victor Amadous II. of Savoy joins the con-

federacy against France ; his war with the
French, v. 123; his despair at the devastation

of his country by the French ; Schomberg
sent to cheer bim, 127 ; defeated at Mar-
siglia, 166; makes peace with France, 195;
thus losing his chance to the English cro^vn

;

ni.arries Anne Marie of Orleans, a descendant
of Charles I. of England, 241 ; Anne requests

subsidies for him, 267 ; besieged in Turin by
the French, 1706, 300; joins the allies in a

campaign against France, 1707 ; ineffectually

bombards Toulon, 332; signs the treaty of

Utrecht ; Sicily, and a claim to the Spanish
succession, yielded to, 397; reigned as king of

S.ardinia, 1720-1730, vi. 466
Victoria, queen, daughrer of the duke anj

duchess of Kent, bom May 24, 1819, viii.

97 ; she succeeds to the throne on the

death of her uncle, William IV., June 20,

1837 ; her demeanour and appearance at

the audience with the pi ivy council, 379,

380 ; meets her parliament ; enthusiasti'

eally received; her speech
;

general feeling

of loyalty towards, and attachment to ; opens
her new parliament, 405

; her speech, 404,

405; her coronation, 409, 410; opens parlia-

ment, 1839; speech, 417; refuses to acccile

to sir R. Peel's request to dismiss her ladies

of the bedchamber, 420 ; approbation of her
conduct manifested by some, 420, 421 ; and
aspersions thrown on her behaviour by
otners, 421 ; marries prince Albert, 426; her

life attempted by Oxford, 428; speech on

proroguing parliament, 429 ; speech on

opening parliament by commission, 439 ; her
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1

answer to the an.fndment of the address,

440, 441 ; birth of her first child ; and of the

prince of Wales ; speech on opening the par-

liamentary session, 1842, 493; two attempts

on her life by Francis and Bean; bill passed

for better protecting her person ; speech on

proroguing parliament, 497 ;
speech, 1844,

511 ; visited by Louis Philippe, 522 ;
speech,

1845, 624 ; with prince Albert visits Ger-

many, 530; oH'era the premiership to lord J

.

Kussell, 533, 534 ; her parting interview with

sir K. Peel, 534 ; speech, 1846, 535 ;
pro-

rogues parliament ; speech, 652 ; speech,

1849, 6C2, 563

Vienna entered by the French, 1805, vu. 449,

450 ; and May, 1809, 515

Vienna, congress of, 1815, 42-44

Vienna, treaty of, April 30, 1725, v. 389, 3_90;

the treaty of alliance of, March 16, 1731,

390; Ti. 60; peace of, Nov. 18, 1738, 77,

78, 120 ;
peace of, Oct. 14, 1809, vii. 510,

517, 579 ; treaty of, March 23, 1815 ;
federa-

tive constitution signed at, June, 1815

;

convention entered into at, Aug. 1815, viii.

382
Viltings, notice of the, i. 78

Villadaria, marquis of, captain-general of An-

dalusia ; opposes sir George Kooke and duke

of Ormond, 1702, v. 261 ; sent to recapture

Gibraltar, meets with no success, and is su-

perseded by De Pontis, 292

Villars, marshal, concludes a negotiation with

Cavalier, the leader of the Camisards, or re-

volted Protestants of the Cevennes, i704, v.

265 ; unites his army with Marsin's, 1705,

301 ; opposes himself between the allies and

France, 1709; follows them after the siege

of Toumay ; encamps at Malplaquet, 343

;

defeated by Marlborough at that place, 344

;

constructs a series of fortified lines, which are

forced by Marlborough, 1711, notwithstand-

ing the superiority of his French army, 376

;

opposes the allied army, 1712; corresponds

secretly with Ormond, 392 ; defeats prince

Eugene at Denain, July 24, 393

VJUeneuve, admiral of the Toulon fleet ; chased

by Nelson to the West Indies, and back to

Europe, vii. 441 ; where he engages with sir

K. Calder, July 22, 1805, 442; ordered by

Napoleon to enter the Mediterranean and

proceed to Toulon ; in executing which he is

defeated by Nelson at Trafalgar, 446-448

Villeroy succeeds Luxemburg as general of the

French army, v. 178 ; takes Uixmuyde and

Deynse, and attacks William before Namur,

179 ; retires, 180 ; attacks prince Eugene, but

is repulsed, 1700, 250; appciinted to com-

mand a detachment of the French army in

the campaign of 1704, 274; ordered to

follow Marlborough, who gives him the slip

near the Moselle, 275 ; threatens Marlborougli

before Landau, 287 ; takes lluy and invests

Liege, 1705, 302; retreats before Marlborougli

within the French lines, ib. ; JIarlborougfi

follows and forces the linss; Villeroy then

retrials beyond the Dvle, 304; his position.

May 23, 1706, 308 ; defeated by Marlborough

at the battle of Karaillies, 309 ; retreats to

Louvain, ib.

Vimiero, battle of; Aug. 21, 18C8, vii. 502

Vinegar Hill, battle of, near Enniscorthy, 1798,

vii. 365
Virginia, first attempts to found a colony in, lu.

220 ; founding of the colony )f, under James

Smith, in 1606, 343; sufleriugs of the first

colonists, and subsequent progress of th«

colonv, 344, 345
Vittoria", battle of, June 21, 1813, vii. 562

Volunteers; earl of Shelbume's circular pro-

posing the raising of, 1782, vii. 442, 443;

spontaneously raised by the Irish, 1779, 444;

strength of. In Ireland, 1782, 446; formation

of corps of, encouraged bv government, 1794,

304; imperfectly aided by the government,

1798, 360; rapid enrolment of, in July and

August 1808, 427 ; total number in No-
vember, 428; Pitt and the volunteers at

Walmer, ib,
;

general organization of,

throughout England and Scotland ; reviewed

by the king at Hyde Park and elsewhere,

429 ; debate on the volunteer system ; it is

supported by Pitt, 429, 430 ; feebly aided by

the ministers, 430 ; abstract of a list of

yeomanry and volunteer corps, Deo. 1803,

434
Vortigem, legend of, i. 61

Vyvyan, sir Kichard, moves for the rejection of

the Keform bill, 1831, viii. 275; speech

of, on the Municipal Reform bill, 1835, 363

Wade, general, carries off Gyllenberg's papers,

vi. 29 ;
quells a riot at Glasgow, 1725, 53

;

evidence of, on the Porteous riots, 1736, 83

;

sends troops under Oglethorpe to pursue the

rebels of 1745, 157; ordered to return to New-
castle, 159

Wagers, act to prevent, passed 1708, v. 341

Wages of labourers in 1288, i. 398 ; of artifi-

cers, 408 ; statutes for the regulation of

the scale of, for labourers, 471 ; statutes for

the regulation of, and for the hours of

labour, in 149.5, ii. 113, 114; truck forbidden,

114; new statute for the regulation of, in

1495, 252 ; found ineffectual, and repealed in

1496, !*.; new statute for the regulation of,

in 1515,475; the legislature declare in 1563

that the statutes cannot be enforced on ac-

count of the high price of provisions, iii. 276

;

income and wages of vanous classes in the

time of queen Anne, v. 49, 50 ; of the out-

door agricultural labourer, 60 ; combinations

of labourers to demand a rise in, in Edward
IIl.'s reign, vi. 184, 185; the relation

between master and man in the question of,

185, 186
Waiiam, battle of, July 5, 1809, vii. 616

Wakefield, battle of, defeat of the Yorkists, and
death of the duke of York, Dec. 31, 1460, ii.

145
Walcheren, narrative of the expedition against,

1809, vii. 517-521

Waldeck, prince of, conduct of, at the battle ol

Fontenoy, 1745, vi. 114

Waldegrave, lord, character of George III. as

pourtrayed by, vi. 241, 242

Waldegrave, lady, marries the duke of Glouces-

ter, vi. 330 ; letter of, to her father, sir E-
SValpole, on her position as duchess of

Gloucester, 331, 332

Wale, a sign painter ; his portrait of Shak-

spere, vii. 70

Wales, state of, as described by Giraldus in

1188, i. 277, 278; Llewellyn, prince of, i»

tunimoned to do homage to Edward I., and

refuses, 383; ia attacked by Edward and
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forced to submit, in 1277, 38-t; his attend-
ants in Lonaon dislike their food and their

trc:ttment there, ib. ; renewed revolt of, in

1282, 387; is slain, and his brother executi^d,

388 ;
prince Edward, bom at Caernarvon,

April 25, 1284, created prince of Wales, 389
;

statute passed for the settlement of, liy Ed-
ward I., 390 ; insurrection in 1287 " sup-
pressed, 411 ; another insurrection ir. 129.5

subdued, 417; popularity of Kichard II. in,

ii. 41 ; revolt of, against Henry IV. under
Owen Glendower, 42 ; severe measures taken
for the repression of, ib. ; Henry IV. and Ilia

army repulsed, in 1402, 43 ; successful re-

sistance of, during the life of Glendower,
50,61

Walker, Andrew, weeds the Devil's Acre

;

founder of the London ragged schools, viii. 399
Walker, George, a Presbyterian minister, one
of the principal defenders of Londonderry, v.

82, et seq. ; appointed, with Baker, to succeed
Lundy as governor of Londonderry, during
the siege, 83 ; slain at the battle of the
Bo5-ne, July 1, 1690, 108

Walker, James, Vauxliall bridge designed and
executed by, viii. 148

Wallace, William, heads a revolt in Scotland
in 1297, against Edward I., i. 420 ; defeats

the English at Stirling, 420, 421 ; created
guardian of the kingdom, 421 ; is defeated at
Falkirk, 422 ; continued warfare of, ib. ; is

betrayed, and taken prisoner, 424 ; is taken
to London, where he arrives Aug. 22, 1305,

425 ; is executed, ib.

Waller, Edmund, the royalist plot of, discovered,

iv. 15 ; saves his life by bribing the House of
Commons, 16

Waller, sir William, successful against the
royalists, iv. 15 ; defeated at Lansdown, 19

;

blockades Oxford, in company with Essex,

33; jealousies between him and Essex, 34;
pursues the king into Worcestershire, and is

defeated by him, ib. ; called out for the de-
fence of London, 37

Walloon •weavei'S, introduction of, into England
by the protector Somerset, iii. 45 ; driven
from England by Mary, 46

Walmoden, count, commands the English aumy
in Hanover, 1794, vii. 313; defeated by
Pichegru, 314

Walpole, Kobert, succeeds St. John as secretarj'

at war, 1708, v. 335; his argument in ap-
plying the principle of resistance to the
general doctrine of the subjects' obedience,

351 ; he is elected a member of queen Anne's
third parliament, which met Nov. 25, 1710,

364 ; defends Steele in the House of Com-
mons, 399; his contempt for literature, 414;
condemns Vanbrugh's architecture, 456 ; im-
peaches Bolingbroke of high treason, June 9,

1715, vi. 6; moves the adjournment of the
House to prevent the appeal for mercy
towards the rebel lords, 20 ; character of his

ministerial government, 26, 27 ; resigns tlie

chancellorship of exchequer, 30 ; opposes an
address of thanks, 1718, 35; opposed the
Peerage bill, 1719, 38 ; his prudence during
the South Sea scheme, 42 ; called upon to

retrieve the national credit, 43 ; again be-
comes chancellor of the exchequer, 1721, 46

;

cancels Wood's patent for a copper coinage,

52 ; his interview with George II. an-
nouncing George I.'s death, 67 ;

prepares the

royal speech for sir S. ComptoTi. '.ie ministei
elect; is confirmed in pov.'er ij bribing the
king, 58 ;

quarrels with Townshend ; be-
comes supreme in the administration, 61;
successfully repulses the attempts of the
Dissenter, to obtain a repe«l oi the Cor-
poration and Test Acts, 62, 63 ; revives
the salt duty, 1732, 68; his warehousing
system for the prevention of smuggling ; his
excise scheme, 69 ; nan-owly escapes being
mobbed, 70 ; debate upon the excise scheme ;

it fails in passing, 71 ; maintains the policy
of neutrality in the wars of 1734, 72 ; advan-
tages obtained thereby, ib. ; his character as
given by Wyndham, 73, "4

; his character of

Bolingbroke, 74-76; attends the queen during
her last illness, 86 ; fears the loss of power in

consequence of her death, 87 ; not a patron
of letters, 89

;
proposes to enlarge the lord

chamberlain's powers in reference to plays,

ib. ; brings forward his bill for licensing
plays, 90 ; driven into a war with Spain

;

persists in keeping office, 92; reproves sir W.
Wyndham, 95 ; his struggle to retain power

;

he is deserted by the Duke of Agyle, whom
he dismisses from all his employments, 96

;

regarded with jealousy by the duke of New-
castle, 97 ; endeavours to prevent the war
x\ith Spain, 101 ; Mr. Sandys persuades the
king to 'imove him from office ; Walpole's
defence, i02 ; the motion is negatived ; his
unpopularity increases ; he resigns, Feb. 1,

1742; treatedearlof Orford, 103; aparliamen-
tary inquiry is made into his administration

;

he passes through the ordeal, ib. ; he is carried
about in effigy by the mob, 107 ; anecdote of,

108; died March, 1745, 113
Walsingham, sir Francis. See Elizabeth.
Waltheof, earl, submits to William the Con-

queror, i. 188 ;
joins Canute and Edgar

Atheling on their invasion in 1070, 193;
refuses to take an active part in the con-
spiracy against William in 1073, 201 ; is

betrayed by his wife (daughter of William
the Conqueror), and executed, ib.

Walton, captain, his conduct in the battle with
the Spanish tieet, 1718, and model despatch
to his admiral, vi. 34

Wansdyke, notice of, i. 10
Wantage, description of Alfred's home at, i. 86,

86
_ _

Warbeck, Perkin, lands in Ireland in 1492, and
announces himself as second son of Edward
IV., ii. 220 ; claims and receives the protec-

tion of the duchess of Burgundy, ib. ; doubt-
ful ex parte accounts of, and pretended con-
fession, 221 ; letter of, to Isabella of Spain,
222 ; attempts a landing at Deal, and is re-

pulsed, 225 ; is expelled from Burgundy, and
linds refuge with James IV. of Scotland, ib.

;

marries Catherine Gordon, 226 ; his position

in Scotland in 1496 described by one of the
spies of Henrj' VII., 227 ; difficulties of sup-

f
losing him an impostor, 228 ; invades Eng-
and, supported by James IV., but is com-
pelled to retreat, 229 ; unpopularity of,

occasioned by the foreign assistance, ib.\

leaves Scotland, and lands in Cornwall, 230
;

attacks Exeter, but is repulsed, ib. ; is de-
serted by his forces, and flies to sanctuary at

Beaulieu Abbey, where he is taken prisoner,

2-30, 231 ; attempts to escape, is retaken, and
imprisoned in the Tower, 231 ; exhibited to
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the public, and roads Uis confession, 232 ; is I

executed at Tyburn, Nov. 23, 1499, 233
War-chariots, Southey's notice of, i. 11 ; Cxaar'i
description of, i. 12

Wiird, James, an animal painter, viii. 155
Ward, JI.P. for St. Alban's ; his intended Irish

church motions, viii. 343
Wardle, colonel, causes an inquiry to be made

into the duke of York's conduct as com-
mander-in-chief, 1809, vii. .i08

;
popularity

;

subsequent contempt for, 510
Warner, Kev. Dr., manners of; as evidence of

those of the clergy of liis day, vii. 110
Wnrren, sir J. B., commands the squadron sent

against Quiberon, 1795, vii. 320 ; engages tlie

French off Ireland, Oct. 1798, 368
Warsaw, alliance of. Mar. 31, 1683, v. 388;
treaty of, Feb. 24, 1768, vL 467 ; defended by
Kosciusko, 1794, vii. 315; entered by tje
French, 1807, 481

Warwick, Neville, carl of, supports the claims
of Richard duke of York, ii. 136; important
assistance of, at tlie first battle of St. Alban's,

138 ; returns from Calais to attend an at-

tempted reconciliation of the York and Lan-
castrian factions, 141 ; attempt on his life and
his escape to Calais, 142; is declared a traitor

by the parliament at Coventry, 143 ; lands in
Kent, enters London, wins the battle ofNorth-
ampton, and takes Henry prisoner, in 1460,

ib. ; defeated by queen Margaret at the second
battle of St. Alban's in 1461, 146 ;

joins Ed-
ward, duke of York, and enters London, ib.

;

marches with Edward to the North, and wins
the battle of Towton, 147 ; the representative

of popular opinion, 150 ; becomes estranged
from Edward, 156 ; wealth and power of, 167

;

joins with Clarence in an attempt to dethrone
lidward, who is taken prisoner, but escapes,

158 ; is defeated by Edward at Stamford, 159

;

is reconciled to queen Margaret, ib. ; invades
England, and restores Henry without a battle,

160 ; is slain at the battle of Barnet, April 14,

1471, 165
Warwick, Dudley, earl of, nearly made prisoner

at the battle oi' Pinkie, iii. 7 ; is sent to sub-
due the Norfolk rebels under Ket, 26 ; de-
feats them at Dussm-dale, 27 ; recommends
clemency, 28 ; acquires political power, 30

;

heads the confederacy of nobles against So-
merset, 32 ; obtains possession of the Tower,
S3 ; is joined by lord Russell and the army,
34; iscieated duke of Northumberland, 43;
becomes the actual governor of the king, 46

;

marries his eon to the lady Jane Grey, 47

;

causes lady Jane to be proclaimed queen, June
10, 1553, 51 ; leaves London to oppose the
advance of Mary, 52 ; is arrested, 64 ; tried

fur treason, convicted, and executed, ib.
;

apostatises before his death, 55
Washington, Cieorge, bom 1732, vi. 207 ; his

early career; becomes adjutant-general; un*
successfully defends the iritish posts on the
Ohio ; serves under general Braddock, 1755,
ib.; his opinion of American affairs, 1774,
342 ; his view of civil war, 351 ; appointed
commander-in-chief of the United States
army, 1776, 355; his character; refuses all

pay but the discharge of expenses, 356 ; com-
position of his army ; arrives at Boston, July
3, ib. ; blockades tne town, 359 ; his impa-
tience ; makes preparations for an attack,

362; the British evacuate the place. Mar. 17,

1776, 363; refuses Howe's letter to him, 1776,

369, 370 ; retreats before Cornwallis ; crosset

the Delaware and destroys the boats, thua
hindering his pursuer's passage; surpriaea

the Hessians at Trenton ; retreats to Prince-
town, 371 ; there defeats a body of British

troops ; Uis high military qualities displayed

in tne campaim, 372 ;
perple.^ed at Howe'a

conduct ; marches to oppose him at Philadel-
phia, 378 ;

goes into winter quarters at Valley
Forge ; suflerings of his anny from want of

food and clothing, 383 ; augurs new difficul-

ties and greater struggles, 399 ; remonstrates
against Comwallis's proceedings, 412; re-

ceives a commission of lieutenant-general in
the French service, 1780, 413; Clinton de-
mands Andre's release from, 415; confirms
the sentence passed upon Andre by a court
martial ; defence of his conduct for so doing,

416 ; his difficulties in sustaining his army,
422 ; anxiety for the arrival of De Grasse's
fleet; on hearing that it had gone to tlie

Cliesapcake he changes bis plan of operations
and also marches tliither ; his able manage-
ment of the march, 426 ; siege, 427 ; and
capitulation of Cornwallis, 428; bequeatlis
his swords to his sons, 462 ; bids farewell to

his array, 462, 463 ; and retires into private
life ; resigned his commission, Dec. 20, 1782,
463 ; retires from the presidency of the United
States, Dec. 1796 ; alarmed at the party spirit

rising in the states, vii. 330, 331 ;
president

of the United States, 1789-1797, 575
Washington, British attack on, Aug. 1814, viii.

14,15
Wat Tyler. See Richard II.

Watchmen. See Police, v. 46.

Waterford capitulates to William HI., July 21,
1690, V. 115

Waterloo, battle of, June 18, 1815, viii. 30-37
Watson, admiral, co-operates with Clive in de-

stroying the pirates of Gheriah, and in the
re-capture of Calcutta, 1767, vi. 224 ; refuses
to sign Olive's false treaty, 225

Watson, bishop, opposes a free trade between
England and France, fearing the latter's

pre-eminence in a commercial contest, vii.

69
Watson, sen., a Spa-fields meeting leader, viii.

76 ; addresses the meeting, 77 ; tried for high
treason ; found not guilty, 78

Watson, jun., a Spa-fields meeting leader, viii.

76 ; impels the mob to riot ; his prominent
part in the riot ; taken, 77 ; escai)cs, 78

Watt, James, his career as philosophical instru-

ment maker at Glasgow, vii. 69, 60; turns
his attention to the improvement of the steam
engine, 60, 61 ; gradual maturing of his
thoughts and final success. May, 1768, 61

;

connects himself first with Dr. Roebuck, ib.
;

but subsequently with Boulton, 62 ; the two
become the proprietors of the Soho worka,
ib. ; vast influence of his invention on the
affairs of the world, 63, 64

Weaver, description of the labours of a, v. 5

;

double occupation of farmer and, in Lanca-
shire and Ireland, vii. 46

Webb, general, present at Blenheim, 1704, v.

285 ; conducts a convoy to LiUe ; attacked by
a large French force ; succeeds in defeating
them, and arrives before Lille with his anny

;

his success the main cause of the surrender of

Lille; receives the thanks of parliameit;
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meanness of Marlborougli towards, causes him
to leave the arm)', 1708, 340

Webb, John, inspector of hospitals ; his report

on the imheaUhiness of Zealand, vii. 520,

521
Wedderbum. See Loughborough, lord.

Wedgwood, Josiah, improves the manufacture
of earthen and china-ware, vii. 67, 58

Wellesley, marquess of, his speech on the French
revolution, vii. 297; despaii-s of British suc-

cess in Holland, 1794, 312; fears a French
invasion of Ireland, 179G, 331 ; succeeds lord

Teignmouth as governor-general of India,

1798, 378 ; negotiates with Tippoo Sahib,

ih. ; attacked in parliament, 453, 454, 461

;

adopts the subsidiary system policy, 454 ; re-

signs the government of India, July, 1805,

461 ; secretary for foreign afl'airs, 1809, 526

;

resigns the seals, Feb. 19, 1812, 639 ; ap-

{(ointed lord-lieutenant of Ireland, viii. 178

;

ord steward, 267
Wellington, duke of, Ai'thur Wellesley; con-

demns Slassena's conduct in his retreat of 1811

as barbarous, v. 280 ; colonel ; assists his bro-

ther lord Mornington in governing India, vii.

378 ; appointed to the command of the Nizam
of the Deccan's army, 1799 ; his wonder at

the size of the array, ib. ; congratulates his

brother on the success of the British arras in

India, 379; returns tn England, Sept. 1805,

454 ; reinstates the Peishwa in his capital of

Poonah, 455 ; appointed to the command of

17,000 men, June 26th, 1803; his letter to

Scindia, 456 ; crosses the Godavcry, 457 ; how
he formed his pl.an of the battle of Assye,

458, 459 ; the battle, Sept. 23, 469, 460 ; battle

of Argaum, Nov. 29 ; obtains possession of

Fort Gawilghur, Dec. 15, thus ending the

Mahratta war, 400 ; receives the order of the

Bath ; returns to England ; account of the

faraine in India by, 461 ;
principal secretary

in Ireland, 1807, 480 ; Lis advice on the

Buenos Ayres aflau^, 485 ; coramands the

reserve forces in the Copenhagen expedition,

1807, 490 ; sent with troops to Portugal ; sails

from Cork, July 12, 1808, 499 ;
placed under

Dalrymple and Burrard, 500; lands at Fi-

guiera, Aug. 1 ; defeats the French at Roli<;a,

Aug. 17, 601 ;
gains the victory at Viniiero,

Aug. 21, 602 ; his future actions clogged by
liurrard's command, 502, 603; convention of

Cintra; recalled home; examined before a

court, 603; opinion of, on Mrs. Clarke's

briberies, 609, 510 ; ordered to replace sir

John Cradock in Portugal ; lands at Lisbon,

AprU 22, 1809, 511 ;
passage of the Uouro

;

compels Soult to retreat from Oporto, 612

;

enters Spain ; makes a junction with Cuesta,

621 ;
gams the battle of Talavera, July 28,

522-524 ; created viscount Wellington, 524
;

arranges for the defence of Portugal, ib. ;

worried by the ministers, 624, 626; sagacity

and penetrating judgment of, 629 ; construc-

tion of the lines of Torres Vedras, 530 ; they

stop Massena's course, 530, 631 ; unable to

reheve Ciudad Rodrigo, 631 ; battle of Busaco,

Sept. 27, 1810, 531, 632; evacuates Coimbra
and retires within his lines, 632 ; his argu-

ments with the ministry for continuing the

war in the Peninsula, 637, 638 ;
pursues Mas-

eena on his evacuating Portugal, and defeats

him at Fuentes d' Onoro, May 6, 1811, and at

Albuera, May 16, 638; preparations for the

campaign of 1812, 647; insufficient ai-tillerr

and means of transport; capture of Ciudad
Rodrigo, Jan. 19, 1812, 548 ; siege of Badajoz,

Mar. 16 to April 7, 549 ; the assault ana sur-

render, April 7, 549, 550 ; unable to restrain

the excesses of his so'diers, 550. 551 ;
diffi-

culties in obtaining supplies and reinforce-

ments ; his perseverance under the obstacles

created by government, 551, 552 ; advances
into Spain, June 13 ; capture of the Sala-

manca forts, June 29, 552 ; follows general

Marmont's movements 552, 553; wins the

battle of Salamanca, July 22. 553, 554 ; his

conduct before the battle, 653; and after,

654 ; effects of the victory, 654, 555 ; enteri

Madrid, Aug. 12 ; the siege of Burgos fails,

655 ; the retreat, 555, 556 ; his candour, ib. ;

commander-in-chief of all the forces in the

Peninsula
;
gains the battle of Vitl'oria, June

21, 181.3, .562; obtains possession of the passes

of the Pyrenees, 565 ; his remonstrance to the

admiralty, 566
;
passes into France, ib. ; after

some struggling ne effects the passage of the

Nivelle, 6(36, 567 ;
gains the battle of Orthez,

Feb. 27, 1814, 669 ; crosses the Garonne, and
defeats Soult at Toulouse, April 10, 570 j

lands at Dover, June 28, 672 ; receives the

thanks of parliament for his services, 672,

573 ; his respect for private property and de-

fenceless places, viii. 14 ; succeeds lord Castle-

reagh as British minister at Vienna, 25 ; bis

opinion of Bonaparte's escape from Elba, 26

;

prepares to defend the Netherlands, 26, 28 ;

nis accurate knowledge of Napoleon's ad-

vance, 28, 29 ; attends the ball at Brussels,

ib. ; his sudden departure from it, and marcli

to Quatre-Bras, 29 ; the battle of Ligny, 29,

30 ; takes up his position on the field oj

Waterloo ; Byron's description of the field of

Waterloo, 30, 31 ; his position and that of the

French, 31 ; the character and condition of

the two armies, 31, 32 ; the struggle at Hou-
goumont, 32-34 ; the battle as described by
Wellington, 34, 35; British firmness and
endurance, ib. ; Wellington's fortitude, 35

;

Wellington's and Blucher's share in the vic-

tory, 35, 36 ; arrival of Blucher and the

Prussians, 36 ; the crisis ; the victory won,

June 18 ;
joins in pursuing the French, i^.

;

his emotions at the loss of his soldiers, 37

;

refuses to acquiesce in Bonaparte's going to

America, and declines having anything to do

with his execution should that be resolved

on, 39, 40 ; signs the declaration of the allies,

40 ; erroneous views concerning Wellington's

conduct entertained by M. Thiers, 41 ; hii

firra moderation preserves Paris from unne-
cessary humiliation, 41, 42; representative

of Great Britain at Aix-la-Chapelle, where
the evacuation of France by the allied troops

is agreed upon, 99 ; master-general of tn*

ordnance, 158; a member of the conference

for averting public proceedings against queen'

Caroline, 167 ; induces George IV. to consent

to Canning being secretary for foreign affairs

;

represents Great Britain at the Verona congress;

Canning's instructions to him, 181 ; resigns

both his seat in the cabinet and his office of

commander-in-chief on the accession of Can-
ning's ministry, 1827, 204, 206 ; his share in

the negotiations for a new premier, 211 ; his in-

terest in the Madras mutiny, 214 ; accepts the

commandinchiefof the army, 1827, 226; oxitb«
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resignation of Lord Godcrich the king requests

him to form a government. 227 ; formation of

his administration, 227, 228 ; defends the ex-

pression "untoward event" in the roval

Bpecih, 228, 229; Brougham objects to his

wing at the head of tlie government, 229
;

his severe attitude towards Mr. Huskisson

leads to the other four Canningite ministers

reeigning, 234 ; his views on the Catholic

question, 236 ; his difficulty in obtaining the

king's sanction to allow tiiis question to he

brought forward by govemrnent, 237 ; an-

nounces the intention to the Lords, 237, 238
;

the king dismisses his ministrv, but recalls

it, 238 ; speech of, on the Catholic Relief bUl,

239, 240 ; duel with the earl of Winchelsea
on his refusing to -withdraw a calumny against

him, 240; character of George IV. as given

by, 243; Brougham's harsh opinion of his

ministry, 245 ; his proposed policy towards

the new French government of 1830, 257

;

present at the opening of the London and
Manchester railway, 262 ; his declaration

against parliamentary reform, 262, 263 ; tlie

lord mayor elect advises him to enter London
with a strong guard, 264 ; advises the king
not to go to London, and is himself, from ap-

prehension of bloodshed, deterred from going,

265; resigns his premiership, 265 ; his recep-

tion of the news of the proposed Reform Bill

of 1331, 272 ; his speech against it, '281, 282
;

popular speculations as to his putting down
public excitement, 297 ; attempts to form a

government, 297, 298 ; his account of the

cause of his failure, 298, 299 ; withdraws from
opposing the reform bill, 300 ; supports the

Poor Law Amendment bill, 342 ; his conside-

ration in enabling earl Grey to recover him-
self in parliament, 345 ; negotiations for the

Peel ministry, 351, 352 ; his dictatorship,

as first lord of the treasury and sole secret:iry

of state, with lord Lyndhurst, 1834, 353

;

secretary of state for foreign afiiiirs, 354 ; an-
nounces the resignation of the Peel ministry

to the lords, 357 ; his eulogy of William IV.,

377 ; his enthusiastic reception at the queen's

coronation, 410; recommends sir 11. Peel to

the queen for her minister, 420 ; opposed to

the proposed system of a penny postage, 424

;

deprecates a war with France, 430; praises

the conduct and achievements of the Indian

army, 453 ; his reply to sir R. Peel's memo-
randum vindicating his conduct in the com
law question ; determines to support Peel's

administration, 532, 533; his admiration of

Peel's courage in re-accepting the premier-

ship, 635 ; his successful plan for repressing a

Chartist insurrection, 559

Wentworth, sir Thomas. See Strafford, earl of.

Wentworth, general, commands the land forces

against Carthagena, 1741, vi. 98 ; attacks

Fort San Lazaro ; fails in taking it, 99

Wesley, John, with "Whitefield, the founder of

Methodism ; his character, vii. 121, 122

West, Beniamin, a favourite of George Ill's

;

one of the founders of the Royal Academy,
vii. 70 ; exhibits at the first Royal Academy
exhibition, 71 ; succeeds Reynolds as presi-

dent, 74 ; early career, ii.
;
patronised by the

king, 74, 75 ; critique on his picture of " The
I)eath of Wolfe," 75 ; nominally head of the

British school of painting, 1792-1820, viii.
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West, rear-admiral ; his attack upon the Frentli

fleet unsupported bj Bjng, 1756, vi. 213;
superseded by admiral Saunders, 213, 214;
received with favour at court, 214

Westmacott, hia sculptures, viii. 160
Westminster, Edward the Confessor's palace of,

i. 176
Westminster bridge opened 1750 ; constructed

by Labelye, vii. 82
Westmoreland, population and trade of, v. 29
Wetherell, sir Charles, counsel at the trial of

Watson, 1817, viii. 78 ; recorder of Bristol

;

an opponent of the Reform Bill , his conduct
rouses the Bristolians into a riot, 288 ; his

irritating address in behalf of municipal cor-

porations, 1835, 364
Wemiouth, Thomas, viscount, secretary of

state, 1768-1770, vi. 291, 321 ; complains of

AVilkes' libelling him, 291 ; opposes the duke
of Richmond's motion for an address, 1778,

388 ; secretary of state, 1775-1779. 469
WhamclifTe, lord, gives notice of his motion to

retjuest the king not to dissolve parliament,

1831, viii. 276 ; makes his motion, 277

;

movesfor the rejection of the reform bill, 281;
said to have been requested to moderate his

opposition to the reform bill by the king, 294;

his modified opposition, 294, 295 ; lord privy
seal, 354 ; died Dec. 19, 1846, 535

Wharton, Philip, duke o^ makes a furious

attack upon the earl of Stanhope, which so

roused the carl's anger as to cause his death,

1721, vi. 46
Whateley, rey. Thomas, important poor law

reforms carried out by, at Cookhani, Berkshire,

viii. 337, 338
Whitbrcad, Samuel, presides at a meeting of

the Society of "the Friends of the People,"

vii. 247 ; moves for a vote of censure against

lord Melville, 439 ; and his impeachment,
1805, 439, 440 ; his grief for Ur. Perceval,

1812, 541 ; declaims against the destruction

of military buildings at Washington, 1814,

viii. 15, 16; his peace motion rejected, 1815,

27 ;
protests agauist the annexing Saxony to

Prussia, 43; his poor law reform plan, lS07,

69, 70; savings banks recommended by, 70

Whitefield, George, character of, one of the

founders of Metliodism, vii. 121, 122

Whitehall burnt down in 1698 ; the banqueting
house the only portion saved, v. 207

Whitelock, gen., appointed to command the

British troops at Plata, 1807, vU. 483 ; lands

with 7,800 men near Buenos AjTes, June 28,

485 ; failure of his expedition ; tried by court

martial and disgraced, 486
Whitworth, lord, English ambassador at Paris

;

his interview with Bonaparte for the purpose

of obtaining an explanation of his views to-

wards Great Britain, February, 1803, vii. 420

;

violence shown by Bonaparte at a second

interview with, March, 42'2, 423
Widdrington, William, lord, impeached of high

treason, 1716, vi. 19 ; tried and found guilty,

ill. ; is reprieved, 20 ; an act of grace, passed

1717, releases him from prison, 30

Wight, Isle of, conquered by Vespasian, i. 20

;

untruth of the tradition that Jolm retired to,

after the signing of Magna Charta, 353

;

Charles I. escapes to, iv. 87
Wilberforce, William, returned M.P. for Hull,

1780, vi. 418 ; his experience of club life, vii.

105, 106 ; and the licentiousness among Cam-
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bridge students. 111, 112; returned M.P. for

Yorkshire in the parliament of 178-1, 144;
draws the attention of the House to the Afri-

can slave trade ; the committee appointed

decide that it shall be gradually abolished,

212 ; his first open opposition to Pitt, 1794,

318; his opinion of lord Grenville's hostile

answer to Napoleon, ISOO, 389 ; fears the

defeat of the Austrians, by Bonaparte, 1805,

444; indefatigable eflnrts of, to obtain the

abolition of the slave trade, 467, 468 ; the two
great objects of his life ; liis " Practical Chris-

tianity" published, viii. 123; his vain at-

tempts to end the struggle between George
IV. and queen Caroline, 167, 168; last speech

in parliament, 1824, 194 ; his thankfulness

for having lived to see England's willingness

to abolish slavery ; died July 29, 1833

Vilkes, John, publishes the '''North Briton,"

1762, vi. 260; attacks the king and Bute, 260,

261 ; his comments on the king's speecli in the
" North Briton," No. 4.3 ; arrested and im-
prisoned ; he is released, being protected as a

member of parliament from aiTest, 262 ; de-

prived of his colonelcy of militia, 203 ; sup-

ported and encouraged by earl Temple, 265
;

caricatured by Hogarth ;' defended by Cliui--

chill, 266 ; Sandwich proposes to prosecute

him ; sets spies on his motions, ana obtains

clandestinely some of his papers ; wounded
in a duel with Mr. JIartin ; takes flight to

France ; is expelled the House of Commons,
267; his proceedings against Halifax and
Egremont fail; but he obtains lOOOl. from
Mr. Wood for false imprisonment, 208

;
pro-

secuted for libels, found guilty, and outlawed,

Nov. 1, 1764, 270 ; elected member for Mid-
dlesex ; surrenders himself at the King's
Bench prison as an outlaw ; the mob end:a-
vours to rescue him, 290 ; legal proceedings

against him for libel ; he is sentenced to two
^eurs' imprisonment and two fines of 500/.

;

lord "Weymouth prosecutes him for libel, and
AVilkes is expelled the house, 291 ; his birth-

dav celebrated by the Londoners, il>. ; his ex-
pulsions from parliament and re-clcctiona

;

agitations and debates about the legality of

his re-elections, 292 ; attacked by Junius,

204; released from prison ; becomes an alder-

man and city agitator, 316 ; concerned in the
printer's affiiir, 1771; the House and the king
afraid to prosecute him, 318 ; obtains a seat

in parliament without opposition, 1774, 345
;

lord mayor of London, 1775
;

presents the
address and remonstrance to the king, de-

nouncing the government measures towards
America, 348 ; chamberlain of London ; his

address to Pitt, 1784, vii. 142; his parlia-

mentary reform motion, 1776, viii. 306
Wilkie, sir David, style and popularity of hia

paintings, viii. 153
Wilkins, William, his architectural works, Tiii.

144, 145
Williinson, Catherine, the originator of publio

baths and washhouses, 1832, viii. 393

William of Normandy, descent and position of, i.

169 ; visits Edward, and observes the position

of affairs, and the state of parties at his court,

ib. ; releases Harold from his imprisonment
by the count of Ponthicu. 173; exacts an
oath from Harold to support liis claim to the

throne of England, 174 ; rjige of, at the news
of Harold having been chosen king, 177; pre-

pares for the invasion, 178 ; lands at Pcven-
sey, 179; fights and wins the battle of Senlac,
or Hastings, 181 ; founds the "Abbey of Ba-
taille," 182 ; elected king of England, 185

;

subdues London, 186; crowned on Dec. 2o,

1066, ib. ; tumult on the occasion, and pre-
bable cause of, 186, 187 ; Edgar Atheling sub-
mits to, 187 ; conciliatory policy of, < J. ; builds
fortresses and creates fief-, ilt. ; visits Nor-
mandy, 188; oppressions of the Norman chief-
tains in England while away, 189 ; Anglo-
Saxon insun-ections against, 190

; retunis to

England, and promises to maintain the laws
of Edward the Confessor, ib. ; violates hu
promise, and becomes tyTannical, 191 ; re-
markable energy of, ib. ; insurrection in the
North suppressed by, 192 ; repulses the inva-
sion of Canute, king of Denmark, and devas-
tates Northumbria, 193 ; scarcity and famine
in consequence, ib. ; confiscation of Saxon
estates by, 194

;
gradual restoration of secu-

rity by the estabUsbment of Norman fiefs,

195 ; numerical preponderance of the Saxons
in the time of, 196 ; marches to Chester in
1070, and suppresses the insurrection in

Mercia, ib. ; blockades Hereward in the Tslo

of Ely, and compels him to submit, 198, 199;
insurrection in Slaine suppressed by, with an
army of Normans and English, 201 ; revolt of
nobles in England suppressed, and execution
of Walthcof, ib. ; continental wars and family
quarrels of, 202 ; oath of fealty taken to, 203;
Domesday Book compiled by order of, in 1085,
ib. ; Forest Laws enacted oy, and misery oc-
casioned by the enclosure of the New Forest,
206 ; knight service instituted by. 'lli^et seq.;

feudal exactions imposed b}', '215
; besieges

Mantes in 1087, is hurt, and dies on Sept. 9,

218; character of, 219
William II., Kufus, coronation of, as king of

England, on Sept. 26, 1087, i. 219; early
severities of, and insurrection of'the Norman
nobles against, 220 ; insurrection suppressed
by the assistance of the English, 221 ; oppres-
sive proceedings of, ib. ; description of the
oourt of, 221, 222 ; repulses Malcolm of Scot-
land, and builds Carlisle castle, 224 ; his

brother Eobert challenges him, and declares
war, ib. ; taxes England to pay the mortgage
money for Normandy to duke Kobert, 225

;

suft'ermge of England from the oppressions of,

ib. ; seizes Normandy in 1095, 230 ; West-
minster Hall built bv, ib. ; killed by Walter
Tvrrel on August 1, I'lOO, 231

William, prince of Orange, called to the com-
mand of the forces of Holland on the invasion

in 167'2, by Louis XIV., iv. 318 ; after tlie

murder of t ue De Witts, he succeeds in expel-

ling the French, ib. ; marries the princess

Mary, 329 ; concludes the peace of Nimeguen,
331 ; is invited to interfere in the affairs of

England, 433 ;
publishes a declaration an-

nouncing his design to come to the assistance

of the English people, 434 ; sails from Hel-
Toetsluys, and lands at Torbay, Nov. 5, 1688,

436 ; marches to Exeter, 437 ; his first recep-

tion not encouraging, ib. ; is joined by the
duke of Grafton and Churchill, and other

commanders, 438 ; and by the prince of Den-
mark and the princess Anne, 439 ; advances
to Hungerford, 440 ; his Dutch guards march
to Westminster, 442 ; sends a message to

James, which induces him to leave London,
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(md proceed to Rochester, ib. ; arrives at St.
James's, Dec. 19, and is met by peers, mem-
bers of former parliaments, tlie lord mayor
and citizens, 443 ; is requested to call a Con-
vention, and in the meanwhile undertake the
administration of affairs, 444

;
parliiunent

meets in 16S9, ib.
; their proceedinfrs, ib.

;

their final res-ilutions, 445 ; princess of Orange
arrives at Whiteliall, ib. ; Declaration of
llights, ib.

; William and Mary proclaimed
king and queen, 447

William III., the preservation of England due
to his resolution and conduct, v. G5 ; weak
health, character and appearance, 65-67

;

Irishes to govern by a balance of parties ; his
own secretary for foreign allairs, 67 ; twelve
judges anpointed by; jealousy of the English
towards his Dutch friends, Bentinck, Auver-
guerque, and Zuylistein, 68 ; speech on open-
ing parliament, Feb. 18, 1689, 69 ; desires
large supplies, the aboUtion of the hearth
tax, 71, and religious toleration, 72, desires
to make all Protestants eligible to govern-
ment emplo)Tnent, 73; suspected of being
adverse to the Anglican church, 74; quells
the mutiny at Ipswich, 75; apprehends seve-
ral persons disaflected towards him, 76-
opposition towards, shown, by the Whigs, in
the postponing of the Indemnity bill, 77;
coronation of William and Mary, April 11

;

the Commons promise to support him in a
war with France, 78 ; negotiates with Tyr-
connel, who faithlessly schemes in James's
favour, 80 ; refuses to proscribe Claverhouse,
88 ;

his letter to tlie Scotch convention, sug-
gesting a union, 89 ; the throne of Scotland
settled upon himself and Slarj', 90 ; speech of,
on meeting parliament, Oct. "19, 1689, asking
for supplies to carry on tlie war with Ireland
and France, 97 ; annoyed by the misunder-
etandings as to the princess Anne's position,
98 ;

his disgust at the contest between the
Whigs and Tories ; resolves to go to Holland,
leaving the kingdom in the queen's hands,
99 ; changes liis design, and resolves to go to
Ireland

; dissolves parliament, 100 ; refuses
to inform the Commons who recommended
Shales to be commissary of stores, 101 •

applies liimself to remedy the abuses of the
government departments, and to prepare for
an Irish camp.aign, 101, 102; his dislike to
bribery

; deserted by his favourite minister,
bhrewsbury, tb.

;
jealousy of parliament in

setthng the revenue, 103 ; act of recognition,
104; authorises Carmarthen to present an act
of grace for political oftences, which was
passed, ib.

; prorogues parliament, places the
government m the queen's hands, and leaves
i^ondon for Ireland, Jme 14, 1690, 105

; his
energetic conduct and rigilance in reorganis-
ing the army, ib. ; absm-d reports of him in
Ireland previous to his lamling at Belfast on
the 14th of June, 106 ; his march to the
Boyne

; considerate conduct of his troops, ib.
;encamps on the Boyue's bank, opposite to that

on which James II. was ; while reeonnoitrino-
he la wounded

; his death is reported, and
triumphantly proclaiined in Paris, 107 • ar-
rangements for the battle

;
position of the

army
; Schomberg commands the centre, his

son the right, and William himself the left

;

courage and perseverance of
;
gains the battle,

July 1 ; his departure for Ireland the signal

for the French to attack the j5ngUsh coast

;

the queen's energetic conduct, 112; William's
movements from ]>lace to place ; enters
Dublin, July 0, 114; captures Watcrford on
the 21st, Uo ; determines to invest Limerick,
ib.

; William encamps before Limerick,
August 8th, 116; commences the siege on the
19th; but raises it on the 29th, lis ; leaves
Irehmd and lands at Bristol, Sept 6, ib.

;

speech on opening the second session of par-
liament, Oct 2, 119; large war supplv granted
Iiim

; his position with regard to English and
foreign politics, 119 et scq. ; his mental
qualities a security against England's degra-
dation, 121 ; closes his second parliamentary
session, Jan 5, 1691; and leaves for Hol-
land, where he is enthusiastically received,
»*. ; congress at the Hague ; stipulates for the
religious toleration of the Waldenses

; a secret
article to that effect is introduced into a
treaty signed Feb. 8, 1691, 124 ; he breaks
up the congress j arrives in England,
April 13, and leaves again for Holland,
May 1, ib. ; vacancies filled up, ib.

;
plot of

Preston and Ashtou against William ; diis
clemency and conduct with regard to this
and other plots, 125 ; sends Marlborough into
Flanders, 127

; plots against his government
in Scotland, 130

; his lenient disposition to-
wards the Highlanders, 131 ; examination of
the question as to William's share in the
Glencoe massacre, 13.5, 136 ; causes an inquiry
into the massacre, 140, 141 ; his leniency
towards Stair, 141 ; character of, unjustly
assailed, 142-144 ; M.arlborough is dismissed
from office; court quarrels, 145 ; bill for esta-
blishing the independence of the judges
vetoed by; sets out for Holland, March 5,
1692, 147; Grandval's plot to assassinate
William discovered, 151 ; defeat of William
by Luxemburg at the battle of Steinkirk,
Aug. 3, 152 ; his concern for his soldiers at
this battle, 153

; William returns to England,
Oct. 18, 154; speech on meeting parliament,
Nov. 4, 155 ; vetoes a parliamentary reform
bill, 159; closes the session of parliament;
changes some of the ministrv, 161 ; makes
preparations for a campaign, 163 ; Kensington
and Versailles, ib.

; leaves London to join hia
army on the continent, Mar. 24, 1C93

;
pre-

pares for battle ; defeated at Landen, July
29, 164-166; his conduct in battle, and ad-
mu-uble skill in covering his retreat, 165-
thankful that the result was not worse, 166 •

returns to Kensington, Nov. 167 ; forms a
new ministry, 167, el nq. ; adopts the princi-
ple of government bv partv, 167, 168

; proro-
gues p.arliament and sets 'out for the conti-
nent. May, 1694, 171 ; his vexation at the
failure of the Brest exnedition, 172; returns
from the continent, Nov. 9 ; ojiens p;irlia-
ment on the 12tli; bis unhappiness at the
illness of the queen, 173; she dies, Dec. 2S,
1694 ; his grief at her loss, 174 ; he abstains
from business for weeks after, 176

;
proro-

gues parliament, becomes reconciled to Anne,
and departs for the continent, 178; sits down
before Namur, 179 ; obtains possession of the
town, July 28, ib. ; and of the citadel, Aw
26, 169.5, 180; returns to Kensington, (l.^t.

10
;
his enthusiastic reception in Englan.i

makes a progress through the countrv, 181
'

opens a new parliament, Nov. 22, lb3 ; ordirt
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a "-rant of an estate in Denbighshire to the

earl of Portland, but on the commons sho\y-

in" it to be unconstitutional he recalls it,

18o- informs the parliament of a design to

assassinate him, and of a threatened invasion

of England, ih. ;
assassination plot against,

Feb. 1696, 186, et scq. ;
leaves England for

the Netherlands, May, 193; his financial

difficulties in carrying on the campaign nearly

compel him to forsake his kingdom and go to

the Indies, 194, 195 ; closes parliament, 197 ;

embarks for Holland, April, 1697; saves

Brussels, 198; negotiations for peace ai-e

carried on at Ryswick, ib. ; the treaty ot

Evswiik concluded, Sept. 22, 199 ;
returns to

Eii-'hand, Nov. 20 ;
makes an entry uito Lon-

doii", and is enthusiastically received, lA. ;
his

speech on opening parliament, Dec. 3, 1697,

201 • and in 1698, 20-1 ; sends I'ortland on an

embassy to Fr.ance, the chief point for nego-

tiation "being th.at of the Spanish succession,

207 '^08
; his vexation at the defenceless state

of the kingdom, 210; hires Evelyn's house

for Peter the Great ; his interview with the

czar, 211; grants the Commons' petition to

discourage the woollen and encourage the

linen trade of Ireland, 213; his answer to

the petition against the African and Indian

company, 216 ; his conduct with regard to the

company's Darien scheme, 218 ; its failure

rouses tlie Scotch against, 222 ; he proposes

the union of the two kingdoms, 223; liis

anxiety for a partition treaty before the death

of Charles II., king of Spain, 220 ; the parti-

tion treaties, ib. ;
goes to Loo, and cariies on

n negotiation for a partition treaty, 227 ; cor-

respondence of, with his ministers, 228;

obtains a blank commission from his lord

chancellor, Somci-s, ill. ; the first partition

treaty signed, October 11, 1698, 229; the

second is signed in 1700, but Louis dupes

AVilliam, and seizes the Spanish crown for his

own grandson, 230 ; speech on opening the

new parliament, ib. ; notwithstanding his

anxious desire to retain his troops, they are

disbanded by parliament, Dec, il). ; he is de-

prived of his Dutch guards, 231 ; his mortih-

eation, and resolve to abandon England, i4.

;

the speech be intended to deliver to parlia-

ment announcing this resolution, 232 ;
but

his judgment gets the better of his rash

resolve, ib. ; the dismissal of his Dutch guards,

233 ; discussion and inquiry into the e.xtent

of Irish forfeitures of estates, 234 ; a bi 1 of

resumption is brought in, to wluch tlie king

rehietantly gave his assent, proroguing the

parliament immediately after, 23c) ;
AlUe-

inarle, a new favourite of, 236 ;
persuades

Portland not to discontinue the negotiations

for a second partition treaty, ill. ; he sends an

armament to protect Sweden ; Denmark is

driven back, and signs a treaty of peace, 237 ;

his difficulty in governing caused by the party

factions, 239 ; his an.xiety on the Sp:uiish suc-

cession question, 242; Charles s wjU is

ftc&'pted by Louis, and his grandson Ihihp

Buccceds to the Spanish throne, 243 ;
conduct

of, 244 ; the new parliament; changes in the

ministry, ib.; he asks assistance for the

hitates-tieneral, 245 ; the act of settlement,

246 ; impeachment of Somers and others for

tlic'ir share in the partition treatie.^J, ib. ; the

popular feeling against the House CI Com-

mons, which is presented with the KentiBjj

petition, 247; and the Legion memonal,

248 ; after long discussions about the parti-

tion treaty, the Lords and Commons at length

encouraged the king to enter into a league

with the States-General against France ;
he

prorogues parliament, Jmie 24 ;
and shortly

after embarks for Holland, 249; foinus the

great alliance, 250 ; the treaty is signed at

the Hague, Sept. 7 ; the death of James II.,

ib. ;
Louis proclaims the prince of Wales

king of England, by the title of James 111.

;

AVilliam confers with Sunderland on the

state of affairs in England, 251 ; returns from

Holland, Nov. 4 ; and dissolves parliament

on the 11th, 252; he opens his hist pariia-

nient. Dee. 30 ; and delivers his last speech,

Dec. 31, ib. ; the Commons vote him a liberal

supply ; fractures bis collar bone by a fall

from his horse ; desires the Commons to take

steps for the union of England and Scotland,

253; death of. Mar. 8, 1702, 254; discon-

tinued the practice of touching for the king's

evil 272 ; an encourager of the taste tor

architecture, 447 ;
prmce Albert's high opinion

of, viii. 472 .

WiUiam IV., admiral Langara s astomshmerit

at his obedience to orders as midshipman, vi.

452 marries the princess Adelaide of Saxe-

Meiningen, July 13, 1818, viU. 97 ; lord high

admiral, 1827, '205 ; accident to, at the lord

mayor's banquet, 225 ; succeeds to the throne

on the death of George IV., June 26, I8o0,

244; addresses to, on th« expediency of pro-

viding a regency in case of his decease, 2 16 ;

speech on proroguing parliament, July 1830,

247 ; opens pariiaineut, Nov. 2 ; declares that

no reform will be sanctioned by the goveni-

nient, 262 ; owing to a statement that the duke

of "Wellington would be attacked, he declines

dinin" with the lord mavor, and postpones

his visit to the city, 263, 264 ; requested to

dissolve parliament by lords Grey and

Brougham ; description of the interview, 276,

277;° his excitement; dissolves parliament,

277 ; opens parliament, 1831 ; recommends

the consideration of the reform question, 278;

his constancy ;
prorogues parliament, 285;

a^ain recommends reform, Dec. 1831, 293;

desires the lords to give a less decided oppo-

sition to the reform bill, 294
;
petitions to, to

create peers if necessary, 29.D; refuses to

create peers at tlie request of the Cabinet,

296 ; but ultimately gives a reluctant consent

to tills measure ; uses his personal influence

with the opposition peers, 299; and thus

secures the passing of the reloi-m bill, 300;

his speech on opening parliament, 318, 319

;

compliments pariiament for their exertions

bestowed upon public business, 343 ;
desires

to efl'ect the union of diH'eient party leaders

in the same muiistry in the hope ot settUng

tho Irish church question, 340; dismisses the

Melbourne ministrv, 349-352 ;
unprccedentcd-

ness of this act, 352, 353 ; his speech, 183.i,

355 ; speech on opening parliament by com-

mission, 1837, 376; his illness and death,

June 20, 1837, 376, 377 ; character of, 377

378; his funeral, 405
.

Williamson, su- Joseph. See Partition Treaty,

V. 229
Wilmington, Spencer, carl of. See Compton,

sir S.
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IFilson, a smir^'glor ; robs »n excise collector

;

is apprcheiKlfd, tried, and found guilty

;

atteiiipta to escaiic trnni piisoii; heroism dis-

played ill saving liis coiiirado Kobci'tson

;

executed April 14, 1736, vi. 80

^Vilson, John, his writings in " Blackwood's

Magazine," viii. I'i.S

Wilson, Eicliard. contributes to the 6r8t Koyal

Academy exliibition, vii. 71 ; classic land-

scape painter, 73; liis works compared with

those of Gainsborough, 74

Wiltshire, a pastoral country; agricultural im-

provements ; bustards formerly abounded in
;

boldness of this bird; tlie last specimen pro-

bably seen in, in 1805, \u. 21, 22; backward

state of farming in, 22

Wiltshire Downs, ancient British monuments
on, i. 12, 13

Winchelsca, Daniel Finch, earl of, introduces,

as earl of Nottingham, the comprehension bill

into the House of Lords, v. 73 ; his despatch

to the naval officers, 1692, 149 ; his ditl'er-

ences with Kussell, 161, 162 ; appointed sec-

retary of state, 1702,2.59; urges prosecution

of the Whigs, 1711, 371
Winchelsea, earl of, his calumnious letter to the

duke of Wellington ; refusing to withdraw it,

a duel takes place in Battersea Fields, Mar.

21, 1829, and an apology tendered at its con-

clusion, viii. 240
Winchester, the ancient city of, i. 13

Winchester, Ilenrv, bishop of, influences the

"lection of liis brother Stephen in 1135, i. 2.50;

Denounces him at a synod for offences against

the clergy, 260 ; supports Matilda, 263 ; re-

joins his brother and supports his cause by
the authority " of the holy see," 266 ; super-

seded as legate, 2G8
Windham, William, approves of parliament's

conduct in expressing its feeling on the situa-

tion of the French royal family, 1792, vii. 243
;

sent to Holland to smootlr the difficulties as

to the command of the allied army, 312, 313
;

appointed secretary at war, 1794, 316 ; ma-
nages the Quiberon expedition, 320 ; super-

seded by Charles Yorke, 1801, 401 ;
opposes

Yorke's motion for an army of reserve

;

advice as to volunt-ers, 427 ; secretary of

state for war, 1806, 464 ; his treatment of the

volunteers renders hini unpopular, t'A. ; sec-

retary of state, 1S06, 577

Wine, eflects of the Methuen treaty upon the

wine trade, v. 267 ; claret the general wine

of England prior to 1703; port since that

date, lA. ; restrictions on the importation of

French, removed by the Scottish parliament,

312
Winstanley, his lighthouse at Eddystone

;

perishes with it, 1703, v. 10, 11

Ifuiton, George, earl of, impeached of high

treason ; tiied and found guilty, 1716, vi. 19
;

makes his cscap'', 21, 22

Ifitchcraft, instances of the belief in, 18th cen-

tury, V. 430, 431

Wolfe, James, colonel, 1757 ; volunteers to take

Kochefort with the assistance of 500 men, vi.

229 ; serves under Amherst in the expedition

against Louisbourg; his gallantry, 233;

made major-general and eommander of the

Quebec expedition ; his dinner with Pitt,

235 ; his passage of the St. Lawrence ; lands

near Quebec, 237 ; his night voyage ; t.ikes

possession of the heights of Abraham;

battle with Montcalm ; death, Sept. 13, 1769,

2.38

Wolselev, colonel, with colonel Barry, convcvs

supplies to Euniskillen, and defeats the duke

of Berwick, 16S9, v. 86
.

Wolsey, cardinal Thomas, birth, and nse of,

under Henry VIIL, ii. 265; acts .as war

minister to flenry VIII. while almoner, 264 ;

accompanies the expedition to France, and

is made bishop of Toumay, 268; made chan-

cellor, cardinal, and papal legate, 275 ; and

archbishop of Y'ork, ib. ;
magnificence of,

276 ; the pope secures his support against the

doctrines of Luther, ib. ;
maintains the papal

supremacy in England, ib. ; the ostentation

of Wohey the result of policy, 278 ; his Labour

and difficulties as a minister, 279 ;
propitiated

by Charles V. in his meeting with Henry

at Gravelines, 286 ; asserted promotion by, of

the conviction and execution of the duke of

Buckingham in 1.521, 287; appointed to me-

diate between Francis I. and Charles V. 291

;

aspires to the papal chair, and fails, ib.
;_
he

endeavours to overawe the Commons into

the granting of a large subsidy, 296 ; fosters

dissensions in the court of Scotland, 297

;

takes the blame on himself of having levied

taxes without the consent of parliamentj 303 ;

sent ambassador to France, 309 ; difficulties of,

arising from the question of the king's divorce

from Catherine, 310; concludes an alliance

with France, 311 ; first troubles of, from the

king's attachment to Anne Boleyn, 312, 313 ;

receives the French embassy at Hampton
Court, 313 ; is authorised by the pope to

inquire into Henry's marriage, 315; is asso-

ciated with cardinal Canipegius for the pur-

pose, I*. ; arrival of Campegius in England,

aiO ; inten-iew of Catherine with the legates,

317 ; dissatisfaction of Henry with, 319 ; is

deprived of the great seal, 320 ; leaves York

I'laee, 321; rejoicings at his fall, 322; desti-

tution of at l-.sher, ib.; is defended in par-

liament bv Thomas Cromwell, 323 ; is accused

of slandering the church of England in the

court of Home, 324 ; continued interest of, in

his colleges, 332 ; receives a general pardon,

and resides in his see of York, ib. ; his great

popularity there, 333; is arrested for high

treason, 334 ; dies at Leicester, on Nov. 29,

1531, on his jour.iey to London, ib.

Wood, alderman, his conduct in the riots of

1816, viii. 77; moves a vote of censure against

government for employing Edwards, 161

;

entertains queen Caroline at his house, 1820,

166
Wood, William. See Money, vi. 50-52

Woodfall, H. S., printer and conductor of the
" Public Adverliser," containing Junius's

letters, vi. 293 ; publishes a collected edition

of the letters, 294
;
prosecuted for publishing

Wilkes's address to the king, 300

Wool, act iiassed in 1689, for the prevention of

the exportation "f, and encouraging the

woollen manufacture of this kingdom, T. 4

;

considered to be the basis of England's wealth,

ib. ; manufacture of, cliieflv in the western

counties from time of L'dward VI., ib.;

annual value of wool, and the woollen manu-
factures at the end of the 17th century, i*.

;

Bristol formerly the seat of the commerce of,

and the woollen manufactures, 7, 8 ; exten-

sively employed in making stockings, 19;
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woollen manufacture of Yorkshire 150 years

ago, '26 ; Kendal green cloth, 29 ; Ireland

applies herself to the woollen manufacture
;

William is implored to discourage it, 212_;
Ireland prohibited from exporting, 1782, vi,

443
WooUett, William, a skilful engraver of land-

scape paintings, vii. 77, 78
Wordsworth, William, quotations from his

poem on the French revolution, vii. 182 ; and
nis sonnets, 416; his writings described hy
Byron ; iirst appears as a poet in 1793, viii.

118; character of his writings, 118, 119;
advantages derived by, from the copyright
act of 1842, 465, 466

Wren, sir Christopher, plan of, for rebuilding
the city of London, Iv. 289; alterations of, at

Windsor Castle, 355 ; he is extensively patro-

nised by William, v. 447 ; description of his

mind ; becomes assistant surveyor-general,

448 ; studies the architecture of France, 449

;

his plan of rebuilding London, 450 ; com-
mences the erection of St. Paul's, 1675, ib.

;

his first plan; the cathedral finished, 1710,

451 ; criticism on the building, 452 ; his skill

sho^Ti in the London palish churches, such
as St. Stephen's, Walbrook, 452, 433 ; otlier

buildings erected by, 454 ; retires from public

life, lb. ; dies at the age of 90, and is buried
in the choir of St. Pant's, 455

Wurmser, Austrian general; succeeds Beaulieu
in the command of the amiy in Italy, 1796,
vii. 328 ; defeated by Bonaparte, ib. ; defends
Mantua; capitulates; chivalrous treatment
of, by Bonaparte, 343

Wurtemburg, duke of, joins Jlarlborough

;

shares the alternate command with him, v.

118; his part in the battle of Steinkirk,

152
Wyat, sir Thomas, insurrection of, against the

marriage of queen Mary with Philip of Spain,

iii. 61 ; he marches to London, 63; and is

defeated, 64 ; is executed, 68

Wyatt, James, his architectural designs, vii. 81,

82 ; viii. 141, 142

Wyatt, Samuel, architect of Trinity House,
Tower HQl, viii. 142

Wyattrille, sir Jeffrey, his earlier architectural

works, viii. 142
WycliSe, prosecuted for his opinions, i. 48"

;

supported by the duke of Lancaster, 4S8

;

resist.ance of, to Peter's pence, 489; translates

the New Testament, ib. ; the precursor of the

Eeformalion, 490 ; the religious opinions of,

not the cause of the insuiTCCtion in 1381, ii.

7, 8 ; many of his opinions declared heretical

by a synod of divines, S
;
petitions against

the Act for the punishment of preachers of

heresies, 9 ; it is repealed, ib. ; his translation

of the Scriptures is proscribed, 10 ; his death

in 1384, io. ; enduring effects of his labours,

ib. ; the council of Const.ance orders his body
to be disinteiTcd and burnt, 54

Wykeham, William of, deprived of his tem-
poralities and dismissed from court, i. 487

;

notice of his constructions and institutions,

4SS
Wvndham, sir William, a Tory leader ; attacks

\Valpole, 1734, vi. 73; his pnrtrait of Wal-
pole, ib. ; secedes from the House of Com-
mons ; his adieu ; and reproof from Walpole,

95 ; died, 1740, 96
Wj'oming, description and state of, vi. 395; de-

struction of the forts, snd massacre of th«
inhabitants, 1778, 396

Tandaboo, treaty of, signed Feb. 24, 1826, viii.

220
Yarmouth, lord, empowered to negotiate for

peace, 1806, vii. 469
York Town taken possession of by lord Com-

wallis, 1781, vi. 425
York, rise of the House of, ii. 130 ; character of

llichard, duke of, ib.
;

popularity of, 134

;

takes up aims against Somerset, 135; ifl

arrested, ib. ; is elected Protector by the
peers, 136; is superseded, 137; marches to-
wards London, ib. ; wins the first battle of

St. Alban's, on May 22, 1455, 138 ; conducts
Henry to London, 139 ; is appointed Pro-
tector a second time, ib. ; is again superseded,

141 ; absents himself from the king's coun-
cils, ib. ; attends in London, in 1458, an
attempted reconciliation of the York and
Lancastrian factions, ib. ; commencement of

the Civil War of the Koses, in 1459, 142 :

is declared a traitor by the parUament at

Coventrv, 143 ; flics to Ireland, ib. ; returns

from Ireland, after the battle of Northampton,
in 1460, ib. ; claims the crown in a parliament
at Westminster, 144 ; the peers compromise
the claim by enacting that York should suc-

ceed on Henry's death, ib. ; queen Margaret
resists the compromise, and assembles an
armv, ib. ; battle of Waliefield, and death oi

York, on Dec. 31, 1460, 145
York, the duchess of, takes refuge, in 1460, in

the chambers of J»hn Paston, in the Temple,
ii. 143; notice of her family there with her,

144
York, Frederick, duke of, son of George III.,

bom Aug. 16, 1763, vi. 276 ; leads the English
guards against the French, vii. 281, "282;

besieges Valenciennes; the garrison capitu-

lates, July 28, 1793 ; advances against l)un-

ku'k ; compelled to raise the siege, 282 ; his

forbearance and generosity, 283 ; announces
the French decree of no quarter to the British,

308; defeats Pichegru, May 10, 1794,311; he
is recalled on account of incompetencv for his

position, 312, 313 ; loses Holland, 313, 314

;

supersedes sir E. Abercromby in the command
of the British and Russian armies in Holland,
1799, 386; his reverses and incompetency,
386, 387 ; charges brought against nim for

misrale at the Horse Guards, 50S
;
parlia-

mentary inquii-y into his conduct ; lus dis-

gi-aceful connection with Mrs. Clarke, SOS,

610 ; his acquittal ; resigns his oftice of com-
mander-in-chief. Mar. 20, 1809, 509; ap-
pointed the king's custos, with an allowance

of 10,000^., viii. 99, 100 ; commander-in-chief,

158 ; his speech on the Roman Catholic Relief

bill, 1825; sensation caused by it, 201,202;
his death, Jan. 5, 1827, and burial, Jan. 20,

202
York, James, duke of. See James II.

Yorke, Charles, secretarj- of war, 1801, vii. 401

;

proposes to raise an army of reserve oi

50.(100 ; and subsequently to enrol every

fighting man, 1803, 427 ; home sccretai-y, 1803,

577
Yorkshire, population of, in 18th century, v. 26;

the five great clotliing towns in, ib. ; travel-

ling in, temp, queen Anne; industry of, temp.
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queen Annp, ib. ; the marquis of Rocking-

ham's example to the farmers of, vii. 27;

cultivation of the East Riding wolds ; rapid

agricultural progress promoted by Legard's

experiments, 27, 28; moors of; improvers,

28 ; James Croft, the collier, 28, 29 ; dialect

of Craven in, 29, 30

Toung, Arthur, quotations from, illustrative of

the agriculture of England, vii. 4-12; 16-18

;

22, 23; 27-30; and that of Ireland, 38. 39;

notices the prevalence of farming and weav-

ing being the employment of one man in

Ireland, 46; quotations from his "Travels

in France," illustrating the opinions ana

state of society in, and agricultural condition

of, France, vi'i, 149, 150; 168-160; 162-167;

173-177; 184

Young, Edward, his description of ladies' era-

plovment, v. 426; his "Night Thoughts"
published, 1741, vii. 86, 87

Zauaooza, victory of the allies won near, 1710|

V. 366; siege of, 1808, vii. 501

Z< iiaras, account by, of the speech of Caractacua,

i. 9

Znrndorf, battle of, 25 Aug. 1758, vi. 233
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ABFFnRpv, enrl of, is coneiiltod by the Q'lcen. and
ch;(rt:Eii tn lorin a novernment, 128 ; his minisiry,
129; the Queen's s;itisfaction witti his cabiixni,

130; his character, i6. ; his pnlicy declared, '3.;

fciatrs that the policy of her Mijescy's Governtnont
is a policy of peace July 23, 185'!» 154 ; lord John
and the prcmiersliip, 15(j ; his passionate desire
for peace, 195 ; the fruit of his hesitation is war,
leO; Russia mir^Ied by him, 197; the difFerenc«
between himself iind lord Palmerston, ib. ; h s

complacency at hriTing' "averted" war, 199 ; di.s-

agrees with lord Piilmerston's advice for the fleets

to enter the Black Sea, 200 ; echoes Falkland's cry
tor peace / 218; his apology for Russia, 231; the
Queen's letter to him, 232 ; his explanation. 233

;

discontent and discord in his cabinet, 237 ; is

spoken of by Prince Albert as ** d' une prohite ct

d'un coBiir d'or," 238 ; dissensions in his cabinet,

292 ; rejects lord John's proposal regarding a
Minister of War, id. ; his opinion on the object of

lord John's resignation, 294 ; his ministry defeated

on Mr. Roebuck's Motion for Enquiry, 295 ; resigns

office, ib.

Abyssinian Wnr, thp, ISGS. 3S0 ; its cost, 310.

Act for punishment oi perious threatening the
Queen, 50.

Act of Settlement, 4.

Adelaide, Queen, death of, 49 ; mention of in Queen's
speech, 51.

Adrianople surrendered by Turks to Russian?;, 414.

Adullamites, whig malcontents so named by Mr.
Uright, 383.

Afjrhanistan, the Shah of Persia renounces all claim
t<i dominion in, 1857, 329; war in, 1878, 420;
1879,422.

Airey, general, his opinion thnt the army is "here
for the winter" (i.^., in the Crimea), 261 ; writes
lord Raglan's order lo lord Lucan, 273.

Alabama Claims settled, 401.

Albert, prince, accompanies the Quren on her visit

to Ireland, 27; letter on German affairs, 36;
proposes Exhibition of Industry of All Nations, 43 ;

utilizes sewage at Osborne, 49 ; suggests a com-
promise respecting the Greek quarrel, 58; eulogy
on sir Robert Peel, 64; his interview with lord

Palmerston respecting foreign despatches, 70 ; his

relation to the Great Exhibition, 89 ; retrospect of
his course, 90; baron Stockmar's anticipations

regarding him, ib. ; his own view of his position as

consort of the sovereign, ife. ; his ideal of consti-

tutional monarchy, 91 ; liis qualifications, 92 ; the

"Spectator" on his speech at York, ift. ; success

as a speaker, ib. ; his first public speech, 93 ; his

interest in the labouring classes, ib. ; elected

chancellor of the University of Cambridge, 94;
opposed to the "truck-system," ib.\ propDses
reiorm of studies in the university, i6. ;

presides at

the conference on National Education, 95 ; his

speech, ib. ; education of the royal children, if>.
;

lays first stone of docks at Great Grimsby, 96;
head of Royal Commis>i<m on the Fine Arts, ib

;

fir^t idea of the Great Exiiibition, 97 ; President
of the Commission for promoting an Exhibition of

the Works of all Nations, ih. ; speech at the Man-
sion House, 9S

;
purpose of the exhibition, tb. ; his

opinion of lord Palmerston, 110; emotion at the
funeral of the duke of Wellington, 122; objects to
a parliamentary enquiry into the working of the
Irish system of education, 150 ; letters on lord John
Hiisseli's claim to the premiership, 156 : proposed
Htatue to the Prince : his letter. 160; attacked by

press and public for interference in politics, 16!;
liis explanation, ib. ; duties of his position, ih. ;

his vindication in parliament, 162; the "vigorous
constitutional essay " of baron Stockmar, lA. ; on
ttie Eastern Question, 192 ; at the opening of the
Crystal Palace at Sydenham, 227 ; his visit to
Nanoleon at Boulogne, 23S ; speaks of lord Aber-
deen as *' d'une probity ef d^un cceur d*or" ib.

;

his memorandum on the absence of information
r-'garding the Crimea, 239; on the need of rein-
forcements for the Crimea. 2S6 ; his plan, 287

;

proposes a foreign legion, ib. ; his memorandum
concerning " the real cause and ultimate objects of
the Russian war," 288; groundless suspicions
regardine him, 293 ; his speech at the Trinity
House, 1855, 301 ; accompanies the Quer^n on
a visit to the emperor and empress at Pari^
3:)7 ; lisrhts a bonfire at Balmonl on receipt of the
news of the fall of Sebastopol, 313 ; opinion on the
continuance of tlip war, 314; on the state of the
Crimean army, 1855, 317 ; his view of the Russian
proposition regarding the Black Sea, ib. ; resists

prooosal for Prussia to be represented at the Paria
conference, 320 ; on the treaty of Peace, 321; is

made Princk Consort, 333; his letter to baron
Stockmar on the financial crisis of 1857, ib.\

accompanies the Queen on a visit to Nanole »n III.
at Cherbourg, 359

;
prognosticates the French war

against Austria in Italy, )5. ; his last "memoran-
dum," 371 ; illness and deatli, ih.

Albert Victor of Wales, his birth, 376,

Aldershot, camp established at, 131.

Alexander II. of Russia, accession to the throne,
298 ; his manifesto, ib. ; orders a new levy of men
after the fall of Sebastopol, 313 ; visits his army in

the Crimea, 316; emancipates the serfs, 375;
declares his patience exhausted, and proceeds to

carry out the " mandate of Europe " by declaring
war asrainst Turkey, 1877,413.

Alexandra, Princess of Denmark, her marriage to
the Prince of Wales, 374.

Alfred, prince, duke of Edinburgh, his marriage
to the grand duchess Marie of Russia, 405.

Alice, princess, death o^ 421.

Alhihabad recaptured from the rebels by general
Neill, 1856. 346.

Alma, march of the armies towards, 246 ; battle of,

247.
Alum Batrh, engagement at, under sir Henry Have-

lock, 1856, 348 ; sir Colin Campbell's army estal>-

lished at, :M9.

Anapa evacuated by the Russians, 310.
Annexation of the Punjab, 42.

Anti-Corn Liw League revived, 1852, 114.
Ardent, colonel, sent to Constantinople by France to

report on its defences, 220,
Argyll, duke of, begins his official career as Lord
Privy Seal in lord Aberdeen's Ministry, 128.

Art, prince .\lbert and the encouragement of, 96.
Arthur, prince, duke of Connaught, married to

princess Louise of Prussia, 405.
Ashantee war, 404.

Assaults on the Queen, 50.

Assessed Taxes revised by Mr, Gladstone, 142.
Atrocities of Russian soldiers in the Crimea, 282.
Attock taken by Dost Mohammed, 41.

Austr.ilia, gold discovered in, 81.

Austria, revolutionary movement in. 1849, 13.
Azimoolah Khan, an associate of Nana Sahib, 345;

lit Cawnporc, 346.
Azov, sea of, expedition to, 1855, 310.

5-1
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BALACr.ATA, arrival of the allied forces at, 25G

;

description -f its eipfeiices, 269; battle of, ii.

;

result of the battle, 277

Balhird, lieutenant, at Silistria, 224; and Giurgevo,
225.

Biillot Act passed for parliamentary and municipal
eltciions, 401.

Bank Holiday Act passed, 400.

Bank Charter Act suspended, 1857, 334 ; 1866, 332.

Baring, Mr., hia report on the Bulgarian atrocities,

411.

Bashi-Bazonks, the, let loose in Bulgaria, 411.

Bathyany, Louis, taken prisoner, tried for treason,

and shot at Pcsth, 37.

Battle of .Sadowaor Koniseratz, 384.

Battle of the Tchernaya. 3'i2.

Beaconsfield, earl of, see Disraeli.

Besika Bay, fleet sent to, by England, 37; Enp-lish
and French fleets ordered to, 1853, 189; British
fleet sent to, 18:6, 411.

Board Schools established, 393.

Bom;trsund, capture and destruction of, 215.
" Btunba," king, yields to the English demands, 30).

Bosquet, general, his opinion of the charge of the
Light Brigade, 275 ; supports the Guards at Inker-
man, 2S1.

Bowring, sir John, demands satisfaction of Commis-
sioner Yeh, 330.

Bismarck made minister of Prussia, 1862, 373 ; pub-
lishes the draft of a proposed secret treaty between
France and Prussia, 399 ; proposes the Berlin
Congress, 417.

" Black Friday " in the city, 332.

Black Sea, the fleet at, under admiral Dundas and
sir Kdmond Lyons, 220 ; clauses of the Peace of
Paris abrogated, 399.

Brand, Mr. Henry, elected speaker, 401.
Bribery Act passed, 159.
Bricks, duty on, repealed, 54.

BriKlit, Mr., opinion on Ecclesiastical Titles Bill,

83; his scheme of reform, 112 ; his ** peace " views
on the Bussian question, 203 ; declares the war to

be neither just nor necessary, 218; censures the
minisiry of lord Aberdeen, and denounces them as
guilty of the suff'ering and bloodshec" caused by the
war, 290; his solemn pathos regarding the war,
291 ; is rejected by Manchestrr, but afterwards
-returned by Birmingham, 332 ; denounces the India
bill of the Derby administration as "clap-trap,"
354; his ad%'ocacy of reform, 361; his idea of a
commercial treaty with France, 363 ; speech at
Birmingham on reform, 377 ; on the death of
Cobden, ib. ; speech on reform at Rochdale, 383 ;

bestows on the whig malcontents the nickname of
'* Adullamites," ib.\ advocates a peasant pro-
prietorship in Ireland, 391 ; enters Mr. Gladstone's
cabinet, 391.

Brougham, lord, a universal censor, 39 ; carries
" An Act to amend the Law of Evidence," 87 ; his
eulogy on the duke of Wellington, 119 ; his death,
394.

Brown, sir George, sent to Constantinople to charter
steamers, 240 ; captures Kertrli, 310.

Bruat. admiral, joins sir Edmund Lyons in bombard-
ing Kinburn, 314.

Bucharest, peace of, 169.

Buda-Pesth, capital of Hungary, 13.

Bul^anak, bivouac of the English army on the, 1854,
246.

Bulgarian atrocities, the, 411.
Buol, count, his circular on lord John Russell's
speeches after the Vienna conference, 302.

Burgoyne, sir John, sent to Constantinople bv Ene-
land to report on its defence, 220 ; sides with the
French agaiufit attacking Sebastopol on the nortli

sitle, 253; and opposes sir E. Lyons' proposed
attack, 261 ; on our inadequacy of means, 291 ; on
the state of the army, 1855, 308.

Burmah, second war with, 131.

Butler, captain, at SiUtitna, 224.

Cablk successfully laid between Ireland and
America, 385.

Cairns, lord, made Lord Chancellor, 390.
Cambridge University, commission uf enquiry issued.

Cambridge, duke of, in the Crimea, 281-82 ; appointed
commander-in-chief, Zll.

Cambridge, duke of, viceroy of Hanover, his death,
64.

Cambridge, university of. Prince Albert elected
chancellor, 94.

Campbell, eir Colin, is entrusted with the defence
of Balaclava, 263 ; his and lord Lucan's com-
mands independent of each other, 269 ; repulses
attack of RusMan cavalry, 270 ; is sent to India
as commander-in-chief, '348

; reaches dwnpore,
is established at Alum Bagh, and relieves Luck-
now, 349 ; marches back again to Cawnpore and
defeats the Gwalior troops, 350 ; finally captures
Lucknow, ib. ; and announces the campaign at an
end, ib.

Canada, dominion of, united under a viceroy, 388.
Canning, George, on peace and war, 212.
Cannmg, earl, succeeds lord Dalhousie as Governor-

general of India, 329 and 341 ; declares w;ir
aeamst Persia, 329 ; intercepts troops sent to
China, 334 ; his energy and firmness, 344 ; issues
proclamation to the native army, ib. ; vote of
thanks from Parliament, 352 ; his proclamation
to the chiefs and people of Oude, 354 ; is made first

Viceroy of India, his proclamation on the trans-
ference of India to the crown, 357; his death,
?79.

Cannon, general, atSilistria, 224; and Giurgevo, 225.
Canrobert, general, takes command of the French

forces in the Crimea, 256 ; opposes attack on
Sebastopol, 261 ; at the battle of Balaclava, 270 ;

does not spare troops to defend Mount Inkerman,
279 ; abandons the offensive at Inkerman, 281

;

his view of the position of the allies after Inker-
man, 2S3

; resitrns his command, 309.
Canton, hostilities at, 1857, 330 ; European factories

burnt, ib. ; taken by the English, 334 ; and held
as a guarantee, 335.

Cardigan, lord, his construction of lord Lucan's
order, 272; receives orders for the charge of the
Light Brigade, 273 ; points out the Rus.-iian bat-
tery, 273; "no choice but to obey," 274; the
charge, 275 ; his address to the survivors, ib ;

receives the full approval of lord Rau'lan, 276.
Cardwell, his bill for the abolition of purchase in the
army, 400.

Carnarvon, lord, resigns his office in lord Beacons-
field's cabinet, 415.

Cathcart, sir George, his delay at Balaclava, 272,
274; re-establishes Turks in 4th redoubt, 277;
death at Inkerman. 282.

Cattle market, new, 88.

Cattle plague, outbreak of, 381 ; appointment of a
royal commission, ib.

Cattley, Mr., his warning of the Crimean winter,
267.

Cawnpore, mutiny at, 345 ; first massacre at, 346 ;

march of sir H. Havelock, ih. ; massacre of women
and children: the If^ell, 347; Nana Sahib blows
up the magazine, ib.; relief of the city by sir

Henry Havtloek, tb.

Cavagnari. sir L. N., assassinated with his etaff at
Cabul, 422.

Cavour, count, on the mistake of revolutionary
means, 3s ; succeeds in joining Sardinia wita
England and France (1855) in the Russian war,
299 ; his declaration about Italy at the Paris Con-
gress, 1856; defiance of Austria, 325; hs treaty
with Napoleon III. at Plombi^res, 1S5S, 359; his
cession of Savoy and Nice to Fiance, 366.

Cemeteries, suburban, act passed to establish, 52.
Census, the, of 1851, 83; of 1861,370; of 1871, 400;

of 1841, '51, '61, '71, '81,4115.

Cetewayo, king, war with, 421.
Charles .Albert, success and reverses of, 1848-9, U ;

abdicates in favour of his son, 33 ; dies broken-
hearted at Upfirto, lb.

Chasseurs d'Afrique, 4th, at Balaclava, 275.
Chersonese, the, descri|ttion of, 25G.
Chevalier, M. Michel, netfociates with Mr. Cobden

the French Treaty of Commerce, 1860, 3G4.
Chillianwallah, battle of, 41.
China, hostilities with, announced in the Queen's
Speech. 1S57, 32;J ; the aff'air of the lorcha Arrow,
330; sir J. i;o\vhng and Yeh, ib.\ bostilitiea a'
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Canton, ib. ; European factories burnt, ih. ; lord
Elgin sent as envoy, 332 : c.ipture of C,in ton, 334

;

Ych sent prisoner to Calcutta, 335 ; Treatv of
Tien-Tsin, 1858, ib.; breach of the treaty, 'lA.

;

capture and convention of l*ekin, destruction, of
the emperor's summer palace, 33G.

Chobham, training camp established at, 131.

Cholera, second visitation of. in hnjfland, 1849,43;
its causes and remedi' s, -ii ; statistics respectintj,

45; third visitation, 46 ; fourth visitation, 49 ; its

cessation, ib. ; its ravages in the Crimea, in the
armies and fleets at Varna and elsewhere, 238.

Chupatties passed preceding the mutiny in India,
342.

CharchyardB closed by Act of Parliament, 52.

Civil serTite, competitive examinaliun introduced,
507.

Civil vrar in America, 3G8 ; end of, 377.

Clarendon, lord, viceroy of Ireland, 26; advocates
Queen visiting Ireland, 27 ; letter to sir George
Grey, 28; is made Foreign Secretary in lord
Aberdeen's Ministry, 18o2, 123 ; expounds the
views of the Ministry on the Czar's overtures,
183 ; despatch respecting Russia's claim to a pro-
tectorate, 187 ; and on measures for the protection
of the Sultan, 188; replies to lord Derby on the
Eastern Question, 205; says we are *' drifting
nearer to war," 206; replies to lord Lyndhurst's
great speech on the Russian war, 231 ; his

despatch on England's "terms of peace," 236;
expression of the Queen's confidence in him, 318

;

represents England at Paris during the ne^ocia-
tions for peace, 1S56, ib ; defends treaty of peace,
321 ; his views regarding the Helgian press, 325

;

at the Foreign Ottice in earl RuoseU'a Ministry,
1865, 379; his death, 1870, 398.

Clerkenwell House of Detention partially blown
down by Fenians, 389.

Clothilde, princess, her marriage to Prince Xapoleon,
359.

Coal mine", act for inspection, 53.

Cobden, Richard, challenges protectionists to argue,
21 ; speech at Aylesburv, ib. ; motion to reduce
national expenditure, 22 ; demands large reduc-
tion in expenditure, 54 ; condemns lord Palmer-
Bton's foreign policy, 61 ; proposal for mutual
disarmament, 87 ; his ** peace views " on the
Russian question, 1854, 208 ; urges that the con-
tinuance of the Russian war was unjustifiable,

290; moves a resolution respecting the Chinese
war of 1857, 331 ; and being joined by a com-
bination of parties, defeats lord Palmerston's
Government, tb.; loses his seat in Parliament,

332; declines the Presidency of the Board of
Trade in lord Palmerston's administration, 362

;

negociates Treaty of Commerce with France, 364 ;

on lord Palmerston's scheme of the National
Defences, 367 ; his death, 377 ; testimony to his

worth by lord Palmer8ton,Mr, Disraeli, and Mr,
Bright, lb.

Cockburn, sir Alexander, speech on foreign policy,

61 ; dissents from the Geneva award. 4nl.

Colonies, Australian, act coucerning government of,

53.

Commercial Treaty with France, 364.

Competitive examination introduced into the Civil

Service, 307.
Confederate States of America, 363.

Consols, fluctuation of, on receipt of news of the
Coup d' etat in Paris, 106 ; fall of, 1854, 217 ;

rise 2 per cent, on the death of the Czar Nicholas,
208.

Conspirators, French, 104.

Constitution, stability of, 2 ; fundamental principles

of, 4, 5.

Constitutional principle?, settlement of, 4.

Constitutional relations of Sovereign and Ministers,

Convention between England, France, and Sardinia,

1855, 299.

Convocation, movement for revival of, 77.

Copyright, International, with France, 117.

Cotton Famine, the, 1862, 373.

County Courts, jurisdiction extended, 53.
*' Coup d' Elai " in Paris, 105.

Uranworth, lord, made liord Chancellor, 18.32, 129.

Crinr-Tartary, 241.
Crimea confirmed to Rn««ia. 1792, 168.
Crimea, description of, 241.
Crimean war, see Eai-tt rn Question.
Cross, Mr., Home Secretary, 404 ; carries a bill for

the improvement of dwellings of the working
classes, 408 ; his reply to Mr. Gladstone's attack
on the ftireign policy of the Government, 413.

Crown and Parliament, mutual relations of, 5.
Crystal Palace of Hyde Park, 99.
Crystal Palace at Sydenham, 101 ; opened by tho
Queen and Prince Albert, 228.

Customs Tariff revised by Mr. Gladstone, 145,
Custozza, battle of, 384.
Cyprus a-signed by Turkey to England, 417.

Dalhoubie, earl, Governor-general of India, 44; pro-
claims the annexation of the province of Pegu,
131 ; his declaration rckrarding peace in India,
1856,323; resigns office of Governor-general, ib.\
returns home and dies. 1860, 329.

PilliuR, lord, remarks on lord Palmerston, 109.
Dmnenberg, general, at Inkerman, 281.
Delhi, mutineers march to, 1856, 342 ; taken by the
mutineers,and the king proclaimed Mogul emperor,
343 ; rec;(ntured by generals Nicholson and
Wilson, 347.

Denison, Mr. John Evelyn, elected Speaker of the
House of Common*, 332 ; retires from the Speaker-
ship, and is created viscount Ossington, 400.

Denmark, integrity of, guaranteed, 37.
Derby, earl of, see Stanley, lord.
Dhuleep Singh, maharajah, peace made in his name,

39 ; brought to England, 42.
Disraeli, Benjamin, leader of protectionists in House

o{ Commons, 8 ; assails the foreign action of the
Government, 16; on Free Trade and reciprocity,
17 ; opposes reppul of Navigation Laws, 19; on
local taxation, ib. ; motion on the state of tho
nation, 20 ; proposes to restore a certain measure
of Protection, ib. ; new scheme of a sinking fund,
21 ; on the question of Jewish disabilities, 23

;

always upholds cause of Jews, 24 ; moves for a
Committee on the cost of the Poor Law, 52;
opinion on the Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, 82, 83;
motion on agricultural distress, 83 ; opinion on
lord Palmerston's fall after his action in the coup
rf* e/rt? question, 109; takes oflace as Chancellor of
the Exchequer in lord Derby's first administration,
115; begins "educating his party," ib. \ his
address and opinion on the Protectionist policy,
115; introduces a provisional budget, 1852, 116;
abandons the doctrines of protection, 117 ; declara-
tion on the principle of Free Trade, 121 ; opposes
Mr. Villiers' Free Trade resolutions, 123 ; intro-
duces the Budget, 124; invective " the ornament
of debate," 125; his defiant speech, ib.; defeat
and resignation, 127 ; his sentiment regarding lord
John Russell. 158; his affection for Prince .\lbert,
162 ; his speech on the expected hostilities with
Russia, 1854, 206; on Mr. Roebuck's motion for
an enquiry, 294 ; on lord John's conduct at Vienna
and since, and on lord Palmerston's Ministry, 3()3

;

opposes sir G. C. Lewis's Budget of 1S57, but ia

defeated, 330 ; supports Mr. Cobden on the
Chinese war question, 331 ; on the dower and
annuity to the Princess Royal, 333; hold« that the
Indian Mutiny was a natiimal and not merely a
military revolt, 337 ; protests against wreaking
vengeance in India, 347 ; in office for the second
time as Chancellor of tbe Exchequer, 1858, 353 ; his
difflpulties, courage, and patience, lA, ; announces
that the misconceptions bttween France and Eng-
land were terminated, ib. ; disapproves of lord
Canning's Oude proclamation, 354 ; his speech at
Slough on the collapse of the Opposition, 355 ; sig-
nificant words on the passing of the Act trans-
ferring India to the Crown, 356; introduces a
Reform Bill, 1859, .161; which is defeated, 362;
appeal to the country, ib.\ vote of want of confi-
dence carried, and resignation of the Ministry, ib.;
moves a vote of censure on lord Palmerston's
Ministry, 377 ; eulogy on Richard Cobde!^,i6. ; is
tho real head of lord Derby's third administration,
385

;
proposes to ti-cat Reform by way of resolu-

tions : the "Ten Minutes' Bill,"' ib. ; introduce*
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and cnrrica the second Reform Ac% 186S, 386 ; his

lliultfft, 333; is ninde Prime Minister oii tlie

resie"iiu<>n of lord Derby, 390; his reply to Mr.
Glinl-.tone's proposition to disestahli'sh ihe Tri-;h

chmcli,392; is defeated by a myjority of 61.39J;

appeals to the country, ib.; and, on learning the

result of the elections, resign'^, 394 ; his famous
•* Bath letter," 403 ; his address to his con-
stituents, 404; forms his second ministry, I'i.

;

carries out long-meditated views re^ardins India :

visit of Prince of Wales to India: Queen declared

Emoress of India, 408; purchase of shares in the

Suez canal, 409; is created Earl op Bkaconp-
FiEi.D, ih.\ his speech on tlie E istern iQnestion,

1876, 410; his opinion of Abd-ul-Haraid II., M.;
his declaration reffardint; the despatch of the fleet

to Besika Bay, 187G, 411; sums up his fortiRn

policy as " condition:d neutrality," 414 ; calls out

armv reserves and brings Indi;in troops to Malta,

416; attends Congress at Berlin, 417; his return,

bringing- " peace with uonuur,"419; his defence
of the Treaty, th.\ attainment of a "scientitic

frontier" in India, 4'JO; dissolves Parliament and
is defeated by a large majority, 423 ; resigns office,

424; bi^dpath,I881 16. ; honours to his memory, i6.

Divorce Act p;issed, 333.

Don P.icitico, affair of, 56.

Dost Mohamuied joins the Sikhs, 41 ; and escapes to

Khyber Pa'JS, 42.

Drain.tge of London, scheme of, 43.

Drouvn di; Lbuys, M., at the Vienna Conference,

299; resigns his offi.'^e us the Miuister of Foreign
Affairs, 3U0.

Dublin Kxhibition of 1853, 155.

Dufferin, lord, commissioner to Damascus, 363.

Dundas, vice-admiral, receives letter from hud Rag-
lan on their "duty," 204; failure of his attack on
Sebastopol,2fj6.

•* Durham letter " of lord John Russell, 80

Eastkrs Questio-v, the, the Czar sounds sir H.
Seyuiour as to the "Sick Man's" inheritance,

133 ; assurances of the Pinglish ministers as to the
prospee_ts of peace, 155; difficulty of tracing the
history "of the conflict, 164; retrospect, a. d. 876 to

A.D. 1850, 165; the Ottoman Tuiks in Eurctpe,
"•6.; Muscovite claim to Constantinople, 166

;
policy

of Peter the Great, 167; his alleged will, ib.;

effect of Catherine's victorie-', 16S; the Crimea
confirmed to Russia, 1792, i'fi.; Hebastnpol com-
menced, 16.

;
peaceofBuclKirest, 1812, 169 ; treaty

of Adrianople, 16.; independence of the Roumanian
principalities, ib. ; the Egyptian Question, 1833-

1841, 170 ; the Stiaits' convention, ib. ; sir Strat-

ford Canning at Consiantin'-ple, 171; visit of the
Czar Nicholas to England, 1S44, ib. ; the Nesse!-
rode memonindum, 1844, 172; the "repose" of
Turkey, 173; Russian aims and disclaimers, 174

;

two forces swaying Nicholas, 175; reforms urged
on Turkey by Knsland, 175-6; France the Hrst
disturber, 18*50, 177 ; lord John Russell on the
dispute, 177-8

;
question of the Koly Places, 178 ;

demands of M. Lavalette, ib. ; concessions to

l-rance, 1852, 179; indignation of Russia, ib.;

Russian advance towards the Principalities, ib.
;

phases of English feeling, IhO; the '"Times" on
the maintenance of the Ottoman Empire, ?'6.; the
Czar's conversations with sir Ilamdcon Seymour,
181 ; the Czar's views respecting Constantiuople,

ib.
i
his scheme of partition with England, 182;

answer of Ensland, 183; the interests of Austria,
184: affair of Montenegro, 185; colonel Rose and
the British fleet, ib. ; Russian demand for a secret

treaty with the Porto, 186; its meaning, 16.;

question of the Holy Places settled, 187 ; the Rus-
sian ultimatum claiming a protectorate, ib. ; depar-
ture of Menchikov from Constantinople, 188;
English and French fleets ordered to Ri-sika Bay,
189; occupation of the Principaliiies, 190; the
Cz;ir proclaims a war of religion, ib.

; protest of
Turkey, ib. ; interesrs of the Great Powers, 191

;

especially of England—having regard to her
Indian l\mpirc, 16. ; the Vienna conference and
note, 192 ; English and French fleets culled to
Constantmople, 193 ; the Porte issues a con-
ditiuuul dcclaratiua of war, ib. ; the Czar*-*

relieion*? nppral, 194; excitement in Ensland,
ih, ; lord Paluierstou on the siti:ali(m, 197 ; difftr-

ence betweer lords Aberdeen and P.dmerston,
ib.x concert with Europe broken, 198; England
and Friince in accord, ib. ; the amended Vienna
note rejected by Russia, 199; the fleets ordered
to Const;mtinople. id. ; motives for supporting
Turkey, 200 ; beginning of hostilities on the
Danube; tbe Russia'i fleet in the Black Sen,

201; the massacre of Sinope, 202; indignation
thereat in England and France, ?*. ; lord Palmt^r-
ston's resignation :md return to office, 20. J; Louis
Napoleon's proposal adopted by tbe Cabinet,//*.;
English and French fleets enter the Black Sea, ib.;

retirement of tlie Russian fleet to Sebastopol,
204; new proposals of the Conference, //;. ; hopes
destroyed; indignation in Russia, 21)5; diplo-
matic relations broken off, ib. ; the Czar's terms
rejected at Vienna, 20G ; lord Jolm's sne^ch

:

*• May God defend tbe right!" ib. ; lord Patiner-
ston's memorable defence of the ministry, 207

;

the opinions of tlie "peace party," 208; deputa-
tion of Quakers 10 the Czar, ib. ; war manifesto
issui'd by Nicholas, 209; action of Austria, ib.;

summons of Ensland and France to evacuate the
Principalities, 210; rejected by Russia, ib.; Eng-
hind and France in a state of war with Russia,
March 19, 1854, ib.; troops embark for Malta,
211; departure of the Guards, 212; inadequate
preparations, ii. ; sailing of the Baltic fleet, 215;
capture and destruction of Bomarsund, ib.; publi-
cation of the Czar's conversations with sir II.

Seymour, 216 ; treaty of I'higland and France witli

Turkey, (6. ; official declaration of war by Eng-
hind, 217; treaty between Fr.mce and England,
1854, 218

;
protocol of the four Powers, ib. ; trea;v

of Austria and Prussia, ib. ; Austria the first to

act, 219 ; first movements of England and France,
2211 ; the fleet in the Black Sea, ib. ; the allied

forces at G.iUipoIi, ih. ; ttie commanders-in-chief
—lord Raglan and St Arnaud, 221 ; council at the
Tuileries, 222 ; advance of the armies to Varna,
tb. ; campaign ou tbe Danube, 223; Turkish vic-
tory at olteniiz:!, ib. ; P.iskievich's plan of
campaign, 16. ; siege of Sihstria, 224 ; repulse ol

The Russians under Gortchaiiov, :;25 ; Battle of
Giurgevo, ib. ; end of the attack upon the Danube,
and retreat of Gortcliakov to Bucharest, 226

;

the Principalities evacuated by Russia and occu-
pied by Austria, ib.; the first object of the war
attained, *A. ; eagerness of the English people for
war, 228 ; declaration of the "Times" regarding
Sebastopol. 229; views of lord Palmerston, the
duke of Newcastl-, and Napoleon III. on the
quf«tion, 229-30; lord Lyndhurst's great speech,
230 ; decision of the Cabinet to invade the Crimea,
233; the duke of Newcastle's despatch to lord
Riiglan, 234 ; his decision. 235 ; England's " Terms
of Peace," '23G; the "Times" again on the
dilatory conduct of tbe campaign, 237; Cholera
in the armies and fleets, 238; fire in the British
magazines at Vama, 239; want of information
respecting the Crimea, ib.; French proposal for
dt l.iy overcome by lord Raglan, ib. ; embarkatimi
of tite allied forces at Varna for the Ci imea, 240 ;

landing of the troops at Old Fort, 244; dangerous
march in the eneinv's ct)untry, 215; bivouac on
tlie Bnlgannk. 246; Menchikov in command of
tlie Russian forces, ib. ; extent of the RussiaTi
forces, ib.; Menchikcjv's character and plan of
defence, 247 ; battle of the Ai.ma. ib. ; numbers
and losses on both fides, 248 ; results of the
victorv, 249; receipt of the news at home, 16.;
(X tgi,'erated accounts, 250; lord Raglan's de>-
]>atciK's, his opinion of tlie troops, ib. ; Sebastopol
and Its fortifications, 251 ; refusal of Sf. Arnaud
to march and attack north side, ?52 ; great
oppoiiunitv consequently lost. i53 the flank
march, 254; the English at Bahiclava, 255; death
of St. .Viiiand, who is succeeded in the command
by gener.il Canrobert, 25G ; tlie Chersonese, position
of the allies there, t . ; defences of Sebastopol—
the Flagstaff Bastion, Redan, and Malakoff. 257;

number and re>oiirces of the garrison, 16.: ships
of war sunk across the harbour's mouth, 258

;

Monchikov's army quits Sebastopol, 259; defence
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ef Sebastopnl by KomiloT and Todlobra, 2G0 ;
the

allifs lose :i third great opportunity, 16. ;
tne

allies shut up in the Chersonese, 261 ;
their

positions before Scbustopol, 21i2 ; the Inkerman

Hciifhls, 16. ;
separate defence of Balaclava, .116 ,

Wenchikov'8 advance, li. ; first cannonade of

Sebastopo-., 204 ; failure of the naval attack on the

sea forts, 266 ; a week's cannonade, ib. ;
Todleben s

enereetic defence, ib. ; Mr. Cattley's warnini; of

tne Russian winter, 267 ; lord Kaglan's warning

home, ib. ; cholera in the army. (6. ;
Liprandi s

array at Tchorjiun, 263 ; description of Balaclava

and iu defences, 26i)
; the independent commands

of lord Lucan and sir Colin Campbell, ib.
;
Men-

chikov's plan of attack, 16. ; battle of Balaclava,

2?0 : charge of the Heavy Brigade under Scarlett,

271 ; lord Ragian's order to lord Lucan, 272 ;
how

construed. 273 ; lord Raglan's " Fourth order

ib. ; captain Nolan's message, 274; charge of the

Light Brigade under lord Cardigan, 27o ;
lord

Lucan and the heavy cavalry, ib. ; ihe Xcsser /«-

Icrman, 268 ; Russians repulsed by sir De Lacy

Evans, 277; Menchikov's sanguine report, 278;

grand design of the Russians, .6. ;
numbers o

the allies, 278-9 ; the bells of Sebastopol, 28fi

,

battle of INKEEMAN, 281; losscs at the battle,

1:82 ; Russian atrocities, ib. ;
Menchikov s

apology, 283 ; consequences of the battle, 16. ;

wailing for reinforcements 284 ; sufferings of the

array, i6.; great storm, 285 ; Miss Florence Night-

ingale at Scutari, 16. ;
patriotic fund founded, ib.

;

honours and rewards to the army, ift. ;
the siege

languishing, ib. ; Prince Albert's proposition re-

specting reinforcements, 287; Austrian propo-

sition : the ' Four Points," 288 ;
Pance Albert s

memorandum on "the real cause and ultimate

objects of the war," 289 ; treaty between Austia

France, and Great Britam, 290; the •' Four

Points" accepted by Russia, 269 ;
death of the

Czar Nicholas, 297 ; battle of Eupatoria, .6.; acces-

sion of Alexander IL, 298 ; Sardinia joins the

allies and sends an army to the Crimea, 299 ,
the

Yienna conference, id. ; fresh proposition of Aus-

tria, 300 ; end of the conference, tS. ; the iuiKish

loan guaranteed by England and France, 304

;

improved condition of the army in the Ctimea,

308 ; second great cannonade of Sebastopol, JU» ,

resignation of Canrobert, who is succeeded by

general Pelissier, ib. ; expedition to Kertch and

the Sea of AZ3V : great rcsulte, 310; third can-

nonade of Sebastopol, id. ;
capture of the

Mamelon, ib.; failure of the assault of June 18,

311 the Malakoft and the Redan, 310; death of

lord Raglan, 311 ; is succeeded by general Simp-

son, ii,\ battle of the Tchernaya, 312; fall of

Sebastopol, ii. ; stale of feeling in England and

in France, 314 ;
capture of Kinburn, i5. ;

siege and

surrender of Kars, 315; Omar Pasha's victory on

the Ingour, i*. ;
preparations in England for a

third campaign, 316; Austrian proposals, 317;

the ultimatum accepted by Russia, 318 1
conference

at Paris, i*. ; virtual end of the war, 319 ;
losses

on both sides : cost to England, ib. : the peace of

Paris, 1856, 32L Another episode ; the Druses

and the massacre of the Christian Maronites, 368 ;

convention at Paris, iS. R^'J"'
o"

''J,':

EastemQuestion, 1876, 409; state of Turkey, 410,

rising in the Herzegovina and Bosnia, 16.; lurkey

virtuallv repudiates her debt, and so forleits the

syrauall'iv of England, 411 ; Bulgarian atrocities.

ii fleet sent to Besika Bay, ib. ; Russian policy

in the Balkan peninsula, 412 ; Servian and Montc-

ncrinwars, t6.; conference at Constantiniiple,41J;

wa'r of Russia against Turkey, 1877, iS.; lall of

Plevna, 414 ; advance of Russia towards Conslan-

tinople, ib.; Adrianople surrenaered by tne

Turks, 16.; British fleet in the Sea of Marmora,

415 • peace of San Stefano, 416 ; the secret agree-

mmt between lord Salisbury and count Shouvalov,

417 ; Cyprus surrendered to England, 16, ;
the

Tee'atv of BEULi.-i, ib.
j , = .

East India Company, their Charter renewed, 151,

bill introduced for transferring the hast Indian

dominion..^ from the company to the C'rown, 3oL ;

Ibe bill carried, 355 ;
political end and final dis-

Bulution of the Company, 3J6.

Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, 83; introduced in a modi-

fied form, 86 ; and is carried, ib. ;
repealed in

18;i, ib.

Education, the Irish system of, 150.
.

Education, national, religious basis of, 150 ;
Minister

of, first appointed, 326.

Edwardes, Herbert Benjamin, defcaU army of Mool-

raj at Mooltan, 39.

Eii-rton, colonel, at Inkerman, 281.

Enlinton, lord, his views of the Irish system of

National Education, 150.
^

Electric cable successfully laid to America, o85.

Electric telegraphs of the United Kingdom worked

by the Post-office, 390.

Elgin, earl, envoy to China, 1851, 331; arrival at

Hong Kong, 334 ; attacks and takes Canton, ib. ;

captures Commissioner Yeh, 16. ; concludes treaty

of Tien-Tsin, 335 ; visits Japan and obtains the

treaty of Yeddo, ib. ; sails to Nanking, ib. ; re-

turns home, ib.
;
proceeds again to China, cap-

tures Pekin, and signs convention confirming the

treaty of Tien-Tsin, 336 ; his death, 379.

Ellenborough, lord, denounces the Foreigners' En-

listment Bill, 290 ; President of the Board of

Control. 354 ; his intemperate course regarding

lortl Canning's Oude proclamation, 16. ; his reoig-

nation, 355.

Encumbered Estates Act (Ireland), 30.

Enfii-ld rifles supplied to Indian Sepoys, 1856, 342.

Euginie, the Empress, marriage of, 134; gives

birth to a son, 1856, 321.

Eupatoria, battle of, 297.

Evans, sir de Lacy, repulses Russian attack at the

" Lesser Inkerman," 277 ; advises lord Raglan to

abandon the siege of Sebastopol, 284.

Exhibition of the Industry of all Nations, 1851,

proposed by Prince Albert, 43 ; its relation to

Prince Albert, 89; designed bv Paiton, 99;

named the "Crystal Palace," >i. ; the opening

ceremonv, ib. ; the Queen's impressions regarding,

ib. ; statistics regarding, 101 ; financial success,

lb. ; use of building and surplus, »6.

Exuenditurc, national, 21, 22.

Eyre, governor, and the revolt in Jamaica, 381.

FAnADAV, his suggestion for an insulator, 132.

Eawcett, Mr. Henry, carries a bill for abolishing

religious tests in Dublin University, 402.

Females and children in factories, act to limit hours

ot labour of, 53.

Fenian brotherhood, the, in Ireland, 381, 382.

Ferdinand II. of Naples yields to the English

demands, 305; French and English ambassadors

withdraw from his court, 1856, 325.

Fiji Islands annexed by Great Britain, 407.

Fine Arts. Prince Albert and the, 96.

Kinlay, Mr., his claims on Greece, 56.

Flagstaff Bastion, the, 257 ; approached by the

French, 279; Todleben's opinion of, 283; the

French abandon the idea of seizing, 284.

Francis Joseph made Emperor of Austria, 13.

Franco-German war, 393.

Franklin, sir John, his discovery of the north-west

passage ; death of, 153.

Frederick William IV. of Prussia. 11.

Frederick William of Prussia elected Emperor of

the Germans, but refuses to accept the position,

356 ; his mental incapacity, 359 ; his death, ib.

Free I'rade, Mr. Disraeli on, 17.

French Empire revived. 120.

Frere. sir Bartle, governor at the Cape, 421.

Friendly Societies, act to regulate, 53.

Fonblanque, Mr., on lord Palmerston's despatches,

68.
Forbes-Mackenzie Act, 153.

Foreign policy, retrospect of, since 1816, 9
Forrest, lieufnant, at Delhi, 343.

Farster. W. E., his bill for National Education, S5i>.

" Four Points," the, project submitted by Austria,

288.

Fugitive slave question in America, 160.

Futtehpore, victory at, by sir Henry Uavelock, 347.

Gallipoli, the aUied armies at, 220.

Garibaldi supports Roman tnumviis, 35; defeats

Neapolitans at Pulcstrina, 16,
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Gporee, Prince, of Denmark, elected kin? of Greece,

1863, 374.

Girmany, revolutionary movements in, 1S43-9, 11,

31.

Gibson, Mr. Milner, his question on lord John
Russell's conduct at and after the Vienna Con-
ference, 302 ; is rejected by Manchester, 1857, but
afterwards returned for Ashton-under-Lyne, 332

;

proposes and carries an amendment to lord
Palinerston's conspiracy bill, can-iiiig- the defeat
:ind resignation of the Ministrv, 352 ; Piesideut of
the Board of Trade, 363.

Giurpevo, battle of, 225.

Gladstone, WiUiara Kwart, supports repeal of
Jewish disabilities, 23 ; tribute to lord Palrner-
Eton'sspeech, CO ; opposes Ecclesiastical Titles Bill,

86 ; letters on the state prisons of Naples, 88 ; his

reply to Mr. Disraeli's defiant Budget speech,
1852, 126 ; his past career and piesent position,

ib. ; influence of in the House of Commons, 127 :

is made Chancellor of the Exchequer by lord
Aberdeen, 1852, 129; his seat for Oxford Uni-
versity contested, 133; his principles of Finance,
136; proposed conversion of the National Debt,
138 ; introduces the Budget of 1853, 139 ; his

horror of war, 196 ; his Budget of 1854, 213;
hopes to pay lor the war out of current revenue,
ib. ; Income Tax doubled, 214 ; introduces a sup-
plementary Budget, ib. ; his speech on Mr. Roe-
buck's motion for an enquiry, 294 ; resigns his

office, 297 ; helps to defeat lord Palmerston's
Government on the Chinese question, 331; op-
poses the Divorce Act, 333 ; on the crown and the
Indian army, 355; his visit to the Ionian Islands
as Lord High Commissioner, 358 ; Chancellor of
Exchequer in lord Palmerston's si-cond adminis-
tration, 362; his Budget of 1859, 363; his great
Budget of 1860, 364; sir E. B. Lytton's testimony
regarding his speech, i6.; the paper duties, 365;
rejection of the bill by tlie Lords, 366; Budget
passed as a whole by the Lords, 1861, 367 ; his
views regarding lord Palmerston's measure for

the national defences, id. ; establishes Post-office
Savings' Bank, 369 ; his Budget of 1861, 370 ; re-
peal of the paper dutv, 370; his Budget of 18G2,
373; his Budget of 1863, 374; National Debt re-
duced by Terminable Annuities, ib. ; his Budget
of 1864—progress of prosperity, 376 ; his last great
Budget, 377 ; on the Irish Church, 378 ; rejected
at Oxford, id.; and sits for South Lancashire,
?5. ; his Reform Bill of 1866, 583 ; defeat and
resignation of the Government, ib. ; the upas-
tree that overshadowed Ireland, 391 ; great
speech on Ireland, he declares for the disestab-
lishment of the Church, 3'J2 ; and gives notice of
his three famous resolutions, i5. ; defeats Ministers
by a majority of 61, 393 ; brings in a bill suspend-
ing the exercise of patronage in the Irish Cliurch,
ib. ; his electioneering campaign in South-west
Lancashire, ib. ; he is defeated by 260 votes, ib.

;

is spontaneously returned by Greenwich at the
head of the poll, ib.; publishes "A Chapter of
Autobiography," ib. ; forms his first Ministry,
394 ; introduces a bill to disestablish and disen-
dow the Irish Church, 395; the measure passed,
396; the Irish Land Act passed, 1870, 397; intro-

duces the Irish University Bill, which is rejected,
402 ; resignation and return of the Ministry,'')^.

;

assumes the office of Chancellor of the Exchequer,
ib.; announces the immediate dissolution of
Parliament, 403; his address to his constituents,
404 ; general election, ib. ; Conservative majority
returned and consequent resignation of the Glad-
stone Ministry, ib.; temporarily retires from the
leadership of the Liberal party, 406 ; his pamphlet
and speeches on tnc Bulgarian Atrocities, 412;
his attack on the foreign policy of the Ministry,
413 ;

proclaims the personal conflict with lord
Beaconsfield, 415; begins his first Midlothian
campaign, 423; decisive Liberal majority in the
new Parliament, and forms his second Minintry,
1880, 424.

Glvn, lieutenant, at the campa.gn on the Danube,
225.

Gold discovered in Australia, 81,
Guojerat, victory at, 42.

Gorham, Rev. Mr., case of, 76, 77.
Gortchakov, tlirce brother?, the, 193.
Gortchakov, prince Michael, summoned by Omai

I'asha to evacuate the Principalities, 193.
Gortchakov, prince, repulsed before Silistria, 225.
Gortchakov, Michael, arrives at the Crimea, 278;

at Inkerman, 28! ; at Sebaslopol, 312 ; his account
of the evacuation of Sebaatopol, 313 ; his address
to the army, ib. ; endeavour to separate France
from England, 317 ; hU circular on the rights of
kings, 325 ; on the Pohsh insurrection of 1863, 375.

Goschen, Mr., joins the cabinet of earl Russell as
Ctiancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, 379.

Gough, lord, is repulsed at Ramnugger, 40; fights
battle of Chillianwallah, 41 ; is succeeded in his
command by sir C. J. Napier, ib. ; and gains
victory at Goojerat, 42.

Granville, oarl, accepts the office of Foreign Secre-
t iry, 108 ; is made president of the council in lord
Aberdeen's ministry, 128 ; and afterwards trans-
ferred to Duchy of Lancaster, i6. ; succeeds lord
Clarendon as Foreign Secretary, 3!t8

; his firmness
during the Franco-German war, 1870, 399.

Graham, sir James, attack on lord Palmerston, 59 ;

his speech on protecticm, 84 ; made First Lord of
the Admiralty in lord Aberdeen's ministry, 129;
resigns office under lord Palmerston, 297 ; tiis last
great speech, 370 ; his death, ib,

Greece and Don Pacifico, 56.

Greece has Thessaly and part of Epirus ceded to her
by Turkey, 418.

Grey, sir George, introduces the tcclesiastical Titles
Bill in a modified form, 86.

Grimsby, first stone of docks laid by Prince Albert,
96.

Gros baron, represents France in the expedition to
China, 336.

Guards, their departure for toe Crimea and the
fate which awaited them, 212 ; at Inkerman, 281

;

their return from the Crimea, 322.
Gwalior contingent, mutiny of, 349; utterly routed
by sir Colin Campbell, 350,

Habeas Corpus Act suspended in Ireland, 1849, 26
;

again suspended, 1866, 382.

Hainelin, admiral, failure of his plan for attacking
Sebastopol, 266.

Hamilton, William, fires at the Queen, 50.
Ilmover annexed by Prussia, 3S4.

Harcourt, sir W. V., speech on Turks and Russians,
187G, 409.

Hardinge, viscount, appointed commander-in-chief,
119; struck with paralysis, 321; resigns his
appointment, 322.

Haitington, marquis of, makes his first conspicuous
appearance in politics, 362 i Secretary for War,
379; is defeated in North Lancashire, 1868,394;
chosen as leader of the Liberal party on Mr. Gl id-

stone's retirement, 406; proposes motion of censure
reearding Indian troops being called to Malta,
417 ; regains his old seat for North Lancashire,
423 ; is sent for by the Queen to form a ministry,
but points out that Mr. Gladstone is indicated by
the elections, 424.

Havelock, sir Henry, brief memoirof, 346 ; his march
to Cawnpore, iO. ; attacks and defeats the Nana's
army, 347 ; marches to the relief of Lucknow, 343

;

is besieged there, ib. ; is relieved by sir Cohn
Campbell, 349 ; dies of dysentery, tb.

•' Uavelock'b saints," 349.

Haynau defeats Hungarians, 37 ; is whipped by
liiiglish draymen, ib.; lord Palmerston's despatch
respecting, 71.

Heavy Brigade, charge of, at Balaciava, 271.
Helena, princess, marries prince Christian, 405.
Henley, Mr., withdraws from the Derby ministry,

1859,361.
Herat, war -with Persia regarding, 329; the ShaL
renounces all claim to dominion in, ib.

Herbert, Mr. Sidney, takes office under lord Aber-
deen, 12J; requests Miss F. Nightingale to pro-
ceed to the Crimea, 285; resigns his office, 297;
his death, 379,

HodRon, lieutenant, captures King of Delhi, 343
;

captures and shouts tlie son and grandson of the
king, 3iS; his death, ib.

\
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" Hodson's TTorse," 348.

Holkar, mahnrajah of Indore, his fidelity, 342.

Holy Placefi, the question i)f, 178.

Home Uule, Mr. Uutt's motion on, 1874, 40G.

Hope-Grant, tfenpral. lu>t victory at Kallte Nuddee
with sir Colin Ciunpbpll, 350.

House Duty imposed. S7.

llouse of Common?, new, 54

Hume, Mr. Joseph, on local taxation, 19; eeconda
motion lo reduce national expf-nditure, 22 ; motion
for reform, (5.; defeats ministers on a question of

Income Tax, 87; his motion for a Retorm Bill,

112.

Ilunuary, revolt in, 12.

Iluntrarians, etedfast resistance of, 37 ; cruel indigni-

ties inflicted on them, ib.

nunt. Ward. Chancellor of the Kschequer, 390 ; his

Budget of 1868, 3^t3 ; appointed to the admiralty in

Mr. liier-u'li's gccoud administration, 401 ; bis

death, 1877, ih.

Hyde Park, not in, 1S6G, 333.

lovATiEV. ceneril, his influence at Constantinople)

410; the peiceof Sm Stefano, Ms w >rk, 416.
Intiia, vicLToys of, since tlie Mutiny, 420.

India, the Queen declared £mpress of, 403.
Indian Mutiny, thp ; lord Dalbousie on continued
peace in India, 328 ; real character of the risinu',

337; "India quiet throuehout," May 1, 1837,

338; causes of the Mutiny, 339; the Mahom-
niedans, ib. ; the Brahmins, ib. ; lord Dalliousie's

iovernmont, 340; Nana Sahib's claim for a pen-
sion dii:allowed, 341 ; annexation of Oude, ib.

;

lord Dalbousie succeeded by lord Canninf:, ib.
;

fidelity of the Sikhs and many native ri'i"cep,

341-2; thechaputties, 342 ; the greased cartridges,

ib.; outbreak of the Mutiny at Meerut, ih.

;

Delhi taken and the king proclaimed Mogul Em-
peror, 343 ; native regiments disarmed at Lahore,
ib. ; exertions of sir John Lawrence, i6. ; energy
and firmness of lo- d Canning, 344 ; his proclama-
tion to the native army, ib. ; siege of the residency
at Lucknow and death of sir Henry Lawrence,
345 ; mutmy at Cawnpore, ib. ; Nana Sahib in
command, ib.\ his treachery, 346; the first

massacre of Cawnpore, ib.; march of general
Havelock, ib. ; massacre of women and children,

347 ; relief of Cawnpore by Ilavelock, ib. ; defeat
and flight of Nana Sahib, ib. ; recapture of Delhi,
ib. ; the king taken prisoner, and his son and
grandson killed, 34S ; Ilavelock and Outram reach
Lucknow and are besieged tliere, ib. ; sir Colin
Campbell commander-in-chief, ib. ; he relieves

Lucknow and defeats the Gwalior troops, 349;
ultimate capture of Lucknow. 350 ; Gwalior re-

taken by sir Hugh Rose, ifi. ; final suppression of
ttie Mutiny, ib.

Industrial and Provident Societies, formation of
legalized, 116.

Ineour, river of, Russians defeated at by Omar
Pasha, 315.

Inkerman, heights of, 262; battle of, 281 ; losses at
the battle, 282.

Inkerman, the Lesser, 277.

Ionian Islands, Mr. Gladstone's visit to as Lord High
Commissioner, 358 ; their cession to Greece, 374.

Ireland, state of, 25 ; leaders of the rebellion, 1848-9,
ib.; Habeas Corpus Act suspended, 2'!; grant of
£.50,000, i5.; visit of Queen Victoria, 27 ; revived
prosperity, i6. ; emigration, 29 ; Encumbered Es-
tates Act, 30; new colleges and universities, 31

;

Orange Ciubs, 32 ; Income Tax imposed, 147 ; the
Irish svstem of education, 150 ; visit of the Queen
to the Dublin Exhibition, 1SJ3, 155; Mr. Oilwyn's
motion regarding the Iiisli Church, 378 ; Mr.
Gladstone on the Irish Church, ib. ; the Fenian
brotherhood. 381 ; suspension of the Habeas Corpus
Act, 1866. 382 ; arrests of Fenians, ib. ; further
arrests of Fenians. 383; the Manchester murder,
ih. ; the Clerkenwell explosion, 389 ; execution of
Michael Barrett, i5. ; unhappy state of, 390; the
various remedies proposed, 391 ; Mr. Maguire's
motion regarding, ib. ; lord Mayo's declaration
of policv. ib. ; Mr. Gladstone declares for the dis-
establishment of the Church, 39^ ; the disestablish-
icent and discndowment of tin* Irish Church, 395 ;

Irish Land Act (1370) passed, 398 ; the Irish

University Bill introduced by Mr. Gladstone and
defeated, '402 ; abolition of tests in the University
of Dublin, ib. ; Mr. Butt'i* motion on Home Rule,
406: obstruction in the House of Commons first

resorted to by Home Rulers, 4i;; ; it is renewed,
422 ; Royal Irish University esUiblished. ib.

Irish Church, bill passed for disestablish.ng and
disendowing, 396.

Isandluna, massacre of British troops at, 421.
Italy, state of and war in, 1848-9, 10, 11 ; created a
kingdom, 370.

Jarrobitbkt, general, in command of corns <V armSe
in rear of the English at Balaclava, 268; at the
battle of EaiacUvH, 270.

Jacinto, the captain of boards the Trent, 371.
Jamaica, revolt of negroes in, 381 ; special com-

mission of enquiry, ib.

Japan visited by lord Elgin, 1858, 335.
Jewish disabilities, question of, 23.
Jl'Ws' Relief Act, 24.

John of Austria made Vicar of the Empire, 12.
Judicature Act passed by lord Selbonie, 402.

Kars, defence and fall of, 315.

Kent, duchess of, her death, 372.

Kerteh captured by the allies, 1855, 310.
Kinburn, the forts bombarded, 314.
Kintr, I>nrke, Mr., his motion for leducing the County

Franchise, 85.

KintriaKe, Mr., his "History of the War in the
Ciiinea," 178, et seq.

Kotfee Kalcalli, king, defeated by sir Garnet
Wolseley, 405.

Kohinoor, the, 42.

Kouiggratz, battle of, 384.

Kornilov, vice-admiral, proposes to attack the allied
fleets, 258; his defence of Sebastopol, 260; his
address to the troops, ib. ; devotion and death of,

265.

Ko^^Euth, Louis, appointed provisional governor of
Hungary, 12 ; escapes to Turkey, 37 ; is received
in England with honours, ib.; his speeches iu
England, 72.

Labouhino CLASSK8, Prince Albert's interest in, 93.
Lake, colonel, constructs batteries at Kars, 315.
I/a Marmora, general, lands in the Crimea with an
army of 10,000 men, 2U9; holds the line of the
Tchernaya, 310 ; wins battle of theTcbernaya, 312.

Lansdowne, marquis of, is consulted by the Queen
and t .kes a seat; in the cabinet of lord Aberdeen,
128.

Lawrence, sir Henry, at Mooltan, 40 ; defence of
Lucknow, and death, 345.

Lawrence, sir John, raises fresh, troops to quell the
mutiny, 344.

Lavaiette, M., his demands of the Porte, 178.
Leiningen, prince, at the campaign on the Danube,

225.
Leopold I., king of the Belgians, death of, 379.
Leopold, prince, duke of Albanv, married to princess

HC'lt^ne, 405.

Lesseps, M. de, and the Suez Canal, 397.
Lesser Inkerman, the, 277.

Lewis, sir G. C, Chancellor of the Exchequer
under lord Palmcrston, 297; his first Budget,
1855, 306 ; the Budget of 1856, 319 ; the Budget of
1857,329; gains decisive victory over the opposi-
tion, 330; his death, 379.

Libraries and museums, free, Act to establish, 53.
Life peerages, right of the Crown to creat'-, 327.
Light Brigade at Balaclava, 271 ; its inaction, 272 ;

the charge, 275; its losses, 276; lord Raglan's
judgment on, ib.

Limited liability of companies, 305.

Lincoln, Abraham, elected President of the United
S'.ates, 1860, 368; abolishes slaverv, 375; is
assassinated by Wilkes Booth, 1865, 3i'7.

Liprandi, general, in command of corps d' armie in
rear of the English at Balaclava, 268; at the
battle of Balaclava, 270 ; m:ikea good the ground
he had won, 277; Menchikov's praise of, 278;
defeated ai the battle of the Tchernaya, 312

Lissa, Sardinian flctt defeated at. 384.
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Local GoTernment Board first established, 400.

Louis Philippp, death of, 64; lord Palmerston'a
opinion of, 65.

Louise, princess, married to marquis of Lome, 405.

Lowe, Robert, newly-elected to parliament, 125;
made Secret;iry to the Board of Control by lord

Aberdeen, 129 ; retires from office on being cliavged

with mutilating School Keports, 376 ; his speeches
against reform. -"S, 3S3 ; is made Chancellor of the
Exchequer in Mr. Gladstone's Ministry, 394; in-

troduces his first Budget, 396 ; his second Budget,
398; his third Budget—a fiasco, 400 ; his fourth
Budget, 401 ; his fifth Budget, 402 ; he is trans-
ferred to the Home Secretarybhip, ib.

Lubbock, sir John, passes the Bank Holiday Act,
400.

Lurnn, lord, reconnoitring at Mackenzie's Farm,
2j.i ; in command of cavalry and horse artillery

a: BalMcIava, 263 ; his and sir Colin Campbell's
commands independent of each other, 269 ; con-
gratulated by the French on the charge of the
Heavy Brigade at Balaclava, 271 ; his instructions

to lord Cardigan, 272 ; receives lord Raglan's
order "to advance," ih. ; his construction of
the order, 273 ; receives lord Raglan's ** Fourth
order," ib. ; orders the charge of the Light
Brigade, ib. ; keeps back the Heayy Brigade, 275 ;

lord Raglan's opinion of him, 276.

Lucknow, Mutiny at, 3i4 ; siege of the residency,
345; Havelock and Outrara march to relieve, and
are besieged there, 348 ; relief of by sir Colin

Campbell, 3 19 ; residency evacuated, tfi. ; ultimate
capture of, 350.

Lushington, captain, succours Russian survivors
after the battle of the Alma, 249.

Lvndhurst, lord, his great speech on the Russian
'War, 230 ; his distrust of Napoleon III., 265 ; de-
nounces the Austrian oppression in Italy, 326

;

opposes the creation of life peerages, 327 ; main-
tains the right of commissioner Yeh to seize the
Arroxi\ 331 ; his speech on the Paper duties, 3G6 ;

his death, ib.

Lynns, sir Kdiuund, at the Greek court, 56 ; on the
Ayninemnon, 240; proposes an immediate assault

on Sebastopol, 261 ; his share in the naval attack

on Sebastopol, 266 ; converted to the views of

Dundas, ib.; Eucceeds Dundas, 285; his report
on the feeling of both armies, ib. ; bombards
Kinburn, 314.

Lytton, sir Edward Bulwer, opposes Mr. Gladstone's

Budget of 1853, 147 ;
proposes hostile motion re-

ppicting lord John Russell's continuance in office

after the Vienna conference, ,303 ; made Colonial

Secretary, 355.

Lyiion, lord, Ticeroy of India, hii policy, 420.

Macaulat's opinion of lord Palmerston, 109; his

last great speech, 1853, 151; opposes the Judges'
Exclusion Bill, 152.

Mackintosh, colonel, imparts valuable information
respecting the Crimea, 241.

Maclean shoots at the Queen, 50,

Magdala, destruction ol, by the British, 389.

M;iL'uire, Mr., his motion on the slate of Ireland,

1868,391.
Mal.ikoff, the, 257 ; its fire silenced, 265 ; the French

attack agam brought close up, 310; thf French
repulsed, 311 ; stormed by the French, 312.

Malmsbury, lord, on Free Trade, 17.

Mamelon, the, carried by the French, 310.
•' Manchester School," lord John Russell on, 22.

Manitoba becomes a portion of the dominion of

Canada, 397.

Marie, Grand-duchess, married to the duke of
Edinburgh, 405.

Maritime Law, as agreed at the Congress of Paris,

lrs5(>, 324.

Maicu lax propnsed by Mr, Lowe, 400.

Mijo, lord, his declaration of the ministerial policy

r.'.'.iiding Iri'land, 391.

Mitarihy, JuBtin, on the constitutional relations of

huvtTLinn and ministers, 06 ; his opinion of tlie

cotiii ii' etilt, \\2; his account of the defeat of the
Abiiduin Ministry, 295; on lord Ualhou&ie's ad-
munsLrulion of India, 340.

U'CiUic dibtuvers the >urih-wcst passage, 153,

Meerut, cartridges distributed at, 342 ; outbreak of
mutiny at, 1856, ib.

Memnrandum from the Queen respecting lord Pal-
merston 's despatches, 69.

Memorial to Prince Consort, site of, 101.
Menchikov, prince, lus mission, 185 ; encounters

lord S, de Redoliffe, 187 ; his ultimatum and
departure from Constantinople, 188 ; in command
of the Russian forces, military and naval, in the
Crimea, 246 ; his character and plan of defence,
247 ; is defeated at the Alma, 248 ; makes no
effort to defend northern heights of Sebastopol,
252; sinks ships across Sebastopol harbour, 258;
quits Sebastopol with his army, 259 ; reinforces
garrison at Sebastopol, 263 ; constitutes a curpi
d'a7'mee in rear of English at Balaclava, 268; his
plan of attack at Balaclava, 269 ; his (<anguine re-
port after the battle, 278 ; his headquarters at
Inkerman, 279 ; his apology for the atrocities, 282,

Merchant Shipping Act introduced, 408.

Metropolitan Bo>rd of Works constituted, 305.

Metropolitan Burials' Act, 52.

Mexico, joint expedition to, 1862, 373.

M'Grath, John, succour of the wounded at the
battle of the Alma, 249.

Michael, the grand duke, his first essay in arms,
279.

Militia, local, proposed by lord John Russell, 115;
the opinions of the Queen and Prince Consort
thereupon, ifi.

Militia Act introduced by Mr. Walpole, 116.

Mill, John Stuart, oppuses the transfer ol the East
Indian dominions from the company to the crown,
355; is elected member for Westminster, 379; is

defeated, 1868, 394.
Mdman, dean, conducts the funeral service of the
duke of Wellington in St. Paul's, 122.

Ministers and Parliament, 6.

Ministry of all the Talents {the second), 128.

Minto, lord, his mission to Italy, 1347-8, 13.

Moldavia, geographical position of, 169.

Molesworth, sir W., Chief Commissioner of Parks
and Public Buildings, 129 ; snccct-ds lord J. Russell
as Colonial fecretary. 1855, 303 ; his death, ib.

Monteagle, lord, opposes the Paper Duties Bill, 366.
Montenegro at war with Tuvkt-y, 413.
Montgomerv, Mr., disarms native regiments at
Lahore, 343.

Moolraj, Dewan, revolt of, at Mooltan,39 ; surrenders^
41 ; dies, 42.

MouUan, siege of, 39 ; capture of, 40, 41.

Mouraviev, general, at the siege of Kars, 315.

Nana Sahib's claim to a pension disallowed, 341 ; he
IS invited by sir H. Whfeler to Cawnpore, 345

;

responds to the appeal, 346 ; his treachery and the
massacre in the boats, ib. ; his slaughter of women
and childnn, 347; his army defeated by general
Havelock, ih. ; flight, ib.

Napier, sir Charles J., appointed to the command in
India, 4!.

Napier, sir Charles, banquet to on being appointed
to the command of the Baltic fleet, 214 ; extrava-
gant expectations disappointtd, 215; destruction
of Bomarsund, i&. ; and return home, ib.

Napier, sir Hubert, conducts the campaign in
Abyssinia, 389 ; is created lord Napier of Magdala^
ib.

Napoleon III. elected president of the republic, 102 ;

t.ikes the inaugural oath, Ui3 ; character of, i6. ;.

his knowledge of the English comury and people^
104 ; his speech at Cherbourg, ib. ; the '* Saviour of
Society," ib. ; his coTiflict with the assembly, i6.

;

the coup d'efat, 105 ; arrest of generals and.

deputies, ib. ; his proclamation, ib. ; his proposed
constitution, ib. ; his proclamation to the soldiers,

106; massacres and deportations, ib.; *' Society

is saved," ib. ; the pU^biscile, ib. ; inauguration
at Notre Dame, ib.; the souvenirs of the empire
revived, ib. ; how all'ected by the fall of lord Pal-
merston, 109 ; tour through the centre and south
of Fnmce, 118; declares that the "empire ia

peace," ib. ; made emperor, 120; result of thi-

Iili^biscite, 124 ; proclaimed emperor by the title of

Napoleon III., ib. ; ;uid ia recognized as such by
England, Austria, and Prussia, ib, ; attacked hj
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English ptatesmen and by the press, 134; his
mwrriage, ib.; in search of a policy of adventure*
191; his separate concert wiih Kngfand, 198 ; letter

to the Czar on the massacre itt Sinope, 202; hi3
proposal adopted bj- the English Government, 203

;

informs the senute and legislative assembly that
France and Russia are at war, 216 ; his views
regarding Scbastopol and plan of the campaign,
230; his instructions to St. Arniiud, 234; visit of
Prince Albert to the camp at lloulogne, 23S; visits

the English court, 300 ; rejects the Austrian pro-
posals brought forward at the Vienna conference,
ib. ; wishes to withdraw the Fi ench army from the
Crimea, 314; agrees with England in ultimatum
to Russia, 317 ; on unitv of action at the council
table, 320; birth of the Piince Imperial. 185(5,321;
conspiracy against his life by Orsini, 352; failure

of the attempt, ib. ; avows that he bad gone into

the war with Russia to resuscitate Poland, 358
;

his views regarding Italy, ib. ; a Carbonari^ ib.
;

his treaty with Cavour at Plombi<>res, 359 ; opens
new arsenal at Cherbourg and receives visit there
from the Queen and Prince Consort, ib. ; ominous
words to the Austrian ambassador, January 1,

1859, 3G0 ; the commercial treaty with England,
3 4

;
growing distrust of the emperor in England,

365 ; English feeling with regard to the cession of
Savoy and Nice, 366 ; the expedition to Mexico,
1862, 373 ;

proposes congress on the alfairs of
Europe, which is declined by England, 1863, 375 ;

Yenetia ceded to him by Austria, 384 ; presented
by him to Italy, ib. ; his attempt to buy Luxem-
burg, ib.; his New Year's reception, 1870, 379;
begins the war with Germany, 15th July, 1870,

398; the battlps around Metz,—Sedan,—captivity
of Napoleon III,,— fall of the second empire, 399,

Napoleon, prince, in the Crimea, 282; bis marriage
to Clothilde, 359.

Nasmyth, lieutenant, at Silistria, 224.
National Debt, proposed conversion of, 138 ; increase

of by Russian war, 329 ; sir Staflford Northcote's
proposal to reduce by means of a sinking fund,
408.

National education, conference on, 95 ; minister of,

first appointed, 326 ; Mr. Forster's Bill for, 398.

National expenditure, 21, 22.

Navigation Laws, repeal of, 18.

Neill, general, recaptures Allahabad from the rebels,

1856, 346.

NVsselrode, despatch on Greek question, 57.

Nes^^elrode Memorandum, the, 172.

Nctley hospital, foundation stone laid by the Queen,
309.

Neutral rights, as agreed at the Congress of Paris»
IS56, 324.

Newcastle, duke of, Secretary for War and the
Cnlouies, 129 ; his view regarding Sebastopol,

229; sends plan of campaign to the Queen, 230;
and suggests to lord Raglan an attack on Sebas-
topol, ib.; his despatch to lord Raglan, 234; his

reply to lord Raglan's letter containing bis

decision, 236 ; begs to be removed from the
Cabinet, 292 ; lord Palmcrston on the duke's
merits, 294; resigns office, 297 ; his death, 379.

New generation, 1848-1880, 1.

Newspapers, stamp duties on, abolished, 305.

New Zealand representative constitution, 117

;

Maori outbreaks, 375.

N cholas I., Czar, sounds sir H. Seymour as to the
Sick Man's inheritance, 133 ; his visit to Eng-
land, 171 ; his conversations with sir Hamilton
Seymour, 181 ; his absolutely despotic power, 189

;

resolution to occupy the Principalities, 190

;

*' this is war," ib.
;
proclaims a war of religion,

i£. ; issues a religious manifesto, 194 ; is exasper-
ated at the fleets being ordered to Constantinople,
199; retaliates by the *' massacre" at Sinope,
202 ; recalls his ambassadors from London and
Paris, 205 ; receives a Quaker deputation, 203

;

issues a war manifesto to his people, 209 ; bitterly

humiliated by his defeats, and at having con-
Bequently to evacuate the Principalities, 226

;

accepts the "Four Points" proi)Osed by Austria,

289 ; his resolve regarding the defence of the
Black Sea, 290; orders a levy of 10 out of every
1,0UU men, id. ; his death, 297 ; his last words, b.
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Nicholas, the grand duke, his first essay in arms
279.

Nicholson, general, recaptures Delhi, 347 ; his death,
ib.

Nightingale, Miss Florence, at Scutari, 285.
Nolan, captain, carries lord Raglan's '* Fourth
order" to lord Lucan, 273; his death, 274.

Norfolk, duke of, opinion on Ultramontanism, 81.
Normanby, lord, ambassador in Paris, 107.

Northcote, sir Stafford, Chancellor of the Exchequer
m Mr. Disraeli's second administration, 404; his

Budget, 1875. 407 ; hi^ Budge:, 1875, 408 ;
propose?!

sinking fund fo'' reduction of national debt, ib.
;

his lUidget of lS7f>, 409 ; his Budget of 1877, 413
;

his Budget of 1878, 419 ; his Budget of 1879, 422.
North German Confederation under the presidency

of Prusna, 384.
North-west passage discovered by gir John Franklin
and M'Clure, 153.

Novara, battle of, 83.

Oaths Bill, Parliamentary, 23, 24.

O'Brien, Smith, transported for life, 25
;
pardoned,

ib. ; dies, ib.

Obstruction in the House of Commons, 413, 422.
(t'Connor, Arthur, threatens the Queen, 50.

Old Fort, Crimea, landing of the allied armies at,

1854, 244.

Oliphant, Mr., his '* Russian Shores of the Black
Sea," 241, 253.

Oltcnitza, Russians defeated by Turks at, 223.
Omar Pasha on the Danube, 223 ; encounter? and

defeats the Russians at Oltenitza, ib. ; summons
Gortchakov to evacuate the Principalities, 193;
defeats 16,000 Russians on the river Ingour, 315.

Orsini, Felice, escapes from Mantua, 351 ; conspires
against the life of Napoleon III., 352; the attempt,
ib. ; Orsini arrested and guillotined, ib,

Osman Pasha, his gallant defence of Plevna, 414.
Oude, annexation of, 341 ; great mutiny in, 344.
Oudinot, general, issues proclamation to inhabitants

of Roman States, 34 ; is defeated by triumvirs, 35 ;

is successful, ib.

Outram, sir James, ** the Bayard of India," defeat**

the Persians at Kooshab, 329; appointed chief
commissioner in Oude, 348 ; volunteers to serve
under Havelock, ib. ; besieged at Lucknow, ib.

;

relieved by sir Colin Campbell, 349; at Alum
Bagh, ib. ; his earnest remonstrances regarding
lord Canning's Oude proclamation, 354.

Overend, Gurney and Co., failure of, 382.
Oxford Society for the Protection of AgricuUtu"e dis-

solved, 21.

Oxford University, Commission of Enquiry issued,

Pagkt, lord George, at Balaclava, 274, 275 ; at Inker-
man, 281.

Palace of Westminster, new, 54.

Palmerston, lord. Foreign Secretary, 8 ; retrospect
of foreign policy, 9 ; opinion of him on the con-
tinent, 14 ; intervention in affairs of Italy, ib.

;

opinion of his foreign policy expressed in the
"Life of the Prince Consort," lA. ; holds fast to
the policy of maintainingthe Austrian Empire, 16

;

mediates in Sicily and in North Italy, ib. ; letter t n
Mr. Disraeli's motion " on the state of the nation,"
21 ; his deep interest in the Hungarian revolt, 37

;

on Austrian affa rs, 38 ; freedom of speech with
regard to his colleagues, ib. ; on the cholera, 44 ;

letter to the Presbytery of Edinburgh on a
*'National Fast," 47 ; criticisms on his letter, ib. ;

quarrels with Greece on the Don Pacifico question,
56 ; orders the fleet to the Pireeus, 57 ; settlement
of ihe dispute, 58 ; opposition of Palmerston to the
Court and the Premier, ib. ; is eulogized by lord
John Russell, 59; five-hours' speech, i'>. ; Civis
liomaiius sum^ 60; opinions on Louia I'hilippe and
sir Robert Peel, 65 ; conjectures as to Pcelites, ib. :

the successor-designate of Peel, i5.; honours paid
him by the Liberal party, ib. ; opinion of Mr.
Fonblanque on his despatches, G8 ; thu Queen's
complaint against him, 69; she addresses a memo-
randum respecting lonl Palmerston to the Prime
Minister, ib. ; his iiiii rvjew with Prince Albert on
the subject, 70 ; h.s itaeons for not resigning, 71

;
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his sympathy with the Hungarian?, i5. ; his
despatch respect nu ffeneral H;iyn:iu, ib. ; sym-
pathy with Kossuth, id ;

*' judicious bottle-
holding," id. ; stronff opinion of the Cabinet on
lord Palmerstons want of caution, 73; approves
of Louis Napoleon's coup d'etat, ib. ; letter on
the Papal apgression, 81 ; and on public affairs,

ib. ; on Mr. Gladstone's letters Irom N'aples, 88;
on the changes of ministers in France, 104;
official despatch to lord Normanby after the coup
d'etat^ 107; expresses to M. \\ alewski his ap-
proval of the action of the French president, ib.

;

dismissed from the office of Fureitrn S< cretary,

1C8 ; offered the lord-lieutenancy of Ireland, ib.
;

his explanations respecting his conduct, ib, ; lord
Dalling's remark on his bearing, 109 ; etiectof his

dismissal on the Continent, ib. ; Macaulay's
opinion of him, ib.\ Palmerston and the Prince
Consort, 110 ; his forecast of the session of 1352,

111 ; defeats lord John Ilussell's bill for a local

militia, 114; refuses offor of office by lord Derby,
ii. ; approves of tlie militia act introduced by
lord Derby's government, 116; on the result of

the elections, 1852, 118 ; opinion of the duke of
Wellington, 119; his resolution on the subject of

Free Trade. 124 ; his views on the Home Secre-
taryship, 127 ; accepts the dfii-e of Home Secre-
tary in lord Aberdeen's ministry, 129; his multi-
farious activity , fft. ; on the coming session of

1853, 135 ; expresses his coulidence in the Czar's
evacuating the Principalities of his own accord,
August, 1S53, 154 ; lemponiry resignation of,

157 ; on the power of the Prime Minister to

dismiss his eolleapues, 163; urges reforms on
Turkey, 175 ; his views regiirdin.; Turkey, 176 ;

his peculiar position in lord Aberdeen's ministry,

196; his letter on " Prevention better than Cure,"
ib. ; the Queen on lord Palmerston's mode of

proceeding, ib. ; on Russia's mode of advance,

and the way to check it. 197 ; his views with regard

to our support of Turkey, 200; his resignation

and return to office, 203 ; his memorable defence

of the Mmistry and its effect, 207 ; his glorifi-

cation of sir Ch;irles Napier on his dcp;irture

for the Baltic, 215; his reply to Mr. Bright,

218 ; his memorandum on the necessity of

taking Sebiistopol and destroying the Ruesinn
Black Sea Fleet, 229; speech on Mr. Roebuck's
motion for an enquiry, 294 ; on the merits of the

duke of Newcastle, tb. ; succeeds lord Aberdeen
as premier, 206; his letter to lord J. Russell at

the Vienna Conference, 299 ; the ministerial

policy attacked, 300; his reply to lord John Rus-
Ri-U's challenge ; the war not for Turkey merely,

3u5 ; his intention to have drtt y telegraphic rc-

port» from the campaign in the Crimea, 309 ; bis

view of the effect of the fall of Sebastopol, 313;
hi=i determination to continue tlie war if necessary,

317 ; defends the Treaty of Peace, 1S5G, 321 ; on
Russia in India, 329 ; stipulates for the abolition

of the slave trade in the Persian Gulf, ib.\ is

defeated by Mr. Cohdrn and a combination of

parties on the Chinese war question, 331 ; appeals

to the couniry, 332 ;
great triumph, tb. ; assur-

ance as to Pa'rliamentary Reform, ib.
;
proposes

bill transferring the East Indiiin dominions from
the Company to the crown, 3.J2 ; introduces the

Conspiracy Bill, ih. ; is defeated and resigns, 1S5S,

353 ; announces the withdrawal of the proposed

vote of censure regarding lord ElU-nborough's

despatch, 355 ; enters on his second premiership

at the age of 75, 3C2 ;
declares his readiness to

face a war with France, 3Ij6; on the Lords and the

Paper Duties Bill, 367; his resolutions, i6. ; his

comprehensive scheme of national defence, ib, ; on

Mr. Gladstone, ib. ;
getting the French out of

Syria, 363 ; the affair of the 2'rent, 370 ; declines

Napoleon the Third's proposal for a European

congress 1863,375; withstands a vote of censure

on foreign policy, 377 ; new Parliament— elections

in favour of lord Palmerston, 379 ; his death, ib.
;

burial in Westminster Abbey, ib.

Panic, financial, the, of 1857, 334.

Panic, commercial, of 180<i. 3s2.

Paiimure, lord, Ruccceds the duke of Newcastle as

Secretary of War, 297.

Panslavism and Russian policy, 412.
'• Papal Aggression," 79.

Parliament and the crown, 15.

Parliamentary Oaths Act, 24.

Paskievitch, prince, his plan of campaign, 223;
wounded before Silistria, 225.

Pate, lieutenant, strikes tlie Queen, 50.
Paulov, general, at Inkerman, 281,
Paxton, sir J., designs the great Exhibition, 99.
" Peace Party " and the Russian question, 208.
Pt-ace of Prague, 3S4.
Peace of San Stefano, 416.
Peel, sir Robert, leader of Conservative party, 8

;

speech on the abolition of the Coin Laws, 20
;

letter to his tenantry on " The Present State and
Prospects of Agriculture," 21 ; on the question
of Jewish disabilities, 23 ; supports suspension of
Habeas Corpus Act in Ireland, 26 ; scheme of
Colleges and Universities for Irelan i. 31 ; declara-
tion on Protection, 52 ; on the need of retrench-
ment, 54; on the risk of loss in case of hostilities,

ib. ; his last speech, 61 ; supports plan for Indus-
trial Exhibition, 62 ; death of, ib. ; honours to his
memory, 63 ; funeral, ib. ; Prince Albert's eulogy
on, 64.

Peel, captain, throws burning shell outside breast-
work, 263 ; and is rewarded with the Victoria
Cross, 2ii4.

Pegu, province of, annexed by England, 131.
Pelissier, general, succeeds Canrobert as Com-

mander-in-chief of the French army in the Crimea,
1855, 309 ; on the peace and the birth of the Prince
Imperial, 321 ; succeeds Persigny as English
ambassador, 353.

Penal servitude sub^tit'ited for transportation, 149.
Persia, war with, abmt Herat, 329.

Persigny, M., ambassador to tiie English court, 300
;

resigns his appomtment, 353.
Peter the Great, his policy and alleged will, 167.
Piprri, guillotined for atiemptmg the life of

N;ipoleon III., 352.

PirLDUs, British fleet at, 57.

Pius IX., Pope, elected June 16. 1S46, effects

reforms, amnisties political offences, grants
municipal institutions, 10 ; escapes to Gaeta, 13 ;

deposed from temporal government, 1849, 14 ;

is restored to authority by means of French
troops and returns to the Vatican, 35 ; his plan
with regard to the conversion of England, 79;
i'.sues a brief, ib.; demonstration against, on
Guy Fawkes* dav, 80.

Piet>iscite, result of, in France, 106.

Police of Scotland, act to make more effectual, 53,

Plevna, fall of, 414.

Plimsoll, Mr., his efforts to correct abuses in build-
ing and loading ships, 408.

Population of United Kingdom, 1S51. 88 ; of 1861,
370 ; of 1871, 400 ;

of 1841 to 18sl, 405.

Post-office, Sunday business of, 55.

Post-office Savings' Bunk established, 309.

Prince Imperial (of France), his birth, 321 ; his
death in Zululand,421.

Prince of Wales first takes his place in state beside
the Queen, 218 ; visits Paris with his parents,
307 ; visits Canada and the United States, 363

;

takes his sent as a peer, 1863, 374; his marriage,
ib. ; birth of prince Albert Victor, 376; dangerous
illness, 400 ;

public thanksgiving for his recovery,
ih, ; his visit to India, 1875-6, 408,

Princess Royal, her dowry and annuity voted, 333 ;

her marriage with prince Frederick William o\

Prussia, ib.

Principalities, the. their position defined by the
Treaty of Paris, 185G. 323.

Prisons Act, the, transferring power from the local

magistrates to the Home Secretary, 1077, 413.
Promissory Oaths Act, 24.

Protectionists, 8 ; agitation by, 17 ; meetings of, li.

Prottciion, last great debate on, 84 ; thrown over-
hoard by lord Derby's Government, 117.

Provident Societies, formation of legalized, 116,

Public Worship Regulation Act, 407.

Punjab, annexation of, 42.

Purchase in the army abolished, 400,
Pusey, Dr., and Convocation, 7".

Puscyites, 75.
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QfADRILATERAL, the, 11.

Q idkers. riepuuiiinn of, to the Czar Xicholas. 208.

Qifensiown, f-n mimed in honour of the Queen's
visit to Ireland, 27.

Kadktzky defeats the S;irdinianp, 33.

Kinfliin, I ird, receives his peerajfe, and is made
M.;iKH*i-general of the Ordnance, 120; appointed
to the comm<xnd of the Enirlish forces, 221 ; brief

memoir of, ib. ; receives despatch from the duke
of Newcasiie recommending him to lay siege to

^ebastopol, 234; dpiermines to do so, 235-6; his

reply to the duke, 236 ; is " absolutely without in-

formation " regiirding the Crimea, 239; over-

comes the French proposal for delay, ib. ; sailp,

wiih hi.'*armv, from Varna for the Crimea, 240

;

and lands the' troops at *' Old Kort," 244 ; marches
on to, and fichts battle of, Ai.ma, 247 ; bis des-

patches borne, ;ind opinion of the troops. 250 ; his

opinion as to an immediate advance, 252 ; relusal

of St. Arnaud to attack north side, tb. ; sacrifices

his own desires and judgment, and marches to

Bouth side, 254 ; sole command devolves upon
him in consequence of St. Arnaud's illness, i6.

;

narrowly escapes being captured by the Russians,

255 ; at Balaclava, ib. ; his opinion of St. Arnaud,
256 ; supports sir Edmund Lyons's proposal for an

attack on Sebastopol, but is overruled, 261 ; his

letter to Dundas describing their ** duty," 264;

his warning letter to the duke of Newcastle, 267 ;

fights battle of Balaclava, 270; his order to

lord Lucan, 272 ; his message by captain Nolan,

273: his judgment on the charge of the Light

Brigade, 276; foresees the danger of attack on

Inkerman, 27U ; fights the battle of Inkerman,
281 ; rejects sir de Lacy Evans's counsel to

abandon the siege of Sebastopol, 284; is created

a field-marshal, and receives a letter from the

Queen assuring him of her high confidence, 285
;

failure of the first and second attacks on Sebas-

topol, 310 ; death of, 311 ; eulogy on by lord EUes-
mere, ib.

Ramnugger, brittle of, 40.

Kedan, the, 257 ; explosion at, 2C5 ; is restored by
Todlebcn, 266; is again destroyed, ib.; quarries

stormed by the British, 310 ; failure of the

assault, 3U ; final attack on, 312.

Itedclitfe, lord Stratford de, returns to Constantino-

ple, 135; his eminent qualitie?, 171 ; his position

at Consiantinople, th. ; created a viecount, 1852,

179 ; encounters prince Menchikov at Constanti-

nople, 187 ; and defeats bis proposal, 188 ; the

Czar's complaints regarding, 189 ; recommends
the Vienna note to the acceptance of the Porte,

192; his prophetic -words regarding the war,
1S53, 194 ; onnoafs the fleets being sent to Con-
stantinople, 199.

Ryrurm bill, lord John Russell's, 1852, 112 ; of 1854,

introduction and withdrawal, 157, 153; of 1863,

3S6, 387.
Renaud,major, marches to the relief of Cawnpore,

346.
Repeal of Navigation Laws, 18.

Retrospect of Queen's reign, 1837-48, 3.

Revolutionary epocn in Europe, 10.

Ritualistic movement, 7.i.

Roberts, sir Frederick, in command in India, 422.

Roebuck, John Arthur, motitm on foreign policy, 59 ;

views on the '* No Popery " quesiion, 82 ; and on
Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, 83 ; his motion for a

Curauiittec of enquiry, 293; defeat of his motion
of censure on the Goveiiiment, 1S55, 304 ; de-

nounces the India hill of the Derby Administration
8s a great sham, 353.

Rnrae, French txuediiion to, 34 ; surrenderor to the

French, 35; French occuimtion of, ii. ; French
garrison withdrawn trom, 399.

Rorke's Drift, gallant defence of, 421.

Robe, sir Hugh, cautures Calpee and Gwalior, 350.

Rothschild, baron Lionel de, returned as a member
for the City, 22 ; resigns his seat and is;re-elected,

23 ; aga n returned by the City in 1852 and 1857,

ib. ; appointed one of the managers of the Confer-

ence, ib. ; takes his seat, 1358, -4.

Rorhschild, house of, takes up English loan of 1S56,

320.

Roumanian Principalities, independence of, 169 ; de-

scription of, 170.

Roumania proclaimed and acknowledged by the

P.irte, 1861. 323 ; enrolled among the kingdoms of

Europe. 1881, ib.

Roval Patriotic Fund founded, 2S5.

Russell, lord John, Premier, 8; on the *' Manchester
School," 22 ; motion respecting Jewish diHabiliiie-*,

ib.; introduces and carries Oaths Bill, 24; intro-

duces measure for the relief of Irish distress, 26;
on the brightening prospects of Ireland, 185U, 32;
moves for a select committee on official talarie-,

54 ; in debt as Prime Minister, ib. ; agrees to

abolish Sunday work at Post Office, and afterwards
proposes to restore it, 55 ; opposition lo lord P.d-

merston, 58 ; eulogizes hi.n in the Ilouse of Com-
mons, 59; on sir Robert Peel; proposes public

funeral, which is declined, 63 ; receives memo-
randum from the Queen respecting lord Palmer-
ston, 69 ; his contest with lord Palmerston, 72,

73 ; letter to the bishop of Durham on Popery, 80 ;

mtroducea Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, 83 ; resigna-

tion of Ministers, 85 ; advises the Queen to send
for lord Stanlev, ib.; returns to office, 86 ;

letter

to the Queen on the coup d'etat, 107 j letter to lord

Pdlmeraton dismissing him from the office of

F'oreign Secrt-tarv, 108 ; his action approved by
the Cabinet and by the Queen, ib.; his explana-
tions in Parliament, 109; introduces a Kelorm
Bill, 1852, 112; introduces a scheme for local

militia, 113; which is defeated by lord Palmerston,

114; the Ministry resign office, «6. ; lakes the leatl

of the House of Commons (lord Aberdeen's
Ministry), 128; and is afterwards made President

of the 'Council, ib. ; remonstrates against steps

taken by France at Constantinople, 134; makes .i

statement of ministerial measures, ib. ; his dccUira-

tion for national education to be on a religion-'

basis, 150; expresses his belief of there being a

fair prospect of peace, August 10, 1853, 154;

speech in Scotland on securing the just rigiit "t

nations, 155 ; his claim to the premiership. 156;

his Reform Bill of 1854, 157 ; his emotion on lu

withdrawal, 158; Mr. Uiaraeh's sentiments regard-

ing lord John, j6. ; carries an act to reform the

Universities, ib. ; on the Eastern Question, 177-8 ;

supports lord Palmerston's advice that the tleei^

should enter the Black Sea, 200 ; speech on th''

ambitionofRus^in,— " May God defend the right !"

206 ; is with difficulty persuaded to retain leader-

ship of the Ilou-e, "237; deplores the lack oi

vigour in the war, 250; statement regarding lord

Aberdeen's premiership, 2i)2 ; advises that lord

Palmerston should take the War Department, id. ;

proposal rejected by lord Aberdeen, ib. ; thrt-aien^

to resign, but remains, 293; tenders his resigna-

tion, 294 ; return> lo office under lord Palmerston,

297 ; represents England at the Vienna Conlerence,

299; failure of tne negociations, ib.; wishes lu

resign, but fearing to weaken the Ministry, retains

office, 300; and vehemently supports the rejection

of the Austrian proposals, 3U1 ; count Buol on his

warlike language, 302 ; Mr. Milner Gibson'.-

question regarding his conduct at and alter ttn-

Vienna Contereuce, tb. ; lord John's reply, 303 ;

Mr. Disraeli's retort, ib.; sir Bulwer Lytion'^

motion, ib.; lord John again resigns, ib.; ami

leads an attack on the .Ministry, 3U4 ; mov.s re^^o-

lutions respecting national education, 326; helps

to defeat lord Palmerston on tlie Chinese quet^tioii,

331 ;
joins in defeating lord Palmerston on llu

Conspiracy Bill, 352; assumes the p.a-tof mediator

regarding the India Bill of the Derby adminisuii-

tion, 354; heartily viniiicates lord Canning, 355
;

carries resolution opposing the Reform Bill oi

lord Derby's Governmeni, 362 ; at the Foreign

Office in lord Palmerston's Government, tb. ; in-

troduces bis third Reform Bill, which is afterwards

withdrawn, 364 ; his dtchiration regarding the

annexation of Savoy and Nice by France, 306
;

called to the House of Lords with the title of ean
Russell, 370 ; his second administration, 379 :

declares m favour of endowing both Roman
Catholic and Presbyterian Churches in Ireland,

391.

Uu^-tell, Dr., wnr forre=p(rulent of the "Times,"
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246 ; his strle and statements, 291 ; his description
of the fall of Sebastopol, 312.

Rus.'ia, oriein of, 165.

Russian goldiers, aiiocities of, 282.
Russian War, see Eastern Question.
Kyjov, general, his cavalry broken and dispersed by

ilie charge of the Heavy Brigade at Balaclava,
271.

Patiowa, battle of, 3R4.
Salirbury, marquis of, Secretary for India in Mr.

Disraeli's second administration, 404 ; proes as
plenipotentiary to the conference at Constantinople,
413 ; succeeds lord Derby as Minister for War,
416 ; his circular on the peace of San Stefano, ih.

;

his secret undirstandinp with Shouvalov, 417;
attends cont^ress at Berlin. »A.

Salomons, alderman, fined £500 for voting without
havinjT taken the oath, 23.

San Juan arbitration settled, 401.
Sardinians defeated by Radetzky, 83.

Savoy and Nice ceded to France, 366.

Scarlett, general, leads the charge of the Heavy
Brigade at Balaclava, 271.

Schleswig-Hntstein, duchies of, ceded to Austria and
Prussia, 375 ; united to Prussia, 18G6, 384.

School Boards established, 398.

Scindiah, Maharajah of Gwalior, his fidelity, 341
expelled by mutineers, 349; re-established, 350.

Scutari hospital, 285.

Sebastopol, commencement of, 168 ; the *' Times "

on the necessitv of taking, 229 ; Todleben*s defence
of, 2G0 ; Russian fleet retires to, 1853, 204; de-
scription of, 243; iu fortifications, 251, 257 ; can-
nonaded by the allies for the first lime, 264;
failure of the naval attack on, 266 ; second great
cannonade of, 309 ; third cannonade, 310 ; fall of,

312; statistics of the siege, 313.

Secession war in America, 368; end of, 377.

Serfs, Russian, emancipation of, 375.

Servia at war with Turkey, 413.
*' Seven Weeks' War," the, 384.

Seymour, sir Hamilton, sounded by the Czar Nicho-
las as to the "Sick Man's" inheritance, 133 ; con-
versations with the Czar, 181 ; his views on the
Czar's state of mind, 1854, 209.

Shaftesbury, earl of (lord Ashley), motion respecting
Sunday cklivery of letters, 55 ; favours the Ecclesi-

astical Titles Bill, 83; moves vote of censure

on the Derbv-Disraeli Government, 1858, which
is defeated, 355.

Shepstone, sir Theophilus, mediator with the Boers,

421.

Sliere All, opposition to England: his flight from
Cabul and death, 420.

Snere Singh opposes the English, 40; is defeated at

Gonjerat,42.
Shouvalov, count, his secret understanding with lord

Salisbury, 417.
Sikh War, 9.

Sikhs, second war with, 39 ; surrender of, 42.

Sikhs of the Punjab, their fidelity during the mutiny,
1856, 341.

Silistria, defence of, 224 ; the siege raised, 225.

Simpson, general, succeeds to the command in the

Crimea on the death of lord Raglan, 311.

Sinopc, Turkish squadron destroyed at by Russian

fleet, 202.

Smith, Mr. W. H., returned for Westminster, 1868,

394.

Soiinonov, general, at Inkerman, 281.
Si.ult, marshal, death of, 105.

Sjiiih Sea annuities liquidiited, 139.

Sovireignty, descent of the, 2.

Spithcad, naval review at, 199 ; naval review at,

1856, 321.

St. .\rnaud appointed to the command of the French
army in the Crimea, 222; receives int^tructions

from tlie emperor regarding Sebastopol, 231 ; trie?

to delay operations, 239 ; at battl* of Alma, 247 ;

opposes a rapid miirch and attack on the north

Bide of Sebastopol, 2i2 ; and is supported by sir

John Burgoyne, 253; incapacitated by illness,

254
;
gives u)) command to Canrobert, 256 ; is

earried on board ship and dies, ib. ; lord Raglan's

opmtou regarding him. ib

Stamp duties revised by Mr. Gladstone, 142.
Stamp duties on newspapers abolished. 305.
Stanley, lord, 14th earl of Derby, leader of protec-

tionist party in Hou«;e of Lords, 8 ; opposes repeal
of navigation laws, 19 ; characterization of Nessel-
rode's despatch on the Greek question, 57 ; carries
vote of censure on the government, 59 ; is sent for

bv the Queen to form a ministry, 85 ; recommends
that the existing ministry should be strengthened,
jh. ; is again sent for by the Queen, hut is unable
to form a ministry, ib. ; his intended policy, ih.\

the" Rupert of Debate," 114; lord Derby's first

ministry, 115; proposes to take the sense of the
country on free trade and protection, ib. ; the doc-
trine of protection thrown overboard, 117 ; result
of the elections, 1 1 8 ; receives the assurance of the
confidence of his followers, 123 ; defeat of his
ministry on the Budget, 1852, 127 ; his resignation,
ib. ; speech on the Eastern Question, 205 ; sym-
pathy with the views of lord Lyndhurst on the
Russian aggression, 231; is sent for by the
Queen on the fall of lord Aberdeen, 295 ; but is

unable to form an administration, 296 ; on the
Chinese war of 1857, 331; moves resolution of
censure on the government, but is defeated,
331 ; forms his second administration, 353 ; votes
of censure moved in both houses in consequence of
lord Ellenborough's despatch on lord Canning's
Oude proclamation, 355 ; collapse of the attack,
if>. ; carries the act transferring India to the
crown, 356; the Reform Bill of 1859 defeated,
362 ; appeal to the country : vote of want of con-
fidence carried and resignation of the ministry,
ib. ; on the birth of Prince Albert Victor, 376

;

describes lord Russell's as a " meddle and muddlf "

policy, ib.; forms his third ministry, 383; Mr.
Disraeli the real head of the administration, 385;
Reform: the "ten minutes* bill," ib.; carries
the Second Reform Act, 186S, 386; his illness and
resignation of office, 390 ; his deatb, 1870, 397.

Stanley, lord (afterwards 15th earl of Derby), on
protective duties, 117 ; at the Board of Control,

355 ; resigns his oflice in lord Beaconsfleld's Minis-
try, 1878, 410.

Stansfeld, Mr., resigns office on being attacked for

his relations with Mazzini, 376.

Stephens, James, the "head centre,'* ia seized, but
escapes to America, 382.

Stockmar, baron, estimate formed of him by the
Queen and different statesmen, 90 ; his anticipa-

tions regarding Prince Albert, ib. ; his " vigorous
constitutional essay" on the position of Prince
Albert, 162.

Storks, sir Henry, appointed High Commissioner of
the Ionian Islands, 358.

Submarine telegraph between England and France,
132.

Suez Canal opened, 1870, 397 ; shares in, purchased
by the British Government, 409.

Sunday delivery of letters, 55.

Sydney, University of, opened, 117.

Talfourd, Mr. Justice, death of, 215,

Tantia Topee with Nana Sahib at Cawnpore, 346 ;

he is hanged, 1859,347.

"Taxes on knowledge," 54.

Tchernaya, the English army at, 255 ; battle of, 312.

Telegraph, submarine, between England and France,

132.
Telegraphs of the United Kingdom worked by the

Post-office, 396.

Terminable Annuities, Mr. Gladstone's scheme of,

374.
Thames embankment, scheme of, 48.

Tlieodore, king of Abyssinia, seizes British subjects,

389 ; shoots himself on the fall of Magdala, ib.
;

deatn of his son in England, ib.

Thompson, Dr., succour of the wounded at the
battle of the Almii, 249.

Tickeis-of-leave first granted, 149.

"Times," the, on the maintenance of the Ottoman
Empire, 180; on the nects>ityof taking Sebas-
topol, 229 ; on the mismanagement of the war,

291 ; on Prince Albert's Trinity House speech,

301 ; announces the acceptance by Russia of the

TUtimatum, 195G, 318; on possible hostilities be-
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tween France and Austria, 1358,360; summary of

the vear 1860, 3ao.
„ v . i oeo

TimoVieY, general, leads &ortie from Sebastoiiol, 28-

Totilebcn, jrenrril, opinion regardint? an attaclt on

S-^hastop^.l, 252, 253 ; his p.>sition at s^-bastopol,

259,260; his defence of Sebafltopol, 260; unpon-

sibility of his replvintr to English artillery. 263

;

his energy >" defending Sebastopol, 266. 267 ;
at

Inkerman. 231; his opinion of the Hasslatf

Bastion, 283 ; value of his earthworks as defences,

309.

Tract XC, 75. „ , . .i.

Trades unionism, 389; flnda its way among the

agricultural labourers, 401.

Transportation abolished, \-i^, 119.

TransTaal, annexation of, 421.

Trfaties : of Washington on Fisheries and Free

Trade between Canada and the United States,

160- of Kutchuk-Kainardji, 168 ; of Adrianople,

169; of Unkiar Skelessi, 170; between Austria

and Prussia, 1854, 218; between France and

England, 1854, ib.; between Austria, France,

and Great Britain, based on the •• Four Pomts,"

290 ; between England and Sweden and Nor-

way, 318; of Paris, 1856, 321,322; between

Austria, England, and France, 1856, 323 ; of

Waf«hington. 1871,324; of Tien-Tsin, 135S, 335 ;

ofYeddo, 1858, ib. \ with France and Prussia,

guaranteeing Belgium, 399 ; of Washington siirned,

1871,401 ; of Berlin, 417 ; of Gandamak, 420.

Trenches before Sebastopol, heavy losses in, 311.

Trent, the affair of the, 371.

••Truck-system," abolition of, adTOcated by Prince

Albert, 94.

Turkey, origin of, 165.

Ulundi. battle of, 422.

Universities, Act to reform, 153,

Vaccinatiov made compulsory, 153.

Varna, the allied armies advance to, 222.

Venetia ceded to France by Austria, 384 ; presented

to Italy bv France, tfi.

Viceroys of India since the mutiny, 420.

Victor Emmanuel pioclaiined king of Sardinia, 34 ;

joins England and Fnmce (1835) in the Rii>sian

war, 299 ; and sends lO.UOO men to the Crimea,

ib. ; visit to England, 317 ; marriage of his

daughter Clothilde to prmce Napoleon, 1853,

.'139; his speech regarding .\ustri;m Italy. 360; is

defeated by the Ausiiians at Cusiozza, 3S4.

Victoria, Queen, her mode of governing, 2; signifi-

cance of name, ib ; retrospect of reign, 1837-18,

3 ; her personal advantages, 6 ; extract from speech

on opening the second session of her third parlia-

ment, 7 ; her anxieties and work, 14 ;
visits

Ireland, 27 ; enthusiastic reception by the Irish

people, ib.\ contributes £500 tor the relief of

sufferers from the cholera, 49 ; fired at by William
Hamilton, 50; struck by lieutenant pate, i6.

;

threatened by O'Connor, tb. ; shot at by Maclean,

ib. ; opens parliament by commission, 1830, 51

;

grief at the death of Peel, 63 ; her attention to

public business, 67 ; her complaint ai,'ainst lord

Palmerston, 68; memorandum respecting lord

Palmerston's despatches, 69 ; receives addresses

from the Corporation and Universities on free re-

ligion, 80 ; her own sentiments on the C.ttholio

question, id. ; speech on opening parliament, 1851,

&2 ; her impressions regarding the great eihioition,

99; leceives news of ihe coup d* itat m Paris,

107 ; view of the situation, ib. ; speech on opening
parliament, 1852, HI; prorogues her third par-

liament, 1852, 117; loss inflicted by the death of

vhe duke of Wellington, 119; her desire fur his

funeral to be a public one, 120 ; speech on opening
her fourth parliament, 1852, 121 ; her views with
regard to the government, 123; calls to her

council lords Aberdeen and Lansdowne, ih.
;

charges lord Aberdeen to form a government, ib.
;

her satisfaction with the coalition ministry, 130 ;

bequest bv .Mr. Neild of his whole fortune to her

Majesty, 132 ; visit to the Dublin eiuibiiion, 15i

;

iuduence of he. moral purity on the State, 163
;

is visited by the C/.ar Nicholas, 1844, 171; hopes
expressed in her speech dismissing parliament re-
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garding the Vienna Conference, 1853, 192 ; her

judgment of Russia, 193; her testimony to lord

Palmerston's mode of proceeding, 196 ; speech

proroguing parliament, 198 ; speech on the

Eastern Question on opening parliament, 1854,

205; letter to King Leopold, di'scrihing the de-

parture of troops for Malta, 1834, 211 ; leads th*

rteet from Spithead on its departure for the

Baltic, 215 ; speech on the occasinn of opening

the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, 227; her letter

to lord Aberdeen on his Russian proclivities, 233 ;

her views regarding the party supporting him,

237; prorogues parliament, ib.\ speech regarding

the war, ib. ; opiniin on the behaviour of lord

Kaglan and the troops in the Crimea, 230 ; views

legarding the attitude of Austria, 237-88; bei

speech on opening parliament, 1854, 290
;
personal

appeal to the Whigs to stand by her, 294 ; her testi-

mony to the fitness of lord PalmersUm to eucceci?

lord Aberdeen as Premier, 296 ; is visited l>

Napoleon I II., 300 ; has news of the '* incredible

and impossible terms " proposed by Austria at the

Vienna Conference, ib. ; speech on prorogation of

parliament, 1853, 30G ; visits the Emperor and Em-
press at Parix, accompanied by the Prince Consort,

andthePiincc andPrmcessof Wales, 307 ;
enthusi-

astic reception by the Parisians, ib. ; records and
reflections in the Queen's diary, lA.; lays the

foundation stone of Netley Hospital. 309 ; receives

a visit from the King of Sardinia, 317 ; speech on

opening purlumient, January, 1836, 318 ; hopes o(

a general treaty of peace, ib. ; her confidence in

I'lrd Clarendon, ib. ; receives in State addresses

f'oin the Lords and Commons, approTing the

P.ace of Paris, 321 ; reviews at Aldershot the

nrniy returned from the Crimea, ib. ; receives the

Giiaids on their return to London, 322 ; offers the

r'liigratulationsof the new year to her French allv,

3-H; royal message on opening parliament, 1857,

3:^9 ; announces hostilities both with Persia and
( liina, ib. ; royal message on opening the new
((ifth of her reign) parliament, 332; addresses

of congratulation from both Houses on the

marriage of the Princess Royal, 332 ; remodels

the proclamation anmmncing the transference of

India to the Crown, 356 ; her letter to lord Can-
n'lig on hearing how it had been welcomed, 357 ;

visit to Napoleon III, at Cherbourg, 359 ; opens
parliament, May, 1859, 362 ; announces the Treaty
of Commerce with France, 364 ; opens parliament

in person, 1861, 369; opens her seventh parlia-

ment in *' p'ivate State," 381; speech on Reform
on opening parliament, 1867, 335; declines to

accept Mr. Disraeli's resign. ition, 1863, without
first appealing to the country, 393 ; declared
Empress of India, 408 ; receives condolences on
the death of Princess Alice, 421.

Tico, colonel, his testimony to the state of the
British Army, 1835, 309.

Vienna captured by insurrectionists, 12.

Vienna Conference, the, 1835, 299.

Villiers, Mr., gives notice of a motion on Free Trade,
122 ; moves bis resolutions, 123 ; which are de-
feated, 124

Volunteer Kifle Corps, 113 ; formation of, 3C3.

Walewski, M., succeeds to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, 300

;
presides at the peacj conference at

Pans, 1856, 320; on the Belgian Press, 324;
Himlngises for the intemperate language of toe
French colonels, and appeals to the English
cabinet on the Ursini question, 352.

Walpole, Mr., Home Secretary in lord Derby's first

administration, and as such introduces the Mil tia

Act, 1852, 116; prediction with regard to the
repyatioii of Mr. Uisraeli, 125; withdraws from
the Derby ministrv, 1839, 361.

AVallace, Mr., his " Russia," 1G6, 167.
"Wallachia, geographical position of, 169.
Wellington, 'luke oi, on sir Robert IVel, 63; con-

sulted on th: ministerial crisis, 1851, 85; opinion
of lord Palinersion's explanation respecting hia
action on tue couu d' elut question, 108 ; supports
tbe Militia Bill of lord Derby's Government, 116;
his death at Walmer Castle, 118; his position m
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the state and devotion to duty, ib. ; hU opin-jin of

lord Palmerston, 119 ; lord Brougham's euloi-Tr>on,

ib ; the Queen on the loss to herself aridtne

Prince, ib. ; th« Queen's desire for a public funeral,

12U ; his funeral Ht St. Paul'-' C.ithedral, 122.

\Ve. lington College for the orphau aons of officers, 123.

^VensleJ•dale, biiron, cre^tcu a life-peer, but notper-
niicied to tuke bis seat, '62''.

"Wtieatstoae, sir Charles, his plan for a telegraph,

132.

Wheeler, sir Hugh Massey, in cimmand at Cawn-
pore, 345; invites the aid of Nana Sihtb, tft.

;

death of, 316.

Whewell, Dr., and the course of study at Cambridge
University, 94.

Widdin, Turkish army concentrated at, 223.

William I. proclaimed Emperor of Germany, 399.

William, Prince of Prussia, appointed Regent, 359 ;

succeeds to tue crown, 1861, ib.

Williams, sir William Fenwick, at Kars, 315.

WiUoughby, lieutenant, at Delhi, 343.

Wilson, general, with Nicholson at DeUii, 347.

Window Tax, lord Duncan's motion for repealinj?,

Hf^feated, 54 ; proposition to repeal, 85 ; repealed,

ft7.

Wi&eman, Cardinal, appointed archbishop of West-

minster, 78; issues a Pastoral, 79; demonstration
against on Guy Fawkes' day, 30.

Wolseley, colonel, puts down resistance of the Red
River settlers, 397 ; conducts the Ashantee war,
405; in Zululand, 422.

Wood, sir Charles, CQancellor of the Exchequer,
Budget of 1S49, 21; Budget of 1850,53; disposi-

tion of surplus levenue, 54; unsatisfactory Bud-
get, 1851, 84 ; introduces amended Budget, 87

;

repeals Window Tax and imposes Ilouse Duty,
id. ; is made President of Board of Control by
lord Aberdeen, 128 ; his opinion of France under
Napoleon III., 134; moves for a renewal of the
East India Company's charter, which is carried,

151; is made viscount Halifax, 379.
Working classes, Prince Albert's interest in, 93.
Wrangle, general, in command at Kertch, 310.

Wvndham, general, defeated by mutineers, 1857,

319.

Teh, commissioner, oflFera rewards for heads of the
barbarians, 330 ; is taken prisoner at Canton, 334;
and sent to Calcutta, where he dies, 336

Zouaves, description of, 244.

Zulu war, the, 4i21.

THE END.
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